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GRAYBOOK INDEX 

DATE REFERENCE(Sj 

3 January CINCPOA 031151 (pink) 

9 januar,y CINCPOA 092131 

9/10 January Surrunary 

12 Januar,y CINCPOA 122013 (pink) 
14 Jan. CINCPAC 11,.0050 

15 Jan. CINCBPF 152201 (pink) 
16 Jan. JCS 162254 (pink) 

17 Jan. JCS 170349 (pink) 

20 Jan. CINCS:·VPA 200535 (pink) 

23 Jan CNO 231323 

23 Jan Cominch-CNO 231341 

25 Jan. 

26 Jan. 

26 Jan. 
Z1 Jan. 

29 Jan. 

FEBRUA.R.Y 

2-4 Feb. 

8 Feb~ 

B Feb. 

10 Feb,. 

13 Feb. 

JCS 251348 (pink) 

Summary 

CTI,TCPOA 290831 (pink) 

ATC, ~Vash. 081350 

ruillRSHALL 081956 (pink) 

CTIJCSvVPA 100850 (pink) 

CINCPOA 130620 

SUBJECT - Irn:JARl\S 

Warning Order for Phase I I - ICEBERG. 

Concurs in ComGenPOA proposed establishment 
of WesPacBaCom. 

Third Fleet enters SOUTH CHINA SEA. (Exit 
20/21 January). 

Support of- ICEBERG by CG USF CHINA Theater. 

Recommend~ establishing ComAirPacSubComFord. 
(Authorized by Cominch 171916) 

CDJCBPF reports to CINCPAC • 

Redeployment 2oth BomCom CHINA to HARIANAS. 
' ' 

Covers ICEBERG Operation. 

24th Corps readiness date for ICEBERG (1 Apr' 

Delineates functions PEJ\.J.11.1 and Advan~e Hdqtr~ 

Covers transfer of lend-lease vessels to 
USSR. 

CHINA Theater support of ICEB&ttG to be as 
arran sed between Nirrdtz and Wedemeyer. 

Command 3rdli'1t transferred to Com5thflt. 
CTF 3S (McCain) relieved by CTF 58 (Mitscher, 

CINCPAC-CINCPOA departed PEARL for GUAM. 
CINCPAC-CJlTCPOA arrived GUAM. 

Covers arrangements for support of ICEBERG 
by CHINA Theater. 

CINCPAC flew GUAM to ULITHI, broke flag in 
INDif\NAPOLIS. 

Policy on OATC Centers in POA. 

Movement 58th Bomb Wing INDIA-BtJRl.U ... to 
1 ~A'lliiUJAS • 

Allocation _ ersonnel and facilities in ST/VPA 
for use by BPF. 

Staging Facilities in l~ANAS for reserve 
Carrier Air Groups. 
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DATE 

FEBRUARY 
19 Feb. 

25 Feb. 

26 Feb. 

Z7 Feb. 

MARCH 

1 Mar. 

4 Mar. 

9 Mar. 

l-4. Mar. 

15 Mar. 

15 Mar. 

16 Mar. 

17 Mar. 

24 Mar. 

REFEHENCE(§l 

CG AAFFOA 250740 

CINCSWPA 261515 (pink) 

CINCPOA .WE..Ci.RL Z70300 

Summary 

GHQ S.VPA 080435 

Summary 

CINCPOA l.507liJ 

COMINCH 171343 (pink) 

COMINCH 241655 (pink) 

27 Mar. - 1 Apr. 

28 :Mar. 

Zl Mar. 

28 N...ar. 

30 lJiar. 

APRIL 

1 Apr* 

1 Apr. 

CINCPOA WV Z71214 (pink) 

GHQ &fP 2816].4 

COHINCH CFO 011327 (pink) 
CTNCPAC 050230 (uink) t-e-
plies" 

SUBJECT - ~~S 

Landing at I WO JIM.A .• 

:Movement Data 315th Bomb Wing & 1st 2 Groups 
58th Wing. 

staging and Rehabilitation of POA Divisions. 

General Harmon r~ported missing. 

Admiral Nimitz & Admiral Sherman departed 
for Washington, D. c. 
Reconnaissance and Sweeping of CASIGURAN 
SOUND completed. 

SWTh~rizes results of conference relative 
petroleum requirements of BPF. 

Harmon search negative. 

Responsibility of IsComs for Army Base 
Command administration. 

Fleet Admiral Nimitz and RAdm Sherman 
returned from Washington conference. 

IWO JIMA secured. 

Directs planning for FIREBREAK Operation. 

Concerns line of sea co~nunications to the 
SEA OF JAPAN through TSUSHD:1A STRAITS. 

Aerial mining of TSUSHIYA STRAITS. 

Seaplane Base established KERAMA RETTO. 

OpPlan 2-45 - FIREB~JC Operation. 

Staging of POA Divisions in SVvP in accord-
ance with FILB'\.S Agreement., 

All islands of KERAMA RErTO secured. 

Landings on OKINAWA. Yontan and Kadena 
Airfields secured. 

Requests Lnfo acceptable months f or invasion 
KYUSHU and/or HONSHU . 
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DATE -
APRIL 

2 Apr. 

3 Apr. 

3 Apr. 

5 Apr. 

5 Apr. 

9 Apr. 

10 Apr. 

11 Apr. 

12 Anr. 

13 Apr. 

.J-4 Apr. 

16 Apr. 

16 April 

16 Apr. 

16 Apr. 

17 Apr. 

18 Apr. 

21 Apr. 

21 ~pr,. 

RF.E E1ENC1!.;( Sl 

(QUEENFISH 020030 
(CINCPAC 030818 
(COliTNCH CNO 071945 (pink) 
( CINCPOA 090126 

JCS 032140 (pink) 

JCS 132141 (pink) 

CTI'JCPOA 050840 

ARNOLD 052341 (pink) 

CINCPAC 090255 

CINCPOA 100223 (pink) 

COMINCH CNO lll830 

CINCPOA ADV J22310 (pink) 

Summary 

CINCPOA ADV 140826 

CTF 51 160015 

CINCPOA ADV 160250 (pink) 

CINCPOA ADV 160252 

ComGenPOA 162355 

C01ITNCH CNO 171512 

GH( S'NP 181010 (pink) 

CINCPAC ADV 210213 (pink) 

SlJtiJECT - REMARKS 

Refer Sinking of I. 1A MARU • 

Command Directive for the Pacific Theater. 

Operational Directive for Pacific Theater. 

Policy on Visitors to the forward area. 

2oth AF Planning staff to CINCPOA to aid 
in ulanning imrasion of JAPAN. 

Outlines to FOA terms of JCS command direc-
tive. 

Directive covering establishment of aviation 
facilities on SAIPAN. 

Allocation F4Us to RNZAF can not be met in 
Man and June • 

Warning Order Phase III-C ICEBERG. 

EJNPA Chief of Staff & Staff Members arrived 
for conference. 

Directs Army Air Engineer proceed OKTI\TAilA 
Re: Construction Army Airstrips. 

Landing on I~ SHIMA. 

Outlines action to be taken to implement 
JCS command directive. 

Relates to Army forces under operational 
control of CINCPOA., 

ComGenPOA reports CINCAFPAC vd th Army 
forces and resources. 

Substitutes Navy and Marine for .ltrrrry gar-
rison u.Dits in the l!LlffiSHALLS. 

Concurs in agreements reached at conference 
at GU.4.M: between SIHP representatives and 
CINCPOA. 

IE S IITMA secured. 

r.~ounting areas for divisions in assault 
phase OLYHPIC. 
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APRIL 

22-24 Apr. 

24 Apr. 

24 Apr. 

25 Apr. 

25 Apr. 

25 Apr. 

26 Apr. 

29 Apr. 

30 Apr. 

l May 

1. May 

6 :May 

7 Uay 

8 May 

10 May 

12 11ay 

14 May 

14 Ma;y 

15 - 17 :May 

-17 May 

18 May 

REFERENCE( S) 

CINCPAC ADV 241316 

CON.a:NCH 24222) 

CINCPOA 251339 (pink) 

CG WESPACBACOM 242321. 

COMINCH 251631 (pink) 

COMINCH 261752 

GHQ SNP 290952 
CINCPAC 300615 

CI~C~OA 302255 (pink) 

COMSOPAC 0104J2 

GHQ ST ·lP 011410 
CINCPOA. 080234 Reply 

CINCPOA ADV 060833 

CGAAFPOA 07 2314 

CINCPOA ADV 080819 

JCS 101844 (ping) 

Com7th.Flt 120822 (pink) 

CIITCPOA lA0809 

• 

CINCPOA AJJV 1.41341 (pink) 
CINCPOA 240600 

CINCPOA .®V 170842 ( ink) 

SUBJ.t!ACT - REtWi.KS 

Admiral Nimitz visited OKINAWA. 

Re: RAdm Greer as ComFa.i.rWing J.S. 

Monthly Troop Movements from ETO. 

Rehabilitation 24th Corps, lst MarDiv, 
6th HarDiv at OKINAWA • 

.WesPacBaCom activated. 

Concurs in deferring MIY . .\KO Operation. 

Relates to dissolution of ComAirSoPac. 

Re: Exchange VPB 106 for VPB 109. 

2 VIR Groups - OKINAWA. 

Announces Dissolution of COMAIRBOPAC. 

Request for Iviaj.Gen. Leavey. 

Fort~,rard Area, CenPac redesignated M:AR.Iii.NAS 
AREA. 

Lt. Gen. Barney M ... Giles as~um.es command 
AAFPOA; also designated DepCom 2oth AF. 

Night Fighter Defense of MarOils Area. 

P-47 Fighter Groups for POA. 

Reconnnendations for Naval establishment 
ashore at KYUSHU for OLYMPIC-

Designates Lt.Gen. Giles a.s CTF 93. 

Procedure for Release of .~ units to 
CINCAFPAC., 

Adnural Nimitz and RAdm Sherman attended 
conference at 1~~LA. 

Surnmarizes MMITL! Conference. 

VAdm Hill relieved VAdm Turner as CTF 57. 
ComC,en 10 assumed control ashore a.t 0¥JNAWA. 
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18 May 

19 May 

22 May 

22 May 

23 May 

25 May 

25 May 

26 May 

29 May 

29 .J..ay 

29 ~May 

~ 

2 June 

2 June 

4 June 

5 June 

6 June 

8 June 

REFERENCE(~ 

CINCPOA 181210 ( ~ink) 

SECNAV 191600 

MARSHALL 222315 
CINCPOA 241259 

CINCPOA ADV 230849 (pink) 

JCS 252158 (pink) 

JCS 250128 (pink) 

~ 

CINCPOA ADV 290659 (pink) 

- -- SUBJECT - R.Ef\:IARKS 

Release of Hq & Hq Co. SoPacBa6om for 
transfer to lt\NILA. 

Adm. Hewitt designated to further investi-
gate PEAllL H.ARBOR attack. 

RAdm Price relieved R.Adrn Kiland as SOPA 
KEHAi~A RET TO. 
RAdm .McCormick relieved RAdtn Smith as CTF 54 

Policy for handJing Allied POTrs •. 

Regards OSS Personnel in roA. 

Directive for OLJG.fPIC. Defines responsi-
bility of CINCPOA and of CINC\FPAC. 

Proposal for assumption of control of EW,T 
by British. 

Com.3rdFlt ( Adm. Halsey) relieved Com5thFlt 
( Adm. Spruance) • 

VAdm McCain assumed command of TF 38. 

Covers movements from ETO to FDA. 

{ 
COMINCH & CNO 291605 (pink)J Cancels FIREBREAK Operation. 
.C.INC(l~L IL o~:J.') (Jut..>f)j 

CINCPOA ADV 020034 (pink) 

.t.tt\...1.SH.ALL 021909 (pink) ) 
CINCPOA 050658 (pink) ) 
GHr2 srv~TPA 060930 ( ink) ) 
CINCPOA 070816 (pink) ) 
CINCAFPAC 171109 (pink)) 

CINCPAC 04.1231 (pink) 

CINCPAC 050842 (pink) 

CINCPOA AJJV 060'742 (pink) 

CI NCPOA 081229 

Defers Phase III-D ICEBERG. 

Concern Rl~.F Engineers and 10 Sq. Lancasters. 

Summarizes results of conference at GUAM 
with CINCAFPAC Representatives. 

Directive for provision of facilities at 
ENIWETOK for support of fast carriers. 

Concerns. Cover m1d Deception conference 
at MANILA. 

Establishes NOB 1 s I{l.I.AJALEThJ and ENIWETOK. 
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9 June 

11 June 

10 June 

13 June 

13 June 

1S June 

19 June 
20 June 

20 June 

21 June 

Z3 June 

25 June 

26 June 

26 Jnne 

26 June 

27 June 

28 June 

29 June 

29 June 

29 June 

REFE.BENC.b \ S) 

R.Adm Cobb relieved RAdm Hall as SOPA HAGUSHI 

VAdm 01dendorf relieved RAdm McCormick as 
CTF 32. 

tCG USFCT 101516 (pink) ) } Capture of Intermediate Port on CHINA Coast. 
COMINCH CNO 101620 (pink)) 
CINCPAC ADV 130228 ( nink)) 

CINCPAC 130231 
SERVRON TEN 24105l 

JCS 132158 

CINCAFPAC 200213 

CINCAFPAC 200349 (pink) 
CINCP0A ' 230106 (pink) 

CTF 99 210405 

COHINCH CNO 251316 

CINCPOA PE~~t 260327 

CL~CPOl ADV 262310 (nirU<) 

CQr;~PHIBSPAC 2?1435 (Dink) 

CINCPO '!.. IillV 28134.C3 ( nink) 

CINCPAC ADV 290138 

CINCPAC P~V 290331 

COl !INCH 2921.40 

Division of ServRon Ten into Service Divi-
sions. 

Procedure for Repatriation of Allied POWs. 
~ " 

Lt.Gen. S.B. Bucln1er killed in action on 
OKINAv'JA . M:aj .Gen. Geiger temporary successor~ 
Admiral b1lerman departed for Washington. 
Assigns General stilwell as ComGen TEN. 

Concerns ComGenPOA Responsibility for Mount-
ing AFrrry Air and Gronnd Units for OLYlli"'='IC. 

Organized resistance ceased on OKINAWA. 

Fleet Admiral Nimitz departed GUAM for 
West Coast and Conference v-rith Cominch. 

Concerns Comolements and Organization of 
Air Sup0ort Control Units, PhibsPac. 

Unopposed landing on Kur-~ .SHIMA. 

Requests Co.mf.L~.. -IT_ilf\IAS to initiate base de-
velopment at TINI..'I.N for ha.nd;Ling 150 single 
engine -~Y aircraft ryer month. 

Troo:p requirements OKINN·\TA & IE SHI:i: includ-
ing redeployed tu1its for these bases. 

Tentative agreement FE..t\F and 5th AF concern-
ing Marine Air ~"Jarning Sq_s. for OLYHPIC. 

Directs ConGen 10 to assume full responsi-
bility for defense of OKINA1J'!A on l Ju)¥. 

Directs CTF 94 assume responsibility for 
escorting of all shipDing between HAH.IANAS 
and RYUKYUS beginning l J·uly. 

Authorizes ComSoPac to discontinue all air, 
sea and ground defense missions. 

Procedure for establishing Honthly Priority 
List for Pacific Th~ater ill 2 4 91 



REFERENCE( S) 

CINCPOA ADV 300.304 

30 June CINC·PAC ADV 300601 

SUBJECT - REMARKS 

Proposes assigning all air-sea 
rescue services in RYUKYUS to single 
agency under FAW - 1. 

Warning Order for Operation OLY.UPIC. 
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31 De cember (Oahu Date) ( Continued ) 

There still appears to have be en no l and ing made at the 
tirr~e of t h e bombardment on the 26th, and very sl i ght damage 
was done to the bea chhead . J tatements by a POW indicate that 
another DD, the ii!.AY03!iiJY;.o , may have been sunk on the ni ght of 
the 26th, and anot~1er P0 1

•
1l states tha t t he DD UGUICI vvas sunk by 

PT off :1\--:II: coast of L~Y'l~ on the 12th. 

CINC EAJT FLT 300415 (gr een) request permission to send 
representatives to MANUS to investigate the facilities in 
that port. 

CINCPO A 010708 (green) outlines to CINC3WPA proposed 
names for main actions between Japanese and U.S. Naval Forces 
on 25 October. 

Cll'JCPOA 3123 5'9 (green) confirms my desi gnation of 
authority to various commands to expidite unloading of ships 
in various areas. 

CTG 94.9 010949 (green) outlines strike on IWO JIIV!.A to 
be executed for January. 

1 January (Oahu date) 

TF 38 is scheduled to hit FORMOSA on 3 January. 

CruDiv 5 plus 6 DD's together with units of the Strategic 
Airforce are scheduled to hit I JIJO JIMA on the 5th (I). 

I .VO JIMA was hit on the 31st and 1st by a number of B-24's. 
On the 31st 10 B-24's snoop bombed the airfields by radar every 
~5 minutes. Again on 1 January 19 B-24's bombed both airfields 
with 36 tons. 

One bomb was dropped on LSELY FI~LD at SAIP~~J on the 2nd 
at 0245 (K- 10). A short time later at 0416 on the 2nd another 
Bogey closed to 60 miles but retired from that point to the 
rortheast. 

ComGenAAFPOA 010215 (pink) covers the.subject of direct 
communication between 7th Air Force and 5th Air Force. 

COT.1I NCH 011754 (pink) re quests t hat ComNavGrp CHINA 
disseminate certa in intellige nce data. 

COMAIRP~~C 012128 (pink) covers the ques tion of avai tion 
logistic support of t he carrier t ask forces and of the 7th Fleet. 
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1 January (Oahu date) (Continue d ) 

COMGEN.A . .iiFPOA 0202 05 (pink) covers deployment of certain 
Engineer .. A.vi a tion Batt a lion from ANGAlJR to GU.Al\11 . 

CIKC EAST I NDIES 300941 (pink) states thatttMERIDI.AN" is 
the Code Jvord for contemplated strike in the STNPA. 

CTF 77 011102 outlines the result of interrogation of 
POW regarding strength of major units of Japanese Fleet. 

COMI NCH 272019 covers a protest by the Japanese in connection 
with sinking of certain Japanese ship by an ~~rerican Submarine 
in the -~vestern Carolines area on 3 July 1944. 4-

COMI I;CH 012110 States that the Australian Governm~ has 
expressed concerne& over U. S . plans for rehabilitation Phosphate 
industry on NAURU . 

I 

r: , t~ .... / 

2 January (Oahu date) 

Incomplete reports of the 1st days strike on l!'"~ORMOSA indicate 
that the approach of the Task Force was undetected. The first 
strike reached targets both at FORMOSA and at OKINAWA. The 
weather became increasingly bad and cancelled future operations 
as of 1400 3 January (I) and the force retired to the Southeast. 
No attacks were made on our ships during this period. 

TF 38 targets for S-5 (January 4th) will be either FORMOSA 
again or Northern LUZON, depending upon the weather. 

Com7thFleet gives his estimate of the operational enemy 
warships as follows: Empire area: 4 BB, 2 CV, 2 CVL, 2 CA, 2 CL, 
22 DD. I NDO CHI:i:T12 ... and SI NG1\.PORE :\rea: 2 XCV, 1 CVE, 2 CA, 2 CL, 
18 DD. 

A delayed report from the DAC~ (SS-247) reports sinking 
a medium AK.. and possibly damaging another off Ci\.P:G V_4RELLA on 
28 December. 

Anothe r of our submarines report sighting a periscope south 
of FRENCH FRI G_'\.TS SHOALS. The re had a l s o been a previous report 
of t he sighting of a periscope in this same genera l vicinity 
yesterday. 

Com ..:\F-5 estimated Jap a ir strength in the PHILIPPI NES area 
as follows : 

8{$ VF T/_E VF $ VB T/_E VB TOTAL 
Luzon 258 21 20 90 389 
Visayas 24 5 14 43 
Iv:i ndanao 11 _5_ 10 26 

110TAL 393 21 30 114 458 
24 9/1 
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2 January (Oahu date) Continued) 

On the 3rd 97 B-29's of the 21st Bomber Co1rrmand were air-
borne for an attack on the NAGOYA Urban area (tlfiCROSCOPE 1). 
16 Returned early, 49 bombed the primary target visually, 9 
bombed targets of opportunity, and reports of 23 planes were not 
available. Bombing took place from 1445 to 1533. The bomb load 
was 1 - 500 pound fragmentary bomb and the remainder incendiary 
clusters. One B-29 is believed to have been lost over the target. 

cor~:GEN.AJLFPOA 030625· (pink) outlines to CTF 93 that certain 
targets of opportunity warrant a variation of planned employment 

·to take advantage of such situations without specific directive 
from COHGElL\.AF'POA. 

CINCPAC 030321 references the complernent of large carriers 
namely 73 VF, 15 VSB, 15 VTB. 

3 January (Oahu date) 

For the 2nd day strikes and searches by TF 38 planes were 
recalled due to bad weather at the target and operating areas. 
All planes were recalled at noon. The Task Force is retiring 
again to the fueling rendezvous. No reports of the strikes 
carried out in the early morning have been received. 

LUZON- 1st and 2nd. 5th Air Force planes on the lst and 2nd 
attacked shipping alonB the west coast of LUZOI'~ from 3UBIC B·\Y 
north, sinking 21 ships and damaging 25-28 more. The ships sunk 
included: 1 AV, 1 large 1~ , 2 large -~c , and 17 small 
AI~. The attacks were off S..l\1\ FERN~il.JDO, in P;\LAUIG Bl~Y (north 
of 3UBIC BAY), and SILA.NGUI N B'"Y (just west of SUBIC). Attacking 
planes included 60 A-20's plus P-47's, P-5ls, and P-40's. One 
A-20 was shot down over the target, 1 crashed on landing and 1 
was missing. 

At tiil'f.JORO on the night of lst and 2nd heavy Japanese air 
attacks inflicted damage on 2 Liberty Ships, one of these ships 
was so badly damaged that it was necessary to beach it in order 
to prevent sinking. AA Shot down 5 planes during these raids. 

10 Japanese planes bombed the ~ACLOBfili strip prior to dawn 
the 3rd destroying 10 Blue planes and damaging 5 others. 

The strike on I~ro JI1ffi by TF 93 plus TG 94.9 (CruDiv 5 plus 
6 DD 's) is to be carried out on the 5th. 

Surface bombardment of )TJRIBUCHI area {south Piill.l\.JVITJSHIRU) is 
to be carried out by TF 92 (CruDiv 1 plus escorting destroyers) 
on 6 January. 

CINCPOA's 031151 (pink) sets forth the warning order for 
Phase 2 of ICEillRG . 2 4 9 r, 
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3 January (Oahu date) (Continued) 

COI£3RDFLT' s 040130 (pink) notifies CinCSWPA that CTF 38 
intends to strike LUZON across the dividing line (17 North) 
6 January ( s- 3 ) • 

4 January (Oahu date) 

No further reports have been received regarding results 
of the strike on FORNf03A by Task Force 38 on the 5th. A strike 
is planned for LUZON today. 

CTG 77.3 ( RAdm. Berkey) reports that a midget submarine 
attacked the formation south of APO island on the 5th. Two 
torpedoes were reported to have passed thru the d~sposition 
missing all ships. The TAYLOR (DD 468) rammed and depth 
charged the sub and probably sank it. 

CTF 77 (VAdm. Kincaid) reports that the CVE group which 
was proceeding with the Bombardment Group thru the Sulu Sea, 
was attacked by planes at 1720(I)/4th. The O~®A~ffiY BAY (CVE 79) 
was seriously hit, resulting in fires which got out of control. 
This CVE was subs.equently sunk by torpedoes from one of our 
destroyers. Survivors reported to date are 722 men and 89 officers. 

CTG 73.'7 (Comdr. J.C. Renard) reports another air attack 
on ships off MINDOHO on the evening of the 4th. An ammunition 
ship (name unknown) was hit by a suicide dive bomber and blew 
up. MONADNOCK (CM 9) and PEC03 (AO 65) were damaged. All 
except two ships left the MINDORO anchorage and put to sea~ 

The night of January 1-2 85 paratroops were landed by 
LCis at Ilf~.AHBURAO 3AY Northwest MINDORO. No casualties resulted 
from this landing. 

On the ni ght of January 2-3 (one reenforced company) from 
MINDORO at BUEN.~: VISTA (Southwest ~.lARINDUQUE ) without incident. 

On the 4th PALAU based B-24s dropped 100 pounders on Clark 
Field destroying an estimated 30 planes whi ch were in revetments. 
We suffered no loss es on this raid. · 

Night of January 3-4 MINDORO positions were raided by 
an undetermined number of enemy planes. 3 A-20s were destroyed. 
~~ shot down 4 planes during these raids. 
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4 January (Oahu date) ( Continued) 

CTF 77 (VAdm. Kincaid) estimates t11e Jap 
in the 3outhwest Pacific Area as follows: 

VF VT & VSB VBn1: FP & vos 
Formosa 135 55 55 95 
Luzon & Visayas 230 80 80 65 
I ~indanao 25 15 15 20 
Borneo & Celebes 105 35 .35 40 

Approxi:r!lately .300 of t11e 455 in Luzon-Visayas 
be in the Clark Field Area. 

air strength 

TOTAL 

.340 
455 ) 530 

75 ) 
190 
1060 

are believed 

During the period 2 January to 4 January a total of 55 
B-24s attacked the airfield areas at I'NO Jir/IPH Bombing was 
from 16,000 - 19,000 feet, with results being unobserved in 
the raid. 

to 

At B/LNGKOK on the 2nd 44 B-29s of the X:X BomCom dropped 
176 tons on that target. Fighter opposition on this raid was 
weak. 

AHNOI .. D' s 0422L~-4 (pink) requests XX BomCom to r1ake a special 
reconnaissance on the SINGAPO?..S-LINGG,\ area to determine the 
possible whereabouts of the enemy naval force which d-eparted 
C.liP.2 3J\.INT J..;:~cQ,TJE3 on .30 December. 

CINCS~PA's 041417 (pink) requests Com.3rdFlt include Clark 
and .l-\.ngeles Fields in missions by Task Force .38 planes on S -.3. 
He further states that land based planes will also work in 
this area on S -3. JrdFlt planes to hit before 0900 and after 
1500. 3hore based planes between those two hours. 

IJGI.1AY's 051046 (pink) advises CinCPA that he will arrive 
at GUAI. :[ at 0610.34 GCT. 

ARNOLD OL+-225.3 (pink) advises l!~acArthur that the 20th 
Bomber Command has been instructed to perform a special 
reconnaissance of the JINGAPOH~-LINGGA area. 

CTF 77 050654 (pink) states that early information of 
the present location of the enemy force which departed 
C.AJ,ill.AY~I BAY - C_'\.P .L~ S~U11T JAC ·~UE3 area on .30 De cember is highly 
important and further states that the primary mission of the 
submarines in the SWPA is to prevent the undetected approach 
of this force into the P::IILIPPINE area. 
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5 January (Oahu date) 

FO_ HOSA 3rd-4 th: In attacks on li10RICOSA and OKINAWA JIMA 
by TF 38 on the 3rd and 4th extremely adverse weather was 
encountered. Enemy air opposition was feeble. Com3rd.Flt 
comments, HNips unwilling or unable to meet challenge." The 
Force was snooped but no attempt was made to attack the ships. 

The following results are reported: 

Enemy planes destroyed 111 
(30 airborne, 81 on ground) 

Enemy planes damaged 220 

Our Plane losses 34 
(17 combat, 17 operationally) 

Our personnel missing: Pilots 17 
Aircrewmen 2 

Enemy ships sunk 16 
(1 large PJ~, 2 DE, l med.AK, 1 small 

AI{, 1 PC, 10 small- coastal .A.IC) 
Enemy small craft sunk 11 
Enemy ships damaged h9 

(1 large DD, 4 DE, 6 PC, 1 LSV, 
2 large PK, 1 medium ilK, 34 
small . _;uc) 

Enemy small craft damaged 9 

Ground destruction included 11 locomotives and 4 tank cars, 
several freight cars and gas trucks, 1 railway bridge, hangars, 
~arehouses, docks, ammunition dumps and fuel dumps. Bombs, 
rockets, and strafing damaged hangars and other buildings, 
factories, fuel and ammunition dumps, and rolling stock. 

Com3rdFlt estimates that there were 750 planes of all 
types on FORMOSA before the strikes on the 3rd. He reports 
locations of 519 planes (including trainers) photographed on the 
Jrd. 56 were seen on OKINA','f!\. and IS:S:IGAKA ( 125 miles east of 
FOf~ :OSA). 

TG 94.9 (CruDiv 5 plus 6 DD's) bombarded the BONINS and 
I .YO Jii,i.A on the 5th. The force approached from the ESE through 
closed in weather. A 260 foot ~U\ was intercepted and sunk 40 
miles west of T.LLJ.JIA JI1'1Jl.... Visibility was poor hence the 2 hour 
bonbardment was conducted by radar. -:r~~TFING (DD-385) received one 
small caliber hit near waterline. D.J. TAYLOR (DD-551) was 
also hit probably by a mine flooding some forward compartments. 

In the second phase, the bombardment of I .VO 1 JIMA began at 
1500 K. Targets were chiefly coast defenses and lA batteries. 
The CL's fired for 1/2 hour on the air strips; manyfires were 
reported as being observed and no damage to our ships in this 
phase was reported. Upon cumpletion of the bombardment the 
force was scheduled to retire to JAIP~lli . 
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5 January {Oahu date) (Continued) 

Forces of the Forward Area landed on FAIS O L the morning 
of l January. No evidence of its use as a base by enemy 
submarines or warships was discovered. Only a few Japanese 
were on the I s land. 

The movements to the LINGlYEN area are proceeding according 
to schedule, however, there has been considerable air opposition. 
CTF 77.2 ( v .~ .. dm Oldendorf) reports 12 ships being hit by suicide 
bombers between the hours of 1630 (I/5) and 1500 (I/6) of which 
one unidentified ship was sunk and 9 seriously damaged. 
Specific darn.age was reported as follows: 

1\TE 'J 1~:EXICO ( BB-40) - hit on bridge; all communication out. 

WflliKE ( DD-723) - plane crashed into after part of bridge. 

A.:M • .SUlV1JlEH (DD-692) - hit aft, and after magazine flooded. 

R.P. LEARY (DD-664) hit forward. 

LONG (DMS-12) and BROOK3 (APD- 10) - both hit, but extent 
of damage unknown. 

On the 6th TF 38 planes maintained a continuous target CAP 
over the LUZON Fields from prior to dawn to after sunset. The 
procedure will be carried out again on the 7th. 

CTG 77.2 060614 outlines in some detail the darnage inflicted 
by suicide attacks on the force proceeding to LINGAYEN. 

CTF 77 060934 (pink) requests 3rdFlt to repeat strikes 
and continuous CAP over LUZON fields on 7 January (S-2). 

C0~3RDFLT's 052203 (pink) States that request ~ppearing 
above will be carried out. 

5THFIGHTER COMI~ ~1'~ 041609 (pink) states that whem M-1 
convoys cannot be covered from L~YTE the 310th Bomb ding and 
42nd Fighter Corrunand will cover forces from EIJlJORO. 

CON.i-\./I . .F\T/.JPA 051625 (pink) advises interested conmands that 
Jrd Fleet will be operating 16-30 .. on J anuary 6th and 
states that Allied .\.ir Force planes will not cross the SANTO CRUZ-
BAGAB. .. G-C~tP"3 S_\}J ILDEFON30 line except in an emergency. 

TF 92 completed bombardment of SURIBACHI on the 6th. }Pires 
were observed and no druaage reported inflicted on our sh ips. 
This TF (CruDiv 1 plus escorting destroyers) is retiring to ATTU. 

6t··t•N 
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6 January (Oahu date) 

TF 38 is refueling on 8 January (I) after hamng hit 
LUZ ON for 2 days in a row. 

CTG 77.2 (VAdm Oldendorf) re ports 8 addit i onal sh ips hit 
on the evening of the 6t h . 

C~~IFORNIA ( BB- 44) 
AU.3TRALIA ( 0A ) hit t vJice 
LOUISVILLE ( CA-28 ) bit t wice 
·:)OLm.=BI A ( CL- 56 ) hit t wice 
LO~'JRY ( DD-723) 0' BRI :SN ( DD-725) 
NEVvCOHB (DD-586) 
OCCA (AVJ?-49) 

CTU 77.4.2 (RAdm Stump) reports t hat t he M.ANILA BAY was 
damaged by 2 suicide bombers at 1745 on the 5th. SAVO I SL.A._l\TD( CVE78 
was also hit by a suicide bomber wrecking all her radar but 
no damage to personnel. Casualty reports on the MANILA BAY (CVE-61 
to date are 5 killed, .5 missing , 25 seriously wounded and 60 
minor wounds. 

The NE ...J I1EXICO ( BB-40) was hit on the morning of the 6th 
on the port navigating bridge by a plane believed to be a Lily. 
Reports indicate t hat 4 officers were killed and 28 enlisted 
men killed and 130 injured. 

CTF 7_7.2 (VAdm Oldendorf) r eport s t hat operations on the 7th 
were carried out on schedule with slight enemy air opposition. 

CinC East Indies states t hat a l anding was made on .AKYAB 
as planned on the evening of 3 J anuary. No opposition was 
encountered and the occupation of the island. was completed that 
evening. 

Results of t he r a ids by TF 38 plan es on the 6th indic ate 
the following : 

8 of 18 a irbor ne enemy pl anes were shot down. 
19 des troyed on t he ground . 
14 dawEged on t he ground. 

Com3r d Fleet con:unen t s that many operat ional aircraft we r e pres ent · 
but were difficult t o f i nd. be cause of t he l ar ge number of duds, 
bad weat her, and careful dispersal. Photo gr aphs t aken on t he 
6th showed 237 appa-rent l y operational pl ane s on 12 LUZON fi elds, 
of whi ch 123 , mor e than ha l f , were at ~l ark . Angele s , adjacent to 
Cl ark on t he s out h , n ad 32 and the other 1 0 had from 1 t o 1 8 . 
Visual coverage of t he other fields i ndic ated very f ew pl ane s 
present . 

CT:F' 77 ( Vt\.dm Linkaid) 061824 re quests 3rd Fl eet to cover 
as many a irfi elds a s :possi ble in the LIKGJ.1~YEN area and further 
re quests giving cons ideration to moving 3rd ~leet west of the 
PHILIPPi r:ES . 

r;r-nn 
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6 January (Oahu date)(Continued) 

CominCh 031237 sets fortn composition of GarDivs 1 through 
7. 

CTG 77.2 061210 (pink) su1rrmarizes results of dao.age 
inflicted on our forces on the 6th. 

~11\CPOA 070312 (pink) covers ernployra.ent of 3rd Fleet in 
soUTrr ~:srr~'l. oE • 

C~~ 77 0703h2 ( pinl<:) outlines possibility that major 
portior.It> of Jap Fleet is at sea to westv~Tard of KYUSHU and could 
arrive at Lil'~G_'_Yj~l\ the :morning of the lOth or possibly the night 

of 9 - 10. 

PAC . ."iliTffiJR 070107 (pink) reouests bom.ber missions of the 20th 
Bo1:1ber Cowme_nd to be diverted to strike airfields on FORI:OS.A instea 
of KE_::;LII'~G :.9: ·.HBOR . 

COI=3RD?LT 071044 (pink) outlines 11is esti1.ate of the situation 
prior to the LinG.t~~!~N landing. 

CirC3~~A 071207 (pink) outlines his estimate of the situation 
and covers contemplated installation of shore based air 
su bseq_uent to capture of LirG.~Y~lT air • 

.:LT(J:~Ol.D 071708 (pink) states that 20th Lomber Command will 
attack JHII\J\]EIKU } ... irdrome instead of K~ELU:NG ~i--1-RBOR as requested 
by n.~ac~\.rthur and that strikes ·will probably take place on 9 Jan 
instead bf on the 8th as oririnally scheduled. 

lffiNOLD 072128 (pink) states that subsequent to 9 January 
both 20th and 21st Bomber Commands will be prepared to perform 
photographic reconnaissance upon request. 
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7 January (Oahu date) 

The landings in LINGAYEN GULF area are scheduled for the 
morning of 9 January (I). 

Additional information has been received relative to 
suicide tactics on our ' forces: 

SOUTHARD ( Dl\LIS-10) hit. 
BROOKS (APD-10) reported hit yesterday was taken under tow 

. · and is now in hands of salvage party. 
APACHE (ATF-67) minor damage. 
MINNEAPOLIS (CA-36) superficially damaged. 
HELM (DD-3 88) superficially damaged. 
STAFFORD (DE-411) heavily -damaged before arrival LINGAYEN. 
AUSTRALIA (CA) hit twice more. 
CALIFORNIA (BB-44) reported hit yesterday received her hit 

on the mainmast tower knocking out her 
after sky control station, secondary 
radios, 5" mount, #4 out of action as 
result of hit from one of our own ships. 

Reconnaissance was made by under water demolition teams 
and no under water defenses or mines were found in the landing 
area. All approaches are reported as being equally good. There 
is a moderate surf. 

In the LUZON area on the 6th heavy attacks were carried 
out. 54 B-24's attacked field targets in the area; an undetermined 
number of P-38's, A-20's and F4U's made the attacks (probably 
100 planes). 

On the 7th CVE planes operating in the LINGAYEN area flew 95 VF and 68 VT sorties expending 49 tons of bombs and 178 
rockets. 1 TBF was lost. 

LEMAY 070719 (pink}. The 20th Bomber Command mission 
against SHINCHIKU has been delayed to 9 January. 

CINCPOA 072207 (pink) expresses concurrence in both 3rd 
Fleet and CinCSWP 's estimate of the situation which was requested 
by him. 

CINCPOA 072241 {pink) states that ComBatDiv 7 (RAdm Badger} 
in the INDIANA, will arrive SAIPAN 20 January and carry out 
surface bombardment on IWO JIN~ shortly thereafter. Upon 
completion INDDU~A proceeds ULITHI. 

CINCPAC 072326 (pink) concurs in Arnold's recommendation 
to strike SHINCHIKU instead of KEELUNG HARBOR. 

COMEVlDAREA 07235+ (pink) suggests continuous mining of 
CHICHI Jil\'.'!:A and tiARA J llJiA , since most mines already l a id have 
been swept. 
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7 January (Oahu date) (Continued) 

CO~aNAVGRP CHINA 080440 (pink) states that shipping is 
following close inshore on the Asiatic Coast and recommends 
that submarines take over blind bombing zones in which they 
can effectively operate as the 14th Airforce is not considered 
a serious threat in this area. 

CTG 77.2 072046 (~dm Oldendorf) (pink) covers sweep up 
of bombardment group for operations on the 7th. t·// 

~I WV! 
8 January (Oahu date) 

Strikes by planes of TF 38 were carried out against FOIDflOSA 
9 January. No air opposition was reported to .have been en-
countered. The northern searches and strikes on OKINANA and 
_TIYAKO JIEA were cancelled due to unfavorable weather conditions. 
Only one snooper reached the force and he was shot down by the 
combat air partol. Out of 100 planes seen on FORllOSA 17 were 
definitely destroyed and 17 damaged. In addition 14 small, 
ships and luggers were sunk and 17 additional ships (small) 
were damaged. 

LUZON - 6th and 7th: TF 38 planes accomplished the following: 

Destroyed 
tt 

18 airborne planes Sunk ) 
93 on ground 3 med. 1~ ) 

Damaged - 117 plus other possibles. 4 small coastal AK ) 
5 luggers ) All on 

) N & NW 
Damaged ) coast 

1 large AK ) LUZON. 
3 med . AK ) 
1 tug ) 
15 small craft ) 

Ground t argets - RR, trucks, barracks, fuel & supply dumps. 

Our losses: 15 planes combat 
30 planes operationally 
25 pilots missing 

6 aircreMnen missing 

CVE planes used 98 tons of bombs and 1128 rockets in attacks 
on ground objectives in the area of LINGATI:t~ GULF . No planes 
were lost, and 2 enemy planes were destroyed. Heavy damage was 
done to a~~unition, fuel, and supply dumps, to vehicles and gun 
emplacements, to barracks and other buildings, and to trench 
systems. Reo co fli ghts on the 8th from S~~ FERlT.-iNDO south to 
detect enemy troop movements gave ne gative results. Total sorties 
were about 300. 
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8 January (Oahu date) (Continued). 

During bombardment operations in LINGAYEn GULF on the 6th 
fighter direction assisted in the shooting down of 15 planes, 
at least 9 by visual fi ghter direction. 

On the 7th Clark Field was attacked by 40 B-25's and 97 A-20's, 
destroying or badly damaging at least 60 planes, plus many others 
damaged, in low level attacks. Ground installations were also hit. 
P-38's destroyed 2 of 8-10 interceptors. ~'Ie lost 4 A-20's over 
the target, plus 3 A-20's missing and 1 B-25 shot down. 

On the 9th TO~rO area was bombed by 72 B-29's of the 21st 
Bomber Command. 14 Of these planes, however, returned early; 
results are not yet known but reports indicate that 6 planes 
out of the 72 failed to return from t~is strike. 

Operations on the 9th continued according to plans (LINGAYEN 
area. The CALL0 1:VAY (.APA-35) was hit by a suicide plane resulting 
in 16 casualties (6 dead and 10 critically injured). LST 912 
was hit by another suicide plane with minor damage inflicted. 
( 4 dead and 4 injured). 

COT·J3RDFLT 's 090004 (pink) states that Plan GRATITUDE is 
placed in effect. (Operations in SOUTH CHINA SEA). 

COMJRDFLT's 090034 (pink) directs TF 38 and the Fast Oiler 
Group to proceed through LUZON STRAITS on the night of 9 - 10 
January for about 5 days operations in the CHINA .SEA. 

Iv~AC.ARTHUR' s 091301 (pink) requests 20th AF to attack 
targets in the FORr.iiO;JA area S Day through S plus 8 within 
limits of their capability. 

CINCPAC 's 071842 summarizes possible methods of evading 
suicide bonber attacks. 

CDMGEl,; AAF POA 090401 re quests Strategic .l1..irforce POA to 
conduct early photo recco of TRUK and to prepare to conduct 
fighter bomber strikes against air facilities and with particular 
attention to T:OEN airfield. r;·f 

/ 
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9 January (Oahu date} 

The landings in the LINGAYEN area appear to have been 
made on schedule with casualties reported exceptionally light. 

Com7thFleet reports additional damage to 3 ships which 
were hit on the 8th and 9th (I). KITKUN BAY (CVE-71) was 
hit by a suicide bomber and holed below the water line resulting 
in the loss of power. This CVE is now enroute to LINGAYEN 
under tow. 

COLORADO (BB-45) was hit by a 15" projectile { special 
fuzed) dropped by a plane off her port quarter. 6 Officers 
and 12 men are reported killed and many others wounded. Most 
of her AA control equipment is reported out of commission. 

COLU1ffiiA (CL-56) was hit for the 2nd time. 

CTF 77 (VAdm Kinkaid) reports the formation of the 
LINGAYEN DEFENSE FORCE. This force consists of bombardment 
group, TG 77.2, (VAdm Oldendorf), close covering group 
TG 77.3 (RAdm Berkey) and the CVE Group TG 77.4 (RAdm Durgin), 
all under the command of VAdm Oldendorf. This force is 
assigned the task of protecting in, approaching and departing 
from, LINGAYEN GULF from attack by enemy surface force. 

Com3rdFlt is observing radio silence but is believed to 
be carrying out Plan GRATITUDE and approaching the SOUTH 
CHINA SEA on schedule. 

Photo recco on the 8th CAPE ST JACQUES showed 70,000 tons 
of merchant shipping. 14th Airforce reconnaissance of this 
port on the 9th, however, showed only 5 ships in the anchorage. 

On 11 January (ELD) CruDiv 5 and 4 DD's are scheduled to 
depart ULITHI and proceed to a point some 350 miles east 
of LUZON to act as a covering force for the slow oilers 
operating in that vicinity. 

PUFFER (SS-268) ·reports sinking 5 ships out of a 10 ship 
convoy northeast of FOill~OSA on the morning of the lOth. 1 
of these 5 ships was a large DD. 

PIRANHA {SS-389) reports scoring 2 hits in each of 2 
unidentified ships south of KYUSHU on the night of 9-lOth. 

CAVALLA (SS-244) sank 2 small ships off western BORNEO 
on the night of the 5th. 

BESUGO (SS-321) sank a large loaded tanker on the 6th 
off the eastern coast of NffiLAY. 

CINCPAC's 100825 (pink) requests clarification of 
ComPhibsPac 092220 and 100825 relative to the responsibilities 
to be assumed by Com}~dArea in protection of ships of Joint 
Expeditionary Force. 
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9 January (Oahu date) 

COl\CINCH & CNO 08205 5 requests report be made on 
employment of Civilian Internees on SAIPAN. 

CTF 77 090852 outlines the organization of the LINGAYEN 
Defense Force. 

CINCPAC 091109 directs ComAirPac to submit specific 
reasons for the relief of Carrier Captains. 

CINCPOA 092131 concurs in the establishment of Western 
Pacific Base Command. 

WEATHER 5TH AF 100849-1 summarizes the estimate of the 
tropical storm currently centered east of LEYTE. 

CTF 77 091218 outlines results of the S Day landings. 

CINCPOA 052306 (pink) addressed to MacArthur indicates 
concern relative to readiness of 24th Corps for the ICEB~RG 
Operation. 

Cll~CSWPA 081321 {pink) outlines readiness date of certain 
units. 

10 January (Oahu date) 

The Jrd Fleet was maintaining radio silence but planes 
from TF 38 are scheduled to strike shipping in the CA11RA1lli 
BAY area the morning of the 12th (I). 

Com7thFlt reports satisfactory operations in th~ LINGAYEN 
area on the lOth, landing operations proceeding on schedule. 
The surf conditions have been somewhat poor, which has resulted 
in the slowing down of unloading. 

Additional damage to our ships has been reported: 

DUPAGE (APA 41) hit by suicide plane resulting in 
minor damage. 

KADASHAN BAY (CVE 76) cause and extent of damage not known. 

WAR HAvVK (AP 168) moderate damage from an underwater 
explosion. 

LST 925 and 1025 - minor damage 

ROBINSON (DD 562) superficial damage. 
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10 January (Oahu date) (Continued) 

There was little enemy air opposition, but ships in the 
anchorage area were attacked by 6 small boats, 3 of which were 
sunk. Several swimmers with pistols or grenades •:.rere captured 
or killed. 

The first echelon departed the LINGAYEN area on the night 
of the 9th and consisted of one damaged CVE, 3 damaged cruisers, 
40 transports of various types and escorts. A typhoon is cen-
tered this morning (12th ELD) at 9-30 north 17-30 east moving 
on course 290 at 11 knots. 

QUEENFISH (SS 393) reports 7 ships out of an 8 ship TAKAO 
bound convoy were sunk in a coordinated attack with the BARB 
(SS 220) and PICUDA (SS 382) west of FORMOSA during the night 
of 8-9 January. 

In the LUZON area on the 9th 180 medium, attack, and 
fighter bombers from MINDORO and LEYTE attacked various targets 
in the central LUZON plain area causing extensive damage to 
sundry mobile units, bridges, etc. On the lOth in the LUZON 
area 24 B-24's dropped a number of tons of bombs scoring 50 
hits on the GRACE PARK air field north of MANILA. 

CTF 77 reports that damaged carrier planes have been landing 
on the LINGAYEN strip and that enemy air opposition was neglig-
ible on that day. 

At FORMOSA on the 9th 39 B-29's from the 20th Bomber 
Command hit KEELUNG Harbor"(Northwestern tip of FORMOSA). 
There were no plane losses and no personnel casualties result-
ing from this attack. 

DEPC01~F 20th AF 100215 states that BomCom 21 will strike 
principle air installations of OKINAWA between the 12th and 14th. 

MacARTHUR's 101447 states that BomCom 20 has been directed 
to neutralize air installations on FOffiAOSA during period 10 
through 17 January. 

CHUNGKING's 110504 requests clearance from CincPac to lay 
mines in the CAMRANH BAY area. This to be carried out by 
14th AF. 

CinCPOA's 110216 discusses release of Pacific Fleet units# 
subsequent to M-1 operation. ' ~ ~ 
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11 January (Oahu date) 

Com3rdFleet r bports that poor weather prevented great 
damage to shipping in his FOl1LlOSA strike on the 9th, but that 
the enemy air had been smothered. TF 38 and TG 30.8 entered 
the CHINA SEA undetected. 3 Jap transport planes enroute LUZON 
to FORMOSA were shot down by night f'ighrers. Two oilers collided 
while transiting BALINTANG STRAI'r, but the fueling rendezvous 
was effected on time and fueling was completed the morning of 
the 11th. One task group augmented by fast BB was advanced 
toward CAMRANH BAY at high speed, covered by CAP from other 
groups. At 1630, 3 JAKES were shot down near this force, 
apparently before they reported it. Searches were launched 
at 0300I/12. Apparently the force was still undetected, for a 
later report originated at 11331/12 states that planes were 
attacking the I NDO-CHINA coast from SAIGON to CAPE SAH01, that 
complete surprise was effected, and that air opposition was 
negligible. ISE and HYUGA were not located. 

In a message sent at 20001/12 Com3rdFleet reported 
attacks still in progress. Several convoys plus scattered 
shipping were subjected to persistent and devastating attacks 
at SAIGON, C~IRANH BAY, and along the INDO-CHINA coast. 25 
ships including a CL and several DD and DE were sunk, 13 others 
were seriously damaged. Air opposition was light; 39 planes 
were destroyed. The CL was the largest combatant unit sighted. 

The task force is due to fuel today. CinCPac directed 
Com3rdFleet to cover the LINGAYEN-MINDORO area. 

Com7thFleet reports the arrival of the reinforcement 
group and the landing of 158th RCT and 125th 1nf. Div. on the 
11th. Returning echelons are apparently departing on schedule, 
i.e. on s, S plus 1 and S plus 2 days both slow and fast 
groups have departed. Destroyers from TG 77.7 sank or dam-
aged 20 to 25 barges and a frei €hter unloading at SAN FEHNANDO. 

SOPA ULITHI reports that IvJAZAM (AE9) while at anchor in 
ULITHI at 0700K/12 was torpedoed in the bow. There was no fire 
or explosion, and, while the ship is flooded forward, she is in 
no danger. Local escorts are searching, and there are so far 
indications of 1 midget sub in the anchorage. 

On the 12th, planes from TF 38 attacked targets on the 
FRENCH INDO-CHINA coast from SAIGON to CAPE S.AROI. Complete 
surprise was achieved. Preliminary report indicates that 25 
ships were sunk including 1 KATORI class CL and ·several DD-DE. 
13 other ships .,..rere seriously damaged. Report states that no 
ships larger than CL referred to above were seen. 45 planes were 
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11 January (Oahu date) (Continued) 

destroyed, which includes 3 transport planes and 3 float planes 
shot down enroute to the target. There were 18 airborne planes 
over SAIGON (the only air opposition) and 10 of these airborne 
planes vvere shot down. 50 planes were sent on the ground at 
TAN SON NHUT Air Field near SAIGON and 8 of these were des-
troyed. 20 seaplanes. and flying boats were destroyed at 
CAMRANH, QUI NHON and CATSLAI seaplane bases. No damage was 
inflicted on our surface forces. 

47 B-29's carried out a raid on the SINGAPORE area · 
on the 11th. Raids ~vere carried out by the 20th BomCom. 22 
bombed the SINGAPORE docks and 14 bombed other targets in the 
~MLAY area. 20 to 30 interceptors appeared, resulting in the 
loss of 4 enemy planes and 11 damaged. 2 B-29's are missing 
and 4 others were believed to have landed at other friendly 
bases. 

ComGenPOA's 110548 requests infor mation relative to 
availability of certain units for employment in the iceberg 
operation. 

CTG 77.2 111031 sets forth ComBatRon l's OpPlan 1-45. 
I 

CTG 77.2 111657 sets forth Annex B of Battle Plan B 
(night battle plan). 

CominCh 121241 suggests that arrangements be made to 
employ the 3rd Fleet in a position west of LUZON STRAIT. 

Com3rdFlt's 112239 sets forth the alternate 3rd Fleet 
exit plan from the CHINA SEA. 

Com3rdFlt's 112241 outlines results of the strikes on 
FOillJIOSA on the 9th. 

- (_I o~¥-J c."' • ...t-s. • ~ MARSHALL's 112206 'states that joint Gomi3ined staff 
decision requires 97th and 86th Infantry Divisions to be 
diverted to another theater. 

CinCPOA's 121607 requests CinCENWA and DepCom 20th AF 
to extend searches so as to cover Cape St JACQUES to SINGAPORE. 

CinCPOA's 121606 requests 3rd Fleet to operate west 
of LUZON • . 

Com3rdFlt's 121941 pink outlines his employment of the 
task force in the CHI NA SEA and states that he will be able to 
remain there (CHI NA SEA) until 23 January. 

CTG 77.2 1~1611 sets forth Annex A of Battle Plan A. 
·. \ .. \' 
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12 ·January (Oahu date) 

Reports from Com3rdFleet indicate that bad weather 
slowed fueling of the task force on the 13th and also pre-
vented complete searches. Fueling a.nd searches are reported 
as continuing today in the vicinity of 18 North 114 East. 

Additional damage from suicide planes in the LINGAYEN 
area covering the night 11-12 follows: 

BELICNAP (APD 34) - heavily damaged. 
GILLIGPill (DE 508) - superficial damage. 
R. W. SUESENS (DE 342) - superficial damage. 

A relief oiler group consisting of 7 AOs and 2 CVEs 
that has been operating east of the PHILIPPINES has been 
ordered into the SOUTH CHINA SEA. They will arrive off 
LEYTE afternoon of the 14th, pick up 2 3rd Fleet oilers 
already stationed there, transit SURIGAO STRAIT and arrive 
off MINDORO morning of the 16th where they will join the 
oilers of TG 30.8 which have refueled TF 38. The empty oilers 
will then return to ULITHI via SURIGAO STRAIT. 

BALAO (SS 285) reports sinking a large tanker with 7 
hits. She also sank a small sailing vessel. 

Continued air attacks on ground objectives by the shore 
based air force are being carried out . in the LUZON area. 
Cumulative figures since the LINGAYEN operation commenced 
show the following destruction inflicted on mobile units: 

26 locomotives. 
309 railway cars. 
390 trucks. 

8 tanks. 
11 armed cars. 

Approximately 30 B-24' s have been hitting I v/0 Jllv1A every 
day for the past few days. Each plane appears to carry approx-
imately a two-ton bomb load. 

Photographs taken on the 12th indicate that all runways 
on both llVO JIMA air fields continued to be operative, with a 
maximum of 10 operational aircraft present. 

Final results of the strike on FOID~OSA by planes of 
TF 38 follows: 
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12 January (Oahu date) (Continued) 

Enemy planes destroyed •••.••.••.•••..••• 42 
Enemy planes damaged •• ~ •••••.••••••••••• 61 
Enemy ships sunk •••••••..•••.••••••••••• 15 

(2 DD or DE, 1 large AO, 1 large AK, 
2 medium AK, 9 small ships) 

Enemy small craft sunk •••••••••••••••••• l8 
Enemy ships damaged ••.•••..••••••••••••• 62 

(3 AO, 5 large AK, 3 medium AK, 1 DD, 
5 DE, 45 small ships) 

Enemy small craft damaged ••••••••••••••• 42 

Our losses in this strike were 10 planes, with 5 pilots and 
8 air crewmen missing. 

The first strike on FOm~OSA was carried out the night of 
January 11-12 by B-24's based at LEYTE. 40 planes made the · 
attack on the HEITO air field. There was no opposition, 
either fighter or AA. 

Joint Chiefs' of Staff 062231 covers request to WEDn~1YER 
for photograph coverage of certain areas of the CHINA coast. 

AAFPOA's 102302 covers the effort being made by WEDE1~R 
to support the 20th BomCom during period 10 January to 17 
January. 

MacARTHUR's 121252 relative to employment of 3rd Fleet 
in the protection of the LINGAYEN beachhead. 

Com?thFlt 121415 covers OpPlan for M-6. 

MacARTHUR's 301431 covers requirements for M-1 reinforce-
ment convoys and conduct of the M-3 operation. 

CinCPOA's 130850 answers MacARTHUR's dispatch relative 
to employment of 3rd Fleet units to cover the LINGAYEN beach-
head and discusses release of 3rd Fleet units at an early date. 

MacARTHUR's 130215 requests Com Allied Air Forces to 
extend searches to include the CAPE SAll~T JACQUES-SAIGON area 
in an effort to locate the 2nd Diversion Attack Force. 

CinCSWPA 131511 requests Com Allied Air Forces to extend 
search sectors along the northwest coast of BOlli~EO-PALAWAN 
with view of possibly locating the 2nd Diversion Attack Force. 

DepComAF 20 132144 states that BomCom 20 will comply 
with CinCPac's request to search the INDO-CHINA coast in an 
effort to locate the 2nd Diversion Attack Force. 
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13 January (Oahu date) 

Task Force 38 is operating east of H~INAN, scheduled 
to carry out missions against that target. No reports 
have been received regarding this strike. 

Suicide attacks in the LINGAYEN area on the 12th re-
sulted in damage to four ships. The SAUU~UA (CVE 96) was 
hit by a plane which penetrated her flight deck. The after 
engine room was reported ftooded but indications are that 
she can ~ravel at 5 knots under her own power. 1 AKA and 
2 liberty ships were also hit on this day. 

Photographs of 8 FORMOSA air fields by planes of the 
20th BomCom showed 259 planes on the 13th. 

The 20th and 21st BomComs were active on the 14th. 
82 B-29's of the 20th BomCom were airborne for an attack 
on SHINCHIKU (northwestern FOR110SA). Preliminary reports 
indicate that instead of hitting the primary target the 
majority of planes dumped their bombs on the KAGI air field, 
which was -a secondary target. Cloud cover was 10/10, hence 
results were unobserved. 

On the 14th 73 B-29's of the 21st BomCom took off for 
an attack on the MITSUBISHI .Aircraft Factory. Preliminary 
reports indicate that 41 planes bombed the primary target, 6 
visually and 35 by radar. No report of results has as yet 
been received. 

CinCPO~'s 122013 requests ComGen u. s. Army Forces 
CHINA to support ICEBERG operations in accordance with 
Fivesome Agreement and to continue mining operations in the 
HONG KONG Harbor. 

ComAirPac's 131938 discusses 
carriers and suggests revision of 
tion. 

employment of certain 
current CarDiv organiza-i Vvvv./ 
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14 January (Oahu date) 

The 3rd Fleet reports that Task Force 38 was snooped 
on the afternoon of the 14th -vvhile fueling. Strike on 
FORMOSA, plus fi ghter sweeps on AflllOY, SWAT01N and HONG KONG, 
were scheduled for the 15th (I). Com3rdFlt reports bad 
weather, which probably prevented extensive damage to 
shipping concentrations which have been reported in the 
target area the past few days. A strike is scheduled by 
Task Force 38 on HONG -KONG on the 16th and also a sweep 
of HAINAN is likevv-ise scheduled the same day. The Force 
is scheduled to fuel on the 17th. 

FRENCH INDO-CHINA - 12th (amplification): Com3rdFleet 
reports final results of the strikes and sweeps of TF 38 
planes on the 12th: 

Enemy ships sunk •••••••••••••••••••• 41 ships, 127,000 tons 
Enemy ships damaged ••••••.•••••••••• 28 ships, 70,000 tons 

Examples: An 11-ship convoy of lAO, 4 med. AK, 
2 DE, 4 PC, total 17,000 tons, completely destroyed. 
A 19-ship convoy had 11 ships sunk and 8 others 
beached and damaged - typhoon bait. 80 per cent of 
ship destruction was substantiated by extensive 
photos.) 

Enemy planes destroyed in air •••••••••••••• l5 
Enemy planes destroyed on ground ••••••••••• 77 
Enemy planes destroyed on water •••••••••••• 20 

Total enemy planes destroyed 112 

Enemy planes damaged on ground ••••••••••••• 50 
· (Included in planes destroyed were practically all 

of 23 reinforcing Bettys and 25-30 Tojos and Dscars 
whic h arrived in time to be destroyed by the dusk 
target CAP. Many others from 45 twin-engine --
mostly transports -- and 29 single-engine seen at 
TAN SON ]\i'HUT.) 

Our combat plane losses •••••..•••••••••••• l6 
Our operational plane losses ••••••••••••••• ? 
Our pilots missing •••••••••••••••••••••••• l4 
Our aircrevr.men missing ••••••••••••••••.••• ll 

Ground damage included a long dock at CAMRA~lli destroyed 
by torpedoes; 5 of 9 shell tanks at SAIGON; oil storage, 
buildings and warehouses, a seaplane hangar, and heavy damage 
to Texas and Standard Vacuum plants. 

There was no damage to our surface forces and their 
withdrawal was not snooped. 
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14 January (Oahu date) (Continued) 

Further reports on the strike against FOID~OSA by the 20th 
BomCom on the 14th indicate that 54 B-29's attacked the KAGI 
airdrome. Seven planes were destroyed on the ground and six 
were damaged. 69 planes were observed on the ground plus 57 
dummy planes. Another strike on F011MOSA is scheduled by the 
20th BomCom for the 16th. 

TRUK was hit on the 14th by 42 B-24's. Direct hits were 
scored on the runways and dispersal areas of the north and 
south MOEN airfields. Three enemy fighters were airborne 
but failed to attack. Shortly after the B-24's hit this 
target 10 P-38's carried out a fighter sweep in the TRUK 
area destroying two enemy fighters. One P-38 is reported 
missing from this strike. 

CinCPac's 140050 recommends establishment of Air Force 
Subordinate Command, Forward Area, short title: AirPacSubComFwd. 

DepComAF 20 142125 outlines to ARNOLD the present plans 
for development of air fields and facilities for the VLR's 
in the MARIANAS. 

CinCPOA's 150021 (pink) requests clarification regarding 
assembly for staging of the 24th Corps. 

CinCPOA's 150649 (top secret) requests CinCSoWesPac to 
allow Com5thFlt to send ships to CASIGURAN BAY after DvO JIMA 
operation to determine suitability for advanced anchorage 
during OKINAWA operation. 

CTF 77 120730 (top secret) covers release of ships to 
the Pacific Fleet subsequent to Ml operation. 

Supreme Allied Cor~ander Southeast Asia Command 140930 
(top secret) states that he has no objection to the 20th 
BomCom bombing and mining FOlli~OSA on 22 and 23 January. 

~ ev,<, 
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15 Zanuary (Oahu date) 

Com3rdFleet reports successful strikes on the South 
CHINA Coast on 15 and 16 January. The force was located 
on the 15th but on the 16th there were no snoopers and 
no enemy attacks were made on .the force. Incomplete re-
sults of the strikes on these two days indicate that 16 planes 
were shot do~ 18 destroyed on the ground and 36 were damaged. 

Com?thFleet reports that unloading continues in the 
LINGAYEN GULF with little air opposition encountered. 

CTF 94 (Vice Admiral HOOVER) reports that the FLEMING 
(DE 32), which made contact on a submarine' between ENIVVETOK 
and GU.AlVI, probably succeeded in sinking it on the 14th. 
Reports state that oil is continuing to rise 30 hours after 
the attack. 

63 B-24s, based both at PALAU and in the PHILIPPINES, 
attacked LUZON targets on the 13th and 14th. Considerable 
damage was reported as being inflicted. At TWO JIMA attacks · 
were continued on the 15th by B-24s. 14 planes made hits on 
the No. 1 air field and fires were reported as being observed. 

CinCPOA's 130237 (pink) outlines approval for future 
employment of certain VLR wings in the NANSEI SHOTO area 
and further authorizes another VLR wing to be employed on 
GU~~ subject to availability of shipping and supporting 
service troops. 

Com?thFlt's 121415 and Com?thFlt's 151018 (pink) out-
line changes to OpPlan 18-44. 

Com3rdFlt's 160211 (pink) recommends to CinCPac that 
after fueling on the 17th he desires to move east of the 
FORMOSA-LUZON line in view of the fact that further offen-
sive operations by Task Force 38 are not considered com-
mensurate with the effort and risk involved. 

CinCPac's 161836 (pink) proposes to direct HALSEY to 
move eastward of LUZON STRAIT and strike enemy air force in 
FORMOSA and OKINAWA and requests concurrence .of CominCH. 

CominCh 162220 (pink) concurs in CinCPac's recommendation 
to direct Com3rdFlt to operate east of the LUZON-FOill~OSA line. 

ComGenAAFPOA's 150102 refers to service troops to support 
VLR wings scheduled for Pacific operations. 

CinCPOA's 151817 approves ComGenAAFPOA's appearing dir-
ectly above with certain attendant provisions. 

Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Air, together with 
Vice Admiral FITCH and party, arrived PEARL HARBOH th)-s date. 
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16 January (Oahu date) 

Task Force 38 continues to fuel on the 17th and if 
undetected by the enemy will transit LUZON STRAITS on the 
night of 17-18 January and will conduct strikes against 
FORJVIOSA on the 19th and will strike OKINAWA on the 21st 
dr 22nd. Fueling operations will be carried out on the 20th. 

ComNavuroup CHINA reports 3 large enemy convoys, one 
of 9 transports and another of 15 auxiliaries, along the 
CHINA COAST north of AMOY and another transport group in 
the CHOSEN STRAITS headed northeast. 

B-29 reports indicate that sightings were made in the 
KOBE Hl\RBOR of 20 large ocean going vessels and similar 
reports of shipping in the OSAKA HARBOR indicate 55 large 
vessels (at least 10 of which appear to be large warships 
plus 1 CV). 

Amplified reports from the 21st BomCom relative to the 
strike on the MITSUBISH plant at NAGOYA on the 14th reveal 
that 40 B-29s attacked the primary target, dropping 94 tons 
thereon. 20 B-29s attacked the urban area. Airborne inter-
cepters made aggressive attacks. 20 aircraft are reported as 
being· destroyed, 14 probably destroyed and 31 additional 
damaged. Our losses were 34 personnel; damage to our planes 
not stated. 

nvo JIW~ was attacked again on the 16th by 10 B-24s 
together with a P-38 escort. The P-38 escort was hampered 
by unfavorable weather and only two reached the target, one 
of which was ditched upon returning (25 miles northwest of 
SAIPAN). 

Cine BPF 152201 (pink) covers the reporting for duty 
to CinCPac by Commander in Chief, British Pacific :B,l·eet, in 
accordance with the Octagon decisions. 

CinCPOA's 161837 {pink) reconunends inclusion of LINGGA . 
ROADS in the mining plans for 25 January {20th BomCom). 

CinC BPF 151234 (pink) outlines the organization of 
the British Pacific Fleet regarding nomenclature of units 
and authorities forming the task force. 

CinCPac's 170133 {pink) concerns information received 
regarding supply of petroleum requirements for the British 
Pacific Fleet. 

CinCPOA's 162359 {pink) requests Com3rdFleet to acknow-
ledge his dispatch relative to irr~ediate employment or· 3rd 
:wleet. 
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16 January (Oahu date) {Continued) 

Com3rdFlt's 170243 (pink) schedules movements or· 
Task Force 38 from 18 January to 22 January inclusive. 

CinCBPF 160327 (pink) refers to supply of bulk petroleum 
products to British units operating in the Pacific and sets 
forth estimates of contemplated requirements for the month 
of April. 

CinCSvVPA's 150110 (pink) covers transfer of certain 
units in the SoWesPac area to the 24th Corps. 

CinCEI 130939, 130956, 131024 and 131046 (pink) cover 
operations to be carried out against the PALE:rviBANG refinery 
on 22 January and further cover dates on which British 
Pacific Fleet units will arrive Fremantle. 

CTF 77 (Vice Admiral KINCAID) 170432 (pink) outlines 
requirements for certain Pacific Ocean Area ships for em-
ployment in the M.7 operation scheduled for 29 January and 
further requests'retention in the SoWesPac Area of certain 
fleet units. 

CinCPac's 170305 (pink) covers requirements for combat 
employment of Marine aviation during the next six months. 

17 January (Oahu date) I~ {.tA,~" t 

Due to heavy weather CTF 38 was unable to complete 
fueling on the 18th and plans to carry out operation plan 
"EXIT" which contemplates transit of SURIGAO STRAIT instead 
of LUZON STRAIT as previously planned. 

Allied Air Forces assumed responsibility and direct 
support of ground operations and protection of naval forces 
on the 17th. This releases 8 CVEs ·and escorts which left 
LINGAYEN the night of the 17th for ULITHI. 

Troop and resupply echelons for Eastern MINDORO and 
Western lVf.ARINDUQUE completed missions without enemy contact 
on 16, 17 and 18 January. 

The results of air action in the PHILIPPINES are re-
ported as follows: 

LUZON (14th - delayed reports): 
21. B-25s with P-51 cover striking J~ARRI destroyed 
20 planes on the ground and shot down 2. 

- Continued -
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17 January (Cont'd) 

LUZON (Cont'd) 

19 A-20s with P-47 cover hit TUGUEGARAO, south of APARRI, 
destroying 3 planes and shooting down 1. 

36 A-20s destroyed 35-40 planes on the ground in a low-
level attack on Clark Field. 

PALAU-based B-24s attacked CABANATUAN Airfield, destroying 
buildings and causing many fires. 

10 B-25s hit BATANGAS Area, knocking out 30-40 trucks and 
and 3 tanks. ' 

23 MINDORO-based P-40s attacked railroad installations 
at T.ARLOC. 

LUZON (15th) : 
PALAU B-24s hit Clark Field, causing ~ires. 
P-40s attacked MANILA area, strafing 60-70 trucks and 6-8 

tanks. 
All types of aircraft continued attacking comrnunications 

and transportation in the BAr:eANGAS-BICOL Area. 

BUERTO PRINCESSA, PALAWAN (15th): 
25 A-20s bombed airfield, results unobserved. 

BORNEO (15th): 
33 B-24s bombed JESSELTON field. 

9 B-24s bombed railroad yards. 

ComNavGroup CHINA 170631 (pink) states that 14th Air Force will 
conduct maximum operations practicable during the ICEBERG Opera-
tion and will continue the mining of HONGKONG HARBOR. 

MacArthur 171229 (pink} urges retention of six old battleships 
until the situation has clarified in the LUZON Area. 

MacArthur 171400 (pink) concerns present utilization of the 
24th Corps at LEY'rE. 

CinCSV@A 171535 (Pink) discusses the dates for return of CVE's 
and escorts from Southwest I'acific Area to POA. 

CinCSVWA 180141 (pink} concurs in Vice Admiral Kinkaid's 
despa tch relative to returning certain fleet units in the South-
west Pacific Area. 

Cincpac 180358 (pink) sets forth schedule for the release 
and retention of certain fleet units in Southwest Pacific Area. 

Com3rdFleet 180947 (pink) states that 19 January will be the 
day for executing Plan "EXIT" (transit of SURIGAO STHAIT). 

ComJrdFleet 181001 (pink) that refueling was hampered by severe 
weather and states that he expects to refuel on the 19th west of 
LUZON and will transit SUHIGAO STRAIT shortly thereafter. 
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17 Januar~ (Con~'d) 

Cincpac 181837 (pink) suggests g1v1ng consideration to the 
transit of LUZON S'rRA.IT instead of SURIGAO STRAIT. 

Cominch 182120 (pink) concurs in Cincpac's recommendation 
appearing directly above. 

ComAFSWPA 162210 (pink) -states that 5th Air Force FORMOSA strikes have been cancelled for 16 January and will be postponed 
indefinitely during establishment of Air Force in LINGAYEN Area. 

Joint Chiefs of Staff 170349 (pink) covers the three phases of ICEBERG Operation and that pending further preparatio~s for the SUBLDJ.lli Coast operation should be deferred but preparations should continue for an operation in the CHUSAN-NINGPO Area. 

Joint Chiefs of Staff 162254 (pink) covers redeployment of 20th Bomber Command from CHINA bases to the MARIANAS and deployment of the 7th Heavy Bombardment Squadron from INDIA to the 14th Air Force in CHINA upon evacuation of the CHENGTU bases by the 20th Bomber 
Command. 

Cominch 301328 (pink) covers employment of tankers in the Pacific Area. 

18 January (Oahu date) 

CTF 38 has cancelled plans to transit SUHIGA.O and now intends to transit LUZON STRAITS (BALINTAG CHANNEL) on the night 20-21 Janu-ary. Attacks are scheduled against FOHMOSA on the 21st and OKINAWA 
on the 23rd or 24th. 

Hevised figures have been received relative to the strikes on 
HONGKONG and HAINAN: 

Destroyed: 3 AK and 3 small AK 
Damaged: 2 AK 

Our Losses: 
Planes - 26 combat 

1 large AP 27 operational 
4 AO (torp edoes & bombs-KA1\110I) 
9 small AK 
1 DD, 5 DE 
Plus many small craft 

Missing - 24 pilots 
19 crevvmen 

Intense, accurate A._4. - HONGKONG. High seas, and overcast. 
B-29s from the 20th Bomber Command hit SHINCHIKU on the 16th. 

78 planes bombed the target with a total of 505 tons. 
In the PHILIPPIN~S unfavorable weather appears to have restricted air operat ions to some extent. Enemy air attacks on our LINGAYEN 

and MINDORO positions were reported to have declined materially. The 
LINGAYbN strip was being used by our fighters and transports com-
mencing the 16th. 

- Continued -
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18 January (Con v'd) 

Cominch 171916 (pink) authorizes Cincpac to establish a new 
flag officer command, subordinate command of Air Force, Pacific 
Fleet, in the forward area to be known as AirPacSubComFord. 

Com3rdFlt 181022 (pink) advises CinCSWPA that unfavorable 
weather has caused 3rd Fleet operating schedule to be unpredictable 
and suggests that he continue his strikes dependent upon his capa-
bilities alone. 

CinCSWPA 181231 (pink) grants authority for Com5thFleet to in-
vestigate CASIGURUN BAY {16 N, 122 E- E. coast LUZON). 

Com3rdFlt 190438 (pink) covers operating schedule from 19 
January to 24 January. 

Com3rdFlt 190910 (pink) sets forth his estimate of the general 
situation. 

19 January (Oahu date) 

TF 38 was · scheduled to transit LUZON STRAIT the night of 20-21 
and will operate in the near future eastward of the FORMOSA-LUZON 
line. 

CTF 77.2 (V. Adm. Oldendorf), whose forces consist of 6 OBB, 
3 CA, 12 DD, covering LINGAYEN GULF have been ordered to remain 
inside the Gulf prepared to sortie on short notice. Light covering 
forces continue to operate west of MINDORO. 

On the 19th, 64 B-29s from the 21st Bomber Command bombed the 
Kawasaki Aircraft Engine Plant at AKASHI. Bombing was conducted 
from 26,000 feet and 640 500-lb. general purpose bombs were dropped 
on the target. Huge fires and explosions were reported in the tar-
get area. Five enemy intercepting planes were shot down, 3 probably 
shot down and 3 damaged. No mention is made of any losses to 
blue planes. 

MacArthur 191252 {pink) is in reply to a request by Cincpoa 
relative to the withdrawal of Third Fleet units. 

Cincpac 191729 (pink) concurs in Halsey's estimate of the 
general situetion. 

ComGenAAFPOA 200435 ('pink), covers VLR Wing facilities at 
TINIAN and GUi~M. 

Cincpoa 172233 (pink) points out that oper~ tions against enemy 
held positions in the MAHSHALLS should be reviewed to making certain' 
that expenditure of personnel, fuel and explosive are justified by 
the results to be obtained. 

- Continued -
25:20. 
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19 January (Oahu date - Cont'd) 

Cincpoa 190158 {pink) authorizes release of the 498th Bomb 
Group from allocation to the Pacific Ocean Areas • 

. cincpoa 190308 (pink) covers Cincpoa responsibilities for 
provlding bulk petroleum requirements for the British Pacific Fleet. 

CTF 77 200034 (pink) covers change No. 4 to OpPlan 18-44. 

CinCSv~A 200535 (pink) outlines to Cincpoa that the 24th 
Corps will be ready for ICEBERG to meet its scheduled date of 1 
April. 
20 January (Oahu date) 

Task Force 38 made strikes on FORMOSA and SAKASHIMA GUNTO 
on the 21st. No reports have been received as to damage inflicted. 

Incomplete reports indicate that the TICONDEROGA was damaged, 
however she is proceeding to ULITHI under her own power. All 
available tugs at ULITHI have been ordered to the fueling area, 
20-30 N, 125 · E. 

A destroyer and cruiser sweep around SAKASHIMA GUNTO origin-
aJ_ly ·scheduled for 21 January was cancelled. 

A report from the ZEILIN (APA 3) indicates that she was hit 
on 13 January by a suicide plane. 

A strike is scheduled for 22 January by units of the British 
Fleet against PALANffiANG oil refineries. 

Com3rdFlt reports numerous Japanese planes observed ferrying 
between FO~IOSA and LUZON, majority of which were southbound. Ten 
of these planes being ferried were shot dovm. 

Air activity continued on the 19th against IWO JllvlA and 
CHICHI JI~A. 9 B-24s hit the former target and 7 B-24s bombed 
the latter target. 

There was no enemy air activity over the LINGAYEN Area for a 
period of 48 hours (17th to 19th). Air attacke by our forces con-
tinued in the LUZON Area. A number of planes were destroyed in 
sweeps over LAOAG, LIPA, LEGASPI and SAN ~MffiCELINO Fields. 

(tJ.s«) 
Cincpac 201817 ' answers CinCSWPA despatch relative to release 

of 2 damaged battleships for overhaul. 

Cincpoa 210156 (pink) answers CinCSV~A despatch relative to 
release of the 24th Corps for the OKINAWA Operation. 

v I 
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21--JanuarY. (Oahu date) 

On 21 January , (ELD) ,Task, Force )8 attacked the enemy air 
force, shipping and installations in FORMOSA. Forty-three 
Japanese aircraft were destroyed in aerial combat, 97 were 
destroyed on the ground, and approximately 100 more were 
damaged in attacks on the airdromes at HEITO, _ CHOSKU, 
MATSUYAMA, EIKO, KUPUTSUA, GIRAN, KOSHUN and TAIEN. Intense 
antiaircraft fire was encountered at TAKAO. At TAKAO two 
large ships and the docks and industrial area were left 
burning furiously. Considerable damage was inflicted on 
shipping at KEELUNG, TOSHIEN and NAN WAN in PORMOSA, at MAKO 
in the PESCADORES and in the SAKISHIMA Islands. 

During this operation the TICONDEROGA (CV-14), LANGLEY(CVL-27) 
and MADDOX (DD-731) were damaged. 

Eleventh Army Air Force planes attacked KATAOKA WAN on the 
island of SHIMUSHU in the northernmost KURILES. 

Docks and buildings on YAP were bombed and small craft at 
BABELTHUAP were destroyed by aircraft of Fleet Air Wing ONE. 

Tne FOURTH Marine Aircraft Wing aircraft continued ~~~ o .. ~ neutralization of islands in the MARSHALLS, ~, ~ 

22 January (Oahu date) 

Vice Admiral Oldendor·r with CALIFORNIA ( BB-44) and NEW 
MEXICO (BB-40) has left the LINGAYEN area for ULITHI. Rear 
Admirals Weyler and Sowell are remaining in MISSISSIPPI (BB-41), PENNSYLVANIA, (BB-38), WEST VIRGINIA (BB-48) and COLORADO (BB-45). 

Com)rdFleet's 221010 advises completion of photographic 
strike on OKINAWA and withdrawal toward ULITHI. 

Com)rdF.leet's 221545 reports damage to HANCOCK (CV-19) by 
deck explosion of a bomb on own airplane and advises 10 days 
required to repair HANCOCK ( CV-19} and LANGLEY ( CVL-37). 

CinCPac's 222059 (pink) covers status Rear Admiral Hall 
at LEYTE. 

MacArthur's 211541 covers modification of FILBAS Agreement 
concerning individual Army personnel. 
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22 - 26 January 1945 (Guam dates) 

Preliminar.y report of 3rd Fleet strikes against FORMOSA on 21 Januar,y follows: 

43 planes shot down in the air. 
97 - on the ground. 
Substantial shipping damage at TOSHIEN, KEELUNG, AMOY, and SAKA-

SHIMA. 
At TAKAO the docks and industrial areas were left burning furiously. 

70,000 tons of shipping were estimated sunk. 

On the 22nd strikes were again carried out on FORMOSA, resulting in the 
following damage: 

27 planes destroyed on the ground and 4l others damaged. 
l medium AK exploded and 31 smaLl vessels were sunk, plus 27 others 

damaged. 
Excessive damage was inf'.Licted on bu.i..Ldings on IE SHIMA, and other 

installations in the area were also damaged. 

TICONDEROGA (CV 1.4) was hit by 2 suicide bombers on the 21st and 22nd. The 
HANCOCK (CV 19) was damaged by an explosion of a bomb in one of her own planes. 
Repairs are estimated to be completed in 10 days. The LANGLEY ( CVL 27) also was 
hit by a bomb and estimated time for completion of repairs is 10 days. The 
ltiADDOX (DD 731) was hit by a suicide bomber. 

Com7thFlt (VAdm Kinkaid) announces the organization of a new heav.y covering 
group (TF 77.2) consisting of: 

PENNSYLVANIA (RAdm Wayler, CTG) 
MISSISSIPPI 
WEST VIRGINIA (RAdm Sowell) 
COLORADO 
SHROPSHIRE 
PORTLAND 
MINNEAPOLIS 
and 12 DD 

This group is charged with tne defense of shipping in LEITE GULF from surface 
attack. 

A coordinated attack (TF 93, 21st Bomber Command, and TG 94.9) against IWO 
JIMA took place on the 24th. Spotting reports indicate that the ship bombardr.nent 
was successfu.l. 3 smaLl AK 1 s were sunk, .1 plane was destroyed and 3 damaged. A 
heavy weather front forced the bombardment group to break off after expenditure 
of only 60 percent of aLlotted ammunition. 

A hunter-killer group made a definite kill of an eneiey" submarine on tne 22nd 
west of ULITHI. 

BARB (SS 220) reports 8 hits in a convoy anchored on the CHINA COAS'r north 
.of the STRAIT~ OF FORMOSA. 3 ships are claimed to have been sunk in this attack. 
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ComSubsPac reports that GUARDFISH (08 217) sank one of our own ships, the 
USS EXTRACTOR (ARS 15) at 232127 GCT at 15-44N, 135-29 E, (between GUAM and LUZON). Commanding Officer and 72 personnel were rescued; 6 are reported missing. The 
sequence of events leading up to this sinking is as follows: At 2ll.7/23rd, GUARD-
FISH reported a radar contact on a srruall ship at 15-llN, 137-00E, and stated that 
she was tracking and requested in!'ormation as to possibility of its being a friendl.y 
submarine. At 000l/24th she gave her position, the course and speed of the target, 
further stating that she would maintain contact and attack "when positive o1 enemy 
character." At 0235 CTF 77 listed the frien~ submarines in the vicinity and told 
the GUARDFISH that if she was in a Joint Zone, the contact, if a surface ship, 
was probably frien~. The sinking took place at 0627. ComFwdArea has ordered 
a board of inquiry. 

Strikes were carried out against IWO JIMA from the 20th to the 23rd by SO 
B-24's attacking airfieid installations. Enemy planes attempted to intercept 
on three occasions, with a total of 10 to 12 Zekes. 

On the 21st an unreported number of B-29 1s escorted b.Y lb P-38 1s attacked 
TRUK meeting no enemw opposition. 

On the 23rd an unreported number of B-29's bombed the MITSUBISHI Aircraft 
Engine Plant at NAGOYA. No details have as yet been received. 

Com3rdFlt transferred command to Com5thFlt at 1400 GCT 26 January, and CTF 58 
(VAdm Mitscher) relieved CTF 38 (VAdm McCain) at the same time. 

Co.IDJen BomCom 20 25lll5 · (pink) outlines tentative schedule of 20th. Bomber 
Command operations during the month of February. 

Cominch & CNO 231341 (pink) proposes transfer of vessels under ~end-lease to 
USSR in DUTCH HARBOR or other base in that area, and requests ComNorPac's cmmnent 
on feasibility. 

MacArthur 240259 (pink) concurs in Cincpac 222059, designating RAdm James L. Hall as Senior Officer of the Pacific Fleet Present and Cincpac's representative 
on LEYTE. 

JCS 251348 (pink) states that CHINA Theater support for ICEBERG will be as 
arranged' directly between Admiral Nimitz and General Wedemeyer and authorizes 
direct communication and excna.nge o1· .liaison officers as necessary. 

Cincpac and Cincpoa departed for GUAM 26 January 1945. / ' 
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27 January 1945 (Guam Date) 

A repert has been received regarding the damage incurred by the HANCOCK 
( CV 19) en the 21st. Open return frem a combat mission a TBM was taxiing 
up the deck when a 500 peund general purpose bemb fell te the flight deck and 
expleded. An area in the flight deck seme 70 feet by 50 feet received severe 
structural damage. 7 efficers and 43 men were killed and approximately 80 
ethers wounded. 

PARCHE (SS 384) reperts several hits in a large Tanker west ef KYUSHU 
en the 19th. 

SILVERSIDES (SS 230) reperts twe hits in an AK NW ef OKINAWA. 

On the 24th more than 120 British Carrier Planes attacked the Petroleum 
center at PALEUBANG (SUMATRA). No details of this strike have been received 
as yet. 

On the 25th IWO JD4A was hit by 14 B-24 's loaded with 100 pound bombs. 
Bombing was conducted at 18000 feet. Clouds prevented observation of results. 

CominCh 261459 (secret) outlines proposal to assign Navy Air Groups to the 
Flagship and Relief Flagship and Marine Air Groups to the other 4 ships of the 
first 4 Divisions of COMMENCEMENT BAY (CVE 105) class carriers. 

CinCSWPA 271407 (secret) covers coordination of operations of the 14th Air 
Force and the Allied Air Force during current operations. 

MacArthur 251304 (pink) refers to return of APD's for duty in 5th Fleet. 

Com5thFleet 252041 (pink) makes available certain surface ships to · 
ComPhibsPac for DETAClWENT Operation. 

CinC BPF 260649 and 260737 (pinks) outlines readiness date of certain 
units of British Pacific Fleet (15 March 1945). 

CG lOth Army 262113 (pink) outlines readiness date of 77th Division, 7th 
Division and 96th Division and further states that the 24 Corps will not be 
available for relief until arrival of Americal Divisions. 

CTF 77 270156 (pink) outlines certain surface units to be returned to 
Cincpoa for duty. 

Cincpac and Cincpoa. arrived GUAM 27 January 1945. 
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28. January 1945 (Guam Date) 

21st Bomber Command reports that 100 merchant vessels were sighted 
East of TOKYO on a course 90° (in several large V for.mations)e 

The Headquarters of the 5th Air Force, the 5th Bomber Commmd, and the 
5th Fighter Conwand moved from LEYTE to MINDORO on the 27th. 

CTF 93 (Lte Gen Harmon) reports that (26 January marked the 50th 
consecutive day IWO JIM! has been bombarded by the 7th Air Force Liberators, 
averaging 28 planes per day. Marine Mitchells on the same date completed 52 
consecutive night searches of the BONINS-KAZANS area, averaging 3 planes 
per night. 

80 B-29'e from the 21st Bomber Command attacked MUSASHINO aircraft plant 
at TOKYO on the 28th. Reports indicate the destruction or damage of 75 
enemy interceptors. 5 B-29's are reported missing. No further details ha•~ 
been received. 

CNO to NAVOP/01 231323 (secret) outlines the functions to be carried out 
by the Advance and Pearl Headquarters. 

Cincpac 280040 (secret) states commencing 0000 GCT 29 Januar.y action will 
be taken by Advance Headquarters on all dispatches. 

Com5thFleet 280001 (pink) (Admiral Spruance) states that he will provide 
coverage of MARCUS, WOLEAI, LAMOTREK and TRIJK and further states that 
neutralization of these bases will be carried out by TF 93 as per his OP O~er. 

~ . ~ 
29 January (Guam date) · ,. 

A landing was scheduled to be carried out on the 29th near the SAN ANTONIO 
Area in LUZON. No reports have been received as yet. Purpose of this landing 
is to endeavor to hinder any retreat that the Japanese might make on the BATAAN 
PENINSULA. 

A diversionary attack is scheduled to be made in the UNISAN Area of southwest 
LUZON on the night of the 3oth. 24 Pl''s and 24 LCI' s will participate. After 
dark on the 3oth they will move to the target area and conduct simulated landings 
at midnight on the 31st employing rocket shore bombardment and radio deception 
measures. 

PICUDA (SS 382) renorts an attack on a 5-shio convoy on the aBth in the EAST 
CHINA SEA resulting in the sinking of a medium AK and damaging 2 others, either AP' s 
or AK' s. The BARB (SS 270) at the same time attacked a northbound convoy in the 
same area obtaining 2 hits in an AK. 

On the 28th 3 Marine PBJ 's attacked a total of 4 DD' s and 7 AKs in three 
groups north and south of CHICHI JIMA. 1 DD was hit twice on the stern and 2 ex-
9losions were observed. It appeared to be stopoed and dead in the water. A second 
DD was hit twice, emitting fire and smoke and a tmird DD was slightly damaged. A 
medium AK was hit underwater. Search PB4Ys were ordered to search for any cripples 
from these attacks. 

- Continued -
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29 January (Guam date)(Cont 1d) 

On the 27th at SAIGON 22 B-29s from the 20th Bomber Command bombed the naval 
yards and arsenal drooping 66 tons thereon. No losses were reported of our planes 
and no ene~ planes destroyed. 

A British carrier force (composition not stated) struck the PALAMBANG oil 
refineries on the 24th. Extensive damage was inflicted on the power houses, dis-
tilleries and distillation plants in the target area and further damage was in-
flicted on ene~ intercepting planes. 13 en~ fighters were shot down in the air 
and 34·planes destroyed on the ground. British losses numbered 9 planes. 

74 B-29s from the 21st Bomber Command were airborne for an attack on the 
Musashino Aircraft Plant at TOKYO on the 27th. or this total 65 planes dropped 
173 tons on the secondary target which was in the TOKYO harbor area. Enetll1' fighter 
opposition was heavy. Reports indicate that apnroximate~ 11 050 attacks were made 
by various types of intercepting fighters. 21st Bomber Command reports that 57 
enemy planes were destroyed, 21 probably destroyed and 41 damaged. Our losses 
were 5 B-29s lost to ene~ action and 2 others missing. One B-29 crash-landed 
at base due to damage from the ene~ fighters • . 

Cincpoa 290831 (pink) covers arrangements for support of ICEBERG by the 
CHINA Theater. 

AAFPOA 290515 (pink) refers to assignment of five Amry Fighter Groups to 
the 20th Air Force. 

Wedemeyer 270725 (pink) covers pending conference between Commanding General, 
CHINA Theater and Cincpoa. 

30 J anuarx (Guam date) 

There is only one report of the results of the landings in th~ · SAN ANTONIO Area, 
which states that SUBIC BAY has been substantial~ cleared of mines, and that mine-
sweeping operations will be finished today. 

Cam7thFleet reports that CAVALIER (APA 37) was torpedoed off SUBIC BAY. The hit 
was aft on the port side; the ship is unable to proceed under her own power and is be~ 
ing towed to LEITE. A preliminary investigation indicates 4 weeks at a Navy Yard are 
required for . repairs. 

21 B-245 hit IWO JIMA on the 29th with -42~ tons from 18~000 feet. Ak did 
minor damage to 5 B-24s and seriously wounded one aircrewman. In addition, 33 B-29s 
were airborne from TINIAN for attacks on IWO JIMA. or the 33 planes, 30 acutally 
bombed the airstrips one and two resulting in heav,y explosions. All planes returned 
safely, though one was damaged by AA fire. 3 PBJs report damaging 1 medium AK and 1 
large AK from 2 convoys of 8 & 9 ships each, and possibly damaging a DE in the vicin-
ity of the BONINS. 

BOARFISH (SS 327) reports sighting 2 CL, 4 escorts and 2 escorting planes at 
17001/30 off QUINHON on a souther~ course, speed 20. 

Joint Staff Planners 292045 (pink) states that alternate plans for the defeat of 
JAPAN under various dates for redeployment from EUROPE are now under examination. 
Also that Joint Logistics Committee is re-examining subject of availability of forces 
and resources after ICEBERG. 2 52 7 
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30 January (Guam date) ( Cont 1 d) 

CinCSWPA 300023 outlines modifications in composition of 24th Corps. 

Cincpac 300613 {pink) reque:st:s confirmation of tentative plans for employment 
of the British Pacific Fleet in the ICEBERG Operation. 

Wedemeyer 301331. requests concurrence in contemplated B-29 aerial mining of 
mouth of YANGTZE RIVER west of 122 East Meridian. / 1 ~ 

/1.\ /i 31 January (Guam date) u -----

Reuort from CTF 77 (V. Adm. Kinkaid) states that the M-7 landing was carried out 
success!~ on the 29th without opposition. The scheduled bombardment of the beach-
head was not carried out due to the fact that no opposition was encountered. Direct 
air support was provided by the CVE group, but no reports of air opposition have been 
received. Unloading was del~ed somewhat due to the fact that there were no suitable 
beaches in the landing area. 

The diversionar.y operation at UNISAN was completed the night of the 30th in 
accordance with the plan. 

ComNavGroup CHINA reports that on· the 30th 3 cruisers 1 1 DD and 2 troop trans-
ports were sighted off Quiniton headed north and 4 cruisers and 1 destroyer sighted 
headed south. 

CTF 71 reports that PARGO (SS 264) scored a hit on a DD or CL with 3 escorts 
at 1700 I/3lst. 

BESUGO (SS 32l.) reports results of wolfpack operations in the SOUTH CHINA SEA. 
BLACKFIN (SS 322) sank a SHIMO class DD and damaged a large tanker on the 24th. BESUGO 
hit a medium tanker. 

BARB ( SS 31.6) submits a further report • Dispatched a boarding party who re-
covered charts and books of doubtful value, but did obtain Jap radio receiver and 
transmitter. 

BERGALL ( SS 320) off BRUNEI BAY sank two PCs unaided and obtained two prisoners. 
Two reluctant patrol vessels still in port. 

28 B-24s in strike and snooper missions attacked rNO JIMA airfields on the 3oth 
with 100 and 500-pound bombs. One of 3 interceoting Zekes was damaged. 5 of our 
planes sustained AA damage. 

76 B-29s, carr,ying 6 to 8 mines each, were scheduled to mine the waters around 
SINGAPORE, SAIGON, CAPE ST. JACQUES, and CAMRANH BAY on the 25th. Secondary targets 
were PENANG, MERGUI, BANGKOK, and TAVOY HARBOR. 

Com.FifthFleet 300840 (pink) directs that coverage of MARCUS, WOLEAI, LAMOTREK 
and TRUK be conducted at irregular intervals, averaging approximately once weekly. 

Cincpac 310212 (pink) requests estimated date of release of four battleships 
retained by CTF 77 (V.Adm. Kinkaid). ' 
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31 January (Guam date) (Cont•d) 

Cincpoa 310734 (pink) concerns effort to be made to improve the runwccy- at 
IWO JIMA as soon as possible for the operation of Navy search Liberators after 
provision of minimum requirements for fighter defense. 

Cincpa.c 312305 (pink) concerns the assigning of NORTH CAROLINA and WAffiiNGTON 
for bombardment of IWO JIMA and also authorizes an increase of the interval between 
the carrier strike on the Empire and the assault on IWO JIMA. 

Cominch 311825 (pink) concerns allocation of British Pacific Fleet units to 
Pacific Ocean Areas control. . ,) 

1 February (Guam date) #A.J 
A landing was made on NASUG.tm in the BATAYAS PROVI.NliE on the 31st. No oppo-

sition was encountered at the beachhead and reports indicate that our forces are 
continuing inland. 

SE.ttPENS (AK 97) 1 while at anchor at IlJNGA POINT (GUADALGANAL) 1 exploded on 
the 29th and sank :illmediatezy. Reports state that there are ten survivors from 
the ship. A submarine contact was made at the time of the explosion and indications 
point to the fact that the explosion may have been caused by a torpedo. 

Reports fran MacArthur indicate that our advance patrols are 28 miles from 
MANILA. Casualty reports have been received stating that on LEYTE as of 29 Januar,y 
71,624 Japanese have been killed with 631 rov. Our casualties during the LEYTE 
Campaign are announced as: killed, 3,135; wounded, 9,S65; missing, 160. 

On the 31st, 20 B-24s hit IWO JIMA. Interception by 4 aggresive Zekes inflicted 
no damage. Photographs taken on this date showed 11 probably operational planes 
on airfield number 2. On the day preceding:, 14 aircraft were photographed on 
the same field. 

Two Marine PBJ s made strikes on a DD 10 miles north of HAHA JIMA on the night 
of the 31st. 

CTF 77 01030$ recommends release date of 5 Februar,y for the 4 BBs assigned 
to SoWes~ac. 

CinC~TPA 011243 requests information regarding Cincpoa's proposal for the 
protection of the LUZON Area, and states that the release of the 4 old BBs should 
not be made l.Ultil heavy bomber strength is installed in the CLARK FIE Area, 
which time is estimated to be the end of Februar,y. 

2 February (Guam date) 
~(! 

French sources report that 3 cruisers were sighted off the coast of QUINHON on 
a southerly course at 1600, 1 February. 

SILVERSIDES (SS 236) reports sinking a large AK on the 25th west of KYUSHU. 

'rHREADFIN (SS 410) reDorts sinking a small AK on the 3oth near !TIE SAKI. 

ComSubsPac has formed a Wolfpack of 5 submarines to be stationed between 
FORMOSA and LUZON to intercept reenforcements or withdrawals from the LUZON Area. 
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2 February (Guam date)(Cont 1d) 

Reports have been received from the CHINA Theater indicating that the airdrome 
at SUICHWAN has been taken by the Japanese. The majority of 14th Air Force airfields 
in that area have been destro.yed by our forces preparator,y to withdrawal. 

At IWO JDA:A on the night of the 31st-1st 9 snooper B-24s bombed the dispersal 
areas from 10 to 14,000 feet. On the evening of the 31st and on the 1st 21 additional 
B-24s bombed the same areas starting fires visible for a number of mile.s. 

At SAIPAN on the 2nd 1 ~ (carrier based reconnaissance plane) was intercepted 
and shot down by the Combat Air Patrol at 1025. This eneJey" plane was on course 340 
when intercepted. 

On the 31st at PALAU a total of 76 fighters and torpedo planes hit targets in 
t hat area on the 3 days - 31st, lst and 2nd. 

The British Carrier Task Force again attack oil installations in the P ALAMBANG 
Area on the 29th. 100 sorties were flown against the targets and 24 fighters swept 
ene~ airfields in the vicinity. Photographs show hits on a large cracking plant 
and extensive fires were reported to be spreading on withdrawal of the planes from 
the target area. S enemy fighters were shot down and British losses were 15 planes. 
Ho'!ever, 8 crews were reported to have been picked up. 

CinCSWPA 010626 (pink) outlines the search plan and operations to be carried out 
in support of ICEBERG Operation by CinCSWPA. 

MacArthur 010628 (pink) requests direct cownunication·between Commander Allied 
Air Forces, SWPA and Commanding General, 20th Bomber Command during air operations 
supporting ICEBERG. 

CinCPOA 012240 (pink) concerns the substitution of the 5th PbibCorps f r the 
3rd PhibCorps for Phase 3 of the ICEBERG Operation. 

Cincpac flew from GUAM to ULITHI and broke his flag in the INDIANAP 
3 February (Guam date) ~-

Seven submarine contacts have been reported in the last 36 hours. Contacts 
were made in the MINDANAO SEA, between MANUS and LEITE, south and west of ENIWEJ.'OK, 
and off KWAJALEIN. . 

Com7thFleet reports that an attack was made on the SAN ANTONIO beachhead on 
.the 31st by a group of en~ power boats. PC 1129 was sank as a result of this 
action. No further losses were sustained. The en~ craft were either all sunk or 
driven off. 

On the 2nd at IWO J IMA 20 B-24s dropped 45 tons of incendia.rie s on the area 
east of the number 2 airfield. One of three airborne Zekes was damaged and 6 B-24s 
sustained slight damage due to AA and enemy interception. On the 3rd at IWO JIMA 
12 P-3Ss and 5 F-5As covered IWO from low level, photographing in good weather. 
Automatic weauon fire was intense and accurate. 1 P-3S was lost, cause unknown, and 
1 F-5A (nhotographic version of P-3S) burst into flames over the ~arget and was lost. 
3 enemy planes were airborne but did not press their at tack. Aga.J.n on the 3rd at 
IWO JIMA 4 P.BkYs photographed the island in clear weather. 7 single engine enemy 
fighters interceoted, 3 of them were possibly damaged. 
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3 February (Guam date) ( Cont • d) 

At HANKOW on the 30th, 25 B-24s bombed the docks. 32 escorting fighters met no 
ppposition, Amplifying report on the attack b,y B-29s of the 20th BomCom on SINGAPORE 
indicates that llO B-29s took part this attack. 200 tons of bombs were dropped on 
the SINGAPORE Area and 21 planes dropp.ed 50 tons on GEORGETOWN (west portion of MALAY 
PENINSULA). 15 to 25 enemy fighters intercepted; 2 claimed destroyed, 6 probably de-
strqyed and 8 damaged. 

CinCBP.F 260739 (pink) sets forth present composition of the British Pacific Fleet. 

MacArthur 022004 concerns requests for personnel relative to Filbas Agreement 
and authorizes COJi1GeB USAFFE to communicate directly with Com.GenPOA in certain specific 
cases regarding personnel. 

DepCom 20th AF 030921 (pink) covers the schedule to be carried out b-# 21st BomCom 
in support of DETACHMENT Operation. /,/ f 
It February (Guam date) 1f!V 

B-29s report heavy concentration of shipping in FUTAMI KO CHICHI (2S-30 ships) 
and 50 ships, 10 of which were heavy, at 33-18 N 135-42 E (s. of OSAKA). 

There is additional submarine activity reported in the vicinity of ENIWETOK 
and KWAJALEIN. A merchant ship reported sighting and firing on a periscope at 
10-19 N 164-17 E, and a submarine was reported by a transient plane in the same 
vicinity approximately an hour later. A plane observed an oil slick and made a 
definite contact with a submarine at 12-23 N, 155-53 E at 1630 MIKE time on the 4th. 

Heavy strikes were carried out in the PALAU Area on the 30th, 75 planes attack-
ing BABELTHUAP. 

Fighte·rs are evidently hitting FORMOSA from the PHILIPPINES as reoorts indicate 
that 6 enemw fighters were shot down on the 29th and 10 additional on the 30th. 

Cincpac Adv. Hq. 040430 (pink) authorizes WASP and ESSEX to sail with excess 
fighters for the next operation, but thereafter the excess fighter strength will be 
reduced L~ accordance with prior directives.· d 

. tr Cincpac returned to GUAM from ULITHI. 

5 February (Guam date) 
Reports have been received indicating that elements of the 1st Cavalry entered 

MANILA on the night of 3 February with little opposition encountered within the town 
itself. Our forces liberated about 800 military and about 550 civilian prisoners 
-a;s well as many internees. Reports received indicate that up until 5 February, 1945 
18,000 Japanese have been killed in the LUZON Area. 

A photographic plane from the 2oth Bomber Command reports having sighted 1 BB 
and a small CV in the SINGAPORE Area. 

On the 4th and 5th at IWO JD!A 23 B-24s hit the airfield and surrounding instal-
lations. Bombing was carried out from 16 to 18,000 feet. 9 operational en~ air-
craft were observed on the field. On the 5th, HAHA JIMA was bombed by 10 B-24s with 
results unobserved. 

- Continued - ?5 /{..., 3-
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2 Februa£Y (Guam date)(Cont•d) 

On the 4th, llO B-29s were airborne for an attack on KOBE. 267 tons of bombs 
were dropped on the primar.y target (KOBE) by 71 planes, and 28 ·' other planes dropped 
104 tons of bombs on last resort targets (other cities in the KOBi Area). Enemy 
aircraft opposition was slight. No B-29s were lost over the target. 1 plane ditched 
on the w~ home due to fuel shortage. 10 of the ll crew members were rescued. 3 
ene~ interceptors were claimed as having been destroyed. 

On the night of 4-5 Feb. 3 B-29s bombed KOBE visual.4r. Results were undetermined 
due to tha fact that large fires were reported as alrea~ burning. 

ComGen BomCom 21 050712 (pink) outlines anti-picket boat searches prior to the 
DETACHMENT Operation. 

Cincpoa 050746 (pink) concerns arrangement for facilities for 3 Marine Divisions 
in the FHILLIPINES Area and states dates at which time these divisions will move 
from the objective area to the PHILIPPINES. 

Comineh 051255 (pink) applies to ooerational allocation of units of the British 
Pacific Fleet and further states that . arrangements in connection with bases, anchor-
ages, fuel, connnunieations and intelligence will be handled by Cinepae in accordance 
with understandings previously reached. 

Cincpac 061307 requests CinC~VPA to conduct reconnaissance of C~Iq~ SOUND 
to determine uresence enemy forces or installations ~~lity of',/\iuse as a 
fleet anchorp._ge. ~V 
6 February t Guam date) · • .. 

A report from 20th Bomber Command states that photographs of the SINGAPORE area 
reveal a damaged NACHI Class CA in drydock at SINGAPORE, a damaged ATAGO Class CA in 
JOHORE STRAIT and many merchantmen and small craft. 

SPADEFISH (SS 441) reports sinking 3 AK' s and 1 PC in the YELLOW SEA on the 4th. 

Six PBJs struck PONAPE on the 6th dropping 19 500-lb. bombs on the No. 2 airfield 
with 9 direct hits. Buildings and field installations were strafed. 

On the 31st 24 B-24s, escorted by P-38s, struck FORMOSA resulting in the destruc-
tion of 25-30 enemy aircraft on the ground at HUTO airdrome. On the same day, 12 
other B-24s sank a DD, left another seriously burning, and damaged a third -- all. 
heading south for FORMOSA. Five Jap fighters covering this convoy were shot down, 
24 B-24s hit FORMOSA again on the 1st causing fires and explosions at the TAINAN air-
drome and heavy damage at the TOI.O seaplane base. 16 to 20 planes were destroyed 
on the ground at OKAYAMA in another B-24 strike on the 2nd. 

A single PBY from LINGAYEN reports sinking a 1000-ton AK off ISHIGAKI ISLAND (E. 
of FORMOSA) on the night of the 5th-6th with 2 100-lb. hits and a straddle with 2 
500-lb. bombs. 

Cincpac 012254 (pink) requests concurrence in the proposal that certaiil arrange-
ments involved in the NF-1 Agreement be made by Cominch rather than Cincpa.c. Also 
requests allocation of units of the British Pacific Fleet to operational control of 
Cincpac for ICEBERG Operation. 

Wedemeyer 050750 (pink) sets forth the strategic and tactical phases of the 
current situation in CHINA and outlines projected operations by China Theater Forces. 

- Continued -
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6 Februa:rz (Guam date)(Cont'd) 

Cincpoa 060758 (pink) requests CinCSWPA to return by 16 February the 4 battle-
ships temporari4r loaned to 7th Fleet in order to effect necessary repairs prior to 
emplqy.ment in ICEBERG Operation. 

Cinc.Pac 060801 ( p~nk) concerns policy of rotational changes in aviation flag 
commands. 

7 Februar.y (Guam date) 

Sightings reported by unknown originator include 3 cruisers, 2 destroyers, 1 
tanker and 3 AK 1s at TAKAO, and a convoy of 2 large AP's, 2 cruisers and 3 DD's off 
QUINHON headed south. 

On the night of 6th/7th, PA~ANITO (SS 383) scored two hits in a large AK of 
a northbound convoy in the SOUTH CHINA SEA. 

BARBEL (SS 316) failed to make rendezvous with two other patrolling submarines 
off PALAWAN, and has not been heard from. 

On the 6th, CHICHI JIMA was bombed with incendiaries from 15-161000 feet by 
10 B-24s. A single enemy fighter took off from SUSAKI airfield, but failed to attack. 

At IWO JIMA on the 6th a strike by 14 P-38s, escorted navigational~ by 3 B-24s, 
was turned back 100 miles short of the target by weather. 20 B-24s are scheduled 
to hit IWO JIMA again on the Sth. 

6 PBJ s on the night of the 6th/7th attacked 2 convoys north of IVvO JIMA. The 
first convoy, consisting of ~ ships, course 205, speed S, was attacked with rockets. 
A hit was obtained in 1 large vessel, other results were unobserved. The second 
convoy of 5 ships was attacked 250 miles north of IWO JIMA, course 350, speed 10. 
8 rockets were fired causing an explosion and smoke in a large vessel. 

33 B-29s are slated to strike TRUK at 1030 K(-10) O!l the Bth with 165 tons of 
500-lb. GP bombs from 2B,OOO feet. 

In the North Pacific on the 6th, 6 B-24s, bombing by radar, attacked the KATAOKA 
naval base (SHIMUSHU) with 150 100-lb. bombs with unobserved results. There was no 
opposition and all planes returned safely. 

B-29s of the 20th Bomber Command mined SINGAPORE waters on the 25th from alti-
tudes of 2000-5000 feet, encountering only meager and inaccurate AA fire. 

On the night of the 5th/6th 3 B-29s dropped 9 tons of fragmentation clusters on 
KOBE resulting in several large explosions and fires. On the following night, 3 B-29 
bombing by radar dropped 42 GP bombs causing fires. No airborne opposition was en-
countered in either of these strikes. 

CinC Eastern Fleet 030453 requests u.s. type helmets, telephones and oJcygen 
masks be furnished British Pacific Fleet for use in conjunction with possible emer-
gency employment of u.s. fighters aboard British carriers. 

CinCSWPA 061815 outlines plan f or initiation of Search Plan "J". 
CinCSWPA 070403 (pink) covers schedule of operations by SoWesPac air forces in 

support of DETACHMENT Oneration. 
Cincpoa 070455 (pink) informs 5thFleet of 21st Bomber Cornman strike schedule on 

TOKYO and NAGOYA areas during DETACHMENT. V-~ \25 3 2 
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8 February (Guam e) 

13th Bomber Conunand reports having sighted an unescorted enemy aircraft 
carrier headed south in MAKASSAR STRAIT at 0150(1) on the 8th. Carrier was 
seen to be launching aircraft • 

A preliminary evaluation summa~J of recent submarine contacts reported 
in the MARSHALLs-GILBERTS area includes 5 positive contacts, 1 probable and 1 
questionable. Of the 5 positive contacts, 1 submarine is believed to have 
been sunk by surface craft with evidence of damage to three others. 

PAMPANITO (SS 383) reports sinking large AK (previous~ reported as hit), 
and blowing up another ship loaded with ammunition or gasoline in the SOUTH 
CHINA SEA on the night of 5th/6th. From this same convoy, GUAVINA (SS 362) 
sank an AK. 

17 B-24s struck TINO JIMA on the 7th bombing radio and radar installations 
and dis1Jersal areas resulting in numerous fires and explosions. 

8 tons of bombs were dropped on the airfields at roNAPE on the Sth by 
17 F4Us and 1 B-25 scoring 10 hits on the new field and 16 on the old, both of 
which apoeared inoperational. Buildings were strafed and 3 small boats were 
sunk. 

At PALAU on the 7th and 8th 24 F6Fs and F4Us destroyed bridges, damaged 
a pier and started a number of fires. 

3 B-29s dropped 10.5 tons of GP bombs on KOBE on the night of the 7th/8th 
with unobserved results. 

CinC BPF 070306 (pink) requests Com7thFlt's concurrence in proposed con-
ference for discussing use of I~E GULF facilities by British Pacific Fleet 
Service Force. 

CinCPOA 070617 (pink) sets forth Cincpoa's appraisal of enemy naval 
capabilities in SoWesPac area. 

Com7thFleet 080121 (pink) requests clarification of Com7thFlt responsi-
bility and authority with respect to provision of naval shore facilities in 
S6WesPac for British Pacific Fleet and nature and extent of new construction 
to be undertaken for or by British Pacific Fleet. 

(P,~k) 
CinCSWPA 080314 directs Com7thFlt to return to MANUS by 16 February 

the 4 battleships temporarily loaned to 7th Fleet. 

Cincpac 080713 (pink). requests CinC British Pacific Fleet to advise him 
of any desired arrangements for use of anchorages, shore facilities, fuel, etc. 
in order that such arrangements may be made in accordance with NF-1. 

Cominch 072020 (pink) states that British Task Force will not~ avail-
able for first phase of ICEBERG Operation. ~v 
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2 February (Guam date) 

COOK INLET (AVP ,36) reports a.ttaclt:i.ng an enemy submarine on the morning of 
the 9th while enroute from PEARL to ENIWETOK. Results have not been reported. 

RONQUIL (SS 396) reports sinking a large tanker near the BONINS on the night 
of the 7th/8th. 

On the Bth at nvo Jn1A, 20 B-24s, bombing in-two formations from 14-16,000 
feet, dropped 38 tons on installations and dispersal areas, knocking out 1 AA gun 
position and scoring 100% hits in the dispersal areas. One B-24 was lost when it 
w~s rammed by an intercepting Zeke; both planes exploded. 3 other B-24s sustained 
minor damage. 10 additional B-24 snoopers dropped 19.5 tons in dispersal areas 
and on airfield No. 2. 

B-29s of the 21st Bomber Command attacked MOEN Airfield in TRUK Atoll on 
the 9th with 194 tons of 500-lb. bombs. No airborne opposition was encountered 
and all planes returned safely • ~ 

ATC, WASH. D.C. 081350 directs the establishment of overall policies and 
procedures with regard to operation and expansion of Oceanic Air Traffic Control 
Centers in the Pacific Area. 

CinCSWPA 090300 clarifies responsibility and authority of Commander Allied 
Naval Forces and Com7thFleet in providing facilities and allocation of land areas 
for British Pacific Fleet. 

Cincpac 090525 {pink) requests recommendations for assignment of carriers 
to night group and training duty during ICEBERG Operation. 

Com7thFleet 090706 covers movement of naval forces from LEYTE to ULITHI 
and MANUS. 

Cincpac 090824 (pink) reports results of informal investigation of alleged 
bombing of MACAO in neutral Portuguese territor.y. 

10 February (Guam date) 

Recent reports indicate increased transport, movements in a southerly direction 
along the INDO CHINA Coast. 

The 4 OBB remaining with 7th Fleet have deoarted LINGAYEN for LEYTE from 
whence PENNSTIVANIA and 2 DDs will sail for MANUS; MISSISSIPPI, WEST VIRGINIA, 
COLORADO and 4 DDs are ordered to ULITHI -- all to report to Cincpac on arrival. 

PARCHE (SS 384) reports sinking a small AK near AMAMI 0 SHIMA on the 7th. 

BATFISH (SS 310) reports being attacked with torpedoes by BLUE planes in 
LUZON STRAIT. On the 4th, she attacked a Jap LCI 70 miles south of FORMOSA, and 
sank an I Class submarine just north of LUZON on the lOth. 

ComNavGroup CHINA states that Chinese near SHANTUNG PENINSULA report excellent 
results of submarine activity off the CHINA Coast, and further that the ports of 
KANKO and GENSAN ar.e gaining in importance a.s main shipping points to JAPAN, replacing 
PORT ARI'HUR and DAIR.EN • 

- Continued - 25 3 
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10 February (Guam date ( Cont 'd) 

14 B-24s dropped 28 tons of fragmentation clusters on radio and radar instal-
lations northeast of the airfield at IWO JIMA on the 9th. S additional B-24s. drop-
ped 16 tons on defense installations and bivouacs north of SURIBACHI YAMA. 10 
snooper B-24s dropped 21 tons on air installations at airfield No. 2 and on AA de-
fenses. On the lOth fighters destroyed 4 Bettys and 3 Zekes and strafed a DD. 
Low altitude photo coverage of ll'IJO JIMA was completed. 1 P-38 was lost with pilot 
probably lost • · 

On the 9th, 4 rocket carr,ving PVs, meeting no fighter opposition, scored hits 
on :radio installations and a lighthouse at KOKUTAN ZAKI (northern SHIMUSHU). 

At FORMOSA on the 7th 5 pre-dawn B~24s caused many fires and explosions at 
T AKAO. Other B-24s struck HEITO airdrome, demolishing barracks and underground 
supplies and causing fires and explosions. 15 enemy-planes were airborne but 
failed to attack. Escorting P-3Ss shot down 1 plane, destroyed many railcars 
and trucks, sank a coastal vessel and a barge. 

DepCom 20th AF reports that B-24s on a shipping strike over south FORMOSA 
on the 7th shot dawn an enemy reconnaissance plane, sank a submarine, fired a sea-
truck and destroyed an unspecified number of trucks. 

Cominch & CNO 092141 (pink) informs CinC British Pacific Fleet that all 
logistic and administrative arrangements should be made with Cincpac in accordance 
with NF-1 Agreement. 

Cominch & CNO 092141 (pink) refers to Cincpoa for action Com7thFleet's 
080121 requesting clarification of responsibility and authority for provision of 
facilities in SoWesPac for British Pacific Fleet. 

CinCSWPA 100850 (pink) concerns allocation of per'sonnel and facilities in 
SoWesPac for use by British Pacific Fleet. 

11 February (Guam date) 

Numerous sightings1 all in the general area between 140 and 142 E from 29 
to 30 N, resulted from the picket-boat sweep conducted by 21st BomCom on the 11th. 
Reports included the following: 3 picket boats {course 300, speed 5); 3 small 
freighter-transports, 1 medium transport, 1 freighter, 4 escorts (course 290, 
speed 10); 2 small freighter-transports, 1 medium transport, 2 escorts (course 100, 
speed 10); 2 medium freighter-transports, unspecified number of cargo ships~ · 4 
escorts (course 90 1 speed 12); 1 freighter, 2 escorts (course 300, speed 10;. , 

BATFISH (SS 310) which previously reported sinking an I Class enemy sub-
marine on the lOth, now reports sinking another on the night of the 11th north of 
LUZON. 

6 Marine PBJ s attacked a medium. tanker at 25-20 N, 141-00 E on the night 
of 10th/11th causing 2 or 3 explosions. S explosions resulted from an attack on 
a stationary AK at 26-2S N, 140-50 E on the same night. 

At HAHA JIMA on the lOth 10 B-24s dropped 10 tons of incendiary clusters 
on building areas in OKIMURA TOWN with unobserved results. 1 B-24 was lost due 
to AA and 2 others slightly damaged. 1 survivor was picked up. 

- Continued -
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11 Februacy (Guam date)(Conttd) 

20 B-24s, escorted by 10 P-3Ss, struck DVO JIMA on the loth. Except for 
destruction of 7 planes by fighters (previous~ reported) results of this strike 
have not been received. 

On the night of the 9th/10th 2 B-29s bombed the OSAKA Gas Company with 6 
tons of bombs while a 3rd plane dropped 3 tons on the 1ITTSUBISHI Aircraft Factory 
at TOKYO. 2 · B-29s bombed the NAKAJIMA Aircraft Plant at OTA and the TOKYO indus-
trial area with 9 tons of bombs on the night of the 10th/11th. Bombs were seen 
to strike 1,000 feet to the right of the aircraft plant and fires were reported 
in the TOKYO area. 

B~ING STRAIT (AVP 34) reports rescuing 23 survivors of 2 ditched B-29s, 
and ROBER1:1 H. SMITH (DMS 23) reports ·having rescued a part of the crew of a third 
plane returning from OTA on the lOth. 

13 F-5ls attacking TSINGTAO on the loth report destroying 46 and damaging 
52 planes on the ground. No AA and no air opposition were encountered. 

Cincpoa 110043 requests CinC British Pacific Fleet to submit detailed re-
quirements for berths and shore facilities at MANUS, and further informs him that 
arrangements for anchorages forward of MANUS are to be deferred until operational 
allocations of units of British Pacific Fleet are announced by Cominch. 

Cincpac 110045 presents to CinCSVvPA the proposed program of furnishing 
anchorage and aircraft facilities at MANUS for British Pacific Fleet. 

Cominch 110151 (pink) outlines procedure for assigning tasks Co.mNavGroup 
CHINA in participation of deception plan in such for.m that purpose is not dis-
closed to ~ / 
12 Februal'l (GuaJII date) J fi,T 

Air Base Connna.hder at l&AJ ALEIN has requested lost plane procedure of the 
Air Base Commander at JOrlliSTON for a C-54 due at JOHNSTON at 1035 K(-10) on the 
12th. No further details are available. 

At IWO JIMA on the 11th 21 B-24s dropped 47! tons of bombs on airfield No. 2 
and on radio and radar installations NE of airfield No. 3. 4 B-24s were damaged by 
AA and one aircrewman was slightly injured. On the night of the 11th/12th 10 B-24 
snoopers put 20 tons of fragmentation clusters on airfield No. 21 and on AA defenses. 
3 enemy planes were airborne but did not attack. 21 B-29s struck TINO JIMA again on 
the 12th dropping 40 tons visually and 44 tons by radar. Results were not reported in 
detail, but were described as 11good11 • All planes returned safely. 

NAGOYA was struck on the night of the 11th/12th by 3 B-29s dropping 9 tons 
by radar from 30,000 feet vvith unobserved results and without opposition. 

Amplifying reoort of the strike on O'I'A on the lOth states that 84 B-29s drop-
ped 192 tons of GP bombs and 45.5 tons of incendiaries on the Nakajima Aircraft Fac-
tor,r from 27,000 feet. 14 other B-29s dropued 39 tons on 8 other targets of opportu-
nity. Bombing results were good to excellent. 110 intercepting planes were reported 
with a total of 305 attacks. 18 ene~ planes are claimed destroyed, 15 probab~ 
destroyed, and 26 damaged. Our casualties were 12 wounded, 93 missing. 11 B-29s 
were lost: 2 collided over the target, 1 shot down ·by f i ghters, 6 ditched and 2 
unknown. 
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12 Februa;y (Guam da (Cont•d) 

Marshall OS1956 (pink) directs ComGen INDIA-BURMA Theater to prepare for 
movement of the 5Sth Bombardment Wing to the MARIANAS. 

Wedemeyer 110921 (pink) requests information on availability of Jap eqUipment 
to be furnished Chinese troops and guerilla forces in the area of the Jap held cor-
ridor HANKOW-HONGKONG. 

CinCBPF 120251 (uink)(3 parts ·- 120237, 120245, 120251) requests advice as to 
status and command relationships of British Pacific Fleet. 

13 February (Guam date) 

A Japanese force of 2 BB's, 1 CA and 3 DD's, contacted on the 12th off the 
INDO CHINA Coast, passed through the first line of submarines without damage. South-
west Pacific nlanes oicked up the force on the night of the 12th/13th and tracked 
throughout the day. At 1400 I/13th BLaVER (ss 325) fired 6 torpedoes at the force 
obtaining one timed hit in a BB and another in a cruiser. Tvvo distinct oil slicks 
were observed. BERGALL (ss 320) reports firing at 2120 I/13th 6 torpedoes, scoring 
a probable hit in one of the BBs. Tracking planes reported the force still ~roceeding 
that night at sustained speed. 

BATFISH (SS 310) reports sinking a 3rd Jap submarine at 0550 I/13th north 
of LUZON. 

HOLL.~IA (CVE 97) reports 3 unidentified radar contacts on the 11th along 
the shipping lane between PE.~ and ENIWETOK north of JOHNSTON. 

A sweep along projected track of 1~ 5S by 5 submarines was completed with-
out contact. 21 BomCom VLR planes will sweep the same area on the 14th. 

19 B-24s and 10 SB-24s bombed IWO JIMA on the 12th without opposition. 
Spotting plane reports hits on air installations and AA defenses. 

Successful ndnelaying operations in FUTAMI KO (CHICHI JIMA) were completed 
on the 12th. 30 B-24s participated in the operation. 1 plane carrying 2 mines and 
crew were lost. 

ComAirPac 110144 and ComFirstCarTaskForPac 110S36 (pink) submit requested 
recorrm1endations concerning assignment of carriers to night group and training duty 
during ICEBERG Operation. 

Cincpoa 130210 (pink) cancels Phase III-a of the ICEBERG Operation, which 
provided for seizure of an island in the DAlTO SHI1Ul as a site for a Loran station. 

Cincpoa 130620 outlines plan for providing 
carrier air grouns in the MARIANAS and establishment 
and KOBLER. 

staging facilities for reserve 
of Naval Air Base~ POINT 
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14 February 1942 (Guam date) 

Southwest Pacific planes continued tracking the Japanese task force con-
tacted on the 12th. A report at 1030 I/14 placed the force about 70 miles SW 
of HONGKONG on course 030. 

Bombardment of MANILA BAY was begun on the 13th by a force of CLs and DDs, 
closing to B,OOO and 5,000 yards of CORREGIDOR respectively without suffering 
return fire. Operation is proceeding according to plan. 

Task Force 5B will begin final approach to TOKYO on the 15th, with Support . 
Force enroute DVO JIMA and Attack Force departing SAIPAN. 

On the 13th at IV'vO JIMA 25 B-24s dropped 45 tons on radar, AA defenses, and 
air installations. Results were not reported. 

A single PB4Y on the 11th probably sank a 2000-ton AK in the SOUTH CHINA SEA 
vdth a 500-lb. direct hit. Intense and accurate AA daJaaged the plane and wounded 
3 men, causing a crash landing on return to MINDORO. 

Cominch & CNO 131945 (pink) directs Cincpac to proceed by Court of Inquir,r 
with investigation of alleged bombing of :MACAO. 

Cincpoa 140110 (pink) clarifies situation with respect to communications 
with CamGen USAF CHINA concerning operations of 14th Air Force in support of 
ICEBERG Operation. 

Cincpoa 140112 (pink) directs that all units of all services stationed at 
IVifO JIM.A will be under military command of the Island Co:wna.nder. Tactical units 
staging through :DNO JIMA will remain under administrative and operational control 
of organizations to which assigned. 

Cincpoa 140456 (pink) reports sighting of enemw force of 2 BBs, 1 CA and 3 DDs; 
estimated advance through FORMOSA. STRAITS hugging CHINA Coast, probably refueling 
between AMOY and GOOCHOW, continuing on to Homeland. 

Cincpoa 140759 (pink) cancels Phase III-b of ICEBERG Operation which pro-
vided for the capture of KUME JIM.A. 

15 February (Guam date) 

The enemy BB force in the SOUTH CHINA SEA was last contacted at 1100 I/15th 
by search planes of TF 73 at 24-40 N, 119-00 E (in FORMOSA STRAIT) • Composition 
reported twice on the 15th as 2 BB, 1 CA and 7 DD. Force proceeding at indicated 
speed of about 17 knots. Com.SubPac has disposed 11 submarines in the EAST CHINA 
SEA in intercepting positions. 

Bombardment of CORREGIDOR and mine sweeping of MANILA BAY continued with minor 
interference from shore batteries. 7 enemy and 22 blue mines have been swept. 

A B-24 on escort mission reports observing a torpedo hit in an escort of the 
Mine Group enroute ~NO JIMA at 0320 (GCT) on the 15th irr position 22-00 N, 142-10 E. 
No confirmation has been received. 

- Continued -
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15 Februarz (Guam date)(Cont 1 d) 

5 B-24s dropped 100-lb. bombs on Susaki airfield at CHICHI JIMA on the 13th 
from 12-14,000 feet. 2 strings landed on and near the field; others were unobserva.i. 
On the 15th, a search plane left an AK burning and listii1g 100 miles northwest of 
CHICHI JIMA. 

At IWO JI1~ on the 14th, 17 B-24s dropped 34 tons of 100 pounders on AA de-
fenses, r adio, radar and air installations. 1 of 3 intercepting Zekes was damaged. 
5 B-24s sustained minor damage from AA. On the 15th, an unspecified number of B-24s 
escorted by 8 P-38s struck IWO JDJl:A while 5 P-38s conducted a fighter sweep over 
the same target. 3 enemy fighters intercepted and l was damaged. Fire and smoke 
were reported between airfields 1 and 2 following the bombing run. P-38s observed 
no planes, shipping or other enemy activity in the vicinity of the island. 

117 B-29s participated in an attack on NAGOYA on the 15th bombing the primary 
target, secondary and last resort targets visually and by radar and dead reckoning 
with results ranging from unobserved to good. 21 planes hit the Mi·l:,subishi Aircraft 
Factory (primary target) visual~. 9 planes returned early and 1 ditched between 
the northern MARIANAS and the VOLCANOES. 

Cincpoa 142220 (pink) to Cominch clarifies Cincpoa's 110043 requesting Cine I:PF 
to submit detailed requirements for berths and shore facilities at MANUS. 

ComGen 6th Army 151650 outlines plan for reconnaissance of CASIGURAN SOUND ani 
further states that no U • s. garrison is located at BALER BAY and that patrols have 
found no enemy activity in that area. 

\ 

16 February (Guam date) 

No further report has been received on the Jap force last contacted at 1100 
(I)/15th off AMOY. 

Minesweeping operations in 1UlliiLA BAY have been delayed by accurate shore 
batter.y fire; preliminar.y naval bombardment having failed to eliminate all gun 
positions in caves on CORREGIDOR. RADFORD (DD 446) and LAVALE'I'TE (DD 448) both 
struck mines, causing damage and flooding, and have retired to SUBIC BAY. 
FLETCHER (DD 447) was hit by a 6 inch shell, killing 3 men and causing considera.bl.e .~ 
damage. HOPNNELL (DD 681) received 4 hits; 1 officer and 6 men were killed and 8 
wounded; extensive damage was inflicted. YMS 48 was set afire by a shell hit, and 
later sunk by our forces; 3 men are missing. 

No reuorts have been received from either Com5tr~leet or CTF 58. Cloud cover 
prevented e~ensive observation by a B-29 on station as observer. ]!inesweeping 
was carried out as scheduled at IWO JDAA vdth no results except for 1 old mine 
found adrift. Only part of scheduled gunfire was carried out, no photographs were 
obtained. 

Three submarine contacts have been reported in the area north and west of 
SAIPAN; 1 reported by a plane about 300 miles north of SAIPAN, 1 just west of SAIPAN 
and 1 northwest of SAIPAN on track of one of the Tractor Groups. 

- Continued -
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16 Februar,y: (Guam da.te)(Cont•d) 

At DVO JIMA on the 16th support planes from CVEs left two 500-ton luggers 
burning and sinking. A spotting plane shot down 1 Zeke, and probably destroyed 
3 Bettys on the ground. Air strikes were limited by weather. Jap heavy AA was 
light, disorganized, and ineffective; light AA was intense but generally inaccurate. 
Sporadic enemw fire at surface ships was quick~ silenced; ships and planes report 
a considerable number of enemy installations destroyed or damaged, but accurate 
evaluation vrl.ll depend on photos to be taken. 

36 F4Us, F6F-Ns and TBFs using rockets, bombs and Napalm bombs attacked 
BABELTHUAP in the PALAUS on the 15th causing fires and explosions. YAP was struck 
by S other F4Us. 

P-47 s on a fighter sweep over .fORMOSA on the 11th shot down 10 J ap planes 
and probab~ destroyed 2 others. B-24s in a pre-dawn strike on Heito airdrome 
burned an unspecified number of enemw planes, and later in the d~ 14 B-25s and 
34 P-47s destroyed an unstated amount of motor transport and rolling stock in 
south r'ORMOSA. P-47s destroyed a bomber west of the island. 

CNO 160219 announces possibility of Soviet transports deviating from estab-
lished routes and being carried into the Pacific Ocean through straits of the 
KURILE CHAIN as a. result of drifting ice in the OKHOTSK SEA. 

Cincpoa 160419 (pink) to CINCSWPA requests approval of availability of facil-
ities at MANUS for use by British Pacific Fleet. 

Cincpac 16042:7 (pink) outlines plan for rehabilitation of 3rd and 5th Marine 
Divisions following DETACHMENT Operation. 

ComGenAAFPOA 160530 states that insufficient personnel prevents establishing 
staffs for Air Base Commands in areas where a senior air echelon is stationed and 
recomn1ends that Island or Area Commanders exercise responsibilities for Arrow Air 
Bases through the cormnander of the senior air echelon who will accomplish admini-
stration and operation of air bases by utilizing forces and staffs assigned. 

Cincpac 160846 (pink) m.odifies assignment of rehabilitation areas following 
DETAill~T and ICEBERG Operations. 

Cincpoa 160919 (pink) requests ~INCSWPA to release PORTLAND (CA 33) and 
MINNEAPOLIS (CA 36) in time to report to Cincpac at ULITHI by 5 March. 

ComGenAAFPOA 161112 (pink) clarifies status of 347th and 34Sth Air Service 
Groups by outlining policy regarding assignment, responsibilities and command 
relationships of these units. 

Cincpac 161145 (pink) directs ComServRon 10 to order WEST VIRGINIA (BB 48), 
plus two destroyer escorts, to proceed immediate~ to WORKMAN. 
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17 February (Guam. date) 

A LINGAYEN search plane sighted the force of 2 BB in FORMOSA STilAIT 
at l201I/16th, course OL'rO, speed 15. 

The landings on the 15th and 16th in the BATAAN-CORREGIDOR area were 
carried out by TG 78.3 under Rear Adm. STRUBLE and consisted of 5 APD, 
6 LCI(L), 5 LST, 6 LCT and 20 LSM. 

Troops involved were transported from SUBIC BAY to the objective 
after bombardment by cruisers and destroyers on D-2, D-1 and D plus 1 days. 

More than 272 Japanese rnines were swept and the presence of controlled 
mines is suspected. In addition to damage to 4 DD and 1 YW~ already reported, 
LSM 169 struck a nune and had to be beached, and 4 LCS were destroyed or 
damaged by enemy suicide craft. 

UDT reconnaissance of IWO JIMA on the 17th found no underwater obstacles 
and the east beach suitable for all types of landing craft. A sand terrace 
on the northern half of the beach may block LVTs. Western beaches were also good, 
though there are sand bars covered by 1 fathom 75 yards offshore. Surf is 2 feet 
on eastern beaches, 7 to 4 feet on western beaches. 

LCI(G)s supporting the UDTs received heavy fire from north and south 
flanks when about 1000 yards offshore. 8 of 12 are known to have been hit. 
Reports of casualties from 7 total 31 dead, 83 wounded and 1 missing; 11 shock 
cases. 1 LCI(G) capsized; several are out of action. 

On the west beaches there was little shore fire. ltinesweepers, who were 
also inshore off the east beaches, drew only sporadic fire, and completed most 
of scheduled sweeps. 

PENSACOLA (CA-24) was hit off the northeast coast and suffered nany 
casualties, including her executive officer killed. 

Scheduled fire support was delivered and support air struck many 
targets. Yet raajority of knovn1 installations ap9arently remain intact. 
Heavy fire and air strikes will be delivered today against east beaches and their 
flanks. 

On the 15th B-24s snooped both CHICHI and IWO. At DVO on the 16th 
42 B-24s encountered 10/10 overcast and returned v~ithout bombing. On the 17th 
43 B-24s bombed the target through intense, fair~ accurate heavy P~. B-29s 
and 41 B-24s are scheduled to repeat on the 18th. During bombing runs, naval 
bombardment of AA positions ~Qll be conducted. 

On the 17th CVE aircraft strafed 5 planes and 18 small craft at CHICHI 
and 16 vessels at HAHA. AA was intense at both targets. 2 Jap planes were 
shot down by destroyer. 

TRUK was bombed by B-29s on the 17th. The attack will be repeated 
on the 18th. 
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17 February (Guam date) (Cont•d) 

In the SOUTH CHINA SEA on the 16th PB4Ys sank 2 AKs and da.m.a.ged 
2 ocean going tugs. That night a PBY left a 1700 ton AP dead in the water 
off FORMOSA with one bomb hit. 

Cincpoa 170557 requests survey to deternune feasibility of improving 
infantry co1:1bat training facilities for Marine Division at SAIPAN, which vd.ll 
remain a Marine rehabilitation area indefinitely. 

Cincpac 170608 directs that copies of operation plans and orders and 
corresnonding operational reports be furnished the Secretar.y of the Admiralty 
and the CinCBPF for specific operations involving units of the British Pacific 
Fleet. 

Cincpoa 170648 approves project for limited training of Army replacements 
in the forward area. 

Cincpac 171220 covers reassignment of Con1modore MORAN (ComMTBsPac) and 
further directs Com7thFleet to clear with Cincpac any recommendations concerning 
redisposal of Cincpac personnel and ships temporarily assigned to his comrnand. 

18 February (Guam date) 

Hydrographic conditions at IWO JDEA are reported as excellent; no more beach 
obstacles have been found, and there is little surf. Mine sweeping operations have 
been completed except for two small areas close inshore; no mines were found. Bom- -
bardraent was concentrated on eastern beaches and flaru{s with 4 BB and 1 CA closing 
to between 1800 and 3000 yards offshore. LEUTZE ·(DD 481) received a hit from. a .3 or 
4-inch shell which detonated in her stack causing some topside damage. Of 1.3 LCI(G) 
which participated in fire support on the 17th, only 1 remains fu~ operative. 

CTF 52 reported at 2200 on the 18th that although weather had prevented com-
plete exoendi ture of anum.mi tion allowance and that ntore installations cou1d be found 
and destroyed with 1 more day of bombardment, it was believed the landing could be 
made as scheduled (H-hour designated 0900 K(-10) 19th). 

On the 17th, 42 B-24s struck TI~O JIMA defense installations and bivouac area 
on north side of Suribachi Yama scoring 90% hits in the target area with fragmenta-
tion clusters. 10 damaged planes were seen on the airfield, and 2 large and 2 small 
fires were observed. AA d~naged ~ B-24s. 

4 B-24s and 2 PB4Ys bombed and photographed MOEN, ETEN and PARAM airstrips in 
'l'RUK Atoll on the 17th. 4 operational planes were observed • .A fighter sweep over TRUK 
is scheduled for the 21st. 

B-29s of the 21st Bomber Command will make a D-day (19th) strike on TOKYO. 

'lwo reports received from Con1NavGroup CHINA state that: (1) (rated C-.3) Japs 
have flown 1500 planes from JAPAN to FORMOSA recently"; and, (2) (rated B-3) High Com-
mand has ordered all Army and Navy air forces remaining in the PHILIPPINES to vvith-
draw to FORM:OSA. 

CooGenPOA ]40541 replies to War Department proposal to equip forces to be de-
ployed from other theaters and. from the vn~ted States fror.t stockpiles of equipment 
and sunplies at forward bases J.n the PacJ.fJ.c Ocean Areas • 
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lS February (Guafl date)(Cont'd) 

CNO 161500 requests information relative to rebuilding and rehabilitating 
GUAM: with view to using achievements as basis for extending naval administration 
to other islands. 

Cincpac 180624 outlines procedure for informing Cincpac Advance Headquarters 
in cases where aircraft w1der flight control of CouGenPacDiv ATC are missin~ over-a' due or lost. 

Cincpoa 180736 (pink) modifies availability of rehabilitation and staging 
facilities in the HIILIPPINES for POA forces. 

CTF 52 181220 recommends that landing at IVTO JIMA be carried out on schedule 
despite incomplete expenditure of bombardn1ent ammunition allowance. 

Com5thFleet 182215 suum~rizes results of two-day carrier strike on TOKYO. 

19 February (Guam date) 

CTF 77 reports that opening of MANILA R4.Y is proceeding satisfactorily with 
mine~1eepers operating both north and south of CORREGIDOR. Additional troops 
have been landed on GORREGIDOR with slight opposition. 

Uom5thFleet has reported excellent results of strike by Task Force 58 on 
TOKYO on the 16th and 17th. Approach was executed completely undetected. Weather 
resulted in extremely difficult flying conditions over the task force, and much 
of the target area was closed in., J ap planes avoided our fighters and were not 
aggressive. Results are compiled as follows: 

322 enemlf aircraft destroyed in the air 
177 destroyed on the ground 
1~ probably destroyed (including 150 lst ~) 
Numerous air installations destroyed 
Aircraft factories bombed 
Sunk: 1 CVE, 9 coastal vessels, many pickets 
Damaged: 1 DD, 2 DE, 1 AK, 22 coastal vessels 

Our air losses: 
Combat: 49 aircraft, 40 pilots, 6 cr~aen 
Operational: 21 aircraft, 5 pilots, 4 cre1nnen 

Increasin~ bad weather resulted in cancellation of strike on 18th. The force 
retired without having been attacked. All Jap plru1es that followed returning 
strikes were destroyed by CAP over destroyer picket line between surface force 
and target. 2 DD (BARTON and INGRAHAM) were damaged in collision, a 3rd (DORTCH) 
by gunfire from a picket boat, and a 4th (WALDRON) by rannning the sarae picket boat. 

Landings at IVVO JD!l\. were carried out as scheduled following intense naval 
gunfire and air bombarmnent. 8 battalions supported by tanks were landed by 
1020 K(-10) 19th, encountering little initial opposition, though some fire was 
directed at 1ST's and boats. Mortar and artillery fire developed on all beaches, 
particularly beaches BLUE and YELLOW. 6 tanks and elenents of the 27th Marines 
had reached the southern edge of the airfield by 1030. Personnel casualties were 
moderate and the situation was considered favorable. Regimental reserves are being 
landed. GAMBlE (DM 15) and BLESSM.L\N (APD 48) both sustained da.r1age and heavy 
casualties from bomb hits and are ordered towed to SAIPAN. 
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19 February (Guam date)(Cont'd) 

150 B-29s of the 21st Bomber Command were airborne for an attack against 
the Musashino Aircraft Plant at TOKYO on the 19th. Heavy overcast prevented 
boMbing the ,r~nar.y target, but 110 planes bombed the harbor and dock installations 
at TOI\YO as secondary target. Enemy air opposition was moderate. 21 planes were 
claim.ed destroyed, 20 probably destroyed and 25 da.LYJ.aged •. 

l4 B-24s, the first of 3 squadrons, attacked defens.e installations on TI'VO 
JIMA on the 19th placing 90% of bombs in the target area with others unobserved. 
The 2nd squadron was directed by surface control to return to base with bombs; the 
3rd squadron arrived at the target late due to faulty navigation and did not bomb. 

A PB4Y search plane on the 19th attacked an enemy submarine 225 miles NE of 
PAGAN at 1315 K (-10). 4 depth charges were dropped from 50-75 feet while the 
submarine was diving with conning tower still visible. An oil slick with 300 
foot radius was observed following the attack. 

Com5thFleet 182351 (pink) outlines employment of Task Force 58 following 
) 

DETACHMENT landing support. 
!t f' 

Com5thFleet 190129 (pink) presents OpPlan for strikes on TOKYO, NAGOYA, 
KYUSHU and OKTI~AWA by Task Force 58. Operation designated JAMBOREE. 

CTF 51 190150 covers the landings and current situation at TIVO JIMA. 

Cincpoa 190531 concerns arrangements for anchorages to be used by British 
Pacific Fleet. 

Cincpoa 190539 covers arrangenents for loaning dredges to Com.7thFleet oil 
the basis replacements are made available to Cincpac. 

CinCBP.F 190701 outlines prospective movements of British Pacific Fleet and 
requests assignment of British Pacific Fleet to Cincpac prior to ICEBERG Operation. 

Cincpoa 190823 presents Cincpoa's congratulations to the forces involved in 
the strike on TOKYO and the landings on IWO JDAA. 

CTF 93 191129 covers B-24 strike on nvo J~~ on the 19th. 

Cincpac 191143 concerns proposed changes in routing of convoys through the 
Central Pacific to the PHILIPPINES. 

Cincpac 191144 requests recommendations from CINCSVVPA in regard to foregoing 
proposal. 

Cincpac 192306 (pink) requests inforill~tion as to prospective operations and 
clarification of status of British Pacific Fleet. 
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· 20. February (Guam date) 

Landing operations at IlNO ISLAND continued throughout the 19th with 4 RCT' s, 
2 Infant~ Battalions, 2 Tank and 4 Artiller,r Battalions ashore by 1800. The 
5th MarDiv met light to moderate opposition, secured the south half of airfield 
No. 1 and ffi~g left flank toward SURIBACHI. The 4th MarDiv met intense mortar 
and machine gun fire from the right flank. Unloading operations were shifted 
from YELLOW Beach to RED and GREEN Beaches. 

At 0230 on the 2oth· a counter attack by an estimated 1,000 Japs was 
repulsed by the 27th RCT after heavy fighting. Enemy mortar and artillery fire 
continued. During the night 2 cruisers and 11 DD' s supported our landing forces 
with illumination and harassing fire. After heavy naval and air bombardment our 
attack was launched at OS45 K(-10) 20th (D plus 1) against strong opposition and 
continuing heavy mortar and artillery fire. The 5th MarDiv moved forward to the 
slopes of SURIBACHI and pushed to the north securing all of the airfield in its 
zone of action. The 4th MarDiv swung to the north its assigned sector. B.y 1200 
the entire airfield was in our hands. YELLOW and BLUE Beaches remained closed 
by en~ gunfire, soft sand and wrecked vehicles. Traffic on the GREEN and 
RED Beaches continued. The general situation was somewhat improved. At 1800 
enemw mortar and artillery fire on our position continued, rockets being fired 
on our right flank. Front lines remained substantially unchanged from 1200. 
Comprehensive casualty reports are not yet available. Battleships, cruisers, 
destroyers and LCI(G) all continued to provide fire support. 4 LSMs were damaged. 

SOLACE (AH 5) and PINKNEY (APH 2) have been called forward early. Gar-
rison Group 0 has also been called forward. 

All groups of TF 5S are available at the target. 

HAWKBILL (SS 366) sank 1 large and 1 medium AK in the SOUTH CHINA SEA 
early on the 20th. 

GUAVINA (SS 362) sank 1 large AO off CAPE PADARAN. After the attack, 
she bottomed in 190 feet and took 9S depth charges, but suffered only minor damage. 

Operations in the MANILA BAY entrance area are proceeding satisfactorilY• 

At IWO JIMA on the night of the 19th-20th 3 or 4 enemy air raids of 2-4 
planes each approached within 10-20 miles of the island but all retired on the 
approach of our night fighters. Scheduled air strikes on the 2oth were increased 
by 45 planes from the fast carriers, but poor visibility hampered the afternoon 
strikes. 2 TBMs were ditched, with all crew members rescued; 2 other TBMs col-
lided, but were able to return to the BENNINGTON and landed safely, and the 1 
air crewman who bailed out was picked up; a 5th TBM on ASP from the SARGENT BAY 
failed to return. 

CTF 5S has informed Com5thFlt that he can furnish 4 carrier task ~roup -
strikes on the 21st, weather permitting, each strike of about 100 planes \27 VB, 
30 VT, 40 VF). CTF 51 has requested all 4, with the first over the target at 
0730 K(-10). Armament would be 500 pounders, rockets and Napalm. CTF 58 adds 
that"our Napalm runs 50% duds." In addition to these 4 strikes, TG 58.2 will 
furnish CAP and call strikes. 

Amplified report of 21st BomCom strike on TOKYO on the l~th indicates a 
total of 138 B-29s bombed the harbor and dock area and other targets. 4 B-29s 
were lost. 
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20 February (Guam date) (Cont 'd) 

Com7thFleet estimates Jap air strength on 19 February at 531 aircraft in 
. the NANSEI SHOTO, FORMOSA, the PHILIPPINES, BORNEO, CELEBES and the eastern ' 
NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES. Of this total 415 are in FORMOSA and the NANSEI SHOTO. 
Most of the Empire offensive air strength is reported to be concentrated in southern 
KYUSHU. 

CinCBPF 100619 (pink) outlines BPF communication requirements. 

CinCBPF 190743 (pink) indicates that MONAB was being sent to MANUS in 
belief NF-1 constituted approval and that unless the MON.AB was unloaded at MANUS 
in late February or early March as planned, considerable delay in its establishment 
would be experienced. 

CTF 51 191320 (pink) is SUmmary No. 2 covering IVvO situation 1000/19 (D-Day). 

Cincpac 19230S (pink) questions schedule of 5thFleet OpPlan 4-45 (JAMBOREE) 
in providing only 7 days at anchor for carriers before ICEBERG. 

Com5thFleet 200349 (pink) asks whether 24th Corps can meet ICEBERG date. 

CTF 51 200600 (pink) is Summar,r No. 3 covering TIVO situation to 1200/20 
(D plus 1). 

Cincpoa 20072S acknowledges cengratulations from House of Representatives. 

Com5thFleet 200S47 (pink) revises JAMBOREE to include only OVERHEAD (TOKYO) 
and LEGOMTIJOUS (OKINAWA) with 2 task groups returning to ULITHI by 2 March and 2 
more by 5 March. 

CG Lan.For 200925 summarizes situation at IWO from 1$00/19 (D-day) to 
1000/20 (D plus 1). 

CTG 50.5 201013 (pink) outlines special search in support of JAMBOREE. 

CTE 51 201210 (pink) is SUw~ary No. 4 covering JJlO situation 1800/20 (D+l). 

Com5thFleet 201314 (pink) modifies his OpPlan 4-45. 

Cincpoa 201421 directs that ships now enroute PHILIPPINES will no longer 
be held for forward call and announces SWP A escort for shipping from KOS~O to 
LEYTE. ~ . 

'• 

21 February; (Guam date) 

During the night of 20-21 February, operations on I WO were marked by minor 
ground activity and unsuccessful attempts at infiltration. A Jap counter attack 
supported by tanks and artillery, launched at 2015 K ( -10) , against our left 
flank, was repUlsed by RCT 27. 2 cruisers, 11 destroyers and 2 gunboat support 
units again provided harassing and illuminating fire during the night. The attack 
was resumed by our forces at 0810 K/2lst (D .plus 2) with airfield No. 2, the 0-2 
line, and liT . SURIBACHI the main obj ectives. By 1145 K the 5th ~~rDiv had advanced 
1 000 yards reaching the west of airfield No. 2. The 4th MarDiv approached to 
,v.ithin 200 yards of the south ern tip of the airfield - a gain of approximately 
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21 February (Guam .date) (Cont 'd) 

500 yards. RCT 28 reached the lower slopes of MT. SURIBACHI, employing flame 
throwers and tanks against ·intense opposition. RCT 21 from 3rd MarDi v Corps 
Reserve was landed by 1800. Another RCT ·has been ordered to be off the beach 
by 0730 K/22nd (D plus 3). 

Beaches were congested by vehicles wrecked by enemy fire or bogged down 
by volcanic soil and steep beach slopes. Three mat roads have been laid inland · 
and some Marston matting is being laid on the beaches. Pontoon causeways are 
being assembled to assist in unloading of supplies. By 1200 I\/2lst on~ 30% 
of transports had been unloaded. Due to beach conditions it appeared inevitable 
that unloading of garrison echelon would be considerab~ delayed. 

As of D-Day, there were an estimated 20,000 enenzy- troops on the island. 
First estimates of casualties have been received. As of 1800 on the 21st (D plus 2) 
S62 enemy dead had been counted and 1 POW had been taken. Our casualties were 
estimated as 3,650 (150 officers, 3500 enlisted men); 3,063 wounded have been 
placed on board ship. Number killed in action and missing are unknovm at this time. 

At 1640 K/2lst, TF 51 was attacked by an unknown nwnber of Jap suicide 
planes resulting in damage to several ships. SAltATOGA (CV 3) was hit by 4 planes 
causing a 20-foot hole in starboard side near waterline and fires topside. At 
2300 she reported situation under control and was proceeding toward ENIVv.ETOK at 
23 knots. BI~~K SEA (CVE 95) was also hit by suicide plane at 1850 K. She 
burned furious:cy, turned over, and is believed sunk. LUNGA POINT (CVE 94) reports 
damage under control, extent unknown. SAGINAW BAY ( CVE 82) was attacked but no 
details of dmDage have been received. CTG 52.2 reports at least 4 of attacking 
planes shot down; SARltTOGA reports 3 shot down close aboard. 

SM5ARITAN (AH 10) was hit by a 5-inch richochet from one of our ships, 
but no explosion resulted, and she later departed from the objective with no 
mention of damage or casualties from this hit. 

LOGAN (APA 196) suffered minor damage to her bow when she rammed NAPA 
(APA 218) as result of steering casualty. NAPA has effected temporar.y repairs 
and can make 10 knots. 

ATULE (SS 403) reports sinking a medium AK off SHANTUNG on the 24th. 

8 snooper B-24s bombed Susaki airfield on CHICHI JIMA on the 19th with 
100-lb. boobs by radar. Results were unobserved except for 1 large fire seen 
through the clouds. 

PAGAN was bombed on the 21st by 24 P-47 s. Napalm bombs were dropped 
along the west coast and northwest side of the island. No enemy activity was 
reported and the runway and taxiways appeared inoperational. 

A PB4Y search plane from LEYTE sank a coastal AK and 3 seatrucks, damaged 
2 additional seatrucks (1 loaded with troops), shot down 1 Zeke and 1 Kate over 
Naha airfield on OKINAfNA JIMA on the 2oth. 24 operational planes were reported 
on the field. 

ComGenPOA 202209 (pink) states that no information has been received to 
indicate that the 24th Corps will not be able to meet mounting date f or ICEBERG. 

Cincpoa 202305 outlines plan for providing night fighters and carrier 
traini ng dur1ng first phase of I CEBERG. 
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21 February (Guam date)(Cont•d) 

DepCom 20th AF 210004 (pink) revises schedule of operations by 21st 
BomCom in support of DETACH1mNT. 

Cincpoa 210223 (pink) requests reply from CinCSWPA regarding availability 
of facilities at MANUS for use by British Pacific Fleet. 

Cincpac 210225 (pink) advises Cine BPF to permit arrangements ror move-
ment of his MONAB to stand firm. 

Cincpac 210306 concerns issuing by War Department of instructions affect-
ing employment of shipping within the local theater of operations. 

Cincpoa 210429 (pink) approves revised schedule of operations for 21st 
Bomber Command. 

CTF 51 210500 is SUmmar,y No. 5 covering TWO situation as of 1200/21 
(D plus 2). 

Cincpac 210514 (pink) informs Com5thFleet that ICEBERG date is not expected 
to be delayed. 

Com5thFleet 210550 discusses problem of quickly locating concealed ene~ 
batteries firing on our troops during amphibious landings. Also reports successful 
re-arming onerations by TF 58. 

CTF 51 211210 is Swmnary No. 6 covering DVO situation as of 1800/21 
(D plus 2). 

CTG 52.2 211238 (pink) submits preliminar,r report of air attack by suicide 
planes on TG .52.2. 

22 February (Gua..1!1 date) 

On IVVO JIMA during the night of 21-22 February the enemy attempted infil-
tration along the entire front with a strong counter attack launched against the 
left flank of RCT 27. An unconfirmed landing on the west coast in the zone of the 
5th MarDiv was also rep0rted. All lines held firm. Our forces resumed the attack 
at 0835 on the 22nd (D plus 3). The 21st RCT from 3rd MarDiv relieved the 23rd RCT 
in the 4th MarDiv zone of action. 28th RCT began the assault of enemy positions 
on the face of MT SURIBACHI. Strong opposition was met on all fronts, and by 1130 
there were no appreciable ch2~1ges in front lines. During the afternoon, both the 
4th and 5th MarDivs made small gains. RCT 28 continued the attack on SURIBACHI 
supported by tanks, artillery, demolitions and flame throwers. Japs dro _ped hand 
grenades and demolition charges on our advancing troops. By 1400 the base of the 
mo1.ll1tain had been encircled. A counter attack developed on the left of the Corps 
front, but was repulsed at 1810. Another conterattack on the right flank was taken 
under fire by naval gunfire and artillery; results unlmOV'rn. Combat efficiency of 
ou~ troops was considered to be 70%. 

Beaches were still congested but demolition te~s are working to clear 
passages through the wreckage. Our casualties as of 1800/2lst (D plus 2) were: 
Landing Force (less RCT 25) - KIA 644, WTA 4,168, MIA 560. RCT 25 - 1,072. Total 
casualties 6,444. Enemy casualties totaled 1,222 dead, 2 rows. 

- Continued -
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22 February (Guam date)(Cont'd) 

Naval gt..mfire support at IWO JIMA has been ham ered by poor visibility; 
however, expenditure of at'1lmunition has been extremely high, and CTF 51 has ordered 
night gunfire reduced to counter battery fire and that necessar.y to break up 
counter attacks and disperse assemblies. 

One and possibly two TBMs were shot dmAm by our forces when 4 TBMs from the 
ENTERPRISE appeared through the clouds over TF 51 after warning had been sent to 
all planes to keep clear of surface forces while in Condition RED. Pilot and crew 
of 1 TBM have been rescued. 

TRUK Atoll was photographed on the 21st by PB4Ys. On the same day, lS 
P-38s and 4 PB4Ys hit Moen airfield strafing parked planes and starting 1 fire. 

In the North Pacific on the 2oth 4 B-24s bombed KURABU ZAKI (SE PARAMUSHIRU) 
with llS 100-lb. GP bombs. 4 of 5 intercepting enemy fighters were drunaged. 1 B-24 
was slightly damaged, but all planes returned safely. On the 21st, 4 PVs attacked 
MINAMI ZAIIT (SE SHL\IDSHU) with rockets. Heavy AA was encountered. 3 PVs returned; 
pilot of the 4th renorted intention of bailing out over CAPE LOPATKA. 

Summa~ of mopping up operations in the fo~vard area for the period 
11 February - 17 February shows the following results: 

SAIPAN 

TIN IAN 

PELELIU 

- 4S Japs killed, 7 rows. Our casualties - 1 wounded 
in action. An area in the central part of the island 
was shelled and patrolled on the 15, 16 and 17 result-
ing in killing or capture of 131 Japs, not as yet 
classified. 

- 9 Japs ldlled, 2 rows. Our casualties - 2 killed 
in action. 

- 33 Japs killed, 6 POWs. Our casualties - 5 killed 
in action, 2 wounded in action. 

- 4 Japs killed. 

Com7thF1eet 150433 present OpOrd covering investigation of CASIGUR~ SOUND 
to determine presence of en~ forces or installations and suitability as fleet 
anchorage. 

Cominch & CNO 201651 (pink)requests Cincpoa's views and recommendations 
on proposed modification of present concept for KURILES operation to keep open a 
sea route to the Maritime Provinces. 

CTF 58 21035$ (pink) proposes modification to Com5thFleet's plan for 
JAMBOREE operation. 

CINCSNPA 211730 approves use of 1~\NUS by British Pacific Fleet, including 
augmentation of u.s. naval carrier aircraft pools and personnel. 

Com5thFleet 212317 ( pink) replies to nodification recommended by CTF 58 
for J ftlffiOREE . 

CinCBPF 210619 (pink) concerns establishment of bases forward of 1vfANUS. 

- Continued -
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22 February (Guam da.te)(Cont'd) 

CINCSWPA 211328 allocates certain facilities to Cincpoa for use by British 
Pacific Fleet effective 14 March. 

Cominch 211635 (piru<) clarifies status of British Pacific Fleet. 

Cominch 211650 (pink) states that commitment of units of BPF is dependent 
upon decisions of Joint Chiefs of Staff which are expected to be reached about 
15 March. 

Cincpoa 220115 (pink) modifies operations of 21st BomCom in support of 
Task Force 58 strikes on the Empire. 

CincDac 220116 (pink) designates 2nd MarDiv as Area Reserve for DETACID~illNT; 
Division to be prepared for loading on 48 hours notice. 

Cincpoa 220234 expresses concurrence in ComGenFOA serial, 0091 of 10 Feb. 
1945 concerning FILBAS Agreement and overhead allotment of SoPacBaCom. 

CTF 51 220410 concerns arruuunition supply situation at nvo JTiviA and estab-
lishes new quotas in the interest of ammunition conservation. 

Com5thFleet 220647 (pink) further modifies his plan for JM,ffiOREE operation. 

Com5thFleet 220801 (pink) suggests possibility that D¥0 must be left with-
out adequate fleet support unless a delay in ICEBERG is accepted. 

Cincpac 220818 states that coordination of inter-theater cor.ur:1unications 
should be effected by JCS or by arrangements between Theater Comrnanders. 

CTF 51 221240 is Sumna~J No. 8 covering DvO situation as of 1800 K(-10) 
on the 22nd (D plus 3). ~ 

23 February (Guam date) 

During the night of the 22nd-23rd Jap infiltration tactics were again em-
ployed but were repulsed along the entire front. A group of enemy swiromers came in 
on the west coast in the rear of RCT 26, but were wiped out. Our attack on the 23rd 
supported by artillery jwnped off about 0800(K). Enemy fire was again intense. Both 
divisions were held to very short local gains. At 1200(K) their lines were approxi-
mately the same as when the attack began in the morning. RCT 28 attacldng SU ~IBACHI 
made the most significant advances and at 1035(K) the ensign was raised on the rim 
of the crater. The regirJ.ent held a line on the northeast and south rim of the 
crater. The attack was continued from the noon positions but by l6JO(K) the only 
sizable gain was in the zone· of the 4th MarDiv on the right flank. The lines here 
were ~ushed ahead 300 yards \, In the center, 21st RCT captured the southern tip 
of Airfield No. 2. Front lines othe~rise reraained static. RCT 28 began mopping up 
operations on SURIBACHI. Block houses and pillboxes were re orted to be within the 
crater. 717 enemy dead had been counted in this area. KANGOKU ROCK, off the NVV 
shore of r~TO, was taken under fire by DDs and the mortar eP.lplacements and landing 
craft located there eliminated. As. of 1630(K) 23 Feb. the 4th and 5th MarDivs plus 
the 21st RCT (3rd MarDiv) and most -of Corps Artille:r'iJ had been landed. In the front 
lines were (from left to right) 27th RCT (5th MarDi v), 26th ttCT (5th MarDi v), 21st 
RCT (_9rd MarDiv) and 24th RCT (4th MarDiv). The 23rd RCT (lJ,th MarDiv) and the 25th 
RCT (4th MarDiv) had been pulled back from the front lines into Corps Reserve along 
"VIrith two battalions of the 27th RCT. The 9th RCT (3rd MarDiv) was scheduled to land 
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23 February (Gurun date)(Cont'd) 

Beach conditions at TIVO were sonewhat irn.;:,roved. Roads or satisfactory-- exits 
for tracked ve.hicles extended inland from all beaches exce t from Beach BLUE 21 
although YELLOW and BLUE Beaches were still subjected to interrruttent mortar and 
artillE?r.r fire. The most satisfacto~J vehicles so far found for negotiation of the 
beaches are amphy trailers (trailers attacked to amtracs) and weasels (tracked jeeps). 
Six foot breakers pounded the eastern beaches throughout the day. Use of pontoon 
causeways has been temporarily abandoned as the surf conditions cause them to broach. 
Investigation of the western beaches indicates that they are suitable only under 
ideal conditions. 

No material change in the disposition of our forces. Naval support gunfire 
continues. Replenishment has been slow due to weather. 3 LST, 1 LSM, 1 YMS and 
2 patrol craft have sustained damage but are still operating under their own power. 

347 of the 836 on board the BIS~·.Il.ARCK SEA ( CVE 95) are missing. 

ComNavGroup CHINA reports 5 convoys off the INDO-CHINA C.oa.st. One consist-
ing of a large AP and escorts, and another of four ships were last seen headed 
north. The 3rd, 3 AOs with 2 escorts, returned to SAIG~ ·with dead and wounded 
after attack by a plane. The 4:th, 2 APs and 2 escorts, was attacked by a submarine 
at 1100 I/22 northest of CAPE PADfiitAN. 1 AP was sunk. The 5th, 2 AOs and 2 es-
corts, passed CMARANH BAY going north on the 22nd. This convoy was tracked by planes 
all night, vectoring submarine to the scene. 

The 73rd BoEimTing reports sighting in the INLAND SEA 2 CV, 1 CVL, 1 BB, 1 BB 
or CA, 4 CL and 18 DD. 

FLOill~ER (SS 251) which was operating off the INDO CHINA Coast reports having 
been ra.Laned while submerged by another subnerged sub 11believed friendly". Super-
structure was damaged and radar carried away. Hull is sound. Sub is "';)roceeding to 
SUBIC BAY. 

The suicide attacks on our surface forces on the 21st came frofl an estimated 
50 Jap planes, both Bettys and Zekes (also Jills, apparently), that attacked from 
1640 to 2000. The planes attacked in small groups. 11 pl anes were shot dovm. At 
1501 on the 22nd a group of 4 Jap planes attenJted unsuccessfully to attack the 
SAGINAW BAY. At the same t ime 2 eneqy groups of about 4 planes each were picked up 
by radar but did not close. During this Red Alert 2 ENTERPRISE TBMs were shot dovm 
by our surface forces. ~lthough bad weather hampered air support, more than 400 
combat missions were flmvn on the 22nd between daylight and 1430, when strikes were 
cancelled. Scheduled air strikes on the 23rd were carried out vri th em9hasis on the 
destruction of pinpoint targets under the direction of the air coordinator and air 
liaison parties. During the morning a strike on CHICHI JIUA destroyed 3 and damaged 
3 of 10 pl anes seen on the ground; 2 TBMs were damaged by AA, but both returned 
safely. Spotting planes reported Jap A. launched 3 foot parachutes at 2000 f eet, 
each supporting a 4 foot ca~e from which dangled a flame spouting object 2 feet 
long. 

B-29s will bomb TOKYO (or NAGOYA) on the 25th rather than the 24th. 

A search plane attacked 4 DE and l AO in CAMR.ANH BAY leaving the AO afire 
and .l DE damaged. 
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23 February (Guam date) 

Com 20th AF 192302 (pink) covers directive outlining primary and secondary 
rrd~ssions of 20th and 21st Bomber Corm:J.ands. 

Com7thFlt 220247 concerns construction of shore facilities at SAlv'lAR 
support of fleet operations at LINGAYEN, SUBIC and MANTLA and supply stocks' in 
SoWesPac Area. 

Cincpoa 221303 infonns CINCBPF of aunroval of his use of MANUS as fleet 
anchorage, requesting him to make detailed a~rangements with Com.NavBase MANUS. 

Cincpoa 222343 pertains to mVPA shipping through POA. 

Cincpoa 230145 (pink) requests CinCSWPA to authorize PacFlt PB4Y photo-
graphic planes to operate from LUZON in conducting photographic reconnaissance of 
OKINAWA. 

CTF 51 230500 is Sw~~ry No. 9 covering rNO situation as of 1200 K(-10) 
on the 23rd (D nlus 4). 

ComGenStrAirPOA 230606 states that all units of TF 93 are available to 
assist CTF 51 with bombing strikes. 

Cincpoa 230637 outlines arrangenents relative to visit of r~neral t~ell 
and party to Cincpoa headquarters. 

Cincpoa 230640 (pink) disapproves proposal of ComGenlOthA~ regarding 
construction for civilian population of OKINAWA. 

CTF 51 231150 is s~maary No. 10 covering TI'O situation as of 1800 K(-10) 
on the 23rd (D plus 4). 
2fr February (Guam date) 

After a cot1paratively quiet night, our forces on r:vo continued the attack 
on 2L~ February (D plus 5) supported by artillery, tanks and naval gunfire, en-
countering stiff enemy resistance throughout the day. Advances were made along 
the entire front, the most notable being Dade in the vlcini ty of Airfield #2, 
half of which was captured, and along the extreme right flank where the lines were 
Dushed forward 300 to 400 yards. At 0955 (K), the Comw.anding General, Landing 
Force (Maj. Gen. Schntidt) ass1m1ed c0nu:rrand ashore. By lSOO all troops except 3rd 
RCT (3rd MarDiv) had been or were being disembarked. Construction battalions and 
engineer battalions had been ordered ashore and one strip of Airfield #1 cleared 
of mines. Reports indicate t b.at all Jap defenses were expertly planned and fanatic-
ally defended. All emplacements, including block houses, pillboxes and caves were 
mutually supporting and built of concrete, in some instances four feet thick. 
Minefields were nurnerous with nany torpedo heads being used for explosive charge. 
A nENt type of incendiary grenade about the size of an orange was found. It was 
also discoYered that the Japs were u sing approxi1:1ately 1,000 pound rockets which 
were probably the cause of much of the dwnage on D Day and D plus 1 previously 
attributed to nortars. Some Japs were found wearing Marine uxliforrns. Beach con-
ditions have continued to llQprove and supplies and equipment are now moving more 
rapidly than at any t ime during the operation. The hydrographic group has com-
pleted its survey and vrork on nets and mooring buoy s has been initiated. Our casual· 
ties a s of 1000 23 Feb. (D plus 4) : KIA 706; Wil 5,125; MI A 531. Ener1y casualties 
as of the close of D plus 5 were: 2,799 killed, 6 POWs. 
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24 February (Guam da·ve) ( Cont T d) 

The air attack on our forces at I WO on the 23rd was nade by several small 
groups of enemy planes. There were no fighter interceptions. Planes dropped 
window, but apparently nade no attacks. TF 51 eraployed extensive radar janni.ng 
and smoke. CTF 51 reported that the night air attack may have come via lviARCUS. 
Our air S\lpport strikes on the 24th were reduced owing to carrier refueling and 
search operations. 1 TBM spotting plane with Marine Corps ob:server crashed in 
flw~es; no survivors. Fire support was furnished throughout the day by 2 OBB, 3 CA 
and 10 DD. 

210 B-29s from the 21st BoruCom are scheduled to strike the TOKYO dock and 
urban area on the 25th vvith 564 tons of incendiaries. The attack will occur be-
tween 1430 and 1630 in conjunction with carrier plane attack. 

Begirming 25 f,ebruary, CTF 93 has ordered daily attacks· on Susaki airfield 
at CHICHI JIMA by 1 squadron of B-24s during dayJight and 7 B-24s at night. Carrier 
sweeps will be discontinued. 

Com7thFlt announces plans for aerial mining of waters around ~tJJt~OY, SVVATOW, 
HONGKONG, HAINAN S11fLUT, YULINKIJJ BAY, l'IAKO (PESCADORES), TAKAO and TAINAN (FORMOSA) 
during March and April. 

ALUSNA MOSCON 21JJ+30 (pink) covers arrangements for turning over certain 
types of u.s. mi.ne, patrol and landing craft to Soviet crews at COLD BAY, ALASKA. 

ComGen20thBomCom 212105 (pink) requests clarification of orders regarding 
transfer of 58th Wing from INDIA to the MARIANAS. 

CTF 51 232315 requests CTF 93 t0 rnake day and night strikes on CHICHI JD,~, 
HAHA JD,1:il ... and MINA."MI JIMA. 

CTF 51 240700 is Smmnary No. 11 covering TIVO situation as of 1200 (K) 
24 February (D plus 5). 

CTF 51 241310 is Sm~~ar,y No. 12 covering TWO situation as of 1800 (K) 
24 February (D plus 5). 

25 February (Guam date) 

At IWO JDJIA the old BBs together wlth CAs and DDs continu.ed to furnish 
close gunfire support for troops ashore. During the night of 24-25 February ni.nor 
infiltrations were attempted against the central .. ortion of our lines; all were 
repulsed. On the 25th, groillld activity continued with only lliJ.i.ted gains being 
made. The most sizeable gains being made in the central and western portions of 
the line. It is believed that our troops are now at tacldng the princi, al enemy 
offensive positions on the island. The latest casualties as of 1130 on the 25th 
were as follows: KIA 83Lt-; VV"IA 5,428; :MIA 404. 2,827 enemy dead have been counted 
and 7 POVvs have been taken. 

CTF 58 is still maintaining radio silence; however, VLR reports indicate 
that weather over TOKYO is unfavorable and therefore the carrier planes may have 
had difficulty in reaching their targets. 

During the air raid at IV\JO JIMA on the evening of the 2L~th the HEYWOOD L. 
EDWARDS · (DD 663) and the BRYANT (DD 665) collided causing extensive daraage to the 
EDv'iARDS. 
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25 February (Guam date) ( Cont 'd) 

Planes from the CVEs supporting the I VO JIMA operation will renew dawn 
and dusk sweeps against CHICHI JIMA and HAl-lA JD!lA since CTF 9.3 has repcrted that 
he can only carry out night intruder attacks at those targets. B-24s have been 
assigned artillery, blockhouse and gnn emplacement targets for their scheduled 
1500 attacks. 

On the 2hth MARCUS vvas attacked by B-24s. The runways appeared in good 
operational condition :prior to attack. The attack was made vdth delayed fuze 
bonilis from an altitude of 10,000 feet. 

On the 25th, 229 B-29s were airborne for an incendiary attack on the TOKYO 
urban area. 22 of these planes returned early and 2 were lost when they collided 
at the assembly point sorae 60 miles west of CHICHI JIMA. No survivors were located 
by a plane which circled the area for appro:xirJ.ately 2 hours. 1S4 of these planes 
bombed TOKYO by radar through 10/10 undercast. 20 other B-29s bombed Empire tar-
gets including YOKOHAMA, SIZUOKA, HA1/[AH.ATSU and NAGOYA. All results were unobserved 
and all planes returned safely except the 2 which collided. There was . no fighter 
interception and flak was meager to moderate and generally inaccurate. 

CinC~VPA 250430 (pink) outlines searches and strikes to be carried out in 
conjunction vdth the fast carrier strike on the NANSEI SHOTO. 

CTF 51 250515 is Sunmary No. 13 covering rNo situation as of 1200 (K) 
25 February (D plus 6). 

CQmGenAAFPOA 25.0740 concerns movement data of 315th Bomb Wing and the first 
two groups of the 5$th Bomb Wing. ~ ~ 

26 February ( Guar.:J. date) t;:7 Y 
At IfNO JIMA on the night of 25-26 February the ene1:zy- attempted only minor 

infiltrations and no . .1aj or counterattacks were re ~:,orted. It was the quietest night 
since the beginning of the operation. On the 26th at OBQO (K) the front line 
divisions cor.r:1enced their assault. Stubborn resistance was ~:tet throughout the en-
tire day, but by late afternoon noticeable gains had been 1:1..ade in the center of 
the line vrhere the entire No. 2 airfield had been eeized. At the present tirJ.e our 
troo·'Js occupy the most irJ.portant terrain, fron a tactical standpoint, yet occupied, 
the troops now being on high ground and fron the front line positions can observe 
the entire northern half cf the island., 

Tvro of our observation planes landed at strip No. 1 on the morning of the 
26th. The strip has been cleared to 1,500 feet. AA wea-pons have been brought 
ashore to aid in protection of the troops and plane s expected to be operated fron 
the airfield very shortly. I:n.fon:tation from prisoners of war indicate that the 
only source of drinking water novr available to the Japanese is rainwater Vfhich is 
being collected in barrels. Our ovm supply is adequate, 15 distillation units 
being in operation on shore . The morale of the Harine Divisions e:J.ployed in the 
operation is reported to be excellent and the reserves adequate to conplete the 
;nssi on of cal)turi ng JWO JTI~iA . 

CVE based planes flew support 1'J.issions on the fj_Orning of the 26th but all 
air operations vrere cancelled early in the afternoon because of unfavorable vreather . 
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26 February ( Guan date ) ( Cont 'd) 

On the 26th planes fro:n. t he ENTERPRISE cade a davrn Stl\[eep against CHICHI JTI)[A 
destroying l aii\ Jlane, l small AK and 2 nediur.J. AKs. 15 wrecked planes ·v-rere 
observed on the field and 8 small vessels vrere observed in the harbor • 

4 subnarines have been re)orted in the vicinity of TIVO. (A) A plane 
from the ANZIO ( AS.'/ CVE 57) r~~ade visual contact vri th a large sub:1arine at 0210/26th, 
(25-12N, 140-15E) dropped a SONO- BUQY and attacked. .An explosion was heard and 
the sub is believed to be dw~:.aged. (B) Four hours earlier, at 2210K/26th an 
un-naued ship fror..1 TF 54 ~-:lade a radar c ontact with a probable submarine (25-041\J, 
U.0-28'E), Ni9/lCOMB (DD 586), BENNION (DD 662) and CAPPS (DD 550) attacked; all 
heard heavy undervvater explosion at the sane tir .. 1e ·w-hen no depth charges were 
being dropped. There is no report of debris. (C~ At 0804K/26th FINNEGAN (DE 307), 
escorting returning transports frou I WO, had an undei'l"rater sound contact (22-31N, 
141-29E). Attacks brought debris and wood with Japanese characters on it to the 
surface. (D) Another contact was made 5 hours later about 50 1:rl.les to the south. 
The TULAGI ( CVE 72) ASW group is conducting hunter-killer operations there but no 
results have been reported. 

Co:m?tb.Fleet re~Jort s that prelilninary minesvreeping of the rJ.ain portion of 
M.tu"I\JILA BAY has been completed with negative results. 

A Task Unit of 1 DD, 1 DE, 2 AM: and 2 LCI left IEYTE on the 26th to proceed 
to CASIGURAI'J SOUND to land scouts for reconnaissance and to svveep the bay for nines . 

It novv- appears that TF 58 did not attack NAGOYA on the 26th. The TOKYO 
attack was broken off after one day and they are now scheduled to arrive at a 
fueling rendezvous today. 

CTF 51 260525 is Sur:10ary No . 15 covering TINO situation as of 1200 (K) 
on the 26th (D plus 7). 

DepCom20thAF 260650 (pink) requests Cor.1Gen 21st Bo1~Com to continue efforts 
to photograph · OKINA ~A until such tirne as photographic results are obtained other 
neans. 

Cincpac 260725 (pink) concerns enployr.1ent of /iJISElvLAN (DE 667) in the 
PHILIPPINE area to provide for energency elect ric facilities. 

Cincpoa Adv. Hq. 260855 requests Com5thFleet to station a lifeguard ship 
NE of nvo JIMA en days of VLR major strikes. This request extends only for a 
period during which 5th Fleet shi _ s remain in the I WO J ll,IA area. 

CTF 51 261315 is Summar.y No. 16 covering IWO situation as of 1800 (K) 
on the 26th (D plus 7). 
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27 February (GuaLl date) 

At I WO JDA.A on the 27th United gains were made during the day, the 1:1ost 
sizeable of which were r1ade along the center of the line and along the right flank 
where the 4th HarDiv nade an advance of approxin.ately 400 yards along the coast • 

..;~ Garrison forces have been ordered to cor~nence landing on 1 March. 

LST S8Lr- vras hit by a rclediru· caliber shell putting 1 screw· out of coru..~s
sion, and an un-naraed AKA was hit ·with r:unor daoage resulting. 1 or 2 LSTs and 
4 LSMs were dat'laged fror;1 beaching. CAliiOUN (DD 801) collided rrith an AKA and an 
APA while getting under'VIray. Slight daJ;lage resulted. 

28 February was the scheduled date for an operation in which troops will 
be landed in the P-UERTO PRINCESS A area on the Island of PAL.r.JN AN. The 186th RCT 
(Reinforced) fro~J. the 41st Infantry Division of the 8th Arey was scheduled to ::Jake 
the landing. Conbat troops for this operation nur:J.ber 5, 7 53; service troops n1l.11lber 
2,246. The intital objective will be the two airstrips in the PUERTO PRINCESSA 
area; the final phase of the operation will consist of the development of airdrome, 
naval and logistic facilities, and eventually the control of the entire island of 
PALAWAN. 

Con5thFleet reports results of the TOKYO strike by TF 58 on the 25th as 
follov.rs: 

Enegy Losses: 
158 planes destroyed of which 47 vrere shot down. 
2 trains, 1 radar station and hangars destroyed. 
OTA Plant 75% destroyed. 
KOIZUMI Plant hit heavily. 
5 coastal vessels, 7 snall craft probably sunk. 
9 coastal vessels, 5 s1:1all craft damaged. 

Ovm Losses: 
9 VF planes and 4 VF pilots in co~bat. 
3 VF, 1 vr and no personnel operational. 
No dar.m.ge to surface forces except minor 

dat1age to PORTERFIELD and PASADENA. 

Approach to the target was through bad weather, which required slowing dovm several 
times to :Jrevent dan age to destroyers. 4 DDs suffered structural stom danage. 
The weather was bad on the 25th, and a strike on NAGOYA (where better weather vvas 
predicted) was cancelled on the !'Wrning of the 26th due to we3.ther. During retire-
r..lent night of 25/26 the force sank 5 sraall enew.y vessels including 1 picket boat 
which caused minor darJ.age, l officer killed and 13 1 en vrounded on PORTERFIELD (DD6B"2) 
and :.:1inor dar1age and 2 nen wounded in F AS ADEN A ( CL 6 5) • 

The force fueled on the 27th. Then TG 5li.LJ. was detached to return to 
ULITHI. The other 3 groups are headed for OKINAWA when they vlill conduct their 
strike on 1 March, a day early, and possibly strike also on the 2nd. 

BLENNY (SS 324) reports destroying 1 and possibly 2 taru{ers fron a 3 taru{er 
northbound convoy off CAt'\ffi.AHJ>J BAY on an uns·tated date, probably the 25th. 

CinCS~tJPA 250539 refers to SoPacBaCo:t:l personnel to be transferred to S"".fJPA. 

CinCS1·!PA 261515 ( pink) refers to staging and rehabilitation of POA divisions 
a s conte1:rolated in the FILBAS Agreei:lent . dacArthur states that they will be unable 
to stage ~.nd rehabilitate the divisions as ~Jlanned in the FILBAS Agrecnent . 
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27 Februa17 (Guan date)(Cont'd) 

Con5thFleet 262107 outlines TOKYO strike on the 25th by TF 58. 

Cin'cpac PE.4..RL 270300 covers report concerning Lt.Gen. Harnon's flight 
to OAF-ill fron KYAJJ.LEIN. 

CTF 51 270535 is .S'urlL:ary No. 17 covering IWO situation as of 1200 (K) 
on the 27th (D plus S). 

Cincpac Adv. Hq. 270804 refers to pro:)osal to aug 1ent surface escort be-
tween ENr· ETOK and the HARI ANAS and '•TEsrrERN Ci\ROIJINES. 

Cincpoa 270324 (piru() authorizes the establishnent of a British Pacific 
Fleet UON_\B at PONAlvf ISLAND. 

CTF 51 271130 is Sunna:r'IJ No. 18 covering L-'!0 situation as of 1800 (K) 
27 February (D plus 8). 

Cinc~;oa 271415 (pink) requests infornation fron Cor:1GenPOA relative to 
certain service troops assigned to SoHesPac. 

Cinc?ac 271416 requests CoruJarGils to strike eneuy airfields in the 
MARSHALLS without delay • __.,. vf 

I( ~ 

28 February (Guar-1 date) 

On the 28th advances were ~Jade at rv·o JD:IA to the e}..r-tent of 200-300 yards 
all along the line. Our casualties as of 1800 K 27 February are as follovvs: 
KIA 1570, WIA 7656, MIA 552. Total casualties 9?78. Ene:::.1y casualties as of 1800 K 
on the 26th: 4784 killed, 10 POWs. 

Task Force 58 was scheduled to strike OKINAWA on 1 Ntarch. 

PRESIDENT ADl-J"~ ,rS (APA 19) received structural daoage to her side plating 
during unloading operations on the 28th. 

The search for G-eneral Harnon' s plane has been negative U' until the 
night of the 2S~h. At least 70 planes have been searchine; for the past two days. 

CinCBPF 240215 outlines short titles of various British Pacific Fleet 
c or:r.·1c:1nd s. 

UAJ:l.SHALL 200026 (pink) fixes the de,arture date for the 2nd water ech8lon 
of the 58th Wing at 15 April at the earliest. 

Cincpoa Adv Hq 2800L~7 (pink) in.for~-:ts CinCSiJ'!PA that 5 PB4Ys of VD-5 will 
arrive SA~· .. /u1:[. evening of 28 February for phot ographing OKINAVfA targets in coordi-
nation with the Fast Carrier strike thereon on l a..n.d 2 March . These planes vfill 
stay in the SWP area until about 1 April. 

Cincpoa f\.dv Hq 280129 (pink) gives CinCS:.VPA inforr..ation relative to Fast 
Carrier strike on OKIN WA on l Harch and possibly on 2 Harch. 
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28 Februa~r (Guan date) (Cont'd) 

CTF 51 2g0510 is Su:--1nary No!t 19 covering L'lO situation as of 1200 (K) 
:28 February (D '_)lus 9). 

CincJoa Adv Hq 280529 (nink) sets forth the 1ivarning Order f or Phase III-c 
of ICEBEHG Oneration vdth tar[;et date na;~ed as "A-Day". 

CTF 51 281035 is SUL"lllary No. 20 covering PIO situation as of JfOO (K) 
28 February (D plus 9). ~ 

1 March ( Gll.ara date) 

At I HO JTil.A during the night 28 Feb.-1 March enerzy artillery blew up the 
ar ~- unition dunp of the 5th MarDi v. During the day of D plus 10 gains were lit~ri.ted 

along the entire front; however, the 3rd :MarDiv was able to seize a portion of 
Airfield #3. Airfield =/fl is novv reported operational for er ergency landings of 
fighter aircraft, 1 carrier plane having landed on the field already. 

Minor da~:lage was inflicted on our shipping at TIVO JIHA. TERRY ( DD 513) 
received a uediun caliber hit fror.i eneny artillery fire flooding her forward 
engine roon ; 9 .men were ldlled, 18 wounded. CAlHOUN (DD 801) was hit aft which 
resulted in 1 killed and 7 wounded. 

TF 58 co.111pleted its rri.ssion of a strike against OliTNAV~A and is now headed 
for ULITHI. 

Co.mNavGroup CHINA reports the arrival of the transport AWA l'viAHU at SAIGON 
on 23 February. This ship which was granted safe conduct passage in order to 
transport supplies for POWs was reported to have unloaded 600 tons of ~unitions 
ru1d 20 crated planes. 

Fleet Admiral NiLutz and Rear Adniral She~an departed for PE.~qt HARBOR 
with ultrs.ate destination WASHINGTON, D.C. 

ConGenPOA 272155 (pink) refers to transfer of SoPacBaCoa overhead allot~ent 
to POA. 

CouGen SoPacBaCou 010042 (pink) sets forth units transferred fro~ SoPacBaCom 
to various operating areas. 

Cincpac Adv. Hq. 010135 (pink) Lists tentative assigno ent of ships to CTF 53 
for ICEBERG Operation. 

CTF 51 010600 is SUl. 1ary No. 21 covering rHO situation as of 1200 (K) 
1 March (D plus 10). 

CTF 51 011130 is Su.L1r2ary No. 22 covering I WO situation as of 1800 (K) 
l March (D plus 10). 
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2 March ( Gua.J:l date) 

At TivO JD1IA on the 2nd advances up to 700 yards were nade by the Jrd MarDi v 
in the central portion of the island. The other two divisions, the /+th on the 
right and 5th on the left, ~·lade exceptionalJ.y SJ-:lall gains throughout the day. Air-
field #3 has novv been secured and L~,ooo feet of airfield #1 has been rehabilit.at~d. 
Our casualties as of 1700 (K) 1 March were: 592 officers, 10,663 EM. Total casual-
ties are navY 11,255 of ·which 1, 774 are listed as KIA. Eneu.y casualties as follows: 
Killed, 7, 127; FD1•1f s 15 J aps, 17 Koreans. 

The occupation of PUE...11.TO PRINCESSA is proceeding without opposition. Fire 
support units and rri.nesvJ"eeping units were released on H-Day. MANILA HARBOR has 
now been cleared of nines throughout vrith the exception of a portion along the 
brealDYater. The reconnaissance of CASIGURAN SOUND is proceeding satisfactorily. 
The anchorage appears to be good, no r.~nes have been found and no en~ activity 
was reported in the vicinity close to the beach. 

Task Force 58 is now enroute to ULITHI. DD's from this force picked up 
7 or S aviators (VLR) vrho ·were down south of PARECE VEI...A.. 

Again on the 2nd all searches for I~t. Gen. Har.r_on were negative. 

Beginning on the evening of the 3rd, about 5 to 10 B-29s vrill fly reconnais-
sance search Dissions to the NAGOYA area for the purpose of taking radar scope 
photographs. 

Marshall 241805 delineates the boundaries of the AFRICA-MIDDLE EAST Theater. 

Co, 5thFlt 020359 (pink) states that he considers it advisable to strike 
KYUSHU first in the next operation, leaving ULITHI 1 d~ early if necessary, and 
requests Achural Mitscher to I:lake an alternate plan covering this strike on KYDSHU. 

CTF 51 020515 is Sur.JJ.ary No. 23 covering IvVO situation as of 1200 (K) 
on the 2nd (D plus 11). 

DepCo.nt20thAF 020654 (pink) outlines er.1ploy1:tent of 2 VLR wings at MIYAKO JIMA. 

CTU 78.9 .2 021058 outlines the results of the shore recoll.Jl.aissance of CASI-
GURAN BAY. 

CTF 51 021120 is Surx:1ary No. 24 covering IWO situation as of 1800 fjl 
2 March (D plus 11). ~ 
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~ March (Guan. date) 

At I WO JI\1A on 3 March steady though not extensive advances v1ere "lade on both 
the left flank and center of the Corps front lines throughout the day. Enerzy o~Jposi
tion was extre:·:ely stubborn throughout ·the day. Heavy nortar fire was ex:;erienced 
by all 3 divisions. Airfield =/l:l is scheduled to be ready for garrison fighters on 
6 March• However, transport planes are now landing on tlU.s field. Unloading is con-
tinuing, however due to unfavorable vreather and poor beach conditions it is being 
carried out under extre·.:1e difficulties. 

Casualties as of 1700 (K) 2 I\,Tarch are as follows: 602 officers, 11674 enlisted 
~:ten; total casualties 12,276 of which 1, 997 are listed as killed in action. Ene;2.y 
dead as of 1800 (K) 2 March totaled 10,329. POWs 30 Japs, 43 Koreans. 

Task Force 58 is due to arrive at ULITHI on the afternoon of 4 J-.~J.arch. 

In the Southwest Pacific Area SVfeeping of a northern passage through the 
PHILIPPINES is continuing and reports indicate that nrogress is satisfactory. The 
VERDE ISLAND 0 ASSAGE is ·Clear and no Innes have been found in TIKAO PASS. Landings 
have been jJ.ade on LUBANG ISLAND and VEffi)E IS~. 

SAUNTEl1. (AM295) struck a contact n ine in MANILA BAY on the 26th which resulted 
in the flooding of englne rooL s and causing severe structural dauage. 2 r:1en were 
killed and 18 wounded. 

3 Task Groups of Task Force 58 obtained majority of the necessary photography 
of O{ITIJA~JA and other islands of the NANSEI SHOTO Group on 1 M:arch. Poor photographic 
condltlons existed on that da;;r and the prediction of aore low clouds on March 2nd 
caused the abandorrJ.ent of plans for a second day at the objective. No air opposition 
was encountered and only ~- ene1:w planes (all twin engine bo:<.bers) were shot down. 37 
additional planes were destroyed on the ground (9 twin engine and 2f3 single engine) 
plus 50 or a ore damaged. So:'le of the J..atter planes, hovvever, r.;.ay have already been 
dm~aged in previous strikes. We lost 21 aircraft (17 VF, 4 VT), 13 of these in combat. 
5 pilots plus 3 aircrevV1 . .:1en were reported nissing. 

In attacks on shipping 13 vessels were sunk (including 1 DD and 2 r:.edillil AK) , 
13 were 9robably sunk (including 1 n.edium AK), and 26 vrere dar ~.aged (including 4 DE 
or PF, 1 1:1edium AP and 4 :-~:tediu•::t AI\). 

On the ground :c:any buildings, including barracks, adrrinistration buildings, 
sugar nills, a l·w-:tber yard, warehouses, radio and radar installations, and airfield 
installations were destroyed or dau.aged on A1.1AMI, TOKUNO, OKIN.AWA, KmviT£, ERA.BU , 
t·.1IINAHI and OKllJO DAITO • 

During its retirenent, the task group conducted a night bo~1bard:wnt of OKINO 
DAITO starting large fires. 

191 B-29s were airbon1e for an att ack on TOI0IO at 0100 (K) on the 4th. Pri-
D..ary target was the Musashino Aircraft Plant :q.ear 'I'OirfO. 

Air evacuation of the wounded by landplanes began at I~vo JIHA on the 3rd. 

Richardson 2f30546 (pirlk:) concerns certain Ar~ y facilities to be transferred 
to naval jurisdiction on a te~·J.oorary loan basis. 

ConEsCarFor 020943 (pink) recon 1ends increasing, prior to next operation, 
the VF pilot co~·:tpleL . .ent on CVEs due to the arduous schedule resulting in excessive 
;")ilot fatigue. 
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3 M<J.rch ( Gua: l date) ( CG~-"' 1 d) 

CTF 58 021247 outlines }hotographic coverage obtained by TF 58 of the NAJ\TSEI 
SHOTO area on 1 March. 

GHQ S'/VPA 021912 (pink) refers to proposal in the FILBAS Agreer1ent to stage 
9 POA divisions in the PHILIPPINES . 

CinCPac Adv. Hq. 022329 (pink) states that for CinCBPF 1 s infor~ ation there 
is no change in current situation relative to eu;Jloyra.ent of BPF. 

Con5thFlt 022357 outlines deryarture of certain tmits fron. DJO JDKA in order 
to make ready for next operation. 

CTF 51 030110 is Sw:u-lary No. 26 covering DJ'O situation as of 1800 (K) on 
the 3rd (D plus 12). 

CinCPOA Adv. Hq. 030219 (pink) states that he desires ~-9l+th Bo::.1b Group be 
ret1rrned frou CinCSWPA to operational control of CinCPOA not later than 15 April. 

CTF 51 '030605 is Sw:l.i.JB.ry No. 25 covering 11YO situation as of 1200 (K) 
3 March (D plus 12). 

Richardson 031022 refers to officer and enlisted shortages in the 24th~rps. 

4 March (Guata date) 1f v 

The front lines at TNO JTMA rermined practically unchanged throughout the 
entire day of h March. Our casualties as of 1700 (K) 3 Mar·ch are as follows: 636 
officers, 12,656 enlisted c.en; total 13,292 of which 2,175 are listed as KIA. Enemy 
casualties as of 1800 (K) 3rd are: 12,86L~ dead, 36 Jap POWs, 45 Korean POW's. 

Reconnaissance and svveeping of CASIGUJ.AN SOUND has been co~: p1eted. No trines 
were found nor were any ene)cy instal.lations discovered on shore. 22 1rines were svvept 
in BALER BAY • 

2 destroyers, YARNELL (DD 541) and RINGGDLD (DD 500), both assigned to TF 59 
enroute to ULITHI, collided, considerable dar~age being caused to both ships. No 
person_nel casualties are reported by the RINGGOLD but 1 Lilan was killed and 6 wounded 
aboard the YAPJ\f.SLIJ. Both ships will require extensive repairs. 

TREPAI\TG (SS 412) so.nk an AK on the norning of the 3rd off NAGDYA. 

Results of the raid by B-29s on the TOKYO Area are as follovvs: Prinary target, 
Musashino Aircraft Plant, was hit vrith 27 t ons fror 9 B-29s, bombing by radar fron 
25-28, 000 feet through 10/lOths undercast. 15h other planes drop'0ed ~-32 tons (284 
GP, 148 IB) on the TOKYO urban area by radar f ror: 25-29,000 feet. There was no fight~. 
er opoosition, but heavy .A.A vras Feager to :·wderate and accurate to inaccurate. 18 
-~)lanes bo~·1bed 5 other targets vrith 56 tons. Results were unobserved because of weather. 
1 B-29 ditched on return, 9 survivors ·were rescued by a Navy Dur.l.bo. 1 other D-29 was 
forced to land at THO JIN[A because of fue l shortage. The plane was refueled, took 
off and landed safely at TINIJ1T • All other planes retu~"'ned safely. 

Co_ anch & CNO 022020 concerns the categor-y of defense of the UNAL.lSKA Sector. 

PhotRon 5 Adv Ech 031136 (pink) states that Clark Field is the only field in 
LUZON suitable for Liberator operations and that no avgas Hill be available there 
)rior to 20 Ji.Iarch and states that 5th AF is scheduled to fly F5 photo planes over 
·:rYAKO. -Continued- 256? 



4 Earch ( Gua.:1 dat e) ( C " 'd) 

(ELD) 
CTF 58 032346 ( pi nk) states that he pro_:;oses t o s ortie fro;..,_ U~_~ITHI 14 l~arch 

for the neA~ O?er ation. 

Chennault's 040417 (pink) r efers to weather reconnaissance to be ~ ·ade prior 
to ICEBERG OPERATION. 

Cinc!~A Adv. Hq. 040340 (pink) requests DepCor 2oth .1\.F to conduct reconnais-
sance of TSUStll ~A STRAr rs i n order to det er1·~ine r outes used by shipping through t hese 
Straits. 

CTF 51 040i.J)+O is Su.iJEtary No. 27 covering I:'JO situation as of 1200 (K) 
4 I~Iarch (D plus 13). 1 

CincPOA Adv. Hq. OL1D836 ( pink) cocnents on withdrawal of HeaV'J Bon.ber Groups 
assigned to POA for conversion to Long Range Groups. 

CTF 51 Oh.l040 is Sw r· ary No. 28 covering IWO situa.tion as of 1800 (K)J/ 
4 March (D plus 13). 

11
. 

5 March (Glla';. date) 

No change in the gr ound situat ion resulted fror1 activity on the 5th at Il'fO 
J:C.iA. The reason for this was that all the Harine Divisions were reorganizing; re-
serves of ar '. unition ·w-ere being built up and personnel reequipped. Mopping up in 
the rear areas continued. Casualties as of 1700 (K) on /+ March vuere U-,355 of vvhich 
2,419 had been killed in action. 

JJT.ANILA HARBOR r:.unesweeping operation has been substantially conpleted. The 
Harbor has been opened and naval shins of all types are now unloading in this harbor. 
Minesvveeping in BAL&L?. BAY and in SA.l\J BERNABDINO STllAITS continues. Guerillas were 
landed on 1\!IASBATE I SLA.ND on the 3rd. 

Co:l5th Fleet in the I NDI.AJ\TAPOLIS denarted I PO 1600 (K) on the 5th for GUAM 
and Co~:1PhibsPac is scheduled to leave on th~ 6th also for GUAM:. 

CoD5thFlt 040313 di r ects CTF 58 to naintain the equivalent of 2 task groups 
of Task Force 58 in readiness f or sortie on 18 hours notice. 

CinCSHPA 040429 states that his new Advanced Echelon GHQ opened in M_.;:U\JILA 
at 1800 I (-9) on 5 Marc·h. 

CinC S"if\JPA 040811 ( pink) outlines to Cor.iAlliedAirForces the search plans to 
be ''JUt i nto effect for t he I CEBERG Operation. 

Cou.5thFlt 0~.0850 C in_'k) approves CTF 58 OpPlan for I CEBERG with t he exception 
of :.:-rinor changes in con posit ion of t a sk groups. 

CinCSJ0 A OL1.1759 stat es that O?erat i on of 5 ''Jhoto Liberators of VD-5 fron 
Clark Fi eld about 10 ~.{arch is a }.)9roved. 

Ci nCS:;'T?} 050313 ( pi nk) states that ~-9hth Bonb Group can be ret urned to CinCPOA 
O;?erati onal cont,rol . r ior t o 15 k'Jril. 

CI NCS. iP.A 050L~34 stat es that Co: ~GenPOA . ~ay send a c ontrol grou7J t o assi st in 
~:J.ounting out 2hth Cor ps Garrison ~:::chelons " 
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5 :March ( Guan date) ( Ct-~.G t d) 

CTF 51 050435 is SUJJI~1.ry No. 29 covering TIJO situation as of 1200 (K) 
5 lv1:arch (D plus 14) . 

Cor:1GenA.AFPGA 050Ll-50 (pink) refers to staff setup for LEGUMINOUS (OKINAWA) 
and ·1:\fORKtiAN (TI!10 JI:"lA) . 

DepC01l20thAF 050452 (pink) reco;:n.:wnds that request of CincPOA for the 21st 
Bor.a.ber Co.dEJ.and to conduct reconnaissance of TSUSHDiiA STRJUTS be ap11roved provided it 
does not seriously interfere with the pril-::a.e Dission of the 20th AI! . 

ConAirPac 050615 (pink) recmx.-:tends that the CABOT, together vrith its Carrier 
Air Group (29), be returned f or Navy Yard availability prior to 15 Uarch. Cor.1A.irPac 
states that this Air Group is not fit for further combat. 

CTF 51 0.51015 is SuDr.:.ary No. 30 covering It/JO situation as of 1800 (K) 
5 March (D plus JA). 

Cincpac Adv. Hq. 051246 terrainates the designation of 2nd 1IarDiv as .Area 
Reserve for ITNO JD:ffi Operation. 

Cincpac Adv. Hq. 051410 (pink) recow:1ends to Con5thFlt that CABOT be retai.11ed, 
plus its Air Group (29), for partici9ation in the next operation (at least j~he 
initial stages). ~v 

6 Jlarch (Guam date) t, 
IWO JDlA - reorganization or the 5th FhibCorps was completed on the morning 

ot 6 March, no changes being made in the disposition or the front line divisions. 
Intense artillery preparation was laid down prior to jumpj ng ott. However, exception-
al.q slight gains were made along the entire front lines throughout the dq • 

SAN BERNARDINO S'l'RAI'l' has been swept with no mines being round. CASIGURAN 
SOUND and BAY are reported read;r tor immediate use. The airfield site at this lo-
cality was reported to be satistac'bo17. 

5 OBB are scheduled to leave IWO JDA on the atte:moon ot the 7th. This will 
leave 2 CA and 1 DD Squadron for tire support at the objective. 

BENNET (DD 473) reports a hole in her plating and a flooded compartment 
!rom an unknown cause. The damage inflicted could possib:cy be due to a dud bomb or 
torpedo dropped by a Bett7 which this destroyer shot down on 1 March. No personnel 
casualties were sutf'ered, but docld.ng will be required. 

British Pacific .Fleet arrived at MANUS on the 7th and is reported to be 
read;r for immediate dut7• . 

CanGenAAFFQA (Admin) 0321.35 (pink) discusses assignment ot certain Air Force 
units in the ICEBERG Operation. 

ComGenFOA 04055g outlines assignment o! A:rmr facilities on KAUAI. 

CinCPOA Pearl 051000 (pink) reatfirms to Cominch that it is essential that 
there be no reduction in bombardment strength assigned to POA. 

CinCPOA Adv • Hq. 060150 (pink) replies to ComWesSeaFron (Adm. Ingersoll) rela-
tive to possibilit7 of attack on u.s. West Coast. 
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6 March {Guam date) ( C\lut 1 d) 

- CTF 51 060500 is SuDDar7 .. No • . 3l _covering IWO situation as of 1200 (K) 
6 March (D plus · 15). -- . 

CTF 51 06102D is SUnJnar7 .No. 32 covering nvo situation as ot7 1800( ) 
6 March (D plus 15). 

. . ~' 
7 Jlarch (Guam date) ' 

At DIO JIMA on the 7th little progress was made by- aiV" of the divisions. 
Limited gains up to 500 yards were made by the 5th MB.rDiv on the extreme left flank 
and approximate:q 200 yards in the 'center and on the right flank. No advances were 
made by- 3rd or 4th Ma.rDivs. Casualties as of 1700 (K) 7 March: 685 officers, 13,6os 
enlisted men, of which 2,681 are listed as killed in action. 

The DVO JIMA Expeditiona:rr Force is to be reorganized effective 9 March. 
The naval forces pass to the control of Admiral Hill and the ground forces will be 
under the diredt control of Major General Schmidt, USMC. The Island Command asswnes 
the designation TG 10.16 until control is passed to ComFwdArea. 

300 B-29s are scheduled to take off at 2000 K(-10) on the 9th to bomb TOKYO 
at 03.30 (K) on the lOth. This strike is the largest scheduled up to the present time. 

CTF 58 260630 (pink) sets forth his suggested Task Force 58 organization 
tor ICEBERG. 

CTF 58 050817 (pink) outlines sortie date from ULITHI and strike dates for 
the ICEBERG Operation. 

Cincpoa Pearl 060324 (pink) authorizes 1st MarDiv to use KAUAI facilities 
for rehabilitation and staging following the ICEBERG ·Operation. 

CinCBPF 06J.:W> (pink) states that the 4th and Sth Submarine Flotillas are 
reporting for duty and requests co~irma.tion of continued assignment to SoWesPac 
Forces. 

Arnold 06]419 (pink) discusses requirements for 2 additional very- heavy 
bomb wings for emplo.yment in MIYAKO JIMA. 

CTF 51 0705lD is SUmrna.r7 No. 33 covering D'lO situation as or 1200 (K) 
7 llarch (D plus 16) • 

CTF 51 071100 is Summary No. 3/t. eovering IWO situation as of 1800 (K) 
7 March (D plus 16). 

CTF 51 071255 (pink) discusses evacuation of 4th and 5th MarDivs and dePa.rture 
or OBBs and recommends retaining mTERPRISE at IWO JIMA until night of 15 March. 

Cincpac at Washington 071.319 (pink) directs that fuel estimates for BPF be 
bases on training and passage between ports but no combat operation during Phase I 
or ICEBERG. 

Com5thFlt 072050 (pink) approves CTF 511 s despatch relative to evacuation of 
4th and 5th Ma.rDivs subject to develo~ents ashore, but desires earlier release of 
ENTERPRISE Group i.f night fighter squadron is read1" to take over at IWO JIMA. 
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S March (Guam date) 

Small but steady gains were made at IWO JDIA on the Sth. In the center of 
the line our troops are non within between 4/XJ and 500 yards of the coast. 

P-51s on the Sth flew their first strafing mission at IWO JIMA in support 
of the ground troops. 2 squadrons of P-5ls and 1 VMTB squadron have arrived. 

13th Bomber Canmand reports that a Liberator attacked an eneJI\Y CVE at 2225 I 
on the 6th at 117-48E 00-29N, (off E. coast of BORNEO in MAKASSAR STRAIT) • 3 hits 
were scored resulting in an explosion. The vessel was identified visu.alJ.J" to have 
been on course 020 at 20 knots and was dead in the water when last observed. 6 
en~ fighters were airborne in the vicinity but failed to close • 

8 squadrons of B-24s and 3 squadrons of P-JSs were scheduled to attack 
ZAMBOANGA targets nin prpparation for the amphibious assault scheduled for 10 March. 

14th AF planes attacked TOURANE (FRENCH INDO CHINA) on the 5th causing con-
siderable damage to planes and airfield facilities. 32 operational planes were 
still observed on the airfield, 6 other planes being destroyed. 

STERL.FJr (SS 392) reports sinld.ng a large tanker off TOKYO the night of the 
5th and a medium AK east of liTYAKI on the night of the lst. 

CanGenFMFPac 010151 (pink) discusses arrival of replacements for Marine 
Divisions to be employed in Hlase ni of ICEBERG Operation. 

CTF 58 060Sl0 (pink) answers Cincpac•s despatch relative to return of' the 
CAOOT and her Air Group for availability and reformation. 

Cauinch 071945 (pink) discusses availability of CBs for overseas empla,ment 
during 1945 and first part of 1946. 

CanGenFMFPac OSOOll (pink) makes further reference to replacement troops 
for emplOJment in ICEBERG. 

DepCom20thAF 080500 (pink) requests authority from Cincpac to lay' acoustic 
and magnetic mines without sterilizers in the forthcoming operation at SHIMONOSEKI 
STRAITS. 

Cincpac Adv. Hq. 080533 (pink) states that he will defer action on the re-
turn of the CABal' for availability until receipt of Com5thFleet 1 s recommendation. 

CTF 51 000550 is SUmrna.l7 No. 35 covering lWO JIMA situation as of 1200 (K) 
on the 8th (D plus 17). 

XXI Ban.Com 080730 (pink) outlines the operations to be conducted by the XXI 
Bomber Camnand in support of the ICEBERG Operation. 

Cincpac Adv. Hq. 0007 53 answers Cominch despatch relative to installation of 
quad 50 caliber guns on certain CVs. 

Cincpac Adv. Hq. 080903 (pink) informs Can.5thFlt that 21st BomCom is prepared 
to conduct picket boat sweep in conjunction with strikes in ICEBERG if' desired. 

~F 51 081045 is Smnma.r,- No • .36 covering lWO JIMA situation as of 1800 (K) 
on the 8th (D plus 17) • 

Cincpac Adv. Hq. 081445 (pink) requests information from Com5thFlt as to what 
missions he wishes BomCom 21 to carry out in connection with ICEBERG carrier ~~~· 
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2 March (Guam date) 

The landing at · ZAMBOANGA by forces of the Southwest Pacific Area is 
scheduled for tomorrow, 10 March. · 

323 B-29s took off from GUAM, TINIAN and SAIPAN at approximatel;r 1800 (K) 
on the 9th for an attack on TOKYO. Bombing commenced at 0040 (K) on the lOth. Pre-
liminary- reports indicate that results achieved were excellent. 

CTF 51 020135 (pink) discusses assignment; of ships assigned to his command 
in the forthcoming operations and makes recamnendations for provision of addi tiona.l 
escorts. 

Cincpoa. Pearl 060325 concurs in Comineh modification of Category of Defense 
in the UNALASKA Sector. 

GHQ Adv MANILA 000435 summarizes results of conference at 7th Fleet Head-
quarters on 26 Februa.rr relative to BW petroleum requirements at MANUS and LE!TE. 

CTF 51 000920 (pink) recommends that 5th Fleet direct ENTERPRISE to remain 
at mo JIMA to support troops and cover ships present instead of immediate retum 
to ULITHI. 

MarCorps 081942 (pink) outlines battle replacements to be assigned 5th Corps. 

CanWesSeaFron & Can.Gen WOO 090015 refers to possible fast carrier raid on 
West Coast prior to pending conference in San Francisco. 

Com5thFlt 0~147 answers CTF 51 recamnendation that ENTERPRISE remain at 
IWO JIMA and states that due to demands of ove~all situation ENTERPRISE should 
be sailed to arrive ULITHI morning of 12 March. 

Com5thFlt 090229 recommends that SHANGRI LA be sailed from PE .. mL to join 
Task Force 58 at earliest practicable date. 

DepCom20thAF 090555 (pink) approves BcmCom XXI scheduled participation in 
support of the ICEBERG Operation. 

Cincpac Adv Hq 090748 (pink) recamnends to Cominch that the 4th and Sth 
British SUbmarine Fl.etillas be assigned to 7th Fleet as or 1 :~ril. x/ 
10 Karch (Guam date) ~ v 

Most notable advances made on IWO JIMA on the lDth were carried out by the 
4th MarDiv in the north and central portions of their zone ot action. They are now 
within 200 to 250 yards of the coast in their sector. The 3rd and 5th MarDivs made 
very little headwa;r. 

Troops of the 41st Inf Div landed on ZAMBOANGA on the morning of the loth. 
Rear Admiral Royal landed the troops in this operation. The operation was carried 
out with ver.r little opposition being encounteres. On~ slight return machine gun 
fire was reported. 

- Continued -
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10 March (Guam date) ( Cont • d) 

ComNavGroup CHINA reports the presence of a great number of miscellaneous 
barges, ore carriers and small freighters in the vicinity of south em KOREA. Ex-
tensive rail, dock and warehouse facilities in this area indicate extensive use 
ot these ports for shipping from MANCHURIA and KOREA. 

KETE (SS369) reports sinld.ng .3 medium freighters on the night of the lOth 
in the RYUKYUS Area. 

The southern airfield at IWO JDA:A is now reported graded for 5000 teet, with 
airfield No. 2 scheduled · to be in operation around the 14th of March, provided the 
combat situation permits. 

TOKYO was hit on the nif)lt of 9-10 March by- 285 B-29s from an altitude of 
from 5000 to 9000 feet. Bombing was done both visuall.1' and by radar through l/10 
to 7/10 clouds. 2,377 tons of incendiaries_ were dropped on the TOKYO urban area 
resulting in the destruction of 15 square miles eomplet~4r burned out. Air oppo-
sition was slight and ineffective and AA varied from moderate to intense. An esti-
mated 7 5 to 100 searchlights were reported as being observed from landtall to the 
target. 5 B-29s landed at IWO JDIA on the morning of the loth, l of them going off 
the end of the runw~ and the other 4 making successful landings. These 4 took oft 
for the MARIM.JAS that afternoon. 

CTG 52.2 281036 (pink) recanmends that as many CVEs as practicable should 
be made available as rotating reliefs for the CVEs now assigned for the ICEBERG 
Speration; reference is made speeifiea.lly to CVEs scheduled to be RFS in the near 
future on the West Coast. (CTG 52.2 - R.Adm. Durgin). · 

ComFhibsPac 050120 (pink) concurs in Admiral Durgin's recommendation appear-
ing above and requests that certain CVEs be made available for Phase II of ICEBmG. 

Com5thFlt 080345 (pink) further concurs in recanmendations outlined in the 
two foregoing despatches. 

Joint Security Control. 082317 (pink) refers to deception program to be c~ 
ried out during movement ot 20th Bomber Command to the MARIANAS. 

CTF 51 091015 is SWnma.r7 No. 37 covering lWO situation as of 1800 on the 
9th (D plus lS). 

Cincpoa (Wash) 091337 (pink) outlines to CinC~PA the future scheduled em-
ployment of Marine Air Wing ONE in the Pacific Ocean Areas subsequent to 1 July. 

Can5thF1t 092359 (pink) outlines the planned track of TF 58 and requests 
CanSubPac to make an anti-picket boat sweep in advance of the proposed passage of 
the Task Force. 

CTG 51.21 100435 is Summary- No. 38 covering IWO situation as of 1200 on the 
lOth (D plus 19). 

Cincpac Adv • Hq. 100535 (pink) requests photographic coverage by CTF 58 of 
KERAMO RETTO and KEISE SHDU about L minus 9. 

CTF 51 100900 is SUmmary No. 39 covering IWO situation. as of 18007 he 
lOth (D plus 19). . . . 
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roy SEWS 
ll March (Guam date) 

Progress was good on D plus 20 (ll March) at IWO JIMA. We are now in con-
trol of the entire coastline along the eastern coast in the zone of action of the 
4th MarDiv and along the northern coast in the 5th Ma.rDiv zone. It is estimated 
that there are 1,000 Japs located in this extreme northern end of the island plus 
scattered elements yet to be eliminated by the 4th MarDiv. Our total casualties 
as of 1000 (K) 11 March are listed as: 17,463 of which 3,449 have been ld.lled in 
action. 

The RANDOLPH (CV15) was hit b7· a Jap suicide plane while at anchor at ULITHI 
at about 2000 the night of the 11th starting fires which were reported under control 
two hours later. Known casualties are reported as 1 dead and 25 injured. ~ sedond 
suicide plane crashed on SORLEN ISLAND at the same time, damaging certain buildings. 
Amplifying report will follow later. 

~5ls are apparentl.l" operating successtulll" fran IWO JIMA. They have been 
t]T-tng close support missione and have been hitting HAHA JIMA with reported exce1-
lent results. 

On the night of ll-12 March 3CJ7 B-29s were airborne for an incendiary attack 
on NAGOYA. 29lof these planes actu~ reached the target. The majority of the 
planes bombed visua.lly and reports of damage inflicted were from good to excellent. 
Moderate air opposition was encountered and AA indicated as moderate to intense. 

CTF 51 0506.30 recommends that Com5thFlt issue a directive to CanFwdArea to 
assume responsibility for defense and development of IWO JIMA upon completion of 
the capture and occupation phase which he estimates will be about lS !larch. 

CanAirPac Admin 080211 (pink} refers to 110V8111Bnts .Of . lfarine Air Groups and 
servicing facilities from OKINAWA to CHUSAN ARCHIPELAGO and establishment of an 
aircraft pool thereat. 

Com5thF1t 101400 (pink) outlines certain changes in his OpPJan 1-45 ( IC:EBERG) • 

Com5thFlt 102320 directs CTG 51.21 (I.Adm. Hill) and CTF 94 (V.Adm. Hoover) 
to determine date mnt~ agreeable !or transfer of responsibility tor defense and 
development of IWO JIMA. 

CTG 51.21 lllOOO is SUmma.r.r No. 41 covering IWO situation as of 1800 on 
the 11th (D plus 20). 

Ccm5thFlt lll216 swnm.a.rizes suicide crash on RANDOLPH at ULITHI.J/ 

12 lla.rch (Guam date) J ~ v 
On D plus 21 (12 March) majority of enenv resistance was centered at the ex-

treme northern portion of the island in the zone of the 5th MarDiv 1 organized resis-
tance having ceased in the 3rd a.nd 4th M.arDiv zones. Evacuation of the 4th MarDiv 
will commence 14 March. 

\ 

At ZAMBOANGA both airstrips have been captured and most of the defensive 
installations have been evacuated, the Japanese apparenji:cy- having withdrawn to the 
hills. 

- Continued -
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12 March (Guam date) ( l, .... ilt 'd) 

An amplify-ing report concerning the NAGOYA strike on the night of the ll-12th 
indicates that 240 B-29s dropped a total or 1480 tons or incendiaries on the urban 
abe& from an altitude of from 5 to 8000 feet. Majority of the bombing was carried 
out visual.J.T through 0/10 to 3/10 cloud cover. Photographs taken on the l2th re-
veal 786 acres of the NAGOYA urban area to be destroyed. Only 1 plane was lost on 
this mission. 

Oom.GenFMFPac 110205 and 110133 (pink) concern battle replacements for the 
5th Corps and also discusses rotation policy- to be carried out. 

Can5thFlt 110800 outlines urgent need for additional CVEs for current and 
future operations. 

Cincpac Adv. Hq. 121502 passes the above despatch to CanAirPac for co.nment. 

Com5thFlt 112347 (pink) infonns CinC&WPA that British carrier participation 
is cancelled tor the time being and outlines schedule of operations to be carried 
out ~uring the lst phase of ICEBERG. 

ComGenAAFPOA l200ll (pink) recommends to Cincpoa that release of 494th Bomb 
Group fran CinCSWPA control be given as 15 April. · 

CTG 51.21 120215 is Summary No. 42 covering IWO situation as of 1200 on 
the 12th (D plus 21). 

Cin.C&WPA 120345 (pink) outlines his strike schedule in support of ICEBERG 
for period L minus 16 through L minus 7. 

Can5thFlt 120420 refers to employment of CABOT in first phases or ICEBERG 
to be later released when RANDOLFH rejoins the Task Force. 

Cincpoa Adv. Hq. 120426 (pink) outlines certain changes to be made b7 
BanCom 21 in support of ICEBERG Operation. 

Cincpc;c Adv. Hq. 12D7 43 advises Com5thFlt that SHANGRI LA will not current:cy-
be assigned to TF 58. 

Cincpac Adv. Hq. 120752 (pink) outlihee plan for covering movement of the 
4th and 5th MarDivs from D¥0 JIMA to the HAWAIIAN Area. 

CTG 51.21 120905 is Summary No. 43 covering IWO situation as of 1800 on 
the 12th (D plus 21). 

Com5thFlt 120950 (pink) covers report on the suicide attacks made by 2 
twin engine eneii\T planes at ULITHI. .)! 
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~ March (Guam date) 
C1'F 58 is scheduled to sortie from ULITHI tomorrow, 14 March. 
No appreciable change is reported in the sitmation on IWO JDlA on D plus 22 

(13 March). Our forces landed on KAMA ROCK and KANGOKU ROCK on 13 March (W of IWO). 
No enenzy" forces were found but there were signs of previous occupation. Our total 
casualties as of 12 March - 18,586 of which .3, 758 are listed as KIA; 20,000 eneli\T 
are reported to have been either buried or sealed up in caves as of this date. 

The American Flag is scheduled to be officially raised at IWO JIMA at 0930 
14 March. 

The officer in charge of the survey of CASIGURAN BAY reports raising the 
American Flag in CASIGURAN TOON on the 13th. All Japanese who were previous:cy-
reported in CASIGURAN had cleared the area. 

RANDOLFH 120510 summarizes damage caused b7 KAMEKAZI crash. 

CanAlliedAirForces SNPA 130022 (pink) outlines schedule of fast carrier 
strikes to ComAF 5, ean.AF 1.3 and ComAir7thFlt and outlines operations to be carried 
out, in conjunction therewith in support of ICEBERG Operation. 

Clncpac Adv • Hq. 130050 authorizes Com.5thF1t to make such adjustments of 
CAOOT and RANDOLFH Air Groups as he sees fit. 

CTG 51.21 1302.35 is Sumrna.ry' No. 44 covering ITNO situation as of 1200 on 
the 13th (D plus 22). 

Cincpoa Adv. Hq. 130547 (pink) requests CTF 58 to obtain certain photo 
reconnaissance of THE NINGPO Area. 

CTG 51.21 (R.Adm. Hill) 1.30920 is Sumrna.ry' No. 45 covering IWO situation 
as of 1800 on the 13th (D plus 22). 

COMAF 13 (LEITE) 131200 (pink) states that he will support ICEBERG Operation 
by continuing Search Plan nJn and furnishing convoy cover from LEYTE to OKINAWA 
canmencing 23 March. 

BomCom 21 131215 (pink) outlines his plan for operations in support; w 
ICEBERG. ~ 

¥t March (Guam date) 

The backbone of the enenw appears to have been broken as a result of the 
operations during 14 March (D plus 23) at IWO JIMA. Scattered poekets exist. through-
out the area that has been overrun by our forces and there is · still heavy enenv 
resistance at the most northern portion of the island. Many attempts were made 
by the Japs to infiltrate through our lines during the day; however, all of these 
attempts were repulsed. Our casualties as of noon 14 March were: 18, 982 of 
which .3,844 are listed as killed in action. 

TF 58 is enroute to the i'ueling rendezvous. Five submarines are now com-
mencing an anti-picket boat sweep along the projected track of the force. 2 DDs 
are conducting a diversionary sweep along the fo:rmer route that was taken by TF 58 
in its raids on TOKYO. 
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14 March (Guam date) (Cont 'd) 

CTG 51.21 estimates that IWO defense and development will be turned over 
to CTF 94 (V.Adm. Hoover) on the 21st. 

No further positive results have been reported in the searches for 
Lt.Gen. M.F. Harmon. 

On the night of 13-14 March 'Z79 B-29s dropped 2,045 tons of incendiaries 
on the OSAKA urban area. Bombing was carried at an altitude from 5,000 to 10,000 
feet. Maey large fires were observed. Enemj" opposition was slight and reported 
as ineffective. AA intensity was varied. No B-29s were lost in this mission. 
This is the first mission of any considerable size that BomCom lXI has experienced 
no loss in planes or personnel. 

AAFPOA ADMIN 120325 (pink) discusses completion date of northwest VLR 
fields on GUAM. 

Com5thFlt 130544 requests information from CTF 51 (V.Adm. Turner) regard-
ing who Will act as SOPA during the nex.t operation until Vice Admiral Turner's 
arrival. 

CG 2oth BomCom 131204 (pink) outlines searches to be carried out by that 
command prior to ICEBERG. 

Cincpoa Adv. Hq. 131621 (pink) outlines his understanding of operations 
to be carried out by CinCSVvPA in support of ICEBERG and requests confirmation of 
his understanding regarding this program. 

Cincpac PEARL 132050 (pink) advises Cominch that he has no information 
regarding arrangements for a:ny British base in the PHILIPPINES. 

Cincpac 132051 states that ~GRI LA will continue training replacement 
groups in PEARL until further orders are issued. 

ComGenFMFPae 132107 (pink} concerns battle replacements original.4r scheduled 
for GUAM to be diverted to PEARL. 

Cincpac Adv • Hq. 132234 advises Com5thFlt that SHANGRI LA will continue 
training at PEARL. 

CinCBPF 132353 (pink) discus sea possible .: employment of Mosquitoes (twin-
engine light ban.bers) for an attack in the future. 

Cincpoa Adv. Hq. 140015 (pink) advises CinCSWPA that a firm date of 15 April 
has been given as release of the 494th Bomb Group to POA control. 

Cincpoa PEARL 140047 (pink) refers to the Arn(y" FOA conference to be held by 
ComGenPOA and outlines the assumptions and plans covering this meeting. 

CTG 51.21 140250 is SUmmary No. 4h covering IWO situation as of 1200 on 
the 14th (D plus 23) • 

BanCom 21 140414 (pink) states concurrence in certain changes requested by 
Cincpoa. covering air support in ICEBERG Operation. 
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14 March (Guam date) ( Cont 'd) 

Cincpac Adv. Hq. 140748 (pink) advises DepCom 2oth AF regarding target 
priorities for scheduled 21st BomCom strike on KYUSHU. - . . 

Cinepac Adv. Hq. 140750 (pink) ot;ttlines to Com5thFlt the scheduled opera-
tions of BomCom 21 in support of ICEBERG. 

Cincpac Adv. Hq. 111Yl52 (pink) informs various commands that British Task 
Force 11.3 will shortly be available for participation in ICEBERG and will be sub-
ject to withdrawal on 7 dqs notice. 

BomCom 21 .140800 (pink) requests information from Cincpac as to prioritt 
targets on KYUSHU. · 

CinCBPF 141205 (pink) directs CTF 11.3 (V • Adm. H.B. Rawlings, R.N.) to 
direct TF 11.3 and TF 112 to report to Cincpac for dut:r in connection with operation 
ICEBERG. J 
1~ March (Guam date) . / f r 

Mopping up continues on IWO JD!A. The northern portion of the island still 
holds out as well as certain isolated pockets on the northeastern portion of the 
island. 

TF 58 is approaching the fue~ rendezvous. 

250-300 B-29s from the 21st BomCan will take off at 1800K ( -10) on the 16th 
for a scheduled night attack on KOBE. All planes will be loaded with incendiaries. 

Buckner CcmGen 10 140403 refers to establishment of a Far Westem Pacific 
Base Command in the BUNKHOUSE (RYUKYUS) area as soon as that area is declared se-
cured. 

CTG 51.21 150225 is Summary No. 4S covering IWO situation as of 1200 on 
the 15th (D plus 24). 

ComGenAAFPOA Admin 150505 (pink) refers to fighter groups being assigned to 
20th AF. 

CTF 113 150611 (pink) states that TF 113 and TF ll2 are reporting to Cincpac 
for duty and states that they will be ready to sail from MANUS by 1200 K 17 Uarch. 

Cincpoa 150654 (pink) requests use or LEYTE anchorage for British carrier 
task force and Fleet Train while participating in the ICEBERG Operation. 

Cincpoa Adv. Hq. 150656 (pink) directs TF 113 to proceed to ULITHI to top 
ott from u.s. tankers prior to participation in ICEBERG. · 

Cincpoa Adv. Hq. 150658 (pink) advises Com5thFlt that unless he hears to the 
contrary he will direct TF 113 to maintain neutralization of airfields in the SAKA-
SHDA:A GUNTO in accordance with concept 5thFlt 's Opl')pn 1-45. Also states that TF ll3 
will asswne the designation of TF 57 upon departure from ULITHI. 

Cincpoa Adv. Hq. 1507 40 advises ComGenPOA that he does not concur in the flt.r-
ther assignment of responsibilities for ~ Base Command administration to 9fficers 
serving as Island Canma.nders and exercise unified command over all services mvolved. 
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15 March (Guam date)(tJvnt 'd) . 

Cincpa.c Adv. Hq. 151235 advises CinCBPF that TFs ll2 and 113 be prepared 
to function without shore facilities when they arrive at LEYTE and that British 
reserve carrier aircraft on shore will be authorized and established when Pacific 
Fleet carrier aircraft pool is activated. 

Fleet Admiral Nimitz and Rear Admiral Sherman returned from Washington _ y{ 
conference with Fleet Admiral King. ~v 

16 March (Guam date) ( 

Organized resistance on IWO JIMA was announced as overcome at 1800 K (-10) 
16 March (D plus 25). It is estimated that the island will be officia.ll;r turned 
over to the Island Commander about 22 March. Total casualties are reported as 
19,938 of which 4,189 are listed as killed in action. 

On the night of 16-17 March 321 B-29s made an incendiary attack on KOBE. 
Canplete reports have not been reeei ved but preliminary reports indicate that sub-
stantial damage was caused. Fighter opposition was reported as being exceptionall;y 
meager and AA described as light. Majority . of the squadrons bomb~d by radar. 

Cincpoa Adv. Hq. 160604 (pink) advises ComGenAAFroA that he does not concur 
in the assignment of fighters to the 2oth AF. 

Cincpac Adv. Hq. 16CY746 suggests reduction of 10% of personnel in Marine 
detachments in Pacific Fleet combatant ships in order to alleviate the critical 
Marine Corps personnel situation. 

Cincpoa Adv. Hq. 160916 directs CTF 58 and CTF 93 to brier pilots mot to 
attack the Emperor's Palace until further orders are issued. 

CTG 51.21 160920 is Summary No. 51 covering JJNO situation as of 1800 on 
the 16th (D plus 25). 

CinCSWPA 161.611 {pink) advises Cincpoa that LEITE anchorage will be aTa.il-
able for British Carrier Task Foree while participating in ICEBERG. ,,, Al({ 
17 March {Guam date) 

1 'ff " 
Mopping up operations continue on IWO JIMA. The 4th MarDiv is now reembark-

ing, the 3rd MarDiv is to assume the responsibility for the 4th MarDiv's zone or 
action. 5th MarDi v is scheduled to conmence re-embarking tomorrow. 

No reports from TF 58. Picket boat sweep was ccmpleted with negatdve results. 

TF 92 (R.Adm.McCrea) reports bombing MATSUNA on the afternoon of' the 16th. 
- Heavy fires were observed. Light gunfire was returned but no damage was incurred 

by our ships. 

SEACAT (SS 399) reports sinking a small AK s. of KOREA. 

sroT (SS 413) reports sinld.ng a medium AK and damaging another in FORMOSA 
STRAITS. 

Amplifying report gives results of the KOBE incendiary attack on the night 
of the 16th-17th as follows: 305 B-29s dropped approximately 2500 tons of' incendiary 
bombs both visually" and by radar from 5000 to 10000 feet. The weather was reported 

- continued -
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17 March (Guam date) '"'-..~nt 'd) 

as ranging from CAVU to 10/10 clouds. Numerous fires were reported as being 
observed. 3 B-29s are missing for unknown reasons. 

21st BomCom 170945 (pink) advises Cincpac that between .Z7 March and l April 
1500 mines will be laid in the SHIMONOSEKI STRAITS. 

lB lla.rch (Guam date) ~ 

TF 58 attacked KYUSHU targets todq. No reports have Been received as to 
damage inflicted as yet. 

On the morning of 18 March elements of the 40th Int. Di v. landed on the 
southern shores of PANAY in the ILOILO area. No opposition was encountered up until 
the time of the report which was l015I. Approximate4" 14,000 5WPA troops are involved 
in this operation. Subsequent landings in this area are scheduled for GUIMARAS and 
NEGROS OCCIDENTAL. 

SUbmarine activity was brisk. SPRINGER (SS 414) reports sinking a DD just 
west of OKIN&VA at 0400 on the morning or the 18th. TRIGGER (SS 237) sank an AK 
and damaged another west of AMAMI 0 SHIMA. :roMFRET (SS 391) made an attack on a 
Jap submarine ott BUNGU SUIDO but failed to score a hit. Report, indicates that she 
is doing an "end around" and hopes to make another attack on the same target. SPOT 
(SS 413) sank a large AK, another unknown type of ship and made attacks on several 
other AKs and DDs with negative results. In addition, she engaged an All with gunfire 
reporting scrne damage incurred by making hits with 5-ineh and several 40mm. Return 
fire inflicted damage on the SPOT to the extent that both radars and #2 periscope 
were hit. 

On the night of the l~h-19th 294 B-29s banbed NAGOYA vrith incendiaries. 
Preliminary' reports indicate that results were good. Uajorit,- of squadrons report 
a general conflagration in the area. VF opposition was reported as being slight and 
AA light to moderate. No report on losses has as yet been received. 

Caninch 171.343 (pink) directs Cincpoa to formulate a plan for detection and 
interception of a possible Japanese carrier raid on the west coast of the United 
states. 

Cincpac Adv. Hq. 100810 informs certain commands that the LEI'l'E-SAVAR Naval. 
Base is expected to replace ULITHI as an advanced base prior to the advent of the 
typhoon season at ULITHI and requests concurrence of CINCSWPA. to utilize anchorages 
and facilities in that area. 

Cincpoa Adv. Hq. 181322 (pink) outlines the scheduled operations to be car-
ried out by the British Pacific Fleet during the ICEBERG Operation and sets forth 

·the units which will participate therein. 

L 
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19th March (Guam date) 

Com.5thFlt reports that the FRANKLIN ( CV 1.3) was hit on the morning of the 
19th by a suicide plane earr.ying a banb. IncGmplete reports indicate that bad fires 
were started. , The FRANKLIN is now in tow by the PITTSBURG (CA 72) on a. souther]¥ 
course. Evident4" this carrier was hit while south of SHIKOKU. Com5thFleet has re-
quested fleet tugs to take the FRANKLIN in tow. 

No reports have been received on the KYUSHU strikes other than that the re-
sults were ugood"• 

In the Southwest Pacific Area reports indicate that all unloading has been 
canpleted at PANAY and that re-suppq echelons are underway. Landings on GUIMARAS 
ISLANDS are planned for the night of the 19th. 

A report has been received fran ComNavGroupCHINA stating that on the 17th 
Allied planes damaged a large Japanese naval air transport plane forcing it to crash 
land near HAIMEN. Report indicates that an admiral and 32 other passengers were 
aboard the plane. 8 passengers were shot, 4 captured and 21 burned. · 

Cincpac Adv. Hq. 191235 states that TF 58 attacked KYUSBU on the lath and 
KOBE-KURE on the 19th and further states that FR.ANKLIN (CV 1.3) had been hit. 

Cincpac 191330 (pink) sets forth the estimated. ultimate requirements of VPB 
squadrons for anti-submarine warfare tasks in the forward.r-a.rea. 

Cinepac Adv. Hq. 191.332 coooerns employment of search aircraft staging through 
IWO JIMA. 

20 March (Guam date) 

Can5thFlt submitted preliminary report on strike results for 18-19 March. 
Despatch was sent to a search plane and relayed to Cincpac by base. Report; follor~s: 
Enemy aircraft destroyed - 200 in the air, .Z'/5 on the ground; Probabl;r damaged or 
destroyed - 100 first day, large number second day. Large number of hangars, shops 
and other installations destroyed at ma.ny airfields. on storage tanks were hit at 
KONOYE and KURE Air Depots and at KURE Naval Base. Ships damaged: 6 small freighters 
sunk, 7 damaged. 18 canbatant vessels damaged, including: 1 XCV, 1 or 2 BB., 2 or 3 
CV, 2 CVL or CVE, 2 CVE, 1 CA, 1 CL, 4 DD, 1 SS and 1 DEe Own casualties: .3 aircraft 
losses; FRANKLIN damaged but now making 15 knots; 4 other CV damaged, but none seri-
ous4r - all are ful.:cy' operational. 

Intelligence report states one ATAGO Class and one NACHI Class cruiser lett 
smGARlRE at noon of the 18th, followed four hours later by a destroyer. 

BALAO (SS 285) sank two transports and a possible escort at 131 122E on the 
19th, and destroyed 4 junks later in the day. 

DEVILFISH (SS 292) was bombed by Zeke and can submerge onl.\v' to 90 feet. 
210000Z position 25-38 N, 137~30 E proceeding at 15 knots with PB4Y air cover via 
GULLET and SMOKESTACK to S.AIP AN. . 

Total casualties in· DlO operation reported as 20,454, broken d<Mn as fol.l.c:Jws: 
IaA - 41 4211 WIA - 15,647; MIA - 3S6. Total estimated ene:~Q" dead - 21,1S4J 202 POWs or whicn 1.34 are Japs and 68 Koreans. This report as o£ 1700(K) 20 March. 

- Continued -
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20 March (Guam date) ( Cont' d) 

On the night of the 18-19th 289 B-29s dropped 1,833 tons on the NAGOYA urban 
area from 4,500-8,000 feet. Photos taken on the 19th, partia~ smoke obscured, shCM' 
.65 square miles destroyed, making a total of 2.8 square miles of NAGOYA destroyed • 
.30 enem;r aircraft 1vere sighted and 14 made attacks. AA was more intense than in pre-
vious mission. 1 B-29 ditched SO miles NW of IWO JDrA. 10 survivors were rescued by-
the GATLING (DD 671). 

Caminch & CNO 192017 authorizes Cincpoa to issue a directive to reduce Marine 
detachments in combatant ships by 10%. 

CinCBPF 2W740 (pink) outlines his position in regard to BPF base in the 
forward area. 

Cincpac Adv. Hq. 200847 (pink) sets forth the search plan to be placed in 
effect 1 April to provide air search and anti-submarine patrols along shipping lanes 

· ~etween ENIWETOK, the MARIANAS and Western CAROLINES. 

, Cincpoa Adv. Hq. 200851 (pink) modifies the garrison air force to be employed 
in MIYAKO JDtA (Marine units to be employed instead of Arm;y). 

Cincpa.c Adv. Hq. 201340 (pink) advises ComAirPac that fast carriers such as 
SHANGRI-LA and RANGER are to be ready for emergency combat employment. 

CTU 50.5 • .3 2017'$) relays the message from Can5thFlt relative to results ot 
strike on Empire targets by TF 58 on March 18th and 19th. 

21 Karch (Guam date) 

In a second air attack on the late aftemoon of the 20th the ENTERPRISE (CV6), 
which had been hit earlier in attacks on the lSth, was again hit. She and the WASP 
(CV 18) have been ordered to UllTHI for repairs. 

Also ordered to ULITHI for omvard routing to mARL are the FRANKLIN (CV 1.3) 
and SANTA FE. HAlSEY POWELL (DD 686) was also hit and slowed to 10 lm.ots due to 
steering gear damage. The Japs launched a torpedo plane attack the night of the 20th, 
but no damage was reported. Several planes were shot dawn by AA fire and night fight-
ers. 

CanAF 20 192042 outlines banbing policy of the 20th AF with specific reprd 
to bombing the Emperor's Palace. 

Cincpac Adv. Hq. 200230 advises CanSoPac that ComGen Slst Division can carry 
out such training as is desired by him but that the troop division nmst be ready for 
departure on 7 days notice. 

Cincpoa Pearl 202153 (pink) outlines the urgenc.y for increased hospital facili-
ties in the MARIANAS for .A:m\1 forces in future operations and suggests that establish-
ment of a 5,000 bed hospital at TINIAN is the most desirable arrangement. 

Cincpoa Adv. Hq. 202325 (pink) advises MacArthur that in order to properlY 
plan deployment of POA divisions Cincpoa requests what facilities will be available 
in the PHIUPPINES for POA ground forces and that if complete cancellation or the SUP-
port by &lPA is contemplated, advises that SoPae service troops must be returned to 
support roA forces. 
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21 March (Guam date) ( C""_ .. c. t d) 

21st BanCom 202332 (pink) advises that no additional reconnaissance of 
TSUSHIMA STRAITS has been accomplished as requested by Cincpoa, pointing out that . 
any reconnaissance of TSUSHIMA STRAITS will detract from 21st BomCan • s primary attacks 
against KYUSHU and the mining . of SHIMONOSEKI STRAITS. 

Com5thFlt 210030 swnma.rizes preliminary damage to surface ships dU:ring the 
period 18 thru 20 March. 

Cincpoa Adv. Hq. 2ll.358 (pink) states that he does not desire to detract fran 
either the mining program or the attacks against KYUSHU in order to accomplish recon-
naissance of TSUSHIMA STRAITS. 

Cincpoa Adv. Hq. 210014 (pink) modifies his 6pPlan J..4-44 for Operation ICEBERG~ 
outlining support by SliP A, Bom.Com. 20 and BomCom 21. ~/ . . /1' c 
22 Jrarch (Guam date) } " 

TF 58 has now been reorganized. Of the 5 damaged carriers, the INTREPID and 
the YORKTCWN are to remain with the force and the other CVs, FRANKLDI, ENTERPRISE and 
WASP are organized as TG 58.2 and will proceed to ULITHI along with the SANTA FE and 
DesRon 52. On arrival at ULITHI the FRANKLIN and SANTA FE are scheduled to return to 
PEARL; ENTERPRISE and WASP to be repaired at ULITHI, possibly one at GUAM, and rejoin 
TF 58 when they are again fit for service. 

TF 5S, which now comprises .3 groups, is scheduled to strike OKINAWA tomorros. 

, 6 PB4Y-2s hit WAKE on the 20th with 14 tons of bombs. Returning pilots report-
ed that rUilW'ays at WAKE are criss-crossed with dragon's teeth. 

FOFMOSA was hit by 40 B-24s of the 5th AF on the 20th. No interception by 
enemy fighters was eneoWltered, although a reported 25 aircraft were observed airborne 
in .3 different localities, they made no aggressi~e move whatsoever. 

convoy. 

SEAL! ON ( SS .315) sank an unescorted tanker off the MALAY Coast on the 17th. 

BALlO (SS 285) reports 2 possible hits in unidentified ships of a YELI.aJ SEA 

The British task force (TF llJ) is scheduled to sortie fran ULITHI tomorrow 
morning. After sortie, this task force will assume the designation Task Force 57. 

CTF 58 21090.3 sets forth the reorganized composition of Task Force 58 effective 
21 llarch. 

Cincpac Adv. Hq. 220S50 directs ComMa.rGils to cease strild.ng enenv airfields 
in the MARSHALLS. 

Cincpoa Adv. Hq. 220S5.3 (pink) requests 20th AF to obtain photographs of the 
SHANTUNG PENINSULA. 

DepCom 20th AF 222.31S (pink) quotes message received from ComGen 20th AF rela-
tive to exchange of fighter groups for emplo,yment as VLR escorts. 

Cincpac Adv. Hq. 222.3.31 (pink) recommends to Cominch that he endeavor to ex-
tend the loan of 4 British CVEs from April until 1 July in view of e ·. ent urgent re-
quirements for these ships. \Nf 2 578 



23 March (Guam date) 

An amplifying report from Com.5thF1t gives final scores on enerrtr aircraft de-
stroyed 18-21 March (2-dq attack on Empire and the 2 subsequent days): 

Destroyed in the Air 
1 

Over the target ••••••••••••••••••••••• l6S 
B.r C.AP •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• al,. 
~ AA fire •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ 

Total destroyed in the air •••• • 281 
Destroyed on Ground ....................... g}_2 

Total destroyed •···•••••••••••• '"55b 
Probably destroyed or damaged •••••••••••• m 

Grand Total Destroyed or Damg' d. 731 

This represents an increase of Sl planes shot down and 75 planes probabl;r destroyed 
or damaged over the earlier report. 

. CTF 58 reports that photographic evidence reveals the following damage to 
air installations during the KYUSHU attacks: 

Nittagahara ~) 
Kagoshima ) - 3/4 to totally destroyed 

Kanoya - 1/2 destroyed 

Ji:cy'azaki ) Omura) 1/ Oita ) - 3 destroyed 
Saeki - some damage by' strafing and rocketing. 

WASP (CV 18) reports damage received on the morning of 19 March. A Judy 
dove on her out of the overcast from ahead and released a bomb which struck amidships 
and detonated while passing through the second deck, causing extensive damage on the 
2nd, 3rd and 4th decks. Number 4 firerocm, galley, laundry, berthing facilities for 
400 men, firemains amidships, and nwnber 3 elevator are all out of commission. 102 
men were killed and 200 injured. Fires were extinguished rapidly and flooding con-
trolled. Nonnal flight operations were resumed within an hour. 

In the earl¥ morning of 23 March, the HAGGARD (DD 555) rammed and sank a 
Japanese submarine at 22-57 N 132-19 E. The ship sustained considerable damage to 
her stem from ramming and to her electrical and electronic equipnent from underwater 
explosions when the submarine sank. HAGGARD is novv enroute ULITHI with UHl1lANN (DD687] 

At IWO JIM! unloading and re-embarkation of troops has been Slovred by bad 
weather. ZUNI (ATF 95) broached while attempting to salvage the lJST 7Z7 • 

Extensive iee flows encountered forced DesRon 57 to abandon bombardment of 
SURIBACHI. 

Cincpoa Adv. Hq. 23053$ (pink) advises Com5thFlt that the battleships or TF 57 
ma;r bombard ISHIGAKI as an a.lternati ve to MIYAKO on Z7 or 2S March. 

Cincpac Adv. Hq. 230620 (pink) concerns escorts for suppof& shipping for 
LEGUMINOUS. 

Cincpoa. Adv. Hq. 230841 (pink) covers the probable reduction in A.r.nv Service 
Units due to the fact that Marine squadrons will be employed in MIYAKO instead of the 
original employment of Arn\Y units. 
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t fbi 3287. 

g3 March (Guam date) ,_ ..~nt 'd) 

MacArthur 230900 states his concurrence in making anchorages and facilities 
available at LEITE for POA forces. · 

Cincpoa · Adv • Hq. 231201 (pink) advises Caninch that he . still adheres to his 
views previouszy expressed relative to operational control of fighters by 20th AF. 

Cincpoa Adv. Hq. 231952 advises CinCSWPA that it is Cincpoa 1s intention to 
te:nninate logistic support of the North SOLOMONS on 30 April unless otherwise re-
quested. 

Fleet Admiral Nimitz is scheduled to visit IWO JIMA tcmorrow. 

~ 
AA March (Guam date) · 

Bad weather hampered operations of TF 58 on the 2.3rd. Towns, airfields and 
installations in KEBBfA RET'i'O and on OKINAWA, .AMA.UI and Mm.AMI were bombed, rocketed 
and strafed with a lo'ss of 2 ot our VF. .3 Jap planes were destroyed. TG 58.1 on a 
shipping strike damaged 2 small cargo ships and 2 escorts west of OKmAWA, sank a 
cargo ship, 1 small craft and damaged 1 large, 1 small cargo ship, 1 DE and many 
small craft. 

Detailed damage reports to CVs: YORKTOWN was hit on signal bridge by' a 600 
pound bomb which· detonated outside the ship at second deck level, tore a 15 foot square 
hole in the side, and general4" perforated the ship's side fran flight deck to water 
line. 4 dead, 18 injured. Operating ability not impaired. DJTREPID had onl.1' minor 
damage when a twin-engine plane was shot down close aboard. 1 ld.lled, 1.3 injured. 
WASP damage reported yesterdq. ENTERPRISE first hit on moming of 18th by a plane 
(probab4" Judy) with a 600 pound banb on her forward elevator. Low order detonation 
caused minor damage and same casualties (number not stated). Second hit put out her 
main radio, voice circuits, sky forward, main CIC, and pr:i..mary flight control station. 
There were .ma.ny fires on deck. Cause of damage and casualties not stated. FRANKLIN's 
report is quoted in full: 

11AT 0708/19 MARCH FRANKLIN HIT BY AT LEAST 2 PROBABLY 3 BOMBS. WHILE LAUNCHING 
DECK ATTACK LOAD BOMBS AND TIM LOADED PLANES X 36 VF 9 VB AIRBORNE mCLUDING 
AIR GROUP CCliDR X NEAR MISS PORT QUARTER AT 1500!( -9) X PRELDfiNARY DAMAGE 
ESTIMATE FLIGHT DECK AND GALLERY DECK CWPIETELY WRECKED AND TORN APART BY 
EXPLOSIONS AND GUTTED BY FIRE X ALL ELEVATORS WRECKED X HANGAR DECK COM-
PLETELY GUTTED WARPED AND LARGE HOLE FRAME 170 DOWN TO 4TH DECK X DAMAGE 
REPORT X 2ND DECK AFT OF FRAME 18 BURNED OUT X 3RD DECK AFT OF FRAME SO 
DAMAGED BY EXPLOSIONS BY FIRE AND FLOODING X AFrER '!WIN 5 INCH MOUNT X 
READY MAGAZINES EXPLODED X ALL MAGAZINES PROBA.BIX FLOODED AND EXTENSIVE 
FIRE DAMAGE IN ISLAND X COLLATERAL WIRE AND EXPLOSIONS DAMAGE THRUOUT SHIP X 
TOP MAST DONN X ABOUT 1500 PERSONNEL TRANSFER.Rm OR PICKED UP BY OTHER 
SHIPS X ABOUT 250 MEN 5 OFFICERS ON OOARD X ESTD!ATE 1200 KILLED MISSING 
OR UNACCOUNTED FOR X CAPTAIN A J ISBELL USN PASSENGER KILLED X FIRES OUT . 
STEERING CONTROL REGAINED X LIST UNDER CONTROL X STEAMING AT 13 KNOTS WITH 
4 BOILERS AND ON 2 ENGINES X DONN BY THE TAIL BUT CHINS UP" 

On the 24th a total of 260 planes took part in attacks throughout the PHILIP-
PmES (north and central LUZON areas) dropping appronmate4' 100 tons or bombs on 
various targets. 

Photographs of IE SHIMA taken on the 22nd show ·that all runways and taxiwqs 
on the island were trenched and blasted to prevent use. 
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?FE SESBJIT 
24 March (Guam date) .1t 'd) 

Photographs taken by 21st Bomber Command of NAGOYA on the 24th shov1 an ad-
ditional unreported burned out section in this area which makes a total of roughly 
6 square miles of NAGOYA completely destroyed. 

On the night 24th-25th 230 effective B-29s made a strike on the M:itsubishi 
Engine Works at NAGOYA. The attack was carried out at between 6,000 and S 000 feet 
and results were reported as being generally EOtcellent. Majority of plane~ bombed 
the target bY' radar. 

Cominch 2ll4lt2 refers to release of British CVEs current:cy- on loan to POA. 

ANPB 231304 outlines the world-wide tanker shortage and further states that 
everything possible is being done to augment deliveries presently programmed to FOA. 

Cincpoa Adv. Hq. 241138 concurs in 20th Bomber Command's plan to mine the 
SAIGON, SHANGHAI, CAPE ST JACQUES, SINGAPORE and CAMRANH BAY areas prior to 1 April. 

Caminch & CNO 241802 (pink) directs that the subject of the retur.n of the 
British CVEs be held in abeyance until further instructions. 

Fleet Admiral Nimitz and Vice Admiral McMorris together with staff members 
visited IWO JIM!. . ;} 

/ I 
25 March (Guam date) 

In the ICEBERG Operation conditions are reported favorable for initial land-
ings in the KERAMA RETTO by the 77th InfDi v, scheduled to commence on 26 March (L-6). 
Hydrographic missions have been canpleted and surf conditions on all beaches in the 
island chain are reported as good and are expected to remain favorable throughout L-6; 
highest surf noted was two feet. UDT reconnaissance indicates sane beaches not suit-
able for LCVPs, but LVTs will be able to go aver or through all offshore reefs. Sched-
uled minesweeping completed with negative results, except for 5 drirters sunk. Aerial 
reconnaissance and photo interpretation indicate no increase over estimated opposition 
(1, 500-2,000 enemy in KERAMA RE'l'TO); heaviest opposition being anticipated on TOKA-
SHIKI SHIMA. Fire support missions, encountering onJ¥ light opposition from beaches, 
effected substantial destruction of villages behind landing beaches. 

Some units of TF 52 (R.Adm.Blandy) were detected during the approach to the 
objective on the night of the 24th/25th and were attacked by ene~ planes. Only ~ 
age reported was to ADAMS (DM27) which resulted from premature burst from 5-inch mount 
aft; 2 killed and 5 wounded. 

On the 24th, planes from TG 58.1 destroyed an enemy convoy ot 3 large AKs, 2 
DDs and 3 other escorts 150 miles NW of OKINAWA with a loss of 3 VTB. 

Capture and occupation phase has been completed at IWO and command transferred 
to CTF 94. C~ organization at DIO is as follows: IsCom, Maj.Gen. Chaney,USMC; 
Air Defense Canmander, Brig.Gen. Moore, AC, USA; SOPA (until departure about 2S March), 
R.Adm. Hill (CTG 51.21) • 

In the Southwest Pacific, the Americal Division (less 1 RCT) is scheduled to 
bedn landing on CEBU ISLAND on the 26th. The operation will be conducted in 3 phases: 
(1) Seizure and occupation of CEBU City-MACTAN IS. area; (2) Seizure of facilities and 
town of TAGBILARAN on BOHOL IS.; and (3) Seizure of town and airfield of DUMAQUETE on 
NEGROS ORIENTAL. 14,512 troops are involved in this operation with 2 RCT in reserve. 
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25 March (Guam date) (~_at' d) 

An ampl.i.fying report of the B-29 strike on NAGOYA on the night of 24/25 
March states that 221 B-29s dropped 1635 tons on the Mitsubishi Engine Factory from 
5,800 to 9,800 feet. Air opposition was nil to moderate and ineffective; AA accurate, 
varying in caJiber and intensity. 5 B-29s are missing, 3 believed lost over the tar-
get and the reason for loss of the others unknown. Total burned out area is 5.0 sq. mi., which represems about 11.6% of the total city area. 

Cincpoa Pearl 202156 covers critical shortage of construction troops for de-
ployment in POA and suggests that all using agencies contribute labor from general 
service troops and other personnel available. 

Cominch & CNO 231302 (pink) directs Com7thFlt not to make ccmnitments for 
British submarine bases in the HIILIPP!NES. 

Cincpoa Pearl. 242243 makes recCIDIIlendations to Ccm7thFlt relative to establish-
ment of aviation facilities and aircraft pools at SAMAR and OEBU. 

Cincpoa Adv.Hq. 250331 recommends to Cominch that aircraft and personnel of 
PacFlt Flag Transport Unit be made a separate aquadron in NatsPa.c under administrative 
control of ComNatsPac and operational control of Cincpac. 

Cincpoa Adv .Hq. 250429 states that employment of Privateer Squadron, tempor-
ari~ deployed in Ma.rGils, should be such as to maintain its combat readiness for 
fomard movement, and that it should be used primari~ for search rather than attack 
on enemy shore positions. 

Cincpoa Adv.Hq. 250608 (pink) requests ComGenroA to advise What portion ot 
the 98th InfDiv can be made available for designation as Area Reserve for ICEBERG. 

Cincpac 250730 (pink) concerns availability of shipping for movement of $i-
vance base components from rear to i'o:rward llasea. / ..J. 
26 !larch (Guam date) /1 ' 

The initial step in the ICEBERG Operation appears to be proceeding satisfactori~ 
Air attacks and naval gunfire bombardment were carried out prior to the landings on 
YAKABI, AKA, GERUMO, HOKAJI and" ZAMAili SHDIA in the KERAMA RETTO. Opposition was re-
ported as being either nil or light and HOKAJI and GERUMO were reported as being se-
cured by noon of the 26th. During these operations 71 Japs were reported killed plus 
5 POWs plus 200 civilian~ also taken prisoner. The schedule for tomorrow includes 
landings on KUBA, AMURO and TAKASHIKI • 

Mine sweeping continues as scheduled resulting in lS mines being swept, most ot 
them off weatern OKIN~A beaches. 

TGs 58.3 (RAdm F .C.Sherman) and 5S.4 (IU.dm A.W .Radford) are scheduled to hit 
objective area today and tomorrow while TG 51.1 (RAdm Clark) effects fueling. 

In the OKINAWA area an air attack was carried out by the Japs resulting in a 
hit by a suicide plane on KDABERLY (DD 521). Consj,derable structural damage was in-
flicted, 3 were killed on the ship and 30 wounded. Second suicide plane hit the 
GilMER (APDll) causing only superficial damage resulting in 1 killed and 2 wounded. 
2 other suicide crashes missed their targets. In addition 2 planes were shot daT.n by 
AA and 1 by CAP. 
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26 March (Guam date) (t., __ it 'd) 

HALLIGAN (DD 584) reports that she was torpedoed and bacil.Jr damaged. FUrther 
reports have not been received as to extent of damage or loss of personnel. 

WICHITA ( CA45) a.nd TERROR ( CM 5) report submarine attacks off the western beaches. 

Reports from IWO JDlA indicate that on 2$ March a banzai attack was carried out 
by an unstated number of Japanese resulting in 100 enemy being ldlled. On the night 
of the 25th 8 bogies approached DVO from the north and were met by our VFN approxi-
mately 40 miles out. 2 Betty's were shot daim plus 1 other possible being shot down. 
None of the planes approached closer than 40 miles. 

Two Wings of the 21st BanCom (73rd and 314th) are scheduled to take off tomorrow 
for attacks on KYUSHU in support of ICEBERG. Approx:ima.tely 200 aircraft are sched-
uled to participate. 

Also tomorrow, 105 aircraft of the 313th Wing are scheduled to commence mining 
operations ~ the SHIMONOSEKI STRAITS. This Wing is scheduled to be engaged in tull 
time mining missions from the 27th of March through 1 May • 

Condnch & CNO 231300 (Nimitz onl;r)(pirlk) covers facilities to be installed by 
British Pa.cFlt at MANUS and possibly BRUNEI BAY. 

Can7thFlt 240305 reports that U.s. Naval Bases at MANILA and SUBIC BAY have been 
established as of 23 March. 

Caninch & CNO 24165.5 (King to Nimitz) (Pink) requests feasibility of establishing 
line of sea camm.mications to the SEA of JAPAN through TSUSHD!A STRAIT. 

CNO 241840 outlines availability of CBMUs to Com.7thFlt. 

War Dept; (Somervell) 250117 concerns shipping allocations to the BWPA during the 
month of April. 

Cincpoa Pearl 250345 (pink) advises CinCSWPA that certain materials listed for 
rehatdlitation camps in the PHILIPPINES are not new available for shipment to SoWesPac. 

Can'lthFlt 250756 outlines location and proposed employment of CB units in SNPA. 

Cincpoa Adv.Hq. 2.51050 requests Cominch approval of the withdrawal of u.s. Artr.r:! 
garrison force presently stationed on FANNING ISLAND. 

CTF 52 251347 (pink) outlines operations at OKIN~VA on the 24th. 

CTF 5S 252155 outlines to CTF 51 (VAdm Turner) his proposed plan· fo:r protection 
of TF 51. 

Cincpoa Pearl 252314 states that a survey of the construction program in the MARI-
ANAS is to be carried out and names the officers to be engaged in this survey. 

Cincpoa Pearl 260145 Discusses evacuation requirements at Oahu and the forward 
area. 

CTG 51.1 (RAdm Kiland) 260152 (pink) covers landings made on KERAMA RETTO on 26th 

Cincpoa Adv. Hq. 260514 advises CinCSWPA that it is unfeasible to reclassify cer-
tain area as a blind bombing zone. 
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26 March (GUam date) ( Cont 'd) 

Cincpac Adv. Hq. 260625 announces to Com'lthFlt present acute need for de-
stroyers and requests advice as to when RADFORD (DD 446) will be ready to proceed 
to navy yard. 

CTF 52 (R.Adm. Blandy) 261402 summarizes activities on 26 March. 

?7 March (Guam date) 

On the morning of Z7 March successful landings were made on TOKASHIKI, KUBA 
and AMURO in the KERAMA REI'TO. KUB.A and AMURO were reported as being secured by 
1000, making a total of 5 islands now eompletezy secured by the 77th Ini'Di v. Our 
troops were subjected to mortar fire and counter attacks on ZUMAMI and AKA. 

No report has been received from either TF 58 or TF 57. TG 58.1 is scheduled 
to be at the objective on the 28th while TGs 58.3 and 58.4 carry out fueling. TF 57 
is scheduled to bombard either MIYAiro JIMA or ISHIGAKI JIMA tanorrow. 

CTF 52 reports air attack on the night of 26/'Zlth by about 15 planes, of 
which l2 were destroyed, 3 by AA, 2 by CAP, l by PBM group, 6 suicides. Damage to 
our forces is summarized as follows: 

NEVADA (BB 36) - Turret #3 out and planes destroyed. 
BIIDXI ( CL SO) ) 
roRTERFIELD (DD 682) ) 
DORSEY (DiviS l) ) - Damaged but operable. 
FOREMAN (DE 633) ) 
SKIRMISH (AM 303) ) 
OBRIEN (DD 725) - Extensive superstructure damage but operable. 

Casualties - 40 KIA, 3 :MIA, 98 WIA. 

HALLIGAN (DD 584), which was reported torpedoed yesterd.q, is now believed 
to have blown up as a result of a mine, with 75 enlisted survivors of which 14 were 
injured. 

Minesweeping continuing; many mines found off demonstration and preferred 
beaches. Slow progress here has postponed UDT operations. Bombardment proceeding as 
scheduled except off NAHA, where mines prevent close approach of fire support ships. 

4 or 5 submarine pens claimed destroyed and two midgets damaged. CALLAGHAN 
(DD 792) sank one midget. · 

Several suicide boats were captured in the KERAMA RETTO. Boats reported as 
20 feet long, S feet wide, containing mine or bomb and l man crew. 

B-29s from the 21st BomCom are scheduled to strike targets in KYUSHU today. 
Targets selected are TACHIARAI, OITA and OMURA. In addition planes from the 21st 
BanCom are scheduled to mine SHD!ONOSEKI STRAITS on the night of the 27th/28th. 

Cincpoa Adv. Hq. 270450 (pink) outUnes concurrence in canplement of VMF and 
VMFB shore based squadrons and sets forth forward deployment. of Marine squadrons. 

Cinepoa Adv • Hq. 2'71105 covers results of 21st BomCom strike on KYUSHU. 
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Z7 March (Guam date) _nt 'd) 

Com..5tbFlt Z7ll41 outlines to CTF 58 his desire to create the impression that a carrier attack is being carried out against KYUSHU and outlines a plan of action to effect this. 

Cincpoa Adv • Hq. 271208 advises various units that IsCom JJlO has been incor-porated into the forward area as of today. 

Cincpoa. Adv. Hq. 271213 (pink) requests Cincpoa Pearl Hq. to make a logistic study of an operation to capture TOKUNO JIMA. 

Cincpa.c Adv. Hq. 27l214 (pink) advises ComWesSeaFron of provision in Cincpa.c' s OpPlan 2-45 which calls for the assignment of all fast carriers to the Mid-Pacific Striking Force. 

Cincpac Adv. Hq. 271215 (pink) sets forth Cincpac 1 s OpPlan 2-45 covering the FIREBREAK Operation. 

Cincpac Adv. Hq. 271220 recommends to Cominch that there be established a new Fleet Air Wing in the Pacific Fleet as of l June. Cincpac proposes to assign squadrons to Fleet Air Wing ONE which will operate in the RYUKYUS and to the westward thereof, and to assign to the n~v wing the appropriate units operating in the MARIANAS~ CAROLINES and MARSHALLS. ' 

28 Ya.rch (Guam date) 

In the KERA.MA REI'TO the island of .TOKASHIKA was reported secured on the morning of 27 March. Sporadic fighting continued on AKA and ZAM.AMI. Reconnaissance units landed on AWARE ISLAND found it uninhabited. 

During the night of · 26/29 march a reconnaissance battalion is scheduled to land on MAE SHIMA and KURO SHIMA. 

The seaplane base iD the KERAMA RETTO area is announced as having been es-tablished. 

Minesweeping operations are still being carried out. SKYLARK (AM 63) struck a mine and sank off western OKINAWA beaches. ll officers and 90 men are reported as being survivors. · 

TOLMAN (DM 28) on patrol off NAGO WAN engaged 8 eneli\Y Arl'Bs on the night of 27-28 March. 2 were definitely sunk and 4 possibly sunk with no damage having been suffered by the TOLMAN. 

In an air attack on the ·night of Z?-28 March H. A. WILEY (DM 29) and ADAMS 
(DM 2:7) each shot daNll 2 planes. The ADAMS suffered slight damage from this attack. 

THRESHER ( SS 200) bombarded docks on BAT AN ISLAND in LUZON STRAIT and PIRANHA 
( SS 389) bombarded PRAT AS REEF • 

In the NANSEI SHOTO from 25 to 27 March TGs 58.1, 58.3 and 58.4, in attacks from T ANEGA SHIMA to MIYAKO SHIMA, shot down 13 planes, destroyed 13 on the ground, and inflicted the following damage on shipping: l midget submarine destroyed, 1 mid~et sub heavily" damaged, 3 DD or DE damaged by rockets and strafing (attacks continuing), 
l AK beached and burning, 4 AK damaged, 8-10 luggers burned; others bombed and strafed with good results. Many small craft damaged or wrecked. 
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2S March (Guam date) ..~nt 'd) 

Our plane losses were 6 VF. At least 1 pilot was rescued. On the morning of 
the 27th, the MURRAY (DD 576) was slightly damaged by enemy air attack, with 5 guns 
out. In this attack 7 Jap planes were shot down, 5 by CAP and 2 by ships gunfire 
(included in above total). 

On the ground attacks were controlled by CSA on most of the islands in the 
chain: sub pens and installations at UNTEN HARBOR were heavily hit; barracks, ware-
houses, and factories were bumed, gun positions, trucks, camouflaged tanks, and 
landing barges were attacked. 

On 26/27 March TF 57 flew 574 sorties against MIYAKO and ISHIGAKI JJliAS, 
with all airfields thoroughzy bombed and strafed, and 2Q plus planes ''shot up", some 
perhaps previously damaged. Only 1 Jap plane was airborne, and this was shot up. 

Several coastal AKs were hit and 1 blew up. Buildings and 1 town were fired. 

Losses were 6 aircraft to AA, and 11 to other causes. Killed and missing from 
all causes were 5 pilots and 4 aircrannen. 

TF 57 was sighted during the forenoon of the 26th and again by night (26/Zl), 
but was not attacked. 

Amplification report of mining in SHD.!ONOSEKI STRAI'rS states that on the 
night of 27/2Bth 102 B-29s were airborne with 888 mines; 97 planes dropped Sl7 mines 
in the assigned areas, and 6(?) planes jettisoned their mines. 70 eneiilj" planes were 
sighted, but only 7 unaggressive attacks were made: 1 en~ plane was destroyed. 3 
B-29s are missing from unknown causes. 11It is estimated as a result of this mining 
that minefield in western approaches of SHIMONOSEKI STRAITS will close straits to 
traffic of all major ships for a period of 2 weeks or longer. u 

Cincpoa Adv. Hq. 2801(17 authorizes British Pacific Fleet Air Transport Ser-
vice to operate to the TACLOBAN area through PELELIU. 

CINCS1NPA 200109 states that in forthcoming operations initial assault in 
small type landing craft is advisable in view of beach conditions at objectives. 
He requests assignment of 1 AGC, 3 APA and 2 AKA to 7th Flt until about 1 August. 

CTF 5S 280307 outlines his plan to locate and strike the Japanese Fleet re-
ported departing from INLAND SEA. 

CTF 57 280503 outlines operations carried out against MIYAKO and ISHIGAKI on 
26 and Zl March. 

Cincpoa Adv. Hq. 280649 requests authority from Comineh to assign 2 PB4Y squad 
rons on a temporary basis to 7th Flt as relief for 2 PV squadrons currently employed 
thereat. 

Cincpac Adv. Hq. 200904 concerns release of certain ships to Com7thFlt. 

Cincpoa Adv. Hq. 280905 directs ComSoPac to maintain token occupation of 
NAUSORI Airfield. 

CTF 52 281512 outlines summary of operations as of evening of 2S March. 

Cincpoa Adv. Hq. 282310 directs ComAir IWO to report to CTF 93 for additional 
duty in connection with offensive operations and directs ComAir llVO to assign fi~ers 
to operational control of CTF 93 or DepCom20thAF. Also directs transfer of V!MW ~ S 
from TF 93 to TF 94. i. 
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22 March (Guam date 

No reports from TF 58 have been received but it is believed that the force 
is retiring from Empire waters for replenishment prior to L-Day st,rikes. 

The shore-to-shore movements in the PHILIPPTIJES Area are being carried out. 
From PANAY a landing has been made on NEGROS and from CEBU a landing was made on 
MACTAN ISLAND. 

A B-29 from the 21st Bomber Command reports 1 BB, 4 CA and 6 DD in the west-
ern portion of the INLAND SEA. 

TENCH (SS 417) reports sinking two trawlers by gunfire on the 28th east of 
KYUSHU. 

TIR..t\NTE ( SS 420) reports sinking 2 small AK' s, 1 each on the 25th and 28th 
west of K.YUSHU • 

SEAOOG (SS 401) reports a hit in 1 of a group of DE off east coast of HONSHU. 

BLUEGILL (SS 242) reports a hit in a large AP off CAPE VARELLA on the 28th. 

I\fO JDU based P-5ls are attacking H.AHA JIMA and CHICHI JD1A daily. 

B-24s based in the PHILIPPINES have been carrying out concerted strikes 
against FORMOSA targets. Ene~ air opposition has not been aggressive although on 
almost every mission airborne fighters are reported. 

Com.FwdArea 280520 dissolves Air Defense Command, MARIANAS and outlines the 
formation of the local Air Defense Commands to be placed in effect. 

GHQ &WPA 2Sl614 states that requirements are being submitted to the Chief' 
of Staff which include a request for 150 LSTs and 150 LCTs. With the provision of 
this equipment he states that an endeavor will be made to accept roA divisions 
for staging in accordance with the FILBAS Agreement. 

Cincpac Adv. Hq. 290619 (pink) outlines to Cominch his views on occupation 
and development of QUELPART ISLAND. 

Cincpoa Adv. Hq. 290748 (pink) directs Pearl Headquarters to make a de-
tailed logistic stuqy of Phase III(d) ICEBERG. 

30 March (Guam date) 

All islands of the KERAMA RE'ITO were reported to have been secured by 1000 I 
29 March. At that time all troops of the 77th InfDiv had reloaded, except 1 Bn 
patrolling TOK.ASHIKI and the garrison forces on ZAMAMI. A report as of 1800 I 30 
March indicates that these latter units had captured considerable quantity of stores 
on both TOKASHIKI and ZAMAMI. 

Enemy casualties as of 1000 I on the 30th were: 231 KIA, 100 POWs. Our 
casualties as of the same time: 29 KIA, 78 WIA, 1 MIA. 

General summary of beach reconnaissance on OKINAWA indicates that all 
beaches are suitable for landing. Wooden posts, vacying from 4 to 8 inches in 
diameter and from 4 to $ feet high have been found off all beaches. These are now 
being cleared by NUDTs. Naval gunfire has breached the sea wall in many places. 
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Evidence at this time is that the Japanese gun positions and defensive in-
stallations on OKINAWA are well sighted for defense of all beaches both by frontal 
and enfillade fire. 

Several bogies in area but only one attack reported. ADAMS (DM Z7) shot down 
one plane. Decrease in air activity due to night interdiction by CVE planes and more 
effective gunfire on fields by Fire Support ships which can now get in closer. 

Two groups of MTB Is made a torpedo attack on our ships on patrol off the 
western beaches and were beaten off. One positively sunk and one probably sunk with-
out damage to our ships. · 

Minesweeping is proceeding well. A few floating mines still encountered. 
OVer 2500 square miles swept thus far • 

UDr reconnaissance and demolition proceeded with only small arms fire from 
beaches due to excellent support by ships and planes. No ship damage; on~ 1 wounded. 
Close range bombardment followed on defenses disclosed. Seawalls all breached. 

Support aircraft attacked airfields, gun positions, midget sub pen at UNTEN 
KO, and special bridges demolished by the lOth Army. 4 sub pens burned and two MTBs 
destroyed. Our losses 1 VF by AA, 1 VF in collision with another VF which returned 
safely. 310 suicide boats now destroyed; all survey work completed; 3 underwater 
contacts t od.ay • 

BULLHEAD (SS 332) spent some time investigating TAKAO HARBOR. 3 night planes 
caused some trouble, but there was no air or surface patrol during dBlflight. No ship-
ping in TAKAO and no patrol off entrance. 

From the 28th through the 30th, planes of the 5th AF made several attacks on 
a heavily escorted northbound convoy in the SOUTH CHINA SEA with the follovving re-
sults:- Sunk: 1 AO {28th, 11,000 tons); l (S 2-stack) whaler (10-15,000 tons) (29th); 
1 AO (6,000 tons); 2 · 6600-ton AKs; 1 800-AK; 2 DD; 2 DE; 1 patrol craft. Probab4r 
sunk: 1 patrol craft. Total tonnage sunk at least 35,000 tons MV, and at least 6,000 
tons escorting warships. P-38 escorts shot dovm 14 Jap VF plus 2 probab]J9 and 1 dam-
aged. Our losses were 1 P-38 in combat and 1 PBM shot down over the conl oy at 2316 I 
29th. 

At 1040 I on the 30th tracker planes sighted 2 DD, 6 DE, 1 SA, 3 SO, 1 VI 
anchored YULIN BAY {HAINAN), and 3 DD in SAMAR BAY (HAINAN), covered by 2 Oscars. 
B-25s were called in and attacked, the results not yet reported. 1 MINDORO search 
plane crash-landed after 1 engine was shot out, with all the crew rescued. 

14 B-29s attacked the Mitsubishi Engine Works at NAGOYA on the night of :tJ/31 
from 7-8,000 feet with 500 pound GPs and flares. 

95 B-29s were airborne on the night of 30/31 for the second mining operation 
in SHD.!ONOSEKI STRAITS. of 4 early returns, 1 crashed and burned, with 2 survivors. 
No report of results is yet available • 

.149 B-29s were airborne for attacks on TACHIARAI and OMURA on KYUSHU on the 
31st. TOT was planned for 1035 I with bombing altitude 15~16000 feet. 
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30 March (Guam date)(Cont•d) 

Cincpoa Pearl 28020S states that the increasing requirements for bombs and 
munitions to support the VLR programm are placing an excessively heavy load on 
shipping and requests ComGenPOA to make a re-survey of current projects not immedi-
ately essential in order to alleviate critical shipping situation. 

CTF 52 291600 swmnarizes activities as of 1800 29 March. 

ComGen.F.MFPac 292045 (pink) concerns request for additional troops for Fhase 
III(c) ICEBERG. · 

Cincpoa Adv. Hq. 300243 (pink) advises CinCSWPA of employment and rehabili~ 
tation of the 6 Marine and 6 Army divisions assigned to POA and answers his request 
for LSTs .and LCTs. 

ComGenPOA 30054S (pink) concerns designation of the 98th ·Division as Area 
Reserve for ICEBERG. 

Cincpac Adv. Hq. 300650 summarizes reconunendations to CNO regarding VPB 
program. 

I 
31 March (Guam date) 

All three groups of TF 58 are scheduled to support landings on nLn Day. 
Fran 2 April through 6 April, groups rotate so that each group supports the shore 
forces for two days and then replenishes. 

Seaplanes based at KERAUA RETTO are now carrying out. search missions along 
the RYUKYUS CHAIN to the north. 

UDTs report that they removed Z'/00 of 2900 stakes from the water in the 
vicinity of .the landing beaches. SUrf conditions are reported by them to be fair 
on the Demonstration Beaches and excellent in the area scheduled for the landing. 

Landings were made on KEISE SHIMA without opposition and the island was 
secured by 1015 on the 31st. 

INDIANAPOLIS (CA 35) was hit on the mornirig of the 31st by an Oscar carry-
ing a. bomb. There was considerable structural damage and flooding; however, all 
armament is reported as being useable except possibly #3 turret. Casualties are 
reported as 1 KIA, 11,. WIA and 5 MIA. All casualties appeared to have been enlisted 
men. Admiral Spruance was aboard this cruiser. 

TF 57 struck the SAKI SHIMA Area again yesterday. 

137 B-29s made an attack on targets in the KYUSHU Area on the 31st. 106 of 
these dropped 460 tons of bombs on the TACHIARAI Machine Works with excellent re-
sults being reported. .31 other B-29s dropped 75 tons on the OMURA Airfield, also 
reporting excellent results. Fighter opposition was ineffective. 1 B-29 was re-
ported missing. 

On the 2Sth and 29th, TF 58 destroyed 45 enemy planes (29 airborne), and 
probably destroyed or damaged 42 more; sank 2 DE, 1 mediwn and 10 small AK, and 4 
luggers; probably sank 3 medium and 11 small AKt Our losses were 12 planes, 12 
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31 March {Guam 
date) (Continued) 

pilots and 8 aircrewmen. 5 of the pilots and 3 aircrewmen were lost in combat. 
Operational personnel losses included 2 pilots in a mid-air collision on the 2oth 
2 pilots shot down by friendl.y AA when they chased a Judy into TG 58.4 on the 29th 
and 3 pilots and 5 aircrewmen lost as a result of a 5 plane mid-air collision. ' 

On the night of the 27/28th CruDivs 16 and 17 with DDs bombarded MINAMI., 
causing fires and explosions, and on the 28th TG 58.3 hit MINAMI with a large strike 
destrqying gun positions, 3 warehouses, a radio station, an ~o dump, and several 
small buildings. 

TG 58.1 in addition to Oldna.wa missions for CSA flew a search and attack 
group along East KYUSHU as far north as SAEKI WAN. On this sweep l DE and several 
AKs were sunk along east KYUSHU. No minesweepers were seen. Grotmd targets were hit 
at TOKlThTO, .AMAMI, YAKU and at KANOYA. 

On the 29th TF 58 searched east and west coasts of KYUSHU, sighting 1 CA, 
1 CL and 9 DD, 10 miles south of KURE, and much shipping at SASEBO, including sever-
al DD or DE and a possible cruiser. Most of the shipping was sunk on these attacks. 
Weather prevented heavy strikes on several fields at KYUSHU, but six fields were 
hit, as well as a chemical plant and a railroad depot • 

CTF 93 290858 (pink) requests the assignment of VMB 612 to his command. 

Cincpac Adv Hq 300756 concerns requirements for DMs and DMSs. 

Cincpac Adv Hq 300805 (pink) deals with the redeployment of destroyers 
for 7th Fleet. 

Cincpoa Adv Hq 310047 (pink) assigns responsibility for neutralization of 
enemy held positions in the BONTIJS to CTF 94 and authorizes CTF 94 to request as-
sistance from CTF 93 when required. 

Com3rd.Flt 310259 (pink) outlines his OpPlan for the FIREBREAK Operation. 

Com7thFlt 31031S {pink} concerns employment of British submarines in &NPA. 

CTF 52 (R.Adm. Blandy) 310643 states that OKINAWA landings will be carried 
out in accordance with the "Preferred Plan11 • 

Cincpac Adv Hq 3JJY759 (pink) requests information fran ComGenFMFPac as to 
when the 5th Amphibious Corps will again be ready for combat. 

Cincpac Adv Hq 310800 advises CinCSWPA that in order to assist in meeting 
urgent requirement of the Pacific Fleet for use of Naval Base facilities at SAMAR, 
he can make available certain ships for this purpose. 

Cincpoa Adv hq 310804 sets forth his views as to the need for assignment of 
additional aviators to TG Commanders for the purpose of coordinating air attacks. 

Cincpoa Adv Hq 31083~ advises ComA.irPac that he assumes av groups will not 
operate more than 73 fighters. · 

Cincpoa Adv Hq 310833 recommends that allocation of Corsairs to Rl'JZAF be re-
duced in order to meet the requirements of the Pacific Fleet. 
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31 March (Guam date)(Cont•d) 

Cincpac Adv Hq 310835 requests ·oepCom2othAF to make daily photo reconnais-
sance mission of KURE in order to locate the fleet reported to be in that harbor. 

CTF 93 311223 directs TG 93.2 (Bomber Command - Col. L. J. Carr) to discon-
tinue strikes against the BONIN ISLANDS as of 1 April and to be prepared to strike 
this area when directed. 

ComGen 77th Div {Maj.Gen. Bruce) 3ll231 (pink) states that registration of 
Corps Artillery on KEISE SHDA:A has been completed and that 16 guns are in position 
to bombard OKINAWA on the morning of L-D~. 

1 April (Guam date) 

·At 08,30 I 1 April landings were made on schedule on the western beaches of 
OKINAWA. All beaches were rapidl.;r secured and the advance inland cormnenced against 
light opposition. By llOO I our troops had seized the airfields. l"ONTAN and KADENA 
and considerable numbers of tanks and artiller,r together with regimental reserves 
were being landed. Opposition throughout the d<zy was light and by 1800 I we had 
penetrated to a depth of approximately 5,000 yards from the initial landing points. 
By 1800 the beachhead was secured from small arms fire and 50,000 troops had been 
landed. Throughout the day 155mm guns previously set up on KEISHE SHD!A were used 
in support of the OKINAWA landing. 

Fire support was furnished by lD OBB, 8 CA, 3 CL, 23 DD and 177 support; 
landing craft. Direct air support was furnished both by CVEs and fast carriers. 

Casualties: WEST VIRGINIA - some str,uctural damage; 2 40mm guns out; ship 
fully operable; 3 KIA, 1 MIA, 9 WIA. LST $84 - extensive~ damaged by suicide plane. 
I.ST 824 - light damage from suicide plane, near miss. WI(M) 007 - gunnery casualty 
from hangfire. ADAMS (DM Zl) struck aft by 2 suicide planes during a suicide attack, 
suffered some structural damage but no personnel casualties and downed 1 Tojo. 

A report from CTF 51 (V.Adm. Turner) warns forces at the objective area 
that there are same 650 Jap suicide boats remaining on OKINAWA. 

TF 57 attacked ISHIGAKI and MIYAKO ISLANDS throughout 31 March with no air 
opposition, and continued attacks on the lst. Morning of the 1st the fleet was at-
tacked by 10 aircraft. One suicider hit INDEFATIGABLE at the base of the island, 
but the carrier is still operable. ULSTER (DD) was ciB.maged by a bomb and is being 
towed to LEYTE. 4 aircraft were shot down by fighters. In the afternoon aircraft 
began to stage into the airfields of both islands. 14 of these were destroyed on 
the ground and 6 damaged. 4 aircraft attacked the force but caused no damage. 
TF 57 will continue the attack on the 2nd. 

COOS BAY (AVP 25) enroute ENDVETOJ to ULITHI collided with the WSA TAATAGORDA 
which in turn was enroute GUAM: to ENIWEI'OK. COOS BAY is now under tow to ENIWETOK. 

Amplifying reports of the B-29 strike on KYUSHU carried out on the 31st 
indicate that considerable damage was inflicted. Photographs show that the OMURA 
naval air station received 27 bomb hits. 

A landing was made on LEGASPI on the morning o! l April. Troops employed 
in this landing were the 158th RCT of the 6th Army. Fragmentary reports indicate 
that heavy enernw battery fire was encountered. 
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Cominch & CNO 311248 directs withdrro'fal from the East Coast and Panama 
Sea Frontier -for transfer to the vV'est Coast certain patrol squadrons to operate 
for the duration of the San Francisco Conference. 

ComHawSeaFron 010225 (pink) outlines Hawaiian Sea Frontier OpPlan 2-45 
(FIREBREAK) .• 

Cincpoa Adv Hq 010641 (pink) designates 98th InfDiv as Area Reserve for 
ICEBERG with availability date of l May. 

Cincpac Adv Hq 0108.36 (pink) (Nimitz to King) discusses feasibility of oc-
cupying a position in the CHINHAE-FUSAN area of the KOREAN Coast. 

CTF 51 011.300 is Surmnary No. 2 of the OKINAWA operation as of 1800 the lst. 

Cominch & CNO 011327 (pink) (King to Nimitz) requests information from 
Cincpac as to the acceptable .. :months for invasion of KYUSHU and/or HONSHU. 

Cincpoa Adv Hq 010639 advises Com5thFlt that IE SHIMA may be evacuated and 
that if so, early rehabilitation of this place is most desirable. 

CTF 51 010255 covers Summary No. 1 as of 1100 on the lst. ~ 8,.. 

2 April (Guam date) 

Troops of the loth Army on OKINAWA are reported to have spent a relative~ 
quiet ilight. Sporadic sniper, machine gun and mortar fire was directed on our 
forces. Enenv forces are reported to have withdrawn to the SE of NAHA Airfield. 
Many civilians are reported as taking advantage of surrender ter.ms in response to 
the propaganda leaflets which hcive been dropped from our planes. There was little 
call for sUpporting mm£ire from our ships during the day. Following is a list of 
damage inflicted on our surface forces due to various actions: ACHERNAR (AKA 53) 
extensive structural damage; TYRELL (AKA 00) slight damage; LCI 586. These ships 
suffered damage as result of suiaide attacks. Other damage included: PORTERFIELD 
(DD · 682) strafed, SKIRMISH (AM 303) ndnor damage from near miss, VAMMEN (DE 644) 
starboard shaft damaged from depth charge, I.CI 500 and 462 agrot.md, DICKERSON (APD21) 
and HENRICO (APA 45) reported damaged from unknown causes. 

TF 58 is covering both SAKISHD1A and OKINAW"A areas during absence of TF 57 
for replenishment. 58.1 is at SAKISHlllA today, 58 • .3 is at OKIN~VA, 58.4 is fueling. 
Thereafter the groups will rotate, with one always fueling. 

KADENA Airfield is reported to be available for emergency landings by all 
types of planes including long range search planes. 2 Marine Air Groups have been 
ordered to arrive at YONTAN Airfield and KADENA Airfield about 5 April. Present 
plans , call for about 170 aircraft to be installed by 5 April. A total of 19 OY 
planes are now operating from these 2 airfields. 

On the evening of the 2nd an estimated 12-15 ene~ planes approached OKINAWA 
from the north. About 5 of these planes are reported destroyed both by night fighter 
and by ships gunfire. 

SEA DEVIL (SS 400) reports firing 15 torpedoes at a convoy in a 4-hour radar 
' surface attack during a heav,y fog. 10 of the torpedoes hit resulting in 3 unidenti-
fied merchantmen and 3 escorts being sunk. 3 survivors were rescued. 2 5 9 2 
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2 April (Guam date) (Cont 'd) 

A report from CTF 73 (R.Adm.Wagner) indicates that during the month of 
March his task force sank o~ damaged 140 ships totalling 93,000 tons. In addition 
he claims to have damaged 1.46 ships totalling 112,000 tons. Enemy planes destroyed 
reported as 39 • 

On the night of 1st-2nd 6 B-29s laid 48 mines in the KURE Harbor in the 
vicinity of the fleet anchorage. 112 other B-29s dropped 1,000 tons on the Musashino 
Aircraft Factor,v. Bombing was carried out at an altitude of 6-8,000 feet. Results 
were generally unobserved but the few crews reporting indicate excellent results. 
6 B-29s are reported lost ·on this mission. 

Troops of the ~NP forces today made successful landings on the S/1 tip of 
the island of T~II TAWI. No resistance was reported. Landings in the LEGASPI Area 

. are reported as proceeding satisfactorily • 

C:incpac Adv Hq 012322 recommends an increase in complement of VC squadrons 
attached to Kaiser CVEs to a total of 20 VF and 12 VB. Former~ the complement of 
these squadrons was 16 VF and 12 VB. 

QUEENFISH 020030 summarizes sinking of the AWA I~U. 

Cincpoa Adv Hq 020152 (pink) advises Com5thFlt that it may become advisable 
to execute Phase III-d prior to Phase TII-c and requests designation of an amphibi-
ous force commander to expedite detailed preparations for III-d. 

CTF 51 020550 and 021225 cover operations as of 1200 and 1$00 respectively 
on the 2nd. 

Cominch 021511 (pink) concerns communication facilities relative to Russian 
vessels. 

Cominch 021550 (pink) states that it is desirable to send Russian radio 
operators to west coast ports for familiarization and testing of radio equipment. 

Cincpac Adv Hq 022120 requests information from ComGenFMFPac regarding 
instructions issued by him to Marine personnel relative to rotation of personnel • 

.J April (Guam date) 

The lines on the evening of L plus 2 had been extended in general to that 
scheduled for L plus 10 in the assigned area of the 24th Corps where all restric-
tions concerning the L plus 10 line had been lifted and this Corps is to make a 
drive to the south. 

Unloading of supplies is proceeding satisfactori~ and roads and ramps 
are being constructed along the beach and over the reefs. By 1000 on L plus 2 all 
division artiller.y had been landed. 

Our casualties for the operation so far are reported as being extremely 
light. 

}tilitary Government officers report in excess of 1400 civilians under their 
control by L plus 1. Uaj ori ty of these are old men, women and children as reports 
indicate that other civilians moved to the hills prior to our landing. 
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~ April (Guam date) ( Cont 'd) 

Air attacks continued throughout the OKINAWA Area. The following ships 
were damaged by air attacks on 2 April: DICKERSON (APD 21) seriously damaged and 
afire; HENRICO (APA 45) extensive damage and flooding; GOODLINE (APA 107) hit on 
stern; TELFAIR (APA 210) minor damage; CHILTON (APA 38) grazed in mast. Damaged 
by bombs: PRICHETT (DD 561) near miss holed below water line. LST 599 set afire, 
ship inoperative, cargo ruined in raid early morning 3 April. VAMMEN (DE 644) nov1 
reported damaged by booby trap of floating planks carr.ying 300 pound depth charge. 
WAKE ISLAND (CVE 65) damaged; cause and extent not reported. LST 724, not 824, dam-
aged at KERAMA RETTO. 

Poor weather prevented TG 58.4 (R.Adm.Radford) fran fueling y:esterday; 
therefore replenishment will continue to~. TF 57 is reported to have replenished. 

On the 30th and 31st TF 58 continued attacking aircraft, shipping and enemy 
installations in the OKINAWA and AM:.AMI GUNTOS. 22 enemy planes were destroyed (17 . 
airborne), and 19 were probably destroyed or damaged. ·TF 58 aircraft losses, if 
any, are not reported. Sunk were 3 M'I'B, 7 suicide boats, 2 small AK, and 2 small 
craft. 1 coastal AK and 4 small craft were probab4r sunk and 1 )JfrB, 4 small AK and 
15 small craft were damaged. 

6 submarine pens were destroyed and a 7th heaV'i4' damaged at UNTEN, and 
buildings, docks, mills, barracks, bridges, covered revetments, pillboxes, gun po-
sitions, and radio station were destroyed or damaged on OKINAWA. TOKUNO, AMAMI, 
KIKA! and :MINAMI were also hit. · 

During a red alert from 0000 to WOO on the 3rd ll raids of 6o planes ap-
proached fran the north and southwest. Ship's gunfire shot dcwm 6 sure and 1 prob-
able, and no damage to· our units was reported. Our transports under smoke were ap- · 
proached, but not attacked. 

On the 3rd 6 groups of enemy planes attacked from 172JJ to 1830 from the 
north, and 1 group from the soutl:IW.est • 4 were shot down by ship' s gunfire, 7 by 
carrier VF. 

1 Oscar landed YONTAN on the night of l April. Pilot made nor.mal approach 
and landing. Taxied plane to line, and was shot by a :Marine when leaving the plane. 

CTF 51 reports that on the 3rd a rocket propelled, single-seater suicide 
monoplane with 12 foot wvingspread, 14 feet long, ·and a 1,000 pound warhead has been 
examined on OKINAWA. It had no radar or hondng devices. It is believed e.apable of 
200-450 miles per hour, as· pilot has special· breathing gear. Estimate launchers 
still operational OKINAWA. "Look out for large numbers." 

On the night of the 2nd/3rd 10 B-29s laid 78 mines in the · immediate vicinity 
of KURE. No ene~ aircraft attacked and AA was reported as meager. Again on the 
night of the 3rd/ 4th 9 B-29s laid 54 tons of mines in the KURE-KIROSHTIU HARBOR Area. 

On the night of 3/l1• April an attack was carried out by 22S ~29s on the air-
craft plants at KOIZUMI, TACHIK.AWA and SHIZOUKA0 Bomb tonnage dropped was in excess 
of 1700 tons. 

CinCSWPA 240534 covers request for assignment of 10 troop ships to the SlflPA. 

CinCBPF 020104 (pink) states that he can probably continue to operate for a 
period of 2 months before returning to an intermediate base for replenishment. 
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2 April (Guam date) (Cont 'd) 

Cominch & CNO 021350 (pink) states that he considers Captain of QUEENFISH 
should be relieved of command and brought to trial by General Court 1/fartial so that 
the record may be kept clear. 

CNO 021940 requests 10 troop ships from POA be made available to SWPA. 

Cincpa.c Adv Hq 030818 (pink) stumnarizes sinldng of AWA YLARU. 
I 

Cincpoa Adv Hq 030819 places Photo Group ~VO under operational control of 
Cincpoa as of 8 April. 

Cominch & CNO 031300 concerns substitution of PB4Y and PV squadrons to 
be assigned to Com7thFlt. 

CTF 51 031310 summarizes results of operations in the OKINAWA Area as of 
1800 I(-9) 3 April. 

4 April (Guam date) 

At OKINAWA advances on L plus 3 continued apace with those of previous 
deys, against continued light resistance. By 1800 (I) the entire eastern shore 
in the ZA of both Corps had been secured. In the north our forces were along the 
road which crosses the istlunus from south of YAKADA to YAKA. In the south the left 
flank of the XXIV Corps was at .IaJBA SAKI with the front lines stretching to the 
west to the town of UCHITO~\RI. 

Conflicting reports continued as to the location of enemy concentrations. 
The latest report indicates that many troops are located around SURI. These have 
been taken under fire by naval gunfire and air bombardment. 

Our casualties as of 2L~ 3 April total 705, of which 196 are listed as KIA. 

T.G. 58.3 (RAdm Sherman) shot down 45 enemy planes on the 3rd. 23 of these 
were Jap fighter planes encountered over KII<'M SHIMA and 16 were miscellaneous types 
which were shot down over TOKUNO by returning search planes. The other 6 were 
shot d~Nn by CAP over the Task Group. 

On the eyening of the 4th one of our submarines and 1 of the British sub-
ID4rines r~ported the presence of a Jap crtdser together with 4 escorts proceeding 
south from the JAVA SEA via SAPI STRAITS. An attack was made by the British sub 
SPARK against· this unit. 

On the night of 3-4 9 B-29s laid 83 mines in the KURE Area. On the same 
night, the B-29 bombing effort in the TOKYO Area was distributed as follows: 48 
aircraft with 195 tans on the Shizuoka Plant, 48 aircraft with 270 tons on the 
Koizumi plant, 20 aircraft with 139 tons on the TOKYO urban area, 60 aircraft with 
5 50 tons on the Ta~chikawa plant, 47 aircraft with 425 tons on the Kawasaki industrial 
area. In summary, 223 B-29s dropped 1579 tons against negligible enemy air opposi-
tion and varying AA. 1 B-29 is missing. 
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4 April (Guam date) (Cont 'd) 

Following is summary of mopping up operations in the forward area 25-31 
March: 

D'!O JDM. 
SAIPAN 
TINI.A.N 
GUAM 
PELELIU 

J'aps Killed 

610 S3 
14 
Zl 12 
18 1 
No ground action 

Our Casualties 
KIA 'WIA · MIA 

72 196 11 

Total casualtie-s· for the I WO JD.iA operation through 31 March are as 
follows: Japs KIA 22,093; POWs 306. Our casualties KIA 4,594; WIA 15,955; 1f.[A 301. 

JCS 032140 (pink) outlines the directive by the Joint Chiefs of staff cover-
ing the command relationships in the Pacific Theater. 

JCS 032141 (pink) directs CinCOOA and CinCSTNPA to carry out certain plans 
and preparations for future operations. 

CinCBPF 020115, 030521 and 030526 (pinks) concern British Pacific Fleet 
operations in the Pacific Theater. 

CTF 51 040205 outlines his operations to be carried out in the near future. 

CTF 51 040'730 (VAdm Turner) covers his surnma.ry of OKDJAWA operation as of 
1200 on the 4th. 

Cmcjx>a Adv Hq 040849 (pink) requests photographic reconnaissance of por-
tions of KOREA STRAIT in order to determine possible submarine route into the JAPAN 
SEA. 

Cincpac Adv ·Hq 041212 (pink) requests Corn3rdFlt to cancel his despatch re-
questing ComServPac to supply 2 oilers to be held in readiness to carry out the 
FIREBREAK Operation. 

CTF 51 041230 outlines his summary of OKINAVV'A situation as of lSOO on the 
4th. 

Com3rd.Flt 050006 states that intermittent availability of oilers may 
adverse~ affect the FIREBREAK Operation. 

5 April (Guam date) 

Advances on OKINAWA continued to be satisfactory. The 6th MarDiv tlu'-oughout 
L plus 4 pushed its front lines forward 6000-0000 yards and patrols were operating 
in the vicinity of CHUTA and KOCHD!J.A. 

In the south the XXIV Corps advanced 3000-5000 yards meeting, for the first 
time, organized defensive areas. Air reconnaissance indicates that there are numerou~ 
installations and troop concentrations in front of our lines in the south. 

The 1st MarDi v patrolled the occupied portion of the island, and units from 
this division landed on YUBUCHI SHII{A• 
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5 April (Guam date) ( Cont 'd) 

Reconnaissance of the eastern islands by a Marine Amphibious Reconnaissance 
Battalion was in progress throughout the qay • 

Total casualties as of 2400(I) 4 April numbered 984, with 175 KIA, 798 WIA 
and ll MIA. 

. Military government authorities have reported that by L plus 3 9,000 civil-
~ans were under control. Many of these had been injured and were being cared for by 
our medical units. The civilians are described as being "shocked and nervous, but 
docile and cooperative". 

No damage from air attacks has been reported, except for the following de-
l~ed reports: SPROSTON (DD 577) had considerable damage from a bomb near miss; 
HAMBLETON (DMS 20) suffered rrdnor damage when she shot down a sui cider close aboardJ 
ALPINE (APA 92) reports considerable structural damage from a suicide plane hit on 
the lstJ NEVADA (BB 36) was hit 3 times by shore batteries but continues in action. 

Logistics situation continues satisfactory eoccept for difficulties encounter-
ed in unloading yesterday due to increased surf. The ·following landing craft suf-
fered damage from broaching or collision with other landing craft: LSM 12, LST 675, 
570, 756, 689, 736. 

Despite these casualties unloadine conditions have improved due to improve-
ment of beaches by UDTs. 29 unloaded APA, 2 LSV have departed. 

THORl\TTON (AVD 11) was badly damaged in a collision with ASHTABULA (AO 51) • 
This is the first collision reported in this operation. 

The plan for future employmeht of TF 58 contemplates its reorganization 
into four groups of approximately equal size. Unless the tactical situation changes, 
two groups will provide support and two groups 'rill fuel - alternating every two 

·days. 

TF 57 is back at S.AKISHIMA to remain today and tomorrow. Summary of TF 57 
previous operations: ULSTER was damaged by bomb near miss and her engine room flood-
ed. INDCMI'rABLE strafed - 6 casualties. INDEFATIGABLE crashed by suicid~ with same 
damage to island and radio installations. Remains operational. VICTORIOUS had sui-
cide plane attack avoided by radical manauvers - 1v.ing tip touched ship and plane 
crashed alongside without damage to the ship. Total enemy losses from . 31 March: 
In air - 5, suiciders - 2, 15 destroyed on gronnd, 9 damaged on the ground. Own 
losses: 16 planes and 3 pilots lost. 

Airstrips remain operational in SAKISHll!A GUNTO. 

TF 58 planes on April 1st sank more than 40 small boats and damaged 30-40 
others; shot down 2 Vals near the target; and in large supporting strikes destroyed 
bridges, buildings, warehouses, trucks, 1 ~mnunition and 1 fuel dump. They bombed, 
rocketed, strafed and Napalmed gun positions and entrances to caves and tunnels. 

CTF 51 reports that from L Day to 1000 L plus 4 the total confirmed enemy . 
planes destroyed is: 28 by ships gunfire~ 21 by TF 51 controlled VF and 16 suiciders 
(who made 15 hits and 1 miss on 14 ships} for a total of 65. 

Com.WesSeaFron 050020 (pink) sets forth his OpPlan 2-45 for the FIREBREAK 
operation. 2 5 9 7 

Cont inued -



TOF GEGIIfJI 

5 April (Guam date){Cont•d) 

Cincpoa Adv Hq 050028 requests CinCSINPA to perform a maximum attack on air 
bases in north FO~!OSA. 

Cincpac Adv Hq 050110 advises CinCSWPA that Marine Air Groups 24 and 32, in-
cluding their 'Headquarters Squadrons, are available for his use until 1 July • 

Cincpac 050153 states that Construction Battalions 1qill not be returned to 
the mainland for reorganization. Re-equipment will be accomplished at Pacific bases 
and rehabilitation of personnel will be accomplished by individual replacements. 

Cincpac 050223 (pink) states that he does not desire CinCBPF to employ XE 
craft in the Pacific at the pre~ent time. · 

Com5thFlt 0505Z7 states that Admiral Spruance ( Com5thFlt) has shifted his 
flag from the INDIANAPOLIS to the NEH MEXICO. 

CamFwdArea 050709 directs Air Defense Commander nro JIMA to employ VMB 612 
in might ASP at IWO, and attack shipping in the harbors of the Japanese Empire. 

CTF 51 (VAdm Turner) 050730 is Summary No. 9 of OKINAWA operation as of 
1200 on the 5th. 

Cincpoa Adv Hq 050837 (piDk) advises various interested commands that it 
may became possible to accomplish subsequent phases of the ICEBERG Operation sooner 
than originally plarmed and so warns them to keep their plans ancf preparations there-
for as flexibie as possible. 

Cincpoa Adv Hq 050840 concerns policy to be carried out with regard to 
visits of officers to the Forward Area. 

CTF 51 051325 covers his Swnmary No. 10 as of 1800 on the 5th. 

6 April (Guam date) 

Increased ene.rny resistance is being met by the 24th Corps in its drive to 
the south on OKINAWA. In the north units of the 3rd PhibCorps are meeting oul¥ 
scattered resistance. 

During the afternoon, apparently very heavy enemy air attacks took place. 
CTF 58 reported that in the afternoon, aircraft from TG's 58.1 and 58.3 h~d splashed 
abo~ 150 planes, exclusive of any shot down by the CAP at OIITNAWA. Complete report 
has not been received as to the damage inflicted. on us. 

A Japanese task force was located in the INL.i\ND SEA. A VLR plane reported 
a force of one large ship and 6 DD underway to the w·est of KURE at 0930/I. This 
force apparently proceeded south through BUNGO SUIDO, for, at 2010 a force was picked 
up by THREADFIN (SS 410) on patrol there. HACKIEBACK (SS 295) picked up the force 
20 minutes later • Apparently neither submarine was within at tack range, but both 
trailed and rePOrted the force - which radar indicated to consist of two large war-' " ships and 6 escorts. The speed of the force was high 22 - 24 lmots, so the subma-
rines finally lost contact at 2345/I. 
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6 April (Guam date) (Cont 1d) 

To meet this threat our forces have been disposed as follows: Search 
sectors have been intensified in the direction of the threat. TF 54, while con-
tinuing fire support missions, will be deployed to the west of OKINmlA. Submarines 
have been posted along possible routes of the force. TF 5S is concentrating to the 
east of OKINAWA in a position to cover. the transport convoy routes. 

Approximately 150 B-29s are scheduled to bomb TOKYO tomorrow and will be 
escorted by 70-90 P-5ls based at I WO JDXA. This is the first instance of a strike 
of heavy bombers being escorted by fighters based at DJO JDJ.A. In addition, a strike 
is scheduled for tomorrow for 165 B-29s to bomb the Mitsubishi Aircraft Plant at 
NAGOYA. These planes 1-ti.ll be nnescorted. 

Cincpa.c Adv Hq 050230 (pink) outlines the preferable months for invasion 
of KYUSHU and/ or HONSHU • . 

Cincpac Adv Hq 050830 (pink) states his views relative to the possibility 
of initiating Phase III of ICEBERG earlier than previously planned and requests re-
ply from Com5thFlt as to his views. 

Arnold to MacArthur and Nimitz 052341 (pink) states that 20th Air Force 
is prepared to furnish a planning staff to Cincpoa to aid in planning for the in-
vasion of J.tL.nAN and further states that he contemplates sending the Chief of staff, 
20th AF to this headquarters about the middle of !Jay • 

ComGenFMFPac 060125 (pink) outlines his recommendations relative to employ-
ment of 3rd PhibCorps vice 5th PhibCorps in 3rd phase ICEBERG operations. 

CTF 51 060540 outlines his plan in the event of enemy surface attack off 
OKINAWA. 

Com5thFlt to Cincpa.c 060701 (pink) sets forth his conunents regarding Phase 
III of ICEBERG. -

CTF 51 (VAdm Turner) 060715 covers Summa.17 No. 11 as of 1200 on the 6th. 

21st BomCom 060Sl5 (pink) sunnna.rizes mining operations carried out by the 
21st BomCom in the SHll~:ONOSEKI STRAITS Area. 

CTF 58 060847 summarizes results of operations of TGs 58.1 and 58.3 on the 
6th. 

CTF 51 061645 summarizes operations at OKINAWA as of 1800 on the 6th. 

CTF 51 070035 informs TGs 51.5 (transport screen) and 51.6 (service and 
salvage group-) of possible impending enemy surface engagement and requests them to 
expedite logistics for ships and support craft that can participate in this possible 
action·. 

CTF 51 062025 summarizes special report on the ene~ air attack afternoon 
and early evening of 6 April. 

~ · 
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7. 1\:pril (Guam date) 

Substantial gains were made by both corps throughout L plus 6 on Oia:NA\YA. 
In the north the 6th UarDiv continued to advance against little opposition and by 
1000 the 'front lines extended from NAGO southeast towards IGARA YA1f.A, with patrols 
as far north as NAKOSHI and to the west near the river, between the towns of USNA 
and YAHU. Elements of the division landed on the beaches of NAGO in the morning 
in order to reconnoiter the MOTOBU PENINSULA. During the day other elements of 
the division reconnoitered the inshore sides of IKE, TAKA and HEI.ANZA ISLANDS. 
No enemy activity was reported. The 1st }aarDiv continued mopping up in its ZA. 

In the south the XXIV Corps advanced over rough and clifflike terrain 
finding the enemy in deliberate defensive positions consisting of· blockhouses, 
pillboxes, and in extensive trench systems protected by double apron barbed wire. 

· The town of UCHI TOMAR! and DONIKU were captured and on the left flank the front 
lines were within 400 yards of OUKI. Only slight gains were made on the right 
flank. Artillery of the XXIV Corps and of the 3rdPhibCorps was assisting the ad-
vance. The 96th InfDiv states that it is possible that the entire 62nd Jap Div 
is in front of its lines. 

Total casualties as of this time are 1,523 of which 282 are listed as KIA. 
Following is a chronology of the contacts and engagement with the Jap 

task force on 7 April: 

2345 - Contact lost b,y submarine THREADFIN off east coast ~uSHU. 
Force headed fJN. 

0825 - 1 BB, 2 CL, 10 DD picked up by ESSEX plane at 30-44N 129-lOE, 
course 300. 

1030 - FairWing 1 plane reported force 1 BB, 1 CA 9 DD at 31N 128-55E. 

1015 - TF 5$ launched 380 plane strike against force reported in 31-00N 
129-00 E. 

1130 - lll+5 - ComFairWing 1 issued orders for day and night tracking of force. 

1345 - Search plane reported force attacked by VF, VB and VT with 
considerable damage. 

1448 - ComSubPac issued orders to submarines to knock off cripples 
and search for aviators. 

1520 - Search plane reported landing to pick up a survivor at 30-47N . 
128-05E, and reported 1 CL and 1 DD burning, 4 other DD headed 
NE, speed o. ComFai~ving 1 ordered planes to search north for 
the BB and its escorts. 

1620 .- Search plane sent in a report (garbled) that the BB had not 
been sighted, but that there was considerable wreckage and eneljlY 
su1~vors in the water. 

1705 - Search plane base reported "Survivor states vessel burning not 
underway to be batt1eship. 11 Our estimate of others 1 cruiser 
light, 4 DD s tU11.{, 4 DD nnda.ma.ged, 1 DD burning, 1 BB burning. 
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1 April (Guam date) ( Cont 1 d) 

1701 - CTF 58 reported: 11 PRELTIAINARY ESTIMATE LACKING PHOTOGRAPHS 
TarAL FORCE ATTACKED 1 Y.AJ,1A.TO BB 1 AGANO CL 1 CL OR LARGE 
DD 7 OR 8 DD~ SANK 1 BB 1 AGANO CL 1 CL OR DD 3 DD X 2 
DD BURI\TING BADLY 3 DD APPARENTLY UNDAMAGED X AI..L DD STRAFED 
OR ROCKETED X BB TOOK MINIMUM 8 TORPEDOES AND 8 HAL.4' TON 
BOMB HITS X NO JU:R OPPOSITION . OVER TARGEr BUT PLEN'"IT AA FIRE X 
OUR LOSSES ABOUT 7 PLANES" (Later reported 3 planes dovm in 
target area, and 4 fighters from ESSEX down in launching area). 

0515/8 Plane 92V464 reported 4 DD, 1 CL course N, speed 2 at 31-12 128-10. 

Submarines have been ordered to knock off cripples and pick up survivors. 

From lJ.t.l.4D to 1843 on the 6th, 182 planes attacked 22 groups. 55 shot do~m 
by planes, 35 shot dovm by ships. 22 suicides, 2 near misses. Total 116. The 
following ships were damaged as indicated during these attacks: 

~ 

BUSH ) 
COLHOUN) - 2 DD, 1 IJ.MS 
EMMONS ) . 

Minor damage 

HUTCHINS ) - 1 DD 

RF£RUIT ) 
DEFENSE ) - 2 AM 

Heavi6r daJnaged 

HY.MAN 
MULLANY 
NE#COMB 
MORRIS 
LEUTZE 
HOWORTH 
RODMAN 

TlliTTER 
FIEBERLING . 

DANIEL T. GRIFFIN 

DEVASTATOR 

LOGAN VICTORY 
HOBBS VICTORY 

LST 347 

) 
) 
) 
) - 6 DD, 1 DMS 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) - 2 DE 

) - 1 APD 

) - 1 AM 

) 
) - 2 AKE 

) - 1 LST 

Further air attacks morning of 7th (0325 to 1015) 20 planes approached in small 
groups and 6 dropped bombs • . Of these 20 planes, 6 were shot down by fighters, · 
6 shot down by ships, and 2 suiciders _hit (BENNETT (DD 473) and VVESSON (DE lSl:-) ). 
Total ships sunk or damaged during these actions: 10 ·nD, 2 DMS, 3 DE, 1 APD, 3 AM, 
2 APE, 1 LST - 22 Ships. 

CTF 57 reports as follows: 110n 6 April bombed and strafed airfields at 
ISHIGAKI and :MIY.AKO. 1 plane shot do111m in air. Previous craters on 1viTYAKO filled 
in. Force detected by snooper i..11 early morning and attacked by 4 suiciders. No 
damage to ships, tho one plane close-missed ILLUSTRIOUS after her wing tip grazed 
island. The ,other 3 planes were shot down, 1 by ships gunfire and 2 by planes." 
On 7 April both islands were again attacked- All MIYAKO runways left nnserviceable. 
Some 20 a/c were seen of which 3 were destroyed on ground. Total en~ losses air-
craft - airborne 5, on ground 3. Own losses 2 planes in combat, 12 operational. 
Force retired 7th for two days replenishment and will return to combat area lOth. 
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TOP OBQHII 

7 April (Guam date) ( ·ont 1 d) 

From 27 March to 6 April 205 B-29s from 21st BomCom in 6 missions laid 
1690 mines in the approaches to SHD~ONOSEKI STRAITS and in the KURE-HIROSiffi.,.fA 
areas. Mining was by radar from 5-0000 feet, except for 4S mines dropped among 
major fleet units in IaJRE IDL~BOR which was from 25,000 feet. 21st BamCom esti-
mates that 90% of the mines were effectively laid. 3 B-29s were lost in the pro-
cess, probably to enemy action, and 1 crashed while landing injuring 2 and killing 
9. 

Cominch & CNO 062116 (pink) states that units of the 7th Fleet will pass 
to the command of Cincpoa on a schedule to be agreed upon by General MacArthur 
and Admiral Nimitz, or as may be directed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

CTF 58 062337 outlines first report by carrier plane of enemw force which 
sortied from BUNGO SUIDO. 

Com5thFlt 070105 (pink) orders CTF 5S and CTF 51 to carry out strikes on 
enemy task force. 

Plane 160, Flight 464 070130 sets forth first sighting of ene~ force by 
search plane from ComFairlYing ONE. 

CTF 58 070304 advises that strike has been launched against enemy surface 
force. 

Cincpoa Adv Hq 070646 advises ComGenPOA that visits to the RYUKYUS by 
certain personnel vfill be restricted to those only who are concerned in carrying 
out ouerations in that area. · 

CTF 51 0707 55 covers his summary as of 1200 on the 7th. 

Cincpoa Adv Hq 070825 requests CinCS7JPA to authorize direct ~ommunications 
between Co~~ir?thFlt and ComAirPac regarding exchange of naval patrol squadrons. 

CTF 54 070S32 (pink) outlines his op-p:Lan for possible engagement with 
Ja~:>anese surface force. 

CTF 51 070925 comments on progress of current state of affairs in OIITNAWA 
area. 

CTF 57 071204 outlines operations of that task force on 6 April. 

Cincpac Adv Hq 071214 concerns search operations being carried out by sea-
planes in the OKINAWA Area. 

CTF 51 071830 covers summar.y of operations as of 1800 on the 7th. 
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TO! SEGII!ET 

S April (Gurun date) 

OKllJAWA. In the north, light opposition is being encountered; however; to 
the south lind ted gains were made only after exceptionally difficult fighting. Ivfuie-
fields were encountered together with fire fr0111 all types and calibers of weapons. 
Front lines as of 1800 are within 2500 yards of u; CHINATO airfield on the right 
flank and within 1500 yards of YONJI~ARU airfield on the left flank. 

By L plus 6, 30,000 civilians were under the care of the Military Goverrunent 
authorities on OKINA~VA. A general report from the :Military Government indicates 
that the situation is generally satisfactory. Total casualties as of 2400 on 7 
April- numbere~ 1,690, 301 of which are reported as KIA. 

Search for remnants of the Jap task force attacked on the 7th were negative. 
Planes from F.M·V 1 searched all day but poor visibility was encountered throughout 
the area and no reports were received indicating that sightings had been rnade. CTF5S 
launched a 32 plane fighter-b~nber strike in the general area of the engagement and 
the planes returned re9orting no sightings. CTF 58 estimates that -the renmants of 
this Jap force consist of 5 DDs. 

&hlp casualties: Air raid on 6th - MARYLAND hit by bomb which failed to 
penetrate turret #3. H. F. BAUER (DM 26) hit by aerial torpedo way forward, being 
locally repaired. ~lS-321 hit by suicide plane knocking out her three inch gun and 
causing topside damage. On the Sth - YHS 4'Z7 hit by coast defense gun but remains 
operational. GREC~RY hit by suicide plane, engine room flooded but Under control. 
TF 58 shin casualties: CHAS·. s. SPERRY (DD 697) lost oort bilge keel. HAR.B.ISON (DD 
573) 2 guns out due to suicide near miss. TAUSSIG·(DD 746) electrical gear out due 
to two near bomb misses. SAN JACINTO (CVL 30) numerous shrapnel holes due to bomb 
near miss. H.AJ~COCK ( CV 19) being returned to ULITHI for repairs escorted by HAYNS-
VlORTH (DD 700) who took a suicider on her bridge and STEMBEL (DD 644) with a fuel 
oil leak. 

TG 51.3 (TransRon 16 lifting 27th Div) ordered to objective. ~vo divisions 
(2 RCT) will proceed to HAGUSI beaches for unloading. The other TransDiv (RCT) 
will go to KE..l1.ML1. Rl:!.,"'TTO to prepare for landings on the eastern islands. TG 51.1 
(77th Div) and TG 51.2 (2nd MarDiv) remain in waiting areas. TG 5S.3 replenishes 
today. others remain at objective. Units of TG 52.1 repeat strikes on SAIITSH:Ct!A 
Gffi\JTO. TF 57 continues replenishment. Leaves today for combat area. 

First report from CTU 94.4.1 has come in. Unit consists of TALBOT (DD 390) 
and LSH 331. 

A survey of PARECE VELA was completed and foundations installed for hydro-
gra:pher shack. Reef is reported to be very steep and no anchorage is available. 

Enemy continuing to shell CEBU docks. Liberty ship furnished counter batter.y 
fire. PI's active in landing guerilla supYJort, barge hunts, and shore bombardment. 
They fired an amrntmition dump on C:L'R.ABAO ISLAND (N of PA.'N'AY) • 

BESUGO (SS 321) on the 6th attacked a northbound CL in SAPE STRAIT but 
missed. Then scored a hit L~ one of her escorts, which same leaving 1nany troops 
in the water. 

On the same date GABILAN (SS 252) scored a hit in the cruiser and slowed 
her do~m. This perr1utted the third submarine, CHARR (SS 328), to score three solid 
hits. The cruiser was heard sinking and breaking up. 
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8 Anril (Guam date)(Cont'd) 

SEA ROBIN (SS 407) sank tv·ro troop loaded sea trucks bound for SAIGON yes-
terday, and recovered the only 3 survivors from 200 troops. Cargo also consisted 
of hundreds of oil drums. 

TIRANTE (SS 420) sank an AK in the YELLow· SE..t\., and SPADEFISH (SS 411) sank 
a junk. 

COBIA rescued 7 13th AF aviators from ditched B-24s off CAPE ~~ARP~r, all 
in good shape. 

SEADEVIL ( SS 400) picked up 3 fighter pilots from ESSEX • . 

Delayed reports from TF 58 for the first 5 days of April indicate that a 
total of 77 en~ planes was destroyed during that period (59 airborne), with 39 
others probab~ destroyed or damaged. This represents a gain of 28 destroyed and 
30 probably destroyed or damaged over earlier reports. 

Of 194 B-29s airborne for the attack again~t the Mitsubishi Aircraft Pl-ant, 
137 dropped 574 tons of GPs on the plant primary target visually from 16,500-21,000 
feet, and 23 B-29s dropped 107 tons of GPs on targets of opporhunity. 123 Jap planes 
were sighted, and 71 attacks were counted. JJ+ Jap planes ~trere destroyed, 7 probably 
destroyed, and 7 damaged. These enerow losses, added to those inflicted by the P-5ls 
and the 73rd Wing B-29s over TOKYO, totai 85 Jap aircraft destroyed, 37 probably de-
stroyed, and 51 damaged, a grand total of 173 aircraft. 

3 B-29s were lost over the target. 1 was rammed and seen ~to crash. 
parachutes were observed. 1 crashed after a vdng blew up over the target. 
was hit in the right vdng over the target, spun in and crashed and burned. 
chutes were seen. 

No 
A 3rd 
No 

Photographs taken of both aircraft plants on the 8th show a number of hits 
on plant buildings at NAGOYA, with fires still burning in the engine test cells, and 
42 hits in nearby residential and commercial districts. The east half of the TOKYO 
plant was obscured b,y smoke. Damage was observed in half of the TOKYO plant, but 
again mnoke made accurate damage assesament impossible. 

At KYUSHU on the 8th 10 B-29s dropped 50 tons on the K_4..NOYA east airfield 
and 38 others hit KAGOSHIMA CITY and airfield with 152 tons by radar from 17-19000 
feet. ~!o enemy opposition was exnerienced. Results were unobserved. 

20 B-29s are scheduled to take off at 1800 tomorrow· to continue the mining 
of SHIMONOSill\I STRAITS • 

JCS 072051 discusses shortage of shipping and states that it is necessary 
to direct rear area shipping to be employed in forw·ard movement and requests infor-
mation as to what can be done to further this program. 

Com5thFlt 080340 outlines his policy on the return of damaged ships to rear 
areas~ 

CTF 51 080755 outlines his swnmary as of 1200 on the 8th. 

Cincpac Adv Hq 080846 advises Com5thFlt as to proposal for employment of. 
CVEs and requests recorrunendation from him for redistribution of CVEs novf ~r his 
command. AJ( h 

CTF 51 081325 outlines his summary as of 1800 on the 8th. ~ 2 5 u 4. 



TW sgcm 
9 AnriJ.: (Guam date) 

On OKINAWA the front lines in the drive to the south remained virtually 
static throughout the day. On~ small gains in isolated sections were reported. 
Present plan of the 24th Corps is to capture the high ground on both flanks. 20 
Artillery Battalions are nov·r available for the support of the drive to the south. 
During the day 2 RCTs of the 27th InfDiv landed on HAGUCHI beaches and have been 
assigned to the 24th Corps. Remaining RCT will land on TSUGEN SHllfA. the morning 
of the loth., 

CTF 51 reports enemy reaction to OKINAWA occupation evidenced by daily and 
nightly air attacks, attempts at surface activity by suicide boats and svdmm.ers 
and an inc~eased resistance in south. A srnall group of suicide boats attacked 
ships in the southern transport areaf&· C.J. BADGER (DD 657) hit and holed amidships 
putting both engines out. STAR.."R (AKA F!fl) hit with minor damage, apparently because 
boat hit LSM alongside. At least 4 boats were destroyed and 8 Japs killed. At 
least two swimmers reported. Only one air attack reported on 9th. STERRETT hit 
and lost propulsion. Extensive fire support furnished in southern OKINAWA with 
apparent~ good results. · 

Summary of TF 51 ships damaged by enemy action thru the 8th: 12 sl.Ulk - 9 by 
suicide planes, 2 by mines, 1 by suicide boats. 56 damaged - 43 by suicide planes, 
6 by bombs, 3 by mines, 1 by aerial torpedo, 1 by gunfire, 1 by suicide boat. 

TF 57 is due to strike FORltl:OSA on the lith and J2th of April while CVEs 
from TG 52.1 (R.Adm. Durgin) will maintain neutralization of SAKISHTiviA GUNTO. 

During the afternoon of the 8th 96 F4Us and 15 F6F(N) of MAG 33 arrived at 
the KADENA Airfield. 

CTF 58 estimates 529 enemy planes destroyed by that force from 23 1~rch 
thru 7 April inclusive. This total figure bre~{s drnvn as foll~vs: 

428 Shot dovm 
176 by OKINAWA target CAP 

21 by night, dawn and dusk CAP 
00 near TF 58 
6 by VF(N) 

19 by ships gunfire 
7 apDeared definite suicide attempts 

2 suicides 
__22_destroyed on ground 

529 TOTAL 

CTF 51 estlinates 254 Jap planes destroyed in the same period, including those de-
stroyed by planes of TF 58 when controlled by TF 51. If the 176 planes destroyed 
by TF 58 OKIN1~;JA TC .tp are subtracted, the grand total is 607. 

CoM:inPac 030321 discusses the necessity and value of assignment of 2200-ton 
DMs to each minemveeping unit. 

ComGenAAFPOA Admin·060535 (p~k) discusses base development plans at IE 
SHD A and OKINAWA. 

Cominch & CNO 071945 (pink) requests Cincr>ac to ascertain how QUJENFISH 
established identity of AWA 1V:A..i-1Uo 
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TOP SECtfu'"'T 

2 April (Guam date)(Cont'd) 

Cincpoa Pearl 0721.45 (pink) requests comments from ComGen Ten as to ComGen 
AAFPOA Admin despatch relative to employment of 316 Wing at IJ~ ·SHI MA. 

Com5thFlt 080256 requests TF 57 to strike northern airfields on FOH.MOSA on 
the 11th and 12th. 

QUEENFISH 0Sl515 states that the identity of the A'v'TA llARU was established 
by statement of the prisoner alone and no other confirmation was made. 

Cincpoa Adv Hq 090125 advises that in order to insure readinesc to meet 
future counter offensives it ~dll be advisable to return TGs of TF 5S to port for 
replenishn1ent, upkeep and rest on a rotating basis. 

Cincpac Adv Hq 090126 advises Cominch that QUEENFISH despatch relative to 
sinking of K.V.A HARU answers information requested by Comi.nch. 

Com5thFlt 090225 requests that Cinc:')ac arrange with STNP to carry out air 
strikes against southern FOill·.'10SA at the same time as TF 57 is striking the northern 
fields. 

CTF 51 & CTF 56 090235 states that 2nd MarDiv Viill possibly not be required 
in Phases I or II and suggests that the 2nd MarDiv be returned to SAIPAN pending 
decision for employment of this unit in Phase III. 

Cinc:9ac Adv Hq 090255 outlines to all Pacific Ocet=~-'11 Areas units terms of 
the recent directive from the Joint Chiefs of Staff involving changes in com.mal).d 
organization in the Pacific. 

Cincpoa Adv Hq 090625 reclassifies an area north of r.vo as a blind bombing 
zone. 

Cincpoa Adv Hq 090642 requests CinCSWPA to strike southern FOEZMOSA airfields 
on 11 and 12 April. 

CTF 51 090745 covers SunKnary 17 as of 1200 on the 9th. 
I 

ComGen 10 090910 (pink) ansvrers Cincpoa Pearl request for· iP..formation re-
garding establishment of VLR sites on IE SHD.TA and OKIN.'\J:'lA. 

Cinc;Joa .._ dv Hq 09ll57 (pink) authorizes Com5thFlt to return 2nd MarDiv to 
SAIPAN vd.th the proviso that the Division ·will remain alerted for employment in 
either Phase I, II or III of ICEBERG. 

CTF 51 091240 covers Sumrnary 18 as of 1800 on the 9th. 

HacArthur 091617 directs Allied Air Forces to conduct heavy air strikes on 
southern FORMOSA airfields on the 11th and 12th of April in accordance with Cincpoa 
request. ~ 
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10 April (Guam date) 

Lines of the 24th Corps were consolidated on OKIN.:\HA throughout the day 
and only limited local advances were attempted.. The 3rd PhibCorps encountered 
stiffening resistance on :20'I'OBU PENINSULA and was subjected to extensive counter 
attacks on both flanks. Bad weather hamnered all operations throughout the day. 

During the morning 1 RCT of the 27th InfDiv landed on TSUGEN SHil'!J\. Con-
siderable resistance was reDorted8 Jap casualties as of midnight S April numbered 
5,000 KIA and 222 FD~Ys. Military Government authorities report that as of today 
73,000 civilians _are under their control. All captured males between the ages of 
15 and 45 are·being used as laborers. There are about 1500 in this category. 

Delayed reDorts of ship damage: LCS 36 in air attack on 9th. HOPPING (APD51) 
received 6 hits by shore batteries. After IDE.chiner.y spaces end fireroom inoperative 
but can make 18 knots. 

Fire support continued. 2 OBB, 2 CA, 1 CL and 9 DD supported operations 
of TG 51.19 engaged in the ca-oture of TSUG'SN SHIMA. 

TF 57 nroceeded to position for strike on IATSUY.LLHA and SHINCHIKU airfields 
on northern FOlT:rOSA scheduled for tomorrow. TG 58.1 and 58.2 having been in sup-
port for tvro days are now due to replenish, with TGs 58.3 and 53.4 in the fueling 
area. TG 51.2 (lifting 2nd liarDiv) start·ing back to SAIPAN. 

Our plane losses at OIITNJl._WA include 6 F4Us missing since the evening of the 
9th when they became lost (1 pilot was rescued by LCS 57), 1 FL1-U crashed, and 1 OY 
missing. The pilot and aircrew.rnan of the TUSCP...LOOSA OS2U who bailed out over J ap 
territory are now safe, having filtered through the enemy lines. 

A report from CTG 51.15 (RAdm Kiland) on Jap suiciders follows: On basis 
of intelligence interrogations of personnel and examination of plane parts and docu-
ments aboard 8 DDs and other escort types hit by suiciders and by ovvn observation 
of 3 attacks on shipping in immediate vicinity of KERMiLA. R.Jill1TO the following infor-
mation obtained: (A) PJB.nes generally approach at very lav•T altitude. In some in- · 
stances 10 to 20 feet off the water. When possible, approach from behind land 
masses. . (B) Suicide planes vdll often select isolated vessels, crippled ships or 
ships with relatively weal<: fire pov.rer as targets. This apparently regardless of 
the presence in same vicinity of higher priority targets. {C). Great variety of 
planes employed in these attacks but no new models identified. Examination of r~u
facturers plates from portions of 1 suicide, nrobably Kate indicates planes built in 
1933 or 1939 and some 'Jarts manufactured as far back as 1927. (D) Decoy or diver-
sionary planes approach from another direction. (E) Coordinated attacks reported 
4 inst~nces with planes coming in from several angles simultaneously. (F) Planes 
making their anproach absorb great punishment 1ti thout being destroyed or throvm off 
.course, indicating possibility these planes are s~ecially armored. Pieces of 1/4 
inch armor recovered* 

This morning elements of the L,.lst InfDiv landed 011 the northern coast of 
JOLO r~:L!\1\JD meeting very little resistance. A landing was also made this morning 
011 BUSUANGA IST.J.~J·JD southwest of riTNDORO. 

S?ARK a British submarine, reryort.s seeing the cruiser tor·':ledoes by the 
CHAR.i.1 (SS 32S).. This submarine renorts that the cruiser sank after a spectacular 
ex0losion• This sinking occurred on the 6th NE of BALI. 

- Continued -
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10 A1;ri1 (Guam date) \Cont 'd) 

On the night of the 9th-loth, 16 B-29s laid 105 mines in minefield 1 ~! in 
SHIMO JOSSKI STRAITS (west entrance to .SHTI:OrJOSEKI STRlLTTS) through 8/10 to 10/10 
clouds from 5-6,300 feet. There We.s no ene:rny- air opposition, and no B-29s were 
lost. 11It is estimated that this mission wiD- maintain the blockade of the west 
entrance of SHJ!.iONOSEKI STP..AITS for an additional 5-7 days. n 

ComGen JrdPhibCorps 082357 reconunends to ComGeiU'li'l!FPac that JrdPhibCorps 
rehabilitate at OI\IN.P;!~TA instead of in the Uii.RIA .. l\JAS or the Hl~NAIIAN A.11.E..Ii. 

CTG 50.8 (R~dm Be~J) 092358 discusses failure to return escorts from 
ULITHI to the operating area. 

Com5thFlt 080512 (pink) suggests that CTF 5S make a strike on KYUSHU soon. 

CTF 58 100025 (pin.~) advises Com5thFlt that a strike on KYUSHU v.rill be de-
nendent upon when his TF vd.ll be released from support of amphibious forces. 

Cincpoa Adv Hq 100044 (pink) requests information from Com5thFlt regarding 
suitability of OICINAWA Area for the development of certain airfields and facilities . 

Cincyoa Adv Hq 10004S covers desire of Cincpoa that major questions concern-
ing future operations should not be referred to commanders engaged in combat and 
that any such information will be supplied by the Advance Headquarters. 

Com5thFlt 100128 states that no mining strikes are currently planned and 
recommends release of mines to the VLR program. 

Cincpoa Pearl 10011:-6 recommends to Cincpac that despatch regarding facilities 
for IE.ITE-S.tJ{AR be sent to CNO. 

Cincpoa Adv Hq 100223 (pink) covers directive that priority be given to 
establishment of aviation facilities on SAIPAN. 

CTF 51 100315 covers Acirniral Turner's OpPlan for the capture of IE SHD.tiA. 

CTF 51 100705 covers Su.rnmary No. 19 of operations on OKINA~JA as of 1200/loth .• 

Com5thFlt 100716 (pink) states that strike on KYUSHU by TF 58 will have to 
be postponed until shore based air is activated at OYJNAW'A. He suggests that long 
range fighter sweeps on KYUSHU fields may Pa¥ big dividends. 

Com.l\FSWPA 10114.5 states that he will carry out heavy strikes on southern 
FORMOSA airfields on the same days that the British carrier force strikes the 
northern fieldso 

Cincpac Adv Hq 101159 authorizes ComGenF_;fFPac to proceed with rotation of 
personnel of the 3rd .l{arDiv as originally planned. 

CTF 5l l0l300 is Sununary 1'o. 20 covering OKINAWA operations :;:; l0l800, 
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11 April ( Gua.t1l date) 

Little progress was made in both the northern and southern areas throughout 
the day. Z}th Corps in the sorrth continued to consolidate its lines prior to 
launching the scheduled all out attack.. Our casualties as of 2400 9 April total 
2,695 of which 432 were KIA. 

CVE planes furnished direct air sup;Jort, and some planes from TF 58 were 
active on CAP. 4 J ap planes were shot down and a. 5th scored a near suicide miss 
on the MI\NLOVE (DE 36), killing 1 and wounding 1. We lost l VF to A.A., an F4U 
crashed on take off, burning l parked plane and a C-47 engaged in DDT spraying 
crash landed at YONTAN Field, demolishing the plane, killing 1 and injuring ·?. 
KADENA Airfield is inoperative because of heavy rains, but YONT.A.N is in excellent 
condition. 

Between 1000-1040 5 enemy aircraft approached from the north at 20,000 
feet to within 15 miles, but were not sighted and retired without attacking. At 
1820 2 raids approached from the SVJ to within 10 miles of KER.AHA RETTO, but turned 
back when the CAP att~cked them. 

Weather prevented TF 57 from carrying out its scheduled strB{es against 
FORMOSA. The force now plans to attack the same targets on the 12th and 13th. 

SAFEGUARD (ARS 23) picked up a B-29 crew 40 miles NTN of SAIPAN. 

QUEENFISH ( SS 393) returning to SAIPAN picked up all survivors of a search 
plane Vvhich was down NVl of mo JIMA. rhe~e men had been in the water for 4-3 hours. 

Two separate B-29 strikes are scheduled for the 12th. 114 B-29s will take 
off to attack the Musashino plant of the Nakajima Aircraft Co. at Tokyo and 167 
additional B-29s will attack targets li1 the KORIYAMA area. 

JCS 102237 (pinl{) outlines to CinC~?WA the· lst priority of operations in 
BORNEO is BRUNEI BAY, and that seizure of !.EIKPAPAN ·will not be carried out unless 
he can do so without orejudice to operations against JAP~lli. 

Com5thFlt 110247 concerns rotation of units of TF 58 to rear bases for 
replenishment and rehabilitation$ 

CTF 51 110730 outlines his OKINAWA suramary of operations as of 1200 on the 
11th. 

Com5thFlt 110909 directs TF 5S to discontinue replenishment and have all 
groups in readiness for an expected air attack. 

CTF 51 110940 states that there is a possibility of strong ener~ air attack 
being carried out from JAPAN and FOHMOSA on the 12th. 

CTF 51 lll340 covers Su:rfnnary No-o 22 as of 1800 on the lith. 
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12 April (Guam date) 

The front lines on OI<.:I'f\IA~'TA remained relatively stable throuf)l.out 12 April., 
Troops of the 27th InfDiv which made landings on TSUGEN SHIM.A are now reemba.rked 
and will land on the HAG US HI beC~.ches. 

At this time G-2 estimates indicate that 66,000 Japanese troops were be-
lieved to be present on OIITN .~-\'.'.'A and IE SHlliA. Of this number 49,000 are reported 
to be combat troops. 62,500 of these are estimated to be south of the 24th Corps 
line. 

Our casualties as of 2400 on 10 April were renorted as 3,195 of v·rhich 478 
are listed as ICCA. 

On the. 12th enemy air raids against shipping and our positions on OKINA~'fA 
't".rere heavy. About 25 Jap planes attacked during the night and. early morning and 
an estimated 175 enenzy- planes attacked between early afternoon and evening. Re-
ports indicate that there were 17 senarate raids in the afternoon. Considerable 
damage was inflicted on our forces as follows: Sunk - 'AB.ELE (AN 58). Damaged, but 
able to proceed under ovvn power - TENNESSEE (BB 43), CASSIN YOUNG (DD 793), STANLY 
(DD 478), PURDY (DD 734), ZELL.Pu1S (DD 777), JEFFERS (DMS 27), LINDSEY (DM 32), 
RIDDLE (DE 185), RALL (DE 304), GLADIATOR (.~I 319). Minor damage to a merchant 
ship whose rigging was hit. All of TF 58 at objective. Most have suffered air at-
tacks: ENTER PRISE ( CV 6)-? half electrical ower lost; ES.SEX ( CV 9) radar damaged, 
3 fuel tanks ruptured and forward gyro out from near bomb hit; HANK (DD 702) hit by 
suicider; BRUSH (DD 745), TAUSSIG (DD 746), HA~l.RISON (DD 573), SPERRY, CHA..lllES S. 
(DD 697), BLACK (DD 666), HAILEY (DD 556), MCGOWAN (DD 678), NO::l.l!llli'J SCOTT (DD 690), 
Im!EY (DD 688). . . 

3 groups are scheduled to be at objective on the 13th. 

Incomplete reports indicate that in the neighborhood of 200 planes were de-
strcyed by TF 58 and TF 51 during the day. Complete reuorts trill follow. Our 
aircraft losses were relativelY light. 

TF 57 struck SINCHIKU and KIIRUN airfields on FORMOSA. 17 planes are re-
ported to have been destroyed plus 5 additional damaged. 

4 enemy submarines have been contacted; 2 by planes and 2 by ships. 1 of 
the contacts was developed by HONSSEN (DD 798) in cooperation with the !,:ERTZ (DD 691) 
vdth excellent results. Debris and oil was observed and CTG 58.4 (RAdm Radford) 
credits these 2 DDs with a kill of 1 submarine. 

On the 12th 96 B-29s bombed the Uusashino Aircraft Plant at TOKYO. They 
were escorted by 78 P-5ls~ Fighter op_osition was reDorted meager. with an esti-
mated 50 enemy aircraft intercepting. P-51 claims were 11 enemy aircraft destroyed 
and 14 probably destroyed. B-29s claimed 3 destroyed and 4 probably · destroyed. No 
B-29s were lost; however, 4 P-5ls are reported missing. Results are described as 
being unobserved in the main due to poor weather conditions. 

141 unescorted B-29s destroyed the Hodogaya and Koriyfu~ chffinical plants at 
KORIY:U~. 3 B-29s are missing from this mission. 

ComPhibsPac 260100 concerns UDT teams and rotation of UDT units. 

- Continued -
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12 Anril (Guam date 

Cincpoa Adv Hq 100442 (pink) requests information from Com5thFlt relative 
to possibility of staging nhotographic Liberators through OIITNAVlA for the purpose 
of carrying out certain ·ohotographic coverage. 

CincDoa Adv Hq 10111~ refers to instances of attacks qy friendly aircraft 
on friendly submarines and surface craft and requests disciplina~J action be initi-
ated in attacks of this nature. 

Cinc?oa. Adv Hq 101145 (pink) advises Com?thFlt that a sterilization date 
of 1 Se·tember is sa.tisfactOlJT for all mining jobs. 

Cincpac Adv Hq 101615 refers to rotation of CB personnel. 

CinCmVPA 110ll4 relieves ComSoPac on 30 April of logistic support ·of all 
SWPA forces in the Northern SOLOUONS. 

ComPhibsGroup 13 110353 (pink) refers to accorMaodations for British aircraft, 
officers and. men at SA1~~1AR Base. 

CTF 51 110545 refers to suggestions pertaining to air cover for radar pickets. 

Cincnac Adv Hq 110706 (pink) advises ComMarGils not to send air strikes 
against WAKE prior to the 19th of April in view· of friendzy submarine mission to be 
carried out in that area. 

Cincpac Adv Hq 110839 advises Cominch that steps are being utilized to the 
fullest extent to move Dersonnel and cargo from rear areas to combat areas. 

CinCBPF lll021 (pink) refers to the withdraw-al of the ILLUSTRIOUS to be 
sent to the United Kingdom for refit and further states that FORMIDABLE wiD_ relieve 
ILLUSTRIOUS about 13 April. 

Com5thFlt llJ235 advises CTF 51 regarding disposition of surface units for 
rnaneuver in defense against air attack. 

Cominch & CPO 111830 advises that in vie".~r of the shortage of F4Us allocation 
of these aircraft to RNZAF for Hay and J1..me cannot be made. 

CTF 51 112155 concerns special report ·of enemy air attacks during the ni~1t 
and early morning of 12 A"Jril. 

Com5thFlt l201J2 requests informa.tion from Com..llirPac as to the future esti-
rnate of planes and pilots avail~ble to TF 58. 

Cincpoa Adv Hq 120526 requests CinCSWPA to continue strikes on southern 
FOK~OSA air installations subsequent to retirement of TF 57 on the 13th. 

Hac~rthur 121118 answers JCS request for information concerning utilization 
of shipning in ~the Pacific Theater • 

. CTF 51 121315 is SmrunaXViJ No. 2.4 of OKIN t\J{A operations as of lSOO on the 12th. 

CinCS':NPA' s Chief of Staff and other staff members are 
tomorrow for conference uith Cincna.c-Cincpoa .. 

scheduled ~ive 
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13 April (Gua.~ date) 

Little ~rogress vras made on OKINNJA on the 13th. Resistance was intense. 
In the south, the 21~th Corps is ~reparing for a strong offensive which is probably 
scheduled for the 19th. 

· ..:" ir attacks ·were renorted as being much lighter. No damage is indicated to 
our naval units during the past 24 hours. 3 additional casualties, how·ever, are 
re1orted as results of the heavy air attacks on the 12th. LCS 33 was hit by a suicide 
plane and suru(. LCS 57 was hit by 3 sldcide plru1es and suffered extensive damage. 
In return, however, this shio caused destruction of 4 ener~ nlanes, after which she 
returned to I\ER.t\MA RETTO under her own nower. 

P.:RCHE(SS3S4) on patrol off theE coast of HONSHU reDorts opere.tions for the 
oost 5 days to include the sinking of. 1 DD, 2 small AK; 1 large steam trawler and a 
station nicket • 

.Amnlified renorts from CTF 58 (Adm l.'Iitscher) state that on the 12th TF 58 
shot doi!vn 153 Jap planes; 62 by the OKINAVlA CAP and the balance by planes over KIIKP:. 
and AEAMI. 8 additional planes were destroyed on the ground. On the 13th TF 58 re-
ports observing only 1 airborne plane ·which was shot down. 12 planes were destroyed 
on the ground at ~'U-::..\tiT and KIIKAI and numerous small craft and barges were strafed. 
CTF 58 renorts that from 18 Earch to 12 April inclusive TF 58 has destroyed 1281 
enemy planes, broken dorm as follows: 

914 airborne planes 
73 by ships' gunfire 

841 by our planes 
363 on the ground 

4 suicides 
12$1 

CTF 51 (VAdm Turner) reports that the total number of enemy plru1es destroyed 
by aircraft under his control to be 128. 

On tl).e night of l3-J..4th 335 B-29s attacked TOKYO Arsenal. Bombing was carried 
out by radar and reports indicate that a general conflagration resulted. Enemy air-
craft opposition vras generally slight o 

18th: 
Following is a reca:pitulc.tion of aircraft destroyed in the POA since March 

TF 58 
TF 51 
TF 57 
TF 93 
TG 50.5 
20th 4~ 

TOTAL 

l291l-
410 
64 
32 
4 

61± 
1868 

CTF 58 111108 covers reuort of attack by enemy aircraft during the after-
noon of the 11th ·~ 

CTF 57 121237 covers operations of the British carrier strike on !i'O.tr IOSA 
on the 12th. 

C'rll' 58 J2JJ+58 sumrac.rizes results of Or)erations J2 '\1Jril. 
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13 Anri1 (Guam date)~ Continued) 

Cincpac Adv Hq 122308 vrithdraws censorship regulations regarding suicide 
attacks by enemy air force. 

Cine ooa .1ldv Hq 122310 ( J)ink) covers Warning Order for Phase III (c) of 
IC~BERG (: rrYA.KO JIEA) .-

Cincpoa Adv He: 122312 (pink) outlines areas at Trhich units now carrying 
out operations on OKI1 A1JA v:ill rehab ill tate c?.nd prepare for next operation. 

Cinerea Adv Hq l223JJJ.- concerns certain 1)roposals for changes in the air base 
deve1o'0ment ·')ro.gram in the OYJJJN;JA area. 

Com5thFlt 130JJ.J.l requests CTF 58 to make a strike on the K'.WSHU airfields 
vihen racticable. 

CinC')Oa Adv Hq 130229 suggests to Con5thFlt that he do eve~jthing 'lossible 
to ex'Jedite arr ival of personr_el and· equipment to service air groups and improve 
airfields in the OIIT~L'~:!A area. 

CTF 51 130825 is surru:1a.;ry of O!CIKA.:.: .. - operations as of 1200 on the 13th. 

CTF 51 1308h0 Sllr1r1Crizes an attack by probable pilot-controlled buzz bomb . 

Cincnoa Adv Hq 130935 requests strongest 9racticable strikes to be carried 
out by CinCSI/JP. against rOREOSA airfields and installations . 

CTF 58 131114 covers sumr.:1ary of operations of '.::F 58 during the 13th 

CTF 51 1311:..00 covers o~erations at OKINAHA as of 1800 on the 13th. 

Cincr.>oa Adv 131415 (pirLk) covers Arrey UJlits to be employed in Phase III-c 
of ICEBERG. 

Certain CinCAFPAC staff Officers arrived GUAM for conference vrith C~:;fP~\C . 

14 April (Guam date) ~ 

No major ground action was reported during the JAth at OKINAWA. 

Preparations cont:inued for the landings on 13 SHIMA. 

NE:'l YORK (BB 34) suffered considerable damage when a suicide plane crashed 
amidshi '')S. 

s:tGSBSE (DD 502), while operating with TF 5S, was hit by a suicide nlane 
which resulted in leaving only l engine oDerable and her steering gear out. The 
DD is in tovv and a fleet tug has been detached to assist. 

TF 57 on the 13th bombed a.11d strafed northern FOl12\~0SA airfields meeting 
no opposition. The force was under attack by enemy aircraft 3 times during the 
day but no damage was suffered. During the 12th and 13th TF 57 destroyed 20 enemy 
aircraft and losses were reported as being light. 

On the night of 13-14th 303 B-29s dropped 2150 tons on the TOKYO arsenal 
area. Photogr anhs on the JAth shov·J the a rea largely obscured; hovrever, 380 acres of 
damaged area are visible . 7 B- 29s are missi~g from this m::i..ssion. 2 5 j 3 
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14 Auril (Guam date) ( Cont 'd) 

Cominch & CNO 131641 and 131644 (nink) concern date for the seizure of 
BRUNEI BAY by CinCSWPA, and states that tU1its of the British Pacific Fleet vrill 
probably be allocated for enroloyment in this operation. 

CTF 51 132200 states that ComGen 24th Corps has been made responsible for 
attack of g:r·ound units by artillery, naval gunfire and air south of Corps boundary. 

ComGenro. 140058 (pink) recommends effective date the 98th Division be 
deferred to 1 June. 

Cincpac Adv Hq 140232 concerns shins to be assigned and withdrawn from 
CoMinPac units. 

CTF 51 liJ-0655 covers Summary Z7 as of 1200 on the ll+th. 

Cine poa Adv Hq li}0826 (from General Kenney) directs Army air engineer to 
proceed irru:1ediately to OKIN~.'fA to confer vrith ca~)tain Painter relative to construc-
tion of air striDs-thereon. 

Cincryoa Adv Hq 140829 (pink) concerns the mission assigned TA..1 .. '\:HA. 

Cinc">"l8.c Adv Hq ll~0833 concerns emDloyment of XE craft against targets in the 
SING.) .. PORE area. 

Cincuoa Adv Hq 141210 (pink) advises of desire for expansion and acceleration 
of Naval Base, OKINA~'IA. 

CTF 51 141240 covers Summary No. 28 as of 1800 on the 14th. 

15 .d.~~i~ (Guam date) ~ 
The landing on IE SHIMA is scheduled for tomorrow by 2 RCTs on the southern 

and southwestern beaches of the islande 

No major ground action was reported on OKINAW on the 15th. In the south 
the 24th Corps is continuing its nreDaration for a drive v;ith emnhasis being on 
the stockage of awnunition. Enemy casualties as of 2400 on the 13th are as follmvs: 
9; 108 KIA, 391 PO'.'ls. 

On the night of 13-JlJ.th B-29s burned out an additional 10.7 square 1n..-Lles 
of the TOYYO urban area.. Photographs taken on the 15th shovr that a total of approxi-
mately 28 square miles .?.re now burned out in this area. On the night of 15-l6th 312 
B-29s r'tade an incendiary attack on the KD7~\.SAKI and TOKYO urban areas. Early reports 
indicate that a general conflagration existed in the target areas. 

TF 58 made fighter sweeps against southern KYUSHU airfields on the afternoon 
of the 15th. No renort of the results of this sweep have been received. TF 58 has 
been reorganized eliminating TG 58.2. 

ComTraCarRonPac 080140 (pink) outlines his OpPlan for the FIR3BRE/J{ Opera-
tion. 

C'TF 51 131011-0 su.nm1arizes the existing situation insofar as shorta2;e of 
escort vessels is concerneda 
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15 ~~ 'Jril (Guam date) ,_;ont 'd) 

Cincpac Adv Hq 14.2230 advises Com5thFlt that he is considering a request 
on the 20th .AF to make an attack on OIITlJ ~.!A in front of the ?th Division and requests 
his comment on practicability of such an attack. 

Cinc,ac Adv Hq 150020 advises Cowinch regarding his stand on the question 
of Naval nersonnel acce-~)ting ri vate employment while on liberty. 

CincDac ~dv Hq 150036 requests 20th \F to provide ?hotographic coverage of 
southern ~<YUSHU airfields durin~ the critical period of the ICEBlliG Oneration. 

\ 

Cinc-)ac ~'idv Hq 150040 concerns control of Air Suymort Units. · 

Com5thFlt 150100 ref']_uests TF 58 to strike sout.hern KYUSHU airfields on the 
15th or 16th. 

Com5thFlt 150120 requests fighters from TF 53 to make strikes against 
southern KYUSHU airfields. 

Cincpoa Adv Hq 150410 requests 20th AF to raake strike against southern 
IrYUSHU airfields on the 16th. 

CTF 93 150620 (pink) directs ·cTG 93.4 to carry out P-51 strike on KYUSHU 
airfields. 

CTF 51 150700 covers Summ.a!jr No. 29 as of J200 on the 15th. 

Cinc)ac Adv 11q l505D6 recowmends certain DDs be sailed to the Pacific from 
the Atlantic in vietN of the severe attrition of the destroyer force during the 
O~ITNA\ :.\ 0 eration. 

Cinc-)aC Adv Hq 150813 concerns ?re"1aration of K •• 0 ..:\I Camp for elements of 
the rear echelons of the 1st UarDiv. 

CTG 93.4 (Brig.Gen. Moore) outlines his plan to svJ'eep KYUSHU airfields vdth 
P-5ls based at r.ro Jl~L\ . 

CTF 51 151310 covers Sumnary No. 30 as of 1800 on the 15th. 

Com5tll..Flt l5]Jtl8 advises Cinc'Jac that it is not advisable to stage P-51s 
from r.·;o J:C I\ to Irru.:mu and thence stage through OIITN.'~,'!A in view of the large num-
bers of Marine fighters already based at OKil\fN!A. 

CTF 58 1520Z7 sur.'1T1arizes results of oryerations from 12 Auril throu.~h ll:. _\pri 

Com5thFlt 152357 states that he does not desire at this time an attack by 
20th AF on tareets at OKI1JA";.'1~. 

CTF 51 160015 states that landing was made on IE SHIH:~ at 0800 against light 
opposition. 

CT~? 51 160205 is flash sunu11ary of resul!:-.s of eneTny air attacks on the morning 
of the 16th@ 

Cinc}Joa Adv Hq 160251 authorizes rele:1se of the 8lst Division to the opera-
tional control of CII'TC.c".S':?.'\.C., 
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16 -~ '")ril ( Gucun date) 

A landing was m.e.de on the southern 1.nd southwestern beaches of r:;:z SII2J~'\. 
2-t 0800 I(-9) on the 16ths 2 RCTs from the 77th Div ne.de the landing. 3nerw re-
action was light and the airfields ·were captured as of 1800,. 

16th. 
No c\~nreciable chan3e was reported in the 24th Corps southern line on the 

The strong offensive is scheduled to coY.~mence on the 19th. 

A militarJ goverrut1.ent re'Jort as of 13 .-1.pril st<.'tes th-::~t 85,000 civilians 
were under our care at the:t time. 10,000 of these are in a civilian camp and the 
remainder in 13 native villat2:es. No la.rge amount of corrmunicable disease has been 
noted. 10,200 civilians have been treated by military government medical facilities. 

In heavy air attacl{ on the morning of the 16th the follo-viing ship damage was 
incurred from suicide planes: Pii.INGI3 (DD 477) sunk. L~'.FFEY (DD 724) on radar 
Di~ket statioh was under air attack for 2 hours continuously, shot do11n 6 Dlanes, 
took 2 bomb hits and .?t least one suicide hit, and was able to retire to IC.:::iAHA 
under her ovm ")Ovrer. She finally had to accept a ton due to steering casualty. HOBSOJ.\ 
(DD h64) dan1age not stated, but cen nroceed lUl.der ovm Dovrer. BRY .. 11J'1T (DD 665) hit 
in radar room but o:Jerable. BO~:::::R.S (DE 637) had considerable :fire da:nae;e, but can 
:_;roceed under own poYrer. ITJ.::IDLJC ( 1J)~S 28) had much, damage fotward, magizines flooded, 
can nroceed under orm ')OVfer. LCS 51 holed and' cannot back. She is renorted to have 
shot dov·m 6 planes all.d was being tovred to K::l.J.L IA vii th a plane stic~g out of her 
at the ·Haterline. LCS 116 badly damaged. J.JCI 407 damage not stated. T..:\LUG;\ ( '\.0 62) 
hit without serious da.1n.ge. 

TF 58 in addition to conducting fighter sweeps over southern KYUSHU, main-
tained Cr, P over OKIN.'C "A and .A:t=.:\JsTI, and conducted air support missions. The force was 
tulder air attack durin[; the day. INTR3PID ( CV 11) took a suicider on the flight deck 
causing extensive fires and holes in both flight 3.nd hangar decks. Returns to fuelin§ 
area with TG 58.1 to see if she can be made capable of sustained operations. 
I.ICDZ:r?!:IUT (DD 677) was hit by a 5 inch shell vihich put forward fireroom out of action; 
she is ordered to ULITHI. 

TF 57 ·struck SJ.KISIIIY!!. fields as scheduled, observing little enenzy- activity. 
All airfields vrere bombed and left unserviceable. Continued strikes scheduled for 
today at· SA.KISHruA and possibly. northern FO~IOSA. Retires to nerr fueling rendezvous 
to:norrow. 

TF 58 from 12-14. Auril supported QT'INF!A operations, strafed, rocketed and 
burned hangars and buildings on T J.T3GA SHr · ·~ end at KI C'.I. During the t 'f.·vo days 77 
airborne enemy aircraft were destroyed, including 1 suicide in the SIGS'JTI (DD 502) • 
At KYUSHU on the· 15th 29 enemy phnes v.rere shot down, 58 destroyed on the grm.md, 
and 60 da!TIP,ged on the grormd Tilth 2 destroyed md 1 deJYl.P ged at _\I :.\JI~I. On the 16th 
maint.,,ined a 24 9lane C.1.P over O?'IN'.: .. A all day, a 12 plane C ~:? over .AJ~r~rr after 0930, 
sent 28 plane VF svreeT) to ~~n;srru, flevr air support, o.nd S\VerJt fL[IC.".I. In the days 
operations so far renorted 216 enemy aircraft Trere destroyed: 

166 were shot dovm 
62 by OKH1 f.._ •. A C.ll.. P 
22 on KYU.~:.l:I-TU mveep 
3 by Dumbo C .. P 

15 by shi )S f1mfire 
6h by the force, ~-:lost near .\:~A:' IT ('::....'Yld KIICu . 

1 suicide (ITTTR.~"")In) 
/+9 destroyed on the :zround 

216 - TOThL 
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16 A'Jril ( Gucun date J ~ Cont 'd) 

16th - 72 P-5ls ·Here over K.'JJOY .. , If \rOY\ z. and ICUSHIRA Fields from 1345 to 
to 1405 imL.lecliatel,y c.uter TF 5S planes, and found the 'Jickin£Ss slim. They sighted 
only 15 ,'Jirborne enemy aircraft, 1. ·tth very few on the fie=...cts. No enemy ul2.nes are 
re'Jorted shot dow-n, but l was observed burnin.:; on the 2round. 3 P-5ls were lost, 
with l 'lilot. re')orted being uicked up by a sub, 1 missing, ~nd 1 believed 1'-~lled 
l'rhen his chute failed to O::)en. 

Box score on enemy aircraft destroyed in the POA since 113 Earch, as dis-
played on the Conference BoQrd: 

TF 5S 
TF 51 
TF 57 
TF 93 
TG 50.5 
20th AF 

TOTAL -

1663 
550 
84 
32 
5 

94 
2h2S 

On 17 April elements of the 8th US .AX'rrry are scheduled to land on !.[]JDi.NAO 
in the vicinity of ~L':L:\B·\FG. Troops involved in the operation consist of the lOth 
US Corps (Reinf) •rhich includes the 2hth and 31st InfDivs. Total 8th Army troops 
for ~he O)eration are 49,209. 

GomPhibsPac 151040 concerns recommendation that urgent re?airs should be 
c::trried out by a se1arate unit to be entitled 11) • .m:-'hibious Salvage and Repair Squad-
ron11 to be e..ssigned to the operational cor.ruMnd of the joint exneditiona!'"IJ forces 
durinG am~hibious attacks. 

Cincpoa Adv He: 160250 (:pink) outlines pro::_Josal concerning action to be taken 
to implement the JCS directive concerning command in the T"')acific and to eA.--pedite 
planning Qnd "'Jrenaration for the invA-sion of J -~PAN. 

Cincpoa P·.dv Hq 160252 advises ComC'.renPOA th--t for the -,;resent ~_rmy forces 
no1'l under the control of CinCPJA v.rill remain 1u1der his operational control except 
as ma,y be directed by the Joint Chiefs of L:taff. 

CTF 51 160800 covers Su.mm::try No. 31 as of ]200 on the 16th. 

Com5thFlt 160834 sun1rn::rizes opinions after an insnection made by him on 
OICTIL\~~A on the Jlt.th. 

Com5thFlt 1608h7 recommends all out attacks on southern KYUSHU in order to 
cut doY.n the effectiveness of the enemy PlaSS suicide attacl::s. 

CTF 51 160945 covers a laudator-y dis)B.tch rel2.ti ve to shi!)S Yrhich have been 
on radar nicket duty~ 

Cine ·)oa ~' .dv Hq 165245 states that he assurnes the 1·Tarine -~ir Grouns estab-
lished ashore in the r?.Ym'YUS he_ve all the replacement nilots and aircraft that can 
be 2.dvantaceously employed consistent Y-r~th aircraft facilities presently available. 

Cinc·'Jac .. \dv Hq 16l247 re;_uests CinC.Cf'.'P_. to neutralize all ~<'ClJ iOS:. fields 
subsequent to retirement of TF 57 on the 17th., 

ComDhibs~ac 161250 concerns S )eci~l recommend~tions rege.rding nrovisions 
for radar "Jicl\:et shi'~So 
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16 \ ril (Guam date 

ComGen 10 16lhl0 states th2.t lOth Army He2..dquarters moves ashore at 
01\IN~!A at 1200 on the 18th. 

C~ 51 161415 covers Surnmary l~o. 32 as of lSOO on the. 16th • 
. • 

ComAAFS:'JPA 162JJ+S warns various units under his corm11.3nd rel2.tive to im-
pro:EJer recognition l)rocedures bein carried out in the S.:'?!~. 

Cinc~Joa Adv Hq 162251 assigns 7th Fighter Command units to the operational 
control of CTF 93. 

li APri~ (Guam date) 

The landing on IG Srill.ir.. Yias accomplished and action on the 17th consisted 
of continuing scattered resistance. Our front line as of the afternoon of the 17th 
vras approY.imately 2,000 yards east of the airfield. 

No change in the front lines of the 24th Corns on OKIN.~WA. 

During the day of 17 April no dama~e was inflicted on our forces by air 
attacks except for B~TJ:{\11.! (DD 796) which is operating vdth TF 58. A suicide nlane 
crashed causing a near miss and inflicting some damage on this destroyer. 

On the 17th TF 58 destroyed 51 airborne enemy planes, majority of which 
were shot doT·m over .".H."1 IT GUNTO. 

CTF 51 (VAdm Turner) has submitted a revised total of ene:my planes de-
stroyed during the heavy air attack on the morning of the 16th. His total now 
has been raised from 87 to 131, broken down as follm~rs: 55 by C~ P, 62 by ships 
gunfire and 14 suicide crashes. 

B-29s numbering about 130 made attacks on southern KYUSHU e.irfields on 
the 17th. Ver.J few enemy planes were observed on the fields and a moderate 
number of airborne enemy planes failed to intercept this force. 

Box .score on enemy aircraft destro~red in the POA since 18 March: TF 58 -
1716, TF 51 - 620, TF 57 - 84, ~ 93 - 32, TG 50.5 - 5, 20 ~y - 94; total - 2551. 

ComGen POA 162355 reports to CINCA.FP_~C r;-ith J.rmy forces and resources under' 
his control as of this date and states that he expects to report in )erson in I:'l.Nlli 
about 20 4.pril. 

CinCBPF 160755 concerns XE craft oper2tions in the SING_\PO~W:: Area. 

Coa!tirPacSubComFord 170104 sets forth F4Us to be ferried to OKIILt!.: on 18 
and 19 !· pril. 

DepCom2oth.l'I.F 170245 (~inlc) states that 5,000 members of the 58th .Jing ar-
rived GU'U"" from. IrDIA i!'Tithout certain facilities and requests that effort be mo.de 
to expedite movement of cargo vessels on 1vhich ec~ui·oment is being shipoed. 

C':::F 51 170520 issues orders stating that in view· of ~Jossibility of enemy TF 
.::..rrivine; OKI~T:~.~ shiDs of T~.., 5h should de·Jloy to the north and nol"thvrest so ~s to 
be in nosition to intercept._ _ Continued _ 2 5 .1 R 



17 :~0ril (Guam date)tCont'd) 

Cincpoa Adv Hq 1'70529 concerns .1JSD to be installed at o;ciNAWA. 

Cinc';oa Adv Hq 170532 states that he concurs in the diversion of fleet sup-
port facilities from s4·~lL.R to the RYUKYUS and I Il~RIAN 'uS. 

Cincnoa Adv Hq 170557 C...C)ink) summarizes sta.tus ·of air units ·either enroute 
to OIITNA~·'l.A. or scheduled for CKII'TA~I.A in the near future. 

CinCBPF 170647 fL 170653 (pink) concern emlJloyment of that force in the 
:S~illJEI BAY O:peration. 

DepCom20thJ.F 17065h C1in.l{) reauests authority from Cincnoa to base the 489th 
very heavy bombardment group and the 369th service.group s~ecial on North Field 
TINIAN about 1 July. 

ComGen.l\irF:fFPac 170725 (:-.ink) advises that certf'.in ~Earine Fighter Squadrons 
~..nd Bomber Squadrons from ::A.~'l 1 re~Jort for duty to Co~GenTEN. Readiness date at 
mounting ·Joint in the DHIUPPII\CjS to be 1 June. 

DepCom20th!~ 170725 advises Cine ac thrt beginning 18 April the 21st BomCom 
will ·attack KYUSHU air·fields vrith 29~0roximately 100 B-29s daily, vrec?vther ryer.Putting, 
and will continue so long 1.s Cinc~oa considers ~Jresent emergency exists. 

Cincuoa .Adv l7ll55 (pink) outlines to CinCS: P_ information relative to cur-
rent use of enemy air bases by Japanese forces in FORHOS:. 

DepCom20thAF 171251 states that daily nhoto coverage will be carried out 
of southern YYUSHU airfields until rele1.sed by Cinc)oa. 

Cincpoa .. dv Hq 171310 (,ink) requests comment from Conu'?vrd.'\rea relative to 
basing certain \TL_-q, -rrings :9lus F~~~y 18 at TINI.XN. 

J,fc'lc .. \rthur 171505 advises Cinc'Joa that Slst Division will be assigned to 
the 8th Army and requests Cincpoa to issue instructions to direct this Division 
to re;Jort at IEYTE. 



18 4 pril (Guam date) 

Preparations continue for the attack scheduled for 0640 I on the 19th. The 
line-up for the attack from west to east is as follovrs: 

27th InfDiv - l06th and 105th Regts in assault 
96th InfDiv - 38lst and 382nd Ree;-ts in assault 
7th InfDiv - l84th and 32nd Regts in assault 

Elements of the 307th RCT from the 77th InfDi v will.n.aJ(e a diversionary feint on 
the southeastern beaches at HfOO. 

TF 58.7 (VAdm Lee) consistinc of 3 BB and 5 DD 1Yere detailed for bombardment 
in support of the effort to be carried out on the 19th. 2 TGs operated in support 
of OKIITNHA operations today and aJJ_ 3 groU')S will support the o::_;erations tomorrow. 
TF 57 is replenishing this date. 

On the 17th a few enemy aircraft approached the OKINA~'lA area, l or 2 being 
shot down some distance from the target. On the 18th 3 raids approached from the 
west at about 1S40 resulting in 2 twin engine enemy aircraft being shot" dorm by 
ni8ht fighters about 80 miles i.'·rest of the O~)erating area. 

SEAOWL (SS b,.05) sank a large I-Class submarine off HAKE ISI.ftJ\ID and possibly 
destro;fed a sampan o~)erating in the vicinity at the same time. 

The schedQled strB{e to be carried out by B-29s on the southern KYUSHU 
airfields on the 17th was cancelled due to unfavorable weather report. 

A revised estimate of enemy· aircraft destroyed in the POA since 18 March 
is set forth below: 

TF 58 
TF 51 
TF 57 
TF 93 
TG 50.5 
20th AF 

Total 

1779 
623 
84 
32 
5 

26~~ 
CTF 51 160751 sumriU1rizes enemy aircraft activity at o:uNAWA on the 16th. 

Cincpac Adv Hq 171247 directs certain addressees to ex;)edite re~)airs on all 
escort vessels as ex_)editiously as possible in order to 111al:e them available for 
co .. 1bat assignment. 

Co:minch &.. CNO 1715L'2 concerns substitution of .n:r~my garrison units in the 
_';l:.;?,SIL-IL:.S by ~Taval and Marine 1.uri.ts. 

ComGen 21 BomCom ]1)~005 (pink) concerns the employr.'lent of the 316th VI.ul. 
~ling in the :Lu-?.I:0'L';.S • 

Cincpac Adv Hq_ 100250 requests inform::,tion from CinCS'~::r:·A regarding the un-
authorized visit of General Smith (5th Fir;hter Corom.t:c~..nd) to OI<INA'JA. 

ConServPac 130301 ( pink) states that if target da-Le of 20 ~-:..u,~~ust for IOIJGTOM: 
is to be rnet fir.Lt orders for shipments must be subnitted not later than 1 1fu.y. 

- Continued - 2520 
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18 Anril (Guam date) (Cont. •d) 

CTF 51 l806L~5 covers summary 35 as of 1200 on the 18'-'ch. 

Co1115thFlt 1806h7 concerns schedule of rotation for fast carrier task groups 
for rest and replenishment during current operations. 

Cincpoa Adv Hq 180653 (pin_'k:) concerns assembly of s )ecial equipment for 
LOI,IGTOM and OLY'liiPIC operations. 

CTF 93 180718 concerns VLR escort of P-5ls based c'l.t IWO Jll1A. 

ComGenAA.FPOA 180720 (pink) advises Cincpoa th-:.t he has been directed to 
transfer ·certain fighter groups from the 7th AF to the 20th Pli' and requests con-
currence. 

ComGen 21st BomCom lgosoo (pink) covers his proposal to base certain Vhf?. 
units on North Field TTI-JI&'J. 

GHQ S',JP.A 181010 (pin},:) summarizes the :?roposals of his representatives at 
a conference at Cincpoa Adv. Hq. and concurs in the j)roposals agreed to by them. 

CTF 51 181156 covers surfr;-:ary 36 as of 1000 on the 18th. 

Cominch & CNO 18Jlt-32 (pink) outlines directive to ComNavGroup CHIHI relative 
to future activities in the CIIIE' .. Theater. 

CTG 99.2 (r~ajGen r.:u1cahey) 181516 (pirL'k:) concerns employment of shore based 
air force in the OIIT!JJLT_\ ·\rea. 

CincDac dv IIq 181824 expresses appreciation to lhcArthur for continued 
neutralization of Fca-;.~os.:· airfields . 

C'J:'F 58 182039 states that he does not desire to rotate TGs nntil such time 
as the shore based air force is ready to take over and TF 5S is relieved from direct 
support of the OIITN_r rA 0)eration. 

Cincnoa Adv Hq 182354 (pink) advises ComGenAAFFD~ tJ.1at it is his understand-
ing that all Army fie;htei" groups deployed in the POA v.rill be under the operational 
control of Cincpoa unless otherwise directed by the Joint Chiefs of staff. 

Comrxen 21st BomCom 190025 states tl1..at daily bornbing of KYUSHU will be con-
tinued, weather ,ermitting, nntil cancellation is requested by Cincpoa. 



19 Apri~ (Guam date) 

Report has been received that the troops jurn.ped or.l in the 21J.th Corps sector 
ear~ on the morning of the 19th. Houever, final results of the day's action have 
not as yet been received. Intensive fire supr.)ort was supplied in the area ahead 
.of the 24th Corns by the follou:Lng ships: 2 OBB, 2 CA,5 DD on the east; 4 OBB, 
3 CA 5 DD on the vv-est; 2 OBB, 2 CA, 5 DD supportin8 diversion; 3 BB, 5 DD (AU 
only) on efl.st. Diversionary feint lancti..ng was carried out satisfactorily •. 

For t -he third successive 24-hour period no dar:1age has been reported as a 
result of air at tacks. There were, hov·rever, tvlO operational casualties: : iOBILE 
(CL 63) suffered an explosion in the center gun, Turret Eo. 2; TOI; .. ::.AN (D1I 2S) 
was re'Jort ed grounded. · 

SEN!·.fET (SS 403) re'Jorts scoring a hit in a 7 ,OOO-ton AK and another hit in 
an escort in the same locality - off IITI SUIDO. 

SUNFISH (SS 281) on patrol off the east coast of HONSIID reports that she 
sanlr 1 large Haru, 1 gunboat and l large escort vessel. 

94 P-5ls based at r.:o hit Atsugi airfield on the 19th. Reports indicate that 
about 50 enexcy interceptors vrere observed, all being )articularly unaggressive. 
21 airborne enemy planes were claimed destroyed; on the t;round, 26 enemy ::'lanes 
Here either destroyed of probably destroyed, and an additional 32 damaged. Our 
~osses were 2 P-5ls. Pilots from this srTeep reported observing a large cargo ves-
sel sirik. It had -Jreviously been burning. 

A strtke on KYUSHU sched:uled to have been carried out by B-29s on the 20th 
V{as cancelled. Hovrever, an attack on airfields in the northern KYUSHU area and 
on SHIKOiill is scheduled for the 21st. 

Cominch & CNO 1S2020 (pink) states that it is his intention to allocate nnits 
of the British Pacific Fleet to Cil·TCS.I:?A for the B "tt.T:'T~I BAY Operation and he re-
quests information as to the units required and the dates of assigTI.L"rlent. 

Com7thFlt 190056 CJil1.k) concerns Com?thFlt rec.1uest for ~;revision of increased 
re:Jair an:d SU}YJly facilities in CENTR · L LUZON. 

Cincpac Adv Hq 190222 (')ink) concerns the proposed meteorological conference 
and concurs ttat it should be held ~-n "Jashingt,on rather than in l:anila. 

Com5thFlt 190211-5 directs that rotation of carrier groups vrill not be placed 
in effect unti)_ the situation at OKINiriA relative to land based air force has im-
proved. 

Cinc-Joa Pearl 190359 ()ink) advises action addressees to initiate procurement 
and assembly of construction cw.'1d other s·)ecial equi:pment for the LOJGTOH Operation 
based on a target date of 20 Au.Stlst. 

CTF 51 190625 covers ,Suxnr.1ary No. 37 as of 1200 on the 19th. 

CinCB?F 190639 (Dink) a.dvises certain British units of tentative em!)lo;yment 
of the BPF in the nee.r future. 

Cinc.._Joa ~'\.dv Hq_ 190641 (pink) rer:_uest s t he concurrence of the JCS relative to 
assembly of su_<Jplies cor"rlrnon t o both 01~-~J:-IC 211d LOHG'TOL~ regardless of the fact that 
either or both o·;erations uay b e carried out. 
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19 Anril (Guam date) 

Cincpoa Adv Hq 190832 (piruc) concurs in cancellat ion of strike but requests 
continuation thereof o..s soon as "~>Tcather ;ermits. 

Coml\.AF'S:iPA 191033 directs 5th .AF to intensify attacks on FORMOSA airfields 
for ma.xinrum ~)ossible neutralization. 

lOth Ar.rrzy- 19ll32 covers SU-r:ID12.ry of o~erations on OEI.Ht·~~~A as of 1200 on the 19th •. 

CTF 51 191200 covers Sl..ltt[lary No. 38 as of 1800 on the 19th. 

Cominch g._ CNO 191817 (pirik) concerns control of 7th Fleet elements required 
for the defense of the 81:\iPA. 

20 April (Guam date) 

The scheduled attack on the morning of the 19th was carried out as per schedule 
and the front line as of the morninr, of the 20th had been advanced appro.xirnately 
l,ooo· yards on the right flank, no gain in the center and a gain of appro:-::inate:cy-
:1400 yards on the left flank. A portion of the YON-4..B&·cm ai:rfield had been seized. 
26 of our ton.lcs were destroyed during the 24-hour period. Stubborn resistnace 
continues to be encoli..'ltered on IZ SHI~i\. It is esti·::ated that about 1,000 Japs 
remain on the island. No more changes are re;orted in the front lines . 

For the L:.th consecutive 24-hour period air attacks have been light and no 
damage is reported to have been inflicted on our shi-.)s. There were, however, 9 
small raids on the evening of the 19th. !.'lost of the bogies made no attacks . 

250 B-29s are scheduled to make attacks on EYUSHU airfields tomorrovr . 

On the 19th 63 B-24s bmabed SI-II: CHIKU airfield vd.th results generally unob-
served. 23 ad eli tional B-2L1.s bombed T AIHJ\N airdroae on the sairre day. 

lOth Army 191830 covers the sumrn.ary of ground o0erations on OKI:'IA'.iA during 
the 19th. 

Com7th:?lt 200103 sta.tes that he re ;orts to Cinc}XlC for "?ur:t)oses of "Navy ad-
ministration n. 

Cincpoa Adv 200344 (pinl-:::) informs CinCS'.'IPA that it is not his intention to 
assume direct control of naval forces involved in the e.nl)hibious phases of the 
o~;erations directed and to be conducted by CinCs,·iPA and outlines his reasons therefor. 

.CTF 51 200550 covers Surnm.ary no. 39 as of 1200 on ·Ghe 20th. 

Cine ;ac ~4dv 200635 (pink) concerns recent insta..nce of a Task Unit ConLlander 
requesti:1g per::!.ission to divert a J ap hospitt'.l ship to o. port to e:z.arnine same and 
states it is highly irre:::ul? .. r :•r<.?cedure. 

Iede:Jeyer 200920 (pink) concerns additional information received from i'"rench 
Arr~w and Eavy relative to car;::o carried by 11 A' .. ~~ \.~uu . 

CornGen 10 2010h5 covers 0./I~·:.l:.;A ,;round situation as of 1000 on the 20th . 

C'.:_1F 51 201210 covers Smm.t:.ry IJo e 4.0 as of 18"00 on the 20th . - ~ 
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21 J.pri1 ( Gu.am date) 

During the night 20-21 April front lines on OKINA~'TA remained relatively 
quiet though several strong attem.Jts at infiltration 1·rere carried out against 
positions in the area of tlle 7th InfDiv. Gains of from 400 to 800 yards were 
made in the 24th Corps drive to the south. On HOTOBU P3NI NSUL.".. last enerrw pocket 
has been wi~ ed out and organized resistance has ceased. 

The island of IS SHDiu\. YJ'as secured on 21 Aoril exce::>t for IZGUSUGU Y.f'0J.A. 
Casualties are reported as fol1ovrs: 24th Corps,- as of 20" April, 4,Lr,.88 of which 713 
are KIA; 3rd PhibCorps, as of 19 April, 1,395 of vihich 266 .Kilt . 

TF 57 (British force) is retiring to L1~YTK with an ETA of 23 April. 

216 B-29s bombed airfields and installations on I\YUSHU on the 21st . Enemy 
aircraft opposition varied from none to slight . Photographs taken on the afternoon 
of the 21st shovr that 3 major fields in southern KYUSHU are inoperative . The 13 
airfields photographed contained 635 single engine and 215 tvrin engine aircraft . 
KANOYA showed in excess of 200 planes. 

96 P-5ls are scheduled to carry out an attack on Suzuku Airfield in the NAGOYA 
area on the 22nd. 

Cominch & CNO 191257 sets forth his ideas relative to the reorganization of 
CarDiv ?. 

DepCom20th..~F 200635 (pink) states t hat the dir ective received by him to 
transfer certain fighter grouy)s to the operational control of 20th.!U' was initiated 
by ComGen20thAF and not by the ~Jar Department. 

CinciJCtC Adv Hq 202252 covers request for Admiral Kinkaid to ~;roceed to GU.AM 
for conference. 

Ci ncpoa Adv Hq 20f253 (piru() requests ComGe~~4~POA to clarify the proposal 
to transfer fighter units to the operational control of AAJ?POA. 

Cinc-)ac Adv He~ 202255 sets forth recommendations relative to a proposed draft 
covering terms of surrender to be submitted to the Joint Chiefs of staff . 

Cincpac Adv Hq 210213 (pink) requests information from CinCi i'PAC regarding 
mounting areas for divisions in the assault phase for the OLYMPIC Operation. 

Cincpoa Adv Hq 210214 advises Corninch t hat he desires JICPOA to remain under 
the operational control of CinC FDA. 

Cincpoa ~ dv IIq 210217 (pink) requests ComGenA.AFPOA to comment on JCS paper 
regarding disposition of additional B-29 groups to be employed in the Pacific Area. 

ConGen 77th Div. 210l{i~5 announces capture of L£ SHD 1r.~ on the 21sto. 

ComGenA.WPOA 210700 (pink) advises Cincpoa of his stand relative to conversion 
of B-21~ grou~)S. 

Cinc:Joa .\dv Hq 2107~D states his concurrence in proposal for 7thFlt subm<?l..rines 
to assmJ.e responsibility for area south of 23-00 N and west of 122-00 E at a date 
to be deterrn.ined by ComSubPac and ConSubS~jPA. 

ComGenTen 211000 & 211630 cover o::>erations sumr.w.ries a s of 1000 and 1600 re-
S'Jectively on the 21st . 2 6 '2 



:c@if ELK !;ij]ji 

22 April (Guam date) 

Activity on OKIN.h.!/~ durin.~; the day 22 A:?ril 1Yas devoted in the main to 
readjustment of the Corps front lines . Enemy resistance continues to be extremely 
heavy- a..11d little -)rogress has been made . 

An air attack was reported on the OKINAWA "'~\rea comr:1encin ;-; at 17 Lt-0 and ending 
at 1950. I\.n estimated SO enemy c?J.rcraft attacked in 11 different raids; the lst corning 
from the north and the latter ones coming from the ;.~e st. 49 enemy aircraft were re-
ported as being destroyed, 35 by the CAP, 10 by shi-ls gunfire and 4 suicides. 

CTF 51 re:;orts t hat reconnaissance of the harbor near TAGUSHI on .IOTOBU 
PENINSULA has been carried out .:md he :;lans to set up a boat ~)ool there. 

TF 58 carried out strikes on )JlA.::~I GLNTO, JITIL'~.n e.nd 1\If\::AI durin_r; the period 
18 A})ril to 22 Anril. From the 20th thru the 22nd planes from 'rF 58 destroyed 16 
enemy aircraft in the air and 10 on the Ground, 6 of these by VF(N) and 8 by the CAP 
on the afternoon of the 22nd. 

94 P-5ls attacked SU£~UK.~ Airdrome sJ·'! of NAGOYA on the 22nd. It was reported 
that about 30 extremely unar;e;ressive rJlanes interce)ted, 9 of "';"lhich vv-ere shot dmm. 
SUZUKA and .AI:~JOG .. 4..Hf.u1.A Airstrips vTere strafed resulting in 18 ~)lanes on the gronnd 
destroyed and 19 additional daJita.8ed. In the same mv-eep 4 shi')S were sunk by strafing 
1 of 17hich was a 6-8,000-ton vessel nhich exploded. Our losses were 2 P-5ls. 

The scheduled strike by B-29s on the IcrUSHU airfields for the 23rd has been 
cancelled due to unfavorable ·weather forecast. 

Adm. E. J. Y>.ing liJ-1255 disap:)roves recommendation to increase the aircraft 
complement to be attached t o Kaiser CVEs. 

ComA.irPac 18215/+ .discusses availability of CVEs for lift of Havy, I.Iarine 
and Arr~ aircraft. 

Cinc~)Oa Adv Hq 190223 advises De)Com20thAF that use of OKIN.tJA fields by 
B-29s should be limit ed to only emergency landings. 

Com.Air?ac 212ll0 discusses CVG -)rograrn and reco~-n.i:lends that CV BON HO .. 'l::E 
J.:.ICHA.-w'J relieve _ _AIT..rt:~Rio~ as t.:~e CVC'J) . 

Cine Joa Adv Hq 202250 , ComFair .. .'fin~ 1 212233 and CTF 94 220351 relate to 
control of search squadrons 2.:nd tenders in the forw·ard area. 

CTF 51 220530 covers .Sunrnary 43 as of 1200 on the 22nd. 

ComGen 10 221239 covers Operations .:ilL-~ .. :o.r-y- 61 as of 1200 on the 22_nd. 

CTF 51 221315 covers SUJ..i ·lary lt-4 as of 1000 on the 22nd. 

ComGen 10 221?09 covers Cpera·::.ions .=.uu -:lary 62 as of 1700 on the 22nd.-

Fleet Admira~ Nirnitz ax1d ~ .. leHbers of his staff departed GU L\M f or OIITHNJA. 
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TO'""' LJOTii 

23 April (Gurun date) 

There u ere no reported chane;es in the front line )ositions held by the 
2L~th Corps on 23 April. 

Mopping up on I. OTOBU FENll,TSULli continued. :Further details are re 1orted _ 
on results of the air raid ca.rried out on the evening of the 22nd: WADSJORTH (DD 516) 
after near miss from suicide plane is fully operational; CU.JELL (DD 547) hit in 
jackstaff by suicide plc>.ne which crashed alongside causing no damage; SEDR.'1STROH 
(DE 31) had near miss vrith :..1an overboard, recovered and no damage; SHEA (Dr.t 30) and 
CROUY.;i;J. (D:S 11) suffered no da.nap;e from near bomb m ... "isses; HUDSOE (DD 475) hit by 
suicide Val which glanced of.£' f orecastle and caused no dar..!la [;e, only casUc'l.lty 1 7ITA; 
r.=;E2ff :OOD - 27 ICIA, 25 ~JIA· and 16 l.UA: S:i;\LI£~-,~ - 9 ron:~, 2 :riA; LCS 15 - 18 MIA. 
No damage wa~ reported to have been inflicted on our ships during the 23rd. 

BESUGO (SS 321) sanlc a German sub in the JAVA SEA, recovering 1 survivor. 

On the 22nd 94 B-29s carried out a strike against the southern Kl~SHU 
airfields. 60 enemy aircraft were re·oorted ·airborne, hovrever attacks by enemy 
planes were unaggressive. 2 airborne enemy planes were ~1robably destroyed and 4 
damaged. Bombing results were r;ood to excellent, a 111.1111ber of hangars and other 
buildings being destroyed and r1.mways thoroughly cratered. Photor;raphs revealed 
a nwnber of aircraft destroyed and/or damaged on the e;round. 

Photographs of Atsugi Airfield on the 22nd showed 326 operational enemy 
aircraft plus L~3 additional planes destroyed or da.mased. 

A B-29 strike vras scheduled to be carried out on the KYUSHU fields 
aeain on the 24th hut was cancelled due to unfavorable weather forecast . ..~eatber 
permitting, B-29s rdll hit the IQ1JSHU fields on the 25th. 

CTF 51 230750 covers Su:nnar-,Y No . h5 as of 1200 on the 23rd. 

ComGenPOA 230J1a (pink) covers sun:;ly requirements for the LONGTOH 
Oper ation. 

CTF 51 23ll25 covers Su111mary No. 46 as of 1800 on the 23rd. 

Cincpac via Com5thFlt 231221 states that it is ex:_:Jected that Corru7 air:!ing 
C:NE will request CTF 94- to provide squadrons or tenders needed for operations in 
the RYUI:YUS. 

Cincpoa via Com5thFlt 231240 corrects Base Development Plan for OKIIJA:IA 
concernine s c}uadrons schedu,led for No. 8 Field. 

Com7thFlt 231322 (pink) advises Cinc·'laC that the BRU: EI B1\Y o~eration 
is feasible l~,ithout support of British Pacific Fleet Units. 

ComGen 10 231800 covers Summary Eo. 64 a.s of lGOO on the 23rd. 

EtffiV · v1/ 
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IS 656.J!JT 

2J+ Anril (Guam date) 

Little proaress Tras nade yesterday on the front lines of the 2L1.th Corps. 

Up to 1200 on the 2hth no enemy air attacks vrere carried out on our forces 
in this area. 

105 B- 29s bor"1bed the Hitachi Aircraft Plant on the 2LJ..th. 523 tons vrere 
dro}ped from an altitude of 12-15,000 feet. · Borabing results vrere described as ex-
cellent. About 70 to 80 enem.y aircraft interceJ:Jted rn.aldn2 what was described as 
230 moderately aggressive attacks. B-29s clai1ned having destroyed 13 and possibly 
destroying 18 additiono.l. 5 B-29s were lost or are missing on this mission. 2 ·were 
lost to enemy action over the target, 2 Dlanes ditched and 1 crashed at T.tO lrhile 
0:~ temp tine; a landing. 

The tentative B-29 strikes on KYUSHU fields scheduled for tomorror.r have 
been cancelled because of u eather. 

Cinc.rJac Adv Hq 232303 (pink) advises Cominch of AclJniral Kinkaid's rep~y 
to a que'ty by CincDac relative to employment of l.mit s of the BPF in the B:-tUl\IEI BAY 
0Deration. 

ConServPac 240223 ( ·-:link) advises Cincpoa that bulk petroleum deliveries 
to FDA in 1.~ay and Jtme 1Till be considerably below rer:!_uireinent s and vrill result in 
critically lovr i nventories du:r·ins the latter part of June . 

CinCAFPac 240600 (pink) outlines his proposal relativ.e to release to CinCAF-
Pac of the operational control of Headquarters Army Forces, POA effective 1 Th~.y. 

G!I'-t S. ~PA 24.0605 states his vievvs regarding employment of BPF in the BHUNbi 
3AY Operation. 

CTF 51 240630 covers Sumnary No. L~? as of 1200 on the 2l~th. 

Cincpac .Adv Hq 2LJ.OS38 (pink) advises Cominch of the survey of airfield sites 
on OKINA'lA and makes recommendation to cancel Phase III-c and divert facilities 
originally set up for that o:-)eration to the OIITI-t.·~:;A .:"-rea. 

Com5thFlt 2412l0 directs that his rotation ')ro ,=::ram for TF 58 be nlaced in 
effect corrunencing 27 April. 

Cinc nac Adv 241319 ( pink) directs Com.PhibsPac to further direct 3rdPhibFor 
to initiate detailed planning for the am )hibious l)hases of operation LONGTOli; and 
states thaf he assunes t::.·oops Hill consist of a Field J.rmy includin~; the 5th.PhibCorps. 

CinclX3.C Adv Hq 2L~l316 recorrJ11ends that RP ... oJ~l ll . 3 .• Greer be ordered to report 
as OomFair fine; 18. 

Cine .~'c.c Adv I1q 2L:-131+0 outlines to CT .. : 93 (Eaj . Gen . HCl~e) th2.t offensive 
0'0eration for I :o based .fi':htei· c.ircraft be used as escorts for VLR strikes or cts 
independent stri1-:es on 1 YU~HU airfields . 

Cominch & CNO 2Lt-1501 C~ink) states that the anticipated attem~ot oy- enemy 
cruisers to return fro~1 the .sr:;G.L -GJ .. ~ __ rea to tl1e ~r1.)ire L1!3.Y .'l::l:e it practicable 
to uti~..ize the BPF in o )ercMtions a[~ainst ti1is ·;ossible eventue.lity. 

ComGen 10 2hl515 advises ColD.~}en3rd:?hibCor )S to desii;nate a division fror .. 1 
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2& A~ril (Guam date) 

Fleet Adr.ural Ninutz and party returned fro::n OIITNtYJA on the afternoon 
of the 2L~th . 

25 April (Guam date) 

Limited 5:ains were r:~ade by the 2L:.th Cor_ps th:cou.zhout the day on the 24th. 
Some high ground vras captured ·and T/J:·TA.13URU Vlas taken. Reconnaissance of TBUGEN 
SHitT.i\.. was completed on the 23rd .. · 51 Japanese V'fere killed and 356 civilians were 
captured cu1d are being moved to OKINAFJ·A .. 

The lst l:IarDiv has been assigned t,o Al"'111Y reserve as of 1145 I 24 Anril, 
with 1 ROT to be available on 12 hours notice. Enemy casualties for the operation 
as of 0600 I on the 25th: 21,269 killed, 399 PO:·Ts.. 115,000 civilians are under 
llili tary Governr:1ent control. 

From 1200 ·I ori . the 2~.th until 1600 on the 25th there v;rere no enemy air 
attacks. HeaViJ rains Jnade Kadena P ... irfield inoperative for 24 to ~J:S hours, 

B-29 strike and also a P-51 fie;hter svreep are scheduled for the KYUSifLJ 
area on the 26th. 

ComCruDiv ONE 1'72101 (pink) sets forth his OpP1P_..rl for the FIIGBRE..:•J( Operation 

1<Tarshall 2,4.1613 refers. to civil censorship pro g_;ram for the FOA vvit.h a view 
to transferring of certain primary responsibilities from Cincpoa to CinCi\FJ?AC. 

Cor.ainch 2Lr2220 concerns monthly troop movenents from the European Theater to 
the PHILIPP11IZS via PAJ\TANA GAI·.JAL. 1Uso states that it is proposed to move fl"om 
60, 000 to 80,000 troops per month for a period of about 4 months. 

Com5thFlt 250035 requests CTF' 5E5 to inforr.a. CTF 93 is a strike by the former 
is contemplated. 

ComMarGi1s!\rea 250319 concerns petition of 1!arshal1ese residents to be made 
protectorate of the United States. 

CTF' 57 250437 (pink) states that u1lless . othei'.rise ordered he intends to 
?roceed from UY'I1E on l Hay 1rd th TF 57 and continue strikes on the SlU~:ISHTI.L\ GUNTO 
coroLllincing 4 ~ay. 

!:~acArthur 250538 (piY1..k) covers the composition of the assault force con-
tem~)lated i'or the CLYli?IC Cr>erationo 

J'lac-~rthur 250818 (pin};:) concerns stagin·: of l division fro;n PCA in the 
::1:IILIP:?IU~S. 

Cincpoa Adv ., Hq. 251339 (pink) sets forth plans regarding rehabilitation 
of 2hth Corps and 1st l.Ie,rDiv at OIGJJ~~r;A and the 6th l,1arDiv either at OKIIt'~·~,A or 
GUflJ .. i . 
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26 A£ril ( J.uam date) 

Slight advances 1.rere made on the 26th and ~lements of the 27th Division 
Yiere re;ortod to l1ave rec1ched the north end of :.Machinate Airfield. 

TG 58 .. 1 is scheduled to depart tomorroPr for a ten d2,y oreather at ULITHI . 

Up to nri.dni,')'lt on the 2)th there nero no enemy cir attacks althou.:.;h several 
enemy ~lanes apJroached the transport area early on the r.1ornin:· of t~_e 26th . 

212 B-29s escorted by 81 P-5ls hit targets in the KYUSHU area on the 26th. 
~~·eather vras very poor and tho i-'- 5ls had difficulty reachinr; the target . 6 of the 
P- 5ls plus the :;ilots are missing. No B-29s are missing from this lilission. 

Enemy C~..ircraft destroyed in the POA since 18 =~arch : 

TF 58 1810 
':J.1F 51 626 
TF 57 89 
TF 93 00 
TG 50. 5 5 
20th AAF ·138 

Total 2748 

ComSoPac 182345 outl-ines the escort _'Jolicy to be carried out in the So?ac 
A.rea . 

ComAirPac 230015 concerns long ranee planning for i'on.1::1.tion £.nd rt1ovement of 
air zroups and squadrons . 

ComGcn:!es:?acJ3aCom 242321 states that effective 25 April the · lestcrn lacific 
Base CODL1al1d was activated. 

Co:~aGen 10 250230 (pink) summarizes results of recon:.1aissance TJith Capt . 
Painter ree;arding construction of airfields at GKINJLIA. 

CincPOA Adv Hq 250653 states that shippinc; stri~(es contem:Jlated oy CTG 50"~~'5 
are not desired at this tiue until shore based fi,2;I1ter ~~roups are set up in the 
rlYULYUS to permit reduc·cion of de:oands OL f:_.st carriers e.nd escort carriers . 

Coriri.nch t~ CNO 251631 (pink) sets forth concurrence by JCS in deferrinr; the 
= ~TiAKO Operation .?.nd in reconuend ~tion to eli vert the resources ~Jresently set up for 
: -:IYAKC to CICI!.J!i.. J. • 

Cine )Oa * dv. Hq... 260115 (pink) advises all corcr.1.::u.1ds th2.t Phase III- C has 
been deferred. 

Cinc·Joa Adv. Hq. 260229 (pink) ansvrers .t!{).CArthur' s despa t ch relative to 
assign::·1ent of ComGenPOA to his O)erational control and discusses Be.sic Lo~;istical 
Plen for Con:.1-:J.nd Areas involving Joint Arrny and HaV"J One:cations. 

CTF 51 260b,.OO covers Sw . .:11ary 49 as of 2400 on the 2~5th. 

Cine 1oa ~·· dv 26050L:. (pinlr) outlines rehoJ)il..i.t2.tion 'Jroy2 . .m for the 3rdPhibCorps 

Cir:.c ~oa Adv 2o0? 42 (pinl:) c'oncerr:s cu~·rent requirements of CinC1 o.:~ for 
he'...:1,V'J bor:!'):,;rs. 
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26 ~ ·Jril (Guam do.te) ( Cont 'd) 

Cincpac _· dv IIq 260338 sets forth rovieu of st2tt1s of Japanese Fleet as 
evidenced by photogra]hic covera.c;e. 

Cincpoa Adv Hq 260Bh0 concerns replacenent e.ircraft to be supplied to 
31 and :lAG 33 at OICEX~\. 

Cox:-L:i.nch 26134.0 (:ninl.;::, concerns ship~Jing requ3_reuents for emplo;y:rr1ent in 
the Atlantic su!Jseque:1.t to VE-Day. 

Cinc:x1c Adv Hq 2613l~5 (l)ink) advises Com.inch that after conferences uith 
Com7thFlt (AcJJn. K.i.nl::aid) he believes thc;.;t, BJ.:m1:n 3\Y C'Jeration can be carried out 
Ti:lthout the assistance of the BPF but that British carriers could be used advanta-
ceously in striking airfields on southern BOPJ~O. 

CinCS~w A 26-U-42 (pink) clarifies the 11follo;·r upn forces conteml')lated fQr 
the OLYJ::PIC Operation. fjy, ~~ . 
27 April (Guam date) 

No gains of any _Ja .. rticular sir;nificence nere reported during the 27th. 
The advance was sloT! and resistance from scattered strong points was reported as 
being exceptionally heavJ. 

The aor11inistrative and tactical cormnand of T~ SHI. ... :J. TJas turned over to 
the IsL:1.nd Cornmander (Brig.Gen. Thoma.s) on the 26th. 

HUTCHINS (DD 476) w2.s hit by a s1.ri.cide boat during the early morninf: of 
the 27th. Spe is, however, able to proceed under her 0\'111. povrer. RALPH T.t\LDOT 
(DD 390) was hit aft by 2 sui ciders but proceeded to Y3RAMA. for docldng. RJ\.THBURN~' 
(APD 25) was also hit by a suicider. DD.mar~e rras reported as not severe. C~'U'J....JJ)A 
VICTORY (.'\YE) anchored off OI~IlJA~lA 11ras hit by a suicider 2J1d sank in 10 minutes. 
The darnage reported above vras the result of about 3 raids in 1.;hich a;Jproxim.ately 
25 enemy aircraft ')artici~)ated. ~~t least 8 -enern.y aircraft Trere destroyed. 

On the 27th llO B-29s hit 6 southern ICfUSHU. airfields rd.th results de-
scribed a.s excellent. 2 B-29s v;ere lost on this mission. 

Box score of enem~r 2.ircraft destroyed in the PO..:'L since 18 }.larch : TF 5S -
1810, TF 51- 637, TF 57 89 , TF 93- [~, TG 50.5- 5, 20th AF- l3GJ total 2759. 

ComGen lO 260313 (pink) states that he is assembling the 77th Div on Oiill~A~IA 
after Tihich the 96th Div 1vill be released to ~Jroceed to 2. rear area for a rest. 
He further states that he r-rill remove the 27th Div to the north and employ ·the ,. 3rd 
Phib Corps on the rir;ht, of the 24th Cor:;s. 

CTF 56 26ll'20 outlines the ener11)r estimated strength on E.U: ·"B and discusses 
the troops required to effect a lc:mding thereon .. 

Coroinch 26]423 sets forth the CarDiv reorganization effective 1 Hay. 

ComGen 10 261700 covers oDerations sur.1ll19.ry 67 as of 1800 on the 26th. 

Com.i..nch 261752 ap:'roves the )ro r~r<?.J1l for ComJ.:3oPc..c to assume the duties 
heretofore ) erforr..1.ed by Cor.1.'iirSoPac. 

2SJ 
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27 AlJril ( Gurun date) Gont 'd) 

Cominch f: Cr,:o 262227 (pink) states that SFF ~.rill not r:artici·;'J2.te in the 
BBlJ::IJ.::I O)eration 2.nd ',till continue under Cine )ac 's o~-:;eration2.l control. 

Cincpoa i\dv 2700]4 (pink) approves the employment of the. Lf.lst Photo Recon-
naissance Squadron in the fo:L~v.,rard area. 

Com5th-Flt 270139 approves the tentative schedule of employment of CTF 57. 

·Cincpoa ~dv Z/0334 (pin.k) concerns requirements for the LONGTOH Operation 
as outlined by CouGenPOA. 

Cinc:Joa Adv 2701+23 (pink) advises Com5thFlt that the fast ,carriers and 
escort carriers T'fill be released as soon as possible from their -present employruent. 

Cincpoa Adv 270433 (pink) advises units in the forliard area that it is 
possible an impending air attack on bases in the r.;:.·arAHAS and , :estern C·'li.OLilJZS 
~J.ay develop originating from TRUK or :i. ""~ lCUS. 

ComGen 10 2703!"'9 covers operations su.mma:r~J 63 as of 1700 on the 27th. 

Cincpac Adv 271135 advises CinCS1dPA of certain shippin~ available for lift 
of 'Jersonnel and m.atericl. forvrard from rear areas. 

Cincpoa Adv 27125G outlines areas of responsibility relative to SS operations. 

Com7thF1t 271329 deline:;,.tes the dividing line between the S]P Sea Frontier 
and the PhililJpine Sea Frontier. 

2S A££:iJ: (Guam date) 

Cn the nir;ht 27-2Jth the l;:aE.r.~·A e.rea 11~~s su')jected to air raids .from 2040 
to 2315 -.:ith c.n estine2ted 50 enerzy :~i:r·crr.ft )artici 13-tin.;;. Ho dana,,··e nas suffei·ed 
by any oi' our sl1i)s . About 10 eneqy 2.ircraft V•Tere shot doLn ~J;)'" shi~)S .\A and 7 by 
shore AA. In the afte:cnoon on t, __ e :GJth pl:.:.nes from ?=•' 58 shot dmm l2 enemy i'ir-;hters 
over C~:IHA.:A and Ji:~ev-rise t:1e C \P O_)Ol\s.tin~~ uver ?~KAI Jn.:w~ destroyed 18 additional 
planes. 

CTF 58 reports losses from 18 T.::C1.rch to 25 April j_nclusive 2s 116 _Jilots, l:-0 
aircrevnnen in cor:lbat, 33 pilots, 17 .:.urcrern:1en a.nd l co:i.'ibat )hotocrapher operational-
ly. !'To infor~t:~tion on '~.rounded. On shi.:_Js, /+83 I:It-~., 71 IEirl, 997 .. .-L\. 

I(adena airfield, thou.sh muddy, is noT/ operatio:nc-:.1 lor d.El.Y lir;hc activity. 

GC: ?C ... LT (..ill 6) rerJorted at 2050/28 that she uas aiJandonin~~ ship. At ;2110 
she re~Jorted her 2)0SiGion as 127-39 E 25-30 N, that she has ')ecn oo~.1b8d ~~nd needed 
assist.9,nce. - At 2130 she reported she vras proceedinc under her or;n ~orrer and ~:ould 
report d.amase later. Five ~·,ri.nLltes later C'IT' 51 directed her to 'Jroceed dtl.rkened 
'~/·rhile under escort,, end told 2 ',.Tl' s to return to ~::>revious duty. ~~t 0510 this morn-
in~~( 2}th) a des ... 'atch n.::-ts i1rtercepted :2ro~:1 CT? 51 direct in~· CC~ .?OJ.T to )roceed to 
Ct • r - ...!- •d ., . r.1 • , T;'·- !\s1;tD r-~ ' ') I) .U ........ _ escor1./.:; oy -~ • .w• ... _ :'l. .&~. ,u ... ~t+ • 

At rniclnif=ht 2G-29th a sin:~le J,;r) ~Jlt?.ne atte::.cl:ed the drydocks at - -J'J,JUC inflict-
ins a certain a.Jnotmt of c)_e..;;~r.'lr~e on an '._13,_)D . Ships in the docl.;: uei·e not hurt ·1ncl there 
were no personr1e1 casu~J:t.ies .. 
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28 ~ J2.1:.ll (Guam date) (Cant' d) 

On the 2b'th nt 1120 .:u1 enemy reconn2.issance :)lane (n~rrt) was shot do-;m ~;>y 
F4Us at 29,000 feet ne.e.r ULI'l'I-II . The ~)lane had been detected :::.bout b,.8 miles out 
.and the F4Us uere vectored into 10~-:Ji·cion o11d shot thj_s .... •l011e ci_o-;m 17 u.iles l'rom base • . 

At rr::=nr:~ on ~:.he ~8-C,h 12 3-2hs hit p_.:.J-1-i..Ai',: ISL.·~m YTith 18 tons c:.t 0600 puttinP 54 
of 360 100 pounders in tlle tarr;et area, .::.nd an additional :!_50 --:iithin 2000 feet of u 

the desi:nated .._Joint of i1~1p2.Ct. Lt. sincle enr;ine flo::t .._'Jlanes tool( off from Dublon 
seaplane base anc:_ headed north, .:1nd the 4 en~ine seapl2-ne H.J.S still at the base . 15 
he:~rbor craft VIere around Dublon. 

Iu.'USIID fields Trere bombed by 20 B-29s on the 2~h. 

ComGenA:\FPOA 2$0618 (pink) covers current require1:1ent s of Cincpoa for heavy 
bombers in the 1iiilii J'iiAS and at CIC!Tir !A . 

Cincooa Adv 280712 advises DepCbm2C!t,h_~Ii' that an attacl-r by 1 squadron on each 
of 6 airfields ~:ill constitute 2.n appropriate effort 2.f;;L'.inst targets at IUUSHU. 

Hac_ rthur 28104D states t··1.:..t he vlill assuue responsibility l'or classification 
oi o:;::>eratilY: zones in tho area south of 23 I'J a.11d ~-rest· of 122 E effective 29 April. 

:.rac_~.~.rthur 281045 (pink) requests infor.n1s.:cion resnrdin:.:; the ave.ibbility of 
freieht supply vessels . 

Cinc~)ac Adv 281415 requests CII·JCS~JPA to take action to insure that AAF S:lPA 
~'fill not operate northeast of -~,CJLGSA 1Iithout prior a.uthorization iron Cincpoa . 

Cinc:Joa .ddv 281417 advises CTF 93 (f.:aj .Gen. Hale) that it is a~reeable to 
strike TCKYO Trith P-5ls on 30 April. 

Cincpoa ~·~dv 2Sl42ll. advises DepCoro20th.A.F and ComGen.lLA.FPC. that ,:rhen fi[:;hters 
o:L TF 93 are used to escort VLll. flichts.., O)erational control of the fi,ghters should 
be pa,ssed to the 20th ~'Ji' for the duration of the operations. 

v 

29 AEril (Guam date) 

No ground activity of arry particular significance was reported on the 29th. 

Naval forces and troops in the OKINAWA area were subjected to heavy enell\Y' air 
attacks on the 28-29th fran ear:cy afternoon until ear:cy- morning of the 29th. Approxi.-
mate4r 200 enel!\Y aircraft attacked in an estimated 44 raids. The day-light CAP made 
saccessful interceptions of the majority of the attacks before .the.y reached the radar 
pickets. · Jlo enemy aircra.f't reached the transport area until after dark. 80 enemy 
planes were reported shot down during the dccy-light hours. After 1900 there were 
numerous torpedo, bombing and sl:dcide attacks carried out against all types of ships 
throughout the area. 19 en~ aircraft were shot dawn and· 5 planes crashed mak:i.ng 
a total of 24 subsequent to 1900 or a grand total of 104 for the day. 

The results of damage to our shipping from mid-afternoon on the 28th to ear:cy-
morning of the 29th summarized as follows: PmCKNEY (AFH 2) hit by suicider starting 
serious fire. Gutted amidships and engine roan flooded. 25 patients killed. WADs-) 
WORTH (DD 516) slightl;y' damaged. BENNION (DD 662) slight:cy damaged. DALY (DD 51.9 
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29 April (Guam date) ( Cont 'd) 

· extensive topside damage. TWIGGS (DD 591) - extensive topside damage. LCI 500. 
~ Slight damage. COMFORT (AH 2), hit during these attacks reports all compartments 

above main deck amidships from frame 66 to 110 demolished. Interior control out. 
Casualties:' 29 dead (including 6 patients), 1 missing, 3.3 seriously injured. WICHITA 
(CA 45) has small underwater damage from 5 inch shell. LCS 37 received minor damage 
in sinking suicide boat reported previously. 

19 additional suicide boats were reported destroyed. 

HAGGARD (DD 535) and HAZEil'VOOD (DD 531), operating with TG 58.4 (RAdm. Radford) 
were hit by suiciders on the evening of the 29th. Both are under tow to KERAMA REI'TO. 

B-24s carried out heavy strikes on TRUK on the 28th and 29th. In addition 2 
PB4Y' s on a special mission severe:cy damaged a 400-foot floating drydoek in the TRUK 
LAGOON. 

B-24s also bombed MARCUS on the 29th. Results were not reported. 

On the 29th 106 B-29s attacked the southern KYUSHU airfields with excellent 
results. 2 B-29s were lost on this mission. 

CTF 51 280020 summarizes heavy air attacks on the OKINAWA Area. on the 2S-29th. 

ComGenPOA 281000 reconmends that the 223rd Field Artillery Bn be moved with 
the Slst Division to the HIILIPPINES Area. 

Cincpac Ad.v 290203 advises Can5thFlt of the revision of areas of . responsibility 
for search and reconnaissance. 

Cincpac Adv 290819 outlines procedure to be carried out by hospital ships in 
the combat areas and during retirement therefrom a.nd entrance thereto. 

Cincpac Adv 290830 (pink) answers Com.inch dispatch relative to redeployment 
of APs to the Atlantic Theater subsequent to VE-Dq • 

. Cincpoa Adv 290835 concurs in deferment of reconnaissance of KUME until 'situ-
ation at OiaNAWA is clarified. 

GHQ SWPA 290952 concurs in the exchange ofVPB 106 for VPB 109. 

Cincpoa Adv 291225 (pink) requests Cincpoa Pearl to prepare a revised Base 
Developnent Plan for IE SHIMA and OKINAWA. 

CTF 51 290400 covers Summa:ry No. 52 as ot 2400 on the 28t · • 

-/ 
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30 April (Guam date) 

Fragmentary report was received from forces at OiaNAWA stating that the 
Ma.chinato Airfield had been secured. · 

T.F 58 carried out strikes on AMAMI GtJNTO on the 29th. 33 enenu planes were 
destroyed. 

Slight additional damage to ships has been reported as result of raids on 
the 28th and 29th. BUTLER (DMS 29), SHANNON (DM 25) 'and the merchant ship HALL 
YOUNG were all hit by suicide planes and all suffered minor damage. 

TF 57 consisting of 4 CVs, 2 BBs, 5 Cruisers and 14 DDs departed LEITE for 
the fueling area. 

On the 30th 63 B-29s carried out strikes on EIUSHU airfields. Strike sched-
uled for tomorrow on KYUSHU fields by B-29s has been cancelled. 

Cincpoa Pear~ 292154 advises CinCSWPA that power barge UELECTRA11 is not 
available for transfer to MANILA. 

~cpoa Adv 300208 (pink) enumerates certaill garrison forces which were 
former~ to be employed in MIYAKO but now will be deployed to OKINAWA. 

C'l'F 51 300330 covers summar.r 53 as of' 2400 on the 29th. 

ComFwdA.rea 300541 directs Island Comna.nder IWO JD!A to. take i.Jmnediate steps 
·to saf'eguard present temporarr a.umunition storage.: 

Cincpoa. Adv 300549 concerns assigned missions of bases in the Central Pacific. 

Cinepa.c Adv 300613 states that he prefers the ENTERPRISE to be employed in 
the combat area during May and return to Navy Yard for overhaul about 1 June. 

Cinepoa. Adv 300614 states that he has not authorized the establishment of any 
regular passenger service by NATS or ATC between the MARIANAS and the RYUKYUS. 

Cincpac Adv 300615 directs Com.Fwd.Area to transfer VPB 106 to Com7thFlt in 
exchange for VPB 109. 

Cincpoa Adv 300655 directs Com.AirPae to transfer VPB 123 to ComFwclArea and 
to transfer VPB 116 to Com7thF~t. · 

Cincpoa Adv 300659 concerns recommendations made by Cincpac relative to 
an explosion on the Island of IWO JIMA. 

MacArthur 301221 covers new search to be flown by SWP search planes. 

Cincpoa Adv 301332 (pink) advises CanGenAAFroA that the 1st strips for VLR 
in the RYUKYUS are estimated to be ready 15 August and 15 September. , 

Cincpoa Adv 301325 (pink) covers reconmendation to initiate a deception plan 
to cover activities and movements of all A.rnzy' and Marine Divisions rehabilitating 
in the Pacific Theater. 

Cincpoa. Adv 301338 {pink) concerns liaison between Cincpoa and 2oth AF2'8'~4-ti ve to mapping photography. . j '-
Cominch 301454 suggests ma.ximum utilization of LCTs,LCMs and LS:Ms ~. order to handle the unloaain~ problem in the forward areas. "':,..-::s;;..~\f~ .; 
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1 Mey (Guam date) 

On the 30th the 77th InfDiv took over the responsibility of the area 
formerly held by the ·96th InfDiv and the lst MarDiv is now in the process of 
taking over the section held by the 27th InfDiv. 

Military government officials report that at the end of April ll01000 
civilians ~ere under their care. 

Enell\1 aircraft attacks in the OKINAWA area were light. on the 3oth. 

A landing on TARAKAN off the northeastern coast of BORNEO was effected 
1 May. ~ slight opposition was reported and operations and unloading are 
proceeding satisfactor~. 

A landing was made on AGRIHAN on the 1st in an effort to locate possible 
survivors of a B-29 crash. No survivors were found. However about 70 natives 
including 4 J aps were located on the island. 

93 P-5ls (IWO J'IMA based) were over TOKYO on the 30th about noon.. ~ 
7 airbome ene.tl\1 aircraft were sighted. Weather was poor and little damage was 
done to aircraft installa.tions. None of our planes were reported lost. 

CanGenroA 300145 (pink) concerns request to the War Department relative 
to service units for HYPOCRITE (JAPAN). 

8 Wedemeyer 30ll50 (pink) requests air assistance from MacArthur stating 
that the Japanese have been advancing westward in the YELL<lV RIVER VALLEY. 

Cincpoa AdV 302255 (pink) advises that 2 VLR groups can be received in 
the OKINAWA area by 15 August and 2 by 1 September. Further states that it is 
not feasible to deploy additional group at TINIAN without interference with sup-
port or other activities. 

ComFwdArea 010135 covers ammunition and explosive storage facilities in 
the i'orward area. 

Cincpac Adv 010144 (pink) states that four strips for VLR are estimated 
to be ready in the OKINAWA Area on 15 August, 1 September, 15 September and 15 
October. 

Cincpoa Adv 010226 (pink) advises CanGenPOA of cancellation of certain 
letters and assumes CINCAFPAC and ComGenroA will submit requests for space needed 
in the M..ARIANAS for support of Army units. 

Cincpac Adv 010507 advises CTF 51 that a destroyer within 1 mile of a 
hospital ship might be construed by the enerq as being an escort and states his 
desire that norma.li;r covering destroyer should be approximate4r 3 miles astern. 

Cincpoa Adv 010533 requests infonnation from ComGenAAFPOA as to his long 
range plans for movement of replacement Arf:n3' aircraft to the forward area. 

IsCom rvVO 010738 answers Com.Fwd.Area request for information relative to 
the ammunition dump explosion night of 25-26 April. 
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1 Ma..y (Guam date) ( Cont 'd) 

Cincpoa A,dv 010759 concurs in retention by CINC5WPA of a Marine Air Group 
headquarters and 1 squadron of MAG 25 furthe~ stating that the other squadron of 
MAG 25 ~ be needed in June or July on short:, notice but is available for use in 
SWPA until further notice. 

Marshall Ol06QO {pink) refers to directive issued conceming control ot 
A~ forces and resources in the Pacific. 

2 May (Guam date) 

During the ea.r:cy moming of 2 Mq elements of the 7th InfDiv carried out 
a night attack reporting gains up to l400 yards. Early on the morning of 2 Mq 
the 1st MarDiv and the 77th InfDiv launched a coordinated attack resulting in an 
adVance of about 300 yards along the front • There were no hostile air attacks re-
ported in the RYUKYUS area up until 1500 on the 2nd. Poor weather hampered air 
support missions throughout the dccy'. 

Emergency landing strip at IE SHIMA is now operational. It is reported to 
be 75 feet by 44:00 feet long. 

On the lst and 2nd strikes were carried out on both MARCUS and TRUK by 
about 10 to 15 planes each day'. 

Com3rdFlt 292121 (pink) requests assignment of MISSOURI as Com3rdFlt' s 
flagship and further that it be available to receive Com3rd.Flt and staff a.t GUAM 
about 18 Mlcy' • 

GHQ CMPA 2911.49 {pink) concerns assignment of Army forces in the Pacific 
Theater _to CINCAFPAC. 

Cincpoa Adv 010525 (pink) directs ComFwd.Area to move ground echelon of one 
P-61 night fighter squadron from IVfO JIMA to IE SHD!A. 

ComGen24thCorps 010810 outlines instances of friendly combat planes bombing 
and rocketing friendl.y tr-oops lvithin ~he lines of the 24th Corps. 

GHQ fMPA 0114l0 requests Maj.Gen. Leavey be made available for assignment as 
Chief of stai'f to Lt.Gen. Styer who will soon assume logistic command of AFPAC. 

Cincpac Adv 020012 (pink) concerns studies completed by Com3rdFlt relative 
to future operations. 

Cincpac Adv 020020 advises ComWesSeaFron of certain APA' s to be made avail-
able to him for lift to SVVPA. 

Cincpac Adv 020213 (pink) concerns proposed implementation of the BLUEBIRD 
coverage plan. 

CTF 58 020251 advises Cam5thFlt that he does not recommend fighter sw~eps 
against KYUSHU until completely relieved of the responsibility for the defense of 
OKINAWA. 

Cincpoa Adv 02053S advises ComGenPOA of the number of casualties evacuated 
by Naval Air Evacuation Group from OKINAWA. 

- Continued -
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2 May (Guam date) ( Cont 'd) 

Com5thFlt 020648 directs CTF 58 not to make fighter sweep against KYUSHU• 

CTG 50.; 020803 advises CTF 51 that VPB 109 can be accomodated at Yontan 
without disruption of maximum fighter operations. 

DepCom20thAF 020917 (pink) advises Cincpoa that decision has been made to 
deploy the 316th VIR Wing- to OKINAWA. 

· p~o'o~b\y 
CornWesSea.Fron 021$46 states that . he will"reqw.re all the APA 1 s offered in 

Cincpoa dispatch of 2 May and that he will advise definitel¥ as to his requiremerrlis 
on 3 Ma.Y. &, ----1.--/ 
3 :vay <Guam date) - (.../V 

Activities on OKINAWA on the 3rd followed the same pattern as for the 
past few da\ys. OUr attacks were met with severe resistance throughout the front 
lines. 

In air raids yesterday arternoon several suicide attacks scored on ships 
in the radar picket stations. Beg:i.nning at 1820 an estimated 20-25 enell\1 aircraf't 
approached fran the southwest in 4 raids, apparentl\1 fran FORMOSA or CHINA bases. 
The CAP shot down 4, ships were credited with 4 more and 9 made suicide hits. The 
following ships were hit by suiciders: AARON WARD (DM 34) after shooting down two 
planes was hit by 5 suiciders and is in serious danger of sinldng; LITTLE (DD 803) 
was sunk; MACCUB (DMS 23) hit, damage not reported; LCS 25 hit, damage not reported; 

· LSM 195 sunk. . 

CTF51 has changed his radar picket stations to positions closer to land 
cover in order to attempt to obtain protection from land shadow • 

CTF 57 resmnes attacks on SAKISHD!A today. 

Reports from submarines are as follONs: PICUDA (SS 382) reports attacking 
a convoy on the 27th in the YELJDV SEA without resul.ts except for a possib1e hit 
on an escort. TREPANG (SS 412) reports sinking a destroyer earl;r the morning of 
the 4th in the YELLaV SEA. RATON (SS 270) sank a 6oOO ton gas loaded tanker also 
in the YELIDV SEA. SPRINGER {SS 414) sank aDD on the 2nd and a DE on the 3rd in 
the YELLON SEA. 

On the .3rd 66 B-29s bombed KYUSHU airfields with results reported as good. 
Also on the 3rd, 6 PB4Ys attacked the KANOYA Airfield from 100 feet a1titude. 3 
twin engi.ne aircraft were reported destroyed. Crews observed very little evidence 
of a concentration of enell\Y' aircraft in the KANOYA Airfield area, ma.ey revetments 
being reported as empty. 

On the night of 3rd-4th fr7 B-29s mined the SHDA:ONOSEKI STRAITS, KOBE Area. 

Box score of enell\V aircraft destroyed in the POA since 18 March is as 
follows: TF 58 - 1,895; TF 51 - 769; TF 57 - 89; TF 93 - 80; TG 50.5 - 11; 20th AAF -
402; TF 94 - 1. {Note: 20thAAF total has been increased by about 170 thru late 
reports from photographs of enel'I\V aircraft destroyed in KYUSHU attacks since 17 
Ma.rc}I) • Total of figures shown above - 3, 247 ene1ey aircra.:rt destroyed. 

- Continued - · 
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3 May (Guam date)(Cont 1d) 

Caminch & C!il'O 0221JD approves the release of of atrocity stories in the ro.A. 

Cincpoa Adv 030119 (pink) concerns assignment of Com2ndCarTa.skForce (V.Adm. 
McCain). He is to assume command of fast carrier task forces short,ly after Con(3rdFlt. 
takes over from Com5thFlt. 

Cincpac Adv 030121 (pink) advises Com.3rd.Flt that Japanese aircraft are 
possib4r being moved northward and requests him to study a possible carrier attack 
against installations in the HOKKAIOO, OMINATO and No~hem HONSHU areas for pur- . 
poses of destrqying en~ air force and shipping. 

Richardson 0.30352 (pink) concerns build up of reserves for HYPOCRITE in 
the MARIANAS. 

Cincpoa Adv 030600 sets forth operation ''FUDDLE" (hit and run carrier ~rike 
on rear bases). 

Cincpac Adv ·030601 concerns operating procedure to be carried out relative 
to hospital ships. 

Cincpac Adv 020022 (pink) requests clarification from Gen. Jaraan as to. 
whether dispatch regarding 11Marine stocks this basen was originated in his capacity 
as IsCam SAIPAN or as ComGeDWPBC. 

IsCo.m SAIPAN 03061.8 (pink) states that action was taken as IsCom SAIPAN 
and not as COll!Datlding General, TJ'lestern Pacific Base Command. 

Cincpoa Adv 030843 (pink) adVises Can3rdFlt that certain patrol squadrons 
lna1' be trained with submarines in ·the HA.WillAN AREA provided it will not affect 
their readiness date to move forward when required. 

4 May 1945 (Guam date) 

During the night 3-4 ~ a total of 600 Japs made three counter landings 
behind our lines on the west coast of OKINAWA and one landing on the east coast. 
The landing on the east coast was repulsed and during 4 Mq the 1st-MarDi v . was 
busy mopping up the remnants of those Japs who had succeeded in getting ashore 
on the west. 2 POWs stated that the expedition had embarked at YONABARU with the 
mission of destrqying our artillery positions behind our front lines. Little 
change was reported in our front lines as of 1600 on the 4th~ 

I 

Casualties as of 2400 3 May: KIA 2,337; WIA 11,432; MIA 514; total 14,283. 

On the 4th air raids were carried out from 0130 to 0445 and again from 
0745 to 0915. During the early morning raids about 60 enemy aircraft in 24 raids 
approached from the north and west. No damage was reported to our forces. l2 
enenw aircraft were destroyed, B by ships gunfire and 4 by TF 58 CAP. Many bombs 
were dropped on the shore with 30 or 40 in the Yontan area with 4 scoring direct 
hits on Marine Evacuation Hospital ld.lling 12 personnel. Later in the morning about 
70 enetey" aircraft in approximately 14 raids came in and scored 12 suicide hits. 
Ship~ shot down 12 enemy aircraft and CAP ·shot do\m at least 29. There is a pos-
sibility of duplication, but reports indicate that 167 enenw aircraft were destroyed 
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4 May (Guam date) (Cont. • d) 

during the 4th by our forces. The suicide planes made hits on the following ships~ 
Ships sunk included LUCE (DD 522) - 1 hit, 1 near miss; MORRISON (DD 560) - 3 hits; 
LSM 194. D~ged by suicide hits: BIRMINGHM! (CL 62), INGRAHAM (DD 694), SHEA (D1!.30), 
HOPIITNS (DMS 13) and LSM 190. An intercepted message fran CTF 51 indicates that the 
SANG AMON ( CVE 26) was sunk on the night of the 4th. 

Com5thFlt reports that the first squadron. of the 318th Fighter Group (P-47s) 
can be accomodated on IE miD!A on l2 May with additional squadrons on succeeding days. 

5th AF strikes and strike intents against FORMOSA from 1 through 5 May are 
as follows: 1st - 87 B24s plus 43 other sorties attacked FORMOSA. 2nd- 2 B24s at-
tackedl 1 B25 reconnoitered FORMOSA. 3rd - Intent: l B24 to hit KIIRUN (50 hit 
SAIGON) • 4th - Intent: 2 B24s to hit KIIRUN shipping• 5th - Intent: 2 B24s hit 
SHINCHIKU Drome 0100-0300; 18 B24s hit SHINCHIKU Drome with 4 P51 escortsJ 1. B25 
recco FORMOSA; 16 P5ls hit TAINAN Drome; 8 P5ls hit rolling stock. 8 P5ls will 
also hit rolling stock on the 4th in addition to intent above. 

ComSubPac 031242 answers 5th AF relative to employment. of rescue sumbarines. 

ComGenTAFlOth 031355 (pink) concerns report of inspection of IE SHIMA air-
field activities by members of the Tactical Air Force. 

Com'VVesSeaFron 032106 advises Cincpa.c Pearl that he can utilize all APAs that 
Cincpac can make available. · 

Com5thFlt 032315 advises Cincpac that SoWesPac air forces have made very 
f~v strikes·on FORMOSA fields. 

Cincpac 040204 passes the dispatch appearing above to SoWesPac with the re-
quest that his effort against the FORMOSA fields be carried out to the ma.ximum ex-
tant possible. 

Cincpac Adv 040213 delineates search and reconnaissance areas and responsi-
bilities therefor. 

Cinepac Adv 040244 (pink) advises Com7thFlt to establish pla.tming liaison 
with CINCAFPAC regarding naval facilities required on shore at OLYMPIC objectives 
for support of fleet forces. 

DepCom2othAF 040735 requests Bom.Com XXI to make strike on the arsenal manu-
facturing Baka bomb propellant. 

ComGen lD 040902 covers OpsSum 7 5 as of 1500 on the 4th. 

Cincpoa Adv 040958 (pink) outlines to Comineh Cincpac 1 s latest estimate of 
the air base capacity for OicrNAWA and IE SHIMA. 

CTF 5S 04lll4 covers his operational summar,r for the past three days. 

ComGen 10 041200 concerns possibility of occupying KUME and states that he 
recommends employing the 2nd MarDi v in this operation. 

Cincpoa Adv 04l23S requests DepCom2othAF to bomb Irn.JSHU airdromes daily 
nntil fighter fields at IE SHD!A are activated. 
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4 Ma..y (Guam date) (Conti' d) 

MacArthur 041252 directs ComAAF to carry out maximum practicable effort on 
FORMOSA airfields in order to insure continued neutralization of the ene~ airfields. 

DepCom20thAF 041710 requests BomCom XXI to comply relative to daily bombing 
of KYUSHU Airdromes. · 

Cincpac Adv 042124 directs 7tliFlt adrninistrati ve conunanders to report with 
forces under their command to commanders of Pacific Fleet for purposes of type ad-
ministration. 

Com5thFlt 050036 directs CTG 50.5 to carry out provisions of thefs:rch 
plan placed in effect. 

5 May (Guam date) 

Reports indicate that over 3,000 Japs were ld.lled during the night of 3-4th 
and the d~ of the 4th. During the morning of the 5th 24th Corps attacked aggres-
sively mald.ng slight gains, the chief gain being made on the right flank by the 
1st MarDiv which advanced about 500 yards. 

Known enemy casualties as of 0000 on the 5th: Killed - 33,462; POWs - 914 
{Military POWs - 403; Labor - 2Cfl; Doubtful civilians - 214) • . 

Amplifying reports have been received regarding air attacks the night of 
3-4 May. Most of these ships have been mentioned heretofore as having been damaged. 

AARON WARD (DM 34) - Sustained 5 S"~Cide hits but did not sink. 
Had severe fires, lost all conml.Ulication, . had engineering spaces fl~oded, 
but was towed safe:cy- to KERAMA. 

INGRAHAM {DD 694) - Had her CIC demolished and will have to re-
turn for repairs. 

SHEA (DM )0) - Had hit forward by Baka bomb causing fires and 
considerable flooding. 

BIRMINGHAM ( CL 62) - Was hit forward at the waterline and will 
have to return for docking. 

I.SM 190 - Previously reported damaged, was sunk. 

SANGAMON (CVE 26) - Took suicider on flight deck causing a terrific 
explosion and fires which destroyed all her planes and completely wrecked 
the flight deck. All ships control forvrard is out but ship's stability 
and engineering plant is unimpaired. Many men were blown overboard or 
forced over by the heat of the fire, but casualties were not high, due 
to prompt action of nearby ships in picking up survivors and assistance 
in fighting fires. 10 known dead, 6 missing reported. At least 35 WIA. 

HUDSON (DD 475) - Received moderate topside damage while assisting 
in fire fighting. 

BACHE ( DD 470) - Had suicide hit but apparently remains fully 
operational. 
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2 May (Guam date) ( Corrt. 1 d) 

WIRY (DD 770) - Had superficial damage when suicider exploded 
in mid-air. 

GNINN (DM 33) - Had suicide hit but remains operational. 

LCS 31, LCS 57 and YMS 331 received minor damage and remain 
operational. 

Yesterday from about 0200 to 0400 20 enemy aircraft in 9 individual 
raids attacked with no damage reported. 1 enemw shot down by VF(N). 

On the 5th 20 B-29s bombed southern KYUSHU airfields with excellent results. 
No attack is scheduled for the 6th, but one will be carried out on the 7th if 
weather permits. 

On the night of 5-6th 93 B-29s carried out mining missions in the INLAND 
SEA, TOKYO BAY and NAGOYA BAY Areas. Also on the 5th, 166 B-29s attacked the Hero 
Naval Aircraft Factory at KURE. Enemy aircraft opposition was nil. However, 2 B-29s 
are known to be lost and 4 are reported missing. strike photos of this mission 
shmv that the factory is out - 00% destroyed. 

SecNav 041637 concerns provision of items to Allie~ forces operating as 
part of the Seventh Fleet. 

Cincpa.c 050505 (pink) requests information from Com5thFlt as to his prospec-
tive needs for the 2nd MarDiv. 

GHQ ~IPA 05lll6 (pink) concerns operations to be conducted by the Allied 
Air Forces in support of Wedemeyer 1 s operations in CHINA. 

Cincpac Adv 05J205 authorizes Com7thFlt to make requests direct to Com-
FwdArea regarding air evacuation services. 

Cincpoa Adv 051247 concerns a '~Yarning Order" to various commands relative 
to safety of feminine members in the forward area. · 

Cincpac Adv 051250 {pink) directs Com5thFlt to form a task force under 
ComMinPac to clear minefields. in the EAST CHINA SEA preparatory to OLTMPIC and 
LONcn'OM. 

Fleet Adm.iraJ. Nimitz and certain membel"S of his staff made an inspection 
of PELELIU and returned to Guam on the 5th. 
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6 May (Guam date) 

At OKINAWA on the 6th an estimated 15 enemw aircraft carried out raids 
from 0200 to 0430. ST GEORGE (AV 16) and PATHFINDER (AGS l) received hits with 
only minor damage being inflicted. 

TG 58.-3 and TG 58.4 are in the operating area and TG 58.1 is 'at ULITHI re-
plenishing. TF 57, enroute to FORMOSA on ~ 4, was subjected to an enemy air· at-
tack by 4 groups of approx:i.mate)¥ 20 aircraft. l suicide plane made a near miss 
on the . JJIIDOMITABLE and another hit the FORMIDABLE causing a small hole in her 
flight deck. Approximate~ 8 aircraft were shot dawn in this attack. 

41 B-29s carried out a bombing raid on southern KYUSHU airfields. 

On the night of 5-6th 98 B-29s laid approximately 700 mines in the INLAND 
SEA waters and in the waters aro1.md 'OOKYO and NAGOYA. ' 

Enemy aircraft destroyed in POA since 18 March: J.S March to .30 April - .3227 ~ 
Since 1 May: TF 58 99, TF 51 - 1.32, TF 57 - 18, TG 50.5 - 9, 2othAAF - 1, TF 94 - 1. 
Total since 1 May - 260. 

CTF 51 051815 concerns repair facilities for damaged shipping in the for-
ward area. 

ComAF20 052009 (pink) outlines program to deploy 3l.6th Vling to OKINAWA and 
discusses readiness dates of additional VIR units. 

Com5thFlt 060126 (pink) recommends continuation of increased effort by B-29s 
on KYUSHU Airfields. 

Cincpoa Adv 060814 concerns message to Maj.Gen. Jarman relative to his 
prospective change in command ( ComGen WPBC) • 

Cincpoa Adv 060819 sets forth the canposition of the Naval Operating Base, 
S.AIPAN. 

Cincpoa Adv 060816 concerns redeployment of the 24th Inf.Regt now assigned 
to the garrison at SAIPAB. 

Cincpoa Adv 060820 sets forth the responsibilities of the Commandant, NOB, 
SAIPAN, (RAdm F .E.M. Whiting) • 

Cincpoa Adv 060821 (pink) is the Warning Order for Phase III-D ICEBERG 
(KIKAI JIMA) with a target date of 15 July. 

Cincpoa Adv o60S3.3 states that effective l June the present Forward Area, 
Central Pacific is redesignated the "Marianas Area"• 

Com5thFlt 060920 states that SerRon 10 facilities will move from ULITHI to 
LEYTE commencing 7 May and that that unit will be available for the .3rd rotational 
group of TF 58 in that port when it is , ready for replenishment. 

Cincpoa Adv 061127 concurs in XXI BomCom program to reduce the scale of 
attacks on KYUSHU fields provided attacks will average 4 squadrons per day. 

Cominch 061520 (pink) advises that HMNS TROMP ca.n be attached temporarily 
to 7thFlt for participation in the BORNEO Operations. ' 6 , 
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~ (Guam date) 

Lt. Gen. Buckner ( ComGen lOth Army) has assumed direct command of the 
southern front and ComGen3rd.PhibCorps has assumed command of the 1st MarDiv zone 
of action. 

Estimated casualties as of 0800 on the 7th: KIA- 36,535; POW 823 (Military 
267; Laborers - 342; Questionable civilians - 214). 

ComFairWing 1 reports that up to 1000 on the 6th FAW 1 planes had inflicted 
the following damage on the ene~:- Ships sunk- 53,800 tons; damaged- 23,700 tons 
(does not include trawlers, fishing vessels and small craft). Enemy aircraft:- shot 
down - 10; destroyed on ground - 5; damaged - 9. 

On the 7th 29 B-29s report bombing KYUSHU aircraft factories visua~ 
from 12-14,000 feet with poor results at OITA and excellent results at KANOYA, IBU-
SUKI, and USA. Enemy aircraft were many and aggressive at OITA and USA. There were 
19 attacks at IBUSUKI and K.~OYA. 2 B-29s were lost over the target and 1 ditched. 
10 of the latter crew were rescued. 

GHQ SWPA 051120 (pink) concerns employment of ffiVPA RAAF Squadrons in the 
OKINAWA Area. 

CTF 51 060605 (pink) states that as soon as OKINAWA is captured, sufficient 
minesweepers can be released to commence minesweeping operations in the E. CHINA SEA. 

Cincpac Adv o60846 requests release from mVPA of DesRon 23 and assignment 
...-:.· to Cincpac operationaJ. control. 

Cincpoa Pearl 062209 concerns the airfield construction program :in OKIN.AV1fA. 

Cincpoa Adv 070606 (pink) authorizes ComGen 10 to make such changes in 
priority of base development as are necessar.y to meet tactical requirements. 

Com5thFlt 070528 (pink)concerns his recommendations regarding minesweeping 
requirements in the EAST CHINA SEA. 

Com.Gen 10 070622 outlines to Com5thFlt steps being taken to activate the 
airfields in the OKINAWA Area. 

Cincpoa Adv 070639 (pink) advises Cll~CAFPAC 'that photography of KYUSHU is 
considered priority No. 1. 

Cincpoa Adv 070640 concerns withdra'tJJ'al of 24th InfRegt fran SAIPAN. 

IsCom OKINAWA 071115 advises CTF 56 (Lt.Gen. Buckner) regarding development 
of fighter airfields on both OKINAWA and IE SHIMA. 

CTF 51 & 56 071225 (pink) concerns desirability of capturing certain 
islands in the OKINAWA area to establish radar thereon. Dispatch further states that 
no earlier than 30 days after the capture of OKIN.AYvA reconunends the employment of 
1 division na'r in OKINAWA to capture KUME SHIM..4.. 

(\v/ 
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8 May (Guam date) 

Small gains were made along the front lines on 8 May. However, rain and 
mud slowed down activities all along the lines. 

96th Di v relieved the 7th InfDi v on the left flank as of 8 May. Enemy 
casualties as of 2400 7 May were: 37,488 KIA, Z76 Military POW, 345 Labor Troop rov, 
2]4-Questionable Civilian FOW {total 835 POWs) • Our mm casualties as of the same 
date totalled 16,425 of which 2,684 KIA. 

Fire support forces have been organized into two groups; 1 under CTG 51.19 
(RAdm Fischler) who delivers fire on call of the 24th Corps, and the other under 
CTG 51.22 (RAdm Hall) who delivers fire on call of the 3rd Corps. 

TG 58.1 (R.Adm J .J. Clark) departed ULITHI for the RYUKYUS Area. Present 
schedule calls for TG 58.4 to leave the . operating area an the 11th for replenisllment 
at ULITHI. TG 58.3 will replenish later. 

Planes from ' the TAF have reported destroying 209 enemw aircraft as of the 
7th. 

The JALLAO (SS 368) at 1630 (K) reported that six large unidentified air-
craft landed at MARCUS. This submarine was stationed off MARCUS on lifeguard mission. 
A PB4Y strike scheduled for da~r.n tomorrow has been postponed until duSk. 

On the Sth 96 P-5ls based at IWO Jll~A attacked KISARAZU Airfield and TOTEYAMA 
Naval Air station. No enemy airborne opposition was reported. Reports indicate 
that about 7 planes were destroyed on this mission. 2 P-5ls are missing preswftab~ 
over the target. 

Com7thFlt 071145 advises that Com?thFlt (Adm. Kinkaid) has turned over 
command of 7thFlt to VAdm Barbey as of 0600I Tuesday 8 Mcey-• This is occasioned 
by Admiral Kinkaid's proposed conference in Washington. 

CTF 51 & 56 071230 (pink) concerns employment of 2nd MarDiv for Phase 3(D) • 

ComGen 10 CJ71507 (pink) concerns ComGen Ten's reconnnendation relative to 
emplqy.ment of a division for Phase 3(D). 

ComGenAAFPOA 072314 announces that Lt.Gen. Barney M. Giles assumes corrunand 
of Army Air Forces, Pacific Ocean Areas effective 4 May 1945. He is also designated 
DepCom2oth..L\F • . 

Cincpac Adv 000159 requests information from CINCSWPA relative to advance 
information on air intents against FORMOSA so that Com5thFlt can be advised if no 
strike is contemplated. 

Cincpac Adv 080233 (pink) concerns assault troops for Phase 3(D) and states 
that the capture of KUME is not approved if a full division is required for this task. 

Cincpoa Adv 080234 advises of detachment of Maj .Gen. t.eavey for service 
with Lt.Gen. styer. · 

Cincpac Adv 080236 concerns policy of return of CB 1s to mainland stating 
that construction troops are rotated currently as individuals but not as complete 
units. 
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8 May (Guam date) ( Cont t d) 

Cincpac Adv 080518 concerns ammunition loading of cruisers and battleships 
leaving the West Coast. 

Cincpoa Adv 080819 concerns a 4-plane VMF(N) detachment for night fighter 
defense of the MarGils Area. 

Cincpoa Adv 080901 (pink) advises ComGen USAF CHINA that it is his under-
standing that the 14th AF is discontinuing mining operations in the SHANGHAI Area 
as of the end of April and requests his concurrence to continue this program by 
Naval air forces fram OKINAWA. 

Cominch 081345 (pink) concerns transfer of troopships from the Pacific 
Theater to the Atlantic Theater. 

Cincpac Adv 080902 (pink) concerns rep]¥ to CINCSWPA relative to desirability 
of continuing the mining of the SHANGHAI Area • 

.2..J!!l (Guam date) 

The 6th :MarDiv is now moving into the front lines and will occupy the right 
flank in the drive scheduled for 11 ~. 

On the 9th TF 57 resumed attacks on SAia:SHIMA GUNTO. In the late afternoon 
a group of ene~ planes attacked. VICTORIOUS was hit twice holing her flight deck 
and putting her forward elevator and 10% of her armament out of action. She can 
still operate a few planes at reduced handling speed. FOFJ,ITDABLE was hit on her 
flight deck aft. Some planes burned but the carrier remains operational. The force 
has retired to repair damage and replenish and is scheduled to return for further 
strikes on the 12th and 13th. 

TG 58.3 fuels today • TG 58.4 remains in operating area, but departs for 
ULITHI tomorrow. TG 58.1 is enroute operating area. 

$ PB4Ys attacked MARCUS at low level, destroying 4 Bettys and 1 Myrt and 
damaging 3 other en~ aircraft. 2 PB4Ys were shot down and all others badly 
holed. 5 survivors from 1 plane were rescued by JALLAO (SS368) after successful 
drop of lifeboat from B17 Dumbo. 

33 B24s and l Squadron of P47s attacked PARfJl and MOEN; no enenw aircraft 
were observed in any of the attacks. 

· Poor visibility and bad weather limited close air support in the RYUKYUS 
on the 8th, although night harassing, propaganda dropping, and observation missions 
were flown; mud kept the PB4Y-2' s on the ground on the 9th - their sectors were 
flovt.n by PB2Ys. There were no hostile air attacks for the second successive day. 

63 effective B29s (313th Wing) ·were off at 0002-0100 to attack Matsuyama 
(22), Usa (22), Yiyazaki (11), and Kanoya (11). They are scheduled to attack at 
0826-0916. 

Com5thFlt 060129 states that earzy maximum employment of fighters in OKINAWA 
L is being hindered by lack of avgas and too strict adherence to base development . 

plan schedule. 

Cominch 082014 requests information concerning movement of Jap aircraft via 

- Continued - 2G4 5 MARCUS to TRUK. ' 
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9 Maz (Guam date)(Con~'d) 

ComGeti'VPBC 090028 advises that :MP Co. at SAIPAN will be needed there for 
security of increased depot and reserve dumps. 

Com5thFlt 090113 approves CTF 51 & 56 proposal to seize DORI SHIMA about 
12 May. 

CTF 51 0903.30 (pink) · requests assignment of 1 RCT from -3rd MarDiv for capture 
of AGUNI and IHEYI. 

Cincpoa Adv 090434 (pink) requests views of ComGen CHINA with reference to 
attacking AMOY targets. 

Cincpoa Adv 090547 lists APAs and other assaUlt craft made available and 
to be made available to Com7thFlt for temporary duty. 

Cincpoa. Adv 090604 Maj. Gen. Hale will continue as CTF 93 until Lt.Gen. 
Giles is ready to relieve him. 

(pink) . 
Cincpoa 090002/ states 3rd MarDiv not available, elements 2nd MarDiv to be 

used for ·capture of AG~1I and IHEYI. 

Cincpac 090008 (pink) outlines operations against MARCUS and TRUK to prevent 
enemy from staging aircraft. 

Cincpoa 090817 (pink) suggests consideration of 24th InfRegt for FRICTION 
garrison. 

MacArthur 091526 (pink) requests that all matters dealing with troop units 
except units of the 20th AF and units for ICEBERG be submitted to CINC~P'lr 
approval. ( ~ 'f'V 
lO 14!! (Guam date) 

On 10 May ASA GAWA was crossed by troops of the 6th MarDiv and the Division 
established its front lines on the south bank. The lst MarDi v engaging in hand to 

' hand combat averaged gains of approximate~ 200 yards. The front lines of the 77th 
and 96th InfDivs were for the most part unchanged. 38,857 enemw had been killed 
through 9 May • 

On 30 April 1filitary Government responsibility passed from tactical units 
to IsCom in central portion of island. On 4 May IsCom responsibility was enlarged 
to include all northern portion of island. On 8 May 135,000 civilians were under 
military government care. 

Usual fire support,, minesweeping and anti-boat missions were carried out 
at OKINAWA. During air raids early evening of the 9th, OBERRENDER (DE 344) and 
ENGLAND (DE 635) were hit by suicide planes. 

TG 58.3 remains at the objective. TG 58.4 departs today for ULITHI. TG 
58.1 is enroute OiaNAWA, will fuel today, and then rendezvous with TG 58.3. If 
weather permits these two groups vdll hit KYUSHU on the 13th and 14th. 

BOWFIN ( SS 287) reports sin.ldng a medium tanker and probably damaging a 
small freighter off the NE coast of HONSHU early on the 8th. . 
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10 May (Guam. date) (Cont•d) 

Early on the lOth 12 B24s attacked 1![RCUS from 10,500 feet to 12,500 feet. 
2 ene~ aircraft were seen. Photos taken at 1355 shmved the aircraft factory 
operational, but no operational aircraft. The fighter strike was weathered out • 

On the lOth TRUK was attacked by 19 B24s. Photos taken on the lOth showed 
the ETEN, 2 MOEN and DUBI.DN bases operational. Ten operational and six inopera-
tional aircraft were reported. 

On the 9th l B25 weather reconnaissance and 1 B24 got through unf~able 
weather to FORMOSA. 

In the RYUKYUS from 1820 to 2200 on the 9th about B enemy aircraft in 7 
raids attacked, generally from the soutmvest, with a few from the north. 2 suicide 
hits were scored. Five were shot down by TAF and 3 by AA. 

From 0015 to 0100, and 0220 to 0440 on the lOth about 20 enenw aircraft in 
11 raids came in low from the north. One plane was shot do\m by a night fighter. 

TG 5S.3 attacked MINAlil DAITO on the lOth and repo1~ed destroying 4 ene~ 
aircraft on the ground. 

67 B29s hit KYUSHU airfields. 412 B-29s hit HONSHU industrial targets 
during the day and night of the lOth. One medium AK was sunk and a possible to~ 
pedo hi~ scored on a large AK by search planes. 

Cominch 08123S provides instructions for the surrender of German submarines. 

Com5thFlt OS1322 {pink) outlines his views on use of 2nd MarDiv in Phase III-
D recaEnending against the operation as a whole. 

- Cincpac Adv 090612 describes degree of operational control to be exercised 
by ComFwd.Area over VRE 1. 

Wedemeyer 090S30 (pink) suggests that a Cincpoa representative be sent to 
!~ITLA conference 13 May for coordination of air operations between ~VPA and CHINA 
Theater. · 

MacArthur 090925 (pink) indicates that 40 FS boats· will be available for 
LONGTOM if OLYMPIC is not undertaken. 

CTF 57 091151 describes attack on 9 May ori FO!ll!IDABLE and VICTORIOUS in 
which both ships were damaged. 

MacArthur 091430 (pink) lists OLYMPIC assault divisions and their mounting 
points and directs ComGenPOA to investigate practicability of moving 9th Corps Hq 
to LEITE. 

Cincpoa Adv 100114 (pink) informs ComGenCHINA that representatives at 
MANILA conference can not arrive before 15 May. 

Cincpac Adv 100117 directs assignment of Navy and Marine personnel on IsCom 
SAIPAN staff to staff of Rear Admiral Whiting. ' 

Cincpac Adv 100121 (pink) recommends that CinCBPF be authorized to deal 
directly with Australian authorities concerning local matters. 
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10 May (Guam date) 

Cincpac Adv 100147 (pink) offers to reclassify submarine zones to permit 
full employment of mroD Liberator squadrons. 

CTF 51 100205 constitutes Summary 63 as of 092400 (-9). 

Cincpac Adv 100412 (pink) warns of possible air attack on ULITHI and directs 
CTF 58 to attack MINAMI DAITO. 

Cincpac Adv 100437 requests information concerning readiness to receive VJ 
squadrons at LEYTE. · 

Cincpoa Adv 100706 (pink) cancels Cincpoa serial 30663 concerning base 
development and construction standards at OKINAWA. 

Cincpac Adv 100708 (pink) outlines· damage to ships in OKINAWA operation 
from 18 March to 10 May. · 

Cincpac Adv 100709 states that fourteen PhibGroups will be adequate for the 
Pacific. · 

Cincpoa Adv 100717 (pink) outlines planning assumptions with respect to 
Phases III-D and E of ICEBERG, LONGTOM and OLYMPIC. 

DepCom20thAF 100752 protests against the curtailment of VLB airfields to 
7500 feet in the RYUKYUS. 

11 May (Guam date) 

On the morning of 11 May the lOth Al:my, vdth the 3rd PhibCorps (6th & 1st 
MarDivs) on the right and the XXIV Corps (77th & 96th InfDivs) on the left, launched 
a coordinated attack supported by air strikes, artiller.v and naval gunfire. During 
the day the 6th MarDiv pushed ahead on the right flank lv.ith its deepest penetration 
being approx:Lmately 000 yards reaching the outskirts of AMIKE. Tanks crossed the 
bridge over ASA GAWA and supported the attack. The lst MArDiv occupied DAKESHI. 
The 77th InfDiv in the rugged terrain in the central portion of the island made 
small gains against bitter resistance including hand to hand fighting. The 96th InfDiv 
on the left flank penetrated into the hills of the NISHIBARA-MURA Area. Both Corps 
are now on high ground overlooking th~ town of SHURI. 

Enenw casualties as of 102400 were 39,469 killed and 614 rows. 

On the mor-.aing of the 11th, HADLEY, EVANS (DD522) and an unknown merchant 
vessel were hit by suiciders with damage not yet reported. LCS SS had her stern 
blown off. 

TF 58 was apparently under air attack as BUNKER HILL ( CV 17) has been ordered 
to rendezvous with TG 50.8 for routing to ULITHI for repairs. Admiral Mitscher has 
transferred his flag to ENTERPRISE (CV 6) • TG 58.3 is NE of OKINAWA. TG 5S.l, after 
fueling, joins for run-in to target for two days strikes on KYUSHU air forces and air 
installations. TF 57 scheduled to be back at SAICISHD~A on the 12th. 

From 0800 to 0930 about 7 5 enemy aircraft in 15 raids at tacked from the 
north. The attacks were continuing when the dispatch was "filed. Up to that time 40 
en~ aircraft had been destrqyed. The CAP got 30, ships' AA 5, shore AA 2, and there 

· were 3 suicide hits., 2 b 4 8 
- Continued -
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11 Ma:y: (Guam date) (Cont •d) 

B-.24s bombed TRUK and MARCUS on the llth. 

In the RYUKYUS on the lOth enemy pl.a:nes attacked from 1930 to 2000 from 
the north and west, scoring one hit with a dud torpedo that did no damage. l ene~ 
aircraft was shot dovm by ships' AA. From 0100 to 0510 on the lith 35 enenw aircraft 
came in high from the south, north and southwest in 24 raids. No damage was done 
and IE SHIMA AA shot dovm 1. 

TG 58.4 on the llth flew 2.39 sorties at OKINAWA and TOKUNO. l F4U. was lost 
in combat and 3 planes plus l pilot operationally • The TG shot down 35 enemy aircraft, 
probably destroyed 5, and damaged 4. (Probably some duplication in CTF 51 report) •. 

Search planes of FP.Jl l sank 1 medium AK and damaged a second off the southern 
tip of KOREA. FAW 18 planes left 2 SC and l SD sinking south of CHIBU PENINSULA, and 
shot down 1 Nell, and probably sank a small AK, east of SHIONO CAPE. 

65 B-29s were over KYUSHU airfields on the lith bombing by radar. 91 B-29s 
hit the Kawanishi aircraft plant at KOBE visual:cy and by radar from 17-18,000 feet. 

Arnold 101243 (pink) outlines proposed deployment of 20th AF consisting of 
40 groups of 4 squadrons each. 

JCS 101844 (pink) outlines combat qualities of P-47 fighter bombers and 
offers ,additional groups for deplo~nent in POA. 

CTF 58 102331 (pink) contains CTF 58's. operation racket, air strikes on 
KYUSHU on 13 and 14 May • 

Cincpoa Adv ll0040 requests that 20th AF sightings of enemy naval vessels 
remain secret. 

Cincpoa Adv 110042 confirms airfield construction policy for VLR at 7500 
feet until further extension is permitted by tactical situation. 

ComGen 21st BomCom 110245 (pink) a.nno'W'lces intention of discontinuing strikes 
against KYUSHU. 

CINCAFPAC 110252 concu~s in assignment of 24th InfRegt as garrison for FRIC-
TIONo 

Cincpoa Adv 110815 (pink) concurs in discontinuance of 20th .AF strikes on 
KYUSHU to permit incendiary strike against Ya'ifJ®Yi's. IVa 9ort:l.-· 

ComGen 10 lllOOl contains Operations Sununary 82 as of 111500. 

ComGen 10 111028 directs continuance of maximum pressure on entire Army 
front at OKINAWA. 

Cincpac Adv 111252 establishes escort shipping policy in POA. 
£ • . ,_/ . }/J 
l - ~vV 
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12 May (Guam date) 

TORI SHTI.rA. was occupied without opposition on the 12th. 

On OKIN..l\.WA progress was limited to the flanks. On the right the 6th lfu.rDiv 
gained approximatelY 600 yards along the shore, reaching the general vicinity of the 
outskirts of NAHA. On the left flank, the 96th InfDiv cleaned out the town of IITBARA 
and were engaged in clearing the town of YONAGUSUGU. The 1st lviarDiv and 77th InfDiv 
inched along over very difficult terrain north of SHURI through an intricate maze of 
draws and ridges, with the front lines at one point behind those reported on the 
evening of 11 May. 

Our casualties (less 7th InfDiv) as of 2400. on the 11th: KIA- 2,731, WIA-
12,308, MIA - 249, Total - 15,088. Enenw casualties as of same time: KIA 41,154, 
PON - .311 Ivfilitaey, 317 Laborers, total 628. 

H.ADLEY and EV.A..l\JS (previously reported damaged) were severely hurt on the lOth 
and lith. HADLEY took both a bomb and a suicide plane after shooting down 19 planes; 
ship is in danger of sinking. (HADLEY on May 3 fought off 32 air raids) .• EVANS hit 
by suicide plane a.pd suffered extensive flooding and damage. LCS 88, though her. 
fantail was blown off, managed to make KER.ID!A under her <YNn pcmer. PANAMINT (AGC 13) 
during attack went ahead full speed with full right rudder so as to spin around her 
anchor chain. By this maneuver she missed two torpedoes, one of which passed 20 
yards astern, another 70 yards abeam. 

On the evening of the J2th, 2 Oscars came in a surprise raid. First exploded 
close aboard NEN MEXICO (BB 40); second hit her at base of stack causing extensive 
damage to her AA batteries, control and radars. 150 dead and injured. Admiral 
Spruance and his Chief of Staff, CO and Executive Officer were· uninjured. 

BUNKER HILL (CV 17) reports extensive damage from 2 simultaneous suicide 
plane hits. Intense fires caused serious damage to her flight and hangar decks and 
elevators. Shops and electrical fire control are burned out. Much of her armament 
and w~st of her communication facilities put out of action. Propulsive plant is sub-
stantially intact. 

TRUK and MARCUS were each hit by a squadron of B-29s. 

A high altitude reconnaissance plane was believed to have slipped through 
our detection net at ULITHI. 

210 sorties were floym against FORMOSA targets by SWP aircraft on the 11th. 

During the enem;y- aircraft attacks on the 11th CTF 51 reports a total of 93 
enemy aircraft destroyed - 60 by CAP, 27 by Al~ (including 19 by H1 DLEY), and 6 
suicides. CTF 58 reports 58 enernlf aircraft shot down by CTF 58 planes on the 11th, 
of which about 40 were over OKINAWA, 9 near the TF, and the rest near AMAMI. Ships' 
guns got 2 and 2 suicides hit the BUNKF..R HILL. 4 were destroyed on the ground at 
TOKUNO. 

F AW 1 planes sank 1 SD, 1 mediuni AK and damaged 4 AKs in waters south of 
KOREA. 1 Tojo was shot dovm; 1 PBM landed in the open sea. 

On the 14th 550 B-29s and 104 P-5ls are scheduled to attack NAGOYA V<rith 
incendiaries. 
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12 :Ma:y: (Guam date) ( Cont 'd) 

Cincpoa 110732 (pink) cancels recent changes in construction policy at 
advance bases and reinstates earlier standards. 

IsCom SAIPAN 120626 describes staff requirements of R.Adm. Whiting and 
relationships between IsCom and Western Pacific Base Command. 

Cincpoa Adv 120700 (pil:lk) substitutes 11NAGOYAu for 11K.ANOYA 11 in 110815 (pink). 
I 

Cincpoa Adv 120704 (pink) requests 20th AF to take photography of KYUSHU 
and TOKYO PLAIN Area. 

Cincpoa Adv 120730 defines tttoken garrisonn. 

Co~7thFlt 120822 (pink) submits reconunendations for naval establishment 
ashore.on I\YUSHU for OLTI!PIC. 

ComGen 10 120918 indicates possibility major en~ reserves are committed 
and directs 3rd PhibCorps to envelop SHURI HIIL including destruction of forces in 
irrunediate front •. 

Cincpac Adv 121213 (pink) requests acknowledgment of Cincpac 090802 concern-
ing non-availability of 3rd MarDiv for ICEBERG. 

f2 Ma:y: (Guam date) 

The 6th MarDiv pushed patrols across the ASATO GAWA to investigate the 
approaches to N.AHA. Gains were minor. During the night 12-13 Ivfay, 6 enenzy- boats 
attempted a counterlanding at IviA.CHINATO Airfield. All boats were destroyed by NGF 
or shore fire. The 1st MarDiv was strongly attacked at 2235 on the 12th by Japs 
who penetrated about 600 yards into the Division sector before being driven back, 
leaving 250 killed behind. The 77th Div, supported by air strikes, moved through 
heavily protected ravines getting a toe hold on hills east of ISHIMl.IT. The 96th 
Di v, supported by tanks and artillery, reached the top of CONIC_J\L HILL and was 
attacking hill positions on the right of the Division zone of action. Heav.y and 
accurate artiller-.r concentrations were laid on our front lines during the period, 
Tvvo Div CP 1 s, 6th MarDiv and 77th InfDiv, being hit. Total enemy killed, 43,328. 

ALBIREO (AK 90) at 130625 Z encountered a submarine who attempted to attack 
at 24-22N 153-40 W, about 270 miles NE of OAHU and near the contact reported day 
before yesterday. 

In air attacks on the evening of the 13th_, BACHE (DD 470) and BRIGHT (DE 747) 
were hit by suicide planes causing fires. Neither ship is in danger of sinking. 

Com5thFlt has directed that V .Adm. Hill ( Com5thPhibFor) relieve V .Adm. 
Turner (ComPhibsPac) as CTF 51 about 1~y 17th. 

TF 58 is in position for ?..nd day strike on KYUSIID. TF 57 is replenishing. 

TRUK and MARCUS were again attacked by B-2l,..s. 

On the 12th bad flying weather prevented all but 3 SWP B-25s getti..11g through 
to FORMOSA. 
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13 Ma.,y (Guam date) ( Co!J.G • d) 

In the ~r raid frcm 18,30-1930 on the 12th at 01\INAWA, during which the · 
NNV MEXICO was hit, 3 enemy aircraft were shot dovm; 2 by ships' guns, 1 by CAP • 
During the day air support was furnished by the TAF, TF 58 and TG 5281. The T.AF 
in addition flew night heckler m:i.ssions on southern OKINAWA, TOKUNO and KIKAI, and 
has scheduled a day strike on KIK.A.I for the 14th. 23 aircraft from the BUNKER HILL 
landed at Yontan at 1440 and were assigned as spares for the TAF • 

6 ene:rqy aircraft attacked in ear:~.¥ morning on the 13th with no damage and 
no ene~ aircraft destroyed. We lost 2 planes, with 1 pilot rescued and the other 
bailing out behind enemy lines. From 1850-2030 about 35 enemy aircraft attacked 
from the north in 3 raids, the raids splitting during their approach. The CAP got 
4, a PBM on patrol got 2, ships 1 guns shot down 13 and there were 2 suicide hits, 
a total of 21. 

FAW 18 planes fired 1 SD south of SHIONO, sank l AO and darnaged a large AO 
at 36-12, 126-03 on the 12th. On the 13th 1 SC was probably Stlnk and 1 SD damaged 
by FAW 18 planes east of CHIBU. FNN 1 search planes on the 13th sank 1 medium AK, 
1 small AO, and 1 small FT, and left 1 medium FT burning and dead in the water, 
all south of KOREA. 

536 B-29s took off at 0015 K on the 14th 'With 20 early returns, for an in-
cendiary attack on NAGOYA. 

:MacArthur 121450 (Green) directs that instructions be issued for transfer 
of General Gilbreath and headquarters to MANILA. 

Com5thFlt 121?09 (pink) aclmowledges Cincpoa 090002 concerning non-availability 
of 3rd MarDi v for ICEBERG. 

CTF 51 122151 (pink) acknowledges Cincpoa 090802. 

Cincpoa Adv 130008 (pink) informs Com?thFlt that naval facilities reconunended 
by Com?thFlt for installation ashore at KYUSHU are inadequate. 

Cincpac Adv 130034 (pink) warns of possible air attack on ULITHI and PELELIU 
and directs that alert condition be maintained. 

Cincpoa Adv 130144 (pink) authorizes CinCBPF to deal direct with Australian 
authorities concerning local affairs in AUSTRALIA. 

CTF 51 130145 passes to TF 51 expression of ComGen 10 appreciation of naval 
support. 

ComGenPOA 130150 (pink) concurs in employment of 24th InfRegt as garrison for 
FRICTION and recommends employment of 296th RCT at ADJOURN. 

CinCBPF 130213 (pink) declines invitation to GUA!!. 
ComGen 10 130405 (pink) acknowledges Cincpoa 090002 concerning 3rd MarDiv • 

ComGen WPBC 130604 deals with shortage of service troops for air and ground 
~t SAIPAN and TINI.AN. 

Cincpoa 130631 directs movement of 41st Med. Bomb Grp. to Kadena as scheduled. 

Cincpoa Adv 131518 concurs in AAFPOA schedule for movement of VLR units to 
OKINAWA with qualification that construction progress will be controlled by tactical 
requirements. ' 
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14 May (Guam date) 

The securing of Conical Hill on 14 May by the 3$3 Inf of the 96th Di v has 
enabled the left flank of the Divlsion to advance 2400 yards along the east coast 
capturing Yonabaru airfield. Japs forming for a counterattack against the hill 
were broken up by an intense air attack. Elsewhere along the front lines there 
were no gains of importance, advanced averaging 100 - 200 yards. The lst MarDiv 
forward elements received 53 parachute drops of supplies when the supply routes to 
the Division were blocked by ene~ shelling. Enernlf killed through 13th - 45,096. 

. TG 52.1 remains a.t SAKISHIMA today • TF 57 resumes neutralization on the 
16th. TF 58 completed second day of KYUSHU strikes. The force was attacked by 11 
raids between 0614 and 0800 yesterday (14th). At least 21 planes shot down by CAP 
and AA. Zeke with bomb hit ENT:g-.H.PRI.SE on the star,board side of the flight deck, de-
stroying #1 elevator and starting fires. 23 planes were destroyed or damaged, but 
fires were soon brought under control due to excellent damage control measures. 
Casualties were apparently light, but the ship will probabzy have to be returned 
to PEARL or West Coast for repairs. The force fuels tomorrow and CTF 58 shifts to 
RA}IDOLPH with skeleton staff. 

CinCEI reports attacks on PORr BL.I\.IR and the NICOBA.RS on 1fuy 6th and 7th. 

Only a few ffir.P planes reached FORMOSA again because of bad weather. 

On the 12th and 13th TF 57 expended 148 tons on airfields in the SAKISHIMA 
GUNTO, damaging runways and destroying 2 enenw aircraft on the grOWld. AA caused 
loss of 3 planes. 

At OKINAWA direct air support was furnished by TGs 99.2 and 52.1. At l230 
32 P-47s of the 318th Fighter Group (A:rnw) arrived at IE SHIMA. In a similar flight 
on the 14th 1 P-47 is reported missing at 21-00, 136-30. 5 enemy aircraft attacked · 
from 0.300-0400 with no damage inflicted and none suffered. Our losses on the 13th 
were 2 F4Us with one pilot safe. 

FAW 18 planes from I VlO vver e kept down by weather. FAW 1 planes on the JJ.,.th 
probably sank 1 medium AK and 1 coastal AK off southern KOREA. North of . GUNZAN 1 
merchant vessel was left b~ning and sinking. Off SASEBO 1 small AKwas left burning. 

During the night of the 13th-14th 12 B-29s laid 139 mines in SHIMONOSEia 
STRAITS and in NIIGATA HARBOR with no opposition. 

524 B-29s took part in the NAGOYA incendiary attack on the 14th. 46S re-
turned to bases, 46 landed avvay from base, 31 at TIVO and 10 were lost. Preliminary 
reports of those planes returning to base indicate that 455 bombed NAOOYA, visua.J.l¥ 
and by radar, from 17,000-18,500 feet. Strike photographs and crew reports show 
numerous fires starting, vfith later squadrons reporting heavy smoke to 17,000 feet. 
Enenw air opposition was weak to moderate and unaggressive. 

ComSoPac 010412 announces dissolution of ComAirSoPac. 

Cincpoa Adv 131239 (pink) states that on assumption of command by ComGen 10 
the SOPA Amphibious Forces will continue to control air defense and forces afloat 
reporting to ComGen 10 for that purpose. 

Marshall 131620 (pink) states that aLl requirements for Phase III ICEBERG 
except 414th Fighter Group and VLR Groups must be procured through CINCAFPAC. 

- Continued -
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l4 MaY: (Guam date) (Cone' d) 

ANPB 132150 requests clearance for admission to POA of committee to stuqy 
critical petroleum situation. 

Cincpac Adv 140136 (p~nk) directs immediate steps to defend against air 
attack at ENII?JEI'OK. 

Cincpac Adv 140245 (pink) detaches 2nd M:a.rDiv from control of ComC-en 10 
and designates 2nd MarDi v as assault division ICEBERG III-D. 

Cincpac Adv 140247 (pink) requests recomnendation for transport squadron 
to be transferred to HiiLIPPINES for training. 

Cincpac Adv 140257 (pink) informs Cominch that OLYMPIC Staff Studies are 
enroute. 

Cincpac Adv 140722 recommends 2.gainst the comrnittment of NCB's to field 
support of Marine forces operating inland. 

Cincpoa Adv 140009 designates Lt. Gen. Giles CTF 93. 

GHQ SFt!PA 141014 (pink) states that accomodation of last 2 VLR Wings in 
the ·RYUKYUS will depend on rate at vrhich tactical air forces are displaced. 

Cincpoa Adv 141341 (pink) outlines procedure for releasing Army units to 
CINCAFPAC. 

Cincpoa Adv 141602 (pink) repeats warning of impending air attack on ENIVJETOI<'.., 
GUAM and ULITHI. ~ 

15 May (Guam date) 

During the night 14-15 May the J aps again at tempted counter landings in the 
Machinato Airfield area. All barges were sunk by naval gunfire, presumably before 
reaching the beach. During the same nig.ht two counter-attacks were directed against 
the 6th MarDiv lines. The first was repulsed shortly after midnight. The second at-
tack was launched from the tovm of Takamotoji at dawn by an estimated Bn., supported 
by mortars and smoke. The Ja..ps charged our lines with bayonets and grenades, bitter 
hand to hand fighting ensued, and the action continued throughout the morning before 
the enerrzy- withdrew after suffering heavy casualtiesa 

Chief activity in the 1st MarDiv zone of action centered around tank-infantry 
operations on the high ground at Waha. The 77th InfDiv took "Choclate Drop Hill", 
east of Ishimi, after five days of heavy fi~1ting. The 96th InfDiv strengthened its 
hold on Conical Hill and beat off an enernw counter-attack launched uncer cover of 
smoke. 

It is possible that TF 58 was trailed by -submarines during initial part of 
retirement. The following message was received from Chinese sources of unknown re-
liability: "A radio message 2 Jap submarines located south of KYUSHU was intercepted 
at 0518 hours dated 14 May which stated that precautionar,r measures must immediately 
be taken to meet the attack as the u.s. Fleet was sailing southwards to attack the 
islands of Y~GOSHD.!A. and. TANEGASHIMA". The force is continuing to replenish today. 

TF 57 is scheduled to return to the objective this morning. 
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15 Maz (Guam date) (Cent 'd) 

strikes against ].t:\.RCUS were cancelled due to bad weather. 

4D SWP B-24s attacked Toshien air servicing facilities, and 37 other B-24s 
attacked HOS.A.N tovm nearby* 

Direct air support on OKINillfA was furnished by TG 99.2 and TG 52.1. Part 
of, the CAP duties were shared by P-47s that flew into IE SHIMA on the 13th. Planes 
of TG 99•2 attacked TOKIIDIO and KIKA!, losing 2. 

Photos on the lltth showed all airstrips repaired and operational at MIYAKO 
and ISHIGAKA despite attacks by TU 52.1.3. 

Planes of TF 5S attacked KYUSHU and SHIKOKU airfields, rolling stock, and 
factories from the night of the l2-13th thru the J..4.th. Dlu"'ing that neriod 71 enemy 
planes were shot down (7 by ships' guns), 93 were destroyed on the ground, arid lOS 
probably destrqyed or damaged on the ground. 73 additional planes were reported 
strafed or rocketed or both, with unobserved results. 

The only successful enemy air attack hit the ENTERPRISE on the 14th. 

Damage to enemy shipping included 2 motor boats and 2 luggers sunk; 15 vari-
ous ships or boats, including 1 repair vessel b~ed; and 5 others damaged. 

Kumamoto Aircraft Factory was heavily bombed, and photos show it about 50% 
destroyed or damaged. A chemical plant was severely damaged. 4 locomotives and an 
oil train were destroyed, and 2 locomotives were damaged. A railroad station was 
wrecked and several factory buildings were damaged. Our combat losses were about 10 
planes. During the attack on the morning of the 14th the BATAAN was hit by a 5" shell 
on the port quarter, with 4 holes about 24" in diameter 3 feet above the water line. 

Off southern KOREA PB4Y-2s of FNN 1 sank 2 medium AKs and heavily damaged 
a 3rd. 

524 B-29s were airborne in the NAGOYA incendiar,r attack, and 477 were effect-
ive. Total bombs dropped were Z722 tons. 142 enemy aircraft were encountered, re-
sulting in 180-200 unaggressive and general~ ineffective attacks during the run 
from the assembly area. until after bombs were away. The B-29s claim 23 enerrw aircraft 
destroyed. Strike photos show fires extending across most of the north side of the 
city, with much of the city obscured by smoke. ll B-29s vrere lost. 

Co~inch for JCS 151442 direets Cincpac to appoint appropriate representatives 
to confer with newly constituted ATC-NATS Committee on Pacific Air Transport Program. 

Fleet Admiral Nimitz, accompanied by Rear Admiral Sherman and Commander 
Lamar departed Guam for conferences with CINCl~.FPAC at l.f..OOLA. _.x/ 

~c./1. 
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16 Maz (Guam date) 

3rd PhibCorps artillery fired concentrations on Japs gathering near MAKABE 
on the couthern end of the island.. Throughout 16 May there were no particular 
changes in the front lines, the lines as reported being in some places slightly 
ahead and, in others, behind the line as of 1500 15 Me,y. The 6th MarDiv, supported 
by tanks, made SI!l.all advances continuing to probe the outskirts of NAHA. The Jap 
defense of the hill country north of SHURI continues to be stubborn with burial 
vaults, as well as caves, being used as defensive positions. Three of six tanks 
supporting the 307th Inf of the 77th Inf Div were l<nocked out during the d~. Tanks 
of the 96th InfDi v moved south to a point 500 yards north of YONABARU while the 
division continued its attacks to the west towards srmrrr. Enemy killed as of 2400 
15 May - 46,505. 

On the 15th ~lP B-24s (86) attacked FORHOSA ·with 82 of them dropping 205 
tons on SHINCHIKU drome and town. 

TU 52.1.3 continued strilClng the SAKISHIMA Gillf.rO on the 15th bombing runways 
and other air installations, and burning 2 planes on the ground. 3 Vals were inter-
cepted and shot down.-

From 1900 to 1940 about 12 enemy aircraft approached the RYUKYUS from FORMOSA, 
but none· were able to penetrate closer than 40 miles from the transport area. They 
were flying low but the dusk cornpat patrol from TG 99.2 shot dovm 5 and TG 52.1 combat 
air patrol shot do\vn 3. Ships' AA splashed a 9th. During the ear~ morning of the 
16th several high-flying hecklers approached from the· north and dropped some bombs 
ashore. A VF(N) shot do\~ l Betty. 

Delayed reports have been received of 2 single-plane, low level torpedo at-
tacks on ships in the OKINAWA Area. Both attacks failed. l torpedo missed by 75 
yards astern, and the plane was later splashed. 

·The rescue of 10 survivors ;from a crashed seaplane was reported yesterday. 
2 PBMs in company were at tacked by J ap fj ghters. One PBM was·, shot down by 6 Tocyt s, 
from ·which 10 have been rescued by a lifeguard sub, and 3 apparently were killed • . 
These survivors report that the other PBM crashed in flames. No survivors have yet 
been located. 

2 PB4Y-2s srN of TSUSHD;1A ISLA~ID on the 15th were attacked by 3 ver-<J aggressive 
Jacks. 'Thro of the Jacks were shot do-vvn and the third was damaged. l PB4Y-2 was 
slightly damaged. 

South of KOREA planes of FAW 1 on the 16th sank 1 small AO, and N\'J' of GUNZ.AN 
damaged 1 SD. FATV 18 planes NE of SHIONO sank 1 SD, and at SHIONO sank 5 fishing 
boats, damaged 1 railroad bridge and exploded rockets inside 2 railroad tunnels. 

29 B-29s took off ·at 2000 to mine SHll,10NOSEKI STR ~ITS and ~'vAKASA BAY. 

The first of 519 B-29s took off at 2005 on the 16th for an incendiary attack 
on TOKYO~ 34 were ear~ returns, leaving 485 effective. Of 35 squadrons taking 
nart, 33 re crt bombing the. primary target (4 visual, 29 by radar), and 1 reported 
bombing a target of opportunity. 11 report a general conflagration, 11 several large 
fires, 1 many small fires, 2 few scattered fires~ 8'had unobserved results because 
of smoke. 

Both groups of TF 58 are now east of OKINA~!lAo TF 57 is at SAI\ASHDIA.., 
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16 May (Guam date) (Cont'd) 

H}\Mt\f:ERHEiill (SS 364) sank a gas loadeq tanker on the 6th and a medimn freighter 
on the 14th, both in the GULF OF SIAM. 

I-urtffi:BILL (SS 366) sank a minelayer off the MALAY COAST on the 16th. 

SEAPOACHER (SS 405) on patrol in the KURILES sank a large steam trawler 
with 1 torpedo hit and destroyed 2 luggers and drunaged 2 by gunfire. 

RAY (SS 271) recovered 10 suviviors from a FA'fH 1 searcn plane south of 
TSUSHIL1A STRAITS. This makes a total of 20 so faJ.-- this patrol. 

CINCBPF 15022S (pink) requests authority to conduct operation trFUDDLEtt against 
TRUK or RABAUL. 

(pink) 
CINCPOA fillV 160557/ recommends that ComServPac undertake a study of redeploy-

ment of construction troops and facilities from the MARIANAS and PHILIPPINES to the 
RYUKYUS. · 

Com5thFlt 160959 directs that control ashore at OKINAWA pass to ComGen 10 
_ at 0900 ( -9) 17 May and that CTF 51 report to him for continued control of air defense 

and naval fqrces present. ft '-"" ~'(j 

17 !fay (Gua.'!L date) 

Units of the 6th MarDiv crossed the ASATO GAWA on 17 1f.ay and gained a toehold 
on the south bank of the river. other units of the division captured Sugar Loaf Hill, 
400 yards NE of TAKAM:OTOJI, and were pushing through T.AK.AMOTOJI itself. The 1st M.a.rDi-u 
supported by tanks and flame thro-wing tanks reached the outskirts of WANA. The 77th 
InfDiv latmched a night attack ·without artillery preparation. The attack was succes-
sful and, continuing after dav..rn, brought adva.nce elements of the division to the 
outskirts of ISHDAMI by noon. The 96th InfDiv, driving on SHURI from the east, met 
heavy resistance in the hills and draws west of Conical Hill. 

0 • 

Both groups of TF 58 are at OKINAWA. TF 57 starts replenishment period. 

SHAD (SS 235) reports she blew the bow and probably sank a medium freighter 
off the east coast of KOREA in 8 fathoms of water last night. She also sank a small 
oiler on the 15th off QUELPART IShtND. 

RATON (SS Z?O) sank a medium AK on the 12th and an AP on the 15th in the 
YELLOW SEA. 

13 B-24s attacked 11.rL~.RCUS from 10-12,000 feet. 

LtD B-24s attacked TAICIID drome on the western coast of FORMOSA with 159 tons. 
Seven enernw aircraft were destroy ed or damaged on the ground, and numerous fires were 
startede 20 B-25s attacked r ailr oa d yards and alcohol plants ··with 16 tons. 

The TAF str uck KIKAI and AM.J\Jvri on the 16th shooting dovm l enell\y aircraft 
taking off f rom KIKPJ . 

At OKINAVJA from 2000-2400 on the 16th 25 enemy aircraft f r om t h e N at tacked 
in small groups . Some appeared to be biplanes.. A f evv r eached the t r ansport ar ea but 
caused no damage. 1 crashed from reasons unknown~ l ship reported t hat a large lcvr-
flying Ja.D plane may have dropr,ed m:ines ., 2 55 7 
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17 May(Guam date)(Cont 1d) 

TF 57 attacked StJUSHil,IA GUNTO on the 16th and 17th damaging 3 ene.rcy aircraft, 
sinking 1 SD, 1 Lugger, 2 suicide boats, and damaging 10 other small craft. No enerey-
airborne planes were encountered. TF 57 losses were 2 planes in combat and g opera-
tionally. 

CTF 58 reports that through 16 May aircrew losses have been 173 pilots and 
65 aircr~nnen, total 23$. Of these 184 were lost in combat. This represents an in-
crease of 21 pilots and 8 aircrevnnen over 2 May. Shipboard casualties through 16 
May were tr75 killed in action, 214 missing in action, J213 wounded in action. The 
figures were incanplete for the FRANKLIN, the Bffi~'-1 HILL, and two other ships. 

Off t;Jestern KYUSHU 12 ~ap VF attacked 2 PB4Y-2' s, damaging both planes and 
wounding 3. One VF was shot down and 1 damaged. 

'Z1 B-29s laid 171 mines in SHTI[ONOSEKI STRAITS and 1tU'U\ASA BAY with no losses. 

On the 17th 29 P-5l's strafed the ATSUGI field on HONSHU. No airborne enemy 
aircraft were encountered* 7 enemy aircraft were destroyed on the ground, with 2 
prob2.ble and 33 damaged. ~'Ve lost 1 over the target e.nd 3 missing. 

MacArthur 030716 (Pink) acknow·ledges APA and JI..KA Divisions made available by 
CINCPAC for amphibious trairung purposes. 

DepCom 20th AF J.1,.2255 (Pink) restates the primary mission of 20th AF subject 
to continuation of existing tactical support. 

Cincpac Adv 150610 (Pink) authorizes unloading of 2nd M".a.rDiv at SAIP.~..N f or 
rehabi]jxation and preparation for Phase III-D. 

ComAF20 152056 (Pink) directs 20th AF to perform photography of KYUSHU and 
TOKYO requested by CINCPOA. 

Cincpoa Adv 152347 (Pink) describes proposed schedule for movement of Acorn 
54 and AROU to OKINAWA. 

Cincpac Adv 160128 (Pink) assigns to Com5thPhibporps duty to plan for LONGTOM; 
Com3rdPhibFor to coordinate development of planning. 

ComGen 10 160515 (Pink) outlines enerrw situation on TOKUNO and estimates 
that a Corps of 3 divisions is required for its capture. 

Cincpoa Pearl 162139 (Pink) summarize:? the rev-lsed Base Development Plan for 
OKINA:~l A and IE SHIHA. 

Cincpac Adv 170152 (Pink) authorizes CinCBPF to conduct an operation against 
TRUKo 

Cincpoa Adv 170211 (Pink) approves designation of 296th RCT as garrison for 
TOKUNO. 

Cincuoa Adv 170842 (Pink) summarizes memorandum between CINCAFP..\C and CINCPO~ 
at M.ANILA 16. May 1945 concerning plB.ns and ureparations for OLYMPIC. 

Cincpoa Adv 171344 reaffirms airfield development schedule at OKINA?JA and 
movement of 41st Hed. Bomb Grp. in advance of 5th Fishter Group. 

Cincpoa Adv 171425 requests CTG 99.2 to submit weekly rerJorts of a~f~ 
availability. . 2 6 5{!:]\~ 
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17 May: (Guam date) (Corxc 1 d) 

Fleet Admiral Nimitz, Rear Admiral Sherman and Cormnander ;Lamar returned to 
GUAJA: from conferences with CINCAFPAC at YlA}JILA. ( 
18 Maz (Guam date) 

After nightfall on the 17th 6th MarDi v troops who had occupied Sugar Loaf 
Hill withdrew and the hill was once again occupied by the Japs. On the morning of 
the 18th, following a heavy artillery preparation, the hill was retaken by the :Marines 
for the 5th time. Infantry and tanks combined to completely. encircle the hill. The 
lst :MarDiv continued its operations aronnd VV'ANA eliminating enemy remnants to the 
east of the town. The 77th Div, after a heavy artillery preparation, made local 
gains in the hill country NH of ISHIM~}[[ with the aid of tanks, flame throvfing tanks, 
and air strikes. Tank-infantry teams of the 96th Div were fighting in the hills 
S.V. of JroCHI, NTN of YOI\LffiA...'RU, and W of Conical Hill. Patrols on the left pushed 
for'v>Tard close to the outskirts of YO!· ABARU while enemy artillery halted our tanks 
pushing forward in this same area. 

Military Government now has 139:,·858 civilians under custody. 

On evening of 17th, DOUGLAS H. FOX (DD 779) was hit by a suicide plane caus-
ing considerable structural damage, but ship proceeded to KER.AM.A RETTO under her own 
power. 

Vice Admiral Hill relieved Vice Adnrlral Turner as CTF 51. At the same time, 
ComGen 10 became responsible directly to Com5thFlt for operations ashore and develop-
ment of the RYUKYUS. CTF 51 controls all naval forces present under Com5thFlt, and 
in addition has reported to ComGen 10 for duty in control of the air defense of 
OKINA1'JA. 

TG 58.1 is at the objective; TF 57 completes fueling today. 

On the 17th a totaJ. of 45 B-2h-s, 23 B-25s and 26 P-5ls attacked FOmtiOSA. 

In the RYUKYUS 3m direct air supporl sorties were furnished by TF 58, TG 99.2, 
and TG 52.1. During air attacks from 1930-0030 on the 17th about 30 enemy aircraft 
came in from the S'Vr and NE., The TAF CAP got 2, ships' guns got 4, 1 was a suicide hit. 
From 0040 on the 18th until daylight night hecklers were also over OKINAWA intermit-
tently. VF(~) got 1, and the da1•m CAP shot dovm 2 more. CTF 99.2 reports that that . 
force bas destroyed 259 aircraft of the enemy through 17 May. 

FA:'J 18 activities included the following: Near SHIONO MISAKI 1 trawler Vl/8.5 
fired, docks were fired, radar installations were hit by rockets. In the same place 
1 SC '\IY'as damaged, 1 tra1Yler was sunk. Near HAM. 'f,1ATSU a train was ·wrecked vmile cross-
LJ.g a bridge. 

Off the s:·r tip of KOREA 1 small AK was sunk, 1 medium AK probably sunk, and 
1 small AO da..mn.ged by FA~ J 1 nircraft • 

4 P-47s were over southern KYUSHU during the night of the 18th-19the 

297 B-29s took off to attack the Tachikawa Depot and __ ire raft Company, 22 
rniles W of TOI\YO, accompa~ied by 96 P-51 escortso 
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1,8 Jay (Guam, date) ( Corrt. 1 d) 

ComGenAAFPOA 151110 ( pink) indi cates that Northvmst Field, GUAM v.ri]l not be 
ready in t ime to accom.oda;te t he 315th V!ing on June 1 and July 1 as planned and re-
quests that additional SeaBees be made available to expedite the project. 

Com5thPhibFor 170005 reports to ComGen 10 for duty in control of air defense 
of OKINA~JA and naval forces present • 

. Cincpac Adv • 180005 (pink) requests that plans for the employment of troops 
after OLYMPIC for CORONET provide for the withdrawal of the 5thPhibCorps from HYPOCRITE 
prior to commitment of 3rdPhibCor9S• 

Cincpac Adv 180631 (pink) outlines information available on Jap submrines 
in Hawaiian waters on and prior to 7 December 1941. 

Cincpoa Adv 180742 (pink) informs CinCBPF of proposed employment of TF 57 
in July. 

Cincpoa Adv 181208 describes MJJJILA Agreement of 16 J..,iay for responsibility 
for topographic mapping. 

Cincpoa Adv 181210 (pink) consents to the release of Headquarters and Head-
quarters Company, SoPacBaCom for transfer to 111\.NILA provided the senior _r.umy Officer 
in SoPac is under Con~o?ac. 

19 May (Guam date) 

The 6th ];TarDiv repulsed , a counterattack east of TAKAMOTOJI. Only minor 
changes in the division frorrt. lines reported. The 1st Ma.rDiv continued to work its 
way toward 'rANA RIDGE and reached a position where, in conjunction with the 77th 
InfDiv, flanking fire vro.s delivered on the ridge. This fire drove the Japs from one 
strong point inunediately north of SHURI. The 77th InfDiv continued its task of re-
ducing pillboxes and consolidated and strengthened its front line positions. The 
96th InfDiv is being held up by a virtual fortres s 2,000 yards w·est of KUHAZU. 
Violent action is being encom1tered all along the division front. 

Our casualties from 2400 18 :May to 2400 19 May: IITA - 76, VITA - 565, MIA -

On the 18th tr7 SVl]P B-24s bombed T!J]JAN and TAICHU dromes on FORMOSA. 22 B-25s 
continued attacking comm.unications facilities, destroying 2 locomotives, /.!) freight 
cars and dan.aged bridges and factories. 

m'lP search planes on the 18th sank 1 meditun AK and 6 small AK, probably 
sank 3 medium AK and 1 small AK and beached 2 large schooners. Most of the damage 
was north of FO.R1IOSA, but some attacks were along the CI-IINA and INDO-CHIN-4. Coasts. 

In attacks on islands of the AJ,LAMI and TOK1\.RA groups planes of TF 58 on the 
16th - 18th destroyed 4 fuel dumps, sank several luggers and 15 small craft, damaged 
29 sruall craft and luggers, destroyed 5 planes on the groUl~d plus S probably destroyed, 
destroyed 1 and dan~ged 6 radio stations. 

From dusk until 2330 on the 18th about 30-35 enemy aircraft attacked in 10 
raids from the N, I\)1V and ·w at OI:I NPJ7A. 'rhe CAP splashed 9, ships' guns got 4, and 
1 was a suicide hit, for a total of 14. 
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19 Ha;y: (Guam date)(Conv'd) 

Close support on southern OKTNAWA 11vas furnished by TF 58 and TG 52.1 vrith 
339 sortiE3S using 163 tons, 1353 rockets, and 92 Napalm bombs. ' 

FAVv_ l planes on the 19th probably sank a medium tanker and a small AK 
south of KOREA. Sightings declined noticeably, possibly due to bad weather. 

FAW 18 ple..nes sank l SD, probably sank l SC and 1 SD plus 3 fishing boats, 
~ll south of 1Il4.h1~J·1ATSU, and left 1 SD sinking off SHIONO N.CCSAKI • 

30 B-29s laid 282 mines in SHIMOHOS:MI STH.AITS and ~·fAI\ASA WAN 11iithout losses. 

266 B-29s attacked H.All.AJtJATSU city by radar from 24,000 feet ·when TACHIKAWA 
was found cloud covered. 

Marshall 170607 (pink) informs ComGenPOA that action has been deferred by 
the War Dept on Army operational requirements for LONGTOM. 

Com2ndCarTaskFor 181035 announces that V .Adm. !l..fcCain hoisted his flag in 
the SHANGRI LA. 

Cominch & CNO 182005 disapproves request for permanent assignment of SeaBees 
to 1Larine Amphibious Corps. 

Cincpac Adv 19005h directs ComPhibGroup 12 report to Com?thFlt for temporary 
duty in connection vd th amphibious train~ng of Army troops in the PHILIPPINES. 

Richardson 190357 (pink) recomritends that movement of General Gilbreath and 
Headquarters to MANILA be continued as scheduled since this movement will not int~r
fere 't'Jith the functioning of SoPacBaCom. 

Richardson 190827 (pink) info1~s Cincpoa that as a result of Marshall's 170607 
ComGenPOA vQ.ll be unable to support logistically Operation LONGTO:M vdth a target 
date of 20 August. 

SecNav 191600 announces that Admiral Hewitt has been designated to corrluct 
further investigation of the Japanese attack on PEARL HARBOR. 

20 May (Guam date) 

The north shore of the ASATO 0-A\i~A has been stabilized by the 6th MarDi v and 
the division continues its push south to NAHA. On the d)th units of the division 
seized a hill SE of TAKl'.J.IOTOJI. From our p resent positions on this flank Japs are 
visible organizing tombs and other defensive positions on the hills of NAHA. On 
this flank the defending Japs have recently show·ed a tendency to leave their caves 
and attack rather than w·ait to be dug and blasted out. The 1st MarDiv now mving its 
left flank $00 yards south of DAKESHI . The 77th InfDiv repulsed 3 counter-attacks, 
made by Japs estimated to be from a .platoon to a company in strength, and captured a 
strong point 900 yards north of SHURI using tanks and flame throw·ers. In this sector 
3 Japs wearing Marine uniforms were killed. The 96th InfDiv pushed south of Conical 
Hill and, pushing west, reached a hill 1600 yards east of ISHIMJIT • 

Enemy killed as of 2400 19 :May: 50, 836. Our casualties : KIA - 54, ~7IA 286, 
~\ITA - 32. 
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20 Ma;z (Guam date) ( Cont 1 d) 

Harbor development at OYJ:NA~;VA is continuing. Unloading beach at M:A.CHINA.'l'O 
completed and operational. Hydrographic 1Nork has been completed i n YOHABARU ';JAIIJ. 
Net installations at NAGAGUSUKU ~·l.t\N are proceeding sati sfactorily. 

LST 808 was hit by a bomb and badly damaged. 

TF 57 completes second day of strikes at SAKISIITHA. Then has another two day 
replenishment period before least scheduled strikes on 24th and 25th. Destroyer 
QUIILI.ftJI! was d81llaged by collision and is proceeding to rendezvous with TF ll2 in tow 
of the · cruiser BLACK PRINCE. A CVE and tug from the fueling group are enroute to 
assist. Both groups of TF 58 are in the operating area. 

16 P-47s strafed airfields at TRUK. 9 B-24s bombed Ufo.RCUS. 

On tlie 19th 102 B-24s attacked KIIRUN HARBOR and dock installations vrl th 256 
tons. 21 B-25s continued attacking railroad yards and factories. 71 P-38s divebombed 
and strafed TIU:NAN (35 aircraft) and GIRAN {36 aircraft) dromes. 

At OKINAWA close support was hampered by 1Yeather. 244 sorties used 34 tons 
of bombs and 206 rockets. 

FAd 1 planes sank 1 medium freighter-transport and probably sank 2 small AK 
S of KOREA. Off FUKUE SHIMA 4 P-47s assisted a Privateer in sinking a picket boat 
by strafing. The P-47s went on to strafe TOMI E FIZLD on FUKUE SHDJ.A.. 

30 B-29s mined SHTh10NOSEKI STRAITS and WAKASA BAY. 

'Zll B-29s dropped 1,480 tons of bombs by radar on HAHitMATSU. 

ComGen 10 190431 recommends moLtnting garrison and resupply shipping for Phase 
III-D in lSTs and J..~SMs from the J<.IARiflJJ.AS . 

MacArthur 1909l~o2 outlines operations of Allied Air Forces, SWP in support. of 
CHINA Theater. 

Conrl.nch e: CNO 191808 (pink) eJqJressed gener al agreement 'Nith Joint Staff 
Study OLYMPIC. 

ComGenAirF!.1FPac 192355 outlines existing plans for relief of M'.a.rine fighter 
pilots at OKINA~''ifA on a 10-month combat tour. 

Cincpoa Adv 200209 (pink) suggests that J;VPC 293/3 be revised to indicate 
general unsuitability of TAJ:.!EG-1\ f or airfield construction. 

Cincpoa Adv 200701 assigns PhotoGrp 1 to FAW 1 for administrative purposes 
and outlines photographic responsibility and control in the RYUKYUS. 

Cincpoa Adv 200704 (pink) ·requests ComGenFDA' s recorrunendations concerning em-
ployment of 2nd ·;·:arDiv in Phase III-D in lieu of 96th Division. · 

ComPhibsPac 200830 directs ComPhibsTraPac to submit program f or amphibious 
training of AY'l . .TW troops. 

ComAAFs;wA 201734 requests clearance f or oveX'\'later flights by S,,JPA 
SLA1'1GHAI , lOHI.YJSA and CHiif.. Coast as far north as FOOCHO~·.r. )'Jll 2GbvZ 
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21 May (Guam date) 

During the night' 20-21 Hay t he 6th HarDiv repulsed a counter attack of ,J \ 
about 500 Japs, killing half. Some of the attackers 1Hore our Wliforms and carried VI J 
our weapons. On the 21st the heavi est enemy artillery concentration to date fell 
in the .4th MarRegt area resulting in heavy casualt ies C3.!'1long our troops. In the last 
3 days t i1ere has been a noticeable lack of infiltration and suicide anti-tank rushes 
against our right flank positions. Sugar Loaf Hill is not{J" completely secured, after 
having changed hands 11 t:lln.es, and the division is pushing south of this point. In 
the 1st ~larDiv zone of act ion 3 groups of Japs with demolition charges wrapped armmd 
their waists attacked a tank compaey. The Japs were dispersed lfith no loss to our 
tanks. Fighting for WANA ::?.IDGE ·continues with one prong now under our control and 
fierce fighting taking place in our efforts to take the southern prong. The 77th Inf 
Div launched a night attack at 0300 on the 21st. A limited objective was reached and, 
continu:L"YJ.g the attack, the eli v captured T .. UNA M.A.CHI just north of SHURI. The town 
was held despite an ene~- attempt to recapture it late in. the afternoon. The 96th 
InfDiv pushed to the south and west. On the left flank the outskirts of YONABARU were 
reached and Datrols reported that the town itself was deserted. To the west an ex-
tremely strong hill position, 1600 yards "~Nest of KIBA.l.A, vro.s captured. 

Our casualties as of 2400 20 Hay: KIA - 4,555; ~VIA - 20,254; liiA - 392; 
total - 25,201. 

At OKIHA~"IA 2 or 3 midget submarines were active on the evening of the 20th, 
of which all were believed to be destroy ed or damaged. About the same time, dusk 
air attacks inflicted the follovring darnage: BUTlliR (DMS 29) took 2 suici de hits 
on her mainmast knocking out all her radars but causing no hull damage or personnel 
casualties. THATCHER (DD 514) took one suicider amidships which put her forward 
engine room out of action, but the ship was able to proceed to KERPJJ.A RETTO under · 
her ovm power. TATTNAL (APD 19) vTas boabed, extend of damage unkncmb.. REGISTER (APD 
92) had a suicider crash on deck destroying her 40mm and causing some hull damage. 
CHASE (APD 54) had a suicide plcU1e crash alongside opening her s eams and flooding her 
engineering spaces. 1ST 808 was hit a gain. · 

ComNorPac reports that 5 DD of DesRon 57 maintained patrol from the morning 
of the 17th until the evening of the 20th along a 90 rnile front inside the northern 
KURILES, apparently vdthout detection and "~Hithout sighting any enemy vessels. On 
their departure the night of the 20th t he force bombarded the harbor of SURIBACI{[, 
starting fires and explosions.. Tv'J"O enenzy- planes attacked the force but caused no 
casua lties. 

At FORMOSA on the 20th 20 B-25s attacked railroad yards at 4 plac~s, and 
bombed an alcohol plant. 

In the RYUKYUS, bad neather cancelled distant air support and limited close 
support by TG 99.2, TF 58 , and TG 52.1 to 185 sorties (113 tons, 754 rockets, 16 
Napalm). From 1823 - 2000 dusk at tacke by 35 lovl-flying enemy aircraft from the N 
and 1.'J, avoiding picket stations but apparently coor dinated \Yith midget sub activity, 
resulted in 6 suicide hits or near misses, ll shot dovm by ships' AA. and 9 by TAli' CAP 
f or a total of 26 destroy ed. 

A FA:i 18 plane l eft 1 SC and 5 fi shing boats sinki ng and damaged l Pete, 
at an unre~orted locat ion. 

FA..r 1 pl anes, fron U.- 20 May sank 8 shi ps f or l4, 9SO t ons, and damD..ged 12 for 
10 850 t ons. 3 enmny aircraft vrere destroyed _ and 3 damaged. 2 PBI,is were l o(s t 'l'li~h )JJ+ ' · · · · ,, · th OI~"T ,. -J, ·r !l J 1--ea s"~-1 o· ... ·tl'r after L-Day l Apr~l personnel m.J...ssJ...ng. SJ..nce arrJ..Vfl...J.. J.n J e Lt. ~ ... . ct .n _ t L J. v ,. • " . 
FiiJ 1 planes hace sunk 86, f330 tons , da:rnagod 81 , 500 tons , destroyed .. ~1 enemy a~:r;.y~Bt1 and da";a ged 15 enemy aircraft . - Continued - ~ 0 ) · ' 
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21 ··y (Guam date) ( Cont 'd) 

Com3r&7lt 200400 (pilli{) constitutes Com3rdFlt 1 s OpPlru1 3-45 for support 
of consolidat i on of the RYUKYUS. 

MacArthur 200912 (pink) describes planned artillery organization for OLY1I ?IC. 

Cincpoa Adv 210148 (pink) proposed tra..nsfer from 7thFlt of 2 VPB(HiL) Sq. to 
PacFlt and 2 VPB(HL) Sq. to NorPac. 

Ci ncpac Adv 210850 requests that additional CVE~ be 1nade available for 
transport duty and that as many CVEs from British be procured as possible. 

ComGen USF CHTI'JA 210300 (pink) outlines arran.gement for FEilli' air assistance to CHINA 
Theater. /1 (!;. .... 
22 Maz (Guam date) { v 

Rain and mud slowed dovm the orr ensi ve along most of the front lines 
throughout the 22nd. However, excellent gai ns rrere made on the left flank where 
the 7th InfDiv has replaced the 96th InfDiv. The 7th launched an attack under cover 
of darkness during the early morning of the 22nd and drove through YONABAtill to· the 
high ground south of the torrn in the vicinity of I TAR...:.SHIKU. The 96th InfDi v is 
still in the front lines between the 77th and 7th InfDivs. On the left flank the 
6th 1iarDiv mopped up bypassed enemy pockets and continued to strengthen its front 
lines along the ASATO RIVlm. The 1st MarDi v repulsed a coutner attack of about 200 
Japs, killing 80. 

Command changes: RAdm Price, ComFair~Jing 1 has relieved R.Adm Kiland as SOPA 
Illi.R.AMA RETTO; RAd1n J:cCor.mick, ComBatDiv 3, has relieved RA.c1m Smith, ComCruDiv 5, as 
CTF 54. 

On the 20th fog over both islands prevented all but ·one strike at HIRARA. 
On dawn oi' t11e 20th CUILLI.AM had her collision. 

On the 21st TF 57 dropped 60 tons at HIRARA. 1 :Myrt vras shot doiYn. British 
losses: 1 plane in combat, 2 operationally. "'lifter striking on the 24th and 25th, 
KING GEDRGE V vlith 3 DD ·will leave for GUtU.r; the rest of the force vvill fuel and 
and then proceed to [G' .. NUS . Both groups of 'rF 5S fuel toqay. 

CIIJCEI r eported si nking a Nachi Class cruiser 5 miles off PENANG before 
dm'm on the 16th by DD attacks. 

The night of the 21st 5-6 enemy aircraft attacked r :,ro Jll.[A doing slight 
damage, 2 Bettys YTere shot do\·m by AA. 

Schedul i ng of heaVIJ day attacks on FOR!.10S.; . on t he 22nd and 23rd has been 
prevented by bad ·weather. 

Scheduled strikes on KYUSHU and S.l\Ki bHllJA were weat hered out on the 21st 
and only 62 close support sorties were flcmn (using 4. 5 tons, 116 rockets). 1 P-47 
i s missing f rom a rai d on ICYUSHU, and 1 F6F was shot dm.rn by friendly ltA. near IE 
SHIHA on the norning of the 21st. 

- Continued - 25511 
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. 22 l:i:ay (Guam date) (Cant 1 d) 

At dusk 12-15 enemy aircraft attacked in 2 raids from the Trest catching 
ou..r- CAP on the ground because of bad weather.. 8 enenzy- aircraf-t. \Nere destroyed by .4.A 
and suicide attempts. · There uere none of our ships damaged. 

A summary of air strikes in support of the 2L1-th Corps on OKINAHA from S 
April to 18 May shov,rs: Total direct support missions - 79g, total support aircraft 
sorties - 6,684. 

Along the southern IIOHSI-ID Coast, from SHIONO ~USPJCI to CHIBU PENllJSULA, 
FN./'J 18 planes, on the 21st and 22nd, sank l SD, 3 fishing boats and 5 luggers; 
heavily damaged 2 small AK; shot dmm a glider, probably destroyed the Sally towing 
the glider plus a Pete, and destroyed a bridge on SHIONO CruDE. 1 PB4Y ditched .30 
miles north of TIJO, with all the crew rescued. 

FA'l'J 1 planes on the 22nd south of KOREA left 4 SD burning off SHANGHAI, 2 
; of 7 luggers were left dead in the water; outside HANGCHO'd BAY 4 of 7 SD vrere damaged. 

30 B-29s laid 184 mines in 3 west channels into SHIMONOSEKI STRAITS, and 
in HAIZURU HA11BOH CJAKASA Wlll'J) on the 21st and again on the 22nd. 

CornAir?thFlt 110330 (pink) submits to 7thFlt recommendation for reduction 
of VPB Squadrons. 

ComAir7thFlt 140938 submits similar recommendations covering seaplane ten-
ders in ?thFlt. 

UacArthur 210114 (pink) constitutes his comLrtents on Joint Staff Study 
(Preliminary Draft) , OLYUPI C • 

Richardson 220546 requests that all matters involving movement, use or 
disposition of An~ troop milts in POA be referred to-ComGenPOA before final de-
cision. 

MacArthur 220810 (pink) outlines additional service troops to be supplied 
by redeployment to meet requirements in the RYU1ITUS. 

23 May (Guam date) 

The 7th InfDiv continued to advance on the :!..eft flank. 'rhe l84th InfHegt 
pushed into the OZ.ATO Hill mass and ca~)tured high ground south of TAIRA. This ad-
vance protects the ... ~· .. yny left flank as the lines swing to the west tovv-ard the envelop-
ment of SHURI. Other units of the division _pushed vrestvrard, along the road ·net 
crossing the island to KOKUBA-GA.JA, and reached high ground south of YOI~JL A. The 
96th InfDiv 1·ras subjected to a counter attack by an estimated Jap Bn during the early 
morning of the 23rd. Japs at sorae points penetrated 600 yards into the division lines 
before they Vfere repulsed and the eli vision lines reestablished vrith no loss of ground 
after a three hour battle. ThrouGhout the 23rd the division was held up by enemy re-
sistance from hills in front of its lines from which positions the enemy poured 
mutually supporting fire,. The 77th InfDiv, attacking hills south of ISHDllin, made no 
reported gains throughout the day. Our artillery fired on SHU:CU CASTLJ from this 
division zone and, in return, the division received heavy mortar fire. The 1st lfarDiv 
repulsed another counter attack against that portion. 2 Bns from 4th M~arines, 6th 
JEarDiv, forded AS TO RIVKq m1der cover of smoke to establ ish a bridgehead on the south 
barik of the river. Engineers are norr constructin.; a vehicul.::.r bridge to permit tan1cs 
t.o cross and consolidate the bridgehead. 2 55 

- Continued -



23 Hay (Guam date) ( Cont 'd) 

Enerrw casualties - 2400 22 Ifay - 56,190. 

A TU consisting of 2 LCI and 1 DE has completed its reconnaissance of the 
northern :.1II.J.I.1.NAS. During this sweep the lmit visited ~.SCilliJCIOH, :L£iUG, AGJ.llHAN and 
PAGAN. 22 Japs &"1d Okinarvans and 16 natives were brought back. 

32 P-47 s attaclced THUK on the 23rd destroying l single-engine plane· on 
EOEi\J. A la1..mch was blo1m up off TOL Ir'L;\ND. 

TU 52.1.3 attac;\:ed SJ.KibHTir GUNTO on the 22nd and 23rd destroying 1 enercy 
aircraft on the ground, and probably destroying 5. B 

Bad ·weather hanpered close support on OKJ1'L4.~-JA. A night fighter shot dovm 1 
of 4 attacking enenw planes during the evening. other hecklers w·ere over the island 
around midnight, but did no darn .. ae;e. 

CTF 51 reports total Naval casualties through 22 liay as follows: IITA - 1,011; 
~liA - 2, 933; J:ITA - 1, 237. Total - 5, 181. 

FA:'f .1 planes san1c 2 ·sn and darnaged 2 others south of KOlDA; sanl\: 1 SD bet1reen 
s:JSHU and SHJJJG¥ ... AI, and a fishing boat south of SiuSHU. 

A PB4Y of FAW 18 sank a net tender and a sr..n.all Ji.JC in SURUG.A ~l.Al~, and shot 
dmm 1 of 2 attacking Nicks. The PB4Y was slightly damaged. 1 PB4Y ditched 5 miles 
east of r:Io, uith 3 rescued and 8 lost, inc;luding 3 pilots. 

558 B-29s were airborne and 533 effective in the incendia~J attack on the 
southern TOKYO urban area on the night of 23-24th. Bombing was from 8-12,000 feet. 

Box score of enenw c.ircraft destroyed in FOA since 18 Harch (to 30 April): 
TF 58 - 325, TF 51 - 349, TF 57 - 29, TF 93 - 9, TG 50.5 - 11, 20th ~~ -

116, TF 94 - 9. Total - 848. 

Conli~orPac 300015 (pink) constitutes NorPac OpOrd 4-45, mission to destroy 
enemy shipning in OKHOTSK .S'EA_, etc. 

MacArthur 221434 concurs in plan for logistic support of Fleet Marine Force 
as arranged by Brig.Gen. Edson during his recent visit • 

IIacArthur 221530 (pink) agrees to removal of Marine Corps from DIABOLIC; 
first 2 divisions appro:ximately X plus 90, 3rd division deuending on existent situa-
tion. 

JCS 222139 requests irnmediate statement concerning value of OSS in POA. 

Cincpoa Adv 2300L:-9 requests ComGen BomCom XX be instructed to hold the . 22 
multi-engine aircraft in rear areas ready for f'ort.v-ard call to OIITNA\·JA. 

Cincpoa Adv 230213 (pink) replies to CINCAFPAC 210114 -vvhich corrnnented on 
Joint Staff Study Prelir.ainary Draft, OLYMJ?IC. 

Cincpoa Adv 230215 (piru~) requests reconsideration of Cominch order that 
Operation FIREBP~K be conducted as a training exercise. 

- Continued -
265F 
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22 May (Guam date) ( Co:u 'd) 

Cincpoa Adv 230216 recownends that ComGenAAFPOA give consideration to develop-
merrc of NlUiA as an unloading depot for fi~1ter aircraft . 

Cincpoa Adv 230559 (pink) directs ComGen 10 to submit to CINCPOA his comments 
on relocation of Headquarters, XX BomCom and 7th AF. 

Cincpoa Adv 23084.9 (pink) replies to Cominch concerning need for OSS in POA. 

Cincpoa Adv 230853 (pink) submits to CINCAF?AC for consideration a proposed 
communication plan for OLYMPIC. 

24 May; (Guam date) 

Mud continued to limit advances along most of the front lines. Hovrever, the 
7th InfDiv, against light opposition, pushed farther into the OZATO-~AURA hill mass 
and seized high ground 500 yards south of TA.IRA and 600 yards west of TAIRA. The 
96th InfDiv beat off an enemy counterattack against its right flank, The 77th InfDiv 
mopped up isolated enerrw strong points. The lst MarDiv engaged in active patrolling 
behind its lines. The 6th UarDiv completed 2 bridges across ASATO RIVER. Marines 
have crossed the river in strength and entered ASATO Tmn~, but the lack of self 
propelled guns an<i tanks, mired in the mud, is slrnring down reduction of enemy 
strong points . 

Casualties as of 2400 2.3 May: Enemy - 56,885. <Am - (Less 27th InfDiv) 
26,675. 

SWPA seai·ch planes from· PALA.:·"lAN extended their sectors to 1t4.LAY PENINSULA and 
made a thDrough reconnaissance of the SINGAPORE Area. A Nachi Class cruiser was seen 
at the Naval Base with another Nachi or Atago Class nearby. Both groups of TF 58 
remain northeast of OKINA~7A. Airplane calls for fighter patrols over the northern 
RYUKYUS, with da.vm and dusk CAPs at J\l'LI}.MI and KIK.U. TG 58.4 departed yesterday from 
ULITHI' to relieve TG 58.3. TF 57 is scheduled to complete their last strike for the 
time being at SAIITSHTI.,iA. tomorrow. 

24 B-24s bombed 1.1ARCUS on the 2/+th. 

There were 5 raids during the early morning of the 23rd. 2 more in the early 
evening, and several more from 2330-02.30, all concentrated in the IE SHIMA Area. 6 
pla.nes were snot dmTn by the BilADFOrtD (DD 5lr..5) • 

Bad weather limited air support fran]. TG 52.1 and 99.2 to 9.3 sorties (33 tons, 
521 rockets, 26 Naualms). 

At 2020 .35 Flt-Us from MAG-22 arrived on a ferry flight from GUi\.M • 

.At 2355 CTF 51 reported persistent air attacks beginning at 19.30. There vrere 
19 raids vrith an estimated 60 enemy a ircraft involved up to the time of the dispatch. 
15 enemy aircraft had been shot down vrith no report of dam.age to surface craft. The 
attacks vrere continuing, apnarently concentrating on airfields. IZ SHTI.ffi. was hit 
in the vicinity of the naval base. 1 enemy aircraft landed wheels up on Yontan strip, 
letting out several Japs who were attacking parked planes vrith hand grenades. Con-
siderable da~age was re~oFced. 

FAW 1 planes shot doV!U 2 floatplanes and destroyed 3 SC west of SASEBO. 

- Continued - 2667 
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$May (Guam date)(Conc'd) 

F.tr 18 planes shot doVJn 1 Nick, sank 1 SD and 3 fishing boats off CHIBU; 
left 1 FTD dead in the vrater off SHIONO :f..iiS.~I, and seriously da.rnaged 1 PC and de-
stroyed 4 luggers off HAl .... -.IATSU. 

104 TOKYO bound P-5ls aborted 2 hours from T.JO because of bad ·weather. 

l1arshall 222315 outlines policy under consideration by JCS and proposed by 
state, ~Iar and Navy Coorclinat:ing Committee for hancUing Allied Nationals vrhich are 
norr held .._Jrisoners of war by the Japanese. 

Cominch 222316 requests comment on Ha.I'shall 222315. 

Cincpoa Adv 240255 (pinlc) assigns CTF 93 responsibility of neutralizing 
HARGUS and enenzy- bases in the BONINS as well as responsibilities assigned by 
OpPlan 4-45. 

Cincpac Adv 240258 (pink) assumes TG 99.2 vrill make maxi.mum effort against 
KYUSHU to disrupt enemy attacks novr forming. 

CinCS'JPA 240518 (pink) reports that the study of Joint Staff Study OLYM~C 
reveals a nmnber of basic differences in interpretation of recent planning directives. 

Cincpoa ~dv 24051~ informs CTF 93 that the means used in neutralizing TRUI\ 
and I~.::ui.CUS is a matter left to the judgment of CTF 93. 

Cincpoa Adv 24055S (pink) indicates that the arrival of fighter groups 
for FRICTION must take place by 15 October. 

Cincpoa Adv 24.0600 proposes uniform procedure for release of Anny units to 
CI:.JCAF PAC. 

Cincpoa Adv ~+1257 (pink) requests that specific information be supplied by 
CINCAFPAC concerning differences in interpretation and proposes early conferm1ce. 

Cincpoa Adv 2ll-l259 comments on proposed method of handling liberated Allied 
prisoners of war no-a held by the Japanese. 

2,5 May (Guam date) 

In spite of continued rain and mud on OKINAnA both flanks made advances 
during the day. On the right the 6th HarDiv pushed south of the ASATO ?JVER line 
and expanded its bridgehead into NAI-IA. Maey streets in the toHn are reported mined. 
'ranlcs have crossed into the city but mud prevents strong support. Jap artillery has 
failed to destroy the bridges across the .A..SATO GN.'fA. The 1st :MarDiv limited its 
activities to aggressive )atrolling. The 77th I:nfDiv cleaned out the town immediately 
north of SHURI • The position of the 96th InfDi v remained unchanged. On the left 
flank, the 7th InfDiv repulsed a Jap connter attack. 

Casue~ties as of 2h00 24 Hay: Enemy: 57,407 killed; PO~Js - Military, 641; 
Laborers , 4.03. Ovrn: KIA 73, :·rrA 336, l::IA 61, tota~ - h70. 

At OKINA~ .r:~ air raids continued during morning of the 25th. 3 DD, 2 DE, l DMS, 
3 :2D, 1 .l\I:I, 1 XAK, l 101;1 ·Here damaged by suicide planes. 

- Continued - 2 S 5 8 
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25 Ha.z (Guam date) (Con-c.' d) 

During the raids earlier in the evening, ships on radar picket st~cion 15 
(north of BOLO) attacked several small fast surface targets believed to be suicide 
boats . All were believed destroy ed; none :m.ade any surface attack on our ships. 

TF 57 fuels today and then departs for HANUS and GUAM. Neutralization mis-
sion taken over by CVE Group. 

TF 58 during the period 19 thru 23 May attacked airfields, seaplane bases 
and ground installations on f.!IIJAr.IT, TOiillNO, I~IKAI and ft2.1ALIT 0 SHII.L.L\.. 1 plane splashed; 
4 destroyed on ground. 3 s:rna.ll craft sunk; 8 damaged. On the 24th, during mveeps 
over KYUSHU 12 planes ·were destroyed and an unstated number of probables. 2 more were 
shot down over TOKUNO. 

Naval casualties to 22 :May: KIA and MIA L~,270, :·rrA 4,171. (Increase since 17 
Hay of 300 and 200 respectively). This does not include all casualties from BUN1lliR 
HILL and 2 DD, nor casualties from recent air raids, TF 57 casualties. 

No strikes were scheduled on FORMOSA on the 24th. 

Enemy air attacks vrhich began at 1930 on the 24th continued intermittently 
until 0430 on the 25th, and began again at 0800. Between 1940/24th and 1200/25th CTF 
51 estimates 175 enernlf aircraft attacked. Of these, an estL1mted 111 have been re-
ported destroyed so far, and the final score 1~~y be higher. The dusk CAP got 9, the 
night CAP 6, (including 3 Bettys); ships guns during the night destroyed 9; IW SHIH.A 
AM (re'Jorted by ComGen 10) destroyed 16 of 23 overhead; Yontan Field got 6 Sallys by 
AAA and crash landings, plus 5 others by .A.AA; the day CAP on the morning of the 25th 
destroyed 48. There were 3 suicide hits and 1 near miss on 4 ships from 0020 to 0330; 
and 7 suicide hits plus 1 near miss on 7 ships from 0815 to 1200. 

About 2250 6 Sallys attempted to land on Yontan; AAA got 5, and a 6th crash 
landed, wheels up. An estimated 22 (.Japs from the Sallys attacked )cU'"ked planes with 
incendiary grenades and demolition charges, destroying 4 transports, l fighter, 2 
bombers, with 2 transports danmged. ComGen 10 reports 25 aircraft damaged on Yontan. 
A 70,000 gallon gas dump was burned. The N-S and E-W runvlays were inoperational 1.mtil 
Ob1-QO because of debris from exploding planes. On Yontan vTe had 1 killed in action 
and 9 vrounded; ComGen 10 reports L2 Japs killed. Tanlcs and foot patrols vrere combing 
the area for the remnants. One bomb hit a Naval dispensary dugout on IE SHTI.iA vvith 
an estimated 25 KIA and 35 ~aA. 

The TAF sent 28 P-ll-7 s to strike KYUSHU on the afternoon of the 21+th. They 
bombed and rocketed KUSHIPw'\. , l.:IYAZAKI, o.nd KANOYA; shot down 3-4 planes and shot 
dorm 1 George on the return to base. 

1 small AK was dw.a t;ed south of KC ::.=t"'Y~ by •A ! 1 a..i.rcraft on the 25th. 

Including tomorroH night's mining mission, there ·will have been 90 B-29s en-
gaged in mining in 3 missions on 3 successive nights. The SHIHONOSEKI STR.AITS continue 
as a prime target • 

69 P-5ls escorted by B-29s hit rrOKul.t.AZA1JA and ~ _ . .t~2SlJDO dromes ( 20 miles n:· 
and 10 miles N'j of TOEYO) from 1230-1311-5. They shot dmtm 8 encn~r aircraft, 1;ith 1 
d.a..mazed and scored 10-3-36 on the g'l"onnd. 

- Continued -
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25 l.:ay ( Guarn date) ( Cont t d) 

Photos taken on the 25th through haze and smoke shovr an additional 3.2 sq.ni. 
of TOKYO destroyed. Considerable additional da.rnage is ~)robable uhen clearer phot~ 
graphs can be tal{en. · 

JCS 242237 (pink) fixes res:?onsibility for civil censorship in OLYIJJ?IC and 
CO-=tOI'r~T on CINCA.i7 PAC . 

Cincpac .\.dv 250507 (pink) requests that concurrence given by Admiral Sherman 
in telephone conversation vrith Admiral Cooke concerning operational control of gunfire 
sup~Jort be held in abeyonce. 

26 M~ (Guam date) 

Rains have reduced lOth Army zone of action to a quagnire. During the night 
25-26 Uay the 6th MarDiv repulsed a connterattack. The 26th was spent chiefly in 
organizing front line positions. Foot bridges across the ASA'rO HIVER have been vrashed 
out. Ho1'Iever, one Bailey bridge remains intact. On the right flank 1 Co. from the 
184.th InfRegt attacked to the south in order to strengthen our OZATO hills position. 
One hill 1200 yards east of TJliH..I\ was captured. During the past tvTo days about 1,000 
mines have been cleared in the areas south and ·vv-est of YOEPJ3ARU. Artillery and planes 
are taldng action against Yrhat may be large scale troop l".love.ments south of SHURI. 

Additional data on dauage from raids on 24/25th: LStf 135, previous}¥ reported 
beached~ has been abandoned; BARREY (APD 29), badly dar.taged, beached at ICJ:1li.M:A.; BATES 
(APD L~? J, hit by t1ro suicides, capsized during salvage operations . 

On 24-25 Hay TF 57 dropped eighty tons of boLJbs on installations at S.Iti\ISHIMA 
GillJTO and left all fields Q~serviceable on departure. No aircraft encountered. 

All three groups of TF 58 have rendezvoused and are fueling on a no1~herzy 
course today. 

Amplifying reports from P-47 pilots vrho attacked TRUK airfields at loTI alti-
tude on the 23rd indicate that only 3 planes Vfere possibly operational, and that 2 of 
these were shot up and probably destr<YJed. The Irving, reported several times from 
photographs, was observed to be on jacks, although it had been recently moved. 

There were no additional enemy air attacks after 1200 on the 25th. It is now 
estimated that over 200 enerny aircraft took part. 'rhe final score of enemy aircraft 
destroyed, as reported by CTF 51 for the period l.S00/2LJ. to 1200/25 stands at 166, a 
jump of 55 over yesterday, distributed as follows: CAP, 94; ships guns, 30; shore 
AA, 27; suicides (hits and misses), 15. Included in the above totals vrere 34 enemy 
aircra.ft shot dov1n by P-47 s of the 3l6'th group 1Yho encountered the enemy force on 
the morning of the 25th d1.u·int; an aborted strike at EYUSHU. · .-e lost no planes in air 
combat in these encounters, 

CG, TAF re~)orted that on 26 Hay 455 aircraft of that force vrere nresent on 
OKINA.' A and I3 SHil,L'\. fields. 

On the 25th and 26th '-t-39 B-29s bombed TOKYO -aith 3'700 tons of incend.taries in 
what : .rin2; Comn.u:..nder say was the f!!.OSt successful mission yet. 6 B-29s are knoYin lost 
and 19 others are missing, and ) resur.1ed lost over the target • 
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26 Hay (Guam date) ( Couc 'd) 

GHQ S.JPA 25ll02 (pink) discusses differences beb:reen CIPC .rOA ond CINCAFPAC 
in command relationships for CLY11FIC. 

JCS 252158 (pink) constitutes the directive for OLYUPIC Operation dlld defines 
responsibilities of CINCPOA .::.nd CIECAFPAC. 

Com3rdl7 lt 252217 (pink) outlines considerations favoring ZNTJETOK as fleet 
anchorage in support of ICE:ii:LBLOCKS and other operations to the north. 

Cincpac Adv. 252315 (pink) concurs in the assi@1rnent of the .A:rrrry Fighter Com-
mand at I~'JO JIJ:J:A to 20th Air Force. 

Com5thFlt & Com3rdJ.i'lt 260231 (pink) jointly reconu11end Cincpoa Op-Plan l'r-45 
be placed in effect 2400 (-9) 27 Hay. 

Cincpac Adv 260842 (pinl{) requests early coMaent on feasibility of occupjing 
cr-ru SAN .ARCHI ?SJ-41\.GO using only Harine s. 

Cincpoa Adv 26081~3 outlines requirements for combat CVEs vrhich are set at 
30 for combat purposes and L'rO for transports. 

Cincpac Adv 260930 (pink) recomrnends the establishment of a U.s. conmtercial 
airline from the ~Jest Coast to AUSTPJ\.LIA and NEl ZEA.LAND and ultimately to GUAH and 
:.k\NILA. 

27 Uay (Guam date) 

Report from ComGen 10 ·was not received. 

In addition to the normal fire support on the 26th, IJE.T YORK (BB 34), 
VINCENNES ( CL 64) and NEJ ORIZTJ\.NS (CA. 32) fired on troop concentrations moving in 
open cotmtry south of SHUF.I, killing an est:imated 500.. RALPH TALBar (DD 390) de-
stroyed 2 native boats filled ':Jith troops armed with explosive charges and grenades 
off NAK.AGUSUKU ~IAII. PC 1603 was hit by tvro suicide planes and abandoned. 

At rnidnight last nie;ht Con3rdF'lt relieved Com5thFlt in corrn11.1.nd of the naval 
forces in the combat area. 

16 P-47 s attacked TilUK at low level on the 27th. 9 B-24s bombed HARGUS from 
7200-GOOO feet on the 26th. 

49 B-25s attacked fuel plcmts, railroad yards, 2J1d targets of o:)pOrtlmity 
on FORHOs.·~ on the 26th. 

The only nev1 air attack re~}orted at OICIIL ~'!A livas a Sli1:'.1ll one at 1545/26th 
durinc; vrhich 2 suicide hits rrere s;ored on PC-1603. 'rhe C~;!.P splashed 3 enemy air-
craft during this attack, plus 3 others in the morning. Dele.yed reports indicate 
thB.t shi:ps gw1s shot do"l,n 4 more enemy aircre.i't during t.he heavy attacks of the 2L!-th-
25th. 

TDe TiJi' gave di.1niniohed close sunport on the 26th because oi bad weather. 
Planes of this force have no;r sno·c donn 371 enemy aircroi't, includin[; 7 5 during the 
attacl~s of tl1e 24.th-25th. 1 pilot is missing from the 25th . 
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27 Uay ( Gua.-'n date) (Corn,' d) 

CTF 58 reports 5 enemy aircraft shot do,Nn on the 25th, 4 of them near the 
force. 

Attacks on the SAYISHIJ.n ·~ G{JNTO continued on the 26th by TU 52.1.1. 

F~N 18 :Jlanes san.l( 1 ~TC and 3 fishing boats, probably sank 1 75-foot diesel 
tra-rrler, and dcunaged 2 SD on the 27th. 1 search plane failed to return from patrol. 

One plane of FA.l 1 sanl:: 5 small ships and d.a:naged 4 more. 

Enemy aircraft destroyed in POA 18 Harch to 30 A:)ril, inclusive: 3,227. 
From 1 l~y to date: TF 53- 330, TF 51- 516, TF 57- 29, TF 93- 27, TG 50.5- 13, 
2oth .:W - 139, TF 94 - 10; total - l,06L~. 

JCS 250128 (pink) describes proposal made by u.s. Chiefs of staff to the 
British concerning assu.m?tion by the British of control of the s:IPA. 

MacArthur 261634 ·concurs in CinclJoa 21~600 outlining proce_dure for releasing 
Army units to CINCAFPAC • 

Cincpoa Adv 262315 (pink) announces assQmption by Com3rdFlt of control of 
Con~znder RYUKYUS forces and forces heretofore in the 5th Fleet. 

Cincpoa Adv 270117 (pink) announces that the Joint Chiefs of Staff have 
directed Operation OLYl.~PIC. 

Cincpoa Pearl 270141 requests ComGen Ten to report unloading rate at OKINA~iA 
vJhich is now tnenty-one days behind schedule. 

Cincpoa Adv 2705h0 directs ComAirPac to designate two VPB(HL) Squadrons 
for NorPae. 

Cincpoa ! .... dv 270541 requests concurrence of CINCS.!Pl in reduction of 7thFlt 
VPB(HL) Sqtw.drons from six to four. 

Cincpoa Adv 270633 directs Comr'--ren Ten to accelerate airfield construction 
on II; SHD.11.. 

Cincpoa Adv 270725 provides that clearance for all visitors to Ol~ll\IA'.TA 
must be made through CinCPOA. 
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28 ~ .. iaY. ( Gucuil date) 

During the 27th and 28th advances rrere again n19.de on bo·ch flanks ui th the 
center of the Army lines, north of SHUli.I , .~Jractically static. On the right the 6th 
MarDiv launched an attack before davm on the 2Sth pushing south against rifle and 
MG fire occupied all of that portion of NAI-IA west of the canal ·which runs north and 
south through the center of the city. The lst MarDiv making its L1am effort on its 
right captured the tovrn of ASATO. On its left flank the Division reached the crest 
of a hill 100 yards west of ISJII.IT tv-rice only to be driven back by heavy enemy fire. 
Ele~~1ents of the division are still attacking in this sector. The front lines of the 
77th and 96th InfDivs re~:J.ained static th:'::'oughout the day.. Patrols sent out in front 
of our lines received heavy fire indicating that there is no lessening of resistance 
by the Japs in the bHUJI positions. The 7th InfDiv pushed its lines fart.her south 
into OZ.ATA HIL:.,s and ~')atrols , against virtually no opposition, ranged far ahead of the 
front lines being reported in the vicinity of TERA, I'~<\J .. UZATO and SHilJL:ATO. 

Casualties, 2400 27th: 3nero.y - KIA 59,055 (Estimated); PO~ls 1,323. Ot·m -
·KIA 51, :rrA 227, i.ITA h; total - 282. 

In persistent Jap air attacks at OKllL:l~'JA on the 27th, the night of the 27-2S~h 
and the morning of the 28-'ch, a total of 15 ships vrere hit. One sank, tvrelve remained 
operable. 

53 ~1P B-25s used about 50 tons in striking at factories, railroad yards, and 
t01.'rns on the southern )art of FO:Rl~OSJ.. 4. P-38s destroyed L:. locomotives and 4 trucks. 

During the 25 hours from 0730 on the 27th to 0830 on the 2Bth an estimated 150 
enemy aircraft attacked the OKINA.IA cl.I'ea in 56 raids of 2-Lr- planes each. Incomplete 
figures indicate that 79 ·uere destroyed including suiciders. Determined efforts vrere 
made to ~)enetra·l:,e our trans]ort area defenses and reach the heavy ships, but again DDs 
and other small ships took the brunt of the attacks. From 0730-1130 on the 27th an 
estio.ated 25 enemy aircraft attacked from the N and NE in spite of foul weather. 16 
were de.stroyed (CAP3, ships' guns 8, 5 suicides). From 1700 attacks continued all 
night in bri.ght moonlight until 0830 on the 28th. During the night the CAP destroyed 
7, ships 1 guns got 13, and 8 ·were suicides. (trotal - 28). After daylight TF 38 CAP 
shot down 15 and the TAF CAP got 20. Final breo.kdoun: CAP's 45; ships' guns 21; 
suicides 13, for a total of 79. 

Direct air support. on the 27th ·was hamyered by bad vreather . 65 sorties were 
flovm. 

FA~J 1 Privateers on the 27th sank l DE or DD (described as dead in the vYater, 
minus bovr), 1 SD (described as de:unaged), and 1 large JU{ (described as dC~ ... maged) , for 
a total of 7 ships s1mk and 3 damaged, south of KOREA. On the 25th Privateers shot 
dorrri 1 Nate in foul ·weather. 2 Privateers were kept on the ground because of l2.ck of 
gassing facilities. 

F .. \~ '! 18 planes probably sank 1 SC and 1 FTD 1·routh of HOHbHU on the 28th. 

On the· 28th 46 P-5ls attaclred l'C\.Sill:IGAti1. .. 1 Airfield, 30 miles NE of TOKYO, 
claiming 1 airborne eneny .9-ircraft destroyed, 5 destroyed or ~Jrobably destroyed on 
the ground, and 3 5 de'.. :aged on the crmmd. l P-51 was lost over the target . 

Photoc:;ra]hs taken on t he 28th shoHed that t h e 2 heavy 21 BomCom. incend_:_ary at-
tacks of 23-24 and 25-26 Hay had destroyed 13.6 sq_. mi. oi' 'iCKYO. :~ total of 51. 3 sq. 
mi . or L~6:~ of the city of 1~0: YO has now been destroyed. 
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28 liay (Guam date) ( Cont 'd) 

Cinc_)ac Adv 230058 (pink) inforrus Comi.nch concerning ~)J.D.ns for the use of 
.w.:.IT.TETOK by 3rcli<'lt. 

Cinc)aC Adv 200059 (pink) requests thD .. t all matters on deployr.1ent of naval 
co~-;_1batant l orces in PO\ be referred by Cominch to Cinc:)ac rather than to ..\irfac or 
other type coLlTIJanders. 

Cincpoa .. \dv 230124 ( :1ink) 2.p)roves visit of General Casey and requests exact 
date of General Cha.nilierlain' s pro:)osed visit. 

29 ll:ay (Guam date) 

During the 28th patrols from the 6th HarDiv crossed over to CJNOY ... h2.IA ISLAND in 
N ·iliA HA11BOR. During the night 2S-29th eneineers constructed three bridges across 
the canal in I>J~IA and by the 29th all of Ni-\H.A. north of the harbor had been captured 
vrith the exception of scattered pockets of resistance. Pushing to the SE the division 
made gains of approximately 900 yards. In the lst MarDiv ZJ'i 11 C11 Co., 1st Bn., 5th 
1f.arines captured Shuri Castle. Japs were .fm..u1d Si:\riln.rning in the moat. The castle, 
itself, has been used as the h eadquarters of the 32nd Jap A:rmy and was the hub of the 
SHU1TI defensive position. To the north the left flanl~ of the lst l.1arDiv and the en-
tire front lines of the 77th InfDiv remained static. During the night of the 2G'th, 
the 96th InfDiv repulsed a Jap counter attack, nreceded by a 40 minute Jap artillery 
concentration. The 7th InfDiv repulsed a connter attack on its left fla.nk and killed 
svJimmers attem·)ting to land behind the division lines. A reconnaissance unit in a LCI 
sldrted the coast from YONABARU to the southern ti~ of the island, firing on targets 
of opporttmity Yiith no retaliatory fire being received. 

Casuc?.lties as of ~.00 28 l:ay. Enemy: LIA.- 59,522 (estimated), PO'.:s: Hilitary 
?22, Laborers- 610. 0an: (Cturrulative) KIA- 1,057, \II.~ - 23,024, ~ITA- 335, total-
2L~,416. 

In raids at OKTI~A.!A on evening of 2S'th, 0HUB ... liCK (DD 639) was hit by a suicid-
er and vias tmied to Kwr"L~.t~::~ 11STTO. 

2 groups of TF 58 remctin to east of 0[11-L JA . TG 33.3 departed opel"·ating area 
for L_;YTE to arrive forenoon of 1 June, except for R~'J.IDOLPII T:hich cones via GU.'L.I to 
disembark V •. \elm. J:.lit scher. 

Vice Admiral HcCain has assumed command of TF 38. 

At FO?J.10SA on the 20th 39 B-25s bombed fuel and sugar pl:J.nt s and 8 P-5ls de-
stroyed 1 locomotive and d& 1aged 15 boxcars. 

120 B-2.4s vrith P-51 escort are scheduled to hit T.:\.I~: 0 :Lnstallations on the 
30th. 

On the 28th the TAF splashed Y? more enemy aircraft f or a 2-day total of ~D; 
late reports credit ships A.A \Tith lES nore kills , and 2 Hore st1icides e.rc reported. 
The .'2- da.y total of enemy ~ircraft destroyed nou stands at 116. CTF 31 re?ort s that 
sQtciders continued to cause the greatest dw~~ge, but ~ increase in the frequency of 
torpedo attacks ·was noted., Only 1 Baka was noted, on a Betty shot doun by the CAP • 
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22 Hail (Guam date) ( Cor1c. 1 d) 

TAF intruders were over KYUSHU during the night and early morning of 2S-29th. 
TG 32.1 continued to attack the S.t\l{ISI-U:. ~\ GUNTO, and reports losing 2 VF vrith pilots 
on the 27th. 3 fishing boats vrere sunk north of j.iJYAKO. 

On the 28'th there Tiere ill close support sorties from TF 3g, TG 32.1 and TG 
99.2. 

FA~[ 1 sent 2 Privateers up the eastern coast of KOR~A to 39-00 N during o.rhich 
1 ~edium AK v1as sunk. PBU ' s sank 2 small AK and probably sa_fllc 1 SD. 

Com FK'J 1 reports that fro~~l 21-27 Uay inclusive F ... II l planes sank 5,470 tons 
and c:la::w.ged 3,180 tons of enemy- shipping. 2 enemy aircraft rrere destroyed.· 

510 B-29s ·were airborne against YOKOH:vE.A on the 29th, 35 were early returns, 
leaving 475 effective. 7 B-29s ·uere lost. 97 escorting P-5ls met ].h.O moderately" ag-
gressive and very lilaneuvera.ble enemy fighters . The P-5ls claim 26 destroyed. 3 P-5ls 
l.Tere lost. 

Com3rd.Phib 2S2356 (:)irut) esti:oates that seizure of CEUSPJJ ARCHIPELAC'.D can be 
accomplished without occupation of HilTGPO P~NIESU'_w.A . 

Cinc:!}oa .\dv 2902Lt-4 directs that all OSS requests for pei·sonnel, intelligence 
material and utilization of PUTs be submitted to Cincpoa. 

Cincpoa Adv 290246 (pink) requests ComG€nAAFI-'0A to coordinate vri th CI:~CAFPAC 
the deployment of all non-VLR aviation tmits for deployment in the RYUKYUS. 

Cincpoa dv 290331 (~Jink) confirms movement of .\corn 54 in 15th echelon 
scheduled for development of carrier pool. 

Cincpac Adv 290519 (pink) replies to Cot13rd.Flt 200929 (yellovr) b~t referring 
to Cincpoa 051250 (pink). 

Cincpoa Adv 290659 (pink) requests C111 movements from the ETO for discharge 
in POA :Jorts be referred to Cinc)oa. 

Cinc)aC _ dv 290718 (pink) requests co1:uent from Co1lliiarGils Area concerning 
ability of ~~J.IT,J".GTOK to su:9port fast carrier groups . 

Cincpoa Adv 290858 (pink) .:uu1ounces })len for entry of submar:lnes into J_~A.lT 
SEA and requests continu~~nce of n.in.-ln3 blockade of SHIMONOSEKI STRAITS. 

Cominch f.: CITO 291605 (pink) ind::_cates training operation FIRSBREAK rrill not 
be conducted. 
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20 Maz (Guam daLe) 

The 6tl1 HarDi v pushetl f ort.var·d ::;lowly after bE:ing held up by an ene:rrzy vocket 
on the eastern edge of Nf: .. HA. Elements of the lst lfu.rDi v 1rhich yesterday occupied 
ruins of Shuri Castle repulsed enemy infiltration attempts dtu·ing the night and 
raised the .Punerican flag on the highest point of the SHill-IT ba.ttle grounds. The 77th 
InfDiv dispensed a night COt..lnter attack with artillery. IS:t-IGIT was captured plus 
high ground 500 yards east of SHURI. At dark the division vvas enge.ged in very 
heavy fighting attempting to make a juncture ·with the lst Ma.rDiv in SHURI . The 
96th InfJJlv against opposition which was generally light captured iiTYAGUSUKU and a 
group of mutually supporting h..i.lls northeast of EH URI ·which the. enemy had defended 
stubbornly for 19 days. The 7th InfDiv made advances ranging from 300 to 000 yards. 
Patrols from the division have reached the vicin..i.ty of TENEK_AN TQ;J}J on CHINEN PEI·m-.J-
SUIJi.. 

Casualties as of 2lj[)O 29 May: Ene:rny - KL~ 61,066; POWs 731 Y.Jfilitary, 618 
Laborers. Own: KIA 59, ·,·rrA 236, MIA 8; total - 303. 

Fast carriers .augmented local air support and sent strikes to northern 
RYUKYUS. CVEs struck SAKISHIM:A. Usual fire support. 

16 P-47s strafed 4 airfields at TRUK on the 30th finding no airborne enemy 
aircraft, and only 2 on the ground. 

10 B-24s bombed ~IA.:.l.CUS from 10,000 - 13,000 feet. 

On the 29th bad w·eather and rain allovred only isolated enemy raids, 1 of 
which came from the S:Y for the 1st time in several days. B enem;;r ·aircraft were de-
stroyed during the day. 1 tv·rin-engine enemy aircraft during the afternoon eluded 
the CAP by superior speed •. CVE planes continued attacl<:s on the SAKISHI:.fA GUNTO, . and 
TF 38 planes attacked AVi.AMI. Close support by TF 38, TG 99.2 and TG 32.1 totaled 
1.40 sorties (lr-5 tons, 469 rockets). 

Com.NABS OKINA~!A re~Jorts that from l-29 May inc'lusive, 499 carrier planes 
lan.ded at Yontan for refueling, rearming, minor battle damage repairs and because 
of being vreathered out of the carriers. On the heaviest day 51 planes landed. 

Naval casualties to date total 1,075 killed, 3,422 vrounded, 1,400 missing. 
From 17-29 1Iay inclusive 382 enemy aircraft including su:Lciders were destroyed by 
CAP, ship and shore guns, and interceptors. 

FAW 1 planes on the 30th dama.ged 1 SD and destroyed a 2nd. A FNV 18 PV 
shot doV'm a Topsy off SHIONO HISAKI and damaged a radio tower on 0 SHTIJA. 

Enemy aircraft destroyed in POA 18 March to 30 April - 3, 227. From 1 May 
to date: TF 38- 345, TF 31- 626, TF 37 - 29, TF 93 - 51+, TG 30.5 - lit., 20thili\F -
150, TF 94 - 10; total - 1,228. 

Cincpac Adv 290250 concurs vrith lirrL.i.tations vrith Colllinch proposal to arrange 
transfer of Japanese naval persom1e1 for hospital ship through POA by air. 

Cincpac Adv 290901 magazine stowage for torpedo warheads on C<?.rriers and the 
elimination of torpedoes from escort carriers. 

Cinc-0oa Adv 290903 cancels previous directives .for movement of 41st Bomb Group 
and authorizes establisrunent of both 41st Bomb Group and Iv~~G 11:. at Kadena temporarily. 
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30 Hay (Guam date) ( Cont 'd) 

Cominch 292207 announces transfer of 4 Atlantic CVEs to TransRonPac and 
further that .3 British CVEs novr assigned to TransRonnac must be released to British. 

Cincpac :. dv 300525 (pink) suggests that Japanese electronics industry be 
accorded first priority in carrier strikes against the Empire. 

Cincpac Adv 300526 (pink) outlines principal categories for employment of BPF. 

Cincpac Adv 3006.32 (pink) assigns first priority to low oblique photo missions 
of southern KYUSHU. 

Cincpoa Adv 300826 (pink) constitutes directive covering VL.Ll annnunition stocks 
in MARIANAS • 

Cincr)ac Adv 300S29 (pink) recommends strongest possible representations be 
made to British for retention by PacFlt of 3 transport CVEs. 

Cincpa.c Adv 30J225 (pink) outlines projected employfaent of TF 37 and anchor-
ages to be used by BPF • 

CTF 31 .301300 (pink) suggests employment of LCis in lieu of 6 or 7 ~TBs for 
air-sea rescue purposes at OIITNN.JA. . 

31 May (Guam date) 

The 6th l\1arDiv advanced about JDOO yards securing the entire north shore of 
N~i.HA 1-IARBOR and overrunning KOB/JCUitA 1'0.1N c.md hil:L, in the area of the tonn, from 
":rhich Japs had directed fire agai.7lst the division during the past two days. The im-
mediate objective of the division is the north ba1ik of the KOKunA RIVER. The lst 
M.a.rDiv closed on the Jap pocket in norlh SHURI and the ~"iANA hill country aided by air 
strikes. Patrols from the division were in visual contact with patrols of the XXIV · 
Corps. In conjtu1ction Trith the 1st HarDiv the 77th InfDiv closed in on the SHURI 
pocket from the IJE against little resistance and brought its lines up to the 1TE edge 
of the town. The 96th InfDiv attacking west towards the Corps boundary captured 
hills south of 011U:::U. The 7th InfDi v captured hills to the NE of CHAN domino.ting 
the tovm. 

Casualties as of 2L1-00 30 May:- ~nenw : Ia~ 61, 519; PO~r - tiilitary 732, h.'l.borers 
621. Om1: KIA 50, .JI.A 276, l.IT. 1- Total 32:7. 

One groUlJ of TF 38 is fueling; one groUl) provides TC~~P at OKIIJA~I • 

117 B-2hs attacked T)J ... AO . 3 others hit the southern tip of FOPJ.IOS .. 4.. L,.O 
P-.38s and 30 P-5ls fle-vr escort and attack missions. 

TU 32~1.3 used 72 tons of bombs and 1191 rockets in attaclts on the S :.n:I SHJ] ::A. 
GUNTO on 29 8: 30 Hay, sinking 3 fishing boats and druTnging other target s. 2 planes 
vrere lost to AA. 

FA.J 1 nlanes on the 30-t!l c1.!. .. r.taged 3 ·')icket boats , 2 lar~e trans:~orts, a light 
ship 2.nd a small oiler off 'the Y1U-TGTZE ~liVZB. in the RlST CHII!A SEA. Intense A.\ ld.lled 
1 :nan and wounded 2. On the 31st FA~~- l )lanes darn.aged a small ;\K and shot do-l'in l Tojo. 
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31 11e.y ( Gue..m date) ( Cont, 'd) 

FA.T 18 planes on the 31st sc:mk l and d3I·la,Sed 2 SD, damaged l FTD, shot dovm 
2 Pete's c..nd darn<:t~ed l Grace. A PBJ from T.:o scored .3 rocket hits on an unidentified 
150-foot ship south of HOI.JSHU. 

509 B-29s took off at 02h0 on the 1st to attack the OS,L· KA urban area with 
incendiaries. 494 uere effective. 145 P-5ls vrere scheduled to escort. 

Coverage of YOKOH.Alf.A shovfs the principal portion of the city virtually de-
stroyed. New dar:ange totals about 6. 9 sc~. mi . representing 34% of the built-up 
J.Jortion of the city. Total da111.1..ge to YOKOHAMA is novJ 8.9 sq. mi. 

Enemy aircraft destroyed in POA 18 March to 30 April: 3,227. 1 Hay - 31 May: 
TF 38- 345, TF 31- 627, 1~ 37 - 29, TF 93 - 54, TG 30.5 - 14, 20th AAF - 155, 
TF 94 - 10; total - 1,234. 

SecNav (Dir?ubRel) 302100 announces nen Jolicy concerning release of darnage to 
vessels on e.rri val at PEAI~ or ~'!est Coast. 

Com?thFlt 310020 informs CIIJCS.'i'PA th.?.t CIITCH)A apDroves agreement of 16 lJ.ay 
covering SJPA air support for CHIIfA Theater. 

Cincpac Adv 3102.)6 (pink) concurs in CINCBPF 300ll0 in decomn1issioning of 
XE crnft. 

ComGen 10 31033l,. (pink) announces adoption of additional title of Headquarters 
lOth Army and RYUEYUS .~. rea for exclusive use Hith respect to RYUKYUS area m..atters. 

Cincpac Aclv 310343 requests that PacDiv ATC modify their June air trans:90rt 
schedule. 

Cine )aC Adv 310425 outlines re.~airs and alterations desired in 4 Atlantic 
CVEs to be transferred to PacFlt . 

Cincpac Adv 311251 (pink) requests ComGenFllFPac to direct ComGen 5thPhib 
Corps to re.._)ort to ComGen 6th Army by dispatch for purposes of OLYM.L~C planning. 

1 June (GUa.m date) 

In spite of recent rainfall of 11 inches and adverse terrain conditions the 
Japs ffiURI position has been brokEn up and the loth Arrrr3' is driving and realigning 
its divisions towards the south end of the island. The 6th MarDiv drove south to the 
bank of the KOKUBA RIVER seizing high ground in its advance. Patrols have crossed the 
river and are probing to the scuth. There is considerable Jap activity reported be-
tween NAHA airdrome and NAHA KO. The lst MarDiv canpleted the capture of W»>A hills 
and began the mopping up of SHURI. The division drove south 2000 yards to bills 
overlooking NAHA-IDNABARU ROAD. The 24th Corps is now reorganizing and begi.rming to 
shift the zone of action of the 96th Di v to the south where it will move to the west 
of the 7th Div. The 7th InfDiv swung all · its units to the south and drove a wedge 
further into the OZATO hills. Indications at present are that the Japs are preparing 
their .final line of resistance across the island from ITClMAN eastward to H.ANAGUSUKU. 

- Continued -
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1 J\Ule (Guam date) (Cont'd) 

Casual.ties 2400 31 Mey:- Enemy: KIA 62,548; POWs -Military 317, Labor 6Z7. 
Own: Report not complete. 

In view of prospective Enemy air attacks with the advent o:r better weather, 
lHEYA SHIMA landing was po~poned to the 3rd. 

Both groups of TF .38 are in the operating area todcw-. TG 38.4 ·is scheduled 
to launch a long range fighter sweep over southern KYUSHU fields. TG 38.1 will cont · 
ue neutralizations at SAKI$DI.A. 

A red alert at IWO from 0250 to 0415 was caused by 3 or 4 unidentified enemy 
aircraft attacking from the north with a few incendiaries. 3 were killed and 19 
wounded, 5 seriously. 

ll6 B-24s attacked FORMOSA on the 31st with 316 tons. 100 P-51s and P-38s de-
stroyed 14 locomotives and damaged a number of locomotives, railroad cars, trucks, and 
busses. 24 B-25s achieved good destruction at GIRAN TCNrn. 

Only 1 air raid closed the OKINAWA area and 3 planes were shot down. 'lU 
.32.1.3 attacked the SAKISHmA GUNTO with 39 tons and 419 rockets, sinking 4 boats, 
and J.Q.sing 1 vr. 2 F4Us and 3 P-47s are missing from the 30th, and 2 F4Us collided 
on the 31st. Close support included 140 sorties ( 94 tons, 637 rockets, 4 Napalm) • 
TBMs dropped food and water to front bases. 

On 31 May 256 day fighters and 26 night fighters of the TAF were in commission 
(out of 364 and 42 present). · 

FAW l.S planes sank 1 SC off JPO CAPE, and F.AYv 1 planes damaged 1 tug and 1 oil 
barge north of SHANGHAI. 

148 P-5ls were airborne to escort the B-29 strike on OSAKA on the 1st. 98 
aborted because of weather, 2.3 were over the target from 1120-1.200, finding no air-
borne opposition. 27 P-5ls are missing. 421 B-29s bombed OSAKA, 12 hit other ta.r-
gets; 45 have not reported. 

Cincpoa Adv 302308 regrets th2.t it is impracticable to authorize visit to OiaHri,JA 
of 1Er. Luce and pnrty. 

Com.Gen 10 3ll715 su.mrmrizes esti.t::w.ted unloading rates at OKI:·JA~:A . 

Cincpoa Adv (Originator: · r.~aj . Gen . Chamberlin) 0100h2 (pink) out l ines pro-
!;)Osal for vrithdrar.ral of tuo Army divisions from O:KirTA.;A and cancellation of Phase 3D 
ICJmSRG. 

CINC.A..FPAC 011014 (pink) concurs in proposals contai!led in Cincpoa 0100h2 
concerning 'vdthdravral of two divisions from OKIITJL"A a.nd ce.ncellation of Pha se 3D 
I CEB:2J?.G. 
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2 June (Guam date) 

A respite of h8 hours frou henvy rains has greatly aided artillery support. 
T!1e 6th :.:arD:l v sent c:~n Am.LJhibious Recmu1o..issance Co across the KOKUR~ .. est'tJ.cr"J to 
recon..11.oiter the c:.rea north of :~.:\Hi .Airfield. No e.cti ve defenses w·ere found though 
nu.rnerous caves occu1)ied by ci viJJ_m1s were located. The 1st ~ .. IarDi v pu·shed south ap-
proxim.ately 1000 yards and overran a large ar.ono du.rn.p in bringing its front lines 
just south .of the l~.1EA-YO:·IABA1 U JO.A.D. The 24th Corps received light artiller-y fire 
e.nd sm2..ll in1'iltration atte.mpts during the nisht. The 77th InfDi v remained to the 
north l)atrolling and mopping up in rear areas. The 96th InfDiv, no11 moving south, 
clea.ned up CE .\)J and reached northern part of TERA. The 7th InfDi v seized OGUJUEU, 
met heavy resistance in hills vrest of IE .. '\SCI.IT, 2-nd noved south of SHINiATO. 

Casualties as of 21+00 1 Ju_r1e:- Enemy: KIA 62,722. Orm: KIA 5,325, ·.nA 
24,088, I:I.~ 313 - total 29,726. · 

11 B-24s attacked TRUI: on the 2nd. 111 B-24s, 60 P-38s and 20 P-5ls attacked 
S'ORl!OS ~ targets. 

Only 1 enemy plane lJenetrated to the shipping areas on the lst and it vras 
shot dovm. P-47s attacked KTU.SHU 2J.1d CVE planes continued attacks on the S.4.KISHTI:l1 
GUETO. 135 close support sorties Tmre flovm (46 tons, 90 rockets). ...\ Dumbo picked 
up 5 men from 3 ditched planes. 

FATf1 l planes san.k 1 SD in HAICHO.t :JAIJ (H.: SH:lXGI- tL1). A PB2Y crash-landed in 
KAGOSHIHA Yu\I~~Ju,J (southern KYDSHU) to resc.ue a ditched pilot, and was 1.1I1C3.ble to take 
OII. l{J minutes later. another Du..rn.bo landed in the midst of enemy fire and rescued 
the first survivor plus the nhole PB2Y crew, sinldng the PB2Y. 

PBJ s damaged a 200-ft. minesweeper south of N GOYA, and left an unidentified 
300-ft. vessel dead in the Yrater in SlliUGU ~:,;n . Rockets were used. 

TG 38.4 .fighters suept southern KYUSHU airfields on the 2nd, shooting dorm 
2 planes and destroying 11 uith 23 da.Enged on the gi·ound. 

Com3rd.Flt Olll57 (pink) requests subuarine mine reconnaissance inside 100-
fathom curve in certain areas off the coast of HONSHU in order to ~Jermit close off-
s!1ore bombarduent. 

Com3rd.Flt requests 1 division of 2200-ton DI.:s• s for assignment to TF 38. 

Cincpoa Adv 012308 approves the temporary diversion of construction troops 
on OKINA'JA to ro.intenance of conbat troop supnly ]j_ne. 

Cincpoa Adv 020034 (pink) defers Phase 3D IC3BZ~1G indefinitely. 

Cincpac Adv 020035 constitutes OpOrd 6-i:-5 for bombardment of J:!LUIT } .. TOLL by 
IIEVADA and escorts. 

ComSubPac 020317 (pink) re~Jorts that there are no properly equipped submarines 
for 11J.ine reconnaissance except) the 9 about to enter the JJ.P!.JJ SEA. 

ConPhibsPac 020600 CJiPJ{) comrnents on Com7thPhib ' s proposed amphibious train-
ing schedule. 

Cinc~)oa Adv 020607 (pink) re..:1uests inll11ediate study to determine COEJ.mu.nication 
requirements for naval installations ashore in OLYHPIC lit- 2 S B 

-Con.tinued- \,. 
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2 June (Guam date) ( Coi-:rL. r d) 

Cincpoa Adv 020650 (pi nk) outline s procedure for release to CINCAFPAC of 
t1.rmy units \rhen they are no lonc;er required by CouGen 10. 

Cincpoa Adv 020822 (pink) requests that 27 ~ 'TSA cargo vessels loa ded out from 
2,~0 be integr ated into shipping echelons before they are moved into the Pacific . 

Cincpac Adv 021324 (pink) denies Com3rdFlt request for 2200- ton m.inesvv-eepers . 

3 June (Guam date) 

The XXIV Corps again drove rapid:cy' south, the 7th InfDiv placing troops 
in the SE coastal. plain, cutting ott CHINEN PENINSULA. The Jap forces are now split 
and it is believed that the bulk of the rema.i ni ng Japs are in the southwestern end 
or the island. The 96th InfDiv gained 500-1200 yards securing TERA and KAUIZATO. 
On the right flank the 1st MarDiv advanced 800-lDOO yards against heav.r MG and mortar 
tire with its farthest penetration to Hill f!l 200 yards north of KANARA.. No report; 
concerning the 6th JlarDiv • RCT 8 , from the 2nd :MarDi v, landed on IHEIA SHIMA un-
opposed at 0945, .3 Jtme. A 1000 yard beachhead was quick::cy" established and secured. 
3 BL'fs plus artlllery and tanks are ashore and adv'a.ncing on the 0-l. line. Unloading 
is being expedited with surf' arid beach conditions satisfactory. 

Progress of troops ashore has permitted initiation of minesweeping and ~o
graphic work preparatory to establishing unloading facilities at YONABARU WAN, BATEN 
KO and NAHA HARBOR. 

To~ and tomorrow one group of TF .3S fuels ea.eh day • 

g"f B-24s, 45 P-.3Ss and 25 P-5ls attacked FORJIOSA on the 2nd. 

TO' .32.1 • .3 attacked SAKISHIMA on both the 1st and 2nd shooting down 2 eneav 
aircraft, strating several small craft, and bombing and rocketing buildings, runways 1 
and dispersal areas. The Japs continued repairing runwqs as soon as they were hit. 

There were no ene.rq air raids at OKINAWA up to midnight on the 2nd. During 
the night an F6F(N) splashed l Irving, and on the 3rd TAF planes shot down 25 enenv 
aircraft at ·unreported locations. l. TAF plane was lost. Close air support on the 
2nd was !umishe<i by 8.3 sorties (5 tons, 208 rockets, 48 Napalms). 

F AW 18 planes sank 1 SD off KII SUIDO 1 sank 1 FTC and damaged a. picket boat 
south of IW!AMATSU, sank 1 small AK and damaged a lugger and a patrol craft oft 
SHIKOKU, and sank 1 FTD NE of TOKYO. FAW l planes destroyed 2 float planes south ot 
KOREA. 

On the 3rd planes of TG .38.4 found bad weather and strong airborne oppo-
s'ition. Some 20 airborne Japs provided aerial interception of the highest quality 
in both pilots and planes, and prevented attacks on KOKUBU, CHIRAN, KA.GOSmMA and 
TOJIMBARA. 6 enem;r aircraft were shot down and .3 destroyed on the grolmd at MIYAKO.. 
NOJO and RONCHI. We lost .3 F4JJ for a two ~ total of 6 combat and .3 operational 
losses. 

Photos on the .3rd showed 220 enenw aircraft on KANOYA, KA.L~OYA EAST, and 
KUSHIRA, although pilots sighted few. The force was not molested; the closest bogey 
turned away at .30 miles. 
------------------=~~tin~d=------------- ~58 
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2 June (Guam date) ( Cont 'd) 

Cincpoa Adv 030244 (pink) approves the transfer to the PHILIPPINES of l. 
flight of 86th Combat :Mapping Squadron (~). 

Cincpoa Adv 030257 amplifies control 1 i ng policy for ATC schedules fran GtJ.A14 
to O~AWA. 

Com.SubPac -0.30411 {pink) · requests Fleet Air Wing ONE to cover and provide 
diversion for submarines ~ssing through TSUSHIMA S'fRAITS by attacking anti-submarine 
vessels. · 

Cincpoa Adv 030824 {pink) places Op-Plan 5-45 {Operation INMATE against TRUK) 
in;t,o effect. 

Cincpac Adv 031207 passes to OINCAFPAC certain dispatches concerning attach-
ment of Naval Construction Battalions to the 5th Amphibious Corps for OLDlPIC. 

tw.\ 'e?*b:' 
4 June {Guam date) 

The 6th Ma.rDi.v supported by NGF landed on ORAKU PENINSULA. A 1200 yard . 
beachhead was quic~ established and the 4th Marines pushed south to capture the 
northern half of NAHA Airfield by nightfall advancing through heavy rains ·along 
flooded runwqs. other units of the division captured ONOY.AMA ISLAND and a bridge 
has been constructed across the harbor with the island being used as a connecting 
link. The lat Ma.rDiv gained 400-1100 yards during the day capturing Hill lfJ7, the 
key of the approaches to the town of IWA. The 77th InfDiv has mov:ed south to the 
vicinity of CHAN in order to cover the right flank of the XXIV Corps. The 96th InfDiv 
gained 900-1200 yards pushing its right t1ank to the northern outskirts of IWA. From 
here its front lines extend to the east il.ong high ground to a point NW of' MEGA. The 
assault elements of . the division were being supplied by- air drop. The 7th InfDiv 
cleaned out MEGA, reached positions on the outskirts of ANAGUSUKU, advanced SW to 
MINATOGA and then to GUSHICHAN and approached NAKBME. Mopping up was progressing 
satisfactori:cy- on CHINEN PENINSULA. with 1000 more civilians coming Wlder Tenth ~ 
control. IHEYA SHDIA was secured at 1245 4 June. 

• Casualties as of 2J.t)O 3 June: Enell\V - 64,600; POWs 465 Military, 644 Laborers. 
Own: KIA 12, WIA 82, MIA 2 -total 96. 

Development of harbors at NAKAGUSUKU WAN continues with main entrance practic-
a.lly closed off by nets. Most naval activities at OKINAWA were suspended or curtailed 
in preparation for possible typhoon. 'l'G 38.1 suspended fueling and TG 38.4 left the 
operating area on southeaster]¥ courses. · 

1.3 .B-24s attacked MARCUS on the 4th; 75 B-24s hit FORMOSA on the 3rd. 

on the 3rd 45 Jap aircraft were destroyed, out of an estimated 75 attacld.ng 
in 18 raids. The heaviest raids came in the early artemoon. Most were from the 
nort.h, and most were below 10,000 feet. TAF planes splashed .35, CVE planes .3, and 
ships splashed 7, including 1 suicide hit. In the largest single attack 25 Zekes 
came in at 17,000 feet, and 4 F4Us shot down 9 without loss to themselves. Some 
bombs were dropped cbn IE SHIMA airfields, w:i. th damage not reported. 

- Continued-
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4 June (Guam date)(Cont•d) 

During the 24 hours ending 032400 TAF planes flew about itOO sorties, including 
NCAP (3-6 VFN) DADCAP (24-52 VF), Day CAP (about 50 VF), RAPCAP (10 VF at all times 
from 0501-1810~, AMAMI barrier patrol (8 P-47s) direct support for IHEYA and southern 
OKINAWA, supp]¥ drops (24 TBM) ASP, observation missions, photo missions. Through 3 
3 June TAF planes have destroyed 495 enenv aircraft. Direct support, hampered by' 
weather, was furnished by 139 sorties (20 tons, 398 rockets, 66 Napalm). 

FAN J. planes damaged a tanker south of KOREA. FMV lS planes sank 1 SC and 
damaged 2 SC and 2 SD south of HONSHU. 1 of 15 attacking fighters was shot down and 
2 others were damaged. 

PBJs serious~ damaged 1 200 .t'l;. ship with rockets off the HONSHU Coast, 
and scored hits in a 75 foot picket boat. 

On the 5th 496 B-29s (excluding 29 ear:cy returns) took off for an incendiary 
attack on KOBE. 

CinCBPF 040259 {pink) estimates that TF 37 will be ready to sortie from MANUS 
on 2 J~ or from Im'lE on 8 J~ • · 

ComGen 10 040325 is OpOrd 13-45 for capture and occupation of OKINAWA. 

Cincpac Adv 040826 {pink) requests advice .from Com'lthFlt as to availability 
!or OLYMPiC of forces now assigned to 7th Fleet. 

Cincpac Adv 041223 (pink) approves deployment of the 414th Fighter Group 
at IWO JDIA. 

Cincpac Adv 0412.31 (pink) summarizes results of conference with representatives 
of CINCAFPAC conceming OLYMPIC Operation. 

5 June (Guam date) 

CG lOth ~ d~ report not received. 

Unloading operatiom · ~ OKINAWA were secured and ships put to sea or were 
sent to protected anchorages on the 4th. Ear4' yesterday morning the typhoon 
al.ert was lifted and normal conditions resumed. 

TG 38.4 reported no storm damage. 

TG 38.1 had considerable damage: 

HORNET {CV l2 and BENNDIGTON (CV 20) each lost 25 feet of flight deck 
and sustained damage to add;itional 25 feet. 

DULUI'H (CL fr/) had her bow buckled upward from frame 21. 

PITTSBURGH (CA 72)lost her bow to frame 26. 
f~oating in good condition. 

- Continued -

Her bow was later found 
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5 June (Guam date) ( Cont r d) 

JOI:lli RODGERS (DD 574) has her main generator out. 

BillE (DD 744) steering by hand. 

Other ships lost planes, boats and suffered minor damage. 

TG 30.8 also took considerable damage: 

CONKLIN (DE 439), heav.izy damaged, but can proceed on 1 engine and 
one boiler. 

LUXEMBOURG VICTORY (AKE) has not been heard from but as of 0600/I 5th 
was not in trouble. 

VfATERMAN (DE 7/.IJ) was also separated, but apparently has rejoined. 

SALAMAUA ( CVE 96) and WINDHAM BAY { CVE 92) had severe structural 
damage and are not operable as carriers. other CVE took considerable 
damage to planes. 

Cam3rdFlt has formed TG 30.3 consisting of PITTSBURG (two sections) 
two ATF, DULUTH, CONKLIN, BLUE and 3 escorts en route GUAM at SOA 
6 to 8 knots. 

Liberators of F AW-18 joined up with 5 P-51' s from IlNO to at tack an APD 
or DD north of CHICIU. The P-51' s, homed in by the PB4Y' s, scored 7-8 rocket 
hits and strafed the ship thoro~. The PB4Y's bombed, scoring a near miss. 
When last seen the ship was heading l20 under her awn ~ver, trailing oil. 

There were no air attacks on the OKINAWA area on the 4th. · 4D direct 
support sorties were flown. 

'IU 32.1.3 attacked s.AKISHIMA GUNTO on the 3rd. 5 enenzy- aircraft (including 
4 biplanes) were destroyed on the grotmd at NOBARA (MIYAKO), and 7 boats were 
damaged. ' 

FAW-1 exploded 1 large fleet oiler off SASEBO, and believes it to have 
sunk; 1 SD was sunk, 1 beached, and 2 were left sinking. 

For the week of 28 May to 3 June, inclusive, FAW-1 planes sarik 1,785 tons 
of ene.tey" ships, damaged 6,525 tons, and destroyed 5 enerey aircraft. Cumulative 
totals since coming to the area are 94,405 tons sunk, 91,205 tons damaged, 28 
enemy aircraft destroyed, 16 eneJl\1 aircraft damaged. 

FAW-18 destroyed 2 SD and 1 small FT, and damaged 1 SD and 1 PC. 

Photographs show 3. 3 square miles of new damage at OSAKA from the incendi-
ary attack on the 1st. Total OSAKA damage is novv 11.53 square miles, 18.7% of 
the built-up portion of the city • 

On the 5th 446 B-29 1 s bombed · KOBE. 

268 ·, 
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5 June (Guam date)(Cont 1d) 

-----------------------------------------
M.ARSHAU, 021909 (pink) requests comment on desirability of immediate 

acceptance of l6,50Q RAF engineers and 10 squadrons Lancasters. 

CINCBPF 040107 (pink) requests provision of additional facilities at MANUS. 

JOINT SECURrTY CONTROL 041843 {pink)' outlines proposed cover plan for 
OLYMPIC and requests comment. 

CmCPAC ADV 050612 (pink) informs CDICBPF that sortie from MANUS should be 
made by TF 37 as early as repairs permit. 

CINCPAC ADV 050616 outlines airfield construction standards at OKINAWA 
to CINCAFPAC. 

ClliCPOA ADV 050658 (pink) contains recommendations to COMINCH against the 
deployment of RAF squadrons a.t OKINAWA. 

CINCPAC ADV 050842 (pink) constitutes directive for provision of facilities 
at ENIWEI'OK to support 'fast carriers. 

CINCPOA ADV 050845 requests authority from COMINCH to commission naval 
operating bases at IDNAJ ALEIN and ENIWEroK. 

CINCPOA MJV 051209 (pink) outlines to COMINCH shipping requirements for 
OLniPIC. 

COM.3RDFLT 040330 recommends dai4' photo coverage of Empire airfields and 
establishment of interprons at OKINAWA and IWO for intez,:>retation purposes. 

COMGENAAFPOA 050800 requests that all 7th Air Force and 7th Bomber Command 
pilot rehabilitation areas be made available for the same purpose for the 20th 
Bomber Command. 

COM,3RDFLT 050743 (pink) constitutes 3rd Fleet Op Plan 5-45 for sweeping 
a clear approach in the EAST CHINA SEA. 

COM3RDFLT 050559 (pink) indicates Task Force 3S will vq.thd.raw to LEYTE 
about 12 June, departing 1 July for extensive operations, and directs that TG 30.S, 
operating at sea, should be reduced to minimum required for service to TF 31. 

258~ 
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6 June (Guam date) 

· Develop:n.ent of supply lines on the 5th and improved weather conditions on the 6th aided ground movement, air support and artillery fire. On the right £lank the 6th MarDiv secured NAHA Airfield. Patrols reached the toWn. of GUSHI. An armored .Amtrac Battalion took a small island of the northwestern tip of ORAKU PENIN-
SULA. Elements of the 1st MarDiv were reducing a by-passed position in the vicinity of TOMUSU throUghout the dq • The drive south carried to SHlNDAWAKU with patrols farther to the south meeting negligible resistance. The 77th InfDiv continued to cover the XXIV Corps right flank. The 96th InfDiv eaptured IWA on the 5th and on the 6th met moderate resistance in advancing to the northern outskirts of !UNAGUSUKU on its right flank and TOMOI on its left flank. The division is now lDOO yards trom the YAEJU-DAKE escarmment from which strong Jap resistance is expected. The 7th Inf Div captured ARAGUSUKU on the 5th and high ground in the vicinity of TOMUI on the 6th. Heavy resistance was being met southeast of GUSHICHAN. Mopping up on CHINEN PENINSULA was continuing satisfactori:cyo-• 

Military Governmeiili reports that 148,000 civilians are nov1 under its care. Casualties as o£ 2400 5 June:- Enemy: 65,677 killed, POWs - 594 military, 659 laborers, OWn: WIA 250, KIA 47, MIA 1, total - 298. 

In raids on the evening of the 5th, LOUISVILLE (CA 28) was hit by a suicide plane abreast her /fl. sta.ek causing considerable topside structural damage. MISSISSIPPI (BB 41) was hit aft of amidships, damaging her hull and blister for about 30 feet. 

Fire support ships on the 5th, in addition to gun positions, concentrated on 
en~ troops. l~ claimed killed. Frontline troops on the east are being suppli~d in 
part by landing craft shuttle service. Work is proceeding on clearing the ASATO RIVER for supp]¥ of 3rdPhibCorps by water • 

IsCom IWO reports SHEEPSCOT ( AOG 24) grounded and sank during the typhoon. WXEMBOURG VICTORY has joined without damage. A search plane discovered an SC (hull number not stated, but believed to be the missing 1349) and gave her instructions to proceed. No definite word from ANCHOR (ARS 13). Intercept received from CTF 31 directing two LSTs to report their positions. 

Weather cancelled heavy, medium and fighter strikes on the 5th at FORMOSA • 

Ships shot dcwm 3 planes and 2 others scored suicide hits in raids from the west and southwest between 19.30 and 2030 on the 5th. Cl.ose support was held down be-cause of weather. SAKISHDAA, hit on the 4th by TU 32.1.3, was weathered out on the 5th. 1 TAF pilot was rescued from a ditching, and 1 F6F(N) is missing. 10 tons of 
supplies were dropped. 

Improved weather on the 6th permitted greater air support. TAF planes strafed 
ahead of grotmd troops, and TBM:s flew 84 paradrops. 

A FAW 1 Privateer shot down 1 Tony, and 2 PBMs, attacking 6 Jap planes, damaged 4, 75 miles NW of AMAMI. A seaplane landed 330 miles E of the N tip of lUZON to rescue all 12 members of a seaplane crew ditched on the 5th. Homing signals from. the survi-vors had been received 200 miles and 2 hours and 20 minutes a~y by the rescue plane. 

strike photographs show fires scattered throughout the entire length of the 
KOBE target area. Half of the city is smoke obscured. 2 58 R -Continued- -
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6 June (Guam date)(Coh~'d) 

441 effective B-29s {excluding 8 early returns) took off on the 7th to 
attack OSAKA with incendiaries. 25 B-29s take off at 1700 tomorrow to mine the 
east and west entrances to SHIMONOSEKI STRAITS. 
---------------------------------~-------

CINCPOA 052220 (pink) requests CINCAFPAC to take action required concerning 
movement and re-equipn.ent of ArnT3' divisions to be released from OKINAWA. 

DEPCOM AF 20 060223 requests additional housing to meet urgent requirements 
for war correspondents. 

COMINPAC 06o230 (pink) indicates that mining of BUNGO SUIOO by DMs in support 
of OLYMPIC is ri~ but possible. 

CINCPOA ADV o60512 (pink) informs CNO of plans for installation of mobile 
Loran station in KYUSHU during OLnlPIC. 

CINCPAC ADV 060513 directs that plans be established by ComAir?thFlt for 
automatic search during typhoon weather. 

COM3RDFLT 06o611 (pink) outlines proposed employment of TF 37 with TF 38. 

COMGE:N TEN o60630 (pink) requests 24th InfRegt be assigned garrison duty at 
OKmAVTA. 

COMGENAAFPOA o60724 (pink) requests that the possibility of airfield sites 
at IHEYA and AGUNI be investigated. -

CINCPOA ADV 060806 directs that DepCom 2oth AF request for additional material 
for camp site for war correspondents be submitted to CINCPOA through customary chan-
nels. 

GHQ SWPA 060930 (pink) proposes to the JCS basing RAF units on southeast 
OKINAWA or deferring their movement until they can move into Arnzy' Air Force fields. 

CINCPOA ADV 061242 requests COMG.ENAFPOA to screen more carefully the requests 
for visits to OKINAWA. 

CINCPOA ADV 061243 (pink) requests ear~ estimate of potential airfield sites 
on IHIIA and AGUNI. 

COM3RDFLT 06J2.47 (pink) is 3rdFlt OpPla.n 6-45 for SVIeeping areas in EAST 
CHINA SEA for mines. 

CINCPAC ADV 062241 (pink) directs Can3rdFlt to submit track of major 3rdFlt 
units and estimated track of typhoon f'rom 3 - 6 June. 

CINCPOA ADV 062242 (pink) authorized 3rdFlt to conduct a second strike on 
KYUSHU prior to return of 3rdFlt to LEYTE. 

- CINCPAC ADV 062243 (pink) comfirms that 3rdFlt OpPlan 5-45 complies with 
Task One of CINCPOA 050619 for sweeping channel into EAST CHINA SEA. .A 1/ 

~~ ~I 
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7 June (Guam date) 

Improved weather permitted tank and air support for infantry attacks on 
strongl.Jr fortified YAEJU-DAKE escarpment and OROKU PENINSULA. The left flank of 
the 6th MarDi v met heavy resistance. The right flank drove along the coast to a 
point opposite SERAGA-SHIMA. , Farther. inland GUSHI was reached. The lst MarDiv 
secured hill 108, 500 yards west of DAKITON agamst determined opposition. The 

c/ right flank of the division pushed close to the coast and was repo~ed 900 yards N 
of !TOMAN TOWN.. The 96th Inf'Div captured hills 600 yards NE o! YUZA. The 7th IntDiv 
was meeting very heavy resistance in the GUSHICHAN Area. The 32nd Inf fran the 7th Div 
landed on D-SHIMA during the da;r. The island was secured by 1550 with only ci villans 
being encountered. 

Casualties as of 2400 6th:- EnenJ3': KIA 66,324, FOWs 601 military. Own: KIA 
5,669, WIA 24, 772, MIA 255; total - 30,696. 

Several RED alerts from OKINAWA were received last night. No report received 
from CTF 51. On the evenin.g of the 6th there were more raids, and J. W. DITTER (IH.3~) 
was hit by 2 suicide planes •. 

Further report from !sCam IWO concerning storm damage discloses little other 
damage. 1 LCT was ·broached with but minor damage; 1 DD lost a man and whaleboat. 
All merships were escorled to sea and had no damage. SHEEPSCar (AOG 24) ID.a\Y' be sal-
vagable. No damage to shore installations. 

Com3rdFlt reports details of damage to ships of TG 3Q.S. ATTU ( CVE l02) 
and BOUGAINVILLE ( CVE 100) had miscellaneous damage but still have operational flight 
decks. A total of 46 planes were destroyed and 70 damaged from these two and SALAMAUA 
and WINDHAM BAY • . MILLICOMA (AO 73), SEBEC (AO fr/) and CALIENTE (AO 53) had some 
structural damage. SHASTA (AE 6) had mS.jor part of her J.6n projectiles damaged., 
when 700 tons of her amnnmition shifted. 2 DE had minor darilage. PITTSBURGH bow was 
still under tow last night, with another tug sent to asstst. It is proceeding at 3 
knots with an :E1l'A at GUAM of the 19th. DULUTH and the rest of PITTSBURGH are apparent"l, 
having no trouble, and are due at GUAM on the lOth. 

TF 3S strikes KYUSHU with a long range fighter sweep over the target at ll30 
on the morning of the 8th if the weather is favorable • 

Yesterday a P-3S crashed into the flight deck of the RANOOLPH at anchor at 
LEITE. 

F AW 1 aircraft west of SASEBO on the 7th sank 2 small AX and left a .3~rd sink-. 
i.ng. North of SHANGHAI 1 SD was destroyed, 2 were burned, and a 4th was left sinking. 

. . 

349 B-29s are lmown to have bombed the OSAKA urban area on the 7th. JJ3 P-5ls 
escort.ed the B-29s. 2 ene~ aircraft were shot down and 1 P:-51 was lost. 

3, 227 eneiiij" aircraft were destroyed in POA from J.S March to .30 April, inclu-
sive. 1,354 have been destroyed from 1 May to date. 
------~-------~-------~---------------------COMINCH & CNO 05153S dissolves the lOth Fleet and assumes direct command of 
all anti-submarine functions of the loth Fleet. 

CINCPOA !JJV 060742 {pink) informs Cominch of conference at MANILA for prepara-
tion o:r Joint Cover and Deception Plan for OLY.MPIC. 

CINCPAC ADV 061244 (pink) approves Com3rdFlt 060S29 and directs withdrawal of 
TF 3S to LEYTE after strikes on ~SHU on 8. June. 'J 5 R 0 
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7 June (Guam date) ( Cont 'd) 

COMmCH 062242 (pink) requests comment on CINCAFPAC 06o9.30 concerning empl.o,--
ment of RAF Lancasters at OKINAtVA. 

CINCPAC ADV 070123 {pink) directs that Com3rdFlt arrange suitable radio divel.'-
sion in combat area. 

CINCPAC ADV 070151 describes to ComServRon 10 his duties at IK"f1'E for support; 
of 3rdFlt and BPF • 

CI~ICPOA ADV -CJ70559 (pink) provid~s that the Sth Ya.rine RCT of the 2nd llarDiv 
with accompanying replacements will remain under the operational control of CamGen 10 
after capture of AGUNI. 

CINCPAC ADV CJ7CI725 directs that_ torpedoes be removed fran all CVEs. 

CINCPAC ADV 070Sl3 (pink) summarizes organi~ation for providing weather ser-
vice to 3rd Fleet. 

CINCPOA ADV CJ70Sl6 (pink) comments to Comineh on CINCAFPAC 060930 concerning 
proposal to base RAF Lanca.sters at OKIN~WA. 

COM5THFLT 0723itJ (pink) recommends that mines and equipnent for lqing by 
DMs be landed at OKINAWA to be available when desired. 

S June (Guam date) 

The 1st MarDi v advanced 'WlOpposed approximately 1600 yards to the south 
bringing its front lines along the north bank of the MUKUE · GMVA. Supplies were 
being brought by boat at a point 400 yards north of !TOMAN. The 6th MarDiv on 
OROKU PENINSUL~ again found heav.y resistance from strong, organized defensive po-
sitions. Gains for the day were limited. However, the Japs remaining on the penin-
sula are now virtually surrounded. The lines of the 96th InfDiv remained static in 
front of the YAEJU-DAKE escarpment. The 7th Inf'Div averaged gains of about 400 
yards during the dey reaching the outskirts of HANAGU~UKU against heavy fire. 

Casualties as of 2400 7 June:- Enenw: KIA 66,834; POWs 622 military, 670 
laborers. Own: KIA 34, WIA 181, MIA 0; total - 215. 

Progt-ess on new unloading locations. ASATO CHANNEL nearly cleared. Mine-
sweeping to MINATOGA completed. YON.ABARU approache.s have been cleared and buoyed. 
Emergency supplies are now being landed at NAHA, though there is much clearing still 
to be done before it can be fulJ.y utilized. North HAGUSHI beaches are to be aban-
doned for all unloading except from LSTs. 

Further storm damage reported by TG 3S.l: BELLEAU WOOD ( CVL 24) had a trac-
tor get loose on her hangar deck, which did considerable damage. SAN JACINTO (CVL 30) 
received structural damage forward. MASSACHUSETTS (BB 59), ALABAMA (BB 60) and 
INDIANA {BB 58) had minor topside structural damage. BALTIMORE (CA 68) had structural 
damage to her bow structure. 3 other cruisers and 7 destroyers not previously report-
ed had minor damage. 

Com.3rd.Flt reported results of KYUSHU strike on the 8th as apparentl¥ hi~ 
successful. 
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8 June (Guam date) ( Couc • d) 

Heavy enemy air attacks were made on the 6th at OKINAWA from 1600 to 1730 -
from the north and from the soutm~est 1900-2030; 39 ene.nv aircraft were destroyed. 
8 other en~ aircraft were shot down by TAF planes over KYUSHU. On the 7th attacks 
began at dawn, during which the NATOMA BAY was hit. In the evening, from 1800-2.4-QQ 
11 raids were made. Altogether throughout the day l2 planes were destroyed over 
OKINAWA. TAF KYUSHU sweeps shot down 14 more on the 7th, and the next day, shot down 
11 over KYUSHU. In the KYUSHU attacks the Japs offered aggressive and skillful op-
position, but no friendly planes were lost. 

On the 7th 1 squadron of :MAG 14 arrived at Kadena Field. Dwnbos rescued 2 
T.AF pilots and 12 survivors from a special weather plane. 2 planes were missing 
from the 6th. 2 OS2U from the TENNESSEE, floating out of gas about 215 miles SE of 
MINAMI DAlTO, were fina.lly located after extensive search. On the 6th and 7th there 
were 422 direct support; sorties, using 16S tons of bombs, U7 rockets, 90 Napalms. 

FAW 1 planes sank 1 medium AK off SHANGHAI, damaged 1 small AK, and shot 
down 3 planes on the 8th. 

26 B-29s successful:cy' laid 240 mines in SHIMONOSEKI S'!RA.ITS and in FUKUOKA 
HARBOR on the 7th. 
---------~----~-----------~--------------~ CTG 38.3 CfllJ.47 reports crash of Arnry P-38 into RANDOLPH at LEYTE. 

RANDOLPH 071247 reports Arnry P-38 crashing on her forward flight deck. 

GHQ SNPA 071432 {pink) concurs in the release of 2 Bavy Liberator Squadrons 
from 7thFlt and offers to release 3 PV squadrons in addition. 

JCS CYllM'J requests reconnnendations on proposal for reorganization of theater 
Arnry-Navy petroleum procurement. 

Cominch CY72J!J7 authorizes establishment of Naval Operating Bases at miWETOK 
and KWAJ AIEIN • 

Com.GenFMFPac CJ72319 (pink) expresses desire to use 2nd Marniv, in lieu of 4th 
M.arDiv for OLIUPIC. 

Com3rdFlt 080250 (pink) expresses intention to withdraw TF 3S from the RYUKYUS 
on.lO June. ·· 

CINCPAC ADV 000519 (pink) paraphrase$ :for CinCBPF Com3rdFlt 1 s plans for ser-
vice areas and authorized BPF to draw bulk fuel at ENIWETOK. 

CINCPOA IJJV 000520 withholds approval for movement of RCM squadron to MARIANAS 
until an Army field can accommodate it. 

COM3RDFLT 080815 (pink) reports completion of KANOYA strike. 
CINCPOA ADV 081229 established NOB's at IM AJALEIN and F.NIWETOK• 
CINCPAC ADV 08154> (pink) directs Com.3rdFlt to include railroad ferries as 

targets in strikes on HONSHU-HOKKAIOO areas. 

CINCPAC ADV 081521 (pink) approves reequipment of 5 APA 1 s as casualty evacua-
tion ships but directs that they be employed during OLDlPIC for carrying amp~ibio · s 
troops in the assault echelon. , ~ 
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9 June (Guam date) 

The 6th ·MarDiv continued to compress the Japs in the pocket at the base o£ 
OROKU PENINSULA. The lst :h.!arDi v reconnoitered the approaches to KONISHI RIOOE. The 
XXIV Corps CQlltinued its preparations for attack on the YAEJU-DAKE escarpment with a 
heavy pounding by NGF, artillery and air strikes. The 7th Inf'Div attacked with its 
main effort on the left to seize Hill 95, 300 yards south of HANAGUSUKU. strong 
patrols penetrated enell\V positions on the d.i vision right flank and center for maximum 
gains of 700 yards against heavy MG and mortar fire. 

First assault wave landed on AGUNI SHIMA 0612 (I) 9 June. Island secured 
at 1200 on the same d.a;r. No opposition and no casualties reported. 

Summary of mopping up operations in the MARIANAS 'Z'( M'a\r - 2 June: 

SAIPAN 
TINIAN 
GUAM 
PELELIU 
IWO JIMA 

Jap Own 
KIA POW KIA WIA 
6 

33 
2 95 
No ground action 
2 l : 5 23 

Rear Admiral Cobb relieved Rear Admiral Hall as SOPA HAGUSHI • 

Yeste~ TF 38 fueled. Battle cruisers bombarded OKINA DAlTO. Planes from 
TF 38 struck MINAMI DAITO with no air opposition and found airfields there inopera-
tional. Photographic assessment of the June 8th strike on KANOYA airfields confirms 
a minimum of 28 planes· destroyed on the ground. The force is scheduled to leave for 
LEYTE tod.q. 

CruDiv ONE and DesDiv 114 in NorPac are scheduled to bombard MATSUWA at 1600 
on the loth. The banbardment vvill be followed by a sweep inside the northern KURILE 
CHAIN. 

A heavy cruiser sighted on the 7th leaving BATAVIA has been sunk by TRENCHANT, 
British submarine operating under CTF 71. 

Weather prevented heavy strikes on FORMOSA on the 8th. 

FAW 1 planes sank a 1,000-ton AK and damaged 1 SC off SHANGHAI, left 1 SD 
sinldng and damaged a 2nd. F AW 1.8 planes sank 1 SD and 1 FTC south of HONSHU • 

297 effective B-29s took off to attack 5 aircraft plants and an a~ air 
arsenal in the TOKYO Area on the loth. 

-----~----~--------------------------~---CINCPAC ADV 082301 approves Com3rd.Flt proposal to vrithdraw TF 38 from the 
RYUKYUS on 10 June. · 

CINCPOA ADV 090251 requests ComGenPOA to obtain CINCAFPAC concurrence in move-
ment of the 24th Infantcy and 1st Battalion , l47th Infantry. 

CINCPAC ADV 090848 (pink) requests Co.minch concurrence in transfer of 2 VPB(HL) 
squadrons from 7thFlt. 

CINCPOA ADV 090856 (pink) requests comments on proposal to capture KUME with 
8th Marine RCT • 

CINCPAC ADV 090857 (pink) reiterates recommendation that American Flag com-
mercial airline to the south Pacific be established. 
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9 June (Guam date)(Conv'd) 

CINCPOA ADV 091339 agrees to employment of troops of Japanese ancestry in 
the main HAWAIIAN ISLA.Nl)S but recommends against such employment at posi~st 
of the HAWAIIAN ISLANDS. 

{ . 

10 June (Guam date) 

On OROKU PENINSULA the 6th MarDiv continued to campress the remaining Jap 
pocket, reporled to be held by Naval Construction troops. The Bailey bridge leading 
from ONOYAMA ISLAND to the SW shore of the harbor was shelled by enell\Y artillery with 
minor damage incurred. The 1st Ma.rDiv attacked towards KONISHI ridge. Three of 4 
major outposts in front of the ridge were captured. The XXIV Corps began its attack 
to reduce the YAEJU-DAKE escarpment receiving fire from aJ.l types of Jap weapons. 
The 96th InfDiv gained 800-1000 yards. The 77th InfDiv made slow advances against 
rifle fire from HANAGUSUKU. A message drop from Com.Gen TEN called on the enemy com-
mander to open negotiations by 1000(1) ll June for the surrender of his forces. 

Casualties as of 2400 9 Jtme:- Enemy: KIA 68, 751; POWs 669 military, 549 
labqrers. Own: KIA 5,810, WIA 25,533, MIA 269, total - 31,612. 

In air raids . of the 9th, no damage to our ships is reported. On the lOth, 
a suicide plane struck the W.D. roRTER (DD 579) in radar picket station 15. The 
ship sank about 3 hours after she was hit. 

Harbor clearance is proceeding well. Preliminary survey of NAHA has been 
canpleted; the harbor is clear of mines and is in use by LCTs. Supplies for 24th 
Corps still being transported by water. 

CVEs continue to neutralize SAKISHIMA; TF 38 is non retiring to LEYTE. 

Weather cancelled all missions against FORMOSA. 

&J-70 Jap planes attacked OKINAWA on the Bth in 37 raids, with apparent:cy-
no da.ma.ge inflicted on our forces. Our CAP shot davn 11 and a DD got l. During 
the night 9/10, l4 heckler raids were made on the OKINAWA Area. CAP got 2, IE SHIMA 
AA 2, and a P-47 shot 1 down north of AMAMI. A few bombs hit land, firing fuel dumps 
at IE SHIMA and YONTAN. Our dusk CAP sh9t down 1 of our VF(N), and our AA wounded 
a pilot who was escaping from an F4U. 

Air support on the 8th and 9th totalled 376 sorties, using 70 tons of bombs, 
1751 rockets, and 26 Napalm bombs. 

FAW lS planes sank 1 SD; FAW 1 planes probably sank l SD and 1 SC, and damaged 
3 SD and 1 SC. 

P-47s attacking KYUSHU on the lOth shot dcwm 17 enemy aircraft. In 1 melee 
9 P-47 s attacked about 50 enemy aircraft, shooting down 14 with no losses reported. 
Lt. Robert stone got 5. 

Photos show the KAWANISHI aircraft plant to be almost completely destroyed. 
78% of the roof area is destroyed. The KAWASAKI plant showed little damage. 2 AICHI 
plants show respectively 96% and 52% destruction or damage. The SUMITOMO Light Metal 
Mf'g. Co. at NAGOYA shows 3 large heavily damaged buildings. 
~ - - - - - - - - -- .... ------------ ... -----------~-----

(Continued) 
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10 June (Guam date) ( Cont 1 d) 

CINCPAC ADV 090657 directs that PCs and SCs remain the type responsibility 
of ComServPac since they are not basically amphibious types but will be assigned to 
operational control of CamPhibsPac for sufficient periods to permit training. 

COMINCH & CNO 091S47 requests current typhoon count.er measures and plans 
ro.r their improvement. 

JOINT SECURITY CONTROL 091950 (pink) describes overall deception directive 
to be expected from Joint Chiefs of starr. 

CINCPOA ADV 100231 (pink) requests 6omGen 10 to initiate development of OKINAWA 
in accordance with Memorandum Understanding between CINCAFPAC and CINCPOA. 

CINCPOA ADV 100507 (pink) approves recommendations and conclusions of Joint 
Mapping Conference, 25-29 May, and recommends appropriate revision of JCS 756/2. 

11 .June (Guam date) 

The 6th MarDiv continued to shrink the OROKU pocket against stiff resistance. 
The 1st MarDiv made its best gains on its left flank moving up to the slopes of Hill 
69 which was being assaulted at nightfall. A Bailey bridge is being constructed 
across the MUKUE RIVER 600 yards west of ZJJNA. The left flank of the 96th InfDiv 
gained the top of YAEJU-DAKE with an advance made in the early morning hours under 
cover of darkness. The 7th InfDiv supported by tanks occupied the crest of Hill 95. 
No response was made by the commander of the Jap forces to the leaflet suggestion 
that he open negotiations for the surrender of his forces. · · 

Enelt\V casualties as of 2400 10 June: KIA 71,688 (estimated; FOWs: 689 Military, 
562 Laborers. 

On the lOth GENDREAU (DE 639) escorting LST and LCT east of OKINAWA was hit 
by enell'\Y' shore fire. Despite a flooded fireroom she was able to proceed to KERAMA 
under her ~wn power. 

Vice Admiral Oldendorf' relieved Rear Admiral McCormick as CTF 32. TF 3S is 
enroute LEYTE. 

In 3 en~ air attacks at OKINAWA on the loth·l suicide hit was scored and 2 
enell\Y aircraft were · shot down by CAP. On the lith 5 enemy aircraft were shot down 
in the OKINAWA area. 

CVE planes used 41 tons of bombs and 624 rockets on the S.AKISHIMA GUNTO, 
damaging 3 boats and 1 enemy aircraft. A gas or ammunition dump was destroyed. The 
ISHIGAKI airfield was found lighted at 0455, apparently to welcome home Jap planes. 

On the lOth F4Us shot down 1 Jap plane over KYUSHU and destrqyed 11 on the 
ground, in the first TAF F4U attack on the Empire to be reported. Earlier :in the 
same day P-47s had shot down 17 over KYUSHU. On the 11th 5 more en~.tey" aircraft were 
shot down over KYUSHU by TAF planes. 

FAW 18 planes sank 1 SC, which exploded and heavily damaged the attacking 
plane, and also sank 1 sea truck. Damaged were 1 SA, 1 tug, 2 SD and 1 FTD. 
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11 June (Guam date)(Cont'd) 

CFAW 1 reports that during the week of 4-10 June FAW 1 planes sank ]4,075 
tons of .enenw shipping, damaged 7145, destroyed 3 enemy aircraft, and damaged 4 
enemy aircraft. Damage inflicted since coming to the area totals lOS,450 tons sunk, 
98,350 damaged, 31 en~ aircraft destroyed. During the last week 1 PBM was lost, 
vvith all personnel recovered. 

52 P-5ls attacked TOKOROGAWA and ATSUGI airfields in the TOKYO Area, shooting 
down ~ en~ aircraft, and on the ground scoring 15 - 3 - 33. 2 other airfields were 
strafed. These attacks took place on the 11th. No P-5ls were lost. 

With the 3.4 sq. mi. of damage from the 7th raid, total damage to OSAKA is 
now 15.65 sq. miles. 24% of the built-up portion of the city • With the 4.3 sq. mi. 
of damage to KOBE from the 5th raid, total damage is now 8 sq. mi., 5l% of the built-
up portion of the city. 
------------------------~-----~-----------

MACARTHUR 101320 (pink) requests review of proposed movement of 24th Infantry 
to OKINAWA in vie\v of port consestion and presence of 1 MarDi v there. 

CG USFCT 101516 (pink) proposes capture of an intermediate port on the 
CHINA COAST such as FORT BAYARD in LIUCHOW PENINSULA Area. 

COMINCH & CNO 101620 (pink) requests comment on CG USFCT 101516 proposing 
capture of an intermediate port on the CHINA COAST. 

CINCPOA ADV 110248 requests concurrence in the movement of 24th Inf Regt; 
to OKINAWA notwithstanding the presence of 1 MarDiv. 

CTF 31 110330 (pink) constitutes CTF 31 OpOrd A205-45 for reconnaissance of 
KUME. 

MACARTHUR 110518 (pink) requests elearance for movement to OKINAWA of Brig. 
Gen. Hutchinson and air echelon of 14 C-46 transports. 

CINCPOA ADV 110800 outlines purposes of conference to be held at PEARL con-
cerning transport of aircraft by CVEs. 

CINCPAC ADV 110802 summarizes attrition sustained during OKIN~vA c~oaign 
and damage inflicted on the enentr • 

CTF 31 lll210 (pink) constitutes Air Plan for strike against southem KYUSHU 
with purpose of concealing withdrawal of TF 38. 

CINCPOA ADV lll300 (pink) concurs in movement of Gen. Hutchinson to OKINAWA 
and of air echelon subject to ~iming as determined by CamC~n 10. 

COMGEN TEN lll430 (pink) directs IsCom OKINAWA to camp:cy- with CI?ifCFQ WV 
100231 concerning base developnent. 
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12 June (Guam date) 

The 6th MarDiv continues to close in on the Jap pocket on OROKU PENINSULA. 
An attempted Jap landing on ONOYAMA ISLAND during the night ll-l2th was repulsed. 
The lst Ma.rDiv, after beating off Japs counterattacking with satchel charges, latUlched 
a night attack at 0330. Against surprising~ little opposition the division right 
flank reached the top of KUNISHI RIDGE after an advance of 1000 yards. At dawn the · 
Japs directed very heavy fire on these troops and Marines on the ridge were forced -
to dig in. The division left flank consolidated its recently won position on Hill 69. 
The 96th InfDiv held on to its position on top of YAEJU-DAKE, seized YUZA and high 
ground 200 yards south of the .town. A night attack by the 7th InfDiv gained 500 yards 
and brought elements of the division to the top of the escarpment on the east. On 
the division left advances were made in the HANAGUSUiill area supported by flame throw-
ing tanks from Hill 95 • 

Casualties as of 2400 11 June:- Enenzy-: KIA 72,957; PfJNs 731 military, 5.36 
laborers. Own: KIA 67, VVIA 359, MIA 5; total 431. 

Tomorrow, minecraft organized as TG 32.3 will start sweeping mines to the 
southwest between OKINAWA and MIYAKO. 

ComNorPac reports Cru.Di v 1 bombardment of installations on MATSUVV'A was com-
pleted without damage to our ships. 

Bad weather again prevented attacks on FORMOSA on the 11th. 

A Jap bomb dropped by 1 Jap plane on the loth shadng IFF hit IE SHIMA and 
ldlled 9, wounding 32. 

PB4Ys, escorted by P-47s, on photographic mission over KYUSHU on the lOth 
were intercepted by 75 Jap fighters. 17 Japs were shot down. 

In minor air at taeks in the OKINAWA Area on the lith our CAP splashed 5 enemy 
aircraft, ships AA shot down 4, l suicide hit was scored, for a total of 10 ene.II\Y' 
aircraft destroyed. Incomplete reports indicate that 4 more were shot down over 
KYUSHU by· TAF planes. 

1S4 sorties were flown in support, of ground troops on the 11th. 2 squadrons 
of MAG l4 arrived at Kadena on the 11th. 

FAW 18 planes on the 12th sank 4 SD, 2 off KII SUIDO and 2 west of KOZU SHIMA. 
At the latter point a large warehouse or fish cannery was destroyed and the entire 
harbor area :was set ablaze. · 

PBJs scored 4 and 2 rocket hits respective~ on a 300-foot ship and a 200-foot 
coaster east of CHIBU PENINSULA. 

20 B-29s laid 182 mines in SHIMONOSEID: STRAITS and TSURUGA BAY. 
CINCPOA ADV , ll0004 expresses desire that TAF loth Army operations not be handi-

capped by the necessity of demonstrating efficienc.y of Napalm. 

CINCPOA ADV 120149 (pink) suggests that 1330 E. Long. be agreed on as the 
dividing line between areas of primar,y responsibility during OLYMPIC. 

CINCPOA ADV 120444 (pink) proposes to provide assault air warning units for 
OL~C and suggests discussion between ComPhibsPac and Co.mGen 6th ~. 
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12 June (Guam date)(Continued) 

CINCPOA PJJV 120501 (pink) requests that all units from the MTO and ETO avail-
able for redeployment be reported to CINCAFPAC who will schedule into OKINAWA and 
OLYMPIC. 

GHQ MACARTHUR 120851 concurs in movement of 24th InfRegt from SAIPAN to 
OKINAWA. · 

CINCPAC PJJV 121$31 (pink) passes to CINCSINPA concurrence of Com.Gen 10 in 
movement of Brig. Gen. Hutchinson 1 s party and flight echelon to OKINAWA. 

12 June (Guam date) ~ 
Organiz~d Jap resistance on OROKU PENINSULA has been destroyed and the 6th 

MarDi v is now engaged in mopping up small ene.tey" groups in caves. During the 9 days 
of operations on the peninsula over 3,500 Japs were killed, including 150 fol..Uld dead 
in a Jap sick bay overrun by the Marines. The 1st MarDiv continued to consolidate 
its positions along KONISHI RIDGE. The right flank of the 96th Div gained 4-500 
yards to the northern outsldrts of OZATO. Gains of appro:x:imate:cy 400 yards ·were made 
in the division center while the left flank was held up by MG and 47mm fire. The 7th 
Inf'Div pushed its right flank 250-500 yards along the escarpment and reached the 
northern edge of a small tovm 400 yards west of H.ANAGUSUKU. A Jap counterattack by 
an estimated two companies against Hill 95 was repulsed and artiller.r later broke up 
a concentration of enenzy- forming to attack the hill. 

Casualties as of 2400 12th:- Enemy: KIA 74,783, PONS 816 :Military, 570 laborers. 
OVr.n: KIA 6,225, vVIA 26,901, ~UA 226; total - 33,352. 

The 12th at OKINAWA was quiet with little naval. activity• No air raids and 
no damage to ships reported. Fire support activity on a reduced seale. Close support 
was furnished by 98 sorties ( 24 tons, 330 rockets), and the SAKISHI1\{A GUNTO was at-
tacked by TU 32.1.3 (55 tons, 52 rockets), which destroyed 2 planes on the ground. 

2 PB4Y photo planes, escorted by 20 P-47s tried to photograph KYUSHU but clouds 
interfered. The P-47s met no enemy aircraft. 32 F4Us bombed and rocketed KANOYA air-
field despite 8/10 clouds at 2,000 feet and a few strafed KUSHIRA. 1 F4U pilot bailed 
out near OKINAWA but was dead when picked up. 

CTF31 121240 (pink) submits to Com3rdFlt recommended composition of fleet and 
amphibious units to remain at OKINAWA as TF 31. 

CINCPAC PJJV 130228 (pink) comments to Cominch on proposal of ComGen USFCT to 
open FORT BAYARD or equivalent intermed.:.iate port on CHINA Coast. 

CINCPAC /illV 130229 (pink) outlines LST availability for OLYMPIC. 
CINCPAC ADV 130231 proposes to Cominch dividing ServRon 10 into Service Divs. 
CINCPAC ADV 130335 requests instructions from Cominch concerning maintenance 

of a token force at JUA AMOTU Airfield on TONGATABU. 
CINCPAC ADV 130849 directs ComServPac to resubmit tentative organization of · 

Service Force, Pacific Fleet separating Staff organization from Force organization. 
COMA.AFSVWA 13lll0 reports circumstances surrounding crash of P-38 ,into RANDOLPH. 

. CINCPAC PJJV 131621 cormnents on CTG lll.2 proposal to bombard TRUK. 
CINCPOA ADV 131629 directs transfer of 24th InfRegt to OKINAWA and of 1 Bn of 

147th InfRegt from IWO to TINIAN. 
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~une (Guam date) 

The 6th MarDiv in its final mopping up on OROKU PENINSULA on the 13th captured 
102 Japs. There were numerous surrenders, individual and group suicides, and shooting 
of Japs trying to surrender by their own comrades. In the south the Japs are now 
confined to an area 3 miles by 5 miles. The lst MarDi v continued to consolidate its 
right flank on KUNISHI RI:ooE. The southern edge of KUNISHI TO:m was reached after 
a bitter fire fight. On the division left flank 600-SOO yards were made bringing 
the lines up on the ridge to the east of KUNISHI TOWN. 96th InfDiv reached the 
southeast edge of OzATO TOVN. The 7th Inf'Div made gains of 300-700 yards against 
moderate to heavy resistance, reaching the center of NAKAZA. The 6th !~rine Recon 
Co. landed upopposed on SENAGA SHIMA, 600 yards off SW coast of OROKU PENINSULA, at 
0500 14 June. The reconnaissance of KUME SHDA:A was completed without casualty during 
the night 13-14 June. Preliminary information indicates approximately 50 Japs on 
the island. 

Casualties:- Enetey": KIA 76,542; POWs 906 military, 574 laborers. Own: IaA 4S, 
WIA 374, MIA 12; total - 434. 

Total naval casualties of TF 31 to 13 J:une are ll02 KIA, 1403 IliA and 3592 WIA; 
total 6,097. (Increase of 900 since 23rd) ' 

Minesweeping between MIYAKO and OKINAWA proceeding according to schedule, 
with negative results for the first day's operations. 

TG lll.2 continues 2nd d.a3r training strike on TRUK. In addition to air strikes 
origina.l.ly scheduled, cruisers may bombard DUBLON ISLAND. TG 32.1 in operating area. 
TG 30.6 patrolling north of convoy routes. 

During the l.)th there were no air raids for the 2nd day. P-47s of the TAF 
strafed small craft and a factory in south em KYUSHU, losing 1, and TU 32.1.3 attacked 
the SAKISIUMA GUNTO with 42 tons and 476 rockets, probably destroying l Dinah. Close 
inspection of runways showed 3 3000 foot and 1 2600 foot strips operational and the 
rest inoperational. CVEs and TAF planes furnished 93 close support sorties, using 
12 tons and 544 rockets. A strike by 65 F4Us using 19,220 gallons of Napalm and 465 
rockets was also made on a probable Jap headquarters area near 1~UNI " TOVl.N on the s. 
coast of OKINAWA. The area was left a mass of flames, smoke and dust. 1 F4U crash 
landed, killing the pilot. 

FAW l seaplanes on the 14th off ~1 KOREA left 1 SD afire and settling, sank 
3 SD off KUNSAN, KOREA and left 3 others burning and listing. Privateers dropped 4 
2000 pound mines in a channel off SW KOREA. 

A PBJ claimed serious damage on an unidentified vessel south of TOKYO BAY. 

29 B-29s laid 311 mines in SHIMONSEKI STRAITS and NIIGATA HARBOR. 

4$7 B-29s (excluding 25 early returns) took off to attack OSAKA-AMAGASAKI 
urban area with incendiaries. P-51 escorts were scheduled. 

CTF 38 100612 (pink) corrunents on relative perfonnance of F4U-l and Jap 
fighters Frank, George and Jack. 

CTF 38 120245 (pink) recommends strongly for retention of the maximum number 
of VF in CVGs • 

- Continued -
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l4 June (Guam date) ( Cont r d) 

CINCPOA AJJV 131623 directs that all type commanders screen and reduce all 
requirements in the MARIANAS in order to alleviate strain on critica~ burdened 
port facilities. . 

JCS 132158 outlines procedure for repatriation of Allied prisoners of war. 

CO:MffiiBSPAC 140030 (pink) estimates LCT requirements for OLYMPIC.~ 

. (): ~~J 
12 June (Guam date) 

The lst MarDiv made little changes in its front lines. The 96th InfDiv com-
pleted the seizure of OZATO and was pressing forward to the south. The 7th InfDiv 
pressed its attacks towards Hill 153 reaching a point 1/2 mile from the hill, after 
fighting through Jap defensive positions located in jutting coral formations. 

Casualties as of 2400 14 June:- Enemy: KIA 77, 719; POWs 953 Military, '6o4 
laborers. Own: KIA 64, VITA 337; total 401. 

Sightings indicate that Jap merchant shipping is still baqked up in Korean 
ports. 21 BomCom reconnaissance and photographs indicate that onzy the smallest ships 
are now using the SHDA:ONOSEKI STRAITS. 

TG lll.2 completed TRUK training strike without opposition. 

For the 3rd consecutive day there were no en~ air raids. Close support 
continued with 112 sorties using 69 tons and 488 rockets. TU 32.1.3 continued attack-
ing the SAKISHll4'A GUNTO ·with 70 tons and 773 rockets, sinking 6 small boats and ex-
ploding 1 small armored gunboat off ISHIGAKI, and damaging 11 small boats off IRIOMOTE. 
Off I~·!A 2 60-foot boats were damaged. Runw~s and other installations were attacked. 
5 new biplanes and 1 fighter on ISHIGAKI appeared operational. 

The TAF maintained a 72 plane CAP from :dawn to dusk, when other CA.P1 s took 
over. The TAF KYUSHU strike was weathered and hit AMAMI instead, 1 F4U and 1 P-47 
ditched near the KIKAI shore, and both were Dumboed under ene.nw fire with our fighters 
strafing ene~ gun positions. · 

FAW 1 planes damaged 2 SD and 1 SC SE of SHIKOKU, and probably sank 1 2000-ton 
FT. FAW 18 planes destroyed 1 SD off KII SUIDO, and on the E shore of KOZU SHDL\ de-
stroyed 6 SD on a ramp, damaging 3 SD and 4 fishing boats. 

COMGEN TEN 141350 (pink) estimates that 3 airstrips can be constructed on 
AGUNI and 1 on IHEYA. 

CINCPAC ADV 141718 summarizes existing arrangements for locating and tracking 
typhoons. 

CINCPAC AJJV 150812 (pink) requests from Com3rd.Flt amplifica,tion of proposal 
by Capt. Brown to operate TF 37 as a group of TF 38 • 

..._______ __ · CINCPAC ADV 150816 (pink) designates 2nd MarDiv in lieu of 4t~ MarDiv for 
OLYMPIC. 

CINCPOA ADV 150835 (pin_l() requests CINCAFPAC 1 s concurrence in substitution of 1 
Marine Scout Bombing Group for 1 of the 4 Marine Fighter Groups to be employed in 
OLYMPIC. I ))j 
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16 June (Guam date) 

In the center, the 96th InfDi v reached the crest of Hill 167 • By nightfall 
the division '\~as fighting down the ffi~ slopes of the hill with the Japs offering stiff 
resistance. The division left flank advanced approximate~ 600 yards across the 
plateau. The 7th InfDiv advanced towards Hill 153 supported by tanks and flamethrow-
ers. Latest reports state that the hill was finally taken shortly before nightfall. 
Tanks in support were hindered by dense, high grass, heavy tree growths, and coral 
pinnacles. On the division left 500 yards were gained along the coast and Hill 115 
secured. The lst MarDiv continued reorganization and consolidation on KUNISHI RIDGE. 
Patrols were working through KUNISHI TOWN and towards M.EZADO (MAZATO) • During the 
past week infiltration has inCl"eased with 1161 J ap infiltrators being killed during 
this period. 

Casualties as· of 2lPJ 15 June:- Enenzy-: KIA 79,100; POWs 995 military, 622 
laborers. Own: KIA 6,358, WIA Zl, 811, MIA 238; Total - 34,4(]7. 

84 B-24s (including 44 previously reported) bombed FORMOSA on the 15th. 
TAICHU drome .was bombed starting fires and explosions, and destroying or damaging 
fuel, warehouses, etc. 25 B-25s hit OKASEKI drome destroying 5 - 7 buildings plus 
locomotives and airfield installations. Photos taken on the 15th of FOIDA:OSA airfields 
(plus earlier photos of 4 fields) shmved 63 VF and 26 VB operational. 

At OKINAWA from 2000-2200 on the 15th a small number of Jap planes raided 
the area doing little damage and losing 2 planes to our VF(N). 3 bombs hit IE SHIMA 
and 5 hit near Kadena. AA shot do~T.n 1 Nick. 

Direct support was furnished by 90 sorties with 67 tons and 228 rockets. 
TU .32.1.3 hit SAKISHD!lA GUNTO, sinld.ng a harbor lighter and a fishing boat, and 
damaging 1 SD, 1 barge and 1 ene.nry aircraft. We lost 2 VF to A.!J. with no rescues. 
Other losses during the day included 1 OS2U, over enemy territory, and 1 TAF VF. 
38 P-47s and 32 F4Us of the TAF were weathered out of KYUSHU on the 16th and . hit 
KIKAI and TOKtThJO instead. The GVE planes with 30 · TAF F4U escorts were also weathered 
out of KYUSHU and hit the northern RYUKYUS instead. CVE planes hit KONIYA seaplane 
base (AMAMI) and NAZE (A.l.WviT). 1 CVE VF and l TAF F4U were shot down, the latter 
pilot bailing out over TANEGA, and the former awaiting rescue. 

FAW 1 aircraft on the 16th probabJ.¥ sank 2 SD and damaged 3. 2 luggers were 
also sunk. FAW 18 shot dovvn 2 Zekes east of CHIBU, and probably sank l SD, 1 trawler, 
and damaged 1 150-ft. sea truck. PBJs east of CHIBU left 1 ship dead in the water. 

able. 

1 July. 

30 B-29s laid 319 mines in SHD.10NOSEKI STRAITS, FUSHIKI, FUKUOKA and KARATSU. 

COM3RDFLT lf:IJ007 (pink) outlines plans for operation of TF 37 with TF 38. 

CINCPOA AJJV 160548 directs Corii.Gen 10 to occupy KUME SHIMA as soon as practic-

CINCPOA ADV 160902 proposes to exchange GruDiv 6 for CruDiv 12. 

CINCPAC !J)V 161445 proposes to withdraw TG 32.1 from OKINAWA not later than 

CINCPAC MJV 161451 requests 3 7thF1t Liberators be made available for weather 
reconnaissance. 

:J 
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17 Jrme (Guam date) 

The 22nd Marines from the 6th MarDi v relieved the 7th Marines in a pre-dawn 
passage of lines. At 0730 the 22nd attacked, pushed through MEZATO and brought its 
left flank 200 yards south o~ the town. The right flank was held up by a Jap strong 
point on the nose of a ridge NVv of OZATO. The 1st MarDiv supported by artillery ad-
vanced its front SE and S of MEZADO. The 1st lkarDiv left flank was held up by heavy 
flanking fire from the escarpment. In the 96th InfDiv zone 115 Japs were killed 
during the night 16-17 June attempting infiltration and in hand grenade duels. The 
division right flank advanced 100-200 yards SE OZATO. The 7th InfDiv mopped up con-
cealed enemy positions on Hills 153 and ll5. 300 civilians were persuaded to surrender 
by loud speakers mounted on tanks. Admiral ota, Commander of the Naval Base Force 
on OKINAWA, conunitted suicide in his cave headquarters on OROKU PENINSULA. 

Casualties as _ of 2400 16 June:- Enenzy-: KIA 80,459; POWs 1,030 Military, 642 
Laborers. Own: Ia:A 35, VITA 216, MIA 3; total - 254. 

'!WIGGS (DD 591) was hit by a torpedo off OiaNAWA in air attacks on the eve-
ning of the 16th and sank about 3/4 hour later. Bombs straddled LINDENWAlD (LSD 6) 
but caused no damage to the ship. 

Minesweeping of NE half of area rrzn NE of MIYAKO has been completed, w-ith 
negative results, and TG 32.3 has been ordered to complete mveeping the area. 

On the 16th Sl B-24s attacked KIIRUN warehouses and harbor installations, 
starting heav.y explosions and fires and destroying or damaging many small boats. 18 
B-24s were holed and 3 men were wounded by AA. 24 other B-24s bombed TAKAO, destroy-
ing or damaging 12-14 warehouses. 3 B-32s bombed TAITO TOWN with 30 tons from 19,000 
feet. Photos on the 16th showed only 3S VF and 25 VB at FORMOSA (as compared to 6.3 VF 
and 26 VB on the 15th). 

There were 4 early morning raids on the 16th at OKINAWA and 1 raid undetected 
in the evening. At 2D45 the TWIGGS (DD 591) was sunk by a torpedo from a low-flying 
plane, and probably hit by the plane itself. Incomplete reports list 188 survivors. 

In the "SOCKEM:tt Operation Bl4- aircraft of TU 32.1.3 were involved. Results 
were reported yester~. 

70 air support sorties on southern OKIN.AVVA used 10 tons, 288 rockets and 
30 Napalm bombs. 

2 FAW 1 PBMs at SUSAIIT on the southern coast of SHIKOKU destroyed or probably 
destroted 5 SD {including 2 under construction), sunk 1 lugger, damaged 12 SD by 
strafing, complete:cy- burned a 2 acre shipyard, burned a 100 foot pier, and badly 
damaged a 120 foot 2-deck ferry boat which beached. 2 FATN 18 PB4Ys preparing to at-
tack a large tanker type ship 5 miles E of CHOSI POINT (E of CHIBU) were attacked by 
12 aggressive Zekes and Oscars. 3 fighters were shot down and 5 badly da~ged in a 
running fight to 120 miles off shore. There was no damage to the PB4Ys. A PBJ scored 
2 hits in a patrol craft south of HONSHU. 

COMGENAAFPOA 160614 (pink) constitutes resum.e of plans for utilization of 
RAF units at OKINAWA. 

CO~AINCH & CNO 161904 authorizes establishment in Se1~Ron 10 -of ServDivs 101 
thru 104. 

CINCPAC ADV 1?0715 (pink) disapproves Com3rd.Flt proposal for operating TF 37 
with TF 38. 

- Continued - 270 0 
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17 June (GUam date) (Cont 1 d) 

CINCAFPAC 171109 (pink) announces that additional VLR wing will not be moved 
to the MARIANAS and that R.AF units will be deployed at OKINAWA when Army Air Forces 
units move forward. 

· COMGEN TEN 171407 (pink) indicates that reconnaissance of KU:ME cannot be 
made until the island is secured about 1 Ju~. 

18 June (Guam date) 

ComGen 10 in a dispatch dated 180935 stated, nEnenw resistance in OKINAWA 
broken today. rr The Japs are reported fleeing south and west on the southern tip of 
the island and are being brought tmder our artillery fire. During the day the 5th 
Marines (1st MarDiv), 8th Marines (2nd MarDiv), and 22nd Marines (6th Ma.rlli.v) broke 
through the Jap defense lines and by nightfall had pushed on to the NAGUSUKU-MAKABE 
Highway. Elements of these regiments had reached the outskirts of NAGUSKU TOWN and 
MAKABE TO~VN. The 96th InfDiv advanced to southwest gaining 200-1000 yards, bringing 
portions of its front lines along the southwest edge of the escarpment from which 
the troops can overlook MADEERA and the ocean 3000 yards to the south. The 7th InfDiv 
advanced 300-700 yards against heavy small arms and MG fire from hollowed out coral 
heads with ene.ll\V resistance centering aronnd Hill 110, 1000 yards north MABUNI • 

Casualties as of 2400 17 'June:- Enerrw: KIA 81,901; POW's 1,096 military, 730 
laborers. ~m: KIA 47, v\1IA 354, MIA 10; total - Ul. 

On the 19th 7 squadrons of B-24s hit KIIRUN, 3 squadrons of B-25s attack SHOKA 
railroad bridge, and 3 B-32s also attack bridges. 

There were 3 small air raids at OKINAWA in the early morning on the 17th and 
1 in the evening with no damage reported. The. CVE strikes on the SAKISHD:!A GUNTO con-
tinued as did TAF strikes on the northern RYUKYUS. 2 T.AF pilots were rescued off 
KIK.AI beaches. South of AMAMI, on the northern coast of KAKEROUA, 7 heavily camou-
flaged 'SB were sighted. 7$ supp:>rt sorties were flown using 4D tons, 469 rockets and 
24 Napalm bombs. 

FAW 1 planes laid $ 2000-lb. mines off SIN KOREA. A PBM of FAW 1 ditched SE 
of the SHANTUNG PENINSULA and 3 officers and 3 men were rescued by another PBM. F.Mrrr 
18 planes sank a 70 foot fishing boat and damaged 1 80-foot lugger. 

25 B-29s laid 250 mines in SHDIONOSEKI STRAITS and KOBE HARBOR. 

Strike photographs the night of 17 /18th at OMATA, HAM.Al1ATSU, YOKKAICHI and 
KAGOSHIMA showed many fires burning and pilots and crews reported extensive fires. 
13 B-29s are missing, 1 of which was seen to explode over the target. 

CINCPOA ADV 1801114 (pink) requests explanation of proposal to delay occupation 
of KUME until 1 July. 
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19 June (Guam date) 

The collapse of Jap defenses across the entire ]j_ne was increasingly evident. 
On the right flank the 22nd Marines mopped up in the KUWANGA-NAGUSUKU area and pro-
tected the A~ right flank. The 4th ~arines pushed ~o the south against meagre re-
sistance reaching the northern slopes of MABUNI MURA.. The 8th Marines plus one bat-
talion from the 5th Marines by 1700 had reached the SE Coast 700 yards south of KO-

. MESU. The 96th Di v advanced 500 yards bringing its lines just north of ARAGACHI. Its 
left flank was reported meeting stubborn resistance at the base of the escarpment, 
though one report states that our advance in this sector is :ilnpeded less by the 
character of enemy resistance than by the great nwnber of Japs that are just in the 
way and have to be killed. The 7th InfDi v averaged 300 yards against stubborn re-
sistance of small enemy groups in caves and other fortified positions. Numerous eneiey' 
are reported jumping off the cliffs along the SE shore. 

Casualties as of 2400 lSth:- Enemy: IITA 83,492; Own: KIA 61, WIA 447, MIA 11; 
total- 519. 

Only 1 small air raid took place at OKINAVvA in the early morning of the 18th 
and it caused no damage. The TAF KYUSHU strike was again diverted to AMAMI because 
of weather. TU 32.1.3 continued the neutralization of the S.AKISHIMA GUNTO. 71 sorties 
were flown in air support, using 42 tons, 536 rockets and 48 Napalms. On the night 
of the 18/19th our VF(N) shot down 3 Betty•s. On the 19th the entire crew of a search 
plane down 82 miles 078 degrees from POINT BOLO was rescued. 

FAW 18 planes on the 19th damaged 1 SD off SHIONO IiiSAKI and shot down 1 
Oscar. 2 crewmen were vrounded. Off KOZA SHIMA 1 SD and 5 fishing boats were sunk. 
FAW 1 planes destroyed 1 and damaged 2 SD off ffiV KOREA, left 1 small stack-aft AK 
sinking in TSUSHIMA STRAITS, and damaged 2 luggers north of SHANGHAI. A PBJ scored 
2 hits on an unidentified ship near 0 SHDIA. 

Photos taken on the 18th covering 25% of the area attacked showed .57 sq.mi. 
or 16% of the YOKKJuCHI area destroyed or damaged from the incendiar,y raid on the 
early morning of the 18th. Several fires were still burning on the waterfront. 7 
numbered targets show damage, including 2 oil refineries. YOKKA.ICHI is the site of 
the second largest naval fuel depot in the Empire. 

On the night of 19/20th 489 . effective B-29s attacked SHIZUOKA, FUKUOKA and 
TOYOHASHI around midnight • 

COMGENSERV 131524 (pink) estimates 'cargo to be handled through destinations 
in POA during August from ETO and MTO. 

COM3RDFLT 140903 (pink) outlines estimated destroyer requirements for TF 3S. 

CTF 31 180555 (pi.rl.k) reconunends ships for TF 32 for cover and support during 
JUNEAU Operation. 

CINCBFF 1S0836 (pink) estimates sortie date from MANUS as 6 Ju.4' • 

. CO:MMARGILS 181326 estimates that 1 CVG in full operating status can be accom-
modated at ROI. 

CINCPOA ADV 181431 designated Maj.Gen. Geiger as Commander RYUKYUS Forces 
and Expeditionary Troops as temporary successor to Lt. Gen. Buckner. 

COM3RDFLT 190115 estimates that TG 38o4 will arrive ENIWETOK about 1 August. 

- Continued -
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19 June (Guam date) (Cont 'd) 

CINCPOA ADV 190834 (pink) releases the 2nd MarDiv, less the Sth !~ines, 
from Area Reserve for ICEBERG. 

COMGEN TEN 190936 (pink) estimates 200 enemy troops on KUME and expresses 
intention of landing on 25 June. 

MACARTHUR 191213 (pink) concurs in exchange of CruDi vs 12 and 6 subsequent 
to 7 Ju4'. 

I 

CINCPOA ADV 191335 (pink) requests recommendations for the modification of 
the categor,y of defense for HAWAII• 

CINCPAC ADV 191737 (pink) proposes to CINCAFPAC that CINCPOA assume responsi-
bility for bulk petroleum supp~ of all forces and activities at OLYMPIC. 

CIN~AFPAC 200213 assigns General Stillwell to command the Tenth AI'n\V• 

CINCAFPAC 200349 (pink) requests concurrence in designation of· ComGenPOA 
as agency responsible for mounting all Aney Ground and Air Units from POA for OLYMPIC. 

20 June (Guam date) . t, 1/l...- . , 

The Japs on OKINAWA are now confined ·to three pockets on the southem end 
of the island. Elements of the 6th MarDiv drove to the south on the Army right flank 
reaching the coast and SE slopes of MABUNI !JlURA, confining the J aps in a pocket on 
ARA-SAKI about 1000 yards square. Masses of civilians are coming to our lines to 
surrender and some Jap soldiers are reported coming in with these civilians. The 1st 
MarDi v continues to attack Hill 81 against heavy enenw fire and other elements of the 
regiment are working through and mopping up MAKABE where 170 Japs were killed during 
the day. The 96th InfDi v is meeting heavy resistance just north of ARAGACHI and 
along its left flank from ARAGACHI to MADEERA. The 77th InfDiv made 1000-16oo yards 
to the south and southwe&t. The advance was impeded by heavy fire from Hill 82, 600 
yards NE UOO. Mopping up on this hill is now in progress. The division left flank 
made 300-800 yards capturing a hill (Hill 89) 200 yards south of MABUNI. 

Casualties as of 2J.I)O 19 June:- Eneri\V: KIA frl ,343; POWs 1,503 military, 1;062 
laborers. ~m: KIA 6, 740, VITA 29,598, MIA 250; total - 36,588. 

CALVIN VICTORY (XAK) was torpedoed early on the morning of the 21st 300 
miles west of ENIWETOK. ENDYMION (ARL 9) sighted a torpedo at 0633K at 12-40N, 156-
22E while enroute SAIPAN to PE.A..RL. 

During the night of 18/19th DUNLAP (DD 354) on anti-shipping patrol off CHI-
CHI JIMA destroyed 2 small craft each reportedly of 30 tons, and 1 small 100 ton AK 
NE of CHICHI. Prisoners were taken who stated that the mission of these vessels l~S 
to evacuate non-combatants to the homeland from CHICHI JIMA with as nru.ch gasoline as 
possible. 

TU 32.1.3 used 24 tons and 811 rockets to hit the SAKISHIMA GUNTO on the 18th. 
2 small boats were sunk and 9 were damaged. 1 CVE pilot ditched and was rescued. The 
TAF hit AMAMI again after finding KYUSHU closed in. There were 35 support sorties, 
using 10 tons, 250 rockets, and 23 Napalms. The shore based ADCC (Air Defense Con-
trol Center) was placed in operation on I E SHIMA at 1000. 

- Continued -
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20 June (Guam date) ( Cont 'd) 

FAW 1 planes on the 20th in NISHI SUIDO sank 1 sc, 1 SD, and 1 coastal pas-
senger steamer, and off the YANGTZE RIVER damaged an 800 ton coastal AK. South of 
HAICHOW WAN· l FT was sunk. 1 Tojo was probably destroyed and 1 damaged. FAW 18 
planes off ~1ATSU shot down 1 Zeke and damaged 2 others. All FAW lS planes at IWO 
were ordered evacuated to TINI~~ on the evening of the 20th because of the impending 
typhoon. 

CINCPOA PE~ 200205 (pink) outlines current petroleum supply and tanker situ-
ation to ComServRon 10. 

CINCPOA ADV 200228 reconunends to Cominch against adoption of changes in 
current petroleum supply functions and suggests augmentation of area petroleum offices 
instead. 

COMNA VU 14th AF 200235 requests information of damaged ships and tankers in 
YELLOW SEA for attack by 14th AF aircraft staging through North CHINA fields. 

DepCom20thAF 200443 (pink) requests concurrence in movement of 50Sth Fighter 
Group from OAHU to TtlO JIMA. 

COM3RDFLT 200819 (pink) requests that decision be deferred on ComServRon 10 
170217 until arrival of Capt. Cross with study of July requirements for fleet oilers. 

CTF 31 201340 (pink) constitutes Com5thPhibFor OpOrd A-207-45 for seizure 
and occupation of KUME SHIMA. tv.·IA-- J 
21 June (Guam date) ~ 

Lt. Gen. Geiger has a.rmounced that organized resistance on OKINAWA ceased 
on 21 June (L plus 81) and that mopping up is continuing to eliminate two remaining 
pockets. During the day the 6th Ma.rDiv announced that organized resistance in its 
zone ceased at 1027(1). The 1st MarDiv repulsed a Banzai charge by an estimated Jap 
platoon during the night 20-21 June. In fighting today, the 5th Marines secured Hill 
81. The XXIV Corps has been impeded in its attack by large numbers of civilians, 
plus military personnel, ·who are coming through to our lines. In the 96th InfDiv 
zone resistance centers around MADEERA and Hills 79 and 85, 600 and 700 yards srN of 
MADEEHA respectively. These positions are now under attack by the division. Along 
the southern coast many Japs are walking into the water and drowning themselves. A 
large cave, believed to be the headquarters of Lt.Gen. Ushijima, is under attack by 
elements of the 7th InfDiv* Many Japs are coming out of the many exits to the cave 
and surrendering. More than 1700 military prisoners were taken during the day, 754 
of theee by the 7th Div. 3 Majors, 2 Captains, and 5 Lts. plus other officers not 
yet identified were made prisoners. In several cases Jap officers led their men into 
our lines to surrender • 

Casualties as of 2lt-OO 20 Jlll1e:- Enenw: KIA 90,401 (estimated); POW 2,h80 
military, 1,273 laborers. OPm: KIA 99, \:VIA 1./JS, MIA 4; total - 471. 

1 raid occUITed during the evening of the 20th at OKINAWA in which a single 
Betty made an unsuccessful torpedo attack. 

TU 32.1.3 continued coverage of SAKASHll{A GUNTO. uzu minesweeping operation 
will be reswned on the 23rd, and expected completed 24th .. Only 2 Nip snoopers 1S-19th 
have bothered this operation so far. Due to high wind and swell all LSTs at HAGUSHI 
beaches were withdra1~. All cargo discharge to IE SHIMA suspended for the same 
reason. - Continued - 2704 
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21 Jtme ( Gu.~ date) ( Co.nt 'd) 

ComMarGils and AtCom E~ilVETOK hunter-killer group fonned. ATA 198 dispatched 
to ENDYMION. Shipping departing ENDiJETOK held up. Shipping enroute to westward of 
ENIWETOK diverted south. Exa.c-'c. number of torpedoings still undetermined, as another 
ship, SS PORT WASHINGTON (US tanker), also reported a torpedoing, Smiles from 
ENDYHIONS position, but it may be that it was a relay of E!\.TDYHION report. 

34 OKIN&V'A P-47 s hit the OMURA aircraft plant vvith undetermined results. 
195 enemy aircraft were photographed on the airfield •. Other P-47s and F4Us hit MWIT 
and KAKEROJvlA, firing 4 small ships. 29 F4Us hit CHIR...t\.N drome, with results unreported. 
1 TAF pilot is missing. 

TU 32.1.3 covered the SAKISHIMA GUNTO again. A CV.£!: VF pilot ditched and the 
. ASP seaplane which landed to rescue him could not take off • A Dwnbo landed and picked 
up all 15 safely. 1 TAF pilot ~ho bailed out was picked up by a DE, severely injured. 

All FAW 1$ empire searches on the 21st were weathered out. FAW 1 planes off 
the YANGTZE sank 1 800-ton FT and severe~ damaged 1 200-ton tug. Off KOREA 1 small 
FT and 1 large coastal AK were damaged. In NISHI SUIDO 3 of 7 SD were damaged. 

Photographs of the 19th & 20th show the following damage to recent B-29 
industrial targets in percent of built-up area destroyed. OSAKA 26%, HAMAMATSU 40%, 
YOKKAICHI 59%, FUKUOKA 66%. 

CINCPAC ADV 2013~ approves British carrier replacement pool at PITYILYU. 
J 

CINCPOA ADV 210342 a~resses preference ATC in SoPac be continued until roll-
up completed. 

CTF 99 210405 announces termination of organized resistance on OKINAWA. 

COM MARIANAS 210451 indicates development for l,.th Fighter Group at IWO under 
way and accommodations for 5th Fighter Group under construction. 

CGUSFCT 210645 (pink) summarizes to JCS possibilities of capitalizing on 
Japanese withdrawals in CHINA. 

CINCPOA ADV 210903 (pink) outlines schedule of withdrawal of elements of 
the lst Marine Air Wing from St7PA. 

COMGEN TEN 211116 (pink) constitutes lOth Army OpOrd 16-45 for seizure and "' 
occupation of KUME SHI1iA. 

lvlAC.A.RTHUR 211237 (pink) requests 3 CVEs for OBOE TWO Operation. 

COMGEN TEN 211405 (pink) announces that Air Defense Conunand is ready to as-
sume full responsibility for air defense on 1 July. 

CTF 38 211415 (pirU{) swmna.rizes intentions for carrier operations during 
July. 
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22 June (Guam date) 

u.s. colors were formally raised on the island of OKINAWA at lOOO(I), 22 
June. On the StV tip of the islal1.d the 29th Marines have surrounded an unstated number 
of Japs. About 160 of these were observed committing suicide with grenades during the 
day. A &'II..all sector is held by Japs in the vicinity of ARAGACHI-MADEERA. In the town 
of MADEERA a group of enemy officers and NCOs resisting to the end and 5 MGs are re-
ported as operative. Gen. Ushijima is believed to have been killed in his headquarter~ 
on 21 June by our artille:ry or mortar 'fire. A considerable number of Japs are be-
lieved to be hiding out in the bush in the rugged terrain of the extreme north of the 
island. 

Casualties as of 21.~00 21 June:- Enenw: KIA 94,919; POW 3,526 military, 1,999 
laborers. Own: KIA 66, 'VVIA 382, lilA 2; total - 450. . . 

Three hunter-killer groups are now· operating between ENTINETOK e.nd the MARLA.NAS. 
and it appears that there may be two submarines, one in the general vicinity of 12-30N 
156-00E, and the other at 10-30N, l44E. ASW planes have had recurring and disappear-
ing radar contacts and have conducted holding do\~ operations for the past 36 hours. 

During a red alert before dawn on the 22nd at D\JO single plane bogeys were 
detected approaching from the north. 3 P-6ls were scrrunbled. None of the 3 approach-
ing planes got closer than lS miles. 

Heavy strikes against FORMOSA were weathered out, and only 1.3 P-5ls attacked 
island communications, damaging a railroad tunnel, locomotives and railroad cars, 
a roundhouse, and an electric plant. On the 23rd 18 B-24s attack the KOBI butanol 
plant. 

For the first time in 10 days a sizeable group of enemy aircraft raided the 
OKINArvA area on the 21st and 22nd. Raids began at dusk on the 21st, when a small 
group of enemy aircraft showing IFF code 6 at tacked the KERAMA Rl!s"'TTO, with suicides 
hitting the ClffiTISS and ISH 213, sinking the ex-B~Lt:?.RY and LSM 59, near-missing the 
KENNETH vVHITING. A strafer did some damage to a. DE which splashed the enemy plane 
76 feet mvay. PC 469 splashed 2 with no damage to herself. From 0000-~1.30 there 
were .30 raids, the heaviest between OSOO and 0900. Good work by the ~AP and north 
pickets prevented all but a fevv stragglers from getting through, and these were knock-
ed dovYn by AA with only insignificant damage reported to 1 LST and 1 DE in the east 
anchorage. During this period 1 P-47, 2 TBM and 2 F4U were lost with the crews of 
the 1st .3 planes rescued. 

TU 32.1.1 flew 200 sorties using 48 tons and 1052 rockets in neutralizing the 
SAKISHIMA GUNTO. .3 planes and 1 pilot were operational losses. 

Off west KOREA FAW 1 planes san_'k 1 very large sailing vessel. In NISHI SUIDO 
Privateers damaged 3 SD, and in HAG_\SHI SUIOO heckled 2 DEs. No other picket boats 
were seen. 

27 B-29s laid 176 mines in N HONSHU harbors. L1-0.3 B-29s are reported bombing 
Empire tar gets on the 22nd. 

CINCBPF 210654 (pink) requests permission -to dock KING GEORGE V for a fmv 
days at M.ANUS o 

CID.MGENPOA 220342 (piru{) recorrunends that 1 full strength fighter group be re-
tained in the Hawaiian Area for air defense. 

CINCPAC ADV 220630 outlines to C~ninch proposed organization of TrainComPacif~ 
as a task force commander afloat. 
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22 June (Guam date)(Cont 1 d) 

CTF 38 220S32 requests with Com3rd.Flt concurrence that the complement of all 
CVLGs be changed to include only fighters in time for the next operation. 

CINCPOA AIJV 220955 {pink) directs the formation of a task group consisting 
of 3 CVEs and 6 DDs to report to Com?thFlt for OBOE-2. 

CINCPOA ADV 230106 (pirt..k) concurs with CiNCAFPAC with limitations in proposal 
that . ComGenPOA be responsible for mounting all Arrrry air and grotmd units in the POA 
for OLTI!PIC. ~ 

23 June (Guam date) 
10 t 

Systematic mopping up is now being conducted in each Corps zone of action. 
Small enenw groups · are being killed or captured. Jap soldiers remaining appear non-
aggressive but are trying to escape through our lines to the north. The to:.m of . 
MADEERA has been cleaned out, but many Japs are reported to be holed up in caves alol'l_g 
the coast south of ¥..ABUI\TI • 

Casualties as of 2400 22 June:- Enemy: KIA 9S,564; POWs 4,499 military, 2,433 
laborers. Own: KIA 7,2S3; WIA 32 _~916; MIA 233. Total- WJ,432. . 

nzu SWeep concluded; Entire area now considered safe to a maximum depth of 
90 feet. During the day's operation 23 mines were swept. Total for entire operation 
101 since sweeping begun. Covering force 9f TU 32.1.1 will retire to LEYTE. 

. I 

34 B-24s attacking TOSHIEN fuel storage on FO~!OSA bombed an oil refiner,y, 
AA positions, silenced 3 of the latter and scored direct bits on oil tanks and a 
cracking plant • A tremendous eJCPlosion in the oil installations sent a sheet of 
flame to 2000 feet, \vith black smoke bill~dng to 10,000. 9 B-24s were holed by AA. 

During the evening of the 22nd a few small ene.rey raids continued at ' OKINAWA. 
1 torpedo attack on screening vessels was ineffective. During the 4S hours prior to 
midnight on the 22nd our forces destroyed 57 enemy planes over OKINAWA (including 
4 over AMAMI), with 2 more shot down over KYUSHU. Of this total (59) ships 1 AA got 
6, night fighters got 6 (5 Mar-lne & 1 Arrrry), 6 were suiciders, day CAP got 39 (in-
cluding 4 over AM:AMI), and 32 F4Us over KYUSHU got 2. We lost 5 planes, with 4 pilots 
missing. Enemy pilots were reported as aggressive and sldllf'ul, using coordinated 
air combat tactics seen only infrequently in recent months • One TAF pilot after ex-
pending all his a.mmuni tion shooting down a Betty is reported to have rarruned a Zeke 
near a picket ship and then bailed out. 2 Bettys were sighted carr.ying Bakas, and 
1 or 2 Bakas were seen in free flight. Durine the heaviest raids between OS30 and 
llOO ·on the 22nd, the TAF CAP numbered 121 fighters. 

CVE planes on the 22nd continued attacking the SAK-ISHDAA GilliTO. TAF P-47s 
found OMURA closed at 0800 so attacked IT_";ZUIIT Airfield near FUKUOKA, with results 
unobserved. Intense AA from the harbor prevented strafing the airfield. Since 7 
April TAF planes have now· destroyed 593~ enemy aircraft. In TSUSHIMA STRAITS Priva-
teers blew· the stern off a 2-ma.sted sailing vessel and damaged 3 SD. 

90 P-5ls on the 23rd attacked airfields in the TOKYO Area. They shot dovm 19, 
probably destroyed 2 airborne and damaged 13 airborne enemw aircraft. On the ground 
they destroyed 13, probably destroyed l2 and damaged 10 ~ 1'fe lost 3 P-5ls, but 2 
pilots were picked up by a sub. 

- Continued -
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23 June (Guam date)(Cont 1 d) 

Photos show total damage of -2.04 sq. mi. to KAGOSHD..1A - 42% of the built up 
portion of the city. Strike Photos show that a majority of the naval arsenal build-
ings got 1 or more direct hits, causing structural damage. The BB HARUNA (KONGO Class) 
had 2 near misses and 1 probable direct hit on the stern, ·with some damage to the stern 
reported. 

COMGEN TEN 230058 announces assumption of command of X Army and TF 99 by 
General Joseph l. Stillwell, u.s. ~. 

CINCPOA lillV 2305L~6 emphasizes critical unloading situation at OKINAVTA and 
requests CINC.~PAC to review all shipping requirements and reduce them to absolute 
min:i.m:um. 

Fleet Admiral Nimitz departed GUAM by air for conference with Cominch on 
West Coast. ( It , (.A 
24 June (Guam date) ;fiJ 

Mopping up continues on OKINAVTA and the screen of troops across the island 
from NAHA to YONABllRU has been placed in position to catch Japs attempting infiltra-
tion to the north. Recent contacts with Japs have been limited to small groups of 
2 to 10 men. · 

Casualties as of 2400 on the 23rd:- lmemy: KIA 101,853; POWs 5,213 military, 
2,6S9 laborers. Own: KIA 24, WIA 188, MIA 2; total 214. 

Four submarine contacts are reported as of the 24th: One east of JOHNSTON by 
a transport plane, a second west of the 1t~ANAS attacked uu1successfully by surface 
craft, a third 300 miles l\IHT of ULITHI attacked for 3 hours vrith 1 hedgehog hit claimed 
and a fourth in the same general area as the 3rd attacked unsuccessfully with search 
continuing. 

da.'f a+lre.,... 

Landing on KUME SHIMA has been postponed untilt tomorrow. 

15 B-24s bombed the KOBI alcohol refinery on FORMOSA on the 23rd scoring direct 
hits. 

On the 23rd there were 2 single-engine en~ raids at OKINAWA about 2100 but 
no attacks vrere made. At 034D on the 24th 4-6 J ap bombs holed the south em end of 
IE SHIMA E runway and scored a direct hit on a 90nun gw1 position, killing 15 and 
WOl.Ulding 13 • 

17 TBMs and 36 F4Us in 1 raid and 32 P-47s in another attacked the SAKISHIMA 
GUNTO on the 23rd. On the 24th HIR.ARA FI~D on ldiYAKO was bombed and rocketed by 37 
F4Us and 18 TBMs ·with the airfield, dispersal areas and AA positions as targets. A 
100-foot AK was damaged. · 

1 SD was exploded off the srN tip of KOREA on the night of the 23/24th by FAW 
1 aircraft. 2 PBJs scored rocket hits on 2 small AKs, 1 E of CHIBU and 1 off BUNGO 
SUIDO. In TSUSHIMA STRAITS on the 24th 2 SD and 1 medium FT were set afire, and 6 
SD and 2 tugs were left smoking. 

- Continued -
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2l1- June (Guam date) ( Cont t d) 

COJ:viTNCH & CNO 1?1550 requests information on ship repairs undertaken in the 
forward area by reason of anticipated delays in west coast shipyards. 

CINCPOA PEARL 212003 outlines proposed relationship of ComServRon 10 Rep. at 
ENrNETOK with ComMarGils and NOB ENIWETOK and their respective responsibilities for 
fleet support. 

COMINCH 232046 requests early estimates of 1946 requirements for all types of 
shipborne landing craft. 

COlLURPAC ADMIN 23220S recommends strongly against approval of CTF 3S 22083·2 
proposal to install all VF CVGs on CVLs. 

COlvfWESSEAFRON 232220 outlines program of return of APAs and AK.As to mainland 
for troop and cargo lift. 

CNB MANUS 240106 (pink) indicates KING GEORGE V can be docked early in August 
in reply to CINCPOA 230555. 

CO:MGENFMFPAC 240229 (pink) recommends strongly against proposed movement of 
headquarters 5thPhibCorps from MAUl to SAIPAN. 

CINCAFPAC 240S49 (pink) requests early availability of maps of KYUSHU indi-
cating area and acreage required for naval shore establishment. 

CINCPOA ADV 2l,D91S (pink) directs transfer of 8th Regt. to 2nd Ma.rDiv at 
SAIPAN as soon as no longer required for KUME operation. 

CO:.:l:SERVRON 10 24l051 outlines plans for establishment of ServDi vs 101 through 
105. 

MACARI'HUR 241305 (pink) requests clarification of AFPAC resiX?nsibility for 
2oth M' units and assigrunent of fighter groups to 20th Air Force., d 

Utu ~ 
25 June (Guam date) 

No damage to ships at OKINAVlA in air raids of the 24th. Landing on KUME 
SHIMA is scheduled for tomorrow. Taslr Group 31.25 consists of 4 DD, landing cre£t 
and miscellaneous small craft. 

SPADEFISH (SS 411), the. first subnW.rine to report after exit from the JAPAN 
SEA, gives her patrol results as 1 large freighter, 5 medium freighters sunk by 
torpedoes and 3 trawlers and 1 sampan sunk by gunfire. 

There were no strikes on FORMOSA on the 21J.th. 

Night fighters at OKINAWA shot doTm 2 t-vdn-engine bombers on the 24th. TAF 
F4Jls and P-47s attacked the SAKISHIHi\. GUNTO, concentrating on ISHIGAKI, on the 24th 
and again on the 25th, with a total of about 150 planes. There was no airborne oppo-
sition, although 12-15 apDarently operational planes were on the airfields. 1 150-ft. 
AK was damaged by strafing. l F4U ditched, v,rith the pilot rescued. ISHIGAKI and 
liTYARA fields were believed inoperational after the attack on the 25th. 

The crew of a dor:Jned PBM was rescued on the 24th by the HI\l iBLETON (DM:S 20) • 
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25 June (Guam date) ( Cont 'd) 

FAW 1 planes on the 25th sank 1 merchant vessel S of FUSAN (SE KOREA), and 
destroyed 1 FT off SW KOHEA. PBMs shot dovm 1 Oscar and damaged a 2nd. FNl'l 18 planes 
at HACHIJO SHllJ.A. destroyed 1 SD and 1 sc. FAW 1 planes from 18 to 26 June, inclusive, 
sank 4,070 tons of enemy shipping and drunaged 12,400 tons. They shot d~vn 1 enemy 
aircraft and planted 58 2000-lb. mines. Cumulative totals since arrival in the area 
are 122,645 tons of shipping destroyed, and 128,890 tons damaged, with 36 enemy air-
craft destroyed and 24 damaged. 

511 B-29s will be over the Empire tomorrow for bombing attacks on 9 targets, 
principally the NAGOYA Area, plus a mining mission. J..4S P-5ls are scheduled to escort. 

Enemy aircraft destroyed in POA since 18 !!larch: 18 March - 30 April (Incl.) 
3,227 • 1 May to date: TF 38 401, 'rF 31 409, TF 37 31, TF 93 130, TG 30.5 23, 2othAAF 
229, TF 94 12, TG 99.2 456; total 1,691. · 

CON~GErf TEN 240230 (pink) announces that he vrlll be prepared to assume re-
sponsibility for air defense in the RYUKYUS on 1 July • 

CTF 99 240646 (pink) recommends deferring all but construction troops, air 
units and cargo handling troops until current critical unloading situation is allevi-
ated. 

COM :MARIANAS 250623 (pink) reports that without Ul'l.a.Cceptable reduction in 
dispersal, 5 fighter groups can not be accommodated on IWO JDAA. 

CINCPAC AJJV 250645 approves tentative plans for docldng KING GEORGE V at l.rANUS. 

CO~ITNCH & CNO 251316 approves in general bsrine and Navy aspects of CTI~CPAC 
serial 00606S concerning complements and organization of Air Support Control Units, 
PhibsPac. · { V . ) 
26 Jnne (Guam date) t lfJ 

Landing on Km<llE SHTIJA, approximately 52 miles west of OKINAWA, was unop-
posed. All waves were ashore at (J700 v·lith the initial beachhead secured by 0715. Un-
loading of supplies and the Garrison Force had commenced and was proceeding satis-
factorily. Mopping up and interception of Japs attempting to infiltrate to the north 
continu.es on OKllJAWA. 

Casualties as of 2400 25 June:- Ene.TIJY: KIA 105,225; POlls - 6,479 military, 
3,019 laborers. 0\'m: IITA 6,313; WIA 213,467; MIA 105; total - 34,.885. 

Submarine contacted between ULITHI Gnd OKTI\JAWA on the 23rd was believed sunk 
by CHAMPION (AM 3lh) and GILLIGAN (DE 508) • . 

Eight of the nine submarines operating in the JAPAN SEA have now successfully 
retired through LA PEHOUSE STRAITS. The ninth, BONEEISH, has not been heard from 
since the 18th vrllen she requested permission to enter TOKAMA BAY. Five boats report 
sinking 26 vessels consisting of 1 large AO, 1 large .. 41\, 14 medium AK, 4 small AN and 
6 miscellaneous craft. 

516 B-29s and 144 P-5ls attacked Central HONSHU on the 27th. 2 B-29s were 
lost and 2 others at last report were tmheard from since take off. The P-5ls sighted 
48 enemy aircraft at NAC..OYA and 4 at OS.4 .. KA. They claim 2 destroyed and 6 damaged. 1 
P-51 was lost but the nilot was rescued by a lifeguard sub., 

· - Continued -
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26 June (Guam date)(Cont'd) 

26 B-29s laid 153 mines on the 25th in SHTI.10NOSEKI STRAITS, 111\.IZURU and 
OHAMA. 

2 PB4Y-2s were miss:i..ng from ,an anti-shipoing sweep between SHANGHAI and 
35-00 north. South of KOREA 1 SC and 1 FTC were left burning. FA~~J lS planes vvill. 
intensify their shipping attacks along the southern HONSHU coast and ·will extend 
their search along the eastern HONSHU coast to 000 miles. 

Between 2250/25th and 0240/26th there were 16 enemy raids at OKINAWA, prin-
cipally by float planes. There was no damage to shipping, although 3 men aboard 
the AUBURN (AGC 10) were wounded by fragments from a near suicide miss. 12 enemy 
aircraft were destroyedt 

41 TBMs and F4Us attacked MIYAKO at 1710 with bombs, rockets and strafing. 
2 planes were slightly dat..YJaged. 

COllGENA.AFPOA ADMIN 2502Z7 recorruuends reconsideration of CINCPAC serial 002449 
of 14 August 1944 concerning storage of toxic gas in the forward area. 

CINCPAC ADV 251516 outlines influence of heavy work loads in continental 
shipyards in performance of repairs in the fo~~ard areas. 

COMINCH & CNO 251520 approves continuance of six existing :Marine Amphibious 
Truck Companies and authorizes activation of two battalions. 

CINCPOA PE.4.RL 260327 requests CornMarianas to initiate base development at 
TINIAN for handling 150 single-engine Armlf aircraft per month. 

CINCPOA ADV 260351 (pink) disapproves movement of 50&~h Fighter Group from 
OAIDJ to TlflO. 

CINCPOA. ADV 2603 52 denies CTF 38's request for all VF complements in CVLs. 

CINCPAC ADV 260L~35 (pink) approves retention of 5th PhibCorps Headquarters 
at M.t\UI. 

COM3RDFLT 261245 (pink) 
early in July. 

2J June (Guam date) 

constitutes proposed interdiction plan for operations 

Gtt \-; I 
On IDJME our forces continue to sweep across the island against no opposition. 

30 civilians have been taken into custody. They report that most of the civilians 
fled to the hi~s at our landing and that approximately 40 Jap sailors are on the 
island. 

On OKINAWA the bodies of Gen. Ushijima a.nd Gen. Cho, who had committed Hari-
Kari, have been found. 

Casualties as of 21;.00 26 June: Enenw: Garbled. Olm: KIA 17, 1JIA 62, MIA 1; 
total - 80. 

The submarine sighted and attacked on the 26th was again picked u9 by a plane 
from the JJARI_iNAS. The sub wa.s attacked as it submerged. Photogra.phs show a slick 
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27 June (Guam date)(Cont'd) 

with 2 torpedoes or midget submarines. A few· pieces of splint~red wood vrere seen 
in the slick and the torpedoes or midgets sanl-;:. This subme..rine was believed to be 
damaged. Another contact was reported by a DE, but contact was lost to the SE at 
l3N 157E. Extensive anti-submarine operations are continu_i_ng. A CVE and DE ASfll 
Group is in the vicinity. Other DEs are patrolling. Barrier search continues, and 
other planes are covering the shipping lanes. 

On the night of 25/26th 2 OCL and 4 DD of TF 92 on sweep inside the KURILE 
CHAIN encountered .an enemy convoy southeast of PARAMUSHIRU and sank l AK (2000-ton), 
l SC and l large tug. One smaller vessel was probabzy sunk and another small vessel 
damaged. 

FAW 1 planes, off western KYUSHU, probably sank l SD, and damaged 4 small 
ships on the 26th; on the 27th l 2300-ton AK was probably sunk off SIN KOREA, and 1 
SC was sunk. 1 Privateer was shot dovm by AA from a DD off S."l KOREA. This is the 3rd 
Privateer lost in 2 days. Search for the other 2 N of SHANGHAI found some debris 
but no positive information about the missing planes. A PBJ in SUO NADA on the 27th 
scored 2 rocket hits on a 350 foot ship, with damage undetermined. FAW lS planes E 
of CHIBU sank 1 200-ton trawler and damaged 1 SD. Since 23 April, when CTF 94 took 
control of 1•,1..\RI.ANAS based search planes, they have destroyed about 36,000 tons of 
enemy shipping and 17 enemy aircraft. 

Tfi.F F4Us, TB:M:s and P-47s continued attacking MIYAKO and .ISHIGAKI. CAP wa.s 
flown all day over OKINAW'A and over KUME. 1 pilot bailed out and was rescued. On 
ISHIGAKI on the 27th 1 operational Betty was destroyed in a revetment, and 5 boats 
were exploded. At KAIITROHA 51 VFB burned 1 SB, fired 1 sc, damaged 2 SC and damaged 
1 barge. 

. COM:3RDFLT 261225 (pink) constitutes OpPlan 9-45 .for attack on J apenese forces 
in the Empire. 

CINCPOA lillV 262310· (pink) outlines troop requirements OKINAWA and IE SHTIJA 
including redeployed units which have been accepted for these bases. 

CO:JGEN TEN Z/0428 recommends reduction of arrununition storage at OKINA~IA to 
20-day level. 

CINCPAC ADV 270436 in re~)ly to COf,:!G~L.ds.F?OA . 250227 reaffirms existing policy 
on storage of chemical ordnance. 

COH3RDFLT 270751 (pink) recorrunends '\idthdrawal of CTF 31 from RYUKYUS and 
assumption of full responsibility for defense by ComGen 10 on 1 July. 

tc· ~ ~ 
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2S June (Guam date) 

On the 28th, ANTARES (.AKS 3) was attacked by possibly two submarines. 
SPROSTON (DD 577) proceeded to the scene and made several attacks on sonar and sight 
contacts. 2 p~riscopes were seen, l of a fleet sub, the other of a midget. Midget 
sub was attacked by gunfire and disa·.:;peared. Several large oil slicks were seen, but 
again no debris. Night of the 28th, shortly before midnight, a merchant vessel re-
ported· seeing a submarine. 5 hours later another merchant ship reported a submarine 
but gives no details. These contacts considered sufficient~·good to justify start-
ing ASW o:perations. Another contact Vias made 300 miles east of LE.YTE. 

SKATE (SS 305) reports .seeing 2 ships early on the 13th in LA PEROUSE STRAITS. 
One v';as approached within 1100 yards; no lights were seen, and she was torpedoed and 
sunk. The other, seen shortly thereafter on a southwesterly course was recognized 
from S,OOO yards as a ·soviet vessel. One of these may have been the Soviet ship 
TRANSBALT which was sunk on the 13th near the position of these sightings. 

TUNNEY (SS 2S2) reports that the BOI-IEFISH (SS 223) when last contacted on 
lS June, had sunk to that date 1 large transport and 1 mediur.a AK. She wes then 
given permission to enter TOYAMA WAN, and has not since been heard from. 

SKATE (SS 305) reports her results for the patrol as 1 Y-Class submarine sunk, 
1 medium and 3 small ships sunk, and 1 meditun ship damaged. 

494 B-29s made incendiary ~attacks on the 2S/29th against OK.tcr.AHA, SASEBO, MOJI 
and NOBEOKA. 

1 Pete 1vas shot dovY.n by nigh~ CAP at OKINAWA in the on~ action reported on 
the Z7/28th. ]{[YAK:O intruders hit the KIRARA area and started one large fire in the 
revetment a.rea. ISHIGAIIT airfield was hit by Avengers and Corsairs • . Wan airfield, 
KI~~, was hit by fighter bombers leaving several fires. 

In attacks against enemy shipping, Thunderbolts from OKINAHA sank 2 luggers 
off ISHIG.AKI and hit other small ships around AMAMI, destroying l sc. .Attacks were 
made against 10 ships on the NE shore of OLGEATER01.JA, and 1 SB was reported as explod-
ing. 2 other SB were damaged. 

FAW 1 planes aank 1 SD, 1 stack-aft and 2 small tankers, and damaged 4 other 
small ships. FA:. 1 planes also laid several mines off EJN tip. of KOREA. On the 28th 
FAH 1 planes bombed and strafed 1 SD which had been beached on the west coast of 
KOREA. · 1 pl.me sank 2 luggers, 1 unidentified ship, 1 small fishing vessel SE of 
KYUSHU • 3 hits exploded a l~-masted schooner off the W coast of KOREA. 

CINCPAC ADV 281347 (piru{) requests Com3rdFlt to designate a commander to 
exercise control of TF 32, TF 39, TG 30.5 and TU 30.9.5 during periods when Com3rdFlt 
is in radio silence. 

CINCPOA .tJ..DV 281348 (pink) directs ComGen 10 to assume full responsibility for 
defense of OKTIJA:-~rA on 1 July. 

CINC!1.FPAC 281355 (pink) outlines Wa.r Department ~)roposal to load 3 Liberty 
ships for delivery at FORT BAYARD about 15 Augtlst, and 2 additional ships 20 days 
later and further requests comment on JX>Ssibility of providing air cover presumably 
by CVE. 

{ I . 
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22 Jrme (Guam date) 

Submarine contact between GUJUJ and E1.TI~\TETOK vias confirmed by plane sightings 
of an oil slick which apneared to be moving slowly. Ast·v unit is still on the scene. 
Last night abotffi midnight, the same merchant ship that had reported sighting a sub-
marine 250 nLiles west, reported a torpedo wake passing her at l2N 154-23 E. A DE 
reported a sound contact 50 miles NE of ULITHI, and AS~Y operations vrere instituted 
here. North of OKINA~JA a submarine was sighted on the surface by a DD. The sub 
submerged and subsequent searches were negative. 

Much small activity is reported north of OIG:.NA~'VA. Sub also sighted. :tfu.rine 
Air Warning outpost illuminated 3 objects on surface closing point, which disappeared 
·when taken under fire. Investigation of this activity continuing. 

Tvro more submarines from the JAPAN SEA Group have reported. Total damage 
to date: 30 ships and 16 miscellaneous craft sunk. 

25 B-29s in three groups laid mines in West SHIMONOSEKI STRAITS, liA.IZURU and 
S . .oo\TA on the 29th. 34 B-29s struck an oil refinery at KUDAM:ATSU, reporting fair 
to excellent results. 

On the 29th the tactical air force carried out raids on MIYAKO, NJ:.t\lll SIUMA., 
and other islands in the RYUKYUS Chain. Si..'"'<. Corsairs were lost duirng the day. 1 
pilot was recovered. In a raid against NOBURA airfield on MIYAKO 10 Corsairs were 
armed with VT fuzed bombs. Three planes were lost due to the explosion of their ~m 
bombs and a fourth was lost from the exp1osion.of his wingman's bombs. 

FAW 18 sank 1 SD along the coast of JAPA}I, and had 1 plane shot down in 
KATSUURA HA.'RBOR. No survivors were observed. FAW 1 sank 1 fishing boat. 1 aircraft 
was reported overdue from daily searches. 

COJ.ITNCH & CNO 272122 directs maintenance of a token garrison at QUOIN HIU 
temporari~ in addition to BAUER FI2LD. 

COMINCH & CNO 281306 amends Cominch & CNO If! of December 1943 concerning 
abandonment of airfields to include abandonment of seaplane bases. 

COIITNCH & CNO 2Sl309 directs the token t;arrison be maintained at TONG;\.TABU · 
but that no token garrison be established at JUA AHOrru pending further instructions. 

CINCPAC ADV 290138 directs that CTF 94 assume responsibility for escort of 
all shipping between the MARIANAS and the RYUKYUS beginning 1 July. 

COMAIRPAC 290242 recommends that facilities for 1 replacement CVG be estab-
lished at ROI. 

CINCPAC ADV 290331 grants CornSoPac authority to discontinue all air, sea and 
ground defense missions. 

COMGENAAFPOA 290505 requests statement from CINCPAC concerning feasibility of 
moving ATC frcm Naha to Yonabaru* 

C0~1GEN TEN 290725 (pink) recommends early conference conerning anununition 
and bomb supply storage on OKTIJA17A. 

COH?THFLT 290754 (pink) comments on fea.sibility of convoying ships to FORT , 
BAYARD. 

CTNCPOA ADV 290838 (pink) outlines to Cominch proposal for OPI services · 
for OLYMPIC • / 
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30 ·June ( Guam date) 

This morning a plane on anti-shipping sweep on the CHINA Coast reported 1 
CA, 1 DD and 5 merchantmen anchored in H.·UTGCHOd . At noon, another plane reported 1 
DD, 2 smaller escorts and 6 merchantmen including 3 tankers. Attacks were launched 
from OKIN.NNA. 

CHINA reports a large concentration of j1.rrlks at PJ.{OY in connection vdth the 
Jap Army evacuation. 

3 merchantmen report sighting submarines or periscopes - 1 west of ULITHI, 1 
between MA.I'l'US and UIJTHI, and 1 SE of the 'MARIANAS. An PJ\ reports a possible periscope 
E of ENI\'JETOK. A transport pilot made a doubtful sighting of a submarine between GUAM 
and ENTI?ETOK. 1 of TG 96.9 also reported a contact at 12-30 N 157-37 E, but this was 
lost. TG is now· sweeping back and forth along the shipping lanes. At 0600 the morn-
ing of the lst a barrier patrol plane reported a periscope at 15 N 15S E. 

3 snmll enemy air raids on OKINAWA were repor'0ed bet1t\reen 00.30 and 0300. No 
damage was inflicted, and 1 Pete was splashed by right VF. The Tactical Air Force 
struck AMAHI and SAKISHD.'LA. TAF splashed 1 Jake on the 20th for its ·6ooth kill. One 
group of Thunderbolts strafed, bombed and rocketed KUSHJRA and KAN"OYA in south KYUSHU. 

5 smaJ.l surface ships were sunk by FA~'I 1 planes in the YEJ.T.O.J SEA and 1 on 
the 3oth by TAF off the west coast of KYUSHU. 6 ot·her small vessels were damaged 
by FAW 1. 

Enemy aircraft destroyed in POA since 18 March:- 18 March to 30 April - 32Z7. 
1 May to date: TF 38 401, TF 31 419, TF 37 31, TF 93 130, TG 30.5 23, 20th AAF 230, 
TF 94 12, TG 99.2 468; Total- 1,714. . , 

COHINCH 292140 outlines procedure for establishing monthly priority ,list for 
uersonnel movement to the Pacific Theater. 

CINCPOA JillV 300304 proposes to CINCAFPAC to assign all air sea rescue services 
in the RYUKYUS to a single agency under Fleet Air vYing ONE. 

CINCPAC ADV 300513 (pink) designates ComRYUKYUS the single agency responsible 
for coordination of ammunition supply for all forces in the RYUKYUS. 

I 

CINCPAC ;.IDV 3006ol (pink) constitutes Harning Order for Operation OLYMPIC. 

CINCPOA JillV 300608 informs ComGenA..AFPOA that naval aviation requirements at 
Yonabaru preclude ATC 09erations there. 

ians. 

CINCPAC flJJV 300617 (pink) directs that Hdqtrs 5thF'hibCorps remain at MAUI. 

CINCP AC .!:.JJV 300618 outlines proposed procedure for visit of important civil-

CINCPAC AJJV 300732 informs CinCBPF that only limited air stores can be made 
available to meet BPF shortages. 

CINCBPF 300735 (pink) proposes possible m.i..ssions for British force of 1 CV, 
3 CVLs and apnropriate escorting units,. 

CINCPOA ADV 300811 (pink) swnmarizes Com3rd.Flt OpOrds 3-1~5, 6-45 and 9-h5 
f or CINCS\TPA~ 
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l.A. 12;ax·ly this afternoon, front lines of the hth I.Iarines were advancing 
and the VNTI BN folloTring mopping up rear areas. 29th Marines are attacking 
NTJ to seize the high ground and -::>revent enernys further 'rithdrawal in thtlt 
direction. Para. Little enerny activity reported. 16 Japs killed this morning 
on : ,~OTOBU .L::l.8J.JINSULA. B. 24th Corps: Progress of attack by Corps reported as 
satisfactory. 2nemy artillery classified as moderate. Lines pinned dorm at 
points alone; the front by MGs and nortar fire from v;ell concealed, covered 
strong points. Para. Enemy fired 4 S!Ji __::;it mortar rounds in 38lst Inf area. 
Vicious closed in fighting reported in 184th Inf area. Para. Japs delivered 
counterattach: against area COND Inf, undetermined size. Para. §h~rtl;Y a.fter 
noon 27th Inf supported by tanks were in the village of KA.KAXU. Para. Large 
fires in Yl>J1TA BA:::?.U, few buildings western part of tovm still standing. Para. 
ToTTn of IWA has meny fires raging. Para. Fiter director nnit 111\.~1 is setting 
up on KEDO MISliJIT vrith 2 search stations operating. Para •. IE SHILL:l no re-
ports. Para. lOth 1U"l~W CP opened ashore. Para. 18l200-TA8687 closed EDLORADO 
181159. 

20 0550 illf_J_l to COM2_rrHFLT Il\1FO CI~TC?AC BOTI·I, 5THFJd!:. 

Sumri1ary No. 39 as oi' 201200. Ships gunfire continued to su~port ground 
troops. During the night 19-20 3 CA l CL 5 DD assigned 3rdPhibCorps and 
77th Di v Hhile 1 OBB 2 DD fired in support of 24th Corps from the E and 3 
OBB and 1 DD fired from the :Jest. Fire missions conducted during the night 
were illur..'lination harrassing fire missions and interdiction types. 51.19 
report from N.:~KAGUbillCU ~JlU'J as of 1800 19th that eastern beaches and shore-
lines were vTell neutralized as result of yesterday's bombardment . 5 heavy 
shi0s and 3 DD o~)erated in YON\Blu1.U 1}'\N :Jest of Long 127- 50 as far as navi-
gation permitted and drew· no enemy fire. LCI 764 destroyed 3 mines on reef 
near CHI1~mi~ POII·:T and destroyed 3 beached boats. Fron 51.15 at i:EJ.:u ~-~ .a:ETTO 
coDes word that repairs on southern net handicapped by ·w·eather and that 
unloading of c:uninunition shi(JS·)roceeded very slouly yesterday due adverse 
weather conditions. 51.21 at I.~:~ SHil.L11 as of 1800 19th re1orted unloading 
was resUJ-ned at daylight and beach conditions continued to irnprove throughout 
the day. Renoval of cargo from beach and dump are2.s ha..m~ered by rifle fi~ce 
and :mined roads. 3 LST and 2 ~SI.i rrere beached ·viithin L':..CiJOF.:·~ T TID T4. 
Intend to install 3 ?Ontoon causerrays at end of harbor as ·)ier for small 
craft c.nd to increase landing for total 4 LST and 6 LSJ'.~I. At 1418 an 1ST 
not identified 1.Yas taken under enemy artille:r;r fire appearing to cOine 1'1--om 
S:SSOKO TA 9424. No damc'"l.ge. TUSC.!!LOOS)_ neutralized sus)ected area. First at-
tcmJt to tovr off TOJ1.1·~n lJreviously re )Orted grounded at high tide yesterday 
Vlas unsuccessful. Attem;ting ag .. in today. ~11 double bottom tanks forrNard of 
machinery spaces are .:"lUnctured e,nd flooded. Blm.ling flooded tanks. Revised 
EGBIL.3 casualty figures are 5 KIJ 17 ,JI .. :... Routine minesweeping was conducted 
in area ~1 channel and tra:ns1JOrt area Trith negative results. GR.:.:GC1HY ST.~l1ETT 
R\LL de)arted for rear areas 19th. During bogey raid this norning at 0/+29 1 
small bomb· dropped 150 yards off starboard qum"ter of R~U~1l. No da~1.ge or 
casualties. BRJJEZ2 southern patrol J\ELl.'J!A reports tor~Jedo fired at her 
evening 18th. R,~y-..:·~Gj~ on station Pl5 18 miles east of DOLO opened fire 
visuE.lly at 0205 on 3 lovr flying ti:in en~ine bo1:1bers a~:Jparently Irvings 
1.Thich "')assed over he~c boil. Reputed 2 crashed in water. No flcJnes or ex-
plosioi1 observed. Pnra . Naval air arm e:ng:~~;ed in direct support troops. 
Strike missions furnished by fast carriers of TF 58 and CT2s of TG 52.1~ 
PE'TR01 R\.Y CX? plcmcs on return .to base strafed :cU."~.~ uHI:',,~ at 1010. Fires 
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20 0550 CTF 51 SUl1 L\HY ::0. 39 - COIYPTI•ITLiD. 

were started. No enemy aircraft sighted. Search flights Yvere made by PBHs. 
At 0255 2 DEs were sighted 3l-25N l23-20E. Routine AS'P vras flovrn by ?BMs. 
On 19th an oil slick Yfith continuous bubbling fresh oil 2 :miles Long 150 
yards vride si;;hted 27-07H 127014 z. Sonar buoy pattern negative. DITTJR 
send to aid investigation 2 PBI\I vrere dcunaged in takeoff KER.AI-"A morning 
19th due to swell. Enemy air was active from 0425 to 0610 v;rhen small sToup 
of plc.nes ap:)roached from the north and returned to north. There were no 
interce~)tions and no damage to our forces. End of sunu11ary. 

20 lOL,-5 CGlO rro QTF51 Info CI1TCP9A BOTH 2 C0115'IJIFLT. 

Ops Sum 57 as of 20/1000. 3rdPhibCorps continues o··)erations to eliminate re-
maining enemy northern OICLIT.iti~\ ond T)TOBU ?3l'IT1~._')m-:ul. lst HarDiv recormoiters 
islands guarding CI-II:: :u ~; ,.:; • Patrols 7:"or:Y,__i.ng nort:.hand south rugges }T'J coast 
OKir'LJA met late yesterday near 1-Ul:.~. TA 4032 con:roleting coverase northern 
Dart island ")roper. Corps losses :)eriod 180001 to lg2L,.OO KIA 1 ~?IA 0 HIA. 0 
NBC 6 P~[ same )eriod 2 no report enemy dead. 24th Corps sector q-u.iet last 
night received scattered artillery fire. Result of yesterdays attack lines 
advanced southern front generally 1000 yards and secured. Penetration of 
14.00 yards on left flc:J.nk. Lines reported this dorning 7f578K 77770 7976GH 
8076K S176CI 3276F 8376I.;:JJ 8375.JY 8l~73MS 8574UV 8673B. Casualties 1eriod 
180001 to 182400 r:IA 4 iliA 8'0 :.ITA 2 NBC 95 .. Znemy dead not reported. 26 of 
our tan:.{s viere destroyed in yesterdays action. 77th Div continues drive today 
to seize south and eastern section m SET ::.tL and capture .IE GUSUGU Y1\MA. 
Yesterday Div encountered stubborn resistance from isolated positions. Enemy 
strengGh on IE 0EI:~~ estimated 900 to 1100 exclusive of ·;resent casualties 
corroosed of 50th S ;ecial Inf Bn T.:~ ~1 16650. Plan to unload 77th Div over 
H.'I.GUCHI beaches u~Jon completion ofii: ~:Hr :L. operation. Enemy casualties ~Jeriod 
171600 to 181600 KLl 207 R·: 4 total ::>eriod ending 181600 KI:. 736. 77th Div 
casualties 'eriod ending 1?1600 KIA 21 ~:L·l 149 liT.;~ 0 NBC 16. Para. Su.n9ly 
situation lOth Arrey satisfactory strong SN ·winds and heavy rain yesterday 
sloTred dov.m discharge of cargo. Weather clear today. 

20 1210 CTF 51 to COH5TTL."LT Info CII:CP,;.C BOTH H·~, 5THTi'L'f. 

Sunmla~J No. L.J) as of 201800. Naval QJ.nfire sup-~01--t:. ·was furnished throughout 
the day by 1 CA and h DD in the zone of the 3rdFhibCorps and 77th Div on 
I"S .snr-A. 6 OB3 1 CA 2 CL 4 DD vrorked fo:-c the -2hth Corps from the west and 
1 03B 1 C.:\ 1 CL 4 DD reinforced from the east. 1 OBB 1 CA 1 CL 3 DD re?len-
ished arnrnu..rrl.tion. HU'I,CIII!:~Ts in direct support of the ~2nd In..f obtained nan.y 
hits in numerous caves m1d destroyed gun :Josition during todays firing. 
COLQR·mo had a fire aboard betneen handling rooms 1 and 2 at 1030 caused by 
an ex0losion of 16 inch ')OVIder charge ·:,-hi1e loc.ding e.rnnn.mition 1\_ __ ;~:L:.-: -.._. 
8 nain batter~J 11agazines were flooded. Loadine; continued aft and Jre_;_')arations 
n-1.ade to renove _JOI:rder forward. Shi ') sust.ain.~ci no deJ11age to instc-:llations 
or equi·xnent beyond ca )acity of shi >JS force to re )air. Late renort frorn. 
TOV~:\H 2.s of 1715 indicates ship still fast and -loundinp; badly. Deoartures 
for the day included ComBatDiv 3 in ID.li-f(J Co~:t?hibG-rp 1 in ESrJ.l~S E.11T T ,_l_;T C.AI.J.F 
- II~i ... I.~· .[~OI~ JIC ".lLILI.L~ de·Jarted 1300 for GU 11J: and BILc=a l~·o ITL ti·1D B"1Y •!JIT STAtJ"L"SY 
C~tO.SL~Y TISD4JJ--~~ deDarted for U~~ITEI. ?ara. N2.val air activities consisted of 
stril~~:es in su··)oort-- of troops by fast carriers of TF 58 .:md evEs of TG 52.1. 
Search fli3ht~-- rrere ~-rtade by _.iB; ~s \!rith si:;hting of 1 D:S at 1335 on course Z/0 
speed 15 33-30N 135-30~. Iloutine ASP was flo-.rn by PBHs. -;:nemy air activity 
-rras linri.ted to 1 high flying ~;L.1.no approaching to ~.rithin 80 miles of vKIITAIA 
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froEl the vrest at 1330. No interce};tion and no de..:J.age . Tonight 9 snall raids 
ap:)roached. Torpedoes drop.ped at 9ickets a~Jparently uithout result . Para. 
~Ieather light scattered to broken clouds . ::ind northerly 20 to 25 knots . 
Visibility 5 to 10 rniles. 77th Div not eni;loyed at I.,· SI·IL =-~ landing H.~GUSHI . 
End of Summary. 
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21 1000/1 COMGEN 10THARMY to CTF 51 info CINCPOA BOTH HQ, COM5THFLT 

21 1630 

Operations sununary nwnber 59 situation as of 21 SLFSH 10001. 111 
Phib Corps. 4th RCT and 5th ROT of the 6th Mar Div yesterday 
reduced the enenw pocket previously reported and advanced to the 
northern shore of MOYOBU PENINSUL~. Light infiltration on 6th 
Mar Div rear areas during night. Plan for today mopping up. 
Marine amph rin Bn patrols returned from reconnaissance of SESOKO 
SHIMA (9423) and YAGACHI SHIMA (1026) during early hours today. 
Preliminary report islands lightly held. 24th Corps. Reported 
quiet last night only sporadic artillery and mortar with minor 
endeavors to infiltrate except in 7th Div zone where infiltration 
was heavy and being mopped up today. Corps continued attack this 
morning at 0630. 77th Di v. Enemy continued to offer strong re-
sistance from PINNACLE and town at TA 87326 has secured island 
except PINNACLE and town which is being worked over today. Air-
fields Kadena 5 and Yontan 6 were subjected to 4 air attacks du-
ring night. AAA reports 2 enemy planes probably destroyed. 1 
AAA S/L was damaged. At 2050 unknown number of enemy bombs fell 
in the TAF area. Drake field was strafed damaging 2 hellcats, 1 
off FlJ! KIA 3 OFF 12 EM WIA. Between 210330 and 210530 enemy 
shelled Ruby field with 15 rounds destroyed 1 Corsair and damaged 
another. Drake field was also shelled during same hours with 11-
15 shells. No reported damage. Minna Shima was shelled at 200755 
with 20 to 40 rounds HE and WA. KIA 14 !! WIA damaged 1 howitzer 
and 5 vehicles. Source of fire is being investigated. 

CG lOTH ARMY to CTF 51 info CINCPOA BOTH HQ, COM5THFLT 

Operations summary number 60 situation as of 21/1600 I(-9). 77 
Inf Di v. At 1025 I today the American Flag was raised on IEGUSUGU 
YAMA, the pinnacle which has been the center of resistance on IE 
SHIMA. It was estimated that 200 to 300 J aps remained in caves on 
this pinnacle at that time, some of the caves 3 stories deep. The 
77 Div expected to have all resistance cleaned out today. CG 77 
Div described the fighting as the bitterest he has ever witnessed. 
9 Com APO Geo 45, has been directed to commence Base Development 
3rd Phib Corps. All organized resistance on MOTOBU PENINSULA has 
ceased. No major changes in position since previous report. 29th 
and 4th RCTS of 6th MarDiv remain on Northern shore of MOTOBU 
(0928 to 9631) which position was reached last night. Latest report 
active patrolling today has produced no enemy contacts. Total 3rd 
Phib Corps casualties to 2400 19 April KIA 266 WTA 1125, MIA 4, NBC 
1043, total 2438. Enemy KIA 2591, PO~ 244, Civilians in area 67305. 
24th Corps. Bitter fighting continued vdth only small gains reported. 
Hill 17B in front of 7th Div continues to be a major obstacle, crags 
and small hills blocking the approach to hill 178 have changed hands 
several times. At 11~UOO a 2nd enemy counterattack was repulsed in 
zone of 3rd Bn 23831, 96th Div, 150 Japs werekilled. It ls estimated 
Corps now ha.s2to 3 U/F and with present unloading rated should be 
able to maintain this level. 
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Sunm1ary 43 as of 221200. Fire SU!JDOrt t:hi·o·1ghout the 11ight vras furnished 
2l~th Corps by 1 CA 2 CL 4 DD frow t-J1e E and froH the .. If by 5 OBB 1 CA 3 dd. 
Of these shi "JS 2 DD ih OBB and 1 CA were in general sup Jort in addition to 
direct sup-:Jort assignment. 1 DD rlas in support of 3rdPhibCbrps. Night fire 
missions consisted mainly of harrassing ar1d illumination. 1 OBB l CL 3 DD 
are replenishing anrr~unition. CROlrrER reports Kate or Jill attacked 211212 
with torpedo in screening station A38A. Torpedo missed. Plane hit possibly 
splashed. During air raid last night R ,a SUZSEHS in screening station A33 
reported hostile plane dropping 1Nindov-r about 2042. 20L1.7 tor~)edo was drop-
ped 500 yards on port beam from altitude of 25 feet. Su.£S:::!TS maneuvered 
radically evading torpedo. Plane uas taken under fire and reported hit 
in fuselage. CROUT:::::R in s-tation A38 was tmder air attack at 2200 on 2nd 
rtU1 plane dropped torpedo at 6"00 yards r,rhich missed, plane taken under 
fire ar1d hit ?robably destroyed. IT!:LLORiiN in area B7-S S>J of T'JZ.'i.JI.L:. JST'fO 
took bogey under fire about 2130. Torpedo dro})ped but missed. BI~a:TN in RP4 
SADSWORTH in RP 10 and CO',T3LL in RP 1 were under hostile attack by single 
planes about same time and PUTNAT l by 3 planes. PU'l'N ~JJ.i splashed 1 nnd BI-t0,•1N 
1\.ND PUTNAM 1 betw·een them. No damage to ships. LCS 31 splashed l Val 2255. 
TOLI~i.l'J previously reported aground is still fast on reef flooded dorrn hard 
to -:Jrevent Dounding. Salvase o-Jerations continue ex_9ect to attem:-,t to re-
float on 24th. ltinesweeping of channel and transJort areas and area Ql 
around TA 9583 and 9279 Vlere completed. LCS 34 reports sinking floating 
object possible r.Line on RP sta 10 at 1900 21st. Casualties to LCS 51 dam-
aged 16th now reported as 2 '.;I_l. liDT 16 has corapleted reconnaissance of 
TA 9725 MOTOBU area finding excellent v'rell ·Jrotected harbor for small craft 
deep channel ap-')roach capable of docking 2 LSTs at a t:i.Jne. It is planned 
to establish boat pool this harbor. H.enairs to l~~r net KE:B.A.L::..·~ now completed. 
FOJ.ill!;S'J.l yesterda.y recovered body froa sea identified by clothing r.-1-arks as 

C -~.- PIIILI~PS but ship un1moun. Buried at sea 26-36 N 127-31 E. Para. 
Planes from CVEs of TG 52.1 fast carriers of TF 58 and shore based air of 
TG 99.2 gave direct su:;_Jport to ground troops. ~ .SHTIL\ was strafed bJr L~ 
fighters at 1130, No activity noted. Search,: fli.:;hts were made by PB:Ms from 
1rt:GR..;J·.'l:A. ~~t 0135 2 DD vrere sighted at 31-26N 124-09 E course 000 speed 15. 
ASP was conducted by ?Bl~s. TU:L_\GI on antisub svvee, of shipping lanes -t;,o SE. 
No contacts. Destroyed 2 nLi .. nes 2.3-38 and 130-17. Hostile air attacks occurre 
between 19Lr.O and 2305 and from 0040 to 0250 ~;ith ~Jlanes apnroaching from N 
and ~~ in numerous srr.J.all groups. Results above plus F6FN night fi.~;hter 
shot dovm l tmidcntifiecl olane 90 rniles from OKil'-J.;,JA. Plane losses occurred 
at 0710 ~rhen 1 F1f from j:Jfi.i-tCUS IbLAND Collided ~:rith PM from SAI1.G2NT Bl.Y. 
Both planes crashed burned. I~lots presumed lost. Rescue of pilot reported 
dmvned near Siu:I:.-::1Ir :~.A )revlous sw~m1ary vras r.1ade by sub prior to arrival of 
Dw11bo. 1~:1 Sqcln now esta;Jlished on N tip of OKINA ,j_ are controlling part 
of CJ.P. Entire shore based radar reporting unit is non tied by a force 
flagship CIC. Strip for observe"tion aircraft novr established on I~ SHill\ 
in TA 85340. End of Swnrnary. 

0'Jerations SUJ:1ma~J 61 as of 221200. 3rdPhibCor~Js. r uiet night. 6thEarDiv 
reconnoitered s-=::SOKO ;~JiL"' ~ 9423 no enemy encountered. ~-~arines moved 1 Bn 
b~t motor to .. ~S .. ~ 0119 embarked 23 t;ril for attack on S~.SOKO. rlenainder 29th 
moved to ['OC-UCHI 9725. 6thHarDi v today reconnoiters Y.AGJ.CHI SHJ:~ \. So"ne 
enemy sni,?inz clurin[J; ni2~ht tmits near base of "~G.L1 0JU -? .,NINSUL ... no further 
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details. Patrols eliminating remnants of 150 enemy U'.DO force 0918-1018. 
S\.Jitchboard in S800G attacl:ed last night st:"'ength unlmovvn our casualties 
KL\ 3 ·.!I/ .. l in Iu.ncl by 0130. Bonb dror> ')ed near 6tblk1.rDiv CP during night 
no casualties. 3lerJJ.ents lst ~ .. :arDiv toc:ayoccupied TAiffi BAlJ.lL.-qE from which 
base )atrols H:S.:UIX1-H.:J,~:'J1IK:~-IIG 01-IL:~£11.. . 2l1-th Cor·;::>s front lines as of 220700 
7 Div 8376Q'ld 8375SJ 837SHNT 8375-SX 8374DE 8474HIJ:IT-J 85741 G~.Lqs T 6 Div 8176GS') 
8276RV1JXT 27 Div 7776 .. illHI G 7876KQJSTS. Enemy defensive position consists 
of mutually sui'})orting concrete 811d earthern pillboxes and dugouts inter-
laced trenches. J aps throw grenades and satchel charges when our troops at-
tack. DD fire house XFHACJN Jtme Bug QQ. Internrl. ttent arty fire during night 
most sectors 106-165 CPs excensive shelling betv·reen 2200-2400. !~t 2318 l[S?th 
Inf re·:)ulsed conterattack Corps continues attack today capture high eround 
adjust lines 27th Div cleans U:tJ KAIU.:x:u and vicinity. At 2319 165th received 
coutnerattack su.~~1orted by FAP art~:r 27th ·Div arty took under fire. ~.fires 
out to all R~Tis JO~I:.S radios out no further info. Both ?ontoon and bailey 
bridges in 7978 destroyed by Jap fire during night. 3.nemy counterattacked 
l05th at 0615 today no further report. 24th Corps casualties ~;eriod 192h00 
20211-00 ri.:i 97 ~:Il ?l~5 :aA 92 NBC 123 Cor;>s casualti~s to da..te KIA 817 -JI.A 
41-1-83 HIL 217 NBC 2542 total casualties to 202L~OO 5527. Strength of comm.and 
202h00 7th Div 13857 96th Div 12540 27th Div 14240 Corps T:es 16573. Jap 
casualties 24th Cor=Js KL~~ ll738 I'W Z1 civilian 293~-2. IsCom du.rnps novr con-
tain approxirn.a.teJ:-y 10 days rations fo::: .. units ashore. All routes in area 
being widened and surfaced provide 2 way allvJ'eather roads progressing 
satisfactor.y. DRM{E Field hit by 3 Bonys at 212005 1 plane drum.ged 1 
officer 3 enlisted men slightly vrounded again hit 210245 no damage reported. 
At 0300 l:AG fighter reported splash l Betty N of OKINA~.A. 

22 1315 CTF 51 to COI:I5TJ:-T i'LT Info CII'-TCP.",.C BCJTH, 5THFL'r. 

S'ulnma!"J 44 as of 221800. Surface activities for the day included naval gun-
fire sup~ort to 3rdPhibCorps by 1 DD 2L,..th Corps from the E by l CA 2 CL 4 DD 
ax1d from the ~V by 2 C.A 3 DD. S'r LOUIS re -)orts eood effect on caves trenches 
and emplacements vrith 9 inch gunfire. 1-LULORAN reports that for the )ast 2 
niehts bogies have dro~Jped float flct.res W of ZII:RA.!~A. The follovdng types 
departed for SAIP 'J~ today: 5 AFA 1 APH 5 PJ~~ 2 XAP 3 X..A.K 2 DD 2 DE 2 .1\.PD. 
Para. N<::.val air activity consisted of direct air support to troops by fast 
carriers of TF 58 and CVEs of TG 52.1. TG 52.1 again struck Sj.I\I.SHI:L:l GUNTO 
today • Result-s of strike on ISHIG.i\KI by TU 52.1.3 on 21 April shO\V runways 
dis )ersal areas buildings cu1d gun emplacements hit • Night hecklers sip)1ted 
Zekes airborne. Later burned 1 on gronnd. Routine search fli.::;hts ,'1nd ASP 
was flovvn by DB:~s . 2L:. TBMs of ~.ITB 232 landed at Kadena Field 1430 and 1600 
l,_ F5 )lanes la,nded at YOETPJ\J Field belon;:sing to TG 99 .2. Our 1)lane losses 
uere : - 1 YC?.KTO.-J': TB~: crash landed in water off uestern OKINA.:_\ a,t J220. 
Ehemy air attac ::s from 1?1:.0 to 1950 22 A)ril. Est.i1.1ate 80 p_lanes in 11 raids 
a~x)roached OI~I~L;.·.·rA. Early raids carne fro:;n. N latter ones from. ~1. 35 planes 

"- • 1 ...., •T"' 10 1 1 • ,. 1- • s··,u· "'eJC' 2 Ai'TCIQ~'' "JD estl!-::Lated shot dmrn oy v/u---, oy S~lrJs crecu·cln~~ ·, ;:;.,,j .. 'oo - ~ ~.;, .. o !M ~,.\l 

D . ..::i:T~:ITY jointly 2 Vals ·:1 ~DE; OR1li 1 Val HlfD:::lJU 1 SH.\Y 1 ·.IIC:~S 2 s·ill ~ tE/l,RO~: 1 
Betty. Shi -Js hit by suiciders: ISH..iR OOD in screen had fire and e:A.rtinguished 
it .. 1 de Jth charge eA.'"'Jloded. 20 JIA. Proceeded under oTm )ower to lCDR.Al1A. 
S.I J.LG. ca"Jsized c:.nd sin1:ing. ~GCE:> in :i.PS 11,_ unre·)orted cla.ntage. ROOKS 15 mi. 
:! lq_GUSHI beaches re'')Orted bomb misses ~1er area · •.. JJS .. C.~lTII near :niss. Ci\P re-
;orted Vals jetticoned fixed landin~~ gear· then 2:ct,acked by our figLters. To-
tal enemy destroyed 49. No further details at this tjJne. Para. ~"feather 
Jartly cloudy uit.h visibility 10 miles . rl'en Jerature ,~verage 72 degrees~ 

':i'ind 1r:G to S3 10 knots . Slir:ht sea. 
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23 0?50 

Ops Sum 62 as of 221700. Japs op )osing 24th Corps are resisting vrith deadly 
tenacity assaults of -Lhe cor) s. Enemy _)ositions Jrotected every conceivable 
a )~Jroach deeply entrenchec nith numerous pillboxes and caves. Activity today 
raainly devoted to cor:1.bat ~Jatrolling ·with attem"Jts to 1robe :1illboxes mopping 
U~J rear areas from i11filtrations last night and early this morning together 
·with readjustine Div lines. Para. In the 7th Div ZA early this afternoon 
an assault of ROCKY ?EJ.K by a double envelopment of 2 companies was repulsed 
by terrific enemy fire of all types. Arty fire by heavy tanks ineffective. 
Troops were reor£anized and a concerted effort l.qunched utilizing Inf, 2 
?lats uediuJ~1 tad-:s and flame throwers sup)Ol-rted by l55m.m HovJitzers from po-
sitions only 800 yards to the rear. Resistance continues heavy and determined 
No further report of ~ rogress this ·Jhase available. ParD .• Caves in 7th Div 
zone have been explored found to contain bodies of many Japs. 1 cave con-
tained 100 another 200 another 50. Apparently majority killed by arty fire 
and 0laced in caves instead of bur"ifing. Para . Troops cleaning up Kl\Y.lZU 
area re )Orted advancinz slowly early this afternoon against rifle mortar 
fire. ICU\AZU RIDGE r;hich had been fought over bitterly for 2 weeks still 
occupied by nwnbe:r of deeply dug in Japs. 27th Div is rrorking on ~· Jap 
occupation of ridge gives a-nall saleint and observation into our lines. 
Para. 3rdPhibCorps at 1420 6thMarDiv re"Jorted lst Bn 22nd :;arined had killed 
6 Japs and sighted nain body of enemy force estirnated 150 vicinity J1~17 enen 
Trithd.ravring H lst Bn is in Dtu·suit. Pc.ra. Landing o ;erations age,inst S2Sor-co 
SHI~L comr.c~enced at J200 v·rith landing of A:'T:td RCIT Bn and lst .t\ ... 't'TI ;l:ITR.:~ .. c BN. 
At 1340 our forces -w·ere half v.:ay across the isl<:u1d. 6th ?J.arDi v plans landing 
operation on KOU?J: [J-II ·.',. on 230600. Para . CTF 51 :1as requested permanent 
:?Ort organization assmne control all tu1loading at OIITNX:A exce_)t those on 
IIAGUCHI beaches and I~ ;SHT '";l NAGO :v.lJ areas. Para. Fair ·w-eather and good 
nnloading conditions C}..'"flected nntil. 24 Anril Trith viinds slmvly shifting to 
I\J'"E. Para. Assault shipping 77th Div is 22% nnloaded. Para. I~~ SHD.1A was 
declared secure at 211025 nith only mop·)ing up to do and completing Phase 2. 

CTF 51 to C01i5THFLT INF? CTNC?AC BOTH, 5THFLT. 

Swnmary 45 as of 231200. Demands for nnval gunfire support have decreased 
since completion of Phase 2 operation. CG 3rdPhibCorps states no further 
need for naval gunfire support and eJQressed appreciation for excellent 
work of fire support ships. Fire SU ");._Jort to 2hth Corps yesterday was fur-
nished by cruisers ctnd destroyers only. From the E direct support was 
had by 1 CA 2 CL 3 DD and from the ~·r by 3 CA 1 CL 4 DD Trith 1 C..t.~ 1 DD har-
rassing and illuminating southern OKI!U.'Ji'A airfields and boatpens. Results 
of yesterdays gunfire indicate direct hits on P. .. I\ em _)lacements various 
dum-os trenches blockhouses and caves effective]y covered by fire. To 
0repare against 0robable air attacks in force yesterday evening no cover-
ing force was deDloyed. All OBEs vrere anchored in smoke cover 0nd cover-
ing force screen assi[lled to inner screen trans_·-')ort area. AmDlifying in-
formation on last nights a ir raid sholilS the following: IS.tr~Ff .. ''OOD .. reviously 
r eported as hit by suicider novr re,;orts that after engine room machine 
shop r)Qrt shaft a.Lley floodedo Ship proceeded to I. ~3.AJ>L\ under mm ··;ower. 
1-LLIJ-.~ ?.AN and D ~L0ITY rescued lt- survivors. Preliminary casualty report 30 
I:IA 25 ,JIA 13 :.I.:.I. IDS )reviously reported hit by suicider now identified 
as ··,cs 15 and sanlc in 3 111.inutes . LCS 37 did excellent job resauing 25 by 
line and ladder includ.i..nc 5 badly ·hounded • . ifter first aid transferred 
6 officers 50 ~- inclucLi..nr; 6 seriously ·,, oun.ded survivors to V~~H V u,~·~:~l;BU.~tTH 

d - · 195 :) Tl- • ', t 16 ' 11 ' .,..->(., n C ~v TY ' ('' · J · • ~ .-J·· · ·-"' d an J...n.). . • h.e_._-;or u ~s -cna . u ,:.._..;.j; • ..r n :r_...___,__J_ . >J __.v.~..L. •. ~.. - _\.J .AJ •• • d. )6i'I ome 
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excellent rescue job of 105 survivors of sunken s;1Ail.fJ J includinc caDtain 
a.nd 7 officers, only l reported ~~I '~. Cas:1alties and survivors transferred 
to :enr: ~:.:;y and IJAT11.0l\ .:_ vdth 1 CE 855 renderin,:s e:.:::cellent assistance. ~·:.:\DS~ 
-. OJTH re ··)orts not hit but near rniss by splashed plane v.rhich fell 15 feet 
on starboard beam causing 6 snmll holes above Traterline. Shi) fully opera-
tional. l .:r.:1.. C~12~~r:::-· ~i on Sta. A38 at 20hS re.LJorted s~11all bomb drop)ed 300 
yards off ')ort quarter by hostile plane. Ho da.inace. CC .. ~'LL in RP 1 hit in 
jackstaff by suicide Val which missed ship and crashed. No dalilage. HUDSON 
enroute to transport area from RP 12 hit by suicide Val ·which e;lanced 
off forecastle and crashed with no damage to ship. l diA. s:~DEflSTROI:~I had 
suicider crash close aboard. No darna.ge. l n1~'1 overboard recovered at 1929. 
SH3A in screen station B24 at 1936 received superficial daJtBge from ~.n 
ex:plosion of bonb or torpedo from hostile 'f'Jlane crashine 25 f::.et off port 
beam. 2 .. I.~,.. J~2~0ITY at K.::-i..i;l/. had tor~Jedo miss uith no damao-e at 1000. 
At 2328 LCI 803 si~:htinc; raft in TA 9232 :8 of I~ SETI.l.A ~tmnt alongside and 
took 6 enenw )rivates l L-eo prisoner. ·1 -.J Su~E.>]~S in sta A33 sighted horned 
mine at 0744. Took u...~der rifle fire with contact lost . LCS l4 reported 
mine cauc-;ht in her 2.nchor chain osition 1 and 1/2 miles ·.i of H ~GU:.SEI 
berth I-Il82 at 09Z722 _ ?)ril. !Jine dis.)osal officer des-;atched and cleared 
rnine at 2100 ., 51.19 reports l011er entrance K_·~ -l~GUSUKU .u;r: cleared and laree 
sections of bay also chec~ced by s..reeps. BH.O~'lN beaches a11d ap"'Jroach from 
sr-:Itl. ~c:.zorrs Tf\. 9178 sounded and swe··Jt ni th negative results. Channels 
and trans;Jort area swept. :i~ntrance at TA 9663 in area Ql clea.r •. All nega-
tive. l.Jo change in ~OLrt~.lJ\I previously reuorted grounded. ST_U'l:[i!.!~Y previously 
drunaged has now been re~aired and has reported to CTF 51 and been assi@1ed 
to duty in screen. Naval casualties reported by 105 ships are: 582 KI.i. 
1575 .li..:l 623 MIA total 2780. Para. Naval air operations include direct 
support by CVEs of TG 52.1 fast carriers of TF 58. .Strafing attack on 
KUHE SI-II:_\ hit 1 camouflaged Oscar burning it. Exploded mines on beach. 
TG 52.1 at tacking SA:uSHTI.IA GUNTO on 22nd dusk strike found 24 planes 
turnint:; up for take off on NOBAR..t\. field. Bombs rockets and strafing de-
stroyed 15 plus ma.ny personnel. 5 airborne Oscars shot dovvn over NOBAJA 
and 4 more Oscars shot donn over ISHIGJ.KI. Search flights were made by 
PBMs . Between 2200 and OlOO sie;hted several enemy freighters Yvith escort 
general area 32-00 N 133-00E. S;Jecial search by Dumbo PBM arom1d radar 
picket station l4 for survivors v;ras negative. At 1030 PBH Dtun.JJo landed at 
.;;}{12.L'_·.:m l10Dft..SilliTS/'.KI 10 miles S of north tip OIITH~·._ .. A to bring off badly 
v.rounded liarine for hosDitalization. Routine ASP was flovm by PBYS. Addition-
al information on enemY air attack evening 22nd reveals fighter-total now 
32 by TG 99 . 2 and 5 by fast carriers. Shi=os 1:lhich shot aown planes not 
previously re~Jorted: CG 1~LL, Incj~, DALY. Grand total 54. 

23 1125 CTF 51 to COMY1'IIFLT In· o CI;\!CPAC BOTH, 5TH:C'~T. 

SumLary 4.6 as of 231800. Grmfire support was furnished to 24th Corps 
throughout the day by 1 CA l CL 2 DD firine; from the ,f and l OBB 1 CJ 1 
G~ 2 DD from the E. General sup~)ort v;as provided by 2 OBB 1 CA 1 CL. 
P.nl.rrlUl:rl.tion situation is excellent r i t h replenislunent continuing satis-
fact orily. D:~LY reported 9ossib le ;eriscope vicinity of RP3 at 1400. Plane 
in sector h is i nvestie;ating in collaboration l·lith D'\LY . Correct I SH £R :OOD 
cas·~1alty report non sholHS 27 IIT.\ 25 '.JIA 16 1/IT ·i. and SJATL·.J.: now re_)orting 
9 .. I ·1_ 2 :~I l . ":lara. ·~ir activity for t he 1)eriod com'Jrised direct support 
missions by CVEs of rl1G 52.1 and fast car riers of J:j_"i' 58. i:~ ~~ SII I:: 'L~. was 
again investi (:ated t his afternoon by 4 fli ::;hts of fic~hters. No air 
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activity vras noted but 2 ca.moufla·ged :pl.::ui.es in addition to those previ-
ously re ·)orted c-md 1 boat vrere destroyed. Search flights and ASP nere :m.:.~de 
by PBMs covering all sectors. ~'Bt:s are ·9rovidinG air cover to darnage sub 
SEAHORSE proceeding fron1 29-30 N 133-33 E to GU.'\.i\I. 6 PB4Y privateers of 
TG 50.5 have arrived Yontan Field for duty. At 0700 an F4U of TG 99.2 
shot down 1 V2~ 50 miles NE of BOLO. Our plane losses for the day are: 
1 F4U from TG 99.2 damaged vras aba.iJ.doned. Pilot parachuted l2 miles bear-
ing 225 from Z~ l~.?.l~ at 1359. Rescued by A.::.TI..JEN and on board vrithin ll minutes. 
Pilot of TG 52.1 made water landing 8E of ISI-IIGAKI too late to be rescued 
by Dumbo today. Dumbo will attem~')t rescue day lig..ht tomorrow • Bulk aviation 
gas delive~r from YOGLs to taru(S ashore by pipeline corrunenced today. There 
were no hostile air attacks this afternoon. Para. ',Jeather overcast. Visi-
bility 6 miles. ~~ lind E to SE 8 knots. Temperature average 75 degrees. Sea 
calm. Neglir;ible svmll. End of Summary. 

23 1800 ffiliEN 10 to CTF 51 Info . CCH5':el-]}"'LT, CINCPAC . 

Ops Su.rnm 64 as of 231800. 3rdPhibCorps. Reconnaissance completed H~J\JZA 
SHI.J~.A. 231255 and KOU~U SI-IJJ.lA 231206. No enemy found. Reconnaissance 
H.\J'lWii::fFA SHJ::A in process. 1st Bn 22nd Marines continued mopping up rem-
nants tiDO force TA 1126. Other units no change. Casualties 220001 to 
222400: 1st :-=arDiv KIA 1 'JIJ. 6 HIA 0 l'J3C J:? total 24. 6th Ma.rDiv IITA 1 
.II;. 14 J::IA 0 N3C 43 total 58. 3rdPhibCor~)s troust 93 .1IA 6 HIA 1 NBC 1 
total ll. 24 Cor:~s: Reconnaissance of TSUGEIT oHil'.J.A. be.;un 0930 no re:;:>ort 
results. No chal1ge corps front except capture crag S474. Plan drop unfuzed 
Na,Jalm bombs Y<:.t.J(AZU tonorrovf followed by concentration UP. 96 Div re Jort.s 
naval [~nfire ve~J effect~ve stoppli1g Jap counterattacks. 383 Inf no ad-
vancinghills 8275ABG. 7th Div 1701 took crag 8474A at 1245. Casualties 
220001 to 222400 Cor~)s troops IGA 0 ·:·:r..l 3 :.IT;\ 0 NBC ll~ total 17. 7th Div 
KIA 25 .JI.i 131 ~· IIA 1 N13C 111 total 268. 27th Div KIA 38 ~·;IA 215 1IT .... 59 
=me 84 total 396. 96th Div KI!~ 19 . .'I~~ 71 I.II.\ 3 IT3C 21 total 1J.4. Corps 
runrao 201600 in GF/UF, small arms 20155H 2.95, 155 gLm 2.05, 82H 3.65. 
Casualties enemy up to 310002}J ... TOTAL KIA 13043 P:7 21 1:3 ... lt\:'·~A. KIA 5BS 
HT 172. Total casttalties '..PG 331 :10 222400 KIA 1 .JI~l. 31 =.:r.A 0 NBC 81 
total 113. 

24 0630 CTF 51 to CO?,I5'l1-IF'LT I~~FO CINC~?.-\C 1JOTH, 5Tjfli'J.JT, CC -G~N 10. 

Su.mrn.a.ry No. L.:-7 as of 2lJ-l200. Direct suo')ort was furnished 2hth Cor)S during 
the night from S by l OBB 2 CA ~- DD from the '.'I by 3 OBB 2 CA 1 CL 3 DD • 
1 CA and 2 DD were assi31-ed duty in l\L\.B 1 area. I~"<:cellent re"Jorts on effect-
iveness of naval eunfire included ST LOUIS closed lh caves IL~:L destroyed 
gun em::_;lacer.1enc uith direct hit,s '.tEST VL"LIGNIA destroyed underground stor-
ar:e 2.ncl radio station s.~LT L. ~IC·J C:='TY closed several caves and ~nade m.c1llY 
hits on blockhouses Jill.Joxes and trenches BI&iii·IJ-FU~ : darJaged cam.ou~laged 
i7illl ·""lo sition. Replenishment continues satisi'actorily. fun.LlO situation cood. 
CJ '· -Routine mv-eens of channel and transport a.rea v;ere inade 2nd entrances to 
area Ql checked .. l'tll result s ne ,_:_;;ative. GL.ADL\Tu~.l re;Jorted bombed in sta-
tion B-11 at 230050 no dama ,::e. rroL: ::~1·T naterial condition unchan.ged. Tugs 
took Jull at hi --;h tide but unable to :eefloat ap)<3.rently must 11rait for 
sprin;:; tide.LCI -373 .s;rounded night 2?.-23 on reef S.i I E ,SHI}.)l. ,_·rhile investi-
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;:atin.r.; sus )icious objects. T.~~ ! \l' .\1'-JI toYfed her clr>ar on hi ,~~h tide afternoon 
2;lrd. No daL.a.c;e. ld:, 0[:.00 L1, II'~ T •• ade lJossible submarine sovnd contact 
bearin;; 322 degrees 25 nli.les ~rom BOLO. Attacks nere 1Ilc1.de at 01.;-30 and 

0445 -~.itll ne.:;,ativc resul-~,s • .Search continues. Search on subm.exine contact 
111:~de by A.&1.CN •.'!JJID at 221713 was abandoned -;·;it:1 negative results. D T 
GRI!lll~I sank floatin -: ~ ine oy rifle fire at 0830 bearinz lS'O 27 miles from 
BOLO. =.Iine was s )herical uith 4 .1orns and in sood condition. J:SFF~=--'1.3 de-
stx·oJa:ed 1 mine at 221944 position 23-h? N 126-tJ-6 E. Loading and unloading 
operations proB;ressine smoothly on I~ SHII'LA. All assault ship~)ins has been 
discharged and 50;; of Gro?ac units ashore . 5000 feet south net completed 
and 7 moorings relaid at KERA1.1A.. Revised casuelties on ISIL:rt~JOOD 38 EIA 
30 ·.~I;\ 14 ::u ... Casualties reported to date by 110 ships of TF 51 KL'l. 500 
.~I.A~ 1594 ~:IA 627. Total 2d01. Para. Direct air sup )Ort of troo~)S not fur-
nished today c!_ue to bad ueather. c~\P T.ras maintained but search flights 
,md anti subma:-cine Jatrols were floun by PBLi:s . No in flight contacts were 
reported. 1 PB:i is assistin:~ surface search by IIT .. 'IN for possible submarine 
bearine 322 degrees 25 miles from BOLO . TU 52.1.3 is continuing strikes on 
s: IITSHI:::..S. GUNTO. No enenw air contacts since last report. Tactical air 
observers comnenced o:Jerations from YONTA.:N Field in TB_ s of TG 99.2 re-
lieving TB~.!:s of TG 52.1. Pilot TU 52.1.3 reported in water last nit:;ht SE 
of ISHIKA.HA too lat.e for Durnbo rescue was recovered Dumbo _c!B!l at 07 50 
today. Para. ·leather overcast ·vrith clouds breakint; in afternoon. Scattered 
shovrers. Visibi]_i..ty 6 miles . ToJind 15 Knots fron 300 to OOOx Slip;ht sea. 
Te~·1perat ure averan;e 7 5 degrees. 

CTFf to COM5THFL T info COMGEN 10, CINCPAC BOTH HQ, 5TH FLT. 

Sillllinary Number 49 as of 2524001 (-9). Naval operations for the period 
consisted of reinforcing fire missions in support of 24th Corps during 
afternoon 25 Apri~ by 2 OBB. 1 CL 4 DD operating on east shore and 
by 2 OBB 2 CA 1 CL 3 DD working west shore. During the night 2 OBB 
2 CA 1 CL 4 DD gave direct support to 24th Corps from the east and 2 
CA 2~ CL 3 DD from the west. All fire was under corps control and 
consisted majnly of call fire missions and illuminating fires. Further 
report on gunfire support of 24 April indicates NEW YORK destroyed hostile 
gun and 8 artillery emplacements in TA 79741. WICHITA destroyed 1 2-gun 
emplacement and 1 3-gun battery in TA 8072G. On 25 April COLORADO reports 
destruction of 10 buildings 3 guns and enemy personnel covered effectively.· 
TEXAS closed 6 caves and CALLAGHAN destroyed 1 hostile gun. OFLAHERTY 
had sound contact at 0320 on 25 Apr3.l bearing 130 true 28 miles from 
poiNT REUNION. Unable to majntain contact and rejoined screen at 0435 
because of reduced screen for flight operations. Evaluation possible 
submarine. RALPH TALBOT reports sound contact at 1.\.T 21-,50 North 131-21 
East at 1840 on 24 April. Hunter killer operat1ons in effect. Reports 
so far undetermined. BASS had sonar contact at 1720 25 (10 groups 
missing) 9-34 Bast. Made 2 attacks with negAtive results. Contact 
eveluated as probable sub. PUTNAJ~ sank 1 JH Type mine in position 26-11 
~Torth 128-06 East at 1450. SHEA destroyed 1 horned mine in position 26-47 
Nort~ 128-43 East at 0711. ANZIO Group destroyed 1 mine at 0830 in 
position 25-59 North 133-58 East. Outgoing convoy r eported sighting mine 
in position 25-.00 North 128-26 Bast at 2200. Hydrographic survey MS TH 
IE SBIMA completed 24 Apr i l. ~it:ine sweepint: for the period included channel 
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in B-5 Transport Area ~nd Ql entra~ce and s elected areas rechecked. 
Negative results. Ships by type departed f or SAIPAN 25 April as follows: 
1 APD, 3 AM, 1 PCE, 1 PC, 3 SC , l LCFF, 5 L.ST, 18 LSM. Para. Naval air 
ITQssions conducted CVE'S of Task Group 52.1 Fast Carriers of Task Force §8 
and shore based air of Task Group 99.2 in direct support of troops. During 
the night a nieht heckler mi ssion was flown by a TBM of Task Group 99.2 
over southern OKINAWA. Task Unit 52.1.3 continued neutrclization of 
SAKISHIM._~ GUNTO. Search flights were made by PBM' S from KERA11A BASE and PB4Y'S fron YONTAN. At 1100 2 DE were sighted 30-18 North 128-50 East. 
At 110 and again at 1330 KUSIKAKI radio station was strafed and at 1515 
radio station at G.AGA SHDfi.A lArds bombed and strafed with minor damage. ASP 
patrol was flown by PBM'S. 1'ULAGI Group covered areal around 26-30 North 134-30 East. ANZIO Group made Sono Buoy contact on possible sub 22-08 North 131-2g East and ar8 still working on it. ANZIO plane sighted submarine on 
surface 26-43 North 133-26 East a t 1852/I. Made special attack with results 
unreported. Corr®enced hunter killer. 1 Dumbo PBM was maintained on station 
near SAKISHIMA GUNTO for Task Unit 52.1.3 but no rescues were required. 
There were no hostile air attacks during period but from 0230 to 0445 26 
April several enemy planes approached transport area at low altitude. 
TENNESSEE fired at 1 without results. At 0347 LCS 56 shot down 1 SALLY 
off northeast coast OKINAWA. PARA. Weather mostly cloudy. Wind variable 5 to 6 knots. Temperature average 75 degrees. Visibility 10 to 15 miles. 
Smooth Sea. No appreciable swell of surf. End of Surmnary. 

26 1!100 CC~ :G~:d'T TEN TO CTF 51 I!~~'O Cil'TCPOA BOTH , CG ~2rfJl:=:1! • 

Ops Sum 67 a s of 261000. During t~1e ·1ei·iod 2 51200-2612GO no enemy aircraft 
·were re·Jorted in c:ITI{~'JA a rea. Pa ra. Between 252030-260100 t he eneny 
launched 3 coUi .. ter attac~-~s in grou'1s 20 to 30 men ea ch in 24th Cor9 s zone. 
lUl a t tack s r epu lsed:. Snall enemy 7 oups ffi"11e d rith s atchel c harges and 
Dnd otner ex)losive s continued infilt ration att enDts all a lon:; 2L:-th Cor2JS 
sectorfi. Advances of c300 t o 2000 yards were 1,1ade all alonp; 2Lr.th . Cor~)S 
front. 165 Inf of 27th Div reached the nor thern end of t he airfi elds in 
'l'A 7676E a t 1340 . 105 Inf of 27th Div rea ched its initi al objective in srA 7c..//5 at 1200. ~=ain opposition 27th Div front centered arolu1d bypa s s ed 
::A~-c.~::A . Captured man indicates the enemy 2l1.th and 25th Bns of the 2nd 
Inf Brig op:)os e the. 27th Div. Para. Dlu•ing the night division killed L~ c:md 
c a ""~tured l of e.n infiltrating \)arty and ident,ified the 2/+th Jiv ·iC!J Regt. 
:li~sion of enemy 0atrol Y!T-? s to locate CPs and l{il l lli?]1 rankin~ offic ers 
oi the 7th Div tei'i TJ.lCI()_J ~:r;:~_\CIL~D IBvr.rGH ~.IT..\ by 0?00 . ?atrols all a2.ong t,he 
D~v front c orrcinued to en~ounter and enp;a[Se Sll"l£.11 enemy c;roups. Other· Bns 
of the Di v continued L'..O))in,.::; U~) c_md sealin~~; caves in areas •r eviously by-
U?,.ssed. Para . 96th Div ;:r·-, 1200 1aeetin3 rela.tively heavy mortar a.nd :=G . 
fire . ~·.dvaLce co~Tcinued slouly. . :nemy doc-w·.1'-nr'c s indicate t~12.t Di v 0!1 ··osed bv elenedcs 2L:.th J:-") Div L . Para. Front lines 2L~t;.1 8or_!S sJ, 261600: 27th Div TA 7777 ~'":L 777'/ ~ ICJ 7<5!6 1:- tJ 7875 BJ~ 7975 .3CD~ 96th ~)iv T~\ B075lLJ.SOJ 81?5 _ _.'G · . ./TG 807h0 J 2.sl7l!-.\ 8175:~ 28J:.7l~.O iL 7th Div TA el?L~ ,,·:0~ B274K -Vi 
n-''74T·ry ''""JY'1/ ·;-'r c~oL'1'·, ~·n.~c.,n ·H·r74 P.T ,~r.L·r P)6"'72 ID ~rd-:·hibCor-os· Dvr"in- · the o.~ . .1. L u;; f t-J. _, -.. u !· ;; ~~u ;_ u:; - .u • .~... • • .J ~ ~ • - -;-~u 

ni ~~ht .:1ortc.r J.~ire l'el.l on hC-0 ~ ~!o cr:tsu::.lties d&n::.1c;e re ;oi·ted. 6th = arDiv 
killed 2;; ene:ny :~5 ~Jril .. l .ar:0iv continued atrolli·1._; ,~_nd re Ol'"'ted no , -r • ,.... ~ d ' . l e:'.ei ry c.;.;,cti vity c .:rin ~ Ei ·11t 25-26 . ,. ara . ~.e'1den·. a:LrlleL. no1r o Jeraclona 
e:,:c0 ,t ( ·u--in · r[lj_~ls . .).h 1~1-a.nc davm and dus~.: -~ ~ ~~_, nai:1tai.ned on scheciule ~ 
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2 1700 

1\ 2 ple.ne CA:._) over e2.cl1. of 5 ·"15.c~~et snl_ 1s north of CICC.~.tt.:j_ duri1Y; the day, 
2 ~·ari_ne : .. ven~ers "'l.?iiTG:.:.:ined ni.~!.lt C1 .c' over 2L.th Cor·)S zone di·onnin'~ 100 
bo~tiibs on e~1eny art .. y located i)y _('lash'"'s. ~- pla:~e ~l:i_,··;_-r~ c.-~--.~ re~~~ort~d ~~o el181DJ' 
contacts. CD.sual·l:.ics ;er=..od 250001 to 252L!.OO. 2hth Cor~JS: ;ITA 0 .I.~. 3 
~ ·r_·!. 0 7th InfDi v ::I.\ 19 .I_·.. 7 5 _ :I1.. 0 27th Di v I':I ~ 16 . J.. 119 . ;:r"·~ L;. 77th 
Div 96th Inf D~'-v l.J:.A 2 .. I.~. 28 .i~LJ. 2 3rdPhibCorns L~I1t 0 ~iiA 2 :a:.a 0 lst 
I~arDiv KIA 2 '.:I.\ 3 : ·I.i 0 6th HarDiv KI.l 2 ~JIA 28 ~:IJ. 2 TOT 367. 

27 0849 CO 'G"&J T~;!~:r 13) CrilF 51 Ij\i(? CTECPOA, CU!:YJ-I(k.!• 

0Js Sum1:1 6E5 as of 271700. 24th Cor s: Generally "'uiet ch:trine; night . 7th 
Div received SE12ll axaount 75l~i at 2200. Jan activi-'Gies at KmL' . .XU to area A 
8273 early today broken by artillery fire. Several scattered roJ.nds Jap 
artillery fell in 2LJ.th Cor_Js rear area duri~1g ni,~ht. IJo dana·e reported. 
27th Di v received 200 rolU1ds li::ht and uedirun ':ith some nhi te phosphorus 
'lOTT 'L't. This is 2nd report latter type. Air strils-:e yesterday employing 
2000 and 1000 pom1d bo;.1bs on conical hill 8271 excellent results . Todayrs 
advance ~Jro';;ressed [:)louly :ueetin~ resistance from sce.ttered stron.:?; :::>oints . 
32nd J.1.CT patrols reac:1ed tmm at 8373 !'L aoout noon. 9lst Div attacked 0790 
B' lPP h2.d e.dvanced to J(LJ.l be continued against li~;ht op'Josition. 7th Div 
attacked 0730 at l3j5 enea.-:;ed hand to !:end co ba' .. fighting thru ;)illboxes 
mut .. :ally sup~)ortin:; caves. 27th Div sli>)r'c activity during ::J.ornin0;. e:ctc.c~~ed 
1000 moving l'orrrard slo\;ly some opposition from ~Jillboxes . Front li::1es as 
of 1500 27th Div ?67611 7676 H 78?6 K to H 7875 I to 7975 GK. 96th Div 
0075F to a 8074 :JI..J 7th Div 8Z74 -·: to 8273 l:C 8473 _l to D S574 R 8673 B. 
3rd ?hibCorps qu::..et ni:;ht continued napping up prepares future employment . 
Casualties period 260001- 262400 24th Corps Troops Kr~· 1 ·~!IA 1 i'.=EA 1 NBC 7. 
7th Div :KIA 4 ,,'IA 61 EI:~ 1 NBC 26 . 27th Div [L\ 29 ':·iiA 164 MIA 5 lJBC 23. 
77th Di v hot pr eviously reported XIA 8 :a;~. 13 · I~1Ll 1 J:wC 29 96th Di v !~TA 9 
uT~. 71 !di_ 0 IJBC 13. 3rdPhibCor_ps lillC 6. lst ~.fu.rDiv ~~BC 39. 6th J.~arDiv iiA 

1 :~BC J3. T ... tF r~Irl 2 =~BC 3. AGF 331 :Il 1 :me 3. 53J.D .. L~'.J Brip,ade ICC). 1 . 
T'' 2 1\T"C 1 r<l ·t:, l VI·' 51 I\ ':ill ··,·r.A n "'TBC 1 ......... ~"'-G ')lll t:Q -r 26 

,

. _.l. ..... .u _ • J. o a ..:\ -·- . __ ._ j J. _d_ ~:~. t> 1. __ ob. ..;;;. :r :;. 2£§ . . ~~.Q.;.._. •. .-

. Corsairs r<i_adv JR. of Jdt NIN?~T I~~el,lcats ~JJ.G J" l];.g.9_£3 _of~.£~ .. fhQs a.11d 10 
of 14 F6F7T readyJ of 2L! . • v·enr7ers 18 e..re set ·Fith ni .. ·:ht C .. l.Ps ... lr-1+ Photo F6S 
rea.CLy. Usual ni~ht .0.nc~ dc.y ·)ic::ets r.ith night CADs throughout _>eriod. No 
contacts. VTB fle-(J hec.:ler sorties. l ~ven,ser hit by JV~ do-::n in friendly 
territory ere:; re:1ort.ed Wc.lJdng aTTe.y no fur·t.her info. 4 erou..ncl su1)port mis-
sions by Corso.irs yestel"d<?.y. 

29 0400 CTF 51 to ?OM5THFLT Info CI~CPAC BOTH, COMGEN TEN, 5THFLT. 

Summary No. 52 as of 2a2400. Naval operations for the period comprised 
&Ullf'ire support to 24th Corps by naval vessels in East and West sectors. 
Cruisers, DD' s and sm.al1 craft engaged in .fly catcher missions along both 
coasts. other fire support ships were or~nized for defense against air 
attacks. Results of gunfire support during the period show NmV MEXICO hit 
4 barracks in TA 7570 and various caves and revetments with several hits 
on radio station in TA 7570. Troop concentrations well covered with air · 
bursts. UOBn.E and TENNESSEE reported destrueti ve effect on various caves. 
ST IDUIS and HALL engaged in sraall boat extermination plan covering all 
of enenv held west coast. Reports by ST LOUIS show 9 small boats destroyed 
with HALL destroying 5 and CALLAGHAN 3 suicide boats along NAHA R.EHF • 

- Continued -
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29 0400 CTF 51 SUMMARY NUMBER 52 - CONTINUED. 

LCI(G) 347 destroyed l mticide boat night Zl-28 April. LCS 84 reports 
tactics employed by suicide craft is to lie still until closed by patrol 
craft then to make run past at high speed• CMIN in station BlD at O]JO 
28th reports near miss by bomb or torpedo• RALPH TALBOT now reports 5 KIA 
and 10 WIA. THOMAS E FRASER in station 154 was under attack a.t 200415 by 
Betty which dropped dud banb or aerial torpedo nearby with no damage to 
ship. SAGITTARIOB shot down l enell\1 plane in transport area at 0300 28th. 
LCS 6.3 in area 150 destroyed 1 small craft at 041528 .April. CANADA VICTORY 
tentative ea.S'Ualt7 report shCWis merchant marine personnel U. WIA 7 MIA 
Navy Guard 1 KIA 1.3 WIA 3 MIA Arm:/ 1 MIA. LCI 803 in TA 92.32 at 0.330 2Sth 
had near banb miss with no casualties or damage. ENGLAND in pc)sition 340! 
14 miles from BOLO had near miss b7 stdcider at 2205 28 April. GROUTER at 
station KILLER 4 ll miles N of BOLO report;,s several bogies during night 
Zl-28, showed weals sipa.ls similar to emergency IFF and showed running 
lights. Showing or weals IFF by 2 planes last night shot down by BUTLER 
without loss of aJV" ft-~ftlidlies. I.CS .37 reports damage to steering shaft 
and stern plating fran depth charge in action with suicide boat previous~ 
reported destroyed 0240 28th. PINKLEI which was station ship at KERA.MA hit 
amidships by low f:cying suieide plane at 1928. Severe !ire started burning 
fran bridge aft was soon under control but entire midships gatted. Engine 
room fiooded. Tug alongside pumping out. Last report indicates ship is 
able to provide for her own casualties but others being transferred to 
hospital ship. Captain wounded n~v abourd MT MCKINLEY. Estimate 25 patients 
killed by explosion and fire. WICHITA suffered underwater damage at 2351 
..,., •• ,... ••MMw•Ml•••• 27th while at NAKAGUSUKU WAN. Inspection b7 diver 
reveals small ealiber shell penetrated skin of ship and exploded in fuel 
oil tank. Hole about 5 inches in diame'ber 5 feet underwater port side. 
Probabq came from shore AA. CTG 51.21 reports 21 midget sub discovered 
in TA 0825 te> TA OSZ7. Contained 6 wrecked su.bs and lS tnch torpedo 
without warhead plus maintenance equipment. Jlinesvreeping for 28th consisted 
of routine channel and transport area sweeps. Area in El E2 E4 east of 
OGAN MISAKI REEF completed. Area Hll between lOO and 10 fathoms GtJNVES 
cleared. 1 floating mine smlk in TA 3928 and 1 sunk in TA 5136. Additional 
sweep in area Gl was negative. ELLISON sank drifting horned mine 26-44 N 
128-23 E at 1645 28th. To date 7 ships have reported lflbal of lS WIA fran 
frien~ AA fire during action night 'Zl-28. Indiscriminate firing by ships. 
AA is a d:i.ffieult problem to solve. Para. Our air aeti vi ty for the period 
consisted of direct su.pport to troops by TF ;s TG 52.1 and TG 99.2. Large 
YCAP was maintained over OKINAWA throughout the dq and did a grand job. 
TG 52.1 continues to strike SAKISHIMA GUNTO. The strike of Z7 April lists 
runways hit at NOB.ARA ISHIGAKI MIYARA where la.r1e fires were starlied. 1 
lugger fired 5 luggers strafed IKEMA JIMA. Continuous patrol maintained 
over target area from 0100 to 2100. No activity noted on fields. KUME 
SHIMA was again strafed with no eneBrT activity noted. Search flights were 
made i1 PBMs from KBRAMA BASE and P.B4Ys from Yonta.n who went through 
TSUSHDAA STRAIT with ma.n;r sightings. Several snall ships strafed. At 2242 
27th 6 PBMs in masthead attack of hostile convoy 33-05 N 122-.35E1 made 4 
hits with 500 pound bombs at lllABME 1 DE was sighted 3.3-52 N 12~1SB. At 
115.5 1 SB 1 SA 1 FTC sighted .34-.34N 128-00E. At 1220 convoy of ll18.D1' small 
ships si&hted .34-43If 1.2lr28E course 000. Speeial flight sent to track 
and strike. Night of 2$-29 10 PB2Ys with bombs and torpedoes attacked shi:p-
ping in SHIMONOSEKI STRAIT • ASP fiown by PBMs in OKINAWA area with no 
contacts reported. Jgnergeney landing WFQFP now available on IE SHDU and 
is the north .3~000 feet of the east strip surfaced in eastern half bears 
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29 0400 CTF 51 SUMMARY NUMBER 52 - CONTINUED • 

045-225. Enenv air attacks fB the period covered by special report. Ad-· 
ditional information since that report increases enel01' planes destroyed by 
CAP totals 7 4 for a grand total of 104. Para. Weather scattered clouds 
with 2/l!J cumulus few alto cumulus and cirrus clouds. Wind easterl;r S 
lmots. Visibility 15 miles. Temperature average 73 degrees. Slight 
sea no swell. 

30 0330 OTF 51 to ~OM5THFLT INFO CINCPAC BOTH,5THFLT, COMG:m TEN. 

SWnma.ry No. 53 as of 292400. Naval surface operations consisted of gunfire 
support by battleships cruisers and destroyers. 24th Corps operating in 
both east and west sectors. Destroyers and cruisers continued f~ catcher 
operations on both coasts. The remaining tire support ships were assigned 
for defense against air attack in transport area. Reports of' naval gunfire 
show suicide boat pens in NAHA area hit 7 small boats destroyed and 6 damaged 
fires started in various area large explosions .followed hit on cave in TA 
7673 K and NAHA Airfield interdicted at dusk and dawn. Transport area was 
smoked for 4 hours and 35 minutes during the night. There has been heavy 
expenditure .tog oil during past 3 ~s equal to 10 days normal operating 
expedniture. Ammlllliiioa situation is good with satis£acto17 replenishment. 
Amplifying reports from '!WIGGS show attack pressed home by 2 groups of 5 
to 6 hostile planes. Initial detecition at 32000 ,-ards and taken under fire 
at 12000 yards. Suiciders all under heavy fire as they coDID.enced to dive 
from 2000 to ,3000 feet. Damage to ship caused by' near miss. Ship maneuv-
ered. at high speed. At 2150 28th PAKANA in position 353T 10.5 miles !rom 
BOLO was under torpedo attack by low f'l\rini plane whose approach was not · 
detected until release of torpedo close aboard. Plane strafed caaing in., 
1 3-inch salvo exploded near plane without resUlt. Torpedo missed. LCI(R) 
770 on station sou.th channel entrance to KERAMA RETTO was attacked by lOW' 
f~g Val at 0051 28th. Bomb hit deck richoohetted and exploded 50 yards 
off port beam with superficial damage to liCI and no casualties. BUI'LER 
during air action night 28th received da.mage to hull pierced above waterline 
near stern and minesweeping gear winches and magnetic tail rail damaged by 
near miss of suicider • 6 WIA. However the BUTLER splashed 5 planes. Ships 
damaged during air attack of last night additional. to previous reports were: 
SHANNON slight~ damaged when bogey splashed close aboard. Fire control 
radar out. BENNION in RP 1 with minor damage when bogey dove through rig-
ging. SS HALL YOUNG off IE SHJID. at 0401 hit in #5 hatch by suicider. Fire 
started but was reported under control. Minesweeping included transport 
and channel sweeps. Areas Hl and G2 completed. All with negative results. 
Units 14 and 1.8 remained in transport area during the night as emergency 
units. LSM 109 in RP 4 at 0245 28th, sank 1 mine in 26-26N 12S-.37 E and 
1 in 26-41 N 12S-40 E at 0647 • PAUL G BAKER sank 1 floating mine at 0740 
29th in TA 6644. GroPae 12 fran IE SHIMA reports that good progress is 
being made developing beach and harbor installations with unloading st~adil3" 
accelerating. Pontoon causew~s have been installed NAGE WAN a.nd approaches • . 
Para. Air operations consisted of direct support to troops b,y TF 5S TG 99.2 
and TG 62.1. Continuous CAP was maintained both day and night • In addition 
to close support mis sions enenw small boats and fuel dumps and truck were 
specifie targets. TU 52.1.3 struck SAKISHIMA GUNTO. Report as of 28th indi-
cates TU 52.1.1 HRNK Y banbed rocketted and strafed rumtays and dispersal 
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30 0330 CTR 5~ SUMMARY NO, 53 - CONTINUED, 

areas, Fuel dumps were set on fire AA gun emplacements buildings and radio 
facilities were hit A~iOBARA. Hangars and buildings attacked, 2 Zekes 
and 1 Oscar shot dcwm by CVE CAP. Search flights were conducted by PBMs 
and PB4~s from KERAM.A and PB4Ys from Yontan RQ. PB4Ys made dusk sweep 
TSUSHD!A STRAIT sighting 1 freighter transport 1 FTC 1 SB KRAYPNT 3 2 
stack at ll05 N 34-15 N 129-40 E. At 1130 attacked 1 sn. Left burning 
and in sinking condition at 29-00 N 121-35 E. ASP was .flown by' TBMs arotmd 
OKINAWA area with 1 TBM .from TG 52.1 over CHE YHCRORQCE. These TBJ:' ASP 
planes are effective and are doing an excellent piece ,..._ of work. TULAGI 
group operated in shipping lanes to southeast • TBMs engaged in hunter kil-
ler SO miles bearing 'Z'/0 fran COTO. Enenw air attacks: At 0610 LCS ~ in 
RP 2 shot davn 1 hostile plane. From 1700 to 1745 planes approached -from 
east in 3 raids possibly part of a group which had attacked carriers. 
BCWERS shot down .3 COVUELL 1 and 1 by CAP fran RANDOLHi. From 2100-2~ 
some 15 planes in 5 raids approaching .from the north. There was no damage 
to our forces and no ene!l\Y shot down. From 233D-0120 and again ~frcm 
0210 to 0550 approximate~ 30 planes in 10 raids were over the area. 
Night fighters shot dawn 1 plane. Ships gunfire accounted for others as 
foll<JYs: BENNION 2 CROUTER STANLEY TATTNALL SHANNON LCS lS 1 each. Shore 
basecl AA brought down 1. Total 10 eneii\f destroyed. Later reports of air 
action for night 27-22 April shows AARON WARD shot dovm 2 this brings total 
29 enezq destroyed including suiciders. Planes shot down on night of 28-29 
and not previouslj" reported are: WADSWORTH 2 TWIGGS 2 DALY 4 ST GEORGE 2 
LCS 21 1 LCS 31 1. Revised CAP scores are TF 58 1.3 TG 99,21 .36 TG 52.1 9 
for a total of ;a by CAP, Grand total including suieiders 100. OUr plane 
losses were: 1 F4J.J from. KADEN! Field shot down by AA over OKINAWA. Pilot 
made water landing and rescued by LCS 63. other rescues were 1 fighter pilot 
from BUNKER HilL reseued by ICS 11 at 1700 2~h and 1 air crewman from 
SHANGRI LA TBM who I=Qrachut ed from burning plane a.nd was rescued by Dumbo 
at 1128 5 miles soUth KIKAI. Dumbo then taxied 4 miles to rescue 2 airmen 
of SH.ANGRI LA SB2C. These planes had been lost due to enem;y AA. Dumbo 
was under fire during rescue. Special photo missioo was flown by F5 planes 
over BATENOO and NAHA for purpose of locating suicide boat hideouts. Para. 
Weather partly clou<\)r with scattered clouds. Easter~ winds 8 to l2 lmots. 
Good visibility 20 miles. Temperature average 75 degrees. Calm rippled 
sea. Negligible swell and surf. 

04 0902 COMGEN TEN TO CTF 51 CINCPAC OOTH INFO C<Jl5THFLT, COMDEI' TEN, ~ ... 
- ..!!-._".• .- · ~ 

OpSum 75 041500. 'Nite 3-4 May Japs ATENIED 4 counterlandings 040230. 
Hit TA 7575 DTA 7778 MTA 8280 BTA 8673D last repulsed, others being liq-
uidated, 2 R!fs Eng, Ship. Regt, stated expedition embarked YONABARU TOvVN 
mission destroy our arty posns rear area. Para. Est 600 Japs participated 
many ld.lled on reefs or while swimming ashore. Elements 7th Mar Regt 
ld.lled 200 Japs, 150 contained TA 7575DE. BJS elements 1st MarDiv continue 
mop up on remnant. Undetermined number landing craft sunk. Remainder destroy-
ed or abandoned on beaches. Para. Front lines 1st MarDiv ANB 300 yards on 
left and 200 yards on right flank. Para, Est 150 enemy counterattack 77th 
Div right 031630. Broken up within hour, Div lett received approx 150 rounds 
enemy mortar fire during night including areas of clearing stas and CPs. 
Para. Heavy .fire front 7th Div night 3-4. Arty fire disorganized Jap counter-
attacks this morning. Little progress made during periods .front lines a.s of 
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04 0902 COMGEN TEN OPS SUM 75 - CONTINUED. 

16oo TA 7575R TA 79750 TA B272S TA 8373B TA 85731. Para. Same sniper 
activity reported Jrd PhibCorps area. No reported casualties. Para. Est 
35-40 banbs fell in Yontan Area after midnight. string of 4 landed north 
end of runway. Field open. 6-7 shells Kadena Area. l dud. No damage. 4 bombs 
direct hit Marine Evac Hospital. 12 killed. 8-10 Jap bombing attacks 0245-
0446. Para. TAF covmed 45 Jap planes since 0500. Para • AAA destroyed damaged 
2 during period. Para. Casualties ending period 032400. 7th Div KIA 10 WIA 
58 MIA 1. 77th Di v KIA 9 WIA 102. 1st MarDiv KIA Zl WIA 2Zl MIA 1. 24th 
Corps WIA 3. 6th Ma.rDiv WIA 2. AGF 331 WIA 2. Para. Cumulative casualties 
032400. 7th Div KIA 468 WIA 2418 MIA 24. 77th Div KIA 361, WIA 1548, MIA -89. 
96th Div KIA 605, WIA 2852, MIA 104. 1st MarDiv KIA J1:,7, WIA fr'{B, MIA 14• 
24th Corps troops KIA 49, WIA 147, MIA 1. 6th MarDiv KIA 238, WIA 9021 MIA 6. 
3rdPhibCorps KIA ll WIA 100 Mit 2. 27th Div KIA 411 WIA 2430 MIA 266. AGF 
331, KIA 4 WIA 58. TAF KIA 17 In 58 MIA S. 53rd AAA Brig. KIA 5, WIA U 
Jrd SigBn KIA 1. 'tAr 
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~ry 63 as of 092¥>0• All ~imes Item. Surface craft consisting of DD, 
crUJ. sers and BB contmued the~r support to lOth Army from sectors covering 
both E and W sides of island. Reports coming in show effective results. 
NEW MEXICO placed 3 direct hits on coastal gun in TA 7 and destroyed bar-
racks. BEALE shot up artillery empla.cem~11ts and machine gun positions. 
ROOKS reports many enenw perso1U1el casualties while firing in support of 
7th Div. ST LOUIS accounted for 17 eneiey" trucks destroyed. PORTLAND reported 
10 hits on concentrated defense installations in TA 7459. Boat launching 
ways previously reported are now definite]¥ located in TA S360 CK. 4 
launching ways serving 7 caves have been counted. No boats observed. Routine 
fly catcher and illumination missions were carried out with no small boat 
activity indicated. During hostile air raid of early evening 9 1~ 2 ships 
were hit by suicide planes as follows: At 1900 OBERRENDER in screen station 
bearing 29'7 13 Miles from BOLO was hit vicinity forward fire and engine 
room causing fire in forward fuel tank .whichwas brought under control. All 
power and communications went out • FARENHOLrr stood by and PCE(R) S55 rendered 
ememrgency medical assistance and received casualties. TEKESTA t<:Wfed OBER-
RENDER to KERAMA. ENGLAND in screen station Bll hit. Damage and casualties 
unreported. Taken in tow by VIGILANCE. Arrived KERAMA early this morning. 
Minesweeping consisted of routine channel and area sweeps. Sweep units 13 
and 14 remained in transport area during the night. DANIEL T GRIFFIN sank 
1 horned type floater mine at 17 45 in position 23-0S N 103-20 E. Cumulative 
naval casualties as of 9 May reported by 152 ships of TF 51 lists 7Sl KIA 
2377 WIA 1025 MIA total 41S3. Para. Air operations consisted of direct 
support to troops and CAP furnished by TF 5S TG 99.2·and TG 52.1. Close 
support missions consisted of strikes on troop concentrations boat pens 
and launching ways m{s and PB2Ys from KER.Ailf~ carried out search flight 
missions. At 1145 2 DD were sighted 34-33N 124-49 E. 2 DD 1 CL were observed 
34-14 N 125-0S E course 035 speed 15 at 1215. 2 CL 3 DD were seen anchored 
34-11 N l26-3S E at 1345. A medium freighter was strafed at 34-50 N 126-20 E 
at 1355, abandoned and resting on bottom. At 1410 1 FTB Vfas attacked 34-30 N 
126-09 E and believed to have been hit. At 1900 1 FTC 1 SC were attacked 
36-lS N 125-21 E with slight damage to SC. At 1950 1 CL 2 DD 1 FB 2 escorts 
were attacked 34-39 N 125-37 E. 2 FBs were sighted at 33-40 N 128-46 E at 
2255. Routine ASP was carried out by PBMX with 1 TBM over transport area 
and TULAGI covering shipping lanes to SE. Enemy air attacks occurred from 
1S20 to 2200 with planes approaching generally from the SWwith several 
from the N. 2 raids prior to dark were suicide attacks later raids were 
hecklers. Yontan field received 1 bomb hit 2154. CAP shot do~m 4 Putnam 
shot down 1. 1 friend.ly fighter is missing. At 2009 a twin engine plane 
possible Betty crashed 2 miles from NEN Y~RK in NAKAGUSUKU following shallow 
dive and without being fired upon. From 0015 to 0100 and from 0220 to 04/.PJ 
about 20 planes in 11 raids approached generally lat'l from the N. There was 
no damage to our forces and no enemy shot down. During early morning lOth 
2 search planes kept out of KERM!A area because of smoke and air raid 
landed at sea. 1 made successful landing other crashed at 0500 with 3 sur-
vivors rescued by GAINA.RD. Search is being made for the others. On morning 
lOth as on previous mornings after enemw air attacks single high flying 
enemlf twin engine fighter Nick engine planes either Nick or Dinah made sever 
passes over transport and land areas leaving vaopr trails. CAP made visual 
contact several times but soon lost contact, as ene~ is very fast and Cor-
airs were unable to close. Radar gave no early indication and few plots were 
had even when sighted. Finally our CAP caught the intruder and shot him down 
50 miles N of OKINAWA at 0930. Para. Weather scattered clouds. Visibility 15 
miles. Temperature average 72 degrees. Wind N 15 Knots. Calm rippled sea no 
swell. 27 3 2 
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11 1001 COMGEN TEN TO CTF 51 Info CINCPOA BOTH,COM5THFLT,CO:MINCH,CGFMFPAC,COiviDETEN. 
Sununary 82 of 111000 
Arnw front last night received intermittent arty· and mortar fire local counte 
at tacks and attacks by small infiltration groups. Our arty and NGF support 
ships maintained counterbattery and harrassing .fire throughout night. lOth Arrow launched coordinated attack support . by air strikes arty and NGF this 
morning. Gains of 500-600 yds made along front. On the right, outskirts 
of M TA 7473 eneterd. DAKESHI occupied eliminating strong Jap positions 
and major portion of Jap salient which had resisted all efforts for past 
week. Both Corps seized high ground affording observation over SHURI. 
Southern edge GAJA gained and advanced up slopes of key hill ~ left front 
begun. 

Rara. 3rd Phib Corps: En~ arty active during night considerable fire 
falling VIC ASA KNNA Bridge. 

Para. 6th MarDiv: Making main effort in center gained average 600 yds 
against continuous mortar and arty fire and MG fire and groups in caves. 
Bridge across ASA KAWA repaired under arty fire permitting crossing of 25 Tks. 

Para: lst MarDiv: 3 Japs KFA VIC 7th Mar CP during night. 3rd Bn 5th · 
Mar Atchd 7th Mar received counterattack 0530 b.1 estimated 200 Japs. Believe 
all Japs killed supported by Tks Div attacked this morning drove into DAKESHI 
gained average 400 yds. Combat Engrs and Tks employed against caves. 

Para. 24th Corps: Yesterday Bn of 17th Inf thDDough:cy- combed rear area 
where Japs had~ ne11v corns CP. Many caves destroyed. Few Japs killed. 
Corps attacked 0700 preceded by arty concentration on knmv.n en~ installa-
tions and gun positions. By noon forward elements had advanced up to 600 
yds on Corps right and 200-400 yds on left. Enenw resistance continued stiff 
across entire corps front. 

Para. 77th Div: From midnight to davm estimated 525HRDQ Jap arty fire 
fell on Div front. 32 Jap infiltrations ldlled. Div attacked supported by 
flamethrower this gp.ined 500 yds in center. Bitter hand to hand fighting 
against fanatical resistance. 2 155mm Hcwrs and 1 l55mm gun furnished direct 
fire for attacking Inf. NGF and arty po'lll1.ded SHKRISFEGA in support of Div 
attack. 

Para. 96th InfDi v: 383rd Inf relieved 184th Inf. 3Blst Inf relieved 32nd 
Inf. 96th RCN Tr occupied zone Div left. 32nd Inf at 2110 repulsed Japs 
who assaul:ted with hand grenades. Gains of 200 yds on right and center made 

., against MG and mortar fire from direct front. Tks supported Inf • 
Para. 7th InfDiv in Corps Reserve: 184th Inf assembly area TA 8781. 32nd 

Inf assembly area TA 8682 atchd 77th InfDiv as restricted Div reserve. 
Para. Present front lines: TA 7474 Y, TA 7573 G TA 7673 AE TA 7774 UT 

TA 7874 MGE TA 7'174 T TA 0073 P TA 8133 S TA 8172 XRAY TA 8373 R TA 8573 R 
TA 8573 I. 

Para. 2 Japs single plane raids over OKINAI!lA 0234-0312. AAA. damaged 1 
plane. No da.mge from enemy. 4 air raids total 5 planes over IE SHDviA during 
darkness this morning. AAA destroyed 1 Jap plane 2 possibles. 

Para. lOth Army TAF splashed ·1 Tony by night fighters at 0530. CAP 
splashed 2 Tonys 7 Nates 1 Dinah l Betty 3 Zekes 3 Vals 2 Hams past 24 hours. 

Para. Estimated en any casualties 102,400 KIA 39,469 p;v· Mil 298 RBR Tks316 
Para. Out casualties period 102400. 6th MarDiv KIA 25 \tlfiA 119. 1st HarDiv 

KIA 62 v.JI A 344 MI A 1. 24th Corps WI A 12. 77th InfDiv KIA 13 WIA 61. 96th 
InfDiv KIA 9, WI A 66 MIA 7. 7th InfDiv KIA 5 WIA 13. AGF 33.J: viTA 9. 
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01 0949 

01 1657 

01 1639 

01 0652 

27 2019 

CTG ~4 .9 to CTF 94 info CTF 93 , CINCPAC. 

CI~·TCF.c~c \_, 107 .31. Am iiJe t -cing unuerwGy '"'i t h CruDi v 5 
and 5 or 6 destroyers at 2100 K(-10) 1 January. 
Nill execute CTF 94 Operation Order 6-44 on 
January 4th instead of January 5th unless directed 
otherwise. Para. Could arrive CHICHI JIMA time 

· 0700 K(-10) January 3rd but no chance undetected 
approach with resultant escape of enemy ships • 
Para. Request early advise if not practicable CTF 93 
to rearrange to 4th Flt 4 January. 

CTF 94 to CINCPAC info COMJrdFLT, CTG 94.9, CTG 17.7. 

My OpOrder 6-44 operation SKULLDUGGERY calls for 
Task Group 94.9 strike CHICHI at 050700 K(-10) and 
IWO at 051500 K. Coordinated air strikes as in 
CTF 93 despatch 010631 and 010627 not to all. 

CO~/FviD.AREA to CTG 94 .MIIE, CTF 93 info CINO.PAC. 

As a Joint Operation my OpOrder 6-44 requires 
relative timing air and surface forces be as 
specified. CTF 93 previously reported the 5th 
to be earliest practicable date. 

CINCBPF to CINCPAC. 

I am concerned that lack of experience of U.S. 
].;~eteorological methods may hamper the operations 
of ships of British Pacific Fleet. If acceptable 
to you I would like to arrange the appointment of 
a British Naval Meteorological Liason Officer to 
work at a suitable Weather Central. 

COi~;INCH & CNO to CINCPOA. 

Japanese have lodged strong protest connection sinking 
M/V TAIEI M.ARU between Y.liP and PP~AU on 3 July 1944 
by American submarine alleging shooting of survivors 
of gun attack who were in water. Protest states 7 
survivors rescued by Japanese. Remainder civilian 
refugees and 1 crew member allegedly killed by 
submarine crew. Investigation establishes attack made 
by CLB!~CORE on 9th T/lar Patrol. 5 Survivors recovered 
placed in custody provost Marshal First Cavalry Hq 
LOS 1'-TEGROS on 8 tTuly. Desire Air Mail report of 
interrogation survivors in custody regarding incident 
as basis reply to Japanese Govt . Ex ComBandi ng Officer 
ALBA00RE now N'"~J LONDOK has been directed submit 
amplifying . 
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"PG COMS 
COt~?THFLT, 

Further interrogation results my 280556. Evaluated 
Baker 2 with much confirmation from other souces. 
J\l~a jor units Japanese Fleet comprise 7 CV 1 OR 2 CVJ: 
2 CVL 2 CV-B3 4 BB 7 CA 5 CL. Pa ra. CV H~YATAYA 
and ... s:11r,\.GI completely operational. YAT3URAGI and 
4 NRY1J class cruisers completed and training . 
Available for battle operations probably February 
or I''Iarch . A1\~4.GI and :rr~\TSlJRAr,.I built on Y ':;.:I.CATO 
type battleship hulls and have displacement 45000 
tons. Total of 6 U}ffiYU class Carriers bearing names 
UNRYU HIRYU 30RYU ..\.KAGI K!iGA plus one unknown 
(25000 tanners witn prominent bridge on starboard 
side forward of amidships. 2 Stacks on port s ide 
bent downward and to rear. Deck extends to tip 
of bow and is .aigh off hull) constructed during last 
year but U~ffiYU sunk December 19th and l unidentified 
ship sunk November 29 by submarine. Expect carrier 
KAIYO and possibly OTI'JCA operational. CVL RYUHO 
and HOSHO operational. CV-BB I SE and HYUGA operational 
and last known at 3!i.INrr JAC r~UES. Battleships YJJ·. :ATO 
NAGATO KONGI HlillUNA have just completed repairs in 
Empire. Heavy Cruisers IBUKI KAOEN 8000 tanner 
(TO NS ASBIGARA completely operat ional HOGURO completing 
minor repairs at SINGAPORE TfiliAO (with 8 boilers out) 
docking 3ING.APOR~ for temporary repairs prior return 
to Empire :IYOKI heavily damaged probably still at 
BA.NGKO ~'" where was towed after submarine attack early 
in :Jecember. AOB_\ heavily danaged (in Empire) CL 
OYODO Y_I\P-AGI operational .:3~IIN.ANO and her sister ship 
(Presumably SJU.U\.V'!A) believed opera tional I.JUCU 
heavily damaged and now at 3URJ .. BAA repairing. In 
Addit ion to other destroyers a total of 27 Matsu Class 
:8estroyers (bearing names of trees, flowers and GRARL~3 ) 
known completed during past ye ar . Para. Y/u{AGI was 
scheduled dep art Zmpire December 24th and arrive 
C!\.l:RPJITI 30th or 31st. YJJ:~TO l\t'\.GATO TOI<JE to leave 
Empire a bout s ame time or shortly after enroute 
OUTB.'-.T./lliD to C)J1 '1?._.1\~Y~I S/i.IGOlT . or LINGGA anchorage. Com..mon 
as sumption abourd prisoners sh i p t h is force beinf 
brought dov1n to G?:LX counter anti ci nated Blue landings 
~ ·:: .. lJILA are a nea r future. Par a . Prisoner had heard 
4 sister 1 0000 ton he avy cruisers planned. Named 
KA3AGI and al s o plus 2 unidentified (pre sumably 
I KOH!' and KURAGJJ:: ). KAJAGI and A,30 known under 
construction a s of I·1ay 1944. None ne a r completion 
and doubted to be converted to ca r r iers. 

COUINCH to CI~CPOA . 

Australian Government have expr essed con cern to S~~ r 
Deportment ove r r eport r eaching t hem of plan s ~ 
originated by U. J .Navy f or r ehabilitation Phosphate 
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COI.:I NCH t o CINCPOA ( 'Ceontinued) 

Industry on NAURU duplic ati~n t heir own efforts. Plans 
on f ile do not i nclude NAURU Pho.sphates re quest your 
comment a s further basis for reply. 

CINCPAC to CO:Wl3RDFLT COM5THFLT COMAIRPAC CO:MlSTCARRIE 
TASK FORCE COM2ND CALRIER TA3K FORCE Info COMINCH &CNO. 

The established complement of large carriers is 73 VF, 
15 VSB, 15 VTB. Any departure from this complement for 
a particular operation or because of a deficiency in 
pilots or airplanes of a particular type is of a 
temporary nature only. Para. All training and logistic 
preparation shall be _based ·· on meeting the requirements 
of the established complement. 

CO!•,:GEN.AllFPOA to CTF 93 Inf'o CI NJPOA, CTF 94, BOviCOJi.fl 21, 
COt:3RDFLT • 

a4FPOA 0419. Conduct early photo recon air facilities 
TRill\: , ;"[OLEAI and ~/iiiliCUJ with particular attention to 
MOEN Airfield TRUK. Prepare to conduct fighter bomber 
strikes against these objectives in order of priority 
as listed . as soon as results of photo recon obtained. 
ComBomCom 21 has been requested to confer with you 
on preparation Plan for coordination your strikes with 
practice missions 313 ;ving scheduled to start about 
16 J anuary. Expedite submission thereof. 
COMINCH & CNO to CINCPOA. 

Article on SAIPAN in Newsweek Magazine 28 August issue 
states all able bodied men registered for labor and 
work 8 hour Day on airfields New Construction etc. 
Japanese protest points out Forced Labor contrary to 
agreement with United States and further that employment 
Civilian internees on construction Military Airfields 
is unlawful even if voluntary. Desire investigation and 
report. 

CTF 77 to ALL TFC & TFG'S 7THFLEET Info CINCSOvVESPAC, 
COM3RDFLT, CINCPAC, CONMF, CONIAF 5. 
Commencing night of 10 January TF. 77.2 less damaged 
ships directed to be returned to LETrE by separate 
despatch will proceed to sea and join TG 77.4 escort 
carriers augmented by TG 77.4 and TG 77.3 close 
covering group 3 combined Groups under CTG 77.2 will 
comprise the LllJGAYEN Defense Force. CTG 77.4 and 
CTG 77.3 will report to CTG 77.2 for duty. Whi le 
continuing present missions assigned these various 
Groups by my OpPlan 17-44 the LINGAYEN Defense Force 
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09 0852 

09 1109 

09 2131 

to ALL TGC & T~G's 7THFLEET Info CINCSOWESPAC, 
CINCJ?AC, COMAAF, COMAF 5. 

under VAdm Oldendorf will assume the mission of 
protecting our forces in and approaching M HUCHPIRING 
from LINGAYEN GULF from attack by enemy surface 
Forces. crr.F 77.2 is free to exchange ships between 
the various Groups as deemed necessary for best 
accomplishment of assigned Tasks and to provide for 
replenishment. A maximum of 3 CVE's will be assigned 
CTG 77.3 while close covering Group to engaged in 
Slope covering echelons to and from LINGAYEN. 
UTILIZING Carrier Planes as available conduct searches 
as necessar to insure against suprise attack by 
enemy surface forces. 

CINCPAC to COMAIRPAC. 

Your 090014. It is not the policy ·of CINCPAC to 
recommend relief of carrier captains without a 
specific reason in each case. Normally these 
reasons are requiremEnt for services elsewhere, 
Professional Unfitness, Physical Unfitness or 
Fatigue after a long period. I look to ComAirPac 
for recommendations for long range planning in 
connection with aviation personnel but d~sire such 
recommendations by letter with specific reasons 
for each change proposed. 

CINCPOA to COI'/IGENPOA 

Your serial 0003 of 6 January. Establishment of 
Western Pacific Base Command concurred in with 
understanding personnel in headquarters will be 
kept at the lowest practicable number. 

10 0849-I WEATHER 5TH AF to CO:MAF 13, 494 BombGroup, 309 BOiffi-
WING, 310 BOMBWING, ALL INTERESTED IN CURRENT OPS, 
SOWESPAC. 

J-0126T Tropical Storm centered 150 miles east of 
southern LEYTE at 0800 I (-9) /10. Winds above 30 
knots in storm area with intermittent rain but 
slight turbulence. Forcasted movement west North-
west at 12 knots. LEYTE terminal expected closed 
after 1200 I (-9) 10 January. 
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JANUARY ( GCT) CTF 77 to C INCSWP A (BOISE) , COM INCH, C INCPAC, 
COM3RDFLT, COM7THFLT. 

09 1218 Prior dawn today 9 January transports and supply 
ships of assault echelon entered LINGAYEN GULF and 
proceeded to unloading areas. Preliminary bombardment 
of beachheads by fire support groups and rocket 
LCI followed by straffing from support aircraft 
proceeded in accordance with plan. First wave landed 
on schedule at 0927. By 0940 Assault waves ashore 
on all beaches without opposition except for slight 
amount mortar fire on eastern SAN FABIAN Beach. 
Troops moved quickly inland against minor and 
sporadic opposition. Approximately 68500 troops 
ashore by dusk. Unloading progressed rapidly at 
ALL beaches. By late afternoon Commanding Generals 
6th, 38th, 40th and 43rd Divisions had reported 
assuming command ashore. Enemy air opposition during 
the day was comparatively light but attacks by 
suicide planes were effective in damaging COLU}ffiiA, 

'AUSTRALIA and COLORADO which were hit. COLUMBIA 
for second time and ~~s AUSTRALIA for 4th time 
during present operation. Damage to above ships 
extensive but not ·critical. Evening 8th during 
app~oach KITKUN BAY hit by suicide diver holed 
below water line lost power and now enroute LINGAYEN 
under tow. 1 Engine expected to be operational . 
near future. Delayed report. HA'rsu HARD Class 
destroyer intercepted by escorting DD of TF 78 
enroute objective area evening 7th and sunk. 

12 1607 CINCPOA to CINCSVJPA, DEPCOM 20th AF Info. COMINCH, 
COM3RD:F'LT, COMNAVGHOUP CHINA. 

To locate 2nd diversion attack force (ISE HYUCA) as 
soon as possible request maximum extension SW~A 
searches to soutp of Cap e St JACQUES and Coverage St 
JACQUES to SINGAPORE by 20th Air Force including 
eastern portion of Gulf of SIAM. 

13 0215 :MACARTHUR to COM ALLIED AIR FORCES (ADV ECH) info. 
G SSDFLCHINJVI DHTR ADV ECH APO, CINCPAC, COM3RDFLT, etc. 

Effective immediately and continued until further 
instructions from this headquarters sectors southwest 
Pacific search planes will be extended to include the 
CAPE SAINT JACQUES-SAIGON area maximum coverage within 
capabilities of CM~ BAY-CAPE SAINT JACQUES-SAIGON 
area will be maintained to locate NOUTILE 2nd Diver-
sion Attack Force (ISE HYUGA) 20th Air Force has been 
requested to maintain maximum coverage of CAPE SAINT 
JACQUES-SINGAPORE area including east portion of GULF 
0 F Cili\ffiANH • 

13 2144Z DEPCOIVlAF 20 to CINCPOA info. CINCSWPA COMINCH COM3rdFJt 
AAl,POA 0716 BomCom 20 has been directed to comply with 
your 121607 subject to requirements of primary mission. 
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13 1938 COMAIRPAC to CINCPAC. 

Refer urdis 290331 December. Experience has proven 
value of night carrier in offensive action against 
enemy. CVL carrier has been reported as unsatis-
factory for night operations due to its narrow 

deck and excessive motion in seaway. SARATOGA 
urgently required Hawaiian area for training replace-
ment CVG's in group operations. Assignment of CVL's 
to training not considered best employment for this 
class. Para. Propose following action to effect 
return of SARATOGA to PEARL for training duty and 
assigrunent of day air groups to BATAAN and INDEPEND-
ENCE: (A) Transfer CVG (N) 53 from SARATOGA to 
TICONDEROGA at ULITHI about 5 March and return CVG 
80 for reforming. (B) Assign CVLG-23 to INDEPENDENCE 
about 25 January as relief for CVLG(N)-41. CVLu-23 
will be moved from MANUS to embark at GUAlVI or ULITHI. 
(C) Sail BATAAN from PEARL in February with CVLG-47 
embarked. (D) Redesignate CVEG-36, 38 and 50 now 
training west coast as CVLG's with standard CVLG 
complement and readiness dates of 15 April, 15 Apri~ 
and 1 March respectively. This makes total 18 CVLG 
available for 8 CVL carriers. Required due forward 
area relief and reserve for early relief of operat-
ing groups. (E) Revise CarDiv organization set 
forth CominCh 031237 January as follows: CarDiv-7 
~NTERPRISE (F) CMA TICONDEROGA. CarDiv-6 BENNINGTON(F) 
SHANGRI-LA, LANGLEY and BATAAN. CarDiv-2 FRANKLIN {F) 
HANCOCK, IIIDEPENDENCE and SAN JACINTO. 

14 0050 CINCPAC to COMINCH info. COMAIRPAC, BUPERS. 

There is an increasing need for a subordinate command 
of Air Pac in the forward area to coordinate and sup-
ervise the activities for which ComAirPac is respons-
ible including logistics, training and administration 
of replacement carrier air groups and replacement pools 
of aircraft and pilots. These duties are now being 
superimposed on those of ComNavAirBases GUAM which 
arrangement is not satisfactory. Accordingly, recom-
mend establishment of a geographical subcommand of 
AirPac SubComFwd. Title "Commander Fleet Airn con-
sidered and rejected because Commander will not ip 
fact exercise corunand of other fleet aircraft operat-
ing from bases in the area. Para. Recommendation for 
Flag Officer to corrunand contained in my 102048 to 
BuPers. 
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15 0102Z COMGENAAFPOA to CINCPOA info. COMG11NPOA. 

Radio date time group 122324 January 1945. Recom-
mend that the availability of service troops as 
given in WARX 84316 dated 30 December I~RSHALL to 
RICHARDSON, info. IAACARTHUR and CINCPOA be accepted 
as an interim measure for the support of VLR wing 
coming to this area. Desire to emphasize that though 
the numbers and types of ground service troops on 
~and in and committed to theater may be insufficient 
for complete support, a greatly increased air effort 
will result with the arrival of this wing. 

15 1817 CINCPOA to COMGENAAFPOA info. COMGENPOA. 

21 1541 

22 1930 

Your 150102 approved subject to the understanding 
that the service and support of the VLR wings will 
be below normal standards and that the ta·ctical 
units may have to improvise measures to become 
partially self sustaining until additional service 
troops become available. 

MACAR'IHUR to CINCPOA Info COMGENPOA, C/S U S ARMED 
JroRCES FAR EAST: 
Concurred in is your proposal to modify the 
terms of FILBAS Agreement so that conourrences of 
CINCSWPA and CINCPOA must be obtained on requests 
tor units only and not tor individuals or small 
groups of individuals. NLP an integral part of 
a larger unit. To accomplish this change suggest 
the final sentence of paragraph ?A FILBAS Agreement 
be amended to read " The Exemption of Specific Army 
Units from this General Policy Covering Ar~ -
Service Units will be made only by Mutual Agreement 
between CINCSWPA and CINCPOA. 

COMINCH & CNO to CINCPOA Info COMNORPAC• 
cdMALASSEAFRON, COM 17: 
Your 182045 ComNorPac 162218 authorized. Arrange-
ments should be concluded locally between ComNorPac 
CGAD and appropriate Canadian authori~ies that 
area. State and War Departments Concur. 
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JANUARY ( GCT) 

26 1459 CO.MlNCH to CINCPAC BOTH HDQTRS info CO.MAIRPAC, CONARAIRFMFPAC 

PrepQse assign Navy Air Greups to flagship and relief Flag 
and Marine Graups to other 4 ships of 1st 4 Divisions COM-
~C~T BAY (CVE 105) class carriers except CarDiv 27. 
Navy Group in Flagship t~ have night fighter element of 8 
VF\N). Marine Groups will be assigned CarDiv 27 according 
CominCh and CNO 062109 November 1944 with Navy Groups 
initially in SULA GULF and SIBUN~Y of this Division. Comment. 

CX 57087. Allied Air Ferces are authorized te strike water targets 
aleng the CHINA and INDO CHINA ceasts in ceerdination with epera-
tions ef 14th Air Ferce. Ceerdinate with and notify 14th Air 
Ferce direct of projected eperati•ns as nearly as practicable 
24 hours in advance. Strikes on land targets along the CHINA 
and INDO CHINA ceasts will be made enly at the request ef 
Cemmanding General CHINA Theater or by prier arrangement be-
tween Cemmanding General CHINA Theater and this headquarters. 
Allied Air Ferces autherized to strike the decks and shipping 
area in SAMAR BAY (18-15 nerth 109-30 east) as practicable. 
Strikes will be ceordinated with 14th Air Ferces. Cemmanding 
General CHINA Theater APO 879 and this headquarters will be 
included as infe~ati@n adees in all messages ceordinating 
air eperations with 14th air force. 
CNO to NAVOP 01 

24 1323 C~ncpac Cincpoa Advanced Headquarters have been established. 
The Staff functions of Plans and Operations will be conducted 
by that command. Functions of Logistics. Military Government. 
Administration and routine fleet movements East of Hawaii will 
be conducted by Cincpac/Cincpoa Headquarters Pearl. To effect 
distribution dispatch traffic the following categories and group-
ing of subjects have been established by Cincpoa. Categor.y A: 
Strategic planning. Operational Planning. Allocation of forces. 
Aerological. Rr.equency coordination. Category B: Radar. IFF. 
Counter measures. Administrative matters. Routine Logistical 
administration. Electronic material. Categor.y Ct action reports. 
Operation Plans. Logistic Planning. Intelligence. Area op-
erational matters (all services). Combat Readiness. Fleet 
training and organization. Personnel. Public Relations. Convoy 
and routing operational matters and operational communications. 
Dispatches pertaining to items in categor.y A are to be addressed 
Cincpac/Cincpoa Advanced Headquarters. Category B to Cincpac/ 
Cincpoa Headquarters Pearl. Category C to Cincpac Headquarters 
Pearl and Advanced Headquarters. 
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28 0040 CINCPAC ADV HQ to CINCPAC PEARL. 

Refer Cincpac Pearl 221802. Commencing at 0000 GCT 29 Januar.y 
action will be taken by Advanced He~dquarters on all matters 
contemplated by my 122322. No action will be taken here on 
despatches with date time groups of the 28th or earlier unless 
you refer them to Advanced Headquarters by procedure signal for 
action. Suggest you so refer all such despatches except those 
which require action without delay • 

.'30 0023 CINOSWPA to CINCroA Info COMGENPOA, CONGENTENTHARMY, COMPHIBSPAC, 
FT SHAFTER, 

'!'his is a oartial report. Composition of 24 Corps as defined in 
Cincuoa serial 00019 60 has been accepted (CX 57234). All organi-
zations defined in4-his serial under the 24 Corps will be attached 
immediately to 24 Corps for administrative control with the follow-
ing modifications: AAA organization to remain in position until re-
lieved at an early date, but not later than 22 February • All port 
companies~ a.no companies~ quartermaster service companies will con-
tinue on present duties in support or rehabilitation and loading of 
24 Corps. 37221 72S and 7 4S Signal Air Waming Companies will re-
main on present duties periding arrival of replacements, This is 
necessar,y in view o£ the integration or these organizations in the 
Central PHILIPPINES air warning net. Constructions are now :j.n prep-
~ion.-by GHQ SWPA to give •rrort to above. Para. General Engsvhart 
and I concur and consider our mission in this regard fully accomplishe 
I plan to leave for PEARL as soon as above orders and instructions are 
published. All other matters satisfactorily concluded. From General 
Feldman. . 

30 1331 WEDEMEYER to CINCPOA-PEARL Info CHENNAULT, CHENNAULT to CINCPOA ADV • 

Chennault was ihto Cincpoa got f4Ction on Wedemeyer 300823 GCT and 
now reencrypts action Cincpoa Adv. Hdqtrs, ncontemplate B29 aerial 
mining of mouth of YANGTZE RIVER west of 122 East Meridian. Request 
your concurrence. 

16 2021 COMINCH & CNO to CINC BR PAC FLT Info CINCPAC, CINCSOWESPAC, COM7THFLT 
ADMIRALTY, COMNAVEU. 

Welcome to service in the Pacific. Your 150136 • Allocations to 
meet operational requirements of CinCSWPA and CINCPOA will continue 
to be made by me in consonance with arrangements mJ.de at QUEBEC and 
in the same manner as is now done in jy capacity as executive 

agent of the US Chiefs of Staff with respect to the US Fleet, Early 
information your 151241 on composition of units, dates of arrival 
of "Units and Authorities" in Pacific and of operational readiness 
requested. 
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01 03QS CTF 77 TO CINCSWPA TARLAC Info CINCSWPA LEYTE, CINCPAC ADV HQ. 

01124.3 

In his 310122 to CTF 77 info CinCSWPA and others requests for olanning 
purposes estimate as to date of release of 4 BBs. Cincpac 161836 concurred 
in by Cominch 162220 contemplated retention in 7th Fleet of 4 BBs for 
"about 3 weeks"• CineSWPA 191252 indicated criterio:n for release date 
was "the installation of our air force on LUZON". Recommend release date 
of 5 February which coincides with inauguration of search plan J • Request 
instruction£ for reply'. . 

CINCSWPA to C'l'~' 77 Info GHQ SWPA (LEITE), CINCPAC BarH HQ, 
Reference your 010308. Release of 4 old battleships now protecting the 
LINGAYEN Base can not safe4' be contemplated until heavy bomber strength 
in force is installed in Clark Field. This is now estimated to be the end 
of !t"ebruacy deoending unon la;ring of gas line from SUBIC or MANILA BAY 
fut no exact fixed date can be given until dictated by the cited event. 
We will not have heavy bombers on LUZON until then. What will be the naval 
disposition you propose for the orotection of this base if these 4 battle-
shins are released under nossible conditions of unfavorable weather fronts 
for air defense and the possibility of undetected night attack due to po-
tential pro.ximi ty of enenzy- f'leet que~s harbor holds approximately 
400,000 tons of merchant shipping which figure will not materi~ change 
in the proximate future until our base is shifted to MANILA or SUBIC BAYS. 

02 2004 MACART~ to CG USAFFE Info CINCPOA BOTH HQ, CO~GENPOA. 

CX 57472. Attention i,invited to . our CX 56786 and Cincpoa' s 1621'9 to CincSWPj 
and Cincpoa' s 290207 to Co.mGenPOA. In order to facilitate and expedite action 
on the numerous requests from Com.GenroA to ComGen UIAFFE for exemption o! 

··l. • ~ individuals from the general policy of the FILBAS Agreement, you are hereby 
authorized to comhynryobe (communicate ? ) direct],y with ComGenPOA in all 
such cases involving individuals as differentiated from units or groups of 
individuals who are an integral part of a unit set up for transfer to SWPA. 
In the case of requests for exemption of units from the general policy cove~· :. 

i ing Army- service units. Such exemption can be made only by mutual agreement 
between CinCSWPA and Cincpoa. 

03 0453 CINC EASTERN FLEET to CINC US PAC FLT ADV CINC US PAC FLT REAR Info COM THFL 
FCX:: AIRCRAFT CARRIERS EASTERN FLT, FLAG OFFICER NAVAL AIR STATIONS AUSTRALIA, 
FLAG OFFICER FLT TRAIN BR PAC FLT. 

In order to give operational flexibility it may be necessar.y as temporar,y mea-
sures to reolenish British CV at short notice with aircraft from US source. 
In an emerg~ncy US Hellcat and Avenger could be operated by British carriers 
if air crews were equipped with US tyoe helmets telephones and oxygen masks. 
Corsair cannot be made interchangeable since folded height US Corsair is too 
great to be accomodated in British carrier~ (3) It is therefore requested 
that 200 sets US helmets complete ear phone microphone and oxygen masks be 
suuplied British Pac Flt at MANUS by 6th March in order set may be distributed 
to . each CV. (4) It is not known whether reciprocal arrangements would also ~ 
nrove nract:i.cable. 

06 1307 CINCPAC AD HQ, to CINCSWPA Info COM5THFLT. 
Reference by request for Com5thFlt to visit CASIGURAN SOUND and your concur-
rence. Request that as early as practicable you have made reconnaissance of 
that general area and advise me as to nresence of enemy forces or installa-
tions including mines in the ~. cinity and as to the feasibility of its use 
as a fleet anchorage. 2 7 4 4 
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CX 57746. Reference our CX 57595 too 041534 GCT. Conditions airfields on 
LUZON due to heavy rains caused following changes in initiation of search P18.n 
J; sectors from MOROTAI, MINDORA, DARVVIN and sectors J, K and 1 from LEYTE 
will be initiated on 7 February. LEYrrE sectors OP and Q will be flown begin-
ning 10 February. Sectors 1 through 9 of search plan H will be flown from 
LEYTE until LINGAYEN fields are ooerational. You will be notified at an early , 
date when entire search plan J is in effect. MacArthur. · 

OS 0314 CINCSWPA (ADV ECH GHQ) to CINCPOA, COM7THFLT Info GHQ SNAP, CINCUS FIEET. 

~k~&;~r~ CAX-50326. In view of Para 2·of your 060758 providing strategic naval cover 
+ zJ..tA ,:.., of LINGA!'EN Base I have directed 7th Fleet to comply with request of Para II-• 
(J All these ships and all others which have participated in the operations 

have performed splendid~ and fully maintained the highest traditions of 
the Navy. I am very proud and grateful to have had their invaluable assis-
tance in this vital camnaign. 

08 1350 ARMY TRANSPORT COM, WASH DC (KRISTOFFERSON AND ATiaNSON) to ATC HICKAM FIELD 
Info CINCPOA BOIH HQ. 

Ocean!e Air Traffic Control Plan as outlined in your letter dtd 6 Jan 1945 has 
been approved by Gen. Arnold and by memo Admiral King has been so advised. 
Your APE directed to report to Cincpoa for temporary duty assuming the eespons-
ibility to establish overall uolicies and procedures with regard to the o-oera-
tion and ex-oansion of oceanic air traffic control centers in the Pacific. You 
subordinate officers in charge of each center will report to the resnective 
area or sub area co.rrnn.and with regard to air traffic control problems which are 
peculiar to the respective area. Problems of the area or sub area commands 
which may affect the overall policies and procedures will be referred to you 
for appropriate action. In case of tactical emergenqy your subordinates will 
report to the area command concerned. Advise if this clarifies the oceanic 
air traffic control situation in the Pacific area. 

09 0300 CINCSWPA to COM7'l'HFL1', Info NAVB!SE AT MANUS, ADMIRALTY IS., COMINCH, CINCPOA 
CA~ ColC.o CNB Y-tANUS, GHQ SWPA. 

When operating as part of the United states Pacific Fleet the British Pacific 
Fleet will use facilities at MANUS on same basis as United States ships and 
logistics support being as arranged by Cincpac. Para. Commander Allied 
Naval Forces or Com7thFlt will not provide personnel or material for construc-
tion or for other facilities nor allocate land areas unless specifically autho 
ized by this headquarters. Service involving British Pacific Fleet as an 
independent entity in its relatiohship with the Southwest Pacific Area should 
deal directly with the Commander in Chief Southwest Pacific Area in all matters 
of policy such as those apreanented_ in your OS012l. None of the matters to 
which you refer has been submitted to this headquarters and the Commander in 
Chief has no previous knowledge of them. The only infor.rn.a.tion possessed by 
this headquarters was conveyed in verbal statement by Cincpoa to effect that 
British Pacific Fleet when operating as a part of the United States Pacific 
Fleet would avail itself of anchorage facilities at MANUS with all logistic 
support being provided by BPF Train and that same facilities would be provided 
at ESPIRITU SANTO. 2 7 4 5 
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09 CJ706 COM?THFLT to CTG 7 .2 Info CINC.SWPA TARLAC & LEYTE CINCPOA BarR H CQI,:BATRON 1 
COMSERVPAC, COMDESPAC, ALL TF AND TG COMS 7THFLT, COM7THFLT REAR ECH, COMAAF' 1 COMAF 5 & l3, COM 30S & 309 BOMIATING. 

TG 77.2 R.Adm. Weyler in PENNSYLVANIA. MISSISSIPPI. ComBatDiv 4 in WEST 
VIRGINIA. COLORADO. ComDesRon 6 in MAU11.Y. GRIDLEY. MCCALL. ZARD. STEVENS. 
DASHIELL. Deuart LINGAYEN GULF 10 February proceed via standard route ELEPHANT 
and CARIBOU to LEYTE. SOA 15 knots. Upon arrival fuel all DDs. You are autho 
ized to retain 1 DD at LINGAYEN to receive mail for ships your Task Group ar-
riving accordance ComSerFor?thFleet 071151 not t~ll. DD to rej.oin Task Group 
at earliest nracticable t:ime~ Para. R.Adm. Weyler authorized to shift flag 
to MISSISSIPPI at discretion. Para~ At LEYTE for.m TU 77.2.6 PENNSYLVANIA 
STEVENS DASHIELL~ From LEYTE TG 77.2 proceed via approximate direct route to / 
ULITHI. TU 77.2.6 proceed via route BUFFALO to MANUS. Upon arrival desti~ 
nation TG 77.2 and TU 77.2.6 dissolved. All ships report Cincpac for duty. 
Para. Upon departure above ships from LINGAYEN remaining ships of present 
TG 77.2 redesignated as TU 77.3.5 orders by separate despatch. 

11 0043 CINCPOA ADV HQ to CINC BPF Info CINCSVVPA, COMINCH, COM7THFLT. 

Until operational allocations units British Pacific Fleet are announced by 
Co.minch desire defer arrangements for anchorages forward of MANUS but to ;>ro-
ceed with those for MANUS as expeditiously as practicable an assumption they 
will be necessar.y under concept ~ 110045 to CINCSWPA. Request by dispatch 
your detailed requirements for berths and shore facilities at MANUS in-
cluding approximate date each Droject and estimate of officers men and con-
struction required. 

11 0045 CINCPAC ADV HQ to CINCSWPA (ADV HQ) Info COMINCH, CINCBPF, COM7THFLT, CG FEAF. 

Para 1. Your 100S50 see Cominch 092141. The provisions of NF-1 all of which 
were read by Lieut. Gen. Sutherland at LEYTE on 27 December include the fol-
lowing "Arrangements will be made by Cincpac for the use of MANUS by the 
British Pacific Fleet for anchorage and carrier aircraft as rapidly as cir-
cumstances permit". The "anchorage 11 requirements will be covered by separate 
disoatch. Para 2. The initial arrangements needed for carrier aircraft are 
envisioned as similar to those planned at advanced anchorages in the Central 
Pacific; namely, "augmenting the American pools and their personnel with 
British aircraft and personnel". Later however it will be necessary that the 
British Fleet have shore facilities for refresher training of carrier pilots, 
for staging replacement air groups and for aircraft maintenance and repair. 
The date at which aey existing air strip can be released at MANUS for these 
purposes should be determined by CINC~JPA. Early advice on this point is re-
quested. Para 3. Request your concurrence in general concept of foregoing 
after which I will submit to you Dit' such headquarters as you may designate 
a more detailed program covering aviation facilities for British Fleet at 
MANUS. 
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11 0144 Crn-AIRPAC ADMIN to CINCPAC ADV Info COMlSTCARTASKFOR, COM5THFLT ,CINCPAC 
PEARL, COMCARDIV l• . 
Recowmend: (A) CV SARATOGA resume training duties. A large carrier capable 
of exercising CVG's in group operations at PEARL prior combat assignment 
is an urgent requirement. This phase of training is impracticable with 
CVEs nm~ in CarTrainRonPac. Unless a CV is available replacement groups 
cannot be made f~ rea~ for combat. (B) Night gro~p composed of CV 
ENTERPRISE plus 1 CV9 (ESSEX) as designated by ComlstCarTaskFor oreferabl;r 
WASP, ESSEX, YBRKTONN or HANCOCK due imminent relief of assigned air groups. 
Assign to selected CV night group now in SARATOGA. (C) COWPENS and CABOT 
require return for yard availability due to poor material condition and 
CVL MONTER1Y will be unavailable due to recent damage. INDEPENDENCE re-
quires about 3 weeks availability and BATAAN 10 days prior further assign-
ment. 

13 0620 CINCFOA ADV HQ to COMAIRPAC, COMGENAAFPOA, CCMF'NDAREACENPAC, Info 
COMAIRPACSUBCOMFORD, COMGENAAFPOA ADMIN, COMGENPOA, ISOOM SAIPAN, CINCFDA 
PEARL. 

In or.ier to provide as soon as possible staging facilities for 3 reserve 
carrier air groups in the ·MA.~IANAS and to maintain their combat efficiency, 
confirming conference agreement between Cincpoa; ComGenAAFPOA and ComlwdArea 
the following plan will be implemented. Para 1. The 30th Bomb Group will 
be returned to the HAWAIIAN ISLANDS prior to 1 March 1945 leaving space 
for 1 carrier air grol}p at KOBLER FIELD. ComAirPac will furnish acom 
and CASU (F) to support this group and operate field to arrive as soon as 
possible after March lst. Housekeeping facilities of 30th Bomb Group will 
remain as may be arranged between ComGenAAFFOA and Com.AirPac. Para 2. 
In order to make room for 2 reserve carrier groups at KAGMAN POINT the 
6th night fighter squadron will be moved to KOBLER FIELD when the Jl8 
Fighter Group moves forward. about 4 May 1945 and the P-38 component of the 
318 Group will be retired. ComA:irPac will provide Acorn and double CASU (F) 
to supnort these 2 carrier groups and operate field. Additional housing 
and facilities will be necessar.y at KAGMAN FT. Para 3. Carrier groups 
will be required to furnish fighters for air defense of SAIPAN-TINID 
area similar to provisions of aircraft operating policy and doctrine, 
Hawaiian Area, Cincnac-Cincpoa serial 06295 dated 7 Nov 1944. Para 4. 
KAGMAN POINT FIELD and KOBLER FIELD will at dates to be announced later 
become Naval Air Bases under the type command responsibility of ComAirPac. 
Para 5. Previous plans for li!LARPI POINT remain firm. Para 6. AGANA FIELD 
will not be used for carrier aircraft after 1 1furch and 11th Bomb Group 
will remain at Depot Field until staged forward. 
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15 1650 COMGEN 6TH ~ to COM?THFLE~'T Info CINCSWRA, CCM?THPHIB, G2 ADV ECH. 

Cite WL 2447 • Reference recco CASIGURAN SOUND your 131244 GCT. No 
US garrison at present located BALER BAY. However our patrols have watched 
BALER and found no enenv activity. Lt. Chandley with BLAM:O Scout Team of 9 men and several guerillas familiar with CASIGURA.N area will be ready to come aboard at trn~ of BALER beginning 19 MQL and accompaQY task unit 
to CASIGURAN area and conduct reconnaissance. No info available from guerrilla sources on ene~ strength or defenses CASIGURAN area. Jap 
garrison in that area if any not believed in excess 50 to 100. 

3.6 0219 ALUSNA MOSCOW to CNO, AMCON VIJ\.DIVOSTOK: CNO passed to COMNORPAC, COHSUH> AC, (141420) CINCPAC-CINCPOA BOTH HQ. 

Following received from Soviet Naval Staff: "Winter conditions of naviga-tion in the oKHOTSK SEA are often bound up with drifting on the ice and 
for that reason with the possibility that Soviet transports may deviate 
from the established route and be carried together with the ice into the 
Pacific Ocean through 1 of the straits of the KURILE Chain, therefore 
please take these circumstances into account when issuing instructions 
to the Coro~ding Officers of the American warships and aircraft operating in these regions with the view of avoiding the consequences of erroneous~ identifying Soviet vessels with those of another nation o~ on account of their deviating from the established route or their being involuntarily 
in Japanese territorial waters off the ill_land of !iOKKAIDO sea the islands of the KURILE Chain and the UULF OF AZOV • In particular at the present time the Soviet vessels LIKTH PRAL and 1'EHEK are under threat of being carried into the Pacific Ocean together with the ice through the southern straits of the KURI~ G~ain. In case these vessels are carried out into the Paciric Ocean they were ordered to return to the OKHOTSK SEA through 
the FRIK STRAIT rr • 

160530 COMGENAAFPOA to CINCPOA ADV HQ. 

0233. The War Department has refused to provide personnel specifically to staff an Air Base Command in an area in which there is also stationed 
a senior air echelon, as the senior air command present, with his staff, is readily able to absorb this function. Station complement squadrons and or service groups are provided by the Army Air Forces to man air bases. The individual air bases can be commanded by the senior air officer present 
who may be either the Corrunanding Officer of a service group or the Com-manding Officer of the station complement squadroh. Par the present buJk allotment of officers and enlisted men from the War Department to AIFPOA is insufficient to furnish either air base c~lli1wnders, or to provide va-cancies in the desired grades to augment the Island Commander· staffs for this purpose. Par it is recommended that Island or Area C~M~nders in this theater exercise their c~rrunand responsibilities for Army Air Bases 
through the Coimlla.nder of the senior air echelon present. The senior air echelon commander will accomplish the administration and operation of air bases by utilization of assigned forces and staffs. 
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17 0557 CINCPOA ADV HQ to CO:MFWDAREA Info COMGENFMFPAC, CINCPOA PEARL, COMGEN2ND11ARD~ 
ISCOM SAI 0 AN. 

Request survey to determine feasibility improving infantr.y combat training 
facilities for Marine Division at SAIPAN. Com.Gen 2nd MarDiv 160347. Use of 
SAIPAN as rehabilitation area for 1 Marine Division will continue indefin-
itely. 

17 0608 CINCPAC AIJV HQ to ALPAC Info COMINCH, CINCBPF. 

This is Cincpac number 5. tVhenever units of the British Pacific Fleet 
are involved include the Secretary of the Admiralty 1¥hitehall Longon 
and the CinC British PacFlt in the distribution of copies of operation 
plans and orders for the specific operations and corresponding operational 
reuorts. 

17 0648 CINCPO~ AJJV HQ to _COMGENPOA Info COMFVIDAHEA,CINCPOA PEAilL, ISCOM SAIPAN. 

Para 1. Your 150527. Project approved in principle with the understanding 
that as much as possible of the training of Arrnw replacements will be 
accomplished before they arrive in the forward area and that training in 
forward area ~11 be that which is essential to their readiness for opera-
tions definite~ in prospect. Para 2. At earliest convenience request 
you submit to me by letter complete description requested by my 110046 and 
also copy of policy referred to in your 150527. 

17 1220 CINCPAC AJ:J"Jl HQ to COM7THFLT Info COMINCH, BUPERS. 

Your 160443 proposes to Cominch reassignment of Commodore Moran who by my 
records is assigned "to Pacific Fleet and is type commander for Motor Tor-
pedo Boats, Pacific. That fact was taken into account in ~ proposal to 
tem?orarily send MTB' s from PELELIU to LEYTE. Your 290733 May 1944 recom.-
rn.ended permanent assignr.aent Moran to 7th Fleet but Cominch 302047 May 
stated he was there on temporar,r but indefinite basis. Please clear 
through me any recommendations concerning redisposal of Cincpac personnel 

and ships that may be temporarily under your comr::m.nd. 

14 0541 COM&ENFDA to WAR DEFT Info C01:GENSFPOE, COMGENSPBC, CINCPOA(REAR PASSED PJJV) 

RJ 51521-13TH. Basic Plan as outlined in War Dept radio vYARX 26F!:72, date 
tirn.e group 2600222 January 1945 is subject. Bases ~ in the MARIANAS are 
already taxed to the maxirn.um in handling VLR units, base units, and Army 
and Marine troops presently being staged in tha;t area or scheduled for re-
turn there. Establishment of bases in the PHILIPPINES in sufficient time · 
to handle a large volume of redeployed troops is not presentlY assured. 
It is considered that redeployment of forces frorn. other theaters and from 
the United States w·ill be well under way by the time that the objectives 
to be taken in the i mmediate future by Pacific Ocean Areas Forces are se-
cured and have been developed to the extent necessary to accommodate re-
deployed t~ops and fran there issued equipment for missions that 1nay be 
assigned to such troops. Air Corps units currently being sent to the Pacifi 
Ocean Areas are already taxing our facilities on island bases to the limit, 
and those .Arnzy- Air Force units presently arriving are only a SElall part of 
the total clir units whose deployment is planned for this area. The islands 
of the HAWAIIAN group are the only bases in the Pacif~c Ocean Areas that 
are sufficiently organized and established to handle lssues to any r 
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1.4 0541 COMGENPOA to WA..B. DEPr Info COtCGENSFPOE,CQ,IGENSPBC,CINCPOA(REAR PASSED TO MJVJ 
-Continuation-
appreciable number of redeployed trooos in the manner proposed by you. It 
is not considered desirable or practicable ' to funnel all redeployed troops 
through the HTX~IAIIAN Group base. Moreover, it is emphasized that in order 

· to place any burden of redeployment on the HAWAII ... IUiJ Group, it is essential 
that adequate service troops be sent to that area in sufficient time to 
re-open facilities that have been placed in standby or near standby condi-
tion due to the fact that service troops previously manning these 'fmdi Hd es 
installations have been displaced forward to take part in operations cur-
rent~ under way or planned for the immediate future. Such service troops 
must be brought to the HAWAIIAN Area sufficiently far in advance of other 
troops to have completed all necessar.y preparations of areas for the receipt 
of supplies and equipment. If these conditions can be met in the HAWAIIAN 
Group, it may be possible to receive a limited n~ber of redeployed units 
in the HAWAIIAN Area, but it must be emphasized that service troops must ar-
rive prior to other troops, and that equipment for standard type organiza-
tions must be pre-shipped in its'entirety in sufficient time to be available 
for redeployed troops upon their arrival, as depot ttocks in the Pacific 
Ocean Areas are insufficient to make complete issues of T/E including 
]JlMSR items to units arriving without such equipment, and norma.~ measures 
for supp~ of 1@!SR items do not operate fast enough to insure pre-supp~. 
War Department plan as proposed is not believed to be practicable for 
general application in the Pacific Ocean Areas and frequent changes in 
operational destinations of Army, Marine and Naval units which in the past 
have proven to be normal, make the adoption of such a plan exceedingly 
dangerous from the supply standpoint • It must also be pointed out that the 
adoption of War Department plan will require large stockpiles of equipment 
and supplies on each island base in the Pacific Ocean Areas. Redeployed 
troops will be used in operations in the Pacific Ocean Areas either in the 
actual assault on enemy held territory or will be part of the early gar-
rison shipments for BBW~ captured islands or land masses. It is not be-
lieved feasible to issue equipment and supplies as proposed by War Departmen 
under these conditions. Therefore, adequate facilities must be provided 
on the Mainland to permit a substantial portion of redeployed troops to be 
mounted (vdth prescribed equipment and supplies including amraunition) and 
combat or convoy loaded in the United States to go directly to the target. 
In the particular case of the South Pacific Area where units are moving 
direct to the Southwest Pacific Area, an agreement has been reached between 
the 2 theaters ·concerned, that units so destined for movement will move with 
full T/E insofar as shipping space per.mits. Any change of this procedure · to 
agree lvith ~art 4 of the referenced radio at this late date is considered 
undesirable. War Department plan under no circumstances can be placed in 
effect immediate~ in this theater and, insofar as it affects general pur-
pose vehicles, it is believed that the proper .stockage point for these ve-
hicles is the west coast of the United States and not within the theater. 
In view of the statements made above, this headquarters can not concur in 
Plan A or B in part 3 of your radio at this time. 
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16 1500 CNO to CINCPOA BOTH HQ. 

House appropriations Corn ... rnittee considering rebuilding and rehabilitating 
GUAM with view to using achievements there as reason for extension Naval 
administration to other islands. It is requested that CNO be furnished 
by 1 March if practicable ini'ormation concerning character and extent your 
projects and their effect on Civil Affairs in UUAM during periods of (A) 
Militar.y operations and tB) Post~war activities including following subjects: 
(1) H.entoval of war damage debris. (2) Relocation of civil population. (3) 
Restoration of dwellings and other buildings public and private. (4) Build-
ing of roads expansion and relocation of government structures and public 
works for both military activities and island government. (5) Acquisition o 
and compensation for land required for above. (6) Reestablishm.ent of former 
economic and cultural institutions, civil governm.ent and civil courts includ 
ing list of any procl~nations concerning use or non-use of civil courts. 

lS 0624 CINCPAC ADV HQ to COMGENPACDIV-ATC ( OINC OATC) Info COMNATSPAC. 

In order that Cincpac Advance Headquarters be kept informed of cases where 
aircraft under your flight control are missing, overdue beyond fuel endur-
ance or lost request that OATC furnish· following inforraation by dispatch: 
(A) Report point of departure and time. ETA.and destination. (B) If over-
due and presumed lost give pertinent details. (C) Whexfoearch is instigated 
inform. Cincpac when plane is located or presumed lost. Forward by airmail-
gram list of passengers in cases where aircraft is declared lost. 

lS 1220 CTF 52 to CTF 51, Info CINCPAC JillV HQ, COM5THFLT • 

Though weather has not permitted couplete expenditure of entire ammun~~~on 
allowance and more installations can be found and destroyed vvith 1 more day 
of banbard.m.ent I believe landing can be accomplished tomorrow as scheduled 
if necessar.y. I reconm1end however special attention before and during land-
ing to flanks and east coast of island with neutralizing fire and white 
phosphorus projectiles llllinediately available if required. Amplifying re-
port follows immediately. 

lS 2215 COM5THFLT to CINCPAC ADV H9 Info ALL TG COMDRS 5THFLT. 

lst report of TOKYO strike. Task Force approach corapletely undetected and 
target area was not alerted until strikes neared targets. Weather condition 
both days low clouds and squalls over Task Force making extremely difficult 
flying conditions. Bad to ·Qnsatisfactory over target with much of target 
area completely closed in. Results of 2 days strike 332 enemy aircraft shot 
down, 177 destroyed on ground, 1:1a.ny others probably destroyed or da.Tmged 
including at least 150 1st d~. I{LBCAAS shops and installations destroyed 
at many airfields and air depots. ota Aircraft Plant effectively hit by 1 
sraall strike. Mushashimo Ta.ma and Tashikav,ra Engine Plants each well hit by 
1 Task Group strike. Bombing apparently excellent. 16 Feb. 9 coastal ves-
sels sunk 1 DD 2 DE l AK. 20 coastal vessels daQaged. TOKYO BAY Area closed 
in most of tirde preventing large percentage of strikes reaching assigned air 
field targets. 17 Februa!'iJ 1 CWL or CVE at YOKOHAMA hit with 6 quarter ton 
bombs set afire dovm at bow and rolled over on side apparently resting on 
bottoo. 2 coastal vessels damaged. Increasingly bad weather 17th and fore-
cast of same for 18th dictated cancellation of plans for continuation of 
strike and retirement was started after recovery of early afternoon sweeps 
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lS 2215 COM5THFLT to CINCPAC lillV HQ Info ALL TG COMDRS FIFTHFLEET ( CONT 'D) 

17th. Total air losses both days:- 6ombat 49 aircraft 40 pilots 6 crewmen. 
Operational - 21 aircraft 5 pilots 4 cre~~1en. No report on lifeguard re-
coveries. No attacks reached our surface forces and no dar.mge to our surface 
ships from enemy action. Suecial combat air patrol stationed over destroyer 
picket line between our force and TOKYO destroyed the few Japanese planes 
that followed our returning strikes. BARTON (DD722) and INGRM~Afui (DD694) 
in collisdlon causing extensive darn.age to BARTON bow limiting speed to 12 
knots. Minor da.r:1age to INGRAHAM. WALDRON (DD · 699) sustained minor damage 
to bow in raJnming enemy picket boat night 17th. Ra.lllilling necessitated by 
range too close for firing with picket boat changing course toward center of 
task group. DORTCH (DD 670) previously slight~ damaged 3 killed 7 wounded 
by gunfire from same picket boat. BA..B.TON, INGRAHAM, Vv ALDRON proceeding 
independently SAIPAN SOA 12 as Task Unit 5S.4.9. Nunerous enen~ picket 
boats destroyed during night retirenent 17th-1Sth. Comr-:.ents. Airmanship 
of our pilots under hazardous flying conditions superb. Jap planes not ag-
gressive and avoided our fighters about 2000 planes or du.mmies on fields 
in TOKYO area. No shortage planes but possible shortage pilots or gasoline. 
To ridicule Jap superstition that weather is their infallible friend suggest 
publicity to effect that weather operated against them and allowed undetecte 
approach and 2 days attack by our forces without damage to us in near viciB-
ity TOKYO. I have sent following despatch to TF 58. ''Congratulations to 
all hands on a superlatively well done job. Only courage skill and intelli-
gent teamvrork by every member of Task Force 58 could have produced these 
historic results in spite of oppositmon by both enemy and weather. I know 
that our future operations will hurt the enemy even more 11 ._ Para. . Co.IIllllailder 
5th Fleet and CTF 58 desire express appreciation for cooperation and assist-
ance provided by 21st Bomber Command all submarines Pacific and Task Group 
50.5. Para.. Today's operations. Topping off DD's. ~ti picket boat 
mreeps. Deck load strike by 2 Task Groups on CHICHI JDv~. 

19 0150 CTF 51 to c;OM5THFLT Info . CINCPAC BOTH HQ, TF COMDRS 5TH FLEET. 

This is summar,y number 1. Following intense.naval gunfire and air 
bombardment 5thPhibCorps landed as scheduled. 8 Battalions supported by 
tanks landed by 1020. Little opposition was 1net initial~ though some 
mortar and artillery fire at LST' s and boats. Mortar and artillery fire 
develoned on all beaches particularly on BLUE and YELLOW. Several LVT's 
or tanks and LSM 74 and 211 hit. 6 tanks and elements of the 27th Marines 
reached southern edge of airfield by 1030. Front lines 1100 TA l in from 
TX-14 7 DI0-14 S FBD-164 XYT-165 PVWN-166 FCD. Left flank battalion 5th 
MarDiv TA ORYp2 C to U SJ ENI\T T., Regimental reserves being landed. 
Personnel casualties moderate. Enemy strong on right flank. Para. 
Situation considered favorable. Para. GAMBLE and BLESSMAL"J hit last 
night by bo~bs. Casualties heavy. Will tow to SAIPAN. 

19 0531 CINCPOA ADV HQ to c;TNCSINPA, CINCBPF, COM7THFlir, Info COMINCH. 

Com7th£t'lt's 171028 concerns arrangements for use ofLEYTE Area by British 
Pacific Fleet. W~ 110043 states m,y desire to defer arrangements for 
anchorages forward of MANUS until operational allocations are announced 
by Cominch whose 092141 indicates his assunption that such arrangements 
will be made by me. 
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19 0539 CINCPOA ADV HS to CNO Info CINCPOA PEARL HQ, COM7THFLT, COMINCH. 

Ref UR 071938. Although some undesirable delay will ensue in dredging 
program at GUAM as well as some decrease in dredging capacity for planned 
operations arn. agreeable in interests of overall war effort to loaning 
dredges NORFOLK and LOUISIANA to Com7thFlt until about 15 Sept provided 
you procure replacement dredges of similar characteristics. RequeEt esti-
mated dates of arrival this theatre. Dredges MCVliLLIAMS and WEEBER or 
dredges of similar types and capacities considered satisfactory replace-
ments. If you concur I can order both dredges together with crews and . 
attendant plant including first 2 dump scows to arrive from nainla.nd direct 
from FRAY to ULOD. Before any such orders are issued however, it is im-
portant that definite arrangements be made for replacements and for ultim.at 
return of dredges NeaFOLK and LOUISift~A as I have no reserve to cover 
possible losses in coming operations and no operating dredge·s for opera-
tions scheduled late this year. It is infeasible for me to follow· sug-
gestion of your 071938 to integrate dredging requirements POA and SWPAC 
as I am without authority in that area and am incompletely inforr.11ed as to 
their requirements. In view foregoing request you nmke arrangements for 
replacements nentioned above and prescribe date for return of dredges to 
Cincpac. 

19 0823 CINCFDA ADV HQ to ALPOA Info COMINCH. 

The officers and men of the First Carrier Task Force of the Pacific Fleet 
have dealt the enemy a crushing blow which will long be remembered. The 
same courage, skill and tea.tl'V'Tork which enabled our carrier pilots to de-
stroy the enemy in bad weather over TOKYO are now being displayed by the 
forces which are taking rt-10 ISLAND only 660 miles froo TOKYO. They will 
also 8ring success when our troops land in JAPAN itself covered and sup-
ported by.the ever increasing power of our air forces and of the guns of 
the Fleet. Para. To those brave officers and nen who have been and are 
in combat and also to those whose support and assistance in rear areas are 
essential to their success '~'Vell Done1 11 • 

191129 CTF 93 to CINCPOA lillV HQ Info CTF 94, 21st BomCom.,ComGenAAFPOA,CTF 96, 
CTG 50.5, 7thBomCom, 7th Air Force,ComGen 73rd BomWing, ComFA·w 2, CO:M:AI:tPAC 
COM5THFLT, CTU 50.5.3, )13th BO}if!VI NG. 

Over TIJO 4-5000 _feet went 44 Libs with centuries to bomb defense installa-
tions N of E boat basing and bivouac area no:cth of crater. 14 Libs put 
90 percent boQbs in target area 10 percent unobserved. 2nd squadron on 
first run over target did not dro~) due clouds" Requested pemission for 
2nd rU.n denied by surface control and planes directed return to base with 
bombs+ 3rtt. .. sguadron arrived target late due faulty navigation did not drop 
bor.1bs. 1 Navy Lib obtained photo and· movie coverage of bombardment and 
landing. 9 Libs dropped 180100 pound on SUSAia airfield 181215 GCT to 
182010 GCT. 36 bon.bs had 6 hour delay 36 more had 12 hour delay. 1 Lib 
bonbed fire north shore FUTAJifl KO. results night snooper Libs unobserved. 
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19 1143 CINCPAC ADV HQ to CINCSY~PA Info COM7THFLT 2 CO!vlFNDA...Lt.EACENT PAC, CIFCPAC ?ElJtL 
COMWESCARSUBAREA, CONIMARGILS. 

The routing of PHILIPPINE destined shipping through the Central Pacific 
to KOSSOL is causing unnecessary delays. The reasons for this situation 
are (A) The scarcity of available escorts. (B) The unfavorable conditions 
at KOSSOL making call up from ULITI1I necessary. (C) The addition of FOA 
shipping to this route and (D) The added delay of forDing convoys from 
ULITHI to KOSSOL. To relieve this situation it is proposed that all ship-
ping ·oroceeding to or fron1 LEETE through the Central Pacific shall stage 
through ULITHI instead of KOSSOL. This plan appears doubly desirable in 
view of: (A) The robable reduction in net defenses at KOSSOL as a result 

of net deterioration and lack of replacement nets and (B) The saving in· 
tir.J.e ·from souewhat shorter distance, entering anchorage, reforning, etc. 
Para. To effect the departure of a convoy from. both IEYTE and ULITHI 
every 6 days by this plan it is estimated that 6 escorts must be employed 
using two escorts for each convoy with a 2 day turn around period at each 
end and 2 escorts constantly inoperative for upkeep. The proportionate 
volurne of shipping indicates that for the time being Co:m.7thFleet should pro-
vide 4 of the escorts required and that Com£1vdArea provide 2. Further pro-
?Ose that a PHIUPPINE SEA escort commander l.rith an appropriate 7th Fleet 
Task Unit designation be appointed by Com7thFleet who will control the 
operation and upkeep of all 6 escorts. Escorts would be ordered to report 
for tempora~ operational control to the task unit commander thus esta~ 
lished and to be replaced on a ship for ship basis by Com7thFleet or by 
ComFwd.Area at their discretion. This arrangement to continue so long as 
profitable to each of the Comraanders concerned and to be terminated by 
either commander at such time as the shipping interests of his area no 
longer demand this mutual assistance. Request your comment as early as 
practicable. 

19 11.44 CINCPAC ADV HQ to CINCSWPA Info COMINCH, COMTrHF'LT, CINCPAC PEARL HQ. 

UrDis 180347 not to all. Agreements reached at HOLLANDIA conference of 21 
September 1944 and restated in my 280110 of September of higher classifica-
tion prescribed that ~VPA shipping would be moved forwarded on call from 
SWPA command. Your 240225 of Nov and 090348 of DEC and my replies of 250215 
of Nov and 120106 of Dec established ~VPA regulating officer at KOSSOL 
ROADS who would be responsible for callb1g forward SWPA shipping at ENI-
WETIDK and ULITHI to meet schedules set forth by Commanding General 6th 
Arrow. Once call foxvra.rd is requested by ~VPA regulating officer shipping 
has been and will continue to be moved forward to regulating port vvith all 
possible dispatch • . In this connection see rrry dis 191143 not to all suggest 
ing use of ULITHI instead of KOSSOL. Receipt of info requested by Com7thFl 
150715 should insure ability to institute call forward sufficient tine to 
eeet logistic requirements in PHILIPPINES. Welcoi~e any suggestion from 
you as to Drocedure for ex9editing movement of ships. 
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20 0728 CINCPOA AJJV HQ to RDO WASHINGTON Info COMINCH, SECNAV • 

The Honorable ·sam Rayburn, Speaker of the House of Representatives, 
Washington, n.c.: :My heartfelt thanks for the message of congratulations 
just received from the House of Representatives to the officers and men of 
The United States Pacific Fleet and Pacific Ocean Areas. We are enormously 
proud to have the confidence and encouragement of the House. There exists 
with us a keen awareness that our achievements can be traced back to those 
who were instrumental in pl'ofiding us with the means to out shoot, outfight 
and overpower the enemy. The victories we are winning in Japanese home · 
waters had their genesis on Main Street and in the Halls of Congress. We 
are profoun~ grateful for this continued gerlerous and enthusiastic sup-
port. Your heartening message was transmitted at once to everyone under 
my command. Signed c.w. NIMITZ, Fleet Admiral, u.s. Navy, Commander in 
Chief, Pacific Fleet and Pacific Ocean Areas. 

20 1421 CINCroA ADV HQ to COMFWDAREA, COMMARGILSAREA Info PD ENIWETOK, PD ULITHI, 
PD KOSSOL, SCOFA, CINCPOA PEARL HQ, CINCSWRA. 

In every convoy to the westward include all Southwest Pacific shipping now 
in part or enroute which is destined for LEYTE. Such shipping will no 
longer be held awaiting call forward unless specific~ directed by Cincpoa 
Convoys routed direct from ENIWETOK 01' ULITHI to LEYTE shall include SWPAC 
shipping to destination. CinCSWPA will escort own shipping departing 
KOSSOL for LEYTE. Expedite movement all possible. 

20 0925 CG LANFOR to CTF 56 Info CTU 56.2.1, CTU 56.2,2, CTG 56,3, RCT 21, ADC 
3RD MARDIV. 

This is part 1 my 200925, This is rrry dis sunamary from 1000 Feb 19 to 1000 
Feb 20, During night of D-Day 11 DD's 2 CA's and 2 LCI mortar units sup-

ported the Corps. A total of 145,000 rounds of 4.2 mortar was fired. 
Night activity characterized by intermittent mortar and arty fire falling 
on both divs. At 2315 enemy attempted to infiltrate our lines on west 
coast by landing barge in zone of 28 Mars but were repulsed. At about 0345 
1 battalion enemy counter attacked across airfield No, 1 but were repulsed 
by RCT 27. Divs commenced a coordinated attack at 0830 preceded by air, 
arty, and NGF preparation and by 1200 had advanced about 500 yards to the 
north while RCT 28 had made gains of about 200 yards against SURIBACHI 
Mountain to the south, Intermittent mortar, arty and rocket fire fell on 
tropps during the morning, especially on beaches GREEN RED, and BLUE 1, 
During the ear~ afternoon 4th MarDiv beaches received verrheavy concen-
trated arty. fire, Our arty situation had improved by noon and 4 complete 
Bns and halves of 2 other Bns were ashore and firing in support of the 
attack. Slight gains were made during the afternoon against increasing 
resistance. Fighting against heavy resistance the total advance of the day 
was approximately 800 yards in 5th MarDiv's zone of action and fro~ 200 to 
800 yards in the 4th MarDi v' s zone of action. 11 DDs, 4 CAs and 5 BBs 
supported the attack throughout the day. 
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20 2305 CINCPOA ADV HQ to COM5'11IFLT, CCl,fAIRPAC Info CTF 51, CTF 5S, CINCroA PEARL, 
COMINCH, COMCARDIV 7. 

Part 1. Folllftfing plan will be follow·ed to provide for night fighters 
and also accelerated carrier training during 1st Phase of next operation. 
(A) SARATOGA ·will be returned to Com.CarTra:i.nRon immediately upon com-
pletion use in present operation. (B) INDEPENDENCE and BATAAN will arrive 
ULITHI with standard groups not later than 13 March. (C) ComA.irPac will 
equip temporar~ly the 1st ESSEX Class carrier practicable to send f0r~ 
ward from PEARL with a night group, .using units now in SARATOGA at dis-
cretion. Para 2. ComAirPac nominate carrier for purpose in SubPara l(C) 
above and advise probable date of joining Task Force 5S. 

21 0306 CINCPAC PEARL HQ to CNO (DNTS) Info CINCPAC ADV, COMGENPOA. 

The practice indicated in WARX 31359-3rd of the War Dept issuing instruc-
tions to subordinate commands in this theater which affect employment of 
shipping vrlthin the theater · is considered to be at variance with policy 
set forth in JCS 100345 Dec. The lst reference did not include Cincpoa 
as an adee and its implementation without Cincp0a 1 s knowledge has caused 
the embarrassing situation indicated ComGenSoPacBaCom OS0456 and Cincpoa 
110104. Concur in the objective sought by the 1st reference but does 
not concur in the method of implementation established therein. Request 
this be brought to attention Chief of Transportation ASF. 

21 0500 CTF 51 to ~OM5THFLT I~fo CINCPAC BOTH HQ, ALL TFCs FIFTHFLEET. 

Summar,r No. 5 211200. Para. Landing Force resumed attack OSlO objec-
tive capture of airfield No. 2 the 0-2 line and slopes of MT SURIBACHI. 
The advance is being met with heavy machine gun, sniper and mortar fire. 
Para. During the night 20-21 only ntinor ground activity was reported. 
Numerous attempts at infiltration made along entire front but were unsuc-
cessful. A local counter attack supported by several tanks and artiller,r 
was made against the Corps left flank at 2015 but repulsed by RCT 27. 
Small arms mortar artillery fire and sporadic rocket fire continued against 
our front. Numerous enemy defense installations require tald.ng by indi-
vidual troop action. Para. Our lines as of 111+5 K (-10) reported as 
follows: From TA 132 R to 131 E thence along west coast to 197 Y thence 
198 UX south edge. 181 E 182 K 182 MJ to 166 D. Para. 1st estimate of 
casualties as of 21 0800 K(-10) approximately 150 officers 3500 enlisted 
men of which 3063 are wounded and on board ship. Total of 25 LVT's de-
stroyed 20 under repair 320 serviceable. 18 LVT(As) have been destroyed 
with 14 under repair and 78 serviceable. 12 tanks destroyed leaving 56 
serviceable 10 ur1der repair 16 unserviceable 7 bogged dcwTn. 11 DUroNS de-
stroyed. 19 trucks 3 cranes 3 bulldozers 1 tractor knocked out • Ammu-
nition dump on RED Beach 2 B EG UP during night. 1 supp~ dump on beach 
BLUE 2 destroyed this morning. 4th Bn 14th Marines lost 7/105 MM Howitzers 
in DUCKS which sank due to rough water. Para. Naval gunfire repeated 
illuminating harassing and interdiction missions throughout the night with 
2 cruisers, 11 destroyers and 2 gunboat support units. Naval gunfire has 
continued throughout the morning with scheduled fire and call missions. 
Para. Scheduled air strikes have been augmented by 4 special large 
strikes from fast carriers making total of more than 800 airplanes on 
durect support missions today. Para. SUAJ1A:ICO and AI 1 s SHASTA and WRANGlE 
arrived fueling and ammunition replenishment are~ in progress. LOGM~ (APA19 
(2 groups garbled) retiremerrG suffered steering casualty and rammed USS 
NAPA (APA 218) causing considerable dau1age on port side abreast number 4 
hold latter ship but in no iL~edia~e danger. LOGAN has minor drunage2to;b~. -Cont~nued- • ( J b 
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21 0500 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT Info CINCPAC BOTH HQ, ALL TFC'S FIFTHFLEET. (CONT'D) 

SAMARITAN received hit qy 5 inch ricochet from friendly firing vessel 
but projectile did not ~plode. BRADFORD while rendering close in fire 
support hit submerged object or~eef d~uaging port propeller. LSM 799 
hit by mortar fire with slight damage. No casualties. Para. Lv~•s 
and DUCKS continued unloading ammunition and rations throughout night. 
Demolition units started at daybreak to clear wrecks from YEILOVV and 
BLUE Beaches. Caus~vays are being placed on beaches this morning. 

21 0550 COM5THFLT to CINCPAC BOTH HQ. 

Serious problem in amphibious landings on strongly defended objectives is 
our present inability quickly locate concealed enemy mortar batteries 
and artillery firing on our troops. Any plan already developed or which 
can be developed by scientific research will be of great value in future 
operations. New subject. CV and CVL task force 5B successfully rearmed 
with bombs at sea by SHASTA and WRANGELL. Transfer rate initially 26 
tons per hous improving to 30 tons. SHASTA recommends issue load of 4000 
tons my 290053 Januar,y. Results substantiate previous conclusions. With 
experience increased transfer rate possible. 

21 1210 CTF 51 to ~OM5THFLT Info CINCPAC BarH HQ, ALL TFC FIFTHFLEEr • 

Summary No. 6 211000 K( -10) • Ground attack continued this afternoon 
against-heavy opposition consisting of intense snail arms heavy weapons 
and artillery fire. Bombs and minefields covered by enemy mortar and ar-
tiller.y fire slowed the advance. Resistance was best organized and most 
severe in center of the Corps zone just south of airfield number 2. HIT 
2S attack against MT SURIBACHI has been against very strong defenses. 
By 1500 they reported reaching the base of MT SURIB~n .. CHI and were using 
flame throwers on defeasive installations. 4 tanks supporting this attack 
were casualties due to mines. Demolition equipment and personnel from 
5th Engineer Bn are with RCT 28 to assist in their advance. RCT 2S r~ 
ported counter attack in the area east of MT SURI8ACHI at 1236 which 
was rep~lsed. Numerous booby traps and terracotta mines have been en-
countered. I.CT 21 in Corps Rewerve completed landing at 1000. Co-
ordinated attack will be resumed tomorrow morning for the capture of 0-2 
line. Para. Latest estimate indicates 862 enemy dead counted since D-
day. Only 1 prisoner of war captured to date. Estimate received from 
Landing Force Commander that there are 5000 additional naval troops above 
the original estll-.aate on IWO JIMA. His estimate indicates a total 
20,000 enemy on mo JDflA on D day. Troops were ordered to dig in at 1700 
on most suitable terrain in their forward area prepared to meet possible 
counter attack tonight. Some variation occured in the lines during the 
day. At 1700 we held the general line from TA 132 VLF to 131 JN thence 
along west coast to 197 Y thence 198 V south edge 181 BE. 182 AK~~. 1$3 
PHTY 166 E. Para. LSM 43 sustained considerable structural damage due 
to rough sea while unloading transports. Temporary repairs to NAPA v;ill 
permit speed of 10 kr1ots but requires docking. LOGAN damage requires 
repair ship~ Para. NAPA reports 5 men missing. During the day BBs and 
heavy cruisers supported attack by deep supporting fires. This was in 
addition to normal close support. Para. Air attacks separate with sum-
mary tomorrrnv. Para. S9ecial report on beach conditions. Breakers not 
heavy but are a handicap due to steep slopes. Soil on all beaches of 
volcanic ash extends from water to airfield No. 1, very loose and will 
not permit passage of any type ~f wheeled vehicle. Almost entire b,.~a.;P. 7 - Cont~nued - L { ~ , 
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21 1210 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT Info CINCPAC BOTH HQ, ~TC. (CONT'D) 

frontage now congested with wrecked LCVP's, LVT's, vehicles and tanks. 
Supplies being furnished to troops inland on~ by LVT's• D~molition 
teams now clearing beach wreckage~ Marston beach matting being laid 
but much Will be needed. 3 :mat roads completed to top of ridge. Mortar 
fire on beaches diminishing in intensity since 1200 but still a serious 
problem. Only satisfactory landing craft are LST, LSM, LCT and LVT. 
Tr,ying to get portion caus~vays rigged will try unloading by pontoon 
barges. Net result is that while about 12 LST 1 s are unloaded transports 
average only about 30 percent. This means considerable delays in un-
loading garrison echelons. Beaches west coast under investigation but 
not believed suitable. 

,Y'"'_.,;c ~5 0433 C01 THFLT to GO THPHIBtOR Info CINCPOA BGrH HQ, COMINCH, AIL TF & TG COMDRS 
(ZL'Q.JU)7THFLT CINCSIJ'V'PA LEYTE & TARLAC CG 6TH ARMY, CG 8TH ARJ\!.lY, COMAF 5, 

COMAAF, MEF 13, 308 B011WING1 COM5THFLT. 

Desp. OpPlan 2-40. NS STON ES current operations permit form Task Unit 
designated CASIGUR~SOmND.--This unit composed of 2 DD or DE 2 AMS 
equipped for SVfeeping 1 LC ~. Para 1. Enemy occupies in minor strength 
points along east coast of LUZON. Enemy air on KUAHN is now negligible. 
Scattered enemy SMES are operating in PHILIPPINE waters. There are no 
known enemy mine-.rields coast defense installations or troops in the 
CASmGURAN SOUND and Bay section of Eastern LUZON although BALER BAY and 
DTIV'GALEN BAY are reported to be mined. · Elements of the 6th CC Army have 
occupied BALER and DTINGALEN BAYS. No friendly submarines are operating 
in Eastern LUZON waters. Para 2. This force will investigate CASIBURAN 
BAY and SOUND for the purpose of determining the presence of enernlf forces 
or installations and suitability as a fleet anchorage. Para 3. Assemble 
Task Unit at LEYTE earliest practicable date. vVhen RFS proceed BALER BAY 
contact local 6th An:rry Conu:ta.nder and as arranged with him embark scouts 
with interpreters. Proceed CASIGURAN SO~ID land scouts at points as pre-
viously arranged with 6th Army to determine nresence or absence of enemy 
forces or installations CASIGURAN SOOND Area including prewar emergency 
landing field on west side of sound. Make exploratory minesweeps in 
CASIGURAN SOUND and BAY. Inform Com7thFleet by despatch progress of opera-
tions and results of w~ssion. Without interfering with primary mission 
destroy any enemy forces encountered. Return troops to destination ar-
ranged with 6th Army upon completion debarkation return LEYTE. ~ unit 
dissolved on arrival. Arrange air cover required v.vith Allied Air Forces. 
In order avoid accidental engagement keep all interested commanders in-
formed on movements~ Logistics at LEYTE. Communication in accordance 
CANF NTMI PLAN 5-44. Com7thFlt at TOLOSA. Para. Com?thPhibsFor inform 
Com7thFlt and all interested the names and radio calls of vessels in Task 
Unit as soon as assignn1ents are made. 

V'21 132S CINCSNPA to CINCFOA ADV, COM7THFLT Info COMINCH,CINCPOA PEARI.,COMAIRPAC, 
COMALLIE~ AIR FORCES, lillV ECH GHQ. 

CX 107 44. There follows answ-er to CincDoa 1 s 110045 and Com7thFlt t s 160423. 
P~~ islru1d field with facilities thereat allocated Cincpoa for use of 

British Pac Flt effective 14 Mar 191+5. Co.m7thFlt is authorized to complete 
all arrangements _by direct correspondence with Cincpoa. CinCSVrPA accepts no 
obligation for additional construction except from forces locally available 
which are not required for other Drojects in Southwest ·Pacific Area. 
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21 1730 CINCSfNPA to CINCPOA liJJV, COM?THFLT, Info COMINCH, CINCPOA PEARL, COMAIRPAC, 
C01LALLIED AIR FORCES, lillV :ECH GHQ, 

CX 10754. Reference CinCBPF 141300 and Cincpoa's 160419. Reply by part 
follow·s to latter reference. Part 1. Approved use of MANUS by British 
Pacific Fleet as anchorage and augmentation of US naval carrier aircraft 
pools and personnel at MANUS by 50 carrier aircraft and 4 officers. 131 
men. Part 2. See r~ CX 10744 time group 21132S GCT. Part 3. Approved -
arrival of British Liaison Officer and party. 11 officer and 66 ratings. 
Including allocation of facilities. Para 8 CinCBPF 141300. 

22 0234 CINCFDA ADV to COMGENPOA Info CINCPOA PEP.RL. 

I concur in the comment of your serial 0091 of 10 Februar,y 1945 and do 
not consider that FILBAS Agreement is applicable to overhead allotment 
of SoPacBaCom. Request you initiate request direct to Chief of Staff 
US Army to implement sub paragraph 5(B) of your serial 0091. 

22 0410 CTF 51 to TF 54, CTF 53, CTG 56.1, CTF 56 Info TG 51.1, 

Ammo expenditures have been enormous and at present rate exhaustion of 
effective gunfire support will occur in 2 days despite eonstant replenish-
ment. Up to the present night firing has been very wasteful and much of 
it unnecessar.y. It ·must be reduced both for.~ common and star shell. 
It will hereafter be lllaited to firing for counter battery, to break up 
counter attacks and disperse assemblies. Continuous star shell illumina-
tion can not be maintained. Anuno quota each night hereby established at 
300 AA common and 50 stars per ship for 2 to 3 cruisers and 10 destroyers. 
The amount of ammo expenditure during the day must also be reduced (it is 
essential that Division and Regimental Commanders exercise a more ~igid 
control of Battalion calls with a view to better and more efficient co-
ordination) • 

22 0818 CINCPAC ADil HQ to COMGENAAFPOA Info COMINCH. 

Your 220131. Do not desire participation in proposed conference by of-
ficers assigned to the Pacific Ocean Areas. Coordinatmon of intertheater 
communications should be effected by JCS cr by arrangements between the 
Theater Commanders. 

22 1240 CTF 51 to COM5THFL~ Info CINCPA~ BGrH HQ, ALL TF COMDRS 5THFLT. 

This is Surmnary No. 8 221SOO K. Our troops continued attack this after-
noon against stubborn resistance. RCT 21 on the left flank of the 4th 
Division was pinned do\v.n by heavy rifle and mortar fire and made only 
slight gains to the north against airfield center (number) two. The 5th 
Division on the left flank advanced about 200 yards north of the 0-1 line 
but were unable to advance farther ahead of RCT on their right. RCT 2S 
supported by tanks artil.lery demolitions and flame throwers continues 
at tack on 1JJ1T SURIBACHI. Strong reconnaissance patrols were sent up the 
clifts and existing trails and were met by enemy troops dropning hand 
grenades and demolition charges. At 1400 it was reported that the base 
of the crater was entire circled and that the elllunation of ener~ de-
fenses was progressing. In the attack today the 5th MarDiv was supported 
by 3 Bns of the 13th Field Artille~J and 1 Battery of Corps Artiller.y. 
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22 1240 CTR 51 t .o COM5THFLT Info CINCPAC BOTH HQ, Jl.LL TF COviDRS 5THFLT. (CONT'D) 

5 Bns of Field Artiller.y were in support of the 4th Division. Part 2. 
Strong enemy counter attack was reported organizing on the right flank of 
the Corps at 1100 and was taken under fire by naval gunfire and field 
artillery. Report of 1600 indicated the counter attack materialized but 
details not available. RCT 26 reports a strong enemy counter attack at 
1700 along their front on the left of the Corps front. This attack was 
reported repulsed at lSlO. At 1630 troops were ordered to dig in and pre-
pare to resist counter attack and infiltration tonight. The attack will 
be continued at 0730 • Arranged in boundaries objectives and zones of 
action. Front lines as of 1600 are as follows: TA 131 NSX 121 DE 122 A 
132 UVQLKF 131 JN thence along west coast to south part 197Y thence 
198U mm 199 PU 182 UHDK 181 J 1S2 KOWXT 182 PMNY to 166 E. Casualty 
reports as of lSOO 21 February: Landing Force loss BCT 25 KI& '644; tri1IA 
4168; MIA 560. Total for RCT 25 1072. Total of ground forces 6444. 
Enemy counted dead reported as of 1800 2 February total 1222. 2 prisoners 
of war. Para. Naval gunfire support has been hampered by unfavorable 
weather conditions with heavy rain and low visibility. 

22 0247 COM7THFLT to CINCSWPA IEYTE Info CINCPOA, CCNSERVPAC, COMSERFOR7THFLT. 

~th Fleet has commenced facilities on shore Srut~R with manpower and rnater-
ials to the limit of its resources while simultaneously meeting requirements 
to support active fleet operations at LINGAYEN, SUBIC and MANII..~A. Nuraer-
ous rainor operations are to follow in rapid sucdession. It ID4Y become 
necessa~ to withdraw some of this manpower to meet operational needs else-
where in the area. For at least 4 months after arrival of CBs from Cincpoa 
naval forces at LEYTE must in general be supported by and accompanied by 
provis duy etc shins. Also there will be an alm.ost con1plete lack of harbor 
craft small boats small oilers water barges and other essential ships to 
service a fleet at anchor unless sent in with working vessels. Corarrtencing 
about 1 May stocks on shore can be built up. Request ComSerFor 7th Flt 
be authorized correspond direct with OomSertPac in order to arrive at an 
understanding as to stock levels and responsibility for maintenance. 

22 1303 CINCFDA ADV to CINCBPF Info COMINCH,COMNAVBASE MANUS, CINCSWPA,COM7THFLT, 
COMAIR7THFLT .. 

Accordance CINCSVlPA 2ll730 use of :MANUS as a fleet anchorage augmentation 
of carrier pools and arrival of liaison officer and party are approved. 
Request you make detailed arrangements direct with CornNavBase MANUS. I 
will advise you concerning use of airfield and establishment your MONAB 
as soon as I can. • 

22 2343 CINCPAC/CINCPOA .AIJV to CINCSWPA Info CO:MFWDAREA,COMMARGILAREA, COM7THFLT 
COMPHIESEAFRON, CINCPOA PEARL HQ, SCOFA. 
Your 2CD.l60B. Delays of more than a few days in routing of SWPA shipping 
through POA have in the past resulted front the fact that shipping was not 
called forward by the ~VPA regulating officer in KOSSOL. MY 191143 and 2i 
201421 were issued with the idea of alleviating this condition. If all 
linrltations requiring the calling of ships forward are removed SvVPA ships 
should reach the wester~ost staging port (either ULITHI or KOSSOL, which-
ever you select) expeditiously after which their onward sailing will be 
entirely ·within your own control. 
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23 0500 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT Info CINCPAC BOTH HQ, P~L TFC 'S 5THFLT. 

This is TI\Y ~mnar,r Number 9 231200 K(-10). Both fronts were relative~ 
quiet during the night 22-23 Feb. Usual enemy infiltration tactics were 
attempted but without results. Group of enemy swimmers came in on west 
coast in rear of lines of RCT 26 which required some mopping up. Our 
attack this morning to the north was as follows: 5th MarDiv on the left 
with 2/27, 2/26, 3/26 (from left to right in line); 4th ~AarDiv on the 
right with 2/21, 1/2~, 2/24, 3/24,1/24 (from left to right in line). 
BLT 3/26 was held up on the right shortly after leaving line of departure 
by heavy mortar and artillery fire. RCT 21 reported at OS25 they were 
pinned do~~. Resistance continued heavy but reports indicate that the ad-
vance is continuing. RCT 2S on the south continued their attack against 
1IT SURIBACHI and at 1035 reached the rim of the crater on the north. Mop-
ping up operations proceeding this area with flame throwers much in evi-
dence. The 13 and 14 Marine Artiller-.t is in direct and general support 
of the attack. Intend landing headquarters and 9th RCT of 3rd MarDiv 24 
Februa~. Para. Front lines as of 1200 SURIBACHI area indefinite but 
many troops in sides and occupy rim of crater north east and south. West 
coast no change. North front lines are from; 197Yl9SUXYT 199 PU1S2BU~O 
1S3 FGHINY133E. Para. Night illumination and interdiction gunfire was 
delivered throughout the night by 3 cruisers 10 DDs 1 mortar support unit. 
Scheduled and call fire continued throughout the morning. SOLACE arrived 
and is embarking casualties. Rough water has interfered with operation of 
boats. Para. Scheduled air strikes are being carried out this morning with 
emphasis on destruction of pin point targets under direction of Air Coordi-
nator and Air Liaison parties. Strike this I~mBNKN on CHICULI Th1A destroyed 
3 damaged 3 of 10 planes seen on ground. 14 mnall craft seen. 2 TBM planes 
VITere damaged by enemy anti-aircraft fire but both returned. Air artillecy 
spotting plane reports enffi~ AA fire launched white 3 foot parachutes at 
2000 feet. To each parachute was suspended by a h foot cable an object 
2 feet long which spurted streamers of flame. It has now been determined 
that 2 TBM planes from ENTERPRISE which were searching for SARATOGA pilots 
were shot down about 1530 22 February instead of 1 plane as reported in 
my Sununary No. 8. A search for survivors from this plane and for crews 
of 2 missing SARATOGA is continuing. Para. Beach conditions are somewhat 
improved. BLUE 1 and YELLOW 2 were subjected to some tJ.ortar fire early 
this morning and several snipers killed near beaches. 3 roads now exist 
for vehicles from YELIDW beaches to airfield. Beach RED 1 now has 1 exit 
for tracked vehicles and 1 for wheeled vehicles. Beach RED 2 has 2 for 
tracked vehicles and 1 for wheeled vehicles. Beach GREEN has 1 for tracked 
vehicles. BLUE 1 has road for tracked vehicles. BLUE 2 can const~1ct road 
when free of enew.y machine gun fire. Weather ·partly cloudy, visibility 
good JING north-northwest 20-25 knots. 6 foot breakers on eastern beaches 
and choppy enough off shore to impede unloading and replenisrruent of ammu-
nition. 

23 0606 COMSTRATAIRPOA to CTF 51 Info CINCPOA, COM 1:\E' 7, CTF 93. 

0413. All units of CTF 92 are standing by and available to assist you in 
any manner you desire. If and when you call for strikes please suecify 
targets, t~e, and type of bombs desired. Liberators ar e prepared to bomb 
from 4,000 to 6,000 feet. 
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23 0637 CTI'JCPOA ADV HQ to COMI NCH(FOR CHIEF . OF STAFF US .l\JtMY)Info CINCPAC PEARL. 

Ref Marshall signed Maxvrell 2219062. Cincpoa will be glad to facilitate 
the purposes of visit of General Ma.x.vrell and his party. On matters which 
are not strictly Army but do concern Pacific Ocean Areas I request he 
confer vdth by Deputy Vice Admiral Towers instead of directly with any sub-
ordinate mer.1ber of my staff as i ndicated in reference. Admiral Towers will 
arrange for such conferences as may be found necessary with other officers 
under my command. 

23 1150 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT Info CINCPAC BOTH HQ, ALL TFC 5THFLT. 

This is my Summary Number 10 231SOO K( -10). Stubborn resistance from 
concrete pillboxes, caves and entrenclunents continued to lirnit the advance 
of our ground forces. Linited gains were uade in the zone of action of 
the 4th MarDi v on the Corps right vvi th a naximum advance of 300 yards in 
the area of the 24th RCT. The 5th MarCi v on the left holds positions along 
the 0-1 line. RCT 21 in the center has captured the southern tip of air-
field No. 2. RCT 2S in the SURIB.ACHI area continues mopping up operations. 
Block-houses and pillboxes have been reported within the crater. 717 enemy 
dead counted in the RCT 2S area. Enemy landing craft and mortar fire re-
ported from KANGOKU ROCK were eliminated by DD gunfire. Battery A 2nd Bn 
Corps Artillery landed in general support. RerGainder this Bn and Corps 
Artillery Hq were ordered to land during the day. Front lines as of 1630 
are: SURIBACHI area no change. North front TA l97Y thence 19S UXT 199 PU 
1S2 B GLRNO lS 3 NGHIO 1S4 PU 167 A. Para. Naval gunfire continues the 
support of the ground-troops. Amrounition replenishnaent was carried out 
throughout the day by PENSACOLA from transports, DDs from AEs and LSTs, 
LCis from LSTs. Replenisl~ent is slow because of high winds and moderate 
sea. The following operational casualties are reported: LST 390 in col-
lision with LST S07 while retracting from beach. Extensive damage forward 
including 5 foot hole starboard bow doors and mechanism d&aaged bow anchor 
lost. Er.lergency repairs will be made prior to retirem.ent to rear area. 
LST 716 lost ramp. E-nergency repairs to weld steel bulkheads and steel 
ramp are underway. YMS 361 has leak in hull but ship still operational. 
SC 1027 snapped starboard shaft. Is operational and can r~ke 12 knots. 
PC f!r17 has darnaged starboard propeller but operational and can make 11 
knots. SOLACE burned out anchor engine with 30 fathoms of chain out. Re-
pairs by ships force in progress. LSM 92 fouled by wire in propellers. 
Efforts to remove it are underway. Para. Air strikes in support of ground 
troops continued throughout the day • Correction r:1y SUIID~ary No. s. Fire 
on TBM:• s from ENrrERPRISE was from unit with SWEARER but not from that 
vessel. 1 TBM from RUDYARD BAY has been missing since 1700 22 r,ebruary 
after reporting a contemplated water landing 21 mil es bearing 255 from nvo. 
fu11ediate surface search was made and 2 searches on 23 Feb with negative 
results. At 1350 23 Feb an OS2U plru1e from IiEVADA crashed inside our lines 
on r NO. Pilot Lt. Hugh William Sheldon, USN kil led; Capt. John A. E_riday 
USMC passenger seriously injured. All plane docunents retrieved and burned. 
Latest check on survivors from BISlli~K SEA indicates 100 officers 513 en-
listed men survived out of 124 officers and 836 enlisted men on board. 
Figures include squadron V C-86 and passengers. Large personnel loss con-
sidered due to initia l explosion and fire a~mplified by later explosion of 
torpedoes. Bara. Sweep of CHICHI JDJlA. vvas made dur ing afternoon of 23 Feb. 
by planes from fast carriers 0 DEOAIIN ARE OOTG P-1LSRTIV I on this mission 
1 pl ane froB BELLEAU -·-soDS was r eported dovm 10 mil e s from target. Ai~sea 
rescue operations are undefivay . Para. GREEN & RED beach considerab~ i m-
proved. Supplies continue to be landed by LSTs LSMs and Lcrrs. Troops report 
athey trailer highly successful ~n moving supplies over heavy sand. AJ~a~~s 
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23 1150 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT Info CINCPAC BOTH HQ, ALL TRC'S FIFTHFLEET (CONT'D) 

are effective in carrying supplies to front lines. Salvage EFFOFXUEDMifELEAR 
BEANFES shows considerable progress. Supply dumps are being moved in and 
!till relieve congestion. Beaches YELLOW and BLUE continue to receive spo-
radic mortar or a~ciller.y fire which intpedes work considerably. Pontoon 
barges and causeways not being used due to steep beaches and heavy surf 
which causes broaching. 

23 2315 CTF 51 to CTF 93 Info C011AF 7, CINCPOA l?_GrH HQ, ALL TFC AND TGC 5THFLT, 
COM5THFLT. 

Appreciate your 230606. Request you make d~ and night strikes on CHICHI 
JDJIA~ HAI-IA JIMA. and MINAMT JDJIA, FR"I~ MINA!\lii JIM:A for neutralization of 
airfleld and destruction of aircraft and shipping. Advise intentions and 
results of missions. Attacks by carrier planes iNill be discontinued mxcept 
in emergency. 

24 0700 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT Info CINCPAC BOTH HQ, ALL 'ITC 5THFLT • . 
Sunr:tary No. 11 241200 K(-10). Ground forces had relatively quiet night. 
Minor at tempts at infiltration sporadic mortar and artillery fire. At 0915 
resruned attack ·with the objective the general line lSOE 19SMJ 199H north-
west road junction 304A 200F 200R northeast 1S4F 167B vlith l~th MarDiv oain 
effort on its left: 5th MarDiv with main effort on its right. Attack pre-
ceded by heavy air naval and field artillery banbardLllint concentrated in 
general areas 199 and 200. Tanks supported the attack. By 1200 some ground 
had been gained in the center along southwest edge of airfield nur2.ber 2 
against stiff enemy resistance. RCT 28 continued mopping up SURIBACHI area. 
Patrols have entered the crater. Our front lines as of 1130: TA lSOE 181ACE 
182 ABGHIJ 183 FKUvffiKO 18h PU 167 A • .All Corps artillery now ashore. CG 
LanFor assumed co1~1and ashore 0955. RCT 9 and Hq 3rd MarDi v cor;Jlllenced land-
ing at 0800 on beach YELLOW 1 and RED 2. Tanks of 3rd M:arDiv landed and 
noved to assembly area last night. Casualty reports 5th Am.phibious Corps 
as of 231800: KIA 706, WIA 5125, MIA 531. 3 casualties on LCS 33 result 
friendly anti-aircraft fire during air raid. Para. Naval gunfire con-
tinues to support the ground forces. Heavy ~ re-K hour bombardraent fired 
this morning in support of the attack. Shit') casualties due enemy action: 
LSM 47 had near r.rlss by bomb. No mentionable damage but 2 rrinor personnel 
casualties. LSM 46 hit by enemy artillery fire 1 hit starboard side water 
line after -')art crews compartment ; 1 hit port superstructure deck starting 
small fire and darnage in ships office; 2 dead 9 ·wounded. Laid seaplane 
mooring buoys and survey for mooring bg.ays and nets undertNay. 6 search 
and 3 Dumbo seaplanes requested for tor1orrow. The following operational 
casualties occureed during the :oast 24 hours: r~aLLIAMCOn extensive struc-
tural damage port side while fueling. Operational but tender availability 
required. PC 578 several holes in hull due servicing small boats. LSM 92 
~reviously reported as fouled by wire in propeller requires docking. 
KEOKUK and AB~lE (J.N58) assisting force bectehnaster in installing causeway 
pier . Numerous vessels novr anchored for discharge of cargo. HYMAN ~.ILEY 
and TALBOT and 8 planes searching to vrestward for 2 LS:Ms reported adrift 
with personnel. SOLACE ex~') ects depart for SAIP.t.\N sunset. Report as of 
1800 23 Februar.r indicates S7 LCVPs 10 LCI.Is and 1 LC P.I:1 wrecked or sunk. Para 

- Continued -
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24 0700 CTF 51 to Cm?i5rri-IFLT Info CINCPAC BUl'll HQ, A.:LL TFC 5'rHF'LT. (CUNT'D) 

Ene~ aircraft approached in several snall groups between 1840-2100 23 
February. 2 planes identified visually 1 as HUFJ!.: 1 as BE'TTY. No fighter 
interceptions. Planes dropped window but apparently no attacks made althoug 
FRAZIER reported straddled by bombs. We used defensive radar jarnming and 
smoke. SA..L?.ATOGA reports 25 dead, 57 wounded in suicide attack of 21 Feb. 
Reports 3 enemy planes shot down. This raises nurJ.ber enemy planes shct dovm 
night 21 Yebruary to total 15. Para. At 0953 1 TB?I fron STE.41lliR BAY shot 
dovm -wit.h 5th ¥1arDiv observer over IVVO in flames. Plane crashed in water. 
No survivors 1 body recovered. Para. Conditions on beaches inproving. 
Lateral coL~unications now established. General cargo unloading unde~~. 
Nur~erous LSTs and 1SMs were beached and unloaded during past 24 hours. 
Several Japs reported as wearing Marine uniforms. Weather high scattered 
alto-cunulus vvith lower scattered strato-curJ.ulus. Temperature 65-67 wind 
north-northeast 12 l{llots. Visibility high. 

24 1310 CTF 51 to ~OM5THFLT Info CINCPAC BarH HQ, ALL TFC FIFTHFLEET. 

Suminary No. 12 241800 K{-10). Eneroy resistance rer..a.ained strong throughout 
the afternoon. Artille~J and heavy weapons fire increased as the attack 
progressed. Intermittent high velocity artille~ fire fell on area south 
of MOTOYAMA airfield. Many enemy mines and booby traps were found through-
out the area. Same Jap bazooka fire against tanks reported in zone of 
advance of RCT 21. Considering defense enployed by enemy advances made 
this afternoon were sugstantial. Front lines as of 1715 generally as fol-

lows: TA lOOE 198UQ)JlNO 199 KQVJXY 133ABCDEJ 184 FKQX l67A. Mortar and 
artillery fire on the interior beachhead greatly decreased. 32 tanks de-
stroyed since landing 3 by mines. 31st CB Bn plus 5th Engineer Bn ordered 
ashore by 5th MarDiv. 4th Engineer Bn and 4th Motor Transport coopany 
ordered ashore by 4th ]~rDiv. CP Jrd MarDiv opened ashore at 1530. 
IiMIJVDfrRODEE l strip airfield No. 1 cleared nunefields. North half beach 
RED 2 combined with south half beach YELLOJ 1 now called u BLACK BEACH 
passed to control Jrd MarDiv 1600. Jap defenses at IWO are .mutually sup-
porting concrete em~lacements blockhouses caves in depth entire island. 
Many more than air photographs show uncovered by blast effect gunfire. 
Blockhouses reinforced concrete 4 feet thick. Storage tanks concrete. 
Area 183STIVXY more than 100 man made caves 30-40 feet deep with stai~vays. 
Inconnlete reports show 115 enplacernents destroyed SURIBACHI. Minefields 
encountered in 165G are toroedo heads. Drura.s on beach contain snall aro.s 
rumnunition. Believe 145th Infantry not yet committed. Few rifles or fifle 
ru~unition found. New type grenade size ORANGE clay cover burns brightly. 
500 KG bombs nose fuze with rocket motor have been identified and these 
doubtless caused the heavy explosions D and D plus 1 reported as heavy 
mortar or Howitzer fire. Counted 2,799 Japs killed 6 prisoners to date. 
5th Corps attacks morning 0930 objective 0-2 li K. Para. Fire support 
throughout day by 2 OBB 3 CA and 10 DD. Heavy fire WEST VIRGINIA, 
Pm~SACOLA main batteries delivered in support. 160 16 inch 350 3 inch 
plus fire ~aller batteries directed against enemy positions. TLXVRG 
replenislment ammunition improved today due to smoother sea. Air surface 
search for personnel reported adrift in 2 LCM' s completed today LCM 1 s 
found but no personnel in them. H..'\M! ,IN completed laying seaplane nooring 
buoys is anchored in berth close to beach southeast end SUliiBACHI. Hydro-
graDhic survey group co:.Lpleted survey locating anti-submarine nets and 
buoys 1400. Vessels of net and buoy unit directed to lay :c.1ooring buoys 
as directed by survey group. Unloading transr)orts continued throughout day. 
Unloading expedited by i mproved vreather and fact that transports can now 
anchor close to beach. PI NKNEY arrived and vYill COLllJ.ence evacuatine; 
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241310 CTJ.i' 51 to COM5THFLT _Info CINC?AC BOTH IY. , ALL TFC FIFTHFIJT. (CONT 'D) 

ca sualt ies ton or r ovr . SOLACE de)arted. Follmdng operati onal casualties: 
SC 1027 breakd~v·m in -1ort engi ne shi ·; s f orce can effect te_ 'Jorary r e})airs. 
LSM 202 extenslve danage port side hull plating stanchions deck plates 
davits etc. LSM 241 extensive hull danage port side v;ith buckled beans 
r:mch rrinor dan age both ships dax1a ge due to rolling in seaway alongside 
other shi:?s while unloading. DMS 7 por t engine unable back. LSM 49 rammed 
by LCI 356 receiving 12 inch hole in side. Para. Routine air sunnort 
rxLssions flm~m. Nti.C'Lber strikes reduced due car riers fueling and" ~earch 
operations. sw·eep EJ.ade on CHICHI JTIJIA no reports yet. Para. General 
conditions beaches much i mproved. Equipnent and troops unloaded at accel-
erated ~ace. Occasional artiller.f and mortar bursts still being received 
BLUE beaches. 

25 0515 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT Info CINCPAC BOTH HQ, ALL TFC 5THFLT. 

Swllli~ry No. 13 251200 K(-10). Throughout night ntnor atterjpts infil-
tration. Our areas subjected sone mortar rocket and artillery fire. 
Srn.all local cotu1ter attack area BLT 3/21 repulsed 0030. Preceded by 45 
ninute artillery air and NGF pre-paration troops resu.r:1ed attack at 0930 
with 3 Divisions abreast: 4th UarDiv on right, 3rd ~1IarDiv less 3rd RCT in 
center, 5th HarDiv less RCT 2S in Cor's Reserve on left. Main effort in 
center zone. Objective 0-2 line. 2Sth RCT still mopping up SURIBACHI. 
Report as of 1130 indicates only Dinar gains. Our casualties to date: 
KIA 834, ~·VIA 5L~2FS, MI A 404. Lt. Col. A. A. Vandergrift Jr. USMC through 
wounds both legs, condition good, will be sent out on PINCKNEY. Enenw 
dead counted 2827 POIN 7. Para. Estimated 3000 enemy killed 7 POW. Naval 
gunfire su~Jport was furnished during the night by 2 CA 10 DD 1 raortar sup-
port unit and 1 gunboat support unit. 1 DD illuminated enemy cave po-
sitions SURIBACHI area by searchlight. Mortar support unit under heavy 
eneray fire during night. No dar.1age • During morning 1 UFRO BBs 2 CAs 
10 DDs furnished scheduled arid call fires. H L EDV1J'ARDS (DD 663) and 
BRYANT (DD 665) collided last night during air raid. Extensive damage 
ED~iAHDS frame 19 RFX flooding 3 feet cor1partr.1ent CMQ005L. Para. About 
10 enei;.w aircraft in 3 small groups near TIJO from 2020-2225 wr Feb. 
About 30 bombs dropped from 12000 feet part ashore seemed to be in enemy 
territorJ part in smoke covered transport area. Para ~UBURN straddled. 
No da..~age to BLUE. Eneny used windovv and radar. Retired on course 055 
to over 75 r.TI..les. ENTEH.PRI SE night intruder -downed 1 HELEN over CHICHI 
JI~J:A night 24 February. Para. Beach conditions nuch improved but east 
wind today causing delays. Weathe r high scattered clouds a.ltoQcumulus 
5/10 at 12000 feet. Visibility high vfind east 20 knots terrF)erature 69. 

25 0549 CINCPAC PJJV . HQ to CG A.AFPOA, CG 7THAF, CG 2ND MARAIH'~;ING, CG 4TBJ.1ARLIR'NING 
Info CG 21ST BOl~COM , C Ol:~Gl~N FEAF , CINCS1"VPA. 

A n:essa ge -vvi th date t:iDe group 222135 addressed to you fron an tmidentified 
originator r equesting i nfo rr.1ation as to the strength of your COI n a.n.d in 
tactica l aircraft should be disregarded. It uay be spurious. Addressees 
under rrv cora:mand ·will not report .strengths exce?t t hr ough the established 
chai ns of a dminist rative and orJerational COE1J1.a.nd., 
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25 0740 CO:MGENAAFPOA to CINCPOA BOTH Il~, CO:MF~;·DAREA , ISC01:1 TINIAN, CO:i~IGEN lw?OA 
'AiilfN, CG··IG~N-)OA . 

AAFPOA 0495. The follmving Telecon from 20th AF to this Hq is Dassed for 
your info. This does not alter the present concept which indicates arrival 
of 1st air and flight echelons at TINii'J.'\J on or about 20 April. 11FroEl 20th 
.:'\F to CG 20th Bon Com and CG 21st BonCom. Subject: Moveraent of ground 
echelons. The follow·ing it en frotl a report rr..ade by the AC/ AS DG and R to 
the Chief of Staff, 20th AF, is quoted for your information: Movement of 
ground echelons. The ground echelons of the headguarters and headquarters 
squadron 315th Bomb Wing a.nd of the 1st 2 groups tall of which had readines 
dates of 1 Feb) now have a boat call of 10 March. This neans that these 
ground echelons ~vill be delayed in their arrival. This will not affect 
the 315th Wing but it vdll necessitate a 3 weeks delay in the novenent of 
the air echelons of the lst g groups of the 58th Wing. It is not antici-
pated that this undesirable delay can be avoided at' this date. 11 11Telecon 
nessage number G-24-3 11 

26 0 525 CTF 51 to CO_-..f5THFLT Info ALL TFC 'S 5THFLT, CINCPAC BOTH HQ. 

SuurJary No. 15 261200 K( -10). Ground force oicture since last report 
reveals significance of reported gains registered 25 February. 3rd MarDiv 
gained 400 yards to seize high ground north intersection of runways air-
field nunber 2 on right division zone of action. This gain affords Corps 
observation on eneny held ground to noych. Against heavy opposition 3rd 
MarDiv make short gains on their left on division boundary which secured 
comnanding ground and should facilitate advance 5th NlarDiv today. N0 re-
ports ioportant enemy activity during night 25-26. :Generally quiet lNith 
some infiltration attempted. S:.Joradic enemy s.mall arms nortar artillery 
fire including several rocket bor,:.b s received. Troops resUL.1ed attack at 
0800 to seize 0-2 line. 3 divisions abreast Jnain effort in center zones 
of action boundaries unchanged. Line of departure on front line. 
5th Division on left vdth 2 battalions in assault. 3rd 1~rDiv less RCT 3 
in center with 2 battalions in assault. 4th MarDiv on right with nain 
effort on its left with 5 battalions in assault. Corps artillery reinfore-
ing fires of division artillery vdth 50 percent fire r1ission zone of action 
3rd MarDiv renainder equally to 4th MarDiv 5th MarDiv. 45 r.ri.nute Drepara-
tion by artillery with Corps preceded attack. By 1052 good progress had 
been u ade in the center and left flank. Front lines follow TA 197J 
198EJ 199 FLO 200 KMTY 201U 184AKQU 167 A. Tank casualties 2. At 0~00 
4th MarDiv reported capture hill 382 TA 200 SY. RCT 28 nopping up SUHI-
BACHI killed 10 isolated Japs. Indications shortage water soon r1ay pro-
duce eneny crisis. Units 48Jrd AAA ullion battalion 506th tun gattalion 
landed by 1600 25 February in position ready to give .AA protection by 2000. 
Eneny snipers reported concealing theaselves under enemy dead during day-
light hours corn.ing out at night to fire. Additional eneny identifications 
reported: lOth Independent Rapid Fire Battalion (auto cannon Bn 25~Q AA); 
2nd I•/Tixed Brigade Engineer Unit, TOBU 2101; Murikarll. Tai :Miena Tai, part 
of 11J-5th J..nfantry Reginent; Nishi Yar:1a Tali: Communications Company; Ashi 
Buti Battalion 2nd Co. Jrd Independent MG Bn; 15th Fortress Engineer Co. 
4th Division VMO sauadron expects to conplete lanming today and cor:ctence 
oneration north-south runway nwaber l airfield now cleared for 1500 feet. 
Cur::.ulative re ort 1800 25 February lists total casualties ground forces 
KIA 1113, T:VIA 5698, MIA 530 total 7341. Total counted eneny dead 3568 
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26 0525 CTF 51 to COM5THFIJT, Info ALL TFC FIFrHFLT 2 CINCPAC BOTH HQ (CONT'D) 

FOv":J 9. Considerable nunbe:r additional eneny sealed in caves on SURIBACHI. 
Marines der1onstrat e high degree of offensive spirit against fanatically 
held ryositions. Horale excellent combat efficiency considered high 
adequate reserves available. Para. During night 9 DD 2 CA 1 Mortar support 
unit and 1 gunboat supryort unit ·ryrovided close supporting fires and illUJ!li-
nation. 1 BB 1 CA 1 CL reinforced shore artillery vrith 30 cinute prepara-
tion prior attack. Scheduled and call fires continued throughout morning. 
9 DD available for call fire raissions throughout day. .Arwunition replen:Lsh 
nent of troops being r1ade fron COLffi.,rBI!~ VICTORY. Eastern beaches due steep 
grade and ~ unsuitable for ·use pontoon causeways. Hunter-killer opera-
tions undenvay on 2 surunarine contacts in positions 295 degrees distance 
67 miles and 176 degrees distance 140 miles HOT · FLOCKS. Carrier based 
planes continue close air support ground troops. 2 OY planes of 4th MarDiv 
launched fron vVAKE ISLAND landed ITTO JDIA 1005. 1st u.s. aircraft to com-
mence operation frorJ this island. DD HAMIIJTON on 2L1-th rescued 1 ENTERPRISE 
pilot downed near CHICHI. 1 TBM on ASP made . forced water landing near 
CVEs night 25 FebruarJ crew rescued. ENTERFRISE plane TRRVI in crew 
dovvned 4 miles northeast CHICHI this morning. Air-sea rescue mission in 
progress. 2nd Air-sea rescue mission BELLi3AU iT~)OD pilot and B29 crew 
downed southwest CHICHI JTiviA 23 February unsuccessful, Para. Organization 
of beaches and construction road lim r.ILlch ir1proved, Equipment and supplies 
landed in increasing quantities though today hampered by 'South wind 
and noderate swell. Practically all shore party equipment now in o-:Jeration 
shore party depot regiment functioning. g water distillation units operat-
ing ashore. Construction battalion restoring airfield nurlber 1. Dm:1ps 
ashore vrell stocked. Selective unloading has been eliminated insofar as 
possible, 10 transports 38 LSTs tu1loaded to date. Weather hazy light 

• rain visibility poor overcast 2000 feet vrith low ni1u.bus. Ter1perature 74-76 
wind ,SSW 10-16 knots shifting to west north west at noon. 

26 og55 CINCPO.A MJV HQ to COM5THFLT Info DEPCOM 20 AF, CTF :21, CTF 9!±. 

DepCoiJ.20thAF has requested that a surface ship lif egua.rd be stationed 
northeast .of TIVO JIMA at 1500 on days of VLR r:1aj or strikes which will 
occur a ppro:x:ir1ately every 4 days. Ship vmuld be released upon passage of 
last "9lane at about 2000 unless engaged in rescue. Stations in order of 
~Jreferende are 27 north 14h east. 26 north l4L~-20 east. 25 north l4Ll.-30 
east, Desire to cor1pl y with this request if CTF 51 can furnish a suitable 
ship without ·prejudice to current o:Jerations. Advise when conditions 
of r adio silence permit. CTF 51 comnent at discretion, This cor.nnitment 
would extend only- for the period during vJhich suitable 5th Fleet ships 
rem.ain in the DVO JIIVIA area. 

26 1315 CTF 51 to COM5TF..FLT Info ALL TFC 5THFLT 2 CINCPAC BOTH HQ. 

This is suri1nary No"' 16 261800 K( -10). Increasingly strong resistance 
encountered this afternoon held troops to substantially sro2e lines reported 
earlier. Enemy opposition heaviest in Corps "Center zone of action 3rd 
MarDiv and left of hth MarDiv. In addition to heavy weapons artillery 
rocket fire encountered.to date heavy volun e small arn s fire and grenades 
indica:tes enemy inf&'1try i n strength being enployedo 5th MarDiv' s er.a-
ploym.ent of LVTA i ndi cative heavy tank los ses sustained bot h Ol)erational 
and enemy action. Latest r epor t 1730 gives front lines as: TA 197J 198FJ 
199KLRSO 200KL11J1NT 201U lSL~AKQU 167 A,. Corps ordered divisions consol idate 
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26 1315 CTF 51 t o COM5THFLT, I nfo ALL TFC 5THFLT, CINCPAC BOTH HQ (CONT'D) 

for night 1700 ,,...rith l:Lnited local attacks a uthorized thereafter to in-
prove posi tions. Att ack t o r esm1e toiJ.orrow 0800 boundaries objectives 
unchanged. Little ene1:zy- fire has fallen on inte'rior of b eachhead during 
day. 1 Battalion plus 2 batteries 12 Marines 3rd MarDiv artillery ashore 
n oving into arlion. BLT 3/24 reports 200 enemy dead large number docu-
n ents f ound in cave deep entrance tunr1el. Pillboxes overrun in area north 
airfield nw:tber 2 believed ammunition storage. 18 horned nines son e yard-
stick n:j_nes removed area north BLUE Beach. Part 2. POW states rainwater 
enemy's only source of water supply stored in drums each installation. 
Blood bank established ashore. Para. SDJJr:l.ary submarine contact past 
B-SUGS hours follows: A Bennion made radar surface contact 2210 25KBRUAR 
305 degrees 45 Lriles HOT ROCKS. Hunter-killer operations rnade possible 
kill. Search to discontinued tonight 0100. B plane made surface visual · 
contact 295 degrees 67 niles HOT ROCKS 0210 26 February. Subnarine dove. 
Attacked and re~orts possible damage because of explosions sonarbuoy. 
Hunter-killer operations until 1:.1idnight. C Finnegan underwater so1ll1d con-
tact 080L~ 26 February position 176 degrees 140 miles HOT HOCKS. Attacks 
brought debris plus vrood with Japanese characters to surface. Additional 
contact ~:lade Lat 21-~D north Long 142-00 east. TULAGI group directed for 
hunter-killer o~erations both these contacts. Operational damage ships 
follows: LST 121 rar:u:1ed by J.JS11 140 minor dam.age operational. HU'JA .. RD: 
nunber 4 boiler casin_s and uptake split due shock gunfire. HJJvJLIN: search-
light destroyed out~r casing stack qierced by 5 inch shell unidentified 
probably ours. FULIEH (APA7): 2 holes starboard side shell plating above 
waterline repairs later. Para. Air operations including B-2h strike can-
celled 1330 due weather. ENTERPRISE da"llm sweep CHICHI JD.IA strafed air-
field burned 1 Jill sank 1 sDall r'1erchant vessel burned 2 medium merchant 
vessels destroyed oil storage. 15 ·wrecked planes obs.erved on field 8 
small vessels in harbor. GREGORY air-sea rescue mission 1430 retrieved 
URD ENTERnRISE airmen fror1 TBM shot down over CHICHI JD.!.tA. GREGORY under 
llre shore batteries no damage. Para. Surf conditions this afternoon 
restricted landing to 1ST'S LSM 'S LCT'S. Supply situation generally 
satisfactory. 15 ·water distillation units operating ashore. Water supply 
reported adequate. 

25 0539 CINCS~JPA to CINCPOA :?EARL Info AC17:~H, C O:.:GEN?OA~ COMGElTSQ·:)~CBACOM, 
(270149) ADV 3CH GHQ - P:1.SSED BY CIT;CPOj_ -.EAPtL (270149_ to CINC?OA J.DV for Info. 

CJC 10963. Reference Cincpoa 1 s 210208 GCT Februa~J attention is invited 
to r adio RJ 46044 6 Januar y 1945. Which indicat es War Departn ent re-
duced SoPacBaCon ' s bulk "' allottlent by 330 off icers, 41 warrant officers, 
1706 enlisted ·>Jer sonnel, f or a total of 2077, incl uding general officers. 
Subject radio specifically states t hat 'Jer sonnel r eomered overstrength 
t o Si PacBaCon overhead allot~ent as a ~esult of t his rediction will be 
transfer red to SWPA at the earliest possi ble date. Radio H give 967 
8 January 1945. Fron SoPacBaCou to CINCSWPA. Stat es reassignment of 
above su~plus personnel has been and is bei ng effected as appropriate 
vacancies occur within SoPacBaCom. EVNURKR.KHRR states t hat reassi gnnent of 
su ch oe rsonnel 1uill not be nade and surplus now on hand v>Till be tr~'ns
ferr ed t o SWPA by orders this headquarters . It is furt her pointed out 
that the 7.31 overhead personnel transferred t o SHPA by ~·~ar Depar t nent 
radio VJX 54639 30 October 19Ltl1•• Pre .!£Iill dares both the FI LBAS and TRAJ.'{SO 
Agree:1.ents and was proposed on the 1Jasis of transfer of less than 20% of 
s ervice t r oops now set u; for transfer to SviPA.. It is reques·(.ed ther efore 
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25 0539 CINCS.'TPA to CINC?OA PE.lU"1L Info AGNAR, COLIGENPOA ETC_( CONill 'D) 
(27 0149)passed by Cincpoa Pearl to Adv Hq . 

that this 2077 indicated by the War Department be transferred to SWPA 
as soon as ·)racticable. In view of the very substantial increase in 
service forces ~ TDAT oroginally set up for transfer to SWPA under 
the FILBAS Agreen ent. It is deer.1ed essential that a proportionate nunber 
of the 5909 bulle overhead allot1:1ent still remaining in SoPacBa6ora be 
set up for transfer to SWPA. 

26 2107 COM5THFLT to CTI~CPAC ADV H£. 

Struck TOKYO area 25th. Because of unfavorable weather there attempted 
to strike NAGOYA-KOBE area 26th but prevented by weather and sea and with-
drew r:1orning 2$th. TOKYO target area was closed in except northeastern 
portion and ceiling r.wstly too low for bombing in that portion. Later 
in day cuuld not get through to any targets except JACHIJO JIMA. Incon-
plete reports give l5S total planes destroyed, ~-7 of these shot dovm 11 
on ground. ApproxrJately 75 daoaged on ground. 2 trains 1 radar 
STAGNXLIFSCPHANGAHS destroyed. orr A plant struck again and photos shown 
75 percent buildings destroyed and 15 percent heavily danaged. Most iru.-
portant buildings KOIXUMI plant heavily hit by 1 task group strike. 
5 coastal vessels 7 SJ2lall craft lJrobably sunk. 9 coastal vessels and 
5 s1~all craft deJ":Jaged. Our combat losses 9 VF and 4 VF pilots . Operational 
losses 3 VF 1 VT, no 9ersonnel, No d~aage by ene~ to our surface vessels 
except ninor da2~1age by picket boat diescribed next sentence. During night 
retirement 25-26 Feb sank 5 Sillall eneray vessels including 1 picket boat 
w"fuich CLKTED Elinor darJ.age 1 OFFICUYCUGLLED 13 nen wounded in PORTERFIELD 
and minor dar.w.ge 2 nen wounded in PASADENA. Follovdng weather DAGA ERX 
PRESTON sound dor.ae da.oaged but later repaired and nm;.ber l gun out of 
cormrl.ssion. STEPHAN POTTER buckled frames 25 and 30. JOHN .1N VITEEKS aount 
n~ber 1 caved in CANNOTATR . .UN in PRVJER. MOALE considerable structural 
forecastle dw.age. Com11ents. Yveather was m.ajor factor throughout and 
necessitated slowing down nights 24.-25 Feb and 25-26 Feb to check destroyer 
datnage, :Jarticularly 2200 t _on class. CoJabination high percentage of bad 
weather in Enpire area with i1upossibility of better than approxiraate pre-
diction nakes tirJ.i.ng of strikes extrer:1ely difficult particularly when 
tighy schedules pernit little or no flexibilitya {f.tltil arrival off TOKYO 
predicted weather there was favorable 25 and probably favorable 26th. 
NAGOYA-KOBE attenpt was 1:aade because prosoects there were less unfavorable 
than in TOKYO areal} Storm was too widespread and severe however and 
because of seas position for strike could not have been reached until 
too late in afternoon for launching¥ Enel~f 'S policy and reaction at 
present are definitely passive. He coih.ld have found us with search planes 
during daylight 24.th but there was no indications of search. 2 search 
planes heading out passed the for.111ation close aboard IMYUONE on either 
side, FAS launching began off TOKYO davvn 25th cut apparently neither 
one renorted us. Therea£ter there was no apparent atteMpt either to lo-
cate or to attack us. Only about 100 airborne aircraft were seen and nost 
of them sought to avoid cor1bat. Al l but 3 of h2 aircraft shot dmm were 
fighters. Full coverage and estir:t..::J.te of nunber and t;JtlJe of eneuy air-
craft in TOKYO area prevented by weather. Apparently fewer aircraft than 
before on major cor~1bat fields but about sane nmaber present as before 
on other fields. Many conbat types at these fields anpear to be reserve 
aircraft ·without pilots. 
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27 0300 CINCPAO PEARL .to CHSF, COMMiLR.GILS, Info CINCPAC ADV, NAS JOHNSTON, CG 
illiFPOA, COI:1GE~LWPO.A ADMIN. 

C 87 plane. Lt.Gen Harr1on on Board. Call sign 6SY. TAUC nut:J.ber 174. 
Departed I~JAJAI.EIN 260828 GCT on direct flight to OAHU. Due 1-IICK.~,M 
262243 GCT. He:ported overdue 270160 GCT. Last contact ·with K:N l0 ALEIN 
261050 GCT give position 11-05 N 174-15 E. Institute coordinated search 
in respective areas. 

27 0535 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT Info ALL TFC 5THFLT, CINC PAC BOTH HQ. 

Part 1 of 3 Jarts. Sw.uuary No. 17 271200 (K). Activity during night 
lind ted to suall scale infiltration snipers and inte:rrG.i ttent r1ortar and 
artilleY,y· fire. Enerzy- activity on 3rd MarDiv front included troop ve-
hicular and tank n ove .. '.lent dispersed by artilleMJ fire. Large calibre 
shells landing in our rear areas effected sone dax.mge and hat'llpered cora-
uunications. Rocket bonbs also re:Jorted starting fire in vicinity of 
SURIBACHI. HINBDALE and D!JO anchored near SURIBACHI reported shells 
lanming close aboard. LEO hit 1 rnan wounded. Mortar support unit on 
night rrission received S()Oradic l1-0l:ml and large calibre fire throughout 
night fror~1 northern tip of island. 2 enemy aBJr::mnition duriips believed 
fired by this unit. 2 CA 9 DD 1 gunboat support unit 1 m.ortar support 
unit furnished naval support during the night. Attack resuned at 0800 
S&."le boundaries objectives and zone of action ·with raain effort in center. 
Artillery with Corps fired 45 minute preparation with 50 perg_ent in 3rd 
MarDiv zone 25 percent each to 4th and 5th MarDivs. l BBl CA fired pre-
K-hour preparation. 9 DD 1 gunboat support unit on call fire rrl.ssions 
today. Resistance continues fro3-:1 heavy defenses well placed and Ca.LlOU-
flaged. New positions being reported hourly and taken under fire. 5th 
lJarDiv reported ene:oy use of vrhite phosphorous hand grenades at 0820 
K( -10). Part 2 of 3 narts. The 5th MarDiv on left flan.'k of Corps zone 
advanced about 300 yards this n orning and the right flank of the 4th MarDi v 
noved up the east coa.Et approximately L1-00 yards. So~·~1e advance vias ;:1ade 
on the left of the 3ir.d MarDiv other lines remaining the same. Lines at 
1200 generally along: TA 2151'\f;, 198 DE 199 ABHIJO 200 KLMST 183 E 184 FKQW 
167 c. Para. 506 AA Bn now in position with radar and optic fire con-
trol. NGF control established ashore. 11 tanks lost yesterday to eneLw 
artillery and n ortar fire and 2 reported today. Sone enel:Jj~ fire falling 
beach c,nd rear areas today. New identifications include 20th S'.1ec :c1achine 
cannon u.nit and 21st M:achine cannon conpa11y. Eneny headquarters re ~Jorted 
in KITA. Para. At 0215 1ST E584 hit by r.1ediUE1 caliber shell at waterline 
starboard side. Starboard screw· ino) erative no )ersohnel casualties. 
At 0317 27th ASP reported pos sible sub::1arine contact 270 degrees 2LI- ciles 
fro~1 SURIBACHI. BENNION and NEWCOfJJB conducted hunter killer tactics 
m1til daylight . COID~ELLY and RIDDLE dispatched for s~1e rlission lmtil 
noon today. PI NCKNEY escorted by CASSIN de-Jarted for GUfJ\ll 1800 26 Feb 
vrith casualtie s. BHYMJT on fire support mssion 1100 off northeast 
coast fired on by 2 gu...11. shore battery esti:wa.ted 6 inch 21 salvos fired 
no hits , VVEET VIRIG1'IA silenced battery. Fleet post offi ce in liDited 
operation LST 809. Operational casualties this period LST 779 extensive 
daJ;:!.age shell plating and deck bear.1s ruptured waterline slight flooding 
under control due to beaching and danage ALHVGJE1E£BliVPBLSUYAV.SDDPOIRTK 
?AD~AEA?IIPDHQIUSCIC?JXt~ICRID closed o~Jerating gear crushed buckled 
fra;:':le s "'Jlating davits port side, ISI\'1 4h hole at waterline. LSlt 47 split 
seans forward t aki ng vrater . LS1~.1 140 hole in wardroor:1 and after troop 
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27 0535 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT ETC. (COl·JT'D) 

co:apartnent starboard screw danaged. LSM: 261 hole in hull at engine 
room. Para. Direct air support by CVE ;_Jlanes. I r:1proved weather 
conditions .:"Jakes possible extensive flight schedules. S)ecial search 
CHICHI JI~lA area 4 BELLEAU WOOD pilot downed 23 Feb nega.ti ve. Para. 
Estinate uost unloading of transrons 15 and 16 and 2 divisions of Trans-
Ron 11 be conpleted 28 Feb. Garrison echelon directed to arrive 28 Feb. 
and begin unloading 1 J',~arch. (10 groups nissing) Marines. Beach 
conditions il"Aproving. YELL<Jilf beaches operating to approxirmte capacity 
but BLUE beaches only 25 percent. Beaches cleared of all wrecked craft 
except LVTJ s. Surf h feet vrind east northeast 20 knots. 11Doole and 
co21bat efficiency excellent. 

27 0804 CINCPAC ADV HQ to COMF AIR'NING l, COMF~'IDA11EA, COUAIRPAC INFO CINC?AC DEARL. 

It has been proposed to aug;1ent surface escvrt along the shipping lanes 
between ENTIJETOK the M.ll.RIANAS and WESTERN CAROLINES by suppl81·aenta!"J "' 
aerial anti subLlarine search and convoy coverage. Para. VPB squadrons 22, 

. 26,27, 205 a._n.d 208 are eJCj_:>erienced, especially trained and equipped for 
.ASW. Proposal includes assignr ent 3 or 4 of these squadrons to the opera-
tional control of ConFwdArea to cover shipping in the following areas: 
(1) Originating at SAIP~u~: (A) Sector 075 degrees clocro~ise to 145 degrees 
for a distance of 500 ~"liles. (B) Sector ~ 225 deg-.cees clocktd.se to 
270 degrees for a distance of 500 Rules; and (2) Originating at ULITHI: 
(A) Sector 045 degrees clockwise to 090 degrees for a distance of 500 
.miles. Para. Proposal assigns 1 of the above squadrons to the operational 
control of CoriMarGils .. llrea for siElilar eYJ.ployrJ.ent in sector originating 
at ENIWETOK from 264 degrees clockvvise to 308 degrees for a distance of 
500 rriles. nara. This ~Jlan would acco.:1plish routine search require:c:1ents 
in the areas described and would relieve Co.:1FairHing 1 of such resryonsi-
bility. The res')onsibility for searches outside the described areas vmuld 
not be affected,. Para. Conteraplate equi0ping additional FairNing 1 PBM 
Squadrons with sono-buoys or rede'Jloyuent above squadrons as necessary 
to r1eet requireuents of next o-')eration .. Para. CoDment and reconc1endations 
are requested on prooosed plan including availability sea1)lane tender 
requireJ:Ients to support. 

27 1130 (J;TF 51 to COM5THFLT Info CIITCPAC BOTH Hl ., ALL TFC FIFTHFLT. 

This is Sw~~E.ry No. 18 271800.., Late re:_)orts indicate that 3rd Div ad-
vanced to within 200 yards of 0-2 line on Division left with 4th Div 
advancing 200 yards on its right ond center. Remainder of front pinned 
dov'm by eneny fire .. ower. Reports indicate enemy en,loying tanks hull 
dmm. Light and ::-_;_ediun anti-aircraft fire ihcreased after several days 
cessation. Believe anti-aircraft fire coues frou autor.1atic anti-tank 
VJ"eapons. .Anti-tank and personnel Dines being l"J.et with throughout area. 
Local counter attack broken up b,_. artillery 1110 front 5th MarDiv. FQW 
peports extensive fortified areas in vicinity of NISHI defended by 145 
(5 groups nissing) continue high 11 tanks with tank battalion destroyed 
yesterday. 'rotal 87 tanks rei-;.tain operational entire Corps. Lines re1)orted 
1800 as TA 198CDE 199AE 200 FLHNT 201 UV 1S4 BFKCdVVl 167 C. Captured 
dugouts evidence excellent field engineering conducted over long period 
tir:1e vrith high terrain ap:;rediation. 800 pillboxes various types counted 
in zone of acti on 3rd HarDiv alone. 1 blockhouse TA 235 re[Jorted 150 
feet long 4 f eet concrete -vvalls. Para. Nava l fire sup1Jort reinforced ground 
artillery 111ith schedule~ and c~l~ fir7a • . J:U.~ mnition fuel re!Jlen~sh.""'.lent 
ner schedule,. C.I\JJIOUN 1.n coll1.sJ.on vnth LI BRA ( AK.J1. 12) and K1'JOX (APA46) 
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27 1130 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT , ETC. '(CONT 1D) 

clearing fogled anchor while getting underway. LIB11.A no dae.age., KNOX 
minor. CAT1IOUN starboard side forecastle caved in frame 29-32. Hit reported 
on LEO (AKA 60) apparently fror~1 about 40t1tl which exploded IIT\JKIH believed 
fron direction of land. Para. CVE planes reinforced· .. ground troops -vvith 
close support strikes. 9 B-2L1-s strategic airforce :::1ade strike prearranged 
target ~ l4h5. 1 OY plane successfully launched fron LST 776 plane 
lost )ilot saved. 3 PBIJi ' s arrived seaplane base. Routine da~m sv-reep · 
CHICHI JJJ "A. 3rd air search for BELLEAU ~\'OCD pilot unsuccessful. Para. 
Surf conditions restricted nnloading to LSTs IJ$I1!lS LCTs this afternoon. 

27 1416 CINCPAC AJJV IIQ to COMlKARGILS AREA Info CINCPOA PEARL, NAS mOHNSTON ,CHSF. 

Strike eneny airfields in MA.r.T.?.SHALIS as heavily as oracticable without· 
delay. Mal{e reconnaissance other atolls to detect a11y ener.Jy activity. 
New Subject: Provide arr1ed escort between IWJAJALEIN and JOHN0T011J for 2 
ATC C54' s ·which will leave GU.A1!i in conpany at 272200 GCT l:''Ii th inportant 
passengers. 

2L~ 0215ZCINCBPF to COMINCH,CIITCPAC JUJV HQ, REAR A1JJlJIIRAL BRIT ADMIRALTY DEL WASH, 
COM7THFLT, CO] '5THli': .T. 

:My 151241 .as a::J.ended by r:1y 090250. 1 (A) Vice Ad.rairal Second in CoL'~··1and 
short title is novY TPC or BSl. (B) Flag Officer Fleet Train Brit Pac 
Flt operating title is CTF 112. (C) F.o.c. aircraft carriers Brit Pac 
Flt short title is nmv ACl. Carrier sqv.adrons now organized into car-
rier sqqadrons short title RA.A. Consisting of Fleet Carriers short title 
is ACl. Carrier squadrons consisting of ferr"Ji~g VS inclusion carriers 
short title ( GH GARB!JED) AC, short title of senJ.or officer AC 30. 

2S 0510 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT Info CIECPAC BvrH It), ALL TPCs 5'l'HFLT. 

SurJJ.J.ary No. 19 281200. Night 27-28 attack LC inactive. Usual infiltra-
tion snall eneoy groups atteupted without success. Rear areas received 
sorne artillery fire vYith scattered snall ams artillery nortar fire along 
emtire front. 0-g.r artillery executed counter battery harrassing inter-
diction fire throughout night., 5th PhibCorps resuned attack 0815 pre-
ceded by 1~5 r:unute preparation by artillery lNith Corps reinforced by 
naval gunfire air strikes. Objective 0-3 line TA ~ 23.3 IJ, 231+ 
FJ 235 FGY 219 AGVN 202 CH:tJSY 186A. Troop dispositions 5th MarDiv on 
left with 3 assault Bns .3rd Div in center vrith 2 assault Bns 4th Div 
right w·ith 5 assault Bns. 28th RCT less 1 Bn still 1c1opping up SURIBACHI 
in Cor"Js ::leserve. Boundaries extended 5th Mardiv-3rd lviarDiv 216YT, 217 I.J 
218 B235XT Jrd liarD:i..v-4th HarDiv 200 MO 201 IQ\JJ 202! 219W. Attack began 
on tine progress generally slow against continuing heaV'.f resistance. 
Part. 2. Noon report s show the follot~ring progress r1.ade: 200-400 yards 
center 5th Ma r Div 100-200 yards center 3rd MafDiv 200 yards center 4th 
MarDiv. Front lines follow: TA 197 E 198 AD 215 XT 216 PQVY 200 .ABT 
201 UI 841BG 167 D. 506 AA Bn in position ready to fire both air and 
ground .missions. Revised statistics of our casualties 1800 27 February 
records: KIA 1570 WIA 7656 r1ITA 552 total 9778. Unit classification fol-
lows: Cor~Js troop .s KIA 1 Officer 3 EM -. :rA 3 officers 58 EH MIA 2 EM 
total 67. Corps Artillery KIA 3 EM \vi A 1 officel" 15 EM :NITA 1 officer 2 EM, 
total 22. Jrd Division KIA 15 offi r:: ers 230 EM, 'v JIA 52 officers 888 EM: 
MIA 41 EM total 1226; 4th . Div KIA 55 officers 701 .C:M "l:I A 205 officers 
J9L~O EM HI A 2 off icers 334 :SM total 5237. 5th Div T\I A 32 officers 530 EM, 
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VVIA 13~L officers 2360 ErA 1UA 2 officers 168 EM. Total 3226. Corr~cted 
figures ene:r:..zy- dead 1800 26 Feb 4784.. 10 POW. POW inforr1ation indicates 
Arcy group Hq located caves TA 216 VG. Rocket launchers r;,1ounted on trucks 
fire 250 kg boub. Tail rer..1oved r ocket ~ 10tor added. Previously re) orted 
as 550 kg bonb size noN confirned, by discove:t"J dud. Enemy water supply 
low. Su.all local counter attacks in effort to secure our water. Friction 
reported between Aruy Navy personnel. Er1eny artille~J displaced to iA 235 
236 216. Para. 1 OBB 1 CA reinforced ground artillery in nreparation for 
r:.1orning attacks. Call fires delivered throughout norning by 9 DD. LST 42 
hit by u ortar fire 2219 27 Feb causing fire in gasoline drums quickly 
extinguished no other dru1age. GRSGORY in radar picket station 118 degrees 
true 16.4 Diles HOT ROCKS had subnarine contact 0220. Dropped full nattern 
depth charges,. Evaluated 50 % possible sub::Jarine. INDI~'\NAPOLIS arrived 
271800K. SM~ftJITTAN and SOLACE arrived 0900 for casuality evacuation. Para. 
CVE aircraft reinforced artillery ,reparation for attack with strafing 
bonbing rocket r.:Li.ssions selected nre-arranged critical areas 1 rrl.ssion with 
napaln borJ.bs. Call strikes throughout r1orning. 2 PBM seaplanes carried 
out seaplane search out 500 .rriles. 3 SAIPAN land planes Jrtade air deli very 
su·,plies by parachute. J',.ll OY planes frora CVE based ashore. Para. Unload-
ing LCTs during night discontinued due surf conditions. Beach traffic 
facilities improvine;. Field No. 1 not yet ooeration for energency landing 
carrier aircraft. ~~'leather east wind 16 knots 3/10 low cloud base 2000 
feet. Visibility good teuperature 70 surf east-northeast 5 foot swells. 

23 1035 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT Info CINCPAC BOTH IIQ, ALL TFC FIFTHFLT. 

Silllnary NO. 20 281800. Led by tanks in the 5th LiarDiv zone of action 
using fla.oe throwers infantry advanced front line generally 400-500 
yards along the front of the 3~d and 5th MarDivs. Progress rmde by the 
3rd Div t hrough center of enemy nain line of resistance advanced beyond 
village of UOTOY}JilA. Snall gains of several hundred yards were oade op-
posite the right flank and center of the hth MarDiv zone. Loco_l counter 
attack of 5th MarDiv front broken up by artillery 1625. Lines were con-
solidated for the night at 1700. Our front as of 1710 TA 215NO 216KLSY 
200ABC 217 ~JRSY 200ET 201PV 184BRX 167D. CGHRAL rounds nortar fire hit 
BLUE beach. ResurJ.ption attack 0830 touorrow. Para. Naval gunfire assisted 
the advance with call fire Dissions. PHESIDENT ADAliiS operational casualty 
received considerable d~·mge to side plating port side during unloading 
operations. Requires e:J.ergency repairs upon return MAr'tiANAS. R H SMITH 
exploded horned :1oored type eneuy Dine latitude 25-29 N Long J..i.J.0-4h E. 
Para. 2 TBM aircraft fron 100 feet sprap.:ed with 1121. area occupied by 
our troops. VOC-1 fror, WAKE ISIJ!\.ND furnished effective spotting naval 
gunfire. Dusk strikes CHICHI JT .A 27 Feb caused ex~losion seaplane base 
FUT./JJ•.li KO. FISUDDALI unidentified vessels off seaplane base. Nil ene_.'lY 
observed airborne. REGNDER PBM arrived this afternoon N?IUVTA sugsiding 
tonight after a slovr unloading day. 
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01 0600 CTF 51 to ?OM5THFLT Info CINCPAC BOTH HQ Info ALL TFC 5THFLT. 

S'tll:ru:J.ary No. 21 Oll200 (K) • Hostile artiller-J fire harrassed our rear area 
during night exploding 5th MarDiv ar.Jr.aunition dui:tp with werious loss several 
types of aLJDunition. No hostile counter attacks .. 0830 troops resm:aed at-
tack. RCT 28 less 1 Bn reverted to 5th Div control at 0630 passed through 
RCT Z7 with mssion seizing high ground along bounda.ry between 5th HarDiv 
and 3rd MarDiv. 3rcl MarDiv main effort am right; 4th IlfmrDiv to G.aintain 
its center and right and the left keep pace with advance of 3rd MarDiv. 
Attack preceeded by LJ-5 minute artillery preparationl. Mopping up SURIBACHI 
continues. 5th Di v pushed forward thru uoderate rifle and mortar fire 
1 ~.te reports indicate troops and tanks approaching TA 216 GHI. 3rd Div 
front ~oving fo~vard rapid~. BLT 3/21 by 1015 reported CR 325 in TA 201B-
Ele::n.ents of BLT 2/21 reported across HOTOYAMA Airfield No. 3 vicinity TA 
217I at 1130. No reports available on 4th Div as of 1200. Rugged nature 
terrain in zone of action 4th Div pDohibits use raechanized equip~ent and 
field artillery fire relatively ineffective. Hostile artillery fire was 
received all uorning from along northeast coast in TA 202 219 236 235. 
Minor BAJ.'IfZAI charge in zone 3/25 repulsed. Result of uornings operation 
reveals good progress n.ade in Corps center .z.one of action but front lines 
can not be accurately reported. Ground force casualties 1800 28 Feb. 
KIA 1635, VJI _ 8204, MIA 606. Total 10445. Casualty evacuation now direct 
froa beaches to hospital ships and to transports by ducks LKLTORTS. 
Conbat efficiency r ora~ee reported excellent. Para. 1 OBB 2 CA 8 DD 1 
gunboat and 1 nortar support unit pyavided night illu~nation harassing 
fires throughout night. Naval gunfire operations for the day include 
counter battery and reinforcing fire missions by 1 OBB 3 CA 8 DD 2 LCSL 
and 1 LCIM unit with 5 VOF planes spotting fires. Ships casualties follow: 
L.S'M 59 at OLJ.20 holed flooding engine roou and without · povrer • Dar.1age caused 
while retracting frou beach. T:ERRY in screening station C-5 received 1 
uediuo caliber hit ene~y artillery fire at 0721 penetrating starboard side 
oain deck and hull near frame 100 filling forward engine roon to waterline. 
9 KIA 18 VITA. ST~~_;ffiEL in ecreoo straddled by eneny fire no danage. CALHOUN 
at 1008 on fire support rAission hit by 1 ;·~ediw:l caliber ene. y shell in 
after torpedo mount nO. 3 gun nount and MK 51 director 1 KIA 7 WIA. 
COLID.lBIA VICTORY at ·10h6 straddled by sediun caliber shells off western 
beaches with da.nage superficial 1 EM WIA. Close direct air support nis-
sions reinforced ground troops with cor1trol assigned landing force CASCU 
ashore. Night intruders over CHICHI JILA 28 February fired rockets seaplane 
base snall shi~s in harbor results unobserved. No eneqy aircraft air borne. 
AA neagre inaccurate. No serviceable enerzy aircraft observed. PBM planes 
O}.Jerating IfNO seaplane base norning 1 March covered 7 sectors search to 
500 rules. 17 OY spotting planes noPr operating frorl airfield No. 1 •• Air 
raid ]};0 area 0230-0430 by esti=•ated ~- planes SPOTS possibly 1 Helen. 
BENNETT radar picket station 2 shot down 1 Betty, planes used windm·r. 
Night fighters airborne vv-i th 1 contact no h:ills. All planes ca1:1.e in low 
with no Dlanes over transport area or island. 1 plane droF"1ed bo~~1bs 5000 
yards fro~J. radar ryicket . Hail delivered troo_?s by 'Jarachute fror: R5C 
1Jlane . 1 TBM LUNGA POJJ\JT 0932 with 3rd I~·TarD~v observat- shot down crashed 
~J"ithin our lines burned with no survivors. 1 PETROFF BAY fighter hit 1020 
nade energency landing e~:.1ergency landing airfield 1. No casualties . Para. 
North-south rurnnay field No . 1 now available e~~ergency landings carrier 
planes ~ Per..J.anent ce::1etery novr established ashore . ~"leather 2/10 scattered 
lovr Gun1ulus clouds at 2000 feet vrind east-northeast . 13 kn·~ts . Te!2'lerc;.ture 
65-70 light northeast swell visibility high beach conditions fair today 
but rough during night . 
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01 1130 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT Info CIFCPAC BOTH IIQ, ~\LL TFC 5THFLT • 

Part 1 of 2 .~lart s. SuLrrL<~.ry No. 22. 011800 K(-10). Meager re]Jorts were 
available this afternoon concerning righting li1 5th and L~th ·1!TarDiv zone. 
Early afternoon 5th Div headed by tanks progressed to vicinity of TA 216 
GHS, but later Vlithdrevv- to lihe 216 FD ·~ RCT 28 on the Div right received 
heavy n ortar fire fro~:J. area NISHI . In 3rd Div zone BLrr 1/21 in area 217Pl\K 
covered the gap between 3rd and 5th Div due 3rd Div n orning gain. 5th Div 
brought up J/26 between the right of the 28th RCT and 1/21. Slight change 
Tlade in right boundary 5th MarDi v to east to ~~mke roor for this. BLT 
2/21 3~d Div was pinned down by fire frou hull down tanks advancing little 
beyond this nornings position while BLT 3/21 on Div right flru~{ extended 
its position generally along south edge airfield No 3 and pushed east to 
line 218R 201D. Part 2. BLT 3/24 passed through 3~d Div zone to occupy 
gap existing between 3;ed and 4th Divs and novv deployed along 3rd and 4th 
Di v boundar>J line. 4th Di v front line was static except in sector occupied 
by BLT 3/25 on the division right flank which gained 200 yards over rugged 
terrain. Front lines as of 1700: TA 216FiillliST 217PQriiN'I' 218PQR\NX 201DIHLKPU 
184 ABGil:ms. l67D. Para. Occasional artillery fire fell on BLUE beach. No 
casualties or dacage reported. 3rd HarDiv ·took 17 PO~Ys. 442nd Port Co. 
transferred to 4th Div shore party. Para. 15 heavy AA and CD guns reported 
destroyed by nain battery fires frou 3 OBB 3 CA. TUIAGI group co;·;.;.>leted 
hunter-killer o:tJerations and negative results and rejoined TU 52.2.1. Para. 
Direct air support this afternoon used Napalr:: fire bo::1bs. 

(FEB)24 1805 HAHSHALL to ALL THEATERS & BASE ca~rMANDS Info CINCJ:DA 0EA~11L HO. 
25 0855 RICHARDSON passed to CINCPOA ADV HQ. 

WAR 4-2960. Midd~e East Theater effective 1 March 45 is redesignated the 
~RICA-MIDDLE EAST THEATER with boundaries to include the entire continent 
of AFRICA, PALESTINE, IRAC-JORDill'I, the island of CYPRUS, TU.RlillY and the 
entire SAUDI-ARABIA PENTI~SULA, except IRAN and TRUCIALOMAN. Boundaries of 
the MEDITERBANEA.N TlliATEH _of operations effective 1 March 45 include the 
entire MEDITERRP.JJEAl\T SEA (except the Island of CYPRUS and the Turkish is-
lands adjacent to the Turkish Tlainland) ITJ\.LY, AUSTRIA, HUNGARY, ROM.AINIA 
YUGOSLAVIA, ALBAJJI A, BUI.DARIA and GREECE. Para. Effective 1 March Lt-5 the 
bounda ies in the EUHOPEAN THK\TER of operations are adjusted to include 
SPAIN, PORTUGAL and the AZORES. North Atlantic Division ATC retains ad-
lxinistrative control of the AZORES except in the event of tactical opera-
tions. Para. Corz.1and: No change in ·)ersonali ties. Para. PERSIJ-'JJ GULF Con.-
.:l.and: No change . 

02 0515 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT Info CINCPAC BOTH HQ, ALL TFC FIF'THF~T. 

Sur:l.ca.Y"'J 23 021200. Little harrassing fire our rear area during night 
28 Feb - 1 ~!lar vvi th slight volm1e snall aras nortar fire on front lines 
significant. Our activities during night liLlited to harrassing inter-
diction illur.ri.nation nissions by artillery and naval gunfire. Jru:.lping 
off at 0800 troops resUJ.J.ed attack with 3 divisions abreast vrith the ob-
jective 0-3 line. A nain effort Corps center in ZA 3rd UarDiv . Blundaries 
unchanged .. lL~ assault Bns now deployed along front line f'ro~·1 left to right 
as follows: 5th :'·arDiv BL'I' ' s 3/28, 2/28 l/2g 3/26 3rd M.arDiv BLT 's 3/9 
2/21 2/9, 1/9 4th };farDiv BLT 's 3/24 2/2h l/2L~ 1/24 l/25 2/25 3/25. 3LT 
2/ 27 Corps Reserve SU ~IB -~CIII A.l.E/i . '3J../~ 2/23 Cor~s ~qeserve fort"rard ·Jrepared ' 
su~;)ort attack any divisions . j _ttack ·Jreceded by h5 ~:.:inute artillery naval 
gunfire air strike n·e:;arations. l'~irfield ;;'2 110\'J" our hahds . Our occupatio 
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02 051Q CTF 51 to COM5THFLT Info CINCPAC BOTH _HC~~ "iLL TFC 5THFLT. 

do_Jinating ground vicinity airfield 3 threatens to split Jap forces and 
places our troops on ground r.;.ore favorable for ;:..'Jll'leuver. 3rd HarDiv ;:rester-
day destroyed S ene:\}r tanks. Front lines reported 1155 are: TA 216AGMNO 
217KLGH 217JO 218KI11NX 201DIKPU l8LtABFNMRS 167D. Cu .ulative ground force 
casualties 1700 1 Harch: 592 officers 10,663 EWI total 11,255 vvith 1774 KIA. 
Ene·:.:.y dead I'elJorted by ground units is 3rd I..!ardiv 1344· 4th :MarDiv 2740· 
5th HarDiv 3038; land force troo,Js 5 total 7,127. 15 japs 17 KOREPJ~:s ~CXIs. 
Koreans report our propaganda leaflets induced surrender. Para. 1 OBB 2 CA 
7 DDl gunboat and 1 nortar support un.i:t carried out night illunination and 
call russians throughout night. Mortar 1CI r s received no retaliatory fire 
lst ti:J.e since D Day. They have proved great value to landing force. Dne 
OBB l CA l CL 10 DD partici~ated in preparation for -orning attack exe-
cuted call fir.e nissions throughout raonnihg. Hee,vy ships disposed for 
counter battery mssions. DDs gunboats support units with shore fire con-
trol )arty tearJ.s working at close range on coastal caves. Garrison group 
0 arrived transport area this morning and m'lloading started. SAMARITf.JJ de-
parted 1 ~~~larch vrith casualties. Para. CVEs furnished air strikes in pre-
paration for attack and other close air support 1:rissions throughout r"!.orn-
ing. PBM search activities curtailed due rough water sea drone area. 1 
plane holed in starboard side by enemy AA while on search ;rission. l plane 
dra:.:;ged on beach 27 Feb probable total loss crew safe ashore. 1 TBM RUDYARD 
BAY hit in engine by 1:1ediura A.A shell plane ~-lade eEergency landing a±rfield 
l vvith no casualties. 1 PBM 1135 1 March sighted 5 FTC 31-10 N 138-30 E. 
PETROF BAY fighter reryorted hit ~-:ay Sur,r:.ary No 21 is error. Er1ergency 
landing due nechanical failure auxillary tarn{. ENTERPRISE sent 2 VFN 
4 VTN over CHICHI 11330 to 19~5, 1 :March. Nil eneny airborne nil shipping 
and aircraft on ground observable. Fro::1 2000 ft dro~ped 24 GP centuries 
including 12 with 1-6 hour delay plus 16 rockets on OMURA TO:-JN 1 explo-
sion and fire observed. On barracks area HE SUSAKI 12 GP centries half ~nth 
1-6 hour delay plus 19 rockets. an M.AN.AlVIISAIIT guns and searchlight po-
sitions 4 rockets. On AA positions west SUSAIIT airfield 4 rockets. All 
results unobserved. Searchlights observed at 213 Q 280 Y and possibly 245 R 
innaccurate. AA heavy and :J.ediu.n :Jeager inaccurate Para. General supply 
status good except artillery aoraunition low due loss eneny action and dif-
ficulties unloading resupply ship. Roads 4 th lVJ.arDiv area being surfaced 
with clay fron local quarr.J• \''leather scattered cilllulus 2000 feet wind east 
and east-northeast 16-20 lmots te:::tperature 68 visibility unl:U:llted 5 foot 
swell seriously hru~1pered unloading on beast last night and today. 

02 1058 CTU 78.9.2 to CTG 78'"9 Info COM71,HFLT ,COL1PHILSEAFRON ,CINCSWPA LEYTE,CG6TH 
APJVfY ,CINCSW?A TARLAC,CINCPAC ;~\~'TH HQ,CINCPOA PEARL. 

and nroceed. 

Results of shore reconnaissance indicate that 7000 foot airstrip can easily 
be constructed axis bearing 080 degrees on old ELG on grasssy plain about 
1500 yards inland fro::1 shore 2 niles west of DILALONGAN. Marston nat and 
2 construction battalion nonths are estinated require; ent s for initial 
o~Jeration. Supply and fuel pier is feasible in the i.rmediate vicinity. All 
areas vTithin CASIGUF<.AN SOUND & BAY north of a line bearing 330 degrees from 
CAPE SAB I J.JDEFONSO afford good anchorages except up at SN If of qay produce 
chop in sound. Prelir.rlnary check indicates soundings shown on BSC & GS chart 
4278 are accurate except for uncharted 4 and ~ fatho.:"l shoal located at 16-
09-20 N 122-00-hO E. No ener.zy- activity was observed either by shore party or-
water reccoru1aissance close to shore of both sound and bay. Scouts ihdicate 
about 100 ni·)s in area :Jossibly concentrated vicinity CASIGURAJ"J TO~ ]\]". Should 
have n.ore dei~ailed r e )ort on this ton orrow. 2nd da;_y is sur.;r ;arized by ~-, 
7$.9.2 in CONYAriesults negative conteu;:)late qeep sw·eep tor:orrQvY~,.,E.c"'Q)e<~tJc6S. 
p.Lete ::.nss2on vi\.SIGURAN Area by dark 3 Mar • aebark troo~s at BAJ..J:!JR LJ.- M:ar 
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02 1120 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT I nfo CINCPAC BOTH HQ, ALL TFC FIFTHFLT. 

Sur.:r1ary No. 24 021800. 5th PhibCorps ~."c i th 15 Bns in assault frou left to 
right as follow·s 5th Har Div BLTS 3/28 2/28 1/28 2/26 3/26 3rd MarDiv BLTS 
3/9 2/21 1/21 2/9 1/9 4th MarDiv BLTs 3/24 2/24 l/24 l/25 2/25 3/25 con-
tinued to expand its salient NN. During ~.wrning 3rd MarDiv in clear advance 
about 700 yards along Div boundary to seize Hill 362 TA 235 u. The center 
and left flank of 3rd L1arDi v advanced 200 yds against small arr.1s auto:oatic 
weapons n ortar fire. At 1530 this Div juraped off in renewal of attack vdth 
:raain effort on Div right with Hill 362 TA 219U as objective. 20 ninute 
artillery pre paration Dreceded attack. At san e tin e BLT 2/21 attacked N to 
fill gap between BLT 3/9 BLT l/21 with BLT 3/9 attacking SE. 5th MarDiv had 
lirrited gains both flanks. RCT 28 gained 200 yds on Corps left along coast. 
BLT 3/26 advanced generally abreast of BLT 3/9 of 3rd Div right causing gap 
betliu·een BLT 3/26 and RCT 28. Gap was filled by BLT 2/26. 1530 RCT 28 re-
pelled local colll1terattack estiu.ated l5CI of eneLJY killed nany. 4th Div ad-
vanced slowly against heav-y- nortar artillery .AGP sni,?er fire in its ZA. 200 
yds gained by 24th RCT SE MOTOY.A1vfA 1500. Li mj ted gains mde on ex!:.rer:Le E 
flank by 25th RCT. Troors consolidated at 1700 with lines along TA 216ABGHMN 
217KFBGHIE 23L1-Y 235 UV 218BFLl!INSY 201EIHMQPU 184BGI-L :sy l67E. Cave systen 
on island co11plex. 1 found in TA 1831 has 9 entrances a ain passageway 
extended 800 yards CaJ.J.e out MJJUMI VILLAG:"E. Searched but docwJ.ents and equi 
:-~1ent previously destroyed. Ha.ny Jap dead found. Forc er CP. Prisoners indicat 
most caves in north ')art island are srJ.all filled '~Nith wounded food water 
low. Korean Pow· saysLlOOOO ene;:zy- on island on D Day, believes 5000 to 6oOO 
remain. Past 24 hours has been good counterbattery ·work by Marine artillery 
definitely taking out nw~erous nediun caliber field pieces isolated cave 
positions. Engineers destroyed :1any caves pillboxes containing stores a.l:l-
nunition. Para. LCT 1029 struck underwater object at 0310. Hull pierced 
engine rom:.1 flooded shi~'J broached on beach. 175 tons a.o.nunition successfully 
unloaded. Heavy surf prevents present salvage. HERCULES ( .Jj.K41) grounded on 
pirmacle shoal NE BLUE beach 1245 towed SS HER no visible dat:age. SOL.:· cE 
de:Jarted 1700 vvith casual t ies for GUAM. IST 224 struck port side by LCS 52 
as she caEe alongside inflicting following structural danage considerable. 
0945 1ST 634 struck sa:1e ship starboard quarter in retracing vrhile on beach 
inflicting tear in hul l plating between frar.::.es 39 40 other rrinor dar:age. 
Su:-: ~ary naval battle casualties cu;·1ulative to 2 Uarch: beach :>arties KIA 44 
~·;rA 49 Tri A l2 shir:J s ;Jersonnel KIA ll1-5 '.".:I A 473 kiTA 440 total 1063. Para. 
CVEs continued diredt air support. Seadro::1e conditions "Jrevented sealane 
searches today. Last instant identifications 2235 1 March saved 1 B-24 
froE'l gun attack by ENTERPRis;;: . Pl ane shovved very weak IFF and flew· directly 
over TG 52. 2 .5. BEl\TI\TION si ghted visually l snoo:')er Zeke 1805 1 March taken 
under fire nof- hits. EN'l'EH.PRISE fighters chased plane northward without re-
sult • CHICHI JIY[A sweep by ENTERPRI SE planes 1830 1 March dropped bo: _bs 
shot rockets causing ex;Jlosions and f ires. 2 TBMs s:J:vayed DDT 1715 today 
previous cover at e and toxic ef fect repor ted excell~nt. Para. k)proxi nately 
4000 feet NE-S~l rw.1.vTay airfiel d /r'l r ehabi l itat ed. Subject s poradic artillery 
fire transport ) l anes ce.n l and novi and have been requested~ Lioited reservic 
ing facilit ies avai l abl e tonorrow. To2.1orrou should clear field of artilleY~J 
.fi r e, and perntit use by f i ght er squadrons whi ch hav e be en alerted,. Pa r a., 
Long svrell fror:.1 ·ease r".ake ea stern beach condition bad. Expect use 1 western 
beach on 3rd-
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02 1247 CTF 58 to COLI5THFLT Info co- "DHIBSPAC 1 CirrCPAC ADV HQ. 

Based on ~ilots reJorts required ·)hoto coverage NANSEI SHOTO co.c:tpleted 
1 March vvith follovTing esce·~tions: (A) Verticals MIYAKO and IRABU (B) 
Verticals 'Nestern KF..RAl\1:A RETTO (C) Verticals TOKUNO SHDtA .. (D) Verticals 
west shore OKINAWA south of 26-18 North(E)verticalp coverage of beach 
area OIITNAWA fron ZAMPA MISiilii to 26-18 N 90% co~nlete at 1 to 0000,. 
i•,lissing lO~b is that farthest fro;:a beach. 1 batch~ run with 25% clouds at 
1 to 5000. All above due weather except 4A) out of range. Photo condition 
generally poor due low lying haze. More low· clouds for53cast for 2 :March. 
No air opposition. Shot down 2 Bettys 1 Sally 1 Dinah. Destroyed on 
ground 9 twin engine and _gQ single engine aircraft. Probably destroyed 
or dMJaged about 50 planes sou e r~y have been previously non operational 
as :;_:tal1y other non operational seen used as decoys. Sunk 1 DD 1 MTB 2 
SBLs 2 FTCs 1 FTD 3 SF 1 ocean t ug 2 luggers. Probably smL~ l FTC 6 SDs 
6 luggers. D~naged 4 DE or PFs l TB 4 FTC 1 FTD 3 SD b SC 10 luggers. 
San.'!{ or da:Ja.ged several soall craft. Many buildings including barracks 
administration buildings, sugar uills, lumber yard, warehouses, radio and 
radar stations and airfield installations destroyed or damaged on OI\INAWA 
OKINOl!..ERABU AUM.TISMINA.MI KillJIE 8.l1d TOKUNO SHIMA. Our co-~lbat plane losses 
10 VF 3 vr pilots L,. VF 1 VT cre-vm:.aan 3 VT. Operational losses 7 VF 1 vr 
to ?ersonnel. Looked for but collld not find string of u.ines reported 
off 1\ATENA by search plane. On retireu ent conducted night bor.abardn.ent 
OKINO DAITO starting big fires. Pllots report new grass air strip on 
northeast side KAKAI SHll.1A. 

03 0110 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT Info ALL TFC 5THFLT, CINCPAC.· 

Su ~ry No. 26 031800 (K). Land force action Barked by slow progress 
against stubborn resistance. 5th 1/farDiv straightened out its lines and 
advanced fro:.: 200 to 400 yards with deepest penetration to CR 315 TA 234W. 
1vfuch snall arr s and u ortar f ire received this area co.r: pared previous day. 
3rd 11arDiv reryorts progress extren ely difficult under heavy fire :. ortar 
rockets high velocity weapons. This division gained up to 400 yards op-
posite its left flank and center progressing vicinity RJ 322 TA 2131. Fol-
lo·wing a 5 minute artillery ?re·;aration including su oke hill 362 TA 219UX 
3rd MarDiv launched attack 1500 re,Jorts of this attack not available. 
BLT 3/9 OiJerating in 5th Ha.rDi v ZA ?as sed through by BLT 1/27. BLT 3/9 
u oved into . _osition left flank 3rd MarDiv ZA. BL 1/21 entered line 3rd 
MarDiv ZA between BLT 2/21, 2/9. 5 Bns now· 3rd 1-farDiv assault with total 
18 BLTs in line. 4th 1.1:arDiv held up by heaViJ n ortar fire TA 201QVY. 
Division :Hade 200 yard gain on extretle right flank. Pocket re,aains 1•aNJU.U 
area otherwise front lines at 1800 are: TA 216AE, 217 A, 234 m~J 235ffiif. 
218 lJEJOTSX 201DIN1.11R~2V 184BGI~E:ISXY 167 E. Para. 7 5r.uJl shell O.Sa G.AN.S 
ashore hit BOLIVA.."R. 1 :I:r.i IaA 2 E1/J: WIA. No dana~e ship. BENIJ'i!irfound hole 
in bottoa frane 15 2 coupart nents flooded posslbly due dud torl)edo or 
bonb fror.1 plane shot down 1 tifarch. Requires docking. Para. Special strike 
BON INS 1300-1500 3 :!::larch bonbed rocketed dock buildings OBURA TOdN. No 
shi~Js '?resent except sar:1pans CHICHI. Rocketed strafed seaplane base hangar 
building radio tower TA 2L!-5G. Building tower TA 213U. Building TA 247 A. 
1 15000 ton AK at pier HAGASIII HARBOH I-LbJ-IA JIM.A strafed and runs nade 
covering ~JT~tPRISE torpedo attack which attained direct hits saru{ ship 
at docko 3 other strafing runs : •"ade vessels HIG.\.SHI HARBOR. No change ~'11l 

CHICHI. ~1.A ~ :ediun noderate I-IAI-U-t.. 1 heav-J battery N.AHI J TI1A H ... lliA Jil::IA 
GUNTO no reDort dc:u :age our aircraft. Close air sup,?ort restricted due 
snall ene~:::w- area rei"laining. 1 B24 photo plane on station naking colored 
r.:ovies of island. Co~.uJ.enced evacuation casualties by landplane. Para. 
Several shins noN unloading over western beaches ., 5 foot surf still re-
stricts eastern beaches . 2778 
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03 1022 RICHARDSON to CG US_6JfFE 1 CINC.SHPr:. GHQ, Info 24"1"H CORPS, lOTH ARMY, CirTCPOA. 

RJ-54111. Look at 24th Corps radio TFG .. UJ 168 dated 2810242 GCT Feb 45 
not to all or needed of vvhich you were info addee. This theater vrill cover 
officer shortages by co1 ~bat appoint~_;_ents uhich will leave 24th Corps a 
nin.-Luum of 3000 enlisted personnel short for ··1ounting,. This shortage due 
to delays in return of casuals as well as large nur::.bers of non battle 
losses evacuated fro.D. .LEYTE. Twe ele::-.1ent :precludes furnishing above 
shortage fror:l this theater prior to nounting~ Request St'vPA furnish 3000 
replacer ents to 24th Corps prior to r ounting. This personnel will be re- · 
placed to SfNPA as follows: All casuals returned to 24th Corps at LEYTE 
between 10 March and 10 ApriJ.:Diol will be assigned to S'NPA. On later date 
an inventory will be made of such nersonnel and the difference bet'w·een 
that nu·:ber and the total furnished to 24th Corps by SNPA will be shipped 
fron BOA to arrive at designated stations in St'IJPA about 1 May. Your 
agreenent to bbove plan urgently requested by ComGenPOA. 

02 2357 COM5THFLT to CINCPAC lillV HQ Info CTF 51, CTF 58. 

1~ 220801. Situation ashore ~~uch better and success assured. Assuae you 
concur departure TF 58 this general area as planned on completion fueling 
today. Have in r.dnd retention here s::-.1all EUrERPRISE Task Group until air 
capabilities ashore are adequate, accepting arrival Task Group con.ponents 
late for next operation if necessary. ~'Jill subnit plan in n.ore detail 
later when situation is clarified. Think build up on air ashore and con-
m.encer. ent of next operation will relieve pressure on TNO JIMA. 

03 0605 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT Info ALL TFC FIFTHFLT, CINCPAC BOTH HQ. 

Sur~aary No. 25 031200 (K). Night 2-3 1furch generally quiet on front. 
3rd Div received sor:1e sr_all arms nortar fire and reported explosion Jap 
&munition dWAp TA 199J. Minor infiltration atte:apts and shelling rear 
areas. 4th Div sector very quiet. 5th 1farDiv reported 65 Japs euerged 
fror: caves ZA BLT 1/28. 64 killed 1 prisoner. 5th PhibCorps resur11ed attack 
0745. l;.th Div attacked at K minus 75, 3rd and 5th MarDivs attack at K hour. 
Boundaries unchanged. Front line Bns assault fror.:. left to right were: 
5th MarDiv BLTs 3/28 2/28 1/28 1/6 3/26 2/26 3rd MarDiv BLTs 2/21 2/9 1/9 
4th MarDiv BLTs 3/24 2/24 1/24 1/23 2/25 3/25. Corps artillery supported 
attack vdth preparation in 4th MarDiv ZA from K rrinus 90 to K 1:ri.rrus 75 
and 3rd MarDiv-5thMarDiv ZA K ninus 20 to K hour (0745). 4th MarDiv nakil1g 
slow progress over difficult terrain on its front. 5th ],fu.rDiv attacking 
ridge running east NISI-II encountering :uany caves reinforced er:1place .. ents. 
300 yard gain r ade along right center 5th 1~arDiv. Ener·;y pmcket continues 
exist in 4th MarDiv ZA west MINiuviT . Ge.p in line reported between TA 218BD 
ZA 3rd MarDiv. Front lines as of 1330 are: TA 215E 216ABCHIJ 217 AB along 
boundry line between TA 217 23/+ to 235UV 218B gap 218DIN[NRSX 20illiNMQU 
184AFK l83TIGEO l84KI11lNSX 167D. Part 2. Personnel casualties as of 1700 
2 March: 3rd MarDiv KIA 22 6ff 313 EM HIA 680ff 1350 EM MIA 1 Off 67 EM 
total 3rd Div 91 Off 1730 EM. 4th MarDiv KIA 64 Off 815 EM WIA 235 Off 
4793 EM liTA 1 Off 287 EM total 4th Div 300 Off 5895 FM, 5th Div IITA L~3 Off 
726 EM HIA 158 Off 3020 EM MIA 1 Off 174 IDJ total 5th Div 202 Off 3920 EM. 
Corps troops KIA 1 Off 7 EM HIA 5 Off 88 ENI TviiA 0 Off 2 EM total Corps 
Troops 6 Off 97 Eli. Corps _{rtillery KI~-\ 0 Off 5 EU; -~-, IA l Off 18 EVI r~'ITA 1 
Off 1 EM total Corps Artillery 2 Off 2h EM:. AA KIA 0 WIA 1 Off 7 EM MIA 
0 total AA 1 Off 7 I!::U. Garrison Force ,L:J,_ssault Shi ping KL'\ 1 EM. Total 
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03 0605 CTF 51 to COH5THFLT I nfo ALL TFC 5THFLT, CIFCPAC BOTH HQ (CONT'D) 

Land Force 602 Off 11674 EM. Grand tota l 12,276 of wh.i.ch 1997 KIA. 
Coubat efficiency veF.f good to excellent. Ener.zy dead as of 1$00 2 March 
10,329. Total P01Ns 30 Japs 43 Koreans. Of this total 3 Japs died since 
capture. Para. There was no naval gu..nfire preparation this uorning due 
lli..rited area reu.a.ining on RVOPS front. Call fire executed. Night of 2-3 
March and day 3 March 2 CL furnished general support with 1 CL 7 DD 2 
IJCSLs in direct support. BEPJTIEN (APA 62) during unloading incurred con-
siderable structural da:::lage. Sea~SWeeping qualities u.ni.tlpaired. Fueling 
con.[)leted support carrier units. Part 3. CVE' s furnishing support rJissions 
with control by land force CASCU. PBM aircraft provided searches to north 
and west. 7 R5C airplanes dropped oarachute sup~lies Field No. 1. lst 
transport plane l~1ded Field #1 1100 followed by 4 additional. Dusk 
strike CHICHI 1830 2 1furch bombs rockets dauage unobserved. 1 TBM holed 
ene;-Jy Jtfl... r eturned to base. '2:NTERPlTISE planes con pleted 174 hours continu-
ous day night flight 2200 2 March. 8 VF and 8 VT :::1ade dawn attack on 
a erchant shipping CHI CHI Jil·iA previously reported. Result rockets hit 1 
g500 ton freighter other results unobserved. Total 11 freighters. Intense 
AA all tyoes. AA holed 1 TBM ·which nade water landing. ABELE rescued 
crew. Another strike scu.1e size re ··Jeated 1100 results unreported. 1 fighter 
shot dmYn over target area no survivors. STEAivlE~1 BAY fighter shot do¥m · 
1 Jap Francis 1215 position bearing 230 degrees 70 ~les HOTROCKS. ?ara. 
Estilll.a.te Field ffl and servicing facilities ready to receive 2 VF squadrons 
garrison air force 6 ,Iarch. Unloading LCT' s I .. Ci[ ' S PDTIPLE Beach vrest shore 
now in 'Jrogress. Unloading continues very difficult due sea conditions. 
General supply situation K:@]D with a:nuunition supply a:r:·riving. Road con-
ditions fair. Considerable rolling stock destroyed to date ener.r action. 
Report follovv-s: 1\ITs operational 255 rmder repair 31 destroyed 162. 
DUKWs operational 112 under repair 22 destroyed 116. '~Heasels operational 
53 under renair 3 destro~-ed 7. Tanks operational 88 under repair 30 de-
stroyed 32. Yveather clear wind SSE varying to ssw. 12-15 lmots. Easterly 
swell surf 5 to 6 feet. Te~·1perature 72-74. Visibility excellent. 

02 2020 C01JD~TCH & CNO to CINCP.AC PEARL Info COJ!!J.7, COIJAL"\SSEAFHON. 
03 0930 CINCPAC PEARL to CL .J'CPAC ADV HQ. 

Present a pproved :lodif i ed Category of Defense A in UNALASK~ Sector requires 
:.,arming of harbor defenses. Ua r Dept proposes eljj·~inating this require-
::lent for A.~.-qsT i nstallations in t hi s sector stating t hat requirer~ent can 
not be a et due to wit hdrawal of certain vn i t s and Dersonnel fro:-1 Alaskan 
De·Jarta ent a s a resul t of ORl Dl<JliS har bor defenses at DUTCH HAB.BOR are now 
in caret aker stat us .. Co::inch prepared to concur but de si r es your co~-l''1.ent 
before taki ng a ct i on. Refer JCS 1080/2 f orvva r ded CincPOA and info adees 
by : 'Y ser i a l 003139 of 28 October 1944. 

04 OL.,.40 CTF 51 t o cor ·5TEFLT I.1fo .rLL TFC ' S FIFTHI"LT , CDTC"~AC BOTH H~., . 

Su::.ar:ary No. 27 041200 ( K) . F'ollmJing quiet night attack r e su:2ed by 4th 
5th :.TarDivs 0730 and 3rd MarDiv 0830.. Boundaries objective unchanged. 
16 Bns in a s s··w.lt fro.l left t o rit;ht as follmm : 5th MarDi v BI.JTs 3/28 
2/ 2'6 3/ 27 3/ 26 2j26 1/ 27 3rd l'larDiv BLTs: 2/ 21 3/ 21 2/ 9 1/9 hth Ha rDiv 
BLTs 3/2L~ 2/ 24 l/2L:. 1/23 3/25 3/ 23. By 1100 s::all gains r egistered on the 
left flank and right center 5th r,.rarDiv and opposite cent er 4th J':arDiv. 
4th MarDiv eli_-linated ene~1y )ocket vicinity :!IJ'Lii.~I . Thi s division report s 
decreasing resistance on its front ~.d th ·Jrogre ss sl ow du e clifficu2t 7 S Q 
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OL;. 0440 CTF 51 to CO~I5THFLT Info ALL TFC 'S i?IFTHFLT, Cir C ?~·1c BOTH HQ ( CONT 'D) 

terrain. BLT 2/27 engaged sealing caves .SURIBACI-II. 5th UarDiv reports 
hand to hand f j_ ghting along its front re~_Jorts ene:·1y defensive positions 
lack r-einforced concrete features positions ")reviously encountered but 
nature defensive strength ·of terrain :·1al:e going slm;. Su:r..;:.ary casualties 
1700 3 Uarch: 3rd :~IarDi v KIA 23 Off 330 EM: .iiA 7 5 Off 1514 EM: MIA 0 Off 
66 _,EM Tot§d )_~d Div 9f3 Off 1910 Elil. L;.th MarDiv KIA 65 Off 924 El!I ..!L\ 240 
Ofr 50SO ruJl IliA . 2 Off 279 EM Total J+th lvTarDiv 307 Off 6283 Ei~. 5th ~larDiv 
KIA 47 Off 773 El\I '.:I. 175 Off 3370 Ervi HIA 1 Off 187 ZLI Total 5th EarDiv 
222 Off 4330 EM. Corps Troops KIA l Off 7 EM '''JIA 5 Off 93 EM 1ITA 0 Off 
2 EM Total CorlJs Troops 6 Off 102 EM. Corps ArlillerJ KIA 0 Off 5 EM 
WIA l Off 7 EM MIA 1 Off l EM total Corps ArtilleF.f 2 Off 23 EM. AA ArtilO 
lery KIA 0 TJIA 1 Off 7 EM MIA 0 total AA Aftillery 1 Off 7 EM. Garrison 
Force in assault shi;\;:>ing KIA l EM total casualties LanFor 636 Off 
12,656 EM:. Grand total 13,292 of which 2175 KIA. Cent?ac air evacuation 
unit now o~erating ashore. Corps Artillery reports 5 additional eneuy 
field Jieces destroyed. Intelligence reports indicate Rear A&~riral 
Ichir:1aru Co~?.:Jnanding naval forces I itYO. Eneuy rocket lauJlcher captured 
intact. Para. 2 CA 7 DD 2 LCSL gunboats provided support fires during night 
and available call fire ~ssions throughout ~. 36 inch horned 1~ne 
sunJc 24-38 l\T 140-32 E Para. Air support nrissionw CAP and ASP cancelled 
due weather conditions. ENTERPRISE dusk strike CHICHI dropped bo:-Abs 
rockets results lmobserved due weather. 4 seaplanes engaged search 
:rissions this 1::1orning. Para. 1fveather wind NE 8 knots light rain 8/10 
low stratus at 700 feet te::1perature 69-73 sea light to ::aoderate surf l" 
feet visibility l~i. 

04 1040 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT Info ALL TFC 5THFLT, CINCPAC BOTH HQ. 

3-u:.u:.Jary No. 23 041000 (K). Stiffening eneqy opposition held troo'Js to 
snall local gains during ~Jeriod. BLT 3/21 passed through BLT 1/21 
pinned dovm by snall arr1s fire after advancing average 50 yards. Front 
line rei.J.ains static since last report. Local counter at tack ZA RCT 28 
several hundred Japs 1340 reuulsed r.1any killed. Eneny land n.ines found 
along west runway airfield #3. Land Force records 12,864 ene1:w dead with 
PONs 45 Koreans 36 Japs total 81 as of 1000 3 March. Several rounds 
eneE.zy- artillery fire hit airfield #l 1339 with no dar1.age reported. Large 
water distillation unit est~~ated 300,000 gallons per day capacity and 
large taru(s discovered cave TA 182 R. Para. Gunfire ~2issions provided 
by 7 DD 2 LCSL tlrls afternoon. Hydrographic survey unit in SUMNER (AGS5) 
vnth YP 42 arrived. CorJ.DesRon 50 in DesDiv 99 arrlved. Para. Unfavorable 
weather prevented afternoon air support operations. 1 B29 returning &a-
pire strike nade successful en ergency landing IvJO 1457 refueled departed 
TINI.AN 1720. 2 TBMs ;;IAiill~ ISL \ l\TD sprayed DDT occupied area. Para. Surf 
conditions eastern beaches it·:proved but unloa ding restricted to LSTs 
LSMs. ~Yestern beaches taking LCTs LC~.1s v-Jith excellent develop ent po-
tential. Road net sho1vs i~1.prove::;1ent. 

04 0313 COM5THFLT to CTF 58 Info ALL TFC 5THFLT, CTG 50.9, CINCPAC ADV HQ. 

During current upkeep and re plenishi:aent period at ULITHI naintain as 
practicable equivalent of 2 Task Groll}JS of Task Force 58 ready for sortie 
on 18 hours notice. Desire this IJrecautionary r!easure not interfere with 
scheduled U,_Jkee:> and replenishnent. 
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04. 0429 CINCS1YPA to COMAAF TOIJ)SA, CO:NL<\NF TOLOSA, COMA.LF, COC 1ST AUST ~4.:.'1:MY, CG 
8TH At1J,AY, CG 6TH A .. B.MY, CG USAFFE liliA.H )2;CH, Cffi USASOS TACLOBAN, m 
HOLLJIJ~JDIA, CG US FOHCES NORSOI.~S Info C OF S WAR DEPr, CINCPOA BOTH HQ 
COMSOPAC, CG CHINA THEATER, CG CHINA THEATER REiR ECH 1 COM5THFLT,CG ARMY 
AIR FORC~S, SAC SEA Kill~lDY, lillV ECH GHQ S.FJA. 

OL~ 1759 

CX 11515. Advance echelon GHQ opens MANILA 1800 I( -9) 2. March 194.5 and 
closes ..§1gl WIGUEL, TARI.J\C sa~1e tine sa.~~le date aXld hour. 

ALLIED 

Your 0104.03. Approve operation of 5 photo Liberators fror:a Clark Field 
about 10 March with Conn.ander Allied Air Forces stating actual dat, e of 
transfer from S.Af!J.AR. Direct conlliil.unication with CorJraail.der Allied Air Forces 
is authorized to arrange details of Clark operations. 

05 0434-Z MACARTHUR to COMGENPOA Info CINCPOA BOTH HQ, C0}'[GEN8TH&11.MY ,COMGEl\flOTHABMY 
C01~.'1G}:t\JPOA, COI:IG:Et-J2L:-THCORPS, COl!IGEN USASOS. 

Cite CX 11584. ReURad RJ 53900 dated 2 1furch your pro~osal to send con-
trol group of L'r officers headed by Colonel Herbert V•lillian. Y,ansfield to 
assist in n.ounting out 2l1-th Corps garrison echelons is concurred in ,ill 
.§1ll priority item N-SW-2-372-AGF-Mfu.-q. 

05 0435 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT Info C~NCPAC BOTH HQ, JU,L TFC 5THFLT. 

Sur1L.1ary No. 29 051200 (K) • Front line reports indicate night 4-5 March 
enei;zy infiltration atteJi!i'Jts broken up by artiller-.t fire. Considerable S!J.all 
arns mortar fire received. Morning activities 11.arked by reorganization div-
isions in preparation for concerted Corps attack eastward 6 March. Total 
troop casualties to 1700 4 Iltta.rch: 3rd MarDiv less 3rd Marines KIA 27 Off 
333 EM ~'viA 35 Off 1732 El1 UIA 2 Off 67 EM Total 3rd UarDiv 115 Off 2lf38 EM. 
4th MarDiv IITA 67 Off 1028 E.l\11 ~7IA 249 Off 5372 EM MIA 1 Off 231 EM total 
4th MarDiv 317 Off 6631 EM. 5th H.arDiv ~~ IITA 49 Off 846 E1vJ: 
1'.TIA 179 Off 3677 EI:I HIA 2 Off 197 EM: total 5th MarDiv 230 Off L~729 :2]).1. 
Corps Troops KIA 1 Off 7 EM WIA 5 Off 102 EM MIA 0 Off 2 EM Total 6 Off 111 
Ervi. Corps Artillery KIA 0 Off 5 EM ·.~:IA 1 Off 17 EJA: 1viiA 1 Off 1 EM total 
Corps Artillery 2 Off 23 EM:. AA Artillery IqA 0 Off 1 m.:I ~·v·IA 1 Off 9 E.i\I 
~ITA 0 Total AA .Artillery 1 Off 10 EM. Total LanFor 671 Off 13,6S4 EM. 
Grand Total 14,355 of ·which 2,419 IIA. Para. 1 CA 1 CL 7 DD's and 2 LCSL 
provided night illw~dnation and call fires l!Iith 1 CL 1 CA and $ DDs avail-
able throughout day. Para. 7 search sectors flown by PBl·is T.'!O seadrone. 
1 PBH search plane investigating ~.1arine re~Jor-'c possible ditch unknov.m 
i'Jlane position 30-25 N 141-4.5 E. CVE furnished direct air support call uis-
sions throughout uoTI!ing. Para. Unloading progresses over both western and 
eastern beaches. Western beach is taking LCT r S LC:.iP S DU1GfS while eastern 
beaches restricted to LST 1 S IBM'S due surf condition though this is i::.:-
-'Jroved. ','ieather overcast scattered lmY clouds. 'vVing light northerly 5 
knots. Ten;?erature 73. Visibility poor . Lov-f svvell ·with L,. feet sv.rf • 
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05 1015 CTF 51 to COH5THFLT Info CINCPAC BOTH HQ, ALL TFC 5~., 

su·.:1r1ary No. 30. 051800 (K). 4th MarDiv and 5th 1.:farDiv co·J.pleted reorgan-
izing \v·ith 3rd ~JarDiv re_0orted progre-ssing satisfactorily .. Reserve a.J.x:uni-
tion bvilt U I:J and reequip·1ing of personnel accor-:plished,. Hopping up rear 
areas in progress. Details plan of attack~to2orrow unavailable at this 
tin.e. Para. Search lane 1400 sanl-c saall ene:·,..y vessel 28-30 N 134-50 E. 
Francis shot doun 1215 3 ::arch by fighter STEi\:MJ:!.u:'l. BAY instead NATO~.:A B.AY 
lJreviously reported. TDJII.N search PB4Y' s stage t.hru D'!O on return trip 
COI:Jj 1.encing 5 March and landcats vrill replace seacats. Expect to decon-
rrission sea;)lane base 6th. Enec.y 1\c\ hit 2 TB!,,P s l,I.CJ\IN ISLAND 1205-1220. 
Both landed safely IvJO Field. 1 crew ner~ber ~HIA. Previous report ~Jossible 
ditch unknown plane 30-25 N JJ-+1-l.l-5 E now identified as B-29 which ~ 1ade TIVO 
base. Para. Surf conditions favored unloading this afternoon., 

Designation of 2nd MarDiv as area reserve for DETACI-llJEl\1T Operation termna-
ted herewith. 

04 055$ COMGENFOA to CINCPOA PEAl:11 HQ Info CINCPOA J!JJV HQ, COEGEN.E'MF..£!9.. 

RJ -54232. Arrzy facilities KAUAI listed FMF PAC 200340 Feb included in 
-;:,y serial 00069 Feb 10 ReURads 202205 and 272132 Feb with understanding 
that Ln case it becon.es necessary to send additional Arrey troops to KAUP.I 
as a result of ~resent status of FILBAS Agreeuent or redeployuent this 
support to llarines :.Tlst of necessity be curtailed accordingly. 

06 0500 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT Info CINCPAC BOTH HQ, ALL TFC FIFTHFLT. 

Sur.t~-:.ary No .. 31 061200 (K). Usual infiltration atten~ts vrith suall arns 
t:ortar fire received during night 5-6 liarch. Troops cornleted reorganiza-
·tion. Preceded by r:ost intensive artillery Jreparation this operation and 
reinforced by naval gunfire 5th PhibCorps attacked in echelon on linited 
front I'Iith 3 divisions abreast K Hour 0800 VJith Corps objective 0-3 line. 
A rolling barrage acconpa."'1ied attack each eli vision. 5th IEarDi v COL!~~enced 
attack 0800 with rain effort on right to seize high ground to NE in con-
junction vrith 3rd :MarDiv on right. 3rd J:.IarDiv jm:aped off OSOO vrith nain 
effort on left its ZA in conjunction -vvith 5th HarDiv seize 0-J line right 
elenents of this division suplJorting. At 0900 right ele:·::.ents of 3rd aarDiv 
attacked on the right ZA in conjunction with the left of hth ~~IarDiv to 
seize high ground vicinity Hill 362 TA 219U. Right e1e-1ents 4th HarDiv 
sup~Jorted advance of attacking elenents. /+th and 5th HarDiv authorized 
~·:tove troops supplies thru ZA 3rd MarDiv TJhen necessary support attack 
their interior flank ele:'lents. 14 Bns are in assault disposed as follows: 
5th N2.rDi v BLTs 3/28 3/27 3/26 2/26 2/27 • 3rd MarDiv BLTs 2/21 l/21 2/9 
1/9. L~th i: .. ~arDiv BLTs 2/23 2/24 l/2h 1/25 2/25 3/25. 11 Bns artillery were 
r2assed for K hour and K plus 60 preparations. 22300 rounds artille!"J fired 
~)re;::>aration and barrage. Naval f,runfire reinforced artillery pre:;aration 
vrith 50 rom1ds 14 inch 200 rounds 8 inch. Report 1200 indicated 3rd MarDiv 
has advanced avecyge 400 yards along its entire front. 4th 5th 1JiarDivs no 
report. Progress generally is slow against heaV~J opposition., Revised casual-
ty lists 1800 5 Har now show KIA 25E'l4 ,'JIJ 10664 MIA 589 total 13,837 • This 
figure less than previously re~)orted due fact sick previously carried asWIA 
Di vs re'Jort total 14456 eneuy dead. Para . 2 CA 7 DD 2 LCSL furnished illu-
mination call fires throughout night ·with 1 OBB 2 CA 7 DD and 2 LCSL 
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06 0500 CTF 51 to CO:M5TIFLT Info CINC?AC BOTH HQJ.. ALL TFC 5THFLT (CONT'D) 

available throughout day. YANCEY (AKA 93) has accw:1ulated extensive 
s~ructural d&~zage during unloading operations since D Day still opera-
tJ.onal. Para. Sea Dro~J.e daco ·~u ssioned v.rith PBM seaplanes returning 
SAI:?l'JJ 0900. PB4Y search planes now refuel DJO on return flight to TINLilli. 
28 Arcry P51 landed 1200 with l2 An~w P61 planes due arrive afternoon. 
CVE 1s furnished direct air support. l TBM SAGINNif BAY hit by gunfire 
0830 Lade ·wheels-up landing r~vo Field with 1 crew ~-le:. .... ber KIA. Unloading 
conditions both beaches good. Weather clear high scattered c louds. 
Visibility excellent. Wind SSE 8 knots. TeL perature 75 . Surf 2 feet low 
easterly sw·ell. 

06 lO'lD CTF 51 to COM5THFLT Info C~NCPOA BOTH HQ, ALL TFC zTHFLT. 

Su."lr.::.ary No. 32 061800 (K). In spite of heavy prolonged artillery fire 
reinforced by strong naval gunfire and air strikes troops pinned down by 
hostile snall arn.s and nortar fire throughout day . Se..all salient was ex-
tended to depth 200 yards vicinity of RJ at TA 235S along Division boundary 
5th MarDiv Jrd MarDiv. Sr.mll gain opposite center Jrd MarDiv extendi ng 
to 331 in TA 218T. Otherwise no change front lines which at 1730 K wer e 
233UY 234UW ST 235UVviRSY 218EJOTYX 201DEJINRW 18l:.BGHNTY 167E. Para. 
Tr ansDivs 31 32 vdth casualties departe d lSOO GUAM. DOYEN (APAl) straddled 
by light caliber artille~J ~rojectiles. 1 hit foFflard boo~ putt ing it out 
of co::-mussion. Nil casual ties. Not known vrhether fire friendly or. eneny. 
Para. CVE planes concentrated on rocket strafing attacks against suall 
targets throughout afternoon. 1 SALT LAKE CITY OS2U shot dovm 1500 crashe d 
nil survivors . 12 P61 night fighters Arr'.cJy garrison arrived 1300. 2 TBI:s 
ENTERplZISE r ade rocket attack seaplane base CHICHI JD.~~ 0430 results not 
observed. 

07 0510 C'l'F 51 to COM5THFLT Info CINCPAC OOTH HQ, ALL TFC 5THFLT • 

SUmma.ry No • .3.3 071.200 (K). Following relativel;r quiet night V PhibCorps 
resumed attack this morning 15 assault Bns in line boundaries arid objective 
unchanged. 4th MarDiv with main effort on its left jumped off' at oaoo. 3rd 
MarDiv with main effort capture Hill .362 TA 2l9U attacked at 0500. 5th MarDiv 
with main effort on its right to take high ground to NE their ZA attacked at 
0730. B7 10.30 3rd Ma.rDiv reports \VEIXING Hill 362 and by hand to hand 
fighting had ulvanced approxima.tel;r 500 yards but advance then checked. 1100 
report indicates 100-200 yards advance left center 4th MarDi v. No report · 
5th Ma.rDiv. CP BLT 2/2.3 received direct hit 0645 causing staff' Casualties. 
Presant front lines are: TA WXF033 VW ri 2.34UVWST 2.35PU VECYLJO S Y 21SE 
219 A.F'KIQU 201 EJ GAP 202F 20lJ'APEOFKS XRXYIJfiDNXIAM 184CGJANSY l67E. Our 
casualties 061700 are RMNON .3rd MarDiv KIA 29 Off 417 EM WIA 9.3 Off 1906 
EM 1aA 2 Off 68 EM total 3rd MarDi v battle casualties 124 orr 2491 m. 
Division non-effectives 16 Off' SEVENONFXERO ~. 4TH MarDiv KIA 69 Of'r 1137 EM 
(10 groups missing) Off 180 EM total 4th MarDiv battle casualties 315 Off 
SNF086 EM. Division non-effectives 15 orr 977 EM. 5th Ma.rDiv KIA 56MRWVIWN "XREl EM WIA 177 orr .3678 EM MIA 5 orr 'Z72 EM total 5th MarDiv battle casual 
ties 238 Off' 4907 EM. Division non-effectives 9 Off' 361 EM. Corps troops 
KIA 1 Off' 7 :Ell WI A 5 Off 85 ~MIA 0 Off 3 EM total Corps Troops battle 
casualties 6 orr 95 EM. Corps troops non-eff ectives 1 Off 20 EM. Corps artil-
lecy KIA 0 Off' 5 EM MIA 0 Off 11 EM MIA 1 Off' i EM total Corps Artille17 
battleca.sualties 1 Off 17 EM. Corps Artillery non-effectives 1 Off 8 EM. 
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07 0510 CTF 51 Summarz No, 33 (CONT 1D). 

AA artillery KIA 0 Of! 3 EM .WIA l Off 9 EM MIA 0 total AA artiller.r battle 
casualties 1 Off J2 EM. AA artillery non-effectives 0 Off 2 Ell. Total Land 
Force battle casualties 68~· o£r 13608 EM. Grand total 14,293 of which 2681 
KIA, TOtal. non-effectives 2120, Para. 2 OBB 7 DD 2 ICSL carried out night 
illumination and harrassing missions with 9 DD on call throughout dq, 

SAMARITAN (AHlO) arrived 0843 for casua.lt:r evacuation, Para, ENTERPRISE 
planes on dusk strike CHICHI and HAHA 6 March encountered solid overcast, 
Banbs rockets used results unobserved, ENTERPRISE planes on special intruder 
mission over CHICHI from 0400 til dawn 7 March, CVEs augmented ENTERPRISE 
dawn sweep struck 0630 1 ANZIO TBM shot down over target nil survivors. 1 
SAGITAW BAY TBM landed IWO Field DUEFFSKMGE port w.ing, shore based Arlq' P5ls 
took over local CVP 1200 7 March. CVEs furnished morning direct air support, 
Para, Sea conditions :resterdq best experienced to date but use LCMs on steep 
eastern beaches still not practicable without heavy losses, On west beach 
LS\1 LCT LCM DUCKS in use with water too shallow for LST. Unloadini conditions 
afloat and ashore about optimum with avail.a.ble water transportation. Short 
tons unloaded 24 hours ending 061800 were 1150\VIMM assault transports 7 
EFGUYHOQ ammunition 2850 garrison, Unloading 'Coiiditions good wind W 5 knots. 
9SLXGTLNm strato cumulus 5000 feet. Temperature 71. Visibilit;r fair. Calm 
sea low short wester~ swell, 

C17 1100 CTF 51 to COM5~L'l' Info CINCPAC BO'IH HQ, ALL TFC 5THFLT • 

Summar:r No. 34. 071800 (K), Continued heavy resistance ~ small arms 
and machine gun tire held ground troops to limited gains throughout after-
noon, 5th MarDiv estimates Japs withdrawing fran eaves vicinity TA 234SP. 
J aps blew up amm:un:i tion dump TA 233. 3rd tank Bn states Jap suicide group 
charged tanks and were mowed dawn. Positions ordered consolidated at 1700 
with attacks after that hour authorized to seize limited objeetivev. Gains 
ot 500 yards made along left flank of 5th MarDiv narrowing to 200 yards cen-
ter and right. CanCruDiv 5 relieved ComPhibGrp 11 as CTF 54. All OBBs 
departed for ULITHI 1800, CAPE STEPHENS propeller damaged b:r LCM. Para, 
Thick weather cancelled support missions b:r CVE planes 1500. CAP b;r garrison 
P..51s secured. 15.30 due weather. Special search for ANZIO TBU pilot lost 
over CHICHI JDa with negative results. Para, Favorable conditions for un-
loading. 

OS 0550 CTF 51 to ~U5THFLT Info ALL TFC 5THFLT, CmCPAC BOTH HQ. 

SUmma.ry' No. 35• 081200 (K). Night 7-8 Uarch uneventful. Corps continued 
attack in echelon to capture remainder of island, 4th MarDiv attacked 0620 
with main effort; on its left, 3rd UarDiv 5th MarDiv attacked at 0750 with 
main effort both divs on right. Zones of action boundaries unchanged except 
bouncia.r.r between 5th and 3~ MarDi v extended to TA 236F. 4th MarDiv reports 
eneBJT withdrawing fran caves on its front. Fragmenta17 reports indicate 
stubborn resistance continues. Little advance on all fronts, 1030 report 
shows 200 yard gain along 5th MarDiv center and left flank with 200 y-ard 
salient extended to TA 236U opposite left flank 3rd MarDiv and 200 yard sali-
ent advanced to TA 202CL opposite left flank 4th l!arDiv. Translation capture 1 

undated docume11:t reveals order issued by Canmander Defense Force to poison 
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OS 0550 CTF 51 Summa.l7 No. 35 (CONT 1D). 

with h;rdrocyanic acid all water not removed to rear. La.nFor cumulative 
casualties 1700 7 Mar: 72D Officers 14090 enlisted men. Grand total 14810 
ot which 2847 KIA. Total. Lan.For non-effectives including sick and injured 
non-battle 47 Off 2265 enlisted men. .... Para. Night fire support 1>7 1 CA 
7 DD 2 LCSL with 1 CA 7 DD available throughout dq • SOLACE arrived 09.30 
for casualt:r evacuation. Seaplane base group HAMLIN(AV15) and CHINCOTEAGUE 
(AVP24) departed SAIPAN 0900. Seaplane base discohtinued. SUMNER (AGA5) hit 
b7 small caliber enem;r shell with 1 enlisted man KIA 2 enlisted WIA. Ship 
undamaged. Para. Direc'G air support continues by CVE planes. RUDYERD BAY 
fighter pilot shot down over IWO 0900 making crash landing in water. Pilot 
rescued by ntS 478. HUDSON at 1100 position 77-25 N 143-25 E rescued 8 of 
12 survivors of B-29 46 sector 609 which made water landing. 6 of 8 sur--
vivors injured. .3 LandOats arriving mo 1535 7 Varch took over Dumbo. Dusk 
strike CHICHI JIMA 7 March cancelled due weather. Nite 'Z7-2S Feb troops re-
ported parachutes dropped close to front lines. Now confirmed as Jap plane 
attempting resupp~ IWO troops. At time first noted bogey report received 
but evaluated as ASP. Believe now plane was a lC1N flier not seen visu~ 
and onl7 fragmenta.rr sighting by radar • ENTERPRISE dawn sweep CHICHI 8 
March strafed rocketed field area naval base results unobserved. Para. 
Unloading and evacuation fran western beaches shifted to eastern beaches due 
surf conditions. First echelon garrison shipping arrived canmenced unle>ad-
ing. 4250 tons unloaded all beaches past 24 hours. Weather wind NW 16 
lmots. Tan.perature 66. 4/10 cumulus 3000 feet. Visibility good. Low swell 
NW .3 feet surf eastern beaches with 6 feet surf weste:m beaches. 

OS 0753 CINCPAC ADV HQ to COMDICH Info COlQimJ:Lt, CO:U:5THFLT,COMAIRPAC,CmCPAC PEARL, 
CTF 58, COMBATRON 2, OOMFAimVESTCOAST, COM7THFLT. BUORD, BUSHIPS, COTCPAC. 

Your 091340. 40nm or larger projectiles considered necessa17 for certain 
and ear],y destruction suicide bombers penetrating fighter patrols. Positive 
steps to reduce difficulties in identification and fighter direction which 
enable 5 inch to open fire earlier being taken. Most cases of attacks which 
hit are result of surprise with little or no firing time. straight dive 
attacks gene~ occur onl.7 with low ceiling or near land with m.aJl1' at tacks 
being sudden turns into ship after low rtm fran ahead or astern. Latter 
offer very short no deflection firing period. Proposed quad 50 cal with me S 
sight believed at best of little more use than 20mm. which has been of minor 
importance in stopping suicide attacks. H(Jil'ever, in view of Com3rdFlt 122.221 
Com5thFlt 020447 Can.AirPac 1S2126 and ComBatRon 2 240100 all Feb AMGM and 
implied approval and desire in ,..our 09t.340 advance papers and visit of pro-
ponent accede to proposal to install ASP turrettl on carriers as available 
in yards and in quantities designated by Cominch. Ea.r:cy- evaluation b7 
BuOrd desired to include maintenance, gwn life, and stopping power. 
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OS 1045 CTF 51 to ~OM5~HFLT Into CINCPAC BOTH HQ, ALL TFC 5THFLT • 

SUmmaey No • .36. 081800 (K). Results of ground action tor the day showed 
slow but stead_-r progress being made against enetQ" defending desparatel;r 
every inch of ground. Earl1' morning . attack appeared to contuse enerq but 
they reorganized quickly and sl011ed d<:1Ml our progl'ess light heavy machine gun 
small arms fire. Our tanks took out ma.n7 pillbaxes moving over difficult ter-
rain. Japs booby' trapped Marine dead during night with pressure released 
FUZ satchel charges. Front line troops again report snipers wearing Marine 
uniforms. As day ended troops were in position along line: TA 233E 234FGHNT 
235FQRST 236U 219ALQV 202AGK 2010SV J.S4CHMSY 167E prepared to reswne the ·' 
attack at dawn. Para. OVERTON (APD2.3) destroyed horned mine 17157 March 21-l.SN 
141-17E. LCT 1029 broached and heavi:cy- damaged eastern beach. Salvage and 
repair impossible. Craft towed to sea sunk 15.3 fathoms. SAMARITAN departed 
GUAM 1800 with casualties. Para. CVE based planes continued. direct support 
missions. 1 stra.fing mission flown by" shore based P-5ls when coming off 
CAFQBJ'JCLAP. 1 RUDIERD BAY TBM hit crash landed IWO Field with slight injUI7 
1 crewman. 2 additional. Arm1' P-51 squadrons and 1 Marine TBM squadron arrived 
afternoon IWO Field. FUrther information dawn sweep CHICHI indicates field 
cleared of WEECQS and operational. 

og 04.35 ADV GH MANILA to CINCPOA ADV H Info CINCPOA PEARL COMCARDIV 
cAX 5oern. 
As a result of conference at 7th Flt Hdqtrs LEITE on 26 Feb attended b7 7our 
representative Capt House to discuss BPF petroleum requirements at MANUS 
and LEITE., the following is forwarded ~or your concurrence: Para 1. Nav.r 
special fuel oil: It will be the responsibility of Oincpac to supp~ and 
transport to the fMPA all BPF requirements. Sub Para A. Those quantities 
scheduled through MANUS will come under the control of COmServ7 upon arrival 
at MANUS. An equivalent amount will be issued to the BPI at MANUS b7 Com-
Serv 7 or if required at LEITE through ComSeron 10. Sub Para. B. Those quanti-
ties transported direct to LEITE b7 Ciflcpac will came under control and be 
•• 7 'taw issued to the BW by CanSeRon 10. Para 2. · AvGa.s MoGas Ill diesel 
and lubricating oil will be provided fran SNPA stocks, as requested by 
Cincpac. Sub Para A. At MANUS ComServ 7 will be responsible for providing 
all of these products. SUb Para B. At LEYTE on request of ComSeRon 10 
diesel and lubricating oils will be provided by ComServ 7 and AvGa.s and MOGas 
will be provided by area petroleum officer or his representative. Para .;. 
Details in regard to the . submission of requirements, reports on consumption 
and movements of tankers as outlined a.t SYDNEY conference are satisfacto17• 
It is important that full infonnaticn as to BPF requirements be furnished 
SNPA area petroleum officer and ComServ 7 together with times and places 
of deliverr • 

Cowander Western Sea Frontier and Com.Gen Western Defense Canmand consider 
·pending conference SanFran offers attractive opporturl.ty to JAPAN for fast 
carrier raid as propaganda and otfensi ve answer to "Where is Fleet" and in 
view of approaching inability his carriers to exist in home waters. This 
can be effected with carriers now available behind cold front on a non-
recoverable basis and· undetectable by air search. This suggests desirabilit:r 
of early attacks on enenor carriers. Meanwhile Arn\r & Navy air forces except 
antiaircraft on coast are generally" adequate in numbers but all are in train-
ing. Effective defense will require much earlier waming than provided by' 
coastal radar. Screen of radar equipped surface vessels plus carrier scouting 
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09 0015 COMWESSEAFRON' COMGEN WDC to CofS USA, CcmNCH Info CDICP.AC ADV I cwGEN AAF. 
(CONTINUED) . 
and striking force essential to adequate detection. Recommend necessar.r 
authority to establish condition 2 or flight regulations and modifY 
training schedules as neeessar,y to establish adequate defenses, Immediate 
basis decision requested •. Detailed plans and requirements of .A.rrrr3" and Navy 
being forwarded. 

09 0147 COM5THFLT to CTG 51.21 Into CINCPAC ADV, CTF 58, CTF 51. 

CTF 51 080920. OVerall situation demands availability ENTERPRISE group for 
next operation in preference to lesser usefulness as n<M' employed. Sail 
ENTERPRISE group so as to arrive ULITHI by earl1' morning 12 March at latest 
and report CTF 58. EmpJ.a.r shore based aircraft :f'ttllest extent to meet air 
requirements IWO and BONINS Area. 

09 0229 COM5THFLT to CINCPAC ADV HQ Into CTF 58. CINCPAC . PEARL, COMAIRPAQ. 

Am approving CTF 58 050817 as basis for planning. FORMOSA strike can be 
added later if developing situation makes this advisable. Details regarding 
coordination with other forces 'b7 separate dispatches. Have ordered ENTER-
PRISE group retum ULITHI BIT 090147. Recommend SHANGRI LA be sailed so as 
to join 'l'F 58 earliest practicable date. Importance and magnitude coming 
operations justir,. her combat availability at expense some interference with 
training until situation allows resumption use or CV at PEARL. ConcUr with 
1fitscher that CABOT retention without fresh air group is inadvisable. 

06 0.325 CINCPOA PEARL HQ to CWINCH Into CINC~A ADV HQ, COM 17, COW\LASSEAFRON, 

Cominch and CNO 022048 ( 022020) concur. 

09 lOlSZCTF 51 to COM5THFLT, Into CINCPAC BOTH HQ, ALL TFC 5THFLT. 

SUmma.r.r No. .37 • 091800 (K). Durtng night of 8 March 5th MarDiv .tront 
genera.l:cy' quiet • .3rd MarDiv received sniper and rocket fire. 4th Jla.rDiv re-
ported heavy rocket and mortar fire and infiltration attempts ·in strength. 
564 enem.r destroyed in attempts. l CA and 7 DD provided illumination and 
harassing fire. Attack resumed at CY/00 with .3 Divisions abreast. No 
change in zones of action. Encouraging progress was made b7 troops to~ 
against continuing stiff resistance, At 1.315 patrols of RCT 2l reached the 
beach at TA 236W. Rocket .f'ire reported fran IWIA or KANGORO ~ Corps 
Arl7 continues to provide general support. NGF provided during day by l 
CA and 4 DD. CVE groups continued close support missions. P-5ls gave ad-
ditional support, with excellent results. l P-51 crashed on landing and 
dalnaged 2 parked planes. At 1421 l B29 made successful forced larlding on 
airfield No •. 1. Casualties as of 1700 9 March. Battle casualties 760 Off 
15251 enl. Grant total 160ll or which 3098 KIA. Non effectives total 2118. 
Unloading and evacuation continues on eastern beaches. 9 garrison force 
completed Wlload:ing this morning. Total tonnage last 24 hours 2810, Be-
tween 0.345 and 0400 estimate 3 bogies closed without attacking as described 
CTF 51 dispatch 082020. Landing conditions eastern beaches good western 
beaches unsatisfacto17. Front lines as of 1700 (K). 250V 234 BHMNOT 235 
KLRNST 236PIV 219BCHMRW 202BAFGLQU 201Y 184EDCGHMSY 167F;I. 
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10 04.35 CTG 51.21 to COM5THFLT Info CDICPOA BOTH HQ, ALL TGC 5THFLT, CTF 94. 

Following is 101200 (K) situation summary (NO. 38). Night fairly quiet with 
minor attempts at infiltration. 4th MarDiv reported at 1130 (K) that initial 
morning advance met on.:Qr light fire. RCT 24 reported held up by- sniper fire 
and RCT 25 getting sniping from rear. Have encountered no large groups of 
eneJD1"• Resistance gener~ spotty. .3rd UarDiv reported at 1150 (K) little 
activit7 in RCT 21 sector. BLT l/21 has patrols on beach in TA 2.36W and 
219D. RCT 9 on beach swinfP.ng sout})fit 1120(K) • BLT 2/21 estimates few · 
enemy on its front. BLT '3/21 moving slowl;r against caves and pillboxes. 
5th MarDi v reported 1130(K) ROT 26 being held up on flanks. ICT 28 having 
trouble with blockhouse or pillbox in TA 2.35A. 

10 0900 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT Info CDlCPOA BOTH HQ, ALL TFC5THFLT. 

SUmmary No • .39 lOlSOO{K). Troops continued to make steady' progress. Sub-
stantial gains made on right flank against resistance termed as gener~ 
spotty and disorganized. At 1500 patrol reached beach in TA 186A. Close 
air support, furnished entirel;r by- P-51s except for VOF planes which strafed 
and dropped napalm bombs. Air support confined to extreme northern end 
of island in TA 250 and 251. During daylight l CA and .3 DD gave close sup-
port. Last night 1 ASP plane fran CVE TULAGI (CVE72) emergency wheels up 
landing airfield 1. No injuries. During morning 5 B29s landed 1 plane 
ran off end of runwq • others landed safely. During atternoon "4 B29s 
took orr, at 14.30,IC) shore based VllTB assumed ASP relieving CVEs. 2 rusted 
spherical contact mines believed to have broken loose from fields in BONINS 
were sunk bearing 025 50 miles from HOT ROCKS. Unloading continues on 
eastern beaches · under favorable conditions. Heav.y surf still prevents use 
of western beaches. SOLACE (AH5) departed with 56S patients. Estimated 
enenl1' casualties 21,086. Front lines consolidated at 1700 as tollcwrs: 
2502V 234CIJO 235PQRSNSTY 236U 219ABCHMNOTX 202CBAFGMSX 1S5DHMQKAH north 
to LKPrY 167E. Plan to continue the attack at OS30 tomorrow. 

05 06,30 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT. 

Date of completion capture and occupation !base Para 5F your OpPlan 13-44 
may be difficult to determine exact~ and may occur while )"'U are in radio 
silence. Estimate that CG 5th Corps and 4th and 5th MarDivs will be evacu-
ated and IWO turned over to IsCom by 15 March. In view withdrawal fleet 
units by that date recommend respon sibility for defense and deve1oJDent 
IWO JIMA be transferred to ComFw'dArea about 16 :March exact date to be de-
termined by' later arrangement between that officer and CTG 51.21.. Hcoimend. 
directive to that effect be issued by you not later than 10 March. Para. 
Request designation of SOPA IWO JIMA TOR HOS CTG 51.21 may transfer re-
sponsibilitY'• 

10 2.320 COM5THFLT to CTG 51.21, CTF 94, info CINCPOA BOTH HQ, TF & TGC 1S CENPAC TFs. 

Anticipate that Com5thFlt will be in radio silence when capture and occupa-
tion phase IlllO JDA:A is completed. Desire action· ·adees confer to determine 
date mutually agreeable •for transfer of responsibility for defense and de-

. ~velopment. CTG 51.21 promulgate announcement of completion o£ capture and 
.) ~~~,Jioccupation phase and of transferi'to IsCom Ma.j Gen James 1- Chanq USA CTG 10.1 · 

.' .. a .. n .. ~;l.::.~ and transfer of SOPA functions to command designated by CTF 94. When command 
~ · v P transferred CTF 94 assume responsibility IWO JIMA confor.ming to Cincpoa 
~ ~ directives. 2 "l S ~ 
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11 1000 CTG 51.21 ~o COM5THFLT ~o CINCPAC BOTH HQ, .. ALL TFC5THFLT. 

Summary No. 4lll1SOO(K). Organized resistance was overcome on ,3rd and 4th 
MarDiv sectors except for northeast corner o£ .3rd :MarDiv sector and small 
pocket of resistance in 4th MarDiv .sector. 5th MarDiv made small gains 
against heav.y resistance fram .northern tip of island. 5th Mardiv estimates 
1000 Japs still remain in 5th MarDiv zone ot action. Front lines as of 1700 
pocket in 4th Ma.rDiv zone TA l.S5RLPU 16SA. In 5th Div zone TA 25CJN 2.340 
2.35LmV. TA 2l9A 236VW. LanFor reports general supp~ situation satisfactory. 
Total LanFor battle casualties to lllSOO(K) Sl7 Off 16646 &11. Grand 
total 17,463 of which 3449 RIA. Total noneffectives 3,094. Combat efficienq 
very good. P5ls executed 2 support missions during afternoon in TA 250 and 
251. At 1140 all P5ls which attacked CHICHI JIMA retumed sa:re:q. Pilots 
report 22 hits on SUSAKI FIELD on rwiWq and among planes, 1 transport, l 
damaged Kate 2 unideitified planes 1 direct hit 2 probables 5 near misses 
on estimated 16 to lS small ships in barbor. Strafed Susaki Field and KITAMURA 
Term na.d OKIMUR.A TONN on HAHA. Set fire to radio weather station at OKDWRA. 
At 1017(K) CTU 12.6.1 reported 1 homed type mine had been e,ploded b7 
gunfire in area CELLAR. Unloading· D:ar being oontJIOllecl w Port Director 
IWO. Plan to continue the attack at 0800. . 

ll 1216 COM5THFLT TO CINCPAC ADV HQ. 

Jap suicide plane crashed RANDOLPH (CV 15) at anchor about 2010KI-10) 
starting fire now under control. Casualties 1 known dead about 25 injured. 
Second suicide plane crashed SORLEN ISLAND same time damaging buildings. 
More later. 

12 0905 CTG 51.21 to COM5THFLT Info CINCPIA BOTH HQ, ALL TFC 5THFLT. 

SUmma17 No. 43 121800(K). 16 P5ls struck OKIMURA TOWN with bombs and strafing. 
Intense AA fire. l plane hit but all returned sat~ • .A.t 1145 K submarine 
sighted bearing 125 distance 40 miles from HOT ROOKS bJr ASP plane. Sub dived. 
Depth hunter killer operations continuing. At 1410 damaged FB4Y search plane 
landed. Mopping up continues in 3rd and 4th Div zones. At 1240 .3rd MarDiv 
reports all organized resistance ceased their zone or action, to boundar,y 
at TA 2.36G. Resistance in 4th MarDiv area now confined to small pocket about 
200 yards square TA 1851. 5th YarDiv meeting continued stiff resistance. 
Front lines as of 1730 K TO A 250W west center to 34D southw.est to CR 291 
to RJ in 235 K to K centerLOAYN FUL east a southeast along div boundary 
to coast at 236G.-Situa.ti~S"iiiore improvement than is reflected in 
space gained. Most important ene~ defensive installations have been destra,yed 
including 2.3 pillbaaea in TA 234 DI and the strong eneii\Y position in TA 2.35RST 
has been taken. No enemy artillery reported. 1st Garrison came in 7.3 percent 
unloaded. 

12 0950 COM5THFLT to CINCPAC ADV Info CINCPAC PEARL,COllURPAC,CTF5S,USS RANDOLPH, 
CTF 521 CTF 54. 

My ll1216 not to all. Suicide attacks were made by 2 twin engine planes both 
carr:ring bombs. 1 plane hit SORLEN ISLAND boat repair base and other hit 
RANOOLffi starboard quarter at flight deck level. Some material damage SORLEN 
ISLAND 2 dead 6 injured. RANDOLHI after 60 feet starboard side flight deck 
has hole 40 feet wide. Sections underneath wrecked. Estimate can be repaired 
ServRon 10 in .3 to 4 weeks see rq 1206.35. 11 RANDOLPH planes destroyed 6 
serious~ damaged. lS dead 47 injured 22 of' whom transferred to RELIEF. 
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12 0950 COM5THFLT to CINCPAC ADV HQ, ETC. (CONT 1D) 

Plane loss and casualty- data subject to later revision by RANDOLPH. Ex-
amination of Jap planes with notes and maps found therein indicates olanes 
came f'ran KANOYA via -OKINAWA or MINAMI DAITO. See memorandum sent y~ today 
by officer messenger. 3rd plane discovered this morning wrecked in shallow 
water near YAP. YAP airstrips remain nonoperationa.l but are being covered 
by daylight strike and dusk CAP to eliminate possibility of staging. Ad-
ditional precautions being taken. Recommend withholding release regarding 
attaek uilless announced by Japs in which case restrict release to destruction 
2 planes. 

11 0800 COM5THFLT to ~DJCPAC BOTH HQ Info COMAIRPAC, COMAIRPAC SUBCCNFORD. 

CVE situation. Losses of escort; carriers in combat have not been replaced. 
These losses can be expected to increase. (B) Missions assigned CVE and 
their value at objectives have great}T increased. (C) Assigrment for next 
operation of only 4 transport CVE to support 5th Flt is inadequate. La.ck 
of sufficient transport CVE makes it necessary to assign all those available 
to support TF 58. 'Ibis leaves 18 CVE engaged in close support at objective 
without provision for aircraft replacement except b7 withdrawal of 1 or 
more of them from alread.Y inadequate number. (D) This serious situatio~ 
quires remedia.l action. Para. Recommend assignment 4 additional transport 
CVE now from CarTransRon. Believe this can be balanced by' more intensive 
em.plo.yment of remainder and accepting reasonable reduction or number re-
placement aircraft now in pipeline add at bases to rear of :MARIANAS and 
ULI'mi. Para. Recommend additional and longer range action to expedite avaU-
ability of more CVE fran new construction and sources outside POA. · 

12 1502 CINCPAC ADV HQ to COMAIRPAC Info COM5THFI:r. Com5thFlt 110800 comment. 
12 0215 CTG 51.21 to COM5THFLT Info CINCPOA BOI'H HQ, ALL TFC 5THFLT. 

SUmmary' No. 42 121200(K). Quiet night on all fronts. Minor infiltration 
attempts and mortar fire in 4th and 5th UarDiv Sectors. POW estimates .300 
Japs remain in pocket of resistance TA l.S5 PQUV. K hour advanced to 0700. 
3rd and 4th JlarDiv continue mopping up. Japs remaining in caves are being 
sealed in. Some Japs ld.lled have been reported to be in Marine uniforms. 
5th MarDiv reports general movement along :front and advances of 75 to 100 

yards. NGF support provided by 1 CA 2 DD 2 LCI(G). P-51s continue to give 
support in TA 250 and 251. Last night 2 and this morning 7 B-29s made emer-
gency landings • .3 B-29s have already departed. No. 1 airfield NE-SW r.unway 
now operational 5800 feet. Airfield No. 2 will be operational about 14 March 
with NE-SW runway 2200 teet long and E-W runwq 12>0 feet long. Begin evacu-
ation of 4th YarDiv morning 14 March. ROO IWO JIMA teletype installed and 
reattr to test. BOUNTIFUL arrived and is loading c~sualties. Net l.ay:i.ng 
operations camnenced. 

12 0420 COM5THFLT TO CINCPAC ADV HQ INFO CTF 58. 

CTF 58 120136 passed to you for action recommending approval. Expect 
CABOT will be assigned local patrol duties and released when RANDOLm 
rejoins. 
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12 0743 CINCPAC ADV HQ to COM5THFLT Info CTF 58, CINCPAC PEARL HQ, COMAIRPAC. 

Training importance and requirements are such that assignment SHANGRI LA 
to TF 58 is considered infeasible. Concur your recommendation as to CABOT 
but prior issuance movement orders suggest consideration be given adjusting 
RANDOLFH Group for employment in CABOT for forthcoming operation and re-
turning CABOT's Group in RANDOLm. 

t I I I l I I. I I I 

13 0~.35 CTG 51,21 to COM5THFLT Info C~POA BOTH HQ, ALL TFC 5THFLT, 

SUmma.t7 No, 44 131200 K, Quiet night all along front. Minor infiltration 
attempts. Sporadic mortar fire, Total of 106 Japs killed during night. 
Illumination and harassing fire provided by 3 DD, Attack resumed at 0730K 
by 5th MarDiv tith 2 RCT in assault, 3rd and 4th MarDiv continues systematic 
mopping up. Yesterdq 1 RCT reported sealing up 115 caves. NGF support 
provided by 3 DD, After reconnaissance late yesterday 1 Compan;r landed on 
KAMA ROCK this morning, No ene~ present. During morning 1 Bl9 and 1 PB4I 
made emergenc,y landings on airfield No, 1, 1 OY crashed in 235H, Details 
not available. Hunter killer operation on sub last contacted yesterday 
afternoon continues without results, Total casualties to 121800 LanFor 
battle 840 Off 17,364 enlisted. Total 18,204 of which 3,653 KIA. Garrison 
Force battle casualties 11 Off 204 enlisted or which 44 KIA. American 
Flag will be offici~ raised on IWO JIMA at 0930 14 lla.rch. 

13 0050 CINCPAC ADV HQ to COM5THFLT Info CTF 58, CINCPAC PEARL, COMA.IRPAC. 

Although CTF 58 120136 not received, your 120420 is approved and you are 
authorized to make such adjustments of CABOT and RANDOLFH air groups as 
you see fit. Request be informed prior your departure ULITHI as to final 
action taken, 

1.3 0920 CTG 51.21 to CTF 55 Info CI~fCPAC BOTH Hg, AIL 'IFC FIFTHFLT. 

Summa17 No. 45 131800 K. Ebemy small arms MG and knee mortar fire tran 
pillboxes and bunkers mat17 of which resisted our artillery- fire have limited 
advance to small gains of 5th MarDiv. 4th MarDi v continued to reduce enEIDI' 
pocket in 185 K, Mopping up proceeds. landing made on KANOOKU ROCKS, No 
enemy present but signs of previous occupation, No close support missions 
nown todq, Japs maintaining close contact with our lines to reduce effect 
of our artillery, No en8Jl11' artillery. 16 P5ls with bombs to CBTCHI. All re-
turned safe:cy-. Direct hit on radar station SE of Susald. Airfield and hits 
in wharf and dock area with lUlobserved results, Light AA intense and accurate. 
TU 12,6.2 plus PRESIDENT mtK and CHINA VICTORY commence reembarkation of 
4th MarDiv tomorrow. Figures submitted by Divs show 19,995 enem;r buried 
by La.nFor and by Japanese or sealed in caves. Unknown number awaiting burial.. 
Have requested clarification, ·Total PONs to 1318(X) 121, Total LanFor battle 
casualties 850 Off 17,736 enl, Total 18,586 of which 3, 758 KIA. No appreciable 
change in front lines. 
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thFlt to Clll}"CPAC 

At 2009K 11 March RANDOLEH was hit by' KAMEKAZI at starboard edge of flight 
deck frame 205. En~ aircra.f't was Frances carrying bomb of undetermined 
size. Bomb and starboard engine went under flight deck where bomb exploded 
in aviation engine shop and after hangar space. Fire and bomb explosion 
caused following damage. 27 dead or missing of which 21 bodies recovered. 
52 injured still under treatment. Hole in starboard ha.l.t of .flight deck 
frame 197 to frame 209. Ex:tensive damage by fire to flight deck abaft frame 193. Arresting gear unit frame 198 bad:cy' damaged. All shops storeroans guns 
and equipment between fiight deck and hangar deck abaft frame 194 badly 
damaged. Vertical flight deck support frame 203 starboard bent and twisted. 
Roller curtains damaged both sides abaft frame .145. Scme damage to hangar 
and fantail and 2nd deck resulting in fiooding of 5 compartments 2nd and 3rd deck. Several holes in hull port quarter above water line caused by 
assisting craft. 14 aircraft destroyed plus l2 damaged beyond capacity 
this ship. 3 Japanese bodies recovered. l chart showing pencil course 14.3 
degrees from DAITO SHIMA. Estimates to effect tem.porar.r repairs varr from 14 to .30 days without replacement of arresting gear unit controlling arrest-
ing wires l and 3. 

13 0201 COM5THFLT to CINCPAC ADV HQ Info CTF 58, CINCPAC PEARL, CCJ,tAIRPAC. 

Your l2CY743. In view planned light duties for CAOOT and prospective avail-
ability RANDOLPH within J or 4 weeks disruption her Air Group b;y partial 
use in CAOOT not justified. Jq' 090229 non-availability RANDOLFH nO'I makes 
need for SHANGRI LA greater. Request reconsideration decision to use her 
for training rather than canbat during early part llrthccming operations. 

l3 0544 COM5THFLT to CTF 51 Info CTF 52. 

In view of change in CTF 54 will CTF 51 act as :1SOPA ~ g§! during next 
operation until your arrival. SUbbest modification 3rd sentence Para 3 E 
in your OpPlan to clarif7 situation. 

13 2051 CINCPAC to CINCPAC ADV HQ, COM5THFLT, CTF 5S, COMAIRPAC. 

Com5thFlt 1.30201 SHANGRI LA will continue training replacement groups and 
personnel until further orders. Nimitz. 

13 2234 CINCPAC ADV HQ to COM5'l'IIIFLT Info COMAIRPAC, CTF 5S, CINCPAC PEARL. 

Your 1.30201. After long and very careful reconsideration and full appre-
ciation your operational needs adhere to previous decision to continue 
SHANG.RI LA training air groups. Without such action timely replacement 
of Air Groups suitabl;r trained cannot be achieved and the efficiency and 
tempo of combat operations would be unacceptably' reduced. 
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l4 0250 CTG 51.21 ~o COM2THFLT Info CINCroA BOTH HQ, ALL TFC 5THFLT. 

SUmmary No. 46 - 141200. During night 3rd Ma.rDiv and 4th Ma.rDiv zone quiet 
except for knee moraar and grenading from enell\Y attempting to escape fran 
isolated pocket. Activity in the 5th J~Div zone consisted numerous at-
tempts to infiltrate. Attack resumed at 0630K. 3rd and 4th MarDiv continu-
ing to mop up their areas. 5th Ma.rDiv attacld.ng against stiff ·resistance 
from prepared positions and spider trap foxholes. NGF support by 2 DD. 
P-5ls made 1 Napalm strike. La.nFor gives best approximate of enemy dead 
as20,000 reports com1Dat conditions make accurate count impossible. At 
l31S00 hunter killer operations ended. Ji. During morning 9 B29s made 
emergency landings on IWO. g have since taken off. American Flag officiaJ.l1' 
raised on IWO 0930. 4th MarDiv commenced reem.barkation. 2nd garrison 
echelon commenced unloading • 

. 14 0403 BUCKNER COMGENlO REAR TAGDS to CINCPOA ADV HQ. 

TA 1517. CanGenroA preparing establish Far Westem Pacific Base Camnand in 
BUNKHOUSE (RYUKYUS) Area soon after that area declared secure. Function 
this canmand will be "To facilitate execution Arrq administratige and lo-
gistical support of area"• Planned to activate by auf!Plentation IsCom 
UIGUMINOUS. This Base Cormnand will be under ComGenPOA for camnand, with 
operational control and coordination on A.1.'fq administrative and logistical 
matters by ComGen 10. COMDETEN directed submit material for inclusion in 
Can.GenPhib letter of instructions to Far Western Pacific Base Camn.a.nd. 
Fuirther to inform you, establishment Western Pacific Base Command with Head-
quarters TEARAWAY (SAIPAN) impends. Western bounda.r7 this latter camna.nd 
meridian 130-00 E Long from equator to parallel 20-00 N latitide, 135-00 E 
Long from parallel 20-00 N to parallel 3Q-OO N Lat. Have you comments on 
plan for Far Western Pacific Base Command? Please forward by dispatch or 
airmail as approprlate. 

15 0225 CTG 51.21 to COM2THF'L~ Into ALL TFC5THFLT, CINCPOA BOTH HQ. 

SUmmary No. 4S 151200. Last night La.nFor reported it appeared that the 
backbone of the ene~ defense in the 5th MarDiv sector had been broken. 
Night genera.lly quiet except for small arms fire and infiltration attempts. 
Attack resumed at 0730K. 3rd 4nd 4th Ma.rDivs continue mopping up. Flame 
throwing tanks engaging eneno- vicinity southern boundary TA 25llV 5th MarDiv 
zone. NGF support by DD. Casualties to 141SOOK: LanFor battle 861 Off 
18,121 Enl. Total· 18, 982 of which 3,844 KIA. 

15 1235 CINCPAC PJJV HQ to CINCBPF Info CDTCS!fiiPA,CTFll2 & 113 2 VA(Q) ,COM'ZTHFLT ,COM-
PHILSEAFRON;COMPHIBSGROUP13,COMR1IBSPAC. 
Your 141315. Desire TF 112 & 113 be prepared function without shore facili-
ties when they arrive LEITE. Advance officers may be sent to consult with 
Sr. Officer PacFlt at LEYTE now R.Adm. Davis who controls all PacFlt facili-
ties pttesent. He or his successor will assist as practicable with facilities 
at his disposal and in mald.ng local arrangements. Establishment British 
reserve carrier aircraft on shore will be authorized when Pacific Fleet 
carrier aircraft pool is activated. 
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15 (17 40 CINCroA ADV HQ to COMGENPOA. Info CDICPO~ PEARL HQ. -

ComGen 10 Rear Echelon TA 1517 (140403). In view possible changes in 
overall command organization do not concur in further assignment of 
responsibilities for ~ Base Command administration to officers serving 
as Island Commanders and exercising lli'lified command over all services 
involved. 

16 0746 CmCPAC ADV HQ to COONCH Info MARCORPS, COM5THFLT, CINCPOA PEARL HQ. 

In order to assist in alleviating critical Marine Corps personnel situation 
tempora.rjr redi.ction of 10 per cent of personnel in Marine detachments of 
Pacific Fleet combatant ships without change of complement is acceptable 
to Cincpae. 

16 0916 CINCPOA ADV HQ to CTF 58, CTF 93 Info CO:M5THFLT, COM3RDFLT, CCW:NCH, 
DEPCOM 20TH KF I COMGEN 2l BO:MCOM. 

Since the Emperor of JAPAN is not at present a liability and may later 
become an asset his Palace at TOKYO will not be attacked until furhher 
orders. Brief pilots accordingly. 

16 0920 CTG 51.21 ~o COM5THFLT Info ALL TFC 5THFLT, CINCPOA B<Yl'H HQ. 

Summary No. 51. 161000. All organized resistance in IWO overcome at l.SOOK 
after continued advances by 3rd and 5th MarDivs. Small pockets and some 
mopping up remains. Estimated island can be tu.med over to IsCom. about 22 
Jla.rch. IWO Airfield No. 2 operational. 16 P-5ls bombed and strafed CHICHI. 
No flak. On return observed 2 ·small cargo vessels at KITAMURA. Not attacked 
due to shortage of ammunition. Hunter ld.ller operations continuing. Casual-
ties to lSOO 15 March: LanFor battle 8Sl officers lS, 7.38 enlisted -total 
19,619 of which 4,043 KIA. 4th MarDiv continuing re-embarkation. 

18 0810 . CnlCPAC ADV HQ to COM5THFLT, CINC&WPA, COMAIRPAC, C01!FWDAREA. COM§ERJ'PAC .Into. 
CINCPAC PEARL, COMINCH & CNO, COMSERON 10, COM7THFLT. 

Pursuant to FILBAS Agreement augmentation and completion of naval taeili ties 
in LEY'l'E area bas highest priority of projects for support. POA forces and 
the LEYTE SAMAR Naval Base is expected to be ready' to replace ULITHI prior 
to the advent of the typhoon season at ULITHI. Present plans for supporting 
Pacific Fleet in Western Pacific include: (A) Retain principal advanced base 
and major p<>rtion of SeRon 10 at ULITHI until Mq and then transfer to LEY'l'E 
SAMAR. (B) Limit use of CASIGURAN to anchorage with no facilities an shore 
except recreation facilities established by SeRon 10. (C) Movement of train 
vessels to CASIGURAN will be limited to tenders, oilers, ammunition and . 
supply ships called forward by Can5thFlt for a specific purpose and for a 
specific period. All . 8hips called forward shall be able to withdraw rapicll\r 
lUlder their own porter. (D) Retention at ULITHI of facilities a:tloat and ma• 
ashore for S11pport of merchant shipping escorts and occasional co~batant units 
Para. The concurrence of cmCSWPA is requested in connection with the contem-
plated use ofSWPA aachorages and facilities. 
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19 1235 CINCPAC ADV HQ to AIL COMS INTERESTED IN CWBAT REPORTS Info COMINCH, CINCSWPA 
COlQTHFLT, DERJOM ~ 20. 

Flash report fran Com5thFlt. TF 58 attacked KYUSHU lsth and KOBE-lUBE area 
19th. strike results gooo. PRANKLIN ( CV 13) hit morning 19th now retiring 
in tow of PITTSBOIS (CA 72) covered by TF 58. 

19 1332 CINCPOA ADV HQ to COMF AW 1, COMAIRPAC, COMFWDAREA Info COMAIRPACSUBCOMFORD 
ISCOlf IWO, C<ll5THFLT, CINCPOA PEARL HQ. 

Contirming conference with ComFairWing 1 Venturas ~ be substituted for 
Liberators in Sefl'Ch aircraft staging through IWO total of both not to exceed 
lS allovred by m:r 171102 not to all. ComAirPac augment CASU 52 as necessary 
to support foregoing plus 3 air sea rescue PBY5As. PB2B spares and a few 
Ventura mechanics are already at DYO. ComAirPae also a.u~ent ground echelon 
of VMB 612 as required by ComFwdArea for support not to aKCeed 6 TBMs of Vlll'B 
242 staging at lWO, total aircraft of both VMB 612 and 242 at IWO nto to ex-
ceed 18. Base Developn.ent Plans will be modified according~. CanFwdArea 
coordinate direct with CanAirPac and answer his 142058.~ 

19 2017 CCID:NCH & CNO to CINCPOA ADV HQ, MARCORPS Info CINCPAC PEARL,COM5THFL'f, 
MARPAC, CCllGEN MARFORCES 14Np. 

As emergency measure make tEmporary- reduction of 10 percent in llarine 
detachments in combatant ships Paci:f'ic Fleet. Cincpoa issue directive to 
exeelrt.e, Mareorps report when situation permits regul.ar:Qr authorized strenglih 
to be resumed. 

20 1730 CTU 50.5.3 to CINCPAC, 

Following relay received by V4£}2 plane, From VIKING to LONE STAR. Prelimina.r.r 
and incomplete report follows: Aircraft destroyed both cia;rs in air 200 on 
ground Z'/5. Probab4" destroyed .or damaged at least 100 1st day large number 
2nd dq. Own aircraft losses 5. Very large number hangars shops and other 
installa.tions destroyed or damaged at many airfields. Also at KANOYE and 
KURE air depots and at KURE naval arsenal oil storage tanks. 6 small freight-
ers sunk. 7 freighters damaged.. About 18 combatant vessels damapd including 
1 BBCV or 2 BB 2 or 3 CV 2 CVL or CVE 2 CVE 1 CA 1 CL 4 DD 1 SS plus 1 DE, 
Own ship damage DIXIE novr mald.ng 15 knots. 4 other carrier damaged none ser-
ious~. All f~ operational.BaE~DT countered with large number indiv~dual 
plane attacks be].:J.eved. mostJ.T suicide which were aided by low broken clouds. 
No attack since mid-afternoon yesterdq. Ca:n.plete summary tan.orrow. This 
is VIKING 20052. 

19 2JJ42 COMAF 20 to COEiGENBOMCOM 21 Info DEPC<JlAF 20,for CINCPOA. 

Banbing of Emperor's palace. Bc:mbing policy of 20th Air Force remains in 
force; 'i.e. to attack specific assigned targets, Emperor's palace has not been 
assigned as a target and will not be intentional objective of attack unless 
so designated. It is, however, subject to the same hazards as any other build-
ing or installation in TOKYO. 

20 0230 CINCPAC JJJV to COMSOPAC Info CGYPHIBSPAC,COMGENPOA,COMSOPACBACOM,CCUGENSlSTDI~ 
COlrRANSRON ll,ADCOMPHIBSPAC REAR HQ. 2 7 9 6 
When Tra.nsRon 11 is RFS arrange direct for such amphibious refresher training 
as desired by ComGen Slst Div and as is feasible with consideration tor the 
fact that TransRon and troop Division must at all times be ready tor departure 
for combat on 7 days notice from Cincpac. Keep ComPhibsPac and me informed. 
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-···· 21 0030 COM5THFLT to CINCPAC ADV HQ Info COMSERON 10, CTF 58. 
21 .0128 

M'y 200452. 4 other damaged carriers are INTREPID, ENTERPRISE,YOR,JTcml,WASP. 
INTREPID minor damage fran near miss. YORKTOWN damage not serious. ENTERPRISE 
and WASP require repairs. Have ordered FRANKLm, WASP, ENTERPRISE, SANTA 1C 
escorted 1u DesRon 52 to ULITHI. FRANKLIN for voyage repairs and onward rout· 
to PEARL with SANTA FE. SANTA FE, WASP and ENTERPRISE for local repair if 
practicable. In attacks late afternoon 20th ENTERPRISE hit 2nd time 1st being 
on 18th. Also HALSEY, PO'flELL with steering gear damage which slowed her to 
10 knots and has required protection from TF 58 less 'rG 58.2. Repairs her 
steering gear expected short4' when she will speed up to 25. No damage re-
porlied aircraft torpedo attacks last night. Several planes shot down by 
anti aircraft and night fighters. Vy 0000 If-9) position Z7-25N 1.34-50 E 
heading toward BIIDBUG HALSEY PCJNELL astern with THE . SULLIVANS X FRANKLIN 
group ahead. New subject. Your 201729 see my 200615. 

20 205.5 CTF 58 to CTGs ~·}&58.2!58.3,58.4,58.5 Into COM5THFLT,CmCPAC BOTH HQ1 CTG 
~.8, WMSERON 0 P Ot fHI. _ 

At 1000 I(-9) 2llfarch '!'ask Force 58 reorganized as £olla«s. TG 5S.l,R Adm 
Clark. HORNZT, BENNINGTON, BELLEAU WOOD, SAN JACINTO, SAN JUAN • Ships present 
of BatDiv 8~ CruDiv 14, CruDiv lGt D~sRon 61, DesRon 25, DesDiv 106. TG 58.2 
R Adm Davison. ·wASP, ENTERPRISE, FRANKLIN, SANTA FE, DesRon 52 less THE SUL-
LIVANS. TG 58.3 R Adm Sherman. ESSEX, BUNKER HILL, HANCOCK, CABOT, BATAAN; 
BatDiv 6~ CruDiv 17, INDIANAPOLIS, DesRon 62, DesRon 4S less ABBOT. TG 58.4, 
R Adm. Radford. YORKTOWN, INTREPID, LANGLEY, INDEPENDENCE, BatDiv 9, CruDiv 16~ 
ST LOUIS, FLING, SAN DIEGO. Ships present of BatDiv ·7, DesRon 54~ , DesRon 47 
DesDiv 105 less HALSEY PaNELL. Ships assigned TG 58.8 remain same. 

22 OS50 CINCPAC MJV HQ to COMARGILS. 

Compliance xq Z'/JA16 Februar.r completed. Resume compliance with my 172233 
January. 

23 1952 CINCFQA ADV HQ to CINCSDNESPAC Info CDlCPOA PEARL,COMSOPAC,COMINCH,COMGEM>OA 

On 26 Jan 1945 in para 6 of Cincpoa serial 000153 it was assumed that lo-
gistic support furnished by ComSoPac for north SOLOMON axis would cease 
about the middle of February 1945 upon the :eelief of the Americal Division 
by Australian forces and cmCSWPA was requested to advise on that assumptio 
To date no reply has been received. Operations planned by Cincpoa. and the 
necessity for rollup of South Pacific Area make impractical continuation 
of above support beyond 30 April 1945. It is intended to terminate logistic 
support of NorSols by CanSoPae on tha.t date unless otherwise requested. 

23 0900 MACARTHUR to C0¥7THFLT, CINCPAC ADV HQ, Info CINCPAC PEARL, COM5THFLT, 
COMFWDAREA,COMSERVPAC, COlAIRPAC, COMSERON 10,COMINCH,CNO. 

CA.X-5ll68. Concur within limitations of Com7thFlt radio 220247 Feb not to 
all addressees in making SNPA anchorages and all possible facilities avail-
able as outlined in Cincpac Adv. Hq. radio 100810 March. 
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23 1304 ANPB to COMSERVPAC(AP<?) Info CINCPOA BarH HQ, COMWESSEAFRON. 

Reference your 201943 • . Du.e critical world wide tanker shortage and 
lengthening of Pacific suppq lines our ability supply your requirements 
petroleum products with tanker tonnage presently available is being taxed 
to utmost. Our weekly slate is fair~ accurate indication of maximum de-
liveries possible with present tonnage. Everything possible being done 
here to augment deliveries presently programmed to POA by expediting re-
pairs and deferring drydocking of tankers. HORever it is extreme~ doubttul 
that even with benefits to be derived from this action that increased fuel. 
oil requirements for April and May can be ful.:cy met. Any substantial in-
creases which can be effected over and above deliveries present]¥ scheduled 
will be passed to you by dispatch. 

24 ll38 CINCPOA ADV HQ to COMGEN ~ BWCCU Info COMJTHFLT,COMNAVGRP CHINE,COMSUBPAC. 

ComGen 2oth Bom.Com 231000. Concur. (Re: aerial mining SAIGON,SHANGHAI, 
CAPE ST JACQUES,SINGAPORE and CAMRANH BAY areas before 1 April). 

21 1442 COYINCH & CNO to CJllCPAC ADVHQ,Info CINCPAC PEA.RL,ADMIRALTY,COMCARTRANSRONPAC, 
COMAIRPAC, COMF AimESCOAST, COMVI/ESSEAFRON, CINCBPF, CINCLANT • 

Admiralty advises that Bri tiah CVEs j;ATROLIER, REAPER and RANEE are re- . 
quired at an ea.r]Jr date :for fitting out a.s replenishment carriers for BPF. 
Release 2 of these CVEs as ear~ in April as practicable. Jrd CVE may be 

retained tmtil end of April. When released sail thEm ta UK. Inform Admiralt7 
of approximate sailing dates and place of departure as soon as reasonable 
firm. Admiralty 021.330 A J anua.ry fefers. 

24 2243 CmCPOA PEARL to CCJtZTHFLT Info COMINCH!cCNO, CINCPOA ADV, COMAIRPAC, COMAIR7THFL'f 
ADVECH, COMAIR7THFLTLO, COMAIRPACUSBCOMFORD ,COMAIR7THFLT • 

Com7thFlt 16082;. In view atent to which .AROU-2 has been unloaded, recommend 
its retention SAMAR. If decision is made for / establishment at CEBU recommend: 
(A) Carrier pool at SAMAR be limited to ;oo aircraft. (B) ARU GUADAL be es-
tablished at CEBU and augmented by engine overhaul and associated facilities 
and pilot camp fran SAMAR as shipping becomes available. Air establishment 
at CEBU should comprise initially ARU GUADAL, ASA plus necessary facilities 
to support local aircraft and 500 plane pool. Additional space should be 
reserved at CEBU for eventual location· of above engine OV'erhaul facilities 
or AROU-2, pilot camp and major portion of supply' facilities initial:cy at 
SAMAR plus 600 plane pool initially at SAMAR. Thus CEBU will eventua.l.l3 have 
total 1,000 plane pool. Para. Realize that :final evaluation of location and 
details of establishment must be made loca.J.4r • 

25 0.331 CINCPOA ADV to COMINC!EtCNO Info CO:MNATS,CCU3RDFLT,COMAIRPAC,CCNNATSPAC, 
COMFAIRWING THO, CINCPOA PEARL. 
Recommend that the aircraft and personnel of the , PacFlt Flag Transport Unit 
be constituted as a separate squadron in NatsPac. The sqdn should include all 
4 engme flag transports in the CenPac. ComNat sPac should control and be re-
sponsible for administration,maintenance and operating procedures and effici-
ency. Cincpac Will exercise direct operational control (allocation of aircra.f _ 
to flights or special services) as at present and the sqdn Comdr should repo 
to Cincpac for additional duty for this purpose. It is intended that the 
headquarters of the squadron for the present be at NAS HONOLULU with a de-
tachment at NAB AGANA. 
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25 0429 CINCFOA ADV HQ to COMMARGILS Info CINCPOA PEARL, COMAmPAC, COMFAIRWING 2, 

Privateer Squadron in lla.rGils is deployed there temporarily', in readiness 
for forward movement when and if required. Its Employment should be such as 
to maintain its combat readiness and should normally' be for primary miss:lon 
of search rather than attack on en~ shore positions. 

20 2156 CINCPOA PEARL to COMFVIDAREA.COMmSCARSUBAREA,ISCOM SAIPAN, TINIAN,GUAM,IWO, 
ULITH, PELELIU Info COMGENPOA, COMGP.NFMFPAC,COMAIRPAC,COMGENAAFPOA,CDJ'CSCWES 
PAC,COMZTHFLT Passed to CNO, BUDOCKS,CINCPOA ADV HQ. 

Due to the insufficiency of total number of construction troops to effect 
the desired deployment in the POA theprovision of many necessary facilities 
may be impossible of accomplishment. In the veey near future the requiranents 
for planned operations make inevitagel a greater reduction in the number of 
these troops in the rear areas, including the MARIANAS, than is coDIJlensurate 
with the expected reduction in the work load. According],y it is believed 
that many essential projects mq be lett unfinished and others unstarted 
unless special methods are instituted to hlcrease la.bor available for con-
struction work and to eliminate unessential. projects and portions of projectel 
It is suggested therefore that respective using agencies be required to con-
tribute labor from general service troops and other personnel available to 
then to augment such supervisory, engineering, and skilled· personnel as .may 
be available for worj on the project desired by the particular using agenCJ'• 
It is again directed that all construction be of the simplest utilitarian 
type and without embellishment. 

24 0305 COM7THFLT to 7THFLT Info COMINCH,CNO,SECNAV,CNB SUBIC BAY,NAVBASE MANILA,COM-
2THFLT,COMSOPAC,DIRPACDIVBUDOCKS PEARL,C~VESSEAF.RON,COMSERV7THFLT,CINCPOA 
BOTH HQ, 1 UNKNOWN. 

US Naval Base MANILA. and US Naval Base SUBIC BAY both LUZON PHIUPPINE ISLANDS 
established 23 March 1945. Request info adees disseminate as appropaiate. 

24 1840 CNO to COOTHFLT Info CINCSWPA,COMSERVPAC,DIRPACDOCKS SANFRAN,DIRPACDOCKS 
PEARL, COMSERV7THFLT, CINCPOA BOTH HQ. 

Your 220413 and 2204Z7. Para 2 Irf3" 0039230 requested Cincpoa. to advise the 
number CBMUs available from area and also requested BuPers to advise number 
which could be formed fran available SeaBee personnel. It did nat approve the 
20 additional units. Cincpoa 250lll Feb and 122104 March authorized continu-
ation temporary- assignment 5 CBMUs in SOSSOLS for ULOD and r~'?-est~ trans-
fer CBMU 502 to GUAM. Comineh & CNO ·CY71945 advised overall limitatJ.on SeaBees 
and assigned area ceiling quotas citing inability to bring currentl1' author-
ized units to full strength and directed adjustment magnitude and rates of 
construction work to suit allocations or to accanplish work with Arnw or lo-
cal civilian labor. There are approximate:cy- 47,000 SeaBees nav in SoWesPac 
and will all unit now assigned or to be loaned would be over 66,000. This 
exceeds Cominch ceiling quota of 60,000 for SoWesPac. It will therefore be 
impractical to make more CBMUs available for the US for ULOD or for additional 
locations and operations listed. 
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25 0117 WAR DEPI' SGND SOMERVELL to CINCSWPA,COM12,CINCPOA.,COMGENPOA,COMGEN PRT mviBRK 
SAN FRAN Info COMZTHFLT ,CCW1ESSEAFRON. CINCPOA PEARL passed to ADV HQ. 

SP!'OP 93• April allooations in WARX 54085 preceeded your CX 12.350 revising 
7thFlt requirements. As result 3 additional east coast loadings will be made 
totalling 11 Navy in April and possible 10 more available can be found on 
west coast for SWP.A April sailings. Cincpoa expression of need for SAMAR 
base prior to typhoon season at ULITHI prompts Joint Military Transportation 
Com:nittee to consider favorable allocation of ten new availables for Acorns, 
SeaBees, and BuDoeks material for that purpose subject to your confirmation. 

Data requested your 202105. Read info after each numbered unit in columns 
this order. Present location, present employment, proposed transfer date, 
proposed location, proposed employment. Latter columns omitted for some units 
engaged in miscellaneous construction at locations indicated and where future 
plans not sufficient~ cr.ystallized to per.mit definite assignment units after 
completion present projects: 

Unit 
Present 
Location 

Proposed trans- Proposed Proposed 
£er date nLocation Em 1 

CB 1 
CB 63 

SAMAR 
MANILA Constructing 1 A~ 

7thFlt hdqtrs 
u.s. Reha1r.i.li-

tation 
CB 7 (1st See) MANILA 
Acorn 84 PUERTO PRINCESSA 
Acorn 47 SUBIC 
Acorn 52 SUBIC 
CB 45 SUBIC 
CB 77 (2nd Seci) SUBIC 
CB 88 (1st Sec) SAMAR 
CB 88 (2nd Sec) JINAMOC ISLAND 
Acorn .30 SUBIC 
CB 102(1stSec) SUBIC 
Acorn 34 SUBIC 
Acorn lJFLY SUBIC Misc. Const. 
CB 102(2iid.'Sec) CLARK FIElD. 
CB 105 SAMAR 
CB lll SAMAR 
CB 113 MINDORO 
CB 115 OLONGAPO 

CB llS 
CB 119 
CB 6 (Spec.) 

ZAJIBCDABGA 
MANILA 
LEITE 

(2nd Section) 
CB24(Sp)(lstSec)SUBIC 

Ship Repair 
facilities 
PT Base 

stevedoring 

CB24( u) ( 2ndSee) MANILA 
CB25(Sp)(1stSec)PUERTO PRINCESSA 
CB25(Sp)(2ndSec)1~ 
CB 28(Spec.) SAMAR 
CBMU502 EMIRAU 
CBMU 512 SAMAR 
CBMU 517 SAMAR 
CBMU 528 MILNE 

MAINT 

Maint 
Maint. 

- Continued -

lJ~ 

lJ~ 

15 April 

1 April 

1 April 
1 May 

PEARL 

GUAM 

Rehabili-
tation 

MAINT 

ULITHI Maint • 
PUERTO PRINCESS A Maint • 
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25 07 56 COM7THFLT to COMINCH Info CINC&WPA ETC • ( CONT 'D) 
Unit Present Present Proposed 
IIIK Location Empla,rment transfer 

CBMU 543 FINSCHAFEN 
CBMU 544 SAMAR 

CBMU 546 HOLLAND !A 
CBMU 552 MANUS 
CBMU 553 GREEN 
CBMU 558 HOLLAND IA 

CBMU 561 MA.i.WS 
SBMU 568 lmV GEORGIA 
CBMU 569 TREASURY 
CBMU 582 TOVOKINA 
CBMU 586 TOROKINA 
CBMU 587 MANUS 
CBMU 606 CLARK FIEID 
CBMU 622 SAMAR 
CBMU 623 SAMAR 
CB DJ1'1' 1063 MANUS 

Maint. 
Maint. 
Flt.Hosp.l09 

Maint. 
Maint. 

Ma.int 

MAINT 
Maint. 

Generator 
Erection 

date 

l May 

1 April 
15 Ma;r 

l April 
1 April 
1 April 
1 April 

10 April 

Proposed Proposed 
Location Employment 

SUBIC Ma.int. 

SAMAR Maint. 
MANILA MAINT 7TH 

FLT HDQT 

SAMAR Maint. 
SAMAR Maint. 
SAMAR Maint. 
SAMAR !(aint. 

NOUMEA 

CB DFI' 1066 MANUS " 10 April NOUMEA FURAS 
CB DET 1067 SAMAR PAD NO 4 
PAD NO 4 SAMAR 
Proposed use of CBMUs 553,568,569,582, and 586 subject CNO approval ~ dis 
220413. Foregoing does not include mdts ordered to SAMAR from US and CenPac 
which are not yet in SWPA. No units presently assigned SWPA except as :indicat• 
ed above will be available for reassignment outside area before 1 Sept. Fol-
lowing are base companies by location and number now assigned . ~lPA. 

MANUS - 2,6,24,25,28,29,30. MILNE - 43,45,46,48, WOENDI - 17. HOLLANDIA -
5,20,44,47 ,49,50. Present plans do not contemplate transfer of any Base Com-
P~ prior Sept 1. 

25 1050 CINCPOA ADV HQ to COMINCH Info Cnl'CroA PEAIU., COMGENPOA, 

Due to acute troop shortage POA request approval withdrawal US Aney- Garrisen 
Force of 2 officers 48 enlisted men now stationed at FANNING ISLAND. US · 
troops were stationed FANNING to replace NEA'f ZEALAND troops in April 1942. 
Should British Goverhm.ent desire regarrison this station with Australian or 
New Zealand troops before withdrawal of US forces request earliest date our 
troops can be wi thd.rawn. 

25 2155 CTF 58 to CTF 51 Info COM5THFLT, CTF 52. (Intercept) 

Fran photos whole island of OKINAWA appears to be honeycombed with caves, 
tunnels and gun positions particularly along raods. Tanks and armored ears 
seen entering caves. It will probabl;r be tough, NW and SW quadrants cannot be 
covered by rrf3' radars since I nmst remain E of island. Timely waming from you 
will assist, Will furnish all air protection possible day and night with ll\Y 
reduced facilities. Will attempt interception from east and northeast. Am 
searching island chain twice daily between bearing 330 to 040 as far north 
as OSUMI GUNTO. Believe most of raids will be during moonlight periods. 
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25 2314 CINCPOA PEARL to COMFWDAREA,ISCOM GUAM,ISCOM TINIAN, ISCOM SAIPAN Info 
CINCPOA M'JV COMGENPOA COMGENFMFPAC COMSERVPAC COM:AIRPAC COMPHIBSPAC COMSUBPAO 
COMGENAAFPOA, DEPCOMGEN20THAAF • 

A survey of the construction program currently authorized for the MARIANAS 
is being init.iated with a view to elimination of all projects and parts of 
projects that do not contribute direct}¥ and materially to the euppozri; ot 
combat operations. Action adees will assist. Cincpoa staff officers engaged 
in this survey as may be necessary. Group is headed by Capt. w. L. Painter 
CEC, USNR. Para. No new projects will be submitted to Cincpoa. by info adees 
that do not contribute directly and materially to the support of combat opera 
tions and all projects submitted will be covered by statement of responsible 
connnander to the qove effect. Para. The authority of all action adees to 
approve projects under existing Cincpoa pplicies and directives is hereby 
suspended except for projects of sueh emergency nature that time will not 
permit their submission to Oincpoa for action. 

26 0145 CINCPOA PEARL to COMGENPOA Info . CINCPOA ADV HQ, WDCSA. 

CamGenPOA 240949. In view (1) Shortage of beds in forward area resulting in 
increased casualty reception requirements OAHU and (2) Period necessary to 
clear required bed capacity in OAHU consider aqy course other than that 
directed in Cincpoa 0723'Z7 unwise. Provisions of that directive remain un-
changed. As soon as circumstances indicate safety and practicability return 
to 120 ~ evacuation poliq will be authorized. Request this situation be 
presented to War Dept, with urgent recamnenda.tion that personnel replacement 
flow fran mainland be increased to offset the loss of replacements resulting 
from curtailment of evacuation period which is regarded as an operational 
necessity. 

26 0514 CINCFOA ADV HQ to CINCSWPA Info COMAAFSWPA, CCJ.tsUBPAC. 

Regret that plans for future operation of FOA submarines, aircraft and SUI'-
.t'ace ships in area described in your 240001 serial CX l2S.36 make unfeasible 
its reclassification as a blind bombing zone. 

26 0625 CINCPAC ADV HQ to COM'7THFLT Info CClaNCH. 

My 190857 assigned DD STEVENS and YOUNG as relief for RADRORD and LA.VALI.El'E. 
RADFORD 200705 indicates no action being taken to make RADFORD sufficientlT 
seaworthy for her to proceed for repairs and that deterioration of material 
and personnel is progressive. This is a mat'Ger of much concern to me as de-
stroyers are badl¥ needed and if RADFORD's report is correct a valuable fleet 
unit is not being readied for future useful employment. Request advice as 
wo when she can be made ready to proceed to navy yard. 

26 1402 CTF 52 to COM5THFI!r, CTF 51 Info CINCJ:AC ADV HQ, TF 51~ 

During moruing twilight 26 March about S enel'IJ3' planes attacked ships near 
KERAMA RETTO. 1 splashed by CAP 2 by ships gunfire. 2 suicides missed ships 
and crashed. 1 hit KIMBERLY causing considerable structural damage with 2 
5-inch guns 1 40mm mount beyond repair otherwise ship operable. Successful 
landings preceded by effective gunfire and air support made on AKA GER~l\ 
ZAMAMI HOKAJI YAKABI. Opposition light. By noon HOKAJI GERtTMA reported se-
cured. Incomplete reports indicate J ap KIA 71 POW 5 civilians taken 200. 
Landings on KUBA .AMURO TOKASHIKI scheduled tomorrow. MineSt4feeping approxi-
mately on schedule 3 moo;-ed mine~ swept in ~outhern B5 and 15 in SQ. B 3. 
other areas negative. Ships gunf+re accomplished as scheduled. Caref~~~ 
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26 1.402 CTF 52 to COM5THFLT, CTF 51, Info CINCPAC ADV HQ, TF 51. ( Cont 'd) 

observation disclosed no important defensive installations TONACHL. No 
enenw fire during bombardment or at minesweepers passing close aboard. SUp-
port aircraft in addition to supporting landings attacked many installations 
OKINAWA including probable midget sub base UNTEE KO. 3 small luggers beached 
and destroyed. 1 TONY spalshed by CAP of CVE. 1 of own planes reported shot 
down not confirmed. WICHITA and TERROR while off area RREG beached reported 
submarine attacks and torpedoes passing close aboard. Large oil slick after 
attack on 1 en~ sub. CamTaskGroup 52.2 at 1913(!)(-9) reported HALLIGAN DD 
584 torpedoed and badl3 damaged. CTG 52.22 with several ships standing by. 
No further details. Casualties in moming air attacks GIIAIER KIA 1 ··WIA 2 
KIMBERLY KIA 3 V'liA 30 • 

Z7 1105 U:mCPAC .ADV HQ to COM5THFLT, CTF 58 Inf'o Z7L,CINCBPF ,CINCPAC PEARL, BOMCOM 21, , 
DEPCOM AF 20. 

Flash report on KYUSHU fran BanCom 21 planes in flight. All planes carried 
l/4 ton GP bombs and dropped from 151000 feet. 78 dropped 2S8 tons on 
TACHIARAI with results 48 excellent 19 good 11 fair. 35 dropped 122 tons on 
OITA with results 20 excellent 15 good. 40 found KANOYA weathered in and 
dropped 180 tons on OMURA with good results. All aircraft accounted for. 

'Z7 1141 COM5THFLT to CTF 58 Info CINCPAC ADV, CTF 51, CTF 52. CTG 50.5. 

Desire to create impression carrier attack on KYUSHU is impending by' sinking 
picket boats on a line estimated extending !rom about 2~ N 1.32-.30 E to 
29-00 N 1.35...00 E just before sunset on March 29 by' coordinated destroyer and 
CV aircraft attacks. Follcwting general plan is suggested for your considera-
tion. Use units from TGs 58.3 or 58.4 on 29 March. 1 DesDiv which has tuel.ed 
28th begin sweep from western end of line about 1545. Aircraft bejin sweep 
from eastern end of line about ~.30. Destroyers discontinue sweep after 
sinking 1st pickets contacted and not later than 1800 proceed to rendezvous 
with you. Aircraft sink others. Suggest 1 sqdn fighters and 1 sqdn bombers 
be launched from about 25-20 N 13.3-20 E at approxima.te:cy- 1500 form scouting 
line centered at approximately 29-00 N 1.35-00 E about 1640. Estimate destroy--
ers will be met about 1730 at which time both planes and DDs depart area. 

'Zl 1208 CINCPOA PJJV to COM5THFLT,COMF'VDAREA,CTF 5l,CTG 51.21 Info ISCOM$ IWO,COMAIR 
1WO, Cil\TCPOA PEARL, COMGENPOA, COMGENAAFPOA, CNO, COMINCH. 

The Island Canma.nd IWO is hereby incorporated into the forward area and its 
garrison into TF 94. The senior officer present afloat at DVO is assigned 
additional duty under CTF 94 for purposes of the development and defense of 
the island and all forces present. 

27 1220 CINCPAC ADV to COMINCH & CNO Info CINCPAC PEARL, COMAIRPAC. 

Recommend establishment in PacFlt of a new Fleet Air Wing as of 1 June. 
Thereafter it is proposed to assign to Fleet Air Wing 1 the appropriate 
squadrons operating in the DUKYUS and to the westward and to assign to the 
new wing the appropriate units operating in the MARIANAS CAROLINES and 
MARSHALLS • 
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28~· 0107 CINCPOA ADV HQ to CINCBPF Info CINCSV{PA,COMZTHFLT ,COMFWDAREA,ISCOM PELELIU 
CIL'JCPOA PEARL. ' 

Authority granted to extend British Pacific Fleet Air Transoort Service to 
TACLOBAN staging through PELEUU subject to conditions cont~ined in CINCSWPA 
260556. 

28 0109 CDJCSWPA _to COFS WAR DEPr Info COMINCH, CINCPOA BOTH HQ, COM7THFLT. 

CX 13072. Beach conditions at objectives forthcoming operations indicate 
advisibility of landing initial assault in small type landing craft from 
transports. It is therefore requested that a transport division consisting 
of 1 AGC, 3 APA and 2 AKA be assigned temporary duty with 7th Fleet until 
about 1 August. This TransDi v should be available at MOROTAI not later than 
15 April. 

28 0307 CTF 58 to CTG 58.1, 58.3 and 58.4 Info COM5THFLT, CINCPAC BOTH HQ, COMSUBPAC 
ALL TFC 5THFLT. 

Task Group 58.1 join TF 58 in position 29-15 131-15 at 0530 March 29 in 
order to locate and sink -Japanese Fleet reported rounding Southern KYUSHU 
during night 28-29 March. At 0520 TG 58.3 launch reenforced day search and 
attack plan Y distance 250 miles between bearings 330 to 020. When search 
planes wmjtwm•l•ww report contact with en~ fleet linking communication 
planes will inform strikes from all TGs and obtain acknowledgments as well 
as infor-ming TG Comdrs. At 0545 each TG launch full VB-VT deck load strikes 
plus VFB as practicable to proceed to position near fAD SHIMA then skirt 
west coast KYU'SHU to distance of not more than 200 miles from launching 
point. If en~ f1eet not reported b,y then TG 58.1 air groups strike KOKUBU 
airfield. TG 58.3 air group strike KANOYA airfield and TG 58.4 air groups 
strike KUSHIRA and KANOYA east airfields. If airfields are attacked VT 
1oaded with torpedoes strike arry shipping target or if none jettison. 
Ships may be in KAGOSHIMA BAY. Arming Plan A Alternate modified so that not 
more than 1/2 VT es:rry torpedoes. Retain at least 56 VF per TG for CAP. 
Request ComSubPac furnish rescue submarines UNSTAYINONOTDNEEE. 2 and 4 if' 
practicable and advise. 

28 0649 CINCroA. ADV HQ to COMINCH Info COMAIRPAC, CINCPAC PEARL, COM7THFLT. 

Request authority assign 2 PB4Y squadrons temporari~ to 7thFlt as relief 
for 2 PV squadrons with the Understanding that they will. be available for 
return to PacFlt when needed. 

28 0905 CINCroA ADV HQ to COMS?PAC Info COMINCH. 

Your 170057 and 270351. Maintain token occupation of NAUSORI airfield as of 
post-war significance. US installations at LAUTHALA seaplane base which was 
developed primari~ by NEW ZEALAND may be dismantled or abandoned. 
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28 0904 9,.INCPAC ADV to .. COM'lTHFLT Info COMINCH,CINCPAC PEARL, COM7THFLT,CINCSWPA. 

Cominch 262044. Ships can be released to you as follows. LAVACA (APA 100) 
is now unloading at SAMAR and is immediately available. DAWSON (APA 79) and 
BOTE!'OURT (APA 136) are loading on west coast for ESPmiTU SANTO with ar-
rival dates of 15 April and 23 April respective~. LST 172 can be released 
in SOSOLS by 1 May. Desire LAVACA returned GUAM upon completion 1 lift as 
indicated in ref despatch. Orders will be issued to ships when you advise 
locations desired. 

28 0503 CTF 57 to COM5THFLT Info CJNCPAC ADV HQ, CINCBPF. 

Daylight air operations comprising 57 4 · sorties were carried out against 
MIYAKO and ISHIGAKI on 26 and Zl March. Para 2. All airfields were thorough:cy-
bombed and strafed. Installations, facilities, and barracks continuous:q-
attacked. Para 3. 20 plus aircraft were shot up on ground. Some of these 
are believed to have been previously darnciged. Para 4. Only 1 aircraft ai~ 
borne. This shot down at HIRARA. Para 5. Several coasters hit. 1 blew up. 
other administrative buildings fired and OHAli.A TCWN left burning. Para 6. 
Photographic results poor owing to cloud. Para s. No air opposition flak 
moderate to heavy. Para 8. Losses due to flak 6 aircraft. other losses ll 
aircraft. Para 9. Killed and missing all causes 5 pilots and 4 airerew. 
Para 10. This force was sighted during forenoon 26th and again by night 
26/27, but was not attacked. 

28 1512 CTR 52 to COM$THFLT, CTF 51, Info CINCPAC ADV, TF 51 (ECM HOLDERS). 

SUmmary as of 281800(!). Dpring night 27/2JJ MORRISON and SHEA off eastern 
OKINAWA made good attacks on sub contact. TOLMAN while on patrol off NA.GO WAN 
engaged 8 Jap MTa's having estimated speed 32 knots which sortied therefrom 
and made torpedo attack on her. 2 MTBs definite~ sunk possible 4 others. 
No damage to TOlMAN. H A WILEY ••Bn••r and · ADAMS on night patrol at ol>-
jective splashed 2 planes which attacked them. No damage to WILEY slight· 
damage to ADAMS who reported part of lst plane and most of pilot landed a-
board. A:f'ter part HAIJ.,IGAN is grounded eastern shore TOKASHIKI. CTG 51.1 
investigating. Further details including disposition classified documents 
and ECM equipnent when !mown. TOKASHIKI secured morning of 27. Only snipers-
remain AKA. Sporadic fighting still continued IAMAMI this morning. AWARE 
uninhabited. Incomplete reports CMn total casualties KIA 24 WIA 65 enemy KIA 
292 PCJN 49 including 1 officer. More suicide attack boats captured some with 
booby traps. 12 women found strangled and 1 baby alive in cave. TG 51.20 
arrived and established seaplane base. Planes will arrive canmencing tomorrow 
mo~. Northern net installed and southern net installation nearing cam-
pletioril TG 50.18.34 arrived. T~ers c~ence fueling operations and re~ 
munitioning scheduled to commence tomorrow. Minesweeping progress expected 
to permit UDT reconnaissance on preferred and demonstration beaches tomorrow. 
UDT reconnaissance COMMUEALD TO KEISE during minesweeping operations SKYLARK 
(AM63) struck mine and sank in La.t 26-20.5 N Long 127-41 PFPNYBOIBEE E. 
TOlMAN reports recovering 11 officers 90 men of whom 5 and 20 lJiJIA respective 
Evidence that enenw is launching floating mines off western OKINAWA possibly 
floating down BASHIG~A. Increasing night patrol off beaches tonight. Naval 
gunfire proceeded on schedule but at ranges S to 11,000 yards because of 
WlSWept water. Expect to get in to close range tomorrow. Support aircra.rt 
very active on OKINAWA 2 M.TBs destroyed and probable base at TOBUCHI heavily 
hit. 5 landing barges strafed 3 set afire. Many gun positions attacked. Sev-
eral planes on YONT 4UJ Field strafed about 4 apparently still serviceable 
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there • YORKTam pilot who had spent 3 days in cave OKINAWA rescued off 
MACHINATO TQiffl by combined efforts ELLISON and VOs from SAN FRANCISCO, Pilot 
states Ja.ps fire own guns from caves into ground to confuse our spotters. 
2 of own planes collided over objective no suvv.ivors seen. During air attacks 
yesterdcey- morning B 1 own VF and 1 VT crashed probab4r hit by o~-n AA no 
survivors. 2 VF had water landing pilots recovered. Weather good for all 
types operations today and same weather forecast tomorrow. 

28 2310 CINCPOA ADV to CTF 93, 94 Info ISCOM DvO, COMAIR Dl'iO, DEPCOM20THAF. 

Paral. My serial 0005000 of 7 J anua.ry CTF 93 280704. Take following action. 
~~A) Direct ComAir DVO report CTF 93 for additional duty connection offensive 
operations. (B) Direct ComAir IWO assign fighters to operational control CTF 
93 or DepCom 20th AF by allocations from his command on request from those 
2 commanders. (C) Transfer VMB 612 from TF 93 to 94. 

28 16]4 GHQ fmPA SGD MACARI'HUR to CmCPOA Info COMINCH, COFS WD, COMGENPOA,ADVONGHQ. 

CX 13132. Your 211042 relative to facilities support of POA divisions re-
survey of resources for the development of PHILIPPINE bases in progress. 
Statement is being made to Chief of staff of our requirements to fulfill 
the provisions of FILBAS Agreement. The great destruction of facilities which 
were in pa.rl; depended on to provide adequate discharge rates, and inability 
to construct others rapmd4r impose a problem beyond the resources of this 
theater. These conditions are correctable quic~ on~ by provision of a 
considerable amount of long range self beaching equipment to assist in bring-
ing in service units, materials and equipment from rear areas, and ship-side 
floating equipment to unload heavy ships. Our requirements seing submitted 
to the Chief of staff will include 150 LSTs and 150 U:Ts the former to be 
employed a minimum of 4 months. With early provision of this equipment and 
a moderate increase in engineer battalions and heavy shipping, an endeavor 
will be made to accept POA divisions for staging in accord with the timing 
indicated your 1S0736 Februaey. The plan will provide staging for 1 Corps 
each LEITE, CEBU, IU>ILO. Port facilities, port and depot service, and hos-
pitalization, access roads, water and construction materials, will be pro-
vided. Engineer units of divisions so staging will be expected to arrive 
ear:cy and extend program. of internal camp development. Final. preparation 
by HUOONSCPXCEUEXY can you assist in provision of above specified self-beach-
ing equipment. 

2S 0520 COMFWDAREA to ISCOM SAIPAN, GUAM, AIRDEFCOMDR MARIANAS Info ISCOM TmiAN, 
CCA.iAIRPACSUBCOMFORD,COMGENAIRFMFPAC,COMGENAAFPOA,CINCPOAADV, COMGEN21BOMCOM 
CTG 50.5, CTU 50.5.2, CTU 20.5,3, MAG 21, 

Dissolve ADC MARIANAS (TU 94.4.1) and in lieu thereof form the following local. 
air defense commands: (A) Air Defense Command SAIPAN"TINIAN (COL. Saxton,AUS) 
Wlder IsCom SAIPAN. (B) Air Defense Command GUAM (Lt.Col. South,USMC) under 
IsCom GUAM. Airdraft deployment as follows. For day defense retain VMF 225 at 
GUAM. At SAIPAN ComAirPacSubComFord thru. the senior air group commander will 
assign minimum of 10 VF and pilots from CV training groups fro exclusive use 
of IsCom SAIPAN during daylight hours with remaining Navy fighters present 
as a reaqy reserve zvailable for air defense in emergencies. Administrative 
control CV planes and pilots remains with Com.AirPacSu~omFord., For night 
defense retain VMF(N) 534 at GUAM with a 6 plane detachment at SAIPAN under 
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28 0520 COMJi"rfiDAREA to ISCOM SAIP AN, ISCOM GUAM AIRDEFCOlviDR MARIANAS E:rC. ( CONT~D) 

IsCom SAIP..~ rotating as necessary. 6th Night Fighter Squadron available 
for other assignment when this deployment accomplished. For anti-submarine 
patrol VMTB 131 ( lllltil relieved by VPB 152) based at GUAM with detachment 
at TINI.AN under ADC SAIPAN-TThlJ:AN. Control and coordination of aerial target 
practice areas presently 1.mder ADC MARIANAS remains with .ADC SAIPAN-TINfiiAN. 
Para. AD Comdr reduce personnel in present ADC MARIANAS making surplus avail-
able for other assignment after requirements are met. Reorganization effec-
tive about l April. Notify originator when accomplished. When reorganization 
complete Brig Gen Cushman, USMC, will be made available for reassignment. 

29 1600 CTF 52 to COM5THFLT, CTF 51 Info CINCPAC ADV HQ, TF 51. 

SUmmary as of 291800! ( -9). Last night . enemy planes were peported landing 
and taldng off from fields on OKINAWA by ships on patrol whose interdiction 
fire at long range due to minefields \'Vas ineffective. Estimate 20 to 30 
planes made Wlcoordinated attacks on ships on patrol stations and in re-
tirement areas. About 14 planes destroyed by AA and crash attacks. Of 
these at least 4 suiciders. In these attacks LSM(R) 188 had serious damage 
beyond capacity of repair in this area and is now in KERAMA anchorage. 
Other ships had little or no damage. WYANDOT (AKA 92) in night retirement 
sustained Wlderwater damage forward from near bomb miss. At last report 
flooding under control a.nd ship entering KERAMA. HA WilEY observed SARGENT 
BAY VF shot down by AA at 0615!(-9) and rescued pilot apparent~ uninjured. 
4 engagements between ships on night patrol and Jap boats. 4 boats destroyed 
plus 1 possible. Of them 3 were attempting to reach MAE SHDU from TOKASHIKI 
and blew up when hit. 1 survivor of a sunken boat was taken prisoner • LCI (G) 
558 was shaken by depth charge attacks by Jap boats and 2 engines placed 
out of commission. LSM(R) casualties reported ll KIA 3 MIA 37 WIA. other 
casualties in all above actions reported as 5 WIA none serious of whom 3 
injured by own 40mm fire. HALLIGAN SUI'Vivors now total 1 officer 150 en-
listed of whom 1 officer 20 men WIA. Dispatch to all ships present to re-
port survivors on board fails to disclose more. KERAMA RETTO had several 
air alerts last night. 1 bomb dropped on ZAM.AMA. Islands all secured. 
Troops less 1 battalion patrolling TOKASHIUI and garrison ZAMAMI reloaded. 
Army casualties total 24 KIA 61 WIA none MIA. Enemy 306 KIA 99 POW. Esti-
mated 140 sealed in caves. LCI(G) 462 580 nonoperational due non combat 
damage and required drydocking for repairs. Fueling and ammunitioning 
schedule underway at KERAMA RETTO. Planes from seaplane base ncm executing 
ASP operations. Buoys in shiplane and installation light on AWARE com-
pleted. 290 suicide attack boats destroyed in KERAMA RETTO 2 retained for 
intelligence. Docwnents giving table of organization total number these 
boats this area and plan for use in defense OKINAWA captured. PCbssible 
700 more in GUNTO mostly on OKINAWA. J ap 2nd Lieutenant specialist in these 
boats also captured. Boats appear identical to description JICFOA weekly 
intelligence bulletin Vol. 1 NBR 3326 of Feb. 45. M:i.nesweeping now sub-
stantia.llJr on schedule. Mines reported being swept in area w. Approximate 
total 123 swept and desb~d. Lost found in area C2. UDT reconnaissance 
successf~ completed all preferred beaches demonstration beaches and KEISE . 
SHIMA. Negligible ene~ reaction on preferred beaches. Detailed reports -
not yet received but no casualties to ships or personnel have been reported. 
Demolition on preferred beaches scheduled tomorrow. Su.pporl:i aircra.f't supporte ~ 
UDT operations add strafed and bombed NAHA KADEN and Y~NT AN Fields a~ w7ll 
as gun positions. CAP splashed a Val. 2 en~ plane~hot down over a2rf1elds 
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291600 CTF 52 tQ COM5THFLT, CTF 51 Info CINCPAC ADV, TF 21, (CONT 1D) 

15 destroyed on ground and others strafed. Underground hangars discovered 
at YONTAN. 2 boats and several guns destrqyed, Unsuccessful search for ANZIO 
plane which failed to retum from night ASP. Planes report complete lack 
of observable activity on IE SHD!A, Airfield still trenched and barricaded. 
Fire support ships successful4' covered UDT operations, Reports and photos 
show Ships beginning to locate and hit defenses with increasing effectiveness. 
Arrivals objective BOWDITCH SHELDRAKE. Weather part}Jr cloudy slight sea no 
swell off western OKINAWA. Wind NNE 8 knots. 

28 0208 Cll~CPOA PEARL to COMGENPOA, COMGENAAFPOA,DEPCOM20THAF Info CINCPOA ADV, CNO 
COMSERVPAC, COMAIRPAC. 

·The rapidly increasing requirements for bombs and other aerial munition 
to support the VLR program are placing an increasingly heavy load on the 
limited available shipping which can only .be met through a sharp curtailment 
in movement of mak•ria}>rf other materials. Critical. examination of all cur-
rently authorized construction and development projects in the MARIANAS is 
being made with a view to elimination of all possible projects and parts 
of projects. Request you review your projects / and proposed projects with 
a view to further elimination or curtailment, with consequent reduction 

in shipnents of materials pertaining thereto. Current projects not :immediate41 
essential to the prosecution or support of combat operations will be elimi-
nated, deferred or reduced. Proposed future projects both in MARIANAS and 
elsewhere will .be reviewed and reduced, eliminated or deferred on same basis. 
Red:ietion in allocations of ship tonnage for maintenance supplies and mater-
ials of all types will be made by Cincpoa as necessary to provide essential 
munitions for VLR support up to the maximum practicable limit and all adees 
will be prepared for such reductions. Last 2 info adees take action to make 
similar surveys of projects under their cognizance and be prepared to cur-
tail material shipments as directed by Cincpoa. 

30 0418 CINCPOA ADV to COMINCH, CNO Info BUAER,COMAIRPAC,CmCPOAPEARL. 

Para 1. My plans for operations to be conducted during the remainder of 1945 
require the active operation of a minimum of 17 shore based Marine Fighter 
or fighter bomber squadrons. 5 groups (15 squadrons) will be engaged in 
active combat at bases north and west of the MARIANAS and these squadrons 
will continue to be Corsair equipped. l sqiladron in the MARSHALlS and 1 at 
PELELIU could use other types if necessa.ryl Para 2. Information supplied 
by ComAirPac indicates that the supply of Corsairs will be short as to 
necessitate operating with inadequate pools of aircraft for support of Core-
air squadrons afloat and ashore and that complement~ of an increased number 
of refonning CVGs must be all Hellcats. CamAirPac estimates Corsair deficits 
of 200 in May and 280 in December. Para 3. Request that any ~ction prac-
ticable be taken to increase Corsair deliveries to Pacific Fleet. 

30 0650 CINCPAC /illV to CNO Info COMAIRPAC,COMFAIF&lESCOAST ,CINCPAC PEARL,COlillRLANT, 
CINCL.ANT,BUAER. 

Refer CNO secret serial 0017531. Recommend approval of the division by types 
of the 60 VPB Sqdns provided for in para 3 of reference, Para. Recommend de-
commissioning VPB sqdns 33,34,52,54 and 216 n~~. Para. Recommend no VS Sqdns 
be decommissioned at this time. Para. Recommend that all PacFlt VPB Sqdns be 
ultimately supported by crew replacement program and that every effort be ex-
erted by the training establishment to maintain the squadrons on a sound 
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30 0650 CINCPAC ADV to. CNO Info COMAIRPAC, COMFAIRVVESTCOAST, ErC. (CTON'D) 

rotation basis. Para. Until PacFlt VPB crew replacement program is firm or 
until tempo of operations in NorPac warrants deploying all NorPa.c squadrons 
forward continuous~ in that area intend to rotate them between ALASKA and 
West Coast. Para. This summarizes recommendations contained in speedletter 
correspondence being forwarded air mail • 

.30 (1756 CINCPAC IDV to COMINCH & CNO Info BUSHIPS,COMSERVPAC,COMINPAC,CINCPAC PEARL 
ADCOMINPAC,COMPHIBSPAC. 

A review of the DM and DMS situation indicates a current requirement of 12 
of the former and 24 of the latter fo• employment in PacFlt operations. It 
is anticipated that the last of the above DMS now undergoing conversion from 
DDs will be ready for service in the Pacific in June. Para. It is not con-
templated that these numbers will be increased nor that those which may be 
lost due to battle casualties will necessarily be replaced. The hazardous 
nature of their duty however may result in casualties to such a degree that 
prompt replacement would become an urgent necessity. Such replacement could 
not be readily effected under present circumstances because (A) Conversion 
of additional DD is slow due to the material required much of which has to 
be manufactured (B) Old DM and DMS have reached an age and a material con-
dition which renders them unfit for duty in combat area•• Para. In connecti~ 
with old DM And DMS 5 of these ships now have availability on west coast and 
several more will be made available shortly. The BXpenditure in manpower 
and critical materials to make these ships satisfactoey for combat opera-
tions is considered to be out of all proportion to their value to the fleet. 
Para. In view of the foregoing the following reconunendations are made: (A) In 
order to enable quick conversion of 1630 ton DD to DMS provide 6 spare sets 
of conversion material to be held in readiness on west coast. Each set con-
sisting of material not ordinarily available in navy yards, to convert 1 
ship. (B) For the same purpose but in connection with DM provide 2 spare 
sets of converi!hon material as above to convert 2200 ton DD to DM. (C) Limit 
the overhaul and accomplishment of alterations on all 1200 ton DM and DMS 
now assigned PacFlt to a minimum in thqinterest of conserving critical 
materials and labor. Refit these ships to enable them to provide training 
services to the fleet, or to be employed as escorts in the rear area. Re-
classify as ODD'S. 

31 0800 CINCPAC A!JV to CINCSWPA Info COMINCH,COM'ZTHFLT ,CO:MNESSEAFRON,CINCPAC PEARL 
COMPHIBSGROUP 13. 

In order to assist in meeting urgent requirement of PacFlt for use of naval 
base facilities SAMAR as ear]¥ as practicable I can make available the ARA 
(AIC 136) CRATER (AIC 70) and 2 small APAs for 1 lift or 3rd Echelon Assem-
b4r 15 departing west coast early May • Request you advise if this is desired 
a.nd if material can be received at the time noted without unacceptable con-
gestion SAMAR .• 

31 0832 CINCPAC PJ)V to COMAIRPAC Info CDICPAC PEARL. 

Your 292204 concur. Assume also that CV groups will not be permitted in 
future to operate more than seventy three fighters. 

31 0835 CINCPAC ADVON to DEPCOM 20TH Info COM 21 BOMCOM. 
If practicable request that daily PRM be made of KURE paying particular at-
tention to naval anchorage area and presence of major naval units. O 28 8 
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31 0643 CTF 52 to COM5THFLT, CTF 51 Info TF 51. 

Consider preparations and prospective weather will per.mit successful land-
ing on OKINAWA tomorrow in accordance with preferred plan. KEISE secured 
this morning and landing of artillery cormnenced. Further details in my 
1800 I(-9) summar,r • 

.31 0804 CINCFOA ADV to COMINCH, CNO Info COMAIRPAC,CTF58,CINCPAC PEARL,COM5THFLT. 

Concerning Com.AirPac 240544 following extract from CTF 58 serial 0045 of 
13 March is concurred in by Cincpac and Com5thFlt: nRecent comments have pro-
posed additional aviators to TG Camdrs for the purpose of coordinating air 
attacks. It is the opinion of CTF 58 that this additional overhead of pilots 
and aircraft is not warranted or necessary. Each TG contains 3 or more air 
group commanders whose primacy duty has been and will be to control and 
coordinate as necessary the operations of TG sweeps and strikes. These air 
group commanders are considered fully qualified -and authorized to represent 
their TG conmander in the air in this capacity"• 

31 0833 CINCPOA ADV to COMINCH,CNO Info COMAIRPAC,CINCPACPEARL,Crn£VESSEAFRONTIERI 

Your 282021 to ComAirPa~. Com.AirPac 3007'~. See my 300418. strongly reconme 
allocation Corsairs to RNZAF be reduced in order maintain supply to PacF1t 
at a more satisfactory level. Cinepoa has no need for RNZAF fighters in 
the present strategic situation. 

31 1248 COMINCH AND CNO to CINCLANT Info COMAIRLANT, COMEASTSEAFRON, COMCARIBSEAFRON, 
COMPASEAFRON, CG PAN DEPARTMENT, CQMfflESSEAFRON, COMF Aim~STCOAST, COMF AIR 
ALAMEDA, CINCPAC BOTH HQ, QOMAIRPAC. 

Withdraw VPB .32 and VPB 84 from Ea.stSeaFron and remaining 3 aircraft VPB 84 
from PaSeaFron. Transfer these squadrons to West Coast port designated by 
Co~lestSeaFron for temporary duty ready to operate cormnencing 20 April :for 
duration San Francisco Conference. Para. As replacement for above squadrons 
transfer 1 PBM squadron from each of CaribSeaFron and PaSeaFron for duty in 
EastSeaFron. 

Oll300 9TF 51 to COM5THFLT Info CINCPAC BOTH HQ, ALL TFC 5THFLT. 

Summary No. 2 Oll800. Landings on all beaches continued with good progress 
inland against light opposition. Beachhead has been secured from small arms 
fire. Approximately 50,000 troops have landed over beaches including 8 RCT 
with FA Bns 2 Bns medium artillery and approximatel;y 15,000 service troops. 
Sporadic mortar and artillery fire received on beaches ear]¥ morning. AA 
fire meager. 420th FA Group with 2 Bns 155 guns in position KErSE SHIMA and 
firing in support · ground troops. This Bn received heavy artillery fire early 
hours morning with no damage. Liaison plane strike KEISE SHIMA now in opera-
tion. Front Unes as follcms: 3rd PhibCorps: TA 7895 KO 7995 KOE 8096 UY 
8195 ALRSY 82950 ~ 8294 ABGHNOT 8394 PV 8393 CIOTY 8392 EY 8491 AU 
8490 A 8390 JB 24th Corps: TA 8689 LQW 8688 CX 868'7 DX 8686 DK 85$6 JU 
81,.86 YW 8485 BAW 84$4 CarY 84$3 EU 8482 A 8382 JW 8381 CF • 1 HANCOCK SP26 
made water landing 110 degrees 16 miles ZD!PA at 0805 with 2 crew members 
rescued by CALHOUN. 1 FM SAGINAW BAY crashed in flames inland 0925 no sur-
vivors. 9 F4U INTREPID used ll3/4" rockets on support missions. 1 CABOT TBM 
crash landed NAKAGUSUKU WAN 1109. Crew rescued by Durnbo PBM. 1 PBM engaged 
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01 0255 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT Info CINCPAC BOTH HQ, ALL TFC 5THFLT • 

Flash summary No. 1 as of 011100. Preceded by intense naval and air bombard-
ment troops of lOth Army began landing HAGUSHI beaches at 08,30 I. Troops 
landed on all beaches against ver.y light opposition. Practie~ no fire 
against boats none against ships. Considerable number tanks and artillery 
landed regimental reserves now landing. Troops are advancing inland stand-
ing up. All of YONTAN and KADENA airfields are in our possession. Troops 
of 3rd PhibCorps along approx:i..mate line 7S95Q to 8294K to 8292L to 8191! 
to 8290K with advanced patrols. 24th Corps have elements in 8389 8489 8388 
8486 8484 8383. Para. HINSDALE (APA 121) hi~ bu mine or torpedo engine room 
flooded troops transferring other craft. Towing to KERAMA. ADAMS (DM 27) hit 
by suicide plane. 7 ene:rny aircraft shot down by CAP and AA fire. Para. Have 
sent for 4 transport carriers with garrison aircraft. 

01 0639 CINCPOA ADV HQ to COM5THFLT Info CTF 5l,COMGENTENTH,CINCPOA PEARL _HQ. 

CTF 52 311640 last 2 sentences indicate IE SHDUl ma;r be evacuated. Assume 
that this condition if it exists will be exploited. Early rehabilitation 
IE SHIMA will simplify many problems both ne»l and in the future. 
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02 00.30 QUEENI4'ISH ( SS 393) to COMSUBPAC. 
0//Soo 

QUEENFISH 2nd. Deeply regret sinking ATNA MARU at OlO;oQZ (GCT) posit 25-25 
Long 120-07. Surface attack in fog with firing range 1200 yards. 4 torpedo 
explosions seen but lights on ship not visible. Ship exploded and sank 
immediately witp few survivors or debris. Picked up 1 who identifies ship 
as 12,000 ton NYK Liner 2 years old. He stated definite:cy- that cargo con-
sisted of rubber, tin, lead. 2,000 Nips on board but no troops, wounded 
or POW. Decision to attack based on single ship speed 17 with initial 
range only 17,000 yards. Believed ship to be destroyer or DE and used 3 
foot depth setting. Location of attack ll mile fran posit SEAFOX attacked 

, 7 ship convoy 10 hours earlier getting 1 hit. 

02 0550 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT Info CINCPAC BOTH HQ, ALL TFC 5THFLT. 

Swmna.ry No. 3 as of 021200. Both Corps reported quiet night with -some sniper, 
machine gun and mortar fire. Estimate enem.y has withdrawn his major forces 
to southern part, of island. Attack reswned OSJO. Being pushed vigorousl\r 
so as take full advantage light resistance. Patrols from reserves mopping 
up pockets rear areas. Fragmentary reports indicate our troops have reached 
major portion L-3 line and continuing advance against minor opposition. 
Naval gunfire heavy air strikes support the attack with schedule and call 
fires. 6 piloted bombs or rockets having wing spread 15 feet cigar shaped 
body 15 feet long captured and held for JICPOA Intelligence Team. KADENA 
airfield reported serviceable for emergency landings. Some construction 
work necessar.y to make fully operative. OY planes landed YONTAN airfield 
toda.v. Propaganda bombs dropped OS30. Reports indicate civilian populace 
considerable numbers taking advantage of surrender ter.ms of leaflets. 
Tentative identifications enenv units reported all sources include: 32nd 
Army Hq, 62nd Div, 22nd InfReg, 24th Eng. Reg of 24th InfDiv. miscellaneous 
units including 11th Shipping Group. No enenw ground activity KERAMA RETTO 
during past 24 hours. Para. Gunfire support furnished throughout night by 
3 OBB 8 CL 14 DD gunboats • . ARCHENAR on night retirement hit by s¢-cide plane 
Fire quickly extinguished. Ship maintained position in formation. Extensive 
structural damage including 3 holds inoperative, deck winches damaged 
radar out, no electric power forward, light flood forward. 5 KIA, 40 WIA.. 
TYRELL hit by suicide plane with slight damage. 1 MIA. Skirmish received 
bomb miss from 2 attacks mast height. 1 20mm gun knocked out • 1 ![IA. 
V AMMEN damaged starboard shaft resulting from accidental dropping 300 
pound depth charge due striking floating plank. Preliminary damage report 

\PTEST VIRGINIA hit by suicide plane 1913 1st April sho.rs frame 69 port side 
02 deck, galley, laundry, engineers compartment damaged. 250 Kg dud bomb 
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02 0550 CTF 21 Summa£1 No. 3 (Cont'd) 

shattered on second deck. 2 20mm guns wrecked. 5 inch range finder damaged. 
3 KIA 9 WIA 1 MIA. Ship fully . operative. LCI 500 aground KERAMA RETTO. Both 
shafts and propellers damaged. KCI 462 also aground KERAM..t\. RETTO. Port 
shaft screw damaged. Fire aboard LST 8S4 hit by · suicide plane 1st April 
caused loss individual organic equi:r;ment: 1 Inf. Company, detachment amphib-
ious tractor. Corrected casualties reported by INDIP~APOLIS 9 KIA 18 WIA. 
Demonstration group conducted 2nd demonstration off southeastern beaches 
0830. COPA established KERAMA REI'TO. Logistics replinishm.ent continuing 
satisfactori~. 1 AO being brought HAGUSHI beach to expedite refueling. 
Sweep unit 2 on station P16 tracked several small surface targets from 
northwest corner YURON ISLAND at 30,000 yards passing within 2500 yards at 
30 to 45 lmots but not sighted. Para. Direct air support furnished troops 
by CVEs and fast carriers with other attack missions made by' off coming CAP 
which strafed 30 boats various sizes along western beaches north of ZAMPA. 
Search flights made PBMs covering 5 sectors. ASP patrol flown by PBMs KERAMA 
RETTO seaplane base. Enenw air attacks from 1800 to 1930 lst April and 2300 
1st to 0700 2nd with approaches from north and south in 11 raids and many 
single attacks. 6 enenzy- destroyed by gunfire, 5 by VF during period LUNGA 
POINT and SAGINAW BAY shot dovm 10 0856. 1 BENNINGTON VF made water landing 
208 degrees 48 miles from ZAMPO at 1000 with rescue by TJ'ITKES. Para. Beach 
conditions good with general unloading started. Weather low scattered cumulus 
clouds 1/10 at 1500 feet. Visibility good. Wind ENE 10 to 20 knots. Temper-
ature 74 degrees. No appreciable swell of sur£. 

02 1225 CTF 51 to CO:M5THFLT Info CINCPAC BOTH HQ, ALL TF & TGC 5THFLT. 

SUmmar,r No.041800 {No. 4 031800)(?). Ground forces made good progress this 
afternoon. Reports indicate elements 3rd PhibCorps reached L-5 line ZA 
6th MarDiv with 1st MarDiv approaching 5-5 line. 24th Corps advanced 
rapidly east in ZA 7th InfDiv south and east ZA 96th InfDiv. at lFUR 50 2nd 
battalion 17th Inf reached east coast vicinity TOBARO TA 9085. On~e corps 
right 96th Div advanced into rugged terrain to east encountering stiffening 
resistance. The division right pushed through to vicinity FUTEMA TOWN with 
advance elanents penetrating !SA TA 8380. All division CPs in operation 
ashore. Air observers reported en~ activity including troop concentration 
area southeast NAHA airfield. · Ene~ opposition mostly by small scattered 
units engaging in sporadic mortar small anus fire. Due mpid advance front 
lines are fragmentary: 3rd PhibCorps TA 81978 8296AY B395AY 8494AY 85994U 
8593AGLQV 8592BGMFW 8591DIOTY 8690AV 8689BCHM 24th Corps: 9188X 9178 CK 
9087TX 9086DCHLP 89S6YVR 8886 Tffi!LP 8786 TYX 8785CK 86850U 8584EHU 8583A 
8483 JX 8482DX S481E 853l.ABHOSRVU 8481XU 8381XU. Para. Gunfire support fur-
nished by 8 BB 9 cruisers 21 DD and gunboats. Few call fires during day 
necessar,r due weak resistance. ANZIO conducted hunter-killer operation on 
ASP plane radar contact in 25-15N 128-22E. No report. PORTERFIElD strafed 
by Jap fighter 0021. No damage to ship 1 KIA. Rearming all types continues 
satisfactorily. LCI 568 reported hit by plane 1859. No other details. Para. 
Direct air support continued by CVEs and fast carriers. CAP coming off sta-
tion destroyed 12 barges, 2 50 foot boats, ·3 small boats in NAKAGESUKU WAN 
and Nai'OBO PENINSULA. Support aircraft north disvovered 12 mines 100 yards 
offshore in area NE NAGAHAMA TA 8197. 4 exploded by strafing with destruction 
continuing by aircraft. Search flights were made by PBM and ASP planes 
KERAM.A RETTO seaplane basee OY planes ashore from CVEs brodie LCT. Total 
19 OYs at YONTAN and K.ADEN airfields. SAN J ACINTO TBM crashed near NAHA 1305. 
No survivors. MARCUS ISLAND FM plane made water landing 65 miles bearing 050 1 
ZAMPA at 1230. COLHOUN rescued pilot. lst carrier plane landed KADENA Field . 
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02 1225 CTF 51 Sulmnary (Cont 1d) 

when CHENANGO F6F made emergency landing 1617 due AA fire. 1 crew member 
WIA. 2 TBMs spars:yed DDT occupied area OKINAWA 16.30. Additional propaganda 
bombs dropped. Flash RED 1837 estimated 12 to 15 enenw planes approached 
from north southwest. HORNET night fighters definitely shot down 2 Jills. 
1 probable. BENNION probably splashed 1. WICKES reports 2 planes shot down 
by gunfire near her · 50 miles bearing 210 from ZAMP A. General unloading con-
tinues satisfactor.y. 

02 2120 CINCPAC ADV HQ to COMGENFMFPAC Info CG3DMARDIV ,CO FWDECHFMFPAC,CINCPOA 
PEARL HQ, COMMARCORPS • 

24 0534 
02 1930 

Advise existing instructions issued by you for rotation of personnel Jrd 
MarDiv or any other MarDiv. Desire in the future any plans for rotation 

of personnel in MarDivs which have a major·effect on the combat readiness 
of those units be referred to Cincpac for approval. Further desire exist-
ing instructions for mass rotation of personnel 3rd MarDiv or any other 
Divs be held in abeyance pending action by Cincpac. 

GHQ SINPA to COMGEN ARMY SERVICE FORCES Info CNO. 
CNO passed above to CINCPOA BOTH HQ, COMWESS.I!;Ar'rtu.N for Info. 

CX 12886. Subject assignment of troop ships to SNPA. Reference is made to 
CNO signal 032000 (GCT) of June 44 which assigned 10 troop ships to this 
theater as result of a request made by ~~jor General MARPALLwhen on a 
visit to Washington at about that time. In vi~ of the greatly increased 
lines of communications within this theater and the greater number of 
troops deplqyed it is being clearly demonstrated that the troop ships 
assigned to the theater are inadequate to meet requirements. Owing to the 
inefficiency of moving troops in cargo ships and to the extensive require-
ments that exist within the theater for moving cargo (supplies from AUSTRA-
LIA and rolling up rear bases) the use of Liberty ships other than cargo 
movements is most undesirable. It is requisted that 10 additional troop 
ships be assigned to this theater for employment until our depla.cement of 
troops into the PHILIPPINES is completed. And average capacity of 2000 
troops with 2000 measurement tons of cargo and a capability of moving in 
14 lmot convoys is desirable. 

02 1940 CNO to cmcroA PEARL Info CINCPAC ADV,CINCSWPA,COMWESSEAFRON,COM7THFLT. 

Refer GHQ f>VlTPA CX 12886 being passed to you by CNO 021930. Allocation of 
10 troopships to CINCSWPA for 60 day retention to meet requirements ap-
proved. JMTC proposes assignment of following vessels to CINCSWPA. SEA 
SCAMP, CAPE COD, EXCHANGE, LPA MARLIN, CAPE CLEARE, JOHN LYKES, CAPE 
HENLOPEN, GEN PATRICK (AP 150), GEN MCRAE (AP11J.9), GEN BLATCHFORD (AP153). 
Request those vessels now in your area be made available to SfllPA unless 
some or all a.re obligated for return loadings to US in which case recom-
ment comparable substitutions which may be made available to CINCSWPA 
at approximately same dates • 

03 0819 CINCroA ADV to CTFs 93,94,5l,COM5THFLT Info COMAIRPAC,COMHIOTO GRP 2, 
CINCFQA PEARL HQ, COMFAIRVITNG ONE, CCMGEN 21 BOMCOM, ISCOM GUAM. 

Photo Group 2 assigned to direct operational control Cincpoa effective 
0000 (I) ( -9) B April. This change in assignment will in no way change 
services now bejng rendered to all commands concerned. 
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03 1300 COMINCH & CNO to CINCPAC ADV Info COMAIRPAC,CINCPAC PEARL, COMJTHFLT. 

03 1310 

Provided such action is satisfactory to CINCSTNPA your 280649 approved be-
cause of shortage of Venturas. If the 2 PB4Y squadrons are withdrawn they 
should be replaced with equivalent of 2 PV squadrons which they are re-
lieving. 

CTF 51 to C01vi5THFLT Info CINCPAC BOTH, ALL TF & TGC 5THFLT. 

Summary No. 6 as of 031$00. Both Corps advanced rapdily in their respective 
ZA with negligible resistance. 3rd PhibCorps: Reconnaissance elements 6th 
MarDiv extended operations along north coastal road to L plus 15 line re-
porting they would continue · operations southeast along road from NAKADOM.ARI 
TA S798 to ISHIKllVfA TA 9097. This division made steady progress in rugged 
terrain confronting them and have reached L plus 10 line in left of their 
ZA and division right flank is within 000 yards L plus 10 line. 1st MarDiv 
drove its left flank to the vicinity SUNAN TA 8995 SE to point 200 yards 
E of INUBI TA 9193 thence S to corps boundary along L plus 10 line to 
KATSUREN BAY. From this point line extended across KATCHJll PENINSULA iso-
lating same. KATCHIN PENINSULA reconnoitered. No enemy or installations 
found. Reconnaissance in progress north along roads from qiDSHIKAWA TA 
9589 to HIZAONNA TA 9095. Plan to land 2nd MarDiv 5 April on YELLOW 
beaches. 24th Corps: Area from Corps boundary S to ~TASHI PENINSULA seized 
and latest reports indicate 7th Div line as KUBA TA S980 to UNJO TA 8781 
thence SE to Div boundar,y. 96th Div advanced south along west coast to 
CHIYUANNA TA 8380 and FUTAMA TA 8481. Rapid movement troops precludes 
showing fixed lines. Division reports attacked by 5 men and 11 women dres-
sed in soldiers uniforms. Women committed suicide ·when attack failed. 12th 
Ind In.f Bn identified. (Part 2). Para. Fire support provided 24th Corps 
by 1 OBB 3 CA-CL 10 DD • 3rd Grorps by 3 OBB 3 CA-CL 8 DD • General support 
eastern bombardment 1 OBB 1 CA 6 DD. Special Army support 1 OBB 1 DD. 
COLOR!illO reports good fire effect tank park and troop assembly, TA 7969. 
:Minesweeping off eastern island covered by 2 CA 2 DD. 040 R W SUESENS 
splashed 1 Tony K'"rffiAMA RETTO not previously reported. FOREMAN hit by 
bomb starboard side 0120 with major engineering damage 4 WIA. LST 599 
set afire during air raid early morning. Ship inoperative. Cargo ruined. 
BUNCH slight damage starboard side while alongside DICKERSON fighting fire. 
Repaired by ships force. Para. Direct air support furnished troops by CVEs 
and fast carriers. TG 58.1 covers SAKISHIMO GUNTO while TG 57 fueling. 
Search flights and ASP by PBYs from KERAMA RETTO. Flash RED 1720 to 18.30 
with planes approaching fran North in 6 groups. From SW 1 group. Enemy 
destroyed by gunfire: 1 by unknown DD at 1757. 1 by ABELE 1810. 1 by 
BENNION 1824 another by BENNION 1829. Destroyed by VF: 1 Zeke TULAGI FM 
1722. 3 Judies HANCOCK F6Fs 1747 • 2 by HANCOCK 1743. 1 by HANCOCK 1753. 
(Part 3). OWn plane losses: 1 TBM TULAGI made crash landing YONTAN Field 
1608. 1 Oscar landed YONTAN night 1 April. Pilot made normal approach and 
landing. Taxied plane to line. Shot by Marine when leaving plane. Para. 
Brief summary beach conditions follow: at 1730 53 LSTs and ISMs were being 
unloaded over the reef. At 0600 the 24th Corps shore party commander as-
sumed command of the 7th & 96th Div beaches. BR~lN beaches closed. Not 
needed due availability other beaches. New road bein~lt in 1st MarDiv 
area. Lateral beach roads poor to fair. 24th Corps shore party building 4 
lane highway parallel to beach. 24th Corps has built 4 or 5 sand ramps over 
reef • 3rd PhibCorps will build ramps when equipment lands. Unloading con-
ditions generally satisfactory. Weather generally clear. ENE and E winds 8 
to 18 knots. Temperature average 79 degrees. Visibility 10 miles. Slight 
s~oo ~ell. 281 5 
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04 0205 

Information indicates eastern islands OKINM~A lightly held except for 
TSUGEN SHIMA. Minefield entrance NAKAGUSUKU WAN. Sweeping vicinity islands 
in progress. To avoid if possible committing 27th Div to assault. Eastern 
islands CTG 51.19 will execute reconnaissance in force of IKE SHIMA TJ...KA 
BATARE, HEANXQ SHIMA, HAMAHIKA SHDJIA, TSUGEN SHIMA, KUT ... ~.KA SHD.1A with amphib 
ious reconnaissance bai.talion embarked in KINZER and SCRIBNER and UDTs 7 · 
and 11 embarked in HOPPING and KLINE with UDT 21 as standby in BUNCH (KLAG) • 
Gunfire, air and minesweeping suppo!-t as requested. Conunence operations soon 
as possible not later than §. April. Com.Gen 10 concurs including detail of 
recon battalion. 

04 0730 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT I~o CINCPAC rorH HQ, ALL TFC & TGC 5THFLT • 

Summary No. 7 ( 041200) • ·Both Corps continued to make rapid advances against 
no effective opposition. No eneley" ground activity was report during night. 
lst MarDi v seized HIXAONNA TA 9095 after dark last night. No resistance. 1st 
MarDiv resumed advance at 0800 to seize L plus 20 line. 1200 reports indicat 
ed troops advancing rapidly oh line FUTRSI TA 8800 to PRHIKA'VVI TA 9097. 6th 
MarDiv pushed to east coast. Unconfirmed reports of ll35 indicated 3rdFhib 
Corps troops had reached east coast line in its ZA including KTVHIN PENINSUIJ. 
24th Corps advancing to L plus 20 line pushed south to the general line TOWN 
TA Sl79 NODAKE TA S500 KUBI SAKI TA S980. Previous report indicating SHURI 
and .NNASE being possible concentration points main enemy strength not con-
firmed by aerial reconnaissance. Para. 3 OBB 5 CA-CL lS DD provided naval 
gunfire support. DD resting in commort. WAKE ISLAND in area HELMET had 2 
near misses from enemy plane 1750 3 April. Shell plate has 10 foot hole 
frame 25 below water line. Many· shrapnel holes. LCI 82 in anti small craft 
screen operating outside NAKGUSUKU WAN was sunk in action against enemy P1TB 
also destroyed. LCI 347 has 41 survivors 4 VliA aboard. TRACY has 9 survivors 
5 WIA aboard. Afternoon 3 April LCI(G) 559 on patrol north IE SHDv.tA picked 
up 8 men 1 woman ei vilians from small boat flying white flag. ' 0410 BE~!NETT 
took bogey under fire 260 degrees 70 miles from BOLO. Bogey retired north. 
0504 SPROSTON reported near m. ss in area 010 degrees 45 miles from BOLO. 
0240 ELLYSON and HEMBLETON repulsed attack by 2 to 3 enemy aircraft which 
used window and brillia.n flares. ELLYSON HAMBLETON RODMAN attacked 3 times 
by single enemy aircraft from 0204 to OfaD. No ships damaged. No planes shot 
down. 1500 3rd April WIIDJ:A..B.TH and BOWERS relieved HUDSON to continue 
search on contact CADY by ASP plane morning 3 April. WILLMARTH made 4 at-
tacks 1000 with negative results. During A/S patrol 1S25 2nd April noirthwest 
IE SHDJA RODMAN attacked on good sound contact in Lat 26-57N Long 127-21E. 
Contact loss after 1st ~ MACOMB and plane assisted until 0400 when searc 
a~andoned. LCI 366 at 1130 3rd April destroyed floating mine TA 6770. Para. 
Direct air support by CVEs and fast carriers. Extensive reconnaissance and 
photographic flights over entire target area has failed to locate a:ny sizabl 
enemy concentrations but ~ reported numerous previously unreported target 
which have been subjected to air and navallllombardment. strafing attack made 
by fighters on 50 foot boat near MOTOBU PENINSULA and on boats and seaplanes 
near RETTO SHIMA. Search flights made by PBMs from KERAM.A. !Thil'TO seaplane 
base. ASP furnished by TBMs from CVEs in inner sectors and PBMs from seapla.n 
base in outer sector. 1 PBM hit reef nortmvest corner KERML~ IETTO while 
taxiing night 2 April and sank all uersonnel recovered. Enentv air attacks 
occurred intermittently during night from 0200 to 0750. Planes approached 
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from north in small groups. Enemy planes destroyed by VF were 1 Betty by 
CAP at 0227. 1 Sonia by CAP 0434. 2 Zekes by HANCOCK F6Fs at 0747. No damage 
incurred from these attacks. 1615 3 April CABOT F6F was downed in position 
28-15N 129-45 E. 1124 BUNKER HILL F6F BBOiiHlbutHMld:a made emergency landing 
YONTAN Field. 1155 SANTEE F6F made emergency landing YONTAN Field. 1 PBM 
Dumbo with 4 ESSEX fighters as cover at 0815 proceeded to rescue CABOT and 
BATAAN pilot downed between AMA..\11 and KIKA.I SHIMA and 1 CABar crewman 
rescued. Air delivery supplies made to units lst MarDiv 0925 q.nd 1130 by 
TBMs fran F.ANSHAW BAY NATOMA BAY. TBMs MAKIN ISLAND sprayed DDT over frien 
ly areas. SAtGENT BAY TBM dropped propaganda leaflets 1030. Floating mines 
sighted by air observer 0900 between IE SHIMA and OKINAWA. 1 exploded by 
strafing. · 

04 1230 CTF 51 to ~OM5THFLT I~o CINCPAC BOTH HQ, ALL TFC & TGC 5THFLT. 

Swnmary No. 8 ( 041000). Reports this evening indicate our troops continued 
the advance against scattered resistance. 1 en~ group ambushed Compa~ L 
7th Marines in TA 9098 with 40 enenw killed. No report on our casualties. 
Elements 1st MarDiv are along line TA 9300C to TA 9203B blocking off north 
exits to isthmus. Entire east coast line from TA 9203B south to KUBASAKI TA 
8980 now in our hands • 24th Corps advancing south reached the line UCHI TO-
MARl TA 0078 KAMIYAMA TA 8378 to north edge of NAKGUSUKI TA 8879 • Air observ. 
er·reported many enell\Y troops in TA 7970 and 8070 and vehicles in TA 7865 
were taken under fire by naval gunfire and air bombardment. Advance CP 24th 
Corps now ashore. Cumulative easualties to 032400 follow: ~th MarDiv 29 
KIA S8 WIA 0 MIA. Battle total 117 NBC 50. 1st MarDiv 13 . KIA liD WIA 0 MIA. 
Battle total 53 NBC 35• 7th InfDiv 32 KIA 155 WIA 3 .MIA. Battle total 190 
NBC 54. 96th InfDi v 20 KIA 115 WIA 5 MIA. Battle total 140 NBC 14. 77th 
InfDiv 43 KIA 161 WIA 0 MIA. Battle total 204 NBC 48. 24th Corps non divis-
ional units 1 WIA NBC 4. Grand total: Battle 705 NBC 205. 3rd PhibCorps 
non divisional units and Army not reported. Para. Fire support provided 3rd 
and 24th Corns by 2 OBB 6 CA-CL 14 DD. General support eastern bombardment 
2 OBB 4 DD. Army support 3 OBB 1 DD. Ammunition replenishment exceeds curren 
expenditures. Command of TG 51.1 transferred to ComTransRon 171900 2 April• 
PENSACOLA starboard propeller damaged by LST during rearming 31 March. 3 
tips 'Bent forward 2 to 6 inches. Wn.LMA..1tTH And BOWERS completed search on 
contact developed yesterdqy at 292 degrees 70 miles fran BOLO. Results 
negative. SOLACE sailed for GU.t~. Many unloaded transports departing tomor-
rovT morning. Minesweeping being conducted arol.Uld IE SHIMA and sections east 
of OKINAWA. Para. TF 58 attacked KIKAI and TOKENA Fields. This attack based 
on information ~rom res9ued pilot who spent last night in a boat off KIKAI 
SHDU. and who stated 10 enemy fighters landed there during night. Intensive 
air search north OKINAWA. revealed few significant installation. Mines de-
stroyed by aircraft east of IE SHD!A. Enemy air approached between 1700 to 
1745 from Stl and retired to west after closing 60 miles from OIITNAWA. Chased 
by CAP without ma.kiWl_ contact. At 1425 F6F 5m'T.ANEE crashed behind enemy 
l:i.nes. At 1700 TBW'cras~ed on take off from YONTAN Field. No casualties. 2 
TBMs RUDYARD BAY sprayed DDT 1435. Air drop rations and water to 1st MarDiv 
at 1600. Friendly aircraft over IE SHll!A 0830 received light meager AA fire 
from base of tower 8 western tip of TA 8134RW. 12 small boats destroyed this 
afternoon on '!ORONS'H'i1.dA by roving air patrol. No other pay targets this is-
land visible. Para. Beach conditions follow: 24th Corps completed construc-
tion of roads in beach area. All barges and causeways in the OKINAWA Beach 
areas have been launched with the exception of 2 causeway sets. 23 barges 
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have mounted cranes and are in use as transfer stations. Several causeway 
piers are in use on various beaches. 22 barges are handling general cargo, 
9 hauling fuel or ammunition, and 5 operation as Bov1ser fueling stations. 
Weather clear this morning with overcast this afternoon. Visibility good. 
Winds north to northnortheast S to 10 knots increasing to 20 this evening. 
Temperature average 74 degrees. Surf slight increasing to 4 to 6 feet by 
nightfall. 

050006 COM3RDFLT to CDJCPAC ADV HQ Info CINCPAC PEARL. 

Your 041212 understood and complied with. Logistic support Mid Pacific 
Striking Force will now depend on intermittent availability of oilers 
in transit. Therefore the prompt initiation and aggressive execution of 
your OpPlan 2-45 and mine of sarae number -may be adverse~ affected. This 
for information connection your planning. 

05 0028 CINCPOA ADV HQ to CINCSW?A Info Com7thFlt,COM5THFLT ,CTF 5S, CTF 57, CTF .5.1 
COMGEN FEAF. 

Cincpac PEARL 041932 to Com7thFlt. Request max:i.mum attack on air bases 
northern FORMOSA. 

05 0110 CINCPAC AJJV HQ to CINCSWPA Info CO:MAIRPAC,COM']THFLT,CO:MGENAIRFMFPAC,COMINCH 
~ CN'O, CO~GEl\TFEAF, COM MAiAIRWING ONE • 

. My 091337 • Your CX 13451 DTG 031443 not to all. Marine Air Group 24 and 32 
inclu~g their HedRons are available to you until 1 Ju]Jr • 

(March) (05 1711) QI!;!C,EAQ ~p_CfNQFQA_BQT!! !fQ_I!lf.Q ~UQOQK~D!RfAQDQC!£S_S!NfR!N_&_~AB,L.!. 
06 0153 CINCPOA PEARL Info CO~VDAREA, CTG 94.5. 

Construction Battalions will not be returned to the mainland for rehabili-
tation and reorganization, Reequipment will be accomplished at Pacific 
bases. Rehabilitation of personnel will be accomplished by individual 
replacements. -

05 05Z7 COM5THFLT To 5THFLT, CINCPAC BOTH HQ. 

Com5thF1t shifted flag and administration to NEVi MEXICO. Request Cincpac 
inform others who need to knO\'IT. 

05 CY709 COMFIIDAREA to ADC MO JDlA Info CINCPOAJ30TH HQ, COMSUBPAC, VMB 612. 

Until blind bombing zone approved by Cincpoa direct VMS 612 perform night 
ASP at LIAJO JIMA and attack shipping in harbors of J ap Empire. Will advise 
you immediately when other areas become available. · 

05 0730 CTF 51 to ~OM5THFLT Info CINCPAC BOTH !_!~2 ALL TFC & TGC 5THFL':£,. 

Summary No. 9 as of 051200. Minor enenw troop activity reported during 
night. 24th Corps reported high velocity or large caliber artillery fire 
1,000 yards west of FUTEMA TA 8481 at 042004 from suspected positions north 
N..llliA BAY • Counter battery fire on that target resulted in explosions and 
fires. 6th MarDiv continued attack north of L plus 20 line on I@1IKAWA 
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05 07.30 CTF 51 Summarr No. 9 (CONT'D) 

PENINSULA. Patrols have been reported as far north as ONNA TA 9306 
KOCHUDA TA 0805 and CHUDA TA 0511. lst MarDiv patrolling the occupied zone 

and consolidating positions. 1st l~Div reported landing of troops on 
YUBUCHI EHIKA TA OOS4, off KATSUREN PENINSULA at 0900. No further reports 
were received. 24thCorns were ordered to continue attack to the south with 
no reports received on- progress. 96th InfDiv reported 2 tanks lost to land 
mines and 1 lost when dropped into camouflaged tank trap. ComGen Jrd Phib-
c·orps assumed command ashore 1500 4 April. Towns encountered. so far not 
fortified. Captured ene~ pilot states entire crew his·plane had no prior 
combat experience. Ordered from training school to pick up plane at 
KISARAIN Naval Air Base. Flew to KINOYA and proceeded to attack mission. 
(Part 2). Para. Call fire illumination and harassing fires furnished both 
Corps by 6 CA-CL 9 DD. 1 OBB, 1 CA 5 DD to eastern group. 1 OBB 1 DD on 
general support special missions. Accelerated unloading yesterday as re-
sult excellent UDT work preparing reef for IBTs on north beaches. 15 LSTs 
now able beach simultaneously. Unloading stopped all beaches last night due 
heavy sur.f with some damage to boats and landing craft shipping. Incomplete 
reports show LSM 12 broached on WHITE l beach NV 0035 in bad conilition with 
seams split. Holes in sides caused by LST 675 broaching and pinning her 
against LST 570. Engines and generators out. 3 feet water forward compart-
ments engine room after steering. LST 675 badly broached. LST 756 reported 
2300 that reef punctured holes in ballast tanks and engine room. .11 power 
lost. Water coming in fast. PAKANA standing by. LST 6S9 broached on 'WHITE 
beach 3. 1ST 736 beached on 1NHITE 2 with engine room flooding. These craft 
unable retract due stage of tide and heavy loading. (Part .3) • Many towing 
missions by tugs and some LOis because barges and small craft adrift in 
anchorage. Further report from SPROSTOW and HAMBLETON. SPROSTON received 
near miss from enemy bomb. Sonar gear and gyro deranged. Main battery com-
puter jarred out of position. No personnel casualties. H~!BLETON suicider 
crashed close aboard after being shot davna. Minor damage. Same underwater 
damage possible as vibration more prominent. No casualties. Sweeping in pro-
gress of minefield entrance N.AKAGUSUKU WAN. Gunboat destroyed mine 2 miles 
1\Wl southern tip OKINAWA 0900. LCS 115 at 0230 definitely" sighted submarine 
at 1400 yards which submerged on approach to location 266 degrees 68 miles 
from BOLO. HUDSON in adjoining radar picket station despatched to area. 
13V46l PBM assigned for hunter-killer. HOBSON at 1000 reported making 2 
firing runs and 3 dry runs on contact practical~ dead in water at 600 
fathoms. Oil slick rising from contact. 4 other firing runs made earlier 
resulted in light oil slick hunter relieved by GENDREAU and BOWERS with 
17V46l now assisting. (Part 4). Replenishing and rearming at KERAMA RETTO 
continues satisfactory. Hulk of DICKERSON sunk. 29 Unloaded APA 2 LSV 21 
escorts departed for GUAM and SAIPAN. Para. Ear~ morning air strikes were 
made but weather caused cancellation of missions after 0830. Direct air sup-
port furnished by CVEs and fast carriers. Soecial air search being made for 
mines in N.AKAGUSUKU WAN. Search flights by PBMs from KERAMA REI'TO seaplane 
base. ASP during daylight flown by TBMs from CVEs in inner sectors and by 
PBMs from KERM,iA RETTO seaplane base in outer sectors. During night all sec-
tors covered by PBMs. 7 PBMs arrived from SAIPAN. L returned SAIPAN for re-
pairs. No enemy air attacks during period. 4 men in lifeboat reported by air-
craft in position 6 miles S of MIYAKO at 1005., Dumbo with VF cover proceeding 
to make rescue. 2 twin-engine planes destroyed on NAI-IA Field by FMs from 
RENSHAVIJ BAY at 0900 • 
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05 0840 CINCPOA ADV to CINCPAC FEARL,COMGENAAFPOA,ALL TYPE COMDRSPACFLT ,COMGENPOA 
COMINCH Info SECN AV. ' 

Past experience has shown that after a nav position is taken from the enemw 
many requests are soon received for permission to visit such localities for 
a wide variety of reasons. In many instances the date or information sought 
could be obtained from reports or by letter without serious detriment to 
the prosecution of the war. ~fuere visits have seemed essential the size 
of parties has often been larger than necessary. These visitors require valu-
able transportation and accomodations enroute but far more serious is the 
fact that their presence and the assistance they require in forward areas 
takes up time of busy officers and retards in greater or less degree the work 
that IID.lst be accomplished there. Addressees are requested to screen all ap-
plications for visits to forward areas particularly the RYUKYUS. Unless 
they consider that prosecution of the war might suffer if the visit were not 
made it is requested that they disapprove applications without forwarding 
them to Cincpoa except where there are special reasons that merit considera-
tion. Cominch is requested to furnish copy this message to chief of staff 
of the Array for such action as he finds appropriate within the war department 

05 1325 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT Info CINCPAC BOTH HQ, ALL TFC & TGC 5THFLT. 

Summary No. 10 as of 051800. Fragmentary reports indicate the 3rd Phib 
Corps engaged in active patrolling to the north up the ISHD~I PENINSULA 
with no opposition. 22nd Marines now astride the general line TA 990SM to 
0199R with patrols at CHUDA TA 0511 and KOCHTI~[A TA 0005. 24th Corps advancing 
south met increased resistance in organized defensive area along their front. 
Advances up to 3000 to 5000 yards were made and at 1800 line held as: TA 
e!777C 8476U 82'78F 80700 to TA 8079V. Air reconnaissance reveals numerous 
enemy installations and troop concentrations along the front. Reconnaissance 
eastern islands preparatory to landings of 27th Arrrr:f Div in progress. Total 
personnel casualties to 042400: 3rd Corps troops: 1 KIA 0 WIA 0 MIA NBC 7. 
1st MarDiv 32 KIA 9h VVIA 0 MIA. Total battle 126 NBC 00. 6th Ma.rDiv 37 KIA 
119 WIA 0 MIA. Total battle 156 NBC 68. 24th Corps non divisional units: 
0 KIA 1 WIA NBC 4. 7th InfDiv 35 KIA 172 WIA 5 MIA. Total battle 207 NBC 40. 
77th InfDiv 43. KIA, 161 WIA, 0 MIA. Total battle 204 NBC 48. 96th In.fDiv 
2'7 KIA 251 WIA 6 MIA~ Total battle 27S NBC 19. Grand total 175 KIA 798 vVIA 
11 MIA NBC 296. Para. Fire support furnished both corps included 3 OBB 
6 CA-CL 14 DD. 3 OBB 3 CA-CL 7 DD supported minemv-eeping NAKAGUSUKU WAN. 
Special interdiction and harassing fires in southwest sector by 1 OBB and 
2 DD • 1 cruiser and 1 DD supported minesweepers off western OKINAWA. DDs 
and gl.Ulboats searched along coast for enenw Pr and suicide boats. LCS 12 and 
LCI 1027 reported 1240 sighting midget subraarine bearing 225 degrees 3000 
yards from BOLO. CatRon berth f!?O about 237 degrees 1700 yards from BOLO 
reported periscope 300 yards and torpedo wake passing close aboard, at 1243. 
Hunter killer operations with results negative so far. About 176.0 NEVADA 
hit 3 times by shore battery TA 7169 or 7269. No details but ship continues 
in action. Para. Logistic situation satisfactory • Para. CVEs and fast carrier 
furnished direct air support. Expect increased air support will be required 
tomorrow on the southern front. Beach reconnaissance of eastern islands made 
by FANSHAifv BAY TBM at 1420. Reconnaissance of NAKAGUSUKU W~ .. N for mines 
STEAMER BAY TBM at 1230 negative. Search flights made by PBMs KERAMA RETTO 
seaplane base. ASP carried out. 1 enemy Val approached at 1$00 splashed by 
SANGAlt!ON F6F at 1825. Dumbo PBII! at 1330 rescued 4 airmen from liferaft 6 
miles south of 1-ITYAKO previously reported in progress. COLHOUN 1610 rescued 
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pilot of BENNINGTON F6F ert miles bearing 037 fran Z.AMPA. Dumbo PBM rescued 
pilot of HORNNr F6F 160 miles bearing 047 from ZAMPA at 1708. At 1440 pilot 
from TG 58.4 sank while fnencl4r fighters orbited and Duinbo was enroute. 
2 YO&~TOWN aviators reported downed close to southern !SHIGA! at 1620. 
Dumbo could not effect rescue toda;y- but will try earl;y tomorrow • From L 
d~ to 1800 L plus 4 D~ total confirmed enemy planes destroyed is as fol-
lows: 28 by ships gunfire. 21 by fighters controlled by TF pl plus 16 sui-
ciders who made 15 hits and 1 miss on 14 ships. Ships which have shot d"'m 
planes but have not been previously mentioned by name in sumrnarj:es are: 
BENNETT, WILEY, ADAMS, FRAZIER, LCI 1078, EILYSON, GOODREAU. LCS 64, 
SUESUM.E, BUSH. DDT sprayed 1?.Yi 2 RUDYERD BAY TBMs 1245 and by 2 SANGAMON 
TBMs atl.440. Para. Beaches well organized with well regulated dumps located 
inland. Unloading has been retarded seriously last night and today due to 
severe weather conditions. Probably there will be a delay from this cause 
in activating airfields. Weather overcast with intermittent light rain. 
Winds averaging 25 to 3' knots fran the north decreasing to 20-25 knots at 
end of period. Temperature 66 degrees. VISI'bility 5 to 7 miles. Moderate 
sea and . swell from northwest. 

06 05LJ0 CTF 51 to CTF 58, C6MBATRON 2 Info COM5THFLT ,CTF 53.CTF 55.CTG 51.l,CTG 51.19, 
CTGS 51.2, 51.3, 51.5, 51.15, 52.1, 5018, 50.2. 

To provide for indicated possibility of ehemf surface attack to eastward 
or westward of OKINAWA early morning of 7th 8th 9th TF 51 will be directed 
to execute following: (A) TGs 51.1 and 51.2 including tractor groups will 
be moved 100 to 150 miles to SE of present positions general~ near regu-
lar routes. (B) TG 51.3 ~rill proceed to arrive I\ERA.MA RETTO on 9th as sched-
uled unless otherwise directed. (C) TG 51.19 will continue reconnaissance 
of eastern islands and gunfire support except early morning 8th will move 
to 5 miles south of OKINAWA KA u. (D) KERAMA RETTO and HAGUSHI beach opera-
tions ~~11 continue as scheduled except transpo1~ screen will be NEDUASU 
to assign additional DDs to TF 54. (E) TF 54 will deploy between IHEYA 
RETTO and AGUNI SHIMA nightly vdth 7 or 8 OBB 6 cruisers 15 to 20 DD. (F) 
Night ASP as scheduled. TG 52.1 will send daily 2 flights of air scouts 250 
miles up the N .. 4.NSEI SHOTO CHAIN as directed by Com5thFlt and TF 58 will 
provide troop support aircraft during day to replace this effort. Para. 
Request action adees conu·nent and advise as to other measures if desired. 

06 084 7 QT.E 2_8 _ t2 QOM5!fi[L!. 
06 1250 COM5THFLT Info CTF 5l,CINCPAC. 

Aircraft of WGS 58.1 and 58.3 splashed about 150 planes today exclusive of 
any shot down by OKINAWA target CAP. Our losses high. Some ships damaged 
all operational. 

06 2025 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT Info CINCPAC, ATFC5THFLT, ATGC5THFLT. 

Special report enemy air attack afternoon early evening 6 April. Includes 
TF 51 ships and planes controlled by TF 51. From 1440 to 1843 total 182 
enemy airplanes attacked in about 22 groups. 55 shot down by our planes 
35 shot by following ships. BUSH 3, ST LOUIS, LCI 809, TU~CJ\LOOSA, LST 693, 
GREC~RY, ESTES MORRIS, COlliOUN 2, STERRET, HYMAN, ROOKS 1 STRENGTH, TAWAKOUI, 
BENI,fET 2, \YICKES, All ships in ~ransport area jointly 4• Unkn~ ~~ls 11. 
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06 2025 .CTF 51 to COM5THFLT. Info CINCPAC, ALL TFC ~ TGC 5THFLT. (CONT'D) 

Plane score includes 1 by PBM and 1 by TBM. Total of 22 suicide hits made. 
2 suicide misses. Total en~ planes destroyed 1168 2 friendly planes shot 
do·wn by our AA. Para. Following ships hit by suiciders. BUSH sunk. COLHOUN 
alongside BUSH affecting rescue hit 3 tL~es sunk 4 hours later. HlllAN heavilY 
damaged, EM.MONS sunk. RODMAN heavily damaged, MULL.tlliY, WITTER, NEWCOlffi hit 
twoce. MORRIS, LEUTZE sinking condition. DEVASTATOR, FIEBEJ:lUNG minor damage. 
RECRUIT, HOWORTH, DEFENSE,- MORRIS, HUTCHINS, HOBBS VICTOHY (AKE) in KERAMA 
RETTO . on fire towed clear. All damaged ships being assisted. Para. BUSH, 
COlliOUN radar pickets. EMMONS, RODMAN, MULLANY, V.1ITTER, :MORRIS, DEVASTATOR, 
FIEBERLING, HUTCHINS trans~ort screen vessels. Other naval vessels hit were 
fire support vessels or minecraft. 

07 0035 CTF 51 to CTG 51.6,CTG 21.15 Info CTGs 51.5, 52,2 1 B&f 54, TF 21. 

Zinformation received indicates enemy surface force heading toward OKINAWA 
ETA tomorrow morning a. CTG 51.6 expedite repairs on destroyer types that 
can be made ready to fight or screen, CTG 51.15 sail when ready any de-
stroyers or destroyer types at KERAM.lt that can be made ready for action 
or screening to report to CTG 51.5 advising readiness condition. Para. 
CTG 51.15 expedite logistics for ships and support craft that can be made 
ready todey. 

06 0715 CTF '51 to COM5THFLT Info CINCPAC, ALL TFC & TGC ~THFLT. 

Suinmary No. 11 as 'of 061200. Reports indicate 3rd Phibeorps is advancing 
north against scattered small enemy groups while 2hth corps is meeting :in-
creasing opposition in the south. In the north sector the 1st MarDiv is 
engaged in the organizatioqand defense in its ZA with the 7th lJarines less 
1 Bn in Corps reserve ordered to move to the vicinity of ISHIKAWH. 6th MarDiv 
advancing to the north to secure the corps objective line CHUDA TA 0511 
KUSHI WAN T A 1007 and RCT 29 patrolling well in advance to the north. 
Air observer reports all roads and trails both sides ICHIKAWI ISTHMUS free 
of enemy troop movements. 1200 report RT from air observer placed 3rdPhibCorp 
troops on line TA 0510 H(-8) to TA 0807 O(plus 2). 1st MarDiv patrols co~ 
pleted reconnaissance YABTTCHI ISL.!\...1\ID TA 0084. No resistance or installations. 
Ohher patrols blasted 50 caves in division ZA. During night 1 enemy plane 
made signle strafing run on YONTAN airfield. No repo rt of damage re-
ce.ived. Progress 24th Corps this morning lll1reported. Additional reports of 
5 April indicate that increasing resistance can be expected from that area. 
96th Division reports that afternoon 5th April artillery fire was received 
and a counter attack. ~~ estimated company supported by 3 tanks repulsed 
in vicinity KA}ITKU TA 8277. 1 enemy tank destroyed. Enemy position estimated 
bn strength with numerous machine guns mortars reinforced by artiller.y was 
develoned wouthwest GINOL TA 8278. 77th Div states 5 Japs arraed with de-
moli ti~n charges killed at tempting to infiltrate our posi tionZAM .. AMI SHD.IIA. 
night 5 Auril. Enemy killed to date KERASA area totals 539o 166 POWs. 
ComGen 2l~th Corps assmned connnand ashore 051 XPOBSLKUFERO. Reconnaissance 
of TSUGEN D,1A CRA.BHYRAYMAEGO 377 by FMF amphibious reconnaissance bn night 
5-6 April indicates garrison force 75-100 troops ·with machine guns mortars 
registered on beach. Military government operations satisfactory. As of 
4 April aPproximately 9,000 civilians interned with some 300 injured being 
adequately cared for. No contagious diseases reported. Civilians appear 
good health docile cooperative. Food and water sufficient. Undamaged houses 
serve as temporary shelter. 2 camps and 2 G-6 hospitals .QMY!E installed 
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permanent location OiaNAWA, FERAMA RETTO civilians our care number 332. 
Adequately cared for locaJ.J.y. Civilian casualties evacuated from other 
islands to ZA!JI.AMI and cared for by G-10 unit. Civilians RSJJ.EXEP-.ru other 
islands are self -supporting. Para. Night illumination and harrassing fires 
provided 3rd Corps by 1 OBB 3 CA-CL 5 DD. 24th Corps by 3 CA-CL 5 DD. lOth 
Army support by 1 OBB l DD. General support covering eastern OKINMVA from 
ARAZAKI to K.ANAZAKI and eastern islands provided by 1 OBB 1 CA 6 DD. Mine-
sweeping progress made possible fire support eastern side ISHIKAWA ISTHMUS. 
Para. Further details relative NEVADA. l hit aft frame 101 port side main 
deck demolished 20mm mount. 2nd hit penetrated frame 73 starboard 3 feet 
above 2nd deck. Pierced 5 WT bulkheads exploding frame 73 port side 2nd 
deck crews compartment. Degaussing coil damaged. 3rd hit mast between 3rd 
and 4th turrets starboard. Struck deck port side frame lOS 4 feet from side 
of ship and roccocheted clear. After SG radar damaged. ~~ition hoist 
out. 2 KIA lONUIA. Ship otherwise operational. THORNTON badly damgged in 
collision with ASHTABULA 24-24 N 128-58 W. MUNSEE STOCKTON, GILLESPIE 
standing by. ASHTABULA damage not serious. LST 554 damaged during storm 
previous~ reported. Extent not known. LCI 1059 damaged above waterline 
night 4-5 April as result leon dragging down on her. LST 781 severe struc-
tural damage. Starboard shaft inooerative. No other details. Torpedo fired 
at 1ffi1MAN 728 passed close under stern. HYMAN made attack 3 miles west poiftt 
BOLO. T,ocal ASP vectored and hunter ldller commenced. CASSIN YOUNG in RP 
station reported 3 bombs dronped nearby 0303. No damage. NESHANIC departed. 
Today for rear areas 10 APA 2 AKA 2 DD and 4 DE. WAKE ISLAND departed 0800 
for GUAM. Para. Search flights made by PBMs KE..R.AMA base. ASP flown during 
daylight by TBMs from CVEs inner sectors by PBMs from KERAMA outer sectors. 
During night all sectors flown by PBM. This morning an additional TBM from 
CVEs flew ASP over inner transport area. Direct air support furnished by 
CVEs and fast carriers. VOC l in vVAKE ISLAND exchanged with VC 87 in MARCUS 
ISLAND. VOC l remains OKINAWA. VC 87 returns GUAM. Ehemy air 
attacks by about 35 planes occurred intermittently during latter part of 
night 5-6 April. Planes approached from N and NE. Enenw destroyed by gun-
fire: l by ZEW .. RS 0129. 1 by LCS 110 at 0310. MACOMB 1 at 0455. CH .. t\SE 1 
at 0430. 2 by unkncwln ships at 0628. 1 by STARLTI~G at 0559. 0603 CASSIN YOill~G 
reports bandit exploded off porl bow. 0826 ST LOUIS reported being under 
attack 10 miles north BOLO. No other details. Enemy destroyed by VF: 1 
by RUDYERD BAY FM at 0755. ~vn damage none reported. Dumbo PBM rescued 2 
crewmen from 'MORKTO:JN TBM close to southern ISHIGAKI 1800 5 April. 2 other 
crew members reported lost in crash. DD sprayed propaganda leaflets dropped 
photographic flights made. 

06 2337 CTF 58 to ATFC5THFLT Info CINCPAC ADV, C0!.15THFLT. 

ESSEX search plane 1st reDort. 1 battleship 2 light cruisers 10 destroyers 
30-44 N 129-10 E on course 300 speed 12 at 070825 I(-9). 

07 0130 PLANE 160 FLIGIIT Lr§4 to COMFAJ.RNING 1, OINC FLIGHT 462. 

This is my lst re;ort 1 battleship 1 cruiser heavy 9 destroyers north 31-QO 
Lat east 128-55 Long course 000 sneed 17 knots ~ and 60V track. 
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07 0304 CTF 58 to C0~15THFLT Info :1.11 TFC5TH_FLT,CINCP.~ PJJV, C01CSUBPAC,CTG 51,1, 

At 071015 launched 380 plane strike against enemy surface force in Lat 
31-00 N Long 129-00 E course 200 speed 17 knots. La'lUlching position Lat 
27-00 N Long 129-45 E. Am maintaiidng target CAP over OKINAWA. No enemy 
attacks on this force today - yet. Request area be thoroug~ sqept by 
Dumbos and submarines for downed pilots. 

07 0755 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT Ir:fo CINCPAC BOTH, ALL TFC & TGC 5THFLT. 

Sturunary No. 13 071200. During the past 24. hours we have been hit badly by 
enemy aircraft but thanks to our great support from TF 5S and TG 52,1 we 
can sustain our losses and if this is the best the enenw can throw against 
us then we can move further forward. Para. Ground force action during 
the night was marked by a lack of enemy activity to the north in the ZA of 
the 3rdPhibCorps while in the south the 24th Corps reported receiving in-
termitteni{artillery mortar and machine gun fire and some infiltration at-
tempted. Both Corps resumed the attack this morning. In the 3rd PhibColj?s 
the 6th MarDiv was advancing to the north lvith the objective of securing 
the line TA 0716 to TA 1313. On securing this objective the advance was 
to continue to the line TA 071B to TA 0919. The lst MarDiv continued mopping 
up in their ZA. Elements of the 6th MarDiv MmwikniJmmwlllwww were landed on NAGO 
beaches at 0800 with the mission of reconnoitering MOTOBU PENINSULA. 
other elements 6th Marines reconnoitering inshore side of IKE BANARE TAKA 
BANARE and HEI.ANZA BANA.RE yesterday and reported no enemy actifity. Noon 
reports show the 6th MarDiv on the line TA 0919H TA 0716B TA 1312H. The 
24th Corps confronted by exceedingly rough cliff like terrain with enemy 
defenses consisting of blockhouses pillboxes extensive trench system double 
apron barbed wire. These defenses apnear to be of long standing rather than 
of new construction. 96th Div reported that it is nossible entire 62nd 
Jap division is disposed across their front. lst MarDiv reports the capture 
of a large coastal gun in TA 9498. 6th MarDiv captured a suicide boat anmed 
vd th 300 pound rocket mounted in bow. Para. Fire support missions during 
night were furnished 3rd Corps by 2 CAs and 2 DDs. 24th Corps by 2 OBB 
2 CA 5 DD. General support eastern bombardment group by 1 OBB 1 CA 6 DD. 
TF 54 covering force consisted of 6 OBB 2 CA 4 CL and 15 DD. Ammunition 
situation is good in FS ships but loss of 2 ammunition vessels LOGAN VICTORY 
and HOBBS VICTORY due enemy action limits the reserve on hand. 3 more ships 
in addition my special report namely LOGAN VICTORY, HOBBS VICTORY, LST 347 
are probably a total loss. 2 additional ships the W2SSON and BENNETT d~ 
aged through air action this morning. INDI.AJIAPOLIS S APAs and 1 AKA 1 DM 
battle damaged 2 DDs 1 of which battle damaged 2 APDs departed for GU~I 
0900. Para. The area was again under air attack during morning 7 April 0325 
to 1015. Bombs were dro9ped in transport area by about 6 planes. Total of 
about 20 enemy planes approached in small groups of which 12 were shot down. 
6 by fighters and 6 by ships crediting BENNETT GEI\1JJREAU ;'.1:CKES LUCE JEFFER 
IDAHO with 1 each. Suiciders hit VVESSON and BENNETT. Direct air support 
of ground forces was flown by CVEs planes only today. Search flights 
were made by PBMs KER~MA base~ TF 58 conducted search for Jap fleet with 
ESSEX plane reporting contact 50 miles west of YAKU SHDvf.A. Routine ASP 
was flown by PBMs. The search for midget sub south of MOTOBU reported neg-
ative. Suecial searches by Dumbo ~s were made for survivors of ships 
sunk during night 6 to 7 April and for an aviator reported downed 25 mi~e~ 
bearing 070 from Zl\J'..fl?A but results were negative. Add to list of ships i () 2 4 
shooting down planes during 7 April air attack: 1 each by GRIFFIN HEFENSE 
GLADIATOR Y!' :I"S 311 •. These planes previously listed undez: those shot down ~y 
unlmown shiDs and do not raise total shot down. GRIFFIN reports 2 bomb msses 
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07 0925 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT Info CINCPAC. 

I MAY BE CAAZI BUT I THINK THE JAPS HAVE QUIT THE WAR AT LEAST FOR THE 
TDA:E BEING. 

07 1214 CINCPAC lillV HQ to CINCSWPA Info COM5THFLT ,COMAAFSWPA,ADV ECH GHQ E§NPA, 
COJ··1FAIR WING ONE, COM7THFLT, C<!1AIR7THFLT. 

Refer your CX 13177 timed 29l207 not to all. Seaplane facilities not yet -' 
fully established at OKINAWA. Planned searches are shovm on appendixes 2, 
2A and 2B of ComFairVving 1 OpPlan 2-45 copies of which are held by Com?thFlt. 
Additional copy airmailed to you yesterdey-. Searches currently flown have 
south limit bearing 2SO from KER~~ RETTO. Request yo~earch sectors 5 thru 
10 be continued as now flovm for the present except radius should be reduced 
to 650 miles. ComFairNing l's searches will rema~ clear of these sectors. 

07 1204 CTF 57 to COM5THFLT Info CINCPAC BOTH, CINCBPF, CTF 112. 

6 April. Bombed and strafed airfields ISHIGAKI and MYAKO. Found previous 
craters 11YAKO filled in. Splashed 1 Francis. Fleet detected 0850 by snooper 
and attacked 1700 by about 4 suiciders. Heavy airborne jarruning on FD fre-
quencies preceded attack. Fighters splashed 1 Judy 1 Zeke. Fighters and 
ships guns KAHUF 1. 1 suicider near missed ILLUSTRIOUS crashed in sea after 
wing tip hit island. No damage. No casualties. 7th Anril ISHIGAKI runways 
bombed. At MYAKO ••wQm about 20 aircraft seen at HIRARA some believed 
damaged. Lov1 cloud prevented decisive strafing. Destroyed 3 on ground. All 
MYAKO runways heavily bombed FM and believed unserviceable. Ovm losses 2 
by flak 1 ditched pilot recovered. Heavy cloud over islands both ~s. Ef-
forts to contact KllJGl!'ISHER in area SPINDLE failed both days. No trace 
pilot CTG 58.4 referenced in 051228. Total en~ losses airborne 5. 3 de-
stroyed on ground. Own losses in combat 2. other causes 12 aircraft. TF 57 
withdrawing to replenish in area COOTIE on 8 and 9 April. Expect reach 
combat area dawn 10 April. Strike 16-ll April. The Nips do not seem to be 
trying very hard down our end. 

07 o646 CINCPOA lillV HQ to COMGENPOA Info CINCPOA PEA .. ~. 

While active operations are in progress visits or temporary duty to RYUKYUS 
will be restricted to those considered necessary to facilitate those opera-
tions. Your 010052 is disapproved for the present. Should you find it de-
sirable to do so request may be renewed in early Bay and will be given fur-
ther consideration. 

07 OS25 CINCPOA ADV HQ to CINCSWPA Info C0}47THFLT, COM.AIRPAC, COiviAIR7THFLT. 

Request ComAir?thFlt be authorized communicate direct vTith ComAirPac con-
cerning exchange of naval patrol squadrons your 060845. 

07 1830 ~~. 51 to ~OM5THFLT Info CINCPAC BOTH, ALL Tli'C & TGC 5THFLT. 

Summary No. 14 as of 071000-. loth Army made substantial gains in opera-
tions today. 24th ArmY Corps drove south against stubborn resistance over 
broken terrain containing numerous pillboxes and blockhouses. 7th Div pene-
trating enerrw defenses reached a point on its left flank to vd.thin 400 
yards of OUKI TA S574. Slight gains were made on the right flank of the 
7th Div • The 96th Di v advanced along its entire front and captured 
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07 1830 CTF 51 SUMMARY NO. l4 - CONTINUED. 

UCHITOl.{.-\..L?.I TA 8078 and DONIKU T.A 82766. Divisional artillery is now rein-
forced by 24th Corps and Marine artille~J• 24th CorDs front now stands at: 
TA 79780 8276K 8475D 8575U 8675C. 3rd PhibCorps moving north met only 
minor resistance reported its lines from NAGO TA 0816 extended diagonal~ 
SE towards IGARA. Y.N'J:li.A. TA 13130 with strong patrols as far north as NAKOSHI 
TA l221K and to the west near the river between the tovms of USNA TA 0417B 
and YAHU TA 0418G. Cumulative ground force casualties to 062400 are: 3rd · 
PhibCorps non divisional units 10 KIA 13 WIA 2 MIA. Total battle 24 NBClO. 
lst MarDiv 40 KIA 139 HIA 0 MIA. Total battle 179 NBC it4fj. 142. 6th MarDiv 
54 KIA 172 VITA 0 MIA. Total battle 226 NBC illt-• 24th Corps non divisional 
units: 0 KIA 2 ~':IA 4 MIA. Total battle 6 NBC 84. 77th Div 49 KIA 173 WIA 
0 MIA. Total battle 222 I\TBC 48. 7th Di v 44. KIA 248 .'TIA 5 MIA. Total battle 
297 NBC 98. 96th Div 85 KIA 474 WIA 9 MIA. Total battle 268 NBC 106. Grand 
total battle 1523 NBC 602. Para. Fire support was provided the 3rd Phib 
Corps by 2 OBB 3 CA-CL 5 DD and the 24th Corps by 2 OBB 2 CA 5 DD. Support 
for 51.19 on eastern side of island was provided qy 1 OBB ~ CA-CL 8 DD. 
These ships also engaged in general support missions to both corps from 
that side of the island. Ammunition situation is excellent. Some damage and 
casualties were caused by our own &~ fire during air attack yesterday. The 
AUDRAlliJ was hit by AA on bridge structure with 6 VITA. MENARD reported she 
had casualties. PCS 1390 control gear out and 1 KIA 5 VJIA. BurTE 1 WIA. B~~ 
1\TETT had forward rigging severed and boom shot away 5 TfliA. COMFORT at 0400 
felt heavy explosion throwing out all engine room pumps. Believed depth 
charge or torpedo close aboard. otherwise no damage. 1 mine destroyed by 
S!ERRET 342 degrees 12 miles .from BOUO. 16 mines mvept off eastern island 
8 floating destroyed 6 April. Para. Small craft made amny rescues from d~ 
aged ships. LCS 63 picked up 70 to 00 BUSH survivors including commanding 
officer. LCS 37 recovered 7 bodies and 2 survivors from ' BUSH •. PURDY res-
cued 80 from Mill..~L.ANY. PCE 855 has 17 survivors from BUSH. Para. YOl\lT.AN 
airfield received its 1st land based figh~ers this afternoon when 82 Marine 
F4Us and 7 F6FNs of V!tlF 224 311 441 UR 2N arrived. Routine search flights 
and ASP were flown. 2 enemy planes entered the general area this afternoon. 
YORKTO:,JN CAP destroyed 1 July at 1547 and GREGORY shot down the other at 
1745. 2 ESSEX fighters had mid-air collisions. Both planes crash landed. 
1 pilot killed. 1 rescued by G.REC'.tORY. A HARCUS ISLPJID F.M crash landed south 
of KADENA Field 1230. Pilot survived. 2 Dumbos covered the TF58 strike 
and a search ulane rescued 1 uilot of TF 58 near KYUSHU. SAGINAW BAY fighter 
while escorting ohoto plane s~w 2 Vals and splashed 1 Val in suicide dive 
28 March end l Toj.o on 2 April both at BER.AMA and not previously reported. 
Para. Unloading over the beaches !Jrogressing well due to better weather. 
Overcast, wind NE 12 to 14 lmots. Tem,erature average 71 degrees. Slight 
sea and wwell. Visibility 8 to 10 miles. Surf 3 to 4 feet. 
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07 2051 JCS to CINCPAC/CINCPOA ~ CllJCAFPA~-CINCSI~A Info C01qTHFLT. 

1. Shortage of shipping has immobilized large quantities of supplies and 
considerable numbers of service troops necessary for the care and handling 
of these supplies both in the South Pacific and in rear areas of the South-
west Pacific. Expeditious move.ment forviard of these resources is required 
in order that we may continue to apply full weight of our means against 
the enemy and to permit timely preparation of the PHILIPPINES and other 
forward positions as bases for the forces required for decisive operations. 
Every available means must be exploited to this end. 2. I APPERHA sub-
stantial numbers of assault ships and craft could be made avaj_lable during 
the next several months to assist in the movement outlined above. 3. Ad-
dressees will careful~ examine their requirements for assault ship~ing in 
the light of current operational directives to the end that such as can be 
spared without prejudice to current and projected operations will be made 
available to assist in redeploying troops across the Pacific and in moving 
forvTard troops and supplies from the South Pacific and the rear areas of 
the Southwest Pacific. 4. Report what can be done. 

OS 0340 CO:M5THFLT to CTF 21, 5S..t CTG 50.9 Info 5THFLT ,CINCPAC BOTH HQ, COHSERVPAC. 

General policy regarding return of damaged ships to rear areas. Ships with 
minor damage which are fully or nearly fully operational and whose con-
tinued services in objective area are desirable shall be temporarily re-
paired by ships force or local repair facilities afloat and retained. 
Ships with minor da.rna.ge which can be spared from combat area and ships with 
major damage shall receive only voyage repairs in combat area and be re-
turned to rear area as promptly as practicable. Large ships which require 
docking and ships requiring Navy yard availabilj_ty shall be routed to GUAM. 
Latter ships for voyage repairs and onward routing. Larger ships not re-
quiring docldng and all ships not requiring navy yard repairs shall be 
routed ULITHI. ComSeRon 10 may divert these to GUAH or SAIPAN depending upon 
relative availability of facilities. 

OS 0846 CINCPAC ADV HO to COM5THFLT Info CINCPAC PEARL,CTF 51,58,COMJJRPAC,.AIRPACSUB. 

Please be assured that Cincpac and ComAirPac are making the most effective 
allocation of escort carriers to meet conflicting requiraments. The general 
proposal of your 080325 and previous messages on the same subject 11.8.mely to 
increase your allocations at the expense of others is not feasible and 
would defeat your O'lJim purposes in a short time. I will be pleased to re-
ceive from you reco~nendations for redistribution of CVEs now under your · 
com~and so as to best serve your needs. 

08 0755 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT Info CINCCJAC BOTH HQ, .ALL TFC & TGC 5THFLT. 

Summary No. 15 as of 081200. lOth A:rmy continued the assault this morning 
with the 3rdPhibCorps making rapid advances .to the north in the ZA of the 
6th MarDi v and by 1000 had established a line generally across the neck of 
MOTOBU PENINSULA from TA 0617F to TA 0717J along the road to TA 11210 with 
natrols worldng to the objective line TA 9720M 0224C 0626S 0825B. By 1200 
these elements had reached TA 0421C GOGUSillill TA 0922 and HAJIYA TA 1322. 
This division encountered some mines and nndefended road blocks in their 
ZA. The lst HarDi v is engaged in patrolling their area sealing caves and 
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08 0755 CTF51 Summa:cy No. 15 - Continued. 

improving roads. In the area of the 24th Corps both the 7th and 96th Divs 
received considerable enemy artillery fire during the night and numerous 

attempts at infiltration of our lines were made. The attack this morning 
was against stubborn resistance. En~ defenses are reported as skillfu~ 
emplaced with approaches covered by anti-tank guns and heavy caliber weapons. 
Numerous anti-tank ditches and rninefields were encountered. 47th Div tanks 
were knocked out yesterday by 500 pound bombs buried in minefields. By noon 
only slight advance had been made along the corps front with front lines 
substantially the same as reported last night. Intelligence reports indi-
cate that main Jap artillery positions are in the vicinity or" SHURI TA 7fr72 
that 96th Div is novf passing through the lst enel'I\V defeBsive position. 
CA tactical air force AY1JATH Arn\Y established ashore 071000. 3 squadrons 
day fighters and 1 squadron night fighter M:AG 31 2nd MAW are operating 
from YONT.AN airfield have 90 F4U and lOOVY F6FN. Reconnaissance of eastern 
islands was completed by FMF reconnaiS'SrulCe Bn. No J ap garrisons except 
TSUGEN lightly held and KUTEPA no details. There is no ground action reported 
in KERAMA RETTO. KIESE SHTI·iA was subjected to heavy caliber enemy artillery 
fire at 071905 .2!! the area of the 420 FA group resulting in damage to 1 gun 
and 1 WIA. Very low altitude reconnaissance of IE SHDviA revealed enemy •••·•-
lii!IQI installations all unoccupied. No AA fire was received or other enemy 
activity noted. Para. TG 5BA0.3 OREDERUX arrive 9th vrill land all but 1 RCT 
on western beaches and use-r-ReT to capture eastern islands. Para. Gunfire 
sup~ort was provided 3rd Corps by 1 OBB 1 CA TAOE DD. 24th Corps by 2 OBB 
l CA 3 DD. General supoort by 1 OBB 1 CA 6 DD which also covered reconnais-
sance on the eastern islands and provided harrassing fire in 24th Corps 
and A~ zones on south OKINMVA. TT LOKQS in NAR~ area silenced guns which 
had shelled artillery position on KIESE SHIMA. All fire support DDs west 
side of island were relieved OOR last night by D15-DM from TG 52.2 so as 
to provide large screen for T00x 5SM .. UR in ef'ent of surface action. 
These DDs returned to FS duty this morning. :MARYLAND now reports hit during 
air action 6 April by bomb on No 3 turret top ba~ dished turret but no 
penetration some damage to supports sprinkling and air line systems and 
radar antennae WIA 15 MIA 6 KIA not identified. HARDING received near miss 
1S30 6 April. Minor damage all repaired. No casualties. YMS 311 likelrl.se hit 
on 6 April by suicide plane with 3 inch gun demolished ES11AH HOXES deck. 
l\unor topside damage. No report of casualties. About 1700 7 April while in 
the SW part of NAGAGuSUKU WAN YMS 427 was hit by CD gun with 3 KIA 1 WIA. 
VITCHITA silenced Nip battery. YM:S remains operational. PGM lS mine disposal 
vessel and YMS 103 struck mines in NAGAGUSUKU WAN at about 0700 sinldng 
quick~. No report on survivors. WICKES sank horned mine in RP60700 7 April. 
BCWERS destroyed 6 horned mines at 245 degrees IG T 7 miles from BOLO. Sweep-
ing of CHIMU WAN completed with negative results:-§v;eeping of NAGAGUSUKU 
completed except small area which is now in process of co~p1etion. 12 drifter 
were sunk. At 0200 an LCM sighted sub 5 miles north of BOLO. CUMl,·iiNGS and 
GENDREAU engaged hunter-ldller but failed to establish contact. Search dis-
continued at 0615. U torpedo was fired at ST"~ING at station A29 which 
bears 257 degrees 25 miles from BOLO. HILLS and FIEBERLING conducting 
hunter-killer. Following ships departed OKINA~v-~.~. 0900 for I.J1'YTE: 1 LCFF 18 
LST 1 DE 2 PC 2 PCS 1 so. Para. Air support missions were flown by CVEs and 
fast carriers. A special strike by CVE planes was made on MIYAKO and ISHIJA! 
No reports receivede. Routine search flights anqASP were flown by PBMs from 
KERAlt\ RETTO base_. We Tvfere subjected to hostile air attack from 2030 to 24[)0 
ni ght 7 April 4 planes approached from the mv of which 1 was shot dovm by 
gunfire over KER.AHJl.. the others suspected of la.l'lding at N~. At 0610 to 
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08 0755 CTF ?1 Summary No. 15 - CONTINUED. 

0623. 2 planes approached from the ~~ over LESM~~. Both were shot dovJ.n 1 
by gunfire 1 by MAKIN ISLAND fighter. Air support of the 24th Corps has 
been turned over to landing force air support control tmit as of 1200. 1 
F4U from BRETON oil ferrrtJ flight to YO:r-.JTAN field shot dovm l Betty during 
afternoon 7 April. Our plane losses for the period are: 1 LUNGA POINT TEm! 
shot down over enenw terrain at 0853. 1 FANSHAW BAY TBM on propaganda leaf-
let mission was hit by AA. This plane landed YONTAN Field. · Pilot uninjured 
but gunner WIA. 2 survivors sighted in NAGAGUSUKU WAN ll55. COLORADO OS2U 
Duinbo dispatched to THEIRWRIDD. 3 Dumbp PBMs from KERAMA base are operating 
with TF 58 and 1 vti:t.h TG 52.1. 2 more searching for missing ESSEX pilots. 
Enemy planes which strafed YONTAN Field during night 6 April destroyed pre-
viously captured transport planes of NAT service arrived from GUAM this 
morning. 2 R5Ds returned to GUAM shortly after. 

OS 1325 CTF 51 to ~OM5THFLT Info CINCPAC BOTH H~L TFC & TGC 5THFLT. 

Surnmar.y No. 16 as of 081SOO. Action of the ground troops is characterized 
by open warfare tactics in the ZA of the 3rd PhibCorps while in the south 
the fight is settled dovrn to assault of strong defensive positions in 
depth. 6th MarDi v continued its pro~ess up the IviarOBU PENINSULA and by 
ni&~t had reached a general line from TA 0218 J to TA 0421 C to GAGUSUKU 
TA 0922. The 24th Corps is meeting continuing stiff resistance as the drive 
proceeds south. The right of the 96th Div is within 2500 yards of 11ACNINATO 
airfield. 7th Div on the left is within 1500 yards of the uncompleted 
YONABARU airfield with patrols reported near the airfield. Gains are being 
made only after difficult fighting with heavy fire of all calibers and 
weapons falling along its front. At 1000 the Corps right remains substantia1 
]y the same as last reported showing gains of about 200 yards in the ZA 
96th division to average of lt-00 yards ZA of the 7th Div. Corps front line 
generally along the line TA 8674H 8575 P 8375 P 8176 M 0077 K 7978 MISE. 
Naval gunfire observers and air liaison parties have located many new tar-
gets which have been subjected to bombardment. Several reports described 
a torpedo launching battery or a midget submarine base in T A 8469 M. This 
target has been taken under fire by aerial bombardment with results re-
uor£ed as good. 24th Corps reported 4 rounds from large caliber weapon 
fell in their area last night detonating with terriftc concussion and making 
cl~aters 30 to 40 feet ·in diameter. Believed possibly 500 Kg bomb or rocket. 
lffap fo~l!ld on the body of a dead Jap pilot indicates the staging point for 
enemy planes as northern KYUSHU and possibly KANOYA. Casualty reports as · 
of 072400 follovi: 3rd PhibCorps non-divisional units: 10 KIA 13 WIA 2 MIA. 
Total battle 25 NBC 10. 1st MarDiv 41 KIA 153 V¥IA 0 MIA. Total battle 194 
NBC 162. 2l+th Corps non divisional units: 5 KIA 33 WIA 4 MIA. Total battle 
42 NBC 96. 6th MarDiv 53 KIA 182 VJIA 0 :MIA. Total battle 235 NBC 126. 77th 
InfDiv 58 KIA 338 ~~TIA 5 MIA. Total battle 401 NBC llt-9• 96th InfDiv 35 KL.\ 
4?4 1fiTA 9 i.~IA . Total battle 56S NBC 106. Grand total battle 1690 NBC 697. 
Para. Fire supuort missions throughout day were provided 3rd PhibCorps by 
l OBB l CA 1 CL 3 DD. 24th Corps by 2 OBB 2 CA 3 DD. General support to 
TG 51.19 by 1 OBB 1 CA 1 CL 9 DD. CTF 52 in ~H\1-IA area by 1 CL 1 DD. 2 DDs 
covered mine sweeps in NiH sector. Ci~RLSON hit by AA fire from friendly 
shi us evening 6 April. :Minor damage. YMS 92 operating in NAGAGUSUKU WAN 
struck raine. Still afloat. No other details. Reconnaissance by UDTs on 
eastern beaches canmenced today. Small sub sighted bearing 190 degrees 6 
miles from TSUG:~N ISL'\ND at 1400. ISHSR~!OOD and ASP plane conducted hunter-
killer but tu1able to gain contact. GREGOH.Y hit forvrard by suicider during 
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08 1325 C~F 51 SWnma~ No. 16:- CONTI~illED. 

air raid this evening. Engine room flooded but under control and oroceed-
ing in company vvith M.ACOMB to trans!"Jort area. GRIFFIN reports considerable 
structural damage received on 6 April while alongside MOEL~S fighting fire. 
Para. Air activities for the day consisted of direct air supuort of troops 
by CVEs of TG 52.1 with search flights and ASP patrols. Our plane losses 
were one TBM from CHENANGO hit by AA fire at 1725. Landed on YONT.4N field 
with 1 WIA. AT 1250 OS2U from COLOR~WO and OS2U from SALT LAKE CITY each 
rescued 1 aviator from LUNGA POINT TBM in NAGAGUSUKU WAN. Dumbo PBM search 
at 1510 for a member of UDT lost on KATAKA ISLAND was negative. Dumbp PBM 
retrieved boqy of dead pilot near ISHIGAKI at 1425~ Dumbo PBM rescued 
BUN1ffiR HILL pilot 30 miles south of KYUSHU at 1755. An air raid took place 

from 1$00 to 1900. 2 Nips shot down by fighters 2 by GREGORY before being 
hit by ~rd suicider 1 by an unknown LCI 3 by unknoV>rn LCS. Para. During to-
day's favorable weather unloading genera~ satisfactory. Vf.X high broken 
slouds this morning changing to low broken clouds this evening. Visibility 
hazy limited to 6 miles. Wing NE changing to SE 8 to 12 knots. Temperature 
average 75 degrees. Surf negligible. Slight mvell. 

08 1515 USS QUEENFISH to COUSUBPAC Info CINCPAC ftJ:JV. 

QUEENFISH 6th. Identity of ship established by statement of prisoner with 
no other confirmation. Identification therefore not positive but believe 
pri-soners statement is reliable based on his knowledge of itinerary and 
descriotion of AVfA MARU. Could not determine if lights and special mark-
ings were lighted at any time. Ship was never sighted in visibility of 
200 yards and sank in 3 minutes postran 32-00N 126-00E. 

09 0126 CINCPAC MJV HO to COMINCH .liND CNO. 

QUEENFISH 081515 contains information required by your 071945 (Top Secret). 

03 0321 IDOMINPAC to CINCPAC BOTH,COM5THFLTtCOMHiiBSPAC,COUPHIBSGRP l,COMPHIBSGRP 2, 
ADCOMINPAC. 

The OKINAW~ oneration has proven the necessity and inestimable value of 
the 2200 ton DM assigned to each sweep unit. Their close in gunfire and 
strong antiaircraft support have been the means of saving many light bat-
ter.y minesweepers from damage or destruction by enemw bombers suicide planes 
and shore batteries. These DMs manned by personnel familiar with the task 
furnish communication navigation aDd command assistance as well as provide 
the sweepers vr.ith confidence dt~ing a hazardous operation. In all future 
onerations it is recomraended that their numbers be maintained and that the 
above described use of modern DMs under this comrn.a11d be continued subordi-
nating the diversionary demands of other commands to this end. 

08 0256 COM5THFLT to CTF 27 ,CTF 51 Info CTG 52.1, CINCJ]iC ADV H . ..,. 

TG 52.1 continue neutralization SAKISHD,1.A 10 April. TF 57 cancel its 
scheduled SP.KISHDJA strike that day. If my 090225 approved by Cincpac 
desire CTF 57 strike SHINCHIKU and '".lATSUY.iil!A airfield FORJ'IOSA 11-12 April 
while TG 52.1 maintains neutralization SAKISHIMA. CTF 57 advise if not 
within his capabilities. 
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09 0125 CINCPOA lillV H'1 to COM5THFLT Info CTF 51, CTF 5S. 

As fj_ghter groups become established on shore in sufficient strength and 
in view of the heavy pilot losses inflicted on the enemy it will be ad-
visable to return TGs of TF 58 to port for replenismnent upkeep and rest 
on a rotating basis in order to ensure readiness to meet future counter 
offensives and to exploit opportunities to destroy remaining enemy fleet 
units. Likewise the escort carriers which have borne a heavy load during 
the fighting so far need to be returned to advance bases as soon as shore 
based aircraft can take over. Request your intentions. in these matters. 

09 0225 COM5THFLT to CINCPAC ADV Info COMSUBPAC,CTF 57. CTF 51, CTG 52.1. 

UrDis 050227 not needed by info adees. Propose TF 57 strike SHINCHIKU 
and lllATSUYAMA Airfields FORMOSA 11-12 April If satisfactory request 
you arrange SoWesPac air strikes southern FORMOSA fields same time. TG 
52.1 will maintain neutralization SAKISHlltt\ GUNTO. ComSubPac requested 
assign lifeguards to stations 9, 10, and if nracticable 11 on strike days. 

09 0255 CINCPOA ADV to ALFOA Info COMINCH, CINCSINPA. 

Recent directives from the Joint Chiefs of Staff issued with the approval 
of the President involve changes in the command organization in the Pacific 
which have been indicated general~ in the public press. Included in the 
directives which in their entirety are not needed by the lower echelons of 
command is a provision that the areas under the command of Cincpoa and the 
Anny forces allocated to him will remain under his command until passed 
to CINCSWPA by mutual agreement or by direction of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 
The units concerned will be informed specifical]¥ as such agreements are 
reached or directives are received. The existing orders and arrangemen~s 
for unified command within the Pacific Ocean Areas remain in effect tmtil 
changed. 

09 0625 CINCPOA MJV to ALPOA. Info COMINCH,CINCS'NPA, COM7THFLT ,CTF7l,CINCBPF ,DEFDOM20 

Cincpoa zone notice A-3. Effective 0000 GCT 10 April the area enclosed 
by a circle of 30 miles radius centered at 26-52 N 142-10 E is reclassified 
as a blind bombing zone. 

09 0642 CINCPOA PJJV to CI~JCSNRA Info CTFs 57 5S,COM5THFLT ,COM'ZTHFLT ,COMAAFSWPA, 
CINC1BPF, CTG 52.2. 

British carriers vd.ll strike SHINCHIKU and MATSUY.~.MA airfields northern 
FORMOSA ll-12 A')ril. Request Allied Air Force S~nlPA strike southern FORMOSA 
fields same time. Escort carriers will maintain neutralization SAKISHD!A 
Group. 
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CINCPOA 
09 0235 CTF 51 & CTF 56 to CINCPOA AJJV I nfo 3RDPHIBCORPS,24THCORP~,COM2,THFLT ,PE.ARL. 

Now appears probable 2nd UarDiv not required Phase 1 or 2. Possibility 
erists 77 Div may be needed only to limited extent. With view to relieving 
shipping congenstion and avoiding interference with logistics of base de-
velopment follovr.ing recommendations made re these 2 divisions: (A) That 
2nd MarDiv be returned SAIPAN at once for discharge personnel and minimum 
gallez and housekeeping gear pending decision employment Phase III. (B) That 
shipments 2nd MarDiv rear echelon be delayed. (C) That pending determina-
tion employment 77 Div shipments to rear echelon be delayed. 

09 0745 CTF 51 to COM5 THFLT Info CINCPAC BOTH, ALL TFC & TGC 2_THFLT. 

Summary No. 17 as of 09l200. Enemy reaction to the occupation of OKINAWA 
is being evidenced by daizy and nightly air attacks attempts at surface 
activity by suicide boats and svimmers and an increased resistance to our 
advance to the south. 3rd PhibCorps reported little enemy activity during 
the night. The front of the 6th :Ma.rDiv has been reorganized with RCT 29 
assigned to M:ctl'OBU PENINSULA and RCT 4 on the right and llCT 22 on the left 
of the main uart of the island to move north. Other 3rd PhibCorps units 
continue to Patrol and improve their areas and to reconnoiter east coast 
beaches. At 1000 patrols of the 22nd Marines were reported in the vicinity 
TA 1623 and 9725D. No other reports have been received. 24th Corps front 
is being subjected to considerable volume of mortar and artillery fire 
which is both constant and effective ceasing only during couhter-batter,y 
fire. Small arms machine gun fire continues with increased volume. Numerous 
infiltration attem.nts have been made. Plans for the 24th Cor·Ds call for 
the capture of hill masses on both flanks. The 7th Div is to continue vTith 
its main effort on its right. The 96th Div is to push its 38380 combat team 
to the ridge at TA 8077 ~~ ureceded by a 45 minute artiller.y preJaration 
by corps and divisional artillery and scheduled air strikes in the zone 
of the 7th Div and by pre-arranged air strikes and artillery fire in the 
zone of the 96th Div the corps resumed the attack at 0700. No reports have 
been received as to progress made. 24th Corps now has a total of 20 FA Bns. 
in support. Small boat loaded with Japs armed with dyna.t"'lite charges attacke 
gravel pit at I\'1IASHI TA 9184. These were repulsed. The amphibian recon-
naissance Bn FMFPac has been relieved from attachment TG 51.19 and is now 
attached to the 77th Di v. This Bn was landed on ZAMAMI SHJJ~1A for rest. 
Large caliber projectile reported ureviously as possible 500 Kg rocket bomb 
has been identified as ~+Omm mortar. UDT teams are reconnoitering the east-
ern beaches in the area now under our control. Similar operations w·ere 
carried out yesterday on beaches in TA 0211 0311 0210 0310. All were found 
suitable for landing LSTs. 2 AKAs have discharged cargo through these 
charmels using LSMs LCTs in support of the 6th MarDiv advance. Further 
work is continuing on the NAGO beaches. At 090800 island commander 331 APO 
Hq at TA 8290A began the progressive assumption of logistic and admini-
strative functions. Effective this time Island Con~der assumes lOth 
Army responsibility for all shore ·1Jarty operations vdth the exception of 
those at the beaches north of TA 8698M. These latter remain under control 
of 3rd PhibCor )s. There are now 30,000 Okinawan civilians nnder military 
control. Militar.y government operations are nroceeding satisfactori~. 
Undamaged. native houses are bei n g fully utilized. Civilians are being fed 
from local food supplies salvaged by mil itary gover.nn1ent and from local 
garden nroducts., Medical ca ses not many but a re taxing present military 
government facilities to capaci ty. Some 3rd PhibCorps medical units have 
been loaned to mi l i tary government. A suicide attack on KERAliA RErTO 
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09 0745 CTF 51 Summary No. 17 - CONTINUED, 

resulted in approximately 20 civilians deaths 60 wotmded suffered from 
throat wounds. Para. Gunfire suonort was furnished during the nioht in 
the 3rd PhibCorps by 1 CA 3 DDs. 1 OBB 1 CA 5 DD to 24th Corps. 3°0BB 2 
CA 1 CL 8 DD Drovided support to 7th Div from the east ru1d covered UDTs 
and reconnaissance parties. 1 OBB 1 DD served in NAR~ area. Correction to 
summary 15 as of 081200 which states jl.i!S 103 sunk. YMS 103 has been beached 
and may be salvageable. YMS JIIIBil 103 now reports 4 KIA 12 WIA. PGM 18 re-
ported yesterday as hit by mine show·s 46 surv:i. vors and 15 \VIA. Allof 
area. Dl as shown on MS chart No. 2 has been swept. Area Fl LS and area east 
of Cl have been completed. Sweeping in Ql continues negative results. The 
sighting of a SFN reported yesterday by LCM 5 miles north of BOLO is evalu-
ated doubtful. LCI 465 at KERAMA shot 1 swimmer at 0310 7 Aoril. COHFORT 
departs at 1645 for GUA.Tvf. Para. CVEs of TG 52.1 continue to- furnish direct 
air support to troops. Attacks were made on "Jossible radar station on 
north tip of· OIITNAWA at 0925. Attacks were also made on suspected torpedo 
station at south end of NAGAGUSUKU WAN at 0840. A TBM at 1108 destroyed 1 
boat and attacked underground boat house north coast of MOTOBU PENimSULA. 
A TBM fired 2 landing craft on the southern tip of OKINAWA at 1125. Search 
flights and ASP were flortm in all sectors by PBMs from KR.11.A .. 'IIAA. Our plane 
losses include 1 FM from SHlllffi.OCK BAY colliding with unknown plane over 
ene~ territor,y at 0720. Descending oarachutes were fired upon by Japs. 
Survivors doubtful. 1 OS2U from TUSCALOOSA crashed behind en~~ lines at 
0830. Special searches vtere conducted by 1 Dumbo PBM in YOR .. !.\N SHTIM area 
for reported life rafts. Result was negative. 2 Dumbo PBMs are working 'With 
TF 58. 1 Dumbo PBM is on station SAIITSHllfA GUNTO. Transport planes are 
now on a daily schedule from YONTAN field. There has been no air attack 
this area since last reDort. 

09 1240 CTF 51 to COM2,THFLT Info CINCP .. ~C~OT~, ALL TFC & TGC 5THFLT • 

Surmn~ry No. 18 as of 091000. 3rd PhibCorps by continued rapid advance has 
now secured approximately 1/2 of the MOTOBU PENINSULA. The 29th Marines 
in this area hold the line TA 9720X 022h11 0425Q 0525KO 0625M 0725P).~ J 
0825 B V'd.th 'LUlrenorted patrols o"Jerating well to the northern tip of the 
)eninsula. No further reDorts have been received from the 24th and 22nd 
Marines operating in the north. On the zone of the 24th Corps only small 
local gains were made against Jap highly organized positions. Present front 
lines remain virtually unchanged. lOth Army reports the line as : TA S674B 
8575N SL}75MNG 8476U 8376 TNIHGF 8276E 8176 TUHB 9076E 8077XRLGA 7978 YSN. 
27th Div less 1 RCT which is to land on the eastern islands tomorrow began 
landing over H_~USHI beaches today and was assigned to 24th Corps as of 1200. 
Para. General fire supYJort shi~1s thoroughly covered southern OKIN.\.';{tl.. today. 
Various enemy installations barracks emplacements and caves were reported 
destroyed,. 11INNI:;. POijiS destroyed gun emplacement in TA 7196W destroyed 
nu.m.'erous small boats in T.A 7360. ZSLLARS damaged coast defense gun in TA 
7789 and rocket emplacement in TA 7976 STY. IDAHO damaged numerous small 
boats in NAHA H.A.TlBOR and automatic weapons guns in TA 7169L. Throughout 
the day 1 CA and 3 DD provided close support missions for the 3rd PhibCorps. 
1 OBB 2 CA 7 DD for the 24.th Corps. General support missions were fired by 
3 OBB 3 CA 2 CL 9 DD. Report at 1730 from PENSACOJ.JA operatj_ng off eastern 
beaches was that H6PFIN6 had been fired upon and hit by shore batter,v 
'INhich PSNSACOLA took under fire. No other details. S.A.GE in station ~ll.32 
renorted sonar contact about 1500. GARLU'JD and Cf"'NDR.EAU are assisting. 
Following ships departed 9 April for s~UPAN: 1 LCFF 29 LSTs 1 DE 2 _4H 
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09 1240 CTF 51 Sumrnary No. 18 - CO~JTII'TUED . 

1 PCE 2 PC 1 YMS 8 APA 9 M;.A 1 DD 3 APD. EMMONS sunk on night 6 April novr 
reports casualties as 22 KIA 71 WIA 39 HIA. Para. 96 VF and 15 VFN of M:AG 
33 from CVEs HOLLANDIA and ~IHITE arrived KADENA airfield this afternoon. 
CVEs furnished direct air support to troops and dawn strike against SAKI-
SHD.iA "S~i1..KISHU .. \ GUNT0 11 • Routine search flights and ASP were flown by 
PBMs. 2 SHIMROCK BAY TID!s were hit by AA at 1715 with slight damage. 1 
plane landed YONTJN field 1 VIIA. The other plane proceeded to its carrier. 
All Dumbo missions for the day were negative. Observation and strafing mis-
sions were flown this afternoon on IE SHDziA KUME. SHIM.A KUTf.J{..ll .. SHIM~ .. ~ HAM.ANIKI 
SHDtf.A. Under air attack tonight commencing J.S40. About 10 planes apyroached 
from north in 3 raids. STERRETT shot dm~ 4 Vals then was hit by suicider. 
Propulsion lost. Tug enroute. ;:rrcKES missed by torpedo fired from Nell. 
l!JNTSR:?RISE night fighter shot dO\Im 1 plane. PI:6te:N§- shot down 1 plane. 1 
plane attacked TF 54 without results. Para. There is marked improvement in 
beach road net and well regulated dumps established inland. Unloading has 
been favored by good weather. Weather high broken clouds this morning be-
coming high scattered this <lfternoon with .low rain clouds at night. Visi-
bility B to lO miles. Temperature average 74 degrees. Wing SE to S 15 
to 22 knots. Smooth sea. Surf western beaches low eastern beaches 5 to 7 
feet. 

09 1617 U.'\_CARTHUR to ALLIED .A.F Info CINCPOA, ·ANF_ (TOLOSA) ,CTF73,COM7THFLT ,ADVON GHQ. 

CX 13788. Refer Cincpoa Adv Hq 0906La GCT which states British carriers 
will strike SHINCHIKU and MATBUYAMA airfields northern FOPJ\{OSA 11 and 12 
April. Para. Desire Al~ied Air Forces conduct heavy strikes southern 
FORMOSA airfields on ll and J2 April. 

09 235S CTG 50.8 to ·. COMSERON 10 Info C0~,!5JHFLT ,PD ULITHI,CINCPAC BOTH HQ. 

Your 090633. You have again returned a shuttle tmit to me with only 2 es-
corts under row operational control. VVhen this unit sailed you had 12 of 
~ escorts in port 8 of which had been there at least 3 d~s. Your con-
tinued failure to send escorts back to me at same rate they are being re-
turned to ULITHI is handicapping my operations and jeopardizing the safety 
of the oiler groups at sea. Sail 5 of my escorts with next shuttle tmit 
leaving ULITHI and at least 3 1tvith each succeeding unit. 

10 004S CIKCPOA ADV HQ to CINCPOA PE~ill.L Info CGAAFPOA.:~illM,C(!}A.f'..FPOA ,CO)f.GENPOA,C.O;.rGENTEN 

ComGenAAFPOA 0605.35 and Cinc•)oa Pearl 072145. In order to avoid excess 
dispatch traffic at cross purposes desire that major questions concerning 
future operations target dates for deryloyment of forces on positions yet 
to be captured and overall concept of air base development in the combat 
area be not referred to cornrnanders engaged in combat except by these head-
quarters. 

Your 090816. No carrier mining strikes currently planned. Recommend re-
lease of mines to VIR. program. Adva.nc e notice of future mining plans will 
be given. 
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10 0146 CINCPOA ?EARL to CINCPOA AJJV .. 

Recommend following dispatch be sent CNO info Com7thFlt,CifiJCStVPA and Com-
WesSeaFron nur 281526 of Feb and Com7thFlt 310522 of M:arch. No reduction 
in requirements facilities for LEYTE-SAMAR possible at this time. Desire 
supply and hospital facilities be completed as soon as possible consistent 
with ability lEYTE-SJ'JiAR to receive materials. In viern Com.ServRon 10 trans-
fer of floating repair facilities to LEYTE-S.~~ delay in completion of 
shore based ship repair facilities acceptable. Diversions vdll be reco~ 
mended to CNO or made in fort!fard areas if later developments dictiten. 

10 1145 CO~;LL\AF SWPA to COMAF 5 Info CINCSWPA, C,INCPOA P.JJV. 

AX 74502. In support of British carrier strikes on SHINCHIKU and M:ATSUY.AMA 
airfields northern FOR1!IOSA on ll and J2 April you will conduct heavy strikes 
on southern FORMOSA airfields on same dates 11 and 12 April. Simultaneously 
escorting carriers of TG 52.1 will maintain neutralization of SAIITSHIMA 
GUNTO. Aclmo't~rledge. 

10 0705 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT Info CINCPAC BOTH ALL TFC & TGC 5THFLT. 

Summar,r No. 19 as of 101200. In yesterday's fighting in the JrdPhibCorps 
area RCT 29 of the 6th MarDiv advancing up :MOTOBU PENINSULA was subjected 
to en~ counter-attack on its left flank at 1730 with enernw being repulsed 
after severe ~VBTFLUS fighting. Another ccunter attack on the 29th Right 
flank at 1815 was repulsed after an hour of close combat. During the night 
there were attempted infiltrations on right and center of 29th Marines with 
center receiving sporadic mortar and machine gun fire. Several small in-
filtration attempts were made in the area of 7th Marines on ISHIKAWA ISTFIMUS. 
All other areas quiet. 1100 dispatch indicates elements 29th Marines PN TA 
0929P~~y and TA 1028AFK. No reports on location main body. Further re-
ports of yesterd~'s fighting in the 24th Corps zone indicate that 383rd 
RCT of 96th Div had a rough day yesterday suffering severe casualties from 
artiller.y and several counter attacks after capturing a hill on right flank 
from which they were later driven off. The 7th and 96th Di vs jumned off at 
0700 vvith objective of reducing resistance on both flanks and to gain high 
ground along both coasts. No further report. 1 RCT of the 27th Div under 
CTG 51.19 moved to eastern island and supported by naval gunfire and air 
landed 1 Bn on south beaches of TSUGEN SHllliA at 0840 to clear it of enemy 
troops and militar,y installations. 96th Div artiller.y concentrated on bo-
bile rocket launchers in TA 7973Q and report 6 or 8 damaged or destroyed. 
Para. Reinforcing fires to ground t~oops were provided JrdCorps by 1 CA 
3 DD. 24th Corps by 2 CA 1 CO 2 DD. 1 OBB l CL 1 DD gave general support 
to targets assigned by lOth Ar.my and maintained illumination and harrassing 
fires along west coast from MACHINArro airfield south to minimize small 
boat activity. 2 OBB 2 CA l CL 9 DD were in support of TG 51.19 nmintain-
ing patrols in NAGAGUSUKU WAN and around eastern islands and Drovided sup-

port to 7th Di v from eastern side. STERR.EI'T vrhich was hit by suicider eve-
ning 9 April proceeded under ovm power KE.11.M1A escorted by JEFFERS. Pre-
viously unreported was LCS 36 hit at same time proceeded under own power 
to KER,l1.M.\. Damage is loss of mast antennae 5 WLA... · PORTERFTEIJJ at 0734 
in FS station reports 1 Oscar crashed close aboard. No casualties or damage 
[j. submarine contacts southeast of OiaNAWA recorded as follows: M.ANLEY while 
screening HOLLANDIA and WHITII: PL.A.DJS ID.ade sound contact at 065S 9 April 
in 24-53 N 128-49 E. Att acked vrith deryth ·charges vrith negative results. 
BROHN escort vJ"ith 51. 21~19 made good sonar at 24-56N 131-21 E at 1417 on 
9 A:'Jrilo Dro:T)ed embarrassing pattern and markere~ :Made re attack but traces 
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10 0705 CTF 51 Summa;:y No. ~9 - CONTINUED. 

poor and no doppler. At 1856 BJ.O~il\T observed 4 distinct torpedo wakes 
25 to 50 yards a~art and 7000 to 10000 yards at 25-00N 130-19 E. Searched 
for source of waJ.ces with negative results. Routine c11annel and traasport 
area minesweeps continue. Svreeping is continuing in areas QlGl J2 Jl. 
Casualty report. BUSH as of 9 April lists 14 YJA lS ~AJIA 73 MIA. Follow-
ing types departed 0900 for GUAM: 4 APA 6 A.'fCii 1 . LSV 1 DE 3 APD. Para. The 
mornings air activities included an attack on SAKISHThiA GlmTO by TU 52.1.3 
with nesults tmreported. ASP by F.BMs in all sectors with a possible sub-
marine contact 30 miles E of north tip ORINAWA at 1020. Air gambit tactics 
were employed. Routine search flights were made by PBMs from KER""'U.l\ and 
direct support was furnished troo~s by CVEs of TG 52.1 by strike on TSUGEN 
SHTI fA in sup~0ort of EASTERN ISL:JID landings. 1'\fter OS30 support flights 
were suspended due to bad 1f·feather. Special searches were made by 1 PBM: 
Dumbo vvith TU 52.3.13 at SAKISHlliA GUNTO and l PBM Dumbo with TG 5S.2. 
If weather impvoves other Dumbos will make search for missing Flt.U pilots. 
Our plane losses C-nsist of 1 R5BOV of NATS which landed on inoperational 
rnnway YONTA.N grotmd looped burned vdth no personnel injured at 0720. 
During early norning l F4.U of ~L~ .. G 31 operating from YONTAN ,Iras seen to 
crash and explode near CJYBRI .. 'l when Yving hit vrater in a turn. No sur-
vivors. During evening of 9 April 6 F4U of ~'.l".G 31 operating from YONTAN 
became lost. All planes are missing. Pilot of l recovered by LCS 57. 
On S April S ·\ VO ISL.\ND and SJ.RGENT BAY were relieved by SHAMROCK BAY and 
11U\ASSER STRAIT in TG 52.1. There were no enemy air at tacks this morning. 
Weather thick high winds from south shifting to Wfl. Heavy surf in reefs 
and beaches. 

10 1159 CINCPAC_ ADV HQ to CO~.~GEN~:1FPAC Info CG3J.Dit.w.DIV ,COF(tJD:SCHFJIJIF , I~.tul.COR ,CINCPO$>RL 

In view favorable tactical situation OKINAVTA and your assurance that 3rd 
MarDi v will be ready for active combat by l July UrSer 000223 April 6 you 
are authorized to proceed with rotation of -:Jersonnel 3rd HarDiv as originally 
planned. However plans for re·"Jlacement of ?ersonnel in MarDivs on a scale 
which temryorarily affects combat readiness of those u_Dits will as a W4tter 
of routine be submitted to Cinc,)oa for approval. 

10 1300 CTF 51 to CQ_;t5THFI.'l, Info CI:NCPOA BOTH I-LJ,, ALL TFC & TGC 2THFLT .• 

SwMna~J No. 20 as of 101800. The Srd PhibCorDs continued its advance to 
the north. 29th Marines made gains averaging 2500 yards for the day. Present 
front line held by RCT 29 extends generally from UNTEN TA 092B across MarOBU 
PENINSUh\ to the viciPity HlU\TA RIVER TA 9825 vrlth patrols well in advance. 
Captured subpens and radar jammer at UNTEN" but no boats. In the northern 
section of the island lJatrols of the 22nd Ma.rines have reached to the vicin-
ity of TA 1925. No information has been received from other elements of the 
6th MarDiv. 24th Corps today consolidated its ]j_nes in organized positions 
secured yesterday. Only limited local advances were attempted during the 
day. Information received at JA30 indicated that elements of CT 105 of 
the 77th Div vrhich effected a landing on TSUGEN Jll~f~ this morning was meeting 
with considerable resistance. lOth P.:rmy as of OS2400 records 5,009 Japs 
killed 222 FOH and 43,37S civilians cared for. Reports on our casuc.lties 
are not available. Para. 3rd PhibCor:os was reenforced by naval gunfire by 
1 CA 5 DD. Fire support was provided 24th Corps by 2 OBB 2 CA 2 CL 3 DD. 
In addition this Corps was supported by 2 CA 1 CL and 2 DD of TG 51.19 
O''Jerating within HAGAGUSUYU ~h'\N. 2 OBB 2 CA 1 CL 9 DD sup')orted the opera-
tions of TG 51o19 in the capture of SUGEN ISLAND. General support was T)ro-
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10 1300 CTF 51 Sffiij}=f3.Y NO. 20 - COI,!TINUED. 

vided lOth J.rmy by 1 OBB 1- CA 2 DD covering assigned areas south of ~TARA. 
NEVADA fired her main batteries at open artillery emplacement in TA 8662F 
-vvith good results. CruDiv I* Lt. reports various buildings pillboxes concrete 
emplacements destroyed or neutralized. 1 nrobable radar location destroyed 
in TA 7Z760 and artillery vehicles moving on roads near ~l.1BUNI TA 7857Y 
were taken under fire with good results. Poor visibility hampered effective 
observation throughout the day. ~~unition situation remains good but heavy 
seas today interferred vdth replenishment from ships. Planes involved in 
hunter-killer at 26-48 N J29-Z1 E recalled at sunset because of bad weather • 
.RELI:l";F de-parted for GU.!U.1 evacuating casualties. Fu.rther about HOPPING. Hit 
6 times in port side by 4. 7 gunfire from TSUGEN JD1i.A.. After fireroom and 
engineroom inoperative. Numerous electrical and piping casualties. Operating 
as 2 motor control maximum speed 18 knots. UDT 7 casualties 1 KIA 8 V'IA. 
Ships company 1 Y~IA. 11 ~7IA. Casualties reported to date of naval nersonnel 
attached to ships of TF 51 is 283 IITA 899 :.rrA 412 MIA total 1594 FKRA search 
flights were made by PB.Ms from KZI:lPJ1A but direct air support of troops was 
cancelled because of bad weather. ASP was cancelled at 1600 d~e to bad 
weather. G.A.t~BIT tactics on sub contacts this morning were negative. PORTER-
FIELD shot down 1 Nip at 0625 and was missed by suicider at 0638. An OY 
from 3rdPhibCorps has been missing since 1600. Special Dumbo searches were 
negative. TUSCALOOSA OS2U pilot and crewman who bailed out over enemw 
territo~ 9 April are now safe having filtered through enernw lines. At 
1355 a NATS R5D approached vd.thin 3 miles of YONTAN field but turned back 
to rno because of weather. Control of direct air support of 3rdPhibCorps 
was taken over by landing force air support control unit today. Para, Fol-
lowing beach survey by UDTs. It is learned that NAGAGUSUKU WAN. beaches in 
TA 9882 9684 and BROYJN B'S 1 are suitable for small landing craft. Latter 
suitable for 1ST in high water. BR017N B2 B3 PURPL3 2 are suitable for LVT 
only. No suitable exits lead from any of these beaches. UDTs continued 
work on NAGO beaches reporting NAGO CHANNEL cleared now suitable for 3 LSTs 
to beach at 1 time, UDT l'S removed items of intelligence value from sunken 
enemy gunboat consisting or-various charts documents signal devices suggest-
ive of H. equipment • Heavy rains have slowed down suppzy lines to forward 
echelons over roads. Unloading has been retarded today because of adverse 
weather with stopping of unloading H.:\GUCHI beaches. Weather light to moderat 
rain, Visibility variable from 0 in heavier rain to 6 miles. Temnerature 
average 74 degrees. Wing south to northwest 22 lmots. average. St~Vell 6 to 8 
feet rough sea. 

08 2357 CG 3HDPHIBCORPS to CGFMFPAC Info CINC?AC PZAIU.J , CmlOTH ARMY, CTF 51, 

Strongly recommend 3rdPhibCorps consistin ·; of 3 He .. rDivs, Corps Arty, Corps 
troo·'Js rehabilitate at LEGUMINOUS. FolloV~Ti.ng factors make this area superior 
to H i.B.I r..rrAs and HA~'JAIIAN ISLANDS: (A) Trainin.:, areas with ample artillery 
and small arms ranges. (B) Goncentration of Corps in one area. (C) Saving 
in shipping and tllae in connection troop movements. (D) Congestion areas 
~,1ARIANAS and KUAI., (:) Climate. 
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10 0315 CTF 51 to TF 21 Info CI1\JCPOA BOTH,COM2THFLT 2.ALLJ'J:C & TGC 2TI-L~'LT. 

This is CTF 51 (C~nPhibsPac) OpOrd AS-45 effective on receipt. Para. 1. 
11qaters surrounding IE ~S1-lll.1A have been cleared of mines. From nu.rnber and 
character of fortifications and in absence of complete infonnation assume 
Jap garrison IE SHTI!Lil. probably consists 2 TI-!F BN 1 s plus airfield service 
troops totaling 2500. Para 2. This force while continuing operations re-
qu-i "~"ed by CTF 51 OpPlan Al-45 and ComGen 10 OpPlan 1-45 Phase I will capture 
and defend IE SHTIJA and establish thereon air base facilities. Para 3A. TF 51 
organized as at present less detachments continue present operations. Para3B. 
TG 51.21 RAdm Reifsrdder (who also retains title and duties of CTF 53). TG 
51.1 less detachments including TG 56.4 less detachments plus AmphRecon Bn 
embarked in KINZER and SCRIB1TER, plus assigned NGF and air support units, 
plus UDT 1 s numbers 4 and 21 embarked in LOY and Bill'TCH respectively. Capture 
and defend IE SHIMA, establish air facilities. Execute Para s. 2 ComGen 10 
OpPlan 1-45 landing on beaches in accordance CTG 56.4 Attack Plan. Retain 
garrj_son and reembark assault troops in accordance with later instructions. 
:EXecute nece-ssary gunfire and aircraft support beach reconnaissances and 
demolitions beginning W day minus 3. Mark channels to establish navigational 
aids improve beach approaches unload resupp~ and garrison material. Para 3. 
1 W day is 16 April 1945 S hour as set by CTG 51.21. Para 3. 2 CTG 51.21 
submit attack plan 1"Ji.th requirements for supporting elements. Para 3.3 Sail 
detachments of TG 51.1 as separately directed by CTF 51 to begin to arrive 
northern HAGUSHI beaches Jl~ April and report to CTG 51.21. Only those ele-
ments essential for use in the assault will be ordered in. Para 3.4 CTG 
51.21 act as SOl? A IE SHll.ffi and MOTOBU Area. Paras 4 and 5. Logistics and 
communications in accordance CTF 51 OpPlan Al-l~5. Para. CTF 56 concurs. 

11 0247 CO~l5THFLT to CINCFDA f.J)V HQ Info CTF 51 and 2~· 

Intend to carr,v out rotation at rear bases for about 10 d~ periods of TGs 
of TF 58 also of l.Ulits of TG 52.1 both when local situation permits. Your 
090125. At present time expect further Ja rge scale enemy air attacks 1dll 
continue as long as Jap forces on OKINAWA remain undefeated and with firm 
grip on large part of island and so long as Jap high command believes he 
has inflicted much greater losses on us than he actual~ has. Your 090325 
100317 and 090302 indicate large J ap air strength remains available and is 
slated for such attacks. Damage from mass suicide tactics is such that we 
must be EQVAXIMUC protection from CAP interception both vicinity OIITNAV11A 
and in advanced posit ions along routes from enemy airfields. Retirement to 
LEYTE in near future of British Pacific Fleet affects situation as JOEU 
necessity for daily logistic replenishment of portions of our forces. I 
reqlize our best defense would be smothering attack on all .Jap airfields. 
TF-5S has made 4 attacks on Empire fields but is unable to attack all 
simultaneously with result that enemy withdraws its planes from areas under 
at tacko VJhen at tacking us enemy mounts his at tacks from fields out of our 
reach and stages them through fields we can hit. If TiiO-ba.sed VFs could 
make fi ghter svreeps of HONSHU fields timed with TF 58 attack on KYUSHU 
this situation might be partially remedied. Our ability to keep units at 
ULITHI or LEYTE v..rhile o:Jerating in or near EAST CHINA SEA will continue to 
be handicapned by distance of these bases from area of active operations. 
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11 0730 CTF 51 to C01.15THFLT Info CINCPAC BO~H H:}, 3\..IL ECM HOLI?_ERS 5THFLT. 

Summary No. 21 as of 111200. The 6th HarDiv of the 3rdPhibCorps continues 
its advance northward v1ith the 29th Mari nes object i ve to secure the remain-
der of the :MOTOBU ~ENINSULA. 22nd and 4th £.1a.rines are ;atrolling northern 
OKTI~NHA encountering only small enem,y grouus. The 22nd 1J:arines moved 1 Bn 
up to the vicinity of TA 22251 and 1 Comuany to TAIRfl. in TA 25228. l Com-
pany 4th Marines dispatched to ATTSUBARU in TA 2317. The lst HarDiv natrol-
led its assigned areas capturing 5 suicide boats in the area of the 7th 
Marines. 24th Corps continued to improve its oositions vdth the 96th Div 
making local attacks on K.tili.A.ZU RIDGE TA 8077. Many concentrations of heavy 
artillery and naval gunfire are being placed on en~ defenses. 24th Corps 
reports enamy defenses comprise concentric positions on both the forward 
and reverse slopes with the center of defense around SHillll. Defense system 
has been described as more highly organized than anything previously en-
countered. TSUGR.T\J SHllJl.c'\. in the EASTERN ISL&1\ffi GROUP was completely occupied 
as of 101805 by 3rd Bn of RCT 105 27th Div previously reported as 77th Div. 
Troops landed against light opposition initially and advanced rapidly in-
land. After landing intermittent light mortar fire developed on the beach 
but soon ceased. Stiff resistance was encountered from a strong point in 
the vicinity of TA 0726. This strong point was knocked out by 1730 vrith 
support of LVT(A). With -the mopping u.p of TSUGillJ all EASTERN ISLANDS are 
cleared of enemy troops. Incomplete casualty report lists a KIA 34 WIA 3 
1ITA. Enemy killed 150. No ro·~~J . Garrison troops occupying ZAMJ\MI in KER.bJ&A 
RETTO killed 10 Japs yesterday morning. Para. Call fires and illumination 
during the night were provided 3rd PhibCorps'by 1 CA 1 CL 2 DD. In the 24th 
Corps by 1 OBB 2 CL 3 DD plus 2 DD of 51.19 assisting. 1 OBB 1 CA 3 DD of 
TF 52 urovided general support off southern OKii\LA..VlA. Support for TG 51.19 
operations off eastern islands was provided by 2 OBB 1 CA 7 DD. Summar.y of 
suicide boat activity for night of 8-9 April indicates that from 12 to 15 
boats were sighted and at least 6 destroyed. 15 swimmers some with hand 
grenades were killed. l boat with 6 Japs in it committed suicide with hand 
:=renades. Suspected suicide boat pens and bases along southwest coast are 
being neutralized by naval gunfire and illumination and a strong inshore 
patrol. LST 557 during TSUGEN I SLAND onerations was hit by large rnortar 
shell before silenced by gtmfire. Ship operational. Casualties 2 KIA 1 \TI A. 
Jtinesweeping completed in Ql east of 127-50 except ~ath 200 yards wide on 
bearing 248 degrees T from CHICUNIG[I_ SHO '\1. Not considered safe until re-
checked. Other small areas near shoals un~fle•)t. No mines encountered. Other 
minesweeping continues in areas Jl J~. Routine transport and channel 
mv-eens completed. E u.:BL:;TO!T and 11.:s 96 collided at 0440 10 April near grid 
area 7848. No damage to Hl\lffiL:.STON, YMS 96 towed to Iill'1Ai.!L.I\ with engine room 
flooded. CTU .51.29 .. 11 convoy enroute S'.IPAN re ')Orted '10sitive sound con-
tacts at 1604, 10 April in Lat 23-17 Long 1.32-09 with probable kill by es-
cort. RALL at 1100 re')Orted sound contact in screen station A35 .. \Tegative 
results of search. Para . Direct air supnort of troops is being furnished 
by CVEs of TU 52.1.1 and 52.1.2. Planes of TU 52el.2 attacked ~:1:1.-lii:I DAITO 
SHDL~ on 9 April vfith unreported results and is striking S~U\ISHTI:. GUNTO 
this morning. Search fli.r:hts <md ASP were fla~m by PBMs from IQRAM.':. base 
and a s,)ecial TH'.f AS.J plane is assisting in hunter killer on contact bear-
ing 165- from Z \.JVJ?_\ '1» S _;ecial searches are in 9rogress by 1 Durnbo PB~.: covering 
northern FOR' :OS:\. with TF 57" 1 Dumbo PB~,I coverine S:JITSHTI~-1 GUNTO with TU 
52.1.3 and l Durf'tbo searching for missing F4U pilots. Our plane losses this 
morning consist of 1 friendly fighter plane reported by TUSCJ .. 'LOOSA as shot 
dovm by enemy A..\ at OSLJ-5. At 0700 an FLtU taJ-ing off from YONT.liN Field 
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11 0730 CTF 51 to COH5THFLT, ETC. (Sill .. TI 'A.flY NQ. 21 - C:Or\:T'D) 

crashed·into 3 Jarked planes burning 1 plane. No personnel casualties. 
KlillEN_\ Field is inoperational due to hea'VIJ rain but YOHTA.l"''J surface in ex-
cellent condition. Propaganda and photo flights were made by SAGI~L\.1"! BAY 
and LUNGA POINT TBMs. Between 1000 and 1040 hostile planes, 5 in 2 groups, 
altitude 20,000 a?proached vdthin 15 miles of BOI~ from the north. None 
were sighted and no attacks were made by enemy. 1 was fired at by 1 of our 
radar pickets. End of Summa~J• 

11 0909 C0}.!!5THFLT to CTF 5S, 51 Info ALL TGC & TFC 5THFLT ,CTU 52.1.3,CINCPAC PJJV. 

TU 52.1.3 return OKIN_·~~'JA area to augment C:iP during probable heavy enemy 
air attack tomorrov·r 12th. TF 58 discontinue replenishment operations and 
have all groups available to meet attack. 

11 0940 CTF 51 to TF 51 Info COJ:.mENTEN,CTF 58, C~5THFLT. 

Indications are that 12 Auril vdll be good weather and the enemy air vrill 
attack very strongly from JAPAN and FOnrosA. Be ready. Dont 'd let any get 
back home. 

11 1340 CTF 51 to COE5THFLT Info CINCPAC BOTH, ALL SCM HOlDERS 5THFLT. 

Surnmary No. 22 as of 111000. There was little change in the grol.Uld situ-
ation today. 24th Corps continues to consolidate its lines to include domi-
nating terrain preparator.y to resluning the attack. 96th Div has been re-
ceiving small arms mortar and artillery fire thro·ughout the day. They re-
oort enemy E9QNQ satchel charges. 7th Div has been conducting patroililing 
throughout its front and has cleared minefields to OUKI T~ 8574. Patrols 
·encountered sharp opposition. Hill 178 TA S374 on the Div right front an 
extremely strong enemy position is the immediate key position obstructing 
their advance. The 3rd PhibCorps situation remains substantially unchanged. 
On MarOBU PEfiiTNSULP. in the area of the 29th Harines the 2nd Bn located in 
the general area T' 0324 is being held up by organized resistance. Attacks 
are being directed at isolating this enercy force. Troops in KER..:UJU~. R.l!.'""TTO 
passed to co.rmnand if IsCom OKINJ.WA at 121200. Ground force casualties to 
include 092l~OO: .3rd PhibCor!s nondivisional units: 1 KIA 20 VliA 1 MIA. Total' 
ba.ttl~ 22 NBC lS. 1st lfurDiv 4l KIA 157 VITA 0 UIA. Total ·battle 198 NBC 185 
6th HarDiv 60 KIA 217 rJIA 2 HIA. Total battle 279 NBC 193. 24th Dorps non-
divisional units: 8 KIA 4S VITA 9 1/fiA. Total battle 65 NBC 123. 77th Div 49 
KIA 173 VJIA 3 MIA. Total battle 225 NBC 48 .. 7th Div 90 KIA 575 ~'liA 10. To-
tal battle 675 NBC 216., 96th Div 183 KIA 913 '.'JIA 135 MIA. Total battl3 1233 
NBC 253. Grand total of battle 2695 NBC 1036. Para. Fire support missions 
throughout the day in support of 3rd PhibCorps were l CA 1 CL 3 DD. 24th 
Corps west side of OKINA"NA 2 OBB 1 CA 2 CL 5 DD on the east side of OKINA:·VA 
by 2 OBB 2 CA 6 DD. General support by 1 OBB 2 CA 1 DD. In the Army zone 
south of N.\1-LA. 1 OBB l CA 2 DD .. 2 DD sup:9orted minemveeping operations off 
the northern coast. Protective measures have been established for NAGO WAN 
u.nchorage ~~ SC 1.'liA67 hung up on reef in grid 0068 damaging both screws.. A 
possible rJ.idgetS'ub was reported by CTG 51.19 at 0930 bearing 165 degrees 
13 miles from BOLO. t~CCIELL :\...1\J was sent to this location and special ASP 
plane was sent to aid in hunter-killer. No further report. ST LOUIS in 
position 030 degrees 10 miles from BOLO took under fi:"e an enemy Nick 
which approached from the north at 1017. Plane retired to the northvward. 
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11 1340 CTF 51 SUHt~A2.Y NO 22 - CONTIN1JED. 

Last night ESTES and 4 LSTs anchored NAGAGASUKA ~lA .. T'J. Para. Our air acti¥1.-
ties for the day consisted of direct air support to troops ~ by planes 
from CV:Ss of TG 52.1. Search flights and ASP were flovm by PBHs from KER.A1JA 
RETTO. Strike was made on~ atn'Jhibious tanks and 15 camouflaged boats 
near south tip of OKINAWA at 1700 with results unreported. Special searches 
flwon by Dwnbo PBMs were all reported negative. Our plane losses this after-
noon were 1 C47 em:ployed for DDT spraying which crash landed at YONT .. \N field 
at 1537 demolishing the plane with l KIA and 7 WIA. Enemw activity occurred 
at 1600 when BUNKER HILL F6F in position 53 miles bearing 015 from ZAMPA 
shot dovm 1 Tojo. This evening beginning 1B20 several hostile planes in 2 
raids approached from SW within 10 miles south of KERAMA RETTO meeting op-
position and turning back. Possibly lbr 2 landed NAHA after dark. At 1S43 · 
f1mv.n in ~osition 40 miles bearing 240 degrees from ZAMPA shot dovr.n 1 Zeke. 
ENTERPRISE plane shot down 1 Tony at 1847 position 60 miles bearing 2L~O 
degrees from ZAMPA. MANLOVE in position 34 miles bearing 232 degrees from 
ZAMPA had near miss by suicide plane at 1935. 1 KIA 1 WL'\. Night fighter 
from EI\lTERPRISE shot down a 2 engined plane 40 miles NE of BOLO at 2109. 
Para. High surf prohibited unloading over HAGUSHI beaches today but un-
loading continued at HAGO beaches with little hindrance. Weather mostzy 
cloudy. Visibility 8 to 10 miles. Temperature average 65 degrees. Wind 
NNW to north 25 to 30 knots. Moderate sea and swell with S foot surf. 

26 0100 CIDMPHIBSPAC to CINCPAC ADV HQ Info COMUDTSPHIBSPAC,ADCOMPHIBSPAC. 
I 

Your 240629. Cannot agree that UDT duty is not hazardous. Low casualties 
to date attributed to excellent personnel, organization, training, gunfire 
support and enemy unfamiliarity with UDT methods.. 1 team was knocked out 
as an effective unit in BLESSM.li..N bombing. Casualties among NCDUS in Euro-
nean Theater have been high. Future casualties in Pacific ma.y be high and 
should be •Jrovided for. Teams are now required to live aboard APDs for very 
long neriods. Use of volunteers highly desirable but not absolutely es-
sential now that UDTs are firmly established. Honever, UDT operations can 
hardly be com?ared with assault boat onerations as regards personnel 
characteristics and ca~abilities. 30 active teams assigned Pacific Area 
should be sufficient for prospective operations, including those in trali1-
ing, rehcbilitating and on leave. Provided attrition does not greatly ex-
ceed 'Jast ex·Jerience the reduced 'lrogram ~roposed by Cominch should mmet 
req_uirements. Replacement by individuals from Fleet satisfactory but ex-
perience shovv-s very few volunteers. Also, they must be specially screened 
to obta.J..n men uith desired 11hysical and mental capabilities. None from 
fleet should ever be assigned to teruns on active duty in field but should 
always be ·-,ut first through the 6 weeks course at M.AUI or at FT PIERCE. 
This points to selection on ~7est Coast by PhibTraPac from experienced of-
ficers and men at receiving stations wai tine assignment • If exceutional 
losses are incurred it may be necessary to request increase in iJrogram. 

11 OJJ-4 CINCS'NPA LEYTE via COJ.r?THFLT to C011;A.Nf _CINCPAC /':JJY...,_ COMALF Info COl.1:sOPAC, 
CO~.TSERV:?OR?TI-IFL.l, C0?·1N;\ VF.:~CNOI1SOLS, CQZ.".\AL CO}.~G ~NPO_~ CQ..Y._SASOS, CG USJWF:S 
~''lD ECH GHr2., 

ex 13S30. Effective 20 t\pril 45 ComSoPac is relieved of logistic SUPIJOrt of 
all g· rpA forces in NORTII~illJ SOLOV01'!S !L"ds o Effective 30 ! .... pril 45 Commander 
Allied Naval Forces vfill assume logistic sup~ort of all naval elements in 
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11 Oll4 CirCS. ·!~-~ wrTE via Cq:lTHFLT to COF 1\NF, CINCPAC lillV, CO?· ·~-LF, :ZTC. ( COFT •D) 

in NorSols. Other than Marine air units now assigned to A '\F. It is con-
tem'Jlated that all US naval forces in NorSols will be evacuated in near 
future excepting a detachment of apnraxirr~te~v 200 nersonnel to operate 
lighterage at BOU';-.i.INVIILE for AUSTR!LLI_,\N military forces. Upon transfer 
of other US naval forces from BOlJGAINVII.J.E and at time to be nrutually 
agreed upon by Com Allied NavForces and CorrL~lliedLandForces logistic support 
of detachment o·0eratine; boat lighterage nool at BOUGAThlVILLE will be as-
surned by Cow~der Allied Land Forces. 

ll 0545 CTF 51 to COHDESDIV 4 Info mF51. 

Your suggestions relative to evening twilight air cover for radar pickets 
are agreed to. The force commander recognizes the :?redicament of your ves-
sels and admires their gallant nerform.ance of a hazardous but extremely 
necessa~J duty. Air cover at dusk has been limited because carrier day CAP 
must land before dark and carrier night fighters are not numerous enough 
to cover the entire area. Shore based fignters which are now reaqy for 
operation will provide a 24 plane dusk CliP with additional planes on ground 
alert. These have o:;>erated for several days and 1.dll later be increased. 

11 OS39 CINCPAC .IDV TO COMINCH INFO CINCPAC PEARL. 

JC5 072051. Assault ships and craft are now being utilized to the fullest 
extent possible for movement of personnel and cargo from rear to comba.t 
areas. Virtually all shipping into IFO JDKA from MARI.AJJAS now conducted by 
I,STs. Large numbers LST and IBM being utilized to expedite movement of 
defense battalions construction battalions and equipment into OKINAV:A in 
order to capitalize on the rapid advances made by assault troops. LSTs 
from SoPac being utilized to transport bombs to M:lRIANAS for use of B-29 
and to transport oersonnel and equipment moving forward incident to roll 
up. Other ships and craft allocated temporarily to assist in forward move-
ment 7th Flt Hdqtrs as indicated my 280904 and my 250730 of higher classi-
fication. As soon as o~erations currently in progress and those in limnedi-
ate future have become clarified it is possible that additional ships can 
be utilized for logistic purposes. No firm estimate of numbers or dates 
can be made at this time,. 

11 1235 COM5THFLT to CTF 51 Info CTFs 53,54 1 55 CTG 51.19. 

Consider all battleships, cruisers, destroyers a.bove minimum needed for 
fire support and screens tomorrow should be kept together in suitable 
disuosi tions for maneuvering in defense agains t air attack. 

ll 1830 COliTNCH & CNO TO CINC~ITPA,CINCPOA BarH,IrJFO COJ\:AIRPAC,CO'~SOP~\C,COl.AI~SOPAC, 
COH'?THFLT ,CO!·fLIR?TJ:IrLT, RNZPl! ~1.SILII,iGTON. 

Due to increased tempo carrier and ~~fu.rine fighter squadron .:t.£ operations 
vdth resulting high losses ~nd short supply of Corsairs. Projected alloca-
tions these aircraft to RNZAF for :May and June cannot be made. Navy Hell-
divers are available to ill~ZAF if desired. 
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11 215 5 CTF 51 TO CINCP~lC "ffiV, COU5THFLT, TF !)_l, JLL TFC & TGC 5THFLT. 

Special reoort enemy air attacks night early morning 12 April. 0050 to 
0600 about 25 enemy planes in 10 grouus a/)IYcoached from north. ENTERFRISE 
VF(N) shot d~'m 2 Betty 1 Jack. Shore based dro~ ~atrol shot dmv.n Zeke. 
Ships off HAGDSHI beach jointly shot down 1 Betty 2 Zekes. No damage to 
ships although SAN FRA}JCISCO missed by 2 sticks incendiaries. 2 Zekes at-
tacked YONT.t"u'T\J no report as to damage. 

12 0526 CINCP0b11 MJV to CINCS':11JPA 'JNFO CONLAAFsrHPA,COM5THAF ,COM5THFLT ,CTF57. 

Request continued neutralization strikes on southern FO:l1'10SA air installa-
tions including T.AICHU with added strikes on SHINCHIKU and IlATSUY}~.NJA sub-
sequent to TF 57 retirement on 13th. 

10 1141 CINCPOA ADV to C0::...5THFLT, CG 10, COTP.IIl~A,COi.:STRATt;C!UC M', COMMA.RGILS..A..REA, 
CO: ~AIRSO?AC, COVAIHFHFPAC,COi~AffiHORPAC D\JFO DEPCOMAF 20, CON[INCH, COMSUBPAC, 
COMAI_&AC, Cll·JCS/JPA, CINCPOA '='EAEU.~, g_O}~AIR7THFLT ,COMAP..FSWPA,COM3RDFLT ,CGAAFFDA 

There are repeated instances of friendly submarine and surface craft being 
attacked by friendly aircraft. This indicates careless briefing, improper 
identification and inattention to recognition procedures. In addition the 
offensive approach frequently employed by aircraft and particular~ by 
lifeguard fighter cover leaves the submarine no choice but to submerge or 
shoot. These dangerous Dractices must stop and action addressees are direc-
ted to initiate action which is sufficiently nositive to insure that they 
do stop. Desire that prompt disciplin~J action be initiated where appro-
priate. 

10 1615 CINCPAC AJJV to CINCPAC r~~ARL, COHSER.VPAC. 

CINCPAC JEARL inquire into issuance ComServPac 10595080 of 28 liarch which 
ma:y have been issued without due consideration of effect on planned opera-
tions• ~ concept that replacements should arrive prior to effecting trans-
fers. Desire no withdrawals of CB Bns or marked reduction their strength 
when operations will be directly affected noted that reference calls for 
removal from lL-\ IANAS of equivalent of nearly 3 Bns. Please arrange to bring 
39 CB to strength promptly. As c(guiding principle desire my prior approval 
be obtained before any plan or directive is issued that calls for large re-
ductions in strength of any important units afloat or ashore. 

12 1118 JvrACJ.RTHUR TO JCS IJ\TFO CIN"CPAC/CINCPOA, C01vt7THFLT • 

CAX 51536. Ref JCS 072051 (GCT) continuous study is in progress to utilize 
all available floating equipment, including ar.n"'lh.ibious craft in Sl~~PA, in 
the movement for-tlard of troons and other resources from SoPac and NE..,! GUI:NEA 
bases,. 20 LSTs have for some time past been worldng as a seuarate TG to 
disudgce forward heavy eqai:pment and troops. This TG vdll be increased in 
size as addit ional LSTs and LSiv!s a re released from operations. LCis not 
committed to operations are utilized for movement of Jersonnel having lit-
tle or no equipment, such as re-olacements. LCTs excent those required at 
rean norts for loading and unloading large shins are being diS1)laced forw-ard 
to 0erform SIS vrar duties in DHILIPPIN~ ?JOrts. 
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121315 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT Info CINCPAC BOTH, !iLL TFC & TGC 5THFLT. 

Summary No. 24 as of 121800. No change today in the situation of the 24.th 
Corps. Corus re'""~orts having received artillery fireand mortar fire of 240mm 
caliber. Fighting in the }~OTOBU ·=>:sNINSULA has developed into combat by 
seuarate grouns along the general line TA 9725 092S. The 6th Recon Co has 
reached TA 9630. A Bn of the 22nd Harines is moving uD the PENINSULA to TA 
2635, and last reDorts indicate that this Bn had reached TA 2330. A Co of 
4th :Marines is enroute to TA 2622F. FMF Recon Bn in TU 5l.ll7 is to ">Jroceed 
after dark this evening and land on HENA SHDl:~ .. TA 29SLr-. Captured 32nd Anuy 
order dated at SHURI 21st March 1945 corroborates other evidence indicating 
the ')resence of the 24th Div and the 44th ll;ffi on OKINA:vA. This document fur-
ther indicated that all air ship-oing and service units are to be prepared 
for gro1md combat. Casualty reports to include 102400 list: 3rdPhibCorps non 
divisional units: 1 Ia..~ 20 ~VIA 1 HI.A. TOTAL BATTLE 22 NBC 21. lst MarDiv 42 
KIA 162 WIA 0 MIA. Total Battle 204 NBC 203. 6th MarDiv 64 KIA 250 HIA 2 
MIA. Total battle 316 ~rnc 203. 24th Corps non divisional m1its: 9 KIA 48 
WIA 9 I'.:IA, Total battl~ 66 NBC 130. 7th Division l2Q IITA 696 ~·viA 13 :Mil. 
Total battle 829 NTIC 300. 77th Div 49 KIA 173 HIA 3 MIA. Total battle 225 
NBC 4B. 96th Div 193 KIA ll08 1:VIA 232 MIA. Total battle 1533 NBC 2E!f?. Grand 
total battle 3195 NBC 1192. Para. Naval gunfi~e SU?port for the day consitted 
of 2 DD r~inforcing 3rd Corps 1 CA 1 CL supporting 2hth Corps plus 2 CA 
and 2 DD of TG 51.19 supporting the 7th Div on the east side. TG 51.19 was 
allocated 2 CA 8 DD for general support. There was no deep su:t)port :'rovided 
in .~rmy zone. All firing exceDt of eastern group was controlled by SFCPS 
or air s~ot in CorDs Z.l. other naval action included sinking iql of 2 canoes 
by LCI(G) 472 carrying 60 natives or JaYJanese near H81J-JZA SHIMA. Design 
at 0745 reported sinh:ing what appeared to be toroedo body vrhich on 1atrol 
in station C25. UDT 16 is further developing beaches in TA 0616 and investi-
gating TA 7925. :'1.Adm Blandy passed conmnnd of ~astern FS group 51.19 to 
ComCruDiv 4. Para. Our air activities for the oeriod consisted of routine 
search flights by ?B~·fs from K-"!R.'J!:A BAS"2 vrith direct air supnort of troops 
by CVSs of TG 52.1 which vmre cancelled durinr; air raids. .\SP v·ras flown by 
PB:;,Is lNith _'U\IZIO g::. ... oup continuing hunter killer operations on submarine re-
norted in 1200 surmna.ry. Our olane losses re •orted as: 1 FhU crashed and 
burned on N OICU\!A:'TA at 1650. 1 firshter crash landed 6 miles bearing 050 
from z;~~P~\ at 1525 -rrith rescue by GO:C'SBOJ.O. 3UNYER HilL fighter crash 
landed l2 miles bearin?; 320 IIEI:Y .. \ at 15L~O l:Yi th rescue by unknown shi')• 
STEELE rescued PETROFF BAY pilot at 1518 ')Osition not .~~iven. l fighter re-
~~orted crashed on southern OKINA1TA in enemy territory at 1523. No confirr1i.ng 
details. Snecial searches were made by Dwr1bo PBH which was sent to rescue 
YORI:TO~JN and. 1 INTRE!.?ID pilot dow·ned near !-C·LAMI SI-JT'1A but ~Jilots resa.ued 
·'Jreviously bo other :1.eans. 1 search PBU rescued survivors lat 28-20 long 
130-15 at 1920. Dumbo PBE leading DE to rescue aviator re ··)orted dO\'med 47 
miles bearing 055 from ZA~·fP.fl_. Pilot rescued turned out to be enemy :pilot 
who had ';arachuted from plane. Para. ~od vreather favored unloading over 
beaches throughout neriod. '.feather clear. Visibility 10 miles. Temnerc.ture 
68 to 70 degrees. Northerly v.Jihd 15 to 20 knots. Sli~ht sea and StNell 
1.vith 2 to ~- foot surf. :SUd of summary. 

12 1237 CTF 57 to COH5THFLT Tnfo CTG 52.l,CIFCB?F,CINCP\C BOTH,CTF ll2o 2844 
Carried out 4L~ plane stril{e on each of SHil'ICHIKU and KIIHUN latter because 
9/10 cloud on ~(~TP Y_"c.MA_. Fevr aircraft observed on either field. Splashed 16 
mixed ty11es damaged 5o 1 Tess destroyed ~t\TSUY: H_ .. resu1t,s SJ-TIPCFII<U unobser-
ved due lovi clouds. Todays interce 1tions shoi·J sig1ificant traffic tietween 
SAKISHTIJfA and FO·T ·osA both vrays. If Heather F0·1:··fOSA -~recludes effective stri 
tomoi'rowp intend dee.ling vrith ISHit}J .. 'KI and traffico In view )resent situatio 
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l2 1237 CTF 57 to COVl5'l'HFLT :ZTC . ( CONT 'D) 

and your 110247 exoect to be availa.ble further operations 16, 17 _lnril as 
you direct. 

12 1458 CTF 58 to CO~..t5THFLT Info CTF 2,±. 

Flash report 12 April. Shot dovm 153 aircraft of vrhich 62 by OKINL'1A target 
CAP 10 ground force including 3 by gunfire. Balance shot dovm by CJ.P over 
KIK..:J: TOYUlJO and R.r~~~~I except l near }.'IIl'Jd!~IT. Destroyed 8 planes on ground 
at KIKU and TOKU1·JO and damaged 9 more. Cratered runways both fields. Fired 
fuel dum~) and warehouse. Last night heckled TOKUNO and KIKA! with VFN and 
VTN starting fires both places. Hedkling tonight vvith VTN. Last night VFN 
slJlashed total of 7 including 2 by OKINA~'L~ target C_\P !12!· VTN heckler got 
1 more. Tonight VFN splashed 1 Betty SKTFAR. Hapning photo coverage • 
.Al.L~.1I com·0leted negatives excellent. Pilots re·-;ort TOKUNO coverage also 
completed. 

11 1108 CTF 58 TO COM5THFLT. 

Under attack most of afternoon and still going now. During day 18 planes 
splashed by gunfire and about 20 to 25 more by our aircraft. Radar picket 
KIDD hit by suicider with about 20 killed and 60 wounded including captain. 
Severe da.mage to ship. niTSSOURI hit by suicider witlytlight darnage. ZNTER-
PRI-SE considerable damage from near miss suicider and 2 bomb near misses.· 
~- men missing. 10 wounded 2 of them seriously. HANK slight damage 2 killed 
1 missing from near miss suicider. So far night fighters have splashed 3 
Bettys plus 1 nrobable. Gm1fire shot down 2 more. 

12 2308 CINCPAC ADV HQ to COHINCH. 

Because suicide attacks are nan the rule rather than the exception and in 
fact amount to mass suicide by the Japanese ~lir Force I consider it neces-
sary gradually to divulge the situation to the American people. My previous 
requests for secrecy are i.1rithdravm. 

12 2314 ---·Mijlll CDJCPOA .WV to CGlO Info COH5T'rlFLT ,CTF 99.2,CTG 99.3,COtlNAVAJE 
BASES 01\INAWAl. CINCPOA PEJ.:.11.L,CO?:~AI1PAC ,COr1GEN.\AFPOA,COMFE..'f.JFMFPAC, COl!!GElJPOA. 

Your 090910. My lOOOl~. and 100046. Confirming conference 11 April I will 
await your proposals for changes in air base development program which vTill 
be vvelcomed either as overall or as partial recommendations. Following agreed 
nrinciples are stated for information addressees. (A) OKINA~YA and I.~ SEIM .. i\ 
will be developed for at least same total air forces as. planned. (B) VLR 
may be based on OIITN '1}JA and other Ar:.rny aircraft based on I2 SHDL~ to simp-
lify logistics. (C) 1 field developed initially for a 1· .. fu.rine fighter group 
will be expanded to include carrier replacements and will be accessible for 
unloading ~reserved aircraft from ships. (D) The naval ~ify base ori~ally 
planned for No. S field will be acleouate for at least l~'t'landplan~~:Stit±adrons 

f\\liD. lj:\..,Jf>a.tll7t!. 'S..€.ii_o-<h.. ( Ti') Th . 
nl~s ~ phot~grpupJ NAT~ and 2 mgnore na-crol squadroX::~· ..:!. e governihg 

. prlncJ.Dle Wlil be max:um.un early development of OKIN~i.IA as a base for attack 
on JAPAN consistent with immediate urgent requirements for tactical purposes 
incident to ce.Dture and defense of the island. 
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· (ADV) 
13 0141 co~ 5THFLT TO CTF 58 I NFO CII<fCPAC, CTT1' 51. 

Believe enemy is depending strongly on southern KYUSHU fields not for staging 
only· but for ability to assemble and launch heavy at tacks such as yesterday 
and 6 April. See Cincnac Adv 120159 in confirmation. Desire you exploit 
nossibilities whenever you feel situation is right to hit these fields. 
Turner is directed herewith to keen you advised reg arclign his ovm defense 
re1uirements. 

13 0229 CINCPOA ADV to COE5THFLT Info CTFs 21, 56,CTGs 29.1, 9:h,2, 99•2• 

importance to the naval and air situation of establishing 
on shore at OKIFX~A as many tactical aircraft as oossible as soon as pos-
sible desire that you make certain that nothing is left undone which can 
be done to expedite arrival of ryersonnel and equipment to service cir 
grou~s and imorove fields on a full out basis. 

13 0$25 CTF 51 TO COMFIFTHFLT D'JFO CINCPAC BarH, ALL EC~ HOLDEli.S FIFTHFLT. 

Summary No. 25 as of 131200. No materi?l change in g:_~onnd action situation. 
24th Corns still engaged in eonsolidating its position and ')erfecting its 
plans for initiation for a strong offensive to the south nrobably about 19th. 
The enemy plan of defense in this area ap')ears to be 1 of defense in place 
of the death of all ·Jarts of a heavily and '*''"*'':*'flnarxui!iffwlitiniui\ijlllllll complex forti-
fied area which includes nillboxes with sliding steel doors against which 
flame throwers are ineffectual. This defensive system in depth e.xtends across 
the island along the coral front throughout the south end of the island. 
Hostile artillery fire heavy mort:1r i_s :._ncl·easinr.r in accuracy and volume to 
the rear of the corps front lines ·with strong evidence that artillery fires 
are obse1~ed and that their counter batte~J is assisted by flash and soa~d 
ranging i.Ulits., Various attemDts at infiltration vrere made in the area of the 
7th Div during the nir:;ht. The enemy was armed ·with rifles ryole spears and 
demolitions •. ~round 85 Jarys were killed and 6 light machine gtms captured. 
The 1st Bn 3S3rd Inf repulsed a counterattack of some 900 eneny at 0630. 3rd 
PhibCorps reY)orted a quiet night. Late reports from the a rea of the 29th 
Jr.arines on ~~IOTOBU PENINSULA state that 3rd Bn was heavily engaged yesterday 
in the area TA 9824. At 1400 they indicated urgent need for fire assistance 
due to conterattack on all sides. Count erattacY.: was repulsed with the as-
sistance of effective naval ~fire from ~RBSTON. 1.Toon reports show 1 Bn 
26th Harines has reached HOI~OB'\~lU T.\ 2635. The 6th Recon Co has caotured 
BIS::i: TA 9631. In other areas of the 3rd PhibCorps"Jatrolling continues with 
minor contacts 1'rith the enemy* Recon by F:~lF Recon Bn of ~ SHrL\ TA 
8824 was completed last night no enemy troo~s found. Puring the night 12-13 
A. ril 6 enemy suicide boats were carytured in TA 9900 in o·)erating condition. 
Para. Naval o··;erations :'or the 0eriod comprise gunfire SUF')Ort to 3rd Cor~s 
by 1 CL 2 DD end to 24th Cor_ s by 4- OBB 1 CA 1 CL 3 DD :plus 3 DD of 51.9 
cooneratintJ' from east. General sunnort to TG 51.9 was furnished by 1 OBB 

.l 0 

2 C;'~ 1 CL .and 8 DD. ...6.rrti boat natrol and coastline illumination was con-
ducted by 1 CL and 2 DD* ST LOUTS kept N:JIA airfield interdicted betw·een 
0500 and 0600. 1\m.plii'ication of flash re 7)0rt of hostile air action against 
our shi'·1s follovv-s: JEFFERS in RP station -~12 at 13h5 damaged by near miss 
from suicide Val '1nd Baka bomb released fro.r.1 ,tvrln engine bomber at 14000 
yards. JSFF:~PuS ,,..Jith assistance LSI! 189 rescued 250 crevr 22 officers includ-
ing wounded from ABEJ.3 LS}f 189 and LS~-~ 190., :S..SM 189 strafed and boDlbed in 
R:? station llt- at 1502. 1 plane dived into con carrying. 2 men blmvn off 
ship several injured. Several :SSHs are stationed near radar oic1{et line 
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18 0825 CTF 51 Sillvll\'U~RY NO. 25 CONTINUED* 

for rescue salvage and towing purposes. R.~..LL damaged by suicide -olane cc..r-
~Jing 100 pound bomb released instant before plane crashed!& Bomb ':lassed 
through shiry without exploding . 2 large holes at waterline. Ship riddled 
~Qth shrannel. De~th charge ira~ulse charge storage port side blew up. 20 
KI A 34 :JIA 3 MI A. RIDDLE in station A35 10 miles vliest of BOLO hit by suicide 
plane at 1530. E...."Ctensi ve damage beyond capacity of shins force to repair. 
1 hole 2 feet in diameter inside on nort quarter. 1 gun main battery in-
operative. 10 ~,·:IA l MIA. Tiil'JNESSEE attacked by 3 planes. l plane carried 
estimated 250 SAP bomb. Dove on starboard signal bridge damaging area from 
frame 69 to frame 85. SP radar 240mm quads 5 F20mm singles and radar on 
5 inch director demolished. fSter Hark 8 director out. Bomb penetrated 
main deck. 23 KI.l 96 \'; IA. ID)_T-10 su.ffered near miss by aerial torpedo. 3 
u )Der and 3 lovier blisters flooded. After SG and RD~ ~ radar antenna out SK 
K::RliT. steam leak No. 3 engine but speed not reduced. Ship now anchored-
I-LiGUSHI making re"Jairs. 1-ITNOT V was HS ·which received slight rigging damage 
from suicider. 1 WIA. PUE?DY in RP station 1 hit by suicide plane at 1500. 
Able to -')roceed to transnort area. NEJ 11EY..ICO hit by ? inch shell from a 
friend~ ship during TF 54 air action afternoon 12th. No damage or casual-
ties. ISM 279 suffered L~ WIA morning 12th from 20mm. shell hitting fo.r";vard 
well deck. LCS 33 hit by Val 1500 exploded and sank at 1630. l KIA 26 VITA 
3 UI.i. T_,CS 115 effected the re-scue. 3 YM.S are nat rolling entrance to rL GO 
Vl AN. Routine minesvreeps of transport area continues. UDT recon from TA 
9585 to 008Lr.A. com )leted. UDTs working north from TA 0084A today. HOPE 
and SAMA.lUT.AN arrived this r:1orning. Para. Air operations include direct 
air support of troops by CVEs of TG 52.1. Search flights and ASP pa:brol 
flown by PB.Ms from KER.AMA base. Hunter killer operations with PBM and ANZIO 
group on contact reported 12 April still in progress. The OKINAWA area 
was under eneiDlf air attack from 1900 to 2200 12 April. 1 Betty and 1 Nell 
shot do·wn by CJ.P at 1910. 1 shot d~nm by HUDSON at 2130. 10 torpedo planes 
attacked TF 54 about _____ A,ril, using flares and windon. Near misses 
to ROOKS and IDAHO. Severil enemy air intruders were in area from 0200 to 
0520 but did not attack. Possibility that 4 ~als landed on IE SHIMA about 
2030 but not seen by air search today. Our plane' losses are: 1 ·F6FN from 
ENTEHPRISE last reported north of HOTOBU at 0300 still missing and pre-
sumed lost. Durnbo and other air search negative. At 2000 l2 April PBH Af§N 
plane made fcrced landing 15 miles north KER}JJA. Crew rescued b¥ COV~L. 
PlPne later taxied back to K:::GR~J>TA. The follovving ships shot dovm enemy 
planes not nreviously mentioned: PORTLA~ID 1 Zeke morning 12 April. On after-
noon 12 April following shot down: PURDY 5. NL 1* PORTLAND 3. LCS 34 1. 
LCS 32 l. I.CS 33 l. J EFFERS l. ZELLJRS 2. ABELE 2. 16th A.A Bn ashore shot 
d~vn 1. This raises total of planes shot dovm by ships to 36 and grand 
total to 128. Ex:Ject there will be some more when final reports are in. 

13 0840 CTF 51 to TF 51 Info CIHCP"\C BOTH , COH5THFLT" 

J EFF'TERS (D"iS 21) r eport s t hat on afternoon of 12 A"Jril while under attack 
by several planes quote t wi n engine bomber released apparently large bomb 
at 14000 yards. Bomb had head on appearance of Tojo, traveled at very high 
accel er ating sneed~ spl a shed 50 yards nor t beam. Believe bomb was pilot 
controlled though no pilot ob served i n bubble c anopy unquote. 

13 0935 CII\rc -)Ot ADV t o CINCS.:':)A Info CQP2TH?LT . 2 8 4 7 
Com5t h£\. 'F 130113 apnar ently allocates only 9 B25s and g ?5ls to hit F'OZ.:OSA. 
Our f or ces ashore and afloat continue under serious enemy air t hreat and a.t -
t ack from FO':f~ii:OSA and elsewhere . Intelligence r ei)Ort s i ndicat e continuance 
of ex+.ensive···u· se of FOFU·:OS! for attacks .on us .~ ~€fn.hlr&st strongest 1Jr acticabl e 
str~Res to dP.strov enemy a1r concencratlons J.u .r!J.yr;·~~V.'.:>A . 



iwilOn--~1 -APRIL (GCT) 

13 1114 CTF 58 to C011T5THFLT I~"TFO CINC DAC ADV. 

Flash surnm.a,:ry 13 April. Shot dovrn 1 Myrt only airborne Nip seen so far. 
Destroyed ~2 ·JlBnes on ground. Cratered TOKUNO and ~ ·J).N airfields. Destroyed 
2 warehouses and started fires at ~u.WII and KIF AI. Strafed 23 sma.ll craft 
and barges. Pilot on CAP at about 1530 on 12 Anril between YORON and INEYA 
SHD~L-\S saw probable piloted bomb ·0ass about 2000 feet below him at approxi-
mately 30 degree glide angle. Bomb a ·Jpeared silver color. Had ·wings and 
tail surfaces. Wing span appeared less than normal for length of fuselage. 
Could not tell whether it had pilot or cockpit. Bomb emitted 1 short strea.m.er 
of black smoke while in glide and appeared on direct course toward destroyer. 
Also saw 2nd smoke streamer parallel to 1st about 200 feet distant but saw 
no other borr~. Pilot believes bomb or bombs launched from 2 Bettys observed 
few minutes later about 5,000 feet above. From lS March to 12 April in-
clusive TF 58 has destroyed 914 airborne ene~ aircraft including 73 by 
shins gunfire and 363 aircraft on the ground. 4 additional aircraft suicide 
crashed ships. Grand total destroyed 1281. 

13 1400 CTF 51 to ?OM2!.H£bT Info CINCPAC ~OTH, ALL ECM HOLDEll.S 5THFLT. 

Surrm1ary No. 26 as of 131800. 24th Corps re~Jorts no change i~ont lines. 
Operations of the 7th Div confined to improving existing position~ recon-
naissance nlacing of artillery fire on selected targets and uatrolling to 
9robe hostile positions. Artillery observers with patrols obtained excel-
lent results in bringing artillery fire Ibn pin:)oint targets. 96th Di v con-
tinued consolidation and strengthening of its front line. Close support by 
well delivered air strikes rockets bombs and strafing produced excellent 
results on a large enemy column vrest of L'fA TA 7S64T. Further report on 
enemy counter-attack of early morning against 96th Div right flank reveals 
that artillery and mortar fire reached its peak on front lines about 0300 
after which fire was lifted to rear areas preceding heavy cornter-attack 
along KAKZZU RIDGE TA SO?? against 38lst and 383rd Inf by what is estimated 
as a reinforced Bn. Prompt naval gunfire support by COIDRADO NEVADA SAN 
FR,'!JJCISCO BILOXI HUTCHilJS H L ED~~ARDS was reported by 96th Div to have been 
helnful in re>Jelling counter-attack. Numerous enerny dead were reported. 
Hostile artillery Gnd mortar fire lessened considerably tod~. The enemy 
is tapping wires in this area. No re9ort as to 3rd PhibCorps patrol and 
movements scheduled for the day. 1 Bn 22nd 1!larines is at HAHOCHI T.A 34h2F 
at 1150. 29th Marines had numerous contacts ·with enemy forces estimated as 
approx:imately 1000 mixed Army and Navy troops mostly scattered groups with 
1 concentration of about 500 in TA 0025, 0022 and 0120. 7th Marines has 
made contact with an estimated 100 enemy in the vicinity of 01\TNA T TA 9503. 
Positive identification of the 23rd Bn of the 64th Brigade was established 
by enemy dead. The 8th J'"iarine AA Bn has established ;.\A defenses for the 
beach area in N~lGO :'IAN. Para. Naval fire support given to 3rd Cor"'Js by l 
CA 2 DD 24th Corps by 3 0133 1 CL 3 DD in the west and in Arrny zone by 1 
OBB 2 CA 2 DD from NAGAGASUKU '~'!AN. Support was provided by 1 OBB 5 DD. TG 
51.21 bombarded I:S SHII'L\ 1~rlth 1 OBB 1 CA 1 CL 4- DD in support of UDTs. Here 
is 1 for the books. LCS 57 hit by 3 suicide planes while in action in RP 1 
afternoon 12 April. 1 hole 8 feet extends beneath waterline • .After magazines 
and gyro room flooded. steering by ha.Yld only. Fresh water system out. Flush-
ing system and galley out. Living quarters not habitable. Extensive damage 
to ordnance. 2 KIA 6 ~\TIA. Ship shot down 1 plqne in addition to 3 suicides 
and returned to Ir"~'i1.\!LI\. under own "90wer. 1240 CG'JELL sighted submarine 
periscope 27-13 N 126-0l:. E bearing 31$ 6S miles from BOLO. ASP plane vectored 
to area made attack on 'JOssible sonar buoy contact nith unobserved results. 
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CONNOLLY and OOVERS sent to assist ASP plane made 2nd attack on sonor buoy 
at 1630. Results not known. -71-IITEHURST not ureviously reported was hit by 
suicide plane at 121455 has severe damage. LINDSAY when hit 12th had 8 KIA 
56 ·:..rrA 46 MIA. RELISF sighted floating contact type mine in nosition 18-35N 
138-10 E. Attemnt to destroy unsuccessful. Para. CVEs of TU 52.1.1 and 
52.1.2 furnished direct supPort to troops~ Results of strikes made by 
planes of these units for 12 April include destruction of trucks artille~J 
gun nositions various small boat~ and buildings strafing of troop concen-
trations and firing of ammunition and fuel storage areas. An attack mission 
w~s carried out by TU 52.1.1 on S"'lli:ISHlllL GUNTO during the ai'ternoon with 
unreuorted results. Several small strikes were made on IE SHD!A. Search 
flie;hts were made by PBMs from EERlvlA. sea-olane base. 1\.SP natrols vrere flown. 
ANZIO AS.N group canpleted 24 hour air search for sub ·;reviously reported. 
Area was m1der •air attack fran 1720 to 1800 by 9 planes auproaching from 
the north and then from west in 2 groups. Slf!f.ANEE F6F destroyed l~ Vals 
at 1740 50 miles bearing 300 from ZAMPA~ BUNIG~H. HILL F6F shot dovm 3 Va.ls 
at 1746 40 miles bearing 290 from Z.-MPA. 1 d~vned by STElillL~R B~Y FM. 
1 suicider missed an unidentified LCS. There was no damage to our tmits. 
Only 1 enemy plane got away. Again at 1930 to 2010 an ·estimated 4 planes 
came in from the north. DITTER shot down l Betty at 1950 40 miles bearing 
000 from ZAMPA and shore .A .. \ on OIITN.\WA shot down 1 Betty and 1 Frances at 
2000. Para. Weather clear. Visibility S miles. Temperature average 72 de-
grees. Wind North 7 to 8 knots. Smooth sea and no svrell. 

13 2200 CTF 51 to CTF 55, CTG 51.19 Info ComGen 10, COIIGEN 24TH CORPS. 

Effective 1406001(-9) ComGen 24th Corps has been made responsible for attack 
of ground targets by artillery, naval gunfire and air all south of Corps 
boundary including island immediately adjacent to OKINA1JA. 

l4 02.32. CINCPAC ADV TO COMDJPAC INFO COM5THF'ET, CTF51, CINCPAC PE.t\RL, COMSERVPAC, ADCO~:liN 
PAC 

Your 110435. TRACY (DM 19) BREESE (DH lS) HOPKINS (DHS 13) will not be -
withdraJ!m from combat area for time being. DORSEY (DES 1) vdll be returned 
to combat area after minor battle damage re!)airs. All other old n;.;r and DMS 
vJill be converted to DD and employed for training and rear area escorts. 
Decision as to further conversion of DD to DM: or DHS to maintain strength 
of 12 and 24 res-oectively, will be deferred until conversion kits are avail-
able at which time overall situation will again be reviewed. Your 110515 
was answered in ~art by r~ 130627 and 130628. These plus new construction 
will cons7titute an operational force at the objective by 15 June of 33-220 
Ft Mil., 38-100 Ft A~.~, 11 new DMS, 11 new DM, 2 old DHS, 2 old D;1. Total all 
t~es 97 minus those receiving further battle damage. These are totals 
which can be made available. · 
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1.4 1240 CTF 51 to _co::·:5TEF'~T Info CINCPAC BOTH l-IQ, ALL EC:[ HO_LDSRS FIFTI:!.Ulr.• 

Summary No. 28 as of ll~l800. Information concerning gr01..1J1d force activity 
has been lacking this afternoon. Su~na~ as of D+OO from 24th Corns reDorts 
no enemy activity on Corps front. Late afternoon re~ort relates another 
connter-attack was received on the 96th Div right at 0315 in which 107 
of the enemy vrere killed~ 24th Corns artiller,y renorts 9 enemy guns destroyed 
yesterday. Only re-)ort from 3rdPhibCor-'Js this afternoon relates that ele-
ments of the 6th :~rDi v have occupied the ridge 9724R 9723Q on the HOTOBU 
PENINSULA against light resistance. Enemy est:Lmted as 1 platoon with machine 
gun and mortars. KA.DENA airfield received scattered mortar fire at 1600. 
No other ·details. Para. Ne.v. tl uni. ts consisting of 1 OBB 1 CA 1 CL 7 DD 
bombarded IE SHI:~\ today. Other support missions were furnished 3rd Corns 
by 1 OBB 1 DD 24th Cor·,Js by 2 OBB 2 CA 1 CL 2 DD from the west and by 2- OBB 

l CA 3 DD from east. General support was furoished b;v TG 51.1.2, with 1 CA 
1 CL 2 DD. Support was given minesvreepers off I--J11'J coast of OKIN.A1VA by 1 DD. 
Excellent fire support was furnished UDTs in reconnoitering IE SHTI~l~ beaches. 
BBs are now able to render fire support from inside NAGAGtJSUKU ·wAN. Excel-
lent results have been obtained against targets in this area including cam-
ouflaged troop installations gun emplacements trenches and caves and against 
sus')ected torpedo launchers. All gunfire on OKINl .. HA is now controlled by 
CTF 55 in the south and By CTF 53 in the north. At 1930 NEVl YORK east of 
island re-oorted hit by hostile -olane which crashed into ccta.pult demolishing 
1 nlane and cutting transmittin.g antenna. 2 UIA. Armnunition status satis-
factory. About Ol1.00 LOJJRY had sonar contact at 25-05 N 127-49 E. 1fu.de 1st 
attack 0408 with apparent good results. 2nd attack maqy at 0424 with negative 
resu~ts. Search abandoned because of necessity to rejoin carrier screen. 
Plane continued observant operations over contact. LCS 13 destroyed mine 
vicinity of RP 12. CO~ll'EILY on hunter ldller assignment reported sig.hting 

liferaft vdth 2 enemy in it. Believed they were working radio. CONN:ZLLY in-
vestigated and took 1 prisoner. Results of h~ter killer negative. CONl~T 
returned to trans})Ort area. Design investigated contact reported in 1200 
su1trnary. Dro-oped Jattern of charges vrith negative results. Our CVEs of 'EG 
52.1 continued direct air support of troops throughout the oeriod. Attack 
missions b TU 52.1.2 on ISHIGAKI and MIYAKO as of 13 April now report enemy 
aircraft destroyed on ground 1 Zeke 2 Bettys 1 twin engine 3 single engine. 
Probably destroyed 1 Sally. Damaged 25 planes. All believed non operational. 
OUr losses: l VF a;'1d pilot. Strike by TU 52.1.3 on NOBAR-4. and ISHIG}J<I on 
13 April report various fires started one Betty burned. Search flights vrere 
made by PBJ:ls from KERJ.HA and at 1015 missed 2 small ships with bombs in 
Lat 30-25 Long 130-25. ASP patrol was flovm by PBMs. Several mines were dis-
posed of during the day. 1 by ASP plane in bearing 336 130 miles from BOLO. 
Another renorted by PBli rescue nlane at 11+22 at 25-30 N l26-Z7 E. Jiarked 
location viith dye ~arker. ASP plane dispatched to destroy. PBH Dum.bo made 
rescue of R~\.NDOLPH nilot south of A!"1.A.B:I SHDIA at 1225 and PBM: AS.'/ :plane 
made resnue of pilot from TU 52,1.2 who made water landing 2 miles S~iJ ISHI-
G~~IIT ~t 1630. Cormnencing ll:. April a 2 ':>lane Cj.P is being J'l'lai.ntrtined over each 
of radar picket stations l, 2 and 3 from 0530 to 1900 by nlanes from T:i.F con 
trolled by 'Jicket for its ov.rn -s>rotection. This is i1;1 addition to regular CAP • 
f!:nemy aircraft approached from north at 1630. BENNINGTON F6Fs on CAP destroye 
4 ~ekes, 1 Vap and 2 nnidentified 1.bout 76 miles due N of Z!-~.H:)A. BELLEAU WOO 
F6Fs on c.~~P destroyed 3 Zekes 50 miles bearing 320 from Z'il':r?A about 1720 at 
1905 LUCE s-;la.shed 1 Kate and BRQT:JN in radar picket station ro 1)orted being 
under attack by 2 ~l2.nes l of -.;Jhich dro-J 'ed tornedo and missedo CONr .:::LLY sho 
do·'ln 1 Val at 1736 13 .1)ril not ·1reviously reported. Para~~ ~·reather clear. 
Visibility J2 :m.ileso Tem'Jerature average 75 degrees. Wing EN£ changing to I~S' 
10 knots. Sea cn.lm with no surf or s~nell. 2850 
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Sunmmry ~'o. 27 o. s of 141200. The s i t;uation remains unchenged on the 2LJ-th 
Cor ·)s .f ront. Aro1-u1d IlilJ. 178 in t he zone of the 7th Div the enemy is observed 
to be very c.ctive 'lre'Jaring communication lines carrying in su..,-,plies and 
jj·,·:;roving gun "r')ositions. Several large concentrations of enemy in the front 
of the ?th Div vrere observed by ·:)atrols. ?ollm'd.ng enemy counterattack early 
~··esterday morninc; on K.:~Iv\.XU ~IDGJJ; in the ZA of the 96th Div the remainder 
of the day was f airly quiet until 2000 when estiln:: ted enemy com''any attacked 
this ridge again. This attack wa s re})Ulsed. The enemy is re·'1orted 1Tell armed 
and equipped. In repulsing yesterday's strong counterattack our forces 
captured 9 Il.IGS several knee mortars 125 rifles and 1 radio. Hostile artiller 
fire was hee.:vy during the ni ;91t. ':::he 3rd PhibCor:Js zone continues to be 
rel atively quiet exce::~t the ar ea of the 29th :.fa:::-ines on ~ r'JTOBU PZJ.'JI~~rsuL.'... 
29th Earines have been engaged in sporadic combat throughout the area. The 
greater ')art of the area has been covered b~ ~ YJatrols and today attacks are 
being mde on enemy positions in 3 directions from TA 9923 and 0022. The 
4th and 22nd Harines continue their advance up northern OIITN ~1 '1 A . The 2nd 
Bn 22nd Marines has captured I-LEDO SAKI TA 8751, and other units of the 4th 
and 22nd · rel)orted moving north over the east and west roads in TA 2535 
and 3725. 7th ;1arines continue operatio~s to destroy enemy groun in TA 95Q3 . 
Other 3rdPhibCorps elements continue to patrol their a r eas . Predawn take off 
accident at rU)EN~ field resulted in destruction of 5 Corsairs and damaging 
of 3 vrith casualties of 3 KI! 1 :'fi_\. Plane taking off swerved into narked 
rea-d;y planes which ex0loded a.nd burned. J.\.fternoon 13 Anril Corsairs of 2nd 
_,!argYOYIJAi'J..,FIN engC"l. ged in 1st supporting missions ground troops . Planes 
attacked enemy artillery nositions with excellent results reDorted. Enemy 
has shelled ILIDZI\T;\ field sporadically for :past 2 days vvi.th slight darnage . 
Para. Naval gunfire support v'las furnished the 3rdPhibCorps by 3 DD 24th 
Corps by 7 OBB 1 C.\ 1 C1 2 DD. General support to CTG 51.19 by 2 OBB 2 CA 
and 7 DD. S:SIJ reT)orts having been attacked at least B times by hostile air-
craft in afternoon 12 A9ril~ No damage to ship renorted. STAIJLEY amnlifies 
nrevious re)ort hit by 2 suicide "Jlanes below waterline Hith extensive damage 
including 5 foot hole through bow with deck above buckled. Fuel tanks rup-
tured. :BXtensiYe da..m:tge to ordnance ·;r~~J.NDO~T tulderw·ay hit stern of LSA 312 
while in anchor off BAGU.SHI beaches. I.SH 312 lost anchor 120 fathoms cable. 
Hine 51vee~s 14 A·Jril include ex:_1lorato~J srreep in area 19 and 18. Sweeping 
on eastern half of area G2 and a p:1roaches in vicinity of T: 3548 and 35l'r9 
to provide for l ?l1ding radar equinment. &::eep units 11 and 13 are making 
charmel and transi)ort area sweeps. l.CI 651 in northern edge trans 1ort area 
received near hits by friendly AA t his mor!"ing with fragmentation damage and 
6 ~1IA. 1JDT reconne,issance of beaches GREEN Tl R..SD Tl RI:D T2 indicate no 
m.an11ade obstacles or r-tines found. PATTERSON exploded ORANGE colored horned 
1ine at 0800 13 April in oosit ion 25-15 N l27-44E. 5 floating wines dis-
covered off I\I ES3 lYdTI.i:~ morning 13 A·__.ril . !tines being rendered safe today. 
HOBSON s ank floating mine 27-35N 126-05 S afternoon 13 A·Jrilo CONNELLY and 
BO~'f3RS continued hunterkiller operation with no further results. EValuation 
1)robable. At 0900 midget submarine wa s sighted in TA 7280. Hunterkiller 
operations by EXECUTE and DESIGN were i nitiated. Total naval ca sualties 
reiJorted to date f r om 69 ships l1lus TG 52.1 343 RIA 10S8 r·I A 50? NI ~ . Fol-
l ovring de')arted this morning f or MJ. .. rrr: . .NAS : Fast convoy 2 OBB 1 CA 12 'PA 
1 .. o ... p 2 AKA 1 DD . Battle damaged 3 DE 3 _U")D. Slm·r convoy 2 .& .. PA 1 !\.K .. ll .. J..L.. LST 
1 TJ31\: (R) 3 J .. 1D 3 ~·c 1 ')CS 1 -\T'! . Para ~ \ir su:runar y for the .,-,eriod i ncl udes 
direct air support of t roo')S b;r CVL:s of TU 52.1.1 and 52.1.3 and by TA.F 
based on OKIN:l":'U.o TU 52.1.2 engaged in st rike SAKATH~C.\ GUNTO t his morning . 
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Routine sef.rch flights and ASP patrol flown by PBMs from KER\Tt.fA. Sub con-
tact 60 miles bearing .300 from ZAMPA Previously reported was abandoned. 
At 1100 a PBM destroyed l mine 1.30 miles bearing 336 from ZAM:PA. 1 PBM 
made forced landing evening of 12 A1)ril t.o avoid friendly AA fire. Plane 
damaged beyond repair. 2 enemy aircraft in vicinity front 0310 to 04.30. Planes 
aonroached from north and mc .. de no attacks. No olanes were shot dovm from 
1105 to 1130 planes approached from S~'l. No contacts were made and planes 
de 'arted to SW. Enemy tr.scked at speed of 380 knots and left 2 section 
of our VJ.i' behind. During air attack at 2000 13 Anril SU/L<U·TEE F6F shot down 
additional Val not previously renorted. Airplane losses are: 1 INTRE?ID 
F6F GN failed to return to base. Last radio contact was at 2300 13 April. 
Plane at that time was chasing Betty in position 80 miles bearing 230 from 
NYlUVA. DUJ."'D.bo PBM and 8 IN'rREPID F6Fs searching area this morning. At 1100 
R.ti.NDOLPH F6F pilot made water landing near A1itv:ii SHD'!A. Pilot in boat. 
Dumbo PBM enroute. 1 Dwnbo PBM is in northern area with TG 58,.1 strike. Re-
vised totals for 12 A1Jril afternoon attacks indicate total enemy destroyed 
by ovm aircraft 90. Addit'ional ships shooting dovm enemy planes are: SEID 
1 Val 3 Bettys. V'JANN 1 Val .. Grand total enemy planes destroyed between ]200 
and 1800 is 147. End of su1rui1ary. 

14 0826 CINCPOA to CO£.I5THAF Info CTF5l,CA.SCU,ISCOM OKINAHA,..QOMGElilO,COIEGEN TACTIC!!.L 
.4IR FORCElOTH&q~ff* 

For· General i:1Jhitehead and signed Kenn.y v:ith concurrence of CIHCPO'\ and 
CINC&:I\JPA message follovrs sel\d by air imri.lediately your air engineer to OKINAWA 
to relJort to ComGen loth Anny for temporary duty to work vvi th Cantain 
Painter USN purpose surveying airdrome possibilities to get maximum de-
:?loyment of air forces on OKIN.~7A and IE JD!IA end of message. Following 
instructions for air anproach to OKINATiYA area and JE.nding on YOI\,.TIU~ air 
strip. Check in point dimnond Lat 25-50N Long 127-29E which point bears 
224 degrees true distant 17 miles from EYN tip of OKINAWA, at 1500 feet 
altitude. At point DIFl10ND report to ComAir Su::Y•ort Control Units voice 
call BTJ\CIER on 140.5S megacycles. From :point DIJliOND nroceed on course 
north for 27 nules arriving at noint GR\?HITS. Do not ~roceed beyond point 
GRA.PHITE vdthout checking IFF vdth ComAir Sup;Jol"t Control Uni+,s. From point 
GRAPHI'rE proceed direct to YONT AN strip. Call DHJ\1\~ tower on Jl:-G.58 Me for 
landing instructions •. ~dditional useful information comes now. GLA.CIER has 
two alternate frequencies ·which are 6005 Kcs and h475 Kcs. Best strip 
YOFT~~.N is 350-170 degrees nagnetic and has 5000 useable feet. Be·ware all 
other stri'')S. Field elevation 300 feet and field hc.s emergency nie;ht light-
ing. If aP?roach to area made at night turn on running lights vrhen passing 
point DI .. \t~otm .. YOI\lT:JJ is first stril) south of point BOLO. For verification 
of a.p"')roach procedure see tactical air force lOth '\rmy OpPlan 1-45 Appendix 
ONE. 

14 OS.33 CII\CPA.C to CT~JCBPF info COl:fiNCH .. 

~:n-~owing from BLO ref ;v.l.lli'Y 122059. If you consider targets suitable suggest 
you might desire to uropose to S"'1CSK\ the use of 30"~X\7}~NTllii.E XE craft 
against them. It 5_s very doubtful if sui table targets viill become available 
in area further to the northward. 
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13 1040 CT? 51 to C J5TFFLT (5Tl:?LT JJ~:2350 1)assed message to Git C?.:\C AI!_V for Info). 
14 2350 

CINCPAC WV 03051S. Since current o'leration commenced 6 escort vessels 
have been sunk clue to enemy action. 22 have been so severely damaged 
that their return to duty in the near future is highly proble:m,atica1. 16 
have been darnaged to the extent that they require overhaull in forvTard 
area. ~.la.ny of the shi')S used for escort and screening duties are mine-
Sit'Teeners and the J.inss of the above shi~Js has curtailed all but the more 
vital sweeping operations during the o-:-)erations for the ca")ture of IE 
SI-III.~A in order to nrovide necessary screen and fire SlP1'Jort. My 020135 of 
March requested additional escort. vessels over and above those already 
assigned TF 51 as it was believed that an insufficient ntunber had been 
assigned. The losses incurred to date have made this situation even more 
critical. Para. It is therefore recomn1ended that Cinc?ac be requested to 
reconsider and that DesRon 2 remain v:ith this force until reDlacements can 
be orovided in this area, and that other steps be taken to provide an ade-
quate number of screen and escort vessels for Phases 1, 2 and 3 of the ICE-
B.:ffiG Operation. 

11~ 2230 CIIJCPAC 1'JJV TO COHFIFTHFLT, CTF 51, CTF 56 • 

I am considering a request on the 20th AF to make a full out attack with 
1 ton bombs on the area in front of the 7th Div or other targets desig-
nated by you. Addressees comment as soon as possible and include desired 
time if at tack concurred in. 

15 0020 CINCPAC ADV TO CO~'~TCH Il\TFO CINCPOA )~\RL, COHFOUHTEEN. 

Request Under Secreta~J be informed relative to his 121600 that there exists 
a shortage of naval man-oower afloat and in the fo~Yard areas nnd that Com.1.4 
has been ordered to make available for transfer all Naval Dersonnel that 
can be s,ared. Under these circumstances it is not feasible to grant to 
Naval Jersonnel liberty or leave of absence from their naval duties for · 
the -:mrnose of acceryting em'Jloyment with public transryortation com0anie s. 
1··foreover as a matter of uolicy the Navy should not be maneuvered into the 
position of having manpo\,~Ter available to drive civilian buses while draft-
ing additional man•;ovver for naval uurposes. 

Request you provide daily photo coverage of southern KYUSHU airfields. 
Plane com1ts on fields a.re of prime importance during this critical 
period to naval and Army forces engaged in OKIN:aA Operation. 

15 0040 CINCP~\C J.DV to C01fPHIBSPJ.C,COEGEHF!IFP_tlC INFO CO'IGENAIP~MFP~.C,CQ!·~\IR?~ .. C. 

The attention of addressees is invited to Cominch secret 3rd Endorsement 
serial 00666 of 16 ~!arch 1945. All :9ersonnel of air support control units 
including n1anting Force !:.ir Support Control Units" vrl.ll be assigned to 
C/ .. SCO ... il_ibsPac. ComGenA.irFMFPac report when para 3 of Cominch serial 00666 
has been complied ·vvit.h* This· is also my action on ComGen!tirFJ-.1FPac 00351 
of 29 Harch l9L .. 5. 

15 0100. C0~:5THFLT TO CTF51, 5S Info CIFCP~_C : IJJV H ~.• 2 8 53 
lty 100716 and 130Jl~l. Consider it hic;hly important in view General situc..tion 
that southern KYUSHU fields be hit at least. by long range fighter sv·feep from 
TI' 58 either today or early tomorrow. CTF 51 reduce requirements from ~F 58 
to miniMum for ')eri.od involved so the.t he may have more freedom of act1on. 
CTF 58 take action at his discretion with due consideration for situr1.tion on 
snot~ 
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15 0120 COU5THFLT to CTI'TCPAC ~illV Info CTF 58, CTF 51. 

My 1301.41. Believe concentration enerrw pl<?.nes southern KYUSHU fields 
is vecy heavy. Mitscher may be alb.1e to hit them. see my 150100. I-Iow·ever 
it may not be -oractical or advisable for him to take action. Reouest in 
any case ' all available fighters TF 93 hit these fields earliest :t. )Ossible 
tomorrow, 16th. Their crowded condition and lack of usual ~>varning from car-
rier strikes should nroduce valuable results. k)preciate TF 93 is committed 
to imnortant mission today but believe situation justifies exce·0tional ef-
fort. If practicable Marine PBJ s and 7th AF B-24s should also be used but 
not to delay action by fighters of TF 93 LA.C~MCSE. 

15 0410 CINCPOL nDV TO DEPCOM20AF ,CTF9'3 Info COMINCH,CO:H20.P~ ,COM5TI{ELT 2 COI.!IF';~1)AREA 
COI,.tUR TIVO, CTF 51, CTF '58. 

As an emergency measure request strongest possible attack on enemy air con-
centrations on southern KYUSHU fields on 16 April using forces you consider 
will be most effective. VMB 612 available to you. Advise your plans soon 
as Dracticable. 

15 0700 CTF 51 to COH5THFLT Info CINCPAB BOTH, ALL ECM HOIDE?B 5THFLT. 

Summa:cy No. 29 as of 151200. The ground force situation on the south front 
remains as previously reported. 2L~th Corps continues· its preparation for a 
sustained drive with emphasis on arnnnm.ition stockage. Late reports of yes-
terday's activities tell of 39 enemy killed in moppir1g.up operations on 
the 7th Div front and an additional 17 enemy destroyed by raiding patrols 
sent fonvard to seal caves. During the night some infiltration occurred 
in the 7th Div 1 particularly the CP of 3-184th In.f where several jeeps 
were destroyed booby tJ]laps and mines laid in the area. In the ZA 96th Div 
our artille~J broke up 3 counter attacks in front of 2-J8lst In.f at 1930 
2330 and 0430. 165th Inf 27th Div relieved the 3S3rd hf 96th Div now in 
Corps Reserve as of 0940. OUl~ artillery has been active in counter-batter.y 
neutralizing and destructive fires. Hostile artiller,y fire of various cali-
bers was placed on the Corps front during the night with no darhage reported. 
No other action has been reported from this Corps this morning~ Very favor-
able re0orts are being received from front line~ units on pro~otness and 
effectiveness of naval gtmfire suppoyc used extensively in repulsing ~tght 
counter-attacks. Activity in the Brd PhibOorps is described as follows: 
Elements of the 429th and 22nd Harines of the 6th Ha.rDiv are increasing 
their pressure on enemy grou'; previously reported in TA 9922 9923 0022 
meeting stiff resistance. No fur·ther re-Jort on this engagement. The lst 
l~arDiv this morning directed 1 Inf Bn Reinf by 1 Plat of tanks to vicinity 
of KA'HADA TA 2722 to be attached to the 6th £itarDiv .. other elements of the 
1st I.1arDiv continue vigorous oatrolling wi.thin Div area. Previous report of 
enemy small boats observed along northeastern coast of OKINA:NA TA 4337 were 
vvere h:.t by air strike 1Yith destruction of 6 boats. They were found to be 
fishing boats and canoes. 3 Bns of FA 77th Di v are being landed on r.r_~, .[' ·::.1 
SIID;Lf\. this mor:nfrng for support of IE SHIH~ operation schedule for 16 A:?ril. 
K~LJFU SI-ITI.'!~\ TA 6175B has been occupied by our troops. There is some indi-
.cation that enemy counter attacks are being time with our flash RED alerts. 
Para. Naval onerai:.ions consisted of g~mfire support 3rdPhibCor~s by 1 OBB 
3 DD 2L1.th Cor9s by 1 OBB 1 CA 1 CIJ and 3 DD firing from vrest shore a.nd 3 DD 
l»ooilrt!!!ooo@iJMm of 51,19 reinforcine; from the east. General support ships of TG 
51.19 included 2 OBB 2 CA 2 CL 4 DD. In addition 2 DD ha.rrassed I3 SHII1A 
during the night in connection with activities of TG 51.21. NAGO ~Jt'J.).TIJ 
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15 0700 CTF 51 SilliviARY NO!. 29 - CONTTI,IDED. 

anchorage was subjected to artillery fire around 1935 last night requiring 
ships unloading to retire temporaril.y. No casualties reported ship casualty 
list includes :7.ABASH rammed by unlmovm ship during smoke opercttion night 
of 12 April resulting in hole through plating starboard quarter 1 foot 
diameter 8 feet above waterline. HAZ .. lRD was attacked by hostile plane at 
1930 14 April which dropped torpedo to stern exploding at end of run. 
JEFFERS previously damaged by near miss again ready for duty. LCI(G) 81 at 
0800 ran aground on reef TA 6769 and v1as hauled clear by LCI 422 covered by 
SALT LM\E CITY LUGE and aircraft of CASCU south. 1lineffi~eepers cleared area 
in G2 E of 12$-11 to line 229 degrees tangent of NW corner of island. Areas 
IB and L9 swept with negative results. Routine channel and transport sweeps 
made. Requisite at 0832 sank object a·;:>pearing to be floater type 88 mine 
in western edge transport area. CONNOILY reports destroying 1 mine while 
on hunterldller mission yesterday. Position not re·)orted. J W DITTER IN RP 1 
destroyed 1 floater. PCS(H) 1388 1396 1404 are engaged in hydrogra?hic sur-
vey in NAGAGUSUKU r!J.'JJ. An LCI(M) of division 6 patrolling area between IE 
SHTIJ.A and MOTOBU PENINSULA sighted 8 small boats in TA 9133 at 021+5• Boats 
came out from shore 500 yards and retired nnder attack. Net at south entranc 
RETTO dragged 1 ITLtle out of position. Estimate 50% protection afforded. Para. 
Air operations. Planes from CVEs of TG 52.1 and shore based aircraft of TG 
99.2 and fast carriers of TF 58 are furnishing direct air support to troops. 
TU 52.1.2 is striking SAKISHD,lA. GUNTO. Search flights are in progress by 
PBM~s from KERAMA. ·~t 0410 search plane made definite radar contact on sub 
in latitude 28-40 Long 129-45. During lr April search flights observed 

rnany small merchant vessels vicinity Y.lKA SHIM: .. t\.. Strafed 1 and left 
burning. 5 DD sighted off CHII'L'l coast at 1330 Jlr ... ~ .. pril in Lat 29- 51 
Long 123-02 and 2 more DD at 1525 in Lat 31-50 Long 126-16. Lexter 
covered by 2 Betties. Routine ASP flovm by PBHs from KE.r1J'J.t\.. TG 99.2 
furnished ~art of night C \P for lst time night 14-15 April. At 1905 
lA April 2 Fl~Us on radar picket C.AP shot dovm 1 Judy 20 miles E UR~lli 
EH-Ir:iA. At 1930 14 A·oril Oscar which was reporled in suicide attack on 
FE.! YORK ::>rev:i.ously" dropped bomb near HUTCHINS. ST LOUIS at 1834 on 

13th shot dovm 1 Ve.l not ·;reviously reported. T \F on 13th lost 2 planes ~nd 
1 -oilot killed onerationally. This norning at d~'.1'vn a D"JIUbo PB1-~ rescued 
2=>ilot fror1 TU 52.1.2 who went do1.m 2 miles south of I SHIG \KI afternoon Jl:.th. 
Plane remained on station for further call during TU ;2.1.2 strikes in that 
area. YONTP . .N field nm·r conforr11s t o left base air traffic "Jattern. 

15 1310 CTF 51 to COE~TI-IlL't . .;Lnfo _CINCPAC pOTH , EClE HOLDERS 5TH?~:r • 

Surn:::tary No .. 30 as of 151800. lOth Army reports no changes 2i·th Cor?)S front 
lines today~ 27th InfDiv assumed resryonsibility as of 0900 tod~ of that 
YJart of front occupied by 2nd and 3rd Bns 106th Ir...f from T1 0077n. to west 
coast., .-.t 0900 toTiorro~:r 105th Inf vrlD_ relieve 38lst Inf to ta~e over their 
zone - 27th InfDiv had little activity today. 7th DiY re !Orts no enerzy ar-
tillery activity in its zone since early mornin,~ . :--·atrols from 18hth Inf 
>Jenetrated hostile territor1J for about 200 yards killing 24 enemy in 3 caves. 
Small enemy grmrJs have been observed throu.::hout the dey along the ri v 
front . ~'.'ithin the 96th Div 1..\ several hostlle attemDts were nade to drive 
in forv-rard elements and infiltrate but these v.rere repulsed. Sorne artille!7YT 
fell in 38lst Inf area this afternoon. Little reoJorts as to activities of 
3rd 'JhibCorps . Fro.gmontary re--)orts from L,.th Marines on =1CTC3U / '~L-nsuL: .. 
indicate attac1-;: c.gainst enem:r stronc point previously re~orted centered 
in TA 9922 9923 and 9924 ·was 'ro~ressing satisfactorily agDinst heavy re-
sistance . 77th Div reports e,rtillery moving on to ~JEN}L\ CI-II1

. • received no 
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15 1310 CTF ?l SlUTIY.-,~ Ng_! 2Q - Continued 

hostile fire from any sotu"ce lDth ArP-"~_y intelligence reryorts list 9108 
enemy dead as of 132Lf.OO v.rith 391 P0~1s 153 of vv·hom are questionable civi]J.ans 
and 30 labor troops. fara. I:aval o'lerations consisted of gunfire support 
by 1 OBB 4 DD to 3rdPhibCorps of '1rhich 2 D~ SUDDorted 51.21 in its bombard-
ment of r= S!-II:l.\ .• Fire support rnissions were fired by 1 OBB 1 CA 1 CL 3 DD 
for 24th Corps ;>lus additional support from 2 OBB 1 CL 2 DD from 51.19. 
General support by 61.19 in addition to the above listed shins included 1 CA 

. 1 CL 5 DD. 1 DD covered mineswee0ers in area G2. T3.tYAS reDort s J..4 direct 
hits destroying 5 caves during yesterdays bombardment of IE SID:t'\.. 3 a.mmo 
dunr-:>s exDloded in TA 3S83LV c:1nd destroyed entire area which included a.ctive 
AltA small caliber guns. UDTs completed reconnaissance I:Z SHIHA. beaches with-
out enemy opposition. CROSL.Dl' vrith UDT 17 conducted reconnaissance in TA 
3548 354-9 3651 and GRmN 2 BR0~~.1'-f E3. At 1348 GUAH siF-Yhted Deriscoue close 
to formation 26-32N 130-35~ 150 miles E of BOLO. Destroyer- failed- to make 
contact and search we,s abandoned because of air attack. J.ir coverage of area 
was maintained until sunset. Results negative. !~I0~1.:.USON san..'k: l enemy mine 
position 26-12 N 126-26 E. Estimate 10 days required to replace south net 
:K':JL":l!A :F?.ETTO. LCS 87 was hit by enemy small arms- fire off south OYJN_~·:n .. this 
mornin~. Details not known but ship is onerating. Parc,. Direct air support 
of troops VJ'as fu:rPished throughout the day by cvr~~s of TG 52.1 fast carriers 
of TF 58 and s1~,ore based aircraft of TG 99.2. Reconnaissance strike 14 April 
by 52.1 show EI-I~.:"" TU-!N burned by Na"Jalm. On 14 .."1.")til TU 52.1 .. 2 hit ISHIGAKI 
and r .~IYAKO. Re~)orts destroying "Jl.!:'nes on field bombed rum·,rays revetments 
and itA positions. Enemy airfields st-i..ll operational. This TU is again strikin 
St..YISHn:...·. today ·with no reports 3ret received. A snecial strike by exCAP 
"~Has made by YOli}! SHIHA at 1500 with results unreported. Routine ASP was 
flovm by PBMs throughout d'ly. Rescues were made by ?B~~" Dumbo who rescued 
1 pilot from :H . .\CASSAH STRAIT at 0620 Ydth a 2nd rescue of pilot from PETROFF 
BAY at 0920 15 miles N of T.lli1.Af.L'\ SHII~'l •. 1\nother PETROFF BAY pilot rescued 
during afternoon by relief Dulnbo PBll of TU 52;1. 2. Another Durnbo PBM on 
station off :KYUSHU VJi th TF 58 rescued :9ilot late this afternoon. DDT was 
sprayed by carrier planes on 14 and 15 April. ;:re have berm under air attack 
since 1830. At 1840 6 nlanes ap'Jroached from north over YYNI LAGCE and at-
tacked airfield damaging several planes ·wom1.d.ing a fevi RVYli'XIDUL EXVFli shot 
dovrn by F4U • 2 Oscars by ships in transport area. l by shore lt..AA. At 1900 
1 Val shot c1ovm by C~\P 60 miles bearing 070 from ZAMPA. 1902 1 Val by ';~;rcKCS 
60 miles bearing 070 from Z.AHPA. 1936 l by EDviJ..::IDS 35 miles bearing 050 
from z~t"~f'J':... At 2 JHKK 3D FVE HOBSON in radar picket station J-'+ reported being 
under attack. Para. ~'leather clear. Visibility over 10 miles. Temr)erature 
average 69 degrees. Smooth sea. No m1ell or surf. 1.7ind easterly 10 to l4 
J:.nots. 

15 0806 CINCPAC ~mv TO CO~CENCH INFO CTI,TCL \NT, CINC?_\C ':)~ARL. 

Battle ~nage has so far diminished destroyer force by more than 40 ships 
during current operation. Ships assigned PacFlt by UrDis 222312 Dec may re- · 
ouire extensive availability as in case of 6 weeks granted SHUBRICK (DD 639). in vie\l'r of above recom:nend SATTE:TI.EE (DD 626) and HEJl\JDON (DD 638) be sailed 
to Pacific v;rithout aw-aiting relief. If approved MCCALL (DD 400) and M.'~URY 
(DD 401) v~ill be sailed 'Fhen SATTERJ:i,~'li; and HERNDON arrive PEARL. 

15 OS13 CTNCP\C ~"'JV TO CU ''G.SNFrlF..PAC TI~FO CINCPO_~ }:'_\..li.L. 
Rear Ech 1st J:.arDi.v should be disembarked TC\?AI CJ!ffP. Pre-0<?.ration of cam~,) 
other then that necessa.ry for Rear M::ch should be discontinued. UrDis 140305. 
Rear Ech 1st 1 ·~arDi. v shou1d be ~lanned to be echeloned into AlJJUT .Al'IT ~~FJ.C-
ing not sooner th[ln 3rd ~ ~~ch .. t.. 0 0 b 



CTG 93.4 150957. Regret landing lt1rge nwnber his fi~hters OIITI'~ :~:.\ tomorrow 
afternoon undesirable due to crovfded conditions of fields, orobable full 
out o:_::>erations durine 'lfternoon of TTarine fighters based there and im )rac-
ticability during ex_:->ected enemy e.ir attacks of bringing in large nul"'1ber 
unfamiliar planes in safety from P. •. A in immediate vicinity afloat and ashore. 

15 2027 CTF 58 to CQF5TH?L~ Info CII'JCPAC .~DV. 

From sunset 12 A9ril thru early evening :U.,.th destroyed total 71· airborne 
enemy aircraft including sui cider that crashed SIGSB :~ (DD 502) • Above · 
total includes 1 ~Jyrt ·1revious1Jr reported and 3 planes reDorted in CTG 5S.2 
d.is.patch 141454. In addition to air supnort OKIN'~YA and damage reviously 
reported strc:d'ed rocketed and set fire to nangar and buildings at INUJO on 
TJJiSGA SHIH.:;. and to buildings at both airfields and in villages on KIKAI. 
On 15 AI1ril OKINX "l. support IP.issions burned truck and tank and destroyed 
buildings and carried out attacks on caves and gun positions as directed. 
Sw·eeps to KIICu and TOKUNO found no operational planes but started 2 large 
fires i"d.th apparent e:zplosions from gasoline or amrnunition in woods adjoin-
ing KIKAI airfield. Flash reports of fighter m'Teep to KANOYA K1NOYA ~AST and 
KUEHIRA shovr 31 ~lanes shot dov1n and many destroyed and damaged on the ground 
str2.fed rocketed and bombed hangars and buildings a.t all 3 fields starting 
fires. 

16 0015 CTF' 51 to COL5TIIFLT Info CP,TCP.~C BOTH , \LL CTF & Oj:'G 5THFLt. 

Bumerous enemy plane group in vicinity since 0740. Have splashed 18 pla..11.es. 
L;._E.["E:Y and LCS ll6 hit. Para. Landed IE SHI.'L\ 0800 light opposition. 

15 2357 COI:5THFLT TO CINCPAC JillV INFO CTF jJ.,. CTF 56. 

Your 11.,.2230. Negative at this time. Hecommend entire effort 20th 1F be used 
in obliteration attackP on m2 .. jor KYU'"'E-!U fields until present situation is 
brought under reasonable control. r,Jhen this is accomplished delivery of 
1 ton bombs at OKilL~ . .rA vrill be in order. 

16 0205 CTF 51 to COIT5TI-IFT.JT Info CTNCPAC o-:)OTH, ~~LL TFC & TGC 5THFIJ.r. 

Flash surmn~r:sr enemy 3.ir attacks morning 16th. Esti.mated 100 nlanes in 10 
raids all approached from north. 1st attack O?L:-2 last attack 1027. Ceilmg 
and visibility m1limited. Planes shot dovm 37 by C·lP including 1 Betty 
which aiY)roachecl to viithin 3 rules of trans;ort e.rea. 15 by shins. 10 

,.. suicide hits. '"J:'otal enemy destroyed 62. Shi1JS hit by suiciders. ~=>B,TITGL;~ stmk 
L_'J'FSY HCJBSOJ:.J 3JY \~rT 3G "SRS HIL'RDII\J;'} ,-_.CI 407 LCS 51 ICS 116 · possib:i¥ sunk. 
Condition L).FF~Y not lmo1~m. Para. ~oregoing based or.. fragmenta:r"1J report. 

The 8lst Di v now ~t N !i ' C '.L'3::DOEI 'i in area reserve for OKINj.'f ~. O:?eration ·can 
be released immedi-.tely to your co:mnlete control. Assault shi~'J,)ing is '~resen 
D.deouate to move it unit loaded to the nHILI-:':?Il 0S if you so desire and so 
doinc; 1.rould ex'ledite release of other resources in SoPac .. If you concur re-
ouest. you desi r~nc. tEf(lestina tion9 



In order to -,rovide for continuin.; and :progressive :)olic:v, methods and 
er1uipr1ent for salvage a.nd ursent re,;air durin--· am ~hi1)ious o )erations it is 
recormnended that there be established under the adninistrati ve command of 
ConSe:vv:?ac a nevr squadron entitled 111unnhibious Salvage and Repair Squadron" 
for assigrurent in ·;hole or part to the operational command of cormnanders 
of Joint Ex,. editionary Forces durine; am )hibious attacks. Para. This souadron 
vrould have -'1ermanently assigned to it vessels especially equi:~ped for am-
phibious salvage apd repair such as Pi1B, .~1S, ATF, ATR, electronic and 
radio reoair ships~ Salvage and fire fightine LCI. Salvage ~Ts carr:rlng 
salvage LCTs and warping tugs. At least 2 .tL.TtDs cari·ying 1'rarping tugs. PC~(R), 
and other vessels not especially equinned s:.J.ch as at least 1 ILT:t or ~w. 
To these 1'70uld be added for '~e .. rticular operations additional vessels and 
boats from ServPac a.11d PhibsPac. Para. Also propose that this squadron be 
com..rnanded by a Commodore embarked in a small AGC. The corrJYI..ander should 
have an adequate o9erational, salvage, maintenance and adminj_strators 
staff. Assigned also should be at least 3 salvage unit cormnanders emba.rked 
in I..C(FF) v:ith sm~ll o~erating and salvage sta.ffs to Dermit su~Jervision 
of salvage operations in several 1.reas or subareas. Para. Salvage and 
re11air souadron facilities Trou.ld be available as practicable for tovring 
and salvage work for other fleet forces in combat area, .::.nd for a.ssistance 
in salvage of boats be:rond ca,Jabili ties of beach "'Jarty salvage units. Para. 
Rec-or.unended for com.rna.11d of this squadron is Ca.utain Curtis. 

16 0252 CITJCPOA IHJV '1_10 CO~IG:}TPO.A INFO COFS USARMY, co~~I~JCH, CII\TCS~'IPA,CI:'TCPO:S. PE.:lliL. 

Para 1. Pursuant to the directive of JCS 032llt-O with the :~.rmy forces and 
resources tu1der your cor1.:."1and re-:_;ort by disp-:.tch to CINC.\F?.~C for Durposes 
of :lrmy administration. Para 2. For the nresent the _\rm.y forces now under 
the operational control of CIFCP0.11_ will remain u..r1der his operational con-
trol exceut as rnay have been or may in the future be directed by the JCS. 
It is requested that you furnish as soon as -Jossible a list of the units 
vrhich you consider necessary for the. functioning and defense of the Havrai-
ig.n De-8artment,wmri!tr§M!qmm a list of the units now· in the Havvaiia...11 Derya.rtment 
which are not so needed and lists of the .A.rnW units nov; in the 1·."F?.SI-IJLLS, 
~~· .... qr_~Il'iS, C-"..J.OLI~~ss, and the South Pacific with the dates when they can be 
released to the operational control of CI~~C.Ui':?.~C as no longer essential to 
the functioning or defense of those subareas. Para 3. You are authorized 
to roceed and re1Jort in 0erson to CINC ;F-:.lAC and it is requested that you 
ascertain his desires in this regard. 

16 0800 CTF 51 to S:OH!2THFLT Info CIECP*~C --~OTH H".)., 5THFL'r. 

Su.rl!::'..ary ~To. 31 as of l6L?OO. Elements of the 77th Div under CTG 51.21 sup-
ported by naval g'mfire and air bombardment landed on I 3 .SHD1A 1Yith 2 :1CTs 
abreast on GR.EE~! Tl and PJ:;D Tl and T2 beaches at 0800 vri th NSBFZ. Light 
enemy reaction rer)orted. The landing is being su"0norted by 77th Div artil-
le~J "Jreviously emDlaced on 1!II:Nl'-t , SHTILi and by Carrier air •")nd NGF. By 0906 
troo,)s had l2nded on all beaches <.=Jnd moved 500 yards inland. At 1030 1CT 
305 on the ri;sht re:?orted meet inc opposition in its front from §1 direction 
of GU2UGU · : F .. ':. TA 8:733. By 1130 troops of :1crr 306 had reached the ~~orth
South strin of the airfield and rpc•-r 305 had reached the line ?A 8533T 
S632Vo Both 11CTs are attacking to the east .. 24-th Corps continues arl!!c®titwer4!famotd 
its Drepe>.ration for stron2; offensiV•3 tentatively scheduled 19 April .. 
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16 0800 CTF 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~ 

Coordinated 1-Yi th it uill be a landing demonstration SE OKINx·:A. 
There was little enemy activity on OKINJCTA PKJ}TI.1.DDCFPF _period. Enemy 
appears to be ·waiting for our intended attack. Bnemy artillery and mortar 
l)Ositions were heavily hit by our ·n~val gunfire air strikes and artillery 
throughout the day of 15 .~.~Jril. 2L1-th Corps '~lans for the dPy called for 
extensive reconnaissance of enemy positions to the front of the 7th Div 
vrhile the 27th Div comDletes relief of 38lst Inf of the 96th Div and assumes 
res,onsibility for new Z..A. on Corps right ( Tvest flank) 96th Di v is re ~rouping 
within its nerN ZA abreast and to the east of the 27th Div. 3rdPhibCorps 
reports that the 4th and 29th Marines continued their attack on ~IOTOBU 
P:NINSUL.Al. vrhich has slowed dovm by necessity searching out enemy in many 
ravines and caves. 22nd Harines are consolidating their '')Ositions and natrol 
ling the northern end of the island. T_'_F ashore com:;?leted 5 missions total-
ling 73 ·'Jlanes in sup"'Jort of the 24th Cor:?s yesterday. iJumerous targets 
l'rere d2.maged or destroyed including 2 locomotoves fired. Enemy IiA re;Jorted 
light meager and inaccurate. Both TONTAN and KJJ)EtJA fields were h-.~r'l.bed 
and strafed during night alert 15 April. There was no damage to KJ.DENA 
field but 4 VFs were damaged and l VF shot dorm by ovm AAA. On YOl\n'Al"\J field 
2 nizht fighters and 10 Corsairs ·were damaged by our AAA ashore and afloat. 
10 to 12 bombs dropped SE corner of field damaging 4 aircraft three ;;rA. 
At 0315 this morning enemy artillery shelled K .. \DENA field resulting in 3 
a..i.rcraft destroy(-'d others damaged but re~airable. Small arms ammunition 
dump vras hit 1 KI_\ 3 1 

. .'Il. 420th F~~ emplaced on KEISI.~ SHI~.IA vras again the 
target of hostile artillery fire on 15 A1]ril. No damage sustained. Para. 
Naval gunfire support was provided 3rd PhibCorps by 1 OBB 2 DD 24th Corps 
w~s reinforced by the fires of 1 CL 2 DD of 51.19 firing from the east and 
3 OBB 1 CA 3 DD of TF 54 from the west. 2 OBB 4 Cruisers 7 DD provided NGF 
support for 13 .SHTIL\ landing. 1 DD engaged in illumination and harrassing 
fires e..long southwest coast to prevent suicide boat activity. l CA and 1 DD 
onerating off N:lHA last night were credited with silencing battery that 
shelled I~EISE SHrtfl.. during the day good effect was secured on mechanized 
equipment troop concentrations gun emplacements and fuel dumps in the CTF 55 
area. JrdPhibCorps re;1orts deep support missions fired by ships under CTF 53 
were effective. CTG 51.19 reports that shins gunfire rmder his direction 
destDoyed boat revetments several blockhouses and ')illboxes camouflaged 
buildings and motor vehicles. Suicide bo;=~ts ·were active in areas 103 and 
105 during the ni?:;ht. LCI(:M) 659 re~)orted destro~ling 1 boat 8 miles off 
shore in area 103 at 23LI-O• At 0215 YES 331 opened fire on suicide boat 
rrhich dropped charge astern. Yl·lS suffered steering casualty. Continued 
search but boat esca1Jed. At 02h0 LCI (1!!) 659 contacted another su l cide 
boat which retired at high sneed. BAEt'I'ON in station 105 took suicide boat 
under fire but failed t.o destroy. Mine sweeping '~.:ts been compl~ted in 
i·r _G ... \.GUSUKU 1:~1AN insofar as 'r")()Ssible with Y~::S. Area G2 east of 128-11 and 
2000 yards of northern end. of Hl svve•)t on 15 ;\ ')ril. T-?.outine channel and 
trans)ort area sweerys ·vrere made. CP.~°C':~·rT CITY 3lld PIJ'.JrEEY h')ve lJroved :J!.ore 
convenient for evacua.t:Lon from shore than hosnitel ships and are being 
retained here fo1:· this use for the time beingo C;}~;;c~~liT CITY off E ~~GUSEI 
bec.ches. '?INKI'r:;y at K.!~H!n\. ·".SP 15 which broached in reef is now considered 
to be a total O)cration:?.l loss. Dllring a.ir attack evening 15 '.pril ~ T 
GRL:FIN in ,.)osition 250 degrees 9 j.:rv·)r F_?.Q1? BOLO re·'Jorts ene.ro.y plc.ne 
drop0ed ~oomb ex.,lodinG 100 yards r1 stern. Fo damc\Ge to ship. Ships de·1arting 
today for UJ,ITHI are: 1 .,.,C(?F) 26 l~':'s 2 PC ,:-"nd the folloHing dam:1.~ed 1 DD 
1 DE 1 m: 3 A1.!~ to S.~IP_1N : 6 AP!~ 1 .."P 7 :u\:.1 2 L.SV 2 DE 4 A~~ Para. 
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Here is another page for the book in v·rhj_ch we ~)ay tribute to gallant 
ships. This morning r11any enemy planes concentrated against the L:\.FFSY 
in radar picket station 1. The enemy was attacked by all the VF we could 
get there (=l.nd suffered heavy loss from the C4~p but for 2 hours the LWFEY 
was under continuous attack.. She shot dO'wn 6 Vals, vYas struck by 2 bombs 
TJ T!~A 4 suicide pl:lnes, and is now on the vray to Y..E:U\:Li R!.~TTO at 20 
knots s~Jeed. Para. N2.val air arm carried out direct surmort to troous ·with 
plD.nes from C~6s of TG 52.1 and fast carriers of TF 58.· DL~ST L strikes 
supporting the landing U.ARD_\ RFTrtiD ETTDFJDSOC:::?.SiJRI .. nSV l::::SS rockets ['lld 
Nanalm. Search flights v;ere made by PBMs from r:-·,:;_-q,_~r.A. and reryorted at 0500 
that many enemy 'Jlanes headed south were sighted in Lat 27-lS Long 129-50• 
At 0810 reported sighting 2 Val XIVE0 JIJ)J3ELAPG from 28-01 ]28-25. At 0905 
sm:-;.11 'Jatrol vessel was sighted Lat 32-ls-5 Long 128-10. Ship JY . .l1.KK.ID and 
damaged. ASP ill·IOKCV vvas flovrn by "':)B-!.ilS from K~~"Jf.h TULAGI relieved .. i.11TZIO 
in snecial ASJ 'Jatrols in shipping lanes to southeast of OIITN r\, TA. Hostile 
air attack occurred from 1800 to 2200 15 April lrith planes approaching from 
north in several raids. Planes destroyed in addition to those mentioned in 
')revious SUI'1rr:.ary: 4- Tonys 1 Zeke by CAP from TG 99.2. AA on OT\IN!L'A shot 
dO'.I\fn 1 Hamn 3 Osc'"1rs 2 Bettys l Zeke 1 Helen. This morning from 0742 to 
1027 area was again under attack by estimated 100 planes which approached 
from north in 10 groups. 37 shot dovm by C_1P. 15 by AA. 13 suicide hits. 
Sh~ps hit by su:iciders: Pll1}'TGJ..E (SUNK) L.~~.FFSY. HOBSON BRY'\N"T BO~··;ER.S H!JIDING 
I.~CS 116 LCI 407 LCS 51. Hare later v:hen all renorts are in. The foll<J\'Ying 
rescues were made: 1 Dumbo PBH lo.nded at 1925 15 April near ~fo\CKSS 58 miles 
bearing 070 from Zl'J.:p_;;_ due to engine trouble. This 'Jlane had nreviously 
rescued 2 survivors 1 from BEm·JINGTON l from BELL.~AU ~;r:oDS durints day. At 
0630 nlane took off returned safely to base. 1~:CCLELL.~l·ID rescued BUEKER 
HILL Fl1-U ~ilot 28 miles bearing 030 froril Z)J:nA at 1016 1 PBH Dumbo is 1.Tith 
TF 58 near KYUSI-IU. Enemy planes reported on N.:JIA Field by TI.fS 360 were taken 
under fire by SH :L:1NON at 1815 15 April. 1 Betty and 1 fi:sht er v-vrecked. 
LCI 4.07 reported planes took off from plateau of T.._ KE BANi\:."lli during night. 

16 0834 COI.15THFLT TO CTNCPAC .IDV INFO CTF 51. 

Your 130229. ~!ade inspection ashore on 14th and discussed situation ·:dth 
resnonsible officerslil YO:'TAN field is in fair shape for e>.ll weather opera-
tion and being imnroved rapidly. r AD~T'L\ req_uires blanket of coral for wet 
·weather o·1eration but coral Dits are 4 miles avray. Construction personnel 
on fields was to have been increased yesterday. Commodore Bissett states 
HOYU for airfield No. 1 avail:lble s:J of base development plan location. 
Also adclition8.1 site for fighter field exists on 1-f.'!' corner !1!i:OTOSU TJENIN3ULA. 
Some increase in numbers of ulanes oDeratinr: from YOITT ~\.N ·.v-ill probably be 
Dossible in near future. Hajor increase OIITNI':':A ''Till not come until IE 
.SHIT:_·~ fields are activated. Development ashore has been hcndicap1ed by 
rouf,h seas slowing unloading and by rains 111-':,king roads bad for moving cargo 
to storage dumps-._ L~'Jrovement of roads throughout island vrill depend upon 
av:;.ilability of suitable coral vrhich is not found everyw·here as in r_·_RI 'lNAS. 
Construction of new airfields Hill probably be slovrer then heretofore be-
cause rolling character of terrain and need to haul corc.l considerable dis-
t.::mce s. Unable to locate Painter vrhile ashore~"~ 
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Scale cmd effectiveness of enemy n.ass suicide air attacks. and rate of ship 
loss o.nd damage o.re such that ·vie must use all available means to l"'revent 
ftu~ther attacks. Recommend jiJ.aXiJn1lr1_ <.:~nd continued use of' r:vo and ~i~'..:I \N.~S 
based planes, latter staging throu-:h r:Jo as necessary to prevent enerrw' s 
use of KYUSHU fields. Also to hit assembly fields feeding attack units 
into !~WSHU. This recort11TI.end2tion Leans all t·~~es of bonbers and long range 
fi_shters. Para. Loc2.l 2.ir situation nill not improve greatly until we have 
rebuilt and activated fields on I2 SHI:~r \. All of our carriers have been 
carrying a heavy load and must continue to do so. ~ 11en 2hth Corps takes of-
fensive on 19th demands on carrier air will probably increase. Retirement 
to "GSY·.(~ after tomorrow of TF 57 vdll further inc~--ease their 1oe:,d. Con-
tinued and heavier strikes by So~'JesPac air on FOREOS 1 ... .fields are also re-
quired. Para. ~"Je have a firm grip on a most valuable Ja:!anese possession 
and must ex""')ect continuance of strongest enemy reaction until as a result 
of fir-;htin5 ashore loss of OKINAWA can no longer be questioned. I vrish 
to do everything y>ossible to insure that nreventable losses and damage to 
fleet units do not slorf tempo of our futuT·e operations. 

16 0945 CTF 51 to TF 51 Info \LL TF_C_3 TCY'~r_glFLT, CINCP.AC BOTH Ir. 

This dispatch is for the ;urpose of ei ving. S")ecial honor to the shi 'JS 

vrho are and have been on radar picket duty. DD t-~es DZs LSHs :md LCS 
typ·es are a,ll on this distant gua;rd vrhose vrork is doing so much to hel'1 
our troops make this o )eration a success. ~·Ve 2.re very proud of the magnifi-
cent courage and effectiveness v;ith which these vessels have discharged 
their difficult and hazardous tasks. fara. Pass this on to captains vrhose 
shi'1S have been sunk in this service. Para. Lt. Gen Buckner joj_ns VAdm 
Turner in this t.L·ibute. 

16 1245 CJTCPO.~ !'.DV TO CO~ ..,I"'THFLT !N~O CO. 'G'~H T.~CTIC~I_~_J;··~ r:o'1C-::, lOTH ·~::-L?.l[L CTF 51 
crY "G ~F 10, CCr _!-r-t ) '.C, '::!0! r .I7.Fl TI?? • .. c, CO~ l.Ili_;_f.SUBCG~ TY(' ~~D. 

( Unless othervise advised CinC"")Oa will assume th:rt Farine Air Grourys ·es-
ta.blished on shore in RYUI~YUS have ":.11 the re~Jlacement ·!ilot s and ?.ircraft 
thaD. can be advanta~eously em·,)loyed '~Nith airfield facilities -oresently 

~vailable. 

After TF 57 strikes northern FOc.~rosl:. on 17th re.~luest F::L~·~F neutralize all 
of FO~:OSA as effectively as practicable~ 

lOth P:r-rrty closes USS·ET.Dd=l,._DO 181200 I-(9) and o':>ens OKINA .. A at target 
grid 8687 W s.:JJ1e ti111e. 
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16 1415 51 to CG~5TEFLT Info CIIJCP ~C _:0~:11, 5TI-IFT.~T. 

Summary No. 32 a.s of 161800. The :1irfield on I.-::: 51-ID.r.: ha.s been cc::Dtured. 
By 1730 our troo)s had secured most of the island "t~rest of grid 987 41 .1.fter 
initial landings the advance eastward was met by scattered light resistance. 
~~2-chine gtm fire and sni·'Jer fire was received front caves in TA e532AGH v:hich 
tem "'orarily delayed advance but was quickly silenced. l'-l.ll enemy AA gun was 
later daptured in this same area. ;5.nes were encountered on entire Iiamiin;gmpl 
GP3EN Tl beach. A concentration of mines was discovered around the airfield. 
It is reported that the enemy has withdrawn for a finc.l stand to pinnacle 
in TA 'i!f133 1rrhere numerous caves and defensive installations exist. Fire 
from this area this afternoon knocked out 3 of our tanks. Su~_)port aircraft 
made nmnerous strikes with bombs and rockets on this area to_rsether ·aith 
concentrations by field artillery on ~lSNN!i SHI~:..~. Results of these strikes 
are unre~orted. Our casuc.lties light. Nothine to report from 2hth Cor·Js 
front. Little activity has been reported by the 3rdPhibCorps. RCT 4 and 
RCT 29 were indicated to have attacked as scheduled this morning. BLT 22 
moved to TA 6119F under 6th MarDiv control and attacked north on the line 
TA 0022FJ to Ol22B. 1 Bn of the 29th ~-Iarines is attacldng from the west 
ar;ainst the center of l'esistance in TA 9923. Heavy resistance vras reported 
by RCT 4 ·which is attacking eastward against this same strong point. Re-
port as of 1750 shovvs the 4th llarines on the general line: Tl:.. 98251, 9925S 
9924J 982~-~~ 9823V 9922V 9720F • The 3rdPhibCorps is establishing an x· S 
fighter director station at the northern tip of OKII'L\~'L;.. Para. Naval activi-
ties for the day include gunfire supDort to landing on I::; SHI.;l\ by 2 OBB 
2 CA 2 CL c:.nd 7 DD. Call fires were furnished the 3rdPhibCorps by 1 OBB 
2 DD and to 24th Corps by l OlB 2 CA 3 DD. In a~clition 2 OBB 1 CA 2 DD 
TG 61.19 furnished support from the e".stern side. Gen--:ral support' was given 
by 1 CL and 4 DD from 51.19. TALTGA was hit by suicide - lane at 0845 this 
morning 6 miles S JCIA .:zE S.AKI but Droc eeded in convoy. 3 ~ iiA 1 MI_\.. HOR~1ISO:N 
enroute RP 10 took u..YJ.der fire many single bo,:zies enroute OIITNA;·,!.A. or return-
ing FOR:·!OSI\. liORJ.ISOI also reports destruction of 2nd enemy mine nosition 
26-13 N 126-23 E. l~SSEY and FULLY=.:ur exnloded l floating mine each at 
0650 today position 25-09 N lZ!-35 E. _11._lso sighted derelict LCI 15 April 
:9osition 25-03N 128-38 E. YANC::L'Y sank horned mine on 13 ~pril in 1JOsition 
25-03 ~! 128-51 E. STRATBGY at 1230 had possible sonar contact bearing 276 
7.5 miles from BOLO. Made hedgehog attack 1255. Negative results. Further 
details on action of morning 15 April: HOBSON in RP J..4 hit by suicide 
plane about 0923. Returned to transport area under ovm power about 1930 
maneuvering vdth difficulty. J "~J DITTER. escorted HOBSON, HOBSON has 136 
survivors from P!tiFGI.!.:. PRIJ:·TGL'3 was sunk after hit by suicide plane about 
094-3. Captain S officers 77 men aboard r.cs 34~ B:1Y\NT in RP 2 at 0929 while 
proceed~~g to aid L1F~EY hit by suicide nlane in IDB.in radar room. Radar 
and comrnunications out~ Returned to transport area at high speed v-rith casual-
ties. rc::::;(R) 851 sent to aid BRY~u'TT. BG',"ERS at 0955 was hit by suicide ula.ne 
while in station D42 bearing 350 20 miles from BOLO. :·~as able to .,roceed 
trans"Dort area. s·.;.:: \.R-ffi after assistin.::; Be T~S extinguished fire took 55 
wounded from BO' !~S !:) ssisted by COJ'JNOLY his transferrin.-· them to HOP~ about 
l400. SHI\J'JIJOC continued further se·trch of area for survivors vrith negative 
results. I/~I h07 reported hit by suicide :'Jlane ,:;tt 1002 in station 136 
entrance NAY ~~GUSUlill };'J~. Received 4 foot hole above waterline. Fo:r'lvard 40mn.t 
gun out., No casualties. Remained on station. I.CS 51 in RP 1 hit by suicide 
l)lane about 0945 <~ Suffered eng;Lne casualty and cannot back. ~.'rith hole in 
port side above ·vraterline Droceeded to tr-,nsport area. Has sor1e cc.sualties 
aboard TJJFF ?:I. LCS 116 in RP 1 hit by suicide :;?lane and badly damaged. LCS 
32 took her in tou. Later assistance was required and I..S~.: sent to rid about 
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16 1415 CTF 51 SUM :P .. EY l\lUJ, :J3 £ll. 32 CONTil'JUwD ·~ 

1515. nroceeded to tra.ns:;ort area t> 1-L"..RDI:~rG hit by suicide ~lane a bout 1030 
while enroute station RP 14. Plane hit near Eo 1 stack. Much damage forward 
1Hi th magazines flooded. Bulkheads shored.. Renorted &t 1107 she was able to 
nw.ke 5 lmots. BUTLI:~R. st2.nclin1?: b;r and T"SKESTA- sent to aid. HA1-\DIIJG arri vecl 
f..ERU:~'l P3TTO 1630. SHEA in p;sition 326 19 miles from BOLO 1vas nnder attack · 
by many rlanes at 0950. ~Jithin 10 minutes she shot dcr;·m 6 nlanes rrith 1 ad-
ditione.l jointly ·with H·iJ?DING. 1.eports sbe did not see anyJ. planes getting 
awcy. ?ara • .Air support for the day vras furnished by planes from TG 52.1 
fast carriers of TF 58 and shore based air of TG 99.2. Renorts of strike 
on ISHIGAKI on 15 Aoril by TU 52.1.2 novr s..hov'I 3 hostile -olanes shot dovm 
and airfields strafed bombed and rocketted. Search flights rrere made by 
PBus from IGPw'\I:L base and at 1130 1 of our ?BEs in 33-Ll-0 N 128-07 E shot 
dorvn l Jal(e. Routine ASP vras flovn1 by ":)B~Is . Shi'JS which shot dorn1 pl.,.nes 
in air attack this morning and not yet renorted: T:Xl\.S 1 Kate at 091~6, 
SHEA 1 Kate 4 Oscars 1 ~!ate at 0905. SHEA and H.\FJ)IlJG Jointly 1 Nate. 
L_u7 F"ZY 6 plus 4 suiciders. LCS 51 4 Vals l Zeke. H.U,L 1 Zeke . BS_\L 2 Vals 
c>..nd l suicide miss. This raises total enenw planes shot dovm by ships to 38. 
Suicide hits to 12. Grand total 87. Our plane losses consisted of 1 ST 
LOUIS SC-1 ca1sized while being recovered and s~l'"]_"k. Rescue was made by 
~'LCCL ~;r.L./lJJ of l BUtiT'CSR HILL F l;.U pilot \·.rho was shot dov;n by friendly ;_'\._' dur-
ing morning attack. ~- CO~~B rescued l TG 99.2 Pilot and an un.lmovm LCS res-
cued 1 durin£: the mornin~. Dumbo PBl~ rescued ;)ilot from TF 58 from. mouth 
of 'K lGO SHD~ \ R\Y, in south 1\'YUSHU. On '"ray back this rylane rescued 3 sur-
vi vors of a B-25 15 miles south of KIKAI snrt~. .~erial observation of T!J\E 
B.i\.N_\1-?"S SHIUA during afternoon failed to reveal an airfield or any militacy 
activity in s'Jite of earlier surface re:Jort of ulanes taking off from there. 
There were no air raids in this area this afternoon. Para. ~'leather has 
been clear. Temuerature average 75 degrees. Visibility 8 to 10 miles. ~lind 
northerly 7 knots. S.'nooth sea. No swell or surf. End of summary. 

16 1250 cor~PHIBSPAC to C~~LCPAC .MJV INFO CINCP_'.C ?EARL, C01.:SE11VP}.C, COJ!IDESP 1\..C ,COT~1AIRPAC 
ADCOHPHIBSPAC ,,C.Q ~5THFLT .2 COM3RDFLT ,_C OE3~IDPHIB, CO?E)HIBGROUP T.YO • 

Radar pickets and fiGhter director shins plus large CP~ have so far ure-
vented serious losses in large shins and troorys oran ~,.-: 1 Area. Losses in de-
stroyer types have been hea~J since they have taJcen the full weight of sui-
cide air attacks. : .. dditional ndar oickets v:ill be needed for Phase 3 and 
future operations. :?.ecorrnend highest priority action to provide ( 'l) 20 
s )ecial fi.shter director ships using .tJ.! LSM or LCS hulls mounting air and 
surface search radars vrith good CIC and :povrerful communications and maxi-
mum 40m'll director controlled AA. plus 20nun AA. (B) That plans for future 
landings include "0lacing rrell trained efficient combat loaded search radar 
and fighter director teqms and equipment vvith L .. ·~ batteries and ~)rotective 
troops on outlyinc; isl<?nds before or inw_ediat ely a.fter main assault in 
order reduce nur:1ber .?.nd exJosure of ~)icket shi _ s .. 

16 2148 .QQJ&ILFS.TPA to CC:~~P;_F5,Q_Q_J:~,CTF 73,' 'l0C R.~'l.F _90:~· 'J\Jl) .JJ~CINCS: ·TPA,CINCPON:\DV 

lDC 75L~l5 . ?~any recent ::-:•e '1orts have reached this Hed of continued attacks by 
u.s . aircraft on friendly lifeguard subs. Some 1)lo.nes have made hostile pas-
ses and offensive a o''roaches, leavin suba arine no alternative but to crash 
cive or fire on ap=-'·roaching . lane. Th ese instances i~'1dicate careless briefin 
im)ro--;er identifi.c1.tion and inattention to recognition 1rocedures. Direct 
th(lt ·1osi ti ve a.ction be taken in all echelons of conun211d to irrmress nilots 

~ rrith the S·'.: riOUSl18$S of this )roblem c""'..l1d to ·)revent the "')0SSibi]_i_ty that fU-
tur e instances rrLi.f~ht occur involving .:.ircraft \dthin your canmands* 2~o:t:h.J5· OJ.i. 
.0ddees ackno~rledge. tJ t ,J 
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The follorrin,:s regrou·)ing of air forces vrill take '1lace effective 212h00 
T(-9) • (:~) In view increased offensive .:md decreased defensive requirements 
at r·~o Brig. Gen. ~~oore with 7th Fighter Comme.nd Headcuarters and 21st 15th 
and 506th Fighter Groups pass to operational control of CTF 93 but ·;rill re-
port to IsCom rao for additional duty as Comf~ir r ;o end for defensive e:m-
pla~ement. (B) Units of Fair~'Ting 1 engaged in search O')erati ons from the 
~·~AF?.I!u'JAS CAHOLINES and I'IO pass to the operationa~ control of CTF 94. 
(C) VliD 612 and V.ITB 21+2 remain under CTF 9h. 

16 fY755 .Ql!LCBPF to BRir:!_liSH LIAISON OFF VI.\ CINCPAC :.'JJV INFO COMINCH. 

Your 140833 such an operation would have to be carried out by British Pc.cific 
Fleet submarines operating under CTF 71 from Pacific base since approach 
from westward not feasible and Ssr:.CSEA vd.ll have no suitable submarines 
for tmving. Para 2. Present targets are not considered to be sufficient~ 
worth while as targets in naval base area are inaccessible. 

16 2355 COMGElTPO:i. TO CINCAFP~lC n:Fo_ r!DSCA, cnqCPAC BOTH Hq. 
RJ 59885. Pursuant to the directive contained in Cincpac Adv Hq dis 160252 
April 1945, I, vdth the Ar.n~ forces and resources under my conrrnand, report 
Cll'~-GAFPAC for pusposes of Army administration pursuailt to your desires I 
will report to you at fLlliiLA. in nerson on or about 20 April 1945 your date. 

17 0104 COl·l:AIHPACSUBCOtfFORD TO CGAAt7 10THARl·.IT TIJFO CINCPQ=q, ACV,Cmii5THF~T 2 CTF21, 
COH.:o.IR.PAC, COEGEN l~TH.d.Rl\IIT, crru 99.3.3, COJ.FVIDAREA, NJ.B OROTE. 

ReUr 130515, 160610. Ferry flights to you as foliOtvs . 18 A-oril 5 F4U-1C 
and 7 F4U01D. 19 April 2 F4~-1C, 2 F6F-5 and 2 F4U-lD. Propose to maintain 
squadrons at authorized complement plus pool of 10 Corsairs in area for 
liMnediate replacements. Request you advise additional aircraft required on 
this basis,. 

~7 0520 CTF 51 to CTF 54 Info TF 51, CTG 51.5. 

Possibility of enemy TF of unknown comnosition arrJ. VJ.ng OIITNX:YA area during 
night of 17-18 ..:"..:Jrilo See Co.rrtSubPac 162222. CTF 54 in TENNESS:SE v.rith NSJ 
~·.it~ICO, ~·;EST VI~GINIA, S)~T L~\K!5 CITY, S .. '\.N FRANCISCO, BIRI.UNGHAM:, ST LOUIS, 
Hl·~L, HUTCHnrs, I'{NIN, LONGSE~~~N, PORTERFI1£LD, Bt.....T?.TON, El'J'JAWS, P I-LUITLTON, 
L ~"~'T.S , ?5LESTON, '100:KS deploy to north northwestvrard so us to be in -oosi tion 
to accom;1lish ·:Jrirnary task and at same time to accomplish the secondary 
task of ·)rotecting radar "1ickets . Rada.r ?ickets under surfuce attack should 
join you. 

17 0529 CTIICPOA ADV TO COESERVPAC INFO CIMINCH & CNO, CINC_s:·.~u6..,CINC?O .. A.. PE..':..RL,CGlO, 
QO~~ rp•·m .. \l1EA, CO qTHF:r:!_,. 

Facilities and components exce'Jt .\BSD offered in Com7th.Flt 130530 recomnende 
for diversion to l1Y1.ECCCJS and } 1 ~-..RI <\l'JA.S. Further action on ABSD will be taken 
by senarate conmunica.tion. CoraServl1ac initiate ·study immediatel;>r to determin 
·w-hich diverted facilities should be instc,lled in OKI~.TA.,A or ~l~1I.~l\S or 
other arec, s and ?..rran.ze shipment o 
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17 0532 CINCPO.~ ADV to C01 !INCH, C~TO INFO CIHCS~!u.~~ CIN.QPO_·~ ?:tG.lulL, COIJSERV~=>AC, COI.I7THFLT 

Your 072006. Concur in diversion fleet surJDOrt facil::ities from s::·J.R area 
to RYUKYUS and E.~l.?1..TAJJAS as offered in Com?thFlt 130530. Units ~ ·hich c 1.1mot 
be advn.nta.geously em')l07ed in RYU1CYUS c.?n be so em~Jloyed in l:)J1IAN.~S. DE-
tailed studies being initiated to deten~ine o1timum allocations . 

17 0725 !_I:~::PCG ~'D? 20 to CINCPO.\ ADV _INFO _CCli5THFLT_,CTF?.hCTF58 ,21 Bo:rco~.~ . 

Beginninr; 18 A~ril 21 BomCom v.rill attack KYUniD airfields Hi th a::T')ro.ximately 
100 B-29s daily, weather permitting. Attacks will continue as long as 
Cincpoa considers ·;resent emergency to exist. 

17 1251 DSPCOL!u? 20 to CINCPOA .uJJV I~r1•0 21 BOliQ.Qg. 

Your 150036., T,~eather llermittinc 21 BomCom will nrovide daily photo coverage 
until released by Cinc"Joa or Cinc·1oa states that emergency no longer e:;dsts. 

17 1505 MACJ'~tTHUH to CIECPOJ'.. ADV, CG 8TH .AHI~ __ ll,J~i'O COFS ~flhDO~·~SO _;.C,COHG'~NPO'.,CGlO, 

Cl} USASO~, cc~ 6TH .\F&ifY, CG U~Al~'FJ~ . 

CX ]42LJ.O• Your 160251, releasing the 81 Div now NOTI.B.\ to C]]JC.f\.FPAC for 
duty is concurred in. Destination desired is LLI:YTE . U'Jon arrival at LT~YTS 
81 Div is assigned to 8th ·unJr• The CG Sth A~-:1y 1·.rill ')rovi.ce for emb.~~rkation 

a..nd quartering, arrangin--; necessary details vrith CG USASO.S. CG Sth Army is 
authorized direct communicc.tion with the CG 81 Div. J.equest Cincpoa issue 
necessary instructions to direct unit re':-Jort Sth '~rm.y u:)on arrival h~YT~ 
and to send forrrard by '"~-; r to L_~iryE a.t the earliest .. 1racticable d2~te e...n 
aclvan .ed det?chment to re)ort to the CG 3th '\.rmy, consisting of CG 81 Div 
or 2nd in co1mnand, G3, G4, and Div engi. eer or their re0resentatives, 
ond :rer)resentatives of Inf Reginents and Artillery Bns 2.nd division2.l troo::_;sj' 
Further request that this headquarters be advised concernin~ loadin0 arrange 
P:lents and Sl'A wTIE of various ele:ments of the Division. Desire that troo-os 
be accom·Janied by 60 days of supply classes 1, 2, 3 (lubricants only) and-
~-, and 5 units of fire. 

16 0310 CTF 51 to C0~.~5THFLT PASSED BY 5TH~'I.JT ~ro cr·.TC PAC luJV FOH I HFO. 

Datmge to ships heavy today though nuraber of enemy aircraft connnitted seems 
much smaller th<?..n on 12th. Consider this due to 2 causes. (A) .:'._ttacks today 
vrere better massed and coordinated. (B) Absence of TF 5g reduced depth of 
fiter cover. Para. Recommend largest possible number shore based long 
range fiters be assigned to fiter m~reeps HONSHU and I<:lUSHU at frequent 
intervals using not only plane s based at I."i'O but also staged thru I .iO in 
order , rovide mass effect. 

17 124 7 CINC PAC ADV TO Q..O~ i.'JESS:YJi'RON , COHNO::lPAC , CTF94, C1f:.F96, COl.IDESPAC, COTCPAC, COMSERV 
PAC,C07.::SERVON lO,COMl'TABS GUJJA:,INFO COl.-IINCH,C.LNCPJ\C P.t~llL ,COH5THfi'LT ,crrF 51. 

In view of heavy losses 1Prhich have been experienced in escort types during 
current operation action adees take the following action. Com:lesSeaFron, 
Cor.Q.ServPac, ComSeRon 10, ComNavBase GUPJrt expedite reryairs on DD, DE, DU, 
n:m, .~PD all possible vrithout radical disru~tion of other work schedules. 
COTCPAC and ComDesPac curtail training period these types all possible and 
reryort their readiness to Cinc~;ac for combat assigl1!-:-n.ent. CorriNorPac detach 1 
DesDiv of DesRon 57 wd route to P:S,\J:l.L for ontfard routing to the western . 
Pacific. CTF 96 detach CortDiv 86 and direct them re110rl to CTF 94. CTF 2~ 
detach DesRon 12 ond direct them report to CTF 51 for duty 5th Fleet. 2 t1 b 5 
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17 1512 COMll·JCH & CNO to Cll~JCPOA ADv_. 

Desire that execution subparagraph F UrDis 160250 not operate to reduce 
the availability of Marine and Naval combat rmit s for offensive employment •. 

lS 0250 CINC PAC ADV TO CINCS.fPA INFO CGTEN,C01:IPHIBSPAC,CGAA.FSHPJ.,CG FIFTH AIR FORCE. 

ComGen 5th AF 172120. Request by return dispatch inforrr1ation concerning 
unauthorized visit of General Smith of 5th Fighter Command to OKINN:lA. My 
140826 authorized visit of only nAir Engineern to survey airdrome possibili-
ties. 

180645 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT TN"fi'O CINCPAC DOrrH, ALJ..~ 5THFLT TFC & T.QQ. 

Su.rnrr.a.ry No. 35 as of 181200. Roundup of information concerning yesterdays 
ground force activity ~ corning in during the night indicated that enerey 
activity along 24th Corps front 1ifas negligible as Corps engc-tged in final 
preparations for attack 19 April. Artillery naval eunfire and aircraft 
continued to soften up enemy installations w·ith reported excellent results. 
7th Div was subjected to some hostile artiller;sr fire forward areas. Active 
patrolling throughout the day with no enemy contact reported by 'Jatrols 
operating to immediate front of RCTJ.B4. On Di v left patrols of RCT 32 sup-
ported by light tanks reached points on ridge in TA 8474PO 1200 yards E -
of Hill 178. Enemy mortar and machine gun fire received as tanks fired 
on caves along ridge. Enemy activity in 27th Zf\. was negligible and local 
:)atrols to div front re .>orted no unusual enemy activity. Fetv minor infil-
tration attempts 1'rere m.ade and artillery and mortar fire fell intermittentlJ'• 
General preparations for attack continue. Assalilt shiyping this ·niv is now 
100% unloaded. 96th Div units completed movement into position for con-
tinuation of attack. Enemy actiit:i..ty in Div ZA v;as negligible ·with very 
little mortar and artillery fire received. Air and naval gunfire observers 
directed fire on enemy positions and empla.cenents to front of llCT 381, thru-
out the day with good results. Fortified enemy OP at T!\ 8175I blasted by 
11!GF resulting in considerable damage. RCT 3£:53 patrols mopping up in Corps 
service area investieated over 500 caves during 0eriod. 374 civilians picked 
up in i1his a.rea and turned over to }!IPs. Corps artillery counterbattery 

and normal ha~rassing m_lssions were continued throughout this period. De-
struction of 6 l50m.1l guns located at T.A ?36SPV was completed. Enemy troop 
locations caves nillboxes and ~;un positions were taken under fire by naval 
units during the day v:ith u..nre-)orted results. 3 air strikes vrere placed 
on SHU I CASTlE vrith estimated 30% destruction. Pillboxes on ridge at TA 
0077E vrere hit vrith e:x:tensive darnage re_oorted. A :?ipeline believed to fur-
nish water to N~~.HA v;as cut by 27th Div engineers. Corps plan for the day 
calls for all units to make 1.Drii1m final preparations for coordinated at-
tack tomorrow. Elements of 2Jth Div to secure by 1600 Hill at TA 7978l)3. 
overlooking to•:Jn of :::A CHIN ATO and seize corner of :.;sC.10.FLl.:Jfr at TA l$7SQr.'J. 
96th Div is to consolidate positions along Div boundaries and move l Bn 
383rd WT to asserably area at TA 3473 in Div reserve. In the 3rd.PhibCorps 
zone 6th MarDiv continued operations to eliminate enemy on UGrOBU PENINSULA 
vii th effort being 1n.ade to prevent enemy organization on high grolUld to NE. 
Attack is beinf; made by 4th and 29th Marines . The lst Bn 22 .. nd Harines is 
mopping up the rear. 22nd Marines less 1 Bl.T continues patrolling N OIITNN[A 
and has este.blished a defensive line facing south from TA 3550LT 3650PO 
3750!\N to ~)revent interference vrith radar and fighter director station being 
established on northern tip of :;::>eninsula. The lst J1.arDi v continued ,at rollin~ 
assir~ned areas and is to send a reconnaissance g:c-oun to patrol islands 
~l.J.arding apuroach to CHii1J \IAN. 77th Div on I=: SHI':~:l. re;orts that dur:kp~ 

- Continued - 2 8 5 ) 
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180645 CTF 51 SUlcil~A~1Y I\nJliBER 35 - CONTIJ\JU:£D 

the night 17-18 A:~.)l"il small groups of enemy· supported by mortar fire and 
srnall arms attempted infiltration 306 Inf sector. 6 ene:my officers and 13 
enlisted were killed in this action. The division renorts advances have 
been steady v:ith substantial gains made against determined enemy resis-
tance from high ground vicinity TA 9733 rd th some machine gun and sniper 
fire coming from IE TCf,N and mutually supporting pillboxes with autorlW~tic 
v'fea!Jons encountered in TA 87330. Noon report indicates the 306th Inf on 
the north to have extended its lines to: TA 8S35Q SS34L ~33M. ·Nith no 
renort on RCT 305 on the south. Enemy casualties reported total 388 and 
1 PO~I with our o1vn casualties of 15 KIA 73 ttiJ~ 5 MIA. 4 of our amtanks 
were destro::red by mines. Coastal patrols around the islands in the Iill..'RJ\.M.A 
R::I:TTO group killed 5 enemy and destroyed 2 outrigger canoes north shore 
ZPJ.tPA iflS.AKI. Planes of J.:.~ .. G 31 and 33 fle·w 24 plane C!-!.P at dawn and dusk 
and nrovided 2 plane CAP over each of the 5 picket boats from da·wn to dusk 
yesterday. 4 ground support rnissions of 31 Corsairs struck enemy troops 
and ground installations in 3rdPhibCorps area vrith results reported ex-
cellent. CP loth Army opened ashore in TA 86f!i/17 as of 181200. Para. Naval 
elements conducted harrassing and night illuminntion in the zone of ~~th 
Corps using 2 OBB 1 CA 3 DD firing fr·~;m the E and 2 OBB 2 CA 1 CL 5 DD 
operating frora the ~7. h3 firing m..i..ssions were conducted in this area. Sup-
port to the 3rdPhibCorps and 77th Div was allocated to 1 OBB 1 CL 4 DD. 
51.19 re-,Jorts that N . .;;;:~ YORK COLORA.DI ST LOUIS .. ICHITA POl1TU.J\TD plus 3 DD 
gave all assigned and requested targets a good going over. Targets including 
gun en\Dlacements trucks blockhouses buildings ;>ersonnel concentrations. 
TUSC.~lLOOSA and !>JUSTIN engaged in illwnination against suicide boats SW 
sector and bombarded NAHA a...11d ITOli.AN airfields. Com I.ST GRP 67 with 9 LSTs 
6 LS2\fs 6 LCSs anchored for unloading in CHllflJ WPJJ. PCS '],404 buoying 4 
shoal spots and is reproducing anchorage charts of CHIH.U ,".AN. SPICE~JOOD 
also engaged in planting buoys. Minem·veeping has been effected in area G2 
E of Long 12S-ll and Area Hl N of target areas 49. Routine channel and 
transiJort area sweeps ·were made. In r~l YONAB.ARU -v;·AN has been cleared to 
2500 yards of land to SH. This ·will permit fire support ships to move in 
closer and to place enfilade fire up valleys as 1ifell as direct fire to 
head of .d.PJ£. PCE(R) $51 tore out stanchions supporting nuraber 2 gun tub 
while getting a-viB:Y from alongside L.:Ji'FEY 16 April. PGti 11 which ra.n aground 
; . ~:..S SHI~\ ·14 April will require drydocld.ng to repair propellers check shaft 
alignment. LS1i 193 grounded in IT ,C-0 : .JAN 17th. Has 6 foot rip on center 
line frames 21-22. Requires docking. PRESTON O?erating last nit;ht with TF 
54 to the N at 2023 re~Jorted hostile plane flying low· aver formation. Sl1ortly 
after TEN7JEss;;.;·f~ felt violent under1'1fc,lter explosion. ROOKS 5,000 yards away 
reported ex0losion astern of her at 2031. No damage to any shi )S of TF 51;.. 
HAar: D.JG novr reports casualtie s as 14 KIA 10 ("fiA B liT_t. Para. Naval air arm 
furnished direct su·)~Jort to troops by fast carriers of TF 58 and CV:l!~s of 
TG 52.1. Other attacks missions included fighter S\'V'eep of Iill.~ SHTI.iA. at 
1000. Results not reported. Routine search flights and ASP w·ere flov.rn by 
PBMs from I3. V.G-.:A BA.S~~ . ~~nemy air activity occurred fro~n 2000 to 2200 night 
17th. A few hecklers approached from west and south1/rest. No eeport of 
damage to our forces. l Sally shot dovrn by night fj_ghter. Our plane losses 
consist of 1 F6F£·.J of TG 99.2 Hho shot dot'm hostile plane close over , rater 
off shore from N·liL!t at 2Jlr-5 hitting his ~)repeller on ·water making this at-
tack forcint; a crash 12.nding. Pilot rescued 0145 by LCI 754 on anti bc:2i8 6 7 
natrol. Rescue Tvas me~de by PB1.r Du.'TI.bo at 0315 of l:lU1CUS ISL.\JJD fighter plane 
nho vras shot doHn by AA 1 mile off shore i iTN i' 1J: DL.ITO SHitD ... Durnbo was under 
fire uhile naking rescue. These Dumbo planes are doing a magnificent piece o.l: 
work in su:Jport of our attack pl anes. Planes of TG 52.1 made air delive!'ir of 
SU}Tllies to 3rdPl)ibCor;;<~ on t:QTOBU .l_)~.1~TINSD}.::. . l st B-?9 to lang_, atT._OI\~NNtiA 
c ar11e :Ln on 2 en~lne s 0 ';.4 _;0. Tms .,l f',ne h"'c~. oeen enrotrue to str:L_cc r\YU ... Jm. 
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Intend in .. i.tiating progJ."'<:url of rotation your task: groups in succession to 
UIJTHI for 10 day rest e:tnd replenishment periods rrl th ls.lG group departing 
as early as practicable ) ossibly after last. su~Jporting strike 20th. Re-
liefs vrill be accomplished on station in operating area. Request your 
recorn.rnendations as to (A) \J'nether TF 58 should be organized during this 
tine in 3 TGs or 4. (B) Schedule of rotation to ULITHI. 

18 0718 CTF 2.? to CTG 93~nfo GO:M5THFLT, CTF9lt, ISCOH TINiitJ , CINC,I:OA .A.D\LcUL TFC 
AIJJ T@, CC~.1GEN 21 BOHC01i, COM1\F 7, 5rrhJ:1 L'J.:,. I0COM rao, CO:.ilJ..F 20. 

Upon reporting to this cont:mnd for operational control effective 212l~OO 
~wDis 040137 and 050634 not to all are superseded by this clis9atch. 
~Yith 7th fighter C01llillt-lnd 15th and 21st fighter groups all b.:J.sed TI'lO JTI.1A 
and with 306th Fighter Group based TINIAN reform TG 93.4. BrigGen Ernest 
Moore continues as CTG. 1tission is VLR escort and offensive fighter 
operations as directed by CTF 93 exclusive of operations aga.inst BONINS 
directed by CTF 94. CTG 93.4 ~~11 conserve aircraft for this raission 
and vlill employ for air defense only the number which in his opinion 
fills minimum requirements for adequate protection. 

18 1156 C7F 51 to COM5THFLT Info CINCPAC BOfH, .;J..~L TFC & TGC 5THFLT. 

Su.rrunary No 36 as of lSl£300. CG lOth Army established headquarters ashore. 
lOth Anny set for all out attack southern OKJ]~J\It.;A early morning 19 April. 
24th Corps lineup for attack from west to east is as follows: 27th Div l06th 
Inf l05th Inf assault 96th Div 38lst Inf 382nd Inf assault 7th Div v;ith 
184th Inf and 32nd Inf assault. The 307th liCT of the 77th ·niv under CTG 
51.23 RAdm Blandy is to conduct the diversionary feint landing off SE 
OiulTA1i{A in support of the attack. The 3rd.PhibCorps continues its opera-
tions on ?~10TOBU P1l~TIJSUL~1 .. and northern OKIN$1,.11 ... wit41 details unreported. 
77th Div is ma1d.ng nrogress against determined enemy :en IE S'-ITIL\ defending 
from Pillboxes and dugin positions. The plan of the 77th piv is to com-
pletely isol::J.te IEGUSUGU-Y .. 4MA the main enemy defense. Jtfternoon report lo-
cates troops along the line running generally from: 88Jl~.EM gg33H ff7 J3NP 
f5/32I 8832RD. Regret troop casualty re ·)ort not avail::,ble tonight. Para. 
Naval support was furnished 3rdCorps by 1 CL 2 DD 24th Corps from the tYest 
by 2 OBB 2 C.6l. l CL 2 DD. On eastern side of OIITNA':iA by 1 OBB 2 CA 1 CL 
5 DD. .Ammunition replenishment vras completed in -:)reparation for tomorrow's 
attack. 3 OBB 1 CA 1 CJ~ 4 DD repl enished at. KER.:\J.;i.{i. J.i DITT=:R. and IJCS 37 
in RP JJJ. each re l1ort 1 horned mine destroyed. LfOR!liSON in RP 10 fired · 
on 2 Hecl~lers believed to be lovr flying Bettys. No hits. BO\'JERS nOIJv re-
ports casualties a s 311. KIA 56 NI.A includin,g Captain and Executive Officer 
10 !.II!::.. Naval casualties to date reported by 96 ships list 522 KIA 1520 
~l:U1. 584 l:I A. Total 2,626. Para. Direct air sup~Jort of troops continued 
throughout the :')eriod by CVEs of TG 52.1 fast carriers of TF 53 and by 
shore based air of TG 99.2. TG 52.1 made attack on S.U':ISI-I:D:A GUNTO ·pfith 
results tu'lre ;orted. Search flights and ASP vYere flo-vlfn by ?Bi,Is from KZllil:fA. 
base. TUL 1tGI s_~ecial AS.! group vras ordered to conduct huJ1terkiller en sub 
contact in Lat 26-29 Long 130-43 developed by TG 58.4 .•. Attacks made by 
destroyers ~;rior to arriv2"l this grou-·l orobably sanl< sub. 2 flights of 6 
F4Us replacement :)lanes for TG 99.2 arrivied by air from I:IARI.:l.IU.S via LJO. 
B-29 1rhich rnade emergency landing at YOC£.:'...N this morn~c.ng de'jarted 1600 for 
~I.'i.J.I~Il:AS . There wei·e no air attacks on this area this afternoon. This eve-
ning ccrinmencing 18h0 enemy planes approa ched from \.~rest in 3 raids. 2 twin 
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engine ~1lane s shot dovrn by F6FN night fighters from TG 99 .. 2 about 80 
miles due "\'vest· of ZA!\:iPA. 1 at 1845; 1 at 19~.. Para. Weather partly 
cloudy. Visibility 8 1.'1iles. Tem;)era.ture average 73 degrees. Wind 
SE 14 to 22 Knots smooth sea, no swell. 

18 1824 CINCPAC lJJV TO CTECSYJPA. 

I'>JiliTTZ TO l'LAC~~11THUR. I add my m·m appreciation to the follmring message 
from Spruance lfAppreciate strong action being taken biJ CIHCSO/J'~ SP.:\C to 
keep FORJ.!OSA ene1ny air neutralized. Continuation vrill keep our flank se-
cure ru1d our carrier forces available for troop support here and ffor stop-
ping attacks from Empiren., · 

18 2039 CTF 58 to COH5THFI/r INFO CTF 51, COMSERON 10, CTGs of TF 5S. 

Your 180647. Do not desire to rotate TGs. Reduction of force in operat-
ing area will cause concentration St> enemy on remaining ':eGs with conse-
quent ryrobability of increased losses. Also materially reduces number of 
available fighters. Prefer to retain entire TF in operating area until 
shore based air is ready to taJce over and we are relieved of direct sun-
port missions. (A) Sufficient carriers and destroyers are availible fo~ 
only 3 TGs. (B) TG 58.1 plus about 6 cripples of other TGs, TG 58.3, rrG 58.4 

19 0025 CGBOl!ICOM21 to CGB01tlG73, CGBOMTlG313, CGBOIJ;rG314a Info CGBOIB1"lG58, CTF 58, CTF 93 
CTG 93.Lt-, CI:l'TCRJA .4DV HQ, CO DET A BO~ :COM 21 TI'lO. 

STNXF-19-l. Subject daily bombing. For your information daily bombing of 
KYUSHU vr.Lll be initiated and continued, lveather permitting, until further 
notice. You v1ill be advised each da,y of proposed schedule for following 
day including targets, force, bomb load, assembly areas. 

19 0245 CO~.I5THFLT TO CTF 5S Info CTF 51, .ALL TGC DF TF 58,CllJCPAC ADV. 

Your 182039. Rotation vdll not be placed in effect until present situation 
has improved. Activation of IE SH::C:IA fields Hill probably require about 2 
weeks. This will be 1st possibility of any large increase in local VF. 
Success of 24th Corps attack also affects situation. 

19 0625 CTF 51 to COT.l5THFLT Info CIHCPAC BOTH, A.LL . TGC & TFQ.. l~'TI?THFLEET • 

Swmnary 37 as of 191200. Surface units supported lOth PJ~ during the 
night 18-19 April v.rith harrassing and night illtuTtination fires by 1 CA 
2 DD in sup·Jort of 3rd :PhibCorps and o-r)erat.ions on IJ~ SHrU.. In the area 
of the 211-th Corps by 2 OBB 2 DD firing from the west under shore fire con-
trol 1Jarties 1Nith 2 OBH 1 DD under corps control v.rhile 1 CL 2 DD furnished 
direct support tmder shore fire control and 2 OBB 2 CA 3 DD under corps 
control call firine from the east. E.."'CC81Jt in N:~HA area illumination was 
sus ; ended in order-~to ··)revent the enemy' from detecting uovement of our 
troops. Today fire suDport shiJs are engaged in all out effort in support 
for the attaclc of the 2LJ:th Cor:)s. Under TG 51.19 are 2 OBB 2 CA 5 DD on 
the east. 1 CA 2 DD under TG 51.21 011erating against r~ SH:C :.:\ . 4 OBB 3 CA 
5 DD under TG 51.22 supporting 24th Cor 'S f r o:n the east. 2 OBB 2 CA 5 DD 
under CTG 51.23 su.rJo:r.-ting the diversionary feint off the SE coast. Com-
BatRon 2 lrith Bat Dlv 6 .,.i!:.~)HI~'UrOr , T·JOETH C!JlOLI I-Ht, 2ClJTH D;ll.KO'I'A is bo!nbarding 
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SE coast OKINAVTA. Results of this morning's gunfire is as yet unreported. 
Details coming in on PHIEGLE slmk 16 April reveal PRINGLE and HOB.SOH in RP 
1 attacked by 10 to 15 planes. at 0920 was hit squarely amidships by 
cuicide Val. She broke in tvro and sank in 6 minutes. Explosion heard by 
ROOKS and T~l,T.: ~3S.S3E night of 17th 1)reviously re2?orted novi believed to be 
torpedo ex~Jloding at end of run. UDTs completed demolition of channel 
between RED T3 and ].ED '1,4 beaches on I::J; SHTI·1A. Reinstallation of the 
net at north channel entrance KE3.AE:t.\ RETTO completed on 18th vrith renairs 
on south net continuing. Ilineswee"'Jing lg April com~1rised routine ch~n-
nel and trans 1ort area svree1Js entrance to ~}l checked and small boc.t S11ifee•J 
in TA 9982. Fill .. .,JJ_~. 1 sank l standard chenti.cBl 4 horned ty)e mine at 1420 ~ 
18th in peeit 24-09 N 126-58 E. :tJ"::~.i YORK lost port anchor 51 fathoms 
bearing 354 5850 yards from KUZO SAKI on 18th. l1-l.l9 reports 3 LSTs un-
loading at TA 9589 in NAKAGUSUKU :7AN as of 181800. LCS(L) 31 reports that 
hostile plane sighted in TA 5578 at 2000 18th had bombay doors open and 
actions of pL'lne inclic~te ~)ossibility of mine so-vring. CTU 50.'7 .3 TULAGI 
ASP group abandoned hunterkiller search at 24-34 N 132-23 E. TOU,I!JJ at 0343 
grolmded foi'INard TR frame 50 K.AISAN SIIO~.L\1 in posit 26-16.L~ N 127-32 E 
-:/hile on night harrassing mission off NAHA. Tugs and LSr~1s assisting. Fol-
lowing vessels- departed today for ULI'rHI: STW'C _.4.._?A 4 luCA l AP 1 AK 2 XAP 
3 DD 1 DE 1 J11. Para. Naval air operations~sisted of direct air support 
of troo:0s by CVEs of TG 52.1 fast carriers of TF 58. Series of heavy air 
strikes ·fvas made on south OEINAWA this morning between 0700 and 0900 
over 300 airplanes from fast carriers wei•e engaged in air missions. Flash 
reports coming in this norning indicate tot'm of n-Y-A TA 7864 well covered 
with bombs rockets and Napalm. Jl..1any buildings destroyed and large fires 
in area. ToYJ"n of TSUGASAN thoroughly covered buildJ.ngs leveled and fires 
raging. Planes attacked troop concentration in toYm of ZiC'JA TA 7563 and 
NU;.Yi"..BE TA 75S8 also hit. Tan..'k: 0ark north of ITOHPJJ Field in Til 7364 was 
hit by Napalm. Town of SHUR.I heavily hit by rockets and Napaltn 2.nd is 
burning. Planes laid smoke screen to cover troops in diversionary feint 
landing. Other attack mission carried out was strike against SA.KISl-ID:.:t 
Gill,1TO by TU 52.1.3. ResuJ_ts of prevlous strike 18th show runways hit. Tar-
get CAP vras maintained during the day over both ISHIGAKI c:_nd r.aYAJCO. Routine 
search flights and ASP were flov·m by PBMs from IIT~'i.PJ,fA. 'J.1ULAGI group con-
tinued coverage of shipping lanes to the SE. 2 OYs landed on IE SHJJL\. at 
·1015. Dt.u·ing evening 1\'Jril 18 several hecklers approached from west. No 
darnage to our units. 2 Bettys destroyed as nreviously reported last sum-
mary. Our plene losses consist of: l ifCBI:s:E }Jla.ne capsized on takeoff at 
0100. No casualties. Dumbo ~Jicked up SJJ:TES pilot shot do·;.rn by AA on 

, photo .mission 5 rules south HIYAJCC 1815 l&~,h April. 1 unidentified plane 
re"80rted to have crashed in flames over enerny territory on south OKIK\'JA 
0945. 1 L-5 plane attached to 2hth Cor;)s is missing fron flight over 
southern OKIHA~ JA. B-29 l:hich W(~, s reported taking off at 1600 18 A~;ril is 
still at YONT!\N Field. End of Slurunary. 

19 0832 CirJCPO !~ !illV TO COLGjNBOt'lGO:J .!21 I NFO COIJ5'll1F'LT, CTF 58, DEPCOI'.I 20'fH }J7 .• 

Your 190432 concur but request that southern KYUSHU fields be struck as 
soon as 11eather )ertrLl..ts. 
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A 75·69 M~ Intensify attacks on :<'0.3}I0SA airfields for Ylk1.:x:im.um possible 
neutralization. Everrs :)ossible source of suicide attacks against 5th 
Fleet at OIITN.A.~~.:A must be attacked. 

19 1132 G3 lOth ARMY TO CTF 5~ IIJFO C]i'TQ;FOA BOTH, C02I5TIU~.,Lt. 

Operations Summary 55. Situation as of 191200. 3rdPhibCorps: Activities 
du:-ring last night in the 3rdPhibCorps area, northern OKJ].JA:LI\, re- orted as 
quiet. Some attem.Jts to infiltrate and snipe in CPS. No report from ~IOTOBU 
~:rEI·JIN.SUL!A. BQ 24th Corps: Last night, :che 3 Regir::1ents of the Corr>s -prepared 
for a large scale assault on the fortified enemy defensive :'Josition in the 
lOth -'\nnyzone of ac'vance to the south. Vigorous "Jatrolling for routes of 
advru1.ce and eneLy location, strong points reconnoitered for quick neutrali-
zation of prior to ju.rnp off this morning. 0900 reryort indicQtes advances 
on right and left flank of Corps, 500 to 000 yards ~)regressing satisfactorily. 
7th and 96th Divs jum.ped off at 19064.0 against light to 0 opposition. 2 
of our tanks were knocked out at 130? 5E other tank colurrms ha.ve Jenetrated 
to 837 4E and €}076-0. Naval gunfire, artillery concentration and~ air bombard-
ment reported as nmagnificentn. YOiJABCRU and TI'TA subjected to air strike 
rrith 240 planes "Jarticiuating at 1908 C-D R 5, a reported unformed 5 · Amtracs 
were landing against the enemy left flank at TA 7~8L. 7th Div: the 32nd 
Inf was subjected to a severe artiller-:J bombardment between 1S2345 and 
182lJ.Oo_ Over 300 rounds of a caliber referred to as lighter than :)reviously 
ex1erienced was received in the regimental area. Hostile bombardment did 
little damage, casualties v,rere re~')orted nil as of midnight. Co~~unu11ications 
with the e:;cception .t>f -vrire to 1 Bn were all in, and this line Vfas opera-
tion._ql at 190200. lt$l1- Inf re _)orted considerable artillery fire of m.:L:x:ed 
caliber received during the night. 27th Div: 2nd Bn 1069 seized L:~CHINATO 
7978~J at 19055 in the 27 zone of advance. Div has constructed BJ~OT bridge 
to assist its raJid advancement. Large fire was reported vicinity of SHURI. 
96 Di v: 3rd Bn .~38 Inf jmnped off at 190715 against heavy mg fire. As of 
190730 this r:lOrning 96th lines •Here: 3rd Bn 38 St Inf, Sl76GH 1st Bn 38lst 
Inf S277U 8275BC 2nd Bn LBCE.,.BOIJ?PC ~IIDPE 78U. BJ2nd Inf S377U 8376HI. 
77th Div (Arrn.y reserve): Enemy on IE ,3Hli1A is putting up stiff resistance, 
from well concealed positions, div is ;rogTessine satisfactorily. As of 
180650 front lines ·were generally from TA 88JL~JI to 8833H to 8833M to 
8732I to 8B32RD. 305th Inf to surround mountain and d::!.g Japs out. Naval Air: 
Carrier based aircraft on station for 2L~th Corns drive this morning follows: 
1 VE(Dwnbo), 92 VT(v·=""-rious bomb loads up to 1000 lbs), 36 VB {1000 lb bombs) 
15 5 VFB ( 500 Lb bombs). BrigGen Thor&J.s, ISCO:.I 1~PO 2l~5, re':>orled to CG 10 
on lS AiJril for confe .:·ence respect to ee.rly activation of airfields on 
IZ b~II:~\ and e:;::=JeditinG discharge of shipping. IsCom !~PO 331 was authorized 
to ddmnnence disch.::·trc;e of a 3rd ammunition ship. Priority of discharge vras 
set a>s follo·ws: (1) l55mm H (2) l05nrrn H (3) 8lmm. morte.I' (4) 601mn morilar 
(5) 8 rri-IC. Cr'CPO_~J. was requested to order forward 4 LSTs of l55mm gun and 
155m.m H an.1111tmition fro~n t,he emergency reserve in the ! 1~tRlANAS . 1'his to ar-
rive 27 A1Jril or as soon thereaf:Eer as ·:;racticable. DD the Clr.OSI.,...!J'Y ( .A~OG1) 
transferred 22 tons of tet:r'ljtol, 2·~ tons C2, 2 tons TI .. fi', G boxes b<?...nglories 
and 115,000 feet of -)ri na cord to the lOSes Sne;ineer Depot. Air shi "Jment of 
6,000 SC fuzes foz-· Hell H13, ].'f3 h.2 inch cher1ical mortar has been requested 
from ConGenFOA to replace ~resent, defective fuzes .. Arrangenents are being 
nlade to move fighter director rec:Dn of :.lAG h3 to ~U~ SHIMA. 
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19 1200 CTF 51 to C01.~5TI-[i'LT I?lf? 5rrii:i'l/2.', erne·? \C BOTH. 

Summa.ry 3<3 as of 191300. Naval gunfire supjort v.ras furnished the ground 
forces by shlj)S listed in noon report exce) t 3 fast BB from TF 58 de·Jarted. 
Gunfire and ai:c support of the attack of 24.th Cor'Js today was ·1robably the 
largest ever c;iven in similar )eriod to e..m;Jhibious troops for ~n attack. 
All fire Llissions were coordinated uith 2.J.r and artillery to insure ~:la:d.-
in:um effect. Diversionary feint at landing Tias cor!l.pleted v."ith general ap-
.1earance satisfactory. So.me mort2.r fire received from beaches but no 
shi0s vYere damaged. Although expenditures w·ere large and ships are rela-
tively lovr in c:unmm1ition there remC3ins sufficient for normal fire raission 
requests. Re~101"t coming in on todays bombardment state ID.5Jf0 san1c SID.s.;tll 
steamer off N!;HA and destroyed 3 5 inch guns. :IOBILE lists 2 gnns and 
several em~)lc1.cements destroyed. J .. T~iJ'-JS.t\8 neutralized 3 gun battery. 
COLOJ.ADO scored direct hit on conm1a11d post. HALL placed direct hit on gun 
position. ~.:OBII..:; TThile engaged in firing nission in area ql ZJJJ(AGUSLJ1:1J HAN 
at 2343 18 had exJlosion of center ,sun of' 6 inch turret No. 2. Preliminary 
investigation indicates explosion occtll'ed while printing. Center g,1.ll1 in-
operative. 4 KIA 13 ')IA. LST 929 while proceeding to ber·th in trans9ort 
area at 0851 struck IJST 267 at anchor. LST 929 port main deck badly buckled 
betvYeen frames 2? and 28. Side caved in above ·rraterline. Il'JGfUJIA~ ~ at 1032 
18th destroyed horned D.ine in position 2~. 18 H 18 13 E. Further about TOLill-tN: 
2 tugs and 2 I.SL-I h;:?ve been sent to assist unloading . Cargo being clec.red 
from forward ·')re~'Jar:l,tory to tra.nsfer and oil transferred from forward to 
aft ·tanks. SPEJJl. in st?.tion A22 was attacked by 2 enemy planes at 194-5 18th. 
Spla~hed 1 which cre.shed 500 feet off port bow. Bomb or torpedo in planes 
exploded. 2nd m®mmh!OOJimaj plane made bomb run 2 minutes later but missed 
200 feet astern. Slight damage no casualties. BE SU .!.JS2IJS in station A23 
vlas atto.cked by lovr flying plru1e at 1911 lo"th. Heavy fire drove off hostile 
plane ? ·~?EDDOO. ~ir su-:::mort of troops continues to be furnished by fast 
carriers of TF 58 and CV~!.JS of TG 52.1 m1til 1500 vrhen missions vrere can-
celled due to bad ·weather. TU 52.1.3 n1.2.de 21.1 attack on SJ.KICHI:~.:~ GUlTrro. 
Eo reports of results received as yet. Routine search flights and ASP 
were i'lovn by ?BT.J:s . TG 99.2 received 6 FL:-Us and 3 F6FNs replacements pla.11.es 
from GU.PJ.: via T.-iO escorted by R4D and R5C at 1730. 1 Du111bo PBA was on sta-
tion with TU 52.1.3 off S:LKIS1-II~ :L GTJ1 I'ro: Search for missing OY pla.."1e is 
negative. At 1330 air observer of TG 51.,21 located a Marine adrift in a 
s:m.all native craft north of HOI 'OBU ?J:NINSlJI,~l! .. and directed surface vessel 
to rescue. There 1-rere no enemy air attacks this afternoon. Para. T~;eather 
cloudy. Visibility 10 rniles. Temperature avera,c;e 72 degrees. ~find ss,; to 
Nl.J:'J 21 ln1ots. Eoderate sea. Surf 3 to 5 feet. 

20 0103 COl'l?THlLT TO CINCPAC I HFO CINCSJ:eA,CO:.ITI{CH,CINCPOA B01.1-I,.~lliL TF &: TG 7THFLT. 

Com7thFlt repo1"t s to Ci:ncpac for pur.poses of naval administration in ac-
cordance vri th CII~CS'.J?A 191230. 
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20 2252 CINCPAC ADV to COMZTHFLT info CINCSWPA, COMINCH 

Desire conference with you at Guam at a time when minimum interference 
with your duties in STflPA will be involved and which is agreeble to you 
and to CinCSWPA. Your 200103. · 

20 2255 CINCPAC ADV to COMINCH . 

My remarks and recommendations on JCS 1275 required by secretar.y to 
the Joint Chiefs of staff memo of 28 March forwarded by CominCh 
secret serial 00786 of 30 March are as follows. A. The documents 
attached should be prepared for the signature of the officer receiving 
the surrender using the militar.y title assigned to him by the United 
States Joint Chiefs of Staff. B. The documents should provide for 
the Commander in Chief u.s. Pacific Fleet and Pacific Ocean .Areas 
taking control immediately of all forces personnel equipment and 
installations of the Japanese Navy. 

21 0214 CINCPOA ADV to COMINCH info CINCSWPA, COMGENPOA, CINCPOA PEARL HQ 

War.x 70172. The continued functioning of the Joint Intelligence 
Center Pacific Ocean Areas under the operational control of Cincpoa 
is essential. Request the ·War Department be informed that I desire 
to retain my Joint Staff complete in all respects and that JICPOA 
is an activity essential to the effective functioning of my head-
quarters if reductions in my requirements occur I will release 
individuals who are no longer required. 

21 0740 CINCPOA ADV to CINCSWPA info COMSUBPAC, COMZTHFLT, ,QTF 71 2 CINCPAC 
PEARL HQ. 

Your CX 14454 timed 201400. Concur. 

19 1257 COMINCH & CNO to CINCPAC ADV info COMAIRPAC, CINCPAC PEARL HQ 

In view recommendation CTF 58 contained in para 47 of his ser 0045 
13 March and Ur 310526 March reorganization CarDiv 7 is indicated. 
This refers ComAirPac ser 00632 of 27 March and Ur lst end ser 005031 
of 7 April. The need for 1 CV(N) with the Fast Carrier Task Force 
has be~n recognized by you and it will take at least 2 CV(N) to support 
1 in the combat area. Assuming Enterprise to be one of those, make 
recommendation 1 additional CV to be assigned CarDiv 7 and insure 
necessary state of night readiness in that Carri er. It is recognized 
that circumstances may require temporary employ.nrent of either 1 or 
both as day Carrier. Present program of 6 CVG-' (N) will not be 
reduced at this time in vi ew development in fighter direction and 
electronic field. The program can be cut back with HBOE facility that 
it can be reinitiated. Make r ecommendatioTh for standardized CVG(N) 
compleient and for reassignment INDEPENDENCE and BATAAN to day divisions. 
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21 0445 COMGEN 77TH DIV. {BRUCE) to CINCPAC ADV, GOVERNOR OF TEXAS, info 
NIMITZ, SPRUANCE, MACARTHUR, RICHARDSON, TURNEH, REIFSNTDER, BUCKNER. 

The 77th infantr.y division after a bitter pill box to pill box, 
house to house, cave to cave fight planted our American Flag on 
the highest point of the strongly defended mountain pinnace on 
IE SHIV~. Men from Texas planted a Texas Flag on bloody ridge 
at the base of the pinnacle fortress in honor of those gallant 
Texans who gathered together at Corregidor.to remember San Jacinto 
Day on 21 April 1942 

14 1255 lillH E J KI1{G TO CINC.,?~i.C fillV INFO CG~.L.IRPAC 1CTHC:?.!\.C :-JEAR.L. 

Your recommendation that complement of VC squadrons attached Kaiser GilEs 
be increased from 16 VF ond J2 VTB to 20 W and 12 VTB is disapproved. 
Cannot at this time foresee availability of planes and pilots vvithout re-
duction in the nw1ber of combat CVEs or reduction in the ratio of 2 
squadrons "Jer ship vrhich is not desired. Action UrHGM 012322 refers. Your 
recommendation that presently designated VOC squadrons be redesignated as 
VC squadrons and that 1 VC squadron ~)er division be trained in the obser-
vation and spotting of gunfire for shore bombardment is approved. Hake 
reconunendation as to complement these VC squadrons • 

18 2154 CO!IAIHPAC . TO CirTCPOA ADV INFO CINC FDA :?EJL.'i.L , COT :'lENAt'\FFOAJ\.DMIN, CD:'WAiiTRL'J,JSRON 

19 0223 

P-51 replacements ComGenlu\.FPOA 140347 can be lifted only by elimination 
of lift of Navy aircraft. Previously scheduled lifts Navy l.1arine and Army 
aircraft exceed ca~acity of TransRonPac shins. Implications of this re-
quest are t hat required aircraft lifts for .A.rm.v vd.ll in future be su:)er-
imJosed in increasing nwnbers on already inadequate shipping available to 
r!leet r.w basic commitments. Provided aircraft are ready 1 l~ay can utilize 
available space on combatant carriers proceeding forward as it becomes 
available after that date. Subject to above rema.rks CVE can be diverted 
to requested ~\rmy lift if you so direct. Am concerned over indicated lack 
of other :;lans to move 1U'my aircraft and increasing demands on transport 
CVEs in excess of availability. 

Consistent v1ith saving lives desire such action as is -")racticable to Jre-
vent use of Yontan and ¥,.adena airfields by B29 aircraft. This action 
necessary because of crit i ca l tactical situation at OKINXTA. 

Cominch 191257. UrDis 200015. Recomm.end: (A) Embark CVG(N) 91 in BOrJ HU rfiE 
T?.ICI-L\.HD !~bout 1 June at v.·hich ti11e return ~ti:NfOLlE:?.ry1. ISE for yard availability 
and CVG (N) 90 for rehabilitation a.nd reforming. (B) Completion yard avail-
ability El~'l1:S.;tF~~IS~~ late August retain her Ha:waiian area in ready standby 
status with CVG(l-:) 52. ..:1JT3.1? IT u.S assist in Hauaiian ni6ht training :;rogrrun 
unless or until needed in combat. (C) Utilizing 'Jilots and aircraft CVG(N) 
53 form CVi:G(N) 70 and 71 in continental US no~'f ~.rith complement l2 VF(N) and 

. I2 VT(l·.;) for enbarkation in S.A.IDGB. and S~t]G_'1·.DN about l September. Reform 
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21 2110 COF I .. 'tPAC TO CINCPAC ( CONTil:U>~D) 

CVG(N) 52_ at :;UONS~T about l June. (D) Defer formation CVG(N) 5lr- until 1 
October. (E) Complement of all CVG(N) be 36 VF(N) 1 VF(P) and lS VT(N). 
:MySer 008lr-2 of 18 A;Jril refers. (F) Night units on day CVS be maintained 
at 4 VF(N) 6 pilots. (G) BON H01II:IE 3.ICI-LLID to CarDiv 7 • Il\JDEPbNDENCE to 
CarDiv 1. BATAA.N to CarDiv 6. Para. Consider it desir.-.oble that the niP'ht 
CVE program be im.plemented ea:eliest possible to lJrovide night defense uin 
objective area. This can be accomplished on basis of Para c. Para. Only 
on basis NR Para C can CVG(N) 52 be moved to Hav.raiian Training Area. 
ComAirLant 151622 refers. Para. Overall requirements for night pilots and 
aircraft vdll be subnrltted seDarately. 

20 2250 CINCPOA ADV TO COIE5THFLT ,COJ'lF':'fD.A2-lEA INFO C011INC~CNO,ISCOM I 'i"O, COHAIR LIO, 
CTIIJCPOti ?EA.i.lL, CO:.Ji.L'1PAC,CO~~AIR.JACStJBCOl:J?Olill,.i~L TF & TGC 5TII?LT,CJ1IFAIR:'ITNG] 
J1ED 2 2 Ca"":·.ESCL1.SUBA_ffiA, COMGENAAli'POA. 

21 2233 

Amplifying my 162251, not to all. As of 2J24.00 I transfer operational 
control of units as follovrs (A) From 5thFlt to Com.Fwd.Area: VPB 102, 106, 
108, ll6, ll8, 133, 151, 22, 20$, 15, CASrLE ~i.OCK, HAIJLIN, CASCO; ComFw'di\.rea 
to 5thFlt: VH 3. ComFwd.Area be urepared to return VPB 106, 118, and 133 to 
5th Flt. ruhen OIITNA,fA fields ready. Co.m_Ti'v!d.Area assume responsibility PacFlt 
searches as described by Cinc"Jac 282254, March, and 1314.07 both as modified 
by Com5thFlt 131254 esce-)t that searches 7 and 20 V 391 lliti ted to 600 
m:i:les. Transfer Fairvling 1 staff :?ersonn.el nmv o~Jerating searches from 

Hl-\.:i.I"'J:!AS, CkL(.OLINES and r~ro to ComFwdArea for duty. Com5thFlt and Com.Fvvd.A.rea 
authorized exchange units at discretion of Com5thF1t without interfering 
vri th searches required of ComFvvd .. Area. 

ADV, CaY. .CD~11EA. 

To orovide more overall efficiency through retention ·)resent task unit 
system and ability to shift squadrons and tenders to meet verying needs 
betvreen M:A.i.l.IANJ.B, CAROLIJ.\;~s and OKTI·JAJA areas. Recornmend modification 
Cincpac Adv 202250 to eliminate nention specific ur1its. Directing instead 
which specific area searches should be uhdel" respective o·0era-0ional con-
trol Corl5thi?lt and ComFtrdArea.. Request 2nd ini'o addee comment. 

22 0351 CTF 94 to CO. ~FAIRII1TG 1, CU :5'l1D?LT IHFO CII:CPJ .. C ADV Hn .• 

Refer ComFair Jing 1 212233. Prefer continue as in Cine POA Adv 202250. If 
difficulties arise VJould be glad to reopen. 
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23 1221 CIIJC P..L\.C VIA 5TE?L1, TO CO: ~5'~·HFLT, CG_ ·pAIR. :ING 1.,_Q8 F 94 Info CTI~C -=>::..C DOTH, 
COr :A.IHPAC. 

Wiy 162251 and 202250. It· is exnected t hat Coin.Fair~7ing 1 will on his ovm 
initiative or as directed by Com5thFlt make request ~f CTF 94 for squad-
rons or tenders needed for o·">erations in the ] .YUI(YUS which needs Ydll 
normally be accorded priority over those ol searches conducted by 'J.1F 9t" 
-r;ith the exce;Ytion of those ·which extend north of Lat 25-00. 

23 1?._4.0 CIT'TCPQ_~ VI_J.. COE5TI-Ili'LT rro CG TJ;N, I:fFO CCA.:5TP~LT,CTG92.2,CTG99t3,CULNAVAL!i. 
BASE OK INA~. TA, CIHC POA BOTH, CO:JG.:I;H AAF ?OA , COHG.;.DNPOA, Cct!)..IRPAC, CO:::.~GEN~~:.:FPAC • 

l.IT 122314 correct subpara D to read 11The Naval Air Base originally plan-
ned for No. 8 Field 1dll be adequate for at least L~ heavy lEtndplane search 
squadrons, 2 meditun land_plane search squadrons, 1 0hotogroup and lJATS 11 • 
Para. The 2 VMTB squadrons 1101-.r scheduled for 010]; '· .. :A r.-ill continue to 
be attached to Harlne Fighter Group ( S) desig...nated by ComGen 2nd r.:arAirHing 
(CTG 99.2). 

CX 14703 . Kin~aid 1:rill arrive GUA::: early afternoon Thursdi.y a..'Yld ·rrill 
discuss use of B:t<li' in 06 operation. r~y viens briefly are as follov:s: It 
is oossible to conduct 06 O:)eration vrithout the assistance of BPF. 
Hm:E?ver if it apJears desirable to use BPF the British Carrier Group can 
be em~ployed to advantar.;e in striking enemy e.ir fields in southvv-estern 
:30RJ:rEO. 

24 1210 COM5THFLT TO CTF 58 INFO CTF 51, CO_'BEHVI~ON .10, CINCPAC IillV. 

Place rotation protT~Jl outlined my 180647 . in effect comn1encing on 27 
A~)ril or as soon thereafter as ')racticable. At your discretions you may 
either send 1 TG as nou constituted or ntaJce up special TG com,)osed of 
shi~)S of each type chosen from all 3 TGs • If latter is done desire you 
send from 1/4 to 1/3 of total of each type ava:Llable to you. CTF 51 reduce 
requests for SUlY)Ort aircraft from TF 58 to minimwn and for C 'tP to ·those 
deemed necess&F.f to meet enemy air attacks believed likely to eventuate 
YJhich cannot be met by forces under his commahd. 

24 1316 CII.!C?~\C ADV r_ro CO:ITNCH & CHO IN~·'O f._C, CO_: :~IJ.Pl' ... C, CO~;J.T,1_SOP_ C ,BU£1~S • 
. 

In order to econonize mWersonnel e.nd reduce overhead and to provide im-
mediately an officer of adequate ranl-c and experience to cornmand Fleet Air 
·1/ing 18 it is recomr11ended that (A) ComSoPac assu:1e im1nediately the duties 
heretofore ; erfol'Y:led by CorrL~i:::·SoPac. (B) Co:::1dr T G .Pj_chards be ordered 
re ')ort ConSoPac f or duty as Senior .\viation Officer on his staff. (C) Rear 
:dnircti :~ '1 Greer be ordered report, ir.rr~1ediately to CoaJ.irPacb'uoCoroJ.7 ord 
for duty as Com.Fair .. ing 18 . (D) On reporting of RAdm Greer ComFair.iing 18 
be cormnissioned in ~1}.J.1.L:~NA.S . (E) H.er;l.G.inder )resent staff ComA.irSoPac be 
divided between \fin:= lS e~nd ComSoPac as direc·L:,ed by ConSo?ac. 

2~. 1340 CI:TC _:>n_c .LV. TO C.TF 22 llJFO CG21STBC!·1C01 l, CG.:5TEFLT. 

Your 230111. Desire that offensive O'Jerations fie,hter aircraft based at 
r.;o be either as escorts. to \JL1 strikes or as inde ;endent stri.ces on 
KYU.SHU fields unless other oneration of these aircraft he..s Cinc)oc.'s 
:'Jrior ap •)roval., 2 8 7 6 



M!Sdit.J,F 
APl1D.J ( GCT ) .. 

24 1515 COHG31J lOTH .\.Rl.lY to CC~ r;.I:F',2RD:HI:SC0_1P.S I:TPC CG2lt;TECOJ.PS ,IvCC.I :~ )Q..JJ1, 
CTF 51, crrc:?O.:-t. ~~rv II, . 

Designate 1 Div y our Corps lOth ~\rnw Reserve. Div designated rent'lin "')resent 
location and continue _resent activities v;ith exception 1 Regiment be 
are-xtred asseable l2 hours notice in area designa,ted by you south of 
TA Grid Line 94. Designated Division ren1ain under your command pending 
employment. Notify this Hq of designated Division and B.egiP.lent. 

24 1713 .1111LB.SIL4LL TO CIEC.A.F'uAC,CO~=G:SNPOA ,COHIITCH (C(]LGElif.>Qj'~ ?1\.S0ED TO CINCPOA) . 

7tJARX 72252 has been re,Jeated to all addressees Jrovisions of JCS number 
873/3 as affected by JCS no. 1259/5 dated 5 April 45 and .JD cable number 
627 h4 (Navy De~t number 0.32141) dated 3 April 45 I-IQUSTZDJ\ visible review 
of civil censorship ;rogram for POA vJith vievr toward transfer of certe.ih 
:Jrimary res0onsibilities from CinCPVl to CIFC.Ji''?AC. Also for ccnsideration 
is 'lroblem of integration vrhen operations in various areas are under dif-
ferent conurta.nds as civil censorship has been organized as single unit 
for for.c1er Ja')anese :J::rrnire less :t.LUJCHURIA. Sue;.sest CinCPO~ and CinCAFPAC 
each send chief Civil Censor or other re_?resentative to 'Jashington mn 
tem1Jorary duty to meet -;Jith .JD representatives TJho have been n1ade responsible 
forPlanning and mm.mtinrs a complete civil censorship organization for these 
areas. rrhis :·1eeting vrould be charged 1rith making recomrnendations on all 
phases this )roblem and submitting them to _.:E, N'l;vy Department, CINCAJ:i'PAC 
and· CIIJCPOA for approval. Recommended time of ~:teeting is 7 May. Request 
ComGenPOA pass this message to CINCPOA for cable concurrence or comment 
and that CI~TC.t\FPAC also cable vievis • 

25 0035 C0.:5rrH?LT TC C'I'F 93 Info CI!TCPAC 1\DV, CTF5l,CTF 58,CTG 99.2, CTG 93.4. 

Ur 241831. Latest information is in dBily dis~Jatches such as CIITCPOA Adv 
230?51 and 24041+2 Y!'hich indicate higb importance of rL:lNOYA. CTF 58 inforr.o. 
CTF 93 if any stril\:e by TF 58 contem•_Jlc'l.ted. CTF 51 C'I'F 5S and CTG 99 . 2 
note resemblance I.:ust2ng and Tony. 

25 0319 COlLi.\.. GILSJ1..1EA ~:0 CINe-): C ~CTH It:?C ATCOI: 11.~JU3D . 

Follo-vvin,?; information from !~tCom 1L~JU.10 forvrarded as :m.atter of interest 
and _political signifiaance of ·Jossible value to our ~overnment. All 
Harsh_allese residents on ~.L1JURO and ;i.RJ.JO ATOJ~~ .S includine; evacuees from 
~'JCTJ ~.~ , · ·.:lLO::L'L.~.:::-' and l~ILL~ ATOlLS are submittinc 0etitions requesting 
sUtlSH.lLLS ISL_'JJDS be rn.ade -orotectorate of United States. This represents 
a_p'Jrox..ima,tely 2700 n2.tives- or l/3 of ~=.\.JBH LIS ryopulation and is stated 
to be s r)ontaneous and voluntc..ry act. Petitions &rd further information 
"~Hill be forvYarded vrhen obtained. 

24 2220 CG~EINCII TO CINCPAC ~\DV, C01!:L.?HILS~,.li7~0N 

After cessation hostilities ..:i.:lf~~oPE Army proposes move 60,000 to 80_,000 · 
troops monthly f::-om 3TO to rHILIPPIN 1'S vla :::':'_N.tl!'.iA for about 4 months. 
Trans_)ort s :r1ay be 15 to 16 knots or over 1$$ Cincpac 140240 l::arch. 4·~dvise 
your escort and routine; policy single ships and convoys pro~)osed movement 
C ULU..J ZOtT:2 to 1·L\.HIL:t. and/or D:i··!AO. 
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18 2345 COMSOPAC to ALL SHIPS AND BASES SOPAC Info ALL TU COMMANDERS 
SOPAC, COMINCH 1 CINCPAC BOTH HQ 1 COM7THFLEET 1 NZNB 

Cancel my 010645 October 1944. The following escort policy is 
effective in the South Pacific Area. Para 1. While known or 
anticipated presence of enemy submarines may require a temporary 
modification of these instructions by routing authorities, under 
normal conditions all cargo ships and troopers proceeding within 
the South Pacific Area will be sailed independently regardless of 
speed and number of passengers. Para 2. When escorts are available 
they shall be provided for major combatant ships and transport CVE 1s. 
However, when escorts are not available the sailing of such ships 
within the South Pacific Area is authorized under the following 
conditions: (A) Speed of advance is 15 knots or greater (.B) Ships 
armament is not seriously damaged (C) When it is believed enemy 
submarines are not operating in area to be traversed. In such 
circumstances speeds up to 20 knots are prescribed where practicable. 
Para 3. Vlhen vessels with a speed of advance of less than 18 knots, 
carrying 500 or more passengers, are sailed to the Central Pacific, 
the appropriate authority in the Forward Area shall be advised 
promptly in order that escort may be provided for that portion of 
the 'Voyage north of the Equator. Para 4. In the Southwest Pacific 
Sea ,Frontier escorts are not required east of the longitude of BIAK 
and south of the Equator. Para 5. All ships whether sailing 
escorted or indepent will proceed via established routes only. The 
carrying of passengers shall be in accordance with GIRO (1944 Article 
1423). Para 6. Island commanders will provide all practicable air 
coverage on the approaches to ports and other f.ocal points of shipping, 
using assigned base craft for local surface patrols. In addition to 
local patrol craft there will be maintained at RUSSELLS, ESPIRITU 
SANTO, NOUMEA and FUNAFUTI 1 PC or equivalent in a ready duty status 
~vailable to the island commander for JASA or rescue work. 

23 0015 COMAIRPAC to CNO Info CINCPAC BarH HQ 1 COMAIRLANT, COMFAIR WEST COAST 

Long range planning for the formation and movement of air groups and 
squadrons from continental training centers to combat theaters is 
premised on following factors. (A) Normal predicted requirements 
(B) Full pipeline (C) Adequate reserves. Para. However, planned 
flow inevitably will be affected by battle damage to carriers and 
length of time required for repair. Both factors are unpredictable. 
The direct result is dislocation of the planned flow of air groups 
necessitating deceleration of stacking of combat reaqy groups. Para. 
This must be recognized and since Hawaiian and Forward Areas are 
saturated provision must be made for facilities in continental u.s. 
to support temporary excesses. Para. Recommend that action be 
instituted to alleviate condition exemplified by CamAirLant 151622 
reencyphered by CominCh 191300 which inevitably will arise from time 
to time. 
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24 2321 COMGEN WESPAC BACOM to COMGEN AGF DVO, COMGEN AGF TINIAN, CO.AGF 
ANGUAR, COMGEN AGF GUAM Info CINCPAC BOTH HQ, COMFWDAREA, COMGENPOA, etc. 

Effective 0921 25 April the WPBC was activated. Pending the receipt 
of LOI from this Hq the AGF Commanders will continue to operate under 
the provisions of their respective LOI fran Hq USAFPOA. All communi-
cation will be forwarded thru this Hq except those pertaining to 
supply and logistics which will be handled as they have been in the 
past ur1til instructions are issued from this Hq. 

25 0653 CINCPOA ADV HQ to COM5THFLT, CTG 50.5 Info CTF 94 
The shipping strikes contemplated by CTG 50.5 250203 are not desired 
at this time. Until there are sufficient fighters (4 grps) established 
on shore in the RYUKYUS to permit reduction of demands on fast and 
escort carriers and reduction of ships now in the combat area desire 
available field capacity used to increase fighter strength and conduct 
necessary search and transport services. Strikes on shipping while 
greatly desired must not prejudice above basic requirements. 

26 0838 CI~CPAC ADV HQ to CTF's 73. 93, 94, CINCBPF, DEPCOM 20TH AF, ALL TF 
& TG COMDRS 5TH FLT, COMMARGILSAREA, COMPHIBSPAC, ACONEBPF, PHOTOGRP 
2, ALL CARRIERS 5THFLT, 21 BOMCOM, COMAAFSWPA 3 CINCSWPA Info CINCPAC PEARL 

Review of current Japanese Fleet status from photographic coverage is 
Oplntel 58. Battleships. NAGATa at YOKOSUKA 17 April in same place 
where she was observed 18 February. HARUNA at KURE 13 April with repair 
or construction work in progress on after section. ISE and HYUGA both 
at KURE 13 April in same mooring where they have been since 28 March. 
Carriers. 2 UNRYU Class (probably AMAGI and KATSURAGI) at KURE (MITSUKO 
JIMA) 13 April. UNRYU Class (probably KASAGI) at SASEBO 21 April. 2 
UNRYU Class hulls on which construction appears to have been suspended 
located 13 April at KURE and IKEDA WAN (34-27 North 134-14 East) 
respectively (probably ASO and IKOMA respectively). HAYATAKA at SASEBO 
21 April covered with camouflage netting. CVL at SASEBO 21 April 
believed to be RYUHO. Elevators removed and net camouflaging beginning. 
CVL at KURE 13 April estimated as HOSHOa CVE KAIYO at NISHINOMl SHIMA 
(34-11 North 132-12 East) 13 April covered with camouflage. CVE KOBE 
type at SHIDO WAN (34-21 North 134-12 East) 13 April. Another K~ 
type last observed at KOBE 28 March outfitting and repairing. Estimated 
still there. Unidentified flat top possible MAC Ship at BEPPU WAN 
(33-18 North 131-32 East) 21 April. Do not consider YOKOHAMA and HABU 
ships, of which BEPPU WAN ship may be one, have sufficient flight deck 
to be large enough for CVE. Cruisers. ~NE Class at ETA SHIMA 13 
April. AOBA Class at KURE 13 April. Light cruiser OYODO at KURE 13 
April. AGANO Class light cruiser last seen at KURE 28 March but · not 

there on 12 April. Present whereabouts unknown. SINGAPORE Area 15 April 
were 2 NACHI Class and 1 AT AGO Class, 1 of each class reverely damaged. 
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26 0838 CINCPAC ADV HQ to CTF 1s 73, 93, 94, CINCBPF, DEPCOM 20TH AF, ALL TF 
& TG COMDRS 5TH FLT, COMMARGILSAREA, COMPHIBSPAC, ACONEBPF, PHOTOGRP 
2, ALL CARRIERS ·5TH FLT, 21 BOMCOM, COMAAFSWPA 1 CINCSWPA (Cont'd) 

Believe another NACHI Class present in this area making 4 heavies 
total. On 18 and 22 April respectively a DUTCH Sub contacted a 
NACHI heavy cruiser near BATAVIA, JAVA. 1 torpedo hit was claimed 
in the 22 April contact. Destroyers. At KURE 28 March were 27 
destroyers broken down into following classes: 4 TERUTSUKI 1 HIBIKI 
1 AMAGIRI 4 ASASHIO 1 TAKANAMI 1 HATSUHARU 2 MUTSUKI-MINEKAZE-
KAMIKAZE 13 MATSU. To this total can be added about 10 destroyers 
which were in other areas as of that date. Photos taken after 
BANZAI engagement off KYUSHU 7 April reveal following count: 7 at 
KURE 13 April 5 at SASEBO 16 April 2 at ~OKOSUKA 17 April. Total 14. Other units not exceeding 6 to 8 probably located at other 
harbors not covered by photographs. Rough check of photographs 
from EMPIRE FORMOSA CHINA COAST and MALAYA Areas indicates existance 
of about 20 MATSU Class units. Incomplete coverage of EMPIRE ship-
building yards tends to confirm presently estimated rate of construc-
tion. 5 units seen building or outfitting inyards covered. 

26 0840 CINCPOA ADV HQ to COMAIRPAC Info COMAIRPACSUBCOMFWD, COMGEN TAF 
lOTH ARMY, COM5THFLEET 1 CTF 51 

Your 230322 does not comply with intent my 161245. It is desired 
that the number of aircraft operated by MAG 31 and MAG 33 from now 
until about 10 May be the maximum that the fields will support and 
replacements must for the time being be supplied on that basis. 

26 1120 QTF 56 to CTF 5~ ·,;assed to CI~JC?.o.C J\DV F0~1 IJFO . 

See your 230110. =.:::stil!lated enemy strenc.,tjh of 1500 on Killi.T.E vriLl require as-
sicnment o:f: 1 ECT ,.1lus recon un:Lt s, .'L1nTracs , 2l'1d less artillery for a...:;s 
I:iiLS7~1J X l\n adclitionc;.l RCT to be pl2.ced on 12 hours notice on OIITNNJ,.ll~.. . 
?-i'opose landinc over ~=u IL:i:D beaches at GI:-::.:4 ::.C and nk'1..~<:e sinultaneous sur-
vey of both ~Jossible 3j_rfield sites . ·.Jill recruire close in naval fire suo-
~)ort to neutralize enemy op•)osition duri1v, recon. Believe Pw~D bec..ch most 
favoraiJle lcu1di1Y~ area to acconDlish this \Irith minimum UDT e.nd minesrreeping ._ 
\.ctual ground re~on necessary to determine airfield possibilities. Air 
photogra,hy and visual inspection from c.ir of sli.~ht value. Chcracter and 
stren~c.h of enemy delbnses to oe determined by recon JJ.: l;-mding force . 0trong-
ly recommend that this recon in force be delayed U1'1til operations on 0IIT2·TA'.!A 
have successfully _Jassed their no1·f critical sta.3e in order to )reclude 
assi_:-:11 (lent of sizeable forGe to this nission uhich force day be needed to 
colilplete ·Jresent o_;eration. ..1efer Fl.Y 260313 hi:~her class. 

Your 2hl316.. .t-.. n-Jroved notify CHC by .nailt,ram ;:rhen office ComtdrSoPac 
disestablished. 
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27 ll35 

General schedule of e1n~1loym.ent CTF 57 250lt-37- satisfo.cto~J to me. ::tecom-
mend approv.::!-1 his plan B. .= ... -

Re )ly to your 2015!39 ho.s been delayed W1til decisions vrere reached as 
to )endin3: operations. I a . .m now in )osition to make available to you until 
l July for liftin2: ;ersonnel and material forw-ard from rear areas the fol-
loning shiJs of TransRon ll upon comDletion dischar:'Se of 8lst Div in LEYTE 
.D i'iiQ;Irm (A;.H ! L) '"{''i,TQ~r ( .~ '"J'A. 46) ~ " '-:=>'J"~T ~ . .,., i, ( '\. '~)'\ 10) .)REVS riD ,-S ( ,, DA 19) . .:.t. -- _J.L - ~i. .J-+ H.- .1. ... '-J.._ ' _ ... '....l:.-.1..1- .J.L~ ".!. ~... _,_ tc..c .a .... 

TID'G'S rr·y 'C' ( ·in~ 20) J QT.J 'I 'G ' ( ' ') oo) ('~~,_ ·rrr·- ~ ( 'D~ 169) m CTJOIX' { )A 31) ~-.u .. r:.u., .::1_\.. --'V ~· -}.._ IHH!.-i. .. -,_· 7 ,_z-_l,_L.!_;_~- l'J 4U.i-:. ul ~~ \H-
1 2 

• r, l)Tcrr ( '''"' r-o) '1-:S"::l' (I 7~ 12) TODD c~·-, 1:"11) 'TTT 1-r· ( ·--, 9) r_'l()"'-·I,TT."D (r..r:r~ .~ ~\....1-..L Jl~ .l:.\~LJ.. o 1 .LJ n ... _ ~L---"" lL~o.:l.. ( ·-...t.!.·~-4·• t .A... ' _ ,. IJ '.o.l. -'1. >.A 
77) ;L.=?.TZ IS (~,..\ 21): The )eriod of availc ... bility may later be extended 
if conditions )en1lit. Ldditione.l AF'A may c.lso become available. ~leouest 
you advise me as to number you can employ. llegret that IBT can not be 

rovided as all this ty_':le in POA 1'rill be required to sup:oly accelerated 
')I'O~~ra.m Cia:· ~·A~!A vrhere unloading doc~\:s uill not boco~.1e available for many 
months. 

27 1258 CII'!CPO .'~ ADV TO CI~JC.-:{J? · •• 

. ~ffecti ve 29 April pro·Jose that you assune responsibility for classii'ication 
of areas relative to SS operations south of 23-00 N and iirest of 122-00 E 
v:hile S .~PA forces exclusively are operating therein. 

27 1329 COl.l7THFLT TQ COl:SO:f.~s:;:-~CSE.:J?RON,COl.:PHILSEA.FB.OlT INFO CILCS',fp_•_, 
CO:.ITHCH, 10111 FL~ c:.;IDit. 

~ffective 1 =r.ay dividing line between Southwest Pacific· Sea Frontier and 
Philippine Sea Frontier modified as follows vri thin s·.JPA. From western 
boundary s:JP.l. The equator to tho 1Nest coast of BOJ.!T~O at the equator 
thence in a northeasterlf direction to the east coast of BC~1HEO at Lat 
01+-00 north thence east to Lat 04-00 north Lonz 130-00 East. And "t·Ii thin 
POA for purposes of control of ship:)int:; by s::PA agencies. CinCS~''PA llr..0321 
Septembero Frorn. Lat OL1.-00 N Long 130-00 Z to L~'.t Oh.-00 l·T to 138-35 E. 

26 1423 QO~.IINCH TO CIHCP.~C -~DV I NFO CIIJCPAC i~E . ...:1L,CO: ~AI:L2.\~,C01 I5TnFLT ,CO:r3:EillFLT, 
CTF 5S, cc '~2ND CAt~.TF ?.\.c, cc~ L\I~Uj~.::;u~o: . .:::.~cJJ.D. 

Foll o-·Jin c; nurnbers a s s i r:-;nod action addee f or use in nre; a:tation material on 
air .fi elds CHL~ ~, _ -:...:t. C! _ Lffil ~ and Kv~-t-~~\. !l - C1~n:r /+00-500., B- ~ ~\.IWHti.UA 500-
600 . C - roBE. ~ 251-300 . C~!u 052109 not to all or needed refers. In accordance 
·~::Lth a~;reertlont my· 311231 :.,~arch sur:::cest you notify i nt erest ed comua.nds in-
cluoi ng CouGen,JHilT ,::,ncl CJ~ ,CAF?.r_J. 
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0 .:.:.~ C .~ L £ • 
'IPJL (GC~) 

For the pir'e sent it is considered that c:-:..n attack on the scale of ap'Jroxi-
mately 1 squadron to each of 6 aiT·dro_"les ·l.i·ill constitute an a~) .. ')ro·Jriate 
effort a.:_sainst Gne~-:_l,y e.irfields on 1 ::U0IIU. 

C~~ l501J-l . Your 271258 . -:Effective 29 April CL:CS,Jl=>.~: .. vTill asstrrJ.e :r·es~Jonsi
bil_:_ty, lor classification of o .->eratinr;: zones i:n the area south of 23- 00 
Horth and .'est of 122-00 .~ast . 

Co:n5th.LF 2b'YJOL~7 and 221305 . Rec-luest -positive c.c-~lon be taken to ens1u·e 
that e.:::ce .t in er•ler::ency o:::;erations oi' the -~llied .iir :?orces ~f.? A uill 
not ·be e:c'cended northeast of?(.JJC)S.l ·;;ithout prior authorization by CIIJCPOA . 
No ·)rior notifica!:.ion or arre.n.-;ements :l:!.Ve been · 1ade Fith my headquarters 
concernin;~ o.Jerations re:Jortec by 5th _A!.l1' 2&'{JG47 or those announced onl~/ 
·co CorJSub -,ac ~JY )th;J.F 221305 . The danc;er inherent in m1.e.x:pected penetr2.tion 
of ai.r forces th:cour_;h the co;·11bat area in the vicinity of the RYUKYUS and 
:2ruuHU ::1ust oe obvious . 

Y r.c\.o{_ r,3 f ,..., ' • (P t L1 '' ' '' ~'loTl--t"' 30 ' '1) our ~o o;; a I li'.:laT,l ve . .!.~..e~ues au·unorrcy s-crllce 1 J.l.J .. ...J area ..:-tpr l • 

Your 271400 . .. ;ben i'i;~~~ters of TF 93 are used t o escort VLJ i'li,)1ts the 
fi~ht ers should 1Je ·xtssed to the operational control of' the ~20th AF for 
the duration of the operation. 

26 Cf/46 CINOPOA ADV TO CINCSWPA. 

Propose revise inter area boundary for search and reconnaissance as follovrs 
1.30 East parallel of Longitude to 20 north thenee to 2.3 North 12.3 East 
thence to 26-30 North J2.3 East thence West along 26-30 North to CHINA 
Coast. Request concurrence. 

28 0020 CTF 51 to CW5THFLT INFO C~NCPAC BOTH, TF 51, 5THFLT, COMGEN TEN • 

Special air attack Sllll1Illai7 • All times I ( -9) • About ax> enell\Y planes in 
44 raids attacked u.s • .forces at OKINAWA area fran 281436 to 29Q215. lllur:i.nc 
dqlight CAP made successful interceptions majority of raids before reach-
ing radar pickets and no enemy planes reached transport area tmtil a.tter 
dark. CAP which includes TF 58 planes as well as TG 52.1 and TG 99.2 shot 
down 68 planes before dark. None a.tter dark. Prior 1900 following ships 
shot down planes: BUTLER 2 LCS in RP 12 1. Suicide attacks on DALY '!WIGGS 
BENNION. Total enentr destroyed prior to 1900 7 4. Para. Arter 1900 
numerous torpedo, bombi:n.gs and suicide attempts against all types throuibout 
area and air bases•' Follcwd.ng are credited with splashes. BROWN 21 BENNION 
3, LSM 190 le Unknown ships at KERAMA RRI'TO 2, WADSWORTH 2. LCS 119 le 

- Continued -
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2S 0020 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT, ErC, (CONTINUED) 
I 

LCS 611, ST LOUIS l, BUTLER 2 giving 4 for dey'. -Shore AA 3, And 1 
by unidentified ship in RP 10 area, Total by AA 19. Para. Follow:inc 
hit by suiciders after 1900 WADSNORTH 11 LCI 590 1, PICKNEY l - total 3. 
Suicide misses BRONN, BUTLER, Total eneJey" planes destroyed after 1900 24. 
Grand total 98. Probab:cy more later • Para, Follad.ng frapentary reports 
ships hit by suicide planes, At 1744 '!WIGGS in radar picket 2 had extensive 
topside damage fran hit, At 1748 DA!l' with '!WIGGS hit near wardroom. 
Both ships returned transport area at 28 knots. Doctor in DALY ldlled man;-
easualties reported, Para, At 1843 BENNION radar picket 1 damaged slightl;y, 
Para, At 1905 PINKNEY (APH 2) at KERAMA RF1l'TO hit and afire but fire soon 
brought under control. WADSWORTH radar picket 12 hit near brid&e chief 
damage destruction of Captain 1 s gig, At 2123 LCI 500 dama&ed not severe 
but has several \vounded, Para, 2250 several banb hits Yontan Field with 
minor damage, 

2S 1000 RICHARDSON COMGENFOA TO CINCPAC .ADV INFO CINCPAC PEARL, CG SOPACBAC<X, 
CG 81ST DIV NECAL, 

RJ 60141. Recommend concurrence CINCAFPAC be obtained for movement to 
the PHILIPPINES or this unit with the Slst Division in that shipping now 
available at NEW CALEDONIA is 223rd Field Artillery Bat tall. on (155mm Gun), 
for which there is at present no planned employment in FOA, 

29 0203 CINCPAC ADV TO OOM5THFLT INFO COMFWDAREA, CTF 511 CTG 50.5. 

Revision o:r areas of responsibility is nOY being made which will assicn 
search and reconnaissance areas to SNPA, FairWing 1 and FairWitli lS, Upon 
promulgation this revision Com5thFlt is requested to review and resubmit 
recommendations s:imilar to those contained in his serial 00057 dated lD 
April, -

29 OS19 CINCPAC ADV TO CTF 51 INFO COM5THFLT ,COM3IIDFLT ,COMINCH,COMSERVPAC, 

Present circumstances require special procedures for safeguarding hospital 
ships, Those in canbat areas may be attacked deliberatel¥ or accidentaJ.4r 
by en~ or accidenta~ by !rien~ forces, Insofar as practicable the 
following arrangements should ·govern when such ships are in or near combat 
areas, (A) At night darken ship and when possible remain at anchorage to 
benefit from smoke and protection from other ships, (B) When loaded at 
sea be covered. but not escorted by suitable combat vessels in general 
vicinity to render prompt assistance if required. (C) When sailing from 
loading area do so by noon when possible and ir loadin& not completed before 
mid afternoon defer sailing until following dq. · Para. 'When well clear 
of combat area follow full hospital ship procedure. Para. Foregoing princi-
ples are for general guide and may be modified to meet special circumstances. 

29 0835 CINCFOA ADV TO COM5THFLT INFO CTR 51, CTF 56, 

CTF 56 261120. I concur in deferment o:r reconnaissance in force at KUME 
until southern OKINAWA is well in hand. 
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Transfer VPB-106 to Com7thFleet for duty in exchange for VPB 109. ComFwdArea 
authorized direct communication with ComAir'lthFlt to arrange · details of ex-
change. Inform Com5thFlt when VPB 109 reaqy for duty RYUKYUS. 

When ready itt Mq transfer VPB 12.3 to ComFwdArea for duty and eventual 
assignment to Com5thF'lt for duty in Fai:rWi.ng 1. Upon reportin& VPB 123 
ComFwdArea transfer VPB ll6 to 7thFlt as relief for VPB 1.37. When relieved 
by VPB 116 Com7thFlt return. VPB 137 to US for rehabilitation. 

300659 CINCPOA ADV TO COMFWDAREA mFO ISCOM IWO, ISCOM SAIPAN, ISCOM TINIAN, COM-
GENPOA, !SCCM GUAM, CINCPOA PEARL, C<ldWESCAROLINES. 

It has come to II\Y attention that there recent:cy- occurred on IVlO a second 
serious explosion that destroyed large quantities of material reqqired 
for development of the island and for prosecution of operations, and that 
jeopardized life. You will at once require the island camnander to fur-
nish you with a report o£ the circumstances a:dd of action taken .to effect-
ively prevent recurrence. Advise me in the premises including your comments 
and recommendations. For your guidance it is directed that you . establisb. 
suitable arrangements for keeping yourself prompt:cy informed within your 
command of important matters of whatever nature that direct~ or indirectl.\1 
affect operations in order that you lJlSY' initiate suitable action. When 
the circumstances require inform me in connection therewith. 

30 1221 MACAm'HUR TO CINCPOA. ADV, CTF 73, COlWLIEDLAND FORCES, 8TH ARMYCOIIAEF MANILA 
COMGEN 21ST B<l!COM INFO CG USAF CHINA THEATER, APO 879. MOROTAI AND LUZON 
CG 6TH Af!1l.I, CG l4TH AF, CO lOTH BOMCOM. 

ex 15210. This radio will be considered as operations instructions 101/1 
and will become effective l May 1945. Operations instructions 101 this 
headquarters dated 15 April 1945 is amended as follows: Delete that portion 
of search sectors 21, 22, 23 and 24 lying to the north and east of a line 
fran 26-15 N, 123-00 E to 2.3-00 N 123-00 E to 21-10 N 127-30 E. 

30 1454 COMINCH CNO TO CINCPOA ADV, CINCSWPA INFO COM7THFLT • 
This ha.s to do with unloading heavy equipment in SWPA and refers to Cinepac 
271135 April and 300243 :March and CinCSWPA 201509. In order to handle lm-
loading problem into forward aases suggest m.ax:i.mum. utilization of LCTs LCMs 
and LSMs. Figures available here indicate 103 LSMs and 303 LOTs now in SWPA. 
In order that additioma.l requirements for LOTs of SWPA can be met desire 
Cincpac take positive action ·as practicable including moving up LCTs under 
own power transporting own LSDs and possible towing. Cincpoa report... ~c:tcipn 
being takenf"· l. 0 ~c.~ 
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29 2154 CINCPOA PEARL . TO CINCSWPA INFO CINCPAC ADV ,COMSERVPAC ,COMGENPOA,COMFWDAREA, 
COMSERVRON 12. . 

Regret that power barge ELECTRA is not available for transfer to J!ANILA. 
EIECTRA is supplying power to the Arnzy- dredge POINl' LOlA which is also 
under operational. control of CINCPOA. ELECTRA and POINT LOMA are now em-
ployed in inner APRA HARBOR, GUAM and scheduled to remain there indefinitely • 
ELECTRA is the oh4r power barge in POA. Recent transfer of USS WISEMAN (DE 
667) to MANILA for pmver supp~ has alreaqy decreased ability-to use elec-
tric dredges for forward area work in POA to abeolul:ie .mi:ninrum. CINCSWPA 
251617 and ComGenPOA 280604 not to all refer. 

30 0541 COMF'NDAREA TO ISCCU IWO INFO CINCPAC BOTH. 

In view of recent serious accidents and pending completion permanent ammu-
nition dumps in accordance with development plan construction work upon 
which should be expedited and priority raised according~ take immediate 
steps to rectify and safeguard present temporary annmmition storage by 
(A) Complete isolation of all dangerous salvage material awaiting exami-
nation and fina.1 disposal from other types explosives. (B) Separation of 
armnunition in temporary revetments in- accordance with War Dep3.rtment TM 
9-1900 to fullest extent practicable. Provisions of TM9-1900 Article 116 
B 1 do not in 11\V opinion at this late stage island developnent warrant 
conditions of unsafe stowage now existing. Deeper revetments vdth baffles 
and-covering against st~ shots most necessar,r. 

30 0549 CINCPOA ADV TO CINCPOA PEARL,COMHAWSEAFRON,COMMARGILSAREA,COMAIRPAC,COMSERV-
PAC, COM~ENPOA. 

Para one. The missions of bases assigned by my serial 0005035 of 15 April 
1945 a.re modified as follows. Th~ductions involved will be effected by 
1 July 1945. (A) At KWAJALEIN ATOLL EBEYE ISLAND will continue as a Naval 
Air Base to provide headquarters for the Atoll Comdr and ComMa.rGils with 
facilities only for emergency staging of seaplanes. (B) The mission of 
KWAJALEIN ISLAND is changed to read "A Naval and Air Base to support opera-
tions of Fleet units., of the Air Transport Services of the Arnzy- and Navy 
and of Marine aircraft assigned to the MARSHALL GILBERT Areau. Under this 
mission facilities will be retained for 4 Marine squadrons. (C) At ENDIETOK 
Atoll the mission of ENGE.BI ISUN_D is -cancelled. All its avi~tion tw•tlnt.*"''** 
activities will be transferred to DIIWEl'OK ISLAND except tor a token garri-
son. ,(D) At MIDWAY ATOLL EASTERN ISLAND_ will be reduced temporari:cy-• to ----. 

"-an ergency landing field with pe nne1 for maintenance Para 
30 061~ Two. In view change in primary mission of KWAJALEIN ISLAND, decreased 

defensive requirements, control by Naval Atoll Commander and predominance 
of naval and Marine personnel desire relief of all A~ units except those 
required for operation and support or ATC including AACS. Cincpoa Pearl 
initiate action in cooperatjpl with info addees by one Ju:cy- to replace 
A.r.-!q combat units and service troops with corresponding Naval and Marine 
units. AA troops should be replaced by small detaclunent of the 51st 
Defense Battalion from E:NIWETOK. Desire Naval Aviator as Island Commander. 
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(MAY) ll 0135 COMFWDAREA TO CINCPOA REAR INFO CINCPAC ADV,COMGENAAFFOA,COMGENPOA,COMGEB 
21ST Brn.r!COM!CGA.AFPOA ADMIN,ISC(].{ GUAM, ISCOM TINIAN, ISCOM SAIPAN. 

Your 290239. l(v 162130 provided storage for 60 day stock level. each in-
cendiary and high axpl.osive bombs, made up of 500 lb., 1000 lb., and 2000 
lb. GP bombs and #46. AK-1117. JJI!iil06. And AN-.fl47 A2 incendiary bombs. 
Basis for this was operations planned by 21st BomCom. for 5 VLR wings total-
ing expenditures of 10,000 WT tons per wing per month. At this rate 60 day 
reserve each incendiary and high e.xplosi ve bombs totals 200,000 WT tons. 
Remaining 30,000 tons ntV lii2l30 required for stowage miscellaneous types 
for special missions. 60 day reserve each ineendiaey and high explosive 
bombs was considered necessary by 21ST BomCom to accomplish without re-
strictions whatever operational directives mq be assigned including ac-
celerated sustained operations requiring exclusive use of either incenclia.ry 
or high axplosi ve banbs. Plans for storage conten.pl.ate continuation ot 
standard safety factors and standard hardstand construction. In view ot 
limited space on TINIAN as further reduced by 5 general hospl.f.als author-
ized your serial 001542 it will be necessar,y to use about 50% ot present 
FEA agricultural acreage for additional bomb storage. Upon reconsideration 
my 1621.30 it is opinion this command that 60 dqs reserve is not required 
and total stowage figures listed therein may be reduced l/3 on assumption 
that uniform flaw of replacement ammunition ordered from rear areas will 
be accomplished. The necessary- increase in stowage would then be GUAM 
28,000 TINIAN 25,000 SAIPAN o. 

01 0507 CINCPAC ADV TO CTF Jl. INFO COMINCH,COM3RDFI:r ,COM5THFLT ,COMSERVPAC. 

Your 301055 destroyer within l mile of a hospital ship might be taken by 
en~ as escort. Desire that norma~ the covering destroyer be approxi-
mately 3 miles astern. Note that hospitaJ. ships ebauld darken ship at 
sea as well as in port except when well clear of combat area. 

01 0533 CINCPOA ADV TO COM:GENAAFPOA (BOTH) INFO COMAIRPAC,CINCPOA PEAR.L,COMCARTRANB-
RONSPA.Q., COMFWDAREACENTPAC • 

Desire information as to your long range plans for movement of replacement 
Army aircraft to forward areas. Assume that the capabilities of ._. ai:r-
craft to move by air or as deck loads on miscellaneous cargo shipping will 
be fu.lly exploited in your planning. 

01 0759 CINCPOA ADV TO CINCSWPA ll.JFO COM7THFLT ,COMALLIEDFORCES SWPA,COMGEN1STMARAIR-
1tVING, COMAilf'ZTHFL'r:· . 2 8 8 G 
Your 300921. Concur in your retention of group headquarters and one squadron 
of MarAirGroup 25 until last combatant MarAirGroup is withdrawn pursuant to 
my serial 005034 and mydis 260217. The other squadron may be needed in June 

is rl vena or Ju4r on short notice but is available for use in SWPA until further notice 
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Ammnnj tion dump explosion night 25-26 April; see nw report of .§Aig_ to you 
in dai4r airma.ilgram reports of 26 and 27th. Report; of board of officers 
forwarded you earliest possible date. Investigation of same directed and 
starled at d.ai'light after fire. Present information indicates fire started 
in a revetted slot containing underwater demolition tubes left by amphibious 
force and quickly spread to adjoining slots of same material, then to mis-
cellaneous amnunition being sorted, and !'ina~ to slot of Navy 350 lb. depth 
bombs which caused severe explosion. Cause of fire flare released by enemy' 
action or boulder from sidehole MT SURIBACHI. Injuries to personnel were 
2 moderate and 1 moderate shock. In addition to destruction of ammwrl:bion 
some organizational equipment of 23rd CB Bn was burned and damaged in a 
nearby dump. About 150 drums of motor gas burned, 3 Quonsets were damaged, 
and about 200 tents suffered some damage, practica~~all slight and are 
reparrable. Plans were already underway for moving part of this anmunition 
to extreme northern end of island• Central part of island already had dumps 
of explosives and is largely taken up with airfields, personnel and instal-
lations. Planned ammunition dumps had to be abandoned due to recent modifi-
cations made to airfields, changes in locations of airstrips and harbor, 
and resulting necessary shifting in operating personnel. A second board of 
fiv~ experienced officers headed by Commodore Johnson ·appointed 29 April to 
locate storage areas and best method of storage in each or ammun:ition, ex-
plosives and drummed gasoline on this island.. When ·approved, it will be 
forwarded to your headquarters for. information or action. The explosion of 
dynamite on April 2nd caused by a shot at night killed one and slight~ 
injured 14 to • 17. Property damaged other than the dynamite was negligible. 
In view of Cincpo Adv .300659 indicating large material damage due to dynamite 
explosion, it is requested that this information be passed thereto. The 
entire northern half of this island has been the scene of continuous patrol-
ling and mopping up operations dq and night. Since Y.a.reh 25 1, 726 Japs 
have been killed to 775 captured they are st:,ill aggressive and ammunition 
has to be safeguarded. 

Ol OSlO COMGEN?4CORPS TO OOMGEN TEN INFO COMI'ACTICAL AF, CCl!AIRDEFENSECOMD, CqlTHDlFIIV 
CTG 5l.l, CTUs 51.1.1, 51.1.3, 51.1,2, CTG 55.20, 51.10 CTF 5S.55,51,52.l;O. -

Cite 14 TF GCG. Since L Da;r there have been repeated instances of· frienc:D.;r 
comb~t planes bombing rocketing and strafing i?roops within the lines of 24 
Corns at times other than on called or permit ted missions. So far as 
knoWn no offending pilots have been identified or punished although reports 
have been made. It is expected that some of these are sightseers or return-
ing CAP planes. · Mal:\Y casualties have occurred from these actiom.s as well 
as lowered confidence of troops in our splended close air support. Most 
recent incidents are: 
(A) At about 284730 2 Corsairs strafed from TA S572A NW to TA S475K, 
cireled and strafed from TA S474I to TA 84740. 1 man wounded. l plane bore 
number 550. 
(B) 301730 4 planes identified as Corsairs strafed and bombed or rocketed 
a truck approximately 2000 yards inside lines of 7th Div. Truck had large 
white star on hood and other easi~ identified vehicles such as jeeps and 
3 quarter tons were in the general vicinity. 7 men killed and 17 wounded. 
Front lines were clearly marked by- large colored panels. 1 of the 4 planes 
involved was reported to earr,y the number 20. This plane was reported 
to have made the lst pass but did not fire. 

- Continued - 28 87 
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Unless these "incidents are caused by eneJV' planes, I do not believe they 
can happen if all pilots are properl;r instructed a.nd obey orders. I make 
urgent request that investigation be made and that if pilots are identified 
dicipJ.ina.ry action appropriate to punishment for manslaughter be applied. 
I further request that all hands make every effort to brief all pilots 
operating in the area to Jake no attacks at a:ny time on southern OKINAWA 
except by request or permission of this headquarters on well identified 
and clearJs located enenw targets. 

01 l419 GHQ SNPA . (MA~ARTHUR) TO CINCPOA. ADV INFO AC1JlAR, GENERAL STYER. 

CX 15276. Lt. Gen. styer will soon assume command of reorganized logistic 
command of AFPAC. He makes an urgent request for the assignment of Major 
General E. H. Leavey for duty as his Chief of Staff • l'fuile it is appreci-
ated that this officer now fills a position of importance it is felt that 
his special lmowledge and wide experience give him the highest qualifi-
cations for the proposed position of even greater importance. It would be 
appreciated if this officer could be made available. 

02 OOa> CINCPAC ADV TO COMWESSEAFRON INFO CINCPOA PEARL,CINCSWPA,CO!llTHFLT,COMINCH 
ADCOMPHIBSP ~G, COMPHIBSPAC, CNO. 

Your 282218. 10 APA will be sailed from PEARL to West Coast arriving 
by 10 Mq for l illt to SNPA. 10 additional APA cam be sailed to arrive 
West Coast for same purpose by 25 ~ • 15 additional APA can be made 
available during June provided other requirements do not interfere. Will 
advise later. Para.. The 13 APA now under voyage repairs West Coast are 
already allocated for POA lifts. 

02 0251 CTF 58 to COM5THFLT INFO C'l'F 51, CINCPAC ADV • 

Your 012326. Do not recommend fighter sweeps against KYUSHU with 2 TGs 
unless completely relieved of any responsibility for defense of OiaNAWA. 
Believe such a sweep not profitable on widelY dispersed aircraft which are 
staged into the area camoullaged and take off as soon as refueled. In 
order to produce results Qn fighter sweeps fighters must remain in the 
area for considerable time in order to find target and have advantage of 
weather to insure visibility • If the Baka plane is the Betty type it has 
a demonstrated cruising and attack range of 600 miles with torpedo. 

02 0538 CINCPOA ADV TO COMGENPOA INFO CINCPOA PE!RL,COlrNATS,C011NATSPAC,CG~ACDIV ATC. 

Your 302224 is concurred in and my Z'/002JJ is modified according~ • The 
facts are that the naval air evacuation group operating between OKINAWA 
and the MARIANAS evacuated 1585 Army 77 Navy and 59 Marines during the 
period B-.30 April and aircraft of the same group evacuated 232 A:rmy 316 Navy 
115 Uarines from GUM! to the eastward. Para. Under the provisions of my 
OpPlan 14-44 as now amended there will be a capacity of 600 patients a week 
from the MARIANAS to the eastward via ATC an~ 300 via NATS. 

02 0648 COM5THFLT T? CTF 58 Info CTF 51, CINCPAC ADV Hq. 

Your 020251. Do not make fighter sweep. 
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02 080.3 CTG 5(}.5 to CTF 51 INFO COM5THFLT, COMGEN TEN, COM NAB YONT AN, CTF94, CINCPOA ADV 

My 010251 not to nor needed by all. Cognizant units at Yontan agree VPB 109 
can be accomodated that field now w.i thout disruption of m.a.ximum. fighter 
operations. On this basis request authority to deploy VPB 109 Yontan 
when rea.ey estimated about 9 !ley' • Present Privateers will be withdrawn 
upon arrival JPB 109 • 

02 1846 COMWESSEAFRON TO CINCPAC ADV INFO CINCPAC PEARL,ADCOMPHIBSPAC,CNO,COMPHIBSPAC 

lifyDis 282218 to Cincpoa Pearl and 012352 to you. Due to new develorments 
will probably now require all APA1s offered UrDis 020020. Will advise 
definite~ 3 May. 

02 2110 COMINCH & CNO NO • 43 to CINCPAC/CINCPOA Bo:rH. 

The Joint Chiefs or · staff have approved the following policy on the release 
of atrocity stories. Theater Commanders may clear atrocity stories sUb-
mitted for censorship within existing security requirements. They mq 
make such official releases on atrocities as they deem desirable. In 
those cases where it is intended to request than an official protest be 
made by the United states Government protest must be made prior to an of-
ficial release concerning the atrocity. 

03 o600 CINCPOA ADV TO COMAIRPAC INFO COM5THFLT,C<l.II3RDFLT,AIRPACSUBCOM,CINCPOA PEARL 
COMMARGILS, COMINCH. 

Concur with proposals contained in your serial 00847 dated 18 April. In 
the future movement orders for units containing aircraft carriers in an 
operationaJ. status will contain authority to execute operation 11FUDDLE11 

followed by the target designation. Operation 1'FUDDLE" will be a hit and 
run carrier strike on the designated target with the combined objective 
of keeping bypassed ene~ bases in the rear areas ipoperational and under 
surveillance while at the same time providing final training for carrier 
air groups in all phases of combat operations. Operation "FUDDLE11 shall 
be limited to those at tacks that can be made in a 12 hour period. Forward 
movement of units involved will not be delayed more than 24 hours in order 
to execute this operation. Target designation will in each instance be 
obtained from ComMai-Gils and the approximate date of at tack will be in-
cluded in the order. All concerned must be informed in advance. 

0.3 0601 CINCPAC ADV TO CTF 51 If-.JFO COM5THFLT • 

Approve your proposal to send out loaded hospital ships with trailing ship 
not later than 1000 I(-9) with hospital ships proceeding under full hos-
pital ship procedure upon departure and throughout voyage unless otherwise 
specific~ directed. Do not approve hospital ships proceeding darkened 
executing zigzag and being act~ escorted as alternatively suggested. 
Desire empty AH as well as loaded AH be provided vvith rescue vessel. 
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0.3 1.242 COMSUBPAC TO 5TH ALR FO~CE RESCUE INFO CINCPAC ADV Hg. 

Rep:cying to your 030642. No further action taken in view my orders from 
Cincpoa which are based on compliance his 281415 to CINCSWPA which 5th AF 
received for information. 

03 2106 COMWESSEAFRON TO CINCPAC PE.mL INFO CINCPAC ADV, J\DCOMPHIBSPAC. 

UrDis 290055 in immediate future can utilize such additional.APA's for 
cargo loadings to POA destinations as you can make available. Foregoing 
also applies AKA' s• Advise names ETD PEARL destinations and dates required 
free of cargo. 

03 2315 COM5THFLT TO CINCPAC ADV INFO CTF 51. 

ComAF 5 040159 indicates practica.ll,y no strikes by SoWesPae on FORMOSA 
fields today. Weather there appears favorable for strikes. We suffered 
considerable losses to screening vessels in sundown attacks yeste~ made 
by Formosan planes. 

04 0204 CINCPAC ADV TO CINCSWPA INFO COM AF5, COM5THFLT. 

Com5thFlt 032.315 passed to you with the request that effort against For-
mosan airfields continue .at maximum practicable effectiveness. 

04 1200 COMGEN TEN TO NONE INFO C(G.3RDPHIBCORPSj: CG FMF, CINCPOA BO'ffi, CG 2ND MARDIV • 

Urgency occupying KmllE, AGUNI and IHEYA thoroughl;r appreciated. To 
relieve picket burden in most expeditious and efficient manner recommend 
abtaining 2nd MarDiv. If approved will take action to fly 2nd Div planners 
here to complete details. Personnel of Div to start loading imm.ediate:cy 
ready for hurried call up. After securing islands Jlarines to be relieved 
by garrison troops from OKINAWA soon as practicable. Current tactical 
situation and depleted status 27th Div dictates against use combat troops 
now present in area. · Am taking action to expedite arrival AWS 11 for KU.ME. 
Exploring availability other »TS units which might arrive earlier. 

04 1252 MACARTHUR TO COMAAF INFO CINCFOA ADV, COM5THFLT • 

CX 15477. Radios from Com5thFlt and Cincpoa Adv Hq state that their forces 
in the OKINAWA area suffered considerable losses from sundown attaeks yes-
terday made by Formosan planes and request that efforl against Formosan 
airfields continue at maximum practicable effectiveness. Desire maximum 
practicable concentration of effort on FORMOSA Airfields from which hostile 
strikes can be made against OKINAWA forces in order to insure a continued 
aeutralization of enemy air forces~ 
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04 0213 CINCPAC IDV TO COM3RDFLT, COM5THFLT, CTF 94 Info COMFAIRWING 1, COMFAIRWING 
18, CDJCSWPA. . 

Subject is area boundaries for search and reconnaissance responsibilities. 
Boundary between POA and SNPA is 130 degrees E parallel of Long to 20 de-
grees N thence to 23 degrees N 123 degress E thence to 26-30 N 123 E 
thence W along 26-30 N to CHINA Coast • Within POA boundary between 
task fleet (FaiiWing 1) and TF 94 (FairWing 18) from 20 degrees N 130 E 
to 25 degrees N 135 E thence N along 135 degrees E to coast of JAPAN. 
Upon request of TF Comdr the area N and W of line 30 degrees N 13 5 E to 
32-30 N 140 E thence N along l40 degrees E to Coast of JAPAN will be as-
signed to Fair't'Ving 1. These areas of responsibility will be the basis for 
assignment of Fleet Air Forces. This assignment becomes effective at 2400 
I(-9) 5 Mq. 

04 lll4 CTF 58 to COM5THFLT ,CINCPAC ADV HQ. 

On 2 May 1 Tony splashed by VFN. KIKAI and -TOKUNO Airfields attacked• On 
3 May OKINAWA target CAP shot down l Dinah. On ground destroyed 1 plane 
and damaged 19 at Tokuno, KIKA! and TANEGA SHIMA Airfields. Cratered WAN 
airfield and started fires barracks revetment and wooded areas near field. 
Damaged motor boat. On 4 A~ splashed 96 planes as follows 4 by VFN rear 
foeee 21 by UMAAI and KIKA! CAP 67 by OKINAWA target CAP and 4 by division 
force CAP victored into melee NE of N tip of U.taNAWA. BomBttd WAN airfield. 
1 of our Hellcats was diving on a Val today when an unident Corsair dove 
on him and started firing. Hellcat broke off to avoid Corsairs and Val 
made a perfect hit on a destroyer in picket station l. Pilots returning 
later reported sighting suspicious acting single Corsair over DDs at approach 
point 2 at 1305!. Corsair took evasive action to prevent close investiga-
tion but pilots noticed shiny waxed appearance with vulture marking on 
starboard wing star on port wing and no · tail marldngs. Cumulative casualties 
through 2 May. MIA during flight operations: combat 118 pilots 40 a.ircrew-
men. Operational 34 pilots 17 aircrewm.en l combat photographer. On board 
ships 502 killed in action. 162 missing in action. ll2l WIA. Above incom-
plete for FRANKLIN and HAGGARD a.s explained II\V 2005:11,. and includes estimate 
of 00 MJa on HAZElWOOD in addition known 1.3 dead and 30 wounded. 

04 C1'/35 DEFCOM.AF 20 to BOMCOM 21 Info CINCPOA ADV. 

CNO 022234 and Cincpoa. 040246 request you comp:cy- with latter. 

04 l2.3B CINCPOA ADV 'ID DEPCOM XX: AF INFO CG .XXI BOMCOM, COM5THFLT • 

Your STNXF-19-1 DTG 190025. My 280712 request dai:cy oombing KYUSHU airdromes 
continue until fighter fields IE SHD!A. are activated. 

04 1710 DEPCOMAF 20 to 21 BOMCOM ~o CDICPOA ADV:, COM~THFLrr:. 

See Cincpoa. Adv Hq 041238. Request you comp~. 

04 2124 CINCPAC ADV TO COM']THFLT INFO COMAIRPAC,COMDESPAC,COMSERVPAC,COMPHIBSPAC, 
COMINCH, C<J4INPAC, COMMTBRONSPAC\ COMSUBPAC. 

Direct appropriate senior 7thFlt administrative commanders in each type to re 
port with forces under their command by letter to · appropriate type cozmnanders 
Pacific Fleet for purposes of type administration. 28 31 
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05 0036 COM5THFLT TO CTG 50.5 Info CTFs 51, 58, 94. CDJCPOA PJJV, 

Institute searches to cover area previous~ covered from IWO JIMA and 
TINIAN and now assigned to TF (FairWing 1) by Cincpoc Adv 040213 and ad-
vise search coordinates and sector calls. No coverage to eastward of 
135-00 E will be required of you for the present. 

04 1637 SECNAV TO COM7THFLT INFO CINCPAC BOTH H,Q. 

In order to maintain stock levels required by your Fleet Instructions your 
240855 and with further reference to CNO letter serial 0210312 June 12 44 
subject SUpp~ of Fuels and Common Naval Stores in SoWesPac. You are 
authorized by para 3 affirm m::1 ltr of 1.8 Jan to issue provisions GSK items 
ammunition and fuel neeessary to Allied Forces operating as part of 7thFlt. 
Foregoing subject to special instructions covering BPF set out in CNO 
serials 37105-G of 9 April 1945 and 39605-G of 17 April 1945 now in mail. 

05 1205 CINCPAC ADV HQ TO COM'ZTHFLT INFO COMFWDAREA, COMNATS, COMNATSPAC, 

Your 040851 Air Evac Group 1 is under operational co:al;rol ComFwd.Area, Make 
requests direct to latter. He is hereby authorized make air evacuation 
aircraft available to evacuate stretcher cases from TACLOBAN subject to 
meeting requirements at OKINAWA which for the present have higher priority. 

05 1247 CINCPOA ADV TO COMSOPAC, COMFNDAREA,COMMARGILS,CWGENTEN INFO CINCPAC PEARL 
COMGENPOA. 

Women are now present and cormected with various activities in areas where 
ma.ny of the restraining influences of normal life in a well established and 
orderly community are greatly weakened, The arrangements for safeguarding 
life and person that exist in 8uch conmunities are frequentl;r lacking or 
exist to only a limited degree. Some of the areas are sparse~ settled 
and primitive conditions e:x:i.st. In many places members of enenzy-. combatant 
forces are still at large. You are directed to take adequate measures for 
protection of our womanhood whether they are in the Armed Services or other-
wise present in the area under your command. Such action should include 
any necessar,y restrictions on hours and movements of women etc. 

In view of large number of damaged ships and urgent need of drydocldng time 
now estimated at well over 100 days and increasing dai~ repeat recom:nenda-
tions made my 222155 April. A minimum of 4 and preferably 6 ARDs should be 
provided also sufficient manpower to permit continuous use these facilities 
at maximum capacity. Recommendation based on: 

(A) Necessity of returning units fully repaired to operating status at 
early date to maintain protection this area. 

(B) Need for returning ships damaged beyond capacity local forces for 
complete restoration to rear areas to prevent loss or further damage. 

(C) Certainty of continued air attack with continu,ied percentage of 
damage rates. This matter becomes more urgent every day. There is berthing 
and operating room for 6 ARDs. 
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06 0126 COM5THFLT TO CINCPAC ADV INFO CTF 58, CTF 51. 

B~nCom 21's 050450. Do not believe scale of en~ air .effort justifies 
reduction in B29 commitment to KYUSHU Airfield attacks. Recommend commit-
ment be increased rather than reduced with special heavy effort just prior 
to resumption of each ene~ periodic full out attack. 

06 0814 CINCPOA ADV TO ISCOM SAI~AN INFO CINCAFPAC,COMGENPOA,COJviFORDAREA. 

For Major General Jar.man. Incident to your prospective change in status I 
wish to express rrry personal appreciation of the loyal cooperation and ef-
ficient service which you have given during the past year to congratulate 
you on your achievements in the development of SAIPAN and to express my 
hope that our close association in the war against JAPAN will continue tmtil 
our job is done. Nimitz. 

06 0816 CINCPOA ADV TO CINCAFPAC INFO COlJ.FWDAREA, COMGENFMFPAC, ISCOM SAIPAN, CCl1GENFOA 
COMGEN WPBC. 

The 24th Inf Regiment now assigned to the garrison of SAIP.AN will be avail-
able on 15 May for such other assignment as may·be desired and will be re-
leased to your operational control on departure. It is intended to have 
their present duties which are decreasing in importance performed intt~ 
by available elements of the Fleet Marine Force and later by Marine Military 
Police and Guard Battalions formed for that purpose. 

06 0819 CINCPOA ADV TO ALPOA INFO CIMINCH, ·cNO. 

Effective 15 :May there is hereby established the Naval Operating Base, 
SAIPAN which will comprise all naval shore activities at the Island of 
SAIPAN in the MARIANAS including the follovdng principal components: 
NAB, KOBLER; NAB, TANAPAG; NAB, MARPI POINT; NAB, KAGMAN POINT; NSD, SAIPAN; 
NAVAL MAGAZINE, SAIPAN; Naval Repair Base, TANAPAG; Marine Corps activities, 
SAIPAN. 

06 0820 CINCPOA ADV TO COMFWDAREA ISCOJ SAIPAN COMDT NOB SAIPAN INFO COMINCH CINCAFPA 
COMGENroA, COMGEN WPBC, COMGEN 2ND MARDIV. 

Effective on reporting RAdm F .E.M. Whiting USN as Comdt NOB SAIP.AN about 
15 May he will also relieve Maj. Gen. Jarman as IsCom SAIP AN and report to 
COMFWDAREA for that duty. This action is taken in viav of the assignment 
of General Jarman, US ~' as CamGen Western Pacific Base Command with 
responsibilities direct to higher authority in the ~ for activities 
outside the island of SAIPAN, to permit the Navy to meet more direct~ 
the responsibilities assigned b.Y JCS 250/5 and JCS 819/5 and to release 
~ personnel to Army control pumrua.nt to JCS 1259/4. It is expected 
that MajGen Jarman will retain his present headquarters for use in his 
capacity as ComGen WPBC. 

06 0833 CINCPOA ADV TO ALPOA INFO CINC.AFPAC, COM7THFLT, COMINCH, CNO. 

Effective 1 June the present Forward Area Central Pacific is redesignated 
the "Marianas Area"• - No change in limits, mission or organization are 
involved. The long and short titles of the Area Commander will be "Com-
mander MARIANAS" and ncomMARIANAStt respectively. 
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06 0920 COM5THFLT TO CTF 51, CTF 58 Info 5thFlt,COM3RDFLT ,CINCPAC BOTH,COMSER~AC. 

Movement of ServRon 10 facilities from UIJTHI to LEYTE commences 7 May. 
Complete replenishment and repair facilities will be available ULITHI for 
TG of TF 58 scheduled arrive there about 16 May. 3rd rotational -group of 
TF 58 should proceed LEYTE when due for upkeep and replenishment. TF 51 
ships which can arrive by 19 May proceed ULITHI later arrivals proceed 
LEYTE. Commencing 24 ~Jay complete replenishment and repair facilities avail-
able LEYTE for TF 51 ships ~s well as for 1 group of TF, 58. Subsequent 19 
May my 080340 April continues in effect except that large ships not re-
quiring docking and all ships not requiring Navy Yard repairs shall be 
routed LEITE instead of ULITHI. ComServRon -10 advise originator and action 
adees if change in above becan.es necessary. 

06 1127 CINCPOA ADV HQ TO DEPCOM 20TH AF INFO CG21BOMCOM, COM5THFLT, CTF 58. 

The proposal of 21 BomCom 050450 is concurred in with the understanding 
that the scale of harassing attack on KYUSHU v•ill average 4 squadrons a 
day. I will request heavier ••o••• attacks \vhen I consider the situation 
requires them. 

06 0846 CINCPAC ADV TO CINCSIPA mFO COMINCH, COM7THFLT, CINCPAC PEARL, COMDESPAC. 

In amplification of last paragraph 11\Y 200344 (not to aJ.l adees) and in 
view of · Corit7thFlt t s 050659 request release of DesRon 23 to my operational 
control. 

fJ7 0622 COMGEN TEN TO COM5THFLT Info CINCPAC ADV, CTF 51, ISCOM IE SHIMA, ISCOM 
OKINAWA, COMTAF • 

Following steps taken Com.5thFlt 060129 and 061204. 1 additional Engr. Bn. 
being applied immediatel;y Kadena Airfield construction and 1 additional 
NCB Bn Yontan making total 4 Bns Kadena and 2 Bns Yontan while continuing 
CHIMU and NNASE Airfields. At IE SHDlfA 2 Engr Bns being applied to air-
field construction with priority of features to permit earliest possible 
operation 2 groups fighters. Consultation \r.ith TAF indicates present plan 
widening Kadena strip and provision more taxiways and hardstand will ac-
commodate ma:xim.um. number VF ComTAF can operate in near future. Have 
determined this method provides most rapid practicable fighter field 
construction sequence with means available for earliest maximum empla,r-
ment of fighters. After consultation Com.5thFlt IsCom OKINAWA immediately 
deferred efforts toward heavy bomber priorities and has cODCentrated 
efforts on fighter facilities. Being unloaded now are 17 1000 barrel 
AvGas tanks which will be installed rapidly as possible. These tanks 
together with 3 additional tanks on hand and p$pe fittings and pumps 
be:ing unloaded will provide total of S-1000 barrel tanks at Yontan 
and 14-1000 barrel tanks at Kadena. Additional AvGe.s bulk tank materials 
arrive May 10 and Mey 18. Preliminaey work will be accomplished to pe:r-
mit rapid installation this additional tank storage OiaNAWA. Temporary 
bulk tanks and ready tanks IE SHlliA will be completed by May 12. Drum 
AvGas OKINAWA now 2QQO. 15000 additional drums within week and 30000 
additional drums by 17th. IE SHDJ!A drum AvGas 15000 ·being discharged 
now • This constitutes confinna.tion to IsCom OKINAWA. 
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07 06/IJ CINCPOA AJJV TO COlilFWDAREA, COMGENPOA INFO CINCAFPAC, ISCOM SAIPAN, 
ISCOM TINIAN, COMGEN ·WPBC, CINCPOA PEARL. 

Whenever 1st Bn of 24th Inf Regt leaves TINIAN JqDis 06oS16 request the 
MP Co ricm at SAIPAN or an equivalent unit be made available to · IsCom 
TINIAN. Patrols, guard and other duties now being performed by the Inf 
Bn will then be assigned to MP Co and other forces locally available. 

07 lll5 ISCOM OKINAWA TO CTF 56 Info COMTAF, COMABS OKINAWA, CTF 51, ISCOM IE, 
CTU 99.3.5, CINCPOA ADV, COM:5THFLT. 

Reference 6om5thFlt 's 060129 instructions in full accord with expressed 
deiires of Com5thFlt regarding maximum and most rapid development of 
fighter airfields on both OKINAWA and IE SHIMA were issued by me on 5 
May these projects are being pushed to the fullest with all available 
facilities base developnent construction program has been deterred where 
it interferes· in the least with the completion of fighter fields. at earliest 
possible date. 

06 2209 CINCPOA PE~ TO AAFPOA ADMIN INFO CGAAFPOA,XXI BClWOM,CG TEN,CINCPAC ADV. 

Your 032132. ·It is not contemplated that the airfield construction pro-
gram in OKINAWA utilizing forces available can progress beyond the es-
sential operational stages. Engineering necessity dictates that the broad-
ened specifications be adopted. It is not anticipated that long continuous 
grades will exceed 1 percent on VLR fields as the cout~ is gently undu-
lating however if such an increase is dictated due to field conditions 
then Cincpoa will accept reco.Imnendations that the particular field re-
ceive special consideration either decreasing the grade to 1 percent or 
increasing the length depending on engineering considerations. Your 050235 
the approaches on IE SHIMA a.re o. Fields for very long range fighters 
will be specified initially at 6000 ft with extentians to 7500 ft when 
labor is available. 

C17 1145 CO!llTHFLT TO COM7THPHIB, CINCSWPA INFO ALL TFC 7THFLT, AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH 
NAVAL BOARD, CINCPAC BOTH, COMINCH, CNO. 

Admiral Kinkaid departs for conference in Washington and turns over com-:. 
mand of Seventh Fleet to Vice Admiral Barbey as of 0600 I Tuesday g M~. 

07 2314 CGAAFPOA ADMIN TO CGAAF ,COMAF20,CGPOA,COMINCH,CINCPOA BCYI'H,COMGEN .. W'POA, 
CINCAFPAC INFO CGFEAF ,BOMCOM2l,BOMCOM20,FITECOM7,COMAF7,7TH WIGHTER WING 
AD GUAM, CONT~IREURV 6, HAD, AGNAR. === 
23641: Lt.Gen. Barney M. Giles assumes command of Army Air Forces Pacific 
Ocean Areas per general order 62 tlids Hq. 4 May- 1945, and pursuant to 
General Order 10 Hq. 20th AF office of the DepCom 4 May 1945 is announced 
as DepCom20thAF POA. 

08 0159 CINCPAC ADV TO CINCSWPA INFO COM5THFLT, COMAAF 8\fPA. 

No air intent received fran CornAF 5 for 7 :May. No strikes against FORMOSA 
included in ComAF 5 M0724E air intent for g May. If practicable request 
positive advance information when FORMOSA is not to be included for any 
reason in order that Com5thFlt may be advised of possible increased en~ 
activity fran that area. 
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08 0234 CINCPOA ADV . TO COMINCH INFO CINCPOA PEARL, CINCAFPAC • 

Your 061801. I am agreeable to releasing Major General Leavey for service 
with Lieutenant General styer as proposed. However in order that he may 
not be embarrassed by responsibilities to both of us and in order to 
clarify his status I am detaching him and directing him to report to Com-
GenPOA as of 10 May. Request Chief of Staff, U.s. A.rley be so informed. 

08 0236 CINCPOA. ADV TO COMINCH & CNO INFO CINCPOA PEARL H_Q. 

The policy set by my 0517ll concerning return of Construction Battalions 
to the mainland was decided upon after careful consideration of all the 
factors concerned and will be adhered to unless exceptions are directed 
by higher authority. CNO 071920. My 051711 took into account also the 
equaJ.l¥ long overseas service of the combat troops who are equally desirous 
of returning to the mainland. Under present instructions both combat and 
construction troops are rotated as individuals but not as complete units. 

08 0518 CINCPAC ADV TO COivlBATRONS J&2,COMCRUPAC,COMDESPAC,CINCLANT INFO CTG 58.1, 
58.22 58.2, COMINCH&CNO,BUORD,CINCPAC PEARL,COMSERVPAC,COMSERVRONlO,NAD 
PUGET SOUND, NAD MARE ISLAND, C<l.iVf.ESSEAFRON, COM3RDFLT, CCH5THFLT, COMPHIBSPAC 
COM3RDFHIB,COM5THPHIB,COTCPAC,COI'CLANT ,CTF58,CTG 58.4, 5S,§, 

In view changed situation as regards probability of ~or surface action 
desire cruisers and battleships leaving West Coast or •••••w•i*'•'•l transit-
ting Canal be loaded as follows: 

Caliber Loading 
16n, 14", 12 11 

gn 
40 rounds per gun AP, then HC to capacity 
60 n n n n rr tt n u 

6rt 100 tt n n u n n n n 

Each AP projectile should be matched with a service charge, and each HC 
with a reduced charge (except 6n). Excess powder capacity over projectile 
capacity should be used for additional service charges. Desire that ships 
now in forward area with preponderant~ AP loads approach this loading 
gradually be replacing AP expenditures with HC. 

08 0819 CINCPOA ADV TO COMGEN 1W1WING FOUR INFO COMMARGILS,COMFWDAREA,CGF.MFPAC, 
CIDMAIRPAC, CAPSCF, COMAG 21. 

Upon transfer of VMF(N) 533 from MarGils to OKINAWA desire maintain a 4 
plane VMF(N) detachment for n;¥ght fighter defense of MarGils Area. Re-
quest you take necessar.y acti~ to implement. 
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06 0129 COM5THFLT TO CTF 56 Info COMTAF ,COMNABOKINAWA,ISCOMt OKINAWA,CTF 51, ISCOM 

IE SHIMA, CINCPAC ADV. 

Earliest maximum anployment of fighters from fields OKINAWA Area in ac-
cordance with Cincpae and my instructions is being hampered by lack of 
adequate bulk storage ashore for avgas and by too strict adherence to 
schedules in base development plans which subordinates early construction 
of fields to permit their use by largest possible number of fighters to 
their ultimate development for heavy and VIR bombers. Request you give 
necessar.y orders to IsCom OKINAWA' . 

A. To increase bulk avgas storage for Yontan, Kadena as soon as possible 
using all facilities now available this area including additional pumps 

and pipelines if needed. 
B. Construct additional taxiways and hardstands at Kadena to accommodate 
maximum number VF Com TAF can operate fram present strip. 
c. Defer construction program for VLR operation at Yontan Kadena which 
will interfere with development VF provision in B or with VF operation 
there until other fields are available to which to move fighter squadrons 
which are or may be operating from these fields. 

Request you give necessary orders to IsCom IE SHDAA to take similar steps 
to insure. earliest development of fighter strips and adequate avgas bulk 
storage. 

09 0028 COMGEN.VESPACBACOM TO COMFWDAREA1 COMGENroA INFO CINCPOA AJJV. 

Reference Cincpoa Adv Hq 0706/.IJ. Consider MP Company now at SAIP.AN will 
be ba~ needed for security of ever increasing ~ Depot and reserve 
dumps under control WPBC and for which no other security is available. 

09 0113 COM5THFLT TO CTF 51, CTF 56.Info CINCPAC ADV. 

step D your 071225 approved. (Ref. Top Sec) 

09 0547 CINCPAC lillV . TO COiviTNCH & CNO INFO CINCSVJ"PA, C01f7THFLT, CINCPAC PEARL. 

Your 301454. My 25Cf/30 March made available 3 APA and 1 LST to SWPA for 
lift from rear to forward bases and 2 AK for lift from West Coast. MY 
271135 made available 8 APA and 6 AY~.A :eo ffiVPA until 1 July. M\)'" 020020 
made available 35 APA for 1 SV'lPA lift from West Coast. Com7thFlt 020227 
indicates no assistance required in movement of 7th Flt LCT from rear 
bases. 24 roA LCT now in LEYTE are being offered to 7thFlt this date £o 
augment SiflPA facilities for a period of 60 days. All POA LST & LSM cur-
rently engaged in accelerated development OKINAWA. If it is found that 
any of these types will not be required lim this employment they will be 
made available to Com7thFlt for temporary use. 

09 0604 CINCPOA ADV TO C_TF 93,CGAAFPOA,COMGENPOA,CI~JCAFPAC INFO CINCPOA P.IARL,COMAF 7. 
COMGEN.l\.AFPOA 072314. Maj.Gen. Willis Hale will continue to exercise opera-
tional control of TF 93 (Strategic .Air Force POA) until Lt.Gen. Giles re-
ports to Cincpoa .... his readiness to assume that responsibility at which 
time he will be designated as CTF 93. 
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OS 1238 COMINCH TO BAMS 5B. (Intercept) 

The German High Command has been directed to give the following surrender 
orders to 0/Boats: 

To remain on the surface, fly a large black or blue flag by day and 
burning navigation lights by night. 

To report their positions in plain language on 500 Kcs ever.y 8 
hours and to make for specified points under allied control. 
UBoats apparentzy comp~g with these instructions are not to be attacked 
but should be given a wide berth. W/T reports of such sightings are to be 
made in plain language in the following form: 

A. Number of U-Boats. 
B. Position. 
c. Estimated course. 
D. Estimated speed. 

If however, U-Boats connn:it a hostile act or otherwise disregard these 
orders reports are to be made by normal distress procedure and all appro-
priate defense measures taken. 

09 0612 CINCPAC AJJV TO COMFWTIAREA,CO!MifATS INFO COlliATSPAC,C01W:REVACGRP l,CINCPAC 
PEARL, CTG 99.2. 

Cominch 171755 of March directed ComNATS to establish Air Evacuation Group 
l as a unit of NATSPac. Operational control of AirEvacGrp 1 was dele-
gated to Co.mFwdA.rev1 with respect to the number of planes to be operated, 
the times at which they are to operate, and the points between which they 
are to be operated. All other phases of control and administrative control 
remains with ComNATS. Including flight procedures and technical operating 
procedures. 

09 1151 CTF 57 to COM5THFLT, CTG 52.1, Info CINCPAC BarH,CINS BPF, CTF 112,CTF 7J. 

9th M~. PlYAKO and ISHIGAKI well bombed. Destrqyed 2 fresh aircraft on 
ground 1 being blown up through entrance to beach cave shelter. At 1650! 
group aircraft very low detected 25 miles. Enemy then climbed 5000 feet 
and split. Fighters intercepted splashed 1. Enenw next seen divipg in suc-
cession. lst steep dived VICTORIOUS hit flight deck forward. 2 shallow 
dived VICTORIOUS clanced deck and fell in sea.. Both enemy hard hit by 
gunifre. 3rd shallow dived HCW;JE but splashed close by gunfire. 4th struck 
FOPJilDABLE flight deck setting after air park alight. Damage: VICTORIOUS 
hole in flight deck. Forward lift, accelerator and 10% armament out of 
action. Can operate fiew aircraft at reduced handling speed. Casualties 3 
killed 4 seriously injured 15 wounded. FOR.MIDABLE: 2 pDmpom.s out of action 
ship remains operational. Casualties 1 ld.lled fevl slightly injured. With-
drawing to COOTIE to square things up and replenish loth-11th May. Will 
probably be able to resume striking 12-13 May • 

10 0117 CINCPAC ADV TO ISCOM SAIPAN INFO COMFWDAREA. 

Rear Admiral Vfuiting will arrive SAIPAN about 11 :May preparatory to com-
pliance my 060Sl9 and 060S20. Request naval and Marine personnel of Island 
Commander's staff be transferred to him effective 15 May. Also request 
temporar.y assignment such A~ personnel as appears appropriate after con-
ference CCMGEN'"IfPBC ·and RAdm Whiting together with joint recommendation to 
me and appropriate higher authority in the Army. 
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10 0537 CINCPAC ADV TO CINqSTNPA I NFO COHSOPAC, COM'ZTHFLT. 
target 

Anti aircraft/and training service to Pacific Fleet at LEYTE require 
availability of additional VJ Squadrons at SA'MAR my 060216 and 141222 of 
Arpil refers ·movement VJ Squadrons 8 and 13 from SoPac Area should start 
about 15 May. Request reply. 

10 0709 CINCPAC ADV _ TO COMINCH, CNO INFO CINCPAC PEART_,, COMPHIBSPAC. 

Your 301307 • 14 P.hibGroups in Pacific considered adequate. Recommend re-
maining 2 groups not be activated. 

10 0752 DEPCOMAF 20 to Cil\fCPOA PEARL INFO CINCPOA ADV, COMAF20,DEFCO:MAF20ADMIN, 
COMGEN BOMCOM XXI, COMGENBOMCOM XX:, COMGEN TEN • 

Adoption of restricted ver.r long range airfield construction program 
at OKINAWA as contemplated in your 062209 May 45 will appraciabl¥ curtail 
the very long range capabilities of OKINAWA B-29 aircraft • Such curtai~rnent 
is not in consonance with the operationaJ. concept for which the airplane 
was designed and should obtain o~ for the ·briefest interval as a temporary 
emergency situation which cannot be avoided. Para. 

Operational experience has firmJ¥ established S500 ft as the minimum 
runway length to assure full utilization of very long range aircraft per-
formance capabilities. Previously estimated very long range runway lengths 
have thereby been refuted and must be disregarded. 

Ver-i" long range runwccy- lengths at OKINAWA should not be reduced below 
S500 feet because of acquisition of bases closer to the Japanese Empire nor 
should currently apparent shorter range objectives influence the 8500 ft 
minimum very long range runway requirement at OKINAWA. 

It is considered essential therefore that the veri long range airfield 
construction program at OKINAWA must provide for extensibility of 7500 ft 
runways to 8500 ft runways at the earliest possible time. 

11 0252 CINC.AFPAC TO CINCPOA lillV INFO COMGENPOA. 

CX 15940. Your 060816 and 090817 May • Concur in assigning 24th Inf Regt 
as garrison for FRICTION. 

11 0040 CINCPOA ADV HQ TO DEPCOM20AF, CG XXI BOMCOM INFO CINCPOA PEARL. 

It is requested that information as to enemy naval forces and shipping 
which may be sighted by units of the 20th AF be held in a secret status 
and transmitted only to military and naval commanders .concerned. 

11 0042 CINCPOA ADV TO DEPCOM20AF INFO COMGEN TEN, CINCPOA PEARL, COMGEN BOMCOM XXI 
COMGEN BOHCOM .XX, COMGEN 20 AF • 

The comments of your 100752 are appreciated. However at the present time 
at OKINAWA the requirements of tactical aircraft take precedence over 
t hose of the 2oth AF • The extension of VIR runways from 7 500 to S500 feet 
will be included in base development plans but with a priority determined 
after consideration of the requirements of all forces involved in attaL~g 
the overaLl strategic objective in the war against J APAN. 
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11 1028 CQ.{GEN TEN TO COMGEN 3RD PHIB CORPS, COMGEN 24 CORPS INFO CTF 51, CTG 51.2 
CTG 51.22, ISCOM OKINAWA, COM5THFLT, CDTCPAC ADV. 

Army 
On 12 May continue Bzaxinmm pressure on entire/front and push envelopment 
SHURI position. Insure close coordination effort and timing of attacks 
by adjacent UPits. Time of attack 0730. 

11 1252 CINCPAC ADV TO CO:M.A.ISEAFRON,COMM:ARGILS', COMWESSEAFRON,COMPASEAFRON,COMHAWSEA-
FRON 2 COMSOPAC 2 COMPHILSEAFRON, cavrFNDAREA INFO CINCPAC PEARL, COMINCH 2 COMSERVPAC, 
COM5THFLT, CINCSVIJPA, COM1NESCARSUBAREA 2 C~QRDFLT, COMF AIRVJING l, COM7THFLT, COM-
SERON 10 2 COMPHIBSGRP 13. 

Pass to all routing officers. 

~A) MY 140240 March established area in which unescorted shipping may 
be routed under certain conditions. This dispatch amplified by 
061446 and 210539 April. 

(B) Effective 15 May extend this area tmder same conditions westward 
to 130-00 E to include all remaining area under FOA shipping con-
trol south of Latitude 11-30 N. 

-(C) ComPhilSea.Fron is expected to authorize similar conditions in SWPA 
areas which will enable through routing of 1najority shipping un-
escorted wmw'idw'*'•'"dl between rear ports roA and LEYTE. 

(D) Also effective 15 May KOSSOL remains open on~ as emergency 
anchorage. 

(E) Escorts when required from ULITHI to LEYTE will be provided by 
the area commander to whom the shipping is assigned. Independent 
shipping will proceed along standard routes to position just north 
ULITHI thence along route LUKE. 

12 o626 ISCOM SAIPAN TO CINCPAC ADV 2 COMGENPOA, INFO COMFNDAREA. 

Ref Cincpac Adv 100117. Deputy Comdr SAIPAN Brig. Gen. Colladay and Rear 
Admiral Vntiting conferred today. The staff of the present IsCom SAIPAN is 
a unit functioning as the staff of the WesPacBaCom, IsCam, and garrison 
forces. There is no separate Ar.my Garrison Force Headquarters organized. 
Total personnel of staff 137 officers and 416 men. This does not include 
JCC persolUlel. 

Para. Without committing Maj .Gen. Jannan, who will return about 17 
May, Gen. Golladay has agreed to integrate incoming naval staff officers 
with present Island staff until fomer are familiar with problems when 
split off will take place and present island staff released to whole time 
WPBC functions. This to be expedited ma.x:imum. Para. 

It was further agreed that certain Army units will be turned over to 
new IsCom for operational purposes, administration to remain with ~. 
This includes garrison forces for island functions. Prospective IsCom 
estimates he ~dll require about 70 officers and 150 men exclusive of JCC 
personnel for his staff. 
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The term "Token Garrisonrr as used with .respect to POA bases vdll be defined 
to mean a self-sustaining unit of the minimum practicable strength the 
primary mission of which will be to maintain u.s. POssession of the base 
involved. This unit should comprise personnel and-material capable of pro-
viding such minimum weather communications or similar services as may be 
desirable for support of our operations elsewhere. The unit may in each 
case be increased as necessary to provide for its own security or to pro-
vide these services including emergency land or. seaplane operations if they 
are essential or facilitate logistic support of the unit itself •. Hereafter 
when a base or island is to be reduced to a token garrison the subarea 
commander concerned will submit to Cincpoa the recommended composition of 
the token garrison required with copies to interested senior type or service 
commanders. 

12 0918 COMGEN TEN TO CG3RDFHIB, CG24CORPS INFO ISCO:M 33l..t.CTG 51.19,51.22,CTF 51, 
CINC PAC ADV HQ. 

Captured enemy map believed very recent date indicates 44th D~ffi occupies 
position north of NAHA opposing 6th MarDiv. Possibility enemy committing 
major reserves. loth Army at 130730 I continues maximum effort A:RCOEI 
front. 3rdPhibCorps exert strong pressure to envelop SHURI HILL mass and 
destroy forces in immediate front. 24th Corps capture conical hill and 
continue attack to envelop SHURI position. Close coordination of effort 
and timing of attack by adjacent units required. 

12 1450 MACARTHUR TO COMGENPOA INFO CINCPOA BOTH,COMSOPAC,AGlrVAR,CGSOPACBACOM,CG USAFFE 

CX 16076. Desire that instructions be issued directing Qeneral Gilbreath 
and his headquarters as a complete uhit be transferred to MANILA and report 
for duty to cn~.iCAFPAC. Request that General Gilbreath, accompanied by 
small party, proceed immediately by air transportation. Remainder of person-
nel proceed by air as they may be relieved from duty and excess baggage 
and equipment proceed by water transport. All transportation arranged by 
this headquarters please instruct General Gilbreath to advise at earliest 
practicable date air and water transport requirements, logistics and approxi-
w~te dates of readiness. 

13 0145 CTF 51 to TF 51 Info CINCPAC BOTH, COM5THFLT. 

Following letter received from ComGen lOth Army quoted in abbreviated form 
ttDesire express ri1y deep appreciation for splendid support ground operation 
by support ships. Power and accuracy of these ships contributed materi~ 
to land success and subsequent advance with minimum loss of life XVPATI 
INGNBSS CO ships to close shore though faced with foul uater and enemy 
guns permitted more accurate close support and effective ~ support 
NNUAND work of crews under tcying conditions of long hours at general 
quarters and constant threat of enemy air is especial~ praiseworthy. 
If I may borrow a Navy term I would like to szy well done. Buckner 11 • 

This message is greatly appreciated and should encourage us to make our 
support of the troops even more effective. 
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D. Shortage of Army service troops for both air and ground operations 
on all these islands is severe. It is recommended that squadrons 
on SAIPAN and TINIAN not be moved, that a QI~ Service Co be immedi-
ately sent to GUAM and that 2 additional aviation squadrons from 
sources outside tnis command be procured FOHG Depot Field at 
earliest possible. It is desired to emphasize that neither 457 
nor 435 Squadrons can be spared from their functions which are 
immediate~ concerned with air force responsibilities. 

Your 08132'7 not to all. J\mplifying lif3' ll0822 Cincpoa plans have been 
and are to establish aircraft ashore on OKINAWA in the following types and 
priorities: Priority 1 - Sufficient fighters to assure control of the air 
and provide adequate close air support. Priority 2 - Long range fighters 
and medium bombers for close support and or neutralization enerrzy- airfields 
in order relieve other forces of those responsibilities. 

Without utilizing an additional Fighter Group at KADENA as you propose 
you will have available about 22 May 3 Marine Fighter Groups and 2 long 
range Arw~ fighter groups totaLing about 483 fighters. These aircraft are 
considered capable of coping vr.ith the present tactical situation as pertains 
to fighters. Desire adherence to plans by establishing the 41st Medium 
Bomb Group at KADENA. This medium group is presently on OAHU and its move-
ment forw·ard will be eXPedited by ComGenAAFPOA. 

My 110822 directed ground echelon M..4.G 14 be moved OKINAWA earliest 
possible. Upon its arrival it must be so used as not to delay basing 41st 
BmbGrp at KADEI1A as planned my serial 0005045 28 April 1945. 

13 1518 CINCFDA ADV TO COHGENA.AFPOA, INFO CG XX: AF ,CINCPOA PEA.RL,COMGENJL~POA (ADMIN). 

The schedule of your 120845 is in accord ¥dth rolf serial 0005045 of 28 April. 
It is concurred in for planning purposes vdth th~ nnderstanding that con-
struction progress vdll be influenced by tactical requirements until capture 
of the island is completed. Delays in capture of southern airfields and 
requirements for: extension of runways to 8500 feet will ake it more difficult 
to meet planning dates. 2902 
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01 0412 COlilSOPAC (AIR ADMIN) TO FOR INFO COMAIRCEI\J'TERS GUADAL,SANTO, ARSD RUSSELLS, 
) AROU SANTO, AVREPAIR UNIT GUADAL, AVSUPDEP GU.ADAL, NAF' S FUN.A.FUTI GUADAL· 

l~OtTII.ffEA SARAK.J\TI TULUILA, SCORON 65 SPJJTO, ACORN 77 NNJV CAL, UTRONS 13 S, 
ACORNS 13 19 RUSSELS, AOC 1ST ISLANDS GROUP, RNZAF, COJ:.~SERTJ?THFLT, BUORD, 
CO~JFicrRNEST COAST AL\MEDA, AVSUPDEP OAKLJJID 2 ASD PIITLA, COMillRONSPAC, NOFT 
SAN FRANCISCO, BUSANDA, COHGENAIRFMFPAC,NOACT OAKL.?..ND 2 FPO SAl'!, NASD OAHU 
Fro PEARL, COMAIRNORSOLS. PASSED BY COMUTNINGSSR11.VPAC 140444 TO CCliDTRONWEST 
COAST, COMlJJTRONS FSDAREA. (Intercept) 

In accordance ComSoPac 300441 April not to or needed by all, as of 1 May 
1945 ComAirSoPac is dissolved and ConilloPac assumes duties nreviously performed 
by ConLA~rSoPac and CTG 11.3. For purposes administration and correspondence 
ComAirSoPac will be deleted and the address "ComSoPac (Air Admin) rr will be 
used. This unit with senior aviation officer CornSoPac staff as officer in 
charge vrl.ll remain at GUADALCANAL until a later announced date and function 
administratively in sarne manner as heretofore by ComAirSoPac. 

13 2150 ANPB TO CINCPAC ADV, CINCAFPAC INFO CINCPAC IEARL, CG 20TH AIH FORCE. 

Both Arrrry e.nd Navy are apprehensive as to adequacy of existing and planned 
facilities in forward areas to meet operational requirements for bulk 
petroleum products. Since facilities planned and installed in M:ARIANAS 
and RYUKYUS have been undertaken under the cognizance of CINCPOA and in view 
of urgency of this matter the Army Navy Petroleum Board with the approval. 
of Corninch, An~ Service Forces, and Army Air Forces has designated a Joint 
Service Com.i1littee with instructions to proceed to PEARL HARBOR and to Head-
quarters CINCPAC and Headquarters CINCAFPAC to discuss existing and planned 
facilities and to inspect.the installations or locations in fo~vard areas 
designed for this purpose. The committee is being directed to submit a:n:y 
recommended changes and additions for these locations direct to CINCPOA who 
will make dispatch recommendations to CNO. As a second part of its responsi-
bilities the Corrnnittee is being directed to give consideration to the question 
of adequacy of petroleum product storage and handling facilities to meet 
all service requirements as proposed by ANPB 61/1 copy of which is being 
mailed to addressees. The latter consideration 1vill involve matters under 
the cognizance of ComSoWesPac and CINCPAC. To the extent necessary to assure 
complete information it is requested that representatives of your commands 
familiar with the problems accompaey and assist the com.rn:ittee in the expedi-
tious comnletion of its missions. Names of committee members follow: Col. 
H. w. How~e AAF, Steering member; Comdr H. H. Bageey, USNR; Comdr. G. E. 
Lindley, USNR; Lt.Col. A. D. Small, AUS; Lt.Comd.r. Po D. Davis, USNR;, 
Mr. A. J. Yonkers, AUS; and Lieut. E. R. Specht, USNR. In addition either 
R.Adm. w. H. Smith, CEC,USN, Chief Planning Officer of the Bureau of Yards 
and Docks, Navy Dept, or R.Adm. A. F. Carter, USNR, V'rill accompany the com-
mittee for conferences V'dth CINCPAC and CINCfi~PAC staffs and to such other 
fort~;ard points as developments may make advisable. Request clearance for 
committee be expedited. 

14 0722 CINCPAC ADV TO COMINCH & CNO INFO COMGENF:MFPAC. 

ComGenFMFPac 131504 passed to you separately is not recommended for approval 
because: 

(A) The Naval Construction Battalions prospectively available are needed 
for heavy construction nrojects and they are not n01.v constituted equipped 
or trained for combat engineering duties as units of a field a:mzy-. 

(B) The Fleet Marine Force should continue to be constituted for amphib-
ious operations wherein its elements are supported by the Fleet. 2 gO 3 
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14 0722 CINCPAC MJV TO COMINCH & CNO INFO COJHGENFMFPAC. (CONTINUED) 

(C) ~fuen an amphibious corps or other unit of the Fleet Marine Force 
operates inland aw~ from the beachhead as a unit of a field a~ it should 
be given support by the service organization of the field a~ in the same 
manner that such support is given to Arnry Corps including all services re-
quired to make the Marine tactical units effective in such operations beyond 
the distance at which they are normally supported by the Fleet. 

14 0809 CINCPOA PJJV H~ TO CTF 93,CINCAFPAC,COMGENPOA,CG.WPOA INFO CINCPOA PE.ARL,CGVII 

My 090604. Lt.Gen.Giles designate~ CTF 93 vice Maj.Gen. Hale. 
![ 

15 1442 CONJNCH FOR JCS TO CINCPAC BOTH HQ. 

To coordinate the Air Transport services of the Arll\Y and Navy in the Pacific 
both with regard to requirements for air lift of the Theater Commanders 
and the avoidance of unnecessary duplication of air transport services and 
facilities, you are directed to appoint appropriate representatives from 
your command to confer v-dth newly constituted ATC NATS Sub Committee on 
Pacific Air Transport programs. Your representatives and such committee 
will consider and coordinate the foLlowing: · 

(A) standards for determining air lift requirements. 
(B) Estimated requirements for air route air lift· in the Pacific 
through 1946. 

, (C) Limitations on route capacities. 
(D) Joint use of ground facilities and services, and 
(E) Tightening priority procedures to assure that the movement of 
persormel and cargoes carried is of such urgency in the prosecution 
of the war as to require transport by air. 

Senior members of ATC NATS Sub Committee are ComGen Pacific Division ATC 
and DepComdr NATS. You should conmrunicate names of your representatives 
to these ATC NATS officers who will take all necessary steps to facilitate 
early meeting and action on this subject. War Dept informing CINCAFPAC 
of foregoing. 

16 0959 COM5THFLT TO COMGEN 10, CTF 51 Info Ca\f5THPHIBFOR,COM3RDFL'f ,5THFLT ,CINCPAC BOTH 

At 0900 I (-9) 17 11ay coincident with relief of Vice Admiral Turner by 
Vice Amniral Hill accordance row 130406 command of all forces on shore in 
OKINAWA Area shall pass to ComGen 10 who shall then assume responsibility 
to me for defense and development of captured positions conforming to direc-
tives issued by Cincpoa. Vice Admiral Hill as CTF 51 will continue to con-
trol air defense of OKINAWA and of naval forces present and shall report 
to ComGen 10 for this purpose. Support of lOth Arrey by 5th Fleet will continue. 
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17 1344 CINCPOA .\DV TO CO]:I5THFLT, COEGEN TEN, INFO Cil\JCPAC P~. 

Ref 11'y 130631. Com5thFlt 150309 and 150l1-ll. ComGen Ten 151130. Refs not to 
all. Reiterate that 41st Medium Bomb Group will be activated on Kadena vrith 
priority ahead of a 5th Fighter Group. Adhere as Dracticable to schedule 
outlined in ComGen Ten 151130 which is considered to be best solution under 
the circumstances. 

17 1.425 CINCPOA ADV TO COk:GEN TEN INFO COM5THFLT,CTQ99.2,CGAAFP01 ,COHJ\ .. L"qPAC,CINCJ?OA 
fEARL, COMAIP2 ACSUBCOHFORD. 

Request CTG 99.2 submit priority dispatch report each Saturday listing for 
each Air Group, Ele_e_t Air Wing or other major component the total aircraft 
on hand total a:t'rcr~vs on hand and· the air strength available for operations. 
Distribution same as this dispatch. 

17 0005 COM5THPHIBFOR TO COMGEN TEN IJ-J"FO COMPHIBSPAC,COU5THFLT ,COM3RDFLT ,CINCP .. li.C BOTH. 

In accordance 1Yith Com5thFlt 160959 report for duty in control of air defense 
of OKINAWA and of naval forces present.. 

lS 1208 CINCPOA ADV. TO CINCPOA PEARL INFO COMINCH, CINCAFPAC. 

Your 172254. Agreement was reached at MANILA on 16 May between :Ma.j or Generals 
Chamberlain and Casey and Rear Admiral Sherman to the effect that CINCAFPAC 
would assume primary responsibility for topographic mapping of JAPAN for 
needs of ground forces that CTI~CPAC would retain primar,y responsibility for 
hydrographic surveys and mapping of beaches for needs of amphibious forces 
and that each CinC would prepare such maps as are needed for his own air 
forces. The principles of this agreement have the approval of CINCPAC-CJlTCPOA. 

18 1035 COM2ND CARTASKFOR TO CINCPAC BarH,COMINCH,COM5THFLT,INFO CO:M3RDFLT,COT.fAIBPAC, 
ALL TF AND TG C011illRS 2_THFLT. 

Conunander 2nd Carrier Task Force Pacific, V .Adm. McCain, this day hoisted 
flag in SHfl .. NG.'ii LA. 

18 2005 COMINCH & CNO TO CllJCPAC ADV INFO CINCFAC PEARL,CGFMFPAC,COkiDT 11ARCQ;1PS . 

The request for perrnanent assignment of SeaBees to Marine .Amphibious Corps 
contained in CG ~vWPAC 1 s 131504 not approved for reasons given in your 140722. 

19 005l,. CINCPAC AJJV TO COMPHIBSPAC,I:NFO COH3RDFLT,COM3RDE'HIBFOR .CINCAFPAC COH THPHTBFO 
COMINCH, COM5.~Il1 LT, COM?THFLT, COH7THPHIBFOR. 

Para 1. N.y 140247 and your 150625 not to all adees. ~Vhen practicable 
send ComPhibGroup 12 in his flagship to M.t\NILA to report to Com?thFlt for 
temporary duty in cormection with amphibious training of Army troops in the 
PHIUPPINES. TfJhile employed on this duty he vYill have the status of a TF 
Comdr or TG Comdr in the 7th Flt as may be directed by Com?thFlt • The detailed 
naval procedures in amphibious training "Will conform to directives issued by 
Cownander Amphibious Forces, Pacific Fleet as the cognizant type commander. 

Para 2. TransRon will be sent to report to Com?thFlt for duty ·w·ith 
PhibGroup 12. 
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19 1600 SECNAV TO CINCPAC BOTH INFo- ·co~flliJCH, COM FOURTEEJ~f!JI T:JELVE. 

Have designated Admiral H. Kent Hew.i tt to · conduct further investigation 
of the Japanese attack on PEARL HARBOR. Lieut • John Ford Baecher vJho has 
been detailed to assist Admiral Hewitt will arrive PEARL H~~OR about 21 
:May to conduct Dreliminary examination of certain records and files prior 
to arrival of Adm. Hewitt. Fullest cooperation in this investigation should 
be given. 

19 0431 CO:·.'iGEN TEN TO COM5THFLT, I NFO crrF 51, COMPHIBSFODE. 

In order not to unduzy subject APs APD AKS to unnecessary risk at 
ta!lget recormnend consideration be given to use LS'I's and LSMs for mounting 
garrison and resupply shipping for 3rd D. Recornmend all garrison echelons 
and resupply ships where feasible be staged through MARIANAS. These ships 
to be discharged there and reloaded into smaller craft such as LSTs and ~~s. 
Transfer of cargo to small craft: OKINAWA impracticable due additional 
load on port facilities as result divers on 3rd C shipping here. After 
trnafer car·go. Vessels to sail OKINAWA as control point and be forvvarded 
target in daily increments as unloading situation warrants. This plan will 
place resupply and garrison shipping at control point from vmich same can 
be sent target on short notice and as required. This 1~rill insure minimum 
vessels at te...rget for minimum time. Request your conunent to originator 
and both Cincpac PEARL and Adv • 

19 0942 GHQ ~VPA _ TO COM A.AF lt lll'JILA INFO CGUSAF CHll~A,CINCPOA,C.ANF,CGJ.4TH AF. 

CX 16547 • Allied Air Force operations in sup~Jort of CHINA Theater is subject. 
Air forces are authorized to strike target in INDO CHINA and SE CHINA 

south and east of IIE ~'JI:NE. Inclusive. YANGTZE RIVER VALLEY and road. 
~Vater and rail lihe80'f communication from HANKO:¥ through HENGYANG. lG'VEILING 
and NANKING to HANOI. 14th AF keeps AAF informed of hostile situation · and 
areas occupied by frien~ forces in CHINA and other peritnent matters. Para. 

Subject to weather and availability of aircraft and profitable targets 
Allied Air Forces will make strikes as follows: 

(1) Against enemy INDO C I-ITNA coastal lines of communications 
from HANOI to SAIGON. 

(2) Againsc enenzy- river, road and rail lines of connnunication 
extending east, north a...'Yld west from CAJ\TTON. 

(3) Against other enemy lines of conmnmication within range as 
arranged vd th 14th AF. 

(4) Heavy bomber sorties (H2X) nightly against the SHANGHAI-NANKING 
areas and the HONGKONG-CANTON Area. 

(5) Against shipping in the harbors and coastal areas of SE CHINA 
and INOO CHINA except that north of FOOCHG~: strikes against shipping 
outside of harbors are prohibited. Allied Air Forces prior to initiating 
strikes which require aircraft to fly over water areas CUBOHE Pacific 
Ocean Area will obtain clearance therefor from CI NCPOA. Para. 
For conGinuing missions such as- nightly sorti es against SHANGFLU area 

clearance f or the operations as A V'Tf-IRJ:.JN will be requested. ~Ulied Air Forces 
will arrange for attack of targets in CHlNA with l L:.th AF and will notify 
latter of missions prior to their dispatch and results thereof upon completion. 

Corn.l~llied Air Forces i s authorized di rect communic r:_tion with CTIJCPOA and 
vrith 14th AF for the coorcii.nation of operations covered by this radio•1 Para. 

ComGen USAF crrrNA and this Hdqtrs will be made info addees of all com-
munications relating to above operations. . 2 9 0 6 
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19 2355 CGAIPJ11Y1FPAC rro CGFAF lOTH AI?l.'lY ,CG!,IA.li._~~Rt"IING 2 Info CTU 99_.2.1, COJ:,.fGEt·FTEN, 
COMARATilG.RP 22, ~_.21, CIN"CPOA BOTH,CGAAFPOA,I~t'UillCORPS,Ca.:.ARAii?JNING 4, 
COI£GEH. ~ARF AIR.IHEST. 

RefUrDis 180126. l4S pilots furn..i.shed for reliefs and build up M.a.rAirGrps 
31 and 33 on their allowance of 318. Remaining reliefs will be furnished as 
called for by you. Complete relief pilots at 2 months impracticable due 
transportation involved and lack of pilots ~l lfurCorps. 2 month rotation re-
quires billeting and pool facilities in rear areas not now ava.ilable. Present 
planning calls for 10 months cornbat tour and 2.2 pilots per assigned pilot 
seat to permit reasonable employment ro1d periodic rest in combat area. If 
this is inadequate request substantiation by sufficient data and recommendatio 
for increase in procurement and training program will be subnrl.tted to MarCorps. 
Until revision of allowances approved and additional pilots provided by Har-
Corps present program 1:vill remain in effect. Recommend fullest exploitation 
rest provisions L&UMINOUS. 

20 0701 CINCPOA ADV TO CGlO~rH ARMY ll·JFO COU5TH11'LT, CO:.QliDFLT, CGTAF l01rH !JlUY, COMINCH, 
CINCPOA ?EARJ.J, CGMluRPAC, COl1AIRPACSUBCOJ·aFORD,COMPHOTOGROUB l, COMPHOrrOGRP 2, 
VMD-254, _ COMl-::'HIBSPAC, COHF ATR WING ONE. 

Ref • Para 3 of your Sec Ltr Ser • 002S1-B not to all and TAP lOth .P..rnzy-
OpP1an 1-45 desire follovdng coordination 8nd assignment of responsibility 
for photo reconnaissance and photo ~1pping activities at OKJl~AWA: 

'(A) VD-3. VliD-254. InterpRon 1 and any other naval or :Marine aerial 
photographic and intelligence units present vdll be-assigned for opera-
tional control to CornPhotoGrp 1 under ComFairW'ing 1. 
(B) ComPhotoGrp 1 v1.ill have the follaNing responsibilities for the units 
under his command: 

(1) Assign and direct flights for all photo missions. 
(2) Assign priorities consistent with orders from higher echelons. 
(3) Coordinate and direct movement of photographic aircraft, 

supplies and personnel by reference to their support organization. 
(4) Coordinate and establish a naval and Marine Central Photo 

Interpretation and Intelligence Unit vri.th InterpRon 1 as the nucleus. 
(5) Assign priorities to interpretation m1it for production of 

photographic intelligence. 
(C) TAF lOth Arnw will for the oresent retain operational and adntini-
strati ve control of the 28th Photo Hecon Sqdn. Para. 
As soon as Com.PhotoGrp . l i s prepared to operate CINCPOA will issue basic 

directives for systematic reconnaiss·ance and rnapping photography of selected 
areas of the Empire and Asiatic ~Jainland required for naval ,purposes. Para. 

PhotoGroup 2 1Nill remain under direct operationa.l control CINCPOA for 
staging aircraft through IWO and OKINA1VA as necessary. 

20 0830 COMPHIBSPAcJ TO COEPHIBSTRAPAC,ADCOJ,,IPHIBSPAC INFO CINCPAC BGrH, CS-.r.PAC,CO 
COM? THPHIB, COHPHTBGRP 12...! CO~.URNSl10N 1_6 • 

Soon as ')Ossible each action adee submit by airmail .to originator in 
ELDORl·J)O draft of type basic amphibious ship to shore training program for 
Army troops in accord with ComPhibsPac previous t raining policies as modified 
by recent 0ractice. Course should involve tra:Ln.l.ng first of BLTs second RCTs 
third reenf orced Arrey' Division, including training of complete division shore 
parties and also training of Corps Hdqtrs and Troops. Entire course for all 
elements of 1 Div of troops should last 12 training days not including loading 
times aTld should include ship to shore movements both in boats & LVTS with 
subsidiary use of DUKv1S. Para. 2 9 0 7 
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20 0830 COPPHI3SPAC TO COEPHIJ?§TRAPAC, TNFO CINC ?AC BOTH, 1"TC. (CONT 'D) 

:E~pect that control vessels LSTs gunboats ENDJ\.DOU8 aircraft will parti-
cipate. Essential that ship to shore movement of Division, artillery, tracked 
and wheel vehicles, other equi pment and supplies in considerable quanti ties 
be included in ~ lan. Organization and tests of commmucations should be 
included in plan. Para. 

After coordination by Com.PhibsPac final plans vrill be issued by Com-
PhibGrp 12 in consultation vrith CSYJPac and Com7thFlt. Para. 

As a separate matter each action adee directed submit a 30 day camp and 
field training schedule f or Amy J ASCOS in addition to time e11ployed in 
landing •,,ri th troops, and each be 0repared to send to OOLIPPINES 1 J ASCO 
training team. Scope of J ASCO training should be similar to practical field 
training now conducted by ComPhibTraPac on coast and by ComDesPac, CoiTLtirPac, 
ComGenF.t~fFPac and AdComPhibsPac in o·Jeration at PEARL. 

20 1734 COl.tW' S:'iPA TO CINCPOA BOTH INFO CG US:!.F CHINJ , C01..1'.A.F 14, CINCmVPA, CO~.:AF 5. 

AX 90353. Request clearance for continuing missions of aircraft flying over 
vrater areas of the Pacific Ocean Area as foll<Yt;s: 

(1) Nightly sorties against SHANGHAI Area. 
(2) All strikes and missions on FOR.UOSA and on CHINA Coast as far north 

as FOOCHOW. 
A clearance \'lill be requested prior to each mission on all other flights 

over- Pacific Ocean Area not mentioned above. CINCPOA and Com5thFlt ·will be 
made info adees on all air intents when aircraft vdll fly over POA. Thus 
clearance requested in accordance with directive issued by COI,J.AFPOA (Ref CX 
16547) as result of recent intertheater conference. 

Refer Cominch & CNO 181524. Trained .AS/! hunter-killer groups.not desired 
but do desire maximum number escort carriers for transport duty. Anticipating 
increased requirements for moving aircraft and for training recommend en-
deavoring to obtain as many CVEs from British as possible x Conuna.nd and 
recommendations on redistri bution ?acFlt CVEs beti:7een combat, training and 
trans, orl vrill be submitted soon.x 

(This message delivered by hand by RAdm Pennoyer - 22 l·.~ay ) 
14 09 38 .Q..C1111R?TI-I5'1T TO . CO: I7THFLT. 

Your 120839. Release of seaplane squadrons as proposed 1~ 110330 (TS) 
rrill permit release of tenders for overhaul and later redeployment in POA 
as follovm. ORCA about l June. SAN CARI.DS about 15 June. T.ANGI}:R about 1 
July. TANGIER now scheduled f or overhaul in ~ u. s. leaving S~iJPA 
about 15 Ju:cy. OB.C.A now scheduled f or liiANUS overhaul about 15 June but 
overhaul in u.s. l!Jould be prefer able i f practicable. SAN CARJ ... OS due for 
overhaul in August . Above- release dates are dependent on actual departure 
of 1 FDU and 1 PBT-5A squadron from this area. If de!)arture of squadrons 
is delayed release of tenders will be delayed for an equivalent 11eriod. 
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22 0546 RICHA:.1DSON ·TO CTIJCJUi'?AC INFO CINCPAC BOTH. 

RJ 61852. QQ.Q..lli Instances lately of Army units in FDA being moved 
by direct arrangern~nt between CINCPAC and CINCAFPAC without reference to 
ComGenPOA. For exa..'D.ple take case of movement of 8lst Di v and l Bn J..47th 
Infantry. URad ex 16699 May 21st. 

In e:Artension URad C 1$861 DTG 091526 May request that all matters involvin 
"requisitioning, movement, use of or disposition ofn Army troop units and 
resources in POA be referred to this headquarters for comnent before final 
decision is made. Such action vrill permit continued integrated planning 
for the yroper discharge of ComGenPOA 1 s responsibility to CD'JCAFPAC for 
administration of Army Forces POA and to CINCPAC for support of POA opera-
tions. 

22 2139 JCS TO MACJ .. ETIID~1, NIM:Ir_r:z. 

VAH.X 86160. House Appropriations Committee, novr considering Office of 
Strategic Services budget estimates for fiscal year 1940-6, has taken 
cognizance of statements in ~Jashington press to effect that neither General 
Maclt.rthur nor Adrn.iral Nimitz desire the services of o•s.s. in the Pacific 
war. Corrrrnittee requests immediate statement from Joint Chiefs of Staff 
as to truth or falsity of reports. Urgent~ request info~nation as to 
whether or not you desire the services of the o.s.s. in the Pacific ~"Jar. 

23 0049 CINGPOA -.illV TO COI:Al7 20 INFO DEPCOJ.vl AF 20 ISCU:.: OKIN~ifA COHGEN TEN COUINCH. 

Your WiillX S5733 DTG 212331 request ComGen BomCom 20 be instructed to 
hold the 22 multi-engined aircraft concerned in a rear area prepared to 
move forward to OIITIJA~-JA on call from ComGen 10 in order that arrival inay 
be coordin_ated in light of tactical and base development situation then 
existing at OKINA.'fA. 

Para. The small land mass and limited facilities at OKilJAWA make it 
necessary that aU movements of forces be carefully coordinated by 
CINCPOA through Com.Gen 10 • 

22 1434 .JL'\C.AilTHUH. TO _Q_TNCPAC PJJV INFO FMFPAC. 

CX 16806. Ref F.MFPJ .. C 000013 and your 180210. Concur in plan for logisitc 
grou~ vdth USASOS !~PAC as outlined generally by FUFPAC and as arranged by 
Brig.Gen. Edson during recent visit here. Augmentation of present 1~rCorps 
representatives on GHC~ AFPAC Staff to extent indicated is not considered 
necessary. The following MarCorps officers are desired for the staff of GHQ 
FU :Z AFPAC. For Cx4 2 tiarCorps officers below the grade of Brig.Gen. For G3 
1 plru1ning officer and 1 operations officer field gTade. For G2 2 officers 
vrith intelligence backeround of grade of M:aj or. These officers vrould be as-
signed to sections of Gf-1 1~ as indicated and would be used to assist in C.HQ 
planning for and employ.ment of HarCorps units in future operations. Request 
the following MarCorps re:presentatives l·:ith qualifications as shovm be at-
tached to this Hdqtrs for further attachment to 6th Army. For G2 and intel-
li~ence officer. For G4 logistic officer. For the special staff ch~rical war-a • fare officer engineer officer quartermaster officer surgeon ordnm1ce off~cer 
signal officer and trans.?or'cation officer. This rras discussed informal}¥ by 
6th Arrey wi.th Chief of Staff FUF. 6th Army will request additional officers 
at a 1a.ter date for other sections. Please advise availability of these 
officers and dates they can be expected to arrive MANILA. 
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Your 210635 not to all. Recomrn.end you give consideration to development 
of Nl\HA Airdrome as a de }ot at vrhich short range Arnw Aircraft can be un-
loaded from aircraft transports and frorn casual shipping and prepared for 
flight. It is obvious that such a facility vdll be needed and NJ.HA ap:')ears 
to be the best site ?respectively available. Your 120536 also refers. 

22 2315 MARSHALL TO MAC.ARTHUR: CO:MINCH TO CINCPAC J'LDV FOR INFQ.. 
WAR S547S 

JCS are novr considering policies with respect to United Nations Prisoners 
of War held by JAPAN. Policies have been proposed by state 1'ilar Navy Co-

ordinating Committee and·by British Chiefs of Staff ·which are substantially 
the same except SlilJNCC policy is Drimarily for post hostilities. STNNCC propoees 
repatriation of United Nations prisoners of war be given priority second 
on~ to militar.y operations and maintenance of occupation forces and places 
responsibility on the nsupreme Allied Commandertt to coordinate policies free 
Prisoners of war from confinement assume comw4nd of them and to see that they 
are accorded proper care and maintenance by the Japanese Imperial High Command 
The "Supreme Allied Comm.andern vdll accord liaison on prmsoner of v.rar matters 
to duly accredited representatives of the other United Nations and arrange 
for such representatives to have access to their prisoners of war and pe1~t 
their goverrunents to conduct relief transfer and repatriation. British pro-
posal estimates that of 168,500 Japanese held prisoners of war, 123,500 
are from British Corrnnonwealth 30,000 Dutch and 15,000 American~ They exclude 
Chinese in their proposal. They propose that priority be given to the re-
patriation of sick and wounded but that no differentiation be made between 
nationalities services and between officers and other ram(Se They propose to 
charge 11 Supreme Comrna.nderstt with making adequate proV,ision for the care of 
prisoners of war in terril.S of any arrnistice provision of necessary food 
clothing comforts medical attention and protection for recovered prisoners 
of war control of prisoner of war camps collection and preservation of enemy 
records and apprehension and imprisonment of enemy personnel charged -v.rith 
serious maltreatment of prisoners of war. They also propose that each Supreme 
Conm~der include on his staff personnel of each Allied Nation to assist in 
evaluation of their ovm nationals. Comments on these proposals are requested. 

22 2316 COMINCM TO CINCPAC ADV. 

WAR 85Lr7S of 21 May 191~5 being passed to you for information and such 
comment as you may vrish to make. 

24 0540 CINCPOA AJJV TO ?TF 93 INFO CTF 94, COUGENAAFPOA (BOTH). 

Your 230842. 'Ihe task of neutralizing enemy air bases at TRUK and MARCUS 
is assigned to CTF 93. The manner in ·which this task is accomplished and the 
means used is left to the judgment of the TR Comdr. Assistance can be obtained 
from CTF 94 as .?racticable. Of the 2 Heavy Bomb Grou -:~s scheduled for the cur-
rent combat area desire that the 49hth Grp at J\HGUAR be the lst to move for-
ward and that not to exceed 2 Sqdns of the 30th Bomb Grp now in O}JfU move to 
the ~:)3I .. :~.NAS in time to relieve -the Llth Bomb Grp of its present task of 
neutralizing enenw air bases. 
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24 0600 CIHCPOA lillV TO CIJ.JCl~.F?AC Il·r!'O CO!!GENPOA, CII,rCPOA PEiLRL. 

ComGenPOA dis 220546. UrDis 2310Lt4. In order to establish a standard 
procedure for the release of Arr~ units to you and the movement of Army 
units -vrithin the POA the following proposal is made. 

(A) Army units to be released to you will be handled accordance ~.JyDis 
141341. 

(B) Decisions as to movements of Ar1i.'JY tmits rrithin the POA and related 
matters concerning Army units exempillied in lJyDis 2007'J.A 1;dll be 
cleared with ComGenPOA. I vdll assume that ComGenPOA has coordinated 
with you before making comuent or is acting in accordance your policy. 

Request your concurrence. 

24 1259 CINCPOA lillV TO COI.ITNCH ll'JFO CINCS~JPA. 

Although proposals summarized in -:UJt 85478 passed by Corninch 222315 
are not set forth in sufficient detail to per.n1it full corMaent, following 
2 points appear vrorth consideration. 

(A) As any Chinese )risoners wi~l probably :'Jrove to be more political 
than militar-y and will be likely to present unique problems it 
appears desirable to accept British proposal to exclude them. 

(B) S~'J1\TCC wording regarding prisoner of ·war liaison vTith 11Supreme Allied 
Commander" appears to Dlace such liaison on basis of need rather than 
right, and therefore seams preferable to British proposal on this 

subject which refers to ustaffll. 
Para. Insofar as CINCPOA is concerned no need is foreseen for representa-

tion of other United Nations at his headquarters and such representation is 
not desired until need is definitely established. That is particularly 
t1~e of Dutch and Chinese. 

26 OS43 CINCPOA ADV TO COMll~CH & CNO TNFO CO~i;1..IRP; C,CLPSCF ,COETRANSHONPAC,CIITCPOA 
PEA..l1.1 , CO::ESCllil.FOR?i C. 

Present and future requirements for combat CVEs are set at 30 1'vhich 
provides for escort, direct air support missions, ASl/l and escorts for lo-
gistic support groups. Do not feel this nurnber can be reduced. This re-
quirement will not be met llil.til CarDiv 28 is activated during the first 
quarter of 1946 and precludes any diversion of PacFlt CVZs from combat to 
transport or training until that time. 

Para. Best present estinate approx.."Lm.ately l+O C\f~s for trans~Jorts. 2 
more CVEs required for training. l now and 1 in Septernber. These requirements 
can only be met by additional CVEs from ATLANTIC and British. 

Para. In view· above cor.lTi1ents recommend no change in present distribution 
PacFlt CVEs. Recommend assig;nrnent additional CV't;s made available from ATLf-JfTIC 
as follovrs: 

(A) First 4 CVEs to ComCarTransRonsPac. 
(B) Next 2 CVEs to ComA.irPac ( CarDivs JJ.: & 12) for training. 
(C) RemainjJ18 plus any received from British to ComCarTransRonsPac. 

This answers Com.i.nch and CNO 18152lJ. o.nd ComAir Pac 200018. lviy 210850 
also refers. References not to nor needed by all. 
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Z7 0141 CINC?OA PEAI~ TO COilGEH 'IEN INFO CIHCE-OA /illV, CTF ~~· 

At present unloacLi.ng of garrison and maintenance shipping is 21 days 
behinQ. schedl:tle. In order that base development may )roceed according 
to plan and that unjustified pile up of shipping at regulating points 
my be avoided it is imperative that follov1ring questions be answered. 

1. Do you consider tha·t unloading rate vrill· improve sufficiently to 
catch up '~i'rith schedule. 

2. If ansvv-er to 1 is negative \That unloading rate can you maintain. 
Your reply v·rill be a basis for adjustments to shipping schedules. 

27 0540 CINCPOA ADV TO COl.fAIRPAC INFO COHINCM , COJ·.f7r_::HFLT,COl,i~ IR7THfLT,CO:,PAlRJESTCOAST, 
COT J\TORPAC, CINCSJPA. 

Your 231830 not to all. Designate and initiate training of 2 VPB(HL) 
Sqs and required service units now on ~lest· Coast for transfer to FAW 4 in 
NorPac as soon after l July as practicable. Also designate 2 additional Sqs 
for transfer to FA~Y 4 in December of January from those made available by 
CNO 181329 . In order to insure that CenPac requirements are met CINCS'.•iPA 
vrill be requested by separate dispatch to make 2 Sqs from 7thFlt available 
on call. M:ovement forvvard of VPB(llli) 142, 153 and 141+ vrill be as originally 
planned. 

27 0633 CINCPOA iillV TO CO~ .:GJ:tT TN'J INFO COI.1GEN:PO:\, CINCPOA Pi;;~.'3L, COEGENAt'\FPOA~ 
ISCO:: ~~~Gill.ITNOUS, ISCOH I NDISPENSABW, co=.:GElJ T)Ji'. 

ISCCL I~IDISY2NSABL3 240430 refers. Estima.ted date f or reception 413 
Fighter Group is disturbingly late . Construction effort must be adjusted 
to )rovide facilities to Oi')erate u.r1its more nearly in accordEu1ce nith dates 
set forth in Enclosure B my serial 0005045.. Advise Tfhat action you can tal(e 
to correct this situa.tion and to accelerate entire airfield program al'ld 
vrhat additional assistance you require. 

26 1634 rJL4.CARTHUR TO CIJJ8POA PillV INFO . CINCFDA ?E~1,.J1L, COLIGI;NPOA. 

CX 17129. Ref your- 240600 Hay. Concur procedure su.ggested for release of 
Army units. It is assumed that ComGenPOA will clear movements of Arrrr:.r 
units '¥f'Ilffi\:2VJf @ FW Pacific Ocean Areas WlTHthis headquarters . It is 
interpreted that units released by ].a .. u;soJSG.R . ..1~C::::l·lT are not included in 
above. 

27 0541 CI IICPOJ JIJJV TO CIITCS'.;E1. UTFO COI:l7THFLT,COLAI B.?'l'tULT,COMINCH, C011£).IRP~A~.C. 

Strength of Air?thFlt by sqdns pursuant to rrw .040806 April is ·n-esently 
scheduled to be 6 VPB(HL) 2 VPB(I.JL) 4 VP3(£~i..S) and 2 VPB (:.::s ) amphibious. In 
order to meet NorPac requirements outlined in rrzy- 2?05ll) and as provided by 
Cominch & CfJO 201310 of Sept 1941.1- it will be necessarr<J to transfer 2 of 6 
llPB(HL) Sqs designated for ?thFlt to other PacFlt u..11.its, 1 Sq now and 1 ir1 
August,. As e.pplied to specific s quadrons this vrould result in return of VPB(I.:L 
137 to west coast as already scheduled and in retention here of VPB(HL) 116. 
2nd VPB(HL) Sq designated by you to be transferred in !-tugust. Request your 
concurrence. 

Para. To what ex'cent 11ill this 2.lter your CX 16002 tined 221420. 
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27 0725 Q.INCPOA ADV TO COI.Y~IDAJ.lhd\ 2 ISCul.I GUi'J.1 ,ISCO~.I S.\IPAN ,CO::~GENJ\.fu.<'FOA ,CTNC PAC <?EARL, 
COilGEILDA, COEI.:;sTP.:iCBi' .. COLI,INFO Cil fC,\.F?AC, COH3RDFLT, COUPHIBS?AC, COl':GENlO, CTF 51 
COIIIHCH, CC~.mArl1Sf.AC 2 CO~.iG.1-T f; I\.C -.J ING ATC. 

Conditions on OKTI'JA~TA cont inue such as to necessitate restriction of 
visits there to those v·rhose ~resence is necessary f or the prosecution of 
the war and rrhose visit cannot be deferred vii thout detriment to the ·war 
effort. Transportation and accommodations are too much in demand to be furnish 
ed to others and off icers on duty there are too much occupied to have time 
to attend to wants and needs of entertainers, tourists, sightseers or visitors 
or officers on temporary duty for special teclu1ical purposes whose presence 
is not i mmediately required. Clearance for visits 1Yill be given only by 
Cine Ja.C Advance Headquarters. Those vrho furnish transportation are charged 
vrith seeing that transportation is not furnished to anyone vJho does not have 
.=>roper clearance. All concerned are requested to disapprove requests for 
visits to RYU1\YUS until they are subjugated unless the case is considered 
particularly meritotious in Hhich case it may be :;resent to 6incpac Adv Hq 
for consideration. 

29 0244 CIECPOA lJJV TO COl ~G.~I'J lOTH .A.c1.HY I NFO CC :G~NPOA. 

Desire the follor;ing action taken in connection with OSS: 
(A) In every case requests for additional personnel will be submitted 

to CINCPOA for approvoJ.. 
(B) Request contained in 240132 iraplies that OSS intelligence of value 

is available. Copies of this should be sent promptly to CII'.JCPOA both Hq 
for utilization. 

(C) No PO~Y or civilian internee vrill be returned to enemy territory 
overseas for clandestine use unless authorized by CINCPOA in each case. 
Requests for use of such -Jersons must be accompanied by interrogation re-
ports on the indiv:Lduals and pla.ns for their utilization including trans-
portation and comn1unications. 

(D) Further desire that necessity for assi gnment Lt.Col. Hoover be 
reexrunined and if needed request be sent to me. 

29 0659 CIHCPOA i illV TO CO~ ITIJCH CNO I NFO CilJCAF~~AC, CO:.:GJ:I JPOA. 

JCS 1003h5 of Dec 1944 and JCS 762/10 are considered to remain the basis 
for the control of shipping in the Pacif ic Ocean .A~ .. eas unless specifically 
cancelled by the JCS. 

Para. I n order that the references may be complied 1ri th shipping vrhich the 
~Jar or Navy Departments desi re to divert f rom the ETO or east and gulf coast 
ports f or dischar ge in poYc s of the POA should be referred in advance of sail-
ing to CiiTC?OA for inclusion in his shipping schedul es on t he basis of t he 
ca~;acity of t he ports of dest inat i on to receive such cargo for discharee. 

Para. Any shi ppi ng in the f oregoing cat egori es 1.:hich is diverted vri·ch t he 
knmrledge that the cargoe s a re in excess of t he capacity of POA ports to dis-
charge OI' ijhich is diverted t o the FOA ui thout reference to Cil:CPL,A. can be ac-
cept ed only 1:D.th the understanding that the resiJOnsj_bility for all delay in 
the discharge and turn around of such vessels r est s uith t he diverting agency . 

Par a . CifC~ OA ].42311 of January and CINC'-'0. 040111 of Feb not to nor 
needed by all als o refer . 

R,e r~Juest ~."a.r De_Jartraent be informed as ap_ r opriateo 
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29 0250 CINCPAC ADV TO COI.!INCH _'J\1D CNO. 

Cominch C:NO 271442. Guarantee of safe conduct for aircraft passing 
through FDA operatinG area Yiill be difficult if not im_9ossible unless there 
is )recise agreement as to time and route. Operations of Pacific Fleet 
make it inexpedient to give such guarantee at some l)articular tL>nes. 
Cincpac 1s approval of any understanding reached or of any change or modi-
fication thereof should be obtained before final agreement is made in order 
that suitable notifications and arrangements can be made. Subject to fore-
going concur. 

29 0901 CINCPAC FJJV TO CNO IIJFO COi".fAIRPAC,CO~.ISERVPAC,CO_Ji.,AIR.IESTCOAST ,CINCPAC VEARL. 

Ur 241929 current and )ro specti ve enerrw tactics dictate that we cease 
practice of keeping warheads in ready service condition in hangars or ele-
vator pits. Accordingly consider it essential that uagazibne stowage for 
warheads be provided. 

Para. However in the case of carriers engaged in "escort and support 
operations 11 which is taken to mean CVEs, the possibility of finding sui table 
torpedo targets does not justify the danger and displacement of other 
armament vvhich are involved in the carrying of torpedoes on board. Accord-
ingly concur in proposal to remove torpedoes from these shii'JS. 

Since it now ap:oears that the nrompt forward movement of the ground 
echelon of 11AG ll1- from S.A.HA.R will result in readiness that group to operate 
considerably in advance of 41st Bomb Group of rvhich the movement has been 
delayed the .)revious directives of rrw 130631 and 1713411- are cancelled and 
replaced by the follor-ring: 

A. Ground echelons of both groups will be established ashore as 
ex~editiously ns yossible. 

B. Sq.uadrons ·of both groups will be called forward at discretion 
ComGen 10. 

c. Hovement of Vtffi 612 to OIITNAVTA will be deferred by separate dispatch. 
Para. Advise action t~ken. 

29 2207 COJ£J:NCH to CIHCPAC ADV INFO CINCP~>.C ? ..£!1~1.1, CQ.i:A.I=t?AC, COECA .. l.TRANSRONP~~C, COBES-
CARFORPAC. 

Recommendations your 260343 refer. 
A. 4 LantFlt CVEs ordered rede?loyed and assigned CarTransRonPac my 

232130. 
B. Remaining CVEs in Lant required there for training a.Dd 1t'dll not be 

redeployed. 
c. In response to representations made accordance my 23221.{/ not to all 

Admiralty states no additional British CVEs can be made available and novr 
necessary to ~ ask for the · return of ATHELING, RAJAH and TRACKJ-iJ:t in 
order to support British PacFlt . No change in present distribution of PacFlt 
CVEs v1ill be made. 
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30 2100 SECH~~ V (DIR?UBRl~L) TO CTIJCPAC ADV IJ.TI"O CIIJGPAC ?Ktul.L . . -----
~Jy 291925. Nevr policy IJrovides that damage to certain named vessels 

be released upon s2.fe arriv~.l at PE .. ~~lL HARBOR or continental port. Others 
after retur-D to service. To control release of information Seci'Tav only 
vrill initially release battle-damage information concerning carriers battle-
ships cruisers subnarines am"Jhibious ~ force flagships by nC?J:te or type 
or any other vessel if initial availability is more than thirty days. Dis-
trict :PUblic relations officers may initially release all other vessels 
upon safe arrival in port and vdll notify you in advance of ships name and 
nwnber and date-hour of release. Last date rule rd.ll apply. Cause of 
damage including suicide planes and Baka bo~nbs is releasable. External 
damage ·nhotogranhs and description releasable. SecNav only vd.ll clear photo-
graphs or S)eci.~=·ic description internal or unde~rater damage. 

31 0020 CO:.I?THFLT TO Cil'TCSHPA n:FO CI:,JC?OA }JJV. 

Subject agreements reached at conference GHQ on 16 May relative s:·JPA 
and KCIFCPAC support of CHINA Theater. CINCPAC cmd CINCPOA has approved 
insofar as agreements concern him. 

31 0343 CINC?AC lillV TO PACDIV ATC INFO ATC GU.A1·~ 2 ATC HICIL~.-u:,CO.c.J:j\.IDAl1EA,EAPO GU .. i\11, 
NAPO HONOLULU, CIECFOA JEA.RL. 

Consider tactical situation OKIHA~JA is still in the assault phase. 
Your transport schedules for June indicate regularly scheduled flights 
between GUAM: and OKINK/TA and will lead to unvvarranted assumptions concerning 
travel to OIITNA~TA that may contravene the purpose of my 27Q725. All air 
travel from or via :.L:,.;:tLU\fAS to OKIEAdA is subject to priorities established 
by Cor.oFwdArea. Request you modify your June schedules accordingly. 

(F~ ·o) 
31 OlJ-25 CINC?AC ADV 'l'O CHO IEFO CO~:AIJ.PAC,CO~.f.S~~RVPAC,CO:i:CA.1.TRATJSRONPAC,CO Ui';\IR NOPJrOLK 

CINC?AC ?EAPtL, C_:.PSCF, CO~.:SERVPAC, CGLI\I=-:LANT. 

In view urgent need transport CVEs desire only those repairs required 
to insure reliable operating condition. If alterations can be accomplished 
ctLU~ing the yard period required for above repairs first priority should be 
given to those which affect the :;1assenger carrJing capacity of the vessel. 
These 2lterations are ACV 179 increase living accommodations. CV:E~ 250 install 
additional fl..,..:J kettle in galley. CV:!: 171:- install dishvrashing machine vrardroom 
galley. Move forward ·wardroom buJJ.:head at frame 88-1 o.nd install acldi tional 
wardroom mess table. These alterations only as repair time :)ermits on a no 
delay basis. RemovaJ~ of 2nd catapult not desired. This answers your 261734. 
not to nor needed by all. 

30 2308 CI~JCPOA ~"JJV TO CC~TIDFLT IlTFO C'rG 33.4 

::?.egret that conditions at OKTITA~TA are such as to mt3.ke it innracticable 
to aut:1orize visit to OKTIL!\.'JA Arr THIS tirae by J:!Ir il> I.,uce and party. See nry 
270725. '.Jill reconsider if conditions warrarrt before he leaves the Pacific. 
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H.eUr 270141. Unloading rate at OKDI ' ... JA nill not catch up Hith ~_)resent 
scheduled tonnage until use lJfJ-E• YOE:\.BA:i.U and BAilliE ~CO ~-)ossible. DisChar~ 
tonnage diverted from 3C and additional tonnage for augmented development 
carmot be accomplished accordance present schedule until development above 
ports and present freight handling perronnel and e~pment qgmented. i'a:1ri:il 
Estimate,! can initiate development above ports latter part of June. Since 
l May discharge over present available OKlliAWA beaches averaged 16836 M-T day. 
Tentative est:inla:te far June 19000 M-T day. Details study OKINAWA no~eing 
made. Estimated future capacity and additi~nal requirements to accomplish 
will be sul:mitted by 5 June. 

Para. IE SHIMA presently discharging 2780 M-T daily. Ehtire 6th echelon 
now called forward. Do not consider the 10 days IE SID!A now behind neces-

. sitates adjustment shipping shcedule that island. • 

01 2308 CIITCPOA ADV ~CO CC_IG~~ TEH. 

Your 311525 a)proved. The advances of the past fevr days are most grati-
Iylng. I be]_i.eve you have destroyed the enemy power to hold any nevr defensive 
position for long. 

l·1EVADA (BB32) INFO COMINCH, 

• This is my OpOrd 6-45. -1 
Task Organization ~s prescribed by CTF 96. Forces assigned are units of TG 

.96.1 as designated by CTF 96, NEVADA and escorts to be designated by CrTCPAC 
PEAITI.~ ~ 

. 1. I!"..form.ation from native evacuaes indicates heavily constructed com-
mand post on EMIDJ ISLAND, JALUIT ATOLL impervious to air attacks is used by 
Army and Ea.vy co.rnu.Ja.nders and comrnand personnel during air attacks. 

2. Forces assigned this operation "\!\rill destroy E1ITDJ cornrua.nd post and 
command l)ersonnel by coordinated air and surface attack on J Day in order 
to reduce Japanese abilj_ty and will to resist and to provide combat training. 

3. CTF 96 :)rovide su:)plementary intelligence and issue necessar"'J de-
tailed pJ..an for air strikes, bombardment, neutralization of shore batteries 
during surface firing and coordination of operations. CINCPAC FEA.."RL route 
N .. 'JVADA and escorts to arrive at o bj ecti ve a.t tiLle specified by CTF 96 and 
thence to GU:1M. 16 · Jnne l!;LD designated J -Day. 

· 4. .Ammunition replenishment for NEVADA and escorts at GUALf. 
5. Communication-;, PAC 70B and PAC 71. ITEVADA and escorts revert to 

operational control of CIHC?AC on de})arture from objective. CINCPOA at GU.Al_ti • 

• 
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Your 020120. Believe my 310343 is sufficiently clear to guide your 
activities. Horvever, follovring answ·ers are m.ade to specific queries of 
your 020120. 

A. 2nd sentence. Negative. 
B. 3rd sentence, Uovement of cargo and passengers from the liARIAITAS 

to IDIITNX.JA -rrill be regulated as necessary by Commander MARI;.J,JAS to 
meet the requirenents of Corrun.ander RYUKYUS ( ComGen 10) until the 
tactical situation has been determined by CINCPOA to warrant regularl-
scheduled operations. Hy 270725 is reaffirmed insofar ·as passengers 
are concerned. It reads in part "clearance for visits will be 
given only by Cincpac .Advance Headquartersn . 

Para. Suggest you review logiotic plan for land based forces Annex D 
to my OpPlan 14-44 of 31 December 1944. In case you need further clarifi-
cation suggest you or your desie;nated represerrcative confer uith appropriate 
officer in my Advance Headquarters . 

03 1207 CINC:?AC AJJV TO CITTC~W?AC, CG 6TILUillY, CO:~GEHF!.:F?AC , CO:f?THFLT . 

Am passing to you separately ConGenl7£.1FPac 131504 my 140722 and Cominch 
182005 to cJ.arify status Naval Construction Battalions attached to A.ti1phibious 
Corps . 

04 0325 COMGEN l.O to 24 CORPS, 3RDPHIBCORPS, Il'J70 CINCPAC ADV,CTF311CTF32,CTG32.J.:L 
COMPHIBSPAC. 

This is OpOrd No. 13-45. 
loth Arnu will continue attack to pursue and destroy enem;y in southem 

OKINAWA. Effective 04JZ)O I(-9) June boundary between Corps as follCM"se 
Present boundary to crossroads in IWA 7864T southwest along road through 
SHIDAWAKU 7763D junction 7762R through west edge 11USA 76610 west edge 
OZATO 7561X south along road to crossroads 756oY all to 24 Corps. .3rdPhib 
Corps will continue on present mission. In addition will drive rapid.:cy 
south in Corps zone of action to prevent the enemy from organizing new de-
fensive position. 24 Corps will continue present mission and in addition 
will attack to SW capture hill mass 7861-7760-7859 and prevent enenor from 
organizing new defensive position. Maintain contact with .3rd.PhibCorps. Both 
Corps will take full advantage of enemy disorganization. Destroy him ilhere9er 
met, and will prevent him from reorganizing his forces. By mutual consent 
troops of either Corps may cross Corps boundary for maneuver. Be prepared 
for further advance. Other details no change. 
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05 0616 CINCPAC PJJV TO CINCAFPAC. 

1. In order to expedite construction and take advantage of natural ter-
i7a:i.Jl in .OKINAWA-IE SHD!A the usual standard airfield specifications have been 
liberalized with the concurrence of AAFPOA. 

(A) The sight distance at any point 10 feet above the runway to any 
other point 10 feet above the runway was reduced from 7000 ft to 5000 rt. 
(B) Longitudinal grades have been increased to 1 and one quarl;er percent. 
(C) Lengths of fighter fields determined in the field with a minimum of 
6000 ft for P47Ns. 
(D) Medium bombers 6000 ft long. 
(E) other bombers except VIR 6500 ft. Glide angle for fighters 1 to 40 
bombers l to 40. 

2. It was fnf'or.ma.J.l¥ understood in the ear13' conferences that FEAF speci-
fications were more liberal than CINCPOA' s however a close analysis indicates 
a more rigid type than those in the original CINCPOA specifications except 
for widths of runwqs which are specified at 100ft. · 

3. It is recommended that where FEAF specifications are in excess or 
those adopted by- CINCPOA as outlined in para 1 above that CINCPOA specifica-
tions govern except that lengths of fields as outlined in Qeneral Casey's 
memorandum for the various fields ma;r be general.J.¥ met with glide angles of 
1 to 50. 

05 0845 CINCPOA ADV TO CO:MINCH & CNO INFO CINCPOA PEARL, COMMARGILS, BUPERS. 

Request authority to establish the !laval Operating Base ENIWETOK and the 
Naval Operating Base ~AJ ALEIN to consist of all the naval shore facilities 
including Naval Air Bases at ENIWETOK and KW AJ ALEIN ATOLLS respectively • If 
this authority is granted recommend BuPers order Rear Admiral W. K. Harrill 
as Com.dt. NOB KWAJALEIN and Atoll Canmander KWAJALEIN and Capt. R. B. Tuggle 
as Com::lt. NOB ENIWEI'OK and Atoll Commander ENIWEI'OK. Rear Admiral Harrill r s 
orders as ComMa.rGils should remain in effect. Ths purpose of the foregoing 
is to · strengthen and regularize naval administration at these important naval 
bases. 

04 0330 COM3RDFLT to CINCPAC ADV HQ Info CTF 38, CINCR>A PEARL HQ, COMAIRPAC. 

Proposal contained your 030626 strongly concurred in. Also with future 
operations in mind it is deemed of the utmost importance that daily photo 
coverage of Empire airfields be tmdertaken by planes based at OKINAWA and 
IWO at the earliest possible moment. Coincident thereWith it is requested 
that interprons be set up at both places with personnel specially trained 
in this type of interpretation. These units in conjunction with proposed 
distribution officers to be charged with the responsibility through the 
appropriate command for keeping the fleet and other interested commands 
informed by dispatch and supplied with material resulting from raid missions. 
Deli very by parachute drop considered feasible where distances too great 
for carrier planes. 

05 0800 COMGENAAFPOA to COWL\RIANAS Info CINCPOA.. 

AAFPOA .3430. To date no combat crew rest camp facilities have been 
provided in the MARIANAS. This situation has reached a critical state as 
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05 0000 COMGENAAFPOA to COMMARIANAS Info CINCPOA ( Cont t d) 

there will be 1.375 combat crews due for rest and rehabilitation on Ju13' 1. 
During June the 7th Air Force and 7th Bomber Command areas on SAIPAN will 
be progressively vacated. These areas altho not desireable nor acceptable 
for permanent rest camp offer the onl.y opportunity to provide facilities 
to meet this need. It is recommended that these 2 areas in their entirity 
including both club buildings and the general officers' quarters presently 
occupied by General Douglass be allocated for this purpose. Some additional 
shower and latrine facilities will be necessary to make full use of the 
tents and office quonsets available. Mess equipment, reefers and generator 
plants being removed by the vacating units must be replaced. Request 
immediate rep4r. ·~ 

05 2220 CINCPOA ADV TO CINCAFPAC INFO CCMGENPOA, COMGEN m~. CINCPOA PEARL. 

Request you take such action as is required conce:rn,ing ComGenPOA 050346 
and ComGen 10 050834 since they relate to movement and reequipnent ·of Arsrq 

. Infantry Divisions after they are released to your operational control. 

06 0223 DEPC<?MAF 20 TO ISCW GUAM INFO CINCPOA ADV, COM MARIANAS,DEPCW 20 ADMIN. 

3465. Existing in AAFPOA area immediately and urgent requirement for housing 
facilities to aceamodate transient officers, press correspondents and other 
visiting officials. At present time some of this personell must be housed 
in CINCPOA area. This arrangement obj actionable to both CINCPOA and AAFPOA. 
Admiral Nimitz has approved in principle immediate construction in AAFPOA 
area for this purpose. Request 1 each Bl B~ complete with all plumbing etc. 
be made available from local stocks and constructed immediately. Site avail-
able in AAFPOA area cleared and readi4r accessible for water and sewer connec-
tions. 

06 OS06 CINCPOA ADV TO DEPCOM 20 AF INFO C014MARIANAS ,ISCOM GUAM ,DEPCW 20 AF ADMIN. 

Your 060223 is in error. Fleet Admiral Nimitz has not received and has 
not approved your request for construction. Desire it be submitted in normal 
manner including statement as to availability of materials and priority 
which you recommend relative t9 other Arsrq projects on GUAM. 

Para. All press correspondents housed in CINCPOA area are accredited to 
the Pacific Fleet and arrangement is not objectionable. Nimitz. 

06 0513 CINCPAC ADV TO NAVY WEATHER CENTRAL MANILA INFO C0147THFLT • 
For Capt. Danis at weather conference. Proposed plan of 7thFlt to search 

for typhoons brought no results this week until request for search was made 
by CINCPAC. Elcplicit arrangements should be made by which Com.Air7thFlt will 
initiate weather flights immediately upon formation of storm condition and 
sBBd reports direct to CINCPAC without requiring request in each instance. 
For urgent use here please ascertain exactly v-rha.t weather flights were made 
and what weather information was promulgate9bonneetion recent typhoon in 
PHiliPPINE SEA. 

06 1242 CINCPOA ADV TO CGAAFPOA INFO CGAAFroA (ADMIN) ,CINCPOA PEARL, COMGEN TEN. 

Your 050655 and 060501, Request thorough screening of requests to visit 
OKINAWA in compliance my 270725. Request of your 060501 granted. 2 g 19 
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05 1538 COMINCH & CNO TO US FLEET INFO COMNAVEU, ALL NAVDISTS, COMDT COAST GUARD, 
ADMIRALTY, CO'S US ARMY, ALL BUREAUS & OFFICES NAVY DEPT, .NSHQ OTT~A. 

As of 0000/Z ( GCT) 12 June· loth Fleet hereby dissolved. Directive establish 
ing loth Fleet Comineh & CNO serial . 02561 of 29 July 1943 is cancelled. At 
that time ATLANTIC SEA FRONTIERS revert to status prescribed General Order 
No. 21,3. All anti-submarine functions heretofore performed by lOth Flt and 
Assistant Chief of staff (Anti-submarine) will henceforth be performed by 
Cominch. ComlothFlt CANDR becomes COMINCH CANDR with no change in call signs. 
This is Cominch & CNO number 44. 

07 0151 CINCPAC ADV TO COMSERVRON 10 INFO COM3RDFLT COM7THFLT CINCPAC PEARL 
ADCOOPHIBSPAC, COMPHILSEAFRON, COMSERVPAC, COMPHIBSPAC • 

Your 06o247. The special duties assigned ComPhibGroj.p 13 are considered 
terminated. Your duties are those norma~ assigned plus such duties as 
administrative SOPA connection 3rdFlt and British Pacific Fleet as .mq be 
assigned by Com3rdFleet. 

07 0725 CINCPAC ADV TO COMAIRPAC INFO CID, COMSERVPAC, CINCPAC PEARL, COMFAIWVEST, 
C<l4ESCARPAC, C?MJRDFLT, COMMARIANAS, COMSERVRON TEN, COJIAIRPACSUBCWFORD. 

CNO 051430. Proceed with removal of torpedoes from all CVE type car1-.j_ers. 

07 1603 IOINT CHIE~S OF STAFF TO MACARTHUR, NDAITZ, ARNOLD. 

-WARX-13084. 
1. In view of the complex petroleum programming problem and the projected 

tight products and tanker situation, it is necessary to adopt an agreed 
petroleum supply procedure for the handling of Pacific Theater petroleum 
requirements. Conferences here have resulted in working out the following 
recommendations which are presented for your consideration: 

A. There shall be 2 area petroleum officers in the Paei.fic Theater: 
One an ~ Area Petroleum Officer responsible to CINCAFPAC, one a Navy 
Area Petroleum Officer responsible to CINCPAC. 

B. By mutual agreement between CINCBPAC and CINCPAC a sub-area 
petroleum officer will be designated for each locality- where the petroleum 
products requirements are sufficient in the opinion of the Petroleum 
Officers to warrant such action. The sub-area Petroleum Officer in each 
area shall combine the total requirements for all services in that area 
and forward them to the appropriate Arfrr3' or Navy area Petroleum Officer. 

c. As its representative in the Pacific Theater. the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff (Army-Navy Petroleum Board) will deiigna.te an officer to serve as 
Pacific Petroleum Coordinator. The Office of the Pacific Petroleum Co-
ordinator will be located at some forward base to be agreed. He shall be 
responsible for the consolidation of' the requirements forwarded by the 2 
Petrolemn Officers for the Pacific. He shall forward the combined re-
quirements to the Arfrr3'-Navy Petroleum Board, giving complete details of 
required cargoes and destinations, the latter to be set forth in broad 
area or distribution points in keeping with presently accepted practices. 

D. Except as may othe:r'\vise be agreed by addressees, the area petrole 
officers for the respective service organizations shall determine their 
requirements separately and furnish them to the Pacific . Petroleum Co-
ordinator for consollida.tion and forwarding to the Army-Navy Petroleum Bd. 

E. Upon receipt of consolidated Pacific Theater requirements from the 
Pacific Petroleum Coordinator, the Army-Navy Petroleum Board shall set up 
an overall supply program and, in line with current practice, will 
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continue to forward to the agencies interested in Pae Theater logistics 
a week~ slate outlining the projected movement of all petroleum products 
to all Pacific Theater forces. 

F.l. The Area Petroleum Officer for each service shall designate a 
liaison officer to work with the Pacific Petroleum Coordinator. 

G. The Pacific Petroleum Coordinator in conjmetion with the Area 
Petroleum Officers or their liaison officers shall arrange the distribu-
tioO of all cargoes to ports and bases. No diversion of products or car-
goes scheduled for the Pacific Theater b,y the ~-Navy Petroleum Board 
to meet the requirements of any service shall be made without obtaining 
prior ·consent of the service affected. 

H. Consistent with the principles of efficient tanker operations and 
product requirements the Pacific Petroleum Coordinator shall arrange with 
the cognizant authorities for all tanker diversions. 

I. Until otherwise directed the foregoing provisions will apply onl.1' 
to those areas and forces presently included in the responsibilities of 
the Area Petroleum Officer, FOA, Area Petroleum Officer, SWPA. 
2. Your early consideration of the propose~rocedure is de~ed. Upon 

agreement by all addressees to the adoption of the procedure as outlined, the 
JCS ( ~-Nav.y Petroleum Board) will nominate an officer to serve as Pacific 
Petroleum Coorditia.tor. 

CY7 ~07 COMI~'CH to CmCPAC ADV I~o CINCPOA PEARL, COMMARGILS, BUPERS. 

Your 050845 approved. (Ref: Request autborit:r to establish NOB ENIWETOK) 
and KW AJ A.LEIN) 

07 ll.47 CTB 38t3 to COMPHILSEAFRON INFO COM3RDFLT CINCPAC ADV TG 38.3, CTF 38. 1 garblE 

At 071544 I ( -9) ~ P-38 cras}J,ed and burned on forward flight deck ot 
RANDOLPH resulting in structural damage, serious fireJ lD planes destroyed, 
4 known· dead, 14 serious4' injured, CWMCB for-missing not completed. P-38 
made low ~ run past bow close aboard, pulled up to 4,000 teet and made 
straight shallow dive to crash. Propeller hub number 100205P recovered with 
2 blades. No evidence of bomb. Fire fed large~ by gasoline from P-38 
as RANOOLPii' S planes not fueled. This is 1 of n'lllll8rous instances of P-38s 
which have been playing around and diving on ships this TG ..!:Y!• Request Army 
authorities be requested to take immediate correcting action and · :inform P-38 
units operating this vicinity that unless otherwise instructed b.1 first info 
addee hereafter P-38 planes diving on thips this TG will be fired on. Fire 
was withheld on subject plane on account its friendly identification Pi1ot 
apparent:cy- did not survive. 

crt 1247 RANDOLPH (CV 15) to COMINCH, CINCPAg¢OM3RDFLT, CTF 38 Info COMSERVPAC,SOMSERON 
TEN, COMAIRPAC, COMWESSEAFRON. 

~ P-.38 of 'Wlknown number and home base while flat hatting crashed and 
burned on RANDOLPH forward flight deck 071544 LmE HARBOR. Propeller hub 
number 100205P with 2 blades onl¥ identifiable object recovered. Casualties 
RANDOLPH 4 dead 14 seriously' injured check for missing not completed. Material 
damage not estensive SEQENDO. Expect ready for sea 12 June ANIQlAPT destroyed 

OS 0520 CINCPOA ADV TO COMGENAAFPOA INFO COMGENAAFPOA ADMIN. 

Your 030617 . concurrence withheld until it becomes feasible to deploy the 
unit concerned on an ~ Air Field. 
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OS 1229 CINCPOA IJJV TO ALPOA INFO COMINCH AND CNO. 

Effective 10 June there are hereby established the Naval Operating Base 
KvVAJ.AI.EIN which will comprise all naval shore activities in the KWAJALEIN 
Atoll and the Naval Operating Base ENDVETOK which will comprise all naval 
shore activities in the ENIWETOK Atoll. The Atoll Commanders at KVvAJALErN 
and ENIWETIDK will assume duties as Commandants of their respective Naval 
Operating Bases. 

08 2,301 qiNCPAC ADV TO COAQRDFLT. 
,tTop-Sec. 

Your 080250 affirmative. (R'ef: Withdrawal TF 38 from OKINAWA 10 June) 

09 0251 CINCPOA ADV TO COMGENPOA INFO CINCAFPAC,COMMARIANAS,CWGENlO,ISCOMS OKINAWA, 
S.A.IPAN, TINIAN, IWO JlllA. 

Under the procedure established by my 240600 and CINCAFPAC 261634 
request you obtain concurrence for me in · 
A~ Movement 24th Infantry Regiment to OKINAWA. 
B. Movement 1 Bn 147th InfRegt from IWO JIMA to TINIAN. 

09 1339 CINCPOA ADV TO COMINCH. 

Your 081630. CINCPOA has great sympathy for the position in which 
citizens of Japanese Ancestry who are in the armed services find themselveei'. 
He recognizes however that the situation in active areas of the Pacific is 
far different fbo.m that in EUROPE where all Japanese were friendly. It is 
undesirable and ine.xpediant to have troops of Japanese Ancestry deployed 
in an active area where their physical characteristics might cause them to 
be regarded as enenw or where circumstances might arise 'Which would put 
their loyalty to an undue strain. It is agreeable to CINCPOA that troops 
of Japanese Ancestrp be employed in the ma.in islands of the IMWAIIAN Group. 
He recommends against their employment in tpe POA to the westward thereof' 
as the danger and difficulties involved would outweigh arry gain in connection 
therewith. 

09: 0657 CINCPAC ADV TO COMPHIBSPAC INFO CINCPAC FEARL. 

The assignment of ships to Type Commanders for administrative control 
is based on their designed normal employment over prolonged periods of time 
which embrace extended intervals of relatively reduced activity as well as 
intervals of active combat operations. It is recognized that during periods 
of actual combat and during the preliminary training period PCE, FCS, PC 
PC(R) and SC are required by Amphibious Force Commander for training indoc-
trination and employment. For this reason it is intended that they will be 
assigned to the operational control of ComPhibsPac in sufficient numbers 
and for sufficient periods of time for this purpose. Since they are not 
basica~ amphibious types however it is considered desirable that they con-
tinue under ComServPac for administrative purposes. Your 030110 refers. 
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09 1847 GOMINCH AND CNO TO CINCPAC BOTH HQ • 

. Inability of TF 38 to avoid typhoon of 5 JWle is cause for concern partie~ 
larly in connection future operations. Report in detail what measures are 
currently in effect to locate and taa.ck such storms and whether a.ey were 
not made use of or failed in the recent case. Advise your plans for further 
strengthening weather service. Is aqr additional action required of Depariuaen 
to assist you with material or personnel. 

11 0800 CINCPOA ADV TO CINCPOA PEABL. 

My 29024.3 contemplated conference primari)Jr for naval purposes rrto ex-
plore all problems .connection with carrier transport 11 • It is expected that 
infonnation will be obtained as to the extent of Army problems in connection 
with their fighters and to determine to what extent the fleet may be able to 
assist with CVE lift after meeting its own requirements. However desire no 
commitment made. It should be made clear that the Army must re4" prim.ar.i.l.y 
on its ovm. resources and on normal methods of overseas shipment of Army air-
craft and also that except in special cases fleet requirements must be met 
before CVE lift is made available to the Army. 

11 0248 CINCPOA ADV TO CINCAFPAC. 

Your 101320. The considerations with respect to ports and ships mentioned 
in yorir 101.320 were all taken into account before CINCPOA requested concurrence 
in the movement of the 24th Infantry from SAIPAN to OKDltUVA. 

The planned employment of MarDivs is such that it will be highly desirable 
and possibl;r necessary to have in OKINAWA 1 Regiment which will not have to 
prepare for a future operation or be recently returned from a previous operation 

Unless you have other needs for the 24th Inf request your concurrence in 
its movement • 

11 0802 CINCPAC ADV TO SECNAV INFO CINCPlC PEARL, COMAIRP-4£• 

Your 0219.35. The following figures cover the OKINAWA Campaign from 18 
March to 9 June inclusive and are based on dispatch information. 
A. Our plane losses total 965 including .3l2 destroyed on board carriers as 

a result of damage by eneiey" and storm. 
B. Fast carriers during Empire strikes sank 14 ships and l4 small craft. 

During other operations sank 43 ships and 152 small craft. CVEs sank 4 
ships and 26 small craft. VPB type planes sank 107 ships and 50 small craft 
Total sunk 168 ships· and 242 small craft. 

c. Fast carriers on em...oire strikes damaged 1.39 ships and 7.3 small craft. On 
other operations damaged 100 ships and 597 small craft • CVEs damaged .30 
small craft. VPB type planes damaged 138 ships and 35 small craft. Total. 
damaged 377 ships and 735 small craft. Vessels 100 tons or greater are 
here classified as ships. 

D. Fast carriers on empire strikes destroyed 920 enerey" aircraft. On other 
operations destroyed 1410. CVEs destroyed 275, Marine planes of TAF de-
stroyed 457 • VPB planes destroyed JS. Ships AA destroyed 460. Suicide 
hits or misses destroyed 216. Total enemy planes destroyed by fleet units 
.3776. 

E. At one time or another the campaign involved 13 CVs 7 CVLs 22 combat CVEs .3 
MAGs, 10 VPB sqdns with total complements of 258.3 aircraft. Replacement 
carrier aircraft supplied by ComAirPac during the period totaled 1212. 
Total navy planes involved in the campaign adds up to an estimated .3795. 
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11 0804 CINCPOA IDV TO COMGEN TEN INFO CTG 99.2, CTF . 31. 

After consideration of CTG 99.2 100345 originated by Lieut. Col. Fix it 
appears to be necessary to comment that the operations of the air units avail-
able to support the loth Army are expected to be those which will contribute 
most to the task in hand. It is not desired to sacrifice tactical efficiency 
for the purpose of demonstrating any particular weap9n or technique. 

12 0851 GHQ MACARTHUR TO CINCPOA AJJV, COMGENPOA. 

CX 18624. In view your radio 110248 (not to all or needed) concur in 
movement of 24th Infantry Regiment from SAIPAN to OKINAWA. 

13 0231 CINCPAC ADV TO COMINCH CNO INFO CINCPAC PEARL, COMSERVPAC. 

Expanding fleet requirements for floating repair and service facilities 
in wide~ separated places in western Pacific necessitate assignment ServRon 
10 units according:cy • Importance of general supervision under 1 head · con-
tinues but definite strengthening of the organization is immediately re-
quired. Propose divide squadron into service divisions 101 and 102 and 10.3 
andl04 initially located at LEYTE RYUKYUS MARili_NAS and ENIWETOK. Plan all 
all ships now assigned ServRon 10 so continue but to further reassign them 
from time to time among specific divisions giving squadron commander free-
cam of action to shift a unit from 1 division to another to meet var.ying 
requirements. 

Commo. W. R. ·carter present ComServRon 10 ordered to htbspital return in-
definite. Strongly reconuuend replacement by Rear Admiral nominate F. B. Low 
alternative choice A. E. Smith. Recommend division commanders be Commodores. 
Nominate T. J. Keliher, E. E. Duval, Henry Hartley, J. T. Acuff. Requirements 
for staffs later. 

As foregoing considered of great importance urge approval of the organiza-
tion and assignment of commanders at early date. 

13 0335 CINCPAC MJV TO COMINCH INFO COMSOPAC, CINCPOA PEARL. 

Your 222022 and SedNav serial 0040813 of 22 May to Asst Secy state regard-
ing maintenance of token force at JUA AMOTU airfield on island of TONGATASU. 
No u.s. personnel has been stationed there for many months. Field originally 
build qy ~~ ZEALA1~ forces and operated by them. Reorganization SoPac pro-
pease in ComSoPac 00035 of 8 March Enclosure A Page 1 and approved by CINCPAC 
CINCPOA 0005033 of 8 April provided for only NEW ZEALAND personnel at •roNGATAB 
Current information however indicates about 2 officers and 28 enlisted men 
remain at NOB. CNO 181945 of April 1944 approved ComSoPac 010040 which pro-
posed retnetion at TONGA personnel for tank farm only. In view foregoing 
circumstances is it desired now to establish a garrison force at JUA AMOTU 
airfield. 

13 0849 CINCPAC PJJV TO COMSERVPAC. 

It is a ftmdamental principle of naval command tha.t officers on the staff 
of a flag officer afloat do not themselves exercise cn~ruand. The authority 
of a Chief of Staff is authority delegated by the commander concerned. Other 
staff officers have no authority in their aNn right and may not issue orders 
except in the :na.rn.e of the commander and then only when directed by the com-
mander. 

The tentative organization of Service Force Pacific Fleet submitted by 
your conf serial 02938 of 4 June 1945 and also the organization of ServRon 10 
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13 0849 CINCPAC AJJV TU COlf!SERVPA.C (CONT'D) 

as proposed by your serial 02934 of 4 ·June 1945 are faulty in that staff of-
ficers appear in the chain of corrrrnand. They are therefore not approved. 

Please resubmit both organizations in such form that the chain of command 
.and the internal organization of the staff do not appear on the same sheet 
of paper. Desire if practicable ComServPac bring with him tentative drafts 
and be prepared to discuss when he comes to GUAM. 

13 lllO COMAAFSWPA TO CINCSVVPA llJFO CINCPOA BOTH,COMANF TOLOSA,COMAF 5, COMAF 13. 

AX. 70381. ReURad CX 18131 of 9 June. Investigation reveals that P38 which 
crashed carrier RANDOLPH in LEYTE H.~OR was from 8 Photo Recon Sqdn DULAG 
LEYTE. This airplane was being ferried from Clark Field to DULAG on routine 
nontactical flight. In performing dangerous maneuvers which ended in fatal. 
crash pilot was disregarding previously issued regulations and letter of 
instructions of FEAF and was violating principles of fl;ring safety which aJ.l 
airmen have been trained to observe. ~~ regret that carelessness of 
l pilot has cost other lives, injuries, and damage. The cot"Jtents of MyRa.d 
AX 70054 is being brought to the attention of all pilots of this command 
and should prevent recurrence of such incidents. 

13 1621 CINCPAC ADV TO CINCBPF. 

If proposal of CTG lll.2 had been made from l of my· own commanders it 
wquld have been disapproved as the risk appears greater than aqy prospective 
gain. If for purposes of morale or training you would like it done I will 
authorize it. Please advise. 

13 1629 CINCPOA ADV TO COM MARIANAS INFO ISOOM D'TO JD:IA, CINCAFPAC, CINCPOA PEARL, 
COMGENFOA, COMGEN TEN, ISCOM OKINAWA_,_ ISCOM SAIPAN, ISCOJ: Tll~IAN. 

When relieved by Marine MP Bns transfer 24th InfRegt to OKD'l'AWA for 
garrison duty. Unit released to CTF 99 operational control upon arrival. 
In concjunction with above transfer 1 Bn of l47th InfRegt from IWO JJl{A 
to relieve elements of 24th InfRegt at TINIAN. lJ..ake shipping arrangements 
with CINCPOA PEARL. 

13 162.3 CINCPOA ADV TO COMAIRPAC CGFMFPAC,CGPOA,COMSERVPAC,CGAAFPOA JNFO COM MARIANAS 
ISCOM GUAM, CNO. 

Refer CINCPOA PEARL .302205. The critical situation outlined therein has 
become aggravated to the extent that there is now an unacceptable acewnuJ.a.tion 
of ships in the MARSHALLS and :MARIANAS awaiting di.scha.rge in the 1-A:A.RIANAS. 
Action addressees are directed to screen carefully all operational projects 
involving movement of cargo in or out of the MARI ANAS and to reduce or defer 
shipments whol]¥ or in part ·until the accumulatie!>n'10f ships awaiting discharge 
and loading is cleared away. Advise CINCPOA PEARL info CINCPOA ADV without 
delay reductions in tonnage allocations or deferments that can be effected. 
Report required from action adees. 
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13 2158 JCS TO MACAR.rhUR, NIM~'l'Z, SULTAN, WEDEMEYER :00"'0 CINCPOA PEARL. 

WX 16434 Book Message. 
The Combined Chiefs of staff have agreed to the following directive for 

the repatriation of Allied prisoners of war in the Far East. Similar instruc-
tions being passed by the British Chiefs of Staff to SACSEA. 
1. All Allied prisoners of war in Japanese custody including merchant seamen, 

will be repatriated at the earliest possible date consistent with mili-
tary operations. The approximate numbers held in JAPAN and Japanese-occu-
pied territory are as follows: 

British Commonwealth 123,500 
American 15,000 
Dutch 30,000 

Members of Chinese forces present a so (2 grps missing) problem 
outsmde of the scope of this directive. 

2. Since the problem is basical.J.3r of a military nature, all plans for the 
evacuation and repatriation of prisoners of war must be approved by the 
War Office or War Department of each government concerned. 

3. Repatriation will conform to the necessities of current military operation 
4. Priority will be given to the repatriation of the sick and wounded. 
5. Except as stated in para 4 above, no difference will be made in repatria-

tion priorities: OPNBQWKCLCSNB begin 
A. Between Allied prisoners of war of various nationalities; 
B. Between different services (including merchant navies); 
c. Between. officers and other ranks (enlisted men). 

6. The United States Theatre Commanders concerned and Supreme Commander, 
Southeast Asia (in conjunction where necessary with C-in-C INDIA) will: 
A. Ensure that adequate provision is made for the care of prisoners of 

war in any armistice agreement with the enemy; 
B. Make the necessary preparations to ensure that all prisoners of war 

are repatriated also including provision of staff comprising personnel 
of each Allied nation whose activity will in general be limited to 
the problems of registration, financial relief, transfer and repatria-
tion of their own nationals; 

c. Make the necessary preparations to ensure that all recovered prisoners 
of war within their respective zones area provided with necessar,y food 
clothing comfort and medical attention; 

D. Take control of a:ny prisoners of war camps within their respective 
zones; 

E. Take all necessar.y measures to protect Allied prisoners of war. 
F. Collect and preserve all records kept by the enemy pertaining to 

prisoners of war, including those who have died in captivity, have 
escaped or have been transferred or released, pending instructions 
from the governments concerned for their disposal. 

G. Ensure that any enemy personnel denounced as war criminals and charged 
vvith serious maltreatment of prisoners of war are apprehended and 
taken into custody. 

:END OF DIRECTIVE. 
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].4. 1718 CINCPAC ADV TO COMINCH & CNO INFO CINCPAC PEARL. 

RefUr 091847. Current measures to locate and track typhoons are: 
(A) Reconnaissance by search aircraft from FAW 1 and FAW 18. 
(B) By request reconnaissance by ArJ:ey" 655th Weather Squadron 20th AF • 
(C) By request reconnaissance by planes under CINCgNPA and Com7thFlt. 
(D) Reports from station weather ships. 
(E) Reports from ships at sea. 
(F) Current network of reports from islands, submarines and air relicue 

ships also post flight searcb reports. 
All means available used. During critical period weather reconnaissance 
flights in PHILLIPPINE and GUAM areas by both ~ and Navy were incomplete 
in that specified sectors were not entire~ covered at times required due 
to aircraft operational failures incomplete briefing and communication 
failures which are the subject of investigation and corrective action. 

Typhoon warnings are issued every 6 hours in scheduled weather broad-
cast and ever,r 12 hours on FOX in both CCM and strip cipher plus messages 
on BAMS. Once daily in 35 C channel. Plain language dispatch of typhoon 
warnings were sent to hospital ships note CINCPAC 040521 and 050006 directing 
them to disregard routing instructions and avoid danger area. 

Plans for further strengthening weather service include following: 
(A) Pftovide additional weather ship stations earliest practicable date upon 

arrival PCE type vessels. 
(B) Installation of new weather station on PARECE VELA with estimated co~ 

pletion date about 1 September. 
(C) Installation of an automatic weather station on GAFERUT ISLAND estimated 

completion date 1 September. 
(.D) Immediate relaxation of weather security plus simplication and elimina-

tion of several weather ciphers. 
(E) As an immediate measure to ensure positive results Navy aircraft weather 

reconnaissance will be initiated by assigning 3 operational planes PB4Ys 
to each of the following points: OKINAWA, JJNO, GUAM, PEIELIU and ENJJlETOK 
to be held in readiness for weather searches. Request being made to CINC-
SVVPA to provide 6 PB4Ys to CINCPAC for similar use 3 based in LINGAYEN 
and 3 at SM,~R. Aerological officers will be assigned as weather ob-
servers. These planes to be under operational control CINCPACl 

(F) Establishment of a typhoon tracking center. 
(G) Duties of coordinator Navy Weather Centrals FOA and Fleet Aerologist to 

be separated and experienced officers of appropriate rank assigned to 
respective duties. 
Request Department take action on followtng: 

(A) Expedite delivery of automatic weather stations. 
(B) Require 4 additional aerologists 1 of rank of Comdr and 4 aerographer 

mates in order to expand weather service at CINCPOA Headquarters. 
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16 0548 CINCPOA ADV TO .COlA:GElJ TEN INFO COM3RDFLT, CTF 31, 

Yolir 150952, As soon as practicable occupy KUME SHDi!A establish radar 
and conduct all""field site reconnaissance on the ground and make reconunenda-
tions, New subject. I will take no action on ComGen ADC 151015. 

16 0902 CINCPOA ADV TO CINCffiVPA INFO COM7THFLT,COMINCH,COM2RDFLT,CINCPAC PEx\RL. 

In order to secure most effective employment of forces in prospective 
operations propose to · exchange CruDi v 6 and CruDi v 12 between 3rdFlt and 7th 
Fleet prior to 1 July, MINNEAroLIS (CA-36) will not return from overhaul 
until about 7 August. Request your concurrence. 

16 1445 CINCPAC ADV TO COMGEN TEN INFO COM3RDFLT, CTF 31, CTG '32,1, 

I propose to withdraw TG 32.1 from operations not later than 1 July, 
I consider that at that date adequate shore based aircraft will be estab-
lished and operating. Request your comments. 

16 1451 CINCPAC AJJV TO CINCS'WPA INFO CQM7THFLT ,COMAIR7THFET,CAAFSWPA,COMINCH & CNO. 

Accurate and t:Unely ocean weather information is required by ships of 
the Pacific Fleet and bases in Western Pacific, Steps now underway to pro-
vide this information require weather reconnaissance flights by long range 
naval· aircraft based in the PHILIPPINES, Request 3 7thFlt Liberators each 
at SM~ and LUZON be immediate~ available on, call for weather reconnais-
sance missions when required by CINCPAC Weather Central, Desire direct 
communication with Com.Air7thFlt in assigning these missions, Ear~ rep:cy-
requested, 

16 1904 COMINCH & CNO to CINCPAC .ADV INFO CINCPAC PEARL,COMSERVPAC,COMSERVRON tEN, 

Effective when directed by you ServDivs 101 through 104 established as 
Divisions of ServRon 10 to be composed of fleet uhits assigned by you and 
ComServRon 10 according to your operational requirements. Your 130231 refers, 
Orders being issued RA.dm A.E, Smith as ComServRon 10 vice Commo Carter and 
your nominees as ComServDivs 101 through 104 respective~. Nominations being 
submitted connnodore rank for above DivComs, 
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1$ 1326 COMMARGILS AREA TO CINCPOA ADV INFO CINCPAC PEARL,C011:MA][[ANAS,ISCO:M ROI, 
COMAIRPAC, COMAIRPACSUBCOMFORD,CASU 31/ 

Can base 1 replacement CVG at ROI in full operating status. This 
includes considerations your 160235 plus VMR squadron. Will require CASU 
F component. 6-250 Gal stills and 3 75 K1V generators. This and other increased 
activity necessitates fill station and CB1~ complanent about 200 personnel and 
250 tents or 26 double deck Quonsets. This and sane additional detailed equip-
ment will be requisitioned when advised your plan firm. 

18 1.431 CINCPOA ADV TO CG TEN, CQ.~3RDPHIBCORPS INFO CGFMFPAC, ISCOM OKINAWA, COMINCH, 
WARCOS, CINCAFPAC, CCM~OA, CTF n 31, M:ARCORPS,CINCPAC PDRL, COM3RDFLT. 

Major General Roy s. Geiger U S M C assume immediate command RYUKYUS 
Forces and Expeditionary Troops in RYUKYUS vice Lieut. Gen. Buckner, deceased. 

19 0115 COM3RDFLT TO CINCPAC AIDV llWO AIRPACSUBCOJ:FORD,CINCPAC PEARL,COMSERVPAC, 
COM.A..IRPAC ADMIN 2 COMM.ARGILS. . 

TG 38.4 Vv'ith composition as stat.ed in my JJ10017 will arrive END\TETOK about 
1 August. This anmvers CINCPAC ADV 13090S and ComA.irPac Admin lOOJ.a) neither 
to all. Adees will be advised of later changed in TG composition. 

20 0213 CINCARPAC TO CINCPOA ftJJV. 

C-20050. Your 181436. By authority of War Dept I have assigned Gen. 
Stillwell to command lOth Army and have directed him to report to you at GUAM 
1"lithout delay. He is now in HONOLULU. 

20 022S CINCPOA ADV TO COMmCH lNFO ClliCAFPAC,CGAAF ,CINCPOA PEAR.L,COMSERVPAC,ANPB. 

Recommendations presented JCS 071603 leading to material changes in cur-
rent petroleum supply functions in present~ constituted Pacific Command Areas 
and creation of new office of Pacific Petroleum Coordinator do not appear 
advisable at this time- Effectiveness of present methods of supply have been 
satisfactorily demonstrated. The establisrument of sub area petroleum offices 
in existing sub areas and in new sub areas as they are established is conside 
ed desirable. Suggest that desired coordination vdthin the Pacific Area may 
be attained by augmenting as neeessar.y the functions of area petroleum offices 
now established and creation of an even closer operational liaison between 
the 2 area petroleum offices. 

20 0235 COMNAVU 14th AF to CINCPOA ADV INFO COMSUBPAC, COMAIRPACe 

14th Air Force now· has gasoline in staging fields in North CHINA which 
will permit B25s with lOOO pound bombs and P47s to make daylight lo1v level 
attacks on worthy targets in YELLON SEAo Area includes DAIREN and LAO YAO. 
Can be over target within 12 hours after we get word. Suggest targets of 
damaged ships tankers and large vessels be passedo 
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20 1312 CINCPAC AJJV '110 CNAB HANUS INFO CINCBPF, COM'ZTHFLT, COUAIRZTHFLT. 

Your 190636. Establishment of British Carrier Replacement Pool at 
PITYLU MArJUS is approved subject to provision by CINCBPF of general ser-
vice ratings as required by you. _, 

21 0342 CINCPOA ADV TO CINCAFPAC INFO COMSOPAC, COMGENPQA. 

Your 160637. In view of ComSoPac 190109 prefer that no reduction of 
ATC activities in SoPac Area be effected until roll up of other SoPac 
activities mas progressed further, ComSoPac is directed to advise when in 
his opinion roll up will permit ATC activities in SoPac to be dispensed with, 

21 0405 CTF 99 to CINCPOA AJJV INFO C TG 99.1, CTG. 99,2, CTG 99.3. CTF 31, COM3RDFLT, 
COMGEN ?4TH CORPS, COMGEN 3RD PHIB. 

Organized resistance has ceased on OKINAWA. 2 small pockets on southern 
portion island are being mopped up. Geiger. 

21 0451 COM MARIANAS ro· CINCPOA ~V INFO DEPCOMAF 20POA, ISCOM IVwO. 

DepCom 20 POA 200443. Development of space for the 4th VF Group being · 
worked on now· at nvo. Expect to get a solution with considerable cDowding, 
The 5th Group proposal required additional time for study and well considered 
rep~. Will be prepared in 3 or 4 d~s. 

22 0630 CINCPAC ADV TO COM.INCH. 

Your 202114. Details of organization were discussed by representative 
this staff with RAdrn DeLaney and Capt Chandler. TrainComPacific to be set 
up as TF Comdr afloat and to be present, normally, at the main fleet base. 
He would have chief assistants as follows: 
(A) TrainCom West. 
(B) TrainCom PEARL. 
(C) TrainCom M:arGils. 
(D) TrainCom MARL!U'JAS. 
(E) TrainCom PHILIPPINES. 
(F) TrainCom RYUrKYUS. 

Such assistants vdll report to appropriate carrunands for logistic support 
in a similar manner as COTCPac reports to naval districts and Co.rni\1esSeaFron. 
(A) TrainCowVest to perform all the functions in connection 'vith shaked~r.n 

and refresher training that are now performed by COTCPac. 
(B) TrainCom PEfJRL to be the officer in charge of the Pacific Fleet Training 

Center which 1r.ill comprise all activities now grouped under Pacific Fleet 
Schools. 

(C) All subordinate TrainComs to be assigned the operational control of all 
training activities in their respective areas including UtRons, AATC's, 
AstY facilities, etc. as listed in letter which follows. Amplifying para-
graph 3 of myser 06102 dated l June all training Corns would constitute a 
single agency in each area to which incoming ships or unit comdrs could 

address their wishes in regard to training or to whom such unit comdrs could 
direct individual ships to report for specific training in case they them-
selves were not in a position to assurue the details of conduct of the ex-
ercise. They ·would also be empowered to arrange arrival and departure ser-
vices in all areas as at present done at PE~RL. Institution of this pro-
gram would largely be a reogganization of personnel now engaged in train-
ing. FetAr additional personnel contemplated. ;z 9 3 0 
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22 0832 CTF 38 to COMAIRPAC lliFO COM3RDFLT: COl•.IAIRPAC PASSED rro COMINCH,CINCPAC PJJV 
AIRPACSUBCOI.JFORD, CNO. 

Request CVLs be equipped with all VF complement prior next operation. 
If }Jrogram cannot support this change in all CVLs urge now equipping as many 
as possible and modifying program forthwith to accomn1odate complete changes. 

• Com3rd.Flt concurs. 

23 0058 COMGEN T,Et\J TO CTG 99.l,CG24thCorps,CTG99.2,CG3rdPhibCorps,CTG99.3 Info CINCPOA 
CO_v!GENPOA, Cll\JCAFPAC, CTF 31. 

Pursuant orders CINCPOA General Joseph w. Stilwell US A~ assumes co~ 
mand 1,F 99 (RYilliTUS Area) and Expeditionary troops and pursuant orders CINCAF-
PAC General Joseph W. StilWell US Army assumes c~mand of loth u.s. A~ all 
effective this date 23 June 1945. 

23 0546 CINCPOA ADV TO CINClWPAC INFO CINCPOA ?EARL. 

Your lhOOll, 210309 and 220859. The unloading situation at OKINAWA is 
critical and gives every prospect of remaining so for some time to come. 
Accordingly desire to avoid committments to accept ships beyond reasonable 
expectation of capacity to unload. Request you review above referenced dis-
patches with view to: 
(A) Reducing shipments to bare requiren1ents for operation. 
(B) Shipment of as much as possible in I.STs which can be handled at OKINAWA. 
IsCom OKINAWA has been requested advise when he can accept the BCLs referred 
to. You will be advised later. Request advice on date you will assume re-
sponsibility for supp~ of aviation tech supplies and ruruno in accordance with 
Para 4A2 of MySer 0005071. 

17 1550 COMINCH & CNO TO CINCPAC ADV. 

To assist efforts being made to increase workmen continental repair yards 
desire report via airmailgram of any vessels giving numbers and ty~es on 
which your decision to make battle drunage repairs in forward areas, and ad-
vanced bases, has been influenced by heavy continental ·repair loads and prob-
able del~s in completion incident to labor shortagees. In this connection 
attention invited to fact that east coast facilities have been made available 
for repairs to PacFlt ships. Can you give any :information on comparative 
completion times between advanced base a.nd continental. yards. Has the re-
pair situation in continental yards influenced not returning combatant ships 
for routine overhauls considering task requirements. 

(240237) 21 2003 CINCPOA DEARL TO COMM.lull.GILSAR.EP.,COMSERV?AC INFO COMSERVRON 10, LATEH PASSED 
!Q._CINCPOA ADV, COJ1[5THFLT, COMAIRPAC, COM3RDFLT. 

ComSerlt'Pac 190103 and ComMarGils 16111.6. In order insure m.ax:imum coordi-
nation of effort in support forces afloat and at same t:iJne facilitate mo-
bility ServRon 10 for possible future movements propose follodng plan to be 
effective as i.ong as task forces or task groups are basi.n.g ENTI'VETOK. 
(A) ComServRon 10 responsible for support of task forces or task groups 

basing ENDVETOK and :in addition temporarily responsible for furnishing 
afloat support at ENJJlETOK necessary for vessels and craft indicated para 
2 my ser 001LP..4. 

(B) Co~!arGils assign such personnel and storage fed repair facilities afloat 
at ENIYJETOK now under his control to temporary control of ComSerRon lO as 
may be consi der ed necessa1~ by m11tual agreement. 
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21 2003 CINCPOA PEARL TO COMUARGIIS1U?EA, CCHSERVPAC, ETC. (COl'~INUED) 

(C) The above perso11nel and faciLities.to revert to control of Con~rGils 
when this plan no longer effective. 

(D) l~Ser 001424 of 17 April 1945 to be considered as modified accordingly 
for period during which this plan effective. Request Coml~rGils, Com-
ServPac and ComServRon 10 submit comments regarding this plan. 

23 2046 COMINCH TO CINCPAC BOTH INFO A.DCOMPHIBSPAC,CINCAFPAC,COM7THFLT,CO:MPHIBSPAp, 
COHSERY7THFLT • 

For production planning purposes desire early estimates totals and monthly 
lifts from West Coast for all types shipborne landingcraft requirements 
Pacific including SoWesPac for calendar year 1946. Breakdown to include: 
(A) Replacements shipborne craft. 
(B) Nm~ garrison boat pools and replacement boat pools. 
(C) Fleet services at advanced bases. · 
(D) Replacements for Army Special Engineer Brigades SoWesPac. 

23 2208 COHP .. IRPAC 6W11ITN TO CINCPAC ADV INFO CINCPAC PEARL. 

Desirability of all VF on CVL carriers is recognized and has been recom-
mended. Refer MyDis 110416. Cominch Cll91314 proposed orderly change over of 
CV and CVL compleme~ts for all groups embarking after l January 1946 and 
this-procedure is strong~ recommended. 

By this date Bearcat -will have had combat evaluation and its introduc-
tion into combat should be on a firm basis. Any increase in fighters prior 
this date will decrease reserve of fighter aircraft to a point where a major 
delay or restriction on Bearcat although not expected vvill adversely affect 
fleet fighter availability. Changing complements prior next operation will 
disrupt combat readiness of groups now in advanced stages of training. Un-
~ess you consider additional VF a tactical necessity for next operation recom-
mend disapproval of CTF 38 dis 220332. 

23 2220 COM.YVESSEARRON to CINCPAC BOTH INFO ADCOMPHIBSPAC, CNO. 

Subject is return of APAs and A.KJl.' s to mainland for troop and cargo lift. 
Troop lift currently and in immediate future required in any type vessels· 
made available vnth sufficient troop lift to warrant transPacific voyages. 
CNO 221330 pertains. Current cargo situation precludes guarantee full utili-
zation APAs and small AKAs for cargo lift. Recent increased presentation 
APAs and AK...A.s has greatly reduced amount F&\Y cargo on hand WesCo this togethe 
vdth cancellation FINK, HONK and ARTU has reduced overall requirements cargo 
ships see my ll2228 not to all requesting downward revision June WSA allocated 
vessels. Summary and restatement Cont7esSeaFron position follows. APAs and 
.l\.Ps required in fullest number for troop lift with understanding not fully re-
quired for supplementary cargo liftings. Large -~(As and .~s usable for cargo 
lift in~ supplementing VISA Navy allocated vessels in garrison and maintenance 
employment vdth understanding utilization definitely supplemental to 7lSA 
allocated vessels vie-vv latter generally more suitable due better cargo carry-
ing characteristics and fixed presentation dates. SmeJ.l lKJI .. s not required 
reco1rJ11end inter or intra theater employment. Returh of any foregoing vessels 
to mainland for leave liberty recreation or training of ships CQnpany genera 
practicable within limitations aforementioned when vessels are RFS. Returh 
vessels to mainland for r epairs alts annual overhauls or inspections should 
be v-rithin overall limitations llJYDis 212241. 
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24 1051 COHSERVRON 10 TO COMSERVPAC ~NFO COMSJRON 10 REPS A B C & D, CINCPAC BOTH. 

Refer CINCPAC ADV 230616. Plan to establish service divisions as follows. 
ComServDi v 101 at LEYTE in OCELOT. ComServDi v 102 at ENTIVETOK in ARGOJ\TNE 
(formerly Rep A). ComServDiv 103 at SAIPAN in LUZON (formerly Rep C). Co~ 
ServDiv 104 at KERilv!A RETTO in HM,fUT..~ (formerly Rep B). Recommend ComServRon 
Rep D be established temporarily as ComServDi v 105 at ULITHI in PR.A.IRIE. If 
this organization confinned by you, request you notify all interested commands 
particularly Fleet Post Offices. Further request fleet post offices be notifie 
that individual ServDivs 1~11 continue to receive mail addressed to ServRon 10 
representatives which they have superseded. Recommend replacement of Reps 
by ServDivs be given vdde publicity in fleet. Unless advised to contrar.y repre 
sentatives less Rep D commence using appropriate ComServDiv designations as 
return address in both personal and official mail commencing 1 July. Until 
further notice send mail for ComServRon 10 to L~TE. 

CINCPAC ADV TO CINCBPF INFO CNB !~~ANUS, COM7THFLT • 

Your 210654 CNB M:ANUS 240106. Tentative plans for docking KING GEORGE V 
approved. Advise CINCPAC and CNB MPJ'IUS of date desired as much in advance 
of arrival as practicable. vv.hile improbable it is possible that emergency 
den~nds may necessitate cancellation. 

25 1316 COMINCH & CNO TO CINCPAC BOTH INFO COMPHIBSPAC,COM CASCUPHIBSPAC,JillCOMPHIBSPAC 
BGADCOH CASCU PHIBSPAC. 

Organization ASCU PhibsPac your werialJb06068 approved in general insofar 
Navy and MarCorps concerned. Concurrence C/S US Army ·vdll be requested. Ad-
ditional fighter director program being handled separate~. Fmllowing concerns 
CASCU PhibsPac serial 007. Propose authorize 15 ship based units and augment 
staff CASCU (Enclosure A) to form additional unit. Clarification following 
point requlred. Enclosure B. Necessity fighter director and night fighter 
director personnel since each AGC has full CIC team. If required in complement 
of ship based unit can equivalent reduction ~ complement be accepted. 
Although recommended components substantially approved neither Navy nor ]liar-
Corps will be able to fill billets rank for rank at present. 

25 0227 COMGENAAFPOA ADI\fliN ~ro CJNCPOA PEARL CG AIR FVvD GHO EJNPA COMMARIJ\.NAS 
COMGENPOA 2 PASSED TO AJJV HQ BY CINCPAC PE..tL"RL 261912. 

Attention invited to WARX 21057 DTG 220231 J1me and T/S ltr. ~Wept General 
Staff, operations divison OPD 385 TS (14 Dec 44), subject: Capabilities of 
implementing a decision to initiate retaliator,y chemical warfare against the 
Japanese. In vievv of changing opinions concerning the use of toxic chemicals 
in warfare it is recommended that reconsideration be given to your serial 
002449 14 Aug 44 subject: Storage of toxic gas in forward area, and this 
headquarters be advised to of the decision on this subject. 

25 1516 CINCPAC AJJV TO qCOMif!.Qii!f... CNO. 

Ur 171550. Heavy work loads in continental yards were the determ.:i.ning 
factor in deciding . 
(A) To defer indefinitely permanent battle dru1mge repairs and alterations 

AA batter-.r in ]Usc·rs.SIPPI. 
(B) To repair IDAI-IO blisters in GUAM:. 
(C) To nerform ext:.ensive repair of hull damage W/u\E ISJ..J.<\ND in GU.4.H. 
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25 1516 CINCPAC ADV TO COlmLQii..§:....QliQ (CONTThTUED) 

(D) To repair ruptured baAT structure DULUTH in GUAM .. 
(E) To repair battle dam..1-ge to LOUISVILLE and BIH~.HNGHAM. a.t PEARL HARBOR, and 
(F) To postpone availability of SAN JACINTO for overhaul. 

These were all extensive jobs which required prolonged periods in for-
ward bases where facilities are not equal to those on the continent. A large 
number of lesser jobs which would normally have been returned to the continent 
have been performed at forward bases. In general repair facilities in forward 
areas are being loaded to the limit of their capacity over and above uuwfitmW,mamM 
maintenance requirements of the fleet in order to ease the work load in con-
tinental yards. Estimate that roughly 50% of ships now under renair and 
overhaul on west coast will be delayed beyond assigned PtE'S dates. 22 Pacific 
Fleet ships have been made available to East Coast yards or such availability 
has been requested. Advance base reoairs are usual~ more expeditious than 
continental yards but not so polished. 

25 1520 COMINCH & CNO TO CINCPAC .AJJV INFO COlJIDTSMARCORPS,CGFMl.,PAC. 

Continuance 6 existing Amphibious Truck Companies and activation 2 
Amphibious Truck Battalions of 3 companies each requested your serial 
006048 of 3 June approved. 

26 0327 CINCPOA PEARL 'rO COMttr\.diANAS INFO ISCOM TINIAN, CG:VESPACBACOM, CGA.AFPOA, CGPOA, 
COlilGENAAFPOA AD~,LQ:h_CINCPOA ftJJV H 2. 

Request base development plan TINIAN be modified to authorize facilities 
for receiving from tankers and ZEC vessels 150 single engine Arrow aircraft 
per month and preparing these planes for flight at west field no 4. Unloading 
facilities, asphalt parking areas and modifications to roach!ays to transport 
these planes from port to West Field must be provided as necessary. Tent 
camps and galleys for personnel and necessary temnorar,v wor~g facilities 
will be required. ComGenPOA is requested to furnish unloading personnel, 
construction troops, material and equipment as required. ComGenAAFPOA is 
requested to furnish the necessary AAF operating personnel. Request immediate 
local implementation in order to receive aircraft as soon as possible. 

26 0352 CINCPOA ADV TO COr12_RDFLT ll~FO CTF,28,COMAIRPAC,CIIJCPOA PEARL,COI.q_NCH,COMAIRPAC-
SUBCOI·,!J.:j'ORD, CNO. 

CTF 38 dis 220832 negative. After consultation vdth Conl~rPac infeasible 
change carrier air group complements at this time. 

27 0436 CINCPAC lillV TO CGi\.AFPOA INFO CINCPAC =>SARL,CGAIR,CGPOA,CINCAFPAC,COMM-\RIANAS., 

Your 250227. Situation described in myser 002lf-49 of 14 Aug 44 still obtain 
and in an intensified degree. The policy set forth therein is according~ re-
affirmed. 

27 0428 CG 10 to CINCPOA l:JEARL, INFO CINCPOA lillV, COHAIRP.t'..C, CGAAFPOA ADJviiN. 

Refer ComAirPac ser 001390. In view cargo discharge situation outlined our 
18li~l7 not to all reduction nrojected ammo tonnage considered essential. Recom 
mend establishlnent 20 day stock level and integration requirements for 20 AF 
FE.AF and Navy. Request reference be revised accordingly. Overall review ton-
nage situation Hith Gen Feld.rn..an novv in process. 
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27 2122 C0::1INCH & CNO TO C~NCPOA ADV INFO CINCPO'~ PEARL, COH.so~·~C. 

In addition to maintaining Bauer Field keep token garrison QUOIN HIIJL 
FIEID your 240910 pending clearance 1rl th War and State Departments. 

28 1306 COHINCH & CNO TO CINCPOA BOTI-I,CINCL.U'JT,C011H.AIJ?U,COl:lNAVNAW,INFCY/COHSOPAC, 
COM7THFLT, COllSOLAHT, COI\iNORSZAFRON. 

Provisions of Cominch and' CNO 1!1 of Dec l9LI-3 amended to include abandon-
ment seaplane bases. 

2$ 1309 COHINCH & CNO TO CINCPAC AJJV INFO CINCPOA PEARL, COHSOPAC. 

Pending further instructions do not establish token garrison force JUA 
_'i.FOTU Airfield your 130335 but retain token force at tank farm. 

29 0138 CINCPAC .IDV TO CTF 94 INFO CO:M)RDFLT ,CTF 31,99,CTG 99.l,COHPHILSEAFRON ,CINCP.\C 
PEARL, COM?THFLT. 

Effective 0000 GCT l Ju~ CTF 94will assume responsibility of escorting 
all shipping between the 1L\RIANAS Area and the RYUKYUS. 

Refer my 170700 which directed that units be redeployed from 3rdFlt to 
augment escort forces of TF 94 for this purpose. 

29 0242 COlUJ~AC TO CINCPOA ADV INFO COl-.fiiiA.11GILS AB.EA, .URPACSUBCOHFOPJ),CINCPOA PEARL 
ISCOM ROI, COt;fSERVPAC. 

Hawaiian and Marianas areas will be taxed to limit to handle expanding 
training re uirements for CV groU')S. Extremely desirable base CVG at ROI 
~er UrDis 160235 to lighten load on other areas. ~·Jhen not so used facilities 
would be available to air groups of TF 38 for refresher training. In view his 
1Sl326 recommend authorize Cor~JarGils develop adequate facilities at ROI 
ready to receive operating CVG by 15 August. 

29 0505 COMGENAAFPOA TO CINCPOA ADV. 

NR 4574. 
1. Recent joint planning conferences regarding OLIN.l\IlA airfield development 
have broached the subject of combined ATC and NATS operations at a single 
ten1unal such as Yonabaru Airfield. 
2. Planning review· here indicates li..ke1ihood that implications will outweigh 
feasibility of such a move. 
3. Request statement of your opinion regarding feasibility of moving ATC 
from N~~JL~ Depot Airfield to Yonabaru Airfield for combined operations with 
NATS at OEINAWA. 

CNO, CINCr\.AFPAC , CC1IGEN 

Your serial 00571 of lB June not to all. Authority granted to discontinue 
all -=tir, sea & ground defense missions in SoPac except internal security and 
air sea rescue. 
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29 2140 C01ITNCH TO CINCF:OA BO..'JjJ INF.Q.. COMGE!NP0.1., .. COM?TH.FLT,C0111JESSEA1i'RON,CINCAFP_\Q., 
COHSOPAC, COMGENSOPACBA.QQM. 

Subject is nrocedure for establishing month~ joint priority list of 
persormel movements. Ref Cominch 192ll5 A_::>ril and CINCRJA PEARL 040lll. 
Request your comment on proposed modifications incorporated in A and B below. 
Vvar Dept ·will request CllrGAFPAC comment by separate message. 
A. About the 20th of each month Cominch will send for action CINCPAC CINCPOA 

and CINCAFPAC info those directly concerned a dispatch containing all Navy 
movements available for surface lift to Pacific during 2nd following month 

listing separately movements scheduled for operational control each 
Commander in Chief. War Dept OPD will send corresponding message for 
action CINCAFPAC and CINCPAC CINCPOA info those directly concerned con-
taining all An11y movements (except direct redeplo:yment) separated with 
respect to Commander in Chief of operational control. 

B. On basis above dispatches and collateral information CINCPAC CINCPOA ·will 
forward to COMINCH info to CINCAFPAC and others concerned a single priorit 
list containing as previously all Army and Navy movements assigned his 
operational control desired shipped. CINCAFPAC vvill forward to War Dept 
info to CINCPAC.CINCPOA and others concerned a corresponding single 
priority list of Army and Navy movements assigned his operational control. 

C. C01,UNCH and WAR DEPT OPD will integrate priority lists submitted by 
CINCPAC CINCPOA and CINCAFPAC by procedure presently employed. 

30 0304 CINCFOA ADV TO CINCAFPAC TIJFO COM3RDFLT ,COMGENPOA,COMGENFEAF ,CTG 30 . 5, 
COMGENA .. 4.FPOA,CG 5TH AF ,CTF31,5TH AF RESCUE,CGlO,C01J..SUBPAC,COMGE1\J TAF rrEN. 

It is the intention that all air sea rescue services in the RYUKYUS-
EAST CHINA SEA-YELLCW SEA and Empire areas west of Long 135-00 E be operated 
by a single agency. This agency is an air-sea rescue task group to be estab-
lished by ComFairVving 1 and will be based afloat until such time as suitable 
facilities are available on shore at OKINAWA. This agency vvill provide air 
sea rescue services to all aircraft operating in its area regardless of base 
of origin or branch of service of aircraft involved. It will coordinate the 
operations of all air sea rescue facilities such as surface vessels, submarine 
lifeguards rescue boats, seaplanes, landplanes that can be made available. 
To this end it is requested that the 5th Emergency Rescue Group and any other 
air sea rescue facilities now- available to you and destined for service in 
the aforementioned areas be made available to ComFairWing 1 for duty in 
connection with air sea rescue. Request your concurrence. 5th AF 190000 and 
ComSubPac 201411 not to nor needed by all refers. 

30 0608 CINCPOA AIJV TO COHGENA/Ji'POA. 

Minimum essential requirements naval aviation in RYUKYUS oreclude any 
possibility utilization of YONABAHU by ATC'{; 

30 0618 CINCPAC ADV TO SECNAV INFO CINCPAC ?EARL, COM 12. 

Ur 271925o Such trips can be accomodated. Recommend they be coordinated 
by you so that: 
(A) Trips depart from TN Coast at intervals at least 2 weeks apart. 
(B) Each trip consists of individuals vrith similar interests. Do not send 

publishers and industrial leaders in same trip. 
(C) Trips require about 16 days from coast and rett~n to coasto 
(D) Arrangements to enter SoWesPac Area if desired be arr~nged before deDartu 

by secFav direct vrith ;~ar Dept. SUch trips to SWP will increase l~_ngth of 
tour 6 days • .... Continued - 2 ~ 3 h 
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30 Jl:D? CINCAFPAC TO JOINT CHI.SFS OF S'l'AFF INFO CllTCPAC,. COFGEN AAF, ANPB. 
ex 22431. 

Referring your VJX 130S4 June 7th in view of the long experience and satis-
factory result of the 2 existing area Petroleum organizations in the Pacific 
it is considered neither necessary nor advisable to establish a Pacific Petrole 
urn Coordinator as outlined para 1 C. It is therefore suggested that a direc-
tive be issued by JCS substantially as follo·ws: 
1. In view of the complex petroleum nrogramming problem, the nrojected tight 
products and tanker situation and other considerations it is necessar.y to 
adopt the following petroleum supply procedure for the handling of Pacific 
Theater ~etroleum requirements: 

A. There shall be 2 area petroleum officers in the Pacific Theater; 1 
an Army Area Petroleum Officer responsible to CINCAFPAC, l a Navy Area 
Petroleum Officer responsible to CINCPAC. 
B. By mutual agreement between CINCAFPAC and CINCPAC the respective Area 
Petroleum Officers vd.ll arrange for: 

(1) Continuing to supply petroleum products to existing bases and 
installations in the Pacific area. 

(2) The supply of petroleum products for future operations. 
(3) The assignment of sub area netroleurn officers to those areas where 

the consumption of petroleum products or the volume of transship-
ments requires coordination by specie~ representatives. A sub 
area oetroleum officer in a given area will normal:cy be assigned 
the responsibility for the supply of petroleum products to both 
CINCAFPAC and CINCPAC in that area.. 

2. The petroleum requirements of CINCfu.'G'PAC and CINCPAC ·will be determined by 
the respective Area Petroleum Officers and requisitions and/or slates will be 
submitted to the Army Navy Petroleum Board in form acceptable to that boqy, 
except that : 

A. Certain requirements of CINCAFPAC may be included in CTIJCPAC requisi-
tions and, converse~, certain CINCPAC requirements n~y be included in 
CINCAFPAC requisitions as mutua~ agreed by the Area Petroleum Officers. 
Copies of CINCAFPAC requisitions will be given to the CINCPAC Area Petrole-
um Officer, and copies of CINCPAC requisitions will be given to the CINCAF-
PAC Petroleum Officer. In each case the destination and timing of delive 
will be made knovm to the Army Navy Petroleum Board at the time that the 
requisitions are submitted. 

3. Th; Army Navy Petroleum Board will arrange for delivery of pejn-oleum 
products as required by CINC.AFPAC and CINCPAC and te.nker will proceed to desti 
nation as scheduled, except that: 

A. By mutual agreement between the Army and Navy ~-rea Petroleum Officers, 
such diversidns 1nay be n~de as are deemed necessary and advisable to meet 
unforeseen reauirements. 
B. Diversion~ n1ay be made by mutual agreement between the 2 Area Petrole 
Officers in order to expedite taru{er turnaround. 

4. The ooerating control of all petroleum tankers, except the small Arnry Y-
Type tankers, is under Navy. Its understood, hovrever, that tankers 1vill be 
disnatched to destinations as required by the Area PetroleLml Officers and 
that Area Petroleum Officers or their re9resentati ves will be responsible for 
the expeditious discharge and turnaround of such tankers. 
5. Each Area Petrolewn Officer 1··rill designate a liaison officer to coordinate 
the activities of the CITTC.'P?AC and CIHCPAC Area Petroleum Officers. 
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30 0618 CINCPAC lillV rro SSCI\L\V INFO CINC ')AC ?EARL , COM J2 (CONTINUED) 

(E) Each trip should be classified as to whether or not considered as 
personal guests of SecNav. 

(F) Total number in party does not exceed 4 unless special plane is nrovided 
by you. 

30 0'732 CINCPAC ADV TO CINCBPF INFO CINCPAC PEA-RL,COMTNCH,CO~.::NESSEAFROIJ ,COI·.iSERON 10, 
COH?THFLT, CNB MA!IDS, COHLUR~AC, AC 1, COM:AT, VAQ. 

Imperative British forces be self sustaining your 270841 blanket authority 
for issue can not be given. Determination as to each item will be made on 
basis of (A) Emergency nature of requirements. (B) Availability of item for 
immediate needs US forces. (C) Feasibility of procurement of narticular items 
by US issuing officer for replacement of items. thus issued. Para. 

Issuing officers directed by copy of this dispatch to observe 3 conditions 
listed nrior making issue in each instance. Also to keep CINCPAC promntzy 
advised. 

(JULY) 01 0842 CINCPOA ADV TO COl:GENA..-1\FPOA INFO DEPCOM 20TH ;tF, C0l1l~JRIANAS, COMFAW 18. 

C[NCPOA ser 005082 of 18 June AAFPOA ltr of 24 June. Notwithstanding 
contemplated movement of 2 Sqs 30th Bomb Group to :MARIANAS vdll not take 
place_ at Dresent neutraLization of Central CAROLINES, 11A:tCUS and BONINS 
will continue to be a responsibility of CTF 93 vrho '~Nill request from Dep 
Com 2oth AF and COMJ\tL!ffiiANAS such assistance as may be required for performance 
of this task. 

01 2010 RICH~WSON (VIA FT SH.AFTE].l.) TO SJ:ATTLE POE, S.ANJ:i'RAN POE,LOS l~.NGELES POE, ROO 
GUAM, RDO TINTAN , DEPCOHAF 20 Il\!FO CGAAFPOA,CGAFFPOA,FT R_\NDALL, COlD BAY ALAS. 

secondary. 

Effective this date this Headquarters redesignated u. s. Army Forces 
1uddle Pacific. All correspondence should be addressed accordingly. Hq u.s. 
Army Forces, Pacific Ocean Areas and Hq Hawaiian Dept are retained and amal-
gamated with Hq. u.s. Arrrry Forces, Hi.ddle Pacific. 

Japanese hosuital ship believed to be T.1KASAGO H:\.RU in position Lat 
33-47N Long 155-22S at 300911Z(GCT). Believed to be proceeding to W .. \KE 
ISLPJ,TD. Description 2 stacks 2 masts length 466 feet 93h7 ·tons displacement. 
Speed estin1ated 12.5 to 15 K. 

Para. Proceed at best practicable speed to intercept. Board ship and 
inspect for violat ion of existing conventions which are listed in VTar Dept 
Technical l'Ianual 27-251 forwarded to you by officer messenger and are briefly 
specified in PacFlt Conf Ltr 26SL-44 of 26 July. In the event violations 
are discovered place prize crew aboard seal communication facilities and take 
ship to IGJAJALEIN in company with NIURRAY for further investigation as directed 
by CINCPAC. You are authorized to exercise such force as the si.tuction re-
quires . Eaintain search 0!1erations until contact is made or until otherwise 
directed by CIIJCPAC . If no violations of international law ere discovered per 
mit ship to ·Droceed after making suitable entry in her log. Keep contact with 
her and- again board and conduct examination after her departure from port. 

Search planes from l~ET!ETOK will be directed by CINCPAC to assist in searcli 
Lt a Husgins and Lt. Brown have reT)Orted to you to serve as internreters. 

Maintain communication vd th search planes ?n 1~.0. 58 lks primar-J & 3~<9 ~ Keen CINC?AC inforned ~s to develooments.B..;-eak radlo s·tlence as necessary. v 
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J"i\J\TU.ARY ( GCT ) 

01 2215 OOMCrENA.A.FPOA to CTF 93 i nfo CTF 94, CINCPOA, 
COIECHUDIV 5 • 

TOP SE CRET. %~~PPOA 0071 strike sh ipping targets 
in BONI NS with all available aircraf t as soon as 
_practicable. Refer ence CINCPOA 010731 and your 
dispatch 011159 . Use optimum bombing altitudes. 

01 0627 CTF 93 to CTG 93.2, CTU 93.1.1, CTG 93.3 info CINCPOA, 
COMGEN AAFPOA , CT:W 94, CTG 94.9, CTU 94 .. 4.1, CTU 94.4.2, 
CTG 3 0. 5, CTU 3 0. 5. 3, CTG 17.7, COMGEN 21 BOJ.;:COM. , 
TOP SE CR~T. ~~is is pa~t 1 my OpOrder 1-45 ca1~ed 

· SrnLLDUGGERY. CTG 94.9 with 3 cruisers and 6 des-
troyers attack s shipping CEIGHI JINfA 050700 to 
050800 then bombards I WO JIMA 0515 00 to 051630. 
TF 93 attacks I ·:VO JII\~A in coordination surface 
forces. CTG 93.9 provide spotting aircraft as 
required by CTG 94.9. '1i th I'ftarBomRon 612 make 
routine search BONI NS and VOLC Al'TO-~ 3 night of 4th 
reporting contacts on··-7455 KC:J with no additional 
adees. C'TG 94.9 will intercept. CTG 93.3 photo 

·\ C~IICHI JIEA nlh"9:A ~TII~'A t hen a f ter 051630 photo I WO 
Y JIJ!Il\.. No lifeguards. TJ 94.9 available air sea 

rescue a long t h eir track to be f urn1shed pilots 
who need to know CTG 94.9 guards 7455, 7590, 4475 
I~C S a nd 140. 58 MCJ .. All times K( -10). All adees 
see my Dis Ol0631GC'l1 for part 2 to CoiJjGen 21 BornCom. 

01 0215 COMG~NiVtFPOA to COHAF 7 Info CI NCPOlt. 

01 1754 

TOP SE CRET. Direct communication between your head-
quarters and headquarters 5 AirForce as requested your 
DTG 260208 GCT has been granteQ by CINCPOA. This 
authority is for the purpose specified and. for no 
other and must be over existing communications 
facilities. Desire point out t hat 4 officers and 48 
enlisted men will arrive approximately 5 January and 
will be availa ble for training until approximately 15 
March at which time they will go into i·voi?.IJ: .. it\.N . From 
15 March to 15 May a.n e qual number wil~ be trained 
for I CEBERG. Request your arr ang ements with 5th 
Air Force t ake into consi deration t hese tra ining 
Ee quirement s f or f ort hcoming operations. 

CO~J:INGH CNO t o COnTI\L\VGBOUP CHI NA , Info COH7THFLT, 
CINCl)OA . 

TOP SECHET . Cominch and CNO 011754. Inf ormation 
previ ous l y received from source BAUR 2904 30 appreci ated. 
Desire continued emphases upon spot report s concerning 
all movements Nip combatant vesse ls and convoys with 
specific information concern i ng f ueling r endezvous . 
Cargo loadings and also i mportant but pri mar y ef;~~o 
sho~ld be upon operat i onal i ntel l igen ce . '- 0 ..J ,.J 



ll®P H!mM 

01 2128 

02 0205 

30 0941 

COMAIRPAC (ADJ..TIN) to CINCPAC. 

TOP SECRET. In vie·w of adverse meteorological conditions 
in LEYTE-SAl~Iffi area of PHILIPPI~'SS, c oncentra:tion of 
all carrier replacement aircraft and related supporting 
facilities in quantities required for aviation 
logistic support of 7th Fleet and Carrier Task Forces 
considered hazardous and inadvisable in that locality. 
Para. Request clarification v.,rhether CorninCh 261935 was 
intended to preclude the establishment of SATELLITE 
facilities of this nature in any other area in the 
PHILIPPINES. Report of LEYTE board refers. Para. 
Recommend for LEYTE area a maximum of 500 replacement 
carrier types plus related activities and a similar 
depot with limited facilities in the LUZON area. 

co:~~~GEI\LA.AFPOA to CINCPAC Info COMGENPOA. 

TOP SECRET. Progress may 19 December indicates parking 
facilities on airfield !~GAUR being provided far in 
excess of authorized Base Development Plan. Estimate 
there is now space on hard stands and extensive parking 
aprons for 120 B-24's or equivalent. In order to 
provide facilities at GUAM for an additional :ling it 
is necessary to Add Engr Avn Battalion strenght. The 
1st and most readily Available is considered to be the 
1887th at XNG.ltUR. It is recommended it be redeployed 
from ..:itTGAUR to GUM:~ irmaediately. He commend shipping 
be made available earliest date possible. 

CINC EAST INDIES to COI.SOVr~ ·JPAC, C01~1SO~lv'E .JPACSE.AFHON, 
AU3TR U_;IAii .. C01~10NWJ~ .A.LTH EAV.U BO .:\PJ), CTF 71, C0}'!7THFLT, 
CIFCPAC, S:B::A 222 GROUP CO SUBS EAST INDISS, NOIC 

TOP SECRET. ~~eridian is codeword for operation run my 
271230 and Para 1 of my 300935 neither to all addressees. 

03 0625 COEGENAAFPOA to CTF 93 Info CINCPOA. 

TOP SECR~T. Al\FPOA 0098. Approved is your 020905. Targets 
of opportunity such as indicated in 1V223 dispatch 
010220 warrant your variation of planned employment to 
take advantage of such situations without specific 
directive from here. In case in point my 012215 
predicated on belief that target sufficiently important 
to warrant apDlication greater proportion your force 
than 1 squadron. 
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J ANU lillY { GCT) 

03 1151 

04 0130 

04 0640 

CTNCPO.fi to COM5TliFLT 2 CO:l'aSERVPAC, COJ.{§T.rfPHIBJfOR, 
COMJ1..I RPAC , COUPHI BSPAC , COHGE:NF~JJFBAC, COMGENPOA, 
COMGENA.AFPO.A., CO:MGEN: X ARTLY Info COMSOPAC, CTF 96, 
CO:t,Tir ,\tD.AREA, ·coMI NGH .& . CNO, CTF 93, CO~~LKORPAO, CINCSWPA, 
Jltl.lli CORPS CG € UPSERFlVtFPAO · C01117THFLT C01it HDFLT. 
CO:lJ:GENAI Rii'NTI!PAC, CG 3RDPHIBCOR S , CG 24THCORP3, GTE 99.1, 
CTG 99.2, CTG 99.3. 
TOP SECRET. ¥varning order. Iniiiate preparations for 
Phase 2 ICEB1TIRG with target Date ~ ( W-Day) for 
I N.DISPANSABLE on L plus 30 in accordance with Joint 
3taff Study C!NCPOA Serial 000170 Dec 21~ Operation 
will be continuation of Phase ~ under same higher 
commanders. Assault troops required for' operation 
will be selected from those already available to 
·commander Joint Expeditionary Troops in Phase 1. 
Garrison '' Troops will consi.st of 1 ]l..:rmy RCT from 
Assault Forces and following major units in addition 
to those in Phase 1: 1 .;.rmy _4.A.A Gun Bn plus 2 Btries. 
1 /crmy AJ.~A A'N .Bn plus 2 Btrie.s. 1 S/L Btry plus 1 · 
Platoon. 2 VBH Groups. 2 VF Groups ( j~rmy) • I ,sland 
Comrnander ·will be j _rmy ·and Comgenpoa will provide 
necessary supplemental Garrison Forces. Corr®anders 
concerned submit by 10 January or as they become 
available specific designations of add~tional units 
to be employed phase 2 including defense, 1\viation, 
Construction and .3ervice Units. In designating units 
the mounting point should qe indicated. Copies of 
designations should be provided Com5th Fleet Com 5th 
Phi bFor and 8omGen lOth .l\r my. All units vvill be 
furnish ed initial supplies b y- agencies in area from 
which n1ounted . Para. ComGenPoa nomi nate at the 
earliest Brig Gen .Army A.ir Gorces for duty as Island 
Commande r and Arr1y .Ai r ~ase Co:tnr",ander IJSrDISPZ.NBI .BL~ . 
Com8ervPac nominate Cow.Jnan Q,er Naval Facilities. 

COI~JRDFLT to C INCSO 'Ji~SP.ctC Info C"rF 38, CTF 77, JINCPOA, 
COEFE.AF , :\LL CTG in TF 38. , 

THI .J I :J TOP SECRE11
• Reference rillne s C my OpPlan 

25-44 & Your 210823. Notification hereby given t hat -
TF 38 i n t ends strike LUZON across dividing line on 
S minus 3 as measure added :protection of own forces. 
Will strike wort hwhile t a r get s evident .but will not 
strike shi ppi ng s outh of 17 degr e es north ~atitude 
uncerta in -·,TvNO EXKiv:Y3PI unles s def i nitely identified as 
enemy . Pilots will be br iefed t hat SoWesPac Army and-
Navy pl anes may be ebcounter ed over LUZGN . · 1 

CI NCPAC to COldiTlJCH 

·, TOP SEG1l!£T . Surface borr.tbar:dment SURI BUCHI Ar ea by 
Task Forc e 92 i s pl anned f or 6 January. 
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J~'U\juARY ( GC'l' ) 

04 2244 

04 1417 

05 1046 

04 2253 

05 0651 

~NOBD to wMAY Info H!iliMON, NIJ.~ITZ, t:.AG.lu~TEUR. 

TOP S~CRET. We have received information from 
MACARTHUR that enemy Naval Force departed CAP~ SAil'~ 
JAC~~S 30 December possibly for SINGAPORE. HQ request 
special reconnaissance dil'.fGAPORE-LINGGA Area to 
determine whereabouts of this force in view possible 
influence current operations his theatre. Desire 
you conduct necessary search and report findings direct 
in manner now in use. ' 

Info CIHCPOA COMJVf.ANDER ALLIED 
, COIVIT,L:'\.NDER ALLIED PJR FORCES 

This is a reencJrpherment of my 030345 pls cancel 
and file. :veight of land based air neutralization 
LUZON Fields not as much as expected. Request you 
include CLARK and ~l\.1'7GZLES Fields in your missions 
8 minus 3. Land based planes ... .vill also work in 
area on 8 minus 3. For coordination, ATTACK Air 
Forces will deliver attacks between 0900 and 1500 
Hours Zone 1{-9) time, 3rd~lt before and after those 
hours. Each Airforce except in emergency to keep 
planes off of the area during periods alloted the 
other. JrdFlt please advise this headquarters and ~llied 
Air Forces e~rliest convenience action this request. 
DliVSYXL1_'ffK. 

LEMAY to CINCPOA. 

TOP S.2CRET 0398D At 061034 GCT General Lemay will 
pilot 1 B-29 from HSI~;C:HING CHINA to GU.\M ISLJ-\ .. ND. 
Flight plans as follows from HSINCIIING .. 1IRFIELD at 
30-26 lG3-56 to BATAN I0L:\.ND at 20-28 122-00 at 1600 
GC'r to DEPOT Field 13-30 144-48 Landing GU.A.I:I at 
062150 GOT. Reouest all Naval Units concerned be 
advised. Also advise approach procedure. IFF Channel. 
gadion Frequency and any other particulars desired to 
be used. 

ARNOLD to MAClillTHUR Info HARTvTON, Nil-,~ITZ. 

TOP SECRET. VL'ffiX 86772 The Commanding General 20th 
Bomber Command has been instructed to ~rform special 
reconnaissance SING.\PO::ffi-: INGGA Area for purpose 
requested in your ~L 55835. Findings will be reported 
direct. 

CTF 77 to CTF 71 Inf'o CINC3'.JPA, CINCP "~.C, COM6THFLT &-
lJTH .AF , CTF 73 ~ COl'..13HDFLT, COM7THFLT, CTF 38, 
co:H3UBPAC, COMA~\..F. 

This is to~ secret. Enemy Force .which departyd 
CfiJiiFUU\i'H BlJ~ - sT J ACQUES Area 30 December rema1ns 2 9 4 2 
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J AW.ARY -{ GGT} -~ 

05 0671 

06 0614 

06 0934 

CTF 77 to CTF 71 Info CINCS"~tJPA , etc { Co.ntinued) 

unlocated & early information of present location 
highly" important. Primary mission su bn1arines is to 
prevent undetected approach of this force into 
Philippine Area. 2ndary mission~ determine present 
position of' enemy force if within submarine operating · 
areas S1dPA. Modify submarine dispositions my 
~1314 December as necessary and until enemy force 
located. 

CTG 77.2 to COM7THFLEET ALL INTERESTED IN CURRENT 
OPERATIONS SOWESPAC Info 7TH FLEET, CTF 77, ALL TFC'S 
& TG;C'S. 

DUJSQ,EUSJXSGJJONS this for URBTHBEUGLNNRTLMUFED 
damage from suicide attacks as follows: (A) New Mexico 
(BB 40) bridge destroyed all ·commlinications are out. 
ComBatDiv 4 in WEST VIRGINIA in charge San Fabian Task 
Groups. No info Admiral Weyler. (B) WALKE . (DD 723) 
plane crashed in after part of bridge into CIC. 10 
killed 25 burned. All guns in local control-. Captain 
critically injured. (C) AM SUMNER (DD 692) hit aft. 
Mter _magazine flooded. 2 killed 3 injured. (D) LONG 
(DMS 12) hit by suicide plane. {E) BROOKS (APD 10) 
hit by suicide plane. Latter 2 no amplifying reports 
received as yet as ' still under attack. (F) R P LEARY 
(DD 664) hit by plane on both forward guns damage 
slight. l man superficiaJ:ly injured. New subject: 
Minesweepers repqrt no mines found as yet in entrance 
mine fields location but several floating mines. New 
subject: Suicide dive bomber attacks made in determined. 
fashion. Pilots seem to be of high quality and ·diffi-
cult to stop. Group fighter director officer states no 
radar contacts this forenoon all interception being 
done by visual lookouts with fighter director. New 
subject: We require considerably. more air support. 
What we have does not seem adequate at all. We have· , 
.t}.ad 12 ships hit by suicide bombers since 1630 yesterday 
of which 1 sank and 9 were damaged severly. 

\ 
CTF 77 to COM)RDFLT info CTIJCSWPA, CINC~AC, COMll~CH, 
COM5TH AF '32 BOrviBWING, ALL TFC AND TGC 3RD AND 7TH FLTS, 
COMFEAF. 

Damage by enemy pla.nes to bombardment and minesweeping 
· groups described in CTG 77~2 ¢6¢614 and previous reports 
indicates urgency of neutralizing Jap airfields in 
LUZON. " Request 3rd Fl t repeat to days strikes and IINSP T 

caps over LUZON fields TOVC XED " minus 2 Day. 

) . . 
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JANUARY (GCT) 

05 2203 COM3RDFLT to CIHCSOVVESPAC Info CTF .38, CINCPOA, 
EOMFEAF, CTF 77, COMAF 5. 

Reference your CX 5586 of 041417 GCT. In accordance 
URDIS 0401.30 I {-9) will' maintain continuous target 
CAP over LUZON fields from prior dawn to after 
sunset S minus .3 in the interest of protecting both 
my force and your echelons. Experience has shown 
that only by such procedure can enemy air activity 
be held down. Pilots will be thoroughly briefed 
regarding your strikes between 0900 and 1500 as 
stated in the reference. 

J 221 E Whenever it is anticipat·ed that M-1 convoys 
cannot be covered from LEYTE, the following 
arrangements have been coordinated with 310 Bomb 
Wing and 42 FitCooATR to have convoys covered from 
MINDORO. Code Word BLACKBIRD followed by name of 

~ convoy position and fighter director call word will 
indicate inability to cover said convoy from LEYTE. 
Reverse BLACKBIRD followed by name of convoy and 
position and fighter director callword will indicate 
cover can be furnished from LEYTE. Acknowledge. 

05 1625 COMAAFSV~A to COMAF 5, COMAF 13, COMAIR7THFLT, 
RCO 310 BOMWING, CTG 94.5 FOR 22 and 494 GRO'UPS, 
Info CINCSWPA, COM3RDFLT, CTF 38. 

AX-.30.376 .3RD FLEET will be operating in LUZON area 
south of 16-30 North Latitude on January 6. All 
Allied Air Force pilots will be briefed that Navy 
Carrier type airplanes may be encountered over 
LUZON. Allied Air Force Airplanes will not cross 
the SANTA CRUZ - BAGABAG- C \FE SAN ILDEFONSO line 
January 6 except in an emergency. 

294.11 
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JANUARY (GOT) 

06 1824 

03 1237 

CTF 77 to COM3RDFLT Info ALL TFC's & TG's 3RDFLT & 
7TH FLT, CINCSOWESPAC, CINCPAC, COMINCH, COMIPEAF, 
C011AF 51 COM 310 BOMBWI NG. 

CTG 77.2 despatch 061210 reports additional damage by 
crash divers which is growing to serious proportions. 
Probable that Japs are using small air fields as 
well as large. Request you cover as many fields as 
possible in LINGAYEN Area. Further request you 
give direct Air Support objective area which will 
be specially required during period loaded TRAIN 
that area. This would facilitate initiation 
gratitude operation necessity for which may develop 
without much warning due to weather fronts CHINA 
SEA area. 

COMINCH & CNO to CINCPAC Info COMAIRPAC, CINCLANT, 
COMAIRLANT. 

1. Carrier Divisions, Air Force Pacific Fleet 
constituted as follows: 

CARDIV 1 
CV 9 ESSEX (J) 
CV 15 RANDOLPH 
CV 31 BON HOMME RICHARD 
CVL 25 COV'JPENS 

CARDIV 3 
CV 10 YORKTOWN (F) 
CV 16 LEXINGTON 
CV 36 .ANTIETAM 
CVL 24 BE~E.H.U WOOD 

CARDrv 5 
CV r8 WASP (F) 
CV 12 HORNET 
CV 21 BOXER 
CVL 26 MONTEREY 

CARDIV 7 
CV 6 ENTERPRISE {F) 
CVL 22 I NDEPlJNDENCE 
CVL 29 BATAAN 

CARDIV 2 
CV 13 FRANKLD-J {F) 
CV 19 HANCOCK 
CV 38 SH.uNGRI-LA 
CVL 30 SAN JACINTO 

CARDIV h 
CV 17 BUNKER H L (F) 
CV 11 INTREPID 
CV 39 LAKE CHAMPLAIN 

CVL 28 C ... lliOT 

CA.tiDIV 6 
CV 14 TICONDEROGA (F) 
CV 20 BENNINGTON 
CVL 27 LANGLEY 

2. Recommendations for assignment of aviation Flag 
Officers your serial 004255 of 12 December and 
ComAirPac Serial 001765 . of 11 December approved. 
Bupers issue orders accordingly. 
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06 1210 

07 0200 

07 0312 

CTG 77.2 .to COM7THFLT Info CTF 77/AAL TF and TGC's 
TI'H FLEET • " 

T~is afternoon following ships hit by suicide 
bombers, CALIFORNIA ( BB-44) , . AUSTRALIA, LOUISVILLE 
( CA 28} ,. LOvVRY ( DD-770) , OBRIEN ( BD-725) , ORCA ( AVP-49} • 
This makes 12 ships hit today and a total of 17 since 
1630 yesterday afternoon. LOUISVILLE and AUSTRALIA 
have now been hit twice Rear Admiral painfully and 
seriously burned· • . command CruDiv 4 now temporarily in 
PORTLAND. RAdm WEYLER. safe. Consider need of additional 
air power urgent and vital. Our CVE's entirely in-
adequate provideing air cover. Japanese Suicide Dive 
Bombers seem able attack. without much interference 
owing radar difficulties affecting all ships in 
LYNGAYEN GULF area. Airborne radar rarely makes 
contact with planes. Believe in addition that all fields 
small as well as large near LYNGAYAN area must be 
continuously bombed and maintained neutralized .. Enemy 
attacks heaviest morning and evening especially around 
1700. Additional damage may seriouf31Y and adversely 
affect this as well as important subsequent operations. 
More damage may invite· action with the Japanese Fleet 
with which this command is becoming progressively 
less prepared. Should suicide bombers attack t.ransports 
results m1ght be disasterous. Recommend 5th Air Force ' 
be informed seriousness situation and need more air 
support. He commend 3rd l?leet be ordered this area im-
mediately provide additional air and surface cover 
urgently needed. Consider _this matter of such serious 
impo:bt as to warrant immediate reconsideration present 
plans. 

COM3RDFLT to CINOPAC, COMSOWESPAC, CTF 77, COMFEAF, 
doMAF 5 Info CTF 38, CTG 77.2--:-- --

TOE SECRET. 8January Task Force 38 ~efuels and will 
not be available for strikes or cover. Unless recom-
mendation- received from MacArthur or Kinkaid Com3rdFlt 
will decide whe~her strike FORMOSAor LOZON 9 January 
covering inte:vested Qommands. 

CINCPOA to CINCSWPA Iafe OeMllJCH, COM3RDFLT, CTF 77. 

TOP SECRET Desire limit operation 3rdFleet in SOUTH 
CHINA SEA to period necessary for accomplishment 
covering Task accordance my 281408 and use their 
aircraft for offensive strikes in Strategic Support. 
However request your comment on CTF ·77 061824 and 
estimate a s to present ability shore based air forces 

' and escort carriers accomplish ess ential protection 
expeditiona r y f orces and direct air .support at the 
object i ve in accor dance previous concepts. When ' time 
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07 0312 

07 .0)42 
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07 ID107 

CINCPOA to CINCSWPA Info COMINCH COM3RBFLT 
ontinued 

permits prefer that requests for major changes in 
employment of Fast Carrier Task Forces incident to 
changes in over all coordination of land and 
carrier based air forces be received from your 
headquarters. 

CTF 77 to COM3RDFLT CINCPAC, CINCSOVffiSPAC AREA, 
COMFAREST AIR FORCE~, COM5TH .AIR FORCE, COM7THFLT. 

ROPK Via C01IDAVGROUP CHINA 061419 OSDBENCES 
possibility that major portion Jap Fleet hitherto 
SINGAPORE is at sea to westward of KYUSHU. At SOA 
16 knots force could arrive B.AKO 1100 I(-9) 8. 
Allowing 1 Day fuel time ].,orce could arrive LING A YEN 
morning lOth. If fueling time reduced or SOA increased 
force cou~d arrive LINGAYEN Night 9-10 

COHFEAF 

TOP SECRET. CO~~TAVGROUP CHINA 061419 indicates 
possibility that major portion Jap Fleet hitherto 

·in EMPIRE is at sea to westward of KYUSHU. At SOA 
16 knots force could arrive BJUKO 1100 I (-9) 8. 
Allowing 1 Day for ~ueling Force could arrive 
LINGAY-:EN morning lOth. If fueling time reduced or 
SOA increased Force could arrive LINGAYEN night 9-10. 

COM)RD LT, COM:ALLIED AIR FORCES. · 

Situation developing in M-1 Operation indicates 
possibility that suicide bombers are coming from 
FOR1IDSA and requires maximum concentrated effort by 
all means on neutralization of Japanese Air. Request 
that bomber missions 20th BombCom scheduled for 
KEELING HARBOR on S-1 be Diverted to hostile air fields 
FORMOSA. 

07 1044 COM3RDFLT to CINCPOA. 

TOP SECRET. Based on available intelligence. Your 
070821. Coordinated attack by enemy northern and 
southern forces does not appear possible ~efore lOth. 
XOJEOID~ Force alone could possibly attack LINGAYEN 
9th or could attempt contain TaskFor 38 by appearing 
near OKI NAWA 8th. My air estimate puts greatest air 
threat to MacArthur in FORMOsA·. Actually TaskFor 38 
movements are initially restricted by necessity for 
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07 1044 COM3RDFLT t o CINCPOA. 

fueling tomorrow 8th after wfiich I consider best 
move is to attack FOIDlOSA as planned on the 9th 
from which position operation gratitude or AGITJ~TOR 
can be initiated quickly. I do not recommend 
transmiting LUZON STRAIT without first attacking 
FORMOSA (9th at earliest possible). Defensive 
covering of MacArthur from CHINA SEA as compared 
to present operating area is (A) more restrictive 
(B) Entails more risk to TaskFor 38 and TaskGroup 
30.8 from suiciders and weather and (C) involves 
the ultimate additional risks of the retirement. 

07 1207 OX 56037 CINCS~~A to CINCPOA Info COM3RDFLT, CTF 77, 
(TFC CiitCUIT). 

REFERE1
·1CE C INC POA 070 312, it is probable that the 

bulk of enemy air attacking forces are coming from 
FBR1IDSA. Southwest Pacific Air Forces which are 
at present available for cover at the landing and 
for the approach and retirement of the various 
Task Groups. Comprise 16 escort carriers. 3 Fighter 
Groups. 1 Strafer Group. And 3 Tactical Recco 
Squadrons (2 Fighter. 1 Strafer) at MINDORO. 3 
Fighter Groups. 2 Strafer Groups. Search and 
mescellaneous elements at LEYTE. In addition to 
the above there are 4 Heavy Bombarament Groups 
from P.ALAU and MORorrAI being used with light bomb 
loads. 3 Only can be employed per day and employment 
of all is subject to weather through tropical front. 
It is anticipated that this air power will be 
augmented to 5 a total of 4 Fighter Groups at LEYTE 

~ and 4 Fighter Groups at MINDORO about 15 January. 
Appropriate recipient show to MacArthur. One half 
of one of the heavy bombardment Groups will be 
displaced to SM\Vffi by 20 January and 1 additional 
medium Bomber Groups will be es0ablished in MINDORO 
by 21 January. It is also anticipated that 1 Group 
of Fighters can be installed at LINGAYEN by S Plus 
6 Para Therecan be NE CERKPKV neutralization of 
the many fields mn LUZON. Itinerant and casual 
planes will, for some time to come, be able to 
launch from these fields and strike in the LINGAYEN 
Area. It is believed, however t hat our increasing 
air power should progressively minimize the aircraft 
menace over the M-1 Landing Area and along the 
shipping lanes t hereto insofar as hostile aircraft 
being launched from fields in the PHILIPPI~ffi 
ARCHIPELAGO are concerned. It is further believed 
t hat defens ive a ir cover can never positively 
prevent suicide bombing attacks. The FORMOSA l!,ields 
a re wi thin easy f l ying distance of the M XLSSFDVA 



• Ton sr &Jiliil, 

07 1207 

07 1708 

07 2128 

07 0719 

07 2207 

07 2241 

for suicide bombers. If these airfields are left 
undi sturbed, it is certain that snipping will continue 
to be menaced and will be subject to considerable 
los s. It is beli eved t hat t he Jrd Fleet should 
be employed on 3 Day agai nst FORJ\~:OSA Fields as planned. 
:\lhile remaining prepared to strike LUZON v~-r K':r.PTOBOR 
previous effective action in F OilliDSA . Concur in 
principle in use of Fleet Air Forces ags inst targets 
beyond our rea ch but in case of emergency vJj_ 11 call 
for direct support. 

1lli: OLD to ltlA.CARTh'UH, NI HITZ, LE~.'LAY, Hlili]EON. 

The request received in your X 56001 is approved. 
20th Bom,.~om will attack ~3HINCHIEU Airdrome in place 
of K.EELIKG !L'J'?. BOR. :qecent information indicates that 
this mission will be delayed on account of weather 
and will take place on J-1 Day. 

ARNOLD to CIFCPO A, LEI~iY, ~ ~ J.\NSELL Info I:~.tRMON , 
Vv.E:D ~JviETIR , YACARTHUR, CE ~ ill S . 

TOP SECRET ( 1HARX 88455) You are authorized effective 
January 9th to release photo planes held on call for 
M-1 Operation reconnaissance of OKI IJA7:A by 21st Bomber 
Conm1and will terminate Janua~:yT 9th both 20th and 21st 
Bomber Cornmands will remain prepared to perform upon 
request from this headquarters special reconnaissance . 

LEHAY to .:ffiNOLD, DEPCOI·:AF 20, .AHORN t BLlillCHARD, HARVEY, 
KALBERER, EDI'IO:f\1)8 ON, 1>/EDEHEY~R, CinNNAULT, RMl)ALL, 
Info ST~~TEI~YER, AAFPOA pass CINCPOA. 

TOP 3ECRET. Mission OUTR.ANGE ( SHINCHIKU) will be de-
layed 24 hours because of weather conditions. New D 
Day will be 9 tTanuary 1945. {NOTE : Attention is in-
vited to r~cArthur's request that this raid be diverted 
from P""3E LUNG to ::TORMOSA ( 070107). 

CINCPOA to C0113RDFLT, Info COJ\TI NCII , CINC S~(.JP A, COI.~7THFLT , 
CTF 38, TG CONIDRS TF 38. 

Top Secret. I concur in your 071044 and in the general 
comments of CinCSWPA ex 56037 (071207) both of which . 

are subs t antially in accord our previous concepts and 
agreements. Assume you will operate in accor dance t here .. 
with and will take any favorable opportunity to destroy 
enemy he avy ships. 

CI NCPOA to CTF93, CTF 94, I nfo COl.ICHUDIV 5, COI.'IBATDIV 7, 
COM5TH~LT , cor~~~JRDFLT • 

ComBat Di v 7 will depart PEA.11L i n I NDI ANA 10 January and 
arrive 0AIJ?.li1J 20 January. Prepare pl ans and make prelim-
inary arrangements ai r attack and surfa ce bombar~~~o 

(Continued) L0~ 0 
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07 2351 

08 0440 

CINCPOA to CTF 93, CTF 94, Etc, ( Cont 'd) 

I.ro JI~A as soon thereafter as practicable using INDIANA CruDiv 5 and screen. ComBatDiv 7 OTC surface force. ·On completion INDI.~TA proceeds ULITHI. 
CINCPAC to COMG~N 20TH BOHBCOM, Info COM3RDFLT, CTF 38. 
Top Secret. Your 071050 see Arnold's 071708 in which I concur. 

cor :FOR !JIJiDAREA to CINCPOA Info COt':.t:IIl\TPAC, co~·:JTRATEtJiiC AIR 70~lCE. 

Top Secret. Suggest continued mining CHICHI JIYA and HfiliA JitiA with particular attention FUT.Al:I KO. Believe most fuines already laid have been swept and that con-tinuous mining only way to .maintain threat to shipping. No action Coml\1inPac 042020 pending reply. 
COT.'INAVGROUP 7111-~A to CilTCl) AC Info CONfSUBPAC. 
TopGec. Answering Urdis 080212. ~nemy shipping definitely following close inshore Asiatic Coast when-ever ~ossible even going inside islands off CEIKA Coast between Y.lliGTSE and FORIIOSA J'TR.AITS. 14th Air Force is not a serious threat to this shipping and ~as wealth of targets in harbors and on land tnat it cannot bomb due limitations supply. Therefore it is strongly recommended that submarines take over any or all of blind bombing zone in which tl1ey can effectively operate. 
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Conducted bombardment of landing areas this afternoon, 
continued mine sweeping, made inspection of beach ap-
proach areas with underwater teams and continued air ! 
strikes vvi th carrie-r based aircraft. No air oppbsi tion ' 
was encountered until about late afternoon when PALMER 
(DM-5) was. sunk. Slight enemy opposition to ' blue 
bombardment was noted, slight opposition was encountered 
by underv.:ater teams this opposition being mostly from 
snipers. Direct air support furnished smoothly with-
out opposition. Report follovrs: {A) Bombardment. As 
a general thi~g suitable ta~gets were· conspioious by 
their absence • :rnnern.y guns were engaged on ridge in I 

1173, and in areas 14-68, 1366. .AA fire was noted from 
vicinity church in 9731 B. ~irect hits noted on road in 
area 1451, several buildings damaged or burned. 
Also destroyed medium calibre guns in area 0646 N, 
damaged J\.A battery in 1249 N near ridge, a single 
IIowitzer or mortar not definitely located but believed 
northeast of" RABFA opened fire .. Shortage o~ spotti-ng 
planes from .. ~i.USTRALIA and 3HROPSHIHE prevented com-
pletion scheduled FGRBS. Above is brief summary of 
firing ships reports 1Nhich indicate very few important 
targets have as yet been located. {B) Minesweeping 
area ESXOLTA, BOULEVARD, PENTii\.NT, lu\fCHOR, .SEACr~E, 
THI3TLE (may be TI:INBL3) and PIG were completed. 
All others well ahead of' schedule and will be com-
pleted early tomorrow morning ( 8 Jan). .AJI·ILEE only 2 
mines reported. No ·controlled ·mines of any type dis-
covered anywhere. (C) Direct air support. Tug hit 
by 4 rockets and strafed, MSO DUMQ.S ASS heavy guns 
in target areas 0820- OICBEIVS certain results. 20 
trucks destroyed in vicinity target area 0500; nil 
A..A. in S.lJJ FERNANDO; a.rnmo dumps and gun emplacements 
in target area 0000 hit with excellent results; ammo 
truck destroyed target area 2563; 4 hits on barracks 
in SAN PYRUOS; 2 direct hits on boat in target area 
6783; fires started in buildings in target area 0875/T 
and 0975 IP and rocket and bomb hits on railroad in 
same areas; fired several buildings in target area 
2075 VV, Enemy troop movements southward "ViCinity ROSJffiiO. 
Boats -in vicinity of damaged submarine hit ~:KNO fire 
started. Totals for day planes used 61 VF, 68 VT. 
20 in direct support and 4 £pecial missions. 19 tons 
100 po~nd bombs jo tons 500 pound bombs 178 rockets 
expended. Lost 1 VT. Re sults today much better than 
yesterday. (D) Underwater team reports forwarded . by ' 
separate despatche s . New subject. Rear L\.dmiral 2 9 51 
Theodore Eds on Chandler ComCru::J i v /+ passed away at 
1750/1 7 J anuary as a result of injuries and burns 
suffered during suicide bomber attack preceding day. 
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07 0837 CTG 77. 2 to COI·;~7THFLT Info CTF 77, AL.L TF & TG COI.:DRS 
3RD '\J'TD &TH FLTS, CINCPAC, CI NGS~'1PA, COlltiNCH, 

Report of operations for LINGAY3K GULF Groups for 
6 January follows: Bombardments of S.l\NTIAGO ISL~·J'm 
FORO POINT completed. During afternoon Task Group 
penetrated distance of 20 miles into Gulf to support 
minesweepers under attack and to conduct any bomb-
ardment feasible. A bombardment of a bout 1/2 hours 
duration of ARINGAY-B.APANG Area was effected. :Juring 
bombardment and upon retirement from the Gulf the 
Group was subjected to an intense and prolonged 
suicide bor.1bing attack in which CALIFORNIA, AUSTR_41IA, 
LOUISVILL~, COL11~BIA were heavily damaged as reported 
my 061210. Para. Specific discussion of each operation 
follows: (A) SANTIAGO ISL.lUfJ. Few important or 
worthwhile targets were observed in this area. Firing 
was therefore limited to those targets only and to 
a considerable amount of small shipping in passage 
between 3""41\J"'TIAGO ISLAND and :Mainland (B) PORO POI1lT. 
All targets were well covered. Some counter battery 
fire necessary and enemy ceased firing. Heavily 
damaged storages, Heavy ACK ACK, and reported 1551v1M 
gun positions. (C) ARINGAY-BAPlillG Area. Fire in this 
area was directed largely at enemy forces which were 
moving east on road in areas 0783, 0883, and 0483 
towards the mountains. Troops were also noted moving 
north in areas 0781 ard 0782. These troops included 
many vehicles and horse drawn heavy field pieces. The 
heavy suicide attacks made on our ships coincided with 
this movement. Results achieved indicate 11XOY~~LPLI 
IOILEH COFSJ.FXTVXFY (D) I.~inesweeping conducted in 
all areas. All results negative to date except 1 
mine found in area. Several floating mines were 
discovered. Operations CO~iF; ".JII TP ·'..YX.ELCNP D 'JIJH • 
HOVEY (DgS-11), LONG (D;1S-12), 30UTElG.qD (DT:S-10) 
and BROOKS (AP~-10) were hit by suicide bombers. 
HeV~Y and LONG have since sunk. ("~) Support 
aircraft. ~xpended 45 tons bombs, 492 rockets with no 
losses. Results: Fired or damaged several FDT, 
i-\LINGAY~N B~Y Railroad bridge knocked out for 36 
hours. Destroyed 1 railway locomotive t~1is area. 
Destroyed 1 aircraft on ground, 1 in air. Destroyed 
ammo dump 8624 B, h buildings probably barracks in 
9239 and 9240. ~xtensive reconnaissance failed reveal 
any targets as provided by advanced intelligence. 
No coastal guns located. {F) Fighter direction. 
Destroyed 15 enemy aircraft airborne at least 9 of 
which were b· - visual fighter direction. Para. New 
Subject: Correction my 060614. Last paragraph changed 
OBUC~.:. "SLCBAV~ had 11 ships IL by st~.icide bombers 
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CTG 77 .. 2 to COIYi7THFLT Info CTF 77, etc. {Continued) 

since 1630 yesterday, of' which 9 were damaged 
severely". Para. Jorrect my 060557. lst Paragraph, 
4 sentence change to read nginesweeping group CAP 
about dawn destroyed 1 plane". Para. Nev1 Subject: 
weather conditions 1400/1 wind 120 degrees true 
8 knots. Barometer 29.86 falling slowly barometer 
change 6 hours 1/10 inch. ALTO Stratus clouds 
8/10 base 9000 feet. Sea smooth moderate LE morning 
atxnoonh. 

Summary of Fleet Letter on suicide bombing follows. 
f.1. use maximum speed and maneuver consistent \>Vi th fire 
control. B.Lookout and look up particularly with 
low ceiling. Beware false feeling security from 
clear screen in land area. J. ~arly recognition by 
all topside personnel. D. Open fire immediately 
at limiting range and keep shooting. n. r,laintain 
sector and lookout discipline avoid sight seeing 
and distraction. F. Unnecessary personnel off the 
topside, dispersed and prone during attack. 
Topside personnel properly clothed. Use of search-
lignts in daylight of doubtful value. G. Dispersal 
fire fighting equipment and availability for 
irfilllediate topside use. H. Discipline of' friendly 
planes. I_.. 1~inimum arming distance mark 32 type 
fuzes is 800 yards. J. Daily drill at early opening 
of fire smooth tracking arill.nuni tion supply recognition 
comnrunications and procedure. K. Promulgate any 
additional information. 
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09 0004 

09 0034 

Q9 1301 

09 1301 

COM3RDFLT to CTF 38 and CTG. 30.8 Info COEINCH, 
CINCSO'NESPJ..C, CTF 77, CTF 71, co;·;:F:Si\.F, CTF 93, 
CTF 9l:-z .ALL TF CS and TG~' S 3RD FLT , Cil':CP 1\.C, 
COT·:SUPAC. 

THIS I S TOP SECRET. Execute plan GRATITUDE. n~y 
282150. G Day 8 J anuary. Estimate Fast Oiler Group 
will arrive route point A at 23001 9 January being 
approximately 4 hours behind schedule. ComTaskGroup 
30.8 expedite arrival point A all possible. 
ComTaskForce 38 provide air cover for Task Group 
30.8 on 9 and 10 January remaining in vicinity latitude 
19-20 North Longitude 119 3 on 10 January until 
rendezvous with Task Group 30,8 can be made then 
proceed accordance Plan. 

COI\13RDFLEET to CTF 94 Info CINCPAC, CTF 93. CTG ~4.5, 
CTG 94.9, AIL TASK FORCE J'J'JD TASK GEOUP ffii.:ORS , 3RD 
FLEET, CTU 12.5.2. 

TASI~ FORCE 38 and Fast Oiler Group proceeding through 
LUZON STR ... ~ITS night 9-10 January for about 5 days 
operations in ·CHINA SEA. My 0100 04 not to all. 
During t ~-;. is period there is possibility enemy force 
approaching }3HILIPPINE SEA or forward area bases 
from ~I~IR2. Request you employ all means at your 
disposal attack and destroy this force· should it 
appear. Task Unit 30.8.12 (slow oilers 2 GVE and 
escorts) will operate in area ready during this 
period and will be retired southeast if enemy threat 
develops. 

TOP SECRST. It is essential that neutralizing air 
effort be experted against Fom.~osA Fields to lessen 
air attacks therefrom against LIIJG'\.YEN. Reauest 
that :FC l~':CSA -OKINA~'•T'\. airfield be attacked by 20th 
Air ' orce during the critical period of 1~~-1 operation 
8 through 8 plus 8 days within limit of capability. 

1\:AOAi'tT:TIJR to CG ~4...1:m·:y ·1IH ~ORC~b· , ~·;~SI:I~~Gr_20N , Info 
CIJ:JCPOA, COL3RDFLT, D·"BPUJ.'Y COLi 20th AI1~ FORC~, 
U . 3. JLRltY IPORGl~S , CEIN.~, JOV rCH . 
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10 1447 

/ 

11 0504 

CINCPOA to Info 

TOP SECRET. NIMITZ tp Yl.ACARTHUR. I am .becoming 
concerned over the· ··prospects for · readiness of the 
24th Co~ps for th~ ICEBERG Operation with a target d~te 
of 1 April. At what1 date can that Corps be relieved 
from Com9at Operations • . 

CINCSWPA to CINCPOA Info COMINCH. 

TOP SECRET. Progressive movement 7th and 70 - 7th 
Division~ into staging areas LEYTE GULF corninences in 
about 1 week. All units these Divisions except 1 
combat team expected close in staging areas on or 
before 7th February. Ex~epted unit which must await 
arrival ad·vance eleme.nt .Anierica·n Division will clO'se 
before 15th Februar:~. 96 Division "now out of combat 
and assembling LEYTE GULF Area. Above schedule will 
be expedited as consistent with the demands for 
facilities of area connection success M-1 assault. 

DEPCONillF 20 to CINCPOA Info COM3RDFLT CTF 94. 

TOP SECRET. BomCom 21 has been directed to carry out 
major effort at earliest practicable date against 
principle air installations OKINAWA. Probable date 
between 12th and 14th. Detailed plan will follow. 

MACARTHUR to COMFEAF, CINCPAC, OOM3RD FLT, COMAAF, 
ADV ECH, ADVANCED ECH GHQ, COMANF, WASATCH, CTF 77, 
CL47 BOISE. 

T.OP SECRET. BomCom 20 has been dire_ct ed to neutralize 
with1n capabilities air installations on FOHMOSA 
during period 10 through 17 January. H.efer our 
CX 56140, T.O.O. 091301 GCT. 'NASHINGTON designated 
targets embracing primary air installatibns on 
FOlZMOSA including SHINGHIKU, DEITO and KAGI. 

b 

CHUNflKING to NIMITZ, MACARTHUR Info CHEJ\1NAULT, 
STRATEiviEYER. 

TOP SECRET. Clearance is re quested ,for 14th Air 
Force t o lay mines in C~~ RilN~ BAY. 
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COMPHIBSPAC to COMFORWAHDAREA Info COM5THFLT, CINCPAC. 
~IIS I S TOP SECRET. Joint expeditionary Force will 
conduct rehersals in SAIPAN, rrn~IAN .Area 12 and 13 
February. CAP and ASP will be provided by Joint· 
Expeditionary Force only for the purpose of re- , 
hearsing planes and control units. It will be assumed 
the responsibility for protection of ships from air 
surface and submarine attack to remain with ComFwdArea 
unless otherwise notified. In case of emergency planes 
will be made available air Defense Commander on his 
reqt est. Carriers operating to the Eastward at 
distance .from Islands will provide own CAP and ASP. 

CINCPAC to COM5THFLT Info C01~~AREA, COlAPHIBSPAC. 

TOP SECRET. Cqnsid~r ComPhibsPac 09220 requires 
ciar1tication part~cularly with respect to area 
within which ComFwd~ea is desired to assume 
responsibility for protection of ships of Joint 
Expeditionary Force from Air Surface and Submarine 
attack respectively. ' 
CINCPOA to CINCSWPA Info COM?THFLT, COMINCH, 
COMBArrRON 1, COMESCARFOR. 

TOP SECRET. The fivesome agreement of 5 November 
provldes that after M 1 fire support ships "Will be 
released to arrive ULITHI by sail plus 10 to meet 
target date for detachment if the situation permitsn. 
My serial 0001164 of 24 December and my 240116 
December give desired movement of Pacific Fleet units 
returning-from your operational control after M 1. 
Com7thFlt was informed by me on 28 Decemher that 
retentions ot' these ships subsequent to M 1 would 
not be agreed ·to. Comdr allied Naval Forces Op 
Plan 18-44 of 30 December no received contemplates 
use of Pacific Fleet units including battleships~ 
cruisers, de,stroyers and escort ·carriers not only 
thru M 1 but also to participate in M 2, M 3 or M 4 
assaults and to carry out operations on K Day (29 
January) "and subsequent thereto". It is essen.tial 
that the fivesome agreement be adhered to in order 
that the detachment operation may "Cake place as 
ordered by the )joint chiefs of staff and as soon as 
possible after M 1. Re quest Com Allied Naval Forces 
Op Plan 18-44 be ~edified to delete all Pacifi~ Fleet 
units nov allocated , to him for the operation concerned. 
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11 0548 COMGENPOA to CINCPOA 

Top Secret. Exch~nge of units between Southwest Pacific 
and Pacific Ocean Areas is subject. In view of CINCSWPA 
dispatch CX56038 (D/T 071226 Jan) is the exchange directed 
in CINCPOA serial 0001060 plus the return to Pacific 
Ocean Areas of the 38th and 179th Coast Artillery · 
battalions and designation of detachment 1, 384th Signal 
Company, aviation, the final action to be expected refer-
ence message-form this headquarters serial 00086, dated 
24 Dec. Early information on availability of these 
units in planning for iceberg is imperative. Based on 
reply to this message, final action may be initiated 
requesting War Department to re-assign units to be 
transferred. 

11 1031 CTG 77.2 to TG 77.2, TG 77.3, TG 77.4 Info. All TFC & 
TGC 3rd & 7th, CTF 77, CTF 78, CTF 79, etc. 

Top Secret. This is ComBatRon 1 OpPlan 1-45. Para 1; 
It is believed that the enemy is preparing to resist · 
our occupation of LINGAYEN by surface forces. 1 of the 
strongest which might be encountered is expected to ap-
proach from FOill~OSA and could have the following units: 
4 BB, 2 CV, 2 ·cVL, 2 CA, 3 CL and upward of 15 DD. Own 
force will be supported by Jrd Fleet Air and surface 
forces and land based air and additional units made 
available by CTF 77. Para 2~ This force will cover own 
forces in and approaching and retiring from LINGAYEN GULF 
Area in order protect them from enemy surface forces. 
Para 3: TG 77.2 and 77.4 take covering position off 
LINGAYEN ~ GULFUCB, the general area bearing 315 degrees 
25 miles from Point CAW and operate in spaniel, airdale 
or collie as directe~ During daylight, when directed, 
a combined cruising disposition similar to 4RO will 
generally be taken. During darkness and low visibility, 
when directed, TG 77.2 and TG 77.4 will generally take 
separate dispositions similar in case of TG 77.2 to 
5R01. When latter dispositions are taken TG 77.4 will 
take station about 10 miles distant from 77.2 on the 
reverse of the probable enemy bearing line and will be 
prepared to retire LINGAYEN GULF in an emergency. · 
TG 77.3, whenever practicable maintain a position which 
will facilitate joining TG 77.2 vicinity LINGAYEN GULF 
if ordered. Subpara XRAY continue present tasks as-
signed CANF-SV~A OpPlan 17-44 and continue air searches 
Para B Appendix 5 to Annex E CTG 77 .·4 OpPlan 3-44. 
Should fleet action eventuate use Battle Plan A or B as 
applicable. Para 4 Fuel will be available in oilers 
when requested. In urgent cases fuel destroyers from 
heavy class. Para 5 Use C~~F-SWPA Communication ~lan 
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11 1031 CTG 77.2 to TG 77.2, TG 77-3, TG 77.4 Info. All TFC & TGC 3rd & 7th, GTF 77, CTF 78, CTF 79, etc. (Continued). 
17-44 and Annex S and Annex E, My OpPlan 3-44. Use 
zone minus 9 time. Commander LINGAYEN Defense Force 
in BB 44 with TG 77.2. 

11 1657 CTG 77.2 to TG 77.2, TG 77.3, TG 77.4 Info. CTF 77, 
CTF 78, CTF 79, CTF 38, etc. 

Top Secret. This is Annex B, Battle Plan B, (night 
b~ttle plan) to ComBatRon 1, 4 and 5 as in Annex A, 
Battle Plan A, to Operations plan. Paragraph 2: This 
force will destroy enemy battle line, engaging it in 
normal action at moderate ranges, using destroyer 
torpedo attacks and air attacks by carrier based planes 
plus maneuver to hold the gun range so obtained in order 
to protect blue forces in, and approaching and retiring 
from LINGAYEN GULF. Paragraph 3 As in Annex H Night 
action CTG 77.2 OpPlan 3-44. 

12 1241 CominCH & CNO to CinCPac Info. CinCSWPA, Com3rdFlt, 
Chiefs of Staff Army and Joint. Chief of Staff. 

Top Secret. Suggest for immedfate consideration if not 
already arranged that 3rd Fleet maintain position in 
area, perhaps westward of LUZON Strait, such that it can 
surely protect area MINDORO Strain to LINGAYEN against 
enemy .surface attack from SOUTH CHINA SEA or via FORMOSA 
STRAIT or LUZON STRAIT. . 

11 2239 Com3rdFlt to 3rdFlt Info. CinCPac, CinCSWP, Com7thFlt, 
ComFEAF, Com5thAF, Coml3thAF, All TF and TG Comdrs 7thFlt. 
Top Secret. This is alternate 3rd Fleet exit plan from 
CHINA SEA, short title exit. Plan is effective if and 
when directed. Refer ComTaskForce 77 Op Plan 17-44, 
Annex C, Appendix 2, Chart 2, which TG Commanders hold. 
Para. TF 38 will transit SUHIGAO STRAIT commencing with 
arrival fleet TG at point kin at 18 hours 1 Xray day in 
accordance following schedule. Para. TG 38.1 arrive point kin 18 hours Xray day then proceed at 20 knots SOA 
through point pad then south arriving east of CAGAYAN 
prior dawn Xray plus 1. While operating this vicinity 
provide air cover for all task groups uuring xray plus 1 day. Depart this area in time pass through point poi 
about 2200 1 Xray plus 1 SOA 16 knots MKPIOA. TG 38.2 
arrive point kin 21 hours TG 38.3 arrive safe point 24 
hours Xray day~ Both groups proceed from point kin via 
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11 2239 COMJRDFLT to 3RDFLT Info. CINCPAC, CINCSVJP, COM7THFLT, 
COMFEAF, ETC. (Continued). 

Route CARIBOO at speed of advance LNESL knots. Para. 
On Xray plus 2 day all groups prov1de own air .cover 
while proceeding at SOA 16 knots. During transit all 
groups be prepar~d catapult night fighters for own pro-
tection such to proceed LEYTE or MI1IDORO fields _only if 
carrier recover not possible. Para. Upon arrival 
position HOMONHON ISLAND Xray plus two day task groups 
proceed independently to southwest corner area Mick 
where rendezvous with oiler groups 0800 1 Xray plus 3 
and fuel all ships. Para. ComTaskForce 77 requested 
to notify all concerned this movement if plan is 
placed in effect. 

11 2241 COM3RDFLT to CINCPAC, CINCSWP, CTF' 77, COMINCH Info. 
CTF· 38. 
Top Secret. Weather prevented shipping slaughter 
FOfu~OSA 9th but enemy air was smothered and own force 
unlocated. Hesults by separate dispatch. Two oilers 
collided BALINTANG STRAIT but ~Otiff made rendezvous as 
usual. TF 38 and TG 30.8 entered CHINA SEA undetected. 
3 unobservant nip nats planes enroute LUZON to FO~IDSA 
shot down by night fighters. Refueled forenoon 11th. · 
Advanced TG 38.2 and TG 34.5 (augmented) toward CAMRANH 
at high speed covered by cap from other groups. At 
1630 3 jakes chasing SWPA search mariner stumbled onto 
force and were splashed apparently without reporting. 
at 0300 item 12th still undetected (one for RIPLEY) 
launched searches. To be continued. 

11 2206 MARSHALL to RICHARDSON Info. CINCPOA. 

Top Secret. War 90417 By JCS decision the 97 and- 86 
Infantry Divisions have been diverted to another theater. 
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12 1606 CINCPOA to COM3RDFLT Info. COMINCH, CINCSWP.A, COM7THFLT. 

Top Secret. Para 1: After fueling your 120220 
operate to northward disposed to cover the LINGAYEN 
MINDORO area against approach from LUZON STRAIT, FORNIOS~ 
ST11AIT or from the south and continue efforts locate 
enemy heavy ships. If more important targets do not 
appear strike HONG KONG at discretion. Para 2: When 
practicable advise me length of time you can remain 
in SOUTH CHINA SEA with regard to logistic support 
prospectively available including fuel and ammunisition. 
Assmae you will use your 2 tankers previously spotted 
at L~YTE as well as others under your control. Advise 
if commercial tanker deliveries desired at LEYTE. 

12 1941 COM3RDFLT to CINCPAC Info. CINCSOVffiSPAC, COM7THFLT. 

Top Secret. Your 121606. Estimate oilers sailed 
accordance my 121935 can reach position west of 
MINDORO by 17 January. I plan to join 2 oilers now 
at LEYTE with this group enroute. With fuel avail-
able today plus oil in these replacements will then 
be able remain in CHINA SEA at least until 23 January 
if required. Estimate ammunition remaining in ships 
will permit 4 additional full strike days. No com-
mercial tanker deliveries will be required LEYTE 
unles necessary for 7th Fleet reserve. 

11 1611 CTG 77.2 to TG 77.2, 77.3, 77.4 Info. CTF 77~78, 79, 
38/20378, COMINCH, COMAF 5 & 13, CINCSWPA, etc. 

Top Secret. This is Annex A Battle Plan A (RYY action) 
OYNDBC BatRon 1 o·)Plan 1-45. Para 1: General sit-
uatlon. Expected,that Japanese will react strongly 
with both Naval and Air Forces against blue Naval 
and enemy task group of 4 BB, 2 CV, 2 CVL, 2 CA, 
3 CL and 15 DD's may be used for this purpose. Own 
forces will be supported by land based air, by addi-
tional forces from TF 77 and by TG 77.3. Para 2: This 
force will destroy enemy , battle line initially by 
reducing . battle line speed by attack by carrier based 
planes, secondly by engaging enemy battle line in 
normal action at moderate ranges passing quickly throuw 
unfavorable long range bands and finally by any attacks 
coordinated with gunfire in order to protect blue 

' ~ forces in, and approaching and retiring from LINGAYEN 
GULF. Para 3: Battle line: CALIFORNIA, PENNSYLVl~IA, 
WEST VIRGINIA, COLOHADO, NEW MEXICO, MISSISSIPPI 
destroy enemy battle line by opening fire at about 

... / 
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11 1611 

26000 yards and by closing rapidly to moderate range 
of about 19000 yards and by then maneuvering to confine 
action with the enemy battle line to moderate range. 
Right flank force, Captain NICHOLS, RN, SHHOPSHIRE, 
PORTLAND, MINNEAPOLIS. DesRon 56 (temporary), DesRon 60 
(temporary), attack enemy battle line; defend own 
battle line. Left flank force, Rear Admiral BERGEY, 
PHOENIX, DJ:!;NVER, MONTPELIER, DesRon 21 less HOWORTH, 
J~~KINS and LA VALLETTE, attack enemy battle lin~ de-
fend ovm battle line. Escort carrier group gain and 
maintain control of the air. Reduce enemy battle 
line speed when directed by 0 T c. Coordinate 
activities with land based planes •. Farag. (X) as 
in paragraph 3 Xray Day action plan, Annex H, CTG 77.2 
OpPlan 3-44. Para four S E one. Para 5. Communica-
tions in accordance with Annex E my OpPlan 3-44 
with battle frequencies as shovm in Article 2212 
para (B). Special organization voice and C W calls 
as set forth in CANF SW~A Communication Plan 5-44. 
Use zone minus 9 time. Commander LINGAYEN Defense 
Force in BB44 with battle line. 

06 2231 JOINT CHI~FS OF STAFF to WED~ffiYER Info. NIMITZ, 
MILJ:l..S, CHENNAULT. 

To~ Secret. Photograph projects in CHINA reur 
CF X 27108 is subject. Para 1: Cancel existing 
request my MILES for areas defined in CEAX 18083 
dated October 27 and substitute request in paragraph 2 
below which is based on statement; by CinCPOA to 
Joint Chiefs of Staff on 16th December. Para 2: 
Minimum immediate requirements for CinCPOA (Reference 
map series ~AS L581): Subpara A: For mapping, to 
complete 6-inch vertical cover of all land within 
area bounded by 121 degrees 45 minutes east, 122 
degrees 30 minutes east, 29 degrees '30 minutes north, 
and 30 degrees 30 minutes north. Wanted by 1 April. 
Subpara B: Reconnaissance photography as follows: 
Subparagraph 1: 1st priority: South coast of CHOU 
SHAN to depth 4 miles inland, south and north coasts 
of NINGPO PENINSULA to depth 3 miles inland from 
121-50 east longitude and HENG PU to eastern tip of 
peninsula. Include MEI SHAN and channel, also 
CHI-TING SHAN and channel. Desired by 1 February, 
approximate scale 1 to 10,000 instead of 1 to 5,000 
re ~uested by CinCPOA which is not considered prac-
ticable at this time. Subparagraph 2: 2nd priority: 
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06 2231 JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF to WEDEMBYER info. NIMITZ, 
MIL~S, CH~I\TI\JAULT (Continued) • 

10 2302 

Complete cover islands TAO-HUA-TAO and LIU-HENG-TAO 
desired by 1 February, approximate scale 1 to 10,000. 
Subparagraph 3: 3rd priority: Entire island TAl-
SHAN by 1 March, approximate scale 1 to 10,000. 
Para 3: Minimum immediate requirements stated by 
Joint Chiefs of Staff are completion of 6" vertical 
mapping photography of' these areas: Remainder of 
NIMROD SOUND and CHU SAN ARC~IPELAGO, l',OOCHOW, SAMSA 
INLET, WENCHOW, .AMOY, S' 'fATOW, SHANGHAI, BIAS BAY, 
HONG KONG-CANTON. Photography desired in order 
listed as soon as possible under present conditions. 
Technical specifications· as in JCS 756/2. Photo 
cover of bays named should extend inland about 20 
miles from shore. Around named towns photo cover 
should extend about 20 miles and farther if necessary 
to include adjacent coast and close in islands or 
important terrain or cultural features. Additional 
details on location each area being air mailed by 
WDGBI. Para 4: Longer range .A1'lEDS can be met by sup-
plementing above requirements by trimetrogon photo-
graphy as planned under JCS 756/2 as your capabilities 
permit. Completion date October 1945 given your CFBX 
28237 acceptable but earlier date desirable. 
Priorities and various details of JCS 756/2 now being 
revised and will be mailed you soon as completed. 
Para 5: Please advise if you can accept request of 
para 2. Para 6: Security of requirement para 2 
is paramount. Request photo missions over lower 
priority areas be flown concurrently and photos 
shipped to provide maximum deception. 

WAR to MACARTHUR, HARMON info. WEDEMEYER, CHENNAULT, 
LEMAY, HANSELL. AAF POA passed to CINCPOA. 

Top Secret. J£very effort is being made by WEDEMEYER 
to support 20th Bomber Command during period January 
lOth to 17th regardless of sacrifices entailed. It 
is estimated that the logistical support he is giving 
will permit 2 attacks by 20th Bomber Command of ap-
proximately 50 to 60 aircraft each with 8 to 10 ton 
bomb loads on air installations in FORMOSA. These 
strikes will take place as soon as supply situation 
and weather uermit. Estimate now is that these attacks 
will occur on or about 13/14 January. Meanwhile 20th 
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. 10 2302 WAR to IVIACAHTHUR, HAIDviON info. WEDEMEYER, CH~'NNAULTj 
L~~Y, HANSELL. AAF POA passed to CINCPOA (Cont'd~ • 
Bomber Command is attacking on 11 January floating 
dry docks, repair facilities at SINGAPORE with ap-proximately 48 aircraft. 21st Bomber Command is to attack air installations OKINAWA near future with major force. Estimated date on or about 12 to 14 
January. This message has purpose informing all 
concerned. Strike and operational reports will be sent by book message to all concerned. 

12 1252 BOISE for :M.ACARTIIDR to CINCPOA info. COMINCH, 
C01ffiATRON 1, COM7THFLT, COMESCARFOR AND GHQ ~~niA. 

To~ Secret. Reference UR 110216. Operation plans to whlch you refer are merely sorties to cover possible 
contingencies. I share your desire to carry out your 
plans on target dates announced and will do everything 
within my power to accomplish this purpose. Your 
message brings up very definiteiy the general question which I have previously discussed with you as to. 
necessary measures to protect the LINGAYEN beachhead 
from surface ship attack. The extremely limited 
strength of the Seventh Flt unless augmented is 
entirely inadequate for such purpose and is barely sufficient for escort duty to and from the beachhead. 
To withdraw the 3rd Flt and the elements which have 
temporarily augmented the 7th Flt will completely 
expose LINGAYEN to Naval surface attack and would plainly invite disaster. Under these circumstances what is your suggested solution to comply with the 
Naval mission of the basic directive of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff with regard to the LUZON operation. 

12 1415 COM7THFLT ADV HQ to CTF 78 info. CTF 77, CTF 79, CINCSlfVPA, CG 8th A~IT, COMINCH, CINCPO.A, COM7THFLT 
/ CTG 78.3. 

Top Secret. Following additional operations to be used as M6 are directed by these additions (Change 
Number 1) to CANF OpPlan 18-44. Add to,para one sn 
list of operations instructions new subpara quote F) 
86 dated 11 January 1945 unquote. Add to end of para 2 the following quoteicnd Will transport, pro-tect, land ans support minO"relements of Eighth U S Army in the BATANGAS and/or TAYABAS Provinces of 
southern LUZON unquote. Add to end of para 3 (A} Quote Transport, protect, land. by 2 successive amphibious 
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12 1415 COM7THFLT ADV HQ to CTF 78 info. CTF 77, CTF 79, 
CINCffiVPA, CG 8th Am,IT, COMINCH, CINCPOA COM7THFLT 
CTG 78•3 (Continued). 

landings and support minor elements of Eithth US Army 
in the coastal sector. AASUGBU-PACBILAON (TAYAYTS). 
Provide transportation for and support additional 
supplementary minor operations as requested by 
Commanding General 8th US Army and as permitted by 
available means. Designation attack group or unit 
commander for these operations unquote. Para 3 (X) 
(8) Insert new subpara quote C.M-6 assault successive 
operations using 11th Airborne Div (Reinf) mounting 
from LEYTE target date of landing at initial objec-
tive S plus 2~ (exact dates are determined by the 
requirements of the Ml operations and will be designa-
ted by GH~ unquote). Renumber old para 3 (X) (8) 
C to D and add the following quote The landing loca-
tions of the M6 operations will be later designated by 
GHQ unquote. New subject. lv:ake following corrections 
CANF SWPA Op Plan 18-44 as change number 2, annex B, 
Page 2, Para 12 (Item 2) (B) Correct 3 LST under 
TransDiv 21 to read 3 LSI. Para Item 2 (C) Delete 4 
liberty ships. Substitute 11 LSTs as assigned. In-
terchange ALLER and ABBOTT. Page 5, para 3-1 Correct 
25 January to read 24 January. Page 6: Strike out 
para 3-1(3). Para 3-2(1) Add AFCBR WARREN quote: 
AQUARIUS, MERCURY, ELECTRA~ RIXEY unquote. Strike out 
entire paras 3-2(3) and (4J. Para 3-4(1) at end of 
sentence insert quote Plus RIXEY, STARLIGHT, STORM 
KING, ELECTRA, AQUARIUS, MERCURY unquote. Page 
3-4{5) Correct 15 LSM to 30. Strike out para 3-4(6). 
Para 3-5 Strike out last Lt. lines. Para 3-SixTAiavlD 
After combatant ships quote and APDs unquote. 
Para 4 Insert following as new subpara {1) and number 
succeeding subparas quote If required route ships 
ORAVBDil\CS 41 and FY1JUBKO (Para l-2(B) of Annex Baker) 
to HOLLANDI.A to obtain logistic requirements and p.ick 
up boats, t hence to MOROTAITOEM to load. After return 
from M3, and if necessary and practicable, these div-
isions will pick up boats at HALLANDIA or tffiNUS. If 
required, route ships of TransDivs 11 and 12 (para 
l-2{C) of Annex B) to HOLLANDIA to obtain logistic 
requirements and pick up boats, thence to BIAK to 
load unquote. 
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30 1431Z MACARTHUR to CINCPOA info. COU AIJLILD NAVAL 
FORCES (WASATCH), ComGenBth Army, ComGen6thArmy. 

Top Secret. Your 160342 October and my CX 54629 lOth 
December Para (CX 55666) based on estimates of re-
quirements for escort of M-1 reinforcement convoys 
and conduct of the M-3 assault with target date 29 
January. It will be necessary to retain PO adee 
escort elements, including CVE groups RX as follows: 
(A) 9 CVE, 8 DD and 6 DE scheduled for release 
horror 30 December, delay to 29 January. (B) 12 DD 
scheduled for release stevedore 4 January. Omit to 
cover battle losses sustained to date. (C) 6 DMs 
scheduled for rel~ase stevedore 11 January, ' delay 
to 9 February. (D) 8 M~s, 6 PC and 3 PCs scheduled 
for release f.iainyard 20 January, delay to 9 February. 
(E) 9 DD scheduled for release Mainyard 20 January, 
delay to 18 February. (F) 4 DMs and remaining small 
craft scheduled for release ·accumulation 25 January, 
delay to 9 February. (G) 9 DD scheduled for release 
accumulation 25 January, delay to 18 February. (H) 
9 CVE, 12 DD and 12 PC scheduled for release horror 1 
February, delay to 9 February Para The question 
of the old battleships and associated elements will be 
taken up later, based upon the situation. Para. As 
also amphibious equipment. The release dates indicated 
above are necessarily computed on the situation we 
assume will exist. They will of necessity have to be 
varied with actual conditions. Continuous effort will 
be made to release this equipment. to combat the 
earliest dates which are found practicable •• 

13 0850 CINCPOA to CINCSWPA info. COMINCH, COM3rdFLT, COM?thFLT. 
Top Secret. The LINGAYEN beachhead is now being covered 
by all the available major units of the Pacific Fleet. 
It is cle&r that the requirements for cover by heavy 
ships will continue until either the principal enemy 
units which threaten it are destroyed or our shore 
based air forces become capable of protecting the 
beach head with the assistance of light naval forces. 
The Jrd Fleet will continue to attempt to locate and 
destroy the principal enemy units now operational. 
The early accomplishment of this purpose will best 
solve the local problem and will permit early applica-
tion of the striking power of the fleet in the carrier 
attacks on HONSHU which comprise the 1st phase of detach 
ment. These attacks will most effectively contain the 
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13 0850 CINCPOA to CINCSi~A info. COMINCH, COM)rdFLT, 
COM7thFLT (Continued). 

enemy fleet units remaining in the empire and will 
provide effective strategic support for your posi-
tion in the Philippines. Para. I am glad to have 
your assurance that you will do everything in your 
power to permit carrying out my plans on the target 
dates established and could ask no more. My 110216 
was intended to ensure that Pacific Fleet units are 
not definitely planned to be retained to establish 
a new beach head at VIGAN or so located elsewhere 
as to create new problems. Para. It is my hope that 
the 3rd Fleet will be able soon to terminate the threat 
of strong enemy surface attack. Meanwhile its 
destruction of enemy shipping will further cripple 
the enemy capacity to make ware effectively. 

13 1511Z CINCSWPA to COM AlLIED AIH FORCES info. COM3RDFLT, 
COM ALLIED NAVAL lt'ORCES, CTF 73, etc. 

Top Secret. Possibility that Jap 2nd Diversion 
Attack Force is moving northeast along line: North-
west coast of BORNEO-PALAdAN favored by weather. 
Extend Sectors L, K, and J of search plan H to 
maximum practicable distance. Initiate special long 
range searches along northwest coast BORNEO to 
maximum practicable distance. Maintain above searches 
until further notice. This radio confirms instruc-
tions by telephone this date, MACARTHCR. 

12 2013 CINCPOA to COMGEN US Am\IT FORCES CHINA info. CO~illAV 
GROUP CHINA, COMG~N 14thAF, COM5thFLT, CINCffiVPA. 

Top Secret. Subject is supporting operations for 
ICEBERG. Request you maintain search of area indi-
cated on inclosures to Fivesome Agreement. Continue 
mining of HONG KONG Harbor. During period L-14 to 
L-12 inclusive strike HONG KONG. Request your concur-
rence or comment. L Day will be confirmed by later 
dispatch. 
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14 2125 DEPCOM.AF 20 to COMAF 20 info. CINCPOA, COIVIINCH, 
C/8 NAR DEPT. COMGENPOA. 

Top Secret. AAFPOA 0695 Plans for 1~IANAS. 
Development includes provision of field facilities 
for five wings as follows: Eight groups on GUAM, 
eight groups on TINIAN and four groups on SAIPAN. 
Implementation of development of fields for the 
additional eight groups still is dependent on 
provision by War Department of required Army 
Service Forces. As soon as they are made available 
CINCPOA will schedule 316 and 315 wings into TINIAN 
and GUM~ respectively. Tentative plans for develop-
ment leguminous will provide field facilities for 
one VLR wing of four groups by W Day. W Day is 
D Day of Operation for seizure of indispensible. 
This offers excellent possibility for redeployment 
BomCom 20. Recommend that this unit, together with 
appropriate air and ground service troops including 
mobile transport squadrons be made available for 
redep~oyment to POA for stations in leguminous. If 
approved request detailed information as to units 
available. Plan for provision of necessary surface 
and air transport. In view existing shortages in 
ground service troops CINCPOA urges that maximum 
ground service troops now supporting BomCom 20 
accompany that unit. 

15 0021 CINCPOA to CINCSV~A info. CINCSWPA (ADV ECH HQ), 
COI/.fGENUSAFFE, COl:IGEN lOTHARlvJ.Y, COMGJ!;NXXIVCORPS, 
COMGENPOA. 

Top Secret. Prior correspondence has not clarified 
completely the staging of all units of 24th Corps. 
Request immediate advice if all units comprising 
XXIV Corps in accordance with myser 0001060 of 
2 Dec not to all are being assembled for staging 
with divisions per ur 081321 not to all Para. 
COMGENPOA requested to take necessary action with 
'Nar Department to effect transfer of units required 
by myser 0001060. 
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15 0649 CINCPOA to CINCSOYIJ'ESPAC info. COM5THFLT, COM?THFLT. 
< 

Top Secret. Request authority for Com 5th Fleet to 
send appropriate ships to CASIGURAN BAY during or 
after the detachment operation to determine suitability 
its use as an advanced anchorage during ICEBERG. 

( 

12 0730Z CTF 77 to C!NCSWPA info •. CINCPOA, CO,MINCH, COMESCARFO·R, 
COl\ffiATRON 1. 

14 0930 

Top Secret. CinCPOA 110216. My Op-Plan 18-44 is 
in effect and addendum to 17-44 covering ~ll. It 
provides for the reinforcement of the initial as-
sault and the conduct of such ·contingent operations 
as may be ordered. It included in thetask organiza:-
tion and assignment of forces all combatant units 
operating under my command at the initiation of 
the Ml operation. It was clearly understood by me 
that the forces assigned were subject to modification 
from t ,ime to ·time during the scheduled 32 day rein-
forcement period and as units v~ere returned to the 
Pacific li'1eet in accordance with agreements reached 
between CINCPOA and CINGWP.A. It was prepared prior 
to ~he receip~ of CINCPOA letter serial 0001164 of 
24 December which lists names of vessels and dates 
f'or return to POA. It was ,further understood that 
the release of OBB and associated elements of fire 
support group has to be effected on scheduled dates 
if the situation permitted. CINCSWPA 301431, reply 
to which by CINCPOA has not been received by CTF 77. 
Adjustments -tor battle losses such as 3 CVE scheduled 
remain in S1WA were also to be made subsequently. 

SDPREIVIE ALLIED COMDR SOE.AST .ASIA COl\[M.AND to COM ALLIED 
NAVAL FORCES (WASATCH) info. COM3RDFLT, CINCPOA. 

To;p Secret. Your 210 13 January. Have no objection 
or restr iction 'to 20th Bomber Co~nand bombing and min-
ing SAIGON 22 and 23 January. Request information 
addressees advise action addressee direct if dates 
satisfactory. Our CX 56055 concurred with request 
your 204 of 4 January. Signed MacARTHUR. 
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13 0237 CINC.POA to COMGENPOA info. COMGENAAFPOA, COMF\'1/DAF{l~, 
ISCOM GUAM. 

Top Secret. Reurser 0002 of ) ' January which is 1st 
ind on COI"1GENAAFPOA letter of 31 December, subject: 
Revisions to· Base Development Plan - GUAM, see 
mydis -050601. Desire to qefer shipment of any 
materials or units of 2nd GUM~ VLR 'Wing and 
authorization of construction until necessary 
service troops are avilable for support •. Required 
shipping and service troops have nbt yet been made 
available. Shipment of construction material and 
supporting service troops if and when available 
will precede shipment of VLR units. Base develop-
ment plan will be revised to indicate the additional 
facilities only for purpose~ of planning base layout 
and allocation of area. To provide sufficient time 
for procurement required materials and equipment 
in case 2nd Wing is accepted, the procurement of 
necessary materials and equipment and stocking same 
on west coast is approved. One VLR wing is authorized 
for indispensable and knowledge. Second VLR Wing 
on GUAM approved subject to availability of shipping 
and supp9rting service troops. 

16 1052 CINOPAC to COM 3rd FLT info. COMINCH. 

Top Secret. Your 160211 received. Desire results 
your operations 15th and 16th before making decision 
which I will make about 162330 GeT·. 

r 

12 1415 CdM7TBLWLT ADV HQ to CTF 7S info. CTF 77, CTF 79, 
CINC~NPA, CG 8TH AlThiT, COMINCH, CINCPOA, COM7THFLT, 
CTG 7-B ,. 3 • 

. Top Secret. Following additional operations to be 
used as M6 are directed by these additions (change 
number 1) to CANF op plan 18~44. Add to para oneysn 
list of operat·ions instructions new subpara quote 
(F) 86 dated 11 January 1945 unquote. Add to end 
of para 2 the following quoteicnd Will transport, 
protect, 1and an.d support mino:r-elements of Eighth 
US Army in the. BATANGAS and/or TAYABAS Provinces of 
Southern LUZON unquote. Add to end of para 3 (A) 
Quote Transport, protect, land by 2 successive 
amphibious landings and support minor elements of 
Eighth US Army in the coastal sector. AASUGBU-
PACBILAON (TAYABAS ). Provitl e transportation for 
and s upport add,itional supplementary minor o,perations 
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12 1415 COM?THFLT ADV HQ, to CTF 78 info. CTF 77, CTF 79, 
CINCSWPA, CG 8TH ARMY, COMINCH, CINCPOA, COM?THFLT, 
CTG 78.3 (Continued). 

as requsted by Commanding General 8th US Army and as 
permitted bJ available means. Designation attack 
group or unit commander for these operations unquote. 
Para 3 (X) (8) Insert new subpara quote C.M-6 assault 
from LEYTE target date of landing at initial ob-
jective S plus 21 (Exact dates are determined by 
the requirements of the Ml operations and will be 
designated by GHQ unquote). Renumber old para 3 (X)(8) 
C to D and add the following quote The landing loca-
tions of the M6 operations will be later designated 
by GH(~ unquote. New subject. Make following cor-
rections GANF ffiVPA Op Plan 18-44 as change number 2. 
Annex B, Page 2. Para 12 (Item 2) (B) Correct 3 LST 
under TransDiv 21 to read 3 LSI. Para Item 2(0) Delete 
4 liberty ships. Substitute 11 LSTs as assigned. 
Interchange ALLEN and ABBOTT. Page 5 para 3-1 
correct 25 January to read 24 January. Page 6. 
Strike out para 3-1(3). Para 3-2(1) add AFCBR WARREN 
Quote. AQUARIUS, MERCURY, ~LECTHA, RIXEY unquote. 
Strike out entire paras 3-2 (3) and STARLIGHT, STORM 
KING, LLECTRA, AQUARIUS, MERCURY unquote. Page 
3-4(5) Correct 15 LSM to 30. Strike out para 3-4(6). 
Para 3-5 Strike out last 4 lines. Para 3-six TAKMD 
after combatant ships quote and APDS unquote. Para 4 
insert following as new subpara (1) and number 
succeeding subparas: Quote If required route ships 
QRAVBDIMS 41 and FYUUBKO (Para l-2(B) of Annex Baker) 
to HOLLANDIA to obtain logistic requirements and pick 
up boats, thence to MOROTAITOEM to load. After 
return from M3, and if necessary and practicable, 
these divisions will pick up boats at HOLLANDIA or 
NillNUS. If required, rout ships of TransDivs 11 and 
12 (Para 1-2)( C) of Annex B) to HOLLANDIA to obtain 
logistic requirements and pick up boats, thence to 
BIAK to load unquote. 

15 1018 COM7thFLT to CTIP 78, CTG 78.3 info. COM?THIPLT, 
CINCPOA, CINCSWPA, COM3RDFLT, COMINCH 7THFLT. 

Top Secret. This is change number three to CINCS~~A 
Op Plan lS-44. Class 3 and above. Change number 1 
and 2 not to or needed by all. Para 1 subpara (E) 
Delete present line ans substitute 87 dated 14 Jan-
uary 1945. After M6 in line 13 add "M7". Para 2 
Delete AIGAN Area CIVIA ILOCOS SUR Province LUXJA and 
substitute "The San Antonio-Castillejo"s-San Felipe 
Area, Southern ZAMBALBS Province". Para 3(A} line 17 
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15 1018 COM7THFLT to CTF 78 CTG 78.3 info. COM7THFLT, CINCPOA, 
CINCSWPA, COM3RDFLT; COMINCH 7THFLT (Continued). 

Make same correction then insert new sentences 
"Clear and open SUBIC BAY for shipping. Initiate 
MTB operations at earliest practicable date". 
Para 3 (X) (8) (B) add "11th US Corps to assault 
and indicate GHQ, reserve to 41st US Inf Div" Delete 
K-Day and substitute B-Day. Para 3 (X) (8) (D) 
for third line substitute "The objective area 
for the M7 assault is the SAN ANTONIO-CASTILLEJOS-
SAN FELIPb Arean. Wherever occurring correct K-Day 
to B-Day. M3 assault to M7 assault. Objective 
area from AIGAN to SAN ANTONIO-FELIPE. Annex B 
Para Roman 2 arabic 1 Delete entire para and 
substitute therefore tasks assigned GHQ, Op Instruc-
tions 87 copies of which mailed action adees. 
Changes 1, 2 and 3 to iriclude corrected tasks 
Annex B vvill be distributed in printed form to 
all holders op plan. 

16 0211 COM3RDFLT to CINCPAC. 

Top Secret. Upon completion HONG KONG HAINAN 
strikes today consider immediate future dividends 
from further offensive operations ·by this force 
in CHINA SE.::. not commensurate with forces and 
effort involved. As defensive cover Task Force 38 
is being contained. Finally CHINA focus of 
operations so restrictive as to invite air attack. 
Recommend Task Force ·38 move east of FOlThiDSA LUZON 
line after fueling 17th. From that position can 
move to meet any reported enemy fleet detachments 
approaching LINGJ~YEN and can photo strike OKINAWA 
as opportunity offers. Persistent weather front 
has been lying over OKINAWA and may necessitate 
considerable waiting before desired photos can be 
obtained. Para Based on logistic considerations 
alone Task Force 38 situation as follows: (A) Fuel 
immediately available for CHINA SEA operations 
permits 8 more days. If proper notification re-
ceived this can be extended by bringing in addi-
tional oilers. (B) Provisions for more than 30 
days. (C) Ammunition for at least 8 more strike 
days exclus ive of .AJ? and fish always reserved for 
fleet action. 
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16 1836 CINCPAC to COMINCH info. CINCSWPA, COM3RDFLT, 
CONI5TID'LT, COM7r.IRFLT .. 

Top Secret. Para 1. My 130850 to CINCSWPA. Com 
3rdFlt 160211. All available intelligence indicates 
that KONGO Hn RUNA NAGATO Yl~~TA Force is still in 
empire while I SE HYUGA Force in vicinity LINGGA 
SI NGAPORE. I1.ileanwhile enemy air strength in FORMOSA 
and OKINAWA is increasing to an extent which makes 
it primary target for carrier attack. 3rd Fleet 
operations in South CHINA SEA in a more or less 
fixed position are obtaining diminishing returns 
with increasing risk. Para 2. Propose 
direct HALSEY on completing today's fueling move to 
eastward of LUZON STRAIT and strike enemy air force 
FORMOSA and OKINAWA. He will still be in position 
to intercept heavy ships coming from empire. Para 
three. To cover LINGAYEN dash MINDORO against 
LINGGA dash SINGAPORE force propose for about three 
weeks augment KINKAIDS eight An1erican cruisers 
and fifty destroyers with four battleships in best 
condition ~nd v.rill plan to conduct detachment bom-
bardment with BatDivFive plus NEVADA, TJ3jNtTESSEE and 
IDAHO augmented by fast battleships as necessary. 
By this means safety LINGAYEN will be ensured and 
contingent on readiness fast carrier force TOKYO 
strike and capture of nvo Jll[A will take place close 
to scheduled date with the effective strategic sup-
port of PHILIPPI~m campaign. Para four. Request 
concurrence as early as practicable. 

16 2220 COMINCH & CNO to CINCPOA info. CINCS', JPA, COM5THFLT, 
COM3RDFLT, COM7THlrLT. 

Top Secret. Concur in your 161836. 
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15 2201 CINC BPF to COMINCH info. ADJ./IIRALTY, CINCPAC. 
\ 

Tov Secret. Following .is a repetition of my 150136. 
I hereby report for duty in accordance with the 
octagon decisions. (2) The British Fleet will look 
forward to fighting along side the United States 
Navy in whatever area you may assign us. 

16 1837 CINCPOA to COMGEN20rr.HBOMBCOM info. DEPCOM20TH AF, 
CINpS./l.PA, COM7THFLT. 

Top Secret. Recommend if pracvicable you .include 
LINGGA roads in your mining plans for 25 January. 

15 1234Z CINC BPF to CMINCH, CINCPAC, COM?THFLT, COM5THFLT 
info. ADMIRALTY BAD YIASHINGTON. . 

Top Secret. This is part 1 my 151241 organization 
of British Pacific Fleet. Task Force 110 for use 
by CinC BPF Task Force 117 fleet train TasR: Force 118 
fast carrier force. Remainder unassigned. (2) It 
is intended to use task force callsigns and frequencies 
for Task Force 57 for instructional purposes unless 
otherwise ordered (3) British nomenclature of units 
and authorities forming the task force are: Read in 
3 columns: 1 unit or authority. 2 Short title of 
unit. 3. Short title of senior officer. British 
Pacific Fleet BPF CinCBPF, Vice Admiral second in 
cormnand British Pacific Fleet NIL VA. BPF, Naval Air 
Stations NIL FONAS, Vice Admiral Administration 
British Pacific Fleet NIL VAQ, fleet train NIL RAFT, 
carrier squadrons NIL RAA BPF. 

17 0133 CINCP.AC to COMINCH, .CNO. 

Top Secret. Area Petroleum Officer (Captain LOFIN'"lANN) 
has personal letter from Rear· Admiral CARTER ANPB 
presented by Captain MONTGOWillHY RNVR which contains 
following "As you know Royal Navy·petroleum require-
ments for those units serving in Pacific Ocean areas 
are to be included in the fi gures which you send us". 
Request of f icial information as to source of petroleum 
products for British Pacific Fleet as soon as practic-
able to a void embarrasment in relations with that 
fleet. See my 290513 to which no reply received. 
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16 2359 CINCPOA to CO~·!T3RDFLT info. CINCSV~r:?A, CO:M5THFLT, 
COMTriD'LT, COMINGH. 

Top Secret. Comply intent my 161836. Ac~nowledge 
at first suitable opportun~ty. 

17 0243 COM3RDFLT to CINCPAC info. CTF 38, CINCSOVffiSPAC, 
, COlVI7'fHFL:, CTF 77, COMAAF. 

Top Secret. Your 162359 acknowledged. _Fueling will . 
continue into 18th due to weather. If enemy still 
unaware our location will transit LUZON STRl ITS 
night 18-19 January otherwise will force passage 
in manner best suited to situation. Silence will 
signify arrival east of Straits on 19th. Plan 
~trike FOilliDSA from east on 19th fuel 20th strike 
OKINAWA 21st or 22nd. 

16 0327 CINC BPF to CINCPAC info. COWSEVENTHFLEET BAD 
WASHINGTON. 

Top Secret. {1) I have been informed by the British 
Admiralty Delegation WASHINGTON which has ' been in 
consultation with CDK that the ANPB will be respons-
ible for the supply of bulk petroleum products to 
all British units operating in the Pacific {2) I 
have been asked to forward you my requirements which 
are as follows {3) Initial bulk supplies will be 
required as follows by 20th February at MANUS {A) 
furnace oil 70,000 (70,000) tons (B) diesel oil 2500 
(2500) tons (C) aviation spirit 1,000 (1,000) tons 
by 5 March at advanced anchorage (D) furnace oil 
140,000 .tons (E) diesel oil 2500 tons {F) aviation 
part one my 160345. 

16 0345 CINC BPF to C INCPAC info. COM7ri'H li'Ll!;ET BAD WASHINGTON. 

Top Secret. Part 2 final of CINC BPF 160345 spirit 
2000 tons (4) It is estimated that requirements for 
April will be approximately (A) furnace oil 130000 
tons (B) diesel oil 4000 tons (C) aviation spi.rit 
2500 tons at present it is not possible to give the 
distribution of that between MANU$ and the advanced 
anchorage (5) Confirma,tion is requested that these 
requirements can be met. 
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15 0110 CINCSWPA to CINCPOA info. GHQ, SWPA. 

Top Secret. Listing of units constituting Army 
garrison force APO 248 in CinCPOA serial 0001191 
differs extremely from the present constitution of 
that unit as to indicate a fundamental change in the 
Pilbus agreement. It was agreed that the units now 
assigned to Army garrison force APO 248 which were 
organized to esta~lish the YAP Base were transf~rred 
to the Southwest Pacific area to perform the same 
function there. A study of CinCPOA's letter 0001191 
indicates that OinCPOA now cont~mplates the transfer 
of the 24th Corps of many of these ,units. ·units of 
the following general categories were not and still 
are not available in the Southwest Pacific to imple-
ment the present accelerated campaign and it was to 
meet this requirement that APO 248 was made available 
in the basic agreement. Most important units by type 
are: Signal construction, air \~R wing and service 
units, anti-aircraft units, port battalion, amphibious 
truck companies, engineer LJ Plt, general service and 
maintenance units, ordnance ammunition and heavy 
maintenance companies, quartermaster service companies . 
Our radio CX 5563.3 of 30 December to which no answer 
has been received was intended to clear possible 
minor variat.ions in the composition of Army garrison 
force APO 248. It is requested that CinCPOA's ser-

. ial 0001191 be reviewed in connection with our 
ex 55633 to bring the former in harmony with the latter 
and with the obvious requirement of the PHILIPPINE base 
to perform the function required by FILBAS agreement. 

13 ~t CINCEI to ADMIRALTY, SACSEAC, ACNB, HQSVVPA, COM7TlfB,LT, 
0939 GTF 71, US GOMDRP ACFLT, CSWPSF, SOE:B\ KANDY, RNLO, 

DELHI CD\fCBPF info. RAABPF, VABPF, VA 3. . 

Top Secret. Operation will be carried out by Force 
SI 3 consisting of indomitable (RAABPF) victorious 
illustrious indefatigable King George 5th Argonaut 
Black Prince Euryalus and 10 destroyers and Force 
SI 9 consisting of 1 destroyer (Part 1 my 131024). 
CINCBPF 03111}? December para 3 not to all addressees. 
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13 0956 CINCEI to CINCPAC. 

Top Secret~ Part 2 CINCEI 131024. ~ Escorting 
4 oilers (1 to rendezvous rrom Fremantle). 2. Ob-
ject air strike oil refineries PALEMBANG. 3. Out-
line program Vffi D minus 9 Force SI 9 sails Trin-
comaree D minus SI Force SI 3 sails Trincomaree D 
minus 2 1st refueling D day to D plus 2 lst strike 
period D plus 4 and 5 2nd refueling D plus 7 to 9 
2nd strike period. 

J:3 l02L,_ CINCEI to CINCPAC. 

Top Secret. _D plus 11 3rd refueling D plus 17 
Force S.I 3 arrives Fremantle D plus 13 Force SI 9 
(Less BPF oilers) arrive Trincomalee D plus 20 BPF 
oilers arrive Fremantle. 4. Programme after D 
plus 4 dependent on results obtained in first strike 
p~riod; 

13 1046 CINCEI to ADMIRALTY, CSV~SF, SACSEAB, SOEF, KANDY, 
ACNB RNLO DELHI, HQ.SWPA, CINCBPF, CTF 71, COM7THFLT, 
US COMDRPACFLT info. RJV\.BPF, VABDF, VA)..!-

170432 

Top Secret. 2. My 131024. D Day 22nd January. 

GTF 77 to CINCSVVPA,' Ll!."YTE and LINGAYE:t\J' info. GINCPAC, 
COM7TH~,LT COIVIINCH, COM3RDFLT, COM5TH1f1Lrr, _7THFLT HQ 
LEYTE. 

Top Secret. Right as augmented. CinCPac 161836. 
Adequate fo~ defense MINDORO-LINGAYEN against enemy 
heavy surface forces. Assuming -retention PORT~ID 
and Mil\JNlG.APOLIS total of US crui;sers would be 6 as 
Phoenix Boise Denver Montpelier only crpisers now 
with 7th flt although Cleveland is enroute to arrive 
LEYTE about 30 January. I have one Australian CA 
the SHROPSHIRE. However this combined total is con-
sidered to be ade~quate at !)resent. Para. The total 
of 50 destroyers crippled during the reinforc-ement 
and contingent operations there presents a difficult 
problef!l. Adequate destroyer screens are required 
for the 4 OBBS 7 cruisers and 6 CVEs. A total of 
19 large ships. 22 des~~~yers (augmented by anti 

submarine DEs) ~s considered a minimun1 with the 
prevelant 'type df Jap air tactics. This would leave 
a total of 28 f'or harbor defense and anti submarine 
screens for large volume of merchant type shipping 
and fleet ·auxiliaries at LINGAYEN Mil\!"'TIOH.O and LEYTE 
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17 0432 

17 0305 

LEYTE and LINGAYEN info~ CINCPAC, 
COM3RDIPLT COM5THFLT 7THFLT H 

and GHRTIN escort of transports and amphibious types 
lifting 5 reinforced divi$ions plus streamlined air-
borne division and regimental combat team from points 
between New Guinea and Leyte Island at Lingayen a-nd 
coastal points in ZAI~IBALES AND ,BArr.ANGAS Provinces 
for M-1 reinforcement and contingent NSOMSE by com-
bining transport types with LSTs where practicable and 
accepting delays caused by consequent 8 knot convoy 
speeds. By reducing destroyers escorting transgroups 
prodaeding separately to not more than 6, and by using 
only DEs an· smaller craft with convoys of merchant 
and miscellaneous shipping the destroyer requirements · 
for these purposes can be reduced to a minimum of 
36, all of which would be at sea on the same day at 
certain times. The total minimum requirement would 
thus be 58 DDs until 29 January at THESFOR Shore. 
With 30 US and 2 Australian DDs now assigned the 7th 
Fleet this would require the retention of a minimum 
of 26 POA destroyers until the completion of the 
contingent assault now scheduled for 29 January. 
No allowance is made for losses due to battle or 
other causes nor for at anchor keep. Para. 
Our files of communications exchanged between CINCPOA 
and CINCSV~PA indicates agreement on the retention 
of a total of 21 POA DDs until 18 February (7 of 
DesRon 2, 9 of DesRon 49, 4 of DesDiv 102, plus 
the ABBOTT). It is recommended that agreement be 
reached on the retention of 5 additional DDs until 
5 February at ULITHI. Suggest that ships assigned 
be those of DesRon 62 of which only 5 RJGIN this 
are (BAFAYN LAFFEY, MOALE, INGRAM, KOWREY with minor 
battle damage). 

CINCPAC to COMINCH, CNO info. · CON~IRPAC. 

Top Secret. Para 1. The principal requirements 
for combat employruent of Marine Corps aviation 
during the next 6 months in order of importance are: 
A. Shore based operations during ICEBERG in which 
severe attrition will be experienced in the 3 fighter 
groups involved. B. Operations from escort carriers 
and carriers.. C. GAHHISONS, MIDVl.AY, 11ARSHALLS, 
CAROLINES. D. Operations of f.,1.arine Air Wing 1 in 
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17 0305 CINCPAC to COMINCH, CNO info. COiiLAIRPAC. (Continued). 

Southwest Pacific Area. Para 2. After discussion 
with Vice Admiral FITCH I am not certain as to 
whether or not your 151632 contemplates meeting 
ICEBERG commitments and continuing loan of MarAirWing 
1 to Allied Air Force, SV~A. Opinion here is that 
manning 16 escurt carriers will certainly require 
vvi thdrawal of Marine Air V/ing 1 from the Southwest 
Pacific and probably not completely feasible if ICE-
BERG requirements are met and if lviarine Corps 
aviation is not to be expanded. Para 3. If Marine 
Air Wing 1 is withdra~vm to support the carrier 
program recommend it be accomplished by tactically 
balanced increments namely a light bomber group and 
fighter group together in each of 2 increments. 
Liedium bombers as a separate increment. Para 4. 
Concur in long range plan to man 16 escort carriers 
with Marines providing other commitments are met 
without expansion Marine Corps aviation. 

17 0900 COMGEN20THBOMCOM to CINCPOA info. DEPCOM 20th AIR 
FORCE, CINCSWPA, COM7THFLrr. 

To~ Secret. LINGGAI anchorage will receive priority 
consideration for another operation possibly within 
month. Meagre confirmation here on exact enemy 
anchorage location. Desire your available data for 
definition our mine field placements. Urdis 161837 
impracticable include LINGGA ROADS in forthcoming 
operation. 

17 1443 1/f ... ACARTHUR to COM3RDFLT info. CINCPOA, ADV ECH GHQ. 

Top Secret. Allied Air Forces attack FOl~~OSA 
scheduled 18 January has been called off due to 
possible . interference with 3rd Fleet operations 
directed d.n CINCPOAS 162359. Request 3rd Fleet 
advise ·when practicable as to his schedule in order 
that 5th Air Force strikes may be instituted in 
l!,ORMOSA. 

17 1420 COIVINAVGHOUP CHINA to COM 3RD FLT info. CINCPOA. 

Top Secret. 14th Air Force hitting HONG KONG 
about 0530 GCT 18th and 19th. B-24s and P-5ls 
involved. 
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30 1328 COMINCH & CNO to CINCPAC Info COM7THl!.,LE~T 

You~ 290513. To effect most efficient employment 
tankers in Pacific areas and utilize world wide sources of petroleum supply essential that providing these products be the responsibility of a single agency through existing 
area petroleum organizations. Agreements in CNO serial 
0365312 confirmed. Your future requirements submitted via 
area petroieum office should include increased quanti~ies necessary for Royal Navy units. ANPB will be responsible 
for delivery these requirements by commerc1al tankers into 
areas where Royal Navy will furnish sufr'icient oilers to 
service Royal Navy units. 

16 2210 CONlAAF SWPA to CINCPOA, COMSUBPAC Info CINCSINPA, COM3RDFLT, 
, COMAF 5 , C TF 77 • 

16 2254 

Top Secret. 5th Air Force FOID~OSA strikes cancelled 16 
January due weather and will be postponed indefinitely 
during establishment of air force in LINGAYEN Area. Ap-
preciate action by ComSubPac on our request for sub life-
guard service. Will make similar request at later date 
giving at least 48 hours notice. 

JOINT CHIEFS OF ST.AJPF to ~NEDEJ\ffiYER Info LEJlJAYT IvlACARTHUR, 
KENNEY, HARMON, C INC PO .A, S'11RATE~ffiYER, MOUNTBA :rEN. 
Reconsideration has been given to basing 20 Bomber Conwand 
outside of CHINA in view of your CFBX 31091 of 12 January. The Joint Chiefs of Staff approve the course of action out-
lined herein subject to availability of the necessary ship-
ping, the provision of which is now under study: (A) The 
20 Bomber Command to vacate bases in CHINA at once. (B) The 
20 Bomber Comn1and to prepare to arrive in the ~~RIANAS, 
2 groups by l April and 2 groups by 15 April, thereby 
delaying the scheduled move of .the 314th Wing of B-29s to the.t area. (C) The 20 Bomber Command to conduct limited 
operations from INDIA bases ugainst strategic .targets from SINGAPORE north to the limit of their range employing both bombs and mines, to conduct reconnaissance and also to per-
fDrm such missions as requested by SOUfiiEAST ASIA Command 
as might otherwise 'have been performed by the 7th Heavy 
Bombardment Group. (D) To move the 7th Heavy Bombardment Group and appropriate service units at your discretion from 
the lOth Air Force in I1~IA to the 14th Air Force in CHINA 
concurrently with the vacating of the CH~NGTU bases by 
the 20 Bomber Comrnand. (E) The 2 fighter groups deployed 
to CHINA for the protection of the 20th Air Force ~nits at 
CH~NGTU will remain temporarily assigned to the 14th Air 
Force. They will, however, be retained available for move-
ment to 20th Air Force bases in the ¥acific at a later date. 
(F) You will provide the required support by the 14th Air 
Force for operation ICEBERG. ln t is connection you will be expected to deliver approximately the same effort in the 
SHANGHAI area as would have been possible if the 20 Bomber Command had remained in CHENGTU. - Continued - 2 9 7 9 
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16 2254 JOINT Cfii~~FS or STAFF to Vf.EDEME'YER Info LEMAY, Errc iCONT'D. 

(G) The 315th Wing to be retained in training in the u.s. 
for an additional month making its readines s date 1 May 
instead of 1 April. The 315th Wing then to take over the 
base establishment originally planned for the 316th Wing. 
Since the 315th Wing is a special instrument precision unit, 

· the additional training time is considered most ~esirable. 
(H) The 316th Wing to be similarly retained in the training 
establishment for 1 additional month making its readiness 
date for its 1st 2 groups in July instead of June and that 
it then be deployed to the R~S in place of the 20 Bomber 
Connnand as currently planned. (I) On arrival in the MARIANAS 
the 20 rlomber Command to retain its present organization 
but to operate as a wing under the 21 Bomber Command. Dur-
ing this period to reconstitute the 58th Wing so that the 
20 Bomber Conmmnd may ultimately be released to be deployed 
in the PHILIPPINE-RYUKYU area to control the reconverted 
groups to be ultimately based therein. 2. The foregoing 
courses of action per.mit you to take the-steps you desire, 
namely: (1) To bring into CHINA the medium bombardment 
squadron belonging to the 14th Air Force which is still 
in INDIA and also to bring an additional heavy bombardment 
group and such supporting units as you elect into CHINA. 
You are aware of the fact that there are no additional air 
units available to you in INDIA or CHINA except parts of 
the lOth Air Force. Your pla~s to move additional air ser- · 
vice units into CHINA will have to be expressed in detail 
and considered separately. 

17 0349 JOINT c r.1IEFS OF sr.rAFF to NThliTZ Info MAC~THUR, \IVEDEMEYER. 

Top Secret. Joint Chiefs of Staff have agreed that the 
general concept of the 3 phases of ICEBERG comprises a neces-
sary course of action to insure security and adequate support 
for further a dvances, and in view of .the prospective limi-
tation in forces and resources, expansion in the BUIDaiOUSE 
follo~ving the seizure of LEGill~INOUS is the best course 
within our capabilities, as we now see them, to broaden the 
base of oper ations for fulfillment of the first phase of 
the over-all objective in the war against J APAN. Decision 
as to an operat ion on the SuBJ..,Thlli COAsrr will be deferred 
for the present. Para 2. It is, therefore, directed: 
(A ) That plans and preparations for expansion in the BUl'JK-

HOUSE fol lowing the seizure of LBGUMI NOUS along the general 
lines of I CEB1jRG be continued,. This operation is within 
your current directive.. Para. (B) Tha t pending further 
deci s ion , pr eparat ions f or a SUBLllv1Jl! COAST operation should 
be deferr ed , but p l anning should continue for an operation 
in t he CHL~S.AN-NINGPO Area . 
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17 0631 CONillAVGRP CHINA to CINCPOA. Info ComGen USF CHINA THEATER, COMFIFrrHFLEET, CINOS~ATPA. 

Commenting on urdis 122013. Concur in suggested supporting 
operations for ICEB~RG. HONGKONG strikes will probably 
be limited due to weather but will conduct to maximum of 
my capabilities (signed Chennault). 

17 1229 MACARTHUR to CINCPOA Info CINC US J:flJ~LE:r, CoMrl"NIRDFLEET, 
(t COf./ISEV_b;NTi:IFLEErr, GHQ. SWPA. 

17 1400 

I am concerned at your 161836 suggesting the immediate with-
drawal from Kinkaid's local covering force of two old 
battleships to be returned for repairs. His fleet will then 
be a central position between two echelons of the enemy's 
naval forces. He will be clearly superior to the one to , 
the south but will be in doubtful superiority to the one to 
the north and in unquestionable inferiority if ·bhe two 
enemy aingn units a~tack in .concert. It is not improbable 
that the Jap~nese will strike in strength when the Third 
Fleet is drawn away. I do not believe that . the strategic 
position of the Third Fleet in the Empire or in the ~Uffii~~AS 
will necessarily prevent his movement to the south for a 
quick attack against Kinkaid's forces. The Seventh Fleet 
augmented by only 4 old battleships opposed to the enemy 
force of ~ ppssibly 6 battleships might well be unable to 
cover LINGAYEN which might result in disaster to our PHILIP-
PINE operations. I strongly urge the _retention of his presen 
strength of 6 old b~ttleships until the situation has clari-
fied. If two old battleships are to be returned for repair 
they should- be replaced by others which are just out of over-
haul. 

C INC SVV'.2 A to 0 INC PO A Info HDQ SVvP A. 

Reference said radiogram 092135, all combat troops Southwest 
Pacific Area at present in the LEYTE area are expected to 
be loaded out ~or operations on LUZON before the end of 
January. The 24th Corps will be the only combatant unit 
present, pending the arrival of the Americal Division, 
which should close in this area about ·22 February. Until 
then, the 24th Corps vrill have to perform part of the combat 
mission and will also have to assist in the operation of the 
port, including working its new equipment and supplies ashor~ 
It will be assembled in accordance with my radiogram CX56091 
and rehabilitation and reequipment will be pushed with the 
greatest vigor~ In view of the above, it is believed the 
operational control of this unit shou~d remain in this area 
until the unit departs. I could suggest that the preferable 
$'Y:stem would be to permit free correspondence between the 
lOth Army and 24th Corps on all matters relating to rehabili-
tation, reequipment, and launching of this unit. It is hoped 
that Cincpoa vvill feel free to send officers of his comra.and 
to visit ·bhis unit and to oversee its preparation without 
further request on this headquarter~~ . 2 9 81 
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17 15 35 CINCSWPA to CINCPOA Info COMSEVE.NT,H:B..,LEET 2 GHQJ SYJPA. 

Top Secret. Delayed dates for return of CVEs and escorts 
were discussed with Admiral Sherman during visit to LEYTE 
and ·at BO TI/LE was tentatively understood these dates generally 
would b.e satisfactory. A confirming radiogram · CX 55666 
DTG 301431 was dispatched from this headquarters under the 
DTG (5 gr garble) was received to this radiogram and in 
order to proceed, the assumption was made that the delayed 
dates would be satisfactory. These dates cannot be changed 
without compromising the success of the LUZON campaign, 
since the escorts are required to protect convoys carrying 
reinforcing units. A continuing effort will be made to 
meet the dates which you desire as nearly as the tactical 
situation will permit. Analysis of your serial 0001164 
indicates tha-c the amphibious equipment li sted therein will 
be returned to the placesindicated on the dates required 
with the exception of cert~:.; in ships which had originally 
been agreed to be returned to LEY~E and those were changed 
to more distant locations. It will be impracticabl~ to 
change plans to effect return of vessels of the excepted 
category to the more distant location on same schedule as 
they were to be returned to LEYTE. 

18 0141 CINCS'NPA to CINCPOA Info GHQ, SVT2A, GINCUS:B'L:liET, CONISEVENTHFLT 
COM'rHIHDFLEET. 

18 0358 

Subject to comr1ents in my (top secret)_ CX 50030 (too 171229) 
with regard to battleships concur in Com7thFleet dispatch 
170342. 

CINCPAC to CTF 77 Info COMI NCH, CINCSvTt?A, COM7THFLrr 2 COMDE3PAC 

This refers your 170432 not to all in regard to destroyers. 
Of those DD scheduled to return HORROR 24 January you are 
authorized to retain GRI DLEY, MAUHY, and MCCJ1 LL of DesRon 
6. STEV~N3 and DASHIELL of DesHon 25. IZARD of DesRon 56. 
Para. 57 DD under your operationa l control through 5 
February will then be a~ f ollows·. 7 of DesHon 2. 5 of 
DesHon 5. · 3 of DesRon 6. 3 of DesRmn 14. 8 of DesHon 21. 
9 of Des Ron 22. 5 of DesRon 23. 2 of· DesRon 25. 1 of Des-
Ron 48. 9 of DesRon 49. 4 of DesRon 51. 1 of DesRon 56. 
Total 57 DD . Par a . Of the DD l is t ed above the following 
are exp ected t o be re t urned t o POA by 18 February. 7 of 
DesHon 2 and 4 of DesHon 51 at NlAI1IT..t-iRD . 9 of DesRon 49 
at ACCillviUL.t·.:roN. The fo l l owing will have reported to you 
by 18 Febr uary .. B1~NC1tOFT and BAIL~Y of DesRon 14. DYSON 
and TEATCHJLR of DesHon 23 and an addit ional D.D to be desig-
nated . It is requested that you then r el ease the rema i ni ng 
3 DD of DesRon 6 •. 2 DD DesRon 25 . 1 DD DesRon 56 . Para. 
:B,ollowing these exchanges a total of 36 DD vvill continue 
under your operetional contr~l as foll ows . DesHon 5 less 
LAMSON, Desrlon 14 less GAE-:Jl;;VOOHrr, CALD1.T.bL2 , CO('HLAN . DesHon 
21 le_ss ~10.38 . DesHon 22. DesRon 23 less Au LI CK plus AB 30T 
(DD 629} and 1 DD to be designated. Des ire ABBOT be r eturned 

- continued - 2 9 8 2. 
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18 0358 CINC1?AC to C~f.'lt\ Etc. (Con_t'd). 

to POA when relieved by AULICK (DD 569) about z .£!larch. 
This also answers your ~160442. tfiy s·erial 0001164 of 24 Dec 
as previously modified is chang~d accordingly. 

18 0947 COMJRDifLT to CI;NCPAC, .. CINCrSOWESP.AC, Info COM7THFLT, COil<iAAF, 5 2 
C0Hll31~ AF, ALL TFC's & TGC's 3RD & 7TH FLTS. 
In executing Plan EXIT se~, my 112239. With X Day 19 January. 

18 1001 COIV13RDFLT to CINGPAC, .ADV ECH GHQ BVVP LEY!rE, CINCSOWESTPAG, 
Info diNCSOWJ:i.:SPAC, CTF 77. 

Inability to refuel in southern aFea plus vulnerability to 
attack and storm damage in LU?,ON srrR.AITS during prevailing 
heavy weather makes eastward passage via that route uncertair. 
and undesirable. Expect refuel 19t:Q._under . LAE of LUZON and 
unless otherwise directed will then transit via SUHIGAO. Strategic awkwardness recognized, but weather and tactical 
considerations dictate this compromise. 

18 1033 COMJRDFLT to CINCPAC. 

18 1812 

Halsel to Nimitz only. Your 142233 do not believe proposal 
can be carried out in practice. Next objectives require 
full strength of .. all groups ::: i Best solution would be to 
(A) Send l group back when force still has about 50% bombs. (B) Limit operations of groups remaining at sea to those 
absolutely necessary to success of the Paci~ic Ocean Area-
Southwest Pacific Area Campaign as a whole. (C) If all of 
TF 38 can not be withdra'wn send single groups back for re-
plenishment. in as quick succession as possible. Para. I'his d·iscussion is for J:·anning purposes only and will not be 
put into effect without further word from you. 
Cll\fCPOA to CINC3WPA Info COMINGH COM7THFLT, COM3RDFLT. 

Your 171229. CTF 77 170432 in which I concur generally. CTF 77 180526. I do not share you~ opinion as to the 
ability of the enemy to concentrate a force of 6 battleships 
for a quick attack on Klnkaid' s forces nor do I consider ' 
the Japanese Fleet capable of inflicting disaster to our 
Philippine operations i:f our fleet is employed offensively. 
Acceptance of the view that the PHTLIPPINES must have in 
addition to your air force a local naval defense force con-
tinuously on station capable of meeting all the heavy ships 
left in the Japanese Fleet would ei'fectively· prevent further major offensive operations in the Pacific for an indef-inite · period. The best naval p:rotect.ion for the PHILIPPINES as . 
well as for the exposed island positions elsewhere in the · 
Pacific is to proceed with offe~sive operations a gainst . 
JJ\YAN. Para'* I ther$fore repeat .my request for the irnniedi~ 
ate l?eturn of the two damaged bu·ttleships most in need of 
repairs in order that _their fighting efficiency may be2 9 B 1 .. ~ ,~ • .C~l;lt inued - - v 
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18 1812 CINCP-OA TO CINCSWPA Info COMINCH, Errc. "( CONT' D) 

18 1814 

restored and their return to pr6fitable service expedited. 
Para.. 'l1he temporary retention of POHTLAND, MINNEAPOLIS 
and five addJ tional destroyers requ'ested by Kinkaid's 
170432 is approved. Please acknovvledge receipt. 

J 
I 

CINCJ?OA to CINCSVJPA ADV ECH GHQ Info COMINCH, COMGE~"'POA 
COMGJiiN 10. 

For General MacArthur personally. Para one. Preparations 
of the 24th Corps for employment in the ICEBERG Operation 
have been hampered by certain oondi tions in the LEYrrE-S.Al\Uffi 
area to a degree which unless corrected will jeopardize 
the success of ICEBERG. Immediate correctiv-e action is 
requested as follows colon: (A) Acceptance of FO 327 HQ 
USAFPOA 20 October as modified by FO 333 HQ USAFPOA and 
my serial 0001060 of 2 December ai defining the composition 
of the XXIV Corps and APO 248 for the purpose of par 7c 
of the FILBAS AGREENillNT of 4 November. Inability to replace 
units essential to readiness of the XXIV Corps m:·oJi" ICEBERG 
compels adherence to these legitimate orders which were in 
effect when FILBAS AGREENtENT was approved. (B) Relief of 

<all units of the JC{IV Corp£ including all service and sup-
porting units from all operations and duties not connected 
with 'rehabilitation. CX transfer of all units of the XXIV 
Corps, including AAA troops, to control of the Corps Com-
mander and assembly of the Corps in areas suttable for re-

. habilitation and for the I reception, sorting, maintena.nce, 
and issuing of equipment and supplies. (D) Transfer of oper-
ational control of the XXIV Corps to ComGen lOth Army in -
accordance with my dis 092135 January and under the 
principles esta.blished by JCS 012144 of May 1944 (WARX 
30441·'). "Transfer of administrative control of the XXIV 
Corps and attached units to ComGenPOA concurrent with trans-
fer of operational cont.rol to 10th Army. It is understood 
that members of the x::x:IV Corps ·or its attached units who are 
returned to ·duty from hospitals in the Southwest Pacific 
prior to departure of the XXIV Corps will rejoin their 
units, This in no way t'ITill lessen responsibility for logis-
tical support by SWPA as prescribed by the IPILBAS AGREEMENT". 
(E) Replacement of any critical items of equipment and sup-
ply which the d iV Corps was required ,. to furnish t0 other 
units for RIDSKETEER Operations and avpidance of future re-
qu~rements of this nature. (F) SWPA provide lighterage need-
ed by the XXIV Corps in the LEYTE Area. My .records indicate 
large nurnbers useful lancling cra:ft in 7th Fl,eet at' bases in 
NEW' (;:t; INEA or to the EASTWARD. (G) Subordinate S\NPA agenciES 
in the LEYTE Area be informed of the provisions of the 
FILBAS AGHEEJYD.CNT which affect the XXIV Corps and directed 
to carry them ou.t. Para. Para 2. In accordance with CornGen.POl 
162220 January (passed to you) desire to send to your head-
quarters a liaison group :from CoraGenPO.A' s staff of 4 officers 
headed by Brigadier General Francis E Englehardt. 

- Cont-inued - 2 9 8 4 
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18 1814 CINCPO:A TO CINCSWPA ADV ECH GHQ , ETC. 

18 1837 

18 2120 

' 18 2308 

I also desire to send. to your headquarters for a brief 
period as my own representative for d.iscussion of matters 
covered by this dis pa..tch Brigadier General Herman .Feldman 
of my statf. Your concurrence in these visits is requested. 
Para 3. The intent of t he various agreements which I have 
approved in connection with the JCtiV Corps was to make 
available to you for LEYTE the same well eq_uipped ' combat · 
unit whi;ch General Richardson had prepared for YAP and then 
to have -it available for - ICEBERG in the same strength and 
with the same composition. Gene:r:al Richardson's Fi'eld · 
Orders are the only documents which define its composition 
authoritatively. 1 Para 4.. The foregoing 3 paragraphs were 
drafted yesterday after conference with Generals .Richardson, 
Buckner an~ Hodge and their Chiefs of Staff together with 
the General Officers of my Joint Staff and has · their con-
currence. Your 17 ·400 just received is my 1st formal advice 
of your intention to continue the active employment of the 
SSIV Corps too long to permit its readiness for the ICEBERG 
Operation as now scheduled a procedure which must have the 
concurrence of the Joint l~liiefs of Staff. Please acknowledge 
receipt. Nimitz. 

CINCPOA to CO:M3RDFLT Info COMINCHt CINCSINPA, .COM?TH:B,LT, CTF??. 

Your 181001. Although I expect you to make the final de-
cisia-n on the spot my views are as follows.· In withdrawing 
your fleet from the S OU 11"H CHINA SEA the governing considera-
tion is maintenance of optimum strategic and tactical po-
sition against possible enemy naval threat to our LU~ON po-
sition ' from the north. Pass~ge of your whole fleet through 
SUH.IGAO will give enemy definite information of your relin-
quishment of such a position. Exit via LUZON STRAIT under 
conditions which will avoid storm damage and concurrently 
permit off ensive 'tlse of carrier aircraft is- preferred even 
if your stay in SOU'ffi CHINA SEA is prolonged several days. 
Para 2. There is no objection to sending oilers damaged 
ships -and light units through SURIGAO. Para 3. My weather 
information although meager is that reinforce.d monsoon now 
blowing normally abates after a few days~ Para 4. I am 
proud of your recent successes and have confidence in your 
judgment. 

COMINCH & CNQ t o OI NCPAC Info COM3RDFLT . 

Concur your 181837~ 

COM3RDELT to CINCPAC, CINCSOYillSPAC , Info COlvi71~fB,LT , COMAAF , 
COM5THAF, CO~{j_l 3 AF, ALL 'rFc ' S & ':PGC ' S 3RD & 7TH FLTS .. 

Cancel my 180947 . rrask F'orc·e )8 will f uel on ·19 ilanuary i n 
vic i nity Lat 14-28 N Long 117-24 E. Remaining west of LUZON. 
Further intentions later . 

2985 
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14 0200. 

17 1916 

18 1022 

18 1231 

CINOPOA to CINCSWPA Info COMTI'HFLT, GOMGJi;N6TH ARMY; 
mOMG EN BTH AHlfi. 

This answers your 301431 December received today 
by lettered paragraphs as indicated. (A) Affirmative. 
(B) These specific DD's cannot be omitted from 'redeploy-
ment as proposed. However it wj.l1 be noted in my 
serial 0001164 of 24 December that a total of 50 DD's 
are planned to continue to ·operate with the 7th Fleet 
until 18 February at which time the number will be re--
du~ed to pe~manent strength presented by Cominch now 36. (C) 6 DMS and 1 DM required HORROR 6 February. (D) 8 
Y:'V.fS 6 PC and 3 PCS not required MAIJ\J1Al1D until 16 Feb. 
(E) Affirmative. ) (F) 2 D:MS., 1 DM at ACCUMULATION 9 
February. Remaining small craft divided equally between 
ACCUMOI.A1liON and IVIAINYARD. (F) Affirmat-,ive. (H) AF-
firma·cive. Ar:cival HORROR 11 February preferable. 
Para. Aside from the units specifically mentioned 
herein it is desired that redeployment be conducted 
as indicated i~y serial 0001164. This also acknowled~
es your 111207. 
COMINCH & CNO to GINCPAC ·Info COH~If~AC. 

Your 140050 approved. You are .authorized to e£tablish a new flag officer command in the Pacific Ocean Area 
as subordinate command of Air Force Pacific Fleet in 
the forward·~rea to be known as Commander, Air Force 
Subordinate Command Forward _Area short title AirPac-
SubComFord. Bureaus and offices of Navy Dept take 
necessary action. When ,he is available the assignment 
of Rear Admiral Gunther to this command is sat·isfac~ory. 
This is Cominch and CNO number 40. 

COM3RDFLT to CINCSOWESPAC Info CINC?OA, COMFEAF, GHQ ADV ECH, cow~F 5, "CTF 38. _ 
Reference your 171443. tJnfavorable weather has caused 
Third_ Fleet shhedule to be unpredictable. Suggest you 
cont-inue your strikes dependent on your capabilities 
alone. Meanwhile will keep you advised our plans. 
Foresee no difficulty of simultaneous strikes by both 
forces in future provided pilots each force briefed 
they may encounter aircraft of the other. 
OINCSWPA to CI:I:JCPdA Info , COM5THIPLT, COMDR ALLIED NAVAL 
FOHC .GS (WASATCH) z ADV ECH GHQ, . crrF 77. 

Concur your 150649 relative investigation CASIGURUN BAY. 
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COM3RD:E'LT t ·o CINCPAC,. CINCSONESPAC, C11F 77, CO:YIF:t:AF, 
Info CTF 3~ CTF 3~. 

On completion fueling 19th will head for BALINTANG 
with intent to transit undetected night 20-21 January. 
Attack FORMOSA 21st fuel 22nd strike OKINA\VA 23rd or 
24th. Schedule subject to modification by weather, 
tactical situation or availability of important targets. 

COM3RDFL T to C INCPAC, I :,, L o 

Estimate of general situation. Air strength negligible 
Southeast CHINA Coast and INDO CHINA. Collapsed in 
LUZON and currently not aggressive FOIUAOSA. Naval 
threat to MacArthur from south negligible due loss of 
NICHIEI and damage.to KAUOI. Reported damaged condition 
of 1 BB-XCV 2 CA (air photo) and shaken confidence re-
sulting from 3rd Fleet operations. Empire naval forces 
incapable of more than hit and run attack on LING.AYEN; 
such attack would face early detection. Stiff resistance 
and harrassed retreat and could not inflict sufficient 
damage to decure control of the sea nor fatally affect 
the PHILTPPINES Campaign. Japs know they are licked 
in the PHILIPPINES and will not attempt serious rein-
forcement in face of our air surface and ground super-
iority. Para. Abnormal shipping concentrations north 
of Lat 22-00 indicate large projects and/or shortage of 
fuel. Escorts or harbor facilities from estimate of 
enemy impotency south of Lat 22-00 plus evidence of 
feverish activity to the north I incline to the belief 
that enemy may be evacuating vulnerable facilities from 
FO:L~MOSA but digging in inside perimeter of the EAST 
CHINA SEA and strengthening local defenses FORMOSA 
ISHIG .. CU(I MIYAKO SHIMA OKINAWA. If that estimate is 
correct he has written off the PHILIPPINES and will not 
indulge in any dubious counter attacks that risk further 
losses to dwindling defense forces and could not perma-
nently stop our PHILIPPINES Campaign. Para. In view 
of foregoing it seems important not to delay DErrAC:HMENT 
and ICEBLRG for the same aggressive reason that dictated 
adherence to MINDORO and LINGAYEN dates. )rd Fleet's 
best irMaediate contribution is vigorous attack on ship-
ping along FOillv103A OKINAWA line with concurrent smother-
ing of enemy air and early return ULITHI in preparation 
for DETACHMENT. 
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20 8435 C0111GENAAFPOA to CINCPOA info COMGENPOA. 
0 f£n Secret. Directives by Cincpoa are necessary to provide 

Wing facilities at TINIAN West Field and GUAM North and 
Northwest Fields. References as follows: 
A. Cincpoa top secret ltr serial 00057 of 12 January 45. 
B. ComGen~~POA radio to Cincpoa NR 0274 of 5 January. 
C. WarDept radio WARX 21782, Jan 45. 
If radio directives are issued at once to provide VLR wing 
facilities as indicated in references above and in addition 
to include facilities at the GUAM depot for 2 additional 
VLR units can be accomodated as follows: 

2 groups of BomCom 20 on TINIAN West Field by 1 April, 
2 groups of 315 Wing on Northwest Field GU~l by 1 June. 
2 groups of 315 Wing on Northwest Field GQ\M by 1 July. 

New Subject. The deployment of the 316 Wing on INDESPENSABLE 
will require that 5 aviation engineer battalions be echeloned 
so ·as to arrive on INDISPENSABLE between W-Day and W plus 40. 
The 1924, 807, 1908, 1909, and 1882 Aviation Engineer Bat-
talions ar.e available for employment in INDISPENSABLE. If 
practicable to meet the above echelonment of aviation engineer 
battalions, 2 groups -of the 316 Wing can be deployed on 
INDISPENSABLE by 1 August 45 (W plus 90) and remaining 2 grps 
by 1 Sept 45 (W plus 120). Recommend that your decision as 
to availability of facilities be transmitted to Co~4F 20 in 
order that unit readiness dates may be established. 

19 1252 MACJ\RTHUR to CINCPOA info CO:MINCH COM3RDFLT COM7THFLT GHQSWPA. 
Top Secret. Your 181812. The temporary retention of the two 
old battleships in question can not materially affect the 
accomplishment of future offensive operations against Japan. 
Nor did my message mean the indefinite retention of a naval 
force here continuously capable of meeting all heavy units of 
the Japanese Fleet. It dealt with the relatively short and 
critical period between your withdrawal of the Third Fleet and 
the installation of our air force on LUZON which is at present 
limited to a few fighter squadrons. During that time when the 
potential of our land based aviation is so low I do not 
believe adequate protection of the LINGAYEN base against enemy 
surface craft will be provided if the major naval strength is 
reduced to 4 old battleships. I shall interpose no further 
comment however and request that you inform me of the date 
which you desire these ships withdrawn. 

19 1729 CINCPAC to Com3rdFLT info COMINCH CINCSVVPA COM5THFLT COM7THFLT 
C OlvfFWDAREA. 

This is top secret. Your 190910 completely concurred in. 
I consider also that shipping is banking up to north because 
of fear of your a ctivities to southward. 
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17 2233 CINCPOA to CO~ITtUffiGILS Info COMINCH, CTF· 93, CON&WDAREA. 

The neutralization of enemy held positions in the J:LrARSHALLS 
has progressed a point where each operation against them 
must be reviewed to make certain that the expenditure of 
personnel fuel explosives and stores is necessary and 
justified by the results to be obtained. 

19 0158 CINCPQA to ~. COlviGENAJLF'POA Info COMGENPOA, COMGENlOTH ARMY, 
CT.ft, 93, OOMFWDAREA. 

Recommendations your letter subject "Disposition of Forces" 
1 dated 15 Jan 1945 are approved. You are authorized to 

initiate action to release the 489th Bomb GroLA.p from allo- , 
cation to POA. It is understood that the 494th and 30th 
Groups will be designated for ICEBERG and that the 11th 
Group less 2 squadrons will be returned to OAHU. 

19 0308 CINCPOA to COM3RDFLT COM5THFLT COMSnRON 8 COMSERVPAC APO) 
COlviSl.RON 10, COMS~RON , C ONiFv~mAREA, Info CNO, ANPB, BAD 
ViASHINGTON, CINCBPF, COI~""SO?AC, CNB MANUS, COM7TH:iTLT, 
COMSERFOR 7THl,LT. 

Cincpoa will be responsible for providing bulk petrolemn 
requirements of British Pacific Fleet while basing at ~~S 
and while operating in. POA. BritFlt tentatively scheduled 
to arrive ~~NUS 20 February and requirements until depar-
ture will be met by Cincpoa. ETA ULI1RI 5 March. Comservpac 
APO will schedule additional deliveries to meet operational 
requirements of BritFlt thereafter. Cargoes of arriving 
tankers are not ear-marked expressly for BritFlt whose 
requirements will be provided f'rom the total available 
products in all storage and carrying vessels. Accounting 
procedures later. ComqerRon 10 will include in routine 
fuel reports as separate items data on amounts on hand in 
British AO and issues to BritFlt units. 

20 0034 CTF 77 to ALL TFC & TGC 7rriD,LT Info CINCPOA,CINCSWPA,COMINCH 
COM?THFLT, COM?THFLT HQ LEYTE, 7TH FLT CLASS 3 i1ND ABOVE. 

Change 4 to my OpPlan 18-44. Task Organization. (A) TF 
78 reduce DD's assigned to 34. (B) TG 77.3 correct to read 
4 CL, 6 DD. (C) TG 77.4 correct to read 6 CVE, 7 DD, 4 
DE. R.Adm. St~p delete para {F). Para 3a 3rd sentence 
delete all after ttover water movementtt. Air cover will 
be provided by shoEe · bas~d air. Delete 6th sentence. Fire 
support will be _ p~ovided by vessels of M. Attack group. 
Additional fire support i f required and limited air support 
and cover to be obtained by direct request to cownanders 
close covering and escort carrier groups. Para 3b delete 
1st sentence. Close covering group operate as directed 
by separa te despatch . Dele te 6th sentence and substitute 
"Provide fire support for landings as arranged with CTF 78 
and at t a ck group comrjranders". Para 3c delete 1st sentence. 

- Continued- 2 9 8 g 
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20 0034 C'fF 77 to .ALL TFC & TGC 7THPLT, Eire. (CONT'D) 
Operate as directed by separate despatch. Correct 3rd 
sentence to read "Within limit of canabilities and in 
coordination with shore based air of-~ Allied Air Forces 
provide rJ.Dr Attack Group during landing with CAP ASP and direct support in accordance with Air Plan of Co1runander MX Attack Group and all coordinated and requested by lat-
ter through his cornrilander support aircraft". Last sentence 
d~lete "9". Delete para Jf page 1. Correct para a delete · 
DesRon 54 . 8 DD. Delete DesDiv 119 5 DD. DesRon 5 delete SMITH and DGTANGE total to 4 DD. Add MIURY, GRIDLEY ,I.1CCALL, 
3 DD. Total DD 35 less 5 to be assigned rrG 77.2 as later 
designaced. Annex A page 6 correct :para b. CruDiv 12 de-
lete COLffiVilliA change to 2 CL. Delete RAN cruiser squadron. 
DesRon 21 delete JENKIIJS, ~AVALLzrr .2E change to 6 DD. De-lete DesDiv 48 (MO.D). Correct para c. Delete RAdm Durgin 
and substitute RAdm Stump. Correct CarDiv 24 to read less 
ANZIO, COHRJ:!;GIDOH, . -·flANIIA BAY plus STEAMER BAY, PETHOl~'F BAY. 
3 CVE. Delete CarDiv 26. Correct CarDiv 27 to read CarDiv 
27 less F~DASHi~N Bi~Y, ON::t~Jll'JEY BAY plus TULAGI, 3 CVE. 
Delete CarDiv 28, CarDiv 29, DesHon 51, DesRon 6. Add 
DesDiv 102 plus ABBOTT, J:i~W.L\:INS, LAVJ~.LLETrrE, 7 DD •. Annex 
A page 7. Delete CortDiv 63 as modified 6 DE. Delete 
GILLIG1'U\f from CortDiv 70 and change to 04 DE. Annex A page 8 delete all para F. 

20 05 35 CINCSWPA to CINCPO.a. Info CJMINCH, COMG~NPOA, COLIGEN 10. 

CAJ~ 50063. Your 18~814. The 24th Corps will be ready for ICEBERG as previously cont~mplated to meet its scheduled 
date of April 1st. I will be glad to have the representa~ 
tiV@f4 from your headquarters visit this area for the con-
ference you suggest in an endeavor to compose all details 
of these Army matters. 

20 1817 CINCPAC to CINCSVfJ?A Info COMINCH, COM7THFLrr, CTF 77. 
Your cooperative reply, your 191252, greatly appreciated. I expect a stiff fight tor the beaches in ICEBEHG and every 
bombardment unit available will save the lives of many 
soldiers and marines. Accordingly ·request immediate re-
lease 2 damaged battleships and return for necessary repairs 

21 0156 CINCPOA to CINCSNPA Info CONiiNCH, C01~:G:bN')OA, COMG:E!:N 10, 
CO~~lEN 24'11Jl CORPS, COMJHIBSPAC" 
.Am very ple·ased to have the assurance of your 200535. For . your information my present plans involve commencement load-ing and sailing from L~YTE as follows in order to be ready for principal assault on 1 April. 77th Div commence loading 
25 February rehearse 9-16 March sail 19 March. 24th Corps 
less 77th Division commence loading 2 March re1learse 14-21 
aail 27 March. 
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25 lll5 COMGEN BOMCOM 20 to CINCPOA Info COMBUBPAC, CTF 71 

TOP SECRET. February tenta'tive schedule. Begins wi~h 112 sortie·s on 
SINGAPORE Naval Base on 1 February.. Similar maximum effort on K r s dock 
area SINGAPORE for 7 F'eb. 60 sorties on RANGOON on ll Feb. Similar 
medium. effort strikes on SINGAPORE floating drydock on 15 Feb. SAIGON 
on 19 Feb. SINGAPORE on 23 Feb and 27 Feb. Possibility of LINWGAKUTNING 
operation during next MOO period. Also substitude mission of 60 sorties 
being held in 24 hour readiness status for opportunity strike on enemw 
shipping within our INDIA base range. This schedule su~ject to tactical 
changes but presented to assist in lifeguard service planning. 

23 1341 COMINCH & GNO t~ COMNORPAC Info CINCPAC 

TOP SECRET: It is proposed to effect transfers under lend lease following 
J.isted vessels in increments to Soviets in DUTCH HARBOR or other base 
that area: 30 PF 2 XCllll 24 Al~ 36 Y.MS 56 SC 48 PT 4 YR 6 pontoon 
barges 30 LCI(L) 30 L.QT 5 Arn:w Y t ·ankers. Proposed scheduJ.e deJ.iveries 
extends April to December 1945.. Desire comment on feasibility with 
facilities available for housing 1nessing and shakedown and technicai 
training. Submit data on faciJ.ities availabl.e this purpose in DUTCH 
HARBOR and any other ports considered on premise that during no month will 
personnel require111ents exceed about 2500 and that turn over time wiJ.J. 
not exceed 2 weel<:s. 

24 0259 MACARTHUR to CINCPOA Info GHQ SWPA 

TOP SECRET. Concur in your 222059. Reference Rear Admiral James L Hall 
as your representative at LEYTE. 

25 1348 JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF to VmDEMEYER, NIMITZ 

TOP SECRET Support for operation ICEBERG to be furnished by CHilqA Theater 
will be as arranged directly between WEDEMEYER and NIMITZ. Direct commu-
.nication and exchange of liaison offieers should be carried out as necessary. 
The Joint Chiefs of Staff will be kept -informed. This answers CFBK-31575 
from WEDEMEYER, not to NIMITZ.. -

25 1304 MACARTHUR to COM7THFL1f, C'fF 77 info CINCPAC 

TOP SECRET. Comply with Cincpac radiogram 210305 GCT regarding 
return of APD 1 s ~ MACAR'I'HUR. 
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22 2059 

TOP .SECRET. Rear Admiral James L. Hall ComPhibGroup 12 (CTG 13.12) Will proceed LEYTE via air in advance of his Flagship. Atter arrival about 28 January in addition to such duties as may be assigned by ComPhibsPac he will act as the Senior Officer of the Pacific Fleet Present and will represent . CinCPac-CinCPOA in coordinating arrangements for preparing and mounting Pacific Ocean Areas Forces for -DETACHMENT and ICEBEBG. Concurrence or qiNCSWPA requested• · 
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25 2041 CUm5THFLT to COMPHI~PAC info .COMPHlBGrtUUP l, CINCPAC- ClNCPOA ADV. 
HQTRS AND PEARL, CTF 58" 

TOP Sr£RET. Your 240310. Plan to make NORTH CAROLINA, WASHINGTON, 
SANTA FE, BILOXI and l DesDiv all of TG 58.4 available to assist 
your bombardment D Day and D t 1 Day and longer if necessar.y. 
Carriers of TG 58.4 will be available for air support same days. 
Availability of other task groups of TF 58 for support as tentatively 
agreed to by you and Mitscher will be dependent upon length of 
initial EMPIRE strike which IWISH to continue for 3rd Day if situation 
permits. CVES available to you are WAKE ISLAND. SAGINAW BAY. LUNGA 
POINT. BISMARCK SEA. SARGENT BAY. RUDYERD BAY. MAKIN ISLAND plus 
ANZIO ASW group. 

26 0649 CINC BPF to COMINCH AND CNO info CINCPAC PEARL AND ADV HQ§, CINCSWPA, 
COM7TH FOOTVOCINCOX EWMVECYLUCVEU 

TOP SECRET. Your 16202le A Carrier Task Force designated TF 118 will 
be ready for operations in any advanced anchorage en 15 March (2) TF 
118 will consist of 2 BB, 4 CV, 2 CL, 3 CL(AA), 16 DD's (3) Te support 
the above the following Escorts and units of the Fleet Train designated 
TF 117 will be available: 8 DE, 16 PCE, 4 .QY!, 1 ARB, 1 ARV, !J:. AF, 2 
AH, 4 ATA, 8 AO, 3 AKS, 1 AD, 1 A.W, 1 ARH, 1 AN, 13 AE part l my 260737. 

26 0737 CINC BPF to COMINCH AND CNO infc CINCPAC PEARL AND ADV HQS, CINCSWPA, 
COM 7TH FOOTVOCINCOXEWJlVECYUCVEU, COMNAVEU 

TOP SEC~. Part 2 final is 260737 PPTOO 260659. (4) Names of ships 
are be~g f•rwarded by air.mailgram ~dditicnal ferces are expected 
which will be communicated as they become available for operations 
(6) authorities as in ~ 151241 not to all (7) Admiralty pass to Cemnaveu. 

26 2113 COKGEN lOTH ARUY te CINCPOA info COMGENPOA, COMGEN 24TH CORPS. 

TOP SECRET. Cincpoa reencnpts ComGen lOth Army 260850. Reported by 
Gen Hodge dispatch received 25 Jan 8th A~ advises 77th Div 5 Feb, 7th 
Div 15 Feb, 96th Div 22 Feb, Cerps Troops 1 to 15 Feb, 6200 men frem 
all Divs on SD under CinCSWPA by 22 Feb, all contingent on arrival ef 
American Div as dates for· relief of troops 24th Corps and concentrati0n 
in staging areas~ Above dates do not provide desirable minimum for 
rehabilitation personnel and reequipment of 24th Corps. References 
Cincpca 181814 GCT, CinCSWPA 200140 GCT and per 7C memo CG 24th Corps 
to Admr Nimitz 16 Feb 45. Such delay will require request for additional 
p stponement ICEBERG. 
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27 0156 

TOP SECRET. Fell0wing for planning purposes. DD 1s now on temporary 
duty tG be returned CINCPOA as fellows. 4 DD's of DesDiv 102 Escert 
CVE' s when released to ULITHI thence proceed ~ADALCANAL e MAURY 
(DD 409) GRIDLEY (DD 386) MCCALL (DD 400) ef DesDiv 11 plus STEVENS 
(DD 479) DASHIELL (DD 659) of DesRen 25 and IZARD (DD 589) of DesRon 
56 Escert OBB 1 s when released te ULITHI. Des Ron 2 less HUGHES (DD 419) 
ANDERSON (DD 411) te arrive GUADALCANAL by 18 February. DesHon 49 te 
be released CINCPOA centrel a; LEITE by 18 February. Para. 36 DD 
assigned 7th Fleet will BECI DesRon 5 less LAMSON (DD 307). DesRen 
14 less GANSEVOORT (DD 608)CALDWELL (DD 605) COGHLAN (DD 606). DesRen 
21 less ROSS (DD 563). DesR•n 22. DesRen 23 less AULICK (DD 569). 
ABBOTT (DD 629) until releived by AULICK about 2 March. 1 DD te be 
designated by Cincpea. 

28 0001 COM 5TH FLEET to CINCPOA info COMFAIRWING 1, CTF 93, COMG~AAFPOA. 

TOP SECRET. Will provide coverage MARCUS, WOLEAI 1 LAMOTREK, TRUK 
by search planes of Task Group 50.5 as requested your 200049. Assume 
neutralization these bases if required will continue as function of 
Strategic Air Force as per his current OP Orders. 

27 0725 WEDEMEYER to NIMITZ. 

Top Secret to Nimitz~ New location POA Headquarters noted. It would be 
helpful if we could hold conference as you 8Uggested. Such conference 
orobably should follow close:cy- atter the ccnterence about to be held in-
volving .3 big boys. Decisions ryertaining to global strategy will be 
firmer. I should like to bring few plannen. to confer with you and ;your 
staff and oroeeed to Washington accomnanied by 70ur able planning chief 
Admiral Sherman where we could discuss plans and resources with u.s. 
Joint Chief's of starr and planners for not to exceed 1 week returning 
via Pacific to finalize plans with y-ou.. 

29 OS31 CINCPOA ADV HDQTRS to COMINCH Info CCMGEN CHINA THEATER. 

JCS 251348. Prelindnary- arrangements for support of ICEBERG by Chiaa 
Theater made b,.- my 12201.3 answered by ComNavGroup China • s 170631. Further 
arrangements including exchange of ]ja ison officers will be · made direct 
with General Wedemeyer keeping JCS informed through Cominch. 
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29 0515 AAFPOA (HARMON) to COMAF (ARNOLD) Info CINCroA ADV HDQTRS. 

Top Secret. Cincooa reference 280215 OCT Januar.y and exerpt telecon 
number ~2~ from COMAF 20 to DepComAF 20. Dispatch 280215 GCT re-
ceived £rom Cincp~a this date is as follows: "From. your daily assignme,nt 
and movement report number 20 dated 21 January it appears that the 413, 
414, 506, 507 and 50eth Arrt.zy' Fighter Groups are assigned to the 20th 
Air Force pursuant to a War Department letter of 9 January which I do 
not hold instead o£ being assigned to Army Air Forces Pacific Ocean 
Areas as expected. Request authoritative information as to the status 
of these 5 fighter groups as soon as practicable since nv plans for 
DETACHMENT, ICEBERG and The Defense of the HAWAIIAN Area have been de-
veloped on the assumption that the 5 fighter groups would be under ~ 
operational conhrol and no plans have been made to base 2oth Air Force 
fighters in the Pacific Ocean Areas"• The 5 fighter groups were accepted 
by Cincpoa with the understanding that these units would be operated in 
a dual capacity with their eventual primary mission being to escort VLR. 
By War Department leyter 25 December the 50Sth Fighter Group was assigned 
to AAFPOA for administration and operations. To satisfy the command re-
quirements and to insure them these fighter groups will be accepted in 
this theater, it will be necessary that they be definitely placed under 
my operational control. It is recommended that the 413, 414, 506 and 
507th in addition to the 50Sth Army Fighter Group be attached to AAFPOA 
for onerational control. Identical recommendation is contained in my 
24-D. This matter was discussed at length with Norstad and Viccillio 
recently with explanation as to need for assignment as recamnended and 
has been repeatedly recommended by me ever since the availability or 
these units became urobable. Please note Cincpoa' s request in quoted 
message for authoritative information as to the status of these groups. 
Letter from War Department· supnosedlf defining their status and referred 
to in Norstad's H-25-l has not been received. 

29 2045 JOINT STAFF PLANNERS WASHINGTON to PLANNING srAFF CINCroA Info PLANNING 
STAFF CINCSOWESPAC. 

WARX-28601. Top Secret. Since our WARX-747SS. This is a planning message. 
You are advised following is being done here. Para A. Our studies listed 
below have been dispatched to you: Para JWPC 282/l, JWP 293/1, JWPC 2S5/l, 
JWPC 2S9/l. Para B. New aubjects under examination. Para 1. Altema.te 
camnaign plans for the Defeat of JAPAN under various asswned dates in 1945 
for beginning of redepl~ent from EUROPE. Para. Optimua forwarddeplo.r-
ment of air forces in the Pacific through the time that bases eeized in 
BUNKHOUSE becane available and assuming no redeployment from EUROPE. Para c. 
Joint Logistics Committee is re-examining subject of availability of forces 
and resources after ICEBERG. 

30 061.3 CINCPAC ADV HQ to - COMINCH Info CINCPOA HQ PEARL. 

It is highly desirable that tentative plans for employment British Pacific 
Fleet units in ICEBERG be made firm and that Ciilcpac proceed with arrange-
ments outlined in paragraphs 11, 12 and 13 NF-1. Action is being deferred 
until CinC Brit Pac Flt reports to Cincpac and it is understood that he 
awaits directive from Cominah. Request earl¥ information sinoe CinC Brit 
Pac Flets Asst Chief of staff' has canpleted conferences with Com5thFlt and 
is at GUAM and Chief of starr 5th Fleet will arrive tomorrow o 
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30 0840 COMFIFTHFLT to CTG 50•2 Info CTF 2), CINCPOA & COMGENAAFPOA. 

In complying with 280001 conduct reconnaissance at irregular intervals 
averaging app~te~ once weekly. 

31 02J2 CINCPAC ADV HDQTRS, to CTF 77 Info CINCPOA PEARL, CINCSWPA, COM7THFLT, 
COMSERVPAC. 

~ 161836 concurred .in by Cominch 162220 contemplated retention of 4 
battleships for quote about 3 weeks tmquote. To facilitate planning 

repairs request your estimate as to date they will be released. 

31 0734 CINCPOA ADV HDQTRS to CCM5THFLT, COMAIRPAC, COMSERVPAC, COMGENPOA, COM-
GENAAFrol Info CWFWDAREA, COMFHIBSPAC, CTF 51, COMGENFMFPAC, CTF 56, 
CTG 10.16, CTU 10.16.1, CTG 50.5, CINCPOA PEARL. 

Para 1. Sub-paragraph 242.31 Base Development Plan for WORKMAN modified 
by insertion new 3rd sentence "Every effort will be made to improve a 
runwq sufficiently to permit the operation of Navy search Liberators as 
soon as possible after the provision of minimum requirements for fighter 
defense"• Sub-paragraph 240.21 of same plan add note as follows "The 
requirement for operations of PBHL by D plus 50 refers to full load opera-
tion with completed facilities see para 242.31. Limited staging operation 
of Navy search Liberators at light load shall be provided for as soon as 
possible"• The decision as to actual date of operation of Liberators thru 
WORKMAN and priority between this operation and the increments o! the 
fighter defense will be made by the officer conducting the operation 
( Com5th.Flt). Para 2. Modify supporting plans as necessary to implement 
the foregoing. 

31 2305 CINCPAC ADV HDQTRS to COMFIFTHFLEEI' Info COMPHIBSPAC. 

Com.PhibsPac 301220 has been discussed with Rear Admiral Davis who lmows 
r.rry views. No conunitment or decision has been made by me and the assign- . 
ment of NORTH CAROLINA and WASHINGTON is a matter for decision b.1 Com5thFlt 
who may also itlerease the interval between carrier strike and island as-
sault if desired. Davis will arrive ULITHI about noon local today. 

31 1825 COONCH AND CNO to CINCPOA ADV HQ. 

010626 

See ley' 162021 to CinCBPF upon which basis I await your request for allo- , 
cation to you of British Pacific Fleet units required by you for a 
specific operation to include your reasons why you need such units. I 
now confir-m ~ intention to keep operational allocation of British 
Pacific Fleet units in my own hands. 

Renly is made to Cincooa top secret letter noperations in Supoort ot 
ICEBERG oaragraph D Southwest Pacific Area". Serial 0005007 dated 14 January. 

Subpara 1: Search Plan J. OlSS. This headquarters incorporates searches 
requested in appendix two DDBSVE reference: Search Plan J was forwarded 
to Commanding General, US .A.rmy Air Forees. Cincpoa. Commander ~th Flt. 
BomCom 20, BomGom 21, 14th Air Force and China Theater on 27 Januar,y. 
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01 0626 CINCSWPA to CINCPOA Into COMGENUSAAF (ADV ECHl, ETC. (CONT'D) 

01 0628 

01 2240 

(CX57353) effective date' in ear~ February will be announced by later 
dispatch. Subpa.ra 2: Attacks on enellzy' air bases and shipping in FORMOSA 
have already begun and will be progressively increased as UIZO!f-MINDORO 
facilities are developed. B24 and B25 airplanes with P3S, H .. 7 and P51 
fighter eacorl will be- tised on these rb.issions. Su.bpara 3: Offensive PB4Y ' 
screens will be provided !£ reqpeste~ b~ limited number of PB4I neces-
sitates that planes of Search Plan J provide this offensive screen within 
limits ar ·preseribed W ARDG areas .mr in recommended adjacent areas in 

·lieu if search sectors reh'd.a.sted. Request tbis headquarters be furnished 
charts indicating exact routes and time schedule of movement of frien~ 
naval forces in order to provide more effective screen. Searches from 
LEYTE as indicated in Search Plan J will provide the screen for movement 
of groups fran the LEITE Area.. Subuara 4: Night diversion strikes on 
FORMOSA. and air installations at SAKISHIMA GUNTO on the nights of Love 
minus 12/ll through L minus 9/S will be made weather permitting. Subpaa 5: 
strikes on F<RMOSA air installations will be ·made on L minus 16 or L minus 
15 or 1 both days subject to coordination with 20th Bomber Command. strikes 
wi+J. be made on L ·minus 1.4 and L minus 13 if practicable notifying Com-
mander 1st Carrier Task Force and Commander Central Pacific Task Force 
of times. Place~ Strength of strikes including type of planes. SUbpara 6: 
Continuous strikes on FORMOSA will be made as practicable subsequent to 
L minus 13 in coordination with 20th Bomber Command to cover ICEBERG opera~ 
tion. Subpara 7: Search Plan J covers search , plans including sector calls. 
strike schedules are dependent on coordination with 20th Bomber Command 
and will be forwarded by dispatch later. 

Southwest Pacific air forces have initiated strikes against the FORMOSA 
Area. These strikes will i:nerease in intensity as air installations are 
developed in MINDORO and LUZON. Cincpoa in his top secret letter ser:ia.l 
0005007 plans for both 20th BomCom and SWPA air forces strikes in the 
FORMOSA SAKISHIMA GUNTO Area in support of ICEBERG Oper~tion. In order 
to obtain maximum neutralization of the FORMOSA Area commencing at the 
earliest practicable date. Your concurrence or comments are requested 
rela.ti ve to authorizing direct connnunica.tio:n for this purpose between 
Commander Allied Air Forces SWPA and Commailding General 20th BomCom to 
facilitate and effect maximum coordination. 

CINCPOA to COMGENFMFPAC Info COMGENPOA. COMGEN10THARMY,COMPHIBSPAC,COM5FLT. 
Your 262047 not to all. Joint sta££ study for Phase 3 of ICEBERG will be 
reviewed and revised where necessary as rapidly as availability of intel-
ligence concerning terrain and enemy dispositions permits. It may be as-
sumed for logistic pla.:tllling purposes that ;thPhibCorps will be used · in 
Phase .3 in lieu of .3rd PhibCorps. · Employment of an Arrq Regt; Combat Team 
for Phase 3(A) is also under consideration. 
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26 0739 CINC BPF to COMINGH., CNO/ (Conttd) 

Divided between Advanced Ancho~age and Inter-mediate Base. 

Armament store issuing (AE) 
ship 

CORINDA, PRINCE DE LlEGE, DARVEL, 
PRINCESS MARIA PIA, HERMEUN, ROBERT 
MAERSK, HERON, THYRA s.: K~TI, PACHECO 

On nassage between Advanced and Rear Bases. 

Ferry Carriers (CVE) STRIKER, FENCER 
Armament Store Carriers (AE) GODRUN MARSK KISTA KOLA 

Naval Store Carrier ( AKS) BOSPHORUS 

03 0921 DEPCOMAF 20 to CINCPOA ADV HQ Inf'o · C0M5THFLT, CTF 58. BOJlC011 21, GOMEWDAREA. 

Following operations will be conducted by 21 BomCom. in support. DETACHMENT 
Operation: A. On D-S, search area between longitude 135 and 14S east. Mid 
latitude as determined on J).plO. On D-5 search area 60 nd.les on each side 
carrier force track to operating area for D-3 as outlined in OpOrd 1-45. 
Search to 'begin SOD miles from base and extend as far north as possible. B. 
Attacks on TOKIO Area. during nights of D-4-3, D-3-2 a.nd D-2-1 will be made 
by 3 aircraft each night operating ·individually and using RCM. Attacks on 
NAGOYA Area during nights of D plus 3-4, Dplus 4-5 and D plus 5-6 will be 
made by 3 aircraft each night operating individua~ and using RCM. c. 
Weather pennitting .m.axim:wn effort strikes will be made against a primary tar-
get in TOKYO Area on D-41 a pri.mary" tax-get in. TOKYO Area on D, and a pri.mary" 
target in NAGOYA Area on D plus 4. If weather conditions do not pennit 
visual bombing an the above targets on days scheduled strikes may be delayed 
l day and or made against NAGOYA Area as altemate for TOKI'O Area and TOKYO 
Area as alternate for NAGOYA Area. In the eveiJ.t visual bombing is not possible 
in either area on eitber of the alternate dCl1's radar bombing will be conducted 
in TOKYO Area on D-3 and D plus 1 and NAGOYA Area. on D plus ;. D. Diversion-
ary attack will be condueted on D-2 against NAGOYA Area using RCM. 

02 1722 CTF 77 te CINCPAC ADV HQ Info CINCSWPA (TARLAC AND LEITE). 

Reply- to your 310212#' contained in OinCSWPA Oll243 of' whieb Cincpae is 
info addressee. · ~ · 

04 04.30 CINCPAC ADV HQ to COMAIRPAC(PRIORITY), CTF 58, COM5THFLT Info CINCPOA PEARL HQ,. 
COM NAB GUAM. 

CTF 58 290505. ComAirPac 022056. In view necessity maximum fighter strength 
for initial strikes next operation WASP and E.'UEX may- sail with excess fighters 
as planned b7 CTF 5S. Thereafter CNO 282132 will be observed and excess 
fighter strength reduced by adjustme:m.t of replacements. Disposition BombRons 
4 and Sl as directed by Com.AirPac. 
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26 0739 ClliC B.P .F • to COMINCH CNO Info CINCPAC BOTH H BAD WASHINGTON CINCSWPA 

HOLLANDIA COM7THFLEET·, ADMIRALTY, COMNA VEU. 

In continuation of my signal DTG 260737 the follov.dng is a. n~minal list of 
the British Pacific Fleet: 

T.F. na 
Battleships - KING GEORGE V, HOWE 
Fleet Carriers - ILLUSTRIOUS; VICTORIOUS, 

INDO~LE, INDEFATIGABLE 
Cruisers - SWIFTSURE, GAMBIA, BLACK PRINCE, ARGONAUT, 

EURALYUS 
, Destroyers 

4th D.F • - QUICKMATCH, QUIIBERON, QUALITY, QUEENBOROUGH 

2 BB 

4 cv 
2 CL 
3 CL(AA) 

25th D•f• - GRENVILLE, URSA, ULSTER, URANIA, UNDINE,UNDAUNTED 
27th D.F • - KEMPENFELT, WESSEX, WAGER, WHELP, WHIRLWIND, 

WAKEFUL 16 DD 

Supnort Forces 
Escorts 

.21st M/S.F. 
BALLARAT 
MARYBOROUGH 
LISMORE 
WHYALLA 
GOULBURN 
KALGOORLIE 
TOCWOOMBA 
BENDIGO 

Fleet Train - T.F. 117 
Advanced Anchorage 

22nd M/S.F. 
GERALDTON I 

CESNOCK 
CAIRNS 
IPSWICH 
TAMWORTH. 
'WOLLONGONG 
PmiE 
LAUNCESTON 

SLOOPS & FRIGATES 
C:RANE 
REDFDLE 
PHEASANT 
WOODCOCK 
WHIMBREL 
BARLE 
HELFORD 
PARRETT 

Replenishment carriers' (CVE) 
Aircraft Repair Ship (ARV) 
Repair Ships (ARB) 

SLINGER, SPEAKER 
UNICORN 
RESOURCE 

Victualling store is-
suing ship · 

Hospital Ship 
(AF) 
(AH) 
(ATA) 

FORT EDMONTON 
OXFORD SHIRE 
2 Tugs 

Oilers (AO and AOG) BROWN RANGER DINGLEDALE SAN AMBROSIO 
CEDAHDALE ,SAN ADOLFO .ARNDALE WiVE KING 
AASE MAERSK 

Naval Store ship 
Destroyer Depot Ship 

Intermediate Base 

(AKS) 
. (AD) 

BACCHUS 
TYNE 

Air store Ship (AKS) FORT COLVILLE 
Victualling store ship (AF) DENBIGHSHIRE, CITY OF DIEPPE, FORT ALABAMA 
Hosntial Ship ( AH) TJITJ ALENOKA 
Tugs (ATA) 2 
Distilling ship · (AW) SAGPOOL 
Hepair ship . (ARH) A.RTIFEX 
Net Layer (AN) · GtJARDIAN 
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05 0712 COMGENBOMCOM XXI to CINCPAC ADTJ' HQ Info COM5THFLT, CTF 5S, COMSUBSPAC, 
. CTF 94, CTF 93, CTF 51, CTG 50.5, DEPCOM AF 20 (POA). 

X-05-2 Following are briefs, of Field Orders 25 and 26 covering anti-picket 
boat searches given DepCom AF 20s 030921 to Cincpac Advon. Both orders 
specify 10 a/ c from 313th BW taldng off at 0645K and flying parallel search 
at 3009 feet with a/ c 12 miles apart. Naval observers will accompany both 
flights. A/C will make contact reports to 313th Wing ground station for 
transmission to Z5N. A/C will make identical transmission on 4475 KC. 
A/C will stand by on channel C VHF for possible voice communica.t~on with 
naval units. Pilots will be familiar with shackle authentication on this 
channel. No bombs will be carried. F025: On D minus 8 search area from 
135E to 148E 60 miles on either side of latitude to be determined on D 
minus 10. FO 26: On D minus 5 search within the following coordinates: 
28-02N 145-58E, 2S-43N l47-59E, 32-44N 146-lOE, 34-42N 141-55E, 32-42N 
141-55E, 31-15N, l44-45E. 

05 0746 GINCFOA ADV HQ to CINCSWI?A info GOMINCH, CNO, CQM7THFLT, COMGENFMFPAC, 
CINCPOA PEAttL Hg. 

My 21020.3. Availibility offacilities for a Corps of 3 Marine Divisions in 
the PHILIPPINES now planned with timing as follows. Depots rear echelons 
etc. move from HAWAIIAN AREA to PIQ:LIPPINES about 1 August. Combat elements 
of Corps move from objective area to PHILIPPINES commencing about 15 Sept 
and as released thereafter. Para. Request FMFPac representatives in CINCmVPA 
Headquarters continue search for suitable site with view to readiness when 
required. 

05 1255 COMINCH & CNO to CINC!'OA ADV Hq, ;;J1. ,.-Jj 
My dispatches referred to in 1st oortion of your 012254 GCT ~nplied only 
to the matter of oryerational allocation of units of .the British Racific 
Fleet. Arrangements in connection with bases, anchorages, fuel, communi-
cations and intelligence should be handled by you in accordance with the 
provisions of the memorandum of Wlderstandings dated 20 December nrevious:cy 
approved by me. Your request for 00erational allocation for later ohases 
of ICEBERG now under consideration. 

06 075g CINCPO~ ADV HQ to CINCSWPA Info COMINCH, COM7THFLT. 

Para 1. The remaining 4 of the 6 battleships which I sent to the 7th Fleet 
for temnora.r.y duty to provide fire support for the LEITE and LINGAYEN assault 
are required for the same purpose in operations to be conducted in the Pacific 
Ocean Areas. Under the terms of our agreement (Fivesome) they were to arrive 
ULITHI by 19th January but were made available to the 7th Fleet for about 
3 weeks by ~ 161SJ6. Para 2. On 16 Februar,y the Pacific Fleet will attack 
HONSHU and nvo JIMA and will thereby make fully e£fecti ve its naval strategic 
support of the PHILIPPINES position., Para .3. Vice Admiral Oldendorf'' s re-
port shows that PENNSYLVANIA must be docked and MISSISSIPPI and COLORADO must 
have extensive battle damage repaired prior to sailing for ICEBERG. All 4 

, ships are badly in need of upkeep. Para 4. Request you direct Cam7thFleet 
to return MISSISSIPPI, COLORADO and WEST VIRIGNIA to ULITHI and PENNSYLVANIA 
to MANUS all to arrive 16 Februaryti 
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06 0801 CINCPAC ADV HQ to CCMAIRPAC, DEPUTY CNO AIR, Info CINCPAC PEARL, COM5THFLT, 
CTF 58. 

MY acquiescence for long range planning purposes in Fitch's slate for pros-
pective change in aviation flag commands assumed a rotation rate that would 
not be injurious to the Flee~ and contemplated changes only when the present 
carrier division commanders who are all highly satisfactory to me show need 
of rest or their services are definitely required on shore. The average 
interval between detachments of CarDiv comdrs should be a minimum of 2 
months. Montgomery is just being relieved as Coin.CarDiv 3. The timing on 
the planning slate dated .30 Jan as drawn up by Murray and Fitch contemplates 
relli f of 5 of the remaining 6 CarDi v Commanders by August. That is too 
rapia and is unacceptable. Although Davison's experience and work are 
valuable to the Fleet I will not oppose his relief after DETACHMENT if his 
services are required ashore. Slate should be so ~ended that other CarDiv 
commanders will not be moved at intervals of less than 2 months and then 
on~ in accordance with the principles mentioned in the 1st sentence. 

1Ql 2254 CINCPAC ADV HQ to COMINCll.I :;:.';J 

Top Secret handle as Nimitz onlf. Para 1. Memorandum record of understand-
ings reached ih conferance 17-19 December (NF-1) and approved by Cominch 
serial 0014 of 2 January was based on directive of Cominch 1.31253 December 
which is now understood to be superseded by Cominch 162021 and 311825 Jan. 
The provisions of that memorandum included arrangements in connection with 
bases, anchorages, fuel, communications and intelligence which should be 
implemented without delcq • It now appears preferaale that such of these 

arrangements as involve the Southwest Pacific Area be made by Cominch rather 
than Cincpac. If you concur am prepared to submit spedific recommendations 
immediately. Para 2. Request allocation of available carriers, battleships, 
cruisers and destroyers of the British Pacific Fleet together British Fleet 
Train to operational control of Cincpac for ICEBERG Operation. Contemplated 
emplS'yment is attack on enenw forces and positions south of OKINAWA and other 
onerations as may be required. Augmentation of US Pacific Fleet by British 
Oarrier Task Force is not absolutely necessar.y but will expedite campaign 
and by more complete neutralization of enemy air force will reduce our losses. 

~ 05 0750 WEDEMEYER ~o MACARTHUR, Nll[ITZ,RICHARDSON Info MARSHALL, KING. 

CFBX 32476• Para 1. In response "f?o message from Chief of staff (WARX Z7ll8 
dated 26 Januar.y refers) regarding report on CHINA situation following is 
submitted for your information. Part 1.- strategic. Para 2. Inevitability 
of defeat is realized by Japanese. However before calling halt they bope to 
induce Allies to ameliorate present stringent terms of surrender and purported 
drastic post war measures against them. This they would accomplish by causing 
Allies to become war wea:ry as result of prohibitive losses in lives and mater-
ial and unacceptable duration of war. Para 3. Speed of American advance in 
Pacific last S months undoubtedly has upset enemy time schedule and overall 
Plans. Japanese no longer possess strategic initiative and their future dis-
positions and preparations will be determined by defensive considerations. 
This would not preclude isolated or small scale ,offensive actions. Para 4. 
The complete neutralization of Jauanese ArchiPelago, the qynamo of enemy 
war effort, must continue to be Principal objective of American strategy 
for next several months. Air, naval and amphibious operations should be 
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05 0750 WEDEMEYER to !lfAGARTHUR, NIMITZ1 RICHARDSON info MARSH .. tLL, KING. (CONT 1D) 

condueted with a view to_ acquiring 'bases .far the effeo·tive employment of 
strong air and naval forces against the Japanese homeland preparatory to 
invasion of possibly KYUSHU and .or HONSHU., .SUbsidiary operations should 
be conducted with a view to cutting enemy main lines of communication 
leading to and within areas under their control in order to prevent and or · 
restrict redi.sposition of their troops and movement of vital war materials. 
Para 5. Large seale land operations on the Asiatic continent by United 
states forces should not be undertaken during the next several months, if' 
ever. Difficult terrain and inadequate communications make large scale 
use of modern land armies impractical in interior of CHINA. In undertaking 
such o0erations we would ulay into enemy hands, as Americans would be opposed 
by strong Japanese ground forces under conditions favorable to them. 
However, during that period ma.ximum effort must be made by Chinese supporled 
by United States China Theater forces, essential~ air. These forces should 
contribute most effectively by cutting enem,y communication lines, destroying 
important installations and diverting and containing the greatest possible 
number of Jap air and ground- units. At the same time, United States units . 
in the Pacific could establish naval and air bases in RYUKYUS, BONINS, 
HOKKAIDO, SHAN'l'UNG PENINSULA or FORMOSA. Situation may require the siezure 
of intermediate objectives along CHINA Coast, south of WENCHOW, in CHUSAN 
ARCHIPELAGO, in KURILES, and in NINGPO if the enemy considerably weaken 
forces in .that area. Situation may-develop in such manner as to require 
extensive ground operations on continent before Japs a.re compelled to sur-
render however operations suggested for next 6 to S months might suffice. 
If' J ap elects to fight it out on mainland of ASIA, favorable conditions 
particularly with reference to ~ connnunica.tions and air e.ooperation will 
have been created for .American all out land-air battles in CHINA. Para 6. 
Based on ·limited information of Soviet capabilities, best estimate in event 
they enter war against Nippon is that they have about 30 trained and equipped 
divisions in Far East. Effective operations from eastern SIBERIA based on 
present enemy dispositions and strength would require additional forces 
(about .30 divisions). This force would take appro.xirna.tel.y 4 months to move. 
On assumption that GERMANY capitulates by early spring of this year, Russian 
reinforcements would not arrive in Far East until late Autumn. Severe winter 
weather might prohibit and would certainly restrict operations until fol-
lowing year. Soviets disclaim interest in CHINA. However, their local 
representatives are carefully analyzing ali developments particularly re-
garding the KUOMINTANG, Provincial War Lords and Chinese Communists. In 
MONGOLIA, Soviet influence is today very great. Chinese Communist movement 
overshadows other political issues in Northern CHINA, allowing infiltration 
of Soviet doctrines. This condition will facilitate actual penetration 
'by Russians later. Part II .- T·a.ctieal. Para 7. Japanese ca:oabilities in 
CHINA are essentia.l.l3 as presented to JCS in November and December of last 
year. They still have almost cGmplete freedom of action. In November the 
Japs could have taken KUNMING pr CHUNGKINGC» More than adequate resources 
were available to them and the Chines·e-.Afuerican effort could only have de-
layed their drive. There were no effect,i ve Chinese ground forces immediately 
available to interpose 'Qti-tween KONMING and enerrw advance., Now, on 1 Februarp: 
the .Japs still have strong offensive capabilities. with about 12 Divisions 
disuosed so1;1th of CBANGSHA and along the communication lines to CANTON and 
~o~CHINA~ Para 8~ The enemy ·Oa.n also attack KUNMING by way of HANOI-
LAOPAY -KtT.rJMJ;NG; N l\NN!NG-POSEH-KINMING, or PAOCHING-CHIRKIANG-KWEIYANGo 
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05 0750 WEDEMEYER to MACARTHUR, NIMITZ, RICHARDSON Info lffiRSHALL-, -KING.· (CONT'D) .. . 
Present indications do not indicate tha-t the .. Nipponese Supreme Commander 
in CHINA is committed to any of · these courses of action or Japanese know that 
we have recently moved 2 Americ~ trained, fed and equipped Chinese DivisiG>ns 
from BURMA to CHINA. They know further that these 2 divl.sions can and will 
fight. MacArthurs suecesses _in Philippines cause enemw increased concern 
about CHINA Coast. For these 2 reasons, the enemy is not expected to attempt 
large scale a.dvane~ westward f·or example against KUNMING. The latter how-
ever remains a capability and we must be alert and prepared for such enemy 
action. Para 9. The enell\1 will probabl;r concentrate in eoastal areas and 
in the CHANGSHA-H~TKOW...;PEKING-MANCHUKUO area~. These dispositions would 
release Japanese forces f ·or use against possible Allied ope.rations along 
Chinese Coast; against Soviet attacks in MMJCHURIA or for rapid movement to 
Japanese Archiuelago. Para 10. Offensive action by Chinese forces can be _ 
taken in July or August with weather favoring the operations., A Chinese 
force for offensive operations, 15-25 divisions, is eJqJected to be available 
for combat by that time. Staff studies have been made concerming their most 
effective employment. We have considered an attack from 'I\NEIYANG eastward 
to acquire air bases and to cut enemy com.nnmi.cation lines in area HENGYANG-
LILGLING. This would be feasible only if enemy materially reduces forces 
south of YANGTZE. An air and ground outline plan is being preoared for 
drive on ~IUCHOlil-N.ANNING area thence east against CANTON- HONGKONG. All 
planned operations will be accompanied by coordinat.ed aetion by strong guer-
rilla, commando and clandestine forces designed to disrupt enemy lines of 
coimnunication and installations. Part III. A-Combat Forces . Para 11. 
Total combat forces available in China Theatre for offensive operations, as 
of 1 J~ 1945 are: Subpara. Air: Entire 14th Air Force; and in addition, 
2:fi-ghter groups and 2 heavy bombardment groups. SubT)ara. Ground: 5 
divisions, 1 tank group, 3 battalions 75MM nack Howitzers, 7 -Battalions 105MM 
guns; 3 battalions 155MM Howitzers (all from Chinese forces previously in 
INDIA and provided with US training and equipment). 20 Chinese divisions 
from Chinese armies in CHINA (mediocre . in training, equipment and leadership). 
Para B-Schedule of ope'rations. Para. . Following schedule of operations within 
and from China · Theater is included for your information. Para 12. Period 
from present to 1 March. Air - Cooperation with Pacific advances and opera-

tions versus Japanese supplies and communications lines. Ground - Clandestine 
and guerrilla activities. Organization, training and equipping of Chinese 
divisions. Objective of all forees - insuring security of KUNMING-CHmNGKING 
area while concurrently preparing for offensive. · Para 13. Period 1 .:March 
to 1 May. Ai~Cooperation with Pacific advances and operations versus 
Japanese forces and installations particularly eooununieation Jines and 

' supplies. Ground - Clandestine and guerrilla activities. Organization, 
equipping a:nd training of Chinese divisions and movement of forces to forward~ · 
areas. Objective of all forces - insuring security of KUNMING-CHllNGKING 
area while concurrently preparing for offensive. Para 14. ~~riod 1 May 
to 1 July. Air - Operations again&t Japanese ~orces and installations par-
ticularly communication lines and supplies. Ground - Clandestine and guer-
rilla activities. Continued training of Ghinese divisions, concentration 
of divisions in selected areas in preparation for commencement of offensive. 
Objective of all forces - Insuring security of KUN.MTIJG-GHUNGKING area, con-
currently preparing for offensive. Para 15. Period l J~ to l , September. 
Air- Strategic and tactical participation and cooperation in ' CHINA, phased · 
with Pacific operations. Hround - Offensive operations by Chinese armies 
strongly supported by intensified guerrilla and clandestine operations. 
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05 0750 WED~R to MACARTHUR, NIMITZ, RICHARDSON Info MARSHALL, KING. (CONT'D) 

Para 16. Above uresents current situation in CHINA and urojected o~rations 
by China Theater forces. Operations by Pacific Ocean Area or SWvPA forces 
against the CHINA Coast would contribute strongly to success of CHINA opera-
tions. CHINA Theater cannot materially aid Pacific operations during the 
next 4 months except by air strikes. After appropriate ground forces are 
available (estimated date 1 July 1945) combined and effective operations 
should be possible at such time and place as would support or assist opera-
tions in Pacific against island objectives or CHINA Coast. Para 17. It 
will urobably be the first of July at the earliest before effective gro'Wld 
ooerations can be undertaken. China Theater is striving to undertake co-
ordinated ground and air operations against the Japanese from the west in 
in time to disrupt their planned redeployment to meet possible US advances 
from the Pacific and to prevent the withdrawal of forces from ASIA into JAPAN 
proper. It is believed that if our operations can be initiated in Juzy 
they will catch the Japanese off-balance and probably preclude planned re-
distribution of their forces. In the event they are preparing to withdraw 
bulk of forces to the north ef the YABGTZE these operations will probably 
hasten that withdrawal. In any event, our operations, if successful, would 
give the Chinese army much needed combat experience and confidence and could 
result in opening port of .CANTON-HONGKONG. When sea communications are re-
established, it will be possible to dispense with the prodigious effort re-
quired to supply CHINA via INDIA. Further, the increased flCNT of supplies 
in conjunction with victorious battle experience may inspire confidence and 
create conditions that will enable the Chinese forces to destroy the Japa-
nese on the Asiatic mainland without large scale American ground participation. 

07 0403 CINCSVVPA to CO~IALLIED AIR FORCES ADV ECH 1 Infq CINCPOA, COM5THFLT, COMALLIED 
NAVAL FORCES (TOLOSA), ADV ECH GHQ. 

CX 57760. · In support of DEI'ACHBENT Operation with target date 19 February. 
Commander Allied Air Forces will extend long range searches sectors 5 through 
9 of search plan H and when effective sectors 5 through ~0 of Search Plan J 
to ma.ximum practicable distance during the period D-10 to D plus 10. Continue 
strikes on FORMOSA airfields dt~ing this period with increasing intensity 
as practicable. On D plus 9 and D plus 10 strike FORt[OSA airfields to cover 
fast carrier strikes on and retirement from the NA!~SEI SHOTO. Commander 5th 
Fleetrs Op Plan 13-44. Action addressee acknowledge. :MacArthur. 

07 0455 CINCPOA .. Wr .HQ to COM5THFLEET Info DEPCOM20THAF, CTF 58, ALL TG COMDRS TF 58. 

Your 050432. In the event that the 21st Bomber Command does not strike an D-4 
it will strike on D-3 ·using 1 of the following alternatives. A. If clear 

weather is predicted at TOKYO proceed to TOKYO and strike target 357 if 
visual bombing possible. If radar bombing then becomes necessary bomb radar 
area bounded by Lat 35 degrees 3g minutes - 35 degrees 45 minutes and Long 139 
degrees 43 Jllinutes - 139 degrees 52 minutes between 1430 and 1630(. B. If 
clear weather is predicted at NAGOYA and not at TOKYO strike target 193 
NAGOYA. c. If overcast is nredicted at both places strike radar area as in 
A. Para. For NAGOYA area in event 21 BomCom does not strike D plus 4 it 
will strike D plus 5 target 193 iT visual bombing possible. In event radar 
bombing becomes necessary bomb radar area in the city of NAGOYA bounded by 
Lat 35 degrees 04 minutes - 35 degrees 13 minutes and Long 136 degrees 50 
minutes - 136 degrees 59 minutes between 1430 and 1630¥. Should TOKYO be open 
on D plus 4 a 0rima~ target that area will be attacked. No deferment to 

- continued -
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~ · 0~0455 CINCPOA ADV HQ to COM5THFLEET- ETC. (CONT'D) 

above plans will be made unless weather conditions at home base necessitate. 
You will be notified of any change not later than 0730 K on D-3 for TOKYO 
area and 0730 K on D plus 4 for NAGOYA area. The foregoing decisions were 
reached after thorough consideration of your 050432 also of desirability 
concentrating attack effort and unsuitability air frame plant 1544 as a radar 
target. 

07 0306 CINC BPF to COM?THFLT Info CINCPAC ADV HQ, CSWP REAR, COM NOB IEYTE, RAFT. 

Plans for forthcoming operation include use of LEYTE GULF by British Pacific 
Fleet service force, though this is dependent on BPF being assigned to Cincpac 
by Cominch. On the assumption that this assignment will in fact be made, 
I would like to send a small party of officers to LEYTE at an early date to 
discuss use of anchorage with ComNOB ~!t!E and his staff. Please advise if 
you concur and convenient date for visit. 

07 0617 CINCPOA ADV HQ to ClliCS\TPA I o COMINCH, COM7THFLT, COM5THFLT. 
(ULTRA) -

MY 060758. MY appraisal of enemy naval capabilities in Southwest Pacific 
Area. follows. Ultra discloses J ap Southern Army plans for evacuation of 
46th Division {BD!A) plus elements of 5th (TOEAL) and 48th (DILl) Divisions 
to SURABAYA with naval cooperation and subsequent movement to MALAYA indicated. 
Believe above transportation commencing soon and extending until possib~ 
April. On 21 January Cine Combined Fleet assigned #2 Diversion Attack Force 
(ISE, HYUGA, ASHIGARA, H.AGURO, OYODO plus about 5 destroyers) to CinC South-
west Area Fleet and the next d~ latter commander assigned the #2 Diversion · 
Attack Force to the Western Force. On February 4 CinC Combined Fleet deleted 
the #2 Diversion Attack Force suggesting its abolishment as a combined fleet 
tactical unit and assigned the Western Force and North of AUSTRALIA Force 
to the tactical command of Commander Southern A~ Field Marshal Count 
TERAUCHI. These assignments stripped CinC Southwest Area Fleet of practically 
all his commands except minor naval forces afloat and ashore in the PHILIPPINES. 
Previously the high naval air commands of the PHILIPPINES had withdrawn their 
headquarters to FORMOSA. Evacuation of air crews and ground personnel from 
LUZON by air and submraine is in progress. The Jap Army's dissatisfaction 
with the Jap Navy's failure to prevent u.s. landings in PHILIPPIN~S is well 
established. A naval shakeup in command is reflected by the assignment of 
a new CinC 2nd Southern Ex:pe:ditionary Force and the indicated detachment of 
the Comdr #2 Diversion Attack Force plus the suspicion that CinC Southwest 
Area Fleet may have been relieved of his post. The overwater movement of 
large numbers of troops in small craft under the reduced J ap air strength 
available in face of Allied submarine menace and the acknowledged threat of 
British Task Force raids against JAVA and SUMATRA will probably result in 
utilization of naval units for escort and cover and possibly to augment avail-
able transportation. Japanese Army and Naval air units and naval anti-sub-
marine escort. units are engaged in intensified anti-submarine measures covering 
vi tal convoys along the CHINA Coast from SINGAPORE to the Empire. An unidenti-
fied command on 5 February made inquiry as to amounts of aviation gasoline in 
drums and in tonnage, also numbers of personnel, that could be carried aboard 
ISE, HYUGA and ASHIGARA, also amount of aviation gasoline in drums that 
could be carried by destroyers KASUMI, ASASH!\{0 and HATSUSHD.ID. It is esti-
mated therefore that the enemy naval commander will be incapable of utilizing 
naval surface forces under his command to attempt to interfere with our supply 
line to LUZON,. Signed Na:MITZ. 
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08 0121 COM7THFLT to CINCSWPA LEYTE & LUZON Info COMINCH, CINCPOA. 

An increasing volume of requests are being received direct by Com7thFleet 
and ComdrAllied Naval Forces Southwest Pacific Area and by his subordinates,., 
Particular~ CNB MANUS1 from Cine British Fleet for facilities and services. 
~ong these are requests for provision at MANUS of Headquarters for CinCBPF. 
Of airfields and facilities and the allocation of ground areas for the con-
struction and installation of accomodations for 14,000 men supp~ and fuel 
deoots, ba~acks, docks, etc. It is requested I be informed earliest urac-
ticable 6f status of BPF with respect to CANF and Com7thFleet. Proper com-
munications and correspondence channels and extent of my responsibility and 
authority with respect especially to provision of naval shore facilities 
in SWPA. Para. The present load i>n MANUS for support of SWPA naval and 
naval air activities requires early decision with respect to nature and ex-
tent of transfer to BPF of existing facilities or of new construction to be 
undertaken for or by BPF. 

08 0713 CINCPAC ADV HQ to CINC BPF Info COMINCH, ClNCSWPA, COM7THFLT. 

~ 080710. As soon as your next bperations are decided upon please advise 
me of~ arrangements desired for use of anchorage~ shore facilities, fuel, 
etc. in . order that I make them accordance NF-1 which has been approved by 
Cominch. · 

07 2020 COMINCH (ADMIN) to CINCPOA ADV HQ. 07 1602 CO!UNCH TO COMINCH (AD~) 

British Task Force not available tour 070626 for ICEBERG first phase. 

08 0314 CINCSWPA to CINCPOA, COM7THFLT, Info GHQ SVvPA, COMINCH. 

C.AX-50326. In view of Para 2 of your 0607 58 providing strat~egic naval cover 
of LINGAYEN base I have directed 7th Fleet to comply with request . of Para 4 
all these ships and all others which have oarticipated in the operations have 
performed splendidly and fully maintained the highest traditions of the Navy. 
I am very proud and grateful to have had their invaluable assistance in this 
vital cam-'Jaign. 

09 0525 CINCPAC ADV HQ to COMAIRPAC, COMlSTCARTASKFOR,info COM5THFLT, CINCPOA PEARL, 
COMCARDIV 7. . 

Com.AirPac 13193S, January. Request re-ecommendations of addressees covering 
assignment of carriers to night group and training duty during ICEBERG. Views 
of info addressees will be welcomed. 

09 0$24 CINCPAC ADV HQ to CQflNCH & CNO Info COM31IDFLT t COMBATRON 2. 

Your 062242. Following paraphrase report of informal investigation conducted 
by V.Adm Lee as directed by Cincpac. On 16 Jan 1945 (E. Long. date) TF 38 
struck shipping, aircraft and installations CHINA Coast from HONGKONG to RAIN~ 
Fighter aircraft from USS HANCOCK attacked seaplane hangar and base installa-
tions in Portuguese territor,y in MACAO* This target was assigned to TG 38.2 
and specifically to HANCOCK for observation and nblanketingfl. On 13 Jan 1945 
CTG 38.2 with concurrence Com3rd.Flt and CTF .38 sent dispatch to HANCOCK as 
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09 0824 CINCPAC ADV Hg to COMINCH & CNO, info COM3RDFLT, COMBATRON 2. (CONT'D) 

follows: 11Since MACAO is owned by neutral PORTUGAL brief all uilots that no 
attacks are to be made on :MACAO or shipping within 2 miles thereof unless Jap 
aircraft or shipping are on MACAO or in those waters in which case attacks 
will be limited to those aircraft and ships. Pilots will inapect MlCAO for 
aircraft but will not fly over it". The intention of CTG 38.2 was to prohibit 
attacks against seaplane base at MACAO unless enemw air actifity observed 
thereon. Because of incomplete briefing of pilots on the H liN COCK as to the 
intended meaning of desoatch quoted above their understanding was not to 
f~ over or attack 1~CAO, its harbor facilities or shippin~ therein but to 
observe from a distance and that the seaplane base about 22 miles from MACAO 
had been definitely and unconditiona~ assigned for attack. On day of attack 
no enemw activity was observed on or near seaplane base J!ACAO. Details of 
attacks all by FightRon 7 are as follcws all 16 Jan 1945. 0900 5 fighters 
strafed seaplane hangar. 0930 7 fighters strafed and fired seaplane hangar; 
strafed revetments. 0940 5 f·ghters strafed seaplane hangar. 1530 4 fighters 
strafed burnt out hangar and a9narent gasoline stations. The gun camera film 
record of above attacks are reported to have,been destrqyed by bomb explosion 
on HANCOCK 22 Jan 1945. 

09 2l4l COMINCH & CNO to CINCBPF Info CINCPOA BOTH HQ, COM7THFLT, CINCSWPA. 

Information from Commander 7th Fleet indicates that various officers of the 
Royal Navy are seeking to make major logistic arrangements with him direct. 
I assume that in accord with NF-l .you will deal with 'administrative arrange-
ments with, by or through Cincpoa. ' 

09 2141 COMINCH & CNO to CINCPOA ADV HQ. 

Com?thFlt 080121 referred to you for such action as may be necessar.y and 
appropriate. 

10 0850 ADV GHQ SWPA to CINCPOA Info COMINCH,CNO, CANF, CG FEAF, CINCBPF, GHQ LEYTE. 

CAX 50405. Subject is British Pacific Fleet's operations and use of SWPA fa-
cilities and personnel as requested in CinCBPF 030223 GCT of 5 February to me 
copy not to you paraphrased "Approval expected shortly for facilities includ-
ing air strip to establish a naval air base at MJUqijS including tented camp 
site for 1500 men for which will require construction and maintenance person-
nel~ Request confirmation of release of RAAF works squadrons or Austfalian 
engineer personnel who have been approached and concur in this request being 
passed to you required to establish base by 6 March" end of paraphrase. Also 
CinCBPF 310537 of 3 Februar.y to me COP.Y not to you paraphrased "Approval is 
requested for CinCBPF to communicate directly with Command General FEAF re-
garding the following problems. (A) Providing nrotection from the air of the 
bases and lines of communications of the BPF, (B) air formation training of 
the fleet in co~pany with air, (C) use of .facilities of air transport services 
for the BPF. End of paraphrase. Concur in Commander 7th Fleet 080121 of 8 
February 45. Facilities and personnel ~VPA allocated to fullest extent in 
suPDort of nresent and future operat ions. In consonance with serial 000169 
letter of 19-20 December 1944 and Commander in Chief and CNO 162021 GCT to 
CinCBPF, believe :requests for use of facilities and direct connnunica.tion 
should follow the defined chain of cownand. 30 07 
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;r-v ll 0151 COMINCH to CINCroA ADV HQ Info CINCPAC PEARL Hg~ COM5THFLT, COM)RDFLT. 

/ 

Consider it advisable tha.t so !a:r ··as possible participation of ComNavGroup 
CHINA matters of nature your 10053+ be handled by assignment of straight-
forvrard tasks in such form that purpose is not disclosed to him. To avoid 

.revealing purpose in pertinent future messages to ' Co.niNavGroup CHINA. substi-
tute cominch for Joint Security Control in addees. Cominch will deliver 
such messages to Joint Security Control who have this by hand. MY 301923 
~an not to nor needed by all also ref~rs. 

OS 1956 MARSHALL to SULTAN, RICHARDSON, WEDERMEYER Info HA..l1.MON, LEMi\Y, RAMEY passeg 
to ISCOMS GUAM, SAIPAN, TINIAN Info CINCPOA BarR HQ. 

WARX 332S5. Now the War Department directs that the Commanding Ge:neral1 United states A~ Forces ~IA-BU&~ take the necessar.y action to prepare 
for movement and to move the 58 Bombardment Wing (VH) and component unit·s as 
hereinafter indicated from INDIA-BURMA Theater to Pacific Ocean Areas in ae-
cordance with the .follovdng: Para ~ Part i. References: (A) War Department 
letter AG 270.5 (25 June 43) OB-3-SPMOT-E-M, ~0 June 43, Subject: Assignment 
of Shipment Numbers to overseaw commanders. Para. (B) War Department letter 
AG 370.5(23 June 43) OB-W-E-M, 30 June 43, subject: Procedure concerning 
movement of Troops Overseas. Para. Part 2. Personnel: (A) lst Water 
Echelon: (1) 2275 personnel of the 58 Wing will be prepared for departure 
CALCUTTA on or about 22 February destination TINIAN. (Total personnel in 
this echelon plus additional maintenance and ?taff personnel carried in unit 
aircraft should be comparable by SSN to the retained air and ground echelons 
of the 315 Wing remaining in the United states to support unit aircraft. 
(Complete breakdo¥r.n of SSNS being forwarded under separate cover). Para. (2) 
2864 personnel will be prepared for departure from CALCUTTA on or about 22 
Februacy destination GUAM consisting by units as follows: Headqua:t:'ters and 
Headquarters Squadron 58 Wing 3 officers, 10 enlisted men; ground echelons 
2 headquarters and headquarters squadrons Bomb Group each 2 officers, 16 
enlisted men; g~ound echelon 6 Bomb Squadrons each 6 officers, 197 enlisted 
men; 2 -photo labs Bomb Group each 1 officer, 20 enlisted men; 2 Air Service 
Groups each 44 officers, 3 warrant officers, 667 enlisted men; 33S Signal 
Company Wing 8 officers, 119 enlisted men. Para (B).· 2nd Water Echelon: 
3070 personne1 consisting by units as follows will be prepared for departure 
to GUAM with readiness date in April: Hdqtrs & Hdqtrs Sqdns Bomb Group each 
2 officers, 16 enlisted men; Ground Echelons 6 Bomb Sqdns each 6 officers, 
197 enlisted men; 2 Photo Labs Bomb Group each 1 officer, 20 enlisted men; 
2 Air Service Groups each 44 officers, :3 warrant officers, 667 enlisted men; 
2nd _AAF Combat Camera Unit 9 officers, 2.3 enlisted men; 1903 Ordnance Am-
munition Co._ 6 officers, 173 enlisted men; Ground Echelon Flight C 1st Recon-
naissance Sq~adron 10 officers, 85 enlisted men; Link Trainer operators 40 

. e~listed men; total .3070 personnel; 155 officers, 6 warrant officers, 2909 
enlisted men. Para (C). The 1st Air and Flight Echelon (90 B29s~ 2 B24s and 
5 Fl3s) of the 5$ Wing consisting of: Wing Hpqtrs 40 officers, 2 warrant , " 
officers, 66 enlisted men; Flight C, . 1st Photo Reconnaissance Sqdn 30 officers~ 
60 enlisted men; 2 Ground Hdqtrs each 20 officers, 1 warrant officer, 19 
enlisted men; 6 Bomb Squadrons each consisting of 100 officers, 142 enlisted 
men; total 710 officers, 4 warrant officers and 1016 enlisted men will arrive 
at 315 Wing bases at TINIAN beginning 1 April. Unit aircra.ft to be loaded 
with combat crew and 'II maintenance or staff personnel. Regulation of' the 
flow of aircraft in accordance with the completion dates of airfields on 
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TINIAN will be accomplished by .direct communication between the 21 Bomber 
Command, the 20 Bomber Co:mma.nd. Para (D), The 2nd Flight and .ldr Echelon 
(90 B29s ) of the 5S Wing consi sting of BomWing Hdqtrs personnel 20 officers, 
20 enlisted men; 2 Group Hdqtrs, ea.eh 20 officers, 1 warrant officer~ 19 
enlisted men; 6 Bomb Squadrons, each 100 officers, 150 enlisted men; total 
660 officers, 2 warrant officers, and 958 enlisted men, will arrive at 
TINIAN beginning 1 Mq subject to the regulation established in the preceding 
paragraph. Para (E). The totals of personnel for each unit indicated within 
echelons are -considered only as a guide to indicate totals of personr1el that 
can be. moved within the means indicated. Any adjustment between units and 
within echelons (air or ground) ~s authorized consistent with the mission 
0! the personnel and the condition of the bases upon arrival. ' Para (F). 
The headquarters 20 Bomber Command and the balance of its assigned units 
composing the 3rd echelon will be the subject of a separate directive. 1 
June 45 is established as a readiness date. Par~Part 3. ·Equipment: (A) 
Personnel of each echelon maving by water will be accompanied by heav,y tentage 
and minimum essential equipment as outlined in POM including such authorized 
hand tools as transportation facilities will permit. Para (B). Complete 
tables of equipment, tables of basic allowances and special lists of equip-
ment irresnecti ve of qualifying remarks indicated ·in applicable equipment 
tables will be processed and uacked for overseas shipment. Tentative dead-
line at port for organizational equipment of the 1st echelon is 1 March and 
for the 2nd echelon is 1 April pending receipt of unloading schedule from 
Commanding General Pacific Ocean Areas requested in 4 B below. The Command-
ing General ThTDIA-BUBMA will est ablish final equinment readiness dates. 
Para (C) • Commanding ~neral INDIA BURJ:J:A will authorize the 6$ Wing to ship 
on vessels nominated for the movement of cargo of each echelon of the 5S 
Wing, such extra items of equipment accumulated in excess of tables of equip-
ment and tables of Basio Allowances from special projects (except theater 
projects), special issues and such critical spare parts as deemed advisable 
using space available remaining after loading cargo specified in the pr.e-
ceding paragraph. Para (D). Based on appropriate tables of equipment and 
tables of basic allowances, it is estimated t hat the 1st Water Echelon will 
have 3700 long tons and 23300 measurement tons (garble) including 1083 ve- · 
hicles. The 2nd Water Echelon will have 3700 long tons and 23700 measure-
ment tons including 1089 vehicles. These estimates are based on provisions 
of 9aragraph 3 B above. Para (E) A radio :eeport vrl.ll be rendered by the 
Commanding General INDIA BUBlviA Theater to the War Department by 20 February 
with a copy to CoiDirl8.nding General ~aqi.:f:ic Ocean Areas giving theater esti1nate 
for each echelmn to include$· CgrQup missing); (l) Total weight in 

' long tons and"measurement t ons. (2) Number of vehicles by type and model. 
Para. Part 4. Transportat ion: (A) The Chief of Transportation, A~ Ser-
vice Forces, Will: (1) F'l.l.r'nish transport at ion (group missing) to accomplish 
the above movement and take the necessa.cy st eps to coor dinate the movement 
wit h overseas theat ers. Para (2). Designat e personnel shipping by ra dio 
immediately- for t he 1 st Water Echelon. Para (3). Nominate cargo shipping 
upon r ecei nt of information required by .3 E above and 4 B below. Para (B). • 

. The Commanding General Pacific Ocean Area s vall upon recei pt o.f information 
in .3 E above advise the War Department with copy to the Commanding General. 
United States. Army Forces INDIA BURMA Theater oi' the unloading echelon 
dur ing which t he cargo for the 1st Water Echelon and of t he 2nd Water Echelon 
may be accept ed at GUAM. For · pl anning purposes t his date has been accepted 
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as approximately 1 May for 'the lst Echelon and as auproximate~ 1 June for 
the 2nd Echelon. Para (C). Commanding General, INDIA BURMA Theater vdll by 
radio to the War Department nominate the port of loading for troops in the 
2nd Water Echelon based upon the troop ship schedule in WARX 21332 Januar.y 
16. Loading t:irn.e to be between 1 April and 1 May 1945. Para. Part 5. 
other Instructions: (A) Troops come under control of the Commanding General 
~ Service Forces (Chief of Transportation) upon embarkation and pass to 
the control of the CorrmUUlding General Pacific Ocean Areas upon debarkation. 
Para (B). The Commanding General u.s •. Army Forces CHINA Theater will provide 
such assistance as is required for SXPOK RU E aircraft of the flight echelons 
as outlined in 2C and 2D through bases in CHINA. Para (C). Operational 
radios implementing this directive will be classified secret. Para (D). ~ 
Vaccination against bubonic plague will be effected prior to this movement 
or enroute. Para (E). Direct communication between theater commanders is 
authorized. Para. Part 6. Report: (A) In addition to reports called for · 
above and in references Part 1, the Commanding General u.s. ~ Forces 
INDIA BURMA Theater will report by- radio to the War Department, the Com-
manding General, Pacific Ocean Areas and the inter.mediate Theater Commander 
(if the vessel will call at an intermediate port) not later than TWOVCWDB 
hours after NO AR ARRIVE TJE VESSELS the following information: (1) Ship 
ENTU numbers and letters of the units. Para (2). Total number of officers 
a:Ii<ienlisted personnel by unit (any female or negro · officers and enlisted 
oersonnel will (group missing) indicated. Para (3). Date of departure. 
Para (4). Port serial nwnber FOAVJNTLY assigned to the vessel. Para (5). 
Estimated time of arrival at an intermediate port (if any) and at destination 
area. (B) Cargo information vd.ll be in accordan~e with section 3 of War 
Department Technical Manual 38-412721 March 441 subject: standardized supp~ 
and transportation information from uorts of embarkation to overseas theaters. 

11 0921 WEDEMEYER to MACARTHUR, 1\TThliTZ Info 1-:.IARSHALL. ( Rec 1 d via CG FOA 112110) 

Serial CFBX 32812. Both east and west of the Jap held corridor HANKOW-HONGKONG 
are large number of Chinese troops and or guerillas from whom sgpplies are 
not now contemplated in the apnroved u.s. nrograms. Para. Potentially 
they can be of great value in resisting further Jap advances, protecting re-
maining air field, disrupting lines of comrmmications and aiding in possible 
future operations. Any equipment would aid them and J ap equipment would be 
~articularly appropriate. Para. Logistically, air deliver,r from LUZON is 
feasible and fast with the further ad~antage that it will not create a drain 
on our hump lift already stretched to sustain the approved Chinese divisions. 
Para. The question is, what air tranS1)0rtable captured Japanese equipment 
is available, how much and where. All small arms, mortars, light machine 
guns, ammunition therefor and hand grenades are of principle interest to us. 
Para. Will you help us out by speeding the answer. If availability of equip-
ment warrants, we will consider other details of the plan and discuss them 
with you. 
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12 0237 CINC BPF 'to CINCPAC. 
(PART 1) -

FRASER to NDJL!TZ. I find it now a little difficult to understand what is 
happening. 2."': !I directed by you we are trying to plan for ICEBERG but· 
(A) We apoarent1.y have not been assigned to any co11ll11a.nd. (B) I am. informed 
that· the British Task Foree is not available for ear~ stages of IGEBERG. 
(C) Cominch 092141 Feb. 194-5 infers that I shoUld have no communication 
with Com?thFleet. 3. With regard to (C) 

12 0245 Sarue as above. 
(PART 2) 

the only communication I have had are (1) A nersonal visit on General Mac-
Arthur's invitation followed by a proposal to attach liaison officers. (2) 
A request to GinO SoWesPac Area for the release of some Australian work 
personnel tG assist on airstrip at MANUS. (J) A request to Cine SoWesPac 
Area to deal direct with Commanding General Far Eastern Air Forces over 
local air matters. (4) other local questions in AUSTRALJA. 

12 0251 CINC BPF to CINCPAC ADV. 
(PART 3) . 

Part 3 final my 120251. Such as accommodation in SYDNEY. 4. MY on4' 
object is to try and bring the BPF ihto action on the dates you desired, 
but am begillliWng to feel a little frustrated. Time is getting short , the 
Fleet is in SYDNEY, and I have as yet no air strip allocations at MANUS. 
5. Can you help and advise me if we are doing wrong.. It hardly seems to 
me to be practicable to be based in the co!Il11lB.nd of CinCS\'VPA area without 
having commun1cation on local matters. 

11 0836 COMl.STCARTASKFORPAC to CINCPAC ADV HQ Info CINCPOA PEARL, C0~,1AIRPAC , CCM-
CARDIV 7, CO~WIFTHFIEET . 

Urdis 090525. Due to time involved recommend retention SARATOGA ( CV 3) 
for ICEBERG and assign BATA.A.N (CVL 29) AND INDEPENDENCE (CVL 22) for 
training or retain only E:NTERPRISE ( CV 6) as night carrier for this opera-
tion. CVLs are not sui table for night carrier work and doubt if TICONDEROGA 
(CV 14) could be trained or carry her weight as only a night carrier. All 
CVs available will be necessar.y as day carriers during this operation. 

13 0210 CINCroA ADV HQ to CINCPOA PEARL HQ Info COMFIFTHF:r..Eh"'T, COMPHIBSPAC,COMGENlO. 

The teeizure of an isla.'Y'J.d in the D.AITO SHIMA as a site for a Loran station 
will be eliminated a.s a feature of current pl.an.ning. No forces will be 
ear:m.arked for that purpose at this time except for the Loran equipment 
and its operating ':)ersonnel which will be held in reserve for use at such 
time as its installation at a suitable site :may be accom.plished without 
use oi' important combat units. This cancels Phase III-a of ICEBERG • 

I ' 
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13 1945 COMINCH & CNO to CINCPAC liJJV HQ Info COMTIIIRDFLT, COMBATRON 2. 

In view circumstances reported your 090824 proceed with investigation 
by Court of Inquiry when convenient. 

14 OllO CINCPOA ADV HQ to COMGEN US FORCES CHINA Info COM5THFLT, CINCSWPA1
.t 

COMNAVGROUP CHINA. 

To clarify situation in connection your 121439. No copies of my top 
secret serial 0005007 were sent to any agency in CHINA and it is un-
likely that ComNavGroup CHINA has knowledge of it~ contents. It was 
paralleled by IV' 122013 January addressed to you and ComNavGroup's 
170631 signed CHENNAULT understood to be your reply • Para 2. You 
may be assured that my communications concerning forces under your 
command will be addressed direct to you. Para. Reference to serial 
0005007 in my 040144 was improper and it is obvious that loss of 
forward bases makes 14th Air Force unable perform tasks which FIVESOME 
Agreement outlined for 2oth Bomber Command. 

1.4 0112 CINCPOA ADV . HQ to COMGEN AAFPOA Info COMFWDAREA, ISCOM TJIORKM.AN • 

Your 102205. All units of all services stationed at WORKMAN (llVO JIMA) 
must be under the military command of the Island Commander. Tactical 
units staging through WORKMAN will remain under the admi.nistrati ve and 
operational control of the organizations to which assigned. The 
Island · Commander WORKMAN Will be responsible for efficient operation 
of all units of his .military command. Desire assignment ·of units 
mentioned your 102205 be such as to conform to foregoing. 

14 0456 CINC POA ADV Hg to COMGEN U * S • FOHCES CHTI~A THEATER FWD ECHELON CHUNGKING 
r Info COMGEN 14 AIR FORCE, COMNAVGROUP CHINA. 

ORANGE Task Force of 2 ISE Class BB, 1 TONE or MOGAMI Class CA and 3 
DD signted and attacked with undetermined results by SfNPA subs and 
planes. Composite of sightings indicates speed about 15 lmots. Last 
re0orted 19-40 N 112-00 E, course. Ol4, at 0430 (I)(-9) February 1.4. 
Estimate this force will continue advance through FORMOSA STRAITS 
hugging CHINA Coast. Speed of advance suggests necessity refuelling 
probably between AM.OY and GOOCH OW • Believe they will continue on to 
homeland after fueling. 

14 07 59 CINCPOA ADV HQ to COM5THFLT, COMPB:IBSPAC,,_ COMGEN 10 ~ CINCroA PEJ.t\RL HQ, 
Info COIIAIRPAC, COMGENPOA, COMMINPAC, COM:SERVPAC, COMGENAAFPOA. 

In view of favorable possibilities of development at INDISPENSABLE (IE 
SHIMk) and unfavorable terrain shown qy recent reco~naissance of 
KNONI.EDGE ( Kill~ J IMA) the latter will be elirirl.nated from current plan-
ning and Phase III-b of I CEf3ERG is cancelled. 
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14 2220 CINCroA ADV Fig to COMINCH & CI~O • • 
Your 13A>20. The purpose of my 110043 to CinC BPF is to asoertain what 
requests he actWj.lly intende to ma.ke. See his 0.3022.3 quoted in CinCSWPA 
100850 and para. 3(2) of his 120251 which indicate· an intention to under-
take some construction with Australian personnel. 

16 0419 CINCPOA ADV HQ to CINC~VPA Info COMINCH, CINCBPF, COM7THFLT, CINCPOA PElliL 
COMAIRPAC. 

Para 1. CINC BPF l41300.x Request approval now of the use of MANUS by 
the British Pacific Fleet as an anchorage J6or the augmentation of United 
States Naval carrier aircraft pools and person~el at MANUS by up to 50 
British carrier aircraft "Uifith 4 officers and 131 men. Para 2. I will 
witl1hold any request for establishment of a British Mobile Naval Air Base 
(MONAB) until receipt of yot~ action on Para 2 of my 110045 and approval 
by the Commander in Chief United states Fleet of the establishment of · 
the MONAB concerned. Para 3. If facilitiew can be made available 
request also your approval of arrival 'British Liaison Officer and party 
proposed by par~ S of Cine BPF 141300. 

16 0427 CINCPAC MJV HQ to COMPHIBSPAC Info COM5THFLT , COMGENFMFPAC , CINCPOA PEARL, 
CTG 10, 16 , CTF 53 , COMFWDAR.EA, COMHAWSEAFRON, OTF 56, CTG 56 , 1 , ADCOMPHIBEP AC 

\ 

\ 
\ 

Schedule of operations following Phase I of ICEBERG require rehabilitation 
of 4th and 5th Marine Divisions in Hawaiian Area rather than in MARIANAS 
following DETACIDn'ENT • Assault TransHone now committed to DETACHMENT will 
therefore be employed as follows: (A) 1 TransRon evacuate 3rd MarDiv to 
GUAM after which it vdll be routed to scheduled mounting point for ICEBERG 
as previously planned, (B) Other 2 TransRon~ may be used to evacuate 
casualties to MARIANAS ro SoPac and will then be routed to scheduled 
mounting points for ICEBERG without being required to evacuate troops . 
Shipping for the evacuation of 4th and 5th MarDivs will be provided from 
(A) APA 1s and AKA's from 7th Fleet which were scheduled to return PEJL~L· 
for overhaul, (B) AP's and M\ 1s from 7th Fleet which were scheduled to 
reuurn PE~1L for garrison shipping, (C) AP's and AK's in garrison ship-
ments number 0 and 1, (n) Additional spare APA's arid AKA's from PEARL 
which will be sailed to forward areas immediate~. Para. All of these 
shios except those in (C) above will be concentrated in ULI'l'HI and ENI-
VvErOK to be routed to WORKMAN as directed by you. Actual names of ships 
and arrangement for escorts will be· provided later. Assume that landing 
craft which _you leave a.t WORKMAN for unloading garrison shipments wi.ll 
be adequate for the reen1barkation of these divisions. Dec-ision as to 
which Marine RCT will be left at objective prior to the arrival of the 
147 Inf Regt is left to your judgement but thl.s alteration in nlan indi-
cates the desirability of selecting 1 RCT from the 3rd MarDiv provided 
it is committed and I)rovided no other factors are presented. 
\ 

l6 0846 NCPAC AD:S H · to COMGENF:MFPAC Info COMINCH MAHCORPS CCMPHIBSPAC COMFWD-

J 

l 
J 

•. ~A COMSOPAC COMGENPOA · CO FWD ECH FMFPAC CO SOPAC ECH FMFPAC COM 
CO 5THFLT, COM511HPHIBFOR, CINCPOA PE.ARL Hgo 
Rehabilitation areas mydis 200006 modified as follows (A) Follo~rlx1g D~CH
MEN~ 5th AmPhibCorps 4th and 5th MarDivs return to Huciiian area 3rd MarDiv 
return to GUAM (B) Following Phase TI ICEBERG lrd PhibCorps & 6th !larDiv 
to GU~ 1st 11arDiv to Hawaiian area and 2nd MarDiv to SAIP.AN. (C) FollowiJ?-g 
Phase :l:II-c ICEBEH.G 5th PhibCorps with 3d l~th and 5th MarDivs to Rif!ILIPPillfES 
if . facilities &re ready ot~erwise return to previous rehabilitation a:ftf! 3 
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16 0919 CINCFDA ADV HQ to CI NCSWPA I nfo COM7THF'LT , CTF 77 • COM5THFLT, COMPHIBSPAC, 
CI NCPAC PE .. 4R.l , Hg, COMSER\l!iON 10. 

Request PORTL .. t\ND ( CA 33) and :MI NNEAPOLIS (CA 36) be released in time 
report Cincpac at ULI'I'HI not later than 5 March. 

PD ULITHI WEST 

. Your 160509. .Direet WEs'I• VIRGINIA (BB 48) proceed immediately to WORKMA.rJ 
as routed by PD ULITHI at best speed of advance. Select 2 destroyers 
in best operating condition from. MAURY, MCCALL, GRIDLEY, IZARD to report 
CO WEST VIRGINIA as escorts. CO iJ1fEST · VIRGINIA advise originator and 
info adees ETA WORKMAN. On arrival" report CTF 51 for duty in . 5th Fleet. 
Retain escorts until further orders. See ComPhibsPac 150155 passed 
separately to WEST VIRGINIA. 

16 1ll2 COMGENAAFFOA to CINCPOA ADY Hg.I 
• 

AAFPOA 0237. Reference is made to our 0119 dated 10 February, and your 
140112 February. In order to clarify status of units in question, recommend 
Cincpoa info~ u1terested agencies as follows: (A) That the primar.y rnission 
of the 347th and 34sth AU. Service Groups is to support 21 Bomber Command 
operations through and activities in WORKMAN. (B) That to insure most ef-
fective accomplish~ent of riission of these units ComGenAAFPOA will issue 
orders attaching them to 21 Bomber Command for administration and operations. 
(C) That attachment as provided in (B) above does not affect the overall -
responsibility and authority of ComGen WORKWUlli in regard to island defenses, 
general administration and discipline, nor his authority ih emergencies to 
take any action which he considers necessary in keeping with his responsi-
bilities. (D) That command control of these units will be vested in a.n 
officer designated by ComGen Bomber Command 21. (E) That in the interest 
of economt of effort, Commander Task Force 10.16.1 will deal directly with 
the Commander of combined service troops (ie Bomber Comntan.d 21 Commander a.t 
WORE11AN as covered in (D) above) in utilizing means in excess of Bomber 
Coirun.and 21 requirements to meet overall air- requirements at WORKMAN. (F) 
That Co.m.GenAAFPOA 'will take necessary action to effect detailed implementa-
tion of the above. · 

tS 0736 CINCPOA ADV HQ to CI NCSVVPA Info CG)/1INCHffi CNO, COM7THFLT, OOMGENPO.A,. co:.~GEN
FMFPAC, CINCPAC PEARL. 

Due to rerlsion of operational plans it· is now considered desirable th9-t 
rehabilitation and st a ging facilities in the PHILIPPINES for roA forces in 
accordance vrith FILBAS Ag:reePJ.ent be .mad~ ava ilable !or units as indicated 
belovv: ( A) For Ar"rDy-J 6ne corps of ) bivs vrlth elements arriving as follows: 
Corps t r oops and 2 Di vs about 1 June. Other Div about 15 June. Additional ( 
Corps of 3 Div$ with element s arriving as follows: 1 Div about 30 June, 1 
Div by 10 July . Corps troops by 15 July. 1 other Div by 15 Sept. (B) For 
£J.Ia.rine Corps : Uhl am:;Jhibious Corps of 3 Ma.rDivs wi th el ernents ar riving as 
f ollows : Depots and rear echelons about 1 July. Co.m.bat elements during Aug. 
My Di s 0507 46 I3.odified accordingly. 
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18 2351 COM5'11-IFLT to CINCPAC Info CTF 58, CTF 51. 

Intend following employment Task Force 58 after DETACHMENT landing support. 
About February 24 and 25 complete our original mission at rroKYO JUlEA~ 
HONSHU February 27 and 28. f2T.USlilJ March 2, 3 and 4. OKINAWA March 4. 
Arrive ULITHI March 8. 

19 0129 COM5THFLEEI' to CINCPAC PJJV HQ, CTF 28, CTG 50.8, CTG 50.5 Info ALL TFC 's 
Ai\fD TGC' s 5THFLEET, C<lv\tSUBPAC. 

This is Com5thFleet OpPlan 4-45 for operation termed JA!ffiOREE. Task 
organization: Task Force 5S less SARATOGA, DesDiv lOS. Vice A&.ural 
Mitscher. Task Group 50.8 Rear Admiral Bear,y. Task Group 50.5 Commodore 
Ketcham. Para. 'l'ask Force· 58 take air strikes on TOKYO, NAGOYA, KYUSHU 
Areas and strike and photo nussion on OKINAWA. Target priorities (1) 
Enemy aircraft (2) Engine and aircraft factories. (3) Shipping and ship-
yards where ppplicable. Airfield installations are secondar.y targets 
all strikes. V~W incendiaries and/or Napo. As appears profitable and 
practicable. Carr.y out following schedule as practicable: F-2 D~ depart 
IFJO JD.fA area fully fueled. Aoproach 'I'OKYO by route to eastward of NANPO 
SHOTO. F Day, F plus 1 strike TOKYO area from vicinity of latitude 
34-00 N 141-20E. rtetire night of F plus 1 to rendezvous with replenish-
ment unit of Task Group 50.8 at 1000 K (-10) F plus 2 in latitude 28-30N 
Longitude 141-30 E fuel and replace aircraft. Proceed to arrive dawn F 
;':!lus 3 at launching position ap")roxim.a.tely Lat 32-30 N long 137-30 E for 
strike on NAGOYA-KOBE area :P' plus 3 and F plus 4. Rendezvous with unit 
of Task Group 50.8 at 1000 K(-10) F plus 5 in Lat 3S-OO N Long 140-00 E. 
Fuel and replace aircraft. Carey out strike and movement schedule of 
Annex K to CTF 58 OpOrder 1-45 with KYUSHU strikes F plus 6, F plus 7 
F plus 8 and strike and photo rrd.ssion on OK!NAVJA. F plus a. Rendezvous 
vfith Task Group 50.8 unit 0700 K(-10) F plus 10 in Lat 22-50 N, Long 139-QOE. 
fuel and replace aircraft. Proceed to arrive ULITHI F plus 12 for upkeep 
until required for ICEBERG Operation. CTF 58 modify fueling and strike 
schedule as circumstances require inforrring CTG 50.8. .Make request to 
Cincpac info UorJ.0ubPac for desired lifeguard sub::tarines and zone notices. 
Through Cincpac 21st BomGom is requested strike ~pire targets with full 
strikes as often as practicable hitting s~~e targets as · Task Force 58 
vrhen visual bombing possible a.J:cernate targets when only radar bonbing 
possible and also continue weather and heckling raissions maximum possible 
throughout period o_f operation Gincpac also requested arrange ma.:x:iluu:m 
possible weather reports from Sf/PA and sub~rines particula.r13 vicinity 
NANSEI SHOTO. ErJ.pire and at sea. Para. CTG 50.8 direct Task Unit com-
posed of 12 AO, available CVE, 4 ATF, appropriate escort conforn to fuel 
and aircraft replenishr~ent sbbedule of preceding paragraph or as modified 

;> by CTF 58., Furnish ATF rescue units a§_ di~e~t..~ by CTF 58. When not 
engaged in Task Force 58 replenishn1e.nt 1~~~ra~ operate in area BUMBER 
FA.NBELT MANIFOLD VVH:&c;L until F+4 and areas BATTERY ENGINE HOUSING VALVE 
F plus 6 through F plus 9. Para-e Task Group 50.5 as soon as staging 
facilities available TNO JLV~ for "PB4Y•s search for and destroy picket 
boats in advance of Task Force 58. Para XI'~.. F Day is 1st day of 
TOKYO strike and ~~11 be set by dispatch. For planning purposes F Day 
is tentatively 24 February. This plan effective upon recei·Jt for plan-
ning and will be placed in effect by dispatch for execution. Para. 
Cor.11llunications CentCom 2. Com5thFleet at present in INDIANAPOLIS with 
Task Force 51. 
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19 0701 CINC BPF to CINCPAC ADV HQ. 

NIMITZ ONLY. Pa r t l my 190725 (ATF 113) • The following BPF movements are 
planned. Fast Carrier Ta~k Force (accompanied by a taru<er group consist-
i ng of 4 AO 2 CVE l AF • 6th March - 13th l.··!arch at MANUS, 16th rilarch -
19th March at ULITHI, BTF 112 (Fleet Train) lst March onwards - units of 
the Fleet Train arrive .ADREANUS. 19th March onwards - certain units of 
the Fleet Train arrive LEYTE, where it is planned to replenish the fleet 

19 0715 after its first period of operations. Part 2. In the absence of other 
(Part 2) instructions I am continuing with these movements as far as MANUS in 

case there should be r econsideration as to our taking part in Phase I 
of ICEBERG. In any case you will realize how im.portant ·it is not to 
keep the £:1eet inactive at SYDNEY for a prolonged period, 3. At MANUS 
there are faw British facilities and you will eq~ understand how 
desirable it is ·that the fleet should be actively employed ~Tithin a 
reasonable time. 4. I ~n also most anxious to establish R~ MONAB 
which is now on its way to lWJUS. This forms the subject of a separate 

19 0720 signal. 5. I a.m. regarding you as r;ry CoEunander in Chief although the 
(Part 3) COrl?licated state of assignment does not make our relative positions 

quite clear and on this assumption I am. not comraunicating ·with Admiralty 
or Coroinch on the question of my assignment. Hequest your advice. 6. I 
would request your general approval of the foregoing or alternative~ 

19 0725 your other instruction. Part 4. Should you consider it desirable I 
(Part 4) would also be gratef ul if you would re)resent the position to Cominch 

and ask that we might be assigned to your area at least for the start 
of ICEBERG if this is likely to take place before any operation for 
which we might be requi~ed in the Southwest Pacific Area. 

19 2306 CINCPAC ADV HQ to COMINCH, 

NIMITZ ONLY. NlMITZ TO KING, Ref' CinCBPF 190701-190715-190720-190725 
se:_')arately passed, I a..'n vrithout information as to ?respective .o:Jerations 
BPF. In order to assist as far as possible in readying them for whatever 
emplo~1ent may be required I propose unless othe:rvrise directed to approve 
his 190715 as requested in his 190720. Early clarif ications of status 
BPF vd.ll be m.ost hel f ul t o bot h 'uyseli and Fraser. 

18 0613 CINCBPF to CINCPAC ~V HQ Info CINCSOWESPAC, COM7THFLT. 

Part 1 of my 100619. Communications requirements at MANUS. References 
1 my 141300 Feb. 2 my 070847 Feb. During the period before the Fleet moves 
forward from MANUS ROE ODerations HMS LOTHIAN will act as W/T base ship es-
tablishing a fixed sei=v:tce with BEIJJONNEN W/T as in reference 2. 3. Vlhen 
the Fleet moves forward .· from MANUS HMS LCII'HIAN will also leave. Fixed · 
service vrl11 be discontinued and there will be no British W/T base ship at 
this period facilities are required(A)lor the Liaison officer (short title 

lS 0619 BNO) to establish (Part 2 m;y; 180619) 1 small portable transmitter ashore 
(Part 2) and 3 receivers to operate a British port wave and to copy BELCONNEN FOX 

FOX r adio sets will be provided. (B) For passing British traffic on exist-
ing fixed circuits maintained by radio MANUS. Exi:f;ting liS visual shore 
stations to instal a small telephone exchange for the use of the SBNO. 
Equipment for this will be provided but assistancd with installation and the 
provision of the lines to US exchanges is reque sted. 4. To assist in imple-
menting the abov·e British communication personnel will be lent where neces-
sa~ to ComNavBase and the numbers in Para S reference 1 should be increased 
by 1 officer and 20 ratings 51 additional Quonset hut will be requ.i:r;e,c.\ Jt~ 
accomodate radio sets, telephone exchange and communication, ' 0 U_ ~ 
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19 07 43 CINCBPF to CINCPAC AJJV HQ Info CINCSWPA, COM7'I'HFLT, CINCPOA PEARL, COL:AIRPAC 
COMINCH. 

This is part 1 row 190$01. For information with regard to Para 2 of your 
160419 ( 2) A Mobile Naval Ai.r- Base (MUNAB) was designated to MMJUS in the 
belief that the Cominch's accentance of NF-1 carried with it an acceotance 
in ryrinciple of Para 2 of NF-1~ (3) BEJ present nosition of this MONAB is 
as follows: (A) Its equiument in SS 'C'LAI'J M.ACAU:LEY is on its way via PANAMA 
and is due at l[!NUS on March 11th. (B) Its personnel are due F EOIACDM by 
18th l-t'ebruary and are planned to take passage in EMPIRE ARQUEBUS to arrive 

19 0001 MANUS by 11th March. Part 2 final. (4) If the MONAB equipment cannot be 
(Part 2) landed in MANUS it will be necessary to divert this ship to AUSTRALIA 

where her other cargo must be off loaded. This will entail a considerable 
delay in the final establishment of the MONAB. (5) It is believed that the 
early establishment of air facilities in MANUS ~~11 considerably increase 
the operational effectiveness of the BritPacFleet in whichever area the 
latter m~ eventua~r be assigned. 

19 1320 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT, Info. CINCPAC BOTH HQ, ALL TFC 1 S FIFTH FLEET. 

Summary number 2 191$00 K. RCTS 28, 25, 27, 2S, and 2 Tank Battalions com-
pleted landing by 1600. RCT R OCSI.X (2o?) landed 2 battalions by 1000. 
4 battalions artillery ashore by that time. Para. Initial landing waves 
met slight opposition but heavy mortar and artillery fire soon developed 
on the beaches and boat lanes with some fire in LST area. Enemy fire was 
particularly severe on BLUE and YELLO¥ beaches and developed great~ in 
intensity during the day the fire coming principally from the blgh ground 
on right flank although heavy opposition fram pillboxes in the vicinity 
of airfield No. 1 was encountered. Some land mines were reported inshore 
of several of the beaches. Para. At least 11 probab~ more LVT's and tanks 
were destroyed by ene~ fire. Para. The 5th MarDiv advanced rapidly acrOss 
the island and captured the southern end of airfield No. 1 against light 
opposition and swung their left flank to the left but were held up by strong 
positions and fire along the edge of SURIBACHI MOUNTAIN. Losses of the Sth 
MarDiv were light to moderate. Opposition to the advance of the 4th 1tarDiv 
across the open slopes to airfield No. 1 was severe and heavy casualties 
were incurred from mortar and machine gun fire. Average was about 30 per-
cent resu1tB. YELLOW 2 Beach party suffered 60 percent casualties. Para. 
Both divisions dug in for the night beginning about 1600. At 1000 our 
lines generally ran from TA 132 I to 147 L thence along west coast to 163 M 
thence through 164 KR GAP 164 XY 165 UGHDE 183 UVW 166 CE • Our tanks 
are deployed in the vicinity of the airfield and TA 165 IM. Para. 
CVAKEUSNC lines along airfield and right flank considered insecure. Para. 
Intelligence information indicates enemw concentrating for counter attack 
during ·darkness. Para. Expect to resume advance at 0000 K~-10) on 20th. 
Para. Propaganda were dropned by 1214. Beach conditions in YELWJ'J BEACH 
were unfavorable for movement of vehicles. Beaches GREED and RED were 
organized and receiving equipment and supplies during afternoon. Several 
boats broached and lost during AY. para. Reports of troop casualties not 
yet received. By 1730 1230 wounded had been passed through hospital 1ST'S. 
Para. Very heavy naval gunfire and air bombing were continued throughout 
the day in effort to destroy well concealed enemy field artillery mortar 
and machine guns but so far with meager results. ~ heavy anti aircraft 
batteries and nearly all coast defense guns were apparently destroyed prior 

to to H Hour. Strong illumination harassing and counter battery fire are 
planned for tonight. Para. Heavy enemy anti aircraft fire appeared on~ 
a few times during the day but med~um and light was intense but 31Jj~~ate. 

-Con.t Tnued - . 
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19 1320 CTF 5l (SUMJlifA RY NO. 2 - CONT 'D) 

2 planes were shot down 1 a TBM with 5th MarDiv observer from RUDYERD BAY 
and 1 OS2U from TENNESSEE no survivors. At 1635 BUNKER HILL TBM reported 
making a forced landing Gff the north coast but search failed to find it. 
Press PBM of VPM 26 in landing at 1645 seri0usly damaged its tail surfaces 
which require renewal. Para. HAMLIN will arrive 20th. Delayed report 
shows BLES.S'MAN ( APD 48) bombed by enemy plane 182ll5. At 100 feet altitude 
hit possible by 2 bombs all p6wer lost ships company 18 dead 8 missing 6 
wounded. UDT 15 17 dead 22 wound~d. On same night about 2130 GAMBLE (DMJ..~ 
hit by bomb or plane both fire rooms out leakage under control crew removed 
except 25. Will tow these vessels to SAIPAN. Para. During day I.SMs Q!:IEI 
IMS 74, 211 and 323 were hit by enemy mortar fire and suffered major damage. 
No report on personnel casualties. Will tow to SAIPAN. Para. Summary show1 
of the 12 LCI(G)s in action against enemy on 17th, 10 were hit by gunfire 
while covering UDT operations LCI(G) 474 sunk and 4381 44li 449, 4501 457 
466, 4_9, 471 badly damaged. Para. CHESTER and ESTES l.n co lision at 190600 
K. FO:MDKW W ESTES DISHECCUFAXMD holed but repaired ship operational. -
CHESTER badly damaged starboard propellor. Tail shift possib~ broken. 
Being sent to SAIPAN to ComS~rvRon 10 for repairs. 

. * 19 2025 CTF 5S to piNCPAC BOTH HQ Info COUSUBSPAC, COM5THFLT, COM TG OF TF 58. 

Com5thFleet 190129 Operation JAMBOREE and my OoOrder 1045 Annex J • Life-
guard subs requested as follows all dates inclusive. Stations listed in 
order of priority. TOKYO F . to F Plus 1. STATIONS: 1, 2, new station 
designated 1A bearing even days 030 distance 30 miles from reference point 
H-5 . Odd days bearing 010 distance 30 miles from H-5, 3, 4. NAGOYA subs 
F plus 2 to F plus 4. stations SVID ; 7, B. KYUSHU subs F plus 4 to F ulus 
B. stations 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,'16. OIITNAWA F plus 5 to F plus 8. Sta-
tions 18, 17, 16, 12, 13. Changed in abote requirements will be anticipated 
whenever possible. Recommended changes in zone classification. Kennel air 
surface F minus 2 through F plus 3. Basement air surface F minus 2 through 
F plus 6. Furnace east of Longitude 1.40-00 Joint F thru F plus 2. Furnace 
west of Longitude 139-00 Joint F plus 2 thru F plus 5. Garage air surface 
F plus 1 thru F plus 9. Stove Joint F plus 2 thru F plus 5. Windpipe and 
Pantry air surface F plus 2 thru F plus ll. Roaster Joint F plus 4 thru 
F plus 8. East Abandon East Ablaze East Abduct Joint F plus 4 thru F 
Plus 9. Closet ai~c surface F plus 3 thru F -glus 10. Cupboard air sur:lace 
F plus 5 thru F plus 10. Chwchyara air surface F plus 4 .!EQ![ F plus 9. 
Corridor and Entrance remain JQint Zones and Stable remains air surface. 

19 2308 CINCPAC MJV HQ to COM5THFLT,. 

Reviewing your Op~an 4-45 in connection movement schedule your OpPla.n 1-45 
shows that carrier force will have only 7 days at anchor if ~oth are carried 
out. Do you consider 7 days adequate or do yau contemplate elinrinating or 
shortening of some strikes now pla.rmed for period L minus 14 to L Day • It 
is agreeable to me to leave those questions unanswered until JAMBOREE is 
underway but consider that they must be answered sooner or later. I do 
not desire to delay ICEBERG. 
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20 0349 COM5THFLT to CINCPAC VIA RDO GUAM: Info CTF !Jl, CTF 58. 

Turner advises considerable uncertainty existmd latter part of Januar.y 
as to whether 24th Corps could meet ICEBERG date. Request date Corps 
can definitely -meet. .lm.y delay affects current plans of CTF 51 and 58 
for DETACffitffiNT. · 

20 0600 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT Info CINCPAC BOTH HQ, ALL TFC'S FIFTHFLEET. 

Sunrraar.r number 3 201200 K {-10). Occasional accurate bursts of enemw 
artillery and mortar fire on beaches during night. About 200230 K enemy 
numbering 1000 cognter attacked down airfield No. l against right no the 
5th MarDiv but attack broken up by RCT 27 at 200345 K. Some supplies landed 
during night. 2 cruisers ll DD delivered illumination harassing and destruc-
tive fires during night. Para. After strong naval and air bombardment our 
attack commenced about 0845 K against ·ver.y st~ong en~ opposition includ-
ing intense artillery and mortar fire. At 1200 K our lines from air appeared 
to be from TA 132M: to .132F thence along coast to 18 OY thence through 182U 
165B 182X 183X To 166E. Pa.r.a. Many wrecked boats LVT r s DUKW' s and engineer 
equipm.ents along beaches YELIDN and BLUE. Due to gunfire and soft sand 
YELLCm and BLUE were closed and traffic concentrated on GREEN and RED. 
In spite of this the critical supply situation ashore is somewhat im})roved• 
Para. SAMARITAN arrived for evacuation severe casualties. HAMLIN CHINCo-
TEAGUE and certain vessels by TG 51.5 arrived others olus TG 51.1 are 
cruising in waiting areas. Para. TG 54 most transports some landing craft 
retired during night returned daybreak. Para. Because of very heavy ammo , 
exptJnditlllre TF 58 will provide 4 additional cruisers during 21st and 22nd. 
Para. 3 or 4 enernw air raids 2 to 4 planes each approached to 10 to 20 
miles last night but all retired on approach of our night fighters. Red 
alert from. 1911 to 2050 K. At 0800 K TBM from. RUDYERD BAY landed in water 
10 miles to eastward all 4 occupants rescued by ASHLAND. 

20 0847 COM57JIFLT to CDlCRAC .. VN HQ Info CTF 58. 

MY OpPlan 4-45 too ambitious unless ICEBERG should be delayed for other 
reasons. Your 192308. To insure readiness for ICEBERG consider it desirable 
TF 58 have more time at ULITHI. Will do only OVECHEAI and LEGT.JII!INOUS parts 
of rylan subject to DET.ACHMENT support requirements and enemy reaction. 2 
task grouus should arrive ULITHI 2 March and 2 about 5th. 

20 1013 CTG 50.5 to CTU 50.5.3 info COH5THFLT ,CTF 94 & 93, ALL TF & TG COMDRS 5TH~T • 
As soon as staging facilities at IWO JIM..A become avaiLible commence furnish-
ing 2 plane Liberator offensive screen during daylight. Search for and 
destroy enemw picket boats and planes in advance of TF 58 on F minus 2 to 
F nlus 8 inclusive. Track of TF 58 .follow·s. F minus 2 depart JJNO enroute 
TOKYO via east of NANPO SHOTO. F day plus 1 strike TOKYO fDom vicinity 
34-00 N 141-20 E. Retire night of F plus 1 to rendezvous with oilers at 
1000 K (-10) F plus 2 posit 2S-30 N 141-30 E. Arrive dawn F olus 3 uosit 
32-30 N 137-30 E for NAGOYA-KOBE strike F plus 3 F plus 4. Rendezvous with 
oilers at 1000 K (-10) F plus 5 posit 28-00 N 140-00 E. F plus 6 plus 7 
and B cover TF posit 0700 K each day 30-40 N 133-40 E cus 325 SOA 5 knotso 
On F olus 8 cover task forces 0710 posit 28-05 N 131-25 E cus 340 SOA 5 knots 
and 0720 posit 26-25 N 130-30 E cus 330 SOA 5 knots. F day is 24 Feb. 
Communications VHF channel C l40.5S MCS and normal search freq. Action adee 
notify info adees plane calls_. 
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20 1210 CTF 5]. TO COMFIFTHFLEET I~O CI~TCPAC BDrH HQ, ALL TF COJ\IDRS FIFTHFLEEr • 

Summary 4. 201800 K(i.ilO). Para. Troops continued attack throughout the 
afternoon meeting continuous mortar and artiller.y fire. Some rocket 
fire received on right flank. The 28th RCT attacking Mt. SURIBACHI met 
stiff opposition. The 4th and 5th MarDiv·ordered to consolidate and pre-
pare for the defense of their front line positions at 1630. 7 battalions 
of division artillery and 1 battery of C(!')rps artillery are in position 
ashore and urepared to support troops. Attack will continue at 0810 K 21st • 

. Enemy units identified to date: 145th In£. Reg., 310th Independent In£. Bn., 
3llth Independent Inf. Bn., 312th Independent Inf. Bn. 313th" Indeuenderrt 
Inf. Bn., 2nd Artiller.y Bn. of 2nd Inde9endent mixed Brigade1 1st Detach-
ment DVO JD!A naval guard force, 2nd section special Naval Landing Force, · 
132nd AA unit (a Dart of land 1.mit of naval guard force), ABE BUTAI (an 
AA unit). Para. Front lines as of 1800 Kwere TA 132M to 132 F thence 
along coast TA 180 Y lSl UWST 182 south UVW 165 CD 182 XY 183 UVw to 166 CD. 
Para. No reliable casualty reports obtained as yet. Para. Gunfire support 
continued by 1 BB 1 cruise 12 DD 1 .IYf.!li 1 CI(M) using VOF planes for spot-
ting. Rain low clouds and poor visibility afternoon hindered observation. 
Gunboats fired throughout day in the cliff area north of beach BLUE 2 which 
contains m.any well camouflaged vaves and is source of hostile artillery and 
mortar fire. Ammunition was replenished by 4 cniisers and S destroyers. 
Ammunition eXDenditure to date apuroximate~ S500 tons. LSM 216 damaged in 
superstructure by 1 ene~ shell which destroyed all radio radar and gyro. 
Vessel Will be used to tow cripples to rear. LSM 59 and LC 354 each have 
1 engine inoperative due operational causes. Scheduled and on call gunfire 
will continue throughout night. Para. Scheduled air strikes were increased 
by 45 additional planes from fast carriers. After noon strikes hamuered 
by poor visibility. 1 observation plane to BC over target during night. 
1 TBM from SARGENT BAY (CVE 83) on ASP failed to return to carrier. 2 
TBM1 s from BENNINGTON (CV20) collided in mid-air at 1415 with slight damage 
planes able to return to carrier. 1 crew member bailed out and was res-
cued by LEARY (DD ert9). 1 TBU from HORNEr (CV 12) crash-landed lS miles 
north of IWO. All crew members rescued by COTTEN (DD669). 1 PBM landed 
1415 and departed 1640 with press material and passengers. Para. BLUE 
and IELI.OW beaches continued to be subjected to heavy mortar and artillery 
fire. Action is being taken to clear these beaches which are bad~ 
blocked by wrecked landing craft. The status of supply ashore is generalljr 
satisfactor,r. DU~Ns and LVT's unloading supplies on RED and GREEN beaches. 

20 13J4 COMFIFTHFLT to CTF 5S, CTG 50.5 & 50.S, CINCPAC PJJV HQ Info ALL TF & TG 
COMDRS 5THli'LT, COMCRUDIV ·13, CUMSUBPAC., 

F day for JAMBOREE is 25 February rr.ry OpPlan 4-45 as modified belO\.v effect-
ive 0000 k(-10) 23 Februaryo Ships of TF 58 temporarizy oper~ting with · 
TF 51. Less SARATOGA (CV 3) DesDiv lOS VICKSBURG (CL 86) plus INDIANAPOLIS 
(CA 35) when released by CTF 51 about sunset 22 Februar.y proceed as TG 58.12 
ComCruDiv 13 OTC to rendezvous with TF 5S and 'l'G 50.S at 0800 K 23 Feb. in 
Latitude 25-00 north Longitude 145-00 East. Snecial fueling unit remain in 
assigned TG 50.8 fueling areas departing in time "to rendezvous with TF 5S 
at OSOO K F plus 3 in Lat. 23-30 N Long 140-00 E. Upon completion fueling 
CTF 58 direct TG 5~.2 and 58.~ proceed UT~ITHI to arrive afternoon F plus 5 
day. With TG 58._ and 58 .• 3 conduct OKINAWA strike and photo mission F plus 
5 day. CTG 50.8 direct special fueling unit after F ulus 3 fueling operate 
areas VALVE HOUSING ENGINE BATTfjRY and rendezvous with TG 5S.l and 58.3 
at 0000 K F plus 7 in La.t 17-00 N 136-00 E. Upon completion fueling TG 58.1 

-Contin'\'ied -
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20 131.4 COMFIFTHFLEET E·rc. ( CON'f 'D) 

and 58.3 proceed to arrive ULI THI a!ternoon F Plus s. Special fueling 
unit proceed arrive ULITHI 0700 K F plus 9. Para. CTF 58 modify his 
192025 to conform to foregoing schedule. CTG 50.9 pass arrival dates 
ULITHI to Port Director ULITHI. 

20 2209 . COMGENFO~ to CINCPOA PEAHL Info CINCPOA PJJV, COMGEN24THCORPS, COMGENlOTHARMY ~ 

RJ 52505. While the assumptions stated in ComGenPOA serial 00069 dated 
9 Dec 44 to Cincooa not t¢11 addees or by all needed were not fulfilled 
in that 24 Corps has not closed up on LEYTE until a week later than asswaed, 
no information has been presented to ComGenFOA by ComGen 24 Corps or ComGen 
loth Army to indicate that the 24 Corps can not meet its presentzy pre-
scribed mounting date for ICEBERG reference oral inquiry Colonel Whitehead 
Cincpoa. starr. -

2l 0004 DEPCOM AF 20 to CINCPAC AEV Info G011AF 20, BOMCOM 21. CTF 51, CTF 5S, CTF 
2,3, CTF 94• 
AAFPOA radio No., 0347. Based on revised plans Com5thFlt, the 21st BomCom 
proposes to conduct the following operations in support DETECHMENT refer-
ence DepComAF 20 0344 search operations: on F-2 search to be conducted in 
area 60 miles on either side of carrier task force track to operating area 
for F day. B1 weather strike missions: Attacks be 1nade on TOKYO Area. 
during hours of darlmess on night of F-2, F day1 and F plus 2. 3 aircraft 
operating individually to make evenly spread attack using RCM. C, Major 
strikes: weather permitting, m~um effort strike will be made against 
a primary target in the TOKYO Area. or NAGOYA area on F-1. The target will 
depend upon the most favorable weather area for Visual. If forecast ap-
pears more favorable for F day, attack will be delayed 1 day and made 
against TOKYO Area on a visual forecast or against NAGOYA on a forecast 
indicating radar bombing conditions. In the event that after departure 
on a visual forecast radar bombing is fotmd to be necessary on . the same 
target and on the same date as TF 58 strikes, the same limitation as to 
tL~e and space will be observed as those defined in Cincpoa 0~0455. 

21 0223 CINCPOA ADV to CINCSNPA Info COMINCH, CINCBPF. 

Urgently request reply to my 160419. 

21 0225 CINCPAC ADV to CINCBPF Info COMINCH, CINCSViTPA. 

Your 19080lo Recon:unend you ;Jermit arrangements movement your MONAB 
stand firm nending reD~ to row 160419 to CinC~qPA and other decisions 
exoected shortly • 

. 21 0429 CINCPOA AJJV to DEFCOM 20 AF Info COM5THFLT, CTF 51,58,93.94, CG BOMCOM 21 
COM 20 AF,. 

Cancel my 201310. Ref Com5thFlt 201314. Attention invited to change of 
FOX Day to February 25e Oper ations as planned in your 210004 are satis-
factor.y if r el ated to new FOX Day. Also note deletion of strike on 
NAGOYA by TF 58. 
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21 0514 CINCPAC ADV HQ to COM5THFLT Info CTF 51,58, 

Yo~ 200349. ICEBERG target date not expected to be del~ed. Refer row 
192308. Recent reports from 24th Corps more r~assuring. 

21 123S CTG 22.2 to COM5THFLT, CTF 51, Info CINCPAC PJJV, COM~PAC, COMINCH. 

Preliminary report Task Group 52.2 less Task Unit 52.2.1 under air 
attack from 1730 to 2000. SAP~TOGA hit about 1745 by 4 suiciders and 
is now proceeding south 23 knots vdth situation under control. BISMARK 
SEA ( CVE 95) hit about 1850 on fantail by sui cider burned furious~ with 
many emlosions and finally turned over believed sunk. Captain Pratt 
of BISMARK SEA now in charge at scene picld.ng up sufvivors, Escorts have 
been ordered return this Task Group after survivors delivered to beach. 
LUNGA POINT (CVE 94) hit situation under control. Effect on air onerations 
unknown at present. 4 enemy planes shot down by ships gunfire escort car-
rier group. SARATOGA and CAP score unknown. 

v 22 Oll5 CINCPOA ADV HQ to COM5THFLT Info DEPCOM20THAF, COM21BOMCOM, CTF 5S. 

Your 210636. Picket boat sweep vvill not be made by B-29 either in advance 
of TF 58 track or as diversion west of Longitude 135. B-29 weather strike 
missions and major strikes will be conducted as outlined DepCom 20 AF 
210004 later changed to date time group 201300. 

v2l 0619 CINC BPF to CINCffiA ADV HQ Info CINCSVVPA, CO:M7THFLT. 

Part 1 my 210630. Com7thFleet's 17102S has not been received. Your 
190531 to me only refers. Para ~~ept for n~ 070306 Februar.y concern-
ing a reconnaissance which was repeated to you, no separate action has 
taken with Com7thF1eet for the establishment of bases forward of MANUS · 
as it is assumed that you will make all such arrangements when required. 
Para 3. In response to your 110843, my detailed requirements for · IviA.NUS 
were forwarded in t:ry 141300. 

v20 16 51 CUMINCH & CNO to CINC FDA. (NIJ!JITTZ ONLY) 

In view of the anffi"lers to questions 27 and S of enclosure (c) to my serial 
00443 of 16 February to you only the question~ arises as to whether we 
should now modify our present concept for a KURILES Operation to keep 
open a sea route to the l~ritime Provinces possibly by considering the 
seizure of an island or islands in the Southern or Central KURILES. · This 
is being examined here and your planners should examine it likewise. It 
now appears in view of the Russian requirement that some supplies continue 
to move via the Pacific following- Russian entr,y into the war that it will 
be essential to keep a sea route to the lmritime Provinces open. I de-
sire your views and recommendations on this matter on the assumption 
that the Russians 1~11 in fact be able to control LA PEROUSE STRAIT sub-
sequent to seiztire and occuoation of lower SAKHALIN. 

21 1635 COMINCH to CINCPOA _Info CINCBPF, CINC~lPA (NDAITZ ONLY). 

I am at a loss to understand why there shoul d be confusion as to status 
of British Pacific Fleet. All arrangements for basing Brit, Pac. Flt. 
are in the hands of Cincpoa includ)ng CinCmVPA concurrence where apProoriate 
and always bearing in mind that said fleet is to be self supporting. Para. 
Allocation of units of British Pacific Fleet for onerations remains in 
my hands. Part 1 my 211650. 3022 
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~1 1650 COMINCH to CINCPOA (KING TO NIMITZ). Info CINCBPF, CINCSllil'A. 

Part 2 my 211650, Part 1 was 211635. I cannot commit units of British 
Pacific Fleet to ICEBERG (involving 2 to 3 months) or any other operation 
until Joint Chiefs of staff decide what operations are to be carried out 
other than those alreaqy approved. · Prospects now are that such decision 
vd.ll be re"ched by middle of Marc)!~ 

\1.22 0116 CINCPAC ADV HQ to CTF 51, COMGENFMFPAC Info CG2NDMARDIV, ISCOM SAIPAN. 

2nd MarDiv is designated as Area Reserve for operation DETACID.~TT under 
direct operational control of Cincpoa and should be preoared to load on 
48 hours notice. Designation as Area Reserve DETACill~ not to inter-
fere with 2nd MarDiv -oreparation for ICEBERG including scheduled rehears-
als ~less othervv.ise directed by Cincpoa. 

v21 035B CTF 58 to . COM5THFLT: 5THFLT (220bl.~;5) passed to CINCPOA ADV for Info. 
Your 201314. In view increased enemy air strength on KYUSHU and neces-
sary early return Task Force 58 to ULITHI in lieu your modified J.AMOBREE 
suggest R.'YUSHU strikes be carried out -vtd. th K Day 25 February Annex K my 
OpOrder. Fuel area VALVE 070023 February and at La.t 1~20 Long 136...00 at 
0700 1 March arriving ULITHI afternoon 2 1~rch or· morning 3 March. This 
keeps Task Force concentrated and will permit rna:x.im.um effect on objectives 
in tirae available. 

121 2317 COM5THFLT to CT.R 58: Passed to CINCFDA ADV by 5THFLT 220448. 

Aupreciate advice and points made in your 210358 but consider it best to 
adhere to l~est plan my 201314. Destruction of engine plants TOKYO Area 
remains our most important objective if enemy air strength is to be checked 
at source. Events such as those this area last night can be eliminated 
only by attack on source as well as on forces already in operation. I 
have in mind modification of ICEBERG PJ..an to cover DIABOLIC (KYUSHU) first. 
I hone you will continue to make comments and recommendations freely • 

V22 0647 COM5THFLT TO CINCPAC f:IJ)V, CTF 58 Info COMSUBPAC, ALL TFC & TGC 5THFLT. 

Modify my ·201314. After fueling F plus 3 day CTF 58 proceed with Task 
Groups 58.1, 58.2 and 58.3 to carry out LEGUMINOUS (OKINAWA) strike and 
photo mission. Task Group 58.4 proceed uLITHI. Com5thFleet intends to 
return in INDIANAPOLIS (CA 35) to WORKlViAN (TI70 JIMA) about 28 February. 

22 0801 COM5THFLT to C!NCPAC ADV HQ Info CTFs 51, 58. 

Strength of enemy resistance plus slowness in landing and distributing 
cargo, causes of which you know, may be expected to delay date when air-
field will be activated and IWO JIMA can be safely left without direct fleet 
support. This opinion is based both on CTF 51 daily reports and on info of 
conditions ashore just brought back to me by Colonels Jone·s and Wiley of 
my staff. This situation is brought to your attention now as decision may 
be involved later as to whether DVO Jn~a shall be left without adequate. 
fleet suppo~t or a possible delay in readiness for ICEBERG accepted. 
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23 0145 CINCFOA ADV HQ to CINGSVITPA Info CTF 9J, CTG" 93.), COM7THFLT, DEPCOM20TH AF, 

COMGENFEAF ,4 ~OMAIFfTrHFLT'• 

17 of 19 recent a.tteatpts by 20th Air Force to obtain photographs for 
ICEBERG have been abortive due to weather. Carrier reconnaissance cann0t 
fill -all requirements. · As a n ecessary expedient desi re if it can bear-
ranged to maintain tenmorqrily a section of 4 to 6 PB4Y photogranhic planes 
of VD5 at Clark or other LUZON field for purpose of rnaRing ·ohotographic 
missions of LEGm~rrNOUS (OKINAWA) area. as demands arise. Liperator escort 
cf 2 for each photo plane on a mission is considered to be rrlni.rn:um f0r 
reasonable_ safety over this area. T0 avoid overburdening your facilities 
with my escort planes request you provide those essential to assist in 
aa.rrying out these nti.ssiens vital to my plans. 

23 0640 CI~JCPOA PJJV HQ to CINCPOA PEARL, InfG COMGENPOA, COMGENlOTHA .. m.cr. 
Pro r)osal Com.Gen 10 tl2015 t€1 provide 1, 837,500 board feet of lumber and 
3,6oo,ooo square feet of corrugated metal for housing of ~ao,ooo enemy 
civilians is n~t approved. A drastic revision of concepts is indicated 
·with full recognition of fact that enel:ly civilian population will thereby 
su.f!er. Hope and expect that at least in early stages of campaign the 
civilian population vdll be forced to continue as a charge on the Jananese 
arrey rather than contrariwise. 

19 2302 CO:MAF 20 to B01rCOMS 20 & . 21, DEPCOMAAFPOA: Passed by DepCom...liF 20 to CINCPOA 
DeoCom20AF(23 074l)BOTH HQ? iLL\FPOA ~IDA:IN. . . 

\ 

(Telecon msg No. G-14-10 and H-19-3). nsubject: Target Directive. 1. The 
following directive is issued for your into1'111ation and guidance and super-
sedes nrevious directives. This does not affect the directive issued to 
the 21 Bomber Connnand concerning the incendiary at tack on NAGOYA. 2. The 
destruction of Japanese aircraft engine plants as uart of the overall Jap-
anese air power continues to be the prim.a.ry mssion of the 20th Air Force. 
3. The 21 Bomber Co~nand will continue the attacks on principal Japanese 
a.ircraft engine nlants., 3-A. The 21 Bomber Command's priority targets, 
until destroyed, are: (1) NiU{AJIMA, BUSASHINO (TOKEO). (2) MITSUBISHI, 
HATSUDOKI, NAGOYA. (3) AICHI Engine Plant, NAGOYA. (4) SHIZUOKA Engine Plant 
3-B. For secondary visual attack or for diversionary reasons, attacks may 
be directed against the follo~~ng targets: (1) Selected urban areas for 
test incendiary attack as directed. (2) Principal aircraft assemb~ plants. 
3-C. Pr:iJ!J.ary targets f0r radar c ondition are: Target clusters centered on: 
90/20 - 194 NAGOYA, 90/20 ...; 198 NAGOYA, 90/20 - 264 OSAKA, 90/17 - 52 
K.AVJ'ASAKI, 90/17 - 918 TOKYO, 90/17 - 133 TOKYO. 4. The secondary mission 
of the 20th Air Force is t he support of planned Pacific operat'ions. This 
su-oport will consist ... unless othert>Vise directed by this headquarters - of 
21,. Bomber Cemmand attacks directed against the primary targets as listed 
above. 5. The 20 Bomber Command, having ceased operations from CHINA 
bases except for phot ographi c rec0nnaissance, ~dll c0nduct. limited opera-
tions from INDIA bases against strategic targets front SINGAPORE north t(l) 
the l :ilnit of -their range, ' employing b(!)th bombs and mines. They 'Will alse> 
perform such missi~ns as r equested by the Southeast Asia Cemmand as might 
otherwi se have been perf ormed by t he 7t h Heavy BombardJnent Group. 2 groups 
of the 5S Wi ng will be prepared t c .move to t he MARI ANAS by l April and 2 
groups to move by 1 May. u 
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21 1.430 ALUSNA MOSCOW to COMINCH: COiviiNCH PASSED TO CINCPOA, COMNOHPAC,COM 11,~. 
( 22 2116) 'CoMv¥ESSEAFRON. 

11FoLlovdng are answ·ers questions your 141632. (A) Soviets estimate requir-
ing 45 days afloat training on AM, Y1t!S, SC, LCI and PF types and about 30 
d~s on other types. This time adjustable to loacl circumstru1ces and 
adaptability of individual crews. (B) lst group will arrive at COLD BAY 
late !·iarch. Plan loading about 600 men on each returning Soviet Liberty 
ship. At present plan includes use of 5 Liberties all to arrive late March 
early April. Names, departure dates, total '1ers0lll1el will be g;Lven as soon 
as plan comnleted. (C) Soviet staff and interpreters 1vill arrive on 1st 
ship in March. Pe!'l.nanent staff for entire imrnover program ·will ccmsist of 
23 officers probab~ headed by Rear Admiral. In addition there will be 5 
substaffs of from 8 to 14 officers and 3 to 4· petty officers on each staff 
for turnover of narticular types of sttLps. 3 of these sub-staffs will arrive 
vJith 1st group. 1 each for AMs, SC and all other types inApril turnover. 
2 other sub-staffs arrive later. 1 for landing craft, 1 for frigates• 
Each sub-staff will retur to RUSSIA as soon as turnover of its uarticular 
type is completed. From 45 to 50 interpreters ·will arrive with lst group. 
This maximum total staff will be about 163 persons including interpreters. 
Regarding visa procedure informed -~AFUZOV that group visa would be used 
similar to past procedure for subchasers but that due large nurabers involved 
and fact that all personnel was from VLAD area Soviet Navy at VLAD should 
submit lists direct to A.m.er Consul VLAD for approval. Will inform. Em.bassy 
here plus consul and ASTALUSNA VLAD of requirements. If any change in this 
required advise. Subject moving 3,000 .men from MUm.,IANSK via u.s. discussed 
and Soviets agree to drop it and send all via· Pacific route. Question 
regarding PTs. Request all PTs be loaded deck cargo on Soviet liberties in 
West Coast ports . ALAFUZOV arranging with foreign trade for this. Con-
sequently no crmvs will be sent to COlD BAY for PI's. Ad.vise if this can be 
satisfactorily arranged. Question of LCT's. Are LCTs now sufficiently sea-
going to get to· PETROPAVLOVSK under o~m power. Should they be towed by 
LCis. If neither practicable what piggs back transport available. Please 
advise rank of u.s. officer who will be in charge at COlD BAY. Have re-
quested ALAFUZOV that he instruct Soviet administrative staff that they co:me 
under control u.s. officer in charge of statien and accede to our orders 
without question to avoid unpleasantness understood to have occured at 
other stations. He lmderstood and agreed. Unquote. 

21 2105 CO.MINCH Pass to CINCPOA. CG20THBOMCOM, INIDIA ( CMDX 9699-J) to VJAR DEFT., 
CG 21ST BOMCOM, CG CHINA TH'SATEH, GHQ S'NPA LLTfE, COl& 20 Info 'LEDEMEYJ!:R, 
MACARTHUR, LEMAY. 

Ref your Telecon K-20-29 In order to clarify our plan for staging the 5Sth 
Wing air echelon enroute to MA.iTIAN.AS the following is a resume of the action 
taken by this comnandil (A) Arrangements vdth the Commanding· General, CHINA 
Theater have been completed and are still in effect for the staging of 58th 
with B--29s through LULIANG d:i.rect to 'the M...I\RUNAS according to the following 
schedule (1) 75 B-29s and 2 Fl3s fron the 1st through the 6th April~ (2) 75 
B-29s fror:t the l~t through 6th of ~lay so In addition approval has been se-
cured for the staging of l~ B-24s through. LULIANG and the PH!LIPPThJES about 
1 March. (B) On 15 February radio WAR 37603 fro111: Arnold was received which 

- Continued -
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21 2105 CG20rrHBOMCOM''S C1IDX 2692-J ;eassed by COMDTCH TO CINCPOA (CONT'D) 

stated that Cincpoa rec0mmended that move be staged through PHILIPPINES 
preferred oi:.hervvise through !MIMING~ Considering this radio a directive from 
,,7ashington to stage through the H-ll .. LIPPINES if possible this headquarters 
sent C:MDX 0342-Q to LEYTE GUAM ~~r ASHINGTUN and CHUNKING in which we stated 
that we had planned to stage 4 B-24s only through the PHILIPPINES but that 
we were agreeable to staging B-29s also through the PHILIPPI~ms if the 21st 
Bom.Cor.1 could supply and initial stock of 20 engines and 3 tons of spare ' 
parts and maintenance equipment at staging area we also stated our gasolihe 

' requirements in the Pf-Il1 .. IPPI!\TII:S w.ould be !l-50, 000 gallons. Para. It is im-
naterial to this headquarters whether we stage in CHINA or the PHILrJPI~S 
except that arrangements with CHINA are already complete~. If we stage thru 
the PHILIPPINES there vdll be a saving in the gasoline. that the CHINA Theatez 
vvill have to supply for our staging require::;:ten1is. 7Je have been approached 
on this point verbp.Ily by Air Service Co~~d. No difference in tonnage in 
B-29s however will result because the liLuting factor of the amount we can 
carry is space rather than weight • Para. In view of Cincpoa 1 s reconrraended 
action forwarded by Arnold we are somewhat in a quandry as to what action 
you desire. Para. Request that we be notified immediately as to your de-
sires in this 1·9.atter. 

25 0430 CINCSWPA to COiviDR ALLIED A-IR FORCES TOLOSA Info CINCPOA · PJJV HQ, COMSTirFLT 
CTF 58, COMDR ALLIED NAV FOHCES TOLOSA, lillV ECH GI~IQ, COl{7THFLT. 

CX 10957. Cinc')Oa 1 s Adv • Hq. 210654 is reference. Strikes on F0R11.{0SA 
airfields on DETACHMENT D plus 9 and D plus 10 day directed in our CX 57760 
DTG 070403 assigned the 2nd and 3rd March to cover strikes of 2 fast car-
flier groups on NAI'Il'SEI SHO'ro. Search Sector 5 through 9 of Southwest Pacific 
.Search Plan H will be flovm to m.ax:im.urr1 practicable range through 4 March. 
Action Adressee aclmowledge. 

26 0650 DEPCOit4F 20 to cm.~OMCOM 21 Info COM .. L\F 20, CINCPOA BGrH HQ '* CTF 51, CTR 58. 

Ur 210146. My 220725 and Cincpoa Adv Hq 251726. The results attained with 
respect to the efforts expended by you to obtain photo coverage· of OKINAWA 
is clearly understood by all. The lluportance of this photography is obvious 
to you. VVith additional weather being furnished by submarines it is desired 
that you continue your effort as requested by Cincpoa. vVhen desired results 
are obtained, by whatever ueans., you will be released from this requirement. 

26 0725 CINCPAC ADV HQ to COMINCH Info CINCPAC PEftJlL HQ. 

Strongly recorJYD.end against diversion conbat vessels that are needed for com-
bat duties, , :VISEM.AN (DE 667) can be 1:1.ade available for purpose requested 
your 241525. rrhe diversion of this or any other DEs however at thj_s time 
vdll be at the expense of escorts for ICEBERG assault ele:nents or shpporting 
shipping.. Availability of escorts for this operation is acute due to accu-
raulation of battle damage during past 2 1i!lonths.. Recol'::m,_end that any transfer 
of DEs from. FDA to SWPA for this purryose be arranged on the basis o.f a ship 
for ship exchange in order that no delay will be incurred in the arrival of 
euergency electric facilities in I'IANILA and at the sar1e time no reduction in 
vitally needed escorts in this area will be irlposed. If there are excess 
DEs in SWP.A not required fo'r co~~:bat duties they can be usefully employed 
in POA. 
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27 1415 CINCPOA ADV HQ to COMGENPOA Info COlviiNCH, CONSOPAC, COMSOPACBACOM, 
CIITCPOA PEARL, C OF S US ARMY. 

CinCSWPA 261515 advise as soon as practicable by dispatch total n'lllllber 
Arcy Service Troops actually sailed for S~vPA pursuant to FILBAS Agree-
nent, nw.1ber ordered to be transferred and nunber not yet ordered trans-
ferred. Further request breakdovm of units in these 3 categories be 
available my PEARL HA..li.BOR headquarters noon 1 March. 

27 OS24 CINCPOA ADV HQ to CIHCSV1PA, CINCBPF, COM7THFLT Info COMINCH & CNO, 
COHNAVBASE Mi\NUS, CINCPOA PEA..B.L HQ. 

The establishr:tent of a Brit Pac Flt MONAB at PON.AM ISLAND is authorized 
in accordance CinCffiVPA 21132S. 

26 1515 CINCSWPA ~o CINCPOA BOTH HQ Info CH~F OF STAFF WAR DEPr •. 

C~ 50687. Reference Cincpoa 1S0736. At the time of the conference which 
resulted in the FILBAS AgreeNent the ceiling for rotational re'b:ention or 
ships in the Southwest Pacific Area for planning purposes was in excess 
of 200. B,J successive increments that number has been reduced to 120. 
Concurrently trans-Pacific sailings to this area have been curtailed. With 
the shipping that rem.ains available, the Southwest Pacific Area can not 
do more than strive to carry out its oVvn essential operations. It will 
not therefore be possible to conte~1plate the staging and rehabilitation or 
Pacific Ocean Area divisions as 'Jlanned. It will be practicable if de-
sired to give DQJ..ICIBU to these divisions by the m.ere allocation of ade-
quate land areas. If this were done the preparation of the areas, the 
allocation of all supporting ship~ing, the providing of personnel and 
means for loading and unloading, the provision of troops and materiar 
for construction of ru1y kind, and the reseirvebility(responsibility?) 
for all SUP?lY would have to be undertaken by Cincpoa. Para. It is re-
gretted that the withdrawal of the r eans nreviously- available to the 
Southwest Pacific Area and u·Jon which all plans were based imposes upon 
me the necessity for t~ curtailing bfie assistance that was contemplated. 

26 1310 COMINCH to CINCPAC ADV HQ. 

TOP SECRET. KING TO .NI1ITTZ . Concur action UrDis 220818 in declining 
participate pro: osed.conference. Inter theater cor.m1unications and the 
allocation of radio frequencies UrDis 220Sl6 are prik~ri~ probleBs for 
mutual arrangenent by Theater Co.:JLlanders concerned .with the JCS settling 
non agree_. ents -:rhich if of o·Jerational significance may require conference 
in Washington9 
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2$ 0026 MARSHi1LL to $ SULTiu~, RICHARDSON, itVT~DEME'IER , Info Nll1TITZ 2 HARM: ON, RA.NlEY, 
, LEMAY, CHJ~TFAUL'r, C03iiGENAAF?O>.\ ADMIN, CJ.NCPE>A PElL.7{L. 

WARX 4467S, Operational 'Jlans indicate the desirabilitJ.r of fix..i.ng the 
de ')arture date for the 2nd: vvater echelon of ' the 58th 'Jing at 15 Anril 
at the earliest~ This reference 'vVAHX 33285. It is exDected the above de-
1arture date rrill permt certain essential B 29 o·)erations fron CHINA 
·which will be COt'l.(Jleted ap.:Jroxi.r:1a.tely- 5 Jl.}:>ril., Pc-~ra 2. this departure 
date also desirable because of delay in predicted ar-rival of ground echelon 
of 315th Wing at TINI.AN necessitating longer support of flight echelons 
ih INDIA per J~.AFPOA radio 0211 of lS Feb which states 20 April is the 
earliest lst flight echelon should arrive. Answering DepCom.l\.F 20 radio 
0423 of 23 Feb see no reason to change responsibility for re~ilating flow 
of aircraft since direct co:n.m.unication betvveen bonber co~nds should 
insure close coordination. Para 3. ~ll ~essages relative to 58th with 
nove.i~ents should include in distribution all headquarters concerned. 
Distribution used here believed cor~nlet~. Too 272338. 

28 0047 CI?-ICPOA liDV HQ to GINCSV·JPA Info 
S .. L\.IifA ... 't . 

CTF 58, CTF 93, CTG 93.3 , ISCOY 

Your 261620 not to all info addees 5 PB4Ys of VD5 with 21 officers 60 
enlisted nen 'With Co.:2dr. A.D. Fraser cor;:r .. J.anding will arrive GUINAN Field 
S 'tMAR about 1800 local tLte 28 Feb. 1st .:fission vvill be norning of 2 
March in coordination vdth Fa:st Carrier strike on LEGUMINOUS ( 01ITNAWA) • 
8 B24 escorts will be required tor 1st ~dssion. Fror-1 2 ~~arch to about 1 
April these planes will rJe required to O~')era3~e daily as directed by VD5 
co; ;nanding officer 1Nho is thoroughly briefed on photography needed. Re-
quest ·})riority 2 orders be authorized for officer couriers as designated 
.bY the corm:.J.a.nding officer VD5 for air travei bet-v\reen PHIJ..~IPPIHE area and 
c-u_;M for purpose of ex;Jediting delivery of photography• Your cooperation 
deeply ap!)reciated~ 

28 0129 CINCPOA ADV I-L.1 to CINCSVJPA A.DV HQ s, 
C0~~~5THFLT 

Refer =tydis 210654 and your CX 10957 t:ir2.ed 250450. Task Force 58 now 
plans strike OKINA-,JA on 1 M:arch and possibly also on 2 March. 3 Task 
Groups ,..~-ill be enployed., Stril~es by your forces on FOH!tifOSA airfields on 
2 and 3 l[a.rch as planned re.F:~ain satisfactory., It additional effort is 
available FORNIOSA airfield strikes on 1 March would also be helpful. 

2B 0 529 CINCPOA ADV to CGlOTH ARTvri, . COM5THFLT, CO:M:5THPHIBFOR, COi·rsERVPAC, COMAIRJ> AC , 
COMPHIBSP~~C, COMG.ENPOA !J COJ· ~G~·JF1JF PAC, COJ~GEI'J.A.AFPOA Info COI-.lSO? AC CG' ~F11DA.REA 
CTF 9b, CTF 93, COMINCffiCNO, CO:MNORP AC, CINCSWPA , I:l:.t'-u"YtCOHPS, CGSUPSl~RV1:1.t1FPAC 
C0717THFI:r , GOl~I3PtDFLT, COMGENAift,l~JlFPAC , C()J\JGEN24THCOH.PS , CG.JElDPHIBCORPS. 1 

v\TARNING ORDER.. Ini tiat e preparat ions for lnase .3(c) ICJ!'l3ERG with target 
date ·(A-Day) f or ltDJUTANT (MI YAKO J:EMA) on 1 pl~s 90. Operation ·will b~ 
conu:anded by s ar1e highe:r COi':"ID1landers a s Pha ses 1 o.nd 2.. Assault troops 
for operation will consi st of V AP.-1.phi bi ous Corps vd t h corps troops. 
3 Uarine Di visi ons rei nforcedo 3 Ar::..IY DUKH Cos~ 4 NC Bns .. Garris on troops -
v.q_ l l consist of .l =~q.rDiv r~inforc ed '~Nhich ;w~ilf. rer;,~ on I· yar~.&et u..rr~il r~
l l eved by /\.rrly garr~son 1Inl:t... 2 AAA Gx·p Hqa \ Aru::.r), 4. Judi A{i Bns \ A~ J 
3 AA.A gtms Bns (Arny) _, l AAA Bri g . Hq. Btry (Ar.ey), 1 S/1 Bn l es s 1 BtrJ 
( Arrzy-), 1 CA. Grp Hq ( An·1y), 2 CA Bns ( l55t1n Gun) ( Ar~~), l MP Bn (Ax'lnY), 
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garrison a.ir forces, 2 VF groups (.A.rmy), 1 VF(N) Sqdn (Arl~), 1 VifiB, 1 
EA~·Y Sqdn, supporting"troons in accordance vd.t h Cincpoa revised staff Study 
Phase 3 being issued. Para . Brig Gen Edvd.n B Lyon U S .A:rrzy designated 
as Isco~· ADJtJTA1IT (:.UYAKO JIIL;.) . As such he is a subordinate cor.u'1ander 
of CTF 99 with designation CTU 99 .4. Brig Gen Lyon should be ordered to 
re Jort Lt. Gen. Buckner at the earliest !)racticable. Co2ServPac nolrina.te 
officer for duty as Co:1.nander Naval Activities. Para . ComrJ.anders con-
cerned sub:r.Ut by 10 rJJ:a.rch to t he fullest extent practicable specific 
desiGnations of m1its t o be eYaployed Phase 3(c) including aviation, de-
fense, construct ion and service units . Unit designations not available 
by 10 }farch will be suboitt~d earliest ·:)racticable. In designating units 
the .Iaounting point should be indicated. Copies of d~signations should 
be ryrovided Co~5thFleet, CoM5thPhibFor, C~2PhibsPac and CollGen lOth ~ 
incl uding rear ech. Para. All units will be furnished initial supplies 
by agencies in area fro~ ' hich m.ounted. 

27 21.55 COMGENFDA to MARSHALL Info CINCPOA BarR Hq. 

RJ53510 . Transfer of South Pacific Base Couand OVESD 
Pacific Ocean Areas is subject: B.eference s are: ,..A~ .... J-CS~7~1~3,..5 (B) ·FILBAS 
Agreement Cincpoa-CinC&~PA dated 4 Nov 44, (C) CINC~NPA radio CX 10963, 
DTG 250559 Feb. PARDLC~V there are 3 proble•s involved in meeting con-
stant]J" recurring operational. requirements for overhead: 1 . Difficulty 
being experienced by War Dept in furnishing necessary troop basis vacancies 
because of ceiling limitations and requirements to a eet operations in 
theaters of higher·priority. 2. Critical shortage headquarters type per-
sormml. in POA because of nlW.erous headquarters which have been recently' 
formed and augr1ented to meet requirements for approved operations. 3. 
Necessity for organization of headquarters in sufficient time to initiate 
efficient operational planning for directed operations and onerations 
approved for plannmng purposea. Para. No ~ solution . is ~ight to the above 
probleu s ·until vrell after redeploy:. .. ent unless grades and personnel currunt:cy-
authorized SoPacBaCo · overhead are nade available to Pacific Ocean after 
the South Pacific Anea is rolled uu. Para. References (A) & (B) do not 
s pecifically ) rovide for transfer ~f grades and personn~l of South Pacific 
bulk allob·:tent to S:'J"PA. Hov'fever CAEFOTUH!JTE about 4400 grades and personnel 
created surplus have been a ~roved by TJ!D for transfer to so~re.:s.PacArea . 
It would appear that S'NPA pro~;ortionate shar e of overhead as .m.entioned 
in reference (C) 'has already been fur ni shed. Para. The operational re-
quirer.:.ents for overhead grades and ersonnel in FDA cannot be overeo.pha-
sized. In addition to cb.he ICEBERG require!'1ent s and aug..~entations currently 

before the ·~var nnosr .• AJ0YLttT'ru considerat i on are t he unannounced require-
) _ents for LONGTO!,r and ~TUS·, TKY S f or defeat of J AP:AN pro~ er as indicated 
in DCS 924/g a l l of which ·neces sitate i ni t iation of detail ed planning 
irt _ediately. Pa ra AJ Request that the r e"1aining portion of t he SoPacBaCom 
bulk allottlent be exce"1ted fro:1 t he terr.1s of r eference (A)., \ Cincpoa concurs 
and does not consider FILBAS Agree:::ent ap'Jlicabl e t o SoPacBaCon allot ..... ent . 
I n f urbberance this concurrence Ci ncpoa has direct ed Co~·1GenPOA to initiate 
a r eq uest direct t o Chi ef of Staff of An'zy- to :secu.re approval . JCS to ex-
ce)t ing subj ect bulk a l lotnent f ro.:a )revisions of references ( AJ in light 
o: conditi ons now existing in POA. 
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Ol 00~ COMGEI\l~OPAGBACOM to COMGENPOA Info CINCPOA BOTH Hq , COMSOPAC c0 -

H 5234. SU.lnritted .is ~e.pprt in co.nplianc~ you:r radio RJ 53559 of 2$ Feb 
and Cincpoa Adv radio 271415 GGT Feb. This report is divided into 3 ca·he-
gories. lst Category is Ar~ Service Troops actually sailed to Sov/esPac ., 
No units have actually sailed from, SoPac to SoWesPac on authority of 
FILBAS Agreeliient. However the following 2 groups of r:ovenents are listed 
for your info:rrmtioh since it is considered these sailings rJ.a.Y be related 
to FILBAS Agr_ee:.1ent. lst group is vnits I\loved to PALAU "as listed in your 
radio RJ 451+1S of 2 Jan" and our radio H 6~.9 of 10 Jan. These units total 
718 ArTzy Ser'V:i.ce Troops., The Hq and Hq Det 301 Q1ti Bn and 4th Platoon 897 
Gn/I Laundry Co included in this group wex"e earlier assigned to SoidexPac 
by vVAHX 54639 of 30 . Oct 44 with specific designation given in our top- sec -
ltr to you file 370.5 dated 14 Nov. 2nd Group is Arr1y :::>ostal tmits moved 
to SoHesPac in accordance with ~N'AHX. 22300 of 17 Jan and War De,)t ltr file 
270 . 5 dated 18 Jan 45. Postal units sailed in this group total only 27 
JU~lY Service Troops since 13 Base Post Office has not yet been lifted. 
2nd Category is troops ordered to be transferred. No Array Service Troops 
have been Ordered to be transferred to SoWesPac pursuant to FILBAS Agree~ 
1:1ent . )rd Category is ·troops not yet transferred. Total of 3274S AriiiY 
Service Troops have not yet been ordered transferred to So1NesPac pursuant 
to FILBAS Agree1:1en • Units assigned by ·:"Jar Dept to SoWesPac by WARX 54639 
of 30 October 1¥1- a.nd earlier Har Dept radios are not included in above 
figures since it is considered that transfer of such units is not pursuant 
to FILBAS Agreer:.J.ent . 

01 0135 CINCPAC ADV HQ to CTF ,?$ Info COM5THFLT., 

Following is a tentative assignraent of shi 'JS t6 CTF 58 for ICEBERG. Car.:.. 
riers: CarDiv 1 less COVlPENS, BON'HO:MJ'i:E. RICHARD. CarDiv Z less SHAN~!i.I-LA. 
CarDiv 3 less L&TINGTON _, JU\ffiETAM. CarJ)iv 4 less LAKE CHAJ\iPLAIN. Ca.rDiv 
5 less ~JIONTEREY, BOXERo CarDiv 6 less TICONDEROGA. Cal"'Div 7 • Total 11 
CV, 6 CVL. Battleships: BatDivs 6, 7, 8, 9 less DifO and ALAB.Alv~A . Total 
8 BB. CruDiv 16. 2 CB, Cruisers BALTD.rOllE, PTITSBURGH, SAN FRANCISCO, 
3 GA. CruDiv 11 less TUSCON', RENO . 4 CL(1L.4.) •. CruDiv J4 less HOUSTON plus 
BIR1iiiNGHAM, CruDiv 17, $ CL. Destroyers: DesRon 25 less LI1'TIE , DesRon 47 
less ROOKS, GREGORY. DesHon hS less ABBOTT , DesRon 52. DwsHon.53 , DesRon-
54 less ;·LiillLEIGH, DesRon 60 less A. M. SUJ'dNE1t, VU\.L.1\E. DesRon 61. DesRon 62. 
Total 73 DD. 

02 0359 COM5~HFLT TO CTF 58 Info CTF 5lt CINCPAC ADV I-19. 

Consider it Jt'lay be advisable st"bike KYUSHU lst in next operation leaving 
ULITHI 1 day early if necessc:try ... Request you prepare alternate plan on this 
basis inclitding later strikes in omer OKIN.t\WA FOitMOSA-SAKISHINA OKIN1~1\T:A . 
Discussion~ Ener:yrs nresent strategy see~s to be to conserve forces by 
disryersal on ground and await favorable opportunity all Ol;J.t blovu • My 
prinmipal concern is to achieve surprise in order to orevent withdrawal 
to fields to north thus permitting destruction high ··Jercentage of grounded 
planes. 
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02 0654 DEPCOHAF 20 to COIJGEN 20 .4.F Info 
BOMCOM 21. 

HQ, CO~ TGZNPOA 

0622. Subject is 2 wings of VLR for ADJUTANT (MIYAKO JDviA). Para 1. 
Cincpoa' s serial 000534 dated 23 Feb 19ll-5, subject: Establis:h.kient of 
ADJUTANT, Directive for Base Develop.r.-tent Pla..r:t, indicates 2 airfields, 2 

' strips each; for 12 squadrons of VLR each airfield, or a total of 2 VLR 
wings for the Island. . This is over and above the require&ent of 1 wing 
for INDISPENSABLE (IE SHIHA). Para 2. ADJUTANT is tentative!Jr scheduled 
for 1 July 1945. It wiL.l require at least 90 days for completion of the 
lst strip. This will require,! a readiness date in the states of appro.xi-
I ately 15 August for ground echelons of lst 2 groups. Air and flight eche-
lons of the 2 VLR wings should be available to reach target area during 
neriod 1 October thru 1 January. Ground echelons shoula have readiness 
dates to insure their arrival at ADJUTANT at least 20 day-s prior to arrival 
of air echelons. Para 3. Cincpoa dispatch 2S0529 to this headquarters 
calls for fina. coJD.itJJient of units, and designation if possible, b,- 10 
1Iarch. If VLR units are ~o receive proper priority on plans being for.u-
lated for the island, full information ~ust be Made available prior to 10 
march as to tactical units and service forces be·committed for this location 

2a 0546 & 02-0"917 RICHARDSON to CINCFDA PEARL Info ISCOM SAIPAN, COMGENFOA REP JlARWANAS, 
AAFPOA later pa"ised CINCFDA .ADVON. 

'" 

.J 

RJ 53584. Cincpoa Advon dispatch 1306202 GCT of Feb 45 and AAFPOA ADMIN 
dis atch 3169 of 23 Feb 45. Request 7our concurrence in the following 
plan: A. CoJW.anding General Pacific Ocean Areas representative in MARIANAS 
is hereby designated to handle all details of subjects transfers. In 
carrying out this responsibility the following principles will govern. 
Sub oara 1. All utilities, including water purification and storage s,rs-
tems, electric generators, and power distribution, which form.erly- were 
operated by either 30 Bo11.b or 71 Ser:tice Group, will be turned over to 
the Navy on a teaporary loan basis. Sub para 2. Quonset huts will be 
turned over on loan basis. Tentage will be returned to OAHU, unless same 
can be replaced by the Navy when subject units return to OAHU. No replace-
ment of tentage can be ~.ade by Army at OfiHU. Sub para 3. Galleys and 
messing gear will be transferred.on a temporar,y loan basis except all 
organic n.essing gear and ranges v.rhich will accompany units on return.-
Sub para 4. All aviation gas storage and distribution facilities vrill be 
turned over to Navy on ta.po~a~ loan basis. Sub nara 5. All rolling 
stock ·w·ill be returned to 0!-U-IU_, exce t ft. ton C & R, f; ton trailers, 1 ton 
cargo trailers, aotocyc.les. These vehicles which are not retained by 30 
Bomb and 71 Service Groups vdll be turned over to IsCo:!. SAIP.AN to be used 
in 1 eeting O"'":lerational requirements or other Arey requireraents. Authority 
is given to interchange vehicle s with departing wits if vehicles ob-
t.ai.ner1 :f;:·o~.l de·)arting1nnits b:v such transfers ±re i:o better condition. 
nowever ~ no case wr l ~uter~han~e ue ,~ae un ess aeoartlng Ulllts can 
be. shippea Yntn serv.1.ceab.Le velb .. c!es. No vehl<; es Wl~l be rat.urned nere 
-vyhJ .. ch are not syrVJ.Ce~bl~. All sue~ type vel:ncles v.rl+l be. disposed of 
J.n accordance Wlth enstJ.ng regula.tJ.ons. 'rhJ..s authorJ.ty V·rJ.ll oe very 
carefully exercised, as no replace~1ents can be ~~de fro; : here ~xce_.)t for 
tho$~. y~hicl~s prevJ.ously listed. Sub para 6. F_;LoatJ.J;l~ and n?-lnten~nce 
facJ..LlvJ.es vnll not be transf erred to ·uhe Navy~ out 1Vlll re~J.n assJ.gned 
to the Ar :·1y Air Force,. .An floa t ing depot repa.J.rshi;>s and floating 1~.ain

tenance tmit $ at s~·:.IP~nl·J will be assigned to Air De ~ ot GUAM f or support of 

- Continued -
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VLR. Co;:;J.n.anding Officer Air Depot GU.41vi will uc:ke necessar.r arrange.r~ents 
with Cincn6a (Advon) for services desired lro:-:J.· these floating units. 
Sub ~ara 7. ~vhen reefers, generators, water~roof ca;tssons units, and 
other .liinU± utilities v'fhich r1ay be turned over to Navy are rendered sur-
plus by installation of central power plants, Islan.d Hide water distri-
bution syste:·.1, and central cold storage plants they will be returned to 
An:y stocks at S~IPMJ at the earliest 0ractical rate, Sub ~ara s. The 
navy will assu e res onsibility for all reiJlace:·~ents, ; aintenance and re-
)air of equipr ent and ficilities turned over to ther.. Sub ""Jara 9. All 

ATC and li.r/':y Troop Transport facil.i.ties and equip: ent vd.ll l)e retained by 
these organizations as desired. However, such sup .,ort as vias bein.c; 
rendered these agencies by Ar2r:l Air Service Units shouJ.d be assur ed by 
the Nav:. .. Sub "'Jara 10, All Gerna.nent &id sem perr.anent telephone 
installations on each field -,ill re,:tain intact and be retained there . 
Sub "'1ara 11. c.xcerJt as noted above all organizational equiJ~ent 11-iill be 
returned ·with de a.rting troo~Js. oub -;ara 12. Transfer of facilities and 
smJ?plies to the Navy v.rill be acco ·panied by the transfer of res Jonsibility 
for o ;eration. '""lara B. ~ con::>lete detailed report of all action taken 
will be rendered this headquarters at the earliest Dossible date by Ca~ 
Gen POA re~'Jresentati ve in UA.tTIAi\J:A.S . New Para. Above action is necessary 
as replace, ,ent carmot be :1ade fro stocks available at OIHLI. Early con-
currence is requested. Upon receipt of concurrence IsColJ. SAIP.AN vlill be 
guided accordingJj. 

02 0943 COMESCARFOR to COl~URPAC Info CINCPAC BOTH HQ, COL:5THFLT CTF 51. 

Recent prolonged operations under arduous co~ bat flying conditions have 
de ~onstrated the urgent necessity of increasing the couple1' ent of VF 
pilots on CVEs. These fighter pilots bear _,ajor share of support Yfork 
averaging vrell over 100 hou..rs per --~onth for 3 and 4 week periods and ·with 
short rest intervals before starting over ae;ain. rilot fatigue definitely 
indicates increase fro~'!. 24 to 30 VF pilots necessary. Request this be 
acco.tplished prior to ne.xt operation. 

CG USASOS Info CINCPAC ADV Hr~ , GHQ ADV BCH. 

Cite CX 11409. Reference URad 2415302 GCT. In ne6otiating FILBAS Agree-
... ent SNPA conferees nade agree1 ents based on the . roposal to stage 9 POA 
divisions in the PiiiLIPPTiffiS" The fact that the 2L:th Cor·Js '.rould be 
~·.1ounted fro .. c S·T?1-t for ICEBZRG uas considered to be extra to the general 
pro;osals and as such was specifically treated in para 13 of FILBAS. Para. 
Sufficient hospitals were not projected for early establisl'll:!.ent in LEYTE 
and LUZON to enable SvJPA to accept norr:lal flow of casualties of 24-th Corps 
during engage~ ent in ICEBERG. ~ 1ergency casualties only will be accepted 
at :-2YTE by air or water to be hos.-italized thereat or evacuated to Iill'J 
GUI~mA hos ;itals as necessary to relieve presently overcrowded LtXTE 
hospitB-ls. 

02 2329 CINCPAC ADV to CINCBPF9 
Pollovring fron BPFJ . .D .Adv Hq. Reference err!lo:y"!.l.ent of BPF there is no change 
in situation. Hovrever a conference no~r taking place U. S. in vrhich e ploy-

.1 ~ent BPF is included for discussion.. Before de 1art ure of Dep ~ Chief Staff 
for cor1ference I e:.~nhasized to hli that in possible event of original plan 
taking place BPF was and vrould be ready in every way. Per..J.ission for use 
of LEYTE not yet been asked for by Cincnac but require::tents appreciated 
at this headquarters. 
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03 0219 CINC?OA ADV HQ to. CINCStiiJP! Info COMGENAAFPOA, ISCOM ANGAUR, COMFWDAREA, 
COivlWESCAROLDiES II! 

Des1:re 494 Bo11tb Gp ·be returned to operational control Cincpoa not later 
than 15 April 1945. 

03 1136 PHOTRON 5 ADV ECH to CINCF()A ADV HQ Inf~ CTF73 , CTF93,CTG2~.t.:2 , CTF5l,COMGEN 
FEAF AND CTNCS~'TPA. 

No photo flights this- da:t.e. Arrangen.ents coEtpleted with FE!~ for 5th AF 
to fly F5 photo T)lanes over MIYAKO and other nearby islands in addition 
our. coverage your 0205.24~., Flights vd.ll be staggered to insure best chances 
on weather. Clarl{ Field only field in LUZON suitable for Liberator opera-
tion and no avgas will be available Prior 20 March . If TvlO will be avail-
able for Liberator o:oerations in the near future reconm.end flying there 
instead of SAM_.!\11 because of shorter flight distance. 

I 

03 2346 CTF 2S to CIHCPAC BOTH HQ , COM2THFLT Info COMCRtiDIV 16 ltLL TGC TF ~£?. 

Cou5thF1t 020359. Cincpac Pearl 2$1920. Propose sortie UL:rJ?HI 14 March 
'East Long. Date . Request ETA TG 12.2 ULITHI be advanced if practicable. 

04 0417 CIIENNAULT . to Gi10SS Info STRATEivLEYER , NIMITZ , t'illfiRT. 

CAKX-6822. Ellsvvorth can give l"':tediate coverage reurad top sec MADLE 16 
dated 28 Feb, of area within '700 mles of HSIV~TN for weather recon toward 
KOREA as directed., SUPRY will you forward date you desire us to begin 
these oryerations . Reference further uade to recon Jrission of EAST CHINA 
SEA and western approaches to KYUSHU by Fl.3 t s as directed by Arnold by 
request of CINCPOA in Top Sec radio 1 .. ,fARX 40419 for ~·Tederrleyer from. Arnold 
dated 20 Feb. In order to conserve tonnage it is highly recom1aended that 
these :rissions be COJ]_bined to perx:rl.t the Fl,3s to accor1pli.ph both projects · 
during 'Jeriod L r.rinus 10 to L plus 5., If you concur vre wiJl provide · 
weather observations ~~ Fl3 r s if necessary, 

04 OL~30 CINCPOA .LillV HQ to DEPCCmt20THAF Info CINCPOA PEAR.~,COMSUBPAC , BOMCOM 21. 

Neutral ship:r::asters have reported that Japanese state TSUSHIM.A STRAITS are 
r.;ined .. Exact location of rrinefields is not knoWlit. This has prevented ac-
cess by submarines to ~rofitable ship traffic in the JAPAN SEA. Request 
you conduct repeated reconnaissance o:C TSUSHTIJA STRAITS starting as early 
as "1ractica.ble and continuing for a sufficient period in order· to detennne 
precise routes used 1by Japanese shipping through these Straits. 

04 0336 CINCPOA l'JJV HQ_ to G_O:MGI~iAAFPOA Info COMINCH. 

Your Ol02L~~ Current and future plans based on JCS directiv-es issued and -
ih ~Jrospect a.s well as defensive plans of )ositiorts already under our con-
trol including the :Hlil\f.ll.IIMJ ISLANDS are based in _:)art on availability 
and use of heavy bo·,.ib groups currentJ;y assigned to POA. Cinc.POA qoes not 
acquiesce in their withdrawal: for conversion to VLR Groups. In view of 
the er2ploy:m.ent of such groups in i:~i~ortant operations about to be unde:t-
-Gaken he de.sires there be no reduction in their efficiency. 
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04 08ll CIFCS1fJPA .J~YT'E t o .ALLI ED Ai el, FORCES (TOLOSA) Inf o QTF 73,, COM2THFLI:,. 
ClNC?9A, COMS~HESTPAC, . ALL! ED NA17AL FORC~S (TOLOSA) = 20T,H BOPCOM, lillVON GHQ. 

11536-. 5th_ Fleet conducts ICEBERG operat ion in accord with 5th Fleet 
OpPlan 1-4541 All addressees have copies., Forces SWPA support this opera-
tion. Para-. The Co::mJtandel" Allied Air Forces 'lr:hile co nt inuing present 
:rissions vv.Lll: (1) ~~~end until further orders sectors 5 to 10 inclusive 
search plan J to I;la.x:i.Jl;ttu':l pr acticable distance effective L-lS.. '(2) Furnish 
support indicated in Go~ander 5th Fleet Op Plan 1-45 Annex E para 2(c)(3, 
4,5,6) • (3) Destroy hostile shipping and naval forces along the INDO 
CHINA-CHINA Coast and deny their F)tovei\ient ·toward Er:apire waters within 
lDdt of capabilities and· viithout detracting froltl requested specific sup-
port as set forth above. Para. Direct ''cmm1unications as required ls au-
thorized between the Go1m:tanc,ier Allied ""lir Forces and Con.5thFlt and de.sig-
nated Task Force Com.r:ta.n:ders 5th Fleet for in.i.. tiating and c.oordinating of~ 
fensive screen to be ,,.Jrov:i.ded and coordination and execution of strikes 

, in the FOR.\IIQSA Area. Para. The Cqnnander 1-i.llied Air Forcd will: (1) 
re~"Jort to this headquarters by 10 March tentative strike schedules during 
the period L-16 thru L-7 · o include estiN!lated strength of strikes and types 
of planes eiJtployed. (2) Effective L-18 report to CorA5thFlt and all Task 
Forces 5th Fleet stri~e intents in the FORMOSA area including targets , 
nur~ber and types of planes involved giving 24 hours nbtice as practicable . 
Para. Since 20th Bo!:lCoi!l cannot perforra zussions indicated. in OpPlan l - 45 
Annex E Corx:1ander Allied Air Forces will assw12.e responsibility for rri.ssions 
assigned 20th Bor.:Bo;a in the FORMOSA Area as indicated in ;)ara 2c (5) and (6) 
of Annex E OpPlan l-:45. 

04 0850 COU5THFLT to CTF' 58 Info ALL TGC OF TF 28• 

Task organization your 260630 approved with following ~].odifications . 
TG 58.1 delete LITTLE. TG 58.2 substitute . INTREPID for SHANGRI LA. Add 
.SANTA FE until relieved by OAI\L.4ND. TG 58. 3 delete RANDOL:?H. FLINT joins 
late. Delete fl..BBOT. TG 58¥4 delete TICONDEROGA, ATLAJ\!TA, DULUTH, WADLEIGH, 
ROO¥:s, GREGORY, add RANDOLPH~ ST LOUIS.. "E'NTEHPRISE, ALASKA, DesDiv lCfl 
probably not ·Jresent fbr initial strikes., Para. J1"NTERPRISE, . ALASKA, FLINT , 
DesDiv 107 M y not leave r~·fo JIMA until about 15 March and will require 
ti~e for upkeep replenish ,.ent at UJ..JITHI before joi11.ing you. You are author .. 
ized to shift cruisers and destroyers your TF as considered advisable _to 
equalize strength of groups • . Assigru·:tents I NTREPID, RJU:DOLPH above subject 
your concurrence., New subject_. J_n connection your pla11.ning. l!y 020359. 
Note that in basic plan Appendix E :n!ty OpPla.n ·1-45 insufficient ti~1e ,is al-
lowed between departure ULITHI and arrival fir·st launching position. 

05 0313 Gil,ICSlJPA to CINCPOA ADV HJ Info AlLIED AI It FOHCES (TOLOS.A) lillV ~CH GHQ. 

11582. Refer your 030219 TOS 494th Bo:c.'l.b Group can be returned to your 
operat ional c ont r ol prior to 15 A:pril. Request as " UCh advance notice as 
possibl e of date of r eturn designated by your headquarters ... ' 

05 OLJ.50 COMG:fi.J~AM'POA t o COMGENAAB';f'OA ADMIN Info GOMn'ENJ?OA , COMGENlOTI-IJ~li?.MY ,COMfo..F7, 
CINCPOA ADVl\.N HQ.. GINCPOA . JEAHL HQ. . · · 

~ .. • ' 

AAFPOA 068$.,. Referenc e Cinc ,Joa Adv Hq 180147 GDT Feb quoted below: "To 
Cot1Gen.AAFPOA i nfo IsCora llifORKM~J IsCor1 LEGUMil'~OUS , CINCPJ.C PE!-u~L, COi.JGENPOA. 
COTiGENl OTHFARlliiT .r. Your 160530. four proposal is underst ood t o be (1) That 
a.n I s land. Cor~1.ander exercise his r esponsi1)i l i t i es f or air Bases t hru "the 
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.Senior A.nszy- Air Echelon Coar~nder present vrho vrill have o:n. his staff an 
officer acting as executive or assistant for air bases., This arrangen.ent 
would avoid setting up an a.ddi tional air base cor~t1ta.Ylders staff.. ( 2) That 
each individual air field for. which the Ar;;;;y is responsible would be Com.-
l''tanded by tb.e senior officer stationed at the field. Para. Since the :far 
De7)artr"ent does not desire to ;Jrovide ')ersonnel for the staff of Air Base 
Conrr:.ands ny 14.2109 Jan is re:;cinded and t,he coirrJ.and nrocedure outlined 
above v.rill obtain at 1 10HK1~1AN and at J.JEGUMINOUS air bases for ·which the A:rrq 
is responsible. u 1?ara 1. To initipo.J.J..y exercise An'.lY cor:~J-.<'tand responsibili-
ties as approved in above quoted radio until arrival of a senior air echelon 
the following action is :Jassed to you: Para A. Initiate action to insure 
a staff of five officers and five enlisted r;~en, vv-ith 35 .v1easurm:1ent tons, 
are echeloned into LEGUIVliNO~S with Island Co:r:£~Jmnd Staff.: Pa.ra . B. Arl"a.nge 
for attachcent of this staff for rations, trans.)orta.tion,. equio!nent and 
shelter are included in ueasure~1ent tmmage. Para .C, This staff to be 
CO.ia')Os ed of 7th .Air Force Headquarters nerso:nnel and vlill re'ftert· t o thee 
u:Jon their ar'ri val in LEG ·JINOUS., -

05 0452 DEPCO!.;:AF 20 to CIHCPOA ADV HO. 

05 1410 

J.lA.TrRJA 0689 . For your inforflation the following aessage was sent t o CoJt'l.ft..F20 
reference URad 040430 GCT Mar·. C£Llote . Following request fro:-- .. Cincpoa is 
forwarded to you. ?,uoten Neutra~l shi~;nasters l1.ave reported that J apanese 
state TSUSHE\ STRAITS are ::1.ined. f~"'m.ct location of ii'dnefields i s not 
known. This has :prevented access by subr1arines t o profitable ship t r af f ic 
in the JAPAN. SZA. Request you conduct repeated reconnais sance of TSUSHDJJA 
STR;,.ITS starting as early as practicable and continuing for a sufficient 
period ln order to detex·rJ:±ne precise routes used by J ap shipping thru these 
Straits. Unquote . Reco11tt::end this request be a.pnroved and Bo;::tCom. 21 be 
directed to conduct the necessa1~ reconnaissance until de sired infonaation 
is obtained or this reconnaissance seriously interferes with ·?rir.le mission 
of 20th Ai r Force. Unquote~ 

CINCPAC ADV HQ to COMAIHPAC , C TF 58 Info COM5THl:7 LT • 

Although have great confidence in jud~ent of OoilAirPac and CTF 58 am ex-
tremely reluctant -Go accept views e:x:Jressed forn.er r s 060615 and a.r;;1 very. 
hesitant to acquiesce in reco;:r}_endation made t. Nec essity for efficiency of 
groups is thoroughly appreciated but il;:tportance of operations about to be 
undertaken in the prosecutiOJ."1. of the war is such that er:aployJt:tent . of a 
Carrier Air Group that :z.ay have passed its neak is well justified. We can 
ill afford to reduce our striking power in a· Cal!lt>:Jaign of such :::aor:tent . n 
Please give further consideration to this :~:atter and )resent foregoing 
views to responsible CO.Li'll11.anders concerned. Unless capabilities of group 
nentioned are reduced belovv- ifuat mi~t reasonably be e~ected after 5 raonths 
of operations (even though they ha.ve been strenuous ~1onths) desire CABOT 
·Jartici')ate in cor~ing caJ~tpaign at l east in the initial stages . Carrier Air 
GrOUT,IS have reneatedly shown not only courage and ca. abilities of the 
highest order but they have also displayed great sta~ina 'tVhen their ser-
vices were needed.., Consider that C.lillO'r • s group should be able to D.ake valu-
able contributions in the attacks on the enerty durlng the next few weeks 
and desire that :Lt be so e!t!:)loyed u11.less definitely unfitted. · 
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05 0615 COUAIRPAC to . CINCPAC ADV HQ I:r..fo CTF 28 'a COM2THr"LT, COMA~RPAC .1\DMIN, 
CINCPOA YEAl1L HQ" 

,d' 

Co:nAirPac top secret serial 00426 l~arch 1, Enclosure A GVLG 29 in CABOT 
not fit to be retained in CABOT foi-- forthcorring operation a11d Co~irPac 
cannot ::>rovide a replace1~1ent ~group. My recov::..:endation is to sail CABOT 
with CVLG 29 prior March 15 for Nav:v Yard availability and reforirlng of 
group. CTF 58 concurs. 

/ 03 2135. COMGENAAFPOA ADMIN to COMGENPOA I:tuo CG lOTHARMY, CGAAFFDA Passed by Co.mtGenPOJ\ 
(06 0632) to CfNCPOA BOTH HQ. · . . - · , 

AAFPOA ADMIN 369~. This headquarters assm:tes request of ComGen 10 in 
his top sec date thae group 020025 March is based on desire to be able to 
deal directly 1N·ith Jl:rey Jlir Forces Combat and Service Units nor.rlnated for 
ICEBERG on such subjects as postal, sanitation, intelligence, and other 
uatters vYhich affect his overall responsibilities for def$nse and discipline . 
It is not considered feasible to attach all individual A1~~y Air Forces 
Units to Coij;tGen 10 without ualif ication as rllatter of ope·rational control 
and adrrlnistration by higher Arny Air Forces Echelons of Cox.mtand is involved.., 
as well as status of tactical and strategic air co.tt:.:tands as defined by 
Cincpoa. Reco:::llJlend the following procuedure: (A) That CoriGenAAFPOA take 
action to assign or attach all units nor~inated for ICEBERG, exclusive of 
20th Air Force Unit.s, to 7th :lir Force. (B) That ConGenAAFPOA take action 
to assign or detach all 20th J:J! units noninated for ICEBERG to 316 Wing 
OJTAIR Depot lEGUMI NOUS ( OKINA1f~A) • (C) 'rhat Cor1Gen 10 exercise his overall 
authority and discharge his assigned responsibilities Yvith reference to ~ 
Jdr Forces Units throu.gh Cm:v\F 7, C~Off .Air Depot LEGU1,n:NOUS, and ConGen 
316 Wing. (D) That Con Gen 10 be authorized, in those cases where it is 
either necessary or exoedient ?rior to the establishuent of respective head-
quarters for 7th .. bJ!, Air Depot; and 316 Wing at destination, to deal directly 
and in a co--.:':.r:a.nd capacity with Arl~ Air Forces Units norrl.nated for ICEBERG · 
on 'tatters :::> er taining to preparation for r1overllent, landing procedures, 
island defenses and di~ci <Jline, sanitation, and those other ::~atters not 
"oertain~ng to t he operational control artd er:enloyuent of ArrtLf Air Forces 
Units for which he is responsible . (E) That Co:1Gen:POA instruct interested 
co~·;~ands to t ake necessa cy action to i r:aplel'2ent the above. 

05 l SOO CINCPOA ~RA.HL I-t) to COMI NCH Info CINCPOA AJJV HQ. 

ConGen!1.A.F POA requests ~'va.r Departr4.ent be in:for;."_ed of content's =:Ty 0408'36 
which is confirrJ.ed. It i s essential that t here be no reduction in the 
bonbardr-rent strength as.signed to the Pacific Ocean Areas. 

06 Ol50 CINCPAC ADV H~~ t o COHWESSE.AFRON I nfo COMirJCH ~ CINCPAC PlARL HQ. 

Your 031828. Fol lovljing 'is r::1y esti11ate: J apanese Hi gh Corr~tand r eali zes that 
GK.l:{;t'lNY vri l l , be defeat ed in a natt er of r...ohths. She fears t he probability 
of RUSSIAN abrogation of their Neutrality Pact and the ~J-o s sibility of 
HTJSSIAN partie,il)ation in t::he Far Eastern conflict . Her , :Lltrr1ediate :".il itar.t 
concern is the defense of the }}j;;.:pire and its .inner zone approaches. 1Jhile 
adverse weather on the northern route for a...n attack a.s outlined your 031~2S 
would large negate Blue air search and enhance the ene1~w ' s ca.~)ability of an -
undetected approach it is believed t~:at the operations of the r')ac F1t vYill 
reduce the· .possibility of such tU'l attel~pt to rer1ote cha...Y}c e .. Psychological l y 
such an attack would not be a -suitable answer to the Japanese people ' s 
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question n:7here is the I::~ r.)erial Navya . Particularly so when their iru1er for-
tT·ess a..nd hm'eland is under attack. In short the vast ocean areas that are 
infrequently traveled and the nor:·:tal weather conditions ~lake ~Josc;ible an 
undetected r ;- id .. Intelliaence is not sufficientl'T CO''ltDrehensi~e to ~"ive ad-

\.,.,) (,.' .L. . 0 

vance warni~g$. Pacific Fleet !Jill be e:·::Jloyed in offensive operations that 
are vel"'!" likely to kee_.J enemy forces close to the ho:·1eland . An air attack 
on SAN FRANCISCO could be u~de . It is highly iaprobable. 

26 06.30 CTF 58 to COMSTHFLT • 

SUggested TF 58 organization tor ICEBERG. TG 58.1 - HORNET (F) 1 WASP 1 
Bm!INGTON, BELLEAU WOOD, l!ASSACHUSEl'TS, INDIANA, VINCENNES, MIAMI, VICKSBURG, 
SAN JUAN, DesRons 61 and 25. TG 58.2 - FRANKLIN (F), SH.ANGRI LA., HANCOCK, 
SAN JACINTO, WASHINGTON, NORTH CAROLINA, BALTIMORE~ PITTSBURGH, OAKLAND, Des 
Rona 52 and 53. TG 58.3 - ESSEX (F), BUNKER HILL (F) 1 RANDOLPH, BATAAN, 
CABOT 1 NFJl JERSEY, SOUTH DAKOTA, PASADENA, SPRINGFIELD, ASTORIE, WILKES BARRE, 
INDIANAPOLIS (it present), FLINT, C<lmesRons 62 and 48. TG 58.4 - TICONDER-
OGA (F) 1 YORKTOWN, ENTERPRISE, INDEPENDENCE, LANGLEY, WISCONSIN, MISSOURI, 
ALASKA, GUAM, ATLANTA, DULUTH, SAN DIEGO, DesRons 54 and 47. It one DesRon 
must be given up suggest DesRon 60. CABOT scheduled to go back for overhaul. 
Does this include all ships assigned TF ;s. , 

05 0817 CTF 58 to COM5THFLT Into CINCPAC BO'IB HQ, CTF 73. CTG SQ.8. CINCSWPA, CTF 94. 
CTG 50.5, 20TH BOMCOM, ADV ECH GHQ, ALL TGC TF 58. 

Your 020359 not to all nor needed, Propose sortie ULITHI l4 l'arch. Fuel 
Lat 19-47 Long 137-.38 E (1700 I( -9) 16 March. strike KYUSHU l.S-19 March, Re-
plenish 0700 Yareh 2l S'll corner BEDBUG. On 2.3-24 Jlarch strike OKINAWA GUN'lO 
tran 25 N 128 E, On 25 llareh 58.1 and 58.4 routine strikes from position E 
OKINAWA while 58.2 and ;8 • .3 replenish SW corner area BEETLE. Beginning 26 
March 2 grOI).ps strike OKINAWA GUNTO dail1' from Lat 26-20 N Long 129-35 E. 
TG 58,2 and 58 • .3 striking first 2 dq period while 2 ~ps replenish. TG 58.1 
and S8.4 re~i.eh t:lret 2 dq petl4cl beginning CY'/00 I(-9) 26 March SW 
corner area BEETLE. Subsequent 2 day replenishment periods beginning at 1000 , 
I( -9) SN corner area GJ.DM-fOlUI. All groups str!p OKINAWA l April. New subject. 
Is DesRon 6o assigned Task Force ;a. 

06 0.324 CINCFOA PEAm. to COMGENF.MFPAC Into CINCFOA ADV. COMGENPOA. CG SS FMFPAC 1 
CG 3RDmiBCORPS, CO MARINE CAMP KAUAI, COMGEN TEN, COJAit.COMINCH,MA.RCORPS, 
COlJ:PHIBSPAC, COMFWDAREA, COMSOPAC, COMSOPACE9HFMFPAC, COMFWDECHFMFP.A.C. 

Can.GenPOA 010.558 makes facilities available KAUAI requested 70ur 200340 Feb. 
Your 312231 Jan and Cincpoa Adv 160846 Feb refer. lst UarDiv authorized to 
use KAUAI facilities for rehavilitation and stagl.ng following ICEBERG Opn. 
Use be,rond this period is subject to future consideration depending upon 
status FILBAS Agreement and requirements Can.GenPOA tollowing ETO· redeplo,--
ment. Direct camnunica.tion between ComGenFMFPac and OomGenPOA in mald.ng 
final arrangements authorized. References not to all or needed, · 
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06 1140 CINCBPF to CINCPAC ADV HQ, Info CINCPAC PEARL.CINCSWPA.COM7THFLT,CTf7l.FOS, 
CINC EI, s4SS, 7 ADMIRALTY. 

This is part 1 of nrr 06l.l.4;. Memorandum N61. Para B. Para 2. 8th SUbmarine 
Flotilla (MAIDSTONE) comes under rq orders on 1st April and is hereb7 r.,. 
ported lor duty. Request continuation of continued assi~ent to Southwest 
Pacific Forces. Para .3. 4th Submarine Flotilla (.ADAMANT) comes under rq -
orders on 1st April and is also herein reported for dut:r. Request you will 
propose assignment of this flotilla to Southwest Pacific Forces. 

06 1145 CINCBPF to CINCPAC ~V HQ Into (SAME AS ABOVE). 

This is part 2 final of JQ" 061145. Previous part, 0611.40. Para 4. 8th Submarine 
Flotilla consists of depot ship MAIDSTONE and submarines MANTALUS, TELEUACHUS, 
ZWAARDVISCH, SIRDAR, SPITEFUL~ STORll, STURDY SPIRI'l', SPARK, TRADEWIND, TUDOR, 
STYGIAN. Para ;. 4th Sub Flotilla consists or depot ship ADAYANT and sub-
marines TERRAPIN THOROUGI TRENCHANT SUPREME THULE THRASHER RORQUAL SEA SPOUT 
SELENE TANTIVY TRT.nlP TIPrOE PARAUII • 

. ~ 
06 l.U9 ARBOID to RICHARDSON, Info NIMITZ, mlAY, HARMeD, SMALL. 73RD WING (SAIPAH). 

(WARI 48Z74). Requirements for 2 additional Verr HeaVT Bomb Wings tor .&DJOTANT 
(lliYAKO JIMA) in your 0622 dated 2 March 1945 draws the follard.ng cC~D~~Lents: 
(A) Assumed here that .316 Wing will be deplo;,ed to niDISPENSABLE (IE SHIJa.t 
and .3 groups converted from B24 to Ve-q Heavr Banb GrOU-ps referred to in 
WARX 43162 of 24 Februar,. 1945 will be deplo7ed to LEGUMINOUS (OKINAWA). (B) 
Action now being taken to secure approval for assignment of 489 Group as a 
Ver,- Heavy Bomb Group to 20 AF and depl01J11ent to roA. Assume that this group 
will also be deployed to LEGUMINOUS. (C) Next step in increasing number ot 
Very Heavr Banb Groups in Pacific Theaters calls for redeployment of 8 heav 
groups fran EUROPE for conversion -to Very HeaV7 Bomb Groups in the United 
states and . further deplo1JD.ent to the Pacific Theaters. Believe this plan 
firm enough to permit you to consuma.te base develo}Dents plans indicating 
commitment of 8 additional very heavy bomb groups tor ADJUTANT. (D) Capa-
bildt7 ot converting groups referred to in C abOV"e present following reacli- · 
ness dates for both air and ground echelons in the u.s.: 1 in October, 3 in 
Novellber and 4 in Dec. Withdrawal of these S groups fran EUROPE depend.eat 
on JCS and CCS approval. (E) Supporting ArmT ·Air Force service elements 
can be provided. Due to critical shortage of Anrrl' Service Force Supporti.Dg 
Services 1 difficulties may be encountered in providing complete Anrrl' Service 
Force support, however, everr effort will be made to meet requirements based 
on the readiness dates of combat elements in D above. (F) To increase strength 
ot very heavy- banb groups, each group to be augmented by 6 UE aircratt plus 
3 reserve and 1.7 crews after each unit has been operational for 6 months. 
This augmentation to commence in August of this year. 
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r~ C17 1255 CTF 51 to OOM5THFLT Into CINCPAC ADV HQ, CTF 56. 

liT O;o6.30 possibl;r optimistic as to time of evacuation 5th Corps and 4th 
and 5th MarDi vs but continued pressure b7 troops is having its effect in 
spite of recent small advances. Consider Hill should stq here as SOPA 
until evacuation these troops accanplished. Para. All OBB departed ULITHI 
tonight and 2 CVE but am holding 5 CVE until night of ath. Also retaining 
SALT LAKE CITY, TUSCALOOSA and 9 DD at present as need tor troop support 
gan.f'ire is nat over. Believe cruisers and .3 DD can leave b7 loth as en6111T 
terrain should then be smaller. Arirr1' P Sls not trained in troop support 
but will be given training so as first to supplement and then replace CVE . 
aircraft after 11 llareh. At that time 81 P5ls and 18 VMTB will be here. 
Recanmend retaining ENTERPRISE here until night of 15th it possible. Paral. 
ELDORAOO departs tor GUAM forenoon 9t;h. General Suitb and operating statt 
will be on AUBURN until organized resistance ceases. Para. Believe mopping 
up will require considerable time. 

07 1319 CINCPAC AT WASHINGTON to CINCPOA BOTH HQ Into COMINCH. 

Until further instr11ctions are received base fuel estimates tor British 
Pacific Fleet on training and · passage between ports but no combat operations 
during Fbase 1 next operation. 

CY'/ 2050 OOJ.15THFLT VIA CINCPAC ADV HQ to 'CTF 51. 

Your 071255 approved subject to devel.opnents ashore except desire earlier 
release of ENTERPRISE group it night tighter squadron is read7 to take over. 

01 Ol.Sl COMGENFIIFPA~ to MARCORPS Into COMINCJI & CNO, CINCPAC W.L'H HQ. 

ReUr Zl2Jl48. Firm request tor .3rd Rlase ICEBERG 2500 arrive 1 Jlq 45 tor a 
4th lfarDiv MAUl. 2500 arrive lllq' 45 tor 5th JlarDiv HAWAII. 2500 arrive lO 
!la7 45 for 3rd VarDiv GUAM. SOOO arrive 1 J~ 45 TransMnt Canter Fwd Ech 
GUAM. Tentative request to be confirmed 2500 arrive lD Jul1' 45 tor 2nd JfarDiv 
SAIPAN. 2500 arrive lD Juq 45 tor 6th MarDiv GUAll. 2500 arrive l J~ 45 . 
for let llarDiv KAUAI. SOOO arrive 15 August 45 Transient Center Fwd Ech 
GUAK. 

I 
06 0810 CTF 58 to CDCPAI ADV HQ Into CINCPAC PEARL HQ, CWAIRPAQ. 

Your 05U.l0. Appreciate 70ur confidence in rq judgement and I believe that 
I have as great an appreciation of the importance of future operations as 
that expressed in your 051410 and ~ agree that we can ill afford to re-
duce our striking poiter, however I cannot agree that the substitution of a 
worn out Carrier Group can in an:r war compensate tor the fresh Air Groups of 
the BNTERPRISE and SHANGRI LA. Your attention further invited to the fact 

. that ENTERPRISE has only' night planes equipped and trained for night search 
which in the past has proven to be the most necessary asset tor the night 
carrier operations. Although ~ opinion has not been asked I agree that we 
'can ill afford to reduce out strild.ng power in a campaign or such manent 
and importance. 
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"' 07 1945 coMINCH to CDJCPOA Bcmi HQ Into COM7THFLT, C OF S ARMY AND C~CSWPA. 

All numbers 1n this message are thousands of enlisted SeaBees. Currerxt ceil-
ing ot Z72 cannot be raised and authorized induction rate precludes filling 
this ceiling before April 1946. Totals available for overseas employment 
worldwide will not exceed the following. For March this year 152. April 
l2L lfq' 196, June 1981 J'Lil' 2001 Aug 202., Sept 2041 Oct 206, Nov 2081 Dec 
210, Jan next; year 212, Feb 2141 March 216, April and thereafter 218. llini-
mum o:t 7 are required !or ATLANTIC and EUROPE. Para. Estimated Pacific situ-
ation June 1945 will be about 60 in SoWesPac including those on loan and 
about 131 in FOA including NorPac, CenPac and SoPac. Not nO'R planned to 
assign additional SeaBees to S.WesPac. Estimating start withdrawal those on 
loan Nov will reduce_ those available to SIWesPac to 40 b7 April 1946. 
Therefore total available for all POA operations will be approxima.teq 
Juq l3.3, Aug 135, Sept 1371 Oct 1.39, Nov 145, Dec 150_. Jan 157, Feb 161, 
Mar 165, Apr 171. Foregoing includes all CB CB Specials CB1IlJ miscellaneous 
detachments and headquarters tml.ts available for work overseas which appears 
scant,- resources to cover all present and subsequent· NorPac and OeoPac opera-
tions enroute to and for final defeat of JAPAN. Para. Complements ot CB 
units now on station in the Pacific aggregate 1S9 which exceeds total avail-
able and accordingl1" l1l8l1J" units re under strength. Additional units re-
quested b7 addees and now formed assigned and awaiting transportation freD. 
the u.s. aggregate 32 making total 221 o! which o~ 191 will exist b7 June 
and on.l1' 218 will exist b7 following April and thereafter. No indication 
here that arJ7 under this para are for operations beyond ICEBERG 2. Para. 
1ft' will be necessar.r to adjust magnitude and rates or construction work and 
projects to Sllit foregoing allocations or to acccmplish work tith Arrtq' or 
local civilian labor. Para. Advise 7our proposed CB deployment and rollup 
schedule on basis of foregoing also its effect on approved ccmnitments. 

OS 0011 COllGENFUFPAO to H.ARCORPS Inf'o CINOPOA BOTH HQ, CCiliNCH & CNO. 
( 

Current total casualties and probable del.q in returning same fran forward 
areas the 4th and 5th llarDivs require minimum total of 250 officers and ;ooo 
enlisted arrive at FRAY earliest practicable date for Phase 3 ICEBERG. Drafts 
to be composed s'indlar to battle replacement clra.tt#s. This request is in 
addition to · ·010151 !/S(plus6.5) to you and JIJT 242319 to CinCPOA. Adv.l.se 
ETD West COast. 

og 0500 DEPCOMAF 20 POA to CDJCPOA ADV HQ Into 2l BCJ4CO!jl. 

Dispatch 070102 GCT 21 BanCan not held b7 you recommends that until ster.U.-
izers with times of 4 months or longer are available authority be granted 
to lq mines 25, 2;ml4, 26 Yod 1, 26 Mod llf2·, 36, .36MM2 without sterilizers. 
Present short time sterilizers make frequent relqing of minetields neces-sarr. sterilizers not required in 5 months. All magnetic mechanisms capable 
of being swept b7 own forces~ All mines with A-5 and A-6 mechanism will be 
laid with present short time sterilizers. 5-m.onth sterilizing clocks will 
become available in near future and "will be used to sterilize all mines at 
time requested by Theater Commander. Request authority to 1a;r acoustic and 
magnetic mines without sterilizers in fortheaning operation at SHIMONOSEKI 
STRAIGHTS. Further request information as to future sterilizing dates that , 
maT be required for any mining target grids. Refer to 2l BomCan top secret; 
letter of 28 Februar;r 1945, subject: Target Grids for Operation STARVATION. 
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08 0533 CINCPAC ADV HQ to COM5THFLT. 

1tr 051410 ·and CTF 58 060S10 will defer action untU receipt your recom-
mendation. 

00 CJ730 21 BOMCOl:l to DEPCOll 20AF Into CINCPAC ADV HQ• 

XXI 0465. Subject: VLR operati<D in support; ofiCEBERG. In accordance with 
discussion between representatives ot Cincpoa, DepCan 20AF 1 and 2l Bom.Com 
on 7 Jlarch '45 the following operations b7 this · camnand are proposed. 1. L-22 
to L-10: llaximum. operations against HONSHU. 2. L-20 and L-10: Photo recon-
naissance of NANSEI SHOTO, nth particular attention to OKINAWA GUNTO, it 
requested b7 Cincpoa. .3. When req~ested: Recoima.issance for en8JD1' picket 
boats in specific areas desired b;r Cincpoa. 4. L-10 to L-5: (A) L-10 or 
L-9 (depending upon weather); attack against KIUSHU air installations 1 as 
selected by Cincpoa., if visual bombing is possible. Under radar bombing 
condition attack will be made against NAGASAKI or Oli.UR.A. (B) L-6 or L-;; 
repeat .. ., • ••• "' • 7 above plan of attack. 5. L-10 to L-5: V:lning ot 
SHDlONOSEKI Sl'RAITS with 1500 mines which is estimated will ettect complete 
closure tor 4 weeks. 6. After L-5: Full scale operations against HONSHU 
will be resumed. 

08 090.3 CINCPAC ADV HQ to COM5'l'HFLT Into CTF 58. 

21st Ban.Com is prepared to conduct picket boat sweep in conjunction with 
carrier strikes in ICEBm.G. It these operaticms desired in lieu ot possible 
_similar sweep b7 TG 50.; request recommendation details timing and location. 

08 1445 CINCPAC ADV HQ to CCI.!5'l'HFLT • 

Refer BclnCom 21 080'730. DepCom 2oth AF will be advised that Item 2 is not 
required. Advise it' Item .3 ·is desired and if affirmative specit7 area to be 
covered. Camnent on ·Item 4. Ear11' rep]J is requested in order to permit 
firm arrangements with BanCom 21. 

02 013.5 CTF 51 to COM5THFLT passed to CINCP!C ADV HQ. 

According to present information TF 51 will be assigned for for&hcaning 
operations ships requiring escort: 8' OBB 12 cruisers 16 CVE 188 transport. 
tn>es (not including area reserve) 18.3 LST 112 LSM plus several miscellaneous 
tT,Pes• For this number ot ships I consider the minimum proporl;ion of esc~rts , 
is as follows: 2 escorts for each CVE or a total of .32 escorts. Considering 
initial fire support requirements 1 and 1/4 DDs are requirecl tor each OBB 
or cruiser or a total of 25 DDs. ~2 escort for each transport type or a 
total ot 94 escorts. For each LST LSU LCI Group the verr minimum is 1 DD 
and 1 DD type or a total of 10 DD and 10 DD type plus all assigned SC PC 
types plus reserve minesweeping units. Para. Based on this ratio# total 
escorts required are 171 DD DE types whereas your 2lll5.3 assigns 124 DD DE. 
Para. There are 29 groups for movement in TF 51. Groups have been consoli-
dated tor movement even to the extent of moving units to objective before 
actua.J.:cy' require4. Para. Due to ea.rl.1' movement and initial screening requir~ 
ments it is considered essential that the western island attack.group have ' 
a. strong escort thus fu~her increasing the need for an adequate assignement 
of escorts. Para. Due to the extensive and ear~ minesweeping required it 
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is not practicaDle to consider minecraft as available, · except for reserve 
units, for escort or screening dut7 until some time after L day- emept at 
night. Furthermore APDts assigned for troops or UDT•s while available for 
screening enroute are required ear]¥ at the objective and initially are 
not a"failable for area screening. Para. In view of the foregoing it is re-
quested that additional escorts be assigned. Para. It is proposed with 
your concurrence that the 4 DE now assigned to the Northern Garrison Group 
be assigned to the Southern Attack Force and be returned !rom the objectin 
1Dlless provision can be made for assignment of escorts fran naw construction 
or escDrts retuming from overhaul. Para. It is requested the following 
additional APD be assigned TF 51 ROPER DIACHENKO CHASE GREENE TATTNALL . 
RINGNESS SIMS STRINGHAM and such of following whose material condition 
permits participation GEO E BADGER C~ON SANDS GOLDSBOROUGH DICKERSON 
HERBERT HUMHIREYS OVERTON CROSBY KILTY MANLEY SCHLEY and TALBOT • Para. 
With the assi~ent of these Wbipa there will still be a deficiency ot 16 
escorts assuming that escorts for Northern and Southern Garrison Forces are 
provided from escorts returned from the objective or fran other sources. It 
is requested that efforts be made to prPVide TF 51 with the 16 additional 
escorts fran TF 58 and rear areas. 

000920 CTR 51 to COM5THFLT Into CTF 53. 

Your Cl72050. Shore night fighters have taken over at objective but can not 
do so in carrier area. Recommend ENTERPRISE remain for that purpose, st~ 
CHICHI JIMA supporting troops and cover for ships present. Request your 
r~ go for action to CTG 51.21. 

08 1942 MARCORPS to CG FMFPAC Inf'o CDTCPOA BOTH HQ, COMINCH & CNO. 

Explain request UrDis OSOOll. 15,000 battle replacements furnished each 
Corps prior to DETACHMENT • Latest casualty figures 5th Corps approx:i.mateq 
14,000. 7500 battle replacements rea.~ 1 Apri~ for 5th Corps. 5000 re-
placements planned for arrival Transient Center Fwd Ech GUAM 1 July'. Can 
returnable wounded ot 5th Corps be transferred to 3rd Corps at GUAM to 
allow diversion of 39th, 40th, 45th and 46th replacement dratts to Hawaiian 
Area and C$ncellation of request UrDis oaoon. 

09 0555 DEPCOMAF2D to COMCOM 21 Info CnlCPAC ADV H,Q• 
(NBR 0778Z). Your 080730Z (GCT) approved• 

09 07 4S CINCPAC ADV HQ to COMINCH. 

CinCBPF 061140 passed separateq • Recommend assignment of 4th and Sth Sub- · 
marine Flotillas to 7th Fleet as ot l April as agreed in NF-1 page 2 para 6. 
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28 1036 CTG 52.2 to CTF 51 Info CTF 52, COMAIRPAC, OOM5THFti.(5THFLT PASSD)is FOLt.<lVS) 
03 0613 COM5THFLT to CIN~PAC BOTH . HQ Into COMESCARFOR• . 

Can5thFlt 281036 • . ComAirPae 130506 states RrS dates of CVE• s west coast are: 
All dates April: HOGGATT BAY 2, MANILA BAY 31 N.EHENTA BAY 6, KITKUN BAY 
and SA.L.AMAUA both 17 • Also expect the BLOCK ISLAND and possible the GILBERT 
ISLAND should be RFS during this period. Due to the protracted nature ot 
the "ICEBERG" Operation consider that as ma.n;r of these CVEs as practicable 
should be made available as rotating reliefs for the CVEs now assigned and 
to bring forward if found necessart replenishment pilots a.ircratt and ~ 
cratt spares to the objective area. This provision for replenishment would. 
be in addition to that specified in Annex H of Com5thFlt OpPlan l-45. 

05 0120 Q('))flHIBSPAC to COM5THFLT Into C<ll!IRPAC. 
STHfLT passed for action to CINCPAC BOTH HQ Into CO!!ESCARFOR. 

Concur' with CTG 52.2 030613 particula.rl.7 as to feasibillt7 of making 1st 3 
CVE's available during Phase D: with additional CVEs for Phase III. Recaa-
ment plans be made for earq anploJDlent of new constJ'llction and overhauled 
CVEs to · replace losses from battle damage and operations and to provide 
reliefs. 

08 0345 COM5TftFLT to CINCPAC BOTH HQ Into COUAIRPAC, COYFHIBSPAC, COMESCARFOR. 

CTG 52.2' s · 030613 and COMPHIBSPAC 050120 passed to :rou. Concur in recca-
mendations. 

OS 2317 JOINT SECURITY CONTROL Into REAR ECH HUNMING KANDY CEYLON COMGENPOA. CINCSWPA, 
AMDEL CO, 21 BOMCW, 20 BOMCOM, 20 AF, ADISCA CHUNGKING. CINCPAC PEARt to 
CINCPAC ADV HQ tor Info. 

WARX 49890. Para 1. In view of forthcoming transfer of 20 BcmCom fran 
DIDIA SACSEA has requested approval of: (A) Deception indicating that 20 
Bao.Com will remain in SEAC until 1945 monsoon and (B) That strictest secur!t:r 
precautions be imposed to ccaceal arrival in MARIANAS. Para 2. Subsequent 
exchanges of cables; between commands and agencies concerned has resulted 
in concurrence in : (A) SACSEA request that 20 BomCom remain fictional.l1' in 
SEAC until 15 June 1945 and (B) Security measures of air movements as fol-
lows: (1) Varied flight by single aircraft. (2) Radio silence to be main- . 
tained by aircraft except in distress. (3) Departure and arrival messges 
transmitted over high level channels preferab].J' Telecon. (4) Radio traffic 
leYel between BanCan 20 · and all stations to be maintained at present level 
until 15 Junt 1945. Para .3. All concerned please cooperate a.ll possible 
execution these measures which must necessaril.T be controlled b:r ComGen 
BanCom 20 in collaboration with SACSEA and CG USF IBT. Information copies 
all cammmications with respect to this subject should be furnished to 
Joint Security Control. Para 4. SACSEA please keep JSC current~ informed 
of all implementation measures taken ( 5 code word covering above features 
will follow). 

09 1.337 CINCPOA {WASH) to CINCSWPA Info CG FEAF, 0(].qTRFLT ,CIROPOA B0111 HQ, COMAIRPAC, 
COMINCH, COMGENAIRFMFPAC. 3 Q 4 

.3 
Marine Airlfing l will be needed for operations in the POA atter 1 Ju:cy-. '!he 
2 fighter groups will be employed in the latter phases ot the ICEBERG Opera-
tion. It is requested that they- be 'Withdrawn fran combat not later than 15 ~ 
and prepared for staging northward in June. The medium.bomber £up will be 
employ-ed at an objective to be seized in Aug and should be rea for staging · -Con inued-
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taorlhward. about 1 Sept. The dates on Which , tae .other groups will be needed 
will be tund.sbed as socm as practicable. 

09 2.359 OOM2THFLT to COMSUBPAC Info CINCPAO ADV, CTG _50,5, CTF 58. ALL TOO TF 58. 

1 Planned TF ;8 track from 0600 I(-9) L minus fJ.5 position La.t 24-;o N Long 
1.35-50 E to 0545 I(-9) L minus 14 La.t .3<>-00 N Long 132-30 -E. Request anti-
pic.ket boat sweep of maxim& practicable wicltJa not to exceed 40 mil~s each -
side of track. Desire 'SW'eep to be, md.etected i! possible and to be co.m-
p~eted at latest practicable time but nat less than 200 miles in advance ot 

passage of . the Task Force. Request 70ur proposal. 

10 05.35 CINCroA ADV HQ to CTF 58 Into COM5THFLT ,CTG5J..l,CG10THARMY,CTF 51. CTF 52. 

Ref UrDis top secret 050817 request photographic reconnaissance KElUJ(O REi"l'' 
and KEISE SHD!A on or about IDVE minus 9. Hake photo interpretation to de-
termine accurate 1coeation a new milita17 installations and report findings 
b7 dispatch to GTG 51.1 prior to LOVE minas 7 • 

08 0211 COMAIRPAC AIJm.l to CINCPOA FEARL HQ Info CINCPOA ADV !IQ. 
, 

RAdm. Sherman top secret memo or 25 Feb. concerning movement of Marine Air 
Groups fraa LEG~OUS to DAPROMPTU and subsequent allocation Field 1 for 
carrier aircraft. In order to provide readil.7 available replacement aircraft 
for carriers in LONGTOH operation recOJID'11Emd provision advanee echelon of 
ACORN to arrive IEGUMINOUS ( OKINW/A) concurrent~ with assembly and l.oadiDg 
of materials . for forward movement b:r MA.G-31 at Field 1. Acom equipped to 
take over field operation upon loading of ground personnel and equipnent of 
J.IAG3l. and to assist in ~enance Jlarine aircraft remain:i ng on field during 
interim prior their departure. Thereafter to receive and issue only canbat 
read1' carrier aircraft at rate. of 300 per month, maintaining a pool of at 
least 200 such aircraft to ensure availabilit7 at all times• Acorn to be 
augmented and CASU a.dcied at 1ater date as apprQpriate to support carrier 
groups. Assuming navy housing and facilities furnished lU.G-31 will remain 
on field shipnent initial i.nQrement Acorn estimated to involve 1050 personnel 
and 92.35 MT eqld~ent from West Coast to TESI nor'Gh. Shipnent later aupen-
tation and CASU estimated to involve 596 personnel and .3138 Mr. 

1.0 1400 COJl5THFLT to cn~CPAC ADV,TF 58 Info COOTBFLT ,CINOSWPA,COMGm5THA.AF ,COMGER 
12THAAF ,COMFAWiO,Cm3,C:OMGENIIIBOMOOM,DEPCOMGEN20THAF ,COMFAWPRI.CCJ!SUBPAC, 
ALL TFC2THFL'f,CTG 50.8, CTG 50,9. 
This is Change 2 ll\1 OpPla.n 1-45. Change 1 not to all. lfake following changes , 
in Annex E. Cancel Tab 1 to Appendix 1 and substitute the following schedule • . 
TF ;a sortie fl'Om ULITHI L minus 18. Commence fueling 19-50El:37-fiOE at fllOO 
L minus ~6 course 345 speed 12. Strike KIUSmJ air installations L minus 14 
and L minus 13 f:rc.D approx position on lime ·between 30..00N 132-3E>E and 31..00N 
13.3•30E retire to southwest · comer area BEDBUG passing thra. 27-.30N 1.34-30E at 
0700 L minus u. Refuel and rearm commencilag L m.i.nll&s 11. At 1900 L minus \10 
commence run into 25-00 N 128-00E FJJIC strikes en OKINAWA,SUKISHD!A, AMAMI 
Groups and MINAMI DAITO. Present ~plan is for full TF strike L minus 9 and 
L minus 8 and thereafter alternat-ely 2 TGs strike dai]J' while remaining 2 re-
fuel and rearm. Refueling and r~~ in area BEETLE thru L minus 5 there--
after in area GIDm'ORM until L da1'. It strike on FORMOSA or KYUSHU should be 

- Contiaued -
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10 1400 COM5THFL'l' to CINCPAC ADV .HQ1 TF 58, ETC, (CHG. NO. 2 to OpPlan 1-45 C0NT'J2) • 

necessa.rjr between L m:i.nU.S 9 an~t L dq i~ormation will be promulgated b7 · 
dispatch. Para. TG 50.5 furnish offensive sc:reen to cover fast carriers 
L minus 16 and L minus 15 and dur_ing retirement on L ~:nus 12 and ftteling 
in area BEDBtn L minus ll and L niinus J.O.. other missions remain as assigned 
m.v- OpPlan 1-45. Para. Applies to 20 Air Foree. Cancel Para 2(B)(l). Cancel. 
Para 2 (B) (2) and substitute following onl.1'_. 2J. BanOom: (A) Attack KIUSBU 
on L minus 5 or L minus 4 and on L minus 1 or L day instead of days as pro-
posed Item. 4 in wl BomCom 080730 not . to all. (B) Mine SHIMONOSEKI STRAIT L 
Minus 5 to L dq. Para. SoWe·sPac: De~ete last sentence in 2(0)(2). Cancel. 
2(C)(3)A, 2(C)(3)c, Jl! (C)(4),2(C)(5). In lieu of cucelled requirements 
request PB4Y screen(interdiction) tor carriers fueling and rearming general 
area BEm'LE from L m:i.nus 1 thru. L minus ; and area G:WWWORM L minus 4 thru 
L day maximum implementation CINCSWPA 010626 of Feb not to all will fttltill 
balance of requirements. Para. Request !or lifeguard submarine services 
be separate dispatch. TF Commanders pass to subordinate commanders who re-
quire. 

11 0133 OOMGENFMFPAC to JLARCORPS WASH Into CNO.CI~CPOA B0'1'B HQ. COOICH• 

This is Part 2 &: final. Part 1 was 11020;. Application of ltr of Instr. No. 
762 will result iB unknown number ot evacuees. Best estimate available 5000 
replacEDents ll'fl' 000011 required -to rehabilitate 4th and 5th Divisions over 

· and above retun1able casualties. 2'00 battle replacements mounted out each 
these Divisions alreaq absorbed on target. Para. Intention to change as 
required destination and emplOJDlent of replacemeuts other than those sched-
uled direct to Divisions B\Y' 010151. Para. Consider revocation present plans 
2 year rotation :3rd llarDiv and other 5th FhibOorps units onl.T alternative -
if you cannot compq rq 000011. Para. For your intormation our figures indi-
cate 899 officers 14864 enlisted now attached 3rdPhibCorps will have completed 
24 months overseas b7 30 Jue and will require replacements in addition to 
bat~le casualties upon withdrawal Fbase I and II ICEBFRG to conform rotaticm 
polic7. Force troops not now attached either Corps and nppl.1' sel'V'ice data 
not included in above figures. 

110205 CQMGENFMFPAC to KARCORPS Into COMIN<3t CNO, CINCPAC/OlNCPOA BOTH HQ. 

This is Part 1 ot 1101.33. 30000 replacements merdhatld , your 081942 dis-· 
tributed as follOW's: 2500 to each VF 6 Divisions and mount out with them.. 
6250 diverted 2nd YP Bn 1st l!arDiv2nd MarDiv 6th Ma.rDiv anci PEARL to bring 
organizatiea. te T/0 plus approximately- 4% prior mount~ and accanplish 
rotation. '5/50 now GUAM as operational reserve DErACHMENT. ;ooo in DRAOVS 
.39t 40, 45 a.nci 46 to GUAM operational reserves Fhases I and n ICEBEaG. Para. 
To accomplish rotation .3rd KarDiv 3750 now GUAJl plus returnable casualties 
and 2500 presentl;r attached that division required. To complete rotation 5th 
PhibCorps tmits other than divisions will require additional 1500 over ad. 
above all current requisitions. Destination PEARL. ('onsider this dispatch as 
firm request tor battle replac-.ents mC!Wlt out with 5th PhibOerps .3rd Phase 
ICEB:83G ·and is confirmed. by" your 081942• Para. Necessary evacate ma:d mun 
f'ran. MARIANAS provide space ICEBERG ca.sulties. Have requested. Oinepoa Adv 
Hq expedite evacuation ma.lCZi.mum number 4th and 5th Division returnable 
casualties to PEARL for return to those Divisions. 
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11 2347 COM5THFLT to COMAAFSWPA Into CINCSWPA BOTH HQ, CINCPAC BOTH HQ,COMAF 5. C'l'F58• 

Cite AX-70018 which is your 101650 I( -9). British carrier participation 
cancelled. If' later scheduled you will be informed. SeeJV 101400 info CINCSWPA 
and COMAF 5 for latest JD.,anned air operations which .include sweeps and slirikes 
b7 TF 58 against OKINAWA SAKISHIMA and AMAMI Groups and MINAMI DAITO L minus 9 
thru L Day as necessar.r to maintain neutralization. New subject: Because ot 
fleet radio silence deliver other traffic through GUAM via high command radio 
broadcast channel. 

120011 COMGENAAFPOA to CINCPOA ADV HQ. 

AAFPOA 0827. Reference AAFPOA 020652 GCT March relative to release of 494 
Bomb Group Heavy from operational ecntrol, and MacArthur's 050313 GCT Uarch 
which aSks as a1ch advance notice as possible of date of return desired bT 
Cincpoa. RecOIIIllend FEAF be given firm date of termination of· operational 
control of 15 April 1945. 

l2 034.5 CINC6WPA In!o CINCPOA ADV, CO:MALLIED AF, ADV ECH GHQ SWPA. 

CX 12042. Re.f'erence is made to 5thFlt operation Plan 1-45, para 2(C)(7) ot 
.Annex E. Following is strike schedule in support ofiCEBERG for perioa L 
minus 16 thru L minus 7: During nights ot L minus 12/11 thru and including 
L minus 9/8 2 special radar Liberators will be over FORMOSA and 1 will be 
over SAKISHIMA GUNTO. On L minus 16 and L minus 15 the daylight strikes on 
FORMOSA will be made b)" .3 groups of heavies, 2 groups REORHI medi'IDS and 3 
groups of fighters. From L minus l4 thru L minus 7 strikes will be continued 
using 2 heavy goups, 1 medium group and 2 fighter groups !!!, for L minu . 
14 and L minus 1.3 strikes time over target will be fran 1200 to 1400 I(-9). 
FORKOSA strike intents FCYrER L minus 19 will be forwarded 24 hours in ad-
vance. All strikes will be made in aecordarice with latest intelligence Cll 
Japanese air force disposition. 

12 0426 CINCPOA ADV HQ to BOMCOM 2l Into DEPCOM 20 AF, CW5THFL'l', 

Refer your XXI 046; timed 000730. Items 2 and .3 will not be required. De-
sire timing your Item 4 be changed to L minus 5 or L minus 4 and on L minus 
1 or L Dq and timing your Item 5 be changed to L minus 5 to L Day. Your 
Item 6 change timing to rea.d after L Dq. Comment. 

12 0752 CINCPAC ADV HQ to CINCPAC PEARL HQ Info CQ.IGENFMFP!Q.. 

Reference UrDis 082222. Plan for covering movement 4th & 5th MarDivs fran 
IWO to HAWAIIAN Area and indicating their continued presence in forward area 
should conform to following pattern. Assaing divisions are withdrawn from 
IWO about 18 Mar~ movement to Hawaiian Area will be made under complete radio 
silence. This radio silence must be continued until about 28 April. Under no 
circumstances will divisional sets be operated and all traffic to and f'ral1 
the divisions will be handled thru FMFPac without use of call signs or the 2 
Divs. In order to give plausibility to this pattern both Divs should send to 
the MARIANAS enough or their signal personnel and equipment to maintain' a mini 
mum of routine intra-divisional traffic in that area. All traffic t9 and from 
the divsions simulated as being in the MARIANAS will be handled by the proper 
IsCom. Divisional call sign for this traffic will be used. About 15 Apr Divs 
notionally- in the ·MARIANAS will be placed on radio silence to indicate a move-
ment of these units from the MARIANAS. About 2 weeks later the Divs in the 
HAWAIIAN Area. ca.n break radio silence thus indicating the completion q~ "t~ 
move from the MARIANAS. It is not practicable to indicate by means ot-JtH.e 

- -contJ.nued-
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l2 0752 CINCPAC ADV HQ to CDICPAC PEARL HQ Ini"o COMGENFMFP.Qp {CONTD1UED) 

. -

t'a.dio tratf'ie> ef t.he ·4th and Stla Ma.rDivs 'the presence of 2 new divisions m the B'IWAliAN Area. Comment .••. 

1,3 0022 COUA.AF SNPA te COUAF 5, COMAF ±S~ CCIW:R7THFLT Info CINCSwPA, GDICPOA, 
COM5THFLT, COMNAVGR CHmA, CCliDR ALLIED NAVAL FORCES, ADV GHQ SWPA. 

AX 70Z7S. Thi$ radie in 7 parts. Part l. CTF ~8 has changed OpPlan 1-45. 
Fast carriers will J;loti strike FORMOSA unless required. Here is revised 
schedule: CTF 58 depart ULITHI 14 llareh. Betuel lo l'arch Lat 19-50 N Long 
137-40 E. Strike KYUSHO southern JAPAN 1.8/19 Barch. Proceed to SW corner 
~BUG where refuel 21 Daren. On 2.3 March strike OKINAWA, SAKISHIMA and 
.AlWli GROUPS from position Lat 25..()() N Long 12s-.oo E. Beginning 25 March 
2 TGs contimle strikes from position E of OKINAWA while 2 TGs replenish SW 
CORNER BEETLE until 'Z1 llarch when replinishing 1dll be done in area GLOVMORJ.l 
alternating groups on strike. All groups U ·April strike OKINAWA. 5th Flt 
will noti.f)' if the,- intend to strike FORMOSA after 2.3 !larch. Part 2. Com.Air 
7thFlt while continuing present missions will :turrdsh P.B4Y interdiction 
against enemy search planes and patrol vessels t ·o cover fast carrier move-
ments stated above within capa.biM.t7, will give cover fro eonvo7 enroute 
IE!TE to LEGUMINOUS (OKINAWA) from a:> Varch through 31 March, will eontimle 
as directed b7 5th and 13th AF extending sector coverage of search plan J 
and will gi. ve PB4Y screen interdictian tor area BEETLE on 25-Z'/ March and 
area GWVWORM 28 March through L Dq • P~ 3. ComAFS while contib.uiag -
present Jb1:V mission will make daily strikes against FORMOSA and night 
diversiona.rr strikes on FORMOSA and SAKISHll!A GUNTO as eo»tained in 5th AF 
radio RS88.3E not to all and which is same strike plan sent in CINCSNPA radh 
CX 1 to 042 to 5th nt not to all. Part 4. Within capabilities and without 
detracting frcm above missions all forces nll destroy hostile shipping 
and naval forces al.ong CHINA and INDO CHINA Coast and deD7 their movement 
toward empire waters. Part 5. Com.AF 5, ComAF 13, ana CanAir7thFlt are 
authorized direct eammmication with TF 58 for coordination of missions. 
Include all ICEBERG support missions in cla.ily' intents and dai~ reports 
with information to this headquarters. Beginning 14 March include ComSthFlt 
and CTF 58 as addees to reeei ve intents and · reports. Desire 24 hours notice 
on strikes if practicable. Part 6. 20 BanCan will not perform missions as 
assigned in Annex E paragraphs 2c(S) and (6) of 5thFlt OpPlan 1-4;. Part 7 • 
These instructions cancel all previons directives thie ~·Im for support, 
ICEBERG Operation• Desire earliest resubmission of revised plans each force 
ineorporatin.Vchanges. Aeknowl.edge /aad pass to subordilla~e cemmands who 
require. c/ these 

13 0547 CINCPOA ADV HQ to CTF 58 Info CO:M5THFLT. 
-

ReUr Op()rd 2-45 ser 00029 4 lla.rch 1945. It 1'• strike lfiNGPO Area request 
70U secure photo reeonnaissanee of areas .396 and 3Cfl as outlined in Cincpoa 
top secret letter 31 Jan 1945 serial OOOJ.S7. 

l3 1200 COMAF 13(LEITE) to CINCSffP!,CINCPOA BOTH HQ~ COM5THFLT,OOOJAVGRP OB!NA,OOMDR 
ALLIED NAVAL FORCES, . ADV GHQ SWPAC 1 COMAF5, COMAIR:zTHFLT. -

Cite K5602. Re Allied Air Foree dis JJ.. 70Z78o 13 AF will support ICEBERG 
operations by continuing Search Plan J and by furnishing cover fran LEITE 
to LEGUMINOUS (OKINAWA) within our area of responsibility commencing 23 
March., 
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,~ l3 1215 BOMOO~ to COMGEN AF 20 ·Info CINCPAC. DEPCO~ 20. 

x-JJ-10. Reference TOUr Tel$COn message H-9-.3, the ' following is our Plan 
for operations in npport of ICEBERG. 1. L ·JJlimls 22 to L m:Lnus 10: Ua.xi-
mum operations against _HONSHU. 2. L minus ; or L minus 4 (depending upon 
weather): Attack against KYUSHU air instaUations, ·as selected br CINCPOA 
it visual bombing is possible. Under radar banbing conditions attack will 
be made against liAGASAKI CPr omJRA • .3. L minus 1 or L Dq: Repeat Item. 2. 
4. L minus 5 to L Day: llining ot SHIMONOSEiq: STRAITS with 1500 mines, 
which it is estimated will effect complete closure tor 4 weeks. ;. Arter L 
Dq: Full scale operations against -HONSHU will 'be resumed. 

lJ 1204 COMGEN20THBOMCOM to CINCPAC JJJV, COM'ZTHFLT, CTF 711 COMNAVGRP CHINA. 

0719EB. Prelude to ICEBERG• Beginning 2l March until 5 AprU single 
plane da.il.7 search of EAST CHINA SEA area from Point A at 30-20 12.3-00 
ranging ewer sea area and return.i.n.g over point H at .3.3-00 120-50. Average 
altitude 15000 feet. Estimated time over water from 230"/. GCT 1mtU 
0516 GCT. Using Cincpoa's ASR SB-2A section K-t. Frequencies 4475 kcs 
and l40.,ms mcs. Per Cincpoa's recent instructions received 12.m in 
another qstem no in flight sighting reports will be broadcast, at time 
of original- sightings. · Upon or• interrogation at home base urgent 
dispatch Will be sent to NPN v.i.a CHUNGKING Navy. Please aelmowledge con-
currence. 

13 1621 CINCPOA ADV HQ to CINCSWPA Into CONAAFPOA, CON5THFLT t CTF 58• 

Subject &WPA support 9r ICEBERG. Your CX 57.353, timed Ol0626 Februa.r,-
your 11536 timed 040811 and CX 12042 timed 120.345 all refer. See also 
ComAAF SVPA AX 39833 timed ,OS2315 I and Com.5thFlt 101400. In interests 
of mutual understanding recapitulation of prospective SWPA operations 
is desirable. 5thFlt plans now fir.m and further nodi!ieations not ex-
pected except for possible pre-LOVE-Dq strike on FORMOSA if requind. 
Para. }(r UBderatanding of projected operations follows: (1) Reconnais-
sance in accordance with Search Pla.n nJn with sectors 5 to 10 inclusive 
extBBd~ to maximum practicable distance effective L minus 18. Com5thFlt 
l'.tlq propose changes about L Qq. (2) Offensive FB4Y screen against 
eneJ17 search planes ed patrol vessels to cover (A) Advance ot tractor 
groups trcm LEITE to LEGUMINOUS (OKINAWA) from L minus 12 thra L minus 
1 and (B) Fueling and rearming of TF 58 in area BEETLE from L minus 7 
thru. L minus ; and in area GLCWWORM from L minus 4 thru L Dq. (.3) _Night 
diversion a\Mkes against FORMOSA 8114 ab Jaat;e']latJ.aae at SAIISHDU GUNTO 
on the nights of L minus 12/ll thru L minus 9/8• (4) Neutralization of 
&nEIDT air strength oa FORMOSA by' daylight attacks on air installations 
i'r<m L minus 16 iultU LEG'UIIMOUS is captured. (;) Deetructioa of hostile 
shipping and naval forces along the INDO CHINA Coast and denial of their 
movement toward Empire waters as practicable without detracting from 
other supporting missions. Para. Confi:rmation or correction is requested. 

1.3 2050 CINCPA.C PEAIL ·to OOMINCH Into CI!lCPAC APV HQ, ClNGSWPA. 

Recognizing desirabilit,- facilities concerned to make BPF self' supporling 
request Cominch act . 011 CinCBPF 12071.3 ann 1207 48 J>assed separate]¥ • Cincpao has no information of pl..ans for and has made no arrangements for atV" 
British base in the PHIIIIPPINESo 
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~ ]J 21(17 COMG~PAC to CINCPOA BOTH HQ. Into MARCORPS,COMINCIItCNO. 

) 

_. E>SOOll and. l.l.Ol3J.. Requ.est battle replacement drafts .:39 • I.IJ, 45 , 
ha.v• destination changeci from · GUAU to PEARL. These drafts needed immedi-
ately for 4th and 5th MarDivs. IntEmtiom te send minimum 3750 personnel 
requested m::r ·OSOOll to GU~ to form operational reserve Phases I and n 
ICEBERl. 

1.3 2353 CINCBPF to BPFID ADV HQ, CINCPAC ADV HQ. 

Your 1200()4. Theugh still anxious to carry cut Mosquito attack if a 
suitable opportunity occurs I do not wish you to raise the question at 
this mQlllEJnt, _unless Cinepac himself brings it up~ .§§..!! expect an ear~ 
decision concerning the complement of the fleet • .ARB G tor tour infor-
mation it would take app:roxi.m.a.tel1' 1 month te mount the operation at 
MANUS. This notice cannot be materiail1' improved without holding the 
M:~squitoes in readiness at MANUS whieh I do not wish to do ·at present 
unless there is a good chance ot their beilig employed. .3. Please cane 
and see me whenever you consider it advisable. 

14 0015 CINCPOA EV HQ to CINC&WPA Int~ CQIGENAAFFQA,COJIVESCARSUBAREA.ISC<l! ANGUAR. 

Your 0503]3 Jlarch. Firm date 15 Aprill945• 

12 0325 (4275)AAFPOA. ADKII to CIMCPOA PEARL, Into COMGmAAFPOA., BOJCOll 21. 
lJ,. 0312 Passed pz CINOPOA PEARL to COWNDA.R.EA, CINCPOA ADV HQ for Intg. 

4Zl5. Present indications are that canpletion o! JDiniDlum operational 
facilities at Northwest Field. GUAM on June l and Jul1' 1 for ;s Wing is 
doubtful and this is causing serious eoncem. Reference is made to Caa-
FwdArea 090301 GOT Feb. 1945. Request confirmation these dates eo that 
20th AF can be assured the flow schedul.e for ;s Wing to GUAM and simu1-
taneously the 315th Wing to TINIAN will not be disrupt~. 

14 0414 BOMCCR 21 to CINOPOA ADV HQ Info DEFCOMAF 20. 

X-14-3. Message: 1 Reference is made to your 120426. 2 The changes 
in schedule will be made. 3 This conf'i:rms information sent to ComAF 20 
in m.sg 1.31215 and to DepCan AF 20 in mag 131212 C!Opies which were sent 
to your Hqs for infor.mation. 

14 0'748. CINOPAC ,MJV Hg to DEPCOI!AF20 Infe BOMCOM 21• .. 

Bom.Com 21 1.31212. Pllrpose of KYUSHU strikes by BomCom 2l in support of 
ICEBERG is to hamper Japanese air operations against 5th Fleet. Manner 
of carryimg out this"mission vd.ll be lett to your discretion. For your 
prel.:i.minary' planning, arrangements have been_ made to suppl.T you with 
all available intelligence relating to KIUSHU .. air installation. Anry in-
formation reeeived from. TF ;s strikes will be passed to. you irumediatel.1'•· 
Designation ef targe~ priority will be ftirftished you prior to strikes. 
Please advise deadlines. 
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14 Cl750 CINCPAC ADV HQ to COM5'l'HFLT Info CTF 58, ALL TGC TF 584 BOMCCU 21. DEro<Jl20Af 

BomCom 2l operations supporting ICEBERG follow: (1) Attacks on HONSHU con-
tinue through L minus 10. (2) On L minus 5 or L minus 4 and on L minus 1 
or L dq attacks apinst KIUSHU air insta.lla.tions it visual banbing pos-
sible otherwise against NAGASAKI or OMURA. (3) Mine SHIMONOSEKI STRAITS 
f'rom L minus 5 to L Dq. (4) After L Dq resume attacks on HONSHO. Para. 
It radio silence conditions permit desire ea.rl:y and detailed reports ot 
TF ;s KIUSHU strikes giving breakdown b7 airfields of planes defenses and 
installations . observed or destroyed in order to assist in planning and 
target selection for BomCan 21 KYUSHU strikes. Nominate specific targets 
it ,-ou desire. 

U. 0752 CINCPAC ADV HQ to CINCSWPA, COM5TJ!FLT, COMZ?:J!F.LT. CTF 5S. CINCPAC PEtWc• 

B appears British TF 113 will short.q be available for participation · 
ICEBERG but will be subject to withdrawal on 7 days notice. Yore later. 

14 0800 BOMC<ll m (LEMAY CG) to CINCPAC ADV HQ. 

AIGBI OS;2. Target designation priority and target mate~al is subject. 
Reference our dis 131212 GCT. In addition to specification of installa.tion 
on KIISHU information is desired as to priority of those installa.tions 
and further request that all present:cy- aTcdla.ble target infonnation 
including photographs be immedia.te]Jr dispatched to this headquarters at-
tention - A-2. Further request that this command be furnished on L 
Minus 12 day' infonnat ·on as to any change in priority of targets designated 
plus information a.s to damage as result of fleet attack plus report on 
eneJJ\Y aircraft and antiaircraft opposition for each target. Further desire 
copies or photography obtained du~g fleet strike which should be avail-
able on L-9 to be of use on the 1st of our projected attacks. 

l4 1205 CINCBPF to CTF 113 Info CTF 112 FONAS(A) VA(Q), CINCPAC ADV HQ, Am!IR.ALTY. 

In accordance with instructions received from Cominch you are to report 
TASI FORCE ll3 together with TASK FORCE 112 to Cincpac forthwith for 
duty in operations connected with ICEBERG. 
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l4 0047 CINCPOA PEARL to COMGENPOA, COMSOPAC Into COl!GENFMFPAC, COMINCH. CNO, 
CINCPOA ADV HQ. 

ComSoPac 100428 not to all passed Richardson's R 55098 to Gilbreath to 
originator. Request that Army POA conference being called bj" ComGenFOA 
be governed by assumptions and plans set forth herein. Para. Assumptions: 
(A) That ffiiLIPPINES will not be available for FUA divisions until an 
indefinite future date. (B) That A:rm:! divisions redeploy-ed to roA from 
E'ro and for which space is not available in HAWAII, miLIPPINES or on ob-
jectives, will be held on West Coast for direet shipment to targets. (C) 
That employment of divisions in POA will be in accordance with alternate 
plan chart Ho 2 of Cincpoa serial 0005026 ot 28 Feb. Para. Chart No. 2 
Cincpoa serial 0005026 considered firm relative future use SoPac rehabil-
itation facilities and movement of divisions theretran will be approxi-
mate~ as follows: (D) 27th Div mounts for ICEBERG (See My'Dis 261950 Dec) 
2S !larch rear echelon to mount for ICEBERG as soon thereafter ae trans-
portation and landing echelons permit. (E) Slst Div to remain in NEW CAL 
as area reserve ICEBERG ( Se'e l(rDis 0.32309 Dec) until need therefor is 
terminated thence to HAWAIIAN Area. but not before 5 May. If Slat Div re-
quired in ICEBmG rear echelon to mount as soon thereafter as shipping 
permits f'or ICEBERG or HAWAII to be determined at that time. (F) It prep-
arations f'or operations in North Pacific should be directed it would be 
necessary to send 9Sth and Slst Divs to ALEUTIANS for acclimation. (G) 3rd 
FhibCorps troops and lst and 6th MarDivs mount for ICEBERG 12 March rear 
echelons to GUAM and HAWAII accordance MyDis l6o846 Feb as soon as trans-
portation is availabie but prior to 1 May. Para. There will be no further 
requirement for staging troops in SoPac bases following departure' of di.a 
in foregoing para and desired that roll-up of base facilities as directed 
in My~r 000102.3 (2 of which is modified by foregoing) be expedited. 

15 OSOS COMGENAAFPOA ADMIN to CINCPOA ADV HQ, COMGENPOA Into COMGmAAFPOA. 

4435. 508 Fighter Group is new~ at OAHU, while 556. Air Service Group deSig-
nated as supporting unit is now loading west coast for Jl¥)Vement to OAHU. 
BT War Dept action these units are assigned 20th AF and attached AAFPOA 
tor administrative and operational control. Request :rour concurrence or 

comments on proposal to recommend to War Dept that these units be relieved 
fran present 20th AF assignment and assigned outright to theater. Cone~ 
rentl;r, the 318 fighter group and 364 Air Service Group supporting, now at 
SAIPAN and projected tor movement to LEGUMINOUS (OK!l~j"AWA) to be relieved 
fran- assignment to theater by War Dept, assigned to 2oth AF and attached 
,AAFPOA for administrative and operational control in same manner as 50S 

Fighter Group a.nd 556 Service Group are not attached. The objective in the 
proposed action is to simplify connnand relationships in theater as result 
could be to have the 3 A:rm:r Fighter Groups at LmUMINOUS and niDISPENSA.BtE 
(IE SHD!A) assigned 2oth AF, while ARSN Fighter Group hel41 at OAHU to 
meet defensive requirements would be assigned to theater. 

15 06ll CTF U3 to CINCP!C BarH HQ Into CTF 112, VA(Q) ,FONAS(A) ,CINCBPF, AllfiRALTI. 

I hereby report TF ll3 and TF 112 for duty in accordance with orders re-
cei ved from CinCBPF. I have reealled ships from sea exercises and am em-
barld.ng air squadrons from shore training. Anticipate TF 113 with complem.eut;.. 
arr units of Tf ·112 will be readT by l.200K{-10) 17 Yarch to sail from MANUS 
as you may direct. • add that it is with a feeling of great prid~ %Od . 
pleasure that the BP.F joins the US Naval !orc.es under :your command. j U ) 1 
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15 0654 CINCPOA ADV HQ to CDICSWPA Info COM7THFLT, COMINCH, CINCBPF, CDlCPOA PE.ARL1 COUmiLSEAFRDN. 

Request use at LE!TE anch0rage for British Carrier Task Foree and Fleet 
Train while part.icipa.ting in IC~ERG. No shore facilities required for the 
present. 

16 0656 CINCPAC ADV HQ to CTF 112, CTF ll3 Into COMINCH,CINC&WPA.COM5THFLT ,COMSEBON' 10 
CINCPOA PEARL HQ, CINCBPF ,CgqTHFLT,COMFiDAREA.CTF 581C<UIESCAROLINES. 

TF llJ proceed to tJLITHI te top off fran US takers in preparation for 
participation in ICEBERG. Advise b7 despatch prospective· date departure 
ULITHI. Necessary unite of TF 112 mq proceed as required to fueling rendez-
vous selected by you. Capt.. E. c. -en, US Naval Liaison Officer assigned 
TF ll3 now enroute fran P.E.ARL to JlARUS. It practieable please send a repre-
sentative to GUAM b7 air immediate~. Para. Arrangements for use of LEITE 
anchorage by TF ll2 and 113 will be made separatel3• 

15 06SS CINCPOA ADV HQ to COM5THFLT 2Into CTF w 1CTF 58aCINCSVPA,COMGENFEAF .CINCBPF 
CINCPOA PEARL HQ. 

j 

Unless you request otherwise I will direct TF 113 to maintain the neutral-
ization of airfields in the SAKASHDLA GUNTO accordance concept your OpPlan 
1-45 1111til otherwise directed by you. SUggest you detach destroyers to 
break radio sUence and transmit further orders. Upon departure ULITHI 
'l'F 11.3 will assume desigtlati.on 'l'F !fl. 

16 0604 CINCPOA ADV HQ to ~WGENAAFPO.A Inf'o COMGERAAFPOA AmliN, COMGEEPOA, OOJmTCH. · 

Your 150505. Cincpoa does not concur in the assigrnnent to the 2oth IF ot 
any fighters to be based within the roA and requests that the War Departme11t 
be so ·informed. It is essential that fighters be completeq available for 
a.n:r type or mission required by the strategic and tactical situation as 
estimated 1oca.l.ly without reference to headquarters outside the Pacific 
Theater. 

16 1611 GHg SVPA to CINCPOA ADV HQ Info COit]THFLT(TOLOSA) ,COMINCH,CINCBPF ,CINCPOA 
PEARL. COMPHILSEAFRON,GHQ &WPA. -ADV D. 

CX 12.348. LEITE anchorage will be available for British Carrier Task Force 
and Fleet again while parlieipa.ting in ICEBERG as requested your 150654. 

17 0945 XXI BOMCOM to CINCPAC Info COMSUBPAC, DEPCOMAF 20. 

AlltiN lf179. Mining operations 21st BomCom is subject.. This command will 
blockade SHIMONOSEKI sm.AITS by" laying 1500 mines between Zl U.a.rch and 1 
Apr111945. These mines will be various]Jr distributed bhroughout all the 
grids in minefields L and 1:. Refer to rq top secret letter dated 28 Feb. 
45 subject is target grids for operation STARVATION. 
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!""'\ 17 134.3 COMINCH &. CNO to CINCR:>A BOTH HQ Info COMIESSEAFRON, COlrGEN WDC, COJUF 4 • . 

,.J 

Relative to matter presented. ComWesSeaFren and ComGeil WOO see~t 090015 the 
following is direet.ed: (A) CiBepoa formulate plan for detectien and inter-
ception possible Jap carrier force. (B) CemWesSea.Fro:n is task force commander 
Pacific Fleet for this. (C) Plan should include the establishment of a mid-
Pacific patrol between the Hawaiian Islands and the Aleutian Islands using 
surface and air forces available in the Hawaiian and NorPac areas. (D) Plan 
not to become effective until direetecl by Condnch and em. It is not expected. 
such instruction will be issued unless intelligence indicates such action, or 
major units o! Jap fleet are tml.oeatecl under suspicious circumstances. Para. 
ConiWesSea.Fron furnish Cincpoa by air courier copies Joint WesSeaFron-WDc-4th 
Air Force Plan promulgated Com.WesSeaFron serial 00489 or 10 l'arch. This pl.a.D. 
has not been approved by War or Navy Department~ but indicates planning re-
garding tl.P.s matter which has already been done. 

18 ]322 CINCPOA ADV P!Q te COM5THFLT Info COll7'fHFLT, 5THFLT, COMAAFSWPA, CTF 731 COIINCI 
CINCBPF, CTF ll2,CTFll3,CTf 92,CTF 94.CINCSIIPA, COMSUBPAC .• 

Task Force 57 which will participate in ICEBERG comprises the following ships 
ot the British Pacific Fleet. 4 CV (INDOMITABLE Class)~ 2 BB (KING GEORGE V 
Class}, 2 CL (FIJI Class), .3 CLAA. (2 DIDO and 1 SPA.RrONJ, 11 DD. Para. 
Unless otherwise directed by- Com5thFlt scheduled movemeuts will be as follows. 
Depart ULITHI morning 2)rd. Arrive point ANT to top off' morning 25th. laDch 
air strikes against SAKISHIMA GUNTO from SE morning 26th continuing strikes 
dqs ot 27th and 28th with retil'enlent each night to SE du.r.i.n.g darkness. BB 
may bombard UIYAKO JDU attemoon 28th prior departure for area MIDGE for re- · 
plenishment 29th .30th. Resume air strikes on SAKISBIMA Gmr.rO 31st, 1st and 
2nd. Thereafter fueling and strikes as required or directed by Com5tbFlt. 

19 13.30 CINCPAC to COMAIRPAC Info CCilAIRPACSUBCOllFORD,COMFAIRVliNGl,2.COAFWDAREA., 
CCIOIARGIJ.AB A,COMWESCARSUBAREA, C0~5THFLT. 

UrDis 140128 not to all or needed. The estimated ultimate requirement of VPB 
squadrons for ASN tasks is as follows. (A) 6 PBM squadrons deployed as sched-
uled in Com.Fairiling 1 OpPlan 2-45. These squadrons are VPB 27,208,26,205,22 
and 19. (B) 6 PV squadrons to be trained and equipped for ASN tasks deployed 
as follows: VFB 152 to GUAM Jl.ay; VPB 142 and 15.3 to TINIAN ~; VPB 144 to 
UARGILS area Jlllle; VPB 148 to PEI.ELIU J"tiq; and 146 available forward in De-
cember. Para. Dela7 in reporting dates of' PV squadrons is accepted in pref-
erence to cueella.tion li!IJ(AY requirements. Para. No change in present com:ba.t 
'training syllabus desired since squadrons will undoubteciq' serve in multiple 
task assignments. 
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20 0740 CINCBPF to CmCPAC ADV HQ Info VAQ, BPFLO. 

The position with regard to the BPF base :in the forward area is that 
Admiralty VAUE LAUNID bulk loaded., an~ is in the process ~f sending 
KATERIUS for a base of the following pro})9rtions: (A) .Ameneties and welfare 
facilities for 5000 llbert;y men dai:cy-. (B) Transit camp for 500 officers 
and men. (C) 200 bed hospital. (D) Covered storage to seale OJ 1 victualling 
store 1 naval issuing SBDl. (E) Mining unit and torpedo UNDCI1. (F) Uinor 
W/T station. (G) Totaicanplement including mm cOOJpal:ly (maintenance and 
500 Asiatic pioneers would be 3000) • Para 2. The material stores and boats 
for the above base are beimg shipped in Ji. treig~ ships due MANUS at. m.ontbll' 
inlervalsf _frQm earl.v May, para 3. 2 Construction Battalions (appropriate 
to"al of JUUO mmsr are oemg sent to build tlle base. The ls-e contl.ngent 
o~ 800 RMES is due SYDNEY 10 April. Remajnjng .3 halt battalions each ot 750 
mm:s are due SYDNEY M~., June August respeeti veq • Para 4. With this ccn-
struction party it is expected that some facilities woo.ld be available 
a.tter 5 months but that the base would not. be tulJ.:' operative for 9 months. 
Para ;. It is not thought that a base on the above scale would meet the tulJ. 
requirements of the m'F and consequently base facilities on a larger scale 
have been asked for from the Admi:ra.lty., but the prospect of getting .8Jl11ihing 
larger depends mainly on our ability to obtain the facilities loca.l.q in 
AUSTRALIA. Para 6~ From paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 above it will be seen that 
an ear:cy- decision on the location of this base is becaaing urgent. Request 
you will report, how the matter now stands. 

2) 0847 CINCPAC ADV HQ to CCli2THFLT, CO.MFAimvmG l,COMMARGII.SAREA Into CnlCPAC PEAB;L 
C<ll3RDFLT, C&f.THFLT, COMFWDAREA, COM.WESCARSUBAREA, COi\lAIRPAC, COJLURPACSUBCOHPWD 
COMmiLSEAFR H. 

REMr 140240. Effective 1 April modify searches Com5tbFlt OpPlan 1-45 and 
CTG ;o.; OpPla.n 2-45 to provide air search and anti-submarine patrols along 
the shipping lanes between ENIWETOK., the llARIAN.IS and WESTERN CAIDLINES 
as follows: (A) By Com1larGilsArea originating ENIWErOK sector 265 degrees -
clockwise to 310 degrees for a distance of 500 miles. (B) By FairWing 1 (1) 
Rotate search V326 to Median line 100 degrees for a distance of 500 miles. 
(2) Replace search V405 by sector originating SAIPAN 225 degrees clockwise 
to 'Z70 degrees for a distance of 500 miles. (3) Originating ULITHI add nar 
sector 055 degrees clockwis~ to 090 degrees tor a distance of 500 miles. (4) 

· O~ginating ULITHI add new sector 235 de~es clockwise to 265 degrees for 
a distan9e of 3.50(m.Ues1_~~a.. Give following p;;~rities to ~loyment ot 

·search ureratt. AJ Pr...a.w.a..t:"~ ¢ssions forvrard. \BJ Coverage to battle 
cripples when appropriate. { 0 J Anti-submarine operations and patrols. 

2J) OS51 CINCPOA ADV HQ to Coo.IRPAC. CQMGEiqPOA Info COMGENlO(RR) ,COMINCH,CCliGENJO, 
- COMGENFMFPAC,COMGENAA.FPOA.COMSERVPA.C,COMGENAIRFMFPAC.CINCPOA PEARL.COMPHIBSP!\C 

COM5THFLT,CCU5THPHIBFOR. 

l(r 280529. Operation ICEBERG III(c). Garrison air force ADJUTANT (MIYAKO JDU.) 
will be modified as ~oUows: 2 fight.er groups and. 1 night fightron will 8e 
Marine instead of Arflrl'• ~ 050854. Can.AirPae vice OomGenPOA designate air 
defense commander. VMF(N) squadron in the MARSHALLS mq be deployed if new 
squadron not available. Base developnent directive will be modified accord-
ingly • 
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2:> 1.340 CINCPAC ADV H? o COMAIIy'AC Into COMCARTRAINRO .QMWESSEAFRON. 

Fast carriers in training squadron sueh ·as SHANGRI-LA and RANGER are to be 
ready for emergency combat· employment. This necessitates there being ·a con-
tinuously ·revised and up to date plan for equipping them with an air group 
on short; notice. 

20 2153 CmCPOA PEARL to COMGENPOA Info CINCPOA ADV HQ. 

hlcreaeed. hospital facilities MARIANAS tor support of Anzv forces future 
operations considered urgent. Consider establishment of SOOO beds lUlder 
canvas TINIAN most desirable arrangement subje41; to confirmation of avaiJ,. 
abillty suitable sites that location. Since installation these facilities 
required in immediate future in order to support ICEBERG III-c and' III-d. 
as well as ensuing operations their installation should have precedence \ 
over and be additional to the· fixed bed hospital requirements of those 
operations. 

20 2325 CDlCPO! ADV HQ to CINC&WPA Info COMINCH1 C OF S US ARYI1 COMGENPOA. 

Your CAX 506~ (Feb 261515) and 021912 March indicate a deferment or can-
cellation of miLIPPDTES fac lities for support of roA divisions as ecm-
templated by the FILBAS Agreement. In order that I mq proper:Qr plan de-
ployment of FOA divisions and installation or reMDticm of facilities for 
their support in POA request you indicate approximate dates and scope of 
FHILIPPINES facilities for support of FOA ground forces which 'I1Jiq' be pro-
vided b7 )"OU under the FILBAS Agreanent. U complete cancella.tion of such 
ettpport is now contemplated request that I be so informed. In this cormec-
tion SoPac service troops and overhead personnel are required for the sup-
port of POA forces and must be retained in POA if POA forces are not to 
receive the expected support in the FHILIPPDIES Area. Repl3 to your 250559 
Februa17 withheld pending receipt of above information. 

20 2332 21ST BC!lCOM to CINCPOA ADV HQ Info DEPCOJ! 20TH AF, COMSUBPAC. 

mAY-20-16. Due to all out incendia17 effort against HONSHU no additional 
reconnaissance of TSUSHIMA STRAITS as requested y-our 040430 has been accaap-
iished subsequent to that reported our 110200; from 25 Jlareh to 1 AprU our 
entire effort is committed to attacks apinst air installations in KYUSHU 
and mi nj ng of SHntONOSEKI STRAITS in support of ICEBERG operation and aD1' 
reconnaissance ot i'SUS$lll! STRAITS will constitute a detraction from this 
effort. If you place sufficiently high priority on this reconnaissance we 
will, however, devote dUPing this period whatever force you designate to 
its accomplishment. 

21 1358 CINCPOA ADV HQ to DEPCQl AF20 Info B<l!COM 211 COMSUBPAC. . 

Refer Banean 21 202332. no not desire any detraction from either mining 
program or attacks against KYUSHU in order to accanplish reconnaissance 
requested by l(yDis 040430. 
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21 0014 CINCPOA ADV HQ to CCJ1!STHFLT .COMGENlO.CTFs 17-93-94-96i!nto C<lfiNCH .CINCSWPA 
COMGENPObC~PAC:COOTHFLT, COONORPAC 1DEFCCliAF20aBCJ4C(B( 21.BOMCOM 2Q. 
CTFs 11-__:_ -15-16:18-12~ ALL TFC & TGC 5THFLT • 

ltv' OpPlan 14-44 for Operation ICEBERG is modified as indicated. In para 1 
delete all -paragraphs under heading "Own Forces" and substitute the following: 
Sub para (A) Air forces of the S'tVP are supporting this operation by (1) Recon-
naissance in accordance with Search Plan J with sectors 5 to 10 inclusive ex-
tended to ma.xi.mwn practicable distance. (2) Offensive PB4Y screen against 
enemy search planes and patrol vessels to cover (a) Advance of Tractor and 
Transport Groups from 20 thru 31 March. (b) Fueling of TF i8 on 21,22 and 25 
tbrtl 'Z7 March. (3) Nightt d.tvenion strikes a~ainst FORMOSA and air installa- · 
tions at SAKISHIMA GUNTO an the nights of 2D/21' thru 23/24 March. (4) Neutrali-
zation ot enemy air strength on FORMOSA by <Uwlight attacks on air installa-
tions until LEGUMINOUS (OKINAWA) is captured. (5) Destruction of hostile shiP-
ping and naval forces along the CHINA and nmo CHINA Coast and denial of their 
movement toward Empire waters ~s practicable without detracting from other 
supporting missions. SUb para ~B). BanCan 20 is supporting this operation by 
weather reconnaissance flights with 1 flight eveey 24 hours over the EAST 
CHJNA SEA tb~tweben 30)and .35 degrees {f. Sub p~a.t(C)-.5BcmCom 21 is supPOrt1rut thl.s opera. J..on y \1 Ma.XJ.m.um operat1.ons aga.:Lns H01'1 HU ~f'ra11 ~10 thru 2o ~ 
(2) Attacks against icrUSHU air installations if ·visual bombing is possible, 
otherwise against NAGASAKI or OMURA. on Zl or 2S March and on 31 March or 1 
April. (3) Closure of SHIMONOSEKI STRAITS for a period of about 4 weeks b7 
mining operations fran 27 llareh to 1 April. Sub para (D). This operation will 
be conducted in 3 phases. This plan covers Phase 1 and 2. Para. In sub para 
.3(x)4 change last sentence to read: Air sea rescue procedure is prescribecl 
Cincpoa SOP-2A and addendum 2 to SOP-2A. Para. Change sub para 5(e) to read: 
Cincpoa at GUAM. 

22 085.3 CINCKIA ADV HQ to DEPCOMAF 20 Info CNO OOMINCH • . 

For purposes of planning future . operations reconnaissance photograpb1' is re- · 
quired of the SHANTUNG PENINSULA as far west as 119-00 E and south to 34-15 N. 
This area is beyond the range limits of any reconnaissance aircraft under 
11fT command. Carrier task forces cannot l'et penetrate into the EAST CHINA 
and YELI.DW SEAS. Would appreciate your p,.Laeing the above area as high on 
~ present commitments. Request film positives or dupe degatives of photo-
graphy obtained be forwarded direct to this headquarters. 

22 2.318 DEPCCIUF 20 to CINCFOA ADV HQ. 

1.067. The following message was received from ComAF 20 and I quote it for 
your information. "I refer to several messages transmitted between COIDDL9.Dds in . 
the Pacific Ocean Areas on the subjeet of the exchange ·of the 50Sth tighter 

group and 556th Air Service Group for the .318th Fighter Group and the 364th 
Air Service Group. OPD letter .31 Jan. subject: VLR fighters for POA, to Ccm-
GenPOA which was agreed to by Admiral Edwards for the Navy, clearly established 
the status of the 5 VLR Groups and insures that pOA command has necessary opera• 
tional control to carey out its functions. The transfer cited therefor appears 
here to be purely an achninistrative one insofar as it affects .Cincpoa opera-
tions. SUggest this be clarified to appropriate Cincpoa. agencies"• If the JCS 
direct that the control of the 5 fighter groups be transferred to the 20th 
AF the exchange of the combat groups and t ·heir service groups can be effected 
at that time. 
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22 2331 CINCPAC ADV HQ to CCNINCH Info COMAIRPAC, CUMCAltTRANSRONSPAC, CINCPAC ~ARL. 

Admiralty secret 021330 of J anuacy approved loan of 4 BOVEs until April. 
In view large requirements for transport CVEs in forthcaning operation plus 
possibility transport CVEs may be required for combat and reported unaTail-
abillty sufficient British carrier JXLlots to keep their CVs tu]4r manned in 
sustained operations strongl7 recommem that immediate representations be 
made to extend loan ot BCVEs until 1 July 1945. · 

23 0538 CmCPOA ADV HQ to COM5m'LT Info 5THFLT ,COWTHFLT ,COMAAFSWPA,CTF731 COMINCH 
CINCBPF,CTFll2,CTFll2,CTF2J.CTF94.CINCSWII,C01ffiUBPAC. 

Modify M)'Dis 181322. BB of TF 57 may banbard ISHIGAKI as an alternative to 
MIYAKO on Z7 or 28 March depending em results ot air strikes. 

2.3 0620 CINCPAC ADV HQ, to COM5THFLT ,COO:GEN10THARMY1CTF511 COMFWDAREA1COMPHIBGROUPlJ, 
Into CINCPAC PEARL.COMZTHFLT,C014MARGILS,CTQ99.1.COMSERVPAC 1SCOFA.PD ENIWETOK, 
P.D ULITHI,COMWESSEAFRON,COMDETEN. 

In cla.r.i.fication l(y'Ser 000229 of 4 March and Cincpac Pearl. 100414 (not to or 
required by' all) escort,s for support shipping for LEGUMINOUS (OKINAWA) Will 
be provided as follows. By CTF 96 between ENIWETOK and ULITHI anq between 
ENIWETOK and the MARIANAS as required MyDis 140240. By' CTF 51 between ULITHI 
and LIDUMINOUS between the J!ARIANAS and LFnUMINOUS and between LEYTE and 
lEGUMINOUS. In implementing this plan it is desired that CTF 51 provide 
escorts at ULITHI the MARIANAS and LEYTE at · intervals as neceesa.17 for use 
by CTF 94 and Com.PhibsGroup 13 respective~. The latter two comanders are 
responiible for assembl.l.ng support shipping into appropriate convoys and rout-
ing them to the objective. Para. Shipping will continue to be routed via 
EHIVI.ETOK and will be called forward from there by SCOFA as required. In gen.. 
eral it is desired that support shipping fran ENIWETOK stage thru ULITHI 
rather than the MARIANAS. It is not expected that arf3' significant amount of 
support shipping will assemble in LEITE except shipping norr at that port or 
assault _llhipping which has been discharged and has returned from the objectiVE 
for reloading. CODOTs will be sailed forward fran ULITHI and from LEITE when 
called for b7 CTF 51 and when escorts are provided b7 CTF 51. At a later date 
(when CTF 51 and his representative~a~e 1eft the objective) the function of 
calling shipping :f'orward will pass to CanGenl.OtbA.nny. At that time the re-
sponsibility tor providing escorts to the 'objective will paas}f to CTF 94 or 
CTG 99.1 as Will be determined by Cincpae, A redeployment or escorts b7 
Cincpoa will be made according:cy- prior to that time. 

23 0841 CINCPOA ADV HQ to COMGENroA Into CINCPAC PEARL,CCJ.IGENlO,COMGENDETlO,COMGEN 
AAFPOA,COM5THPHIB~R.COMPHI~PAC,COUINCH. · 

UrSer 000109 dated 10 March. Concur subject to modifications that will be re-
quired in view of m.ydis 200851 not to all. The estimated reduction in Anv 
service units resulting from referenced dispatch aggregates about 7024 
pe:Bsonnel as follows: 2 Hq and Base Serv SQS ServGps, 2 Engr SQS ServGps, 
2 materiel SQS ServGps, 1 depot repair SQ, 2 Depot Supp~ SQS, 2 sta Camp 

SQS, 2 Avn SQS, 4 Engr Avn Bns, l Hq and Hq Co~AW Bn, 2 Sig SQ Cos, 4 Engr 
Dump Trk Cos, 2 AVn MP Cos. Para. T~p list showing revised requirements will 
be published short4r. In view of reduced requirements for · Arrrrr Service Units 
as indicated above desire such service units now located forward area not 
be designated £or employment this operation eacept where necessary. 

23 l201 .Q.INCPOA ADV Hg to COMINCH Info DEPCOM20TH AF • 
DepCom20thAF 222318 passed to yO\l separate~ • I adhere to views expresse4 ~ 
m;r top sec serial 005020 of 20 Feb and my 160604 to ComGenAAF:roA. j U .) r 
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21 1.442 COMINCH & CNO to CINCPAC ADV HQ Info CINCPAC PEARL, ADMIRALTY 1 OOMCARTRANS.. 
,. RONPAC, COitiiAIRPAC, COMFAIRWESTCOAST ,COMWEsSEAFRONiCINCBPF, CINCLANT. 

Admiralty advises that British CVEs PAIROLLER, REAPER and RANEE are required 
at an early date for fitting out as replenishment carriers for British 
PacFlt. Release 2 of these CVEs as earl.T in Apr.ll as practicable;, 3rd CVE 
mq be retained until end o! April. When released sail them to llK. Inform 
Admiralty of apprexlmate sailing dates and place departure as soon as 
reasonable firm. AdJnir!lty- 0213.30 A January refers. 

24 1002 OOHINCH & CNO to CINCPAC ADV HQ Info CINCPAC PEARL,COMAIRPAC,COMCARTRANSRONPAC 
(..~ . .. - - ~ . 

In view your 222.3.31 hold in abeyance ~ 2111•42 pending furbher instnctions. 

23 1.302 COMINCH cl CNO to CO!f!THFLT Info CTF 71. CINCPAC ADV HQ. 

In any conversations which you have had or may- have with representatives ot 
submarine flotillas BritPacFlt assume you haTe not and will not make any can-
mitments for British submarine bases in the PHILIPPINES • This is not in-
tended to curtail present operational commitments for services and replenish-
ment on occasion by tenders in present~ established a.dTance bases furnishing 
similar services to US submarines in TF 71. -

25 0608 CINCPOA ADV HQ to COMGENPOA Info COMGEN 10. CWPHIBSPAC, 
COM5THFLT, CINCPOA _ PEARL. 

UrDis 22~14 Additional area reserve ~is 1722.32 would land over established 
beaches and be supported by Corps or A:I:'Itq tl'Oops. Substitution for some minor 
articles of !/0 and E equipment satis.taetoey. Additional equiJUent normal.JT 
furnished to units engaged in an amphibious assault not essential. Consider 
forces including 2 M.a.rDivs remaining after departure of 9Sth Div sufficient 
for defense of Hawaiian Area. Do not desire to use replacement personnel set 
up for ICEBERG or to interfere with support being given in the form of labor 
tor mounting of units to ICEBERG. The oill3 major reinforcing unit desired 
for 98th Div if used would be 1 Tank Bn. Based on the above advise what por-
tion of the 9Sth In:tDiv could be available for designation as area reserve. 

25 CT/36 CINCPAC to COMINCH & CNO Into CINCPAC PEARL. 

Your 191940. Following ships can be made available for temporary assignment 
to Oom7thFlt. LA VACA (APA 100) now discharging SAMAR for 1 lift rear to for-
ward bases then to be returned Oincpa.c at GUAM by 15 May. DAWSON (APA 79) and 
BCYrETOURT ( APA 1.36) available SoPac last half April for l litt. LST 172 aTa.U-
able SoPac 1 MaT for 1 lift. Remaining POA shipping on extremel.1' ti~t sched-
ule to meet operational requirements. Para. Reference CNO 202015. If neces-
sa.r.r to expedite readiness SAM.A..~ Base am willing to accept resultant adverse 
effect on other projects and make following ships available for 1 lift to 
assist in movement 3rd echelon assembly 1; from West Coast to SAMAR. ARA (AX 
1.36) and CRATER (AK 70) completing overhau1 NIMI 22 April and 2 May respective]J 
plus 2 small. APA*s frcm neur construction RFS late April. In view possibility 
congestion SAMAR foregoing should have concurrence CINCSWPA. 'lbis echelon 
includes ; million feet lumber. By' previous despatch authorization has been 
requested from CNO to divert to SAMAR 4 million feet now afloat at PEARL and in 
escess of l4ND :requirements. Para. The movement of CBs and equipn.ent from PEARL 
is proceeding on schedule requested by CINCSWP A. Last phase of movement will be 
6 Bns less equipment timed to arrive SAMAR approx 15 ~ to coincide wit~ ar-
rival of equipnent for these battalions from the majnland. 3 0 58 
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24 1655 COMINCH & CNO to CINCPOA ADV Hgt 

KING TO IID!ITZ. Wish you would explore question of · establishing line of sea. 
communications to sea of JAPAN thru. TSUSHIMA STRAIT. Include in exploration 
the seizure of the 2 airfields reported to be on QUELPART ISLAND X Prelimi-
nary estimate of requirements for this operation here is 3 Divisions. Assume 
the completion ot ICEBERG and probab~ that of LONGTOM. Para. Command setup 
and directive for future operations in Pacific still under discussion with 
~ with little progress. Your comment on line of communications through 
TSUSHIMA will be helEful in connection with decisions to be made here. 

25 0345 CINCPOA PEARL to CINCSCNIESPAC Info COMGENFMFPAC Info CINCPOA ADV HQ. 

Refer UrLtr AG 600.12 of 23 Dec 1944. MarCor materials were declared available 
MySer 000166 of 28 Jan 45 based on original proposed readiness date of re-
habilitation camps for 1 Marine Amphibious Corps, Corps Troops, .3 MarDivs 
and Marine Depot following Phase i ICEBERG. In view of the continued presence 
of foregoing troops in POA as result liG" dis 21020.3 Jan and UrDis 261515 Feb 
materials listed are not available at .this 't!ime. Availability of MarCor 
material will be subject of resurvey when readiness · date of rehabilitation 
camps for lleet Marine Force units is more definite. 

25 1347 CTF 52 toW TF 51 Info CINCPAC ADV, COM5THFLT. 

During approach to OKINAWA on nite 24 Mar several enemy planes made contact 
with various units of TF 52. ID.AMS (DM27) while engaging 4 planes had casual-
ties 2 KIA 5 WIA caused by premature burst from af'ter 5 inch mount. Low f~ 
ing plane approached ESTES and small splash about 40 yards astern m.ay have 
been dud bomb. Minesweeping for 24 and 25 March canpleted substantiall;r on 
schedule. 1 moored mine swePt in Vl, 6 drifters sunk. Otherwise results of 
minesweeping negative. SWeep or southern third of A9 did not develop mine-
field previously reported there. Scheduled UDT operations completed in KER..WA 
RETTO. Prelimina:cy reports indicate no mines or man made beach obstacles. 
Opera ions well supported by·destroyers WI(G)s and excellent work by support 
aircraft. Light return fire fran Beach. PURPLE Zl caused 1 KIA in LCI(G) 475. 
No other casualties to ships or personnel reported. Aircraft besides attacking 
RERAMA RETTO destroyed 1 AA gun at NAHA Airfield stra.i'ed planes on YONTAN Air-
field and attacked amphibious tank revetments target areas 8'5!0Y a4700 S469AB. 
2 lmphibious tanks•••• 4w••••.,.••••••tilfi1M reported destroyed. No air-
drome enemy planes sighted. Extensive hunt for boats and barges disclosed 
few. Photo and hydro observer missions accomplished on schedule. Shore bombard 
ments executed on FSU OlE TONACHI FSU and KERAM.A RETTO FSU. Vleather and surf 
conditions favorable today and good weather forecast tanorrow. 

26 0152 CTG 51.1 to CTF 52, CTF 51, Info COM5THFLT, CINCPOA ADV HQ. 

SITREP 26ll00 !9-9) battalion landings made on AKA GERUMA IIVAJII HOKAJI 
beaches by 0930. Opposition encountered nil or light. Preferred plan landings 
on KUBA and YAKABI delayed due necessity a.s found by UDT reconn~ssance of 
using LVTs. Landings will be made when LVTs are available. Now planned YAKABI · 
afternoon 26th. KUBA TOKASHIKI and AMURO 27th. Gill!ER hit by suicide plane 
damage rigging 1 KIA 2 WIA. Also KDv!BERLY 2 5-inch l 40mm gun 5 k gwis out 
3 KIA 30 WIA. Both operational. 
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2.3 1.300 COMINCH & C~O to CINCPAC ADV HQ. 

Nimitz orlcy'. Ur 202310Z (GCT). In vievt of the ma.¢tude of the project 
and the time involved MANUS will be too far from the combat areas when the 
facilities become available. l(r view is that mi ninmm. temporary facilities 
should be installed at MANUS but for the main base consideration should 
be given to a location farther forward such as BRUNEI BAY~ Final decision 
in this matter depends on the future operations to be conducted in the 
Pacific Theater which matter is now under consideration by the JCS. Concur 
as to shore facilities in the PHILIPPINES. 

27 0450 CINCPOA AnV to COMAIRPAC Info CINCPOA PEARL. 

Your 252058. Cominch serial OO]JO of 15 Jan approved l!arine shore based pro-
gram of a total. of 24 VMF and VMFB squadrons. EqUipment of VMBF squadrons 
with Helldivers has not been approved by Cincpac. My ICEBERG plans require 
forward deployment of only 17 squadrons of which 5 groups will be committed 
in action in combat a.rea (3 in LEGUMINOUS( OKINAWA) and 2 in ADJUTANT(MIYAKO)) 
MAG 12 and 14 nmst be equipped with full Corsair allowance and custanary 
spares. If necessary Corsair equipped squadrons n~r in Hawaiian Area., Wes 
CAROLmES, MARSHALlS and MID!i AY in excess of m.ininmms authorized by 'IIf3' serial 
0005021 of 24 Feb should be reducecl in aircraft strength pursuant to intent 
of sub para 3E of Cominch serial 00130. Request your further comments on this 
basis. 

Zl 1213 CINCPOA ADV to CINCPOA PEARL. 

As an alternate to ADJUTANT(MIYAKO) or FRICTION(KIKAI) desire immediate lo-
gistic study of operation to capture ADJOURN(TOKUNO JD!A). Forces same as 
FRICTION -except infantry garrison reduced to 1 RCT and fighter groups and 
airfields each reduced from 4 to 3• Also desire immediate restudy of FRICTION 
on same basis. 

Z7 1214 CDICPAC MJV to OOMWESSEAFRON Info COMINCH & CNO. 

Your joint WSF-wDC-4AF Plan received. See my 2100ll. Note assignment of all 
fast carriers available to Mid-Pacific striking force by my OpPlan 2-45 which 
affects para 5 Annex A to your Joint Plan. 

27 1215 CINCPAC ADV HQ to COMNORPAC, CCllliAWSEAFRON, COM1VESSEAFRON, COMAIRPAC, COM5THFLT, 
COMSERVPAC, COM3RDFLT ~o COUINCH & CNO, CINCPOA PEARL, COMSUBPAC. 

This is nw OpPlan 2~45. Task organization: (A) North Pacific Force (TF 90-92) 
VAdm Fletcher, Forces presently assigned less Cru.Div l and escorts. (B) Hawai-
ian ua Sea Frontier Force (!!- 97) VAdm Bagley. Forces presently assigned• 
(C) Western Sea Frontier Foree (TF 06) Adm Ingersoll. All naval forces on 
west coast less units assigned Mid-Pacific strildng force. (D) Mid-Pacific 
striking force (TF 30) A.dm Halsey. BONHOMME RICHAED, RANGER, CruDiv 1, DesRon 
57 less 1 DesDiv., All major surface units available in Hawaiian Area and on 
West Coast. (E) Western striking Force (TF 95) commanded by Senior Officer Em-
barked. 2 fast carrier groups and logistics support ships designated by Com5th 
Flt. Para 1. Assumption: That a Japanese carrier task force has been organized 
for diversionary operations in the Ea.sterm. Pacific Area and is unlocated. Para 
2. Mission: This fleet will detect, intercept and destroy ene.II\Y raiding forces 
in order to prevent carrier air attack on West Coast of the u.s. Para 3. 
Tasks: (A) NorPacFor prevent undetected approach of ene~ forces to West Coast 
of United states through North Pacific Area., by maintaining aircraft barrier 

- Continued - 3050 
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Z7 1215 CINCPAC ADV to COMNORPAC, COMHAWSEAFRON, COMWESSEAFRON, ETC (CONT'D) 

patrol along lSOth meridian southward from ADAK to latitude 42 N. Augment 
barrier patrol by sectors searches if required. Destroy enemy forces lo-
cated to limit of capabilities. Sail CruDiv 1 and DesRon 57 less 1 DesDiv 
to rendezvous designD.ted by Comdr Mid-Pacific Striking Force. (B) HawSeaFron-
For prevent undetected approach of enell\V' forces to West Coast of US thru 
Hawaiian Sea Frontier, by maintaining aircraft barrier patrol along l.OOth 
meridian northward from MJpWAY to lat 42 degrees North. Augment barrier patrol 
by sector search if required. Destroy en~ forces located to limit of capa-
bilities. (C) WesSeaFronFor maintain search over sea approaches to principal 
cities and installations on the West Coast of the us. To limit of capabilities 
destroy en~ forces located, coordinating attacks with CamGen WesDefCommand 
and CcmGen 4th AF. Sail with appropriate escort to rendezvous designa:ted by 
Com Mid-Pacific striking Force all major combatant units on the west coast 
(fast carriers, including RANGER, battleships and cruisers) which are avail-
able for combat service. (D) Mid-Pacific striking Force intercept and destroy-
ene~ raiding forces. Designate rendezvous for concentration of forces. 
(B) Western striking Force intercept and destroy retiring ene1D3' raiding foPCes 
(XRAY) This operation is designated FIREBREAK. This plan will becane effective 
only when directed by Cincp'ba. Para. 4. NorPa.cFor, HawSeaFronFor and WesSea-
FronFor provide own logistic support. Commander Mid-Pacific Striking Force 
arrange logistic support required with ComServPac direct. Can.5thFlt assign 
necessary logistic replenishment ships for support of Western striking Foree. 
Para 5. Communications CentCom 2 and PAC 7~. Use zone Z(GCT) time. Cincpoa 
at GUAM. 

29 0619 CINCPAC ADV HQ to COMINCH. 

It the en~ fleet and air force can be rendered incapable of effective inter-
ference a line of sea communications into the Sea of JAPAN via the KOREA or 
TSUSHDlA STRAIT can be made secure. The enemy fleet has been greatly reduced 
and current operations may virtually eliminate its heavy units. The enell\1 air 
force has suffered severe losses and is apparently sanewhat demoralized. After 
LONGTO:U: it may be sufficiently weak to permit us to occupy and develop air 
bases a.s close to JAPAN as QUELPART ISLAND if the ene!D1' air force is so weak 
as to permit the occupation of such bases the desired line of communications 
can be made secure. Para 2. I will initiate action to obtain adequate recon-
naissance of QUELPART. Although understood to be wea.kly defended it is nat 
well adapted to development. It is well loeated. Its large population would 
necessitate quite a large garrison. As soon as nw search and reconnaissance · 
from OKINAWA is effective QUELPART'S possibilities can be evaluated accurate4'4 
Para 3. It now appears that capture of QUELPART will be more feasible and pre.£:. 
erable than capture of a position in the KURILES as soon as the enell\Y' force is 
sufficiently reduced. This will probably occur before the Spring of 1946 if 
not by the Fall of 1945 • Operations in the KOREA STRAIT REGION will contribute 
directly to accomplishment of the overall objective by US forces as well as to 
the preparation of RUSSIA to assist. 

29 0748 CINCPOA ADV HQ to CmCPOA PEARL. 

Desire detailed logistic planning Phase III(d) ICEBERG proceed on basis your 
290217 subject to~ proviso that completion dates will be advanced if further 
information warrants. FRICTION (KIKAI JIMA) Base Development directive and 
Phase III Staff Stuqy will be developed accor~ b.1 Advance Hdqtrs. 
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29 2045 CGFMFPAC to CINCPOA ADV Info CINCPOA PEAHL,CG'l'Jir~1ADV) ,CGTEN(RE) ,cq~THPHIBCORPS 
CTF 21. . . 
Following Arm:! units requested in addition to present assigned 5th PhibCorps 
Fha.se III( c) ICEBERG (A) l InfDiv available employment by a . TM (B) .3 Amphib-
ian Tractor Bns (C) 2 8-inch Howit~er Bns. Due to enemy strenith estimated 
at 27,000 additional units considered essential. Amplified in letter that 
follows. 

30 0243 GINCPOA ADV to CINCSNP~ Into ~OMINCH,COFS A.~!Y. COMGmPOA, CINCPOA PEJ!.RL. 

Your CX 13132 (281614). Paral. Since receipt of your 261515 Feb and in view 
also of the deferment of the probable dates of arrival or divisions from 
EUROPE plans for the employment and rehabilitation of the 6 Marine and 
6 Army divisions available in FDA have been recast and logistic prepara-
tions have been readjusted accordingly'. Under these plans the earliest 
use which couJ.d be made by Marines of rehabilitation areas in the PHILIPPINES 
would be about 1 October and then only if the . divisions concerned were 
relieved by 3 A:rnw divisions from EUROPE or SWPA 1 to garrison ADJUTANT 
(liTYAKO JIMA) and tlJO to garrisw IMPROMP!'U ( CHUSAN ARCHIPELAGO 1 CHINA) • 
The earliest use which could be made of SWPA , facilities by A:rll\1 divisions 
novr in POA would be approximately as ind_icated in my 180736 Feb but; only in 
case divisions from. the SWPA or from EUROPE are made available to relieve 
them a.s garrisons 2 in LEGUMINOUS (OKINAWA) in early June 1 in FRICTION (nKAI 
JD!A) at the end of August and 3 in SINGLETREE (NINGPO P:ENINSULA,CHINA) in ' 
September and October. See ellebS]ll'e B to D'J3' serial 0005026 of 23 Feb 1945. 
Para 2. The need for facilities in the _ PHILIPPINES for staging Arrrr9' troops 
from the FOA at the time contemplated by the FILBAS Agreement of 4 November 
1944 was predicated on the redeployment of forces from EUROPE at an earlier 
date than is now possible. Para 3. The construction and service troops and 
the shipping included in SWPA requirements for developaent of facilities 
external to camp sites cannot be spared from the resources in the POA which 
are now barely adequate as to shipping and are deficient as to construction 
and service troops. The 150 1ST'S and 150 LCT1S likewise cannot be spared 
because all assault shipping of this character will be needed in operations 

in immediate prospect. The LC'f problem in the Pacific is primarily one of 
forward movement of those availa.ble in rear areas. My extremef/ shortages 
in fo!Ward areas have recently been partially alleviated by forward move-
ment . under their own power fran PEARL to ULITHI including the 1270 mile 
passage from JOHNSTON to MAJURO. Para 4. I appreciate the difficulty of 
your situation and your desire to work out a solution of the troop staging 
and mounting problem for eventual operations. Hov.rever my current plans 
provide for using all the resources available to the POA in the seizure o£ 
positions in the approaches to JAPAN for the purpose of establishing a sea 
and air blockade and intensive air bombardment of JAPAN. The establishment 
of adequate troop staging and mounting areas and facilities in the PHILIPPINES 
is essential to preparation for the use of large forces and resourees from 
EUROPE in the invasion ol JAPAN but should not divert and absorb resources · 
essential to maintaining the mom.entwn of the Central. Pacific Campaign now 
in progress. 

30 0548 COMGENPOA to CINCFOA ADV HQ Info COl[GEN 10 ADV AND_B.EAR. 

RJ 58110. Desj.gnation of 98th Division a.s area. reserve ICEBERG is subject. 
Reference to ~ your dispatch 250608 March and 172232 March and to 11\V dispatch 
222011 March. The entire 98th InfDi v with an attached Tank Bn can be. made 
available for such designation. T/0 strength can be met except for 98 officers 
9 warrant officers and 1048 enlisted men. Only available Tank Bn not located 
on LEYTE ISLAND a.ssigned to loth Army but not earmarked for ICEBERG Operation. 

- Continued - 30 62 
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30 0548 CO!I,{GENPOA to CINCroA ADV Info COMGEN -10 ADV ANii REAR ( CONT r D) 

Lift must be made from LEITE by Cincpoa. Para. 98th Div will not be re-
lieved of present duty until order designating this unit is received here. 
If to be used request early designation in ord:er to undertake necessary 
training and preparat,ion for movement. ~lot recommended is the designation 
of less than a division. 

.30 0805 CmCPAC ADV to COM'ZTHFLT Info CINCSWPA,COMINCH,COMDESPAC,CINCPAC PEARL. 

_This deals with the redeployment of destroyers for 7th Flt. Following DD are · 
now assigned. 5 of DesRon 5. 1 of DesRon 12. 6 of DesRon 14. 5 of DesRon 21. 
S of DesHon 22. 7 of DesHon 23. l of DesRon 48. 1 of DesRon 49. 1 of DesRon 
58. Total 35 DD plus RADFORD, LAVALLETTE and RENSHAW which have sustained 
battle damage and are to return· for permanent repairs. Para. AULICK and 
CAIDNELL now enroute to report. to you. Upon reporting you are requested to 
detach COGHLAN for retum to overhaul. A W GRANT and KILLEN of DesRon 56 
will be ordered to report to you about 1 Ma_v at which time you are requested 
to detach SIGOURNEY and FLETCHER for return to overhaul. Com.5thFlt will be 
directed to detfch HARI' and METCALF of DesRon 5S as soon a.s practicable to 
report to you as relief tor ABBOT and YOUNG. Para. As soon as operations 
permit the following deployment will be carried out. DesRon 22 will be inter-
changed with DesRon 56 novr in 5thFlt. DesRon 23 will be interchanged with 
DesRon 45 nav in 5thFlt. 4 ships of DesRon 21 will be relieved by DesDiv 102 
now undergoing overhaul. MCCALL of DesRon 12 will be replaced by HARADEN of 
DesDi v 101 now in overhaul. SHIELDS and WILEY of DesRon 58 will be directed 
to report to you on completion shadedONil. Para.. Ultimate assignment to 7th 
Fleet: DesRons 14, 45, 51, 56, 58 -total 39 DD lies 3 in overhaul and re-
pairs. Total 36 DD. Until total of 36 from above squadrons is reached 5 
ships of DesDiv 9 will remain with 7thFlt but will be relieved ship tor ship 
as total exceeds 36 DD. 

3~ 0047 CINCroA ADV to CTF 93, CTR 94 Info COM5THFLT, ISCOM IWO, COMAIR lJ'iO. 

MY OpPlan 14-44 modified in that CTF 94 is assigned responsibility for the 
neutralization and isolation of the enem.y held positions in the BONINS. 
CTF 94 request assistance fran CTF 9.3 when and if required. 

31 0259 CQM3RDEET to COMCRUDIV l,BONHOMME RICHA,.liD.,RANGER,COMDESRON 57,COMCARDIV 12, 
Info CINCPAC BOTH HQ,COMSUBPAC,C01lAIRPAC,COM5THFLT,COMSERVPAC,COJANORPAC, · 
COMWESSEAFRONCOMHAWSEAFRON, COMF AIRVVEST! ADM HALSEY VIA COMINCH. 

Here is Com3rdFlt (CTF 30) OpPla.n 2-45. A. TF 30 Mid-Pacific striking Force 
Admiral Halsey. Sub Para Al. TG 30.1 surface striking group rear admiral 
McCrea CruDiv 1 DesRon 57 less l DesDiv, additional units less carriers as 
assigned by dispatch. SUb para A2. Air Striking Group Rear Admiral Jennings 
BON HOMME RICHARD RANGER plus additional carriers and escorts as later as-
signed. B. TG 30.9. Service Group senior officer embarked fleet oilers escort 
CVE and escorts assigned by dispatch. Para. This plan stems from Cinepac Op 
Plan 2-45. Assumption: That enemy carrier task force is proceeding for · 
diversiona.:ry •ii••k operations in Eastern Pacific Area and is unlocated. 
NorPac force and HawSea.Fron forces have been directed maintain air barrier 

I patrol along lSoth meridian from ADAK to MID/lAY. WesSeaFron has been directed 
maintain air search over sea approaches to principal cities and installations 
on west coast u.s. 5thFlt supports by striking retiring enem;r raiding forces. 
Assumption: All ships will maintain maximum readiness for extended operations 
at sea consistent with current emplqyment and are prepared for towing or to 
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31 0259 COM3RDFLT OpPlan 2-4:5 (Continued) (FIREBREAK) =· 

bB towed. Para. This force will intercept and destroy enell\V' raiding forces 
in order prevent carrier air attaek on west coast of us. Para. TF 30 inter-
cept and destroy enemy raiding forces. TG ,30.1 Support Air striking Group. 
Be prepared launejl d.a\r or night gun and torpedo attack against enenw units 
when directed. TG 30.5 condue·t air search for enemy uhits as directed. 
Attack enemy units within range with all availab~e aircraft. TG .30.9 provide 
replenishment services for TF :30. As separatel;y directed. This operation 
designated FIREBREAK. This plan will become effeeti ve onl;r when specific~ 
directed at which time rendezvous at sea for units proceeding fran NorPac 
PEARL and West Coast will be specified. Cruising instructions and battle 
plan will be· distributed by sea mail at rendezvous.. Para. Fuel amnnmi tion 
·and supplies at PEARL and West Coast ports. Fuel at sea. 'ldth TG 30.9. Com-
munications CentCom 2 and PAC 71. Use zone GCT time. CTF 30 at PEARL until 
shift to BON HOI~ RICHARD or alternate flagship is announced. 

I 

31 0318 CO}UTHFLT to COmNCH Info CINCP AC M:JV. HQ, CTF 71. 

It is intended to operate British submarines .from British tenders stationed 
only at those advanced bases from which submarines of TF 71 are operating• 
Your 231302. No ·commitments have been or will be made for British submarine 
bases in the PHILIPPINES. Present plan for operations of British submarines 
under CTF 71 is for tender MADSTONE and aeeommodation ship arrange to a.r-
rive about 22 May at SUBIC BAY where 2 Us submarine tenders are now stationed~ 
Submarine Ba.se BRISBANE is being rolled up and will be reestablished at SUBIC. 
Appraximate4" l4 British submarines depart FREMANTLE for patrol JAVA SEA en-
route SUBIC to begin arriving about Z7 May. Remaining British submarines at. · 
FREMANTLE based on HMS ADA!~. When submarine base FREMANTLE ready for roll 
up and movement to advanced base (possibly TUTU BAN) ADAMANT and accompacying 
submarines plus drydocks from ENGLAND to be moved forward for operations from 
advanced base. Estimate only shore based facilities required by British sUb-
marines will be possibl;r torpedo and ammunition storage, 

.31 1223 CTF 93 to CTG 93,2 Info CINCPOA ADV;COM5THFLT,CTF94,CTG 94•3,CTU 94.3.1• 

Cincpoa Adv 310047 of higher classification not to all. Discontinue strikes 
BONIN ISLANDS 1 April. Be prepared strike this area when directed. 

31 1231. CTG 51.1 SGD BRUCE CG 77THDIV to C.If 22, CTF 51, 24thCorps, lOth ARMY • 

Registration of Corps artillery on KEISHI SHIMA compl.eted 3118.30. 16 guns 
in position. Estimate all guns in position ready to fire at daylight tomorrowc 

I 
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29 0858 CTF 93 to CINCPOA ADV HQ Info CTF 94, CTU 94.3;1, CTG 94.3. 

Cincpoa 282310Z assigns VMB 612 to CTF 94. In view long range otfensi ve 
nature this squadron request it be retained by CTF 93 who will exercise 
operational control· through CTG 93.4 as organized by nw 200704Z. 

l 31. 0759 CINCPAC to COMGENFMFPAC Info COMINCH, MARCORPS. 

APRIL(GCT) 

NIMITZ TO HOLLAND SMITH INFO KING AND VANDERGRIFT. After the troops concemed 
have reached their rehabilitation areas and accurate appraisal of problems 
concerned is possible I desire your opinion based on consultation with the 
Corps and Division Cornnmnders as to the date when each Division of the Fifth 
Amphibious Corps will again be ready .for combat. Para.. It is of the highest 
importance that no estimate announcement or observation on this matter be 
made to agency outside your canmand other than to Cincpac (Adv. Hq) and 
MarCorps. I vvill inform other commanders as necessar.1• 

Ol 0225 COMHAWSEAFRON to NOB MIOO.Y Info CINCPAC BOTH, COMWESTSEAFRON,C<lYISUBPAC, 
COMNORPAC,COM3RDELT,COMAIRPAC. 

Following is HawSeaFron OpPlan 2-45. TF 77 HawSeaFron forces Vice Admiral 
Bagley. (A) TG 97.1 Naval Operating Base MIDWAY Commodore Morgan. Air forces 
currently assigned plus additional aircraft later assigned. (B) Task Group 
97.9 Air Forces HSNSeaFron, Air Officer HawSeaFron. OAHU based search air-
craft currently assigned plus addi tiona,l strike aircraft later assigned · 
under emergency conditions. This plan based on ·Cincpa.c Adv Hq OpPlan 2-45. 
Assumption: That an unlocated enemy carrier task force is enroute from JAPAN 
to the Eastern Pacific for diversionary operations. NorPacFor maintains air-
craft barrier patrol along lOOth meridian from ADAK to 42...00 N. Mid.Pacific 
strildng Force under Com3rd.Flt intercepts and destroys ene~ raiding .forces. 
Westem strikinB Force ships designated by Com5thFlt intercepts and destroyS 
retiring enany forces. TF 97 locate and destroy enemy forces to limit of 
capabilities. TG 97.1 (A) Conduct aircraft barrier patrol in accordance with 
US Fleet anti submarine bulletin of Feb 1945 with lOOth meridian as western 
limit and between latitudes 32-00 N and 42-DO N with additional aircraft 
furnished by Com.AirPac and/or ComGenAAFPOA. Assume enell\f speed of advance 
30 knots and course E. (B) Maintain barrier patrol from MIDWAY ISLA1TD to 
latitude 32-00 N and 180th meridian with aircraft currently assigned MIDWAY 
and additional aircraft as required. (C) Augment carrier patrols with sector 
search if required. (D) ~!aintain aircraft contact with ene~ forces located. 
(E) Conduct aircraf't strikes against enemy forces in support of MidPacific 

· Strild.ng Force or Western , strildng Force. TG 97.9 obtain long range search 
aircraft planes and striking groups from ComAirPac and ComGenAAFPOA and 
despatch planes to ltiDWAY ISLAND. Maintain air patrols from OAHU. This opeera 
tion designated F~~REAK. This p~ effective only when specific~ direc-
ted. Fuel anmunition and supplies at MIDWAY and OAHU. Communications CentCom 
2 and PAC 71. Use zone ZEBRA (GCT) time. ComTaskForce 97 at PEARL HARBOR. 

01 0641 CINCPOA ADV to COMGENPOA Info CINCPOA PEARL,COM_5T]fLT,COMSERVPAC,COMPHIBSPAC 
CCMGENFMFPAC,COMGENAAFroA,COM~NDAREA,CO:MINCH,CNO,COMGENlOTH,COMGENDETEN. 

98th InfDiv ~9t reduced strength UrDis 300548) reinforced with 1 Tank Bn is 
hereby designated as Area Reserve Div for ICEBERG, with availability date of 
1 May. Para. It is assumed from UrDis .300548 that the assignment of 9Sth Div 
to Area Reserve will not interfere with support required in the form of labor 
for mounting of tmits for ICEBERG and will not · affect the schedule of person-
nel replacements established for ICEBERG. Pa.ra.. Advise designation Tank Bn 
UrDis .30054S. If employed Tank Bri will mount LEITE. Para. Referred di,sg.atch 
is not needed by info adees. 3 05 ; 
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01 0836 CINCPAC ADV HQ to C01ITNCH (Nll!ITZ TO KING) 

Further consideration of operations in the KOREA STRAIT brings out the pos-
sibility that once established in QUELPART (SAISHO) it would be feasible to 
occupy a position in the CHINHAE-FUSAN portion of the KOREAN Coast and 
thereby obtain an anchorage as well as additional air facilities from which 
to control the STRAIT and cut J APAN off fran. the ASIATIC Mainland. The con-
cept of close encirclement by occupation of positions in the M~(I Group 
during the last phase of ICEBERG followed by occupation of SAISHU and the 
southern tip of KOB.EA is dependent as to sequence and timing on further 
developments and is contingent on the ea.rzy collapse of the enemy air force. 

01 1327 COMINCH & CNO to CINCroA ADV HQ. 

KING· TO Nno:TZ. From viewpoint of weather and balancing requirements of 
amphibious air and ground .operations what do you consider as acceptable 
months of the year for inva'sion of KYUSHU and/ or HONSHU 1st case as entire:cy-
independent operations 2nd case as connected operations with perhaps a 3 
months intlerval. 

02 .0152 CINCPOA MJV HQ to COM5THFLT Info COMINCH, CIMPIIIBSPAC,COMGEN TEN,CINCPAC PEARt 

In order to maintain manentum of campaign and also afford more time for re-
cuperation of 5th PhibCorps it may- become advisable execute Phase III-d 
ahead of In-c. For this reason desire firm designation of amphibious 
force or senior group commander to expedite detailed preparations for III-d. 
If desirable can arrange temporary aecomodations at GUAM for Pim• 

02 1511 COMmCH to COMNORPAC Info CG ALASKA,CINCPAC BOTH HQyCOMWESSEAFRON,FRONREP. 

All messages concerning HULA from and to HULA 2-4 areas will be transmitted 
by Amry wire instead of by radio. Originators will so indicate. All HULA 
vessels arriving in Alaskan Sea Frontier waters !.2£ MILEPOST transfers will 
maintain radio silence in HULA 2-4 areas. JCS have requested MOSCON to 
direct that Commodores and COs of Russian HULA vessels sailing westward 
from HULA 2-4 maintain strict radio silence while . in Alaskan Sea Frontier 
waters. Remove all US communication allowances and rob from all US HULA 
vessels upon their arrival. at HULA 4-2. 

02 1550 COMINCH to COMNORPAC Info CG ALASKA,CINCPAC BOTH,COMWESSEAFRON, FRONREP. 

As radio silence must be maintained by HULA. vessels in the HULA 2-4 area 
desirable send Russian radio operators for such vessels to US west coast 
ports designated by Co~lesSeaFron for necessar.y familiarization and test-
ing of , radio equipment. Make necessary arrangements with local Soviet Com-
mander. 

3 05~ 
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02 01.04 CINCBPF B (Via.) 
"' 03 0626 CCO SYDNEY to CINCPAC ADV Info CINCPAC PEARL, COM5THFLT, CTF 57. 

Part. 1 or 020115. In my memorandum BPF 043 dated 25 January 1945 I esti-
mated that the Br!tlbsl:). Task Force (A) Cottld operate in the combat area for 
.3 weeks (B) Woul.d then require· replenishment at an advanced anchorage · 
lasting about l week (C) Could pr0bab~ continue operating thus for 2 
months before returning to an intermediate base for major replenishment. 

02 1350 COMINCH & CNO to CINCPAC ADV HQ Info CCMSUBPAC .• 

News in ComSubPac 02065.3 of such import that I consider you should relieve 
Captain of QUEENFISH from command and bring him. to trial. by General Courli 
Martial in order t:qat the record may be clear. Advise imraedia.tel;y position 
and time of sinking. 

03 0818 CINCPAC ADV HQ to OOMINCH. 

Your 021350. Position of sinking 25-25 Long 120-07 time 011500. Corrected 
information indicates ship was only about 2 hours ahead of schedule instead 
of 100 miles as estimated in my 020S40 Nimitz ~o King only message. Your 
021350 will be complied with but in interest of war effort I shall con-
tinue QUEENFISH on her present patrol for about 10 days longer unless you 
direct otherwise. About g additional days will be required for return voy-
age. Your message referred to Com.SubPac 011300. No record such a message 
and assume ComSubPac 02065.3 or QUEE:NFISH 020030 was meant. 

04 OS49 CINCPOA ADV Hq_ to Co.M5THFLT, D§.R::;OM.&F20 Info CTG 50.5,BOMCOM2l,COMSUBPAC. 

Minefields reported in KOREA STRAITS have prevented access by submarines to . 
profitable shipping traffic lanes in the J !.PAN SEA. Determination of routes 
used by shipping through KOREA STRAIT (between KOREA andTSUSHll1A ISLANDS) is 
.desired in order to develop a safe route for the passage of submarines. Re-
quest visual, photographic or radarscope photographic reconnaissance of this 
portion of KOREA STRAITS by planes of Fa~Ning 1 and Bo.mCom 21 as practieablet 
Loca.tion and course of any minelayers observed. is espedia.l.J;r important. This 
modifies requmst of my 040430 Feb not held or needed by 5thFlt addressees. 

04 1212 CINCPAC ADV HQ to COM3RDFLT I~o CINCPAC P~~RL,COMSERVPAC. 

Reauest you cancel your 040235. Until directed to be placed in effect I do 
not wish my OpPlan 2-45 to interfere with efficient employment of forces 
concerned .. 

02 0~5 CINCBPF to C!NCPAC J:.JJV HQ Info CINCPAC PEARL, COM5THFLT, CTF 57. 

This is part 2 of 'I1J3' 020ll5. Previous part 020104. Para 2. Based on this es-
timate I expect TF 57 to return to LEYTE about 16 April. As soon after their 
ret u.rn as possible I will (A) Confirm or amend the estimate in para 1 above 
(B) Estimate the ·length of time required for the :ma.jo;r replenishment~ refer-
red to in Para l(cl..-above and estimate the date on which TF 57 will be 1 

ready to continue operations. Para 3. 14'y Chief of staff who will be dis-
cussing these questions w·ith TF 57 on return of latter to LEYTE could if 
you agree then proceed to GUAM to report the result of these discussions to 
you. 
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03 0521 CINCBPF to CINCPAC f.JJV HQ Info CINCPAC PEARL,COMINCH,BAD,ADMTY,CINCSWPA, 
COM7THFLT ,CTF 7l~FO SUBMARINES S4 88-'--CII\JC EI. 

Part 1. my 0.30526. . My 260737 Jan Para 5 HMS BONAV'ENTURA cari:ti!lg 6 XE . 
craft is now in the Pacific and is hereby reported for duty • 2. $ubjeet . 
to your concurrence intend to keep her :ready in reserve until it is apparent 
that an opportunity will occur for using herl XE craft operationa.l.zy. 3. 
Propose her future employment should be reviewed at monthly intervals but 
I do not think it is paactieable. 

03 0526 Part 2 final my 030526 too PP 0521 from. CINCBPF • To keep her inactive for 
too long a period. · 

05 0020 CO:MWESSEAFRON to CCMSOCALSEC, CO]fl\TOReALSEC, COMNORWESTSEC, CClfF AIRWESTCOAST, 
COMGE:N WESDEFCOM,COMGEN 4THAR Info COMINCH, CINC'~Ac BOTH HQ, COMNORPAC, 
COM3RDFLT ,COM5THFLT, CO:MSUBPAC, COTCPAC, COMHAWSEAFRON, COM~..IRPAC. 

This is CorrWestSea.Fron OpPlan 2-45. Task organization (TF 06): (A) SoCalSee 
(TG 06.1) - Capt. La.ssing - forces presently assigned plus fleet air units •. 
(B) NorCalSec (TG 06.2)- Capt. Blackburn - forces presently assigned plus 
fleet air units, NorCalSec. (C) No~vestSec (TG 06.3) - Capt. Kerrick -
!orces presently assigned plus fleet air units, No~'estSec. (D) ~ attack 
units (TG 06.6) Bombardment units 4th AF organized and turned over to Com-
WestSea.Fron by CG VIDC. This }plan supports Cincpae OpPla.n 2-45. Assumption 
that Japanese carrier task force has become unloaated and that diversionar,y 
operations West Coast are contemplated as propaganda warfare during United 
Nations Conference. Own protective aircraft barrier patrol has been estab-
lished in Mid Pacific along lOOth meridian from ADAK to MIDWAY by NorPacFor 
and HawSeaFron and !lid Pacific Striking Force directed to intercept and 
destro.y enemy raiding forces. No major fleet units (carriers, BBs, CAs, Etc) 
will be available to ComWestSeaFron. :fuiission: This force will maintain air 
search over sea anproaches to principal cities and installations on West 
Coast of United states, detect, intercept and to limit or capabilities de-
stroy ene~ forces located. Tasks: TGs 06.1, 06.2, 06.3 effect and maintain 
air patrol and search to extent possible over sea approaches to principal 
cities and installations in own sector of the West Coast of the u.s. (in-
cluding Mexican and Canadian offshore approaches as appropriate). Augment 
patrol by sector search if required. Training operations temporarily sus- · 
pended. Use all fleet air personnel and air units available. To limit of 

· 1 capabilities (Balance of message will not break and is being serviced). 
This is ~ corrected-destroy enenw forces located. Cordinate attacks with Western Defense Com-
portion of ci:!-SE.• m.a.il.d and 4th AF in accordanc~ with existing agreements .Qf12 OpPlan WSF-5. 

TG 06.6 report numbers, availabiJity, r ea.diness of Army bombardment units 
for combat operations over water. Move attack units to rendezvous deiig-
·nated by' ComWesSeaFron. (X) This operatic~ is designated FIREBREAK. This 
plan will become effective on~ when speeifieally directed by ComWesSeaFron, 
at which tirne all major combatant units on west coast (fast carriers includ-
ing RANGER, battleships a.nd cruisers) available for combat service will be 
ordered MOPFIIL ror rencl:ezvous specified by Comdr Mid-Pacific Striking FDDee 
'TF .30). Sector conllJ:l..anders p:rov:ide for logistic support at normal bases. 
Logistic support of Army bombardment units at Arrrry bases. Connnunications 
in accordance with existing plans of participating units. Use GCT time. 
Sector commands at sector J OCs SAN DIEGO, TREASURE ISLAY.\ID and SEATTLE, 

~ ComWestSeaFron at JOC SAJJ FR .. !\NCISCO. 
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05 0223 ~CPAC ADV ,HQ to CINOBPF Info COMJJ~CH. 

Your 030521. M'y views concerning BONAVENTUR..I.\. and her XE craft are the same 
as expressed oreviously. I see no immediate need for them and do not de-
sire to interrtlpt effective use of other forces in the attemut to create such 
a need. · · 

05 0837 CINCroA ADV HQ to COMGENPOA, CO..!GENFMFPAC, COMSERVPAC, C011PHIBSPAC, COMFWD-
AREA, CO~IRPAC, CINCPOA PEARL Info COMINCH, COMGEN 10, CINCSWPA2 COM2THFLT 
CTF 51. 

The initial successes and light ground opposition experienced thus far at 
OKIN MiA indicate that it may become possible to accomplish subsequent phases 
ofiCEBERG operations sooner than planned. It is intended to exploit f~ 
any opportunity to expedite the occupation of the positions involved in 
Phases II and III even if all the forces and resources needed for· expedit~ous 
davelopment are not f~ ready. All commanders concerned are directed to 
keep their plans and preparations as flexible as possible and to be ready to 
support an accelerated campaign. Rolling up and drastic reduction in rear 
areas and MARIANAS as necessary would be expected and required. 

05 2341 ARNOLD to ~eARI'HUR, NIMITZ. 

WARX 63941. Joint Chiefs of staff message number WAR 6Z774 and Navy number 
032141 of 3 April are references. 2oth Air Force is prepared to furnish 
planning staff to meet the requirement of paragraph C of cited message on 
receipt of advice from you that your plann:ing for the invasion of J AP.AN 
has progres~ed to a point where participation of the 20th Air Force is 
desirable. I contemplate sending the Chief of staff 2oth Air Force, Brig-
adier General Norstad, to discuss this subject with your headquarters about 
the middle of May. 

05 0230 CINCPAC ADV TO C01DNCH. 

NIMITZ to KING. Acceptable months for · invasion KYUSHU are :May to November 
with September to November preferable. Acce~le months for HONSHU are 
May to September with May and June preferable. Believe more than .3 months 
interval desirable if both operations take place in order develop full ef-
fect of forces established in KYUSHU. If 3 months interval adhered to the 
date of the HONSHU· operation should govern. 

05 OS3S CINCroA ADV to COM5THFLT Info CTF 51, CTF .5.6. 

NIMITZ TO SPRUANCE niFO TURNER AND BUCKNER. Para 1. If the tactical situ-
ation on OKINA:1A continues favorable it may become possible to initiate 
Phase .3 earlier than plarm.ed.. In such case the principal difficulty will 
be in finding assault divisions for ADJUTANT. Although I have not yet re-
cei ved full reports it is unlikely that the 4th and 5th MarDivs will be 
ready even for a target date of 1 July. The 3rd MarDiv can probably be 
ready for an operation in July. Para 2. When opportunity occurs desire 
that you obtain the vievrs of Turner, Buclmer and Geiger as to the employ- . 
ment of the 6 A~ and 6 Marine Divisions available in POA to finish ICEBERG 
and initiate LONGTOM late August :possibly confining objectives to CmJSAN 
ARCHIPELAGO on~. Consideration should be given to rehabilitating at OKINAWA 
such divisions as are required to augment uncommitted reserves for the occu-
pation of ADJUTANT . Para 3., You will aupreciate that this message is,... purely 
exploratory and that reply will not be a commitment • j 0 7 3 



men emennrr 
APRIL (GCX) 

06 0701 COM5THFLT to CINCPAC ADV Info CTF 51, CTF 56. 

SPRUANCE TO 'NMTZ INFO TURNER MTD BUCKNER. After conference with Turner 
and Buckner. Your 020300 not to info adees and 050838 (Geiger ashore and 
not available on aecotmt of weather on beaches) submit tlie following comm.ents •. 
We recommend against taking further positions to northward immediately fo1-
lowing ICEBERG land 2 because of difficulties of landing on and supporting . 
any of islands in question and because we believe value of position to us 
after capture is not commensurate with damage we are likely to incur from 
continuing enemy air attaCks particularly suicide for which we have as yet 
no good solution. We reco.nunend proceeding with MIYAKO operation a.s soon after 
capture of OicrNAWA and IE SHDlA as availability of assault and service 
troops will permit using assault troops now committed to ICEBERG. This may 
involve a somewhat retarded bas.e development of MIYAKO unless availability 
of service troops can be advanced over present plans. Consider what number 
of assault troops available in CenPac should be adequate for LONGI'OM including 
capture of NINGPO PENINSULA. which is recommended as well as reduction in 
number of islands to be occupied in CHUSAN ARCHIPELAGO. AVailability of 
service troops not known to us. P~. Believe naval forces will ):>e adequate 
although m:l.necra.ft and escorts should be increased and additional repair 
vessels floating docks and certain special types already requested should 
be provided. Para. In view of foregoing reconmend (A) Target date of Phase 
30 be 1 June. (B) Phase 3D 15 August. Para.. Prior to moving ashore Geiger 

· ex.oressed himself as in favor of using available troops of 3rd.PhibCorps for 
MIYAKO. 

06 0125 COMGENFMFPAC to CINCPAC ADV HQ. 

Recommend 3rd PhibCorps reorganize and reequip at ·target and be emp1oyed 
Phase 30 ICEBERG in lieu of 5th ·PhibCorps. This refers your 050S37 April 
and 280529 Feb. In view light casualties and limited opposition believe 
adequate replacements and materiel repleishm.ents available GUAM and resupply 
shipments. This should permit advancement tentative target date Phase 3C. 
Further recommend 5th PhibCorps be employed IDNGTOM in place of 3rd previ-
ous~ recommended. 

BOM 
06 0815 21ST. BOMCOM to COM20THAF Info DEPCO~THAF .. CINCPAC PJJV ,73RD BOliWING,314THWING, 

0347. Subject: Slll1ll!lary of Minelaying Operations: B-29s of 21st. BomCom hav;e 
laid a total of 1690 mines using 205 sorties in initiation of complete 
strategic mine blockade of J apa.nese home waters • Mining missions of STAR-
VATION 1 to 6 were de$igned to obtain closure of SHTI~ONOSEKI STRAITS and 
HIROSHDtt\.-KUHE ,.1.\rea in order to terminate aJJ.. merchant traffic through 
SHIMONOSEKI srRAITS and prevent free use Jap fleet against our operation 
ICEBERG. Attempt vvas made to contain major Jap fleet units, in particular 
battleships and carriers, since reconnaissance indicated these forces were 
gathering in preparation for a sortie. This sortie could be through either 
the SHTI!ONOSEKI STRAITS or BUNGO SUJ;:DO. Total. of 612 mines dropped in field 
liTKE of which 58S were estimated effective. Total of 654 mines were dropped 
in Field L in which 640 mines ",rere estimated effective~ A total of 78 mines 
drooued in field J of which 70 were believed effective. Total of 252 mines 
dropped in Field I of which 230 mines were estimated effective. Total of 54 
mines of which 40 believed effective were dropped in ap~roaches of SASEBO 
HARBOR. All above mines dropued from a.ltitudew of 5000 to 0000 feet. Total 
of 415 mines dropped diredt~ in KUHE HARBOR among fleet units at a..nchor of 
which it is estimated 40 are Drobab~ effective. These mines dropryed from 
25,000 feet. 20 additional sorties scheduled for 3 and 4 April, 10 on each 
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06 0815 21ST BOHCOM (I~aNING SUHMARY - COI\l'riNUED l 
night to insure comulete blockade of these fleet units by reinforcing Field 
I. We suffered loss of 3 aircraft, robably due to enemy action and 1 air-
craft which c:f'a.shed while land:ing. Total l).umber personnel reported ldlled 
is 9: total number missing 33: total number injured 2. Mine types used were 
approximate]¥ ~%acoustic and 20% magnetic. 1000 poind mines were used at 
d,phhs from 3 to 15 fathoms; 2000 pound mines from 15 to 20 fathoms . Acoustic 
mines were set on medium sensitivity without arming delays or ship counts 
since basic plan assumed this mine could not be swept by enemy and because 
it was knovm that enemy was prepared to employ grapling methods to clear 
channels and shall~j waters. Arming delays unifo~ spaced were used an 
2000 pound magnetics and ship cotmts were distributed betvreen 1 and 10. 
1000 pound magnetic mines were used with dead periods equally divided be-
tween 8 and 10.5 seconds vdthout arming delays And with 30% of the mines 
on ship counts of 2. This preparation was made after careful study of ef-
fectiveness of Japanese :Mk 3 sweep against this type mine with long dead 
periods. It was possible to nrepare and use a small number of magnetic 
mines designed to select larger ships . In view of extreme difficulty the 
Japanese would encounter in sweeping these mines with long dead periods, 
combined with acoustic mines, it was believed that it v1ould be disadvant~geous 
to use long arming delays and ship counts in vi.av of the shallowness of 
the waters ner.mitting easier uses of grapoling methods which would be dis-
couraging if heavy loss of sweepers resulted. It is intention to modify this 
type preuaration as soon as evidence is available in regard to the effect-
iveness of en~ in mveeping these mines with these oarticular preparations. 
The relatively high effectiveness of 90% in this mining operations is ascribed 
to care taken in preliminary training in radar dropping techniques which 
were of simplest possible nature. Estimate that SHntONOSEKI STRAITS will 
remain closed to all traffic from INL\ND SEA areas until at least 7 April 
and nossibly longer. Believe western entrance to STRAITS may be opened by 
enemy during lst week in April but it is probable he will encounter apprecia-
ble losses after opening passage due to mines vd th delayed arming. Believe 
minefields in the SUO NATA will offer a definite ...-.-+"WWV deterent to 
shipping attempting approoach to eastern entrances of SHIHONOSEKI STR~UTS 
and to naval ships attemnting to fuel at TOKUYA!\11\. Enemy forces consisting 
of 1 battleship and 10-12 cruisers and destroyers were observed prior to 
minint at TOKUY .. ~4.. These were later observed on 29 March near minefield be-
tween RIMA SHIMA and NAGA SHIMA and have subsequently been observed on 1 
April in SAGO-NO SETO. SUrmise from these sightings that this force may 
have attempted passage through minefield and turned back after suffering 
losses. There is as yet no indication that major Japanese force observed 
in KURE consisting of 6 battleships, carriers and escorts has been able to 
sortie forth since minelaying of 30 March. Estimate this force will be con-
tained withL~ KURE-HIROSHlliU~ area for at least 1 week, that is, until 7 
April and that they mey suffer losses in attempting to clear mines out of 
harbor area. Conclude that mining operations were able to completely dis-
rupt any plans that may have been made by Japanese Navy to sortie out and 
attack our forces engaged in landing on OKINRNA. Mining of SASEBO was de-
signed to trap and interfere with any naval units based there which had been 
observed by reconnaissance and to prevent use of this base against our 
OKINAWA assault forces. Opinion of this cormnand is that accuracy achieved 
by crews in these operations was exceptional~ All results will be confirmed 
by radar scoDe uhotos taken at point of release. The fact that radar laying 
techniques were used by all crew·s and such high success achieved even ? n 7 ~ 
though visual methods in laying were feasible indicates high.effectivene~ · 1 

of training in radar methods in obtaining hi?h accura~y! BeJ.1.eve ?O% of mmes 
airborne can be effectively nl aced by B-29 a1.rcraft nun1.ng at alt~tudes of 
5000 to 8000 feet using radar methods in any t ype of weather encounteredo 
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07 0105 COM5THFLT. TO CTF 5S,CTF 21 Info CTF 5lhCTG 52.l,CTG 50.5,CINCPAQ AJJV HQ. 

MY 061520. During aft~rnoon when overall situation and distance Der.mit 
attack with aircraft force reported ComTaskFor $8 062337. Keep each other 
and me advised as practicable. · 

07 0832 . CTF 54 to COMINCH, CINCPAC BOTH, TF 24 Info CTFs 51,52,52~55,CTG 51.19,CM2THF,I 

Info ORANGE force consist~ng of a min:im:wn the YAMA.TO 2 light cruisers or 1 
heavy cruiser and possibly 10 destroyers ~ heading for this area and at 
OS25 this date was in position Lat 30-44 Long 129-10 E. They can arrive 
this area after dark. Foree believed to be fast striking troup of BAlJZAI 
type with objective of destroying BllJE shipping and combat ships :in objec-
tive area. BDobab~ their attempt will be accompanied by suicide and torpedo 
air attacks. Para. Gen plan this force vdll interpose between orange Slll'-
face forces a.ttmmpting to interfere with BLUE operations 1n western OKINAWA 
and destroy them b.7 battleline action at moderate ranges, by light force 
gun and torpedo action, and air torpedo and bombing attacks when vlsibillty 
permits in order to protect OKINAWA a.rea. Para. TG 54.5 ba.ttleline RAdnl 
JiicCol"'nick BatDi v 3 IKAHO N.EIJV MEXICO TENNESSEE BatDi v 4 destroy enemy bat-
tle line by closing to a moderate range of from 17,000 to 22,000 yards !:!.Q. 
THEN by maneuvering to continue the action vdth the enemy battleline at 
moderate ranges. TG 54.6 right flank force RAdm Rodgers CruDiv 13 less 
SAN'TA FE, Destroyers BARTON, LAFFEY, PORTEllFIELD, CALLAGHAN, IIDVIN, PRESTON, 
LONGSHAW, HALL, TWIGGS, HUTCHINS, BENNION TG 54.7 left flank force RAdm. 
Joy CruDiv 6 less NEvlf ORLE.ANS plus PORTLAND, destroyers JtNTHONY, BEALE, 
WADSNORTH, ZELLP.RS, EDW~t.\RDS, ROOKS, RICKING, PORTER, MIIDGER ML ABELE pre-
vent enemy from working around our flanks and keep interposed between him 
and the transport area. Sink his light forces and nrevent toroedo attacks 
uuon ovm battleline. Torpedo enemy heavy shius when opportunity offers or 
when directed but keep interposed between enenzy- and his objedtive. De-
stroyers will generally conform to actions of cruisers. Kee_p OTC informed 
position enernw ships, also condition and changes speed. Keep clear of islands 
except for cover. Insure enemy not using islands for cover. Attack enemy, 
defend ~Tn battleline. Para.·OpOrd effective on receipt. General principles 
night battle plan Annex E ComBat Ron 1 6pPlan 1-45 apply. Should TF 54 be 
divided into2 'I'Gs BatDiv 3 plus right flank forces 1-vill be TG 54.S com-
manded by ComBatDi v 3 and BatDi v 4 plus left flank forces will be TG 54.9 
commanded by ComBatDiv 4. Pa.ra. Use zone time :QII I(-9), use communication 
plan Annex G ComBatRon 1 OpPlan 1-45 except use force frequency 75.7 Mcs 
for TBSo CTF 54 in BB 43 ?dth TG 54.5. OpOrd ComBatRon 1 No. l..-45. 

06 2ll6 COMINCH & CNO to COM'ZTHFLT, Info CINGPAC, CTI'!CSTHPA. 

Under the provisions of Joint Chiefs of Staff directive of 3 April which 
has been passed to you for information units of the 7th Fleet will pass to 
the command of Cincpac on a schedule to b.e agreed on by General ~Mac.lu•thur 
and Admiral Nimitz or as may be directed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 
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07 1945 CO:~INCH, CNO to CDICPAC llJJV HQ Info COMSUBPAC. 

Ascertain and report soon as ,)ossible haw QUEE~~ISH established identity 
of vessel she sank on 1 April. It is necessary to know vd thout delay 
whether or not identification is positive and whether or not it was pos-
sible to tell during or after at tack if navigation lights and special 
marldngs w~re lighted .. 

COMGEN 10, COMGEN 

21054. Reference is made to situation with resuect to reception of 316 Wing 
at INDISPENS;'LBLE (IE SHD.!A). Base Developnent Plans as submitted by this 
headquarters contemplated the completion of 1 VLR strip and 60 hardstands 
by 1 August, and an ·additional VLR strip and 60 hardstands by 1 Sept. 5 
Engineer Aviation Bns . vvere comnrl. t ted for this operation, \'.'hich is considered 
adequate to complete minimum required construction by dates specified above. 
ComGen 10 subsequentlY revised Base Development Plan to indicate that 
strips would be canpleted 15 Sept and 15 Oct, or a delay of 45 days from 
completion dates as visualized by us. Service groups and ground echelons 
of 316 Vling are nci'r echeloned into I1lDISPENSABLE for arrival da.tes which 
would nermit supporting flight echelons of 2 very heavy groups by 15 Aug. 
and additiov41 2 ver.y heavy groups by 15 Sept. ConL~F 20 has requested 
tl".d.s headquarters to review entire subject at this time, since 316 Wing 
already has been delayed 65 days and it is highly desirable to avoid ad-
ditional 30 day delay if this is at all possible. With due appreciation 
for the fact that it is difficult to determine at this time an exact com-
pletion date for fields on lliDI.SPENSABLE, and that problems of terrain as 
they may effect construction are not fully kn~~ as y~t, it is nevertheless 
strongly recommended that 15 August and 15 Sept be set as target dates at 
this time for completion of strips and hardstands. Further recommend that 
interested agencies be instructed to implement this nrogram.. This would 
. rovide a')nroximately same length of time as has been planned in past opera-
tions for similar type work, with due consideration for construction tDoops 
committed. Although this headquarters considers ·5 Engineer Avn Bns novf 
committed for INDISPrmSABLE are sufficient to meet recommended completion 
dates, the reception of the 316 Wing at the earliest nracticable date is 
a matter of sufficient importance to warrant committment o~dditional 
engineer units, if this is essential. If necessary, this headquarters will 
reexamine deployment of Engineer Avn Bns in fon'lard area and nominate an 
additional battalion to be made available for construction work on I~DISPEN8-
.ABLE. 

07 2145 f!l_UPO~ PEA~1L to_C02.rGEN 10 Info CGP_l\.FPOA,CGl\&~POA ~DMIN,COMAF20,CINCPOA MJV. 

Request yoUl' com.:"TT.ents on ComGenA.J ).F'PO Admin 060535. 

09 0910 .Q.Q'~GENTEl\T to CINCPOA ~:ABL Info CGAAI~POA,COMGENFOA,CTF5l,ADMIN10th. R(-'AR, 
.Q.TITCPOA IDV H1,_J.§CO!·~ J!!Q,UM_!N.Q..lill.. 

Your 072145. Dates specified in BDP were set after consideration difficulty 
of echeloning service and construction troops and maintenance and con-
struction materials because of limited beach capacity. Reconnaissance con-
firms beach cauacity is meager~ No. 6 airfield (YONT.~) N-S striu &~d No. 5 
airf ield (Y.:.illENA) 2 par allel strips excellent for VLH development o Both 
sites . rovlde grades less than 1 nercent 8500 feet strips ap1)roach angles 0. 
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09 0910 COMG:t~NTEN to CINCPOA PEJUZL Info CGAAFPOA, GOMGEJ'jPOA, ETC-!.. (CONT'D). 

......... Ample space for taxiways ha.l .. dstand.s and facilities. GOd.d 
base good drainage coral fill. Reconnai:ssarice in southern sector may dis-
close additional VLR sites. Reconunend consideration be given to development 
·Ghese fields for VIH eliminating 2 or more VLR fields INDISPENSABLE.. This 
has advantage of concentration effort immediate apulication of uresent con-
struction forces to task and elimination of difficult logistics nroblem 
at INDISP~TSABLE. Estimate desired dates can be met at recommended sites 
if early decision reached. Additional Avn Engr Bn will assist in expediting 
completion project. INDISPENSABLi!; can be de-veloped for fighter .fields if -
desired with less logistics problem or I~JDISPENSABLE can later be developed 
for VLR fields in "-'Vhich case consideration should b~ given to elim.i.na.timn 
VLR program JC. This has advantage of concentration of effort nearer 
profitable targets reducfttion logistic difficulties and reduction garrison 
forces required. Corollary subject is airfield No. 1. This site is imprac-
ticable has deep mud for foundation difficult approach angles poor drainag~ 
and no suitable building materials within reasonable distance. 4 nmv sites 
being investigated. Limited reconnaissance discloses -airfield No. 8 maP' 
be Lmpracticable. Further report when data available. 

_09 ll57 CINCPOA ADV HQ to COM~THFLT Info COM3RDPHIBCORPS,COMGE11p'lvfFI?..AC,CTF5l,CTF56, 
COMGEN24CORPS,COMFWDA!lEA,ISCOM SAIP~T ,CINCPOA PEARL. 

CTF 51 and CTF 56 090235 not to all. Return of 2nd llfarDiv to SAIPAN for 
discharge personnel and rainimum essential equipment authorized with under-
standing that eli vision remains cil.erted fo:r -employment ·when ·and if needed 
for Phase I, II or III of ICEBERG. 

05 0226 CINC.?AC ADV to COMINCH. 

NTIIfiTZ TO KING ONLY. Halsey is now engaged in planning operations of eastern 
forces dm"ing LONGTOM and OJ)erations to establish line of ·sea communications 
into SEA OF JAPAN via either -~ ?EROUSE or KORF.A STRAIT. See my s~ria.l 
0005034 of 31 March. It is my view that :in OLYMPIC the country will be 
best served if Spruance controls the amphibious nhases which require meticu-
lous ,lanning while Halsey is employed in offensive covering operations 

. both of which must be c oorclinated by me as in LONGTOM. Thus each will be 
employed in the field in which he is best qualifiede 

05 022S CINC.POA ADV to CINCS!VP A. 

ND·.ITTZ TO M . ..L!.CAI~r:HUR. I wotild be happy to have you and such staff as you 
choose to bring be nw· guests at GUA!vi to discuss the matters involved in 
our latest directives. 

09 0526 CINGSWPA to CINCFO! MJV. 

CA 514.64. Your cordial invitation to visit you is appreciated but the daily 
development$ of campaign here are such that · it is impossible for me to absent 
myself at this ttme., . v1Then convenient to you I V'rl.ll send Sutherland vrith the 
Assistant Chiefs of Staff G3 and 4. The signal officer and an air officer 
for conference. The 13th is suggestet~ Delay to that date has been occa-
sioned bv the dis·olaeement of GHQ from I.J1'YTE to MANILA Virhich is in progress • .., -
MacArthurQ 
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09 ll55 CINCPQA ADV to CTNC~'VPA. 

Your 090526. Will oe glad to see Sutherland an.d the others on the 
thirteenth,. Nn,r.rrz. 

09 1921 COliTNCH to Cil\TC Pl' .. G• 

KING TO NIMITZ. In answer to your 050226 I no~e you~ 050230 consider Novem-
ber is latest month in the year for OLYMPIC. It is essential that your 
overall command setup for naval and amphibious phases of invasion be estab-
lished in early future for coordination with MacArthur's olans for land 
campaign. I agree ttith your view that this command should be Fifth Fleet· 
team of Spruance and Turner. This 'Will make them unavailable for LONGTO:M:. 
They should therefore be disengaged from ICEBERG as soon as nracticable. 
To this end I suggest Halsey take the overall command about one May and that 
Turner. pass over the amphibious command to Hill or Blaney not later than 
one May. Para ~ro. Assume you will include consideration of Kinkaid dash 
Barbey nteamn as among' those who· vrill participate in planning and operations 
possibly those mounted in PHILIPPDWS. Pa:ra. Three. Wilkinson could then 
remain for making amphibious plans for LONGTOM and or other amphibious· 
operations 9relimina.ry to invas.ion. Para Four. Assume that you will ar-
range MacArthur in early future as to method, time and place for coordinati on 
of invasion planning and preparations directed by Joint Chiefs · of Staff. 

OS 0512 COM5THFLT to CTF 58 Info CTF 51., . CTG 52,1, CJ;!'JCPAC AIJV • 

With vlmv to stamping on next fuse desi re you make 1-day KYUSIID strike. 
Factors in timing are shorebased fighters 1cy 080445 available for Turner, 
status your air groups and indications enemy reactions. With respect to 
latter, I believe the sooner the better. Turner comment on local support 
requiremei:lts. 

10 0025 CTF 58 to C?J:l5THFLT. 

Your 080512. striking date KYUSHU dependent upon when 'TF released from sup-
port amphibious forces. Will require 1 day to fuel TF from 16 oilers center 
area FIREFLY and then wait for favorable weather. 

10 0044 CINCPOA ADi[ to cm.1$£HFLT,Info CTFS 51.56, CTGs 99!2 22,.3,CJ.NCPOA PE .. AJ1L. 

1 of the principle purposes of the occupation of the RYUKYUS is to establish 
air bases for· attack on Ji\.P.AN and its sea approaches. The seizure of positions 
subsequent to OKINAWA and IE SHD~ vdll be dependent to a degree on the ex-
tent to which suitable airfields can be developed on OKINAWA. The tentative 
sites of 4 of the $ fields planned for OKD~AWA na.e~ l 3 5 and 6 are n~~ in 
our hands. 2 4 7 and 8 are still held by the enenw but our forces iil the area 
should by now be able to aopra.ise their suitability for development. Para. 
request as soon as pl'·acticable the best local estimate as to (:l) Feasibility 

~ of constructing the $ fields nlanned with the ca:oacity now projected. (B) Feas-
ibility of constructing additiot1al fields and proposed sites~ (C) Feasibility 
increasing capacity of 8 fields now planned 1rvhile mai.ntaining satisfactory dis-
,ersal. Para. In case either number 1 field or No . g field cannot be developed 
as 'la.nned it ll'rill be necessary either to find adequate sites elsewhere or to . 
use 1 and possibly 2 existing fields for the essential needs of seareh aircraitr 
and eventually of carrier aircraft as heretofore contemnlated for 8 and 1 re.-
snectively. The future requir-ements of the accelerated camnaign against 

- Co11tinued - 3079 . 



'I'M? oiJOIMr 
~\PHIL ( dCTJ 
10 004-4 CINCPOA ADV to COM5THFLT Info CTF 51~ ETC~n lCONlf''D) 

JAPAN make it imperative that there be 2 naval airfields capable of expansion 
Para. Desire infonnation as·to feasibility of establishing airfields on OKI-
NAVJA north of ISHIKNlA ISTH1viUS. Para. The nroposal of ComGen 10 070910 to 
develop airfields No. 5 and 6 for VLR is not concurred in 1.ll'lless adeouate 
sites can be found elsewhere for the·groups now pla1u1ed for those fi~lds. De-
crease in the Dlanned strength of the tactical air forces to be deployed in 
the RYUI\.rUS is not acceptable. Para. Those questions are of the greatest 
Ul~gency since they affect decisions concerning the seizure of additional ob-
jectives to get the needed airbaxe caPacity. Para. Can send Captain Painter 
to ;y:ou if you desire his serVices. 

10 0223 CINCPOA ADV HQ to GINCPOA PEA.:1.L,C011FWDAREA,Info COHAIRPAC,COMAIRPACSUBCOH~~m, 
ISCO~ ·~ SAIPAN, ISCOH GUAM. 

It is ure;ently necessartJ that completion of essential operational and sup-
porting facilities in the ~·1ARI_4NAS for carrier aviation be accelerated. ·It 
is directed that on SAIPAN the .completion of such facilities be given A 
priority next after essential hospitals. Cincpoa Pearl issue necessary direc-
tives to ~nplement and delete 51st NCB from troops for H1ase III ICEBERG. 
This will leave 39th end 51st NCB available at SAIPAN until operations subse-
quent to ICEBERG are directed to be undertaken. 

10 0716 COM5THr'~'LT to CTF ~g Info CTF 51, CD\jCPAC ADV HQ. 

CTF 51 100450 comply. In addition to conditions he mentions I believe 
another heavy attack is nearly due. Para. Until shorebased air is reported 
by Turner to be sufficiently effective major strike contemplated your 100025 
in response nw 000512 must be postponed. When strike is made exDect ma.x:i.mum 
oilers :.vailable v.d.ll be 12 to 14 instead of 16 requested by you. Para. In 
interim believe long range fighter svveep or sw·eeps on KYUSHU fields at cri ti-
cal times may ·_1ay big dividends. Desire you do this if at all ~1racticable 
while meeting Turner's C..:lP requirements. 

10 2237 i[C§. .!!_o_CINQS£!PA _ ·- _: __ ..:. __ _ 
11 lh37 ~.lli...f..'?r info to CIN<.a--vA ADV JI~. 

WAR 66056. In connection ·with you:r C&1 511:.20 the Joint· Chiefs of staff 
consider that the opera··.ion of' lst oriority :in BOR rr;;o is BHUNEI BAY and 
this area will be seized at the earliest practicable date for the purpose 
of orovj~ding an advai1ce base for the British Fleet. TAi.0tJi.KA.N will be seized 
prior to BRUNSI BAY only if essential to the success of th~ BRu1JEI BAY 
ooerationo You are reminded that the British Pacific Fleet can be made 
a~ailable for these operationso The Joint Chiefs of Staff prefer that you 
do not commit forces for the seizure of R'\.LIKPAPAN unless you can do so 
without prejudice to the o·':)erations against J liPAN and/ or without involve-
ment of US ground troopst~due eli version of am ;hibious craft and equipment. 
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to 044.2 CINCPOA ~IDV to COli5THFLT Info CINCPOA PEARL ,COMPHOTOGRP 2,-CGlO,CTF5l,CTGQ9.2tt 

Re MyDis To:p*Secret OlJ..0622. Account immediate needs fop medium altitude 
mapping and reconnaissa.nca coverage of southern KOREA. TSUSI-IIYJI .. and SJUSHU-TO 
it ,is desired that arrangements be made for staging 2 or 3 Liberators of 
Photo Group 2 through OKinAWA as soon as reasible4. 1f.a.ximum number offieers 
Jl~ enlisted 39. 7, 000 gallons AvGas will be required -oermission. O:x;y-gen re-
quired. Para. Request you inform Cincpoa eJCpected date Photo Liberators can 
stage through OI$INAWA fields. (*Ref - secret) 

10 1145 CINCPOA AD:V. to COM7"rHFLT Into CINCPOA PEARL. 
sterilization date of 1 Sept for all mining targets your 090835 is sa. tis-·, 
factory. luning FOOCHOVv and WENCH01N ' approved 'V'.ri th same st·erilization date. 

11 0353 COMPHTBGRP13 via COU?THFLT TO RAFT INFO COM7THFLT ,CINCPOA ADV ,PACFLT CJ.illRIER 
AIRCRAFT POOL SAtfA . .~.~. 

Reference to your letter FT No 201S/lt32 dated 6 ADril 1945 not to all. ' 
Arrangements have been .~tade and authorization is hereby given for accom-
modating 25 British aircraft and 4 officers and 55 ratings ~t SftlUill PacFlt 
carrier aircraft nool beginning 15 A':lril. Corn7thFlt has agreed to provide 
necessq.ry tentage fotpersonnel. It is requested that no increase irfourngers 
stated in this despatch of British planes and ?ersonnel based ashore at 
SA..l!AR be made vd. thout additional request to ComPh.i bGroup 13 and receipt 
of authorization by addressee. 

11 0706 CINCPAC .. IDV to CO!vll'A:ARGILSAREA INFO COMSUBPAC. 

Your l0063l~~; Desire you do not depart from regular routine searches until . 
19 April. Unless special circtnnstances arise do not send air strikes against 
VV'AKE prior to this date. Complete absence of air during this period will 
greatly enha~e probability· of successful accomplishment of submarine mission. 

ll 1021 @·TCB?F to CINCPI\C 30rrH Info CO.M!!i9Ji,.BAD WASH, CQk!2THFLT, ADMI&iJ.-!..'11:• 

My 26Cf739 January not to Com5thFlt • It has been found necessar-y to wt thdravv 
ILLUSTRIOUS to UK for refit. 2o . ILLUSTRIOUS will be relieved by FOH'TIDlJ3LE 
in TF 57 after present series of strikes on approxL~tely April 13th. 

12 Oll2 (:?~OB~t\BLY COM5THFLT) TO CINCPAC P.JJV 1 CTF51, 58, C'Jli_ 52.1, 50, 8 Info COlL~IRPAC 
SUBC O!Fv!Jl? J Q0'2IAIAF:AC, CINGPAC __2~AR1~,.. 

Cincpac Adv 080846. To keep abreast situation with minimum L\G request GincPac 
Adv direct CorPJ1.irPacSubComFord keep CTF 51 advised current and anticipated 
need for services additional CVEs f or aircraft transportation to combat 
area basing ' his est:imates on his knmvledge planes and ~:Jilots in pools and 
enroute and on direct information from CTF 58 CTG 52.1 and CTG 50*8 vfho 
are directed to keep !dm informed. c~rF 51 directed meet requirements by 

·assignment of combatant CVEs from CTG 52.l. 
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12 2310 CTNCT>QA ADV t o COi~~&HlO ,COH5JI-I.fi'LT , Q.QM2.THPIITBFOR ,COESERVP,~\C ,COl:.:U RPAC,COM- -
.J:1113SPAC 1 CO~[GENPCH't s ~~TFI~IFPAC , COMGENAAJf_POA,INFO COl"S0°!1.C ,COrll!if~!D AJlEA , CTF96; 
GTF 93,COtHNCH&CNO , COY'NORPA:C, CI:NCSWPA, MP.3CORPS 2CCliJ.ENSUPSE .. tV711FPAC~CO}:JTHFLT 
COM3RDF._E,~COl~Gl~HAJ,.ill'1~1FPAC, COHG:~:N2l~THQ.ORPS , COi·dGIGN3RDPHIBCORPS 2 CINCPOA PltWL, 
Hr~ CO"~~'G£!1\T5TH01f1liCORPS.= CC1;f0HIBGRP2 , ~-:~~HIBS_,?AC 2 GOI1G~'IlOREru1 ECH. --

h'L1RNING OHDER. ~lyDis 280529 Feb modified as follows._ In ~ order to be ready 
to ex_: loit successes in Phases I and II an.d to ""Jre·oare ·to de·1loy in the 
RY1f.KYUS a maxiln"Lun e.ir force at the earliest nossible da.te initiate pre-
parations for Phase III (c) ICEB-:;RG with target date (A-Day) for ~1\DJl)"'fl.ANT 
(lVIIYAKO JThLI\.) on L plus ?6~ Operation v;ill be conducted by sa1ne higher 
troop commanders as Phases I and II. Assault troop~ .for operation will 
consist of 3rd Amphibious Corps with Corps Troops lst :?nd and 6th Jlfa.rDivs 
reinforced or e 'C!1.ri.valent units designated by Co.mGen lOth fu-my from forces 
·under his operational · control. Necessary DUKX COs and NCBs as designated 
by Corn.Ge:rl 10 attached. 534th an(\ ?20th : ... mph Tractor Bns mounting point 
9A.HU . ?26th .Amph Tractor Bn mounting point ShiPi1JL .. 750th $ inch How Bn Hq 
Det 2B'th Smo~e Gen Bn 67th and 6Sth Smoke Gen Cos mou.nt:ing point 0 illU. 1 ~ .. t~..:rmy 
C111 Mortar Bn when a.vaile .. ble . Para. Garrison troops v~d.ll consist of follmrlng: 
(A) To be provided from troops locally available to ComGen 10. lst J',fu.rDiv 
reinforced which v.rill remain on target until relieved by i\rmy garrison unit . 
2 FirL11g Batteries AltA Auto r'Jpns. 1 Bn J.u\A gu..YJ.s (90mm) . Btry C (Less 1 Plat) 
29lt-th S/L Bn. Hq and Hq Btry 230th S/L Bn: " (B) To be motmted HA' . AII!~.N AREA. 
Hq and Hq Btry a11d Btry A 867th .Al.!L KT Bnt~ l43rd Hq and Hq Btry CA Gl'·p. 
(C) To be mounted KV7AJAIEIN. Btry D 867th ""q_.f\.A .AW Bn. (D) To be mounted GUAT!.~. 
868th AAA lf: Bn. 64th li..~A Gun Bn. ??1st AM Gun Bn. 2nd Plat Bt!"IJ C 294th ' 
S/L Bn. 177th CA Bno (E) To_ be .mounted .SAIPAN . Hq and Hq Btry 69th Alt.4. GJ.il• 
206th A..A..l1. A-r.Y Bn (less Btries C and D) • Btr.v B & C S67th AAA A~r-:1 Bn. 865t h ~-ill 
AW Bn. Btry B 230th S/L Bn. Hq a-11d Hq Btcy- 59th JV-iA Brig. 33rd CA Bn. (F) 
Mounting pmmt .Al\fGAUR. 45th CA Bn. (G) To be mounted FINSCIL\VEN. l .A.J.\A gun Bn 
1 AJiA Grp Hq. 1 _operations Det. Para. Garrison air forces . MarAirGrp 14 
Hecl.T?.on~ 14 Seron ll} MarFitRons 212, 222, 223 mounting Si'.Itlli. MarAirGrp 12 
HedR.on 12 SeRon 12 MarFitRon D.5, 2ll and 218 mounting ZAUBOAJ\fC-A . He<tl.on 
for ATC mounting on v1Test coast . V! ~F(N) 533 motmting ENGEBI. VMTB 331 motmting 
Ill' .. JURO . ' MA:Y S'l 7 mounting OKIN.:WJA. 2 CBliilUs and 1 NCB to be designated by 
ServPac . 2 VL..t-l ~Yings comnlete with Hq arid accom•)anying service unit s . Photo 
Sqdn VH. Photo lab Bomb Gp VH. All to be designated later and all mounting 
from -;Jest Co-: st . P,q,ra. In the following 2 naragra·0hs the remarks in narenthe-
sis shoYI availability 9f units as i ndicated in ComGenFDA serial 000}.45 Mar 2S. 
Para. Additional a:via.tion servi~e ttnits,. Uounting point OAHU. Det No . 52, 
70th ""~CS (35% available). 1915th ::!.:ng Bn. ACS Det, 3365th SigServBn. Det 
No 3, l?llt-th SigServGo9 • Det, Hq 419th Troop Carrier Gp. Mounting point 
GU--~H . Hq and Hq Serv Co 933rd Engr Am Regt. 188hth 1885th 813th 1S99th 
l886th and 1924th Engr J..\rn Bns o 463rd Sig I-I~J Const Bn :~vn. ~:Kounting Point 
SAI ? AI1L. l894th Eng Avn Bn. :Mounting Point r~·;~·~Jn".MIN . l914th Eng t. .. vn Bn'J 
Motmting point west coast. 80lst Eng .lLvn Bn. lt1ounting point unkno1mo · Det 
fu."..F weather Serv PO:"' (20% available). Radio Sqd Hobile (J) (Short) " Det l~v 
Control Centr (short) • 6 MP Cos •\ VN (Short). 4 OJ~i Trk Cos l\.vn ( shorl) • Para. 
Army ground service units v:rith mounting ooints indicated where knOVIm _\djutant 
Generalo 903rd APU t ype J f r om OAHU . 337th APU type M from west coast and 
3 APU t ype K (short)a Chemicalo 1 Gen Serv Co (short). 1 Processing Co (shol~, ) 
Engineer,.. 1 Depot Co ( shor t 1 Plat ). 1 Base De·?ot Co (short) • 1 light equ.i~ 
ment Co ( short) o 3 ~rl:aint . Cos 1 from O,jti-IU ( 1 short). 1 1/Jater Sup Co (short)-. 
1?36th and 17 )7th SL Jllaint Teams f r om OAHU~ Hq and Hq Co Const Grp (short). 
Hq and Hq Co ~ase Depot ( short). 6 Const Bns (short). 3 Eng Avn Bns Cincuoa 
Pearl 090158 substituted in lieu. thereof 410 Desi gnat ed in lieu t hereof. Desig-
nated in foregoing naragranh) ~ 1 Composite Serv Gn ( short)., 1 Base Equip 
Co~ ( short ) . 1534th 3067th 3068th Dump Trk Cos f rom GU1~o 2919th Dump 
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Trk Co from O.AJID. 3072t.h 3073rd 307l"th 3078th Dump Trk Cos and 2 other Cos 
from west coast. 1 HViJ Shop Co (short). 2 Petrol Dist Cos from \f~est Coast. 
1772nd Plat Parts Supply from OAHU. 1 parts su:oply Plat (short). 2$48th 
Gas Gen Det from S!-~.I PA.t'l\l'. Medical. 2 San Cos (short). 1 Field Hosp from 
PHiiSE I ro II. 317th Gen Hosp and 210th ste. Hasp from west coast. 39th 
sta. Hosp frcrn lNGAUR. 2oth 31st l22nd 382nd Sta Hosps from GU.t"JJ.4L, NR'i C}J..~, 
ESPI :tiTU S ~l'ITO and west coa,st respectively .• 3 Malaria control units and 2 
Mal Survey Units from PtL~SE I or II. 149th Vet Det (food insp) from west 
coast. 2 Vet Dets (short). f!77th Med Sup Team number 5 from OAHU., ~"ITLITlU1Y 

· POLICE.. 1 MP Co Corps ( Short) • 1 MP Bn (short) 1 HP Proc Plat from Phase I 
or 2. l C~tnal Invest Sec TJ~e 2 (short). 2 ~1cl Guard Sees Type 3 (short). 
l Mess Te&'!l No. 2 (short). 1 I\fi? Co for Military Govt. Miscellaneous. 1 L'l'ltell 
Serv Org and 1 Order of Battle Team from Phase I or II. 77th CIC Det from 
Phase II. 2 CIC teams from OAlill. 1 Photo Intern Team fra~ Phase I or II. 
1 Special Serv Co (short). Ordnanc~. 1 Hq and Hq Det Gp (short). 302nd and 
1 other Hq and Hq Det Bn from OAHU. 247th and 2h8th Armno Co. from West Coast. 
323lst Depot Co from west coast. 3233rd Depot Co from OAHU. 2 Ham Cos from 
west coast. 56l1-th Hvy Maint Co 'frk from west coast. 354lst Maint Co .~4.. from 
west coast. 3S2nd MAM Co from west coast. l54th 1~M co from OAI-IU . 406th and 
296th 11M Go from west coast. 104th BD SC"JD from Phase I. 215th 216th 217th 
219th BD Sqds from west coast. ~~a:rterma.ster. Hq and Hq .Det 529th Gp from 
OAHU. 447 4th Depot Co Supply from OLTID. "l50th r:m Trk Co from At~GAUR. 4102nd 
4106th 894th 895th ~~ Trk Cos from o:u-IU. 4464th Sa.lv Coll Co less 1 Plat 
from west coast (1 Plat short). 5 Driver Aug Teams. (short)• 1 Gas Sunply 
Co (short) . 5 Hq and Hq Det ~ Bn (short) . 2 Bkry Cos (available l Plat 
ANGAUR 1 Plat WC) . 1 Grs Plat from OlliU. 2 Salv Repe.ir Cos (1 Plat available 
ANGAUJ.) . 2 Ldry Cos (1 Plat available ANGAUR) • 4517th 451Bth -: Serv Cos from 
west coast. 6 other. Serv Cos reoui: ·ed ( 1 Plat available JL"qGAUR) . 2 Fumigation 
and Bath Cos (short) . 2 Sec Hosp Ldry TiJ!Je EJ (short). 5 Sec Hosp Ldry Type 
EI (short) . Signa.l. 103rd, 105th, 232nd, 25oth, 3llth radar Haint Units f:J;om. 
OJ'JID. 1 Sig Const Co Hvy (short). 1 Sig Serv Co Opn (short) • Tran~porlation. 
1 Hq and Hq Co .Amphib Trk Bn (short). 526th Hq and Hq Det Port Bn from 11vest 
coast. 364th Hq and Hq Det Port Bn from OJU-IU. 493rd and l}95th .Amnh Trk Cos 
from GUAb't. 49lst md 488th Amph Trk Cos j.':rom H...\W.AIIAN AREA. lit-2nd J.45t..h 146th 
147th 148th and 137th -Port Cos from vv-est coast. Overhead. Hq and· Hq_ Garr 
Force (83% available). 00 ltilitary censors(short)-. 37 Milit~J Govt inter-
'1reters (short). Par a • .. \rmy uni-~ s listed in preceding Daragre;;hs which have 
not been designated shoul d be so designated with mounting point by ComGenFOA 
by disDatch a s they become available. Para. · r~aval · Service Units in accordance 
vd th ComServPac Spdltr Ser 0001003 dated 10 March. Plu.s the follow·ing units: 
1 r:cB f or wat erfront work.- 2 NCB Regt Hq. Milita.~J Govt Hosps consist:.ing of· 
4 G-6 and 3 G-10 nava l functional components. 4 Nl A f unctional components for 
Mi l i tary Govt. ComServPac r equest ed to designate unit s above by dispatch i.Yl<li~ 
eating mount ing points. Para: Cinc 'loa Pearl designate necessary military govt 
dets by dispatch ;> Parae Unit s l i s t ed t hi s dispatch i s a. ".)reliminary list of 
unit s and i s bas ed on r evised tro01:)S list Phase 3(C) now being formulated. 
Par a . On compl et i on of Phase ,3( c ) He_;_ 3rdPhibCorps, Cor)s t roops and 6thMarDiv 
r eturn to GUtJ\f. f or r ehabil i t ation and 2nd HarDiv r eturn to SAI P4.N f or rehabil~ 
i t ationo Para~ All combat and gar rison uni ts i ncludi ng serv-lce, construction, 
aviat ion a..nd defense uni _ s for ADD!UT.tti\JT ot her tha11 those employed in Pha se 1 
and 2 should be ordered t o re~ort at the earliest to ComGen 10 (info CG 10 
rear) • Garrison u..-r1its should report in addition to prospective I sCom of ~\DJU
TANT (BrigGen E&vin B Lyon) , CTG 99. 4. Those not in the irmnediate vicinity l'·e-
nortina by disnA-tch "' Pm ... a . Col .. Benjamin H. \;\Timer USA is desi gnated as Comdr 
bonst t roops . Col Ford C Rogers USKC i s designated as AirDefComdr . Both Offi-
cers should report to ComGen 10 and CTG 99.4 by dispatch .. Par a . ComSet;.vPac ex 
r)edite nominati on of officer as ComNavActivities ~fyDis 280529 Februar,YiO 8 3 
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12 2312 CINC?OA t.2_ CINCPOA PEARJ.l 2 CGPOA, COl;GEl\TlO, CatFMF_J},C ,CQ..2RDPHIBCORPS Info COMINCH 
~HPS , CINCSlNPA , I $ COM _GUAM, COMFaD:lRI~A , I SCOM OKTN.AWA 1 I SCOM S .\I Pi~U~ , CTF51, 
COM5THF:{-'~. 

Pursuant to recommendations of ComGen lOth Array :rehabilitation and prepara.tior. 
for their next O~)erations subsequent to Phases 1 and 2 of ICEBERG vdll be ac-
complished on OKIN.A]VA for 3rd PhibCorus less 2nd MarDiv and for 24th Arr11vv 
Corps including 7th,.27th, 77th and 96th Divisions. 2nd MarDiv will be re-
turned S.,:.\.IPAN. luter Phase 3 3rdPhibCorps Hd~trs and · Corps troo"9s and 6th 
MarDiv will be sent to GR41! and 2nd :MarDiv to S.~-\IPJlli. 1st l1arDiv vdll remain 
.. 11o.DJUTANT until relieved by a non afUphibious division. 

13 l415 QlliQ.ill!~ AJJV to GHQ SPfPA l'iltCARJHUR _Info COMGENPOA, ft.DV ECH GHq, COMlliCH,CINCPOA 
PEAR..L, . COIIGEN T:Zl\T, COMDETEI'l, COMSOPAC, COlviPHIBSPAC, COM5rrHF.:.IE_. 

U:vDis 090213. Ex.pect to use for Phase .3(c) ICEBERG see MyDis 122310 the fol-
lo·wing 1\AA units: 1 Gun Bn, 1 Grp Hq, 1 Opns Det from FI!IJSCILWE:N. Para. De-
sire to use ~nediately 1 S/L Bt~J for Phase 2 ICEBERG. Parae Request desig-
nation of units required for Phase 2 and Phase ~c. Pau~a. Plan to use in fl1ase 
3D ICEBERG the balance of units listed UrDis 090213 with the exception of 1 
Opns Det ·which is not required at this time. Request designations these tmits. 
~ara. Shipping arrangements to mount ~units will be coordinated by Cincnoa 
Pearl. Para. Based on the above ComGenPOA is authorized to deal directly ~dth 
action addee as regards these units. Para. Advise Cinc')oa as to allocation ·of 
shipping desireq for mounting these units and mottnting dates. Plan to have 
CoxnSoPac ship equipment referred UrDis 090213 to units conperned as soon as 
ryracticable. Please advise destinations desired. 

13 1641 COMINCH & CNO to GINC PAC ADV HQ, CINCS~rPA, CINCBPF. 

Part 1 ' of 1316l.Ji.HJ. iun advising British Admiralty delegation that tentative 
date for seizure BRUNEI BAY by MacArthur is 23 ll.ey. That units of British 
Fleet vrill probably be allocated to this operation, and that British re-
sources referred to in CTI\JCVPF 2007l.tD March not to all should be used for 
establishing gleet base f acilities at BRUI-~EI instead of MANUS. BB.lJN:EI base 

. will oarallel ~ u. S~~t Pacific Fleet Base in "LEYTE GULF • .1: 

13 16l~4 COMINCH &Cl\TO to CINC PA?. ·ADV IL2 , CINC,~ypA , Q.INSBPF • 

Part 2 final of 131644!i- Part 1 was 1316hl. Its use desig;1ed to provide for 
emnloyment of British Pacif ic Fleet either south, west or north in future 
op~ra.tions against J l.PAN., Ope r ations to northu1rard will :require use of ad-
vanced anchorages by Brit i sh Pacif ic Fl eet such as in t.he PI-IILIPP::f:NES and 
i n t he RYuKYUS {J 
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]J} 005S COMGENIDA to CINCroA ADV InfQ CINCPO_ :=>EARt, CG lOrrH, CGlOTH .LiiliT REAR. 

RJ 5q751. I..n view of information contained in CTF 51 e.nd CTF 56 dis·1atch 
090235 and authorization in your 091157 to Com5thFlt recorw1end effective 
date 98th Div is designated Area lleserve be defeered to 1 J1..U1e current period 
pre;;aration of the Div for Hay 1st alert is well undervil'ay but is working a 
severe hardshi' upon the faciLities of O~'U-IU due to critical shortage of 
seryice troo'iS and concurrent SU">J!Jort required for other ICEBERG forces 
'>ar radio reryly requested. • 

Refer Cincnoa secret serial 0098 of ])l- October 194-4. The mission assigned 
T._ .P-.. ?A is hereh r revised as follovrs: H i.li!1ITNS FI i'LD BEI'IO I'JT.:um to be nlain-
-'cained as till Army A..i.r Base to suy.mort activities of the ATC until such tirne 
as they may be 't'lithdrawn. Necessary 1.11aintenance and service ~ersonnel for 
sup-;>ort of the Atoll Hnd Air Base to be Jrovided by the Army. Reduction 
to meet the assigned m:i.ssion will be effectuaterl as bore~.::·t.e.t· ~-Edicated: 
( ) Immediate~ reduce to TC activities and nucleus Favy garrison ade-
quate to suppo1~ sa~e . (B) A~r replace Navy garrison as soon as practicable 
and not later than 1 Jvne. (C) :leduce garrison to token force when ATC 
cqn close out acti vlties . 

"Request your conr:tent on Com?thFlt' s 130530. It is desired to exoand and 
accelerate the Jf.val Base ·OIITILl::A in order to su:)port an .s.ccelerated ca.m-
);aicn a_,ainst J ~~?: r!. 

Follovdng is TG 30. 5 OpFlan 1- 45 . Task organizationo TG J0 ., 5 e..ir strildng 
group ~Adm R Y Jennings . Sub"?ara A. TU 30. 5. 1 Carriers RAdm Jennings BONHO~:.'·f7. 

?.ICHA.W plus air grouo designated by Com.A.irFac Il.~TGER plus air gr·oun desig-
nated by CornFair~·.restCoqst additional carriers uith a'.ir groups later assigned. 
SubPara B. TU 30.5.2 escorts later assigned . Para 1 . Enemy forces: Znew~ 
capable forming stron:s carrier Task Force . Own Forces: SubPe.ra. A. TG 30.1 

.. Surface Striking Grou·) cor:roosed CruDiv 1 DesDiv 57 less 1 DesDiv plus ad-
ditional units less carriers assigned ..,,rill join and support this group. 
NorPac and Havrse·.?~FJ.!on forces directed maintain air barrier patrols along 
180th meridian AJ) 11.K to ~ITD~:-AY if ~'JesSeaFron directed naintain a.ir searches 
over sea apl)roaches urincipal cities and installt.tions ·west coast . 5thFlt 
Fill support by striking retirinr, enemy ra.i.cling forces. Assuraptions: Un-
located enarny carrier TF .)roceeding diveraionary O')erations eastern Pacific 
area and 'JOssible raids on Tfest coast... Para 2. This .group llill conduct air 
searches directed by CTJ? 30 and will attack enemy units Vlithin range with 
all available aircraft in order ·)revent enerzy c..ttack on vrest coast . Para 3. 
SubPara. Carriers~ (1) Conduct air 1 atrols and searches according doctrine 
and as directed. (2) Intercent destro3r enemy" Prirntn-y target carriers. Sub 
"~ara B. Escorts: Screen carriers of other 1.mits according doctrine battle 
Dlan and c.s directed"' Sub ::!ara. (1) This O)eration designated FI k ,BRE.\K. (2) 
This ol$l.n based Com3rdli'lt CTF 30 OpPlen 2-45 and effectj_ve only 1-''fhen direc- :. 
ted 6 (j) ~~11 units maintain m .. '='.Xinmm readiness extensive offensive oDerations, 
consistent resent em>loyment. (4) Rendezvous of units roceedino:

3
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08 0]40 C0\1TR.AI NC/u't.RONPAC OP, :?LJN TG ,20~ l-4,2.. ( CQNTllJUFJ)) 

PEA .. JtL NORPAC and ·rtlJIEST COAST 1rrill be specified by CTF 30• (5) Current doctri..11e 
t actical orders and i nstructions effective and will be sv~pplemen~ed as 
necessar.y by annexes. (6) Cruising instructions battle plans CTF 30 and 
rumexes this plan will be delivered in rendezvous. (7) Be 1:1repared tov'ring . 
and to be "toued. (8) Conduqt traini ng exercises a s -:>ossible enroute and 
t hereafter a s directed .. Par a l:.A. Logistics Y..:J.RL and ~=sT COAST ports. (B) 
Replenishment .from TG 30.9. Para 5. A., Comnrunications CentCom 2 Pac 71. 
Zone time Z (C£T) • C. CTG )0 . 5 in BON HOMl..IE RICHl\PJ) or as designated-. 

15 062) .. CJ1. 93 ,to CTG 22•4 Info .ClliCPOA, BOr .. !ICOTJ 21. 

CINCPOA l501Jl0 GCT. Cha nge Mustang strike from ATSUGI airfield to airfields 
in southern KYtJSHtJ for tomorrow the 16th. Also use m.rn 612 in full strength. 
Int.elligenc.e data, Hill arri11e by B-2h tonight., Submit your nlan to include 
time of attack to me with. info CINC :JCA, .CTF 5S, CTF 51, by urgent dispatch 
immediately, re,)eat, immediately. Ha.:ppy ht.u1ting. 

15 0957 CTG 93 •. L1- to CTF 93 Info CIJ.\jCPOlt, C1,F 58, CTF 51. 

Can do KYUSHU this wa:y. Plan A: ~reep south ·airfields ctnd remain in area 
for 2 ho't.:trs proceed to OKINAHA for service and return to base . If appr oved 
rer~uest you inform OKIHA'!JJA bases. PL:tn B: Strike Kt1NOYA airfields remain 
m.;aximum 40- 5 ·minutes and return to base at TI110. Take off 0900 (~10) over 
target l245K. 

PEAL7f.: 
16 0250 ,9INGPOA 1UJV ~ro OINCm\TPJ'\ INFO C)MINCH,COFS USA ,CO~ITTHF'LT , COl:TGENPOA , CING:?OJ/HQ 

~ 1. Your dispatch concurrence is requested in the foll~ving proposals can-
(cerning action to be t aken to implement the directive of JCS 032140 and 
to expedite ulanning and :Jre?aration for the invasion of J P..PI\.lT. ( \) CINCAl~?AG 
and CINGPAC assume irru11ediately comm....:md of all forces of their respective 
services for pu.*'J)oses of ... '\rrny and ·Navy administration. (B) CINCPOA release 
to the o~erational control of crrrcAFPAC as r apidly· as possible all Army 
forces and resources now tmder his control except those ·which CINCPO!" con-
siders essential to the functioning development or defense of the FDA or 

. to the success of o-;e rations which the Joint Chief of Staff have directed 
CIHC~OA to conduct., The resources to be released would i nclude denots and 
supply systems <?vnd s imila:r logistic actirtt ieso (C) CTIIJC0•n!Pi release to the 
operational· control of CINCP.ti...G All naval f orce s and resources e,ttcept those 
which Cl)ICffifPA considers es sent i a l t o t h e functioning development or defense 
of the S'NPL\. or t o t he succes s of oper ations wh-t.ch t he JCS have directed iE 

CINCS!\rpA to conduct~ (D) CINCSV!P~\ and CINCT-(L\ r ete.in t heir coordinating authority 
over logi stic matter s 'l~r\lthin their respective area s but each commander a ssULile 
a s r ani dly as uracticabl e f ull l ogistic r esponsibility f or t he forces of 11is 
ovm s ervic e . (E) 1.lithin the P01\. the exist ing Army and Navy responsibilit ies 
f or joint logistic surmort of posi tions in the :.~i..RSI-P.LLS C.\ROLI NES :t\RI !UIT.:1S 
and RYtJiffUS continue in effect lintil changed by mutual agreement. (F) Army: 
combat units in Jche garrisons of island positions in the : ~!fRSHAIJ.B C}Ltt0LI!If~£S 
end !tUn \HAS to be relieved as soon as ~)racticable by corresponding units 
·of the naval service and released to CINC.~_FPAC ., (G) CINClFPACand CINCPAC 
vrill each establish a.s soon as T)()ssible the necessary corm11and organiza.t t ons 
for plannin3; and conducting the ;Jhases of the invctsion of JA~.AN for 1Yhich 
they are res'1onsible~ 
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(F .1) 
• 

(Part 2) 

1723. Over .5000 members of 58th Wing arrived destination rd.thout tentage, 
other field equir>ment ortransnorta.tion., Request every effort be 111ade to 
eJQ)edite movement of cargo vesseJs C~~ .. :?:s SAlJ1iD"IT:RS, ~CAPE SA:f'.J'fJ)Y, CIVul.l3S E 
SHITH, "''ILLI~~Iil H~\::"TKINS in this and other theaters. 

17 0557 ,CJ.NCFOA ADV TO COI\15THFL'f 1 CO?,[FWD.:UtEA ,CTF511COM'GJ.EI\fl'EN,CTG29•2,C0\1GENA~'I.FPOA, 
co~4AIRPAG ca~~xmrAqsUBc:rFORD mm~ · co:GEJ.\JhTHMAtlAimVING CINCL'OA J~f\RL, 
COMWESGARSUBARSA INFO CO]IGENM.A.l7 POA ADMIN CO~!L-\IR.!i'f1FPAC. 

Para 10\dditional f,ighter strength must be established ashore . on OKINAWA 
and Ii1: Srii::rli:as soon as r;:acticable~Reviev~ of ~or.mation available indi-
cates follovn.ng status uru.ts concerrfed x (A) Fligb.t echelons M:AG 22 less 
W.P 314 at El\fGEBI .. VMF 314 enroute GU,.'\M in TH!~TIS BAY JLTA 25 April. Ground 
echelon now lo~tdi..l'lg in JIJIA .. RSHllJJB. (B) 318 Fighter Group (lll P-47N) reaey 
a.t SAIPAN grotmd echelon afloat ULITHI in rnnviO:=i~ (!,_K 221) and mership S 
Hlu.L YOUNG_. . (C) 1 Night Fighter (P-61) Squadron now in 1llAlll.:1NAS available 
if required. (D) 41.3th Fighter Group (100 P-l;.?N) ready lL~RI\NAS 1 May. (E) 
507th Fighter group (96 P-J+ N) ready M).J1GII.S 10 M~~· (F) Units of HAG ll 
now at PF.LEI,IU. V·;F lll, VMF 155 in MP . .'~1.SH.<ULS. VJ\W 229 at GUft .. M can be made 
available for emergency foryrard movement i:fi6,eeded· before any of the above 
become available. Para 2o [All addressees take such action as practicable 
to expedite and facilitate increase in shore based fighter strength RYUKYUS 
including forward movement ground echelons subject to necessary coordination 

, of arrival dates at OKINA!HA.') 
1 

. 

·17 0647 CINCBPF to CIN"CPAC Info C0!·~5THFLT • Pa1--t l my 170653. If BPF is to ~rovide 
anythine; more than a small force for the operation outlined in Cominch 
1316L~l:. (not to Com5thFlt) TF 57 u\d.ll be obliged to withdraw from IC1~BERG 
on conclusion of the nresent series of strikes. (2) • The :p;riod at LEYI'E 
between the return of 'l1F 57 and the mounting of the nei'l operation ( esti-
mated at about 3 weeks) vvould be employed in replenish'llent -e,nd in plarming 
and oracticing for the new operation. (.3) This new operation cuts dix·ectly 

17 0653 into the ::eriod nlanned for the major :replenishment of the fleet (Part 2) as 
projected. in nw 020ll5 April. (/+) It vdll be appreciated that ou.r lack of 
shore facilities in the fortHard area makes long distance logistic nlaJIDing 
necessary and consequently some reduction in O?era.tional a.vailability will 
inevitably result if such ~,lans are seriously upset. 

17 0654 DEPGO~IAF 20 to CTI\TGPOJ. fillV INF,O 
DEPCG.l.l\F 20 AD:. fill~ • 

1732~ Para 1. Request authority to base the 489 Very HeaV1J Bombardment Group 
and the 369 Ser-vice Group Special on North Field TINILiJ,r on or about 1 July. 
Para 2. Sufficient available pa.rld.ng areas exist to accommodate. this group/ 

·Para J., Only the mLrri.nrum necessary housekeeping facilities need to be con~ 
structed for these 2 units. P~xa 4. Unless the above request is a~} roved, 
existing additional airdrome conr)letion schedules vrill not permit the em-
ployment of this ve!"'J long range group until appro.xil11ately 15 Se:)ta:nber. 
Para 5. Reco~nend cormne1~s of info addees be sccttted~ 
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17 072~ CG ''.IlL7 Ml?PAC TO CTG ..,t ' v CTF ~:}:NFO S]l1QEQ.e\. ,~QTI:h9TG22.,~,}RDPHIBQO"?P£, 
. co~ ·U!.IRPAC 1 CO'.;IGlillTDN P£) R Ct)]. '\2TI-~FLT , lVLB.CORJ>S , COMijii_».§.PJtC , C9~~ENFJIIF.£.JC, 

COI,,(GENSUPSEF0Q:71i17 PAC t COJ,flf'J!FLT , lt:;.~J\:C:?HING~~MAE\A~S,_ING 4. 

Follovring uni.t s r eporting f or duty, HeQ11on 62. Hecll1on 12. SeRon 12. Mar-
Fit nons 115, 211, .2l cs . Hedl1on 14, SeRon 14.- Ear FitRons 212, 222, 223. 
F;~HVXGXTFITi~ON 533 ~ . .nd ~~arScoBorr1."cton 331. Reference Cinc-rJoa Adv Hq 12;2310 
not to or needed by all. Readiness Ck;.te at mount ing point in PFIILIPPI I'TES 
1 June. 

17 ll55 CINCPOA. ADV TO CINC.SV!''PA IN},O COfvtA\FS]tVPlt ?CO~!GEN!)TILr\F , COHG1I;l'J l~THAF . 

CI!,ICSJP.l serial 11~196 date t ir..1ed 170910. Best ihfo here indicates attacks 
on our forces OKINAW:~ area are us i ng SHINCHIKU TAIHOKU GIRA.N and KA.'-?ENKO 
airfields. Rear bases believed T.IUCHU and SHOKOZAN near Titfi..l\0. SHTI1JCHIKU 
believed most · 'Jrominent. Tftj\ISUI ryrobably used for seapJ-:-anes shuttling to 
5J\.{ AJ H 0 SHll!A.. 

17 1310 CINCPOA ADV TO COMFl~. 

Request your co~mments on DepCom 20 :\.F l7G654 with due regard to futu.re re-
quirements fleet Air Win 18 and 2 VLR Wings plus l extra 17Iu.~ . Group already 
planned to be based TINI!J~ • 

AIPLN ll.l6. ReRad NR 1681 from DepCornAF 20 DTG 15074S April, which quotes 
their letter to Cincpoa .t\dv subj: Requirements for VI. :.-l units. In order to 
employ the largest pos,sible number of vra. aircraft against Japanese Enlpire 
at earliest practicable date it is strongly recort1m.en<;led that favorable ~ 
consideration be given t.o proposal that 316 Wing be deployed into HARI1\liiASlil. 
In this connection the foll~rlng cornme11ts are offeres. Para A •. Present 
echeloning of air depot groups into I,:.[;GU1\[[NOUS indicates that, based on 
experience in MJffii .:i\r·JJ\S and considered probability of enemy action against 
IEGUM:n~ous support of VLR operations by L'FliGUl~[DTOUS air d!apot should be-
come available on approrirnately the following schedule shmving percentages 
of ultimate depot capabilities available by dates indicated: stro:;ly 5)G 
and rJt.aintEm,ance 0% by l August l~5 ~ supply LP% and raaint enance O?b by l 
September 45, stJ.pply 60% and maintenan.ce 5)b by 1 October 4511 Sup::)~r 90~6 
and m.a.intenance lCY,t by 1 January il), (j.nd supply lOO% and maintenance 50% 
by 1 Feb 46. In tlus connect1 on it is desired to empha,lsiza that air cargo 
shipments ha ve been essential to SU 'Iport of :XXI BomCom operations. Un.,lmown 
is pl anned 'Schedule of air tonnage to be m..!1;de availble for supiJort 
LGGUMIHOUS air del)ot,. but i t is obvious that divers ions of air tonnage or 
any other form of l ogis t ical support f rom tha t pr esently allocated to 
M;llli "\FAS would have immediate and serious effect on .XXI BomCom operations. 
Desnt i e it.s present overload, it a.p·;:Jea.rs t hat GlJJU.[ 1tir Depot could sup-
port 316 Wing operati ons eff ectiv ely much earlier than could. LEGUMINOOB 
.t\ir Depot. Appropriat e·· augment.ation of GUM& Air Depot of cotu .. se 1'7ould be 
requir ed at ear liest practicable date. Par a, B. Ot her maj or prob l ern.s inci- · 
dent to deploying _316 Wing in Yl\ 1.liAl\JAS .Appear t o be lst", operating area,. 
2nd, ·port capacity, and 3r d, AGF se:r-~Tice troop availabilit y. My staff 
engineer is now at LIRP collaborating with Hale ~ s st :~'rff engi neer in detailed 
surbey t o deterJJ.ine work r equired to l::;rovide minimtun opera:tional lli:acilities 
by 1 Aug 1+51 for additional i/111 vdng. at North Fiel d Lili.P • ,. imtic~};c:;te 
being able to ft:mish you ,;~ri·th addit i onal comrnent s about 21 Apr:tl• 
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lS 0301 Cv:-sERVPAC TO GIEcr·'A .AJJV IN.i?O C:NO, CU TNCH. 

18 0653 

. lb 0720 

Pl2 .. nning for 101'-JtG.TOH completed in accord GIFCI'O.:}. ser 0005023 . Cinci)oa l)earl 
informed . If ta.r6et date of 20 Aug is to be met fi:r·m orders for base units 
and w.aintenance shif'llRElm.ts must be submitted not later than 1 May. Request 
instructions. Spdltr recommendation for naval l::e.se comrnands follows . 

Request special notice be 'haken of subparagrarJh A3 of JCS 0;32141 of 
1rhich las·t sentence authorizes and directs assembly of necessary Sl_)ecial 
equipment . Since LONG'rolJI and OLYt~PIC are alter:r1ates and construction and 
other s·)ecial . equipment is of sa.;ne character desire procurement be initi-
ated '7ithout delay • 

1765 . I h.s>.ve been directed to initiate the follOiring action. nA. 'rransfer 
the 508th Fighter Group (in IIJ.ld ... UI) fro::n tho 20th AF ·to .tl\Fi:-'OA. B., Transfer 
the 15th Fi;hter grou.1 (in .lOJ.K'-1:·) fron the 7th .AF to the 2oth :E. c. 
T .. ansfer the 21st Fi~~:ter Group (in .. ORI\J ':AE) from. the 7th AF to the .Oth 
AF . D. Transfer the 7th Fir:rJ1ter Conmand to the 20th AF as a meaus of direct 
cont:--ol of the Fighter Groups o .)erating 1·d th the 20th .3. nThis 1.7ould 
resu1t in 6 fighter grou·;s mm«llctl?l!ii'illl!IPJ11~M'!Xlfinii!a' now· ·1resent or 
scheduled to a,rrive in this tl~:ea.ter ana a hea.dCiu.arters fighter command 
being assigned to the 20th AF .. Your concu~crence is requested. 

AIPLliN ll66. Proposal to base lr89th Bomb Group and 369th Air Serv Group 
on North Field TTIJiilliJ on or about 1 July 45 co~1tained in your TopSec l~sg 

1732 dated 170654 April to Cine oa Advon ap)arerrt,ly asswnes 489th Gropp 
uill be attached to this comrnand and tempoata:rily conduct combat oper at ions 
from TTI·JI.A.N pending mounting for movement to forvvard area about 1 Sept . 1 
and further envisions provislbon of only minir.ll;tll1 necessary housekeeping 
facilities during this period. Unless complete physical facilities and 
normal logistical support are ~ rovided for these units at Tir:I . .J~ I cannot 
conc·LU'. If adequate facilities and sup:_:>ort can be provided, I strongly 
urge ··-:er:~1anent assig:nY<lent of 489th Groups and other elements of 316th ~'ling 
to this com.ma:nd as proposed in your Msg 16Sl date time group 150748 .L-Jril 
to Com20th AF and my msg to Com 20th !.Ji' AIPilJ l.U6 date time group 1&~005 
Tihich .1roposal if approved T'rould assure earliest effective emplo;;n~1ent of 
subject units against the enemy. 

,., 

ex l42SS. The proposals contained L~ your 160250 based upon the conference 
between our re resentatives recently held at yo1)r J.dv Hd!-rt,rs, have nw 
co:ncur-..cence. It is considered that this agreement is the first ste; in 
execution of the JCS directive to place all ~· .. r.rfly and all Na.VtJ reqources 
in the Pacific under their res·:>ective cor:.r ~a.nders . If &J.d •rhen the JCS 
issue a d.i:finitive directive for em attack: u ~on the Japanese hom0land 
it viill be necessary for C:CiCARP:\C to b.ave gre?.ter control of Arll\Y re-
sources· in the "··acific than is nor: suggest.ed by you. It is cmtici 'Jated that 
this nJa-cter Yrill be the subject of conttn:u.e~ conferenc~ an::, ~.djustme~~ and 
t hat mutually satisf'lctory agreeJ1l~nts u~ll oe reached 1rom tJJne to tj.J~ 
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18 1010 GHQ S;~TPA TO CIHCPOA ADV Ai\JD E:TC FOR. I NFO (CONT'D) 

required for i~ull compliance with the JC8 directive. Orders are being 
issued .for the Com?thFlt; to r>e ."JOtk. to you for adm.i..nistrative cornm.and. At 
any time you will give your concurrence I am ")l"'epared to }Ja.SS to you full 
control o:f the 7th Flt as suggested through my re')resen:tatives at GU:lM. 

R9 1:.JOrt to ComGen US Fo~ces CHINA Theater for duty;. · JCS v'TiL"R.X 64421+ of 6 
April .refers. l>ttissions and to.sks assigned by Condnch remain effective 
under ~rinciples of unified coirm:Jand .for US joint operations (JCS 21;3/2/D 
of 20 April' 19Lr-3) and are reviewed in borad outl..i.ne as follovu-s: (A) Explore 
and eJq;?loit ai"J.cl ·_~,repare for use all means available in the Fl\.ii. ~SltST that 
rn.ight be of value to the US Fleet and develop ma,yJ.rm.un Chinese cooperation 
of present and future value to US Fleet. (B) Take charge of the . .1\merican 
:_)artieipation in the SACO Agreement ( and in accordance 1ri th such m.ocli.-
fications thereto as may be 1nade) and coopera;t,e with the responsible 
Chinese ·authorities in act vities directed agai..'l1st the Japanese. (C) Es-!' 
tablish and conduct in support of the US Fleet conmt1..11ication j_ntelligence, 
D/F net~ weather net and coasta,l reconnaissance and intelligence services. 
(D) Render all possible assistance to US Anny grolU1d and air forces, Par-
ticularly in connect::..on with mining. ?'aot.o reconnaissance and air gx·ouhd 
aid. Para. Agreement to supplement SACO .Agreement being processed for sep-
arate m.essa.ge. Para. Byerley re:')ort in person and advise General 'rAI LI. 
lfd.les report. by dis·qatch and in r1erson o:n arrival. Cincpac deliver to 
Com.1nodore :Miles.m!%J!*'!JI¢IM!i•wm«'WwNolwi!nilwM•• 

Cincpoa AdV 170557 applies. Effective additional fighter strength -)racticable 
as follows. (A) Land ground echelons of 11:1AG 22 ar1d 318' Fighter Groups ·at 
IE SHll.lll vd thout delay • Fly in flight echelons tb,ese groups sirstl-.ipsiE 
SED.~A available. (B) Build up nftAG 33 and 31 at m.a;:d.mum strength which ur-
gently requires :')ronr~;t plane and :;ilot replacements and earliest possible 
landing rancinder jersonn€1 ~~d equipment these grou)s. No additional 
fighter strength can be effectively based and operated under present con-
struction plans for YO".JTAltJ and KADTi~NA Fields., These fields C3lltake in-
creased fighter strength if all construction effort gives way to fight~r 
employrnehtt. (C) Night fighte~ situation will be satisfactory if availability 
of F6F-5(N) is kept up by ppompt replacement of losses and by earliest 
landing of re:m.ainder squadrons . ,:)erson..."'lel and equipment nO"w at sea,. BelieVe 
this far preferable and: earlier ef!eeti~~:;,than employment (P61) squadron. 
(D) Believe best employment wits JJ.AG 11" WJF ~U, Vl'LF 155, \J:.;:p 225 as re-
placements to keep : :!1-G 31, 33~ 22 up to strength. CL) Request 200 additiona~ 
ground echelon perso:n.nel for each l~:AG 31 and 33 with tentage and bedding 
arrive earliest fairtrans to alleviate mat1povver shortage u..Dtil all personnel 
these gronps arrive. {F) No operable fighter strips in sight fol'"' employment 
413th and 507th · Fj_ghter GrotJ.ps by availability dates.,, 
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~li1®!i) 
lS 2039 CTF 58 to COM5Tl.1l"LT Ir~fo CTF 51, ComSERON 10, CTGs of TF 58. 

Your 180647. J?o uot desire to rotate TGs. Reduction of force in opera.ilr-
ing area 1vill cause coneentrati'on of enenw on remaining TGs vd th consequent 
probability of increased losses. Also materially reduces nurnber of avail-
able fighters. Prefer to 1~etain entire TF in o·~erating area until shore 
based air is ready to truce over .and we are reJ~eved of direct support mis-
sionsx (.A) Sufficient carriers and destroyers are available for only 3 
TGs. (B) ROMC;)PDON TG 5f3 •. 1 plus about 6 cripples of other TGs, TG 53.3,TG5S.lr-. 

18 2354 Cil\~-CPOA lillV TO COHGSNAAl!""'POA lJ:!EQ_ CO~/IINCH,COl.iGEY~.PQ1\,901:,fFYvD~¥\EA 2 COJLGENTEN, 
CINCFOA ?I!;A1lL. 

Your compliance with the orders issued by the :\Jar Dept as quoted in your 
15'0720 is concurred in .as a matter of JU'my administration vvith the under-
standing. that all Army Fighter Grou JS deployed in the POA will be under 
the o~er~tional control of CincPOA unless othenvise specifically directed 
by the Joint Chiefs of Staff •· 

19 0025 CG-'BOMCOlif., ~:to: ~ CGBOM9VING' 7,2 2 GGBOJ1,1\JllG 313,CGBGMIIG 31!-t: Info ComGENBOM17G 5~, 
CTF 58, CTF 93, CTG 9,.'3,A, ClNC?O.~~ -~V-, CO DET 1~ BOMCO:M XXI IWO. 

STNXF-19-1 Subject daily bombing.. For your information daily bombing 
of KYUSHU will be initiated a.nd continued, vreather .')ermitting, until .fur-
ther notice.. You wiJ~ be advised each day of proposed schedule for fol-
low·ing day including targets, force, bomb load, aasernbly ~reas. 
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lS 2020 COMJ]TCH & Cl'JO to CINCPAC lDV, CINCS:'iP\ IHF'O CII\TCBPF, C01:fZTHFLT •• 

It is my intention to allocate units of the British ?acific Fleet to CINCSHPA 
for ()6 operation. CINCS:T?AC CX 14221 of 17 April 19h5 and my 131644 refer. 
After cons'Llltation action addressees are requested to reoort units required 
~Dd dates desired~ 

19 0056 COI1I17THFLT TO COLITNCH & CNO INFO 
CTF ]2. 

Your 072006. Present plans inclicate LUZON '"rill become largest staging mounting 
area in StiPA. This will entail large concentratio11 of assault and cargo 
shipping with attenda.."'lt requirement for supplies and voyage. repairs. Base 
at STJBIC BAY should be e.::&:panded to provide increased repair and supply 
facilities in central LUZON. Components offered ey 130530 are at the ex-
pense of the SXiArt ba.se and were m.a.de aYailable in order to expedite the 
construction o£: vitally needed bases in the R"i1HITUS. However units not Ul .. -
gently reauired in the 3YUKYUS together with a -proportionate nurnber of con-
struction battalions thus released should be dive-rted to SUBIC to meet 
requirements in central LuZON. Cincpac 170532 refers. 

I concur in the proposal of SJ.CSEA 1blD625 that the 'Oroposed inter-theater 
meteorological cor.Uerence be held in "~;'Jash.ington rather than Manila .. 
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Initiate procurement anc;l a ssembly construction and other special equipment 
.for IDNG1101l b~sed en plaimed target date of' 20 Aug 19LJ.5 ELD. JCS 0.32JJ+l 
not needed by. all refers. This i s not i ntended to i ndicate that LOl'JGTOM 
as an operation has been appr oved. 

19 0641 CINCPOA lillV TO CO:MJ]·JCH TNFO CI I\fCRJA 0 EltPiL, CQ~IGENPOA , CINCSliiPA. 

Since OLYlrrPIG and LONGTOM are alternates and since it. is . logical to as-
suine that the l~tter Vdll be the l eE.st effort to be undetrta.ken in the second 
half of 1945 request the conc1J.rrence of the JCS in ;)roceeding immediately 
to assemble in the FOA all supplies and make ,~1 l ;;reparations which are 
common to both operations. Such forrnal concurrence vrill facilitate proces-
sing and su<)TJOrt of requisitions and nrojects in both War and NaV'J Depts. 
The dispatch concul~rence ofCINCSWPA is requested with respect to .Army 
2rojects and resources. 

JWGMiljJM: 
19 0639 Cir~CBPF to VAq, FOHAS A, BS l , AO 1, R:U?T •. 

Alternative · employ.w.1ents for the fleet in the imn1ediate future are under 
consideration as follows: ( A) Continu.1~tion of..:=lCEBERG as at )resent planned. 
(B) ·JithdrmTal from ICE.r:f!:RG and engagement L£1 a. different operation -vrith 
target date of leaving DTI'E apT)rox:iJ.lL~·t ely 15 May. Para 2. Plans and action 
to carry out interm.ediate replenishment of the fleet ncro1 para lA above 
are to continue. 1.ty 0606oO refers. Para 3• At the sruue tiixte plans are to 
ge made for filling up the fleet as far as possible at LEYTE before 15 1fay 
to r1eet the l'equ i l"'ern.e n t of lB above (these pL.'?ns should no·t be put into . 
effect unless ,;,_ sig11al .from CINCBPF is received. Para 4. In t he neanwhile 
ai.'1J executive action such as sending f'orriard additional sr:: TJJT should be 
put in hand novv- ;Jr ovided :t.his does not ·.Jrejudice replenishment required 
for para L~ above). 

19 1817 C!~1viTNCH & CNO TO CINC:FDA 

J:fy 062116 your 160250 M:acAr thurs 181010 e' I &11 in full agreement that con-
trol of those 7th l?lt elements r eouired f or t.h e def ense of S7iPA or lor 
·,1artici~ation in· o~1erations conducted by ~IacArthur cannot ·)ass to you, 
es )ecially as you have been given no re sponsibilit y for t he conduct of 
t hese o •,eration s t:t.."lcl have not ";artici'xl.t ed in nal\:ing decisions and ) l.?ns 
·thereon: Par a 2. Furt her i t s hcnild be pointed ou:C. t hat naval u .. nits in S~·~;pA 
other t han u.s. (except BPF) are f:>assed by the Allied Gove.r :nL"lents concerned 
to CI!,:CSI'.IP.L., and by him t o GomAll:Lecll'JavForces~S:V?A vrho i s -:;_l so Gon?thFlt. 
The COE'C:tand of these all-1ed :r:.a.val unit s could n ot be ~)assed f rom ~1acAPthur 
except by the ~greement of those concerned. 
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20 0344 CllJC~OA ADV TO Cil\fCSlli'PA INFO COHI NCH, C Oii7THFLT~ 

Parq. 1. The prompt concur1'"ence of your C.X J428S DTG lSlOlO is appreciated 
and I share your belief that w..u.t·1ially sa.tisfaetory a.g.reements will be 
r~ached as they become necessary., I do not desire to ass1.un.e direct control 
and responsibiJi ty for naval forces involved in the antphibious phases of 
the operations directed to be conducted by CDfCS1'f.2A because: Cs) I believe 
unity of CoimDand is essentiel in a.mphibiousoperations and in the develop-
ment ,and defense of newly captured uositions. (B) There exist the complica-
tions that the Australian naval forces are assir:rf.led to you and that the 
British naval forces which may participate m:ust be coord..i.nated by your 
Comd:r. Allied Nav~...l Forces s~~JPA . Para 2. At such ·time as any screening 
vessels of the types in -w·hich we are. sust-aining losses can be spared from 
your operati ons for em:_oloyment in ICEBERG. I would appreciate their release. 

20 0835 CINCPAC ADV TO .:·~L :?LAG OFFIC3.FtS FACFLT INFO CO.i.!IIJCH. 

CDJCPAC RECENTLY HOT3D FRO:M A TASK UNIT co:~:ftJ::JDEH A R:~QUES1l' F01 PT.G.t'-U£CSSIOI~ 
if op·nortl.ll1ity occtu·red to divert a Japanese hospital ship t o port, f or 
visit end seat·ch. For guidance · of all hands Cincpac :?oliey is to avoid 

·any .interference nith eneroy 1ospi·C.al shi-1s unless thel'"e is Prima Fa.cie 
e'Vidence of flagra11t violation of interi1ational convention a....11d then on~-
if time and ' circur:tsta.nces are such that directions by dispatch are infeasible. 
It is to ou1~ distinct advar1tage that no excuse Tihatever be given the enenw 
for retaliato:r"~J acts agp...inst our own hospital ships. 

0 

CFB 36005 . Regarding yo11.r u .. nnwwered top secret from CINCPOA PJ)V dated 1.5 
A~:->ril follo1rdng is repeat and addition.:_'1.1 infor-mation: A\'JA .&~1.U arr ived i n o 
S.AIGON (no date) f-lying a white cross flag and had on board b_.OO wonnded and 
537 seriously wounded. . Follor:ing military cargo reported t o have been un-
l oaded. l700 motors in cases, 12 sedan cars.t 30 rnachine guns , 30 t anks, 30 
trucks and some medical supplies . J\.tlA ~lARU left S~~IGON Feb:rtt.~~J 28. Above 
::t"eport dated 1 lii:arch. FoliO\Jting is additional ;Liform.a.tion dated 2 March: 
Re;Jorts .say included in 1700 cases of motors were li-5 aircraft engines and 
also 5000 tons of munitions were unloaded· 7rhich il1.eluded 300 torpedoes or 
L.'JJYK bombs. Believed still on board at the tine were additional materials 
horiever no ft1.rther infor::Jation has been reported. All above irLform.ation 
vras checked and confirmed by informers in service of French Army, Navy and 
Police. No inforn19.tion available on any cargo loaded. 
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20 0635Z DEPCOMAF 20 POA to CINCPOA ADV 

TOP SECRET X NBR 1812. For clarification my 1765 de.te time group 
1B0720Z signed ComGenAAFPOA was not intended to imply directive 
from Wa.r uepartment as indicated in your 1823542. Directive 
originated from ComAF 20.. In view of above does your 182354Z 
still apply. 

20 2253 CINCPOA ADV to COMGENAAFPOA, DEPCOM 20TH AF info COMINCH 

TOP SECRET. Your 200635. The concurrence of my 182354 in ComGen 
AllFPOA 180720 was premised on the assumption that the order quoted 
were issued by competent authority. If such is not the case the 
concurrence is withdrru~. If there is any doubt in the matter 
request ComGenAJ~FPOA clarif.Y through Army channels and advise me. 

21 0.213 CINCPAC ADV to CINCAFPAC info CINCPAC PEARl. HQ 

TOP SECRET. To facilitate preliminary planning for OLYMPIC request 
you indicate basis you prefer as to numbers and mounting areas for 
divisions in assault and follow up. Pending reply will work here 
except for mounting areas on basis ~WC 235/4 and JLC 190/1 which 
are in agreement but using data as available in ASF-P-SL-11 of 18 
December 1944 which is based on same totals put with 9 divisions in 
assault and 4 in D plus 15 follow up. 

21 0217 CINCPOA ADV to COMGENAAFPOA 

TOP SECRET. Request your comment and recommendations answering 
JCS 1190/7 of 27 March and ~:rvARX 69495 DTG 181434. 

21 0700 1852 TOP SECRET. Reference 1~TARX 69495 conversion of B24 groups. 
Para 2 of the 3 B24 groups and their service organizations assigned 
to Central Pacific are committed to ICEBERG operation. Without 
interfering with that operation the following contribution could be 
made from units and personnel in AAFPOA. Para A. No lead crews 
available. 2 potential ver.y heavy bomb group commanders. 6 squadron 
commanders of whom 4 are actual and .2 potential. 4 actual squadron 
operations officers and 1 actual group operations officer. Para B. 
The 30th bomb group now stationed in Hawaii could be converted and 
could supply the enlisted specialists listed for 1 group. Para C. 
No specialists available from Depot groups. Para D. If the 30th 
bomb group is selected for conversion its associated 7lst service 
group could supply the enlisted specialists for 1 service group. 



TiP Uiii18ftllf 
AP:U:Y (cJ}?r) 

23 OJ.h.-7 CO!!KGENFD/!., TO Cir·TCPAC PE}l1L , , T"<T'O _ CINC.t'AC ADV, CG!3FPE , C~. 

RJ 60185. _ Operational project for LONGTOM is subject/ UrAd 190359 April 
directed initiation of )rocu:rement and assembly of equipment to meet 20 
August target date. In order for this headquarters to l)roperly meet 
the supply requirements for such a elate project CP- l1-2 and 6? should be 
approved by ~'Jar Dept and approved bill of rna.t erials and requisitions be 
at the port by 1 May., Para. All· possible prelirni11ary a ction has been 
initiated ·at this Hdqtrs . FolloiNing additional actions are r equired if 
target dat~ is to be met : 1 . EarlY concurrence by Cincpac / in pfojects 
CP- h2 and 67 in order that they may be forifrarded t o the War Dept . These 
nrojects were delivered to Ginc·ilac on 10 April. Para. 2. EarJ..y approval 
of the operation by JCS ~ The War Dept has consistentlY refused t o approve 

projects for operations which do not have JC.S approval. 

23 1322 C011JTHFL'f T? CTI~C PAC ADV. 

Your 230156 . My reply t o· C-ener al MacArthur contained in my 210735 was as 
was as follows 11Your 200?1~r0 cite C l4l1l2,. Consider (D6 oper ation .fe a.s ible 
without support of BPF . No units that fleet are r~quir~d. Recommend 
Cincpac and Cominctr be so informed. Com.i..nch CN0 182020. n 

23 2303 CINC PAC l+..DV TO GOUIN CI-t' 

On r eceipt your 1S2020 I send cruery to CINCSWPA requesting his vie~<"rs. 
He in turn directed Com?thFlt to a11sv1er . :My 230156 requested advice f rom 
Kin..l<;aid without de~J. His ansvrer contained in his 231.322 1vhich I Hm 
separately passigg to you. ~'Jill C'rF 57 continue to be assigned to opera-
tions Td_th u.s. Pacific Fleet . Request early advice as they can be used 
_advanta~eously. 

\ 

24 0223 COMSZRVPAC (APO) rro" G(];1SESS2:.\Fl1fJN(PETPOOLP\CCS'J:) , .ANPB, 

21+ 0600 

ffi:GrlNPO_' , CO Y.;D.A.ilEA,CO r~lGENBOHCC~·~l , C0:1:SEHVRON lO.,_J)O.~G:N .. ~_t!FPO.;,. , CO~ITJATSPAC 

COl!f.SOPAC , CC.i':::~illGIIJS , Cll:G'GNPVCDD1J,ATVI ,C~ 51, COH lJ~· 

AN?B 211752 not to all or needed indicates mct:x:in1um possible bulle petro-
leum deliveries to POA in M:O .. y and J1.me considerably below requirements .,. 
This will resqlt in critically lmv inventories during latter J)art of June. 
On 1 July in entire roA estimate will have on hand 27 days supply of 
cliesel and 15 days su·,.JDly each of MoGas and AvGas. 

Cil~rCAFPAC 1"'0 CTNC?.AC ~~DV I!iFO C OF S H~\.JDE?r 11'011 JCS. 

OX 14702. To iNplement further the provisions of paraeraphs 5 ~1d 6 JCS 
directive 0.32140, April 1945, radio disl)a-Gch concurrence is requested in 
the follovnng ~proposal: Para . That Cincpac release to CINCAFP.AC operational 
control of Headquarter s Army For ces, Paeific Ocean Area.s , effective 1 I>Aay · 
1945. Para. To meet your requirements for the execution o.f the mission 
assigned to you by JCS to defend the HA~Ll.IIP..N ISJ_:,;UIDS_, the ComGen, CenPac 
Base Command, with th$ Arnw forces -which you have ?reviously aPproved as 
essential to the defense ot I·Lt\VJAII, would report to you for operational 
contr·olo- He will act as Task Force Com.r:t.mder for the execution oi your 
orders govern.ing the defense of HA~JAIIe: Para. This proposed action -v-rill 
not change eyJ..sting Joint J..~ogistical Procedures in the POA, now will it 
affect Cincpac • s operational control of other .A:rrt:ty forc~s at present al..-.· 
located to him. Para. This action is funda.mental and is an essential 
f'II1"PM'!''!Winummm prerequisite to the execution of JCS 1259/4-. 
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24 0838 CINC PAC TO COi:I!}JCH. 

,~ PARA 1. 11y 1700/tO and J22310. · Grov.nd reconnaissance of IE 5Hll!A and of all 
but ene1ny hBld , portion o.f OKINAW.A has been completed" Sites have been lo-
cated on OIUNAl.t'A a11d IE SHThtt\ for the air bases :heretofore ·oJ.armed to be 
constructed on IE SHITLii OKIH.A1·vA and 1/.!IYAKO, They are in such locations · 
that construction troops equi~oillent and su:~)lies can be unloaded rapidly. 
Tentative s=i:bes have also been located for about $ additional strips. 

24 1319 

Para 2. Only 4 sites are ~n enemy hands,. Progress on the southern end 
of OKINA::A is very· sloYJ. Strong lm.val air and gunfire su:rnort wi.ll be 
needed until the Japanese defens~ force is destroyed, The only prospects 
of S:'!eeding up the o;1eration lie in the use of the 3rd llln'1hibious Corps 
either to rotate v-d.th Army Divisions in the existing line or t.6 maJce an: 
addi. tional am "~hibious assault on the southern beaches. Para 3. Jith fe'liT 
exce1Jtions e--l-l the cu1nhibious forces and assault tr·oops construction troops 

·and service troops na·v planned to be used in the ca.pture development and 
defense of IITY_-J(O can no:r be used more advantageously in speeding up the 
ca)t·:1re and develoryment of OlCCNk:~!-A.. So doing -:rill give us a· larger ~r base 
ca.:,_1acity and sooner th~:tn would the liTYAKC o·9er.?;t'"i~n. Para 4. The concur-
rence of the JCS is requested in t.he cancellation of the ~ITYA.KO Operation 
and the use on ora:H~.~IA of all the resources heretofore intended for ~~IYAKC. 
Para 5. The occupation of KIKAI.and Jossibly TOKUNO (ICEBERG Phases 3D 
and E) can be deferred m1.til Slllmner,. The availability of 1 or more air 
bases for short range aircraft north of OIIT1JA\dA will be necessary during 
OLYiviPIC. Para 6. Because of other matters now pending which are affected 
by this decision request earliest possible concurrence. All the foregoing 
has been discussed v;it,h Spruance .,Turner Buckner and the senior Engineer 
Officers concerned and all are in concurrence. 

Direct Com3rdPhibFor initiate detailed planning axn;;hibious phases oqera-
tion LONGTOM and assrune troops nill consist of a Field ./tru\.V including 
the 5th 1\..mphibious Cor;)s. 

In reaction to 0-6 oDeration I a.ntici-•ate _?robable attempt by o:)eratione.l 
heavy cruisers in SII~GAPOR.E J f"IJA area to return to Empire. Timely cle_ploy-
ment in 80TJTP.: GI-C:~T.A SSA Area should be w.ade to ~Jrovide for this possibility 
and to effect destruction before escape of Japanese unit~ to. }uf[,:cs_·~ Area. 

~~ This can best be done by utilizing British Pacific Fleet in coor·dination 
with 7thFlt and shore based <Sir in the PI-fii.1IPT;INJ:~S a,nd therefore under 
O'-,erC',tional control of KinJ(aid. Present op~rations of British Pa.cific Fleet 
should be so adjusted as to "Oermit its o·Jeration.al availability either to 
the westv:Fcu~d of LU -~OI··! or in B1~!1\r~I BAY Area bJr the date of 0-6 O<)eration. 
Para. 2. In the li,f~ht of above desire fux·t:·1er recommendations from addres-
sees, Com7tl'h4'J:c 231322 and Ginc:Jac 232303 refers..-
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17 2101 

This i s ComCru.Div 1 ( CTG 30.1) OpPl an 1"""~45. Task Org8.nizatio11: TG 30.1 
Sur face Striking Force R1\d.m lv!cCrea. SubPa.ra A. Cru.Div '1 r>lus any additional 
heavy units a ssigned. SubPara B. DesDiv 113 ? lus a~r .additional destroyers 
assigned. Para 1. This pl an based . on Com_3;rdl-i'lt CTF' 30 0-pPlc:xn 2-l~-5. ~\ssu.mp
tion: Enemy carrier TF is ~roceedine for diversionarj operations in SA0TERN 
PACIFIC AtfE.I\. and is unlocated. CJ#n Forces: NorPac an d HavrSeaFron directed 
maintain barrier •)atrol along 1$0 Longitude from ALEUTIANS to I~HDWAY. 
~JesSeaFron directed maintain search over sea approaches principal cities 
and installations Hest Coast of' U.s. ~lest ern Strildng Force directed 
intercept and destroy retiring enemy raiding forces. TG 30,.5 (Air Strild.ng 
Group) of Mid-Pacif ic strildne Force will conduct air sea_.rch f or and at-
tack enen~J units. ·TG 30.9 rvill provide re!)lenishment services for Tii' 30. · 
Para 2. ~.'his gr·oup vrill su~Jport air strikinz grou:) ·and ·will attack enerrw 
units v.rith @lllf'ire a.nd tor:;;)edoes as directed. P.:tra 3. SubPara A. Cruisers: . 
Attack enemy ~·.iith g1 mfire., Sup~)ort destroyer attacks 1ri.th zunire . SubPara B: 
Destroyers: Attack ener4>r Vlfith gunfire and torpedo~s as directed. :SubPara. X:· 
This o"Jel"at i on designated FDlElBREAK. This ple.n effective onJy 

1
when directed. 

Maintain rrax::llnum ~Jracticab e readiness for ext.ended operations pending 
placing· this olan into effect. Rendezvous '~Nith Ulri:ts ,joining from other 
areas wll:L be s pecif ied. GTF 30 cruising instructions and Battle Plan 
will be distributed at rendezvous. Para. 4. Provision aJnm.u..lJ.ition and fuel 
to canacity )rior de··)arting }J.resent base. Replacements available ?E!tRL 
and West Coast ports. Fuel at sea with TG .30 . 9. P<:n--a 5. Communicat ions 
CentCmn 2 and PAC 71. Zone time GCT. C'l1G 30 .. 1 in B.ICBJ.10ND . ., 

CI~TCPAC f .... DV • 

Reference is 1nade to your 21021.3 GCT. of 21 April 45. Plaruung here for 
OLYl'WIC is based on an assault force of 3 Corps consisting of 9 Divisions 
plus l Airborne Division with a. follow U!J of l Corps and h Divisions. A 
]Lfarlne Corp s of 3 Divisions (premliil.ab:y the 3rd,4th and 5th Hari.nes) and 
corps tre:>ops to. be in the assault., The 9th Corps consisting o.f the $1st, 
98th, 1 Div f rom BUNE.HOUSE a..nd Corps Troops mounted from .present locations 
( ACCu.~..1JL.\1fiON, HAN:HOL.E and BUNKHOUSE) ·will be Jn. the follow up. 'rhe balance 
of the OLYMPIC Divisions to be mounted from EXC>l~L:)IOR with the lith Airborne 
staging ·thru BUNKHOUSE., 

26 0818 AJfil ECH ?H(~ TO CINCPACfCINCPOA BqTH. 

25 1339 

GX 14003. H.eference to Cincpoa letter seria l 000561,3 of· 13 1~"-oril lr-5 subject 
Nav t:Jl Installations required for support of 1 M::'1rine Amphibious Corps plus 
at tacbments if' staged :fn t he PHILIPPIN~~ ISL .. JIDS ~ As a result of t h e recent 
conference held in GUfo..M: betvreen representatives of t his headquarters and 
Cinc·)oa ·1-IeA.daua.rters it is underst ood that only 1 Division f rom ~:DA Ytfill 
be staged in Athe !:;,HILI PPINES (elst Di v at L~Y,i£) .. '1-rher.ef ore t he inf ormation 
requested b"'.,r :9ara S of refer enc ed letter novf cJ.ppeai's unnecessa1~y. Con-
f irmati on of this understanding is riequest ed. 

Your 250818 affirrnat:ive. rorentative plt.:t1S involve r ehabllit ating_ 24th Gor~;s 
and 1st aarDiv a:t" OIITlL{,;A . 6th ::1arDiv m.a.y 'Jossi bl:Jr be r ehabilitat ed OKmA1U. 
oth.er;Jise at GUfJvf,. 
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26 0229 CINCPOA .ADV TO Cl1\1CAFPA.G INF'Q .. COHIJ:JC,H, CIIJCPOA I~EAiiL ,_ COMGElJPOA. 

26 

Para 1., Your C.X JJ.i,702 • .) Pursuant to the terms of e~cecutive order 9~l59. 
is sued by the P:t'esident, Coxn.GenFO A is designated as 'the Military Comma.uder 
for the Terri tor-y of HAiJAII a.nd has responsibilities povrel" and authority 
vrhich make · it necess2".:y that in this capacity GomGenPOA continue in his 
present re~ationshi:) with CINCPOA~ in vie~v of CinCPOA responsibilities 
vJith res;')ect to the HA~'J.AIIJIN .t\EEA. A copy of this Execu-t.ive 01:.der is being 
airmailed to you tocl..ay. Para. 2,. The directive of the rtBa.sic Logistical Plan 
for Comr.aand 1~.x·eas Involving Joint Army and Navy Qperationstt sig11ed by the 
Cgief of Staf.f of the 1~v arld by Cominch C:NO and iss·ued to me. by the latter 
undet· date of 6 :1a.rch 194.3 has been fully complied Iilith. Under that direc-
tive Cincpoa vras ttcha:t ... g-ed with control of and full res·oonsibility for all 
logistical services within the area under his command 11 and it 1vas directed 
that the logistical organizat,ion ·1rovide for rrv·rherever :Josslble sup~;lying 
items or services C01ili'TI.On to both the Army and rla.vy by a single agency 11 • 
The logistical organization vdthin the POA establ i sh.ed ryursua .. Ilt t,o the 
directive cited aannot be quickly changed without seriously impeding ")rep-
arations for OLYMPIC a:nd other pr eseribed operations . Until the organiza-
tion is changed extensively ComGenPOA vrl.ll continue to have important lo-
gistical responsibili-ties to CinCPO~J.. Para 3. It is regretted that for the 
foregoing reasons I c.s.nnot concur in the proposal of your CX JJao2. You 
are assured ~101J':Tever that the continued responsibilities o.f Coro .. GenPOA to 
CinCPOA Yrill not be nermitted by ~ne to interfere Ul'111ecesse.rily v.rith 
C~rrGenPOA's responsibilities to CinCf ~FAC. 

Com.GenFI\1\:FPac ser 000258 -~ .. pril 20., H.ehabilitation 3rdPhibCorps units will be 
as follovrs. (A) At LEG1Jl'JJ]\JCUS: 1st lTarDiv and such attached units as :)revi-
ously scheduled to rehabilitate KAUAI plu..s c<::t"n£) fD.cilities for 2500 battle 
replacements. Corps Arty Hqt;rs Btry (3rdPhibCorps) ,.. 4-1551v~v~ gtm Bns , Vllli:O 7. 
lst Sep Sng En,;;; Bn. Appropriate supply facilities for above-. (B) 1/\.T SAIP.k.\f: 
2nd l,larDiv reinforced. (C) A11 GUlli:.~.: 3rd:!?hibCor:->s• Cor:)s troops (less Corps 
troops listed in (JJ and (B) above) .. 6th MarDiv reinforced. Para. Cinc2Qtl 
1?6;~.1.1 divert rear ech lst 1mrDiv and other units no">'r enrou.te 1\-\Ulli to 
L"GiJ.Hil'rOUS by shi1)ping in -i'rhich Dresently loaded if Jracticable. ;.iyDis 150813 
modified accordingly~ Pa.raii' Rear Ech' s of Corpt rt~.rty Hq Btry (Jrd~'hibCorps) 
Cor)S J.rty Bns~ V)I..O 7 and lst Sep .J~ng Bn shotLld be moved to L~GUMINOUS trans-
shioping at CiU;]I if necessar;)r • Para. 5th :?hibCorps vrill probably rehabilitq.te 
on target a.f'ter next, opera:tion except that l Mar·Div of 5thPhibCor:)s m:~1y re-
turn to :.~·t.lL.2LE., Reouirements for" fo:t-vt:·rard tlis'nlaceme-nt of !i'MFPac ,. uni:,s "Arill 
be met T.rithout use oi :?HILIPPIN~ 4 CinCSv!PA has been so informed. Para. 
Dis·'Jlacernent of administrative headc~uarters :r.;,.:f to A.rea now assigned F:l.:IF 
troops at GUlli~ about 1 July is auth~rized. Dis·)lt3,cement of hea.dquartex·s 
sup;ly service .:.1'l7 not authorized at this tj~me. ?ara~ Above r·eferences no~ 
to all or ne.eded., 
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Un~ss otherwise ordered intend to )roceed from L,ETTE on'May 1st iJith TF 57 
as required for future duty in operation ICEBEHG. Parp_ 2., Consider TF 57 
can undertake a further ~eriod of from 3 to l1- V'reeks op~rations on a. cycle 
of 2 days of strikes G.!.'ld 2 days of replenishrnent, Unless otherwise ordered 
I vd .. ll resume strikes on S ~IITSEI:ift.'_ GUi'ITO starting 1.fu,y 4th after exercising 
ne·v; aircrews and topping off :i..n MOS~UITO BJ;~Y 3rd, sn,tiseguent ly replenishing 

. in area COariE. Para 3• Subsequent operations of 'l'F 57 are conditione'd by 
logistical need at some :oeriod to UlJ.dei,.-!.cake a rnajor replenishment at inter-
mediate and rear bases, 8nd to allow time for intake of pilots to make 
good vrastage. Para 4. Alternatives ap) ear to· be: (A) Return to LEYTE 
for l v;eek on conclusion of operating ::>eriod given in Para 2. Top up and 
then continue operations for about 3 week~ . -Thereafter carey out major 
replenishraent being absent from operatirtg area fol'' a period which may amount 
to 2 months before all units are ready, as new· air squadrons will need 
training~ (B) Carry out major replenishment on conclusion of operating 
period given in Para 2 being avray from operating al"ea appro:xin:ately 5 
weeks . Para 5. I much prefer to a:im for alternative (A) so _as to give you 
al~ the assistance we cen now in o:~eration ICEBERG.~ Please advise CINCBPF 
which you prefer. 

Ji..fter reconn_aissa~1ce of OIITNAVIA SHINTO ~v~lith Capt ., Painter. I concur ;;vith 
radio rer)ort airdromes fro111 ComC...en 10 to Cincpac Adv dated 1$ April, with 
info CinCSJP,\,.. A rrd.nimwn of 22 rm1ways can be· constructed with estilnated 
average 7 5 of our standard hardstands on each. There vrill ·be enough engineer 
troops arrive here on ;)resent schedule to develop a.pproxi.Jllt::l.tely 60 percent 
these airdromes ·for minirnum operational use in na.'± 6 months . Constructiou 
of airfields will reouire 1arge :Jart of avaiL1.ble effor t.• · Location of 
many- fields have been sel~cted to meet their m:l.nimum requirer.nents . This 
island has all requirements for a majol"' air base. 1~~tore engineer troops 
are required for any major ext"}ans ion orogram. .Am returning vYith full re-
port _. 

25 1631 COliii·WE & CNO 1~0 CINC?.\.C ADV. 

Your 240838., The Joint Chiefs ' of 6"taff concur in procedttre recormnended 
by the reference whereby forces and resources presentlY:" set up for liiYA~iO 
are diverted to OTINA.I»t·t. ~>~iiYA.,T{O operatiorv! should be deferred rather than 
cancelled as it m..a,y be fom1d advantageous to conduct it at <:1. later date . 

Cancel Jl!JyDis 122310, 16lf/4-5 and 2100L,.2. Latter 2 dis:patches not to all. 
Phase III-C ICEBERG vrill be deferred indefinitely. 1'he JCS have concurred in 
the dj_ version of the resources heretofore intended for ADJUrfANT to establish 
additional facilities on Lr~Gm,·:INOUS . )_dditional instructions including re-
vised Joint Staff study and base development d.irecti ve to accon~pl:t~h a~ov.e 
will be lss~ecl. by C:i.l!'CH}A• ~i.sting studies and d::brectives concernJJ~lH(~a0se III-D and III-E rema:tn :Ln ~n~ect., 0 .~. J,., 



Your ~'{A3 . .t1: 69495 DTG 18ll,J5 April. The current requirements of CIHC?CA for 
heav-y bombers are (A) 1 B-24 group based in MARIJ.NA~) rihose mission ·~·rill be 
;the continusd neutralization of byQassed enenzy- a:Lr instailajcions v,rithin 
rang~. This group u'lay be at haJ~ strength. (B) 2 grbUlJS of B-24s based on 
OKII'iiA..:-0.. • Since 2 ,<;rou..r:;s are echeloned in to OYJ].JDI4. and vrill be at the 
neak o:: ·cheir operation durin.:; the months of Se~Jteu.ber and October it is 
1~ot considered feasible to disrupt their_ operation through conversion nor 
to vrithdraw specialists from th~m as their readiness and contbat efficiency 
must be maintained. 

26 1345 CINCP :·_c ADV TO CO~ fiNCH 

Have co1:1..ferred ·L·ith Gom?th?'lt v;ho states with c:u:rcs:,~FA' s concurrence that 
the BRill\TEI BAY operation can be carried on VIithout the assistance of the 
BPF but. British Cari .. ier Fo~:..ce could be used to advantage in strikine air--
fields in s; BOi1J\fEO. Para. 1;\fith reference to your 24l501 it is no·w ,indi-
cated that HAGlffiO is only enemy crv.iser operationa~ in JAVA SIHG'·.lJOR~ region. 
Submarines and shore based air should be adeqnate to prevent her escape . 
Kinkaid concurs in this vie1'v• I consider that the greatest contribution 
of the British Carrier Force to the rrar against JJ' PPJ'J in the near future 
rd.ll be in continued :>arli cipation in ICSBERG at least m1til aclcli tional 
airfields aJ."'e activated in :ae:mi IE SHTI'::..t\ about 5 Hay and recommend that TF 
57 and rrF 112 continue under the ope:ra:tional control of CinCPAC nntil that 
ti:tne . In view of current situation early 19,dvice is requested. 

A, 26 l442 GHQ S }'A (HAC;YR.'fHD11) _!0 CINCPAC ADV HQ. 

C lLI-931. Th:Ls is to_ secret . Reference your 251337 of 26 ll..pril. Phrase 
in question nught better be ex)ressed as 1 Cor·ps of 3 Div:i'sions plus l 
Divisions in Army Reserve. 

( ll'il~'O) 
26 1340 COHINCH & CI'.JO TO CIECPAC Arrf AND .~. K\.PL,/CHJJi:F OF_ST/J:£' ARMY • 

Reference JCS 521/J-3 \Jhich is a9uroved for ?lannj_ng to 31 Deceraber 1945 . 
Para. Redeployment from :;uHO?E incident to YE Da;y VIiJ.l .require emplo;yment 
in A.TLUTTIC of approx:'i..hJ.C,teJ:y; 1/2 troop ships now in P.:\CII?IC . Par a. It 
rdll )robably be necessar-y- to assist in the rede:Jloyrn.ent in PACIFIC by 
u.tilizina; com.batant ty~21es as "~i''rell as APA, AE>~ and other aTil)llibious craft 
v·rhenever an:r can be rtw.de available ~·rithout detriment to oper ations or tbe 
build up for approved operations• Comment on Etdvisability setting up a Tl:j' 
to plan and direct this. Re~eploy:ment points Ja:rticularly· to OLYl.lPJ:C 
a.nd CO 1JNET but }Jlans m.ust for the present consider that LONQ!fO:M or other 
encircli..'lg operations may take place. 
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27 0014 

I 0423 

Asse.rn.bling 77th Div on CKI NAWA after rrhich it replaces 96th Di v latter to 
rear a.:ree. for· rest. P1:an folloui.:ng t.o complete r'hase 1 (decision re: Phase 
30 rv-ill have bearing). ~?,emove 27th Di v to Nox·thern area,s em;Jloy JrcU--hibCorps 
on l .. ight of 2i.J.th Corps using initially 1st llarDiv. Later as 27th Div takes 
over responsibilities 6th 1-IarDiv r~lease latter to 3rd2hibCoros. Details 
later ~-;hen an.noUJ.J.cenent :r'e Phase 3C enables firm _)lanning.. -

In vievr your 26131!.5 BPF wiLl not :)artici ,Jate in BHUIL~I o1eration and v~·ill, 
continue under your O:?erationaJ. control until furthe~c> directive is issued .• 
Para. '.i'ith ree;ard to CTF 57 250437 desire. informc.tion as to loca.lities for 
accor·{ilishlilent of major re~)lenisbnwnt referred to. 

rro CGAAFPOA IHF'l1 CJTCPOA 

I 

Yov.r 260644. The em_?lo;;"111ent of the LJ-1 Photo Recon Sqdn in the fortrv-ard area. 
for s·ca:;:in,:; thru r,o Jr1A. is anproved. }Ll1 lU"':rrw field on TINL'UJ v:ill be used 
as a -base instead of deJJot field GUftJ.f. This does not ·1reclude the enrploj71llent 
this unit in LONGT01:. 

The directive of JCS 032JA1 of APril 1945 confines LONGT01; objectives to 
the eastern. portion of SINGI1ETRT£E (11TtTG.PO PEJ:JINE3UL, .. ) 211d indicates the· 
desirability-of CO!"'...fining objectives to TI~?ROHETU (CHU.SJJT .l.t~CHI:r~c~L .. ~GO) . 
The estirJated operationsl requirements in your serial 000168 of 10· April 
are based on a more com:)rehensive concept aJ."1d consec;,uently exceed the re-
quirements for the LONG1D1.: operation as i 1c is being planned. Ho1Yever in 
vi.evi of the necessity fol"" initiating preparations for OLli'J\WIC which rvill 
have much g;reat erfequirements your serial 00168'· is concurred in for pro-
curenent planning. 

Your 251507. In the present strater:;ic situa.ticn it is necessary that the 
fa,st carriers and follmring them the escort carriers be released as soon 
as ·l.Jossible from their p1eesent employment ,in protecting and coverins 01\IIJ.:l~·LS. 
in order that they may be returned ·to :Jort and prepared for fur·c.her offensive 
~m®lJWli:mtmt fl.i employ.ment x accordingly it is de.sired that the f'ighter strength 
on shore in the RYUK.i1JS be built up ·as rapidly as possible and that there 
·be established also a sufficient number of search aircraft of types suitable 
for offensive recmmaissa;nce in the vicinity of Jj_p.A}J. Subject to the fore-
going and TTithout interference there with it is desired that the ai1-;craft 
available to us .. l,)e used to inflict da.rn.a,ge on the enem.--y- and ')articularly 
on his shipping. )ny suitable squadrons in TF 9L!- are avail Lble to you c;n 
request vrhich should. be IIl8.de fa:e enou§?,h in advance to mi.:n.imize disruption 
of his arrangements,. 

Indications of i.l11~')ending Ja.p air a:'ctacks on bases in £·LtHI.:~1TAS and ':·mJsT:~~J 

C w('LIH ~S l~O;].STl31Y J?!tOU TlHJK 011 ~ .J11CUS. T;iJG APPROPHI '\T~j PR~C ·~UTIC)EAHY 
• ~.u; · • · • 1 ""'-· - p . -· ..t. rmJ rrtt • . i' 'I -~~r -1.""\t.L,· c·Uf?E; s Del1 eve J ,!P)S are moVlllP <:'). anes froru .. 1 1m:~?.Lre uO ..J.. J.\. uJ.~" Vl.a --' · 4 ", u~· 2 • •· ..,1-J ..,. J., l..,. -· ~ }~ • J...) _,..,. .... :.\L - - (.;") J.: -
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2057 • ?ara 1. Youi" 2607h2 and 260,..~i+l i<?ril refer. 'rhe current :rerruirenents 
of Cincpoa for heavy oo:1bers J.n the :·~'~.~?.I.'2l·S and CKIITA~!A, Coupled '\tith 
)reviously aJ'!llOU11Cecl requirement for l eav;f boqbers for c:ir strikes in 
defense of !-L'~::AII, nullify avai13.~)ility of~ speci.uist pei·soP..nel .for con-
version of B-2L;. .";rou. s. ?ara 2. Fu~y concur in non-fecis~_bilit.y of -:rithdre.Ti-
in.: s )eci.::lists fro~1 2 2:I'OU')S of B-2L1-s cor.J.raitted to OIITl~L ... } . The 1 re.rrJ.ain-
in.~, ea1ry bn·.1ber -:roup is the 30 BombGroup -:rhich must no;:; be utilized to 
meet your l1eavy bonber requirement in both I-l1i;.lAII .::-nd the :.1\.H.I UJ;~s. by 
maintainiru~ 2 s~~Lw.drons in each aree.. Para 3. :.rith the vie~'T of ::taintaininr; 
co. tbat efficiency of 30 Borab Grou~) .?.ncl not imparine availabi~i.ty. of 2 
scuad.rons requ.ired in ~:'JLij.:·JAS area, recommend disre:.;ardin.; my 2l0700 Aoril 
~Lld acce;rtin · this recor.1 1uted ne3e;':,ive J:'e-:Jort in lieu thereof . 

C 15011-5• ",Je:r Deparlment has informed me that it has received re-:luest. from 
Cinc{)ac .for in~'orillation for planninc _purposes concerninB: availabi lity of 
frei{,;ht SU:,Jply vessels comin,--~ from current Jrod.lction and availability of 
frei[;:1t su.J 1ly vessels hoH assi~ned to CIJ.JCJu7 'AC and directs quote in ac-
cordance i:it.h current JCS policy desire you coordinate this •. 1atter w·ith 
CIIJCl AC direct and c:,dvise 1,:ar Der)art..uent of final action taken. U11qilote . 

~ 0830 CINCPAC ADV TO COMINCH & CNO INFO CINCRJA PEARL. 

Your 261340. Assume that o~Lcy' AP will be em.plOJed in the ATLANTIC and that 
employment o! canbatant types to .move troops in the PACIFIC will be on a 
"not to interfere with operations or fighting efficiency" bases. Recommend 
that planning and operational control of assault shippin£ for redeployment 
ot troops be a function of the Commander Amphibious forces Pacific Fleet 
since he must : in 8J13' case coordinate use of same ships for extensive amphib-
ious training, (initial. and refresher) and their overhaul requirements as 
well., The availability of numerous group commanders and statts will permit 
him to decentralize as practicable and keep his organization flexible to 
meet changilli requirements. Use of combatant types when practicable can 
best be controlled by' CinCPAC as heretofore. 

29 1225 CINCFQA ADV TO CINCPOA FEARL. 

Desire Pearl Headquarters prepare as a matter of the utmost urgency a re-
vised Base Development Plan for IE SHIMA and OKINAWA. The developnent 
should not exceed the total heretofore ihtended for IE SHllL~, OKINAWA and 
m:YAKO in ari3' respect except for supplemental airfields for which sites 
will be reserved as indicated in ley' serial 0005045. The process of formal. 
directive to and foma.l recommendations from type commanders will be elimi-
nated. The naval and air base developnent must be carried on with hipeat 
priority since the Naval Base must serve both OLYMPIC and CORONET and air 
base ca1)3.city must reach a maximum by 1 October. Para. This headquarters 
will furnish within 24 hours a list of garrison forces heretofore intended 
for MIYAKO and which are nON to go to OKINAWA. Para. It is not desired to 
impose on ComGen '!'en arty responsibility for decisions concerning naval · 
instal.la.tions except, where interservice coordination ~ be necessary • Para. 
As a matter of policy desire no use of Army engineers on naval projects 
without specific authorization by CinCPOA Adv Hq. SeaBees will be used tor 
heeds of projects essential to tactical defense naval projects projects ot 
common interest and to full ~ deficiencies in order named. Decisions as 
to location major projeets ~ must be cleared with Cincpoa. This answer~ ftJ'31 
Hq Telememos 2936 and 2944. ,~J 



v~ APRIL jCT 
30 0208 CINCPOA ADV TO CINCPOA PEARL. 

Reference Cincpoa Adv seri.a1 291225 carrison ;forces combat heretofore in-
. tended for MIYAKO:, and which are now to be used at OKINAWA are as follows: 

(A) AAA artillery • all nar~ on OKINAWA, 2 firing Btrys AW, l Bn Gun SM type A1 
Btry C 294th Searchlight Bn (less l Plat), Hq & Hq Btry 2.30 Searchlight Bn. 
(B) Army Air Force units, all VH: 2 Hq Bomb Wing, 8 Hq Bomb Gp, 24 Bomb Sq. 
1 Fboto Racon Sq. (C) Marine aviation: l Hq and Serv Sq MAG, 3 VMF Sq, 
l VMF(N) Sq, 1 VMTB Sq. l Marine Air Waridng Sq in addition to 4 MAWs now 
on OKINAWA. (D) Naval. Forces: All landing yard crafts and patrol craft 
listed for MIYAKO in my serial 0005038 of 14 Aprll • 

.30 1.332 CINCPOA ADV CCliGENAAFPOANINFO COMGEN ARMY AIR FORCES. 

Your 2124 (300646) is in error. The airfield program for OKINAWA is not 
definite as to dates. '!be first strips for VLR are estimated to be read~' 
l5 August and 15 September. These dates ma;r be bet.tered or mq be delqed 
depending on tactical deve1opments • 

.30 13.35 CINCPOA ADV TO CINCSWPA INFO CcmNCH FOR JOINT SECURITY CONTROL. 

Initiation of a deception plan to cover activities and movements of all 
~ and llarine Divisions rehabilitating and training in the Pacific 
Theater is considered by Cincpoa. as necessary to support. an overall cover 
plan and to provide security for the employment of theae divisions in 
coming operations. To obtain maximum assistance from this plan believe it 
should be iegun immediate~ and involve forces of both Cincpac and CINCAFPAC. 
Believe cover for movement of divisions from EUROPE to PACIFIC should be 
considered and this operation made an integral part of proposed plan. Re-
quest your comment. 

~ 13.38 CINCPOA ADV TO DEPOOM20THAF INFO CINCPOA PEARL.CCIAINCij & CNO. COMGENPOA.CINQ.. 
.m_a. 
In accordance with JCS directive 756/2 it is desired that liaison between 
Cincpoa and DepCom2othAF be established in order that original negatives 
of mapping photography- requested in li\Y top secret letter 22 April serial 
0005621 prior to their sbipnent may be made available to the maitlland to 
the CO 64th Engineer Topographic now a parl of J1Q7' Advance Hdqtrs. Para. 
The 00 of the 64th Engr • '.ropo Bn. is designated Liaison Officer between 
Cincpoa. and DepCom20thAF for purpose of providing means by which multiplex 

· diapositives of 20th AF mapping photography may be reproduced and distributed 
for Cincpoa1s use • 

.30 0145 COMGEN:ro~ TO CINCPAC ADV INFO CINCAFPAC, CINCPAC PEARL. 

RJ 60496. Service units for HYPOCRITE reserve were requested of War Dept# 
by letter this headquarters file PoWar CPA .320.2[.353 subject: Troops Re-
quired for MARIANAS Reserves for HYPOCIITE, datea 5 April copies of which 
are being furnished all addees. References your serials 000351. of 19 March · 
and 000400 ot 5 April, copy of latter serial furnished cmCAFPAC by General 
Ruffner. Anticipate that the units will not be available. 
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••• 30 1150 WEDEMEYER ~0 MACARTHUR mFO MARSHALL, NIMITZ, CHENNAULT, WEART. 

CFBX 36540. Air assistance to CHINA Theater from Pacific is subject. Japa-
nese have been advancing westward in the YE.IJJ)Vl RIVER VALLEY and also from 
the vicinity of PAOCHING toward CHIHKIANG and KWEIYANG. Their object ap-
parent4' is to broaden their corridor of conmunications and space in prepar-
ation for successful offensive operations by CHINA Theater forces. Request 
that all'3' camanni cations concerning assistanc-e that you might render in con-
sonance with above be sent direct to CHINA Theater Headquarters, CHUNGKING. 
This theater can furnish necessary briefing data. 

30 2255 CINCPOA ADV TO COMGEN20THAF INFO CINCPOA PEARL,DEFCOM20THAF ,COMFWDAREA, 
COliGENPOA, COMINCH. 

Your liARX DTG 281621. '!'he original program for establishment of 4 VLR 
groups in the MARIANAS plus S additional if practicable has now been ex-
panded to 21 although Artq construction and service troops have nat yet 
been furnished to support the ~ It is not feasible to deploy- an additional 
4 groups at TINIAN without undue interference with the support of other · 
activities. However the 489th Group can be deployed making ·22 groups in 
the MARIANAS. Para. Sites have been located at OKINAWA. suitable for strips 
to accanoda.te 3 VLR wings. 4 of these strips are still under occasional 
eneJl\Y artillery fire and dates are not firm. It is estimated h~ever that 
2 groups can be received by 15 August and 2 by 15 September. Para. If 
OLYMPIC operation is ordered a general reexamjnation of types of aircraft 
to be based at OKINAWA ma.v becane advisable with increased emphasis on 
types suitable for attacks on enemy- air forces and instal.la.tions or &r 
support of ground operations. 

01 0144 CINCFOA ADV. TO COMGENlUPOA INFO COMGEN ARMY AIR FORCES. 

l(y .301332 change 3rd sentence to read "The first 4 strips for VLR are 
eStimated to be ready l.5 August 1 September 15 September and 15 October" • 

0~ 0226 CINCPOA ADV TO COMGmPOA mFO CII~CAFPAC, ClNCPAC PEARL. 

Your 30014.5. The requests contained in my serials 000351 of 19 Yarch 
and 000400 of 5 Aprll are withdrawn and the 2 letters are cancelled. As-
sume IIRCBPAC cr ComGenPOA will submit request for space and facilities 
needed in MARIANAS for support of Arm9' units. 

01 1600 1URSHALL ~ J.tACARrHlJR ~ NIMITZ, RI-cHARDSON. 

vVARX 7541.3. ReURa.d 15140. This is a list of references: Subpara A - Ra.d WAR 
6'Z/7.3 (Directive) • Subpara B - Rad 160252 .CinCPOA to ComGenFOA. Sub para C -
Rad R59885 ComGenFOA to CinCSWPA. Para. In accordance with the references 
aJ.l A'l."ll'q forces and resources previou.sly assigned to the FOA assumed the 
status of assigned to GmCAFPAC at the time ComGenPOA reported to CINCAFPAC 
!or purposes of administration. Fran that time, CINCARPAC ha.s bad admini-
strative control of all Arr:tJ:r forces and resources in the POA. In exercising 
this control CINCAFPAC has camnand autboritr 4•w••• over the movement or 
use of these Arr:tJy farces and resources except for elements under operational 
control of cmCPOA and CG, 20th AF • All Arm9' forces and resources to be 
moved to the Pacific henceforward will be assigned to CINCAFPAC exclusive ot 
20th AF units and ICEBERG exceptions noted in para B of his 15140. Para. 
Effective at the earliest practicable date, all correspondence pertaining to 
the above will be directed to CINCAFPAC, except for such as he~ s~~-
~ request be directed to one of his subordinate camnands. • - ~ 



mmt 
29 2121 COM3RDFLT TO CINCPAC ADV INFO CINCPAC PEARL, QWJ'THFLT. 

As verbally directed request is made for assignment of MISSOURI as Com3rdFlt's 
flagship. · Further request MISSOURI ge at GUAM 18 May to receive Can.3rdFlt 
and staff • Subject to Cincpa.c t s current orders and approval will proceed 
in MISSOURI with suitable escort to OKINAWA or port where Com5thFlt mq be 
and at time mut~ .agreed upon will relieve Sprua.nce . and assume command 
of designated forces. 

29 1149 GHQ ~A TO C OF S WAR DEPJ.' - PASSED BY COO:NCH TO CINCPAC ADV FOR INFO. 

15140. In order to proper~ carry out the provisions of paragraph 3 JCS 
directive WX 6Z773 .3 April especia.J.4.r the part which reads as follows 
"CINCAFPAC will be responsible for the provisions of f!t:rmy resources to 
meet the requirements for operations in the Pacific directed by the JCS" 
it is requested that effedti ve 1 Uay the following be assigned to CmCAFPAC 
as Co.mander u.s. f!t:rmy Forces in the Pacific and that all correspondence 
pertaining thereto be directed to this headquarters. The above requests 
are exclusive of Southeast Pacific Area and Alaskan Department. (A) All 
troops projected in the 16th troops list for SWPA and FOA and all troops 
to be redeployed from u.s., ETO and 14TO. (B) All u.s. f!t:rmy resources 
equipment and supplies arriving in the Pacific Theater exclusive of those 
now approved for ICEBERG and normal maintenance. Para• Upon arrival of 
the foregoing requests instructions will be issued to Richardson. 

_ 01 0525 CINCPOA ADV TO COMFWDAREA INFO COM5THFLT .CTG99,2.ISCOM DVO,COMGENAAFPOA, 
COMAIR IWO, ISCOl{ IE SHIMA. 

Take necessar,y action to move ground echelon of 1 P-61 night fighter 
squadron to be desigila.ted by ComGenAAFPOA from ITffO JIMA to IE SHIMA at 
ear~est practicable. Flight echelon to follow when ground echelon es-
tablished ashore and when called forward by CTG 99.2. -

02 0012 CINCPAC ADV TO COM3RDFLT INFO COMINCH, COM5THFLT • 

The requirements of subparagraPhs lB and lD of fJ13' serial 00050.34 of 31 
Y.areh are considered canpleted. It is understood that a study pursuant 
to lC will . be submitted short,:cy- which will canplete compliance with 
that subpara. Subpara. lA remains in effect. 

02 0213 CINCPAC ADV TO CINCSWPA INFO COMINCH, . 

Propose implement BWEBmD with further communication deception designed 
to create _impression increasing radio linkages between f!t:rmy and Navy forces 
in Central Pacific, Southrrest Pacific and those in CHI_NA. If CINCSNPA 
concurs folladng plan and Joint Secgrity Control approves, propose that · 
appropriate direetives be issued to commands concerned and Joint Security 
Control coordinate activities not under CINCPAC or CINCAFPAC. 

{1) Scrutinize bona fide radio traffic readi~ susceptible ene~ inter-
cept to identify each message l:i..nldng Army and Navy camnands in Central 
and Southwest Pacific Areas with those in CHINA. 

{2) Insure gradual increase in number of such messages and their average 
preeedence1 with normal variations, until 10 days after target date for 
LONGTOM or OLYMPIC whichever is 1st. Thereafter taper off rapidly' without 
introducing conspiCuous circuit changes. . 

(3) Prevent radical decrease volume or preceilence all ciDcuits involving 
CHUNGK!NG, KUNMING and HOCHWAH. 

- Continued -
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02 0213 CINCPAC lillV TO CINCSNPA INFO CO:MINCH (CONT'D) 

(4) Maintain high volume LEYTE and MANUS foxes unless inordinate quantity 
d~ traffic required. 

(5) FullT exploit bona fide traffic contributing to desired picture 
originating dllllliDY tratfic on:cy- when necessary. Navy will comply AlPac 
56-45 in preparation of dummies. 

(6) For Navy traffic communication security units will arrange details 
volume precedence crypt,o systems call signs and methods of transmission .. 
and for communications between units will use CSPS 2561, 2208,2617,4044/5/6 
accordance Cominch Coni 04216 of 25 December. 

(7) Maintain cover major fleet units and assault forces while at staging 
bases as straight sec11rity measure and· to disguise departures, plus such 
short tenn tactical deception as TF camnanders require. 
· (S) Above proposals made with understanding that plan can be terminated 

whenever CINCSVIPA CINCPOA and Joint Security Control decide that it has 
served its purpose or that it interferes und~ with normal cODml\Ul.icaticns. 
Request CINCSNPA advise. 

02 0917 DEPC~M20THAF TO CINCPOA APV• 
2199. Paraphase o.f' Com.AF20 Telecon message H0101.3-GH date time group 
Oll242 Ma\1 is passed in part for your information ... YoU.r top secret radio 
2124, DTG 30064/J April is reference. Decision has been made to deploy 316th 
Wing at OKINAWA, viewing field availability dates OKINAWA specified in 
part 1A and readiness dates of 316th Wing units here ... 

02 0022 CINCPOA ADV TO COMGm WPBC INFO COMFWDAR&A, COMGENFOAe 

Your 010351 which refers to "Marine stocks this base" not understood tmless 
the dispateh was originated in your capacity as Island Commander SAIPAN. 
Request clarification. 

03 0119 CINCPOA ADV TO COMlSI'CARTF 1 COM2NDCARI'F INFO COM3RDFLT 1 COM5THFLT. 

Desire Com2ndCarTaskFor hoist flag in BENNmGTON, SHANGRI LA or other car-
rier designated by CTF ;s as soon as practicable after 18 Mq. It is nv 
present intention to direct Com2ndC~askFor to assume command of the 
Fast Carrier Task Forces short:cy- af'ter Com3rdFlt assumes Com5thFlt. Un-
til so directed Com2ndCarTa.skFor is available to CTF 5S as a TG commander 
but his assignment as such is not required. 

03 0121 CDIJCPAC ADV TO COM3RDFLT INFO COMINCH. 

It appears possible that Japanese aircraft are ~eing moved northward 
either for storage and or training out of VLR range and clear o£ carrier 
strikes or for purposes connected with hostilities with RUSSIA. Prior 
departure PEARL obtain all available data from JICPOA and give consideration 
to problems involved in a carrier attack against installations in HOKK.UOO, 
OMINATO and Northern HONSHU for the purpose of destroying air forces and 
shipping, diverting forces from OKINAWA and general strategic deception. 
Will confer with you connection this operation at our next; meeting. 

03 0.352 RICHARDSON TO CINCAFPAC INFO CG WPBC, WAR DEP1'1 CINCPAC BOTH• 3107 
In view Cincpac Guam 010226 May and provisions WARX 7 5413 May 1 not to all. nor 

·needed, unless otherwise directed b.1 CINCAFPAC no further action being taken 
by Com.GenPOA to establish with War Dept requirements for ~roops and supplies 
necessary to build up HYPOCRITE reserve in MARIANAS. All.info addees be guided 
ccordinglv Para cou.v of tracm list required to establish HYPOCRITE Reserve 

and submitted ~ar Dent" Y lPr oe!n~ rorward rr~CAFPAC cou.M.er a.l.r !or ~nrormation. -



=· 03 0618 ISCOM SAIPAN W'PBCS TO CINCPOA ADV INFQ COMFflDAREACENTPAC. 

ReUr 020022 GCT. Action was taken as IsCom SAIPAN not ComGen wPBd. 
03 0843 CINCPOA ADV TO COMAIRPAC INFO COMFAim'liNG 2,COMSUBPAC,COMSUBPAC PEARL 

COMST:JBTRAINP.Ifl,COM3RDFLT,COMAIRPACSUBCOM,COM5THFLT,COMSUBPACADCOM3CINCPOA 
PEARL, CO!ffi'WDAREA, COMFAIR VJING l, 

Com,3rdFlt 010241 approved for · such training as \Till not deley readiness 
to move forwanl when required, Desire similar training for all squa:clrons 
of same type since it is infeasible to earmark particular squadrons for work 
with sul:marines, 

04 0244 CINCPAC ADV TO COMJTHFLT INFO CINCAFPAC,CWSERVPAC,CINCPAC PEARL. 

Subject to concurrence of CINCAFPAC request you establish planning liaison 
with his staff and give me your summarized reconmendations (detail~ not 
required initia~) as to naval facilities required on shore at OLYMPIC 
objectives for support of fleet forces including FMF and Air F¥F with · 
particular reference- to terminal support facilities for escort forces, 
In preparing these prel.im:i.nary' estimates reference should be made ·to Basic 
Assumptions of OVerall Logistic Plan - U. S, Navy of l April 1945. Copy 
being airmailed to you to~. 

04 0958 CINCPOA ADV TO COW:NCH. 

Your 02lB29, l(y'Ser 0005045 of 28 April contains latest estimate air base 
capacity I:.EGmmlOUS and INDISPENSABLE. MySers 0005038 ot 14 April and 
0005625 of 22 April for ADJOURN and FRICTION, Summary fol1011s: lEGUMINOUS 
and INDISPENSABLE. Arfi\y: . 3 VF Groups, 2 VBM Groups, 2 VBH Groups, 3 VIR 
Wings. 1 TC Group less 2 Sqs. l Photo Recon Sq. Marine: 4 VYR Gps, 1 
WF(N) Group. 1 VMTB Group. l VMD Sq. Navy: 4 VPB (m,) Sqs, 2 VPB (ML) 
Sqs. l VD Sq. Also follcming units contingent on assi~ent of additional 
constl1)ction troops and air force units. A.rnv: 2 VBM Tps. 5 VBH Groups. 
2 TC Sqs. Marine: 1 VMB Group, 2 VMR Sqs. These Marine VMB and VMR will 'be 
available if LONGTOM is not ordered.. Para. ADJOURN. Marine: 2 VMF Groups• 
1 VMF(N) Sq, 1 VMB Group. l VMTB Sq.of which l VMF Group l VMF(N) Sq and 
l VMTB Sq will be redeployed from LEGUMINOUS. Para, FRICTION .A.rmy: 3 VF 
Groups. 2 VF(N) Sqs. Marine: l VMTB Sq. Which will be redeployed from 
LEGUMINOUS. . 

(041523) 0.3 1.355 CG TAF lDth ARMY TO COMGEN TEN INFO COM5THFLT,CTF5l,ISCOM LEGUMINOUS, ISCOM 
INDISPENSABLE - Later passed for info to CINC~A MJV Hg. 

See 200509 from IsCom INDISPENSABLE TO CTG 5l,:U. Believe dates this dis-
patch need revision and furhher evaluation as to early augmentation effec-
tive fighter strength this area, See Cincpoa Adv 170557 • Thorough inspec-
tion today of IE SHIMA airfield activities by CTU 99.2.1 and ,representatives 
of TAF. After consultation these people with IsCom INDISPENSABLE, 12 Ma.y 
estimated earliest date a.rifield operable for use VF Group with lll aircraft • . 
Too earl.\1 yet to determine when additional Group can operate, Attention in-
vited Cinepoa Pearl 290126 to CGlOthArmy. This dispatch specifies width of 
ru.nwq and shoulders which must be attained if we are to ope~te effective~ 
as follows: (A) From l strip lll-VF of 318 Fighter Group. 15 2 engine night 
fighter aircraft of P6l squadron, and 22 F-5 of 28th PhotoReconSqua.dron. 

- Continued ~ 3108 
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(041 23) 03 1355 CG TAF TENTH ARMY TO COMGEN TEN, El'C. (CONTINUED) 

(B) From. 2nd strip 96 VMF of MAG 221 24 VMTB of 13l Sqdn and 15 VMF(N)- ot : 
533 Sqdn. Do not. overlook taxiways and hardstands for this number aircraft, 
situated so that both groups can operate effective:cy-. Looks like more avia-
tion engineer or SeaBee strength needed IE SHD!A immediately to achieve 
needed airfields reconstruction and attain necessar.y road construction. 
Following dispatches app:cy-: (A) Cinopoa Adv to Com5thFlt 270431. (B) 
Com5thFlt 271233 and other 5thFlt requests to move in VF and VF (N) ground. 
echelons. · 

05 0505 CINCPOA ADV TO COM5THFLT INFO CTF 51, CTF 56. 

Request information your prospective needs for 2nd MarDiv reinforced. 
Shipping now beingheld for entire division. Desire unload and release 
a:ny elements hot needed for Phases 1 and 2 ICEBERG including KUME if its 
occupation deemed essential to security OKINAWA •. 

05 lll6· GHQ SWPA TO CG USAF CHINA INFO AGYVAR,CINCPOA ADV,CGUSAF CHINA APO 6ZZ(RECH), 
CG J4TH J:F, COMMANDER ALLIEO AIR FORCES MANILA. . 

CX 15548. SWPA air forces are prepared to initiate limited operations 
against ene~ lines of communications and installations indicated in your 
radio CFBX 36540. Unless CHINA base facilities are available operations 
can be conducted o~ with heavy bombers. Intensity and frequency of 
attacks will depend on weather and range factors, availability or non avail-
ability of refueling facilities in CHINA and forces available considering 
commitments for planned operations. Para. Before initiating ·attacks, re-
quest representative your hdqtrs visit this hdqtrs to discuss details of 
missions, friendly and enelt\Y dispositions, periinent intelligence in.t'or- , 
mation, communications problems, base facilities and friendly fields in 
CHINA available for fNfPA aircraft, and problems of coordination. 

05 1250 CINCPAC IJJV TO COM5THFLT INFO COM3RDFLT, CTF 511 COMINPAC. 

As soon as operational requirements permit form. TF under ComMinPac to 
clear minefields in EAST CHINA SEA preparator:r to OLYMPIC and LONGI'W 
and with priorities such as to provide sea room first for the fast 
carrier and escort carrier operations common to both OLYMPIC and LONGTOL 

05 2009 COMAF 20 to CTIJCroA ADV INFO COMDICH,CINCroA PEARL,DEPCOMAFa>,CGBOMCOM?l;, 
COMGENPOA, COMAFPAC, COMGENAAFPOA ADMIN • 

WARX 77765,. References WARX DTG 281627 Cincpoa. Adv 302255 and Cincpoa Adv 
020021. Para. In view or the field availability dates established in CinC 
POA' s 302255 as amended by 200021 it is our plan to deploy 316th Wing to 
OKINAWA 2 groups to meet field availability date 15 August the remaining 
2 groups to meet field availability date 1st September providing locatiOn. 
of strips is such as to permit maintaining unit integrity of 316th Wing. 

Para 2. Our p!'eSent plan for conversion of units in US will permit 
the following readiness dates in the theater: 

A. The 4$9th Group can meet readiness date in the Theater of 
1 Sept. 

B. l other con-ver'Sed grol),p to ha.ve readiness date in the Theater 
of 1 October. · 

c. 2 converted groups readiness in the theater 1 November. This 
completes the 2nd vVing for OK~A· r:; J 0 <l 

- Cont:mued - v - .. , 
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r", 05 2009 OOMAF 20 to CmCPOA, INFO COMINCH •. CINCPOA PE~1 ETC. (CONT'D) 

D. 2 groups in the Theater by 1 Dee.. and 2 groups in the 
Theater by 1 Janua.r.r completes the 3rd Wing :for OKINAWA. Your 
messages indicate field availability dates that will be adequate 
to permit the above shhedule. 
Para 3. Ar.my Air Force ultimate deployment of VHB Groups is now 

set at 40. Tentative deplo)ment sbhedules a.tter 1 January a.re as follows: 
1 Wing in Theater Feb. 1st and last Wing in Theater :Ma.rch lst. 

06 OS21 CINCPOA ADV TO CGlOTH ARMY, CO~!JRDFLT ~ COMGENPOA, COM5THPHIBFOR. COMSERVPAC 1 
COMGENtWPOA, COMGENFMFPAC 3 COMAIRP AC, COMPHIBSPA.C INFO COMSOPAC a CTF96, COl\WWJ)AnJA 
CTF93,COMINCH & CNO,COMNORPAC,CINCSWPA,YJillCORPS,CGSUPSER~AFPAC,CQM7THFLT, 
COM5THFLT,GOMGENAIRFMFPAC,CO~lO,COMGENg4THCORPS,CG3RQPHIB00RPS,CINCPOA 
PEARL, CD\JCAFP~C. 

Warning Order. Initiate preparations for Phase 3(D) ICEBERG with target 
date (F-Day) for FRICTION on 15 Ju]f. Operation will be commanded by Adm. 
1'f.F. Halsey with V.Adm. H. W. Hill commanding Joint Expeditionary Forces 
and Lt.Gen.· S.B.Buckner commanding Expeditionary Troops. Assault troops 
for operation will be 1 Div Reinf designated by ComGen Expeditionary 
Troops from the troops tmder his command. Garrison ground troops will con-
sist of following ~ units: Initially 1 RCT to be designated 
from assault di v • 7 45th AAA Gun Bn · (BIAK) • 497th A.AA Gun. Bn (FINSCHAFEN) • 
104th AAA AW Bn (HOLLANDIA). 945th AAA AW Bn (FINSBBAF.Jm) • 25oth S/L Bn 
(less 1 Btry) (FINSCHAFEN) • l98th Hq'kHq Btry AAA Gp (LEYTE) • 33rd Hq & Hq 
Bt:cy AAA Gp (BIAK). l78th CA Bn (GUAM). 1 MP Co. Garrison air forces. 
1 Hq Fighter Wing (~). 3 Groups VF (Arnw). 2 Sqdns VF(N) (Arnw). 
1 Sqdn vmB. 1 MAW Sqdn. Supporting troops in accordance · CINCPOA revised 
staff study serial 0005038 April 14 and 0005625 April 22. Type canma.nders 
designate by dispatch other garrison troops not designated above (includ-
ing aviation, engineer, defense and service 'Wlits) indicating mounting 
points. Designation ot units insofar as known nov1 should be made by dis-
patch at the earliest. Designation of others should be made by dispatch 
as soon as known. CamServPac designate naval officer as Commander Naval 
Activities. In view of deferment indefinite]Jr ot Phase 3(C) ComGenPOA 
requested to renominate Air Corps General. Officer _for duty as IsCom FRICTION. 
Co.mGenPOA also nominate flJUr Corps officer as Air Defense Commander, FRICTION. 

06 1520 COMINCH & CNO TO COM7THFLT INFO CINCPAC ADV, COMAFPAC. 

NETHERL.JtNDS authorities have :requested that HMNS TROMP (now on EAST INDIES 
station) be attached tem.porari4r to 7thFlt for participation in BORNID 
operations. Admiralty concurs. Please obtain concurrence CINCSWPA and ad-
vise him o.f 'I'1W desire to approve request. 

. 31J.. O 
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05 1120 GHQ §!PA (MACARTHUR) TO CINCPOA ADV INFO CANF, TOlDSA, C<liDR AAF M.ANILA, 
CCI USAF CHINA APO f!79, C? -JftTH ~ • . 

CX 15549. 14th .AF h~s ,¢t.scontinued mining operations in t~e SHANGHAI Area 
end of April. Consider desirable that these mining operat.ions continue. 
SVVPA RAAF Squadrons are a~ailable to continue mission if tender based 
facilities can be provided ~by CINCPAC in the OKINAV1A Area. Request your 
commentls. It a:f'£:\,:rmativ.e. au • conunw:lieation CINCPAC to 7th F;tt 
to arrange detai~•• 

06 . 0605 CTF 51 TO COM5THFL~ INFO. CINCPOA: lf.DV, e&mNPAC. 

Cincpa.c Adv 051250•' It is stated that as soon as OKINAWA is captured suf-
ficient minesweepers can be released to commence extensive minesweeping 
operations.. In interim preparation is being made by giving preference to 
minesweeping types for overhaul re~r upkeep and rehabilitation. Para. 

All escort types in TF 51 except those recentl;y assigned have had ex-
tensive gruelling service and require upkeep repa.:i.!- and a rest. I am 
trying to accomplish this by decrease in-screen loealJ.Y. t-o minimum safety 
limit, augmentation of repair facilities, inst~on of" shore based 
radars, acceleration of development of airfie~ds so carriers may be re-
leased and thereby their escorts, rotation of escorts insofar as practicable 
to rear areas however this e.xC.luded to a l.a.r ge degree for DDs because of 
great need for that type loecilly for gunfire radar pickets and support. 

Para. Recommend expediting moving forward for duty ip. TF 51 all 
available mineS\·reepers escorts of each type and earl;r action on nw recom-
mendations for increase in repair facilities to the end of expediting 
overall readiness for future operations of minesweepers NOlJ!U.YD types of 
eseor&s. Para. -· 

In order that necessary minesweeping operations may proceed as required 
GX recommend following measures be taken: 
- A. Submarines equipped with special mine location device examine 

prospective routes and areas of operation. 
B. Regular , search planes E.AB'r CHINA SEA have 1 or 2 experienced 

minesweeping •••••••••••"•"••• officer~ observers embarked. 
c. Special search planes with expe~e~ced minesweeping observers 

examine suspected areas and located minefields to determine definite~ 
existence extent and characteristics. 

As light and sea conditions have considerable influence on ability to lo-
cate fields several exam.inations or -areas should be made. Consider photo-
graphs ta.Ken downwind in ehlbppy sea 1rlth light at operators back might 
be useful. 

07 052S (PROBABLY GOM5THFLT) TO CING PAC ADV INFO CTF 51, COM)RDFLT, COMINPAC • 

Mine sweeping requirements in EAST CHINA SEA for LONGTOM and OLT.LV!PIC . appear 
largely arithmetical. Your 051250. Distance between 2 objectives is about 
400 miles,,. Carriers supporting an amphibious objective normally operate 

·in area within 200 miles· of it. For LONGTOM plan to sweep mined areas 
whose a;ppro:x:.imate centers are given: · 

A. Lat 25-10 L6ng 1.26-0o. Comment. This area. should be cleared in 
any case as it will be menace during typhoon season also is needed as 
support area for B. 

B. Lat 27-10 Long 125-00. 
c. Lat 30-20 Long 12.3-45 starting from south end. 

In addition check sweeps must be made to insure that channels prest:~m.ed 
3.111 
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07 0528 (NONE - PROBABLY COM5THFLT) TO CINCPAC ADV ( CONI''D ). 

COENRIST adjacent to these areas are still clear. . Air cover must be 
furnished either from .shore bases or carriers during these operations. 
Co1AinPac has OpPlan for foregoing. For 0Ll11PIC approach~s except in its 
immediate proximity are non-mineable. Sea roam for carrier operations is 
also available in deep water. No minesweeping can be done within 200 
miles of objective under present conditions of enemy air strength. This 
would have to follow amphibious operation rather than precede. For 
OLYMPIC believe present enemy defensive minefields in EAST CHINA SEA should 
be left intact as Jap sea traffic is channeled and easier prey for our 
air strikes mines and submarines. Concur in desirability of forming 
task force under CoMinPac as soon as local situation permits. See Turner's 
060605. 

07 0606 CINCPOA MJV TO COM5THFLT ,CTF2l,COMGENTEN INFO CINCPOA PEARL. 

Com5thFleet 1 s 060129. Com.Gen 10 is authorized to make such changes in 
priorities of base development as are necessary to meet tactical require-
ments at any time. SUch changes are expected if necessary for full can-
pliance my 130229 and 2nd para my 170557. 

07 0639 CINCPOA ADV TO CINCAFPAC INFO CINCPOA PEARL, COMGENPOA, DEPCOM 20TH AF • 

Requests for photography of DLI\BOLIC (KYUSHU),made in UrDis top-sec O!J0432, 
will be considered priority 1 and integrated with my mapping and reconnais-
sance photographic requirements as outlined in nw Top-Sec ltrs serial 
000127 of 23 Jan 1945 and 0001S7 of 31 Jan 1945. 

CJ7 1225 CTF 51 & 56 to CO:M5THFLT INFO CINCPAC ADV • 

CTF 51 Top-Secret serial 000201 of 30 April to which originator 1 s agree 
with slight modifications is now in process of being carried out by CTF 
56 for parlis not requiring higher approval as follows: 

A. AWS and FD stations take BANARI and adjacent islands now being 
set up and 1 atSETAKE SAKI will be set up if further study 4•4i' ' 1 
indicates desirability. 

B. KOBE SHIMA being reconnoitered and if conditions found favorable 
station of ZAMAMI will be moved there. If not favorable station on 
NAGAANU will be moved to ZAMAMI to improvi coverage. 

c. station IE SHD.[A not entirely satisfactory and will.be improved. 
Following steps which require approvaJ. of higher authority are 

reconnn.ended: . . 
D. About 12 May dependent on enemy and weather seize DORI SHThfA 

establish AWS, FD and minor defensive position~ 
E. As soon as possible probably about 20 May and employing 1 ROT 

of 3rd Ma.rDiv in succession seize AGillii SHD1A and lliEYU SHThiA establish 
warning service FD and defenses consisting reenforced compa~ on AGUNI 
and reenforced battalion on IHEYI temporarily formed from assault forces. 
Capture ·would be made by troops embarked in landing craft and supp:cy-
kept up by same means. 

F. No earlier than 30 days after completion capture OKINAWA employ 
1 Div ncm OKINAWA TO captlire KUME SHDt1A develop it for both defensive and 
offensive purposes. Para. 

We consider this expenditure of effort will provt. economical and ef-
fective in long run. Para. . 

Request immediate approval step D and approval E and F when practicable. 
3112 
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07 1230 CTF 51 & 56 to COM2THFLT Info CINCPAC .lillV • I:!Q• 

This is CTF 51 & C~F 56 Joint Top Seeret Despatch replying to your 052314 
and Cincpoa 050505. Reference is also made to CTF 51 Top Sec Ser· 000201 
of .30 April to which both originators agree with certain modifications as 
treated in a separate dispatch. Also reference is Cincpoa 060S21 W~ 
Order for Phase 3(D). Para. -

Recommendations are: 
A. 2nd Ma.rDiv is not required for capture of OKINAWA and if 

brought forward would eo.rnpliea.te problems of supply, training, and 
space assignment.. C'l"F 56 has designated 2nd MarDiv for Phase 3(D) 
see Com.Gen 10 07105.3. Recommend it be completely debarked at SUPAN 
and shipping in which_ embarked be released to Cincpac. 

B. This recommendation made on assumption Slst ~ Division not 
availao1e for Phase .3 (D). . 

c. While occupation KUME cannot be deemed essential. to security 
of OKINAWA its possesion and development wou~d add great~ to OKINAWA 
security, to success of naval operations in CHINA SEA, and to neutral-
ization o! FORMOSA and SAKISHIMA GUNTO. Its capture will require 1 
division. The necessary troops can be supplied from lOth Army on 
OKINAWA after capture of OKINAWA has been completed and this·course 
is recommended not earlier than 30 ~s after OKIN~A secure. If KUME 
must be captured in advance of that time consider 2nd Ma.rDiv on:cy 
force now available and therefore other troops to be reassigned lOth 
Army would be required for Phase .3(D) • 

C17 1507 COMGEN TEN TO CTF {l Info CINCPAC ADV • 

See Cincpoa 060S21. Interpret Warning Order requires ~ Div as assault 
troops. Prior to OKINAWA operation ~ Div participated in campaigns which 
resulted their embarking ICEBERG tired and understrength. All will come 
out of this fight considerably depleted in personnel and equipment. Target 
date may not permit rehabilitation and rebuilding proper strength. If 
future operation permit u~e 2 MarDiv ~ 3rd recommend its anployment since 
it is fresh from rest of about year. Shipping available and with minor 
adjustments unit will be ready prOL'l1ptly to meet target date. Army garrison 
RCT to be sent from OKIN.PYlA \vhen FRICTION secure. 

08 02.33 CINCPAC ADV TO COM5THFLT INFO CTF 51 & 26• 
ComGen 10 071507. ~ 060821. Not intended to require an A:ri.By Div as assault 
troops for 3(D) since 1st 2nd and 6th Ma.rDivs are under operational control 
Com.Gen Ten. AJn prepared to approve Joint recormu.endation of CTF 51 & 56 
0712.30 if you concur. The eapture of KUME is not approved if -a full division 
is required. 

OS 0901 CINC POA AJJV TO CG USAF CHINA INFO, CINCsqvPA, COMINCH, CGl4THAF; CO~.IT_TJ!F~T, CO~ 
MANILA, ,.C01~5THFLT • -

Understand from GI1Q SNPA tnat 14th AF is ditscontinu.ing mining operations 
SHANGHAI Area end of April .• Request your concurrence in conti.11uation of · 
this program on approximate~ san1e scale by naval air forces from OKINAWA. 

08 1345 QOliTNCH TO CINCPAC BOTH HQ INFO C/S US ARMY:., 

It now appears that transfer of troopships from the PACIFIC THEATER to the 
ATLANTIC in cQnneotion with redeployment as di~cussed in JCS 521/13 will be 
reauired at an ~rl;r. qa.te anq prep~ra.tions s,ponld be made aocordin~ 11}~1 
Waf> Department l.S smlarl;r 1rifornung CINCSWPA. 
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08 0902 CINCPAC ADV T~__QlNCSNPA_ INFO COMINCH, CO~[lTHFLT. 

Your Cl 15549• . Concur as to desirability mining SHANGHAI. It is not desired 
however to employ units of the RAAF in the PO~'\ particula.r:cy- when use of' , u •. s. · 
seaplane tenders would be required• If you find the total number of patr-ol 
planes available in the SvVPA is in excess of your requirements would ap--
preciate information as to the number and types of u.s. naval search squadroas 
which can be released for operations in the Central Pacific. If COm.GenUSAF 
CHINA concurs am prepared to continue mining SHANGHAI Area. with u.s. -- Naval 
aircraft. See my 080901. 1 

OS 2014 COMINCFI & GNO TO CINCfUA ADV • 

Advise me about situation regarding ••ea••••t~ movement of Japanese combat 
air via MARCUS to TRUK presumably headed for ULrrHI and what steps are 
being taken to control it. 

09 0330 CTF 21 to CINCPAC MJ.V INFO c ... qM5THFLT, CTF 56. 

Your 090040. ·1 ROT from 3rd Ma.rDiv is de~ired for ea.pture of AGUNI and 
IHEYI. Originally it ha.d been decided to ask for 1 RCT from 2nd MarDiv 
but the necessity for designating 2ild M:arDiv for Phase 3(D) made this 
use of a 2nd MarDiv RCT inadvisable. Para. • 

It may be recalled that 1 of the 3rd Ma.rDiv' s RCTs was not used at D'IO 
JDU • Para. 

Consider the occupation of AGUNI and IHEYI in near future and before 
completion capture OKINAFTA is important with relation to protection qur 
operations and reduction losses of picket vessels. ComGen 10 is averse 
to withdrawing l RCT fran troops present for capture these 2 islands and 
CTF 51 concurs. 

09 0434 CINCR:>A ADV TO COMGEN CHINA INFO CINCSVVPA, COMI'IAVGROUP CHINA. 

Request your views on general subject ComNavGroup CHINA 000510 and OS1510 
·with reference to all points on CHINA Coast northeast of Longitude llO E. 

09 0802 liD CINCPOA PJJV . TO COM5THFLT, CTF 51, CTF 56 Info CG2ND MARDIV • 

The 3rd Marine Division is not available for ICEBERG. CTF 51 0903.30. 
Elements of the 2nd :MarDiv should be used for the capture of AGUNI and IHEYI. 

09 0808 CINCPAC ft~V TO COMINOH & CNO. 

Your OS2014. ComFwdArea SOPA ULITHI and aU Island Commanders concerned 
were informed in my Z70433 a.s follows 11indieations of impending J ap air at-
tacks on bases in MARIANAS and Western CA..l10LINES possibly fran TRUK or lff~CUS. 
Take appropriate precautionary measures. Believe Ja.ps are moving planes 
from Empire to TRUK via MARCUS"• At ,300100(-9) the JALLA.O (ss .368) arrived 
on station off :MARCUS as lifeguard and was directed to advise o£ artY enenw 
a.ir movements observ-ed• The following sorties have been made against · :MARCUS• 
29th - l PB4Y ll B24, .3oth - 30 B24, lst - 16 B24 ·1 P.B4Y, 2nd 21 B24, ,3rd -
1 PB4Y, 4th - ll B24, 7th - 11 B24, 8th l2 B2.4o Para. 

No enemy planes sighted until J ALLA.O despatch 0808.33 v1hich reported 6 large 
unidentified planes landed MARCUS 080630. This report was beoa.dcast to all 
interested commands •. Strikes on 9th consisted of B24s and PB4Ys which have 
reported destroying 2 Betty a.nd strafing 4 Betty on ground.- Attacks still in 

· progresso Para ( Cont 'd) • · . 
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09 080S CINCPAC MJV TO COMINCH & CNO.(CONTINUED) -

The following sorties have been ' made against TRUK: 28th - '24 B24 20 P47 
1 PB4Y; 3otli - 4 PV 24--B24 20 P4'7 1 ·1st - 2l B24, 2nd 2l 1324, 3rd .:.. 19 B24 
l PB4Y, 4th - 1 PB4Y, 6th .... 18 P47, 7tn 16 P47, 8th 1_2 B24 l PB4.Y. During 
this period 1 Emi4" has been destroyed. Believe approximatel;y 9 ope·rationa.l 
planes at TRUK of which estimate 3 or 4 floatplanes 3 or 4 Zekes and l or 2 
reconnais sane e. Para. 

Since rotation of fast carrier groups commenced at ULITHI on 30 April 
4 radar picket destroyel"'S have been maintained a.t sea outside Atoll. On 
2S April 1 JYrt was destro.yed while approaching ULITHI at 28000 feet by 
shorebased ~ine Corsairs. · 

09 0817 CINCPOA ADV TO CINC~PAC, COMGENPOA. 

~ 060816 and 060821. Su~~est consideration be given to assignment 24th 
Infantry as garrison for FRICTION as preferable to using an RCT from an 
amphibiousl;r tra.i..11ed InfDiv. 

09 1526 l1ACARTffi!R TO CINCPOA ADV, OOMGENPOA INFO ACWAR,CGUSASOS,OG6THARMY,CGSTF:IARMY. 

C 15861. It is requested that effective inunediately all matters involving 
the requisitioning, movement~ use or disposition of troop units and resources 
now in or destined for the Pacific, exclusive of 2oth.AF units and units ap-
proved for ICEBERG, v·rhether operational or as a result of V-E Day redeployment 
including troop units now set up on the 6 months list, be submitted ·to this 
headquarters for approval prior to the taking of any other action. Insofar 
as is consistent with the foregoing it is contemplated that present admini-
strative procedures will remain undisturbed for the time being except as 'f1JB:I 
hereafter be directed. Para. 

In this connection it is requested that your recommendations for the 
priority of movement and destinations of u. s. A:rmy troops heretofore set 
up for the Pacific .Area and now assigned to ·CINCAFPAC either !rom the u:..s. 
or elsewhere im. the Jul.y and subsequent monthly quote Joint Priority Ship-
ping Lists for Personnel Movements tmquote be forwarded to this . headquarters 
not later than 33 days prior to t.he month during which they are desired 
shipped in order that such recommendations may be integrated into or coorc1i-
nated with the similar list prepared by this headquarters~ 

OS 1322 COlGTHF.LT TO CINCPAC ADV INFO C~ 51, CTF 56. 

Your 050505 and 000233. If ¥J9li Phase 3D ICEBERG is to be executed best 
use for 2nd Ma.rDiv appears to be this operation. ComGen 10 07J.i53• CTF 
51 CTF 56 071230. I still believe Phase 3D unneeessar,y and unprofitable 
and would prefer to see ald. MarDi v used to take KUME and other outlying . 
positions around OKINAWA required for radar defense ( CTF 51 CTF 56 071225) 
and to assist if necessary in expediting capture of OKINAWA itself. 

09 0830 ~VEDEWDEYER TO NIMITZ ,MACARTHUR, CHENNAULT INFO COM7THF~T, Qg!2_'.fHFLT • 
CFBX 37C172. Ref CFBX 36540 of 3 April. Observe your message 080901 operations 
SHANGHAI Area. Arrangements made for conference of representatives this Hq 
with ComGenSWPA at MANILA on 1.3 May relative to operations of a.ir forces under 
MacArthur's contro1 against targets in Southeast CHINA.. Suggest you have rep-
resentative present for coordination of plans- including POA mining or other 
air operations against CHINA Theater targets. At present Allied Air Forees 
are conducting .mining opera.tit;:Jns in SHANGHAI Area. 

3115 ~ 
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09 1430 GHQ S!;pA. TO COMG~FOA INFO CINCPAC ADV, CG 6TH ARl!I,. 

CX 15860. For planning purposes for OLYMPIC; the follOW'ing principal unit.s 
will be utilized: 5th Amphibious corps (3r<i,4th, 5th Ma.rDivs) to be mounted 
from. present location; 9th Corps ( 8lst, 98th and l Di v from BUNKHOUSE to 
be designated by ComOenFOA) to, be mounted from present locations except 
9th Corps Hdqtrs a.nd Corps troops; 14th and lith Corps ( lat Cava~, 
American 25,h, 33rd, 40th, 41st, 43rd and the llth Airborne Divisions) to 
be mounted fran WHITmiASH (WZON) or INTEGER (VISA! AS) as now located. Para. 

6th ~ will be responsible for the equipment and mounting of the 14th 
and llth Corps lind the Slst (3Xld 11th Airborne Divisions.. CornGenPOA wi.ll 
be responsible for the equipment and mounting of the 9th Corps less Corps 
Hdqtrs and Corps troops and 8lst Div. Com.GenFOA advise this Hq earliest 
practicable date division designated from BUNKHOUSE. Com.GenPOA investigate 
practicability :immediate movement 9th Corps Hq with such of the Corps troops 
as are now present MANHOLE to ACCUMULATION; advise this Hq and Cincpac Logis-
tics of movement. Cincpac requested to advise, upon receipt of information, 
whether 9th Corps Hq and troops can be lifted to ACCUMULATION with shipping 
under his control with approximate date. · 

10 0114 CINCPOA ADV TO COMGEN CHINA INFO CINCSWPA COM7THFLT. 
. , 

Your 090B30. Not feasible have representative at "MANIL.\ 13 May but expect 
to have adequate representation there about · 15th. Com7thFlt requested 
arrange representation for me in preliminary conferences. 

10 0121 CINCPAC ADV 'fO COMINCH. 

CinCBPF OSOlll. Recommend action be taken which will permit CINCBPF to 
deal direct with Australian authorities concerning local affairs in Australia 
as matters internal. to the British Commonwealth. Present procedures in 
which requests fran CinCBPF concerning such matters come to me in GUAM and 
must then be cleared with CINCSVlPA in !I!.ANILA seem unnecessari~ devious 
since I have no authority in the matter and can only lend my good officea 
in an ineffectual manner. 

10 0147 CINCPAC lUJV TO COM2THFLT INFO COMFAIRW'ING ONE, COMSUBPAC. 

If it is desired to use VPB 109 and similar squadrons for srNOD strikes 
outside en~ harbors reclassification of areas in EAST CHINA and YELLOW 
SEAS will be required to · permit freedom of action for aircraft without en-
dangering awn submarines. Foll~t.ing measures ean be put into effect immedi-
ately if you desire: 

'A) TSUSHlllA STRAITS north of line running 135 degrees true through ' 
KO SAKI at south tip of . TSUSHIMA can be made blind banbing zone. 
In June when submarines commence operations therein north part o£ 
TSUSHIMA STRAIT mczy- revert to sub patrol zone. . 

(B) Refer addendum 8 to SOP...;l. Areas 124, lll, and 112 north of 27 N 
. can be classified as blind bombi.t)g zones from 2000 to 0600 each 
night reverting to submarine patrol zones each day to permit life-
guard rescues during daylight • Early comment desired. 

10 041.2 CINCPAC MJV TO ATCOM ULITHI,COM5THFLT ,COMSERON10~CTF58,CTG58,1 Info COMF~'ID~A 

Indications air attack on ULITHI lii1J!I' be inlninent • Source of planes 111<\Y be 
similar to 12 March attack. CTF 5$ attaok MINAMI DAITO SHIMA if praetieable. 
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10 0706 CINCPOA ADV TO CINCPOA PEARL. 

Cancel Cincpoa serial 3()663. Issue instructions holding i n abeyance 
compliance Cincpoa serial 000490. Hereafter refer to thi s headquarters 
all :matters of basic policy particularly t hose which involve inter service 
relationships. 

09 0925 GHQ SWPA m CINCPOA PEARL INFO CINCPAC ADV. CNO 

CX 15815. Your 022ll.SZ. You my assume for planning purposes it O~IC 
is not executed that 40FS boats will be available for use in LONGi'OII 
Operation. There is only 1 FS type reefer boat in the allocations to 
both Arm:¥ and Navy in SWPA. Therefore the 1/4 reefers included in your 
request will not be available. 

10 .J0708 CDlCPAC ADV TO COMINCH 

Your 081549. Following ships sunk in OKINAWA Operation between lS ll.arch 
and 10 Kq. DD: HALLIGAN {DD584) 26 Mareh, EIJal (DD 529) · 6 April, 
COUIOUN (DD 801) 6 .April, M.L. ABELE (DD 7.33) 12 April, PRINGLE (DD 477) 
16 April, LITTLE (DD 80.3) 3 May, LUCE (DD 522) 4 May-, )[)RRISON (DD 560) 
4 lfq. Total S DD sunk. Ro BB, CA, CL, CV, CVL, or CVE sunk to date. 
Following ships are now non-operational as result ot damage received in 
OKINAWA Operation during period 18 March to 10 Yay. BB: NEVADA (BB .36) 
RFS at PEARL 4 June; llARILAND (BB 46) now at NIPS tor repairs and normal 
overhaul; IDAHO (BB 42) RFS at GUAU 14 May; T1!1'1N!SSEE (BB 4.3) and WEST 
VIRGINIA (BB 48) have sustained some damage and are behlg repaired in 
ULI1HI 1 BFS approximately 20 Mq. CA: INDIANAPOLIS (CA .35) returned 
west coast tor repair~ estiuated complsl;ion .30 June; PDlSA.COLA (CA 24) 
sustained s]_.ight damage and was returned west coast tor schechled overhaul. 
CL: BIU>XI (CL 80) sustained slight damage and returned west coast for 
normal overha11l; BIRMINGHAM (CL 62) being docked GUAM, may be sent to 
PEARL for repairs. CV: INTREPID (CV 11); HANCOCK (CV 19) sustained damage 
and have bee returned rear area. CVE: WAKE ISLAND (CVE 65) R1S GUAJl 
17 llq; SANGAKON (CVE 22) will be returned rear area. DD: FollOwing 
extensivel:y damaged have been returned rear areas: KIUBmLEI (DD 521), 
OBRim (DD 725), KURRAY (DD 576), HIMAN (DD ~2), MULLANY (DD 528), HOl\ORlH 
(DD 592), HAINSOORTH (DD 700), GRFnoRY (DD 802) 1 BmNETT (DD 473), STEam 
(DD 407) 1 KIDD (DD 661) 1 FRANKS (DD 554), LAFFEI (DD 724). Following have 
sustained ctensive battle damage and will be returned to PEARL or West 
Coast for repairs: NFlVOCUB (DD 586) 1 IIORRIS (DD 417) 1 LEUTZE (DD 481), 
PURDY (DD 7.34) 1 ZELLARS (DD 777), SIGSBEE (DD 502), BRYANT (DD 665), 
ISHEEWOOD (DD 520), RALm TALBOT (DD.390), HAGGARD (DD 555), HAZELWOOD 
( DD 5.31) • Following have sustained some battle damage and will be repaired 
in forward areas: CASSIN YOUNG (DD 793), HALE (DD 642), HUTCHINS (DD 476,), 
TWIGGS (DD 591), BENNION (DD 662), INGRAHAM (DD 694), HUDSON (DD 475) 1 

DALY (DD 519) , STANLY (DD 478) • 

10 0717 CINCPOA ADV TO CINCPOA PEARL, COMAIRPAC 1 COMSFBVPAC, COMGENPOA, COMGEN-
FYFP AC! COMPHIBSPAC ; nwo CINCAFPAC' COM.mCH I COMGm 10 a OOM .3RD FLT' 
COM 5'!H FLT. 

For the time beirig operational and logistic planning should be based on 
the following assumntions: . 

A. If OLYMPIC is directed to be exe~uted in 1945 Phase 3D of ICEBERG 
will be executed about 15 Ju.J.¥ and PhaSes 30 and E will be deferred 
indefinite~. · 
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10 0717 CINCPO~ ADV TO CINCPOA PEARL, COMAIRPAC, OOA:SERVPAC, ETC. (CONT'D) 

B. If LONGTOM is ordered to be executed in the lat'e summer or early 
f'a.ll of 1945 all of Phase 3 ICEBERG will be deferred. . 
c. If neither OLYMPIC or IDNGTOM are executed in 1945 Phase 3D will 
be executed about 15 July and Phase JE will be executed about 1 Sept . 
plus such additional minor operations in the RYUKYUS as will contribute 
to the rapidity with Which the overall objective can be accomplished. 
D. Under assumption A FRICTION will be developed for temporar,y use 
under minimum. standards and will be abandoned except for an emergency 
airfield as soon after OLY1i4PIC as pos-sible. 

10 1243 ARNOLD SIGNED MARSHALL TO MACARTHUR INFO CINCPOA BOTH, DEPCOM20AF, COMGENFOA 
COMGENAAFPC?A, _ CC!~GEN BOMCOM XXI, COMGENFEAF • 

WARX 79979 • Current 20th AF VHB program provides for 40 groups of 4 squad-
rons each with 8 ~ RDNSIKXTARCEL~T per squadron located 20 groups in the 
MARIANAS and 20 groups in the RYUKYUS. No conversion · of Pacific air m'lits 
to B29 is now contemplated in completing this program. In vieli'T of field 
availability dates as currently established by CINCPOA it is our plan to 
deploy to OKINAWA the 316 Wing 2 groups 15 · August and 2 groups 15 September 
and to convert units in the US to permit the following readiness dates 
in the US of ground echelons: the 489 group 1 July; 1 converted group l 
August; 2 converted groups 1 September; this completed the 2nd Wing for 
OKIN~VA; 2 converted groups 1 October; 2 converted groups 1 November; 
this completes the 3rd Wing for OKINAWA; . tentative availability ·1st quarter 

· l~6 in US as follows: 1 Wing 1 December; last wing 1 January; request theater 
recommendations on reception of the final 2 wings which are planned here 
to follow foiWard displacement of your tactical units. The build up of 
groups to 4 squadrons will be accomplished as follows: 1st 30 groups in 
program will be augmented in the theater by activating squadrons in theater 
in accordance with the following tables: 

Readiness Dates at Port of 
Date of Activation Additional personnel req'd Number 

20 August 45 
20 September 
20 October 
20 November 
20 December 

1 August 45 
1 September 
1 October 
1 November 
1 December 

4 
4 s 
s 
6 

The last 10 groups in the program will be ~hipped as 4 squadron groups. 

ll 0245 COMGEN BOMCOM XXI TO CIW:CPOA IUJV, · COMAF20 Info DEPCOMAF20, COM5THFLT, CTF 58-51 

X-11-S. SUbject: VLR Intentions9 Pursuant to Cincpoa 1 s oral decision of 
this date it is planned to discontinue VLR strikes against KYUSHU airfields 
effective upon completion of today' s operation. All available a/c this com-
mand being prepared for series of maximum effort incendiary strikes against 
urban industrial areas of NAGOYA and TOKYO. Present weather forecast favor-
able for takeoff on 13 May of initial strike of this series. l2 May "tdll be 
required for essential raaintenance on all assigned a/c and final preparator,y 

Ill' 

measures. 
rr-" ll 0815 CINCPOA MJV TO DEPCOM20AF ,CG BOMCOM XXI,Info CG20i\.F, COM5THFLT ,CTFs 51 & 58, 
~ --t::3 My concurrence in discontinuance 20th AF strikes against KYUSHU as necessarY 

to pennit an incendiary strike against JtA&oYA in .maximum strength is confirm-
ed. Also in view subsequent developments concur in plan ~s stated j_n yoo:r 
110245. Will request fUrther neutralization KYUSHU only lll event OK~f1 s 
situation again so requires o -· - -
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10 1844 JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF TO CINCPAC lillV Hg. 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff believe that your plans for OKINAWA call for 
the introduction . of a P47 fighter bomb group on Oia:NAWA on or about May 1.2 
with 2 additional groups occupying IE SRDA:A shortly thereafter. Para. 

Recent reports from ground coiimla.tlders in EUROPE particularly stress 
the great advantage our ground forces there have had from the close support 
of P47 fighter bombers capable of carrying heavy bombs for the destruction 
of fortifications, artillery and concrete pillboxes, holding up our ground 
forces. This employment, all commanders attest, has saved our ground forces 
many casualties. Para. 

This experience plus the reported very heavy enemy defenses on OKINAWA 
lead the Jo:int Chiefs of staff to query you as to when P47 equipped groups 
can, in view of present developments, be brought into the OKINAWA Area. Para. 

1 additional advantage of the P47 lies in its range which should permit 
groups so equipped ~o hammer Jap airfields in KYUSHU from which it appears 
the Japs lam1ch much of their opposition to our ships and forces in the 
Oia:NAWA Area. This would re_lea.se the B29s for return to their attacks on 
industrial targets and the continued destruction of key cities. Para. 

Please advise if we can be of any assistance to you _ in t~s regard 
as for example by making additional fighter bomber groups available to you. 

10 2331 CTF 58 to CTG 28.1, CTG 58.) Info TG 58.1, TG 58•3, CINCPAC ADV,BUICOM XXI 
COMSUBPAC, COM5THFLT, CTF 51, CTG 50.5, CTG 99,2, CTF 94. 

Operation racket. TF 58 w:i.ll attack KYUSHU with sweeps and strikes on 13 
and 14 May. 130500 launching position about 3Q-OO N 132-40 E. TG 58.1 in 
station 3. Jl.xis 030. Radar picket group 1 DesDiv from each TG on station 
25 miles N of fleet guide. Air plan 13 1\rfay. TG 58.1 target area 1. Priority 
for sweeps. KA.T\fOYA, MIYAKO-PJOJQ, KOKUBU, CFIRNO• strikes primary KANOYA and 
IZUMI alternate SAEKI and KIKUCHI. TG 58.) during night 12-13 May maintain 
VTN hecklers over target areas 1 and 2 and ~J dawn patrol over KANOYA. 
Priority for sweeps. MIYAZAJC[, KUMAMOTO, TOMITAKA, KTiillCHI. strikes prima.ry-
SAEKI and KIKUCHI. Alternates KANOYA and IZUME. Night 1.3-14 May VTN hecklers 
over target areas 1, 2 and 3. 14 Mecy-. 140500 launching point 31-30 N 
1.32..00 E. Target areas both TGs later. Rescue sub responsibility. TG 58.1 
station 2. 58.3 station l. Brief all pilots on SASEBO and KUR.E naval bases. 
strikes emplqy arming Plan 0 vdth 260 pounds frags on VB wing racks. Use 
selective arming on VB and VT. Recommend sweeps use arming plan Y with 2bo 
J)ound frags. · Targets priorities and ann.ing plans may be changed by TG Comdrs 
if later information makes it desirable. 

12 C1700 CINCFOA ADV TO DEPCOM20TH AF , CG XXJ; BOMCOM I NFO CG20AF ,COM5THFLT ,CTF 51, 58. 

My 110815 :May. Change word KANOYA to read NAGOYA. 
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ll Cft32 CINCPOA ADV TO CGFMFPAC, CO£ .. /fFW'D~rm!, COMAI RPAC, COMPHIBSPAC, CGlO, COMGENPOA, CGAIR 
FMFPAC, COD,UI~PAC,} I SCOM 01\.'"INAWA, COMSERVPAC, CGAAFPOA 1 COM5THFLT INFO COMINCH CNO 
ALSO TO ISCOM I E SHI M')\_,CG STRAIRPOA,COM'NESCARSUB.ARE!,ISCO:M SAIPAN,ISCOM GITJJ! 
ISCOM IWO JIMA. · . 

Construction policy is subject: Cinepoa TS serial 000490 is hereby can-
celled. Those concerned will be guided by the following s·eria.ls not to alJ. 
addees or neededl 

A. Cincpoa TS serial 000953 subject Housing Policy for ICEBERG Operation. 
B. Cipcpoa conf dis}:eteh 290126 April. . 
c. Cincpoa secret dispatch 062209 May. 
In order to provide operational airfields by dates established in Cincpoa 

TS seri~005045 subj eet Airfield Developmerrt. OKINAtflfA IsCom is authorized to 
divert Arrrry construction materials to expedite Army air support facilities 
and similarly to divert Navy construction materials to expedite Navy air 
support facilities and to provide operational naval support shore facilities 
by 1 Nov. Cincpoa general construction standa;rds will continue in. the future 
as they have in the past. New construction policy governing Navy construction 
ncnv under preparation. 

l2 0704 CINCPOA AJJV HQ TO C<l!2CY.rH AF INFO CINCARPAC,CINCPOA PEARL,COivtGJ1NPOA,D~PCOM20£ 

Systematic mapping and reconnaissance photography are needed of KYUSHU and 
TOKIO PLAINS Area on HONSHU for purposes of operational planning. Carrier 
photo Hellcats a;re not able to perform this photography and airfield facili-
ties do not a.t# this time permit land based photo planes to operate continu-
ously from OKINAWA or I WO. Para., · . 

In i:iew of urgency and in. accordance with provisions of· JCS 756/2 
directive and since only VLR F-131 s •otl'*"k'lw•txlfilj)jdp can accomplish this photo-
graphy it is reconnnended that consideration be given to assigning a priority 
1 to a mission for F-1.3s of the 20th AF for systematic vertical mapping 
photography of Cornell and Dartmouth areas of K'fUSHU as outlined in my top 
secret letter serial 0001Z7 of 23 Jan 1945 and Ua.cArthur's top secret dis 
050432 May. 

12 0822 CO'M7THFLT TO CINCP~C ft.JJV INFO CINCPAC PEARL,COMSERVPAC,FEAF 1 CINCAFPAC • . 

Preliminary reuort. Your 040244. After consultation GHQ fMPA AUAFilvs. 
CINCAFPAC concurs. DVJ consideration has been given: 

(A) Basic Assumptions OVerall Logistic Plan u.s. Navyt 
(B) Logistic problem of supporting large ~ forces involved. 
(C) Huge airfield construction efforto 
(:0) Tir.aing of the succeeding opeJ?a.tio:n. 

Recommend: 
(A) Ma.xi.mum. use floating facilities for support of escort forces. 
(B) No onshore naval facilities at OLYMPIC for support FMF or air F1JIF. 
(C) :Minimum onshore naval facilities which are summarized as follows: 

Fuel storage - none. 
Provisions for emergency i s sue on~. 
Water 2,500,.000 Ga.l/Day f br amphibious craft. 
ltrmnunition storag~ - none ~ 
J-h9a.dquarlers advanced base with lar ge c-ommttnication facilities., 
Por~ director units. 
Harbor protecti on. 
Lor an Station. 
RDF st ations . 
Boat pool and landing craft r epair units. 
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12 1213 CINCPAC ADV TO COM5THFLT, CTF 51, CTF 26• 
In order that there ma.y be no misunderstanding please acknowledge lll3' 090e92. 

12 1709 GOM5THFLT TO CINCPAC ADV • 

Yo~ 090802. (Acknovlfledgment of receipt). 

12 2151 CTF 51 to CINCPOA lillV. 

Your 090802 acknowledged. , 

13 0008 CINCPOA JIDV TO COM7THFLT INFO CINCPAG PEARL, COMSERVPil~, CINCAFPAC. 

The facilities envisaged by your 120822 are inadequate. Desire your base 
plans officer availabl·e in MJIJIJILA Area 16 lfu.y' your 120823 at which time 
tentative draft logistic annex my Joint staff Study OLYMPIC will be furnished 
you. 

13 0034 CINCPAC lillV TO ATCOM ULITHI, SCOM ?EI.ELIU,COtf>ERON lO,COMBATRON l, CTG 58.4, 
COMWESCARSUBAREA, ISCOM GUAM, ISCOM TINIA .. i\J, ISCQ.\II SAIPAN' TIJFO COMJ.iWD.tffiEA, 
ISCOM INO JIMA. 

In view possibility attack on ULITHI.PELELIU area alert conditions 
should be maintained for next B to 4 days. TRDK appears to be most probable 

. souT·ce of flights but possibility that point of origin may be Empire using 
FORMOSA or MINAMI DAlTO SHDKA as staging base should be considered. Use 
of radar deception devices may be expected with such flights. Reconnaissance 
of ULITHI and KOSSOL PASSAGE ANCHORAGE probably made by Japs on 12 Y~y. 
This is in keeping with usual pattern and past pactiees. Blue MARIANAS bases 
can be reconnoitered or attacked by Jap planes flying between EMPIRE and 
CfRUK or via MARCUS • 

13 0~. CINCPOA ADV.TO CINCBPF INFO CINCSWPA, C011INCH, CINCPOA PEARL. 

Your oao111. You are authorized to deal direct ¥dth Australian authorities 
concerning local affairs in AUSTRALIA as matters internal to the British 
Commonwealth keeping General MacArthur and me informed as appropriate. 
Cominch and War Dept have concurred. 

13 Ol5S COA:GENPOA TO CINCPAClillV INFO CINCAFPAC. 

RJ 6ll91. Erilpl,.~t of 24th Infantry your dis 090017 May is. reference is 
concurred in. In view of this employment it is recommended that the 296 RCT 
which was planned for employment in FRICTIO~J ··now be employed in ADJOU.RN<J 
THKHECJTER employment anticipated for the 29,2 will facilitate necessary 
training here prior to the fon1ard ar.ea. emp~oyment. 

13 0213 CINCBPF TO ~INCPAC AJ)V INFO CTF 2,7, COM5THFLT, CO:MINQ!i. 

Your 12021a. Thank you so much for your invitation but I am afraid I cannot 
manage this period due to approaching l.'eplenishment of the fleet. 

Para 2. Hope to ba able to visit you a little later subject to your 
concurrence~ 

Para 3. I am asking Rawlings to arrange his visit. 

~13 0/1) 5 CQv1GE!J TEN TO Cil\TCPOA MJV • 
Your 090002 received., See my 1YrG. ( 120940 ? ) 3121 
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13 1239 CINCPOA ADV TO COH3RDFLT, COM2THfLT, COMGEN 10, COMPHIBSPAC, COM5THPHIBFOR 
INFO COMINCH 1 CTG 22.2. 
Because of the severe damage being received from enemy aircraft by naval 
forces in the RYUKYUS, when the provisions of para 5 and 5 of my serial f.XXJ147 
of 21 November become effective the senior officer present of the Amphibious 
Forces, Pacific Fleet will continue to control the air defense of OKINAWA 
and the naval forces Dresent from a command position afloat and will report 
to ComGen 10 for this purpose. When ComGen 10 is ready to assume the responsi-
bility for the air defense of the forces and shipping present without this 
assistance he will so inform Cincpoa. 

13_1620 MARSHA~J. T? COMGENFOA DWO CINCPOA BOTH, COHGENAAFPOA ADMIN, CQJi.~GmJFEAF . 

WARX SlS23. Requirements of Phase III ICEBERG except for 414th Fighter Grp 
and VHB Groups are considered as being included within the ceilings of the 
redeployment forecast referring AAFPOA ADMIN 24097 not to all addressees. 
ApplicatiQn must necessarily be made to CINCAFPAC to provide the balance of 
air units required for Phase III either from those present~ in SVWA or 
from those scheduled for redeploymer~ from EUROPE. 

14 01.36 CINCPAC ADV TO ATCOM ENIWETOK, AIRDEFCOM ENDJETOK INFO C01'!FV·ffi.A.REA,COMHARGILS-
SUBAREA. 

Take immediat e steps · to cope with Japanese air recormaissance at ENIVlETOK. 
SUch action imminent. Possibility of Jap air attack against shipping E1tr:VETOK 
should not be overlooked • 

. ll,. 0245 CINCPAC ADV TO COM5THFLT , CTF 5l,CTF 56,CG2NDMARDIV INFO COM3RDFLT ,MARCORPS, 
COMGENF']).PPAC, COMG:FEN3RDPHIBCORPS,COMFWDAilliA , ISCOM SAIPAN. 

Para 1 . The 2nd MarDiv (less 1 RCT) is hereby detached from operational 
control ComGen 10 and is placed in area reserve under Cincpoa. 

Para 2. 1 RCT to be designated by ComGen 2ndMarDiv remains under oper a-
tional control ComGen 10 for employment in capttire of AGUNI and II-Il~n . This 
RCT will load immediately complete with personnel and be prepared to sail as 
directed by CTF 51. . 

Para 3. 2nd MarDiv is designated as assault division for Phase III-D 
ICEBERG roy 060821 and wi)..l return SAIPAN when relieved at FRICTION by Army 
garrison regiment. ComGen 2nd MarDi v will report to Com.Gen Expedi tiona.ry 
Troops by dispatch for planning in connection with Phase III- D. 

Para 4. ComGen 2nd MarDiv send staff representative immediately to this 
headquarters to confer connection with unloading of 2nd MarDiv (less 1 RCT) . 

14 0247 CINCPAC ADV TO COMPHIBSPAC I~WO COH7THFLT ,COM?THPHIBFOR,CIHCAFPAC,COMINCH. 

The training requir~ents envisaged by CINCSWPA 1.31350 are highly important 
and will require the services of a full transport squadron commencing 1 June. 
If OLTin=!C is directed in 1945 the training will be continuous and Will ex-
tend into a oeriod in which Com?thPhibFor tqill haveother duties. According~ 
desire your recommendation as to a transport squadron and also an amphibious 
group commander to "9erform amphibious training in the PHILIPPII\TES on a con-
tinuing basis. 

14 0257 CINCPAC fJ)V TO C01ITNCH. 
Lt. Gardner of ·my staff leaves GUAl{ today 14. Ha;y E.Long. with copies of tenta-
tive draft row Joi nt Staff Stuqy naval & amphibious phases OJJa.~C for Cominch. 
Request early advice any comments you wish to make since firm draft wffi_ bel 

·com enced immedi t.ely on return from .conferenc_e at 1LA.NILA 15-17 Maytt '- L 
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14 1014 GHQ SWPA LEYTE TO AGINAR INFO DEPCOM.AF20 GUAM, COMGENPOA,CGBOM:COM 2l,CINCPOAJ. · 

CX 16175. ReURad TNX 79979 dated 10 ~.fay 1945~ The date that the last 2 VHB 
Wings can be accomoda.ted in the RYUKYUS will depend on the zate at which 
the tactical air forces are displaced forward and the avq.ilabili ty of avia-
tion engineers over and above those required for other _operational commitments. 

14 1341 CINCPOA ADV TO COMFWD.tl .. ii.E:A,COMI\tl:A.RGILS,COMSOPAC,COMGENPOA INFO CINCAFPAC,COMINCH 
- CINCPOA PEARL HQ. 

Pursuant to a directive from the JCS it is desired to release Arrow units in 
POA to CINCA.FPAC as soon as the services of such units can be spared. To 
implement this directive the following procedure is prescribed in the sequence 
indicated: 

(A) As P...:rrrr.y units became a.vailabi~e for release from their respective 
.areas action adees will furnish designatiar1s of units and recommend dates 
of release to· ComGenPOA (Info Cinepoa both Hq) • . 

(B) After considering opera.tioMJ. requirements eomGenPOA is requested 
to transmit to CINCPOA Adv Hq his recommendations on each unit. 

(C) Release to · CINCAFPAC will be accomplished by CllJCPOA. 

14 1602 CINCPAC ADV TO ATCOM: ENIWETOK, AIRDEFCOM ENJ:VfETOK, ATCOM ULITHI, COMSERON 10, 
COMBA'ffi.ON 1, CTG 58.4, C01WlESCARSUBAREA, ISCOM: GUM.A:2 ISCOM TINIAN, ISCOM 
SPJP AN, IS COM PEIELIU, INFO COMF'NDAREA, ISCOM rnD JIMA. 

{ -
Re ~r Top Sec 130034 and 140136.- not to ·all. Further evidence Japs contem--
plate immediate reconnaissance of ENn~rETOK, GUAM and ULITHI ·with blue surf'ace 
ships principal objective. Main priority ULITHI. Take imm.ediate necessary 
action. 

15 0228 CINCBPF to CINCPAC BOTH HQ INFO ..QJ.NCSWPA. 

HMS D.lPLACABLE ·who has recently arrived in Ausrm:~IA will be available "for 
operations during the period of the Fleet's main replenish.ment in June. 

Para 2. This ship is fully worked up, but requires battle experience in 
this theatre and I would like her. to ca.rry out live practices against Jap 
forces on the lines of your operation FUDDLS vvherever convenient to youl. 
Para 3. I would allocate a suitable esco1~ of cruisers and destrqyers from 

among the ships replenishing at MANUS. 
Para 4. Proposed target and scale of attack subject to your concurrence 

would be 2 days consecutive attack on either Tl1UK or F.ABAUL. 
Para 5. If approved request suitable inteiUigence and target information 

may be forvntrded to reach M.t\NUS f>y 28 Mayo 

16 0557 CINCPO.A AJJV TO CINCPOA PEARL. 
The subject is Fleet support. for the OLYMPIC Operation which largely will 
come from (A) UARIANAS (B) PHILIPPTNES (C) THE RYUKYUS. With present as-
signments of construction troops in the above areas it apoears that all 
present~ approved naval support facilities in A & B (less those removed for 
reallocations) will be completed. It is not however considered that more than 
the minimum facilities in cast as ou:'cli.ned in my Telememo 3677 of 12 May plus 
augmentation from FI~lli 1~11 be essentially operable by l Nov with oresent 
forces. ComServPa.c·r s 210225 of April recommends certain cancelled LEYTE facili-
ties for BIVE .. Hmvever due to a di version from BIT~ of 4 of the 7 PHILIPPINES 
SeaBees it does not annear· that the LETrE facilities recommended for BIVE 
could be in operati6n.~. for OLYUPIC unless, repeat unless additional construction 
troops are assigned~ 
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16 0557 CINCPOA ADV TO CINCPOA PEARL. (CONTINUED) 

It is recommended that ComServPa.c be directed to immedia.telJ" review his 
overall logistics require~ents giving consideration to: 

(1) BIVE augmentation fr~m FIN"h:. 
(2) Additional support !ram SUBIC BAY. 
(3) The extent · of completion of naval facilities in the 1URIANAS by 

1 November. · · 
(4) The reallocated components from LEYTE-S.A:MAR to BIVE which will not 

be completed under present construction troop deployment. 

He should recommend: 

(A) Augmentation by types of facilities, if required, _giving desired 
locations. 

(B) His plan of construction~ troops, shipping and materials necessary 
to accomplish augm.entatioi1. 

These matters are of utmost urgency and must be expedited. ComServPac ·to 
advise date by which above info wi:U be supplied• AdmirU 'rowers concurs. 

0.3 0716 MACARTHUR TO CINCroA ADV INFO COM7THFLT, CO:k~THPHIB. 
~M) I 

CX 15379. Assistance of APAs and AKAs listed your 271135 is greatly appreci-
ated. Additional APAs cannot be profitably employed for "troopfi movements 
unless used in conjunction -rJith additional ..A..KAs or LSTs. However it is 
planned to conduct refresher amphibious training for 8' US divisions tentatively 
selected for 6LY.MPIC. Completion of this program will require 3 Mobile Amphib-
ious Training Units operating si.mul~aneously. Insufficient ships are available 
to eormna.nder ?thFlt for this purnose. Therefore it is requested that 1 
traasport squadron from your comxnand be made available to 7thFlt at SUBIC BAY 
by 1 June for use in amphibious training. Anticipate these ships will be re-
quired for a mininm.m of a.pproxima.te:cy- 4 months. 

14 2255 DEPCOMAF 20· to CTI\JCFOA ADV. 

2576. Subject: statement of 1111 Policy. Passed for your information is the 
foll~ving message from ComA! 20. 

1. Now that regular supporting operations for ICEBERG are. concluded, it 
is appropriate to restate our policy goverrdng operations. Current target . 
directives remain in effect until changed as the situ~tion requires. These 
directives will govern. your normal op~rations. It is anticipated, however, 
that from time to time you will receive requests for missions in coordination 
with operations of other foreeso SUch l"equests vdll, of ccmrse be considered 
separately according to JX>licy already' established. 

2. The primary mission of the 20th AF is to complete the destruction 
of the majro aircraft production and to ·destroy the principal Jananese urban 
industri~i areas in the shortest possible period of ti.me. It is extremely 
important, in order to ea.ptialize on the ·present critical situation in JAPAN, 
that your e.f'fort be concentrated to utmost on these targets vmich will contri-
bute most to the defeat of JAPAN. 

15 0610 CINCPOA ADV TO COMGJ~N 2DN ML:\RDIV fNFO COM5TH~T ,~SJTF 51,.. CTF. 56, COM3RDFL'I:, 
CGFMJ?P.,iC 1 CG3~.DPHIBCOHPS,COMFlftb_4.REA,ISCOM SAIP.AN, _ COMGENPOA. 

!{yDis 140245. 2nd Max-Div (less 8th Marines Ri.inf •) authorized to unload at 
SAIPAN rehabilitate equipment~ Be prepa.red to reload and reembark for Phase 
III-D as directed by Commander Expeditionary Troopso · 
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15 2056 COMAF 20 to CG BOMCOM 21 Info Macarthur, CINCPOA PJJV ~ DEPCOMAF 20 • 

WARX S2567 • Ref CINGPOA ADV 1207041 and CINCSV"fPA 16179. You are directed to 
perform the photogra.pny requested by Cincpoa. and concurred in by · CINC.A.FPAC · 
of the KYUSHU and T01'YO PLAINS AREA., This photography is next in ·oriority 
t ·o your target photography. 

15 2347 CINCPOA ADV TO COMGEN TEN I NFO QIMAIRPAC,Ql~PSCF ,COMGENTAF RYUKYUS,ISCOM OKir1AWA 
C01ffiABS OKI}l~WA, CI NCPOAPEAftL• 

ComAirPac Top Sec 02225.3 not to all •. Request comment on following that is 
under consideration: · 

(A) Retain Acorn 54 in echelon for establishment at AWASE. 
(B) Construct AWASE 150 foot strip '\nth hardstands for earliest opera-

tion 1 V'.rfu4' Group, continue construction to 300 feet and hardstands 
for 2ndV:MF Group, final construction for operation of 1 VMF Group 
and carrier pool . of 500 airplanes the ls.t increment of 200 on 15 Oct. 

(C) Reservation of space at AVlASE for ASD and for arrival AROU on 1 Jan. 
(D) About l Nov mount out 1 V.MF Group from AWASE for OLYMPIC and then 

increase carrier pool to 500. 
(E) Reserve TSUGEN JTMA for additional carrier strip with no development 

at present. 
(F) Concurrence with Para ~B) above cancel~ AGINA FIELD. 

16 0128 CINCPAC ADV '1'0 COM5THPHIBCORPS,CGFMFPAC I,NFO COMPHIBSPAC,COM5THFLT 2COM3FHIBFOR. 

Com5thPhibCorps assigned 'duty for developing plans for LONGTOM based on Joint 
staff study. ComGen Fl.fii'Pac lend assistance as practicable. Com3rd.PhibFor 
coordinate development of plans. 

16 0515 C01,fGEN 10 to COB:GEN 10 Rear Info CINCPAC BOTH,COMGENPOA,COMPI1IBSPAO. 

Thi;:; cites G-!-J. Msg TA 2l22 DTG 090231 not to a.ll. Based on new estimate pos-
sible 13,000 enerq troops on ADJOURN and latest photo interpretation ComGen 
10 recommends 1 Corps of 2 Divisions for task with 1 Div Area Reserve 
LEIGUMINOUS. Scheme maneuver land 2 Di vs abreast bea.ches TA 1 · 2 6 8 1 2 6 7 1 
3 6 6 1 4 6 5. Capture dominating terrain to west. Split island at SETAKI 
TA 1662~ Capture airfield destroy enemy force. Capture southern part. Esti-
rre.ted uncover dates for beaches BOMA and KETOKU G Day. SANMUHA G 15. KAMETOKU 
and KAHETSU G 35. HEDONA G 15. Dates for initiating construction airfields 
Field 1 G 15. Field 2 and 3 G 30. Alternate site A and B for Field 2 G 40. 
Consider KmAErOKU KAJ.ffiTSU and HEDONA unsuitable for handling other than small 
stores. S_ANl!URA and KETOKU most strl.table f or development with estimated total 
capacity 2500 M/T day. Due to danger enemy reaction recomn.1end- shipping to 
target be limited LST and LSM or small AKs. 
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16 2139 CINCPOA PE~'l...tzL TO COMGEN 10 INFO COI\I.IINCH & CNO, COMGENPOA,COMSERVPAC,COlW:RPAC 

r-", COMGENFMFP AC, CGA.A.FPOA 2 C01~PI-IIBS:P AC, COM~THFLT 2 COMD~:rEN, CINOPOA AJJV t COH5THPH!Bl~'OR 
90MINPAC; 90MGENiUITPOA .liDMI~f,!- . 

Para 1. Cincpoa serial 000508 of 12 Ma.Jr subject quote Base Development 
Plan OKINAWA and IE SHTILI\ unquote supersedes Cincpoa serials 000221 of 10 
February 1945 and 000290 of 2 March 1945 and 000461 of Z7 April 1945 and 
will take precetlence over the original serial ' as corrected to date. In ease 
of conflict Cincpoa serial 00050S will govern. 

Para 2. ZG KXBification of Cincpoa serial 000508 the minimum facilities 
as listed below should be essentially operable to the capacities iridica.ted. 

(A) Air installations as established CINCPOA serial 00050li-5 of 28 !pril .. 
(B) Operational FL 1 November 1945: 

(1) 100% Joiiit Comm:unications. 
(2) .§Q% major and 100% amphibious ship repair facilities., 
(3) .Naval Supply Depot with annexes 1 and 1/2 million square .feet 

in serrl"!'"per.manent buildings, distributed approx:imate~y as 
follows: NSD proper 1,060,000 sq.ft~~ SPDC 100,000 sq.ft., 
ordnance spare parts 100,000 sq. ft., Class 16 200,000 Sq.ft., 
medical· stores l~O,OOO sq.ft. 

(L,.) ~ !ib.eet hospital beds. 5000 Arnw hospital beds. 
(5) 200,000 bbls black and 30,000 bbls diesel storage oapacit:r 

for forces afloat. 
(6) ~·faterfront facilities to unload 8001000 M/T of cargo per 

month. · 
(7) Dockside fresh water supply 2.4 !v1(JG .. D •• 
(8) Marine Corps facilities not to exceed "the continuing construc-

tion capacity of l assigned SeaBee Bn. 
(9) 100 STD magazines and 1~,000 tons outside storage for fleet 

ammo and bombs. 
(10) Include such necessar.y facilities that are germane to the 

essential operation of the above such as a.dministration 
installations, roads, harbor protection~ etc. 

(C) The location of facilities listed under B should be such that any 
delay in the progress of the more permanent type of harbor 
development as approved in the original 13DP will not interfere 
with the necessar.r ~arly functioning of such facilities. 

Para 3. ComGen 10 may relocate any or all of the proposed installations 
to suit local conditions and to accelerate their early completion~ 

Para 4. The pooling of materials within services .to meet the above is 
a.pprovedq 

Para. 5 w Ma.j or diversions of materials from 1 service to another should 
only be done vri. th Cil\TCPOA • s approval. . 

Para 6. CINCPOA's 000490 of 6 May 1945 subject Construction Limitations 
has been cancelled by CINCPOA ADV 110732 May. Retain airfield Specifications 
as set forth in CJJ\1CPOA's' dispatches ·290126 April and 062009 Uay.- Construettton 
limitations remai..Tl the same as set forth in CINCPOA S:ERI.AL 0201S of 20 May 
1914 as mo~ied by CINCPOA' s 00095.3 of 2 November 1944, except that the 
limiting housing policy date shall be ext,ended to 1 October 1945• 

17 0152 CINCPAC . ADV TO CINCBPF INFO CINCSv!f_!. -Your 15022S. You are authorized to conduct FlmDLE Operation against TRUK at 
your discretion. Advise CINCPAC as to schedule in advance with lifeguard re-
quirements if desired~ I ntelllgence and target information being airmailed 
from. GUAM and PE.l\.FL lS 1fuy addressed to Senior BNO MANUS. 
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17 0211 CINCPOA ADV . ~0 COrii~ENPOii.. INFO QINCAFPAC, CINCPQA PEA.~.tt.L. 

UrDis 1301.5S. For planning purposes concur in designation 296th RCT as · 
garrison ADJOURN. 

17 0842 C!NCPOA ADV TO COMINCH INFO .QJNCPOA PEARL, CINClmPA.Q. (Sot..~, J7t>t!J#I J ~ 
k~~) 

Follow·ing are extracts from. Memorandum Record of Princi:gles agreed to by 
CINC.AFPAC and CllTCPAC at MANILA 16 May 1945 in connection OLYMPIC plans and 
preparations: 

"C!NCPOA vdll provide facilities for and will assist vv.ith all available 
means at his disposal the establishment in the RYUKYUS of such elements of 
the Far East Air Forces as are designated by CINCP..FPAC iil. order to augment 
air action to the llk~un prior tp the OLTilPIC Operation. The operation 
of these Aney Air Forces will be conducted under the control of CIHC.AFPAC. 
When the major portion of the 7tl,I AF is deployed in the R._YUKYUS as now p~.nnnd, 
the command of that force will pass to CINC.AFPAC. In case 7th AF u.'t'lits are 
required thereafter by CINCPOA for support of local operations, arrangements 
will be ·made with CINC1Uf'PAC by dispatch . . 

Para. Cll.JCPOA will continue to press the development o£ port and airdrome 
facilities, and to assist in establishing increased Arrrry Air Forces in the 
RYUKYUS . CINCAFPAC will furnish, within the limit of his capabilities, u.s. 
~ resources to assist in the deployment of additional Arrrry Air Forces. 
Representatives of CINCP,FPAG will inspect the present base and airfield de-
velopment projects of CINCPOA and advise through CINCP.FPAC of changes or 
additions desired to support the addi i~ional air elements to be insta lled. 

Para. Land based air forces of the Army and of the naval service oper ate 
under the control of CINCAFPAC and CINCPAC respectively, ex;cept : 

(A) The 20th AF vJill operate as directed by the Joint Chiefs of staff. 
(B) Marine air units assigned to operate with major ground elements 

of the Fleet Marine Force under Army control will likewise pass 
to the control of the Anay Commander designated by CI NCAFPAC. 

(C) When the Army is responsible for the air defense of an area or 
position, Mc¥'ine units engaged in such air defense will pass to 
the operational control of the appropriate Army Air Commander. 

Para. Each shore installation in J.t\.PAN will be under the 'authority o! 
either CINCA!PAC 01~ CINCPOA depending on whether it is an Army or Navy· in-
stallation. . 

Para.. Control of ports in JAPAN used in common vrl.ll be placed under the 
aut:hority of CDICft.FPAC. 

Para . After the Connnand~r, 7thFlt, moves his headquarters to J~llPAN, the 
naval forces required in the Southw·est Pacific Area will be a.s~igned as a 
Task Force under the command of the, Comrnande.r~ Philippine Sea ·Frontier. 

15 1110 COMGBlLLttFPOA TO CINCFDA BOTH HQ INF'O COMF\1IDAREA,ISCOM GUAM,Mli'PO,'\ ADMIN. 

2614. Reference Cincpoa radio 31022.3 March 45 to IsCom GUAM which directs 
IsCom GUAM: to complete rnini..rnum operational facilities a.t Nor'c.hwest Field GUJ'J~ 
for 2 groups of the 315 Wing on June 2 and 2 groups on July 1~ Disposition 
of forces made to accom11lish this included this allocation of the earth mUVing 
equipment of 4 SeaBee Battalions to assist the available Engr. Avn .. Bns. It 
must be noted that due to former hig;h uriorities of other than VLR projects 
the beginning of effective work on this field was dels,yed until about April 
1. Further, the construction difficulties due to meeting hard coral requiring 
drilling and blasting in the greater 1)art of all cut:s were far worse than 
anticipated~ Lack of sufficient drills until· shipment .recently fram TIVO was " 
a contributing factor. Para. 
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15 lllO CO~ ·IGENAAFPOA 10 CINCPOA BOTH INFO C<lJF:'ID.&.l~,ISCOM GU"'\M,1VlFPOA ADMIN (COIJTtD) 

Para. 2. It is now apparent that completion for June 1 '\dll fall short of 
even minimum operational requirements. Only abo·ut 1/2 the reauired 60 bard-
stands will be useable the remaindet· of t.heplanes will be fo;oes to occupy 
the south service apron to the detriment of any adeqUK'lte plane - servicing pro-
cedure~ Construction forces are so restricted that warehouses, shops and es-
sential operational building will be largely lacking. There is grave doubt 
that the taxi.Yray will be finished to allow ne-cessary circulation of planes. 
For the July 1 date, it is apparent that sufficient hardstands and the ser-
vice apron will not be finished on time. A similar condition as to essential 
warehouses, shops, and operational bldgs will e:]d.st. · 

Para 3. It is my opinion that although both rurlliways vdll be operationa1 
by the respective dates, the usefulness of the Wing in the accelerated prog ram 
of droppimg bombs on J!J'AN vdll be dnastica.lly reduced due to lack of the 
necessary related facilities. 

Para. 4. Reference is made to current priority guifle, Top Sec 5 May in 
which recolmnended ,priority of Northwest Field is 1.530 and r~ projects 
previous~ of higher priority: and drawing large cqnstruction forces from pos-
sible application to Northwest Field have been downgraded. It is understood 
that these priorities are based on findings of the Painter Board. It appears 
that by application of these priorities additional construction forces on GUk~ 
could and should be made available to the 'VLR program. 

Para 9. By Cincpoa directive 5 Eng:i.neer Avn Bns will depart from GUAM 
between 2D May and 1 July. 2 are engaged on Northwest Field, 2 on North, 
priority 1.570 and also lacking certain minimum essential facilities, and·1 
on Depot construction, priority 1.6,30. In order to rehabilitate end load 
for movement, 1 ceased work May 7th, another May 14th. 1 will cease work 
!viay 20th, 1 June lOth and another June 15th. The period allowed is only 2 
weeks nrior to dE)pa ·ture date. The replacement Battalions arriving 25 May 
1 June, 18 June, 26 June and l July will require about 2 weeks to unload, 
shake dovm and effectively get to work. A loss of approximately 1 Bn month 
of construction effort is involved in each ex:.£Pange. It is a serious disad-
vantage that this movement occurs at the critical time to threaten completion 
of minimum facilities. 

Para 6. It is urgently recommended that the 4 SeaBee Bns presently engaged 
on Northwest Field on a limited objective basis or an equivalent engineering 
force be retained and their use broadened to include construction on both 
the south and north Parts of the Northvfest airdrome and certain essential work 
on North Field. It is also recommended that the general construction personnel 
of 1 or more of these CB Bns be removed from l~fer priority work, and placed 
on NorthWest Field tq speed up construction of.essential warehouses, shops 
and operational buildings to the JJ..mit of materials available or to be made 
available fram lower priority jobs. In addition, it is recomnended that the 
earth moving equipment of 1 additional Bn be placed on Northwest Field. This 
is considered essential to provide clearing of end zones and areas heeded for 
2 Bomb Groups now in place of the north side of the airdrome, the preparation 
of foundations for essential buildings and minimum road net. 

18 0005 CINCPAC ADV to CINCAFPAC lllfi'O CO"uiiNCH,CINCPAG PEARL,MARCORPS,COMGEN?OA,CGFMFPAQ 
It is requested that plans for the employment of troops after OLD,rl:PIC and for 
CORONEr provide for the vdthdrawal of the 5th PhibCorps from HYPOCRITE prior 
to or coincident with the commitment of the 3rdPhibCorps to COROI'f.6'1'. This 
procedure is necessary to: 

(A) Have 1 or 2 MarDivs rehabilitating on OKINAWA at all times in order 
ensure inte:r-rtal security and r·elease Arrrry troops for employment in HYPOCRITE. 

(B) Have 1 or 2 :MarDivs in the MAt1IANAS preparing during CORONET for further 
naval and amphibi~s. operations which wi~l be necessary to complete oUl) t~~. :s 
in the Western Pacif~c • -Cont1nued- 0 """" '- ti 



18 0005 CINCPAC TO CINCAFPAC I NFO COHINCH ~ CINCPAG_ P~1J11, HARCOHPS, ETC. (CONT'D) 

(C) Avoid having 100% of the MarDivs i n action at 1 time which would 
cr?ate an undesir~ble and impracticable Deak of replacement and supply re-
qulrements at a t :une when ample ntunbers of Anny Divisions should be available. 

1$ 1210 CINCPOA /illV TO C~ESOPAC I NFO CTI'!CAFPAC,COHGENPOA, CINC??A PEJ .. "RL___!!.g. 

CINC.A.FPAC 16076 of 12 May and ComGenPOA' s llJ 61223. Cincuoa has no 
objection to the release of Headquarters and Headquarters Company SoPac 
Base Cornmand for transfer to M.ANILA subject to the understanding that the 
senior U • s. lrrmy officer remaining in the South Pacific ·reports to ComSoPac 
for purposes involved in accanplishment of missions assigned ComSoPac under 
the authority of basic directive approved by the President on M:arch 30 1942 
and suc.h joint logistical procedures still in effect as vrere established 
pursuant to the joint directive from the Chief of staff, u.s. Army and 
Cominch fon'larded by Com.inch serial 1428 of 8 March 1943. 

18 07 42 CTNCPOA AJJV TO CINCBPF INFO CTF 57 • 

Your 170702. TF 57 is required for further operations as early as 
practicable in Ju~ consistent with battle damage being made gpod. Request 
you advise date when force will be ready to leave LEYTE for future operations . 
My intentions for future use of TF 57 will be sent to· you as early as possible. 

1$ 0631 CINCPAC ~JJV TO COMTNCH I NFO CTNCPAC PEA.1.ttL. - ' . 

ULTRA. Cor.cd.nch 151525. Captured documents and PgN information identify 18 
submarines operating in Hawaiian waters on or just prior to 7 December 1941. 
Information avaiL:tble on general plan of employment but det,ails available in 
only a few cases. Information from confidential sources more com:olete than 
from Ultra which adds little to the general picture. -

1? 0607 IJ.A.11SHAIJ., TO RICHAHDSON IriFO H.AC~U1THuR. , i(ffiLLS . RICHAJillSON 190250 passed to 
CINCPAC BOTH, COMGEN ~N REAR FOR INl:;'Q. 

~~ARX 83531. Deferred is action on requests · URad RJ 61269 May 14 and CP 
13436 :Jay 11 and letter referx•ed to therein, pending Joint Chiefs of Staff 
decision expected at an early date as to ne.."'Ct operation. 

19 0357 RICHARDSON TO CINCPAC ADV INFO CINCAFPAC,CINC?AC . .)EARL,CGSO?ACBACOM,CO:.ISOP.!Q. 
RJ 61628. Movement of Gen. Gilbreath and his Hdqtrs personnel from SoPac 

to l'·J)J~ILA was ordered by CllJCAFPAC 1607 6 of 121450 and ComGenFOA RJ 61223 of 
1.30645. 

YoUl~ 141341 May was received subsequent to action initiated above and es-
tablished standard procedure for release of URits from POA to CINCAFPAC. Recom-
mend it not be per-J.l1itted to interfere with the movement of Gen. Gilbreath's 
personnel inasmuch t his movement will in no \vay. affect the ftmctioning o:e the 

~· SoPacBaCom under Gen. Murray, t he movement ordered by CINCAFPAC is largely 
an administrative transfer of a portion of the bulk overhead allotment of 
USAF POA rather than a transfer of units, and the movement i s in process of 
accomplishment. 

Request radio concurrence earliest. 
19 OBZ? ltiCHA.RDSON TO CIITCDAC JillV INFO CI NC PAC PSAllL ,~~.Al10PDIV ,CGCPBC, CGSFPl:~ ,CINCAFP;.C. 

RJ 61659. As a resul t of action r~ferred to in reference am obliged to ad-
vi se you t hat this Hdqtrs ·vrill be unable to logisti cally support operation · 
LONGTOH based on pl anned t ar get date of 20 Aug . 45 as di.rected. Referertj::!~SJ~-re: 
(A)~TAHX S353l,DTG 171607 11ay, (B) H.J 61269 m.~G 140228 11ey". 0 J_,<:_ , 



20 0209 CINCPOA iillV TO COI\JIINCH INFO CINCAFPAC, CINCPOA Pli~A~. 

t.TIIYPC 293/3 est:U11at es, based on map studies, t hat TANEGA JIMA could 
support 650 aircraft located on 7 fields. Suggest this paper be restudied 
in viert of photo reconnaissa~ee obtained during eaxrier strikes on 28 April 
and 17, l S March vrhich reveal T ... ~JEGA to be entirezy unsuitable for air Q;ase 
development. None of the 6 possible sites suggest ed a:r-e suitable for develo~ 
ment except possibly N<;>. 4 (P...RIO). These sites are covered by BUNKER HILL 
( CV 17) sorties 425 of 17 March, and 437 of 18 March and VD5 ll3A and 113C 
of 28 April. InterpRon 2 P I report 621 dated 9 :May 45 lists complete 
coverage available. 

20 0704 CINCPOA lillV TO COMGENPOA. INFO CINCPOA PEiJlL,COM5'rHPHIBFOR,CO:MPHIBGRP J1 CG 2ND 
lfARDIV, CO:MGEN TEN (BOTH HQJ. . 

Inquiry · regarding changes in supporti ng troops Phase 3 D ICEBERG reference 
UrDis 170709. Request your representative confer vJith Gen. LE!wson who has 
conferred with my staff this date. Gen. Lawson vr.ill next confer v;ith CG 2nd 
MarDiv and reach OAHU about 20 May. After conference v.rith h:i:m request your 
recommendations be sent CINCPAC both Hq wi-~?h info to ComGen 10. 

{ 

19 lSOS COMI NCH & CNO TO CINCPAG AJJV. 

Your 140257 I have no specific comments to me](e on tentative draft Joint staff 
Study naval and a.mphi:;ious pha ses 0Ll1.1PIG. Ia.m in general agreement vnth its 
provisions and with your vievrs as e:-cpressed in your 170842 a.nd 170841. In 
particular I agree 1Ni th your rernarks regarding Sea,Bees. However under the 
provisions of JCS J259/4 SeaBee Bns .may be provided for specific operations 
in the same ma.rmer as other naval forces ?.lld resources. ·This does not con-
stitute "poo1ingn. 

20 0400 GOM3RDFLT TO C'rF 51,57,58,CO::BATRON2,C02iCHUDTV5,COMTIT:?AC,CTG50.5.50.7,50,.2..a. 
20. 9, ANZIO, co= I.BATRONl, !!ITSSOURIL COM2NDCful:f.TF I NFO QINCPAC BOTH, COLSERVPAC, 
COYL1IRl·'AC, 80MSlJBPAC, COMI~TCH , CINCSiNP, COM71'HFLT, COMGENlO, COl\/[Ffi"J'D!REA,DEPCOlJ20TJL~F 
51'He.L1'.· 

This is Com3rd.Flt OpPlan 3-45 •. Dill 
A. Task Group 30.1 - Fleet Flagship Group, Capt;. Murray. 

!ITSSOURI nlus escorts as assigned. 
B. Task Group 30.5 - Search and Reconnaissance Group. IL\dm Price. 

FA~"; 1. . 
c. Task Group 30.6 - Anti-submar ine Group A. Capt. l.1ontgom.ery. 

1ffiZI O, CortDi v 72 l ess I,ERAY1 ';'JILSON. . 
D. Task Group 30.7 - Anti-submarine Group B. Capt .. Davis. 

TVJ~l\GI, Cor t :Oiv 70 less GILLIGil..N and GRlillY • 
E. Task Group 30.8 - Logistic Sup')ort Group . fu\dJn. Bea ry. 

Seron 6 v:.rith lU'lit s a s cur rentl y assigned :;JlUS Cor t.Di v 6l.~ less 
0 t FLA.HEll.TY ru1d J C BD'fLE~iX 

F . Task G:-coup 30.9 - Base Ser vi ce Group. Commo. Carter. 
, SeRon 10 1·rlth unit s a s currently assigned. 

G. Task Force 31, 5th Amphibious Force. VAdr.11 Hill. 
Un.its as cu.rrently assigned. 
1. TF 32 - Gu.nfir e & Covering F'or ce o H.Ad.rn Smit h . 

Units as currently assigned. 
H. Task Force 34 - Heavy Surface Striking. Force. VAdm ·Lee. 

Formed only when specifically directed. 

- Continued .... 
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I. Task Force 35 .... Li ght Stu·face Striking F'orce. 
Formed en.ly vrhen specifi cally dire:cted; 

J. Task Force 37 - British Carrier Task Force. VAdm Ra,11rlings RN. 
Unit s a s a ssig11ed by CinCBPF. · 

K. Ta~sk Force 38 - Past Carrier Task Force, VAcun 11itscher (VAdm JicCain 
l'·rhen later directed by Com3rd.Flt). 

Units as currently assignedo. · 
I:... Task Force 39 - lvtine Flotilla. RAdm Shru."'P• 

Units as a ssigned by l a ter dispatch. 

Strategic .A.ii' Force, SubsPae.; NorPacFor, liarGilFor, lrfa.rianas Forces 
carrying out t asks assigned by CINCPOA in furtb.erance of general task 
CD1ICPOA OPPLJN 1+-45. SoWesPa.c Forces while c a.npleting occupation of 
PHILIPPI NES and conducting other operations in stliPA support this 
operation by maintaining searches 9VGr SOUTH CHINA SE..4. and F.OR:10SA Area 
and neutralization of airfi elds in FO.::MOSJL. 

Assumption: That captur e of OKINA'N . .A is assured or has been substantial:cy-
. completed. 

Para. This fleet w'ill attack Japanese naval and air forces, shipping, ship-
yards and coastal objectives, cover and support RYUKYUS forces and protect 
sea and air co1Il111U11ieations along Central Pacific .Axis in order to lovver 
J c(Janese ability and Vvill to resist. 

·Para. A. TG 30.l,Flt Flagship Grp operate as directed by Com3rdFlt. 
B. TG 30.5, Search & Recorm Grp. continue missions as novr 

_. assigned by Com5thFlt. 
c. & D. TGs 30.6 & 30.7, Anti-Sub Grps conduct int ensive al"lti-

submarine ·w·arfare as seuaratelv directed. 
E. TG 30.8, Logistic Support Grp. y provide logistic support .for 

,3rd.Flt in accordance sepr::;.rate instructions. 
F. TG 30.9, Base Service Grp - Provide nw.ximum logistic a.nd re-

pair services to all fleet units at all advance bases. Serve 
as ac1ministra.tive SOFA at all advance bases when Com33tdFlt 
is present and when requested by any subordina.te 3rcL.Tt'lt com-
mander -vrho may be SOPA. 

G. TF 3l, 5thPhibFor - Cover and support HYlJK.YUS forces and con-
duct off ensiye amphibi ous ouerations a s separately directed. 
Control air defense OKIN~~~IA and naval f orces present as 
directed by ComGen 10. 
1. TF 32, Gunfire & Cover ing Force - Provide fire support 

for RYmcros forces as directed by CTF 31. 
H. - I. TF r s 34 & .35 • Hea.vy m1d Light Surface Striking Forces .• 

Attack enenzy- naval f orces shipping or shore i nstallations 
vrhen specifically directed. · 

J.-K41 TF's 37 & .38 - CarTa.skForces - Attack enemy naval and air 
f orces s f1i pping shipyards and coastal object i ves as separately 
directed. 

L. TF 39 - ltine Flot - Conduct m.ine mreeping and offensive min.i.ng 
operations a s se~arately dir e ct ed. 

1. Maintain and ~~Gend uru~emitting 1nilit a~J pressure against J;lPAN. 
Eff ect ll'l(L"ti.mun1. att r i t ion t o enemy air,ground and naval forces merchant 
shi pping and indust r ial capacity by all pos s ible means. 

2. Make prepare£ions f or the capture of addit.iona.l posi tions as may be 
directed by CINCPOA,. . 

.3. The operating zones, bombing ~l"ld attack restri ctions are prescribed 
in CINCPOA Stand:lrd O'oer ating Procud't4'"e SOP- 1 al1d cur r ent addenda and CIN:FOA 
Zone Noti ces. Air Sea rescue procedur-e i s prescribed in CiltOPOA St andard 
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20 0400 C01QHDFLT T~ 1fUIJI1IPL:E - OP~L .. I\JII 3-45--CONTINlJED. 

Ouerating Fl~ocedure SOP-2A. 
4. Pu~lic Relations v'J-fll conform to Annex F o~ CINCPOA OpPlan 14-lf4 

except that assignment of correspondents, photographers, . and public rela-
tions ·oersonnel vdll be made se])aratelJr• 

5 • Boundaries of command areas and cornrn.cu1d relations are described in 
Annex A CINCPOA OP PLADJJ lJ.-45 not to all. These area bonndaries a.re shovm 
in. ~art I Com3rdFlt Sta-n.dcu--d Instructions. 

6. This Plan vdll be made effective by dispatch. 
Para. Logistics in. accordance wi th Pa.cFlt Logistic Plan (Annex C amended 

to C!NCPOA OP PWJ JJ:t--1+4) and Part II 3RDFLT Standard Instructions. Fleet 
ServPla.ns for the replenishntent at sea by. se;!:")arate dispatch. . 1 

Para . ., Comm:unications in accordance -vvith USF 70A ond CentCom 2 until 
superseded by PAC 70-B. Use zone Z ( GCT) time in DTG of all co-.uummication:s 
except visual signals to or within grou..'!'ld forces. Use I(-9) time at sea 
and local tirfl.e in bases unless otherv;ise directed. Com3rd.Flt standard In-
structions to be distributed by mail are effective when this plan is .placed 
in effect. Corn3rdFlt :in MISSOURI normally 11·;rith TF 38. 

20 0912 MACARTHUR TO COY tGENPOA INFO CINCPOA PJJV. 

CX 16609. Ref your RJ 61604 dated. lS May. Present plan for OLYMEIC is 
to augment the organic corps artillery of each corps vd th heavy field artil-
lery group •. Tentative~y set up to reinforce 5thPhibCorps is 1 Hq & Hq Btry 
FA GP 2 FA Bns 155 Ho-!N nov; in HAvL!LTI plus the l FA Bn f5 inch How ReOui~ad 
CS 16196 dated l4. 1Iay. 9th Corps organic artillery to consist of Hq & Hq • 
Btry Corps Artillery and Observation Bn now in HAWAII 2 Bns 15 5 How set up 
for shipment to ACClJJ\HJLIITION and 1 Bn 155 Gun now in BUNKHOUSE. Reinforcing 
artillery for 9th Cor?s to consist of 1 Hq & Hq FA GP and 1 FA Bn 240 Hovr 
now in H.:\.WP..II 1 FA in 155 Gun and 1 FL Bn 8 inch Hovr destined for ACCUNlU-
LI\.TION. This confirms destination l.[l\3STRO for 1 FA Bn $ inch How being 
shipped on Jtme priority list. 

21· 0148 CINCPOA A.DV TO COMAIRPf~C INFO CONL7'I'HFLT, CO~?AC. 

In viev'l of changing s _:_ tua.tion in SWPA and NorPac and of current diffi-
culties with Harpoon a.l').d Ventura availability am considering rec.ormnendation 
to Cominch for: 

A., Transfer of 2 VPB{ML) Sqs not'f remaining in 7thFlt to PacFlt as 
necessary to maintain present scheduled availability of VPB(l[L) Sqs in CenPac. 

B. Transfer a.s soon as practicable of 2 of 6 VPB(HL) Sqs now in ?thFlt 
to NorPac to be followed by 1st 2 of 5 Sqs referred to in CNO 181329. 

Para. From information available here l~ VPB (HL) Sqs 4 VPB(MS) Sqs · 
and 2 VPB (MS) , Arrr9hib Sqs should meet , erma.nent requirements PhilSeaFron. 
Request detailed recomm.endations covering specific squadrons involved ro-
tation VPB(HL) Sqs in NorPac and deferrnent of availability of additional 
VPB(ML) Sqs for equipl!.lfmt 111ith Harpoons. 

Para. Info Adees con1..rnent at discretion. 
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21 0300 CGUSFCT TO '!!~ "OS FOR JCS INJ:i'O .. CG S.lli ,CINCi\FPAC,CINCPOA,CGUSFI BT ,CGJAA.F ,CGH.EU-
§l.Q!. 

CFBX 37731. Since dispatch of nzy- CFBX 36605, 1 u:ay direct arrangements for 
increased air a ssistance t6 CHI NA rJ.lhe ater by FEAF, as authorized in IJ'>T.ARJC 
83426, have been con~pleted• Aareem.a'1t reached by CHINA Theater representa-
tiges in consul tation ¥.'j_th FE..,i\F , C+Ei Sl;IPA and CTIJC:?OA at conferences in 
I:I:'f.NIL,~ 14-16 May sets f ort.h followj.n£? air cooperation a o-ainst tar ~"et areas <..;> ~ 0 0 

in CHI NA. Agreement foll ows: 

Allied Air Forces are free to strike targets in I NDO-CHir-J.A and that part 
of SE CHINA bounded on north by Y ... ~JGTZE RfVER VATJJi~Y and on WE?st by enell\V 
lines of communi cation from HANK<l'J south thru HENGYANG, KVJEILIN and N.lT-NIN'G 
to H.\NOI (both boundaries inQlusive) and l')a.rts of t his area are occupied by 
frien~ forces, a s sh~Nn by maps ftu~nished Allied Air Forces and by data 
supnlied ·from tirne to time by CHINA Theater through hec1.dquarters ~s: -;PA. 

Para.. l~Tatter of restrictions on bo1~1bing of HOHGKONG-CAffTON Area ·will be 
clari fied by USFCT~fihhout delay. 

Para.. Under present condltion Allied Air Ifprces 1vill conduc·t operations 
against CHTI-I Thea·~er targets generally as foltow·s: W strikes against shipping in. harbors and coastal waters TUT SOUTH 

East CHIN A. and TI·IDO-CHINA as ::>rofitable targets are 'Jresented and as AAF 
ca"Jabilities ) ermit. 1Vater targets ofJ! the Coast CHII\l'A north of FOOCHOW 
will not be atte.cked by A~U? • Prior to initiation of operations involv-
ing attack of targets in harbors or on land north of FOOCHQW v;hich may 
require A.AF aircraft to fly over the water areas north of FOOCHOV\f , 
clearance must be obtained from CINCPOA. Direct communication is authorixect 
betvieen .t~AF and CINCPOA to obta.:in such clearance. 

(2) Strll-ces a gainst .INDO CHINA coastal ·lines of conmtunication from 
HANOI io S:tiGOIJ as profitable targets are presented and as AAF capabilities 
pennit. 

(3) Approx:bne.tely 2 llft.2B heavy bomber sorties each ni te against targets 
in JDI~ HONGKONG CANTON Area a11.d in SHANGI-IAI-NAl\lliTNG Area inter-
Jllilttently as permitted by weather, the tactical situation, and by the 
availability of aircraft not comrnitted to SWPA operations of higher 
priority. . · 

(4) Medium boruber and fighter svveeps along the ene.my occupied r-lver, 
road and rail corridors extending west, north and east respectively .from 
CANIDON as ·)ermi tted by weather and the availability of aircraft not com-
mitted to operations of $1PA of higher priority. 

- (5) ~U! consider H.~UY.KCXT Area beyond r adius of profitable heavy bomber 
(or other) operations f rom PHILIPPI NES bases unless staging and refueling 
are made operational l y availt4..ble in SOUTH EAST CHI NA by CHIJ·U .. " The ..->ter. 
Para. The CHilTA rrheater will~ provide AAF cm .... rent weat her,. target 

int elligence, cornmu.nications and other pertinent operational data. 
Para. Comm.u:n:ieationscrela:ting to weather 1 target int elligence and coordi-

nation of operations are authorized direct between P-~ ~~PA and 14AF CHll~\ 
Theater with inf ormation copi es t o r espect ive Theater Hdq:trs .. A.AF will notify 
CHI NA The a:cer Air Forces (14JlF) pr i or t o dispat.ching cor:1bat missions against 
t argets i n CHIN1 Theater . Channels f or such eoro.nruni cations will be as i ndicated 
in pr eceding ";Jara .• 

Par a ._ Report s of r esult s of All i ed Air Force operations- against t ar ge·cs in 
CHINA will be announced in me ssages t o CHINA Theat er air f or c es (14 AF ), inf or-
mati on copy to Hdqt r s CHINA Theater . . 

Para . luning ope rat ions in eastern Y.A11GTZE RIVER. Area , 'Qeyond r each of SWP J 
aircraft . 1:he se operat i ons ca11. be undertaken by CINCPOA if PBY or other search 

· squadrons, which can relieve CTI\fCf OA squadr ons from other duties, can be made 
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21 0300 CGUSFCT to ~'JJill COS F0l1 JCS I NFO CO'{GENAI H., CINCAFPLC, ETC (C O:t~JT 'D) 

available to CINCPOA by CINCS)."JPA . Agreement Ends •. 
Air strikes by F.EAF against target s along t he CHINA and :FRENCH INDO CHINA 

Coa st already has been mutually beneficial to SY!PA and CHINA Theaters. :D'ux'cher 
im) act against ma i nl and target areas by the eombined efforts of Chennau~t' s 
and Ke:r:meyt s air forces· vrill de:ny further freedom of action to Ja;;anese south 
of 11!1'-JGTZE HIVER 1~-hich should event ttally seriously reduce ·their offensive 
capabilities; thereby affording ) recious tim.e for CARBOITADO o·:)er2,tions1 

In consonance vii th agreement reached at MANII.A I have lifted all restrict-
ions on targets in CHI NA vv-ithin bombing range of A.AF· ol)erating from S;TPA bases 
to give Kenney the la:~itude needed for mrodnru.m air effort against SOUllHEltST 
OONA. 

In view of current preparations for operations against J APlill" explained 
in rNAIL1 83426, which virtually eliminates all possibility of a CHD··IA Coast 
lodgement by US forces from the Pacific, concept for operation CARBON\DO 
remains unaltered. -~ie vdll continue . to ex.ert our all-out efforts torra.rd 
securing a port to vitalize the ander nour·ished Chinese military potential 
and thereby in.sm"i ng the means for u~tim.ate expulsion of enemy from CHINA., 

(This dispatch was delivered by hand by R.Adm. Pennoyer on 22 May 1945) 
11 0330 COJ!J!AIR7THF1'r TO COM7TH~L_!. 

This is top secret. Refer CINCPOA ADV 080902. Patrol squadrons of air-
craft ?thFlt can be released to POA as follovvs: 

1 PBY-5A squ.9.dron vrhen VPB 53 is relieved L11 NorSols by New Zealand 
landcats and becomes available for operations in the PHILIPPI:NE Area.. This 
date indefinite but expected during late M:ay. 1 PBM squadron during June 
when Blackcat operations from LINGAYEN along CHINA Coast which are becoming 
unryrofitable can be terminated. 1 Ventura squadron on l July after comple-
tion of OBOE 6 when the1 .. e will no longer be any :orofitable employment for 
Venturas now based at PUK.ltTO PRINCESSA. The release of the above squadrons 
is 1'1redicated on retention in S:N?A of 6 PB4Y squadrons. 3 PBM squadrons. 
1 PBY-5A squadron and 1 Ventura squadron. 5 of the PB4Y are now present 
and the 6th PB4Y squadron is due this Inonth. ~quadrons will then be deployed 
as follows: CLARK 2 PB4Y squadrons. l4.TNDORO 2 PB4Y squadrons. PUERTO PR1NCES3.A 
2 PBl1-Y squadrons. These s quadrons required for regular search coverage. 
Mariners 1 squadron for air sea rescue. 1 squadron for o:::>erations in BORNEO 
Area. 1 squadron for ASN duty with I-hllSeaFron. La.ndcats 1 squadron for air 
sea rescue and utility based at PALAWAN and S"I1llA.li.. Venturas 1 squadron for 
AEJN with PhilSeaFron based at SAi:JfJ-UL. Above deployment based on understanding 
that no more than one !1Ltariner Squadron ·will be required for operations in 
BORJ\ffiQ-NEI Area. Reauest your concurrence in order enable me to infol".m 
COM .. D,.AF and CINCSWPA ;f t he above nrior to conference regarding OlJera.tions 
against CHINA Targets to be held a.t GHQ 13 11ay. If you concur recom.menda-
tions regarding release of tenders will follovr • 
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22 0810 :MACARTHUl1 TO C n~rCPOA BOTH INFO C O~.~GJ{POA, cm,IP..AF , CC.USAFFE , CGUSASOS, CG10TH.tL:V.vrY 

CX- 16766. · This radio is in 4 parts . 
Part 1: In furtherance of' the recent agreement between CINCAFPAC ~ and 

CINCPAC relative to the installation of Army 1:!L forces in BUr~nrnousE, ar-
rangements have been m.a.de with the '1~ar Department to send from rede:)1oyment 
in EUROPE, to arrive about 1 August a considerable number of service units 
&1ong which are 3 General Service Reg~nents . and 1 Construction Battalion 
for IEGIDUNOUS, 3 General Service Regiments for 17RICTION and 2 General 
Service Regiments for INDISPENS"'tBLE. 

Part 2: In addition to the above there will be dispatched to lliGUMTI\JOUS 
the 1$92 Engineer Aviation Battalion now loading. HOLLt,JIDIA and the 18'73 
~ngineer Aviation Battalion now· enroute to I3YTE ETA Z7 Mey-';.. These units 
Vlill move on S\~IP IBT' s, ETA UGUMINOUS vdll be given later. 

Part 3: In addition there is now· at LEYTE ready for shipment the Fr/2 
and 1906 Engineer Aviation Battalions and Headquarters and Headquarters 
Com:Ja.ny lll3 Engineer Construction Group. -)lery can you furnish transpor-
tation for these units . 

Part 4: For administrative convenience the units indicated in Parts 
2 and 3 will be assigned to Far East .Air Forces and will upon arrival 
LEGilliTNOUS pass to your temporary operational control during the peripd 
of Vfork at LTGGtniTNOUS . They "will be moved forr;ard to DI.4.BOLIC upon the 
initiation of that O'Jeration. 

21 0114 lti\...CARTHUI1 TO CINCPAC PJJV T.NJ.i ... O C OF S .!lUi DEPT • 

CX 16657. Joint Staff Stuqy PrelDnin~ Draft of OLYMPIC Naval and 
Amphibiou.s operations contains some features which ap:)ear t o require clari-
fica.tion. The folloN·ing ASE IN are included in this 7 part radiogram. 

Part 1: TI1ere are a nt~uber of differences in the conce~~ of land opera-
tions . Your page MLALND Appendix A. Over the concept 1.vhich was outlined 
to you during recent conferences . Hithout going into detail which I hope 
to furnish you shortly in the form of a written plan. The follouing i s 
outlined for your information. Total for the operation. 14 Divisions and 
l Regim.ental Combat Team, 12 Divisions and 1 Regimental Combat Team. to be 
mounted in assault . 1 Division plus 1 Regimental Conbat .Team of the above 
available for )reJ..:Dninary operations. The main landings to be 3 simultaneous 
Corps landings on the East , Southeast and ~·:est coas-'Gs. A Corps of 2 Divi-
sions to be in floating reserve and l InfDiv and 1 Airborne Div as follm~-up . 
40th Div from TRAGEDY a.nd 158th RCT from VPriiTE'JASH constitute the force for 
preliminary operations. 14th Cor·Js ·with 25th and 33rd Divs fro:m VJHITE:JASH 
and 41st Div from FOPt.E.~UNEER assaults East coast. 11th Corps with lst 
Cavalry Div and 43rd Div from \·' HIT~1l ·lASH and AmericaJ. Div from OXYG.EN ef-
fects S'E coast landing. The 5thPhibCorps makes west coast landing. The 
9th Corrys Yrith the 98th Div from li!'J\]JIOIE end Slst Div from ACCUl\WLArrron is 
in the reserve afloat. 77th Div from LEGlJ1vLfl\JOUS and the 11th Airborne Div 
from :IHIT.'!;J.\SH follow-up echelon. 

Part 2: On Page 6 it is :indicated that the Army llir Forces operating 
in the POA vtould be subject to measures of coordinn.tion CINCPOA found neces-
sary including air traffic control. The agency vrhich is to execute his 
traffic corrtrol is not stated. As applied to the ~ air forces in BlimC-
HOUSE it is believed that at some stage of the build-up it would be advisable 
to assign this duty to the Army Air Force Commander since his force vvill 
nrob.;tbly be the larger and his missions of ·)ri:Il8..ry interest. It is sug-
gested ho-uever that this factor does not need settlement at this time or 
definition in advance but 1robably should be ·left to coinnl<:nders,.on the 
s ~)ot for local arrangement. 
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21 Oll4 M.l\.CARTHUR TO CINCPAC ADV INFO C OF S '.iAR DEPT. (CONTINUED) 

Part 3: On· page 6 and again on page 23 there is a strong indication 
that the mission of attack on hostile shipping is gj_ven soleJ,y to fleet 
aj_rcra.ft based :Ln BUl\11\:HOUSt. The Anny Air Forces ''rhich are to be displaced 
to BUNKHOUSE contain types of plane,s ideally s-uited to the attack of ship- · 
ping. Especi ally merchant shipping. Both during daylight hours and at night • 
The aviators have had careful training and much experience in this type of 
operation._ Attack on shipping with the objective of interrupting hostile 
efforts to move resm.:r.rces into or out of M:ONKEYPUZZJ..E is intimately eon-, 
nected with the land campaign and the ,Army Air Force mission vdll inclucl.e 
this task. Coox•dina.tion ca:n be obtained locally- in Bm:m:r-IOUSE. 

Part 4: Page 23 indicates · that the lst ~~Iarfu,t1ing will be attached 
initially to the 5thPhibCorps. VJhen questioned on this subject Admiral 
Sherman indicated that this would not restrict CINCAFPAC reassi,gning this 
unit to a centralized· air control if he so desired. Request confirmation 
of this m~derstand~1g. . 

Part 5: Page 36 indicates that , CINGPAC assurn,es responsibility for sup-
ply of all bulle Class 3 :products for all forces in the operation. It is 
understood ·chat a. study of this matter is no111 in progress in Washi ngton. 
Therefore, the statement is b't:lt noted at this t ime with the suggestion 
tha.t discussion be deferred pending determination of the results of the 
~ifashington conference .• 

Part 6: Page ll indicates that control of the .l\:rmy Air Forces y·rill 
pass at a time mutueJ.ly agreed upon by Comi~hibsPac and the A!"i.llY Air Force 
Cormnander. It is bel:teved that it would be advisable that this time be 
arranged directly bet1i'reen GINC.liFPAC a.r1d Ci rJCP!C. 

Part 7: There are nu..merous questions, mostly of omission in tl1e ~)lan, 
relating to the control and coordination of signal communications . These 
relate to the supply of naval signal communication equipment for shore in-
stallations . Responsibility for installation and the assistance t o be ex-
pect ed from Army con.struction agencies. Responsibility for installation 
of radar facilities, etc. Such matters eventually must be agreed upon, 
but it is assumed that they vJiD_ be subjects of further detaile~ staff 
conferences and therefore are not cited in detail here. 
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COHSUBPAC 

22 1530 

23 021.3 

This i s Coml\JorPac OpOrd 4-45 • Task Organization: 
A. TF 90 - Air Forces - Maj .C~n. Jcl~son. 

404th BomSqon - 12 B-24s 
77th BomSqdn - 16 B-25s 
18, 5LJ.th and 3L!4th FiteRons - 75 P-38s . 
Fail~N:l.ng 4 - 24 Ventltras . 

B. TF 91 - AlSea.li'ron Forces - RAdm ':'lood. 
c. TF 92 - Surface Striking Foi .. ce - Capt . Thompson 

CruDi v , DesRon lJA, A17R 32. 
1 . General situation: ~Japanese shipping OKHOTSK SEA will increase as 

ice fields clear. Enenw forces: Est:i.m.ated that in the Northern and Cent1.,al 
KURILES enemy has only nti.scellaneous picket boats, ex.cort vessels , merchant 
shipping ·and not 111ore thru1 20 planes all types . . 

Ovm Forces: Friendly submarines are operating North Pacific .Area. 
CINCPAC SOP-1 and Addendum $ thereto effective. 

Neutral Forces: Info Soviet shipping OKHOTSK 8}l::1-i given my Opdrd 
2- 45 . Visual ·communications neutral shipping accordance Hydrogr aphic Of fice 
publication tf? . 

2.,. lli.ssion: This force lUll destroy enemy shipping in the OKHOTSK SEA 
and North Pacific Ocean Areas to the lllnit of its capabilities in order t o 
damage the enemy and ha.l"'ass him to the maximum possible. 

3• Tasks: 
A. Air Force: As directed or when enemy shipping is located conduct 

strikes against , enemy shipping. in the P1\.R.A1lUSHIRO- SET1.mSHU .~.\rea 

or }1:.\'rstETA Area. -
B. AlSeaFron forces !:)rovide tanker I\1Pj,SSACRE BAY. 
c. Surface Striking· Force when directed intercept and destroy 

enen~ shipping. Utilize services ATR 32 at discretion. 
Para. For Air-Sea rescue operations Para l Anne4 E my OpPlan 1-45 a.pply. 

This OpOrd effective 12 hours 'N (.f 10) April 30th. · 
4. Logistic sup:)ort available Arru. · 
5. Commtmica tions accordance USF 70A (NorPacStlpp) • Rendezvous YJ\SSACHE 

BAY. US :7 tirrte (.flO) • ComNor Pac e,t AD.A.K . 

MltC.ARTH~ TO CTi'JCPAC ADV INFO CU,ITNGH,~~AiCORPS,CGF1~lFPAC,CGPOA,CINCPAC EE.ft.RL. 

CX 16812. Your 180005. Agree to removal 1\:!arine Corps from DIABOLIC replacing 
same with the 2 garrison divisions front US no-vf scheduled fo:r CenPac . lst 2 
iilarine Divisions to come out ;n1.or to CORONET (Approximately' by X plus 90) 
and remaining division to be removed in accordance vrith the then existing 
situation. 

CINCPOA .._IDV TO CINCJ.\FPAC INFO COM!NCH. 

Your CX 16657 DTG 210114 .• Concerning Part 1 see parenthetical note at 
top of Page 14 ray preliminary draft OLT Z?IG-. As therein stated 11W Appendix A 
in connection ground forces was included for orientation only and on re-
ceipt your plan 1•rill be amended to conform thereto. 

Para. Concerni ng Par·t 2 agree that it is not necessary- for me to designate 
now the officer ,Hho v.rill be my representative for coordinating local air 
traffic control.,. You rwJ.y be assured that he will be a competent senior· 
flying officer. 

Concerning Pa~t 3 I expect to employ carrier for~es light naval surface 
forces subrnarines and shore based aircraft to ccmplete the task of destroying 
enemy naval forces and shipping. Their basic coordination vr:tll be effected 
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23 0?13 CINCPO iillV TO c:n:CAFPl~C IUFO COMINCH ( CONTIND1ID) 

r--'\ from my headquarters v:ith additional coordination by designated commanders 
in the operatine; area. There is no objection to the participation of Army 
Air Forces ·in operations against naval f orces end shipping providing that 
the necessary coordination is effected but I strongly recommend that the li.TT!'fY 
Air Forces deJloyed in the RYtJ1ITUS be selected for their suitability for 
attack on objectives in J .t? !J\f in direct :preparation for the land campaign 
as envisaged in oUl~ earlier discussions of action required to create the 
conditions 111ost favorable to the success of OLYHPIC. This task is by no means 
as 1r~rell in hand as is the destruction of enemy naval forces and shipping. 
~· Ihich has reached an advanced stage. 

Concerning Part 4 the 1st Harine Air -fing i s attached to the 5thPhibCorps 
to assist in nroviding the direct air support which is requisite in o:r:era-
tions of the character of those in oros;>ect. I would expect the Arrny commander 
in the exercise of llis authority and res_;_Jonsibili ty to eni.ploy the Harine 
ground and air units in the manner which :in his opinion would contribute 
most to the success of the operation using Marine aircraft to support lf.arine 
ground troo~s in cases ·where other considerations are not in his opinion 
more important. 

Concur in your Part 5. 
Cone erning Part 6 will propose new· draft vrhich will require ComPhib sPac 

and .Army Air ComrJander to recommend and CINC.A.F'PAC and CINCPAC to decide time 
control is to be P?-Ssed. 

Concerning Part 7 draft of communication annex will be prepared to imple-
Ijlent basic concepts on vrhich we have agreed and will be ready for next 
co11ference. Detailed discussiari foll~ns in separate dispatch. 

23 0215 CII'JCFOA ADV TO COMINCH. 

23 0559 

1. Request reconsideration of your 2ll315. The ships involved rrill for 
the most ~Jart be carriers and destroyers which have recently completed 
overhaul and are badly needed in the combat area or will be escort carriers 
engaged in training much needed replacements. At this • articular time the 
shi )S cannot be spared vri thout adverse effect on· actual combat operations. 

2. An inherent feature of FIREBHE.ltK was the ex9edited departure of ships 
preparing for sea. Because of the difficult labor situation I propose to 
direct that if ordered the exercise shall be conducted without any inter-
ference viith Navy Yard or supply base schedules or any other effect on the 
civilian labor situat ion. 

CIECPQA .IDV TO CU.-GEN Ti!.:N INFO CO: IG:]J AAFPOA, TSCOl.t OKINN,'.fA, CINCPOA :-'E RL. ----------------------------- - . 
Submit to me your co~nment on ComGenAAFPOA 210635. 

23 0849 CTI·JC?OA :.HJV rro COIITNCH INFO CINCAFPAC. 

Reply to JCS .Jf'.JIX 86160 DTG follows: Ovdng to the character of the vra.r 
in the POA vrhich has been urimarily naval am~hibious and aerial the e.rnploy-
ment of the agencies of the Office of Strategic Servides in the r'OA has been 
very l:inri:ted. The minor services rendered could have been rendered equally . 
effectively by a!)Dropriate agencies of the .fro-- & Navy Depts. 

Although the 000 has been anxious to assist 2nd cooperate it is TI\Y consider 
ed opinion that better results rrould have been obtained and can be obtained 
in the future if the :n.issions nou assigned to the OS6 are reassigned to the 
~Jar and Navy Depa:rtnents insofar as the FOA are concerned • 

. I have no adequate basis for comment on the need for the OSS in lend 
campaigns in large land masses . 3138 



23 OS53 CINCPOA ~IDV TO Cll'JCARPAC ll'JFO CO:MINCH .. 

Preliminary reply to Part 7 UrDis 210114 (OX 16657). Submitted for 
your consideration are follo~·dng proposals vuith respect to .general alloca; .... 
tion of responsibilities for pl"'ovision of coJlrtntmication facilities at1d 
service. The term Communica:tion Plan as used herein embraces both operational 
~~d logistical aspects. 

Subject amphibious phase cor®lunication pl2n.- For runphibious phase of 
operations an overall am>'Jhibious com.rn.unication plan extending through the 
landing 1Jhase until CINGPJi'PAC takes charge on shore. To be nreuared u.n.der 
direction of CINCPAC • For this purpose direct communication- between certai-n 
Ar.rny and Navy corrnnanders concerned (especially ComphibsPac & CG 6th Arrey) 
will be essential. 

Subject conm1unicatj_on plan for land carn,_ua.ign., Propose CTIJGAFPAC prepare 
an overall communication plan including shore based naval force.s, Naval and 
1farine aircraft,. Ax--rny ground and Anny air forces. 

Subject responsibility for providing facilities. Consider generally that 
the using service should supply necessary facilities 1-"rith certain e...xceptions 
especially 1;·:here one servtce 1118.¥' more efficiently provide for both services 
such for exa.xflple as the outside wire plant and airvrays facil:.t. ties by Anrry 
and shi}Y-Shore comnnu1ications by Navy. 

A. CII.,ICPAC to assume responsibility for comr1unications facilities 
required to suppo1~ TIE.val forces and naval operations· except as noted 
belOV'J• I 

B. CINCAFPAC to asswne responsibility for following corpmunications 
ashore in addition to'facilities normally required for support of A~ 
forces and operations. 

1. Air'iifa.ys communications, radio aids to aet-ia.l navigation 
except Loran, airport control cornmunications and procedures, tpX-
ce_l.)t Navy to furnish facilities for 'Navy and/or ~rine airfield 
control. 
2• Organization of integrated area airvrar-a.i..ng and fighter direc-
tion system. . Note that on ~r>age 84 of Appendix E MySer 0005053 o.f 
13 Hay 2 ;1arine Air v~rarning Squadrons are contemplated. These 
might be employed as part of radar s~rstem. 1Hith siting such that 
fighter directiol'l personnel vdll control air defense, sector in 
which I!MF normally operate. 
3. Installation military wire system to be by 1\.l"Rl.y. Reference is 
para 2(F) of CINCPOA Conf. Ser. llCL-45. Normally advance base 
vdre instaJ.la;tions in POA have been thus accomplished. Request 
CI~JC.llFPAC continue this procedure to avoid duplication in material 
planning &!d proc1.1.!'ement and in training of personnel. Present 
policy of ~~ assuming general responsibility for land line con-
struction and operation of m..a.j or central offices has been notably 
successful in POA. c. Joint Communications to be employed to that extent which will ef-

fectively satisfy the operational needs of' the various comr..n.ands involved 
in order to effect obvious economies,. · 
Para 5. Subject is responsibility for installi.tion of radar facilities, 

A. Surface search radaJ."' for harbor defense 1Hill be provided by Navy 
as part of the. ha.rbor defense organization. 

Bo .Airwarning and fighter direction l"''adar has been treated above. It 
will beouire consideration in conference especially to in.sl.U"'e adequate 
shore based radar and fighter director units during early phases of land-
ings. c. Gun and SL control radar are integral with artillery units and 
control is a pht1.se of overall co:m.mand of the defense organization. To 
facilitate action prefer hereafter to keep senarate our messages on r~~ar 
and those on col1ll!lu.:nieations • - Continued - 313 8 



23 0853 CINCPOA ADV TO CINC.AFPAG INFO COMINCli'. ( COUrD\TIJED) 

24 0255 

6. Request comn1ent on foJ?egoing il'l order to est ablish basis for further 
a.greem.ents and planning. Particularly des ire your proposals on any other 
communications subj ects consi dered essential., Hith agreement on general 
prlnci~')les details to be determined in conferences ·)articularly the coordi-
nation and contiinuity required for the comritunication plans for the amphib 
phase and the subsequent land operations. 

CINCFOA ~JJV TO CTli .. . 9,2 I NFp ... GTF 94: , COY ~13 .. @1:1!• 

My OpPlan 4-45 • CTP 93 a.ssigned responsibi]j;l::.y neutralization MARCUS 
and enemy held bases in BONINS as well as responsibilities assigned in 
Sub-paragraph 3(e) . 

24 025B CIHCPAC ADV TO COH5~HFLT ll'1F0 ' COHGl~N 10" GTG 29 •. 2. 

Assume that TG 99 . 2 ·will :make nwxi.mum effort against enemy air in 
1\YUSHU a:a best counter to disrupt enemy f'orees now fonrti.ng up to attack 
yotu" forces. 

24 0558 GINCP<)A .JIDV TO CINCPOA P&\RL DIJFO CINCl~PAC , COl[GENPOA , CGAAFPOA , CGFEA:f . 

Dates given in ComGenPOA RJ 61966 for arrivaJ. fighter groups are not 
in accord concept my l0Cf717 which contemplates that FH.ICTIOfJ' will be. de-
veloped for teiXQ?o:racy use under minimum standards to support OLYMPIC. 4ur-
field development must be such as to accomodate 3 Fighter Bomber Groups 
by 15 October. Revised Base Development Di~ctive in preparation. 

24 J257 CINCPOA AJJV TO CINCAF PAC INFO C0~·:1INCH • 

I am not aware of the basic differences in cor~1ection vdth responsibilities 
and command structure referred to · in your CX l6S9B since they did not become 
apparent in our recent conference. Request that I be furnished specific in-
formation. 

· I consider that a.ny basic differences should be resolved without dela:>r 
and before any conferences take place on lowier command levels or on staff 
levels . I therefore lirge an early conference apd hope that you l'dll find it 
feasible to visit my headquarters for that purpose . 

2h 051$ CINCS\)PA T~PAC ADV I NFO . C. OF S ~'I.PJ"t DEFT i?Ol1 GElJ. H1\.RSHALL. 

CX l689P5. Furthex· to nw CX 16657, 20 May, the completed study o.f CINCPAC 
OLYHPI C PL.AN develo·Js a number of basic differences in interpretation of 
intent of ~resent planni ng directives relating to responsibilit ies and co~ 
mand structure over those held here. ~:hese v.rill not be cited in detail now 
since it is not believed that they can be adequat ely cover ed by radio nor 
advant ageously sett led tmt il an operational di rective has been received from 
t he Joint Chief s of St aff" I n the meantime., the many other details of pl an-
ni ng and coordin.ation may proceed"' 
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',JA.BX ef7 435. Directive to CINCAFPAC in WAll. 627'73 and "Jiffi 6Z77 4 both 
dated 3 April 1945 to make plans and preparations fo~-- campaign in JAPAN is 
reference. 

Para 2. Follmrlng responsibilities have been fixed by Joint Chiefs of 
staff: 

A. CINCAFPAC is charged vrith censorship of civilian coroounications 
in JAPAN (including the 4 main islands, about 1,000 offshore islands, 
and K.AJ.AJ?UTO and TSUSHllh\. ISL!.J,IDS but excluding the outlying islands as 
defined iri JCS 1231). · 

B. The \lar Department will make available to CINCAFPAC all civil 
censorship plans for JAPAN as defined in 2A above completed or in prepa.pa-
tion to date and Hill continue the preparation of uncompleted plans and 
will continue to, assist CINCAFPAC in plamri.ng, in procurement and training 

of censorship personnel, and in the procurement of technical censorship· equip-
ment to the same extent as heretofore has been done for CINCPOA/CllJCPAC. 

25 0507 CINCPAC ADV TO COMINCH. 

FOR VICE AD:~ITH.AL COOKE. 
During telephone conference this morning Rear Adnri.ral Sherman 1 s concur-

rence was asked in a proposed agreement concerning O)erational control of 
gunfire supoort .ships. Since reception was not reliable request proposed 
language be transmitted by dispatch and concurrence be considered held in 
abeyance. · ,; 

25 1102 GHr; EJIJPA TO CII:CP.ltC ADV I:JFO C OF .S 

ex 17032. 
Your 241257. _ ... t our recent conference, the 2 conceptions of the OLY1.1:PIC 

Plan 1Yere verbally presented by you ;md by nwself. As I Ul1.derst~od, your 
estimate envisioned the cam )ftign as Jractically divided into 2: Tne lst 
Part under the ITavy, and the 2nd part coo;"Jeratively m1der the Army and the 
Navy. 1The NaViJ part included practically everytfuing up to and including 
the success of the beachhead landing. This involved Navy control and command 
of the Arrey r s forces as r;ell as those of the Navy. In the 2nd part, the 
Arr::.1y forces were to operate under Army comrnand Vih..ile Navy forces nere to re-
main under Navy command, cooperating under the principles of joint action. 
You vrill rece..ll I disagreed with this concept, believing that the campaign 
should not be so div-lcled; that the 11 ca.m._ aignn as the term is used in Joint 
Chiefs of staff directive 1259/4 started many weeks before the actual landing, 
vrith the preparato.ry D.ir phases ·which have very great effect upon land opera-
tions subsec1uent to lar1ding; that the Joint Chiefs of Staff recognized this 
fact in their employment of the ter.m ~tCam~)aignn and 11Naval and Amphibious 
Phases of the Invasion" thus aJJ)arently contemplating an overall responsibilit~? 
although each service v.rould operate under the orders of its oHn corr1t1anders 
throughout. In the long an.:icable discussion v:hich followed, it became evident 
the.t these points of difference \'JerE! fundarnental. It 1.ras therefore agreed 
that certain general nrinci;)les vrhich were mutually believed to be workable 
should be made of record and the Staff Study OLYivrr:rc which you had dravtn up 
should be left at my headquarters for review·~ That reviev.r confirmed the 
policies enunciated verbally by you and clearly set forth your views of re-
sponsibility and cor::nand structure ·:·;ith which I had exJressed disagreement. 
The lst part of the co11paign was to be under your CO!Tlil1.md uith you and your 
subordinate naval corJrnanders not only controll:i.n.g the operation but actuaJJ.y 

- Continued -
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25 ;1..102 ,.91:Fl S~7PA TO CI1JC:?AC ADV I NFO_ G OF S ·, lp FOR Lit-i.HE;HJ.LL (CO:·JT'D) 

COM.H:\J.\TDING IT, including t he Army troops • • Ul publicity, including .Army 
a.s vrell a.s Navy elements,· was to be controlled by you. After the beachhead 
Vlc..s secured and the Army Com:rnand Post was established ashore, the Army troo})S 
were to report to me and their control for the remainder of the campaiglL 
was to be in my hands. Th.e naval eler.aents in this 2nd -ohase were to remain 
under your comr.1and and cooperat·e with me in support. oD.r ~ revievr yielded 
many other differences flowing from th..i..s basic difference, and shov1ed clearly 
that a directive defining these fu,ndarn.ental points vras necessary before fur-
ther discussions of this feature. Tha.nlc you very much for your, invitation 
to come to GUAlr. I or my planners if I am unable to come will accept it 
in.1media:t.ely on receipt of the operational directive of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff. 

25 22l7 GO:M3IIDFLT TO CINCPAC ADV I NFO CINCPAC FE).P~, COHSERVPAC, OOM:CUH.PAC . 

Your 190749, and also considering K:E'ELBLOCKS. Subject to modification after 
inspect:.on the follovring are considered important for consideratiqn. 

(A) Airline distance ft~om Empire targets to ENirJEIDK and illYTE not 
greatly different but surprise attacks frorn SNIJEifOK would involve less 
steaming than from L~.r:E . ENI':T3TOK closer to navy yards and closer to re-
plenisrunent sources. , 
- (B) J;NI'JETOK weather offers less ~danger a.:nd more benefits to men and 
materiel. 

· (C) If ENivlETOK is used generous provision should be lJJade for .maintenance, 
replenismnent, aircra~G pool, service, recreation and water transportation 
before fil"st visit of combatant forces. Until such full and adequate facili-
ties can be provided at ENIJ:ETOK- the fleet would do better at l.EYTE. 

(D) By restoring about 1/2 of forr.o.er m&-D..rmun. shore facilities plus appro-
priat e floating facilities J:!l·JIYErOK can base and support 3 fast carrier groups 
and related shipping. Estimated 4 to 6 weeks to prepare ENI:;TETOK for that 
l oad. 

25 2315 CINCPAC ADV TO DEPC01\t20TH AB INFO COMINCH,CINCAFPAC., CGPOA , CINCPOA PEA .. B.L, 
Co"''r""''l ffiA'OT"A I S'CQP" T "'O . . JiJI ~;. J-Uw.!..t 2 .L.t '" ~ • 

Cincpoa concurs in the assigrunent to the operational an.d administrative 
control of the 20th .:lF of the j\..I'Il.W Fignter Contmand at I WO JllJf.r~ with its 
fighter groups service and other units . Cincpoa also concurs in the temporar,y 
assignment to the operational control of the 7th AF of 2oth AF fighter aviation 
to be deployed at OK!NA'.',JA and I E SHIM.1.. 

The foregoing concurrence is contingent -on the continued responsibility 
of the fighter corm-r1.ander at TJ O Jlltl!t to the- Island Commander for the fighter 
defense of the island. 

26 08l.~2 CINCB\C PJ)V TO COM3RDPHIBFOR I N1i'O COM5THFLT, CQl,li~IBSPAC . 

Request your early co.uunent on feasibil ity occupying CHUSAN AltCHIP:SLAGO 
without NI NGPO P.EliTNSULA using ond..y Marines (5tbPhibCorps plus 2nd iv1arDiv) .• 
Consult with ComGen5tl1PhibCorps and include h:'Ls views. Assu.me neither ICEBERG 
3D or OLYMPIC to be done in 1945. 
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26 0930 CINCPAC AD~ To' ... C011f.INCJ;t'"- CNO. 

Para 1. The extent to which military and naval requirements for airfields 
installations and facilities at PP.Jlt.ITRA, ·SAMOA, FIJI and NOU1vmA have decreased 
make it an appropriate t:Une to establish an ».merican Flag commercial air 
service from the West Coast to AUSTRALIA and rriDN ZEALAND and I recommend that 
in the natio-nal interest such action be taken -w"i.thout delay. 

Para 2. I recomrnend further that consideration be given now to establish 
an American Flag commercial air service from GU.AIJ to SPJI Fl1AlJCISCO at some 
future date. This service should be extended to :MAJ.'JILA if CINCSWPA concurs . 

Para 3. The number of civilians now t:ra:velling through the Pacific for 
various reasons would help support such a service and..additional sup:port 
could be given by assigning air mail to use available pay load. 

WARX-8793$• Pursuant to and in furtherance " of di.rectives contained in ·;;.f\R-
62773 and W1ill-f:Z77&~ both . dat.ed 3 April 19h5, the following directive is and is effective on receip-t, . . 

Para A • The Joint Chiefs of Staff direct the inve.sion of KYUSHU 
Operation OLYL.riPIC), target date 1 Noverriber 194-5, in order to: 

(l) Intensify the blockade and aerial borttba.rdment of JAPAN. 
. (2) Corrcain and destroy nmjor enemy forces. 

(3) Support further advances for the purpose of establishing the con-
ditions favorable to the decisive il1.vasimn of the industrial 
heart of JAPAN. 

Para (B) . CINCAF?AC-Cil\TCSdPA: 
(1) Is charged v·rith the prirn::ti'IJ responsibility for the conduct of th 

operation OLYHPIC including control, in case of exigencies, of 
the actual amphibious assault through the appropriate naval com-
ma:nder. 

(2) ~'Till n1.a."l{e plans and preparati ons for the continuance of the cam-
-oaign in JAPAN and cooperate vdth CINCPAC in the plans and prepar~ 
tions for the naval and amphibious phases thereof$ 

Para (G) . CINCPAC-CINCPOA: - - ' 
(1) Is charged v::Lth the responsibility for the conduct of the naval 1 

and araphibious (Subject to Para. B(l) above) phases of the OLD.[PIC 
Operation, and 1~rill correlate his plans vdth CINOAFPAC-CJNCS~PA. ~ "' 

(2) Will cooperate vTith and assist CINC.P..FP.n .. C in his plans and prepara.-f 
ti<Y.ns for, and the conduct· of, the campaign in JAP .. I\N. · 

para (D}. The land campaign and requirements therefore are primary 
in the OLFMPIC Operation. Ac.count of this will be taken in the preparations, 
coordination and mcecution of plans. 

Para 00 • CG CML 20th AfLr Force, vdll cooperate in the plans, prepara-
tions and e~ecution Or Operation OLYMPIC and in the continuance of the cam- · 
paign in JAP.~J. At appropriate tin1es, to be dete~nuned by the Joint Chi~fs 
of Staff, the 20th Air Force vdll come nnder the direction of the appropriate 
commander for the support of Operations directed above • 

. ,"" 26 0231 BOM5THFLT & .. COM3RDFIJT TO GlNG:t:OA ADV HQ. 
I 

Originators jointly recommend your OpPlan 4-4-5 be rt1:.1de effective 2400!(-9) 
27 May at which time com:rnand of all forces then attached 5th Flt except 1'-D£W 
!.Ui:XICO and assigned escorts wil.l be passed to Commander 3rd Fleet. 
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• 25 0128 JOINT CHIEFS OF STi\.FP TO ~~ACAR.THUR. 
26 1610 JOINT CHIEFS OF STili'? INFO NI1ITTZ. 

1~ The United States Chiefs of staff have Llade a general proposal 
to the British regarding their taldng over a )art of the present S."fl A and 
in tuxn the British have asked certain questions regarding u.s. intentions 
in the area. 

2. The following is under consideration here as a basis for reply to 
the British. Your com 1ent is requested, to include advice as to initial 
steps in the )rogressi ve .t, urn over e.nd the approxinw.te tinting. 

(A) Question. Is it the intention of the United States Ch5.efs of 
Staff to leave all Australian forces in this area Yrhen they give it up? 

Ansvrer. Yes. In addition it is the intention that all other 
Allied forces (except u.s.) '~Hill remain in the area 1rhen the United 
states give it up. . 

(B) Question. If so, vdll they continue to provide for the Australian 
forces such equipment and logistics as the Australians cannot provide ? 

.Ansvter. Except for emergency supply, the Australians government 
provide theil"' ovm equi~)lnent and logistic support from local resources 
and through norm.al lend-lease channels. The United States v;rill not be 
responsible for :9rovision of equi~ment and logistics for the Australians 
when the area is given up, escept that consideration vrill be given 
under normal lend- lease procedures to requests for specific items of 
equipment which carmot be met from Empire resources. 

(C) Question. :fill the United States Chiefs of otaff leave the base. 
inst9-llations 2nd administrative ::;ersonnel which are at present being 
used by the Austra]j_an forces? 

Ansvrer . At ~)resent the .} . .ustralians are not using u.s. base 
installations for their support . The u .. s. does not intend to remove 
fixed base installations from the area but Fill displace for~;ard all 
required movable installations or parts ~chereof c.nd. movable items of 
equipment and Inc:terial includine refrigeration, tankage and her:1vy con-
struction equipment . ~' Then all supplies c"nd equi:nm.ent requ.:ired by the 
U. s. are evacuated, bases and any remaining equipment ~':ill be disposed 
of ·by nonnal procedures. 
Para. No U.s . administrative uersonnel, except some amphibious engineers 

presently e~:.1ployed in op~rations, are furnishing direct support to Austrctl:i_C:ln 
forces . Ail u.s. adnrl.nistrative personnel nou in the aJ.'"ea, including 
amphibious engineers, required in the forrrard areas will be removed. If 
the roll-up of U.s. bases is delayed beyond 1 October, it vrill be necessary 
to leave so.:n.e u.s. administrative ~)ersonnel as caretal(ers for supplies to 
be moved forward at a later date. 

(D) Question. ~Till the U.s. Chiefs of Staff leave an amphibious 
lift? The British Chiefs of Staff reckon that a self-contained lift 
for at least 1 division with necessary maintenance faciLi.ties l'ITill be 
requ..i.red • 

. .:\nsvrer. No. However, the U.s. Chiefs of Staff consider that 
1tThen amphibious o:0erations for the area are al) .. )l'OVed, alloc:::tion of 
assault shi::>ping should be made by the Combined Chiefs of Staff in the 
light of the orio:city and requirements of other areas. 

(E) ~uestione TJill the U.s. Chiefs continue to supply the ._ustralian 
forces \-'lith ai:"fi eld constructional resources"! · 

~~..ns1:·rer., No~ At present u.s. airfield construction effort is 
not bein.z .:'urnished in sup-00rt of Austra.l.i..a11 forces . Steel m.at ha.s been 

· furnished. Airfield construc·t.ion for ~\ustrc.lian forces should be by 
their ovrn troo'JS and from local resources sup: orted as necessary by re-
sources obtained f rom Empire '_)roduc·~ion . and from lend-lease throup;~ 
norm.<1.l nrocedures. - Contlnued - 314. 



(261610) 25 0128 J OINT CIII:::Fs OJ' ~TilJ:.f TO ~iACARTHUH II'JFO NI };HTZ. (CONTI NUED) 

/ 

(F) Quest ion. ~'Jill th~ U.s . Chief s of St aff be prepared to support 
allocations of merchant shi pping f or the operation an d maintenance nee~s 

of t he area? 
Answer. :·Jhile liustralia.n f orces :remain under -cornrna.nd of CINCSr1PA, 

sh~pping is ma de available ·f or thei r support from u~ s . allocations . TI1e u.s. Chiefs of Staff are pr epared to consider allocations of merchant 
shipping for the operational and mai ntenance needs of the area when 
nnder British co:rrm.1and on the s ome basis as allocations are made for 
other areas. 

(G) Quest ion. To wha.t extent do the u.s. Chiefs o-f Staff propose· to 
continue to dei)end on the civil resources of Australia? 

Answer. It is estimated t hat the S':JPA is receiving from 
AU$TRJI.LIA some 70,000 measurement tons per month of 1Nhich approrimately 
35, 000 .are :1erishable food and 35000 dry cargo . The u.s. will continue 
to de:;Jend on Australian resources at' the a?pro;dma.t e -n-.esent rate of 
production based on e:::d.stint contracts . To do othervrise would disrupt 
present logisti cal set up end undoubtedly entail an additional drain 
on overall shipping. ·rt is probable that u.s. requirements f or prefabri-
cated buildings from. Australian resources will terminate ·with the expir a- ' 
tion of present contract demands. 
3. In addition to the above, the follovd.ng is under consideration as 

the dividing line betvJeen British and U ,.s . areas of command f Beginning on 
the coast of I NDO-CBINA at 15-00 N, through B.ALABAC STRAIT along the 1939 
boundaijT line betv;een the PHILIPPINES and BORNEO_ t o 08-00 N; thence East t:.o 
05-00 N 130-00 E; thence south to the equator; thence east to 140- 00 E; 
thence gener--ally southeast to 02-20 S 146-00 E; thence east to 02- 20 S 
159- 00 E; thence so,xch. u.s. control of the !DhiTH.A.T..~TY ISLA .. NDS is necessary 
due to the eA-tensive navai facilities that have been assembled at I.IAI\JUS and 
its continued use as a pr:ilna~J base west of F .... 4.7JJ:\II for the support of u.s. 
naval forces . · 

4. 'l"11e United stat es Chiefs of staff contemplate that once decision 
is made, the turnover of area and forces be acco.Il\Plished on a schedule t o 
be arranged between CINCSNP.A and the British authorities ICG approval by 
the Coniliined Chiefs of Staff. 

26 2315 CINCPOA ADV TO ALPOA I NFO COMINCH , CINCS.-.J?l~ , C01.[Jh'\FSIVPA , C0~47TRlLT ,Cl[NCBPF ,DEPCOM 
20 AF . 

"My Op-Plan 4-45 modified by my 131239 and 240255 becomes effective 27l500 
May • All references not held or needed by all. All forces then in 5thFlt 
will pass to operational control of ComJ~dFlt except: 

(A) Coml:flallder RYUKYUS Forces (CTF 99) vri l l be under the direct 
connna.nd of CI HC FOA • · 

(B) NE-:J l.:EXICO (BB 40) and assigned escorts VIill remain tLnder 
onerati onal control of Com5thFl t until othervri se directed. 
~ . . 

27 Oll7 CINCPOA J.-\DV TO CO~ :ni x~)AC , COLISE:t1VP1\.Q 2 COMG:~NPOA , QGFHFP AC, COLIPHI BSPAC ,GOI,13RDFLT, ' 
OOM5THB'LT , CQlJIGENlO, CONU.i~'~..REA INI1'0 C01vHNGH , CINCAB,PAC ,CINCPOA PF.JffiL ,C01~BRDFHI~-
FO!} , COE5THf'1UB:F'OJ1 • . 

The JCS _have direct ed Operat i on OLYMI?IC iArith t ar get. dat e of l November. 
Accordingly as indicated in my 100717 Phase 3D IC1~BERG -vd ll be execut ed abo'?.t 
15 J u]y and Phases 3C and E and also Operation LONGTO:M a re indefinit ely defer- · 
r ed lt B~se development at F .. iiCTION ·vfil l be such as t o accomodate a maximu_rn 
fight er bomber strength not later thru1 15 October and no construct ion vvill be 
tLndertaken whioh vrill not directly Stlppor t OLY11ff.PIC._ 
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28 0058 OINCI~Ac LDV TO CQ!,.UNCH-CNO TNFO CINCPOA ?EiulL. 

I am considering use JNT.lETOK as a carrier task force anchorage 
Primarily bcc~ll.Se of the shortening of lines of supply which vJill result 
for forces operating off HOrTSHU and secondarily because of the better cli-
matic .conditions and better shore facilities. Intend initiate use in l2.te 
'July by 1 task group building U) as developments warrant until by OLYMPIC 
target date 3rd.Flt could base ;rim.arily in .:1\]'I:JETOK-GU.Ali-SAIPAN and 5thFlt 
in bases to vrestward. Plans are not yet firm. Furpose of this dispatch is 
to infor.m you of trend of our planning. 

28 0059 CINCPAC ADV TO COlillJCH AND CNO INFO CO~·.~AIRPAC. 

CNO 261832 which crossed my 270540 and 270541 was addressed direct to 
ComAirPac and requested his comment on proposals for changes in deployment 
of heavy and m.edium landplane search squadrons. :.w 270540 and Z/0541 are 
intended to inc.rease and strengthen Fleet Air Wing 4 for strategic reasons 
in connection ICSEIBLOCKS 4 and ?respective 3rd.Flt operations. Request all 
n~tters of deploynwnt of naval combatant forces vdthin Pacific Ocean Areas 
be referred to CIECPAC-CINCPOA. 

28 0124 CINCPOA PJJV HQ TO CII,TCS: JPA. 

Your 270722 and 271314. Visit of General Ca,sey and party completely 
convenient and will expect them tomorroYr 'luesday. 

General Chamberlain 1 s visit vrill :)robably be conver1ient but there is a 
:1ossibility of conflicting requirements. Suggest you .give me exact date 
Vvhen he would arrive and by the t:L:Lle it is recieved I eX}_'Ject to be able to 
rep~ definitely. 

General Kenney's conference ~fi th General Giles is agreeable and my 
staff will be available to discuss any subject he desires on ~1 exploratory 
basis. 

2$ 2356 cp:QRDPHIB TO CIHC?l~C iwV INFO CO:tv:PHIBSP_'C,COH5THFLT,CG5THPHIBCOHPS,CGF17P:C,. 

In view your 270117 reply your 260842 is :m.a,de for possible future refer-
ence. On b?i.iis :.resent intelligence seizure islands ·with Harine Forces al-
loted deemed feasible even though :peninsula in enemy hands. Heavy reinforce-
ment particularly in artillery of peninsula _.Jrior assault vrould hazard suc-
cess of operation. Te~)orary occupation of tip of penil1sula ctUl~ing initial 
assault CHUSi\}T may be desirable for security. Ehemy reoccupation of peninsula 
after withdrawal security force and his practicable reinforcement of peninsula 
which is in medimn artillery range of projected airfields other island insta.l-
lations .AJID best fleet anchorag es would ham~er development phase . Possi-
bility cOOtinued enemy attempts to effect counter landings <:md necessity oc-
cupying a· ~ roach islands to vrest-;Yard of CI-IDS . .'lH TrmJ.ld require :lc1.rge perrnanent 
garrison estimated as 4 divisions ·thereby necessitating retention M.:.'trines 
or their replacement by Army eli visions. Subsequent seizure ")eninsulc1. employ-
ing additional forces might - ~rove necessary to insure unira::Jeded development 
and fruitful em) loy-raent base facilities. ComGen5thPhibCorps consulted and 
conct:trs. 

. 29 021.1-6 CINCPOA ADV (ro C01 IG:1TiVJ?POA IN~O CG .. L\FPOA lb!!H.IJ 2 CINC!Ji'?AC, CGF:SAF, CINc :~oA .t' ~~~ql; 
DEPCOI:I 2CYGh ifF . 

In vieT.r . of agreements recorded in myser 0005057 of 19 r.1ay request that you 
coord:-"mate vrith c:nJC~· u."' l'~lC all proposals for deployment in RYUKYUS of Ar.my .. lir 
Forces other than VL!:1 groups and the units nou definitely planned for deploy-
ment in Phases 1, 2, 3D of ICEBBRG this replies to your 2B08Z7 not t~ 1a~1~ 



WI d!!bJii~· 
y jy (C-DT) 

· This replys to your 211252 not to all or needed. ' See also rrry 152347 • 
(A) Acorn 54- will be reta.ined in 15th Echelon. 
(B) A~·IASE const1~uction w:j.ll be expedited to e.ccommodate 1iJ.G 14 and 

:,:£-tG 33-. ·"" : 
(C) Initial increment 200 airplanes carrier pool to be establ ished 

A.'JASE October 15 increased t<;> 500 airplanes as ;racticable after 
de~)O.rture ilf-!.G 14. 

(D) I~ .. G JA vd.ll be displaced forward in November. 
(E) Development of airstrip TSUGJN SHl11A will' be C}.eferred. Inforl118:tion 

regarding augmented airfield development program 1rv-ill be furnished 
you lc;t,er after conference vdth CINCl\FPAC . 

29 0519 C_]l'JCP _\C lwV TO ?Ol.IJRDFJ:;T • 

Your 2S0929. S~e my 051250 concerning r.ainefield clearance . 

umutiDWr~»llUimmlA~:mnm!llllM~mmnma~mmmmwfm!m· ··~flmJDD 

29 0713 CINCPAC ADV TO Cis1H:-LtGILSAREA TI~FO CINGPAC 10, CO~Q~!· --·-:;;.;;;;,.;;~~..;;;;;;;..,.;.;;;.,.;;....._;.;;.;,;.,....;:..;,;_;.;;.;;,_..........,.;;.;;;;..;.;;.~--. ..... ..;;;;;;.;..o;;~~~~..;;.;..:~;;;,:;...:l!..;;...;;;~-..-..;;;.;;.o;;.;. 

Cinc•Jac Adv 260625, CotnServRon 10 2/5027/, Contl.\.irPac 260J23 and Com3rd.Flt 
252217 which is Je.ssed to you se"')arately. Request immediate comments and 
recomraendations on pro)_)osaf. to base a11d support rast carrier groups at ZNT.fETOK 
(l in July .and_ building up to 3 US and l British ~y October) together VJ"ith 
carrier pool of 300 aircraft, 2 carrier air groups staging without aircraft 
and the tactical aircraft contained in ConL~rPac 260123 less 1 VPB(HL) ~Dd 1 
VMSB squadron plus 1 VF(N) squadron. 

29 0858 CINCPOA .. ~DV TO DEPCO~:IA-(_20, COM3H.DFLT INZO COMINCH,CO:l!ISUBPAC , BOMCO:: 21, GTG 
30, 5, CTF 31,.· C,.'IP 3S. 

29 

Coordinated attack group of 9 submarines will soon force entrance to . 
J . .'c.PfJ'J SF,A and comx:.'lence shipping attacks t herein on M- Day (no~v· planned for 9 

.June) to continue for about 2 •Neeks . This operation vrl.ll create new oppor-
tunities for the destruction of shipping and intensification of the blockade 
of J..:~PAN~ 

Para. For DepCom 11-F 20 . Request :f3omCom 21 maintain mine blockade of 
SIITMONOSEKI STRAITS and setellite ports of FlJKUOKA. and KiffiA.TSU during this 
period and devote remainder of rnirLi.ng effort to attrition and blockade of 
ports on the north coast of HONSHU e.fter M-Day. · 

Para. For Com3rtiFlt . Desire that Fairiding 1 be ) repa.red to intensify 
shipping strikes on west coast of KYUSHU, off KOREA and in TSUSHI11:\ STBMTS, 
employing mines as ")racticable to dri v~ KOREA Coast-hugging shipping into the 
open., 

Para. Inform only those vrho need to l n1Jt!f that submarines are to enter 
J LPAN SEA a.nd per-iod of their · operati ons therein. 

In vi evr r ecommendations Ur Dis 230215 not to all I do not I)ropose to direcrG 
impl ementation FIRJ!:BRE~I\ .. K a s an exercis~~ !li1yDis 2ll315 refers. 
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30 0525 C,INCPAC ADV TO CCL13RDFL~C I NFO CTF 38 ,C01ir5fHFLT , COLJ.ST CARTA.SKFORCE. 

Possible developments Japanese electronics i ndustry contain ) otential 
thr eat our forces. .Iost effective counter:rn.easure is destruction of electronic 
tube oroduction concentrated in 6 pl ants nan1ed on Cincnac-Cinc 1oa 1riority 
list J apanese s t rategic t ar gets 16 ][ay 1945 . Suggest these plants be con-
s i de::ed Jrimart strategic targets in any strikes against the empire in the 
TOKYO area. However not recornrnended unless t here is avai lable sufficient 
force to destroy lst 3 plants TOKYO Area. 

30 0526 CilTCPAC lillV TO COJ.ITJ.JCH & CNO . 

Your 282150. The future activities of the corabatant forces British 
Pacific Fleet in the war agab1st J£}.PAN should fall into 2 principal categories. 
In the lst they vrould base on AUS'lTIALIA with an a dvance base at MANUS and 
operate against J APAN vrith the 3rdFlt sha.rillg anchorages (but vrith no Britich 
shore installations) at 1JLITHI and EN:G JJ.i,;XOK . In the 2nd category they would 
operate to reopen the :lPJ..ACCA STRAI'r and liberate the enemy held areas in 
the British coiimland area, pro,oosed by JCS 250128. For this nu.rpose they 
would need a base in the SOUTH CiiiNA SSA for ubich BRUif£I BAY seems well 
suited. If it is to be captured it seems fundarnenta.l that it should be de-
veloped. If it is not to be developed and used its capture seems questionable. 

Para. I see no need for a British base in the PHILIPPINES for either 
category of operations . If it later develo~1s that J:>ri tish ship s operate 
against JAPAN iJ rith a line of supply through 1'fA.LACCA STRAIT ULITHI and ~ 
can be used as advanced anchorages . 

Para. In tl1e foregoing I do not regard temporar,y British augmentation 
of the United States carrier aircraft pools et cetera as constituting British 

I shore i nstallations. 

30 0632 CINCP.\C ADV TO co· '2HDFLT 

ReUrDis ton sec 299217. .Subject ohotog-.caphy is not to be undertaken 
as a Jriority 1 t ask assi~Bent for your forces . Special beach photography 
requested in :7Dis top sec 110518 and 290658 is to be considered a· priority 
1 photo mission consistent 1vith y our recoo and da:;:age a ssessment ')hotographic 
requirements when your cai·ri ers are operati ng against targets in. southern 
DIAOCLIC . 

CIIJ'C POA .i. ~ u:1L. 

Your 180331 uhich j_n effect recollli.1ei1ded const ruction of storage for and 
build up of VL.B. a1111nuni tion s tocks :l.n Li.\.Rifil'J.!iS to 321~950 tons . After careful 
consideration all f actors including t he nore urgent requirement s :ir:1posed by 
OLYJ..!PIC ~orepa.rations t hroughout the Pac i f i c deci sion to limit VLR arnmo s'borage 
in =.:~'l'!f.f~~ !'L S t o total 150, 000 1~'1'r t ons a s ind:i:cated i n Ci ncpoa Pearl 190102 
is confi:r·med . J.ecor.mnendations of Corn.[i'1•JcLA.rea based on agreement between that 
Hq and ComGen 21 BomCom have been e.pJroved f or d:i. s t r ibut ion between isL::tnds 
~s f oll o:·rs: GU~'J.~ 50, 000 S_'\.IPl\N 30, 000 '_'ILI \N 70, 000. Due to shortage of 
shi pping and of service t roops f or construction, handli ng and tran[nortn.tion 
of VT.._lo.B. am...mo e.s vrell as serious backlog of car go avta.iting dischar ge in ~1:..\.RI "JJ.AS 
and necessity for priority construction of other essential instal lations it 
is regretted that addition.al VI.B crmno storage c 2nnot be favora:oly considered 
at this time. 

Para. See CoraGenPOL ' s 280033 concerning troo~-1/ shortages . . 314 
Para. limitation of 150, 000 ~ .T tons applies t o construction of facili-

ties in accordancd with ·:Jrescribed safety standards . There. is no obj ection to 
~u0: 1entc:,tion of' stoclcs in authorized storar;e space as feas1.ble '"'rovl9-ed safet y 
fctctors in regard to storage are a.c cept{lble t~ }?~:r~h 20 .. P re~)res~ntatl ves andd 
T.sC.o.ms concerned ~-, d ;rov1-ded fu"Fther ·c.h.::tt. aad_ t.lonal stncks ~ra.not han~J it ·cne ex •ense or ot 1er :1aterla cons1.dored rnore esseiit .. ai by liOIUl:'Wd.[rea- . S . 



30 OS29 CINCPAC ADIJ rro COluNCH AND CNO INFO CINCPAC PEA.ttL. 

Your 292207. On asstunption ATHI!;LING, RAJ}ili and THACKER vrere- furnished 
British under lend lease recommend strongest possible re.presentations for 
their continuance in the Pacific with American crews if necessarylt 

From BPFLO. Cincpac Adv 27011.? and 200058. 
1 . As early in July as possible after rest. and replenishrn.ent at LEYTE, 

TF 3S v·rill commence strikes on tart~ets in HONSHU HOKKAIDO and KURilliS. 
Subject to continued availability to Cincpac he plans t .o include TF 37 in 
strikes when fleet returns from replenishrnent and battle deJnage repairs . 
Antici·:)ated that offensive operations vdll ·continue up to OLYf>..JPIC . 

2, Plans .for. possible use of ENI.vE~O~low for 'rF 37 t o ~se this 
anchorage cor:a.mencn1g by October. Meanvih~le TF 37 \Yorks from Ll:iri'E • Plans 
contemplaxe inclusion British aircraft and personnel in carrier pool at 
ENI.,ETOK. 

3. Length of operations referred to in Para l will probably be shorter 
than in ICEBERG before groups return to forward anchorage but increased 
distances of targets vdll make matter of tanker groups crux of pr oblem. 

4. Adnliral N:imitz approves this dispatch. 

30 1300 CTF 31 to COJi!:3ltl?FLT IN~i'O CINCPAC lillV • 

Your 290525 • Cine ~::a.c Adv 201326 provides for shipment to OKIHA~JA of 6 
or 7 i·itTB ' s to arrive about 20 Jnne prirnarily for air sea rescue duties. 
necessary retain this area for use in garrison duty and Phase 3 large num-
bers of LCI types vrhich have proved to be very effe~tive against enemy 
sma~l craft . Cons:..der remaining enemy boat and barge traffic can. be suc-
cessfully countered. In vi~v of this and early advent of t~ohodn season 
with facilities for pro·!~ection small craft against heavy weather already 
overtaxed recommend that no additional i.iTBs be moved forward at present . 
Consideration should be given to their advance in sufficient time for OLYMPIC. 

31 0236 CINCPAC ADV TO CINCBPF. 
I . . • -

Your 300llO. As stated in my 061410 April I carmot ·see any need for XE 
craft in POA and therefore concur in Para 1 your 300110. 
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31 0334 C011GEN TEN TO FOR INFO CO? mE ' TEl\T , G]JJCP,OA B0711 . .,_ COaQ.ZNP9.A , COilAFPOA, COiv1":3Y~HVPAC 
CO~ 'AIRPAC , COl ::GENF: JFPAC, CTF21 2 CC ~:FLTIAF?EA , ISCOI~it IZGU1ITNOUS , . ISCOii FR.LCJION, 

~ CG 2l:.TH COltPSJ CG 3RDPHIBCORPS. ' · 

Effective 311500 (GCT) MAY this Hdqtrs adopts the additional title of Hq lOth Army a.nd R!UKYUS A.REA to be used exclusively .for correspondence 
and vrritt~n orders dealing vrith RYUK"YUS Area affairs . T:flis title is not 
authorized for radio traff ic f or vrhich the titles · Com.Gen 10 c-md CTF 99 remain 
in effect f or all dis_~)atches addressed to t his Hq., The adoption of above 
title does not im~;J.;y- a di vlsion of t he Hq lOth Ar fl:.ry staff -rrhich continues 
to per form tri~Jle function of: · 

1 . Adnrl.ni.stering RYU1ITUS Area affairs 
2 . Adnunistering lOth US 1\rmy 
3. Conducting lOth Arnl;)r operations with attached Marine and NaV"J m1its . 

Separate files established at this Hq for all correspondence orders dis patched 
to CG lOth i\nrsy e.nd 3.YtJl:\YUS Area or i)ert .:dning t o adrainistrative or tactical 
operations of ::=?.YUI\YlJS Area. ' 

• 
31 1251 CINGPAC ADV TO CGF: ~FPAC I NFO CTNClL.41PAC , CG6THAF.MY , C01lPHIBSPAC , COM2THPHIBli'O~ ' 

CO~"f5THPHI BCORJ~S. 

Request you direct CG 5th PhibCorps report by dispatch t o ComGen 6th 
Army f or ~)Urposes OJ_,Yl[PIC planning •. 

01 0042 ClNCPOA ADV TO CINCAFPAC 

Following under consideration here: 
A. Return 2 Arirq divisions from OKINAWA te PHILIPPINES to reduce garrison permit entrance our air forces and elimjnate large requirem.EI'II;,s OKINAWA tar 

additional services. After discussion with Eastwood I will answer in at.f'irma-ti ve and designating LEY'l'E aJXi MINDORO as sta tiona unless otherwise advised. 
B. Cancel KAIKI JIMA operation in order conserve shipping, engineer effort and service effort required for placing a:ir on OKINAWA. · Believe this will per-mit concemration effort on OKINAWA and result in heavier concentrating air to cover OLYMPIC although distances will b~ greater. Sprua.nce, Turner, Hill 

and CDICPOA planners and · also Kenny favor this• W:Ul give affirmative opinio$ 
. for AFPAC unless othel"Wise advised. Please aelmowled.ge. 

01 0453 CINCPAC ADV TO CINCAFPAC. 

147 010042 originated by Major General Chamberlin. 

01 1014 MAC.ARTHUR GHQ SWPA TO ClNCPOA ADV 

For General Chamberlin. C 17557. CenCllr p110posal.s contained in your 010042. 
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01 1157 COH3RDFLT TO CIHCPAC ADV INFO -C0:"1SUBP .. ~C, C01J3A rr· .ON 2 ,_ crrF ,2S. 

Tentative ~lans Empire strikes by TF 38 in July include long range 
bombardment HOKKAIDO and HONSHU targets from apl)roaches vrhich cur1~ent intel-
ligence shm'V"s to be free of mines,. In order verify this information a .. nd per-
mit bombardment shorter ranges request su~narine mine reconnaissance inside 
100 fathom cu..rve be conducted earliest practicable in following areas vvith 
order of ')riority indicated: 
1 . 1 . East Coast HONSHU between 36-20 N and 37- 00 N. 

2 . Due sou:'0h of KASDORO between Jl~-10 E and lLf-h--40 E. 
3. " East of K;t:\ffiiSHU betvJ"een 59-11 N and 39-20 N, 
4. South Coast HONSHU between 137-20·E and 138....00 E. 

01 1217 COM3RDFLT TO CINCPAC lillV, CQ":BATRON 2 INFO GTF 38 • 

See my Olll57 . Request 1 Division 22DO-ton DMS be assigned TF 38 by 1 
Ju.J¥. Desirable that division be given all training practicable as high 
speed sweeping unit prior this assignment . If .apnroved intend this division 
sv.reep ahead o.f bombardment groups in approaching Empire targets . 

· 02 0034 CIHC?OA A'JV ·::o COM.U:S~TPOA, CG!;AJ?POA , CGlO:rH .A .. ~OII5TIIPHIBJ:i'OR , CGF~.lFPAC , COM3RDFLT 
co= :SERVPAC , COl.IAIRPAC , COJ~PHIBSPAC INFO COUINCH & CNO, CO~{ZTHFLT , CGJRDPI-IIBCORP.S 
COMSO PAC , C01·1NOH.PAC, CGM5TIIFLT , QJ;lrCPOA PEARL, CTF 96 , CINCSHPA, CG1tTgF1lFPAC , CINCP~P.~ 
COMEWD.AREA,_.!li)Jf.CORPS , CTF 9), ?GSUFSER.VF:TI:•'PAC , CG2h'l'H COHPS. 

Cancel 1/(y-Dis 060821 Uay. Phase 3D ICEBEti.G :Ls deferred indefinitely. 
Resources previously intended for F'P.ICTION will be utilized fullest oractica.ble 
to expedite and intensify develO')ment of L!!:Gtr;IINOUS and INDISFi£NS.A.BLE. 

02 0317 CO~~SUBPAC TO CINC?_\C IIFO CCH3RDFtT, CO' ·:sul3PACADCOM,AJ:Q., C'TG 17. 10 

Con3rdFlt Olll57. No FE Sonar equill1)8d submarines now· in area except 9 
about to enter J~~?: .. H .SBA. Hecommend no diversion of these ships . New gear 
now being installed PE.l\.:F?L as received from coast . 1 new submarine may be able 
to investi2ate requested areas beginning S July. '~!ill make prelimin:a:ry in-
vestigation requested areas \Yith REDFTI~ beginning about 20 June . Her gear 
has no security hence use depends on absence ii1J1i1. A/S vessels. 'I'herefore 
cannot guarantee . success but will do what v;e can. 

02 0600 CO~.IPHIBSPAC TO COH7THPEIBFOR TI\fFO COMPHIBGRJ) 12, CG6TI-I JJQ:i'I, COllt"R.ANSRON 16, 
COili17THF~T., .. QJ1~·ADV. -- -

Your serial'00018 of 22 May concerning ~\.m.!)hibious training wry hel pful 
and ap~)recie.ted., Letter to ComPhibGrp 12 now being issued directs him as 
TG or TF Cdr of ?th.Flt to coord:inate detailed . training Jrocedures TJith Com-
?thPh:Lb and ComGen 6th Army accor<fu..nce best M!.phibious :1ractices. 

Para. Folloning conr.ent on ·the :reference: 
A. Cons~Lder a.mphib:Lous training group and special schools for officers 
training ·will be very useful as that course might be expanded to 2 ·weeks • 
Desire to send to you i.f you ag:r•ee for at tachrnent to t.rain.ing group staff 
officers from PhibsPac ex,:)erienced in recent bperations for· advlce and -
lectures on subjects of naval gliDfire support, air support, UDT operations, 
beach party operation$, control line operations, a.m~Jhibious conll'm.U'lica:tions 
and transport qu.a.rtermaste:r duties for shi:~s and troops.- . 
B. · ;ith present Dlan of having ComPhibGrp 12 in direct charge of training 
there is d.oubt as .. to. value of mobile training units as now organized .. 

- Corrcinued - 3151 



02 0600 ffi ~F'l-.I IBSPAC TO COH7THPIIIBFOR INFO COH?rliBG..RP ~J~..T_9~- CONTINUED, 

Suggest possible reduction nuP:lbers of officers in lmits and that if used 
these tmit s be ordered re~;ort to ComrrransRon 16 for duty. 

C. In nw letter am placing errrphasi s on desirability of tra.J.nwg divisions 
as a. whole ~THrf2IJNG shore :)arties and aD. other u.'Ylits and also desirabili-
ty of training Corps (1 group missing) FPGD1'ID THROPD. Due l ack of tim.e 
and ships this .may not be initial~y ·possible but am ma...!rlng effort obtain 
additional ships because trailing major staffs only during rehearsaJ_s 
is not enti rely sa.:'cisfactory • 

Para. ~r initial arrang~nents agreeable to you and Corrtt'hibGrp 12 
satisfactory to me ·with -reserve that desirable changes Dk'l.Y be agreed on later. 

?2 0607 CINCPOA ADV TO GOJ~1q~;t~POA 1CQ!~SERVPAQ. .. J.!'fFO CING.iFPAC, CINCPOA PEARL, CO~ .. QTHFLT 
C011AIR?AC, CNO. . 

1. Prelirrd.nary conference vv-i·th representatives CINCAFPAC discloses that 
CINCAFPAC has not included provision for wire communication ·within naval 
establishments ashore in OLYl.fRIC. , Neither ma:be:rial nor troops on hand or -
under ~ redeploy.ment has been 1Jrojected for this purpose. 

2. Request immediate study be made jointly to deterwine material and 
personnel requiremerrt.s for installat~i.on a.11d operation of wire interior com-
munication facilities for all naval installations ashore :in OLYI'iiPIC. Contlli.rPac 
requested to advise you of naval and marine air requiremerrt.s. ComGenPOA 
requested submit projects for procurement of such personnel and material re-
quirements which are in excess of POA resources nm'f available or planned for 
other operations nov-r indefinitely deferred. Note paragraph 2F my letter llCL-
45 which applies x 

3. Following assurnptions and considerations apply: 
(A) A::r.w.y forces Pacific will install long lines system. 
(B) .AFPA.C will serve naval activities closely associat,ed physically 

vdth Army installations. 
(C) Material procured .under central Pacific projects for IJONGTOlvi 

and other bases in the Pacific combat a.l1d Vi.A,RIAN.AS areas, Vlhich 
rnay not no-v·; be requir-ed therefor, is avatlable for use in OLY'1YlPIC 

$$ and CORONET. ' 
(D) ?.cojec-'c vrire installations on basis of contemplated naval develop-

ments ashore as contained in CINCPOA Joint Staff study OLYl.WIC 
or later estimc.tes which m.ay have been developed in conference 
vdth 7thFlt representatives. 

(E) Constrtl.Ct ion planned should genera.11;;r be litrlted to tacti cal 
or semi-permanent t ype which -fv-111 i'"ulfill requirements and ;?ermit 
most expeditious installation., 

02 0650 .CINCPOA ADV TO CO~IG:I;N rr:lJ J1Jll'C CilJCAF?AC, COUG..::;~JlQA, CINCPOA PE~\J.l.L, COI.ENCH. 

Pursuant t o a dir ective from the JCS it i s desired t o rel ease Ar rey- units 
i n. the POA t o CI NCilii'PAC a s soon as the s ervices of such units can be spc..red. 
JJy Top Sec Jltl3L~l Ha¥ pr•escribes procedur e f or the rel ease of Ar rny un:Lts 
except those under Co.mGen 10 ., · 

Par a . As Army units m1der ComGen 10 become a.ve.ilabl e for release Com.Gen 10 
·rrill furnish designations· of unit,s and recormnend dates of r elease to CINCPOA 
info ConGenPOA. On r ecei1)t concurrence of ComGenPOA CTI'JCPOA vril l accomplish 
the release. 

Para. For the Jresent at least 1 Army ~..11d 1 :.1arine Divismon uill be re-
tained under ComGei1 10 :tn the RYUKY1JS ., In order t o permit preparati~~ f or.L ~ 
'future operations J!.rr.ly divisions w~U be released in the sequence 7 t vl31"'175t...h2, 

- Cont1.nued - . '· 



02 0650 CINC:?OA .ADV TO COIZic.N ~r.E.n INFQ CJ:;NC!LF?AC, ..cf .. T~ · - COHTI!'JUED 

96th or as request.ed by CINC..:JJ'PAC.. It has been agreed between CINCli.~? AC and 
CINCPOA that 2 Army Divisions vrill be v'ritl1dravm from OKINAHA to the PH~IJPPI~TBS 
as soon as the tactical situation permits . 

Para. Ins-cructions covering the release of Headqlk'lrleJ."S lOth Arrey and 
Headquarters 24th Corps vdll be issued laner . 

02 0822 Cii'ICPOA i'UlV ':PO CNO JNFO COi•,n~JESSEAFROH , CINCAFPAC,CG.A.Al:POA , CGlO ,C~OA PEJ.TiiL. 

Your 301935 informs that Z7 HSA cargo vessels v-r.ill load out Il.ffO starling 
Mid- June for discharge BIVS.. Request by re-turn dispa·tch unit designation 2nd 
tonnage breakdoTl11 for troops involved in order that· they r&'zy' be integrated 
into shipping echelOI1s only in the ma1111er which vd).l most ef"fea t.ively support 
OI,Y!.f.PIC pre2)arations. 

02 1324 CTNCPAC IillV TO Cql~JDFLT T.Q CTF 31'3, CO}.tlB~ TRON T'.-fO 

Your 0112r7 . TI1ere are no 2200- t on destroyer rnine mieepers . The 1630 
ton shi "1S of this ty}Je ·which have been converted and are n6w in operational 
condition are 4 in nmnber and ai•e operating u11der CTF 39. 'It is expected 
that they vrill be required to assist in )e:rfo:m1ing t .. hc tasks mentioned i n my 
0512~0.and 290519 and your 280929 and 0204-ll. The 8 2200 ton destroyer mine-
layers v:-hich ::;,re o·'lerating vri th CTF 39 are not equip=='ed f or swe eping and are 
not available <:.s carrier force screens. 

ReUrDi.s CX 17519 DTG 010h52 _not to all or needed 1 flight 4 F- 7 and 6 com~· 
bat crffi·\rs 86 co1-;.1bat mapping squadron '!ill be me.de available as soon as 2)0 S -
sible to report to CINCAFP.'~G for operationa~ control. ComGerutAFPOA herebj-
directed to tal-<:e requisite action. Direct coT:illlUJ.1ication 1Jith CI1JCAF?"1.C and 
ComGen F]J.:AF authorized as required to expedj_te. 

On L}- , 5 and 6 June 1 grouT> of 3 submarines each day vr.ll ~:;ass through 
TSUSHlliA STRAITS for ::;.e.trol in JAP.tlN SEA. Passage through the straits will 
be r~1.ade submerged durL"1g d;: .. ylight hours using the channel to the north and 
'Nest of TCUSHTILP .. :.sL.:~·rD . After enterj ... ng JAPAN SE.A they 1·rill remain tL~de
tected until all subs have :reached their _;-:>atrol stations .. Date for starting 
attacks is tentatively scheduled for 9 JtL.'YJ.e . "Jould aypreciate any assistance 
y our planes cz:.n render during this 0:9eration such as strafing and J.-J.eclcling 
entisubmarine vessels vicinity of TSUSIII:.~A <::u1d along north coast of HONSI-ID 
and east coast of KOREA. 

03 0827 CII'TCFOA /UJV TO C'1~F9J, GTF'94, CSltn crr:EJ.J __ JJ11.Q.._CO::I}ICH,Gil·TCB~:E._,BSl~ ACl., CTl~26, 
CO~ ~G:]TAAFJYA, BOl:Co:.: 21, . CINCFOA .• ·-~E;l.J.1I~ . 

My OpPlan 5-lt-5 hereby placed in effect*~ T-Day will be confirmed latero 
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Olt- 0259 CINCBPF TO CINC~ AC .ADV INFO GINCPAC PEARL, BS 1, AC 1, RAFT. 

YOur 010834. 
1. !rovided no un.f."orseen difficulties in making good battle damage be-

come apparent when the Fleet is inspected on arrival at SYDNEY I expect TF 
37 to be read;y to sortie fran either 

A. MANUS on the 2nd of Ju.l;y, or 
B. LEITE on the 8th of JW¥ • 

2. Information would be appreciated on the next combat and servicing 
areas to be allotted to TF 37 in order that consideration mq be g). verl/l to 
the best anchorage from wbich to operate. 

3. If these areas are to be in the neighbourhood of HOKKAIOO or Northern 
HONSHU there would be much to be said for operating from MANUS rather than 
LEITE. Advantages would be: 

A~ The haul. fran. MANUS to LmE would be OAVED. 
B~ The typhoon area would be avoided. · 
c. Some British air facilities are already established at UANUS. 
D. British · air facilities would not. require to be established at 

LEYTE for the present. 
4. The main disadvantage we>uld be the rather longer haul from MANUS 

to the probable servicing area which would be at present just beyond the 
capacity of .nv tanker resources. If the previous rates of striking are to 
be maintained. This di sadva.ntage however would be offset if some ot lD1' 
tankers could occasionaJ4r draw fran bulk of supplies at GUAM and SAIPAN. 

5. Ear:cy- advice on para 2 would be appreciated a.s in the event of opera-
tine the fleet from MANUS it will be necessary to divert to MANUS the air-
craft pools at present planned to be established for the next operation at 

SAMAR. 
6. On receipt of your rep4' I would like to send my assistant Chief 

of staff Captain Brown to your headquarters at GUAM to discuss implications . 
(such as that referred to .in para 4) of long range operations to the northnrds. 

04 0826 CINCPAC ADV TO COJllTHFLT mFO CINCSWPA, COM5THFLT, COMPHIBSPAC. 

In estimating availability naval forces following now in ·7th Flt are ; 
assumed to be available for assignment to 5thF1t for OLYMPIC. 6 CL, 9 DD, 
4S DE, 6 AGC {3 large, 2 small), 60 r.sr, 24 LSM, 10 LCI(G), 15 LCS(L), 24 
LCT. These totals do not include those POA units assigned PhibGroup l2 for 
amphibious training or APAs AKAs LSMs LSTs assigned for temporary eargo and 
troop lif'ts all of which will be required for OLYMPIC. Advise as to whether 
or not these estimates can be met with ships in all respects ready for combat 
duty by 15 Sept. Further advise what additional ships or craft might be 
made a.va.ikble. 

04 1223 CINCPOA ADV TO ·DEPCOM20TH AIR FORCE INFO COM MARI.ANAS,ISCOM IWO JIMA. CINCPOA 
PEARL. 

Your proposal to base the 41.4th Fighter Group at IWO JDl.A as a unit of 
the 2oth Air Force is approved. , Please arrange details with Com ¥ARTANAS direct 

3.154 
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04 1231 CINCP~C ADV TO COMINCH INFO CINCFOA PEm. 

1. CINCAFPAC CINCPA.C staff Conferences at GUAM completed and CINCAFPAC 
conf'erees returned. MANILA. Conference ns higll.q produ.ctive and accomplished 
a great deal. Copies of memorandwn record will be a:ir.ma.iled to you. 

2. CINCAFPAC's sta.:rr Stuct.Y OLnD?IC was discussed in detail and concurred 
in general~ except that it was incanplete as to definition of functions 
and provision for coordination of various air forces. This matter will be 
taken up separa.tel;r with CINCAFPAC as soon as possible. For your infonnation 
assault lift is required for 451;047 troops 72,852 vehicles 6Er7 ,505 I11lT. I 
will submit nor . estimate of shipping implications short~. It was not feasible 
to deploy at OKmAWA the full FEAF air strength planned and reductions were 
made as per paragraph 4 below. 

3. OLIJIPIC arrangements covered by conferees included determination of 
assault shipping requiranents and roll up requirements, nava1 components .of 
OLYMPIC troop list, location of planning staffs, withdrawal Arlf13' division 
fran. OKINAWA, amphibious training, withdrawal. of Y.arine divisions !rom 
OLYMPIC Area, tentative deception plan., communication responsibilities, re-
sponsibilities for procurement movement and control of shipping and stockage 
of emergency supplies, evacuation., mounting and support o:r Marine troops., 
allocation of land areas., use of landing craft and harbor clearance and de-
velopment. 

4. Arrangements were completed for construction at OKINAWA of .11 air 
strips for Far East Air Foree 6 for VLR groups a depot field at NAHA for 
Artrq Air Forces and 3 .fields .f'or Navy and Marines. This program will make 
available to FEAF tactical fields on which 1 t is planned to deploy 21 groups 
from th~ PHILIPPINES. These added to 7 from the 7th AF 12 VIR groups 5 
equivalent USMC groups and 2 equi vaJ.ent Navy groups will make a. total. of 47 
groups. 

5. This involves movement from FHILIPPINES of' FEAF units including 
73,026 FEAF personnel 181702 vehicles and deadweight tonnage of 164,596. 
It also involves use of 8 engineer battalions from SNPA and ma:rlmnm. practicable 
use of Artrq service and construction troeps from other sources including re-
deployment. Principal controlling limitations will be suitable shipping 
and ability to unload cargo and clear it from ports and .beaches. It repre-
sents the maximum. practicable etfort in the time available before OLYliPIC 
and can be accomplished on:cy- by the most careful handling of engineering 
and shipping resources. In order to ease the logi.stic load it has been agreed 
to withdraw 2 Artrq divisions to the HIIIJ:PP.INES as soon as the tactical 
situatioD permits. 

31.SS 



02 1909 MARSHALL T~ MA.CARIIIUR, RICHARDSON. NIMITZ. 

WARX lfl7'57• Joint Chiefs of stat! have agreed to the basing of 10 squadrons 
of approximate4r 220 XG British aircraft · (ma.inl;r Lancaster a) in the · RYUKYUS 
and it is contemplated . that these .forces will come under US command. 

British have inf'oma.J.:cy advised that 3500 British aviation engineers are 
prepared to sail in British ships from UK in Mid June; 2500 more in Mid Jlicy" 
and 2500 in Mid August 1 to be followed by some SOOO miscellaneous Anqy Fngi-
neers, totalling 16,500. Persoxmel will carry full equipment, tentage, and 
1 month's rations. Subsequent logistic support is expected to be a British 
responsibility and not a drain on theater resources. These units are primari-
ly intended !or support of the RAF, but it is understood that they may be 
used for any purpose pending firming of plans for the deployment of British 
aircraft. 

Your comments are requested as to desirability of immediate acceptance 
of these engineer units prior to the finalization of plans for employment 
of British air combat units, and on the shipping schedule proposed by the 
British. If June ~crament can be accepted, request shipping instructions. 

04 0107 CINCBW TO CINCPAC ADV INFO CINCPAC PEARt, CQM7THFLT,CNB MANUS,SBNO MANUS.VAQ 

In vi• of the .forthcoming increase in the British Pacific Fleet I should 
be verr grateful if' 7ou could provide some increase in the facilities at 
MANUS. 

A. To enable larger numbers of the fleet to be serviced there during 
replenishment periods. 

B. To provide a staging point in the lihe ot· suppq which I believe 
American and eerta:i.n:cy' British experience has shown to be an import;ant 
requirement. 

2 • . These facilities are I believe essential requirements quite apart frODJ. 
the questions norr rmder ·••• • discussion regarding arrangements furt,her 
forward. 
3. The follotdng are the main requirements contemplated: 

A. An increase in British naval personnel at UANUS to approximat~ 
;o officers and 750 ratings • . This total would illclude all naval persormel 
except those at airstrips. 

B. An increase in the number of British harbour craft and a site for 
the setting up of repair facilities for them. 

c. A site for setting up small motor transport· repair trucks. 
D. At the earliest date which corcumstances permit the establishment 

of a 2nd MONAB on another airstrip besides roNAM this will be manned by 
45 officers and 450 ratings and will require accommodation for 90 dis-
embarked aircraft ;o reserve aircraft and about 1600 officers and men. 

· E. The continued use of the existing recreational facilities on 
P:rTIIq. 

F. . The loan of up to 4 LCTs and lD LCMs while the fleet is at MANUS 
until British craft can be provided. 

G. The extra accommodation for personnel in (A) above will need to 
include extra huts for additional offices and camp stores. 

H. A site for the erection of 60000 sq feet of covered storage• 
I. Continued accommodation for handling fleet mail and sick cases 

awaiting air transport. 
K. ~ssible requirement for setting up minor instructional facili-

ties for the fleet. Equipnent would be provided from British sources. 

4. A great deal of time would undoubted4r be saved if some existing buildings 
and possibJ.T scme equipnent could be lent for requirements A B D G and H. 
Similar quantities of sectionaJ. huts and sheds could be turned over in exchange 
from British supplies nON arriving. - Continued- 31.5 G 
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04 01C!7 CINCBPF-TO CINCPAC ADV ETC. (CONTINUED) 

5. It is understood that minesweeping section base MANUS is like]¥ to be 
closed down short13'. If' this can be turned over to us it would accommodate 
item B and 200 personnel fDD item A. This site would also provide room for 
expansion later if' necessary. 
6. It is proposed t~ t this camp should be self contained as regards victual-
ling and cooking, etc., but it would be greatly appreciated it remaining of-
ficers and men at the main camp could be victualled fran US sources as existing 
personnel now are. 
7 • Depending on the amount of eonstnctioilal. work required, it mq be neces-
sary to use up to .300 British construction corps. These would not all be in 
addition to the numbers in Item A, some of whom would not arrive until the 
former had left. If para 5 above is approved, construction corps could erect 
their 1tWll tented accanmodation alongside existing buildings, and would be self 
contained. 
8. Item H could perhaps be erected at the minesweeping section base in con-
tinuation of existing sheds, but the dock would probably require to be enlarged 
9. I would like to say how grateful I am for the great assistance that we 
have alwS\Vs had from ComNavBase and his staff at MANUS. I fully realize that 
we are asking a great deal, but there is not time to build our own base if our 
ADS ONM ships are to operate this summer. 
10. I£ you concur in these proposals I would like to send representatives to 
MANUS to discuss details such as water supp~, electric power, telephones, 
docks, equipnent, etc. on the spot. 

~ 04. 184.3 JOINT SECURITY CONTROL TO CINCSWPA,CINCPOA INFO ONMISCA CHUNKING, REAR 
ECH HQ USF CHINA THEATER. 

WARX JJ..M. OVerall Pacific deception objective provides cover and deception 
objectives for OLYMPIC as HOKKAIDO and FORMOSA shifting latter gradua.l.q to 
CRUSAN-SHANGHAI then to TSINGTAO. ·Those under study for CORONF:r are SHIKOKU 
and TSINGTAO shifting latter gradua.lly to FUSAN and cattinuing HOKKAIDO as 
practicable. Special means of Joint Security Control have been used since 
immediately prior to ICEBERG to tell the following strategic story to explain 
why we landed OEINAWA instead of FORMOSA-Coast of SOUTH CHINA. 

(1) Cincpoa. required strong base in RYUKYUS to protect right flank for fur-
ther a•••••• westward move. 

(2) It Euripean war had •"4M ended January 1945 OKINAWA would have been 
about~ time but subsidiary to FORMOSA-sOUTH CHINA landings and made possibl 
by forces fran European Theater redeployment. 

(.3) PHILIPPINES Operation lasted longer than estimated thus forces from 
there not available for westward operation. 

(4) Hence OKINAWA only practicable operation in April. 
(5) With occupation of OKINAWA high command now believes soon be in strong 

position for westward movement. story ends. 
Until receipt of' your cover and d~eeption plan for OL11lPIC and in order to keep 
strategic special means productive for future use JBS PCLAPTHRM continue de-
deption story for present as follows: 

(l) Recent movement of Jap strength fran SOUTH CHINA to localities farther 
north have been noted but FORMOSA remains an enemy fortress and air ba.se 
threat to our westward movement and this threat must be eli m; nated. 

(2) Present plans contemplate an assault against FORMOSA this sununer. 
(3) Meanwhile investigation proceeding to determine most sui table landing 

field sites and harbors on CHmA Coast in vicinity of FORMOSA and to the north 
in order to mount further bombing offensives against ene~ey" and to establish 
an oceanic supply line to CHINA. X 

- Continued - 31 5 1 
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Olt 1843 JOINT SEEURITY CONTROL TO CINCSWPA, CINCPAC ADV ETC. (CONTINUED) 

(4) Undoubted:cy- points · on CHINA Coast which provide little or no enE~ey" 
opposition will be favored. :&1d story • Such a story will provide opporbimity 
for later pla.usibl.e shift ot story for cover and deception objectives farther 
north. Advise. 

05 0612 CINCPAC ADV TO CINCBPF: 'iNFO :CDMINCH CINCPAC PEARL COM3RDFLT COMSERON 10. 

Your 040259. 
1. At present time consider you should plan to sortie. fran. MANUS a.s ear~ 

in J~ as repairs to battle damage permit. Will keep you informed of ari3' 
change of date. 

2. Deta:Us of service areas have ndt yet been promulgated by- Com3rdFlt 
but initial combat area will be NE o:f TOKYO. 
· .3. It is not possible to draw bulk fuel supplies from MARIANAS but ULITHI 
could be used. 

4. Concur with your p11oposal to send Capt. Brown to 1J13' Adv Hdqtrs. Capt. 
Ewen USN will shorl:i~ be leaving GUAM to visit you and after conferring with 
you I would like him to coni'er with Com3rdFlt and CTF 38 before rejoining TF 37. 

05 0658 CINCPOA ADV TO COMINCH INFO CINCAFPAC CCUGENPOA CINCPOA PEARL. 

1. Marshall's 'U'lARX 107'57 passed to me by Richardson arrived after the com-
pletion of conferences between staffs o:f CINCAFPAc-ciNCSWPA and CINCPAC-CINCPOA 
reported by rq 041231. At aboU.t the same time I received a letter from Giles 
which · requested concurrence in the following recommendations: 

A. That the 316th Wing be redeployed from LEGUMINOUS to North Field~TINIAN. 
B. That initi~ l. Royal AF Wing of approximate~ 200 Lancaster or 

Lincoln ·aircraft be deployed to IE GUMINOUS vice the 316th Wing. 
c. That a l.ogistical. planning program be initiated to determine the 

feasibility of' continued RAF augmentation in the POA until a final de-
ployment of' 40 Lancaster Squadrons is attained. 

2 • . The proposal to base an additional VLR Wing at North Field TINIAN is 
not a new one. It was examined carefully and as stated in my 302255 May was 
folllld not bo be .feasible without 'Wldue interference with the support of other 
a.cti vi ties. Pertinent to this situation is the fact that on .31 Ma;y 8om.GenAAFPO.A 
informed me with reference to future floli of A:rrr.r3' aircraft through the MARIANAS 
"The tactical bases of the 21st BomCom have a maxi nrum a ma.xi.mllm. load at this 
time and cannot take arrr part of this traffic". It is increasingl.1' evident 
that normal increases in Arnv and Navy staging requirements and transport; 
services will saturate the airfield capacity and will absorb the logistic 
capacity available for that purpose in the MARIANAS. Accord:ing:cy I reaffirm 
that it is not logistic~ feasible to deploy an additional VLR wing in the 
MARIANAS between now and OLYMPIC. 

3. Under agreements made with General MacArthur in MANILA on 16 May our 
engineering representatives have examined sites and consulted with the engineer~ 
in the field and u the result of the • fforts of the staffs working separatel\v 
and in conference together there has been evolved a coordinated plan to exploit 
to a maximum the potentialities of OKINAWA and IE SHD!A to support the opera-
tions which must take place to prepare £or OLYMPIC and to support the OIDIPIC 
Operations itself. We desired to install a larger air force but fOtmd it im-
possible to do so. As reported in my 041231 it was possible to deploy onl,y 
the equivalent of 21 groups of the Far Eastern Air Force. Para. 

- Continued-
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05 0658 CINCPOA ADV TO ·COlilNCH INFO CINCARPAC, COMGENPOA, CINCPOA PEARL (CONT'D) 

Planned deployment of engineer troops in RYUKYUS now includes 37 Baval 
Construction Battalions 31 Army Aviation Battalions S Army Construction Bat-
talions and 20 Army Canbat Battalions total 96 battalions plus 8 Army general 
service h +"' '"i I' regiments. 

As pointed out in CINCSWPA ex 1763S DTG 030514 conditions in the Pacific 
are nat like those in EUROPE. An attempt; to increase the air forces to be d&.-
ployed in an island position involves a precise~ coordinated use of shipping 

. port and beach capacities land transportation and advance base overhead. The 
FEAF has more units than can be deploJted in the RYUKYUS prior to OLYMPIC and 
they are of the types and have the training in the Pacific which makes them 
well suited for their tasks. The same is true of the 1Wd.l aviation units in-
volved. 

It is not feasible to deploy a:ny units of the RAF in the RYUKYUS before 
OLYMPIC without displacing equivalent u.s. units. Displacement of any u.s. 
air units with consequent disruption of ca.ref~ integrated plans will have 
an extrem.e:cy- adverse effect on our attampt to prepa.r8 for OLYMPIC in the 
short time available. Displacement of VLR will be least prejudicial to OUMPIC 
but is not recommended. 

It is recanmended that the decision to base British aircraft in the RIUKIUS 
be reconsidered. lt is further recommended that no British aircraft or British 
personnel arrive in the RYUKYUS prior to OLDIPIC. 

05 0842 CINCPAC ADV TO COMSERVPAC COMAIRPAC COMMARGIIB INFO COM5THFLT COM3RDFLT ATCOM 
ENlWETOK, COMSERON 1D ATCOM KWAJALEIN COMPHIBSPAC COMINPAC CQlMARIANAS CO:UWES.. 
CARSUBA.REA COMAIRPACSUBCOOORD CINCPAC PEARL COMINCH CNO. 

De$ire preparations be initiated a.s outlined belOW' to support 1 fast car-
rier group at EN~OK in July building ·up immediately to 3 US and 1 British 
by October and thereafter total of 4 or 5 ~definite:cy-. Due to limited land 
area facilities ashore must be limited to those tor support of garrison, air-
craft pool, replacement pool and fleet recreation. SUpp:cy for fleet units 
must be from fioating facilities. Follaidng total tactical aircraft squadrons 
will be based there and other squadrons new present vd.ll be transferred to 
make additional space ashore. 1 PB (ML), 1 VHF, 1 VF(N), 1 VJ (1UIDG) and 1 
VJ (DRONE). Arq additional search required will be provided by seaplane units 
to reduce load on fields. 

A. Aviation support. Establish aircraft pool of 200 planes at ENIWEI'OK 
and 100 at ROI equipped to receive preserved carrier aircraft and issue in 
combat ready condition. Provlde staging without aircraft for 2 av groups. 
Augment NAB, CASU, HadRon and SeRon as necessary to sapport this plan bearing 
in mind necessity for keeping total personnel ashore to bare mininnlJIJ. Defer 
roll up of ASD ROI as necessary to support increased air. 

B. , Naval base support. Provide following augm.entatirm for boat pool; 
18 LCT, 100 WM, 20 LCVP, 24 LCI or LCT as available, 4 self propelled barges 
100 ton and necessa.r.r operating personnel, in increments as required. Provide 
additional E ~0 eanponent. Add 1 BB te~ephone and 20 small boat moorings. Pro-
vide logistic support companies as necessary to suppl\1 forces afloat basing 
them in APLs. Augment base administration, piloting, postal facilities, port 
director and shore patrol personnel as necessar.y. c. Construction. Fields. Field resurfacing not feasible at this time. 
Modified fonn of compacting such as used at MIDWAY authorized as neewssar.y to 
mainti&n fields. No additional AvGa.s storage ashore contemplated. Housing to 
be in tents to greatest extent possible and where space limitations :require 
bib barracks. These barracks available PEARL and require less space per 
capita housing than quonsets. In.stall 1 G-4 unit au~ented.by dental and opti-
cal units in vicinity of present def'~se battalion facilitl:es. Increase31 l) 0 - Contl.nued - _ .... 
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05 0842 CINCPAC TO COMSERVPAC, COMAIRPAC, COMM.ARGILS INFO C0ll5THFLT ETC- (CONT'D) 

facilities as necessary to provide shore recreation for fleet units. A~ent 
3 CBMU• s at ENIVTEI'OK to full strength. Transfer 1 Construction Battalion 
TINIAN to ENDlETOK as soon as possible to start work essential. to carry out 
augmentation of base. SUppl;y additional distillers as necessary to provide 
water for increase in population. 

D. In executing above plan all persormel and facilities possible will be 
drawn from other bases in MarGils. Aviation personnel and facilities not re-
quired at ULITHI al.so available for this augmentation. Desire floating repair 
facilities under ComSeRon 10 Rep END'VETOK augmented as follows with dates ·in-

. . dieating dates of arri vaJ. ENIWErOK. BASILAN AG 68 or B.AHaf AG 71 15 J~ • 
LAERTES AR 20 1 July. DIONYSUS AR 2l 1 Sept. DELTA A.R 9 1 Sept. AmOR AD 34 
1 July DENEBOLA AD l2 1 J~ ALTAIR AD 11 1 Sept. ARD 29 15 Sept ARD .30 15 
Jlicy ARDC 7 1 July IF 61.8 1 J~ YF 730 1 Jlicy' YF 722 15 J~. In event dates 
can not be met ComServPac will make necessqy adjustments to provide equivalent 
facilities by 1 October. Desire Com.Servfton 10 Rep with adequate staff be 
established ENIWETOK immediate~. 

P~l>'- ar::. To ~~~ F t.:r-.> 05 1209 CINCPOA ADV TO COMINCH & CNO INFO CINCAFPAC, CINCPAC PEARL, P".\'-•P•c. 

Following preliminary forecast of shipping requirements for CINCPAC-CDlCR>A 
developed as result of cOnf'erenc.e between CmCAFPAC-CINCSWPA and CINCPAC.. 
CDICPOA at GUAM 1-4 June. 

Camnencing early- in September and continuing through JanU8.1"7 all APA and 
AKA .APD LST LSM and smaller assault types in POA will be required for mounting OLYMPIC. ' 

CINCPAC..CmCPOA requirements for continued development and support or 
present bases in the POA including RYUKYUS. August 23 AP Z'/3 AK Sept 21 AP 
Z70 AK Oct 17 AP . 213 AK Nov 16 AP 183 AK Dec 17 AP 183 AK Jan 15 AP 179 AK 
Feb 16 AP 172 AK. Foregoing in terms of sailings. 

Following are CINCPAC shipping requirements for O~C based on assign-
ment of shipping responsibilities agreed on at GUAM conference and destined . 
to arrive at objectives in months indicated. Nov 8 AP 25 AK Dee S AP 45 AK 
Jan 14 AP 45 AK Feb 2 AP 12 .AK, AP estimates based on 1500 troop lift per 
transport. Assume CINCAFPAC will sul:rnit to appropriate Arnr3' agencies his re-
quirements for shipping for which he has responsibility for procurement as 
mutually agreed at the GUAM conference. 

Refer JCS 521/13 Annex D page llD. ·APA can be made available on West 
Coast in numbers indicated during J~ and August but will not be available 
for remainder of scheduled redeployment. Request estimated dates and enibarka-
tion points for ships required for redeployment during July and August. 

CINCPAC-ciNCPOA estimates of shipping requirements will be revised mont~ 
for succeeding 3 month periods in accordance current practice. 
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( 050559 COY 3RD FLEET to CTG 30.8 Into CTF 38, CTF Jl, CINCPAC BOTH HQ, COMSERVPAC. 

TOP SECRET. Present:cy expect withdraw 'fF 3S te LEITE abeut 10-12 June. 
Task force will depart LEITE abon 1 J~ for extensiTe operations at sea .. 
necessary details of Vlhieh will be giTen to you in conference and by hand. 
Will reqldre replenishment services at sea during Jul\1 including special 
group of about 12 fastest and most reliable oilers for advanced fueling. 
Servplan details will be furl\lished later. 

Para. Desire you reduce your group operating at sea when !ask FOrce 
39 withdraws to minimum reqldred for service to Task Ferce 31 using direet 
sailings from ULITBI and .J.EYTE to OKINAWA where possible. Send BOUNTIFUL 
(AH 9) to LEITE when Task Foree ,38 retires. "'Suggest you proceed LEITE in 
DETROIT as soon as ~cticable after TF 38 proceeds t~ere. 

050743 OOM3RDFLEE'l' to CTF 31. CTF 31 (32), CTF j9 Info COMINCH, CDlCPAC BOTH HQ, 
ALL TASK FORCE OOMS AND .ALL TASK GROUP COMS 3RD FLEET. . 

TOP SECRET. Here comes Com3rd.Fleet OpPla 5-4.5. 

A. Task Force .31 5th 'jjnphibious Force VAdm Hill units as eurrent4" 
assigned. 

Al. Task Force 32 Gunfire and Covering Force RAdm McConnick until 
relieved by VAdm Oldendor£ . units as assign~ by OTF 31. 

A2. Task Force 39 Mine Flotilla RA 'm Sharp units as assigned by 
CTF 31. 

Para. This .force while carrying out the general missio.n prescribed 
in my OpPlan J-45 will sweep a speeified area. of enemy- mines in order to 
provide a clear approach area .into the EAST CHINA SEA. 

Para. A. Task Foree .31 sweep approximatel3 the north eastem half ot 
area Z eompleting this sweep by 5 Ju.:cy- 1945. 

1. Instructions contained in sub paras n, .3, 4 and 5 my OpPlan 
3-45 app4'. 

2• Area. Z is bounded- on 5 sides by a line jeining following points 
Zl 25-17N 126-36E, Z2 24-M.N 126-00E, Z.3 25-l.SM l25-2.3E, Z4 25-40N l25-49E_, 
Z5 25-43N 1.26-07E. · . 

3. 'fhis plan effective on receipt. 
Para. Para 5 IV OpPla.n .3-45 remains· in effect. 
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06 r::tl24 COMGENAAFPOA TO CINCPOA ADV INFO CINOARPAC, COMGEH TEN, COMGENAAFPOA @Mlll 

.3480. 
1. The deferment of FRICTION accents our airdrome requirements to 

support OU'MPIC Operations. 
2. Although lliEYA RETTO and AGUNI..SHIMA. were captured largely' for radar 

purposes, it is believed it possible to build airdromes, at least fighter · 
airdromes, on these islands • 

. 3. Request all possibilities, including p~sical reconnaissance; be 
explored to determine airfield potentialities of these 2 islands. Request 
earliest advice of investigation results. 

06 124.3 CINCPOA ADV TO COMGEN Tm • 

At earliest convenience a.f't_er capture of IHEYA and AGUNI are completed 
please give me your estjmate of practicality and desirability undertaking 
airdrome developments thereon having in mind program now projected for 
OKINAWA. 

o6 09.30 GHQ SVPA to CHIEF OF STAFF WAR DEPI', CINCPOA ADV • 

CX 17S60. Ref WX lCf/37 2nd, arrangements have been perfected between CINCAFPAC 
and CDlCPOA to displace 21 and .3/4 groups of FEAF to the RYUKYUS prior to 15 
September for the Stlpport of OLIMPIC. Generally speaking, this will absorb 
potential airfield sites on noi:Jthern and central OLINAWA and IE SHD!A which 
are susceptible of development during the ra.irzy' season. It is the under-
standing of CINCAFPAC that the support of the increased forces will likewise 
absorb all port and service troop· capacity during the next few months. 2 
plans would appear to be practicable, based on the studies which have just 
been completed between CINCAFPAC and CINCPOA. · 

Plan 1, Allocate potential sites in the vicinity of TAMAGUSUKU, referred 
to as n, and NAKVZA, referred to as X2, and a possible site in the vicinity 
or OZATO, all on southern OKINAWA. Allocate the southern portion of YONABARU 
WAN for develop.nent of harbor facilities by the B~tish, The areas indicated 
are still occupied by the Japanese and detailed surveys have not yet been 
•dll• From information at present available, it appears that 1 6;00 foot and 
1 7000 foot runwqs could be obtained in the 1st 2 mentioned areas. 

Plan 2. Retard the entrance of the Lancasters into OKINMA until after 
1 November, at which time it is anticipated that FEAF will displace forward 
in the OLniPIC Operation and the facilities thereby vacated wiihl be available 
for British use. 

CINCAFPAC refrains from comment relative to the desirability of immediate 
acceptance of the engineer units indicated since the ability of ports to 
take in this additional equipoent is a problem of paramount interest to 
CINCPOA, CINCPOA is requested to comment on the 2 plans above indicated. 
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YO\lr 050612 and 05061.3. Commencing by Paras. · · > • 

(l) When th·ey join up 'I tentative~ plan employ Br.i.tish-carrie~ group 
as tactical umt of TF .3g. British Serviee Group because of · speed and tech-
nique characteristics will be separate from SERON 6 but operated in same 
general vicinity insofar as ci:rcumsta.nces permit. British forces can be 
incorporated into our combat- and serviee operation scheme at any time. The 
sortie of TF 38 from LEITE and the initiation of TF .3S offensive operations 
need not be affected by availability of British forces. · 

(2) Service areas will depend on location and sequence of.·targets, tempo 
of attack, and enenv capabilities and will be selected to meet existing ·con-
ditions and announced as a part of apprepriate 8p0rds. Had. understood and 
tentative:cy- plalmed KURIIES HOKKAIDO NORTH H0NSBU as initial combat area 
rather than TOKYO. 

(.3) No comment other than offering the thought that British carriers 
might be able to carey out l011ger sustainect operations and more strikes per 
cruise if TF ll2 could replenish at ENIWETOK, 

(4) Am looking forward to seeing EweR and Ullless otherwise directed will 
direct Lefa.nu (RN) to make refresher visit to his own command while TF 38 
is in LEITE. 

06o630 CWGEN TEN TO COMG:ENPOA INFO CINCAFPAC, CINCPAC BOI'H HQ, ISC<l! 331. 

Ref ComGenPOA RJ 62716 DTG 022228 and CINCPOA Adv HGi 02065<), Request 24th 
Int Regt, be assigned garrison LEGUMINOUS tor early shipment, Needed for 
protection installations outlying islands. Size and terrain of LEGUJl[NOUS 
requires garrison division ergamized as complete tactical unit not only for 
organized. hostile u.ni t s roving mo1mtains who .mu.st be continuously hunted. 
Presence 24th Inf Regt will release earlier some A.rrrq umts under 2nd ref-
erence SANBE. 

06 0230 COMINPAC TO CINCPAC ADV, INFO COM MARIANAS, ADCOMINPAC,COM3RDFLT. 

Mining of BUNGO SUIDO by l!ls may be desirable in support OLYMP.I:O, Possible 
though risk;r to lay extensive f'iel.ds outside enentr mines under cover carrier 
aitcraft attack, Closure expected 3 to 30 ~s most effective just prior 
assault. SANG!Y now in. ID.RIANAS I has sufficient mines for this operation and -
for sidiear ·closure KII SUIDO which might be desirable about l month earlier. 
In these operations contemplated request SANGAY remain MARIANAS or MARSHALLS 
available to supp~ mines to DMs a.t OKINAWA in August. All other shipments 
or su.rface mines to OK,INAWA ca.ucelled by my 150731 Kay not to all. 

06 0512 CINCPOA ADV CNO , INFO CINOP.AC ~· CINC.AFPAC MANILA.. 

Your 022030. SUbject Loran. The assumptions concerning an EAST CHINA 
SEA chain with stations in the HYUKYOS are not in agreement with present 
plans • . Phases 3C 3D and 3E of ICEBERG have been deferred inclefinite]3 and 
as a result 'blere are no Loram locations available in the RYUKYUS except 
·in OKINAWA. The next available site would be in KYUSHU late this year. Pre-
liminar.y eon!erenee with representatives of CINC!U*'PAO reveals that present 
plans are for FE.AF to install air transportable equipment in this loca.tioa. 

Con:f'enm.ee to be held in the near f'utu.re by representatives or CINCPAC 
CINCAFPAC and 20th Air Force to coordinate Loran requirements for coverage of 
the CHINA SEA and the Empire. On conc;Lusioa of this meeting combined require-
ments £or these areas will be :au.bm.itted to JCS, 316 3 

Red.OJJBDU.d (A) MENKAR continue present schedule. (B) ComWesSeaFron ship 
chaiR from the u,B. to .FHILIPPmES. (C) This equipment to be .. installed in 
~~~ w:ations as become available and are agreed u.pon 'by CDJCPAC,CIIiCAFPAG & 
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06 1247 COM3RDFLT TO CTF31, CTF 32,CTF 39 INFO CO:MINCH, CINCPAC BOTH, ALL TFC & TOO 

3RDFLT, COM5THFLT • 

This will be D'J3' OpPlan 6-45. 
A. TF .31 5th Amphibious Force - VAdm Hill.. Units as current:cy- assigned. 

1. 'fF .32 Gunfire and Covering Force - VAdm Oldendorf units as assi191ed 
by CTF 31. 

B. TF 39 -Mine Flotilla- RAdm Sharp- Units as assigned by Com3rdFl.t. 
Para. For infonna.tion own and enell\1' forces see rq OpPlan 3-45. · 

.3rdFlt forces not specified in thia OpPlan support; this operation by execution 
of missions assigned in COll\3rdFlt OpPla.n 3-45. 

These forces while carrying out the general mission prescribed in my 
OpPlan 3-45 will sweep specified areas in the EAST CHINA SEA of mines in order 
to provide a clear operating area in this sea for our forces. 
A. TF .31 provide necessary air and surface support to TF 39. Provide logistic 
support for <1Nll forces and TF.39 in RYUKYUS • 

. B. TF 39 clear area JUNEAU of enezv mines completing this sweep by 1 Aug 1945• 
1. Instructions contained in sub paras n,3,4, and 5 JJ13 OpPlan 3-45 app]3. 
2. Area JUNEAU is bounded by line connecting following points: c• Lat 26-04 Long 124-<>9 

D. Lat 26-15 Long 124-.31 
E. Lat Zl-38 Long 126-ol 
L. Lat 28-20 Long 125-20 
L Lat Z/..00 Long 123-50 

3. This plan eff'ecti ve 0000 GCT 5 J~ unless notified otherwise by 
dispatch. 

Logistics as in OpPlan 3-45. CTF 31 arrange for logistic support in 
.itlliKl u~ as required. · 

Para 5 OpPlan 3-.45 remains in effect. 

06 2241 CINCPAC ADV TO COM3RDFLT INFO CTF 38. CTG JS.l1 CTG 38d 

As soon as practicable submit your estimated track of recent typhoon and 
. each major T~sk Group for period .3-6 June U.lusin. 

06 2242 CINCPOA ADV TO COM3RDFLT INFO CTF 38 CTF 31 COMGEN TEN COMINCH CTG 99.2 

Your 06065.3,,received subsequent ey 061244 2nd 
made at your discretion prior to return to LEITE. 

ike authorized to be 

06 224.3 CINCPAC ADV TO COM3RDFLT. 

Your 061219 affirmative. 
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06 0742 CINCPOA ADV TO COMINCH INFO CINCSWPA.. 

·For Joint Security Control. Arrangements made for C;J:NCPAC and CINCAFPAC 
deception representatives to meet in MANILA ll June to prepare Joint Cover 
and Deception Plan for OLYMPIC. Plan to be presented to JCS immediately 
following this conference. 

Your attention invited to appendix F of Preliminar.y Draft of CINCPAC 
Joint staff study OLDlPIC which has tentative agreement in principle by 
CINCAFPAC planners. 

Is your 04184.3 a firm. directive or a. proposal. 

(J7 012.3 CINCPAC ADV TO COM3RDFLT INFO CINCP.AC PEARL. 

Unless already provided for Com3rdFlt arrange for suitable diversiOn 
ship to remain in combat area transmitting traffic apparently trom 7ou. 
Recommend transfer to diversion ship at least 2 operators who have been re-
cent~ on your ship shore circuit prefera.b~ those with noticeable transmit-
ting characteristics. CINCPAC PEARL infonm Com3rdFlt of ~ such character-
istics recently noted by monitors at WAHIAWA. While in port note that forces 
in ~ CaDpal'ly should continue receive traffic on foxes. Bonafide outgoing 
traffic should be filed ashore for transmission with codress headings. 

C17 0559 CINCPOA ADV TO COM3RDFLT CTF 31 COMGEN 10· Into OGFMFPAC CG2NDMARDIV , 
CG3RDPHIBCORPS ,COMMARIANAS,MARCORPS,COMGENPOA, ISCW SAIPAN. 

To clarify Para 2 llyDis 140245. Sth Mar RCT remains under operational. 
control of ComGen Ten atter capture of AGUNI a.nd is available for employment 
Phase l ICEBERG if desired. This includes aecom.pan;yi.ng ·replacements. 

06 1244 CINCPAC AJJV TO COM3RDFLT INFO C<liTNCH, COMGEN 101 CTG 31, CTG 3S, CTG 38.3.· 

Your 060829 (to me oticy') approved. Unless therwise directed by later 
. dispatch withdraw TF 3S to LEITE after strike on KYUSHU fields about S June• 

06 2242 COMmCH TO CINCFOA MJV INFO NONE. 

Reference CINCAFPAC CX 17860. Do you desire to make 
than your 05065S. 

f1t 0$1.3 CINCPAC ADV TO COM3RDFLT. 

omm.e:rrli further 

This replies to that pan of your 050209 regarding weather service infol'-
mation. The lst indication of a cyclonic circulation with a possible develop-
ment of a typhoon was on .31 Ma;r when an intense wave passed GUAM. Immediate 
steps were taken to track and cover this disturbance. In addition to the 
normal coverage the following coverage was requested• 
(A) FairWing 18 directed by my Olll05 to cover on 2 Jime the area 500 miles 
N and 250 miles .w of BEIELIU. ed 
(B) On 2 June a B-24 from 655th weather sqdn was order/to area 600 to SW ot 
GUAM. 
{C) FairWing 1 to cover on 4 June area south of N'AHA to 20 N between 12.3-13.3 E. 
(D) CINCSt'VPA on 4 June to effect weather reeonnai.ssa.nee of tropical storm 
at 18-00N 1Z7-QO E. 
(E) On 4 June a B-29 Vffili to TOKYO was diverted to 23-00N 129-00E. 31 h S 
(F) For 5 June CINCSWPA to repeat reconnaissance o:r 4 June. 
(G) For 5 June B-29 to circle storm expected in area 20-QON 127-00E. . 
As info adee you were advised of flight plans covering weather reeon.ncussance. 

- Continued -
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C/7 0813 CINCPAC MJV TO COM3RDFLT ( CONTmUED) 

Para. On 3 June storm was out of range from POA bases but within range 
of 7thFlt aircraft. Information is being obtained as to action taken by 7thFlt. 

Regular weather broadcasts at 6 hour intervals ga.ve latest information 
available. Twice daily broadcasts to rtAll USN Shipstt (NERK) at 0000 and 2000 
were made. At 1600 dail;y broadcast on channel 35 C was .made. 

07 0816 CINCPOA ADV TO COMINCH INFO CINCAFPAC. 

Following comment made on CINCAFPAC CX 17860. Plan 1 extremely inadvis-
able and all of YONABARU WAN required for u.s. Naval Base facilities. Plan 2 
is less objectionable but sUbmit that u.s. augmentation o! u.s. Ar~ Strategic 
Air Force will contribute more effectively to the defeat of JAPAN than: will 
deployment of British units and creation of mixed forces within a eonge~ed 
island. 

C17 2340 COM5THFLT TO CINCP AC ADV • 

Desirability of fields proposed by COMINPAC ?( 2 ? 2 1 o60230 carmot be 
determined this long ahead of operation. Recommend mines be landed and 
available for loading in minelayers \t OKnlAWA so that fields ~ be laid 
either just before or during operation if conditions then existing make this 
desirable. 

07 1432 GHQ SWPA . TO CINCPQt\ .. .ADV INFO CTF 73, CO F AAF, WAR DEPT OPDIV, HAYF. ex 17973. 
Concur in release o.f' 2 PB4Y squadrons as specified in your Zl0541 with · 

VPB 116 remaining in POA and 2nd Sqdn to be designated ·at a. later date for 
transfer in August. Our CX 16802 May hereby cancelled. The following units 
may be released to CINCPAC. 3 PVl Sqdns as :follmvs: Return VPB 1.37 to USN now. 
Release VPB 12S upon completion of 0 operations. Release VPB 149 when VPB 5.3 
from northern SOLOMONS becomes available in the PHILIPPINES. All 4 VPB(MS) 
:Mariner Sqdns and both VPB (MS) Amphibious Sqdns will be retained. The tender · 
TANGIER can be released in July. No other tenders can be released at this time. 
Direct communication authorized with Can7thFlt to effect details of transfer 
of sq~ons and tender. 

07 2.319 CG FMFPAC TO CINCPOA ADV • 

Will 8th Jlarines and attached units rejoin 2nd MarDiv at SAIPAN in time 
to permit employment this division with 5th PhibCorps. Your 070559 refers. 
If availab~e desire utilize 2nd MarDiv in lieu 4th Ma.rDiv for OLYMPIC. 

OS 0519 CINCPAC ADV TO CINCBPF INFO CINCPAC PEARL, CO~tSERON TFH. 

My 050612. COB(3rdF'lt has made following comments. "Service areas will de-
pend on location and sequence of targets and will be selected to meet exlsting 
conditions and announced as part of appropriate OpOrds. Am ~ooking forward 
to seeing BWen and unless otherwise directed will doreet LEFANU to visit OINCBPI 
wh;i.le TF 38 is in LEY".rErt. 

Refer m:1 050612 Para 3. · You will be authorized to draw bulk fuel supplies 
from ENIWETOK if you consider this preferable to ULITHI. 
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08 0250 COM3RDFLT TO CINCPAC ADV INFO CTF 38 CTF 31 CTG 99,2 ComGen 10, 

Your 062242 believe earliest return TF 3S to base for upkeep and storm 
damage repair will best serve your plana for future operations. ]., Squadron 
MAG 14 has arrived OKINAWA others due 9 and 10 Ju11e, Unless OKINAWA air de-
fense situation seriously deteriorates intend v;ithdraw TF 3S from this area 
10 June arriving LEITE 13 June, 

08 0815 C01QRDFLT TO ClliCPAC ADV INFO CTF 38, CTF 31. 

KANOYA strike eCillpleted with negiigible plane losses and no threat as 
yet to surface units. Good surprise achieved, Details and damage assessment 
by later dis:patch, Refuelling tomorrow. 

08 1520 CINCPAC ADV TO COM3RDFLT INFO CCW:NPAC, CTF 3S. 

In connection w-lth your prospective strikes against the northern HONSHU... 
HOKKAIDO Area the HAKODATE-AOMORI railroad ferries should be included in 
target assignment, Special intelligence information on this target is being 
prepared for distribution. 

08 1521 CINCPAC ADV TO COUPHIBSPAC DIFO COMSERVPAC, CINCPAC PEARL, COMINCH & CNO, 
COY5THFLT, COM3RDFLT, NAV MED SUP DEP PEARL, 

ComPhibsPac 060200 not to all and not needed. The request to fit out 
SAMUEL CHASE (APA 26), THOMAS JEFFERSON (APA 30) and J,T. DICKMAN (APA 13) 
as casualty evacuation ships similar to CRESCENT CITY (APA 21) and GOSPER (APA 
170) is approved. These ships will be directed report AdComFhibsPac at PEARL 
for necessary work. ComServPae will supp:cy- required additional medical 
personnel on request. Medical equipment and ·supplies will be provided by 
Naval Medical Supp~ Depot PEARL. Minor alterations to provide operating 
room facilities authorized. ~ 061330 of March refers. 

It has been agreed that all PacFlt APA's which are in operating condition 
will be made available for employment in OLDWIC and it is deiired that the 
above 5 ships be employed in this operation in their primary mission of car-
rying amphibious .troops for the assault and not in the 1st ga.ITison echelon 
as suggested. It is furliher desired that the FR.EUONT (APA 44) designated by 
ComPhibsPa.c 040225 as flagship for ComPhibsGrp 13 be employed as an APA in 
the assault in addition to her flagship mission. 
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09 0856 CmCPOA ADV TO CTF 31, CWGEN 10 Info C<l!3IIDFLT CW5THFLT C(]J!PHIBSPAC. 

Desire your comments on proposal capture KUME SHIM.~ atter AGUNI SHIMA 
l).sing 8th Marine RCT • Unless you have reliable local information as to 
garrison and defenses operations to obt~ intelligence are indicated. 

Q9 0857 CINCPAC ADV TO COMINCH & CNO. 

Your 061.314. Jq 260930 contemplated the establishment of an American 
flag c~ercial air service to the South Pacific in the interest of the United 
states as a whole. Consider that it should be on a straight commercial basis 
not an Army or a Navy contract service and should have modern equipment such 
as C54's obtained by release of production by Both Ar.ll\r and Navy on a pro 
rata basis. Consider delay until end of yea:r rela.tivel3' undesirable but 
accept~ble if other plans and preparations are made in advance. 

09 1950 JOINT SECURITY CONTROL TO GHQ SWPA, CINCPAC ADV INFO CG USFCT. 

WARX 14392. Reaching you and info addressees in a few days will be overall. 
deception directive. Reference CINCPAC ADV 060742. CINCAFPAC CX 178.32. 
Directive does not include COOKHOUSE (SHIKOKU) as objective for OLIMPIC nor 
DEERELAYER-COROLLARY (CRUSAN ISLAND-SHANGHAI) as initial objective. Following 
fictional operations are included. Amphibious assault against CULTURE (FOR-
MOSA AREA) in late summer 1945. Advance in IEIJDl SEA in winter of 1945-46 
to seeure bases for air and inland operations. Operations against LABORATORY 
(HOKKAIDO) ear:cy- Fall 1945 with simulated buildup in ALEUTIANS. An assault 
from the PHILIPPINES by CINCAFPAC coordinated with over land assault by Allied 
maitland forc~s against FRENCH INDO CHINA in Fall of 1945. 

10 0231 CINCPOA ADV TO GCUGEN TEN INFO ISCCU OKINAWA, ISCOK IE SHIMA, CINCAFPAC 1 

·. 
CINCPOA PEARL, COMGENPOA, COMGENAAFPOA. .. 

Pending issuance of changes to Base Development Plan request you initiate 
deve.J..oJBent in accordance cy Ser 0005071 as modified by CINCSWPA Cf/1605. 
Paras 2 G and 5 B li\Y serial establish priority of development. Instructions 
gpvering procurement of materials referred to in Para 2 G will follow. 

10 0507 CINCPOA ADV TO CNO INFO CINCAFPAC, CINCPOA PEARL, COMGENPOA, DEPCOMAF 20. 

Recommendations and conclusions of conferees of Joint Mapping Conference 
as submitted in letter subject Mapping Conference, OAHU, T.H. 25-29 Ma3r 19451 

dated 29 May are approved by CINCFOA. Recommend that JCS 756/2 be changed 
accordingly. 
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10 1516 CG USFCT TO MARSHALL FOR HULL AND SOMERVELL INFO CINCAFPAC, CGUSFIBT, 
CGREUSFCTPCMO, • CG l4 AF, CG SOSCT, CG CACMH, COMINCH PASSED TO CTIJCPOA APV • 

CFBX 38894. 
1. Plans are being perfected to take toll.est advantage of the Japanese with-
drawal as it continues in the NANNING-LIUCHOW area by stretchin,g available 
resources to the utmost. Build up of present sub minimum stock levels is !. 

being del~ed to permit maximum intra CHINA forward movement. It is planned . 
to augment present intra theater movement by direct air shipment from. INDIA 
BURMA Theater as soon as airfields in the LIUCH<J/-l'IANNING area will permit. 
However a demand for additional tonnage in LIUCHOV-UANNmG area to permit 
rapid following up of Japanese withdrawal still rema.ms• 
2. It is believed that capture of an intermediate port, probably FORT BAYARD, 
in LIUCHOW. PENINSULA area by approximately ~ August may be a. definite possi-
bility without detracting appreciablY fran the main effort. Investigations 
a.re continuing to select the exact area. 
3. It is therefore requested as a matter of urgency that War Department 
advise me of arrangements that can be made and resources pa.rticula.rl;r 
shipping, amphibious craft, materiel, and minor naval harbor defenses which 
can be provided and the timing thereof to utilize this opportunity of im-
proving CHINA theater • s line of communications based on assumptions given 
below. Upon receipt of this information from WarDept, and after necessa.r.r 
coordination vtith the INDIA BURMA Theater, I will advise War Dept of nry 
course of action. 

4. ASSUMPTIONS: 
A. Materiel required initially to be shipped through this port are 

primarily trucks pre loaded with drummed avgas and drivers, self 
propelled road repair equipment and operators, equipment for reasonable 
naval harbo:r defense and minor equipment for harbor repairs. A list 
of material for other than naval harbor defense is being prepared by 
ComGen services of supp4' CHINA Theater and tdll be forwarded in 
next 413 hours.. I request recommenda.tions of the Navy Dept as to re-
quirements for a reasonable harbor defense for the assumed. 

B. FORT BAYARD will be used after 1 A~t 1945. 
C • 1st month capacity 30000 MT and 60000 MT per month thereafter • 
D. An anchorage should be provided where Shipping can stage and be 

called forward. 
E. Shipnents will continue over the present line of conqmieations to 

full capacity after capture and development of FORT BAYARD Area. 
5. There are no personnel available 1lfithin present CHINA Theater troops basis 
to orovide for port rehabilitation, port operations, includjng transshipment; 
if necessar,y, and harQor defense. ComGen INDA BUBlut Theater is being furnished 
by me with a list of personnel required for the 1st 2 functions to determine 
availability. Request recommendations of the Nav,r Dept as to harbor defenses 
required and availability thereof. Latest information on FORT BAYARD Area. 
indicates that 1ST is most suitable craft for this operation. 
7. Capture and development of an intermediate port area would result in 
the following advantages to CHINA Theater. 

A. More adequate support of American and Chinese forces, hence permitting 
a strengthened assault of HONGKONG-CANTON Area. · 

B. Simplification of a very complex line of co.mm:unications. c. Provision of vital. equipment at the point required. 

10 1620 COMINCH AND CNO TO CINCPAC ADV • 31 t~ q 
Desire your early examination and comment~ on CGUSAF CHINA CFBX 38894 passed to 
you as Comineh 101516. Wedemeyers proposals offer promise not only as . to ·augmen-
tation of Chinese participation in war, but as to cover for OLYMPIC. On the as-
sumption that sufficient shall.atoV draft shipping can be made a.va.~lable. / 



10 )320 MACARI'HUR TO CINCPAC ADV 2 COMGENFOA INFO COMGEN TEN. 
X 18237 •• 

Ref RJ 63069, Sth, and ComGen 10 06o630 June. In view of the intent of 
CINCPAC to leave l Ma.rDiv on OKINAWA indefinitel;y and the anticipated continued 
staging of 2 ~ Divisions thereon until CORONET, it appears to CINCAFPAC 
that the movement or the 24th Inf to OKDUuVA is or doubtful necessity. Such 
a move would appear to be particulArly undesirable at the present time because 
it absorbs shipping lmich is badly needed for the rool up of troops in rear 
areas and because it will tend to congest ports needed to support CXU opera-
tions in support of OLYMPIC. It is suggested that this matter be reviewed in 
view of the factors indicated above and this headquarters be .further advised 
as to your conclusions. 

CTF 31 ( Com5thPhibFor) OpOrd A 205-45 • 
TASK ORGANIZATION 

A. TF 31 (5thPhibFor) VAdm Hill as currently organized. 
B. TG 31.26 Reconnaissance Group Lt.Damdr. street in SCRIBNER (APD J.22) 

with KINZER (APD 191) and FMFPac Amphibious Reconnaissance 
Battalion Major Jones less Co. A. 

1. Information as in current orders and dispatches. By separate directive 
ships of radar picket station ll A will be directed to cover reembarkation 
from KUME SHIMA. 
2. This force will while continuing present operations make reconnaissance 
of KUME SHIMA in order to obtain information of enell\1 garrison and to deter-
mine suitability of beaches for amphibious landings. 
3-A. TF 31 continue present operations • 
.3-B. TG 31.26 embark recollllaissance rersonnel in NAKAGUSUKU WAN ll June. 

Depart OKlNATfiA l2 June and rendezvous with ships radar picket station 
11 A by 1600 same date. At 2000 depart radar picket station proceed 
to debarkation points -and land reconnaissance personnel on north and 
south coast KUME SHIMA. Take prisoners as practicable and ol;>tain 
info~tion on enemy garrison. Determine suitability of beaches for 
amphibious landing. Complete reembarkation of reconnaissance personnel 
about 0430 13 June proceed OKINAWA make report to CTF 31 and CG 10. 
Deliver prisoners to CG 10. After disembarkation twops revert com-
mand ComGen 10. At that time TG dissolved SCRIBNER KINZER report to 
CTG 31.4. . 

4 and 5. Logistics and communications as in CTF 51 OpPlan ll-45• 
11 0518 MACARTHUR 'ID CINCPOA ADV INFO lOTH US ARMY. 

CX l.S39S. Request clearance for following: 
A. Brig.Gen. David Hutchinson and party of 3 to proceed LEGUMINOUS on or 
about 12 June and 
B. Air echelon of l4 c-46 transports with 70 officers and enlisted men vvith 
equi}Bmt on or about 13 June to establish Advon FEAF prior to a.~ival of FEAF 
units in area. c. On or about 15 June to initiate B-25 courier plane secyice from Clark Field 
to LEGUMTI~OUS on alternate days. All above planes will require servicing and 
RON. If above dates not practicable request earliest dates A, B and C above 
can be cleared. Dur to large number similar a.ir echelons suggest arrangements 
for future movements be made by FEAF directly with loth ~ with inform:1.tion 
to CINCPOA ADV HQ and CTIICAFPAC. 
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111210 CTF 31 to CTG 32,1 CTG 92t2 CTG jl.20, CTG 30.6.].nfo CINCP!C @V.CCJaSUBPAC n COM;3RDFLT • -

Operation SOCKEM, Air Plan. On . Y-Day this force will conduct air att.ack 
in force against enemy aircraft and aircraft .fa.cill;ties in southern KYUSHU 
area. Take off t~e !ran OKINAWA fields about J.()()O'. TG 32.1· provide attack 
group o£ 36 VF and 30 TBM staging t.,hrough OKINAWA fields. TAF - esco~ and other-
lfi;a~ support this o:geration with approximately 60 long range fighters. CTG 
31.20 provide weather service immediately preceding the operation and Dumbo 
service. CINCPAC will be requested to provide lifeguard submarine 165 degrees 
50 miles from K5 of SOP 2A. CTG 99.2 !umish preliminary tariet intelli~enee • . 
Effect loael coordination traffic control and arrange logistics. CTG :32.1 fur-
nish target coordination call SOCK:&! HARD. CTG .30.6 requested to take station 
and eonduet radio deception tactics to simulate BEOFIT o£ STINGER Operation.· 
For planning purposes Y-Day tentatively established 15 Juae to be confirmed 
by dispatch. 

,r-. 11 1.300 CINCPOA ADV TO CINC.ARPAO INFO . QOMGEN ~. 

Agree in principle to your ll0518. SpeeificaJ.J¥:-
A. Concur. Clearance f'or actual flight to be . obtained from ComGen 10. 
B. Concur. Timing to be profmlga.ted by CG 10 after ce:nf'erences with General 

Hutchinson have located satiifactor,y camp sites and determined the feasi-
bility of servicing FEAF aircraft. 

c. Concur. Timing subject to desires of OG 10. Future movements FEAF air-
craft should not interfere yrith tacticaJ. requirements and present air 
traffic OUAM to OKINAWA which is expected to e.ontinue on present scale. 

ll 1430 COMGEN TEN TO GrG 2_9.3 Info CINCPAC ADV, CTU 99.3.5. 

CINCPOA ADV 100231 not to all is quoted for neees~ action. (OINCPOA ADV 
100231 is already in the graybook) • 

12 0149 CINCPOA ADV TO CINCAFPAC. 

Comparison of Annex 3 Appendix B CINCFOA Staff Study OLYMPIC with Annex 
3B(5) (B)4 CINCAFPAC OLYMPIC study shovrs difference in dividing . line between 
normal operating areas of JaUKYU Air Forces and carrier force~. For uniformity 
and clarification suggest that 133 degrees E Long. be agreed on as the dividing 
line between areas of primary responsibility. This is also the dividing line 
bet\veen .3rd and 5th Fleet areas. It is understood that overlapping will occur 
subject to eoordin&tiom. initiated· or requested by the. unit. eDOssing the line. 

Nerv subjeet. Palm 3B(5)(E) and (F) page 19 CINCAFPAC OLYMPIC study. Re-
quest clarification of first coordinate. It is assumed that the line described 
is ' intended to be that shown on Annex 2 Appendix B · CINCPOA OLYMPIC Study • 

l2 0444 CINCPOA lJJV TO CINCAFPAC INFO CINCPOA PEARL, CG FEAF, CG6THARMY, COMP~BSPAC. 

-, Subject assault air warning and fighter dirjctio:a units OLD!PIC. It is 
anticipated that during lst phase of operation and before adequate heav.r 
facilities are established ashore, air warning and fighter direction and the 
coordination thereof will be the responsibility of Co.mPbibsPac. A s,rstem ot 
comrnand ships, radar guard ships and outlying picket ships will be employed , 
for this purpose., In addition ef.fort is being made to obtain effective aerial 
radar pickets. 

To assist in ex:oediting the rapid establishment ashore of earl;r warning 
and fighter control. stations, a num.ber of Marine Air Warning Squadrons or 
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12 ·0444 CINCPOA .. IDV TO CINCARPAC INFO CINCPOA PEARL, COM~ FEAF, ETC. (C~ 

Teains therefrom can be made available if . desired. Some of these units e3pecial• 
ly those now in the OKINJWuA area, have had considerable experience with both 
Navy and A:rnw eJ.ements during the critical early period when forces ashore 
and afloat are most vulnerable to air attack. They would be equipped with 
special assault control posts mounted in LVTs and with light weight . early 
warning and night fighter direction components. Suggest discussion of this 
feature of assault by ComPhibsPac and ComGen5th.A.rnzy- after 6om.PhibsPac arrives 
MANILA Area.. 

12 0501 CINCPOA ADV TO CNO INFO CINCAFPAC, CINGPOA PEA.."RL, COMGENPOA, CG TEN, CGAAFroA 
CCMWESSEAFROfl. 

Ref Ur 052015. See GHQ SNPA 291149 to C of S WD. Troops listed your 
052015 cannot be identified as troops 11now approved for ICEBERG". 

Some units are scheduled in your 02501.5 to move to FRICTION and ADJOURN 
capture of which have been indefinite].J' deferred. . 

CINCPOA requirements Anny troops have been made known to CINCAFPAC and 
arrangements made for movement many of these to objective in LSTs in order 
to meet serious unloading problems, 

All units listed your 0'2015 should be reported to CINC.AFPAC in accordance 
his 291149 and should be moved onzy in accordance his instructions. None of 
these units should move directly to destinations indicated eicept in accord-
ance our agreements with CINCAFPAC and his instructions based thereon. 

12 1831 CINCPAC ADV TO CINCSWPA INFO COMGEN . TEN. 

Refer your 110518 and my 111300. Comgen 10 indicates 
A. Affirmative. 
B. Affirmative except prefers 7 planes per day instead of 14 on 1 day and 

that the.y not RON if practicable. 
c. Approve to Yontan. 

12 1240 CTF 31 to COM3RDFLT M'O CINCPOA BOTH ,ADCOMPHIBSPAC ,SUBORDCOM ADCOMPHIBSPAC 
COMSERVPAC, COMPHIBSPAC,SOMSERVRON lO,CGlO,CTG 99,1. CTF 32, CTF 39. 

In view prospective close of military operations at OKINAWA the folla.-
ing estimate of requirements TF 31 is submitted, General. plan of retrenchment 
provides for: 
(A) Departure of anmo vessels, anq early transfer of TU .30.9,5 to NAKAGUSUKU 

WAN except for repair elements which will remain KERAMA RETTO for present 
with ·TG 30.5. 

(B) Elimination gunfire support vessels, Oldendor.f recommends »etention for 
present 3 BB 4 CA or CL 9 DD as composition of TF 32 covering force 
pending return TF 38 at which time further reeomnendations will be sub-
mitted. Hope to reduce picket stations to 3 and possibly to 2 by Jucy 
~ dependant upon progress of island radar installations. Have commenced 
reduction in LST 18M and LCI types to appro.x:imate figure shown in PhibsPac 
serial 000208 except recommend total 104 LCI Type remain for present. 
Delay development NAHA and eastern beaches plus additional unloading re-
quirements to meet expanded development program will necessitate use of 
HAGUSHI beaches for indefinite period thereby creating additional require-
ment screening and smoke vessels. De~ in construction naval base 
facilities will also necessitate retention receiving ships and floating 
storage for present. Based upon general snore based air picture expect 
release 1 group CVEs after island secure and other group after completion 
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13 0229 CINCPAC ADV TO COW~HIBSPAC. 

Your 090335; A total of 555 LSTs are assigned ComPhibsPac for empla,r-
ment in OLYMPIC. This number includes all lSTs -assigned for assault lift 
whether cargo is amn:unfj,ion, fog oil, vehicles, spare parts, mail or persamel. 
It is not expected that additional LSTs will be provided. 

The above I.STs will be provided from the total number of 709 LSTs which 
are expected to be available in the Pacific Ocean by 15 August. This number 
includes 5Lt-6 LSTs now in POA, 136 LSTs now in SV'JPA and Z7 new being rede-
ployed from the Atlantic. 

Additional requirements for I.STs in roA during OLYMPIC will be met by 
the remaining 154 LSTs in the Pacific including SWPA. Some will be overhauling 

It is anticipated that 45 of this 154 LSTs will be employed during 
OLYMPIC as a reserve pool and will be available for subsequent lifts to the 
objective. 

12 0245 CTF 38 VIA COM3RDFLT TO COMAIRPAC Th"PO COM5THFLT,CINCFOA BOTH,COMlSTCARTF, 
COM3RDFLT. 

Com.AirPac 292035. The early 1942 aoncept of the carrier strild.ng force con-
tinues to have undue influence on front line equipm~nt and concomitant suppl;y. 
Planning should recognize instead the actual needs of present and future opera-
tions in this war. CVs will never get far from beachhead when the real in-
vasion begins because they are the on.l;r· source of close CAP and support. For 
this work VF and VBF are pra.etica.J4r the onlJr useful type. Under the control 
of CASCU VT and VI now aboard have been used o~ for supply missiOI;ls and for 
bombing and strafing where antiaircraft · is ineffective. These types are more 
vulnerable to A.A. than are VBF when exClmSions into strategic activity are 
made VBF properly and tmderstanding:cy- handled can carry greater punishment 
to the enemy over longer ranges than the VB type. The foregoing is the exper-
ience of the last year and emphaticall;y' of the :immediate past. The compelling 
advantages of single seat bombers (VBF) over multi place bombers (VSB-VTB) 
in every prospective type of carrier operation are damnstrated in CTF 38 
confidential serial 01310 dated 27 May. Even after this war our CV and CVB 
complements will like:cy- be designed at least for some years for operations off 
littorals against shore based air rather than agamst navies. 

Complements of the CVBGs should hq.ve the same high proportion of single 
seaters as is recomrr!.ended herein ·and has been recommended previously for CVGs. 
The present complement alternate complement and proposals A through D of 
Cam.AirPac's 292035 are not recommended as they do not realistica.J4r meet the 
needs of the operations planned for this task fol"'ce. The single ·seater will 
continue to predominate during this war. Production and supply should be 
altered forthwith to accommodate. Training needs no appreciable change. New 
and better types of VF are of course welcome. Recommend CVBDand CVG complement 
to occupy the follovdng proportions of ship capacity. VF(F8F when available) 
30%, VBF (F4U) 60%, special (F7F) 10%. 

10 0612 CTF 38 to CINCPAC ADV INFO COMAIRPAC,COM3RDFLT ,CNO. 

CINCPAC 070315 CNO 062025 not to all. Technical details fellow • Pilot 
reports performance comparison made between F4U-1D and Jap ·positively identi-
fied by gun camera as Tony. . 
A. Between 15000 and 2~0 little difference in climb with slight GILYHDX 

F4U. 
B. No direct compatison top speed but comparable. 
c. F4D was uhable to close distance in dive. 

-continued-
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12 1240 CTF 31 to COM2IIDFLT INFO . C.INCPOA BOTH, COMPHIBSP AC 1 ErC. (CONTINUED) 

Z minesrleeping operation unless further sweeping operations undertaken. 
Basis of ~o further operations after completion Z sweeping consider praetieable 
reduce initial4r forces OIQ:NAWA 'to followi:ag by July 1 with further red:Ji.ction 
as conditions permit.. TF 32 as listed above. · TF 31 as recom.rn.ended separately 
by CTF 39. TF 31 (to be later established as TG 99.1 naval farces RYUKYUS 
under RAllm Cobb on my departure) 24 DD to be reduced as picket stations are 
eliminated. 8 DE-APD 18 PC or SC 10 D:S-AM types. 4 AN 20 LST 2 APB 29 ISM 
104 LCI type 4 AP 4 ATF 3 ARS 4 ATR MTBs as presently assigned. TG 30.9 .5 
as recommended separately. The above does not include any escort require-
ments for shipping between OKIN.AYllA and rear 1ppa area.£S• In event EAST CHINA . 
SEA sweeping oondueted increase TF 32 by 1 group CVE and escort plus 6 DD 
(FOB DHG)for close cover of mine force. In event KUME operation undertaken . ., 
concurrently increase TF 31 by 4 additional DD and LSTs required for troop 
lift. 

If above plan approved a reeonun.enda.tion as to bow numbers and detailed 
breakdown of types will be submitted as soon as practicable. 

13 0228 CINCPAC ADV TO COMINCH INFO CGUSFC. 

Wedemeyer's CFBX 38894. Your 101.620. I am. in agreement with General 
Wedemeye~ as to the desirability of establishing at the earliest possible 
time a more efficient line of supply to the United states forces in CHINA 
not ozlly to increase the scope of their operations but also to augment Chinese 
participation in the war against JAPAN. I recognize also that minor opera-
tions on the coast of CHINA w.:i.ll help cover OLD.IPIC• I have repea.tedl;r advo-
cated establishing sea. eo.mm.unications with our forces· in CHINA and need not 
enumerate the advantages of doing so. 

Hotrever OLYMPIC requirements for shipping particularly f0r light draft 
assault shipping in the LST-LSM . category both for preparatiry movements and 
for assault lift are critical. It is probable that deficiencies in assault 
lift will ·exist and must D£ necessity be a.ceepted with consequent cuts in 
the assault forces. ~ of the principal reasons for deferring Phase 3 of 
ICEBERG was to avoid jeopardizing OLYMPIC by a.bsorbipg shipping of this type 
and also other resources. , 

· Aqy large operation or any appreciable diversion of critical shipping 
to support CHINA or our forces in CHINA is incompatible with the effort to 
be ready for OLYMPIC in time. Accordingly as long as the current directive 
for 6LYMPIC stands assistance to CHINA must be sharply limited. 

It is esti.tnated that the assumed measured tonnage of 30000 in August 
and 60000 per month thereafter could be lifted by a total . of 20 LST each 
making 2 round trips per month betw·een M!J.TILA and !;ORr BAYARD. It seems 
probable. that such a number might be obtained directly or indirectl;r from 
sources outside the Pacific Fleet not now obligated for OLniP!c. Transfer 
of cargo in the PHILIPPINES would be necessary. It is believed that the 
ver.y minor harbor defenses required at FORT BAYAHD ean be supplied. The 
naval escort and cover for movements of shipping. £rom the PHILIPPINES to 
CHINA in the quantity indicated ean be supplied without serious prejudice 
to OLYMPIC. 

If the project is undertaken it should be with the !irn1 understanding 
that the ver,r natUTal tendency to increase its scL~and to exploit successes 
gained must be eurbed if we are to be ready for 0 :IC tbis year. 
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10 0612 CTF 38 to CINCPAC ADV INFO COMAIRPAC,COM3RDFLT,CNO (CONTINUED) 

n. Tony had superior rate ot roll:'.a.t 400 knots :indicated. Deduce Tony- m.a.y 
be fitted with uprated engine. Less de~inite comparison but some indi~ . 
tion George and F:ra.nk comparable in top speed and superior in climb. ., 
These comparisons not surprising in viewv wing loading of 35 or less and 
power loading a.Qo.ut 4 to 4.5 ascribed to Frank, George and Jack.· Attention 
called to unreliability of performance comparisons made during combat. 

Para. In tactical comparison Jap interceptor pilots were: (A.) Agressive (B) 
Sld.llful in teebniqu.e of £~. ·. . . ~ (C) Evident :cy well drilled in team-
work and tactics of mutual support. (D) Poor shots as usual. It wa.s antici-
pated and should be expected that enemy interceptor squadrons are better train-
ed in ooord.inated aerial combat than the /suicide single seater groups. This 
should cause no grave concern in as much as our average VF squadrons are far 
su.peiior in gwmery and tactics. The Kamikaze attack against ships remain 
the only real threat against our naval operations. 

SUbstance of this report has been transmitted to forces afloat concerned. 
See my 050255 intent of which was to assist pilots in realistic appraisal of 
the enemy. Text of this dispatch was that Jap interceptors ea.n be shot d~ 
by adherence to rules already taught in training. Detailed reports to higher 
commands were underw~ through prescribed channels. 

14 00,30 COMFHIBSPAC TO CINCPAC .ADV INFO ADCOMPHIBSPAC,ADCOMPHIBSPACSUBORDCO:M,CTF31. 

Your 120657 not to all or needed. Concur. It is estimated 200 LCTs will 
be • '•••••ri required for OLYMPIC and 400 LCTs for CORNET. 

My records indicate 692 LeTs assigned to Com.PhibsPae; of this number. 
a.pproxima.t e:q 40 have not departed east coast and 119 are now waterborne . 
OKINAWA. 341 LdTs assigned to 7thFlt of' this number 72 understood to be avail-
able. for OLYMPIC. 1 Agree that it is entirely feasible for LOTs not imril.ediately required in 
assault to move fran OKDIAWA to OLYMPIC under own power. This is also desira.bl~ 
from viewpoint that for ea.eh LCT carried the LSTs load l.s decreased about 25% 
moreover the WT will be able to carry a load enroute when. proceeding under 
own power. 

Believe all LeTs not required in assault should be brought fonva.rd. to 
bases as near to future obfectives as possible bu.t proper mainta.inence and 
supervision must be employed to keep these LCTs in state or combat readiness. 
Due to the dif£iculties that · would be involved in :Loading LeTs on LSTs in 
the PHILIPPINES it is suggested that of the 72 LCTs frcm 7thFlt available for 
OLYMPIC as .m.a.ny as ·practicable be moved under their 0\1\{n pow·er to OKINAWA and 
then an to OLYMPIC. , . 

LCTs at OKINAWA or MARIANAS Area to be employed in OLYMPIC should be re-
leased from aJ.l duty in sufficient time for repairs and upkeep so as to be 
fuhl.y operational. · . 

At OKIIiAWA careful consideration should be given to plans for disposition 
of LCTs in event of typhoon. 
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14 1350 COMGENTEN TO jLINCPOA itJ?V • I 

Your 061243 refer~. Three a.irstnp·s on AGUNI and 1 on IHEYA are practicable. 
Part 1: AGUNI 2 7500 f .oot strips' .frem TA 2415D to TA 2517E and from TA. 2515F 
to TA 2617G also a 6000 foot strip from •:rA 25l5H to TA 2617M 3 strips parallel 
and in direction of prevailing wind. Minimum amount cut and fill required. 
No rock cut. Ample space for 100 hardstands and connection taxiways on eaeh 
of the 7 500 foot strips and 50 hardstands and taxiways on 6000 foot strip. 
Estimate 5 Bn months required for each of longer strips including 100 hard-
stands and connecting taxiways and 3 Battalion months ~equired for 6000 foot 
strip. Coral and or gravel for surfacing' available with short haul. Fair 
weather landing beach of li.ln.ited capacity T .. l\ 2515. A WS station will be be 
established requiring minimum development and garrison this island whether 
or not airfields are developed. . 
Part 2: IHEYA, 1 crossv;ind airstrip with maximum of 50 hardstands practicable. 
5000 foot strip from TA 0371B to TA 04710 or 6500 foot strip from TA 03'7JLto 
0571B. Shorter strip requires 2 and 1/2 Bn months and the longer strip_, which 
involves. g»eater cut and fill, 3 and 1/2 months to oonstruct. No rock rock 
cut anticipated tboagb borings not made. Suitable gravel for surfacing readi~ 
available. Fair weather landing beach of limited capacity at TA 0571. A WI 
station will be established requiring minimum. development and garrison this 
island whether or. not airfield, is developed. 
Part 3: Desirability undertaking airdrome development these islands depe11ds 
upon the need for additional fields this area. in excess of available sites on 
OKDJAWA and IE SHDff.A also on availability of c.onstruction and other service 
tr0ops required. If not too sa.tisfactor,y landing facilities are acceptable 
AGUNI in pa.rt-icu.lar offers very favorable possibilities for ad.ditionaJ. aj_r..;. 
drcmes. 
Pare 4: Em. sHM, aerial reconnaissance a.nd study of available maps indicate 
possibility of 2 airstrips, 1 7500 foot TA 0160C to TA 0359W and other 7000 
foot from TA 0059C to 00573. Considerable cut and fill both strips. Ground 
reconnaissance .contemplated. 

15 0812 CINCPAC ADV TO . ?OM3RDFLT • 

Your 150223. Request information as to what is contemplated. See para-
graphs 3 and 4 of Nimitz-Fraser Agbeement of 20 December 1944. 

15 0816 CINCPAC ADV TO CmFMFPAC INFO CINCAFPAC;.CINCPAC PEARL,COMPHIBSPAC,COMMARIANAS 
. MARCORPS,COM3RDFLT,COM5THFLT;CGPOA,CGiRDPHIBCORP§¢G5~~PHIBCORPS,CG~~IV 

CG 1-+TH MARDIV. 

In accordance "with your request 2nd MarDiv Reinforced hereQy designated ' 
for employment 1rlth 5thPhibCorps in OLmPic in lieu of 4th MarDiv Reinforced. 
Mounting point 2nd MarDiv Rein! is ~AIPAN. 

15 OS35 CINCPOA ADV TO CINCAFPAC. 

Ret your changes to Staff study OLYUPIG. · Page 15 shcr~~Vs 4 Marine Fighter 
Groups. This should be 3 Marine Fighter Groups and 1 Marine Soout Bombing 
Group. This necessary in order to provide airora..ft suitable for both ASW and 
close support ground troops-. Plans this headquarters were to assign 1 'IDrllF(N) 
group less 1 squadron for this operation. If concurred in page 21 your 
changes should read 6 MAG HedRons and 6 !ltAG SeRons ~ Page 15 should read 1 
Marine Night Fighter Group less 1 Squadron. 
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16 Q007 COM3RDFLT TO CINCPAC ADV. 

Your 150812 and 150838. Contemplate TF 37 operate 'with guide normal 
intergroup interval from the guide of a US flank group. CTF 38 will pre-
scribe point option and maneuvers for US groups and CTF 37 will conform 
thereby contributing to and sharing the benefits of our force de~ense. 
This concept does not infringe on British position guaranteed by Nimitz-Fraser 
Agreement. 

Para. Surface tactics present no problem but in order that British air 
units air warning and fighter director units 1'Iley understand TF 38 techniques 
I recommended to Brown that appropriate British representatives visit LEYTE 
for conferences prior to TF 38 sortie. 

17 0104 CINCPOA ADV TO CNO DJFO CINCAFPAC ,CIN?POA PEARL, COMGENPOA. 

This is partial repl;r your 1.31545. Agreements between CINCPAC and CINCAFPAC 
referred to nr:r 120510 and your ' l.31545 are summarized in my serials 0005600 of 
9 June and 0005071 of 6 June copies of which furnished Cominch. 

Confirmation schedules referred to your 1.31545 cannot be given at this 
time as they wi.ll require review by CINCAFPAC on basis of above agreements. 
See also rrry 170103 to CINCAFPAC. 

16 0614 CGAAFPOA TO CG FEAF (FOR ARNOID) IN.£11) CINCPOA, JillV, COMGENAIR (E..4.KE..li.). 
3990. I 

1. There follows a reSUme of what has occurred in the matter of utilization 
of Royal Air Force forces in the Pacific from information available to this 
Headquarters. 

A. Joint Chiefs of Staff have agreed that 10 Sqdns of British Very Long 
Range aircraft of approximately 220 aircraft will be based in the RYUKYUS 
for operation under u. s. command. (See vt~ 10737 of 2 June 1945 to 
MacArthur). . · 
B. The British, aware of the JCS decision, have 4 Lancaster Sqdns nOW' at 
ports in ENGLAND ready for movement to the Pacific. 
c. 3000 British engineers have been at United Kingdom ports· since May 
15 and will be followed shortly by 5000 additional engineers. These 
engineers are available for a.ny job they can perform in support of the 
combined effort.. It is expected that their efforts wiLl be used in sup-
port of British VLR units when a firm decision on RAF participation is 
established. 
D. At General.A.rnold•s recent conference with Admiral Nimitz it was 
mutually agreed that nothing definite be done at the present in the matter 

of use of the RAF units in the Pacific in view of the fact that we are already 
crowded in trying to find airdromes for all of the U.s. air units planned 
for the Pacific. General Arnold commented that as soon as air units are de 
ployed forward from OKINMV'A there may be some room available for the Brit-
ish in the H.YUKYUS. . 
E. In compliance with a request from Hdqtrs AAF for plan whereby RAF llllits 
might best be employEid by this Hdqtrs in the Pacific (?) a recommendation 

r was made that the 316 Wing be diverted from OKINAVV'A to TINIAN to operate 
out of North Field in addition to the 313 Wing nQt.v located· there. This move 
was designed to make available space at OKINAWA for the ini. tial movement of 
RAF u.ni ts to the Pacific. CINCPOA does not concur in this recommendation. 
F. Air Vice Marshals Sharp and Satterly are now here. 

2. Recommendation: 
A. Based upon reasons of National P~lic.y, of which this Headquarters 
is not completely aware, the RAF might well be employed in operations 
against the SINGAPORE Area from a separate British base in the NETHERLANDS 
INDIES area, perhaps BRUNEI. . 

· - Continued - 31 7 7 
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B. If National Policy indicates that the RAF must g~ into the RYUicYUS 
consideration should be ,given to the acqUisition of another island which 
could be allocated entirely to the British and ' from which they could c~ 
plete~ support their operations against JAPA}I. , 
c. If neither of the foregoing solutions are expedi8BD this Hdqtrs is 
firm.ly convinced that the reassignment of the 31.6 Wing to TINIAN and the 
assignment. of the 4 British Lancaster Squadrons to the fields thus made 
available in the RYUKYUS is the solution which will deliver the roa.xim.um 
bomb tonnage on JAPAN in the shortest time. 

17 f1715 CINCPAC MJV TO C01l2RDFLT. 

Your 16CYJ07 is not approved. Operate TF 37 separately from TF 38 in fact 
as well as in name under arrangements which assign to Rawlings tasks to be · 
performed but leave him free to decide upon his own movements and maneuvers. 

17 1109 CINCAFPAC TO . COM2othAF info CINCPAC, CG AIR. 
ex 195s2. · 

From Arnold at MANILA ref your No. 3990. I have discussed with MacArthur 
the matter of employment of the RAF La.ncasters. We are in complete agreement 
that: 
A. l'he present plan for establishment of J2 B-29 groups in the RIUKYUS this 
yea:r be not changed. 
B. The Lancasters be employed in the RYUKYUS after sufficient airdromes are 
evacuated by forward displacement of FEAF units. Estimated dat.e of airdrOme 
availability f .or the RAF is 1st December. 
c. British engineers be accepted and sailed to OKINAWA · as early as possibie 
consistent with theaters capability of receiving them. Engineers must have 
full organizational equipment prior to de:pa.rture from U.K. 

The original agreement with the British which was confirmed at YALTA 
clearly indicated that the RAF would be employed in the bombing of JAPAN 
proper. The acquisition by US forces of another island solely for employment 
of the RAF is unacceptable. It- is also unacceptable to change the destination 
of the 316 Wing. ' 

17 U.07 COMGEN TEN TO CINCPDA ADV. 

See~ 141350 for~nformation requested your 061243. Airfield reeon~ 
naissa.nce KUME cannot be made until island is secured on or about 1 J~. 
This answers your 150446. 

l 1 
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18 0144 GINCPOA ADV TO COM®J 'I'EN INFO CTF .21• 
Nimitz to Buchler Info Ji~ll. Delay until 1 July in securing KUJl.ifE not 

understood in view of availability Sth Marines. Your 171407. H~ghly ad-
visable secure this island as early as practicable. 

. I 

14 0903 COM:3RDFLT TO CINCPAC lillV INFO CTF 38. 

SUbject DD requirements for TF )e. The following operational factors 
are mentioned as of possible use in planning: · · · · 
(A) Each TG should have 14 and not less than 12 DD in screen. 
(B) Linking vessels are needed between groups and also between groups and 

strike piekets ovdng to limited range of TBS. 
(C) Not less than 2 strike picket stations must be manned and each such picket 

group should be composed of 3 or preferably 4 DD in order to properly 
defend themselves. 

(D) As many as 9 additional single ship radar pickets .may have to be posted 
around the force to insure adequate air warning. ' 

Para.. 'When TF 3S is organized into 3 groups a minimum of 60 DD is needed 
and even this 1rlll require cutting down some elements to provide .full number 
of radar pickets and it does not allow for the formation of a. scouting line 
such as described in fast carrier tas:k force instructions. _ . 

If TF 38 is organized into 4 groups an absolute minimum destroyer re-
quirement is 75. Assuming ll CV and 6 CVL available by 1 August a 4 group · 
organization is indicated as of that date but present indications as to DDs 
available ~ prevent for.ming ,4th group and necessitate keeping 3 group 
organization in spite of any awkward increase in number of carriers per group. 

If released ATLA.lllltC DEs can be made to serve in lieu of DDs in axr:r of 
contemplated TF 51 OLYMPIC functions the DD situation fo:b the m<;>bi1e 3rdF1t 
might be eased. -

18 0555 CTF 31 to CO:M3RDFLT INFO CINCPAC ADV, CTF 32. CTF 99, COMGEN TEN,CTG99,2, 
COMSERDN TEN. 

GINCPAC ADV 170800. My 121240. Recomrnend following ships be assigned 
TF 32 covering and support during JUNEAU operation. TENNESSEE, CAJ...IF~OliNT-A, 

NEVADA, ST LOUIS, WICHITA, SALT L.M\E CITY, CHE-STER, OELAHOMA CITY, SUNANHEE, 
SftliTEE, CFfENJIJ·ICl), BLOCK ISLAND, GILBERT ISLANDS, CAPE GLOUCESTER, 9 DDs and 
9 DEs. CTF 32 concurs. In vi~v of fact that TF 32 intends to operate as a 
s~ngle unit only 1 of 3 CLs your 131433 required. None of references to all 
or needed. 

18 OS36 C!NC BPF TO CINCPAC AJJV INFO C~NCP.AC PEARL, CO.d3RDFLrr:~ BSl, AC 1, RAFT. 

My 040259 not to Com3rd.Flt. To ensure satisfactocy completion of battle 
damage repair, date of sortie from. MANUS is now expected to be 6th July'. 

19 OS34 CINCPOA !JJV TO C01v13RDFLT 2 COMGEN TEN, CTF 311 CGFMFPAC, CG2NDMAHDIV INFO GOM5THFLT 
. COM MARI Af\JAS 1 COMGEN2RDPHIBCORPS? COMGEN5THPHIBCORPS, ISCOM SAIP A,N. . 

MyDis 140245 May nat to all. 2nd Ma.rDiv (less 8th RCT) is released 
from area reserve ICEBERG and reverts to control ComGenFMFPae. 

19 121.3 MACARTHUR TO CINCPOA ADV INFO COMDR ALLIED . NAVFOHCES TOLOSA. 

CINCPOA ADV 160902 and Cont?t~Flt 180137 relative exchange CruDivs 12 and 6 
are references. CruDiv 12 is committed to D-2 Operation vmich is now in p~ogres 
Concur in e.xchange of CruDi vs 12 and 6 subsequent to 7 July as a:t:'l"anged direct-
ly with ComCJ.F Allied Navli'orees• 31 7 9 
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19 1335 CINCfOA ADV TO COMGEJ\TPOA, COMHAWSEAFROI~. 

Request you submit :reoonunendations as to ·modifications il'l ·catego-ry of 
defense for HAWAII with view to red~etion of defense .forces_. 

19 1737 CINCPAC ADV TO CINCAFPAC I NFO CINCPAC PEARL. 

Follov{ing addition proposed to CINCPAC-ciNCPOA serial 0005070 dated 6 
June 1945. CINCPAG-CINCPOA will assume responsibility for supp:cy- bulk petro- · 
lawn for all land based forces and activities including a.ir at target OLYMPIC . 
OKINAWA will be comrnercia.l tanker terminus for bulk petroleum destined 
OLDlPIC with onvm.rd movement from OKINAWA effected by use of ·suitable shuttle 
tankers and barges. CINCAFPAC will advise CINCPAC-CINCPOA number and capacity 
of Arnw petroleum. barges to be made available at OKINAWA for OLYMPIC Operation • 

•••••••••• 
13 1524 COMGEbT,SERV TO COtJlGENPOA PASSED TO CINCPOA PEARL PASSED TO CI!>JCPAC ADV( l902J..h) 

Although you have undoubtedly cleared with POA on redeployment shipments 
come misunderstanding apparently exists as to their a bill ty to receive troops 
and equipment from ETO-MTO note CINCPOA MJV 020822. Cited dispatch apparentl;r 
reflects early plan..lling figures before specific units and destinations were 
nominated. Present estimate of cargo to be handled th.ru various destinations 
in POA to arrive 10-20 August is: LIDUMINOUS 40000 MTs including 1000 vehicles, 
FRICTION 26000 MTs including 850 vehicles, INDISPENSABlE ll600 MTs inclu~ 
400 vehicles, STEVEDORE 6ooo MTs including 200 vehicles, TEARA~1AY 600 Mrs in-
cluding 20 vehicles. Troopers are scheduled to arrive during same period. 
These mo'Vements are based on your priority lists •. 4ny earlier movement dates 
are not possible and deferments would tie up available fast cargo ships. De-
tailed loading directives from CINCPOA . not practicable, schedule should be 
accepted as above. CNO is replying to abmve cited dispatch copy to you giving 
detailed breakdown by units. Specific ships for destinations not available 
at this time. 

19 0936 COMGEN TEN TO CINCPOA II~O C173l,ISC~f OKINANA,CTG 99.2,CTU 99.2.1. 

Based on estimated less than 200 enen:w soldiers · on KUME, landing force 
KUME Operation of FMF RCN BN plus Rein£ Rifle Co 1st YArDiv begins loading 
22 June. Your 100144 not to or needed by i.ll. Plan landing 25 June. Engr. 
and AWS survey team accompanies assaUlt forces. 

20 0349 CDTCAFPAC TO CINCroA J.IDV INFO OOMGENPOA. 

CX 20061. CINCAFPAC OLYMPIC P .. ~n~ P~ge SR, eont~mpU:.ted that . ComGenPOA (u.s. Ariny Forces, Middle Pacif~cJ will mount UlUts ~n the FOA for CINCAFPAC. 
In theRYl.JKYtJS, some of these units are .Ar:my ground ·units and some are Army 
Air Units. With your concurrence, plan to charge Com.GenPOA with mounting 
both ground and air forces and with the preparation of' ground forces for the 
operation. ComGen FEAF prepares air forces. · 
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. CTG 30.8 152.330 not. needed by all and Ur l70217 of. higher classification 
indicates advisability dissemination fac·tual information co.:rrent petroleum 
supply and tanker availability as follows: 
(1) Sto_cks of fuel MMniniiiJI readi].lf available to Pa.cFlt qperations now at 

lowest point during past year. Pearl stocks on hand equal to approxi-
mately 2 weeks POA requirements. Reeent operations have completely ex-
hausted west coast fuel stocks with resul~ that only 1 cargo scheduled 
from there from 20 June through 31 J~ which is extent of current list-
ings. This serious ' tuel stock position is result of tanker shortage 
when during recent operations fleet requirements had. to be met from short 
haul Pearl and West Coast instead of distant pr~ sources. CINCPAC 
current fuel requirements ncr« sbheduled to be met by transporting from 
PERSI~4.N' GULF., . BALBOA, NWI, and U.S. GULF. Curent California production 
required for bunkers loaally. 

(2) Supply of all gasoll.nes is adequate, diesel sufficient, and fuel oil short . 
(3) Tanker availability indicates possible deficit 54 ships on 1 July increas-

ing to deficit of 257 ships last half 1946. 
(4) The assurance of continued suppl;r of sufficient bull! petroleum to main-

tain planned operations plus rebuilding reserve stocks in POA demands 
exploitations of ever.y possibility for schortening the supply line main-
tained by our allocated commerciaJ. tankers which includes maximum use AOs, 
AOGs and IXs in onward shuttling service. Determination of commercial 
tanker terminals to be based solely on ma:ximum. utilization these ships 
as petroleum carriers and· cannot be influenced by despatch of personnel, 
freight, ETC. 

( 5) Concur establishment ENIWETOK main tanker turnaround point . Concur MARIANAS 1 
supp~ method. Do not apprdve removal tanker turnaround facilities ULITHI. 
Your proposed shuttle OKINAWA fuel from. LEITE vice ULITHI would result 
in unacceptable increase of approximate~ 1500 miles to commercial tanker 
turnaround. Petroleum supply situation is such to require constant study 
of operational procedures to effect maximum results from allocated tankers 
assigned. -

20 OM!-3 DEPCOMAF , 20 to CINCPOA ADV 'INFO COMAF 20 1CINCAFPAC,OOMGENPOA,COMMARIANAS. 

4J..74. Air staff plans provide for 10 fighter groups to be assigned the 
20 AF for long range VLR escort. To properly dep~oy these forces 5 groups are 
needed in nvo and 5 groups in the RYOKYUS area• Desire your concurrence in 
deploying forward from OAHU to IWO the 50ath Fighter Group whieh is assigned 
to the 2oth AF, on or about 1 August. It is contemplated that the 'W'lit ea.n be 
reequipped with long range fighter aircraft prior to that date. Availability 
of 2 additional fighter groups for RYUKYUS not yet know:;.. 

20 0819 COM3RDFLT TO CINCPAC A!JV INFO CINCPAC PEARL,COMSERVRON SII, COMSERVRON TEN. 

Request 'you make no decision regarding ComServRon 10 1.70217 until arrival 
Capt. Cross. Study of July requirements for fleet oilers indicate follovd.ng: 
(A) 12 oilers required for supply supporting forces · OKINAWA not including 2 

additional now exclusive11 for AvGas and diesel. 
(B) 36 oilers required for direct support TF 38 planned operations. 

With total 4D oilers novf a-vailable to TQ 30.S it is apparent that either 
an alternate plan for OKINAWA supply must be employed or TF 38 operations must 
be scaled down to permit 28 oilers to provide sufficient support • Cross pro-
ceE;}ding to GU.AM 21 June with complete data. 
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20 1340 £._TF 31 to COliDESRQP 63 noo CINcPAC BOTH,COMl]IBSPAC,CQFMFPAC,ISCOM OKINAWA 
CillO AND COMINCH, CTG 29 .~. ' · 

Thi:s is CTF 31 (Com.5thPhibFol--) OpOrd A-207 .. 45. 
Task Organ-tzation: 
(A) TF 31- VAdm Hill.- As currently organized. 
(B) TG .31.24 - Kmm SI-ITMA Atta.ck Grp. - Capt Bueha.nan in command (DD705). 

Both folloviing units as organized in his OpOrd 2-45. FMF Recon. Bn plus 
reinforced Rifle Co. fl"om lst Ma.rDiv, and other troops as assigned by 
CG 10 lmj. Jones, USMC. GAINARD (DD 706) BEALE(DD471) GUEST (DD472) , 
LST(ri) 951, LST 1040(F), 1ST 570, PCE (R) 856_, PCE ert3, JOHN BLISH (AGSlO) 
LC(FF)368, LCS 2, ·4, '74, 101, 103, DELIVER (ARS 23), BUNCH (A.PD 79) with 
UDT 21 embarked. Support aircraft as assigned by CTF 31. -

1. · Information as contained in current ordars and dispatches. Minem'feepi!l...g 
at objective will be accomplished prior assault as directed by CTF 31. 
2. This force while continuing present operations will, beginning on K-Day 
captur~ and secure RlnJ~ SHIMA in order to establish additional air warning 
and fighter director stations .thereon. -
3A. TF 31 continue ·present operations. 
3B. KUME.: SHllrA Attack Grp move from OKINAWA to objective, capture and secure 
KUME SliTMA. When island~ are secure troops operate as directed by CG 10. 
3n KING*DAY is 25 June 1945 E.Long.Date. H-Hour, time of landing 1st assault 
wave, will be designated by CTG 31.24. 
3X2 After KmrE SHTI,1f.A has been secured and when directed by CTF31 TG 31.24 
dissolved. . 
3X3 This order ef~ective 0800 I (-9) 24 June 1945. 
4 & 5. Logistics and comnnmications in accordance with CTF 51 OpPlan Al-45. 

21 0903 CINCPOA PJJV TO CINCSWP~ INFO COMALLIED AF MANILA,C():IAIRPAC,CG AIR FMFPAC. 

Ref is your 200S29. Latest withdrawal dates 1st Marine Aircraft Wing Hq 
and co1n.ponent units follows• To be withdrawn in August. MAG 32 HedRon and 
SeRon. MAG 25 see li\V 010759, May, regarding this group. VMB 611. 

Tentatively scheduled ~or employment OLYMPIC . with mount:ing dates to meet 
Marine airfield schedule of activation·. Hq lst MarAirWing. MAG 12 with at-
tached squadrons. MAG 61 with attached squadrons. MAG 24 HedRon and SeRon 
plus VMsB 244. Air Warning Sqdns 3 and 4. For October Withdrawal MADS 1. 
Other squadrons attached to MAG 24 and :J..AG 32 will be- returned to UR or de-
commissioned as shown my serial 0005034, of April. 

~1 lll6 COMGEN EEN TO CTF 3l,CG ISCOM 331,CG TAF,CG24CORPS,CG3PJJPHIB,CO FMFPAC RECON BN 
INFO CINCPOA PJJV. 

This is RYUKYUS Forces and lOth ~ OpOrd 16-45. 
This Gommand in concjunction CTF )1 will e·apture KUME SHJl[A for purpose 

immediate installation air warning and fighter direction facilities. Tent-
ative K Day 25 June 1945. Naval Attack Force as designated by CTF 3~. KUME 
landing force commander Maj •· James L Jones USMCR. Consists of FMFPac REicon 
Bn Re:i.nf. 

As agreed by CTF31 naval _attack force with landing force attached will 
rilake assault landing 6~V coast KUME. Capture and secure island. Initiate mop 
up enemy personnel. construction landing craft and reconnaissance air arning 
and airfield sites. , 

Laniing Force will begin loading 22 June in ships designated by CTF 31 
from areas designated by IsCom .331 a.11d report .for duty to C'rF 31. When command 
passed from naval attack for·ce commander to landing force commander later repor 
YYEPJJQ;DXT HAQ,FPYOSYE 1 for duty as IsCom KtT.ME until relieved. Effective 

. - Continued - 31 ~2· 
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21 lll6 RYUKYUS FORCES AND TENTH !l..iiliT OPORD 16-45. (CONTINUED) 

receipt this dispatch FlPPac Recon Bn detached IsCom 331 and designated 
KUME landing force. Effective receipt this dispatch units listed are detached 
commands indicated and attached FMFPac Recon Bn. From 3rd.PhibCozi:>s A Co. Reint 
7th Marine Regt, Det 8 AmphTrac Bn (32LVT). Det 3rdProv AmphTankBn (2 LVTA). 
Det Corps ASCO ( Shbre, Fire Control Party). From 24 Corps 66th Portable Surg 
Hospital. From IsCom 331 (Unit designation by ISCO:M 331) Plat Combat Eng. . 
Plat l'<'ril Police Det Graves Reg. Mil Govt Dets type ABC and dispensary type A. 
Ship to shore Comm Det. Det for Comm KUME to OKINAWA. -

TAF will provide air support as requested by CTF 31. Missions initally 
under op control Naval Attack Force Comdr. In conjunction IsCom 331 establish 
maintain and operate ~ range search and fighter control facilities Km.!E. 

IsCom 331 vtill mount landing force. llJhen landing force Comdr reports 
for duty IsCam Kill~ responsibility garrison defense and base development 
passes to IsCom 331. At earliest ·Jraciicable date consistent tactical situa-
tion IsCom 331 will return follaving um.ts to OKINAWA. FMFPac Recon Bn. 
Shore fire control party. 20 AmphTracs and crew. FUN AmphTanks and crews. 
On arrival OKINAVlA units revert parent org. 

Following reports to CG 10 fastest practicable means. Time of landmg, 
resistance encountered, daily Opns Summ closing 1200 hours. Special repo1~s 
covering Recon air warning site. Unloading facilities, airfield recon at 
earliest practicable time. Direct communication authorized all agencies con-
cerned. · 

·Logistics. IsCom 331 responsible logistics support assault and garrison 
forces. Construction landing facilities for LSM or larger will be initiated 
without delay. Request CTF 31 provide 2 LCM and 3 LCVP with all crews for 
KUME Boat Pool. IsCom 331 r~pla.ce crews not later thanK plus 30. Civil 
population remain on island. Military prisoners to OKINAWA. 

21 0645 CGUSF«T TO JCS . VIA WARCOS DWO CINCAFPAC,CINCPOA. 

~FBX 39739. Para 1. Possibility of c~pitalizing on J ap military deteriora-
tion"' and withdravrals in QHINA is subject. Ref WARX 15811, 13 June. 
2. There have been no substantial chro1ges in Jap capabilities since China 
Theater's last biweeklJ" report. The enenw continues to concentrate in key 
coastal +ti•&• areas from FRENCH INDO CHINA to MANCHURIA. South of YELLOW 
RIVER it is possible that they are adopting the German strategy of defending 
the main ports strongly in order to hamper seriously allied operations. 
3. The enemy is now conducting operations in the CANTON-KUKING CORRIDOR. 
There is as yet no clear indication of the purpose of these operations. 

·Meanwhile the J apanese are conducting delaying action as they withdraw. 
4. At present Chinese forces are· in contact with Japanes~ near GAO BM~G 
and Lill'JGCHOW along £12. bor~er and are threatening LIUCHO'J and IDVEILIN towns. 
Pressure by Chinese forces is being exerted west of PAOCHING. 
5. 1he main China Theat er f or ces continue on the active defense, following 
up J apanese withdrawals with minor non US sponsor ed forces while Dreparing 
for pl anned operations. Act ion to accel erat e projected operations, t aking 
advantage of enemy withdr awals, has been initiat ed. New 1st Army (38th and 
50t h Divs) will commence arr aving at N.UJNING f rom BURlt4. via air in near future 
to secure a rea and cov er b~ld up of addit ional Carbonado f orces and supplies. 
other pr elimi.11ary measures t o be tmdertaken at once incl ude: 

A. Securing and consol i dating LIUCHOW, K1/lEILIN and T ANCHUCK (~TULKNKOW) 
(110-45 23- 30 ) airfield areas. Airfields wil l be made operati onal for mini-
mum air supply and air defense . 

B. Accel erating_build- U:R of air and ground forces in preparat i on for 
ear 1y advance on CJ\NTON- HONGKONG. 

Co J,faintaining pressure against vJithdrawing J apanese \dth forces now 
engaged. - Continued- 318 3 
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21 0645 CGUSFCT TO JCS VIA VtffiCOS 11\fFO Cil\TCAFP AC, CII\JCPOA ( COrJTIW~ 

n. Securing ro1d developing an intennediate port and airfield area at 
PORT.BAYARD a:nd/or at other coas·tal supply points. ., 
6. !fission of projected operations presented b7 me in March to JCS remains 
unchanged. Modified timing and phasing foLlows: ![ain Effort~. 

A. Phase 1 (target date 1 Sept 11145), 1st: To advance from N.ANNING-
LIUCH~V-IDVEILIN base area on final objective via west river and/or 
PINGLO-KUKONG AYJS. '2nd: By air and !WdMiitvi"'*'wlu!Bwini••• possible sea bom-
bardritent to soften up principal enemy strongpoints in final objective 
area. 
B. Phase 2 (target date 1 Nov 1945) to assault and: capture CANTON-HONGKONG 
port area. Secondary effort: To advance on final objective along the 
coast from vicinity of LIUCHOW PEl~INSULA making maximum use of seaborne 
supplies, COLLm and animal transport; all at no expense to main effort 
from LIUCHON-NANNTI~G Area. 

7 • Distance of KUI\TMING TEHMINA.L of supply from final objective over extremely 
difficult terrain and under adverse weather condition, where adequate land 
communications have never existed, is a great hindranc~ to acceleration of 
CHINA Theater operations. Operation of a1.l intermediate port or suitable 
coastal landing points al.ong south CHINA ·w·ould offset these logistical d.:i.f-
ficulties somewhat and contribute substantially to successful attack on 
CANTON-HONGKONG. This fortified area may · be -organized on scale similar to 
that of Germans defense of channel ports. If so, task will be formidable.one. s. rurther exploitation of the deteriorating en~ situation in CHINA by 
forces outside CHINA Theater may be accomplished in 1 of 2 ways as follm'fsi 

A. Assault by amphibious forces from outside of the theater to . secure 
ABTD lodgement along the CHINA coast phased in support of projected CHINA - . Theater operat~ons. 
B. Provision of shipping, small craft, necessary naval complements, 
supplies and equipment for deli very to points along the coast when secured 
qy CHINA Theater forces. 

9 • If a small seale operation to secure lodgement along CHINA Coast becomes 
feasible this year, the area south of S\~ATOW e:xtending to HOI~GKONG appears 
most desirable. An amphibious assau..lt and timed with Carbonado would accom-
plish the aids expressed in ~fARX 15811 and materially assist effort in CHINA. 
Later during 1946 as revitalized Chinese .Armies advance toward SHANGitU, lodge-
~t areas in vicinit7 of NINGPO would be desirable. 
10. InvestigatiGn on the ground of local forces and resources in the area. 
between M<fOY and SHANGHAI is continuing. Continued J apanese withdrawals into 
bastions of HONGKONG Rnd SHANGHAI make it improbable that any material ad-
vantage will accrue to Pacific operations from an unopposed landing in this 
area even though it is possible that some effective Chinese .forces could be 
gotten together. With their equipment supplemented by supplies from the 
Pacific these forces might, after period of reorganization and training, be 
able to exert additional pressure against the Japanese in the SHANGHAI Area. 
during the remainder of 1945o Experience is proving how·ever, that furnishing 

·supplies and equipment to units with which there are no substantial. u.s. 
liaison teams is unsound. 'l'he leaders of such units tend to hide the additional 
equipment for use in post war struggle for pot"Ter. The semi autonomous armies-·i 
in OUSTGRN CHINA areas end the complex political situation ra.pid:cy- developing 
there make it doubtful whether result envisaged by JCS will be achieved from 
landings in that area without considerable prior preparation. Pending report 
of investigating teams it must be assumed that the po1-vts such as FOOCHOW ·will 
only be useable by shallow dra.f"li vessels and landing craft and that the only 
feasible way .to get the supplies inland to effective Chinese armies will be 
EEKMIR. , With regard to increasing the blockade our information indicates 
that there is little J ar-anese shipping operating south of SH.~\NGHAI. 

- Continued - 31 8 4 
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21 0645 CG~SFCT TO JCS VIA VIARCOS I NFO CINCAFPAC, CINCPOA. (CONTINUED) · 

ll. Landings on the Coast north of SH.li.NGHAI could be militarily advantageous. 
PoliticaJ.ly such landings are unacceptable to the Generalissimo and could 
result in the flaring of an open civil war between the Central Government 
and the Communists prior to the ending of the war against JAPAN. It is also 

· probable that the Japanese WIKW'fGCCO:ti:SNY landing attempts from SHANGH.U 
· nortlwrard With a determined defense • 
12. 2nd method of exploiting the deteriorating enemw situation by forces 
ou:bside of CHINA is part of problem under current stuey in this theater. 
The FORT BAYARD area and perhaps l or 2 other intermediate areas between 
FOR'r BAYARD and HONGKONG appear to have great possibilities as intermediate 
supply points for increasing supplies to the armies and enabling the Chinese 
to extend the area of their attack against CANTON-HONGKONG. Preliminary 
estimates based on the a.ssumption that most supplies 1rould be moved inland 
from 'BAYARD by ground .!i1£Q have already been submitted by CHINA Theater to 
the War Dept. A new study is nov1 underwey examining the movement of supplies 
inland using air lift principally. Considering the timing of CHINA• s ~1 opera
tions it appears that the results of this study will give a more realistic 
picture and would provide the maximum aid from. outside the theater. 
13. If there is no landing on theCHINA Coast in an area and in Phase with 
CHINA Theater operations, the development of intermediate coastal supply 
bases to supplement China's existing tenuous lines of communication will do 
the most toward intensifying operations by Chinese armies and lessening cur-
rent and future logistic difficulties. 

21 1237 MACARTHUR TO CINCPOA AJJV INFO CIDMA.AF, CTF 78. 

CX 20439. Adverse weather and terrain conditions have prevented preparation 
of fighter field TARAKft~J in sufficient time to cover 02 operation. Alternate 
plan of providing air cover from TAWI TAWI by long range fighters h~s become 
uncertain because of weather. 7thFlt is recommending that escort carriersbe 
utilized if available to ensure air cover • Request . that 1/2 escort carrier 
division with screen be provided in BALIKPAPAN Area for operations during 
period 30 June to 2 July 1945 inclusive. 

21 1405 CO:!GEN TEN TO CTI:._ 31 Il'{FO CGTAF, CG ADC, CINCPAC BOTH HQ. 

ReUrDis 120450 ADC· ready to assume full reSponsibility for all air defense 
functions 01\.INAVfA Area 1 Jt~ present location. Recommend ADO be assigned 
immediately. the operation and control of air warning net and fighter direc-
tion both day and nite. Consider number of shore based fighter aircraft 
currently available sufficient for defense th.i.s area. 

21 1415 CTF 38 to AIL FLAG OFFICERS TF 38, ALL CVS & CVLS 'fF 38 Info COM3RDFLT ,CTFJ7. 

Present intent for planning. TF 38 sortie 1 July. Period 1-8 July training 
under type, TG and TF com.drs as follovrs: 
A. 2 days anti-aircraft firing. 
B. 4 days air training including squadron, air group, task group, ·and task 

force exercises. Fuel 8 Julyv Air strike TOKYO fields 10 July target is 
aircraft. All carrier types will be employed~ Prj_ncipal loadings VT fuzed 

f: frags and ·rockets ··')ossible M29 clusters. Maxi.m.um. strike distance 250. 
Para. Fuel 12 July. 13 July strike HOKK.\.IDO and N011TH HONSHU target rail 
road ferries, aircraft, strategic targets. Loadings as before except 500 
and 1000 GP bombs a lso used as approuriate. Maxinaun strike distance, 250. 
Midday July 14 bombardment group A bow.bard KUSHffiO Area& Air strikes in 
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21 1415 CTF 38 to f!.LL FL/1.-Q._ OFFTCERS TF 38, ETC. (CONTil~UED) 

support and repeat previous dey as practicable.. E:xtensive photo coverage 
including mapping, reconnaissance, damage assessment~ 

Fuel and rendezvous with TF 37 on 15 July. On 16 July strike TOKYO area 
similar to plan of 10 Ju.J.y. ~If and as directed e:x:ec'lJ,te bombardment plan A 
nigh~ bombardment coast vicinity Lat 36-20 to 37-DO night of 16 July or bo~ 
bardment plan B midd.ey bombardment same area 17 July. If no bombardment order-
ed or night bombardment ordered intend air strikes againsvttrategic ta~gets 
17 July. If day bombardment is ordered all air eft ort will be in support 
against airfields. Retire eve:ning 17 July. 

Target assignments as follows. Airfields TOKYO. Ea.oh includes major" 
airfie}.ds listed p~us minor .fields adjaeent. Area T2001, 2803, ll~6S, 1489, 
2796, 1472, Zl54, 2766, 1644, 2777 assigned to TG 38.1. Area U2809, 1404, 
2:780, 2?50, 298, 373, 2781, 27f!17, 1222, 1412 assigned to TG 38.3. Area V 
1465, 1466, 1474, 2765, 2758,- 1416, 1406, 2783 assigned TG Bf3•4• Area B 2Sl4, 
Z773, 28S7, 2895, 2897, assigned TF 37 when present. Airfield numbers from 
SecCarTaskFor serial 013'73 of 20 June distri"Quted by officer messenger mail 
today • For strategic targets TOKYO all groups be prepared to handle as 
later assigned targets F electronics plants numbered 496, 400, 497 or target 
G aircraft engine plants number 2016 X P-127, P-lll. From CINCPAC secret 
serial 005972 of 16 May to Com3rd.Flt subject Jap Industrial targets. Target 
assignments HOKKAIDO as follows. Area iff 2932, 2920, 2930, 292.3 assigned TG 
38.1. Area X 2890, 2886, 2888 assigned TG 38.3. Area Y 2925, 2934 assigned 
.TG 3S.4. strategic targets same areas• Intend make minimun changes ar~a 
assignments in these and subsequent operations. 

Late photo coverage TOKYO expected 2S June. Brief on recognition SEAFIRE, 
FIREFLY, CLIPPED lfJING Corsair. British Pla.ne insignia. Operation and train-
ing orders ttill follow. r . 

Night carrier be prepared provide night heckling, intruder in target 
areas as ordered. Also provide night srotting and illumination for night 
bombardments if ordered. 

210654 CINCBPF TO Cil\iCPAC .WV Il\jFQ CINCPACilJ5AHL,COMNAVBASE MANUS,VBNO MANUS,VQ.(Q),COM~ 
SERVRON TEN~ BSl, ACl, COM7THFLT. . 

It is desired to dock and refit all capital ships of the BPF requiring 
such work before OLnfPIC •. The target is to use h. BBs, 5 CVs and 4 CVLs for 
that operation. 
2. irieyJwwmiiuDJx!p!mfl('"P'¥'""''*''*'"rlrlmri O«ing to und.envater repairs necessary the CVs 
will occupy Capt. Cook dock at SYDNEY almost continuous:cy-. 
3. It would be appreicated if it were possible to dock KING GEORGE 5TH for 
a few days at M.PJWB on return from operations at beginning o£ August. It is 
realized that it might be neeessary to cancel the docking at short notice 
should a commitment with a higher priority arise. 

22 0342 COMGENPOA TO CINCPAC lillV INFO DEPCOM 20,DEPCOM 20 AF ADMIN. 

RJ 64044. Plans to deploy total of 19 fighter groups of 20th fJi' as indicated 
DepComAF 20 200443 June not previously known ~ere_. Rede.ployment forecast 
provides ·ror total of 34 groups to Pacific, assignment not specified. In ac-
cordance Tfffi Radio €!5572 DTG 2.32350 Augus't. 44, JCS ra.dlo 72143, DTG 032157 
December 44~ OomGenFDA serial 0049 Sept 25, CINOPAC top sec serial 000127 
October 20, and CINCP.A.C serial 06682 Nov, provision has been made in rede-
ployment plans for the retention of 1 fighter group as part of minimum defenses 
of the EL®l.AIIz'..N GROUP. This requirement now· met by 508 fighter group, present4f 
only fighter group HAWAI I AN AREAo . 

Separate reply is being made to your 191.3.35 June. Incorporated therein will 
- Continued -
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22 0342 COMGENPOA TO CINCPAC iillV INFO DEPCOH ?Q..,DEPGOM 20 AF ADMIN ( GONT 'D) 

be recommendation that. an organized fighter group remain as a minimum require-
ment on OAHU. Therefore this headquarters does not concur in forward move-
ment of the 50$ Fighter Group vdthout replacement. It is requested that before 
CINCPAC makes a f inal decision to reduce the nresently prescribed Arruw fighter 
protedtion, including night fighters, for the IL~\fAIIAN GROUP, this headquarters 
be so informed in order that further representation mey be made on this sub-
ject. 

22 0955 CINCPOA ADV TO C )lQRDFLT INFO COH?THFLT ,CTF31* CTG3·2.l,CINCSWP _,C011AIRPAC. 
I 

Macltrthur 211237. Form TG 3 CVE and 6 DD or DE V•ri th EsCarDi vCom as TGC. 
Detach this group from 3rd.Flt and direct TGC report by dispatch ·without de-
lay to Com7thFlt for temuorary operational control. 

23 0106 CINCPOA ADV TO CINCAFPAC INFO COHGENPOA. 

Your CX 20061 (DTG 200349) • Concur. It is understood that your arrange-
ments for preparation and mounting units involve no change in CINCPOA command 
authority responsibility including control of harbor and shore facilities and 
the movement of shipping in the RYUKYUS. 

24 0106 Cl\TB ItL\i'JUS TO CINCPAC AJJV INFO CINOBFF, COM7THFLT. 

Affirmative your 230555. (Re: ABSD 2 for docking KING GEORGE V) • 

24 0229 CGFMFPAC 'ID CINCPAC BOTH INFO CG5THPHIBCORPS, C0)J15THPHIBFOR, CG6THAtlMY, COMPHIBGRF 
. I 4. 

ComPhibsPac 210035 indicates Hq 5thPhibCorps will be at SAIPAN. Com...PhibsPac 
212340 also refers. This Hq does not concur with such move if contemplated. 
Hq 5thPhibCorps now· at 1.1AUI. To establish at S_A .. IP~l\J ·will require move extend-
ing over at least 6 weeks period and involve a~proximate~ 250 officers 2000 
enl 400,000 cu. rt. 2500 short tons 35,000 sq.ft. Because of requirements 
for detailed planning, prenaration of orders and to att ain adequate state of 
readiness strongly recommend that Corps Hq qnd Hq units including conununication 
and reproduction ·units must remain at present location, CG VAG concurs. . 

24 0849 CINCA.PPAC TO CINCPAC ADV INFO 711HFLT ,CINCPAC _:,EARL,CG6A."Ft11Y ,CGFEAF ,AFVJESP_ C. 
ex 21015. 

Request you furnish a.s soon as possible maps indicating areas and acreage 
desired with their proposed use for all CINCPAC shore installations in 
DIABOLIC (KYUSHU) in order to make tentative allocations of sites for Arnry 
and Navy establishments ashore. Also in order to facilit .o.te planning request 
desi gnation of commander and agency constructing Marine Force airfields in 
DIABOLIC and your concurrence in their direct cornmunic~tion · 1~th representa-
tives of 6omGen 6th Army, f EP..F, and AY.NESPAC as appropl!iate. 

24 0918 CIITCPO ... ADV TO C_T~ 3l,CG10 1 CGFMFPAC 1CGa2riDPHIBL;OHPS Il·!FO CIHCPO.A ~)~PJtL,CGPOii;, 

C011MAti.iANAS, CG2Nu.MArt.tJl. V, CG5THPHIBCOHPS , ISC01viSAIP.U~ ,ISCO}.f GUAM 7CTG99 .. 1, CTU99,3t4 
1. ~men the t actical situation permits and t he 8th RC'r is no longer re-

quired as reserve fo r the KlH.ffi operation trans f er t he 8th RCT pl us the L~th 
separate la.undry _ latoon to S_''.IPAN. Operational control of above units passes 
to CG2ndMarDi v on arrival SAIPAN o 

2o The f ollowing Marine nnit s of the 3rdPhibCorps are scheduled to re-
habilit at e OKINA:'lA : lst l!e.r Div R.einf, 2nd se~)arate Eng. Bn. ,3rdPhibCor ps A--r-ty 
(Ha Bt~J m10 7 and 4 Bns) , 7th Field Depot (7th Servi ce Regt). Upon comple-
ti;n of Phase 1 ICEBERG and vrhen t he t actical situation per mits transfer all 
other units of 3rdPhibCorps to ·.: ~..RJ \PAS as I)l"eviously designated by c,rJi'lr ~, ) C: 
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2l¥ 0918 CINCP?A -'IDV TO CTF J~t. C01.1:GEN 10, CGF)1FPAC, CG.)RDP,li!BCORPS, ETC., ( CONT t D) 

' 3. When no longer required for the KUME operation transfer .FMF Recon Bn 
01 .. make other disposition as desired by F'lWP. C. CGFMFPAO advise. 

4. CTF 3l nominate and direct aporox 75 I..STs from those now discharging 
and enroute LEGIDB:II\fOUS for movement ·of mat-eriel and eouinment of u..rrl.ts listed 
in preceding naras (LSTs assigned temporary operational ~ontrol ?thFlt for 
aviation augmention I~Dis 240920 are not available for nominExion above). ~ 
Approx:ima.te}J' 200 personnel vvill be lifted each LST. Personnel lift required 
in addition to those on above 75 LSTs will be coYered by separate dispatch. 
CG3rdPhibCorps indicate to :Local authorities OKIN.\VfA priority desired fo;r:-
return of units. 

5. Desire CG3rdPhibCorps and key staff members (Approx 11) be transfer ed 
GUAM when their services can be spared. C~ss 2 air priority via NATS certi-
fied. lQO lbs. excess baggage authorized Yvhile in air travel status. Author-
ized to travel private plane if desired. 

r 

21+ l305 :M .• c\C~T?.THUlt TO WARCO,S Il\Hi'Q CGPOA,CG.t\.J\FPOA,CGFEAF ,CINQ.E.4Q. 
ex 21093. _ . · 

Subject is radio 'WX 1..38J6 dated 8 Jtme 1945 which contains proposal t:l18.t 
certain 7th AF and 7th Fighter Gomrn.and units be reassigned to 20th AF. As a 
result of conference with CQ~r, reassignment of 15 and 21 fighter groups, 
347, 34S, 363 and 3S6 Air Service Groups, 318 Fighter Grp and 364 Air Service 
Groups is concurred in with the understanding that: The 301 Fighter Wing_ at 
INDISPENSABLE will remain under operational control of FEAF unless and until 
required for VHB escort out of LmUMINOUS . Confirmation of this nnderstanding 
is requested. Hq and Hq Sqdn 7th Fighter Co.rnrn.and, less persotmel and equip-
ment, remains assigned to FEAF as per agreement with ComGenldr. Ref remaining 
units listed in WX: 13$36 attention is invited to radio ComGenPOA RJ 63422 
dated 13 June 1945. In view of ComGenPOA c~mrnent, request clarification of 
theater responsibilities with respect to 20th AF and consequently clarifica-
tion of 20th AF requirement for remaining units WX 13836 requests be reas-
signed. 

2.4 02.30 COMGEN' 10 9J:NCPOA ADV INFO COM5THPI-IIBFOR,COMPI1IBSPAC,CTG; 99,l,COM3RDFLT , CTG99 , 2 

See . CINCPOA 131239 Hay ComGen 10 will be ready 1 Ju:cy- 1+5 to assU.me the 
responsibility for the air defense of the forces and shipping present in 
OKINAWA area. Com5thPhibFor concurs, 

24 0640 C,TF 99 to CINCPOA ADV INFO QTG 99.3 

Your 230S53. Unloading situation so critical that cargo arriving for next 
30 days at least must be limited to cargo handling troops and equipment, con-
struction troops, air force units, base development material required for 
original project and necessary maintenance. Recommend shipment from PHILIE-; 
PINES of signal construction supplies and air sea rescue equipment be deferred 
to arrive not earlier than ·l Augusto Will advise furlher on 15 July reference 
ability to receive. 

25 062.3 GOMMARIA1JAS TO CINCPO,A fJJV INFO ISCOM TI'~OJIM:A , CINGPOA PEARL, DEPCpM 20 AFffiJ\. 
Ref DepCom 20 TS 200443 June CO:MI\W:ZINNAS 210451 June. COMJVIA~IANAS conf • 13er 

01956 1 June 45. Careful .study- indicates ·that with current cti:rectives on air-
craft dispersal a 5th Fighter Grp cannot be accommodated at rwo. If current 
dispersal of 6 plane hardstands at 300 ft be reduced to 6 planes at 200 ft be-
tween groups 5 groups can be stationed I WO •. Would also n~cessita~e. len~~ening 
of .-North Field 1000 ft ·which can be accomplished. ComM.ar~ana.s opl.mon t.h~s 200 
ft dispersal not ... safe due to ·d8.1"D.age in 1 hardstand causing progressive damage 
to adjacent ones. · 318 8 
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26 0351 QlN.CPOA .MJV TO DEPCQ.M 20 I NFO COHGKWPOA , COM~Hlilli .\NAS, I SCOM T>iO. 
• J 

Your 200443. ·Do not concur i..11. movement foiWard of 508th Fighter Group 
f rom OAHU to I WO. Yom~ attention is invited to CIDCPOA serial 066$2 17 
Nov 44, subject A..AF Uni ts for Hawaiian Air Defense. See also C01t,CARIAN.4.8 
250623 which indicates a 5th Fighter Group cannot be accommodated at I WO 
without relaxing current:. dispersal directives which .is not advisable at 
this time. Tl1is also a.nswer8 ComGenPOA 220342. 

26 0435 CINCPAC ADV TO C02r1PHIBSPAC. 

Your 210035 and 212340. In view disadvantages pointed out CGFMFPAC 2l,D229 
and others it appears extremely desirable that headquarters 5thPhibCorps re-
main l~AUI rather than shift to SA.IPAN. 

26 1245 COM3RDFLT TO CINCPAC 1UJV INFO GrF 38, 37, CTG 30,2, 20.5 2 COMSUBP,\C, ALL 
TGC TF 38. 

Request you institute following interdiction plan connection rqr OpPlan 
9-45. During approa.ch TF 38 from LEYTE via CHESS On 6-7 Ju:cy-, during fueling 
vicinity INDEX on B July and during high speed ap·oroach via ESQUIRE on 9 
Ju4r maintain interdiction patrol in V391 and V402 sectors between force and 
Empire. 

On retirement of force to northeastward on ll July and while fueling on 
12 July extend sectors 16 and l2V391 to maximum practical limit doubling as 
necessary to oatrol between force and Empire. 

While fueling on 15 July and again during period 18-20 July maintain same 
procedure as outlined for 12 July. 

Prime mission of interdiction destruction of enemw search planes which 
might contact our surface forces. Schedule above is intent but unforeseen 
delays may occur in whi ch case request interdiction be plalmed to cover move-
ments of force in accordance with basic plan outlines. Dependent on radio 
silence conditions you and interested cormnands ~vill be kept informed of plan 
changes all practicable. 

Insure shore based air commands ful~ briefed on movements of TF 38 
T9' 30.2 and submarine anti-picket sweeps. 

26 1225 COM3RDFLT TO CTGs 30.6,30.8,30.9,Cm,ffiATHON2,CO~~BATDIV _7,CTF 37 & 38/l1UCSON 
KASAAN BAY INFO CTF 93,COI~ill~CH,CINCPAC BOTH,3RDFLT,COMSU'i3PAC,COldSERVPAC, 
COMDESPAC, CO?JAIRPAC, COHMARIA:l~IAS, COJ!F AW 18, 21ST BOMCOM, COMll&ctC:dl;S. 
This is Com3rdFlt OpPlan 9-45. 
A. TG 30 • 2 Radio Deception Group - Capt. Ayrault TUCSON. 
B. TG 30~ 7 ASW Group B Capt"' Perkins - Units as assigried by later d..i..spatch. 
C.., TG 30;8 Logistic Support Group - RAdm Beary - Units as assigned by 

separat e dispatch~ 
1. TG 30.6 ASV! Group A - Capto Montgomery - Units as e:arrently assigned. 

Dv TG 30.9 - Base Service Group - Commo Carter ( unitl relieved by RAdm. Smith) 
Uni ts as assigned current~"' 

E. TG 34.8 Bombardment, Group - RAdril. Sha froth.,. 
1. TU 34.8.1 Bombardment Grp A - RAdm Shafroth- BatDiv 8 less. ALAa~Ul 

Plus SOUTH D.AKOTA r,;UINCY GHICAC'£> DesRon 48 less KIDD plus HEERVU\NN., 
2. TU 34. 8.2 Bombardment Grp B - RAdm Badger - BatDiv 9 I OWA NORrH CAROL-

I NA A.LlillMff..A .\TL~';.NTA DAYTON DesRon 54o 
Fe TF 37 Br iti sh Carrier f or ce - VAdm Rawl ings- Units a s assigned by CINCBPF. 
G. TF 38 Fast Carrier TF . - VAdrn McCain - Units a s ' assigned in my 170017 

modif ied by my 230635. 
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26 1225 COM~RDFLT OP PJ~'1N 2-l:t2 (CONTINUED) • 

Information own and enenw forces as in .ow OpPlan 3-1-~-5 and by separate 
dispatch. 3rdFlt forces not specified in thsi OpPlan support this operation 
by execution of missions assigned in Com,3rdFlt OpPlan 3-45. . 

This Fleet vrhi le_ carrying 9.ut the general mis sion prescribed rrw OpPla.n 
3-45 will attack .japanese naval and air forces 'shipping shipyards and coastal 
and assigned strategic objectives in order to l~ter Japanese ability and 
wiJ~ to resist. 
A. TG 30.2 carry out radio deception in accordance deception plan Annex C 

this OpPla.n. Remain in assigned TGs of 'I£i~ 38 when not on detached decep-
tion duty. 

B. TG 30.7) C6nduct ASN operations as separately directed by Com3rdFlt. 
C. TG 30.8 Provide logistic serVices for TF 38 at sea in accordance SerPlan 1 

which is Annex B this OpPlan.., Employ TG ,30.6 for ASW operations in 
vicinity of TG 30.8 unless otherwise directed by later dispatch. 

D. TG 30.9 Provide .11laXimum Logistic and Repair services to all fleet units 
at all advailce bases, Provide Logistics for Fleet forces in OKINAV/A Area 
as required. 

E. TG 34.8 Operate in assigned groups of TF 38 except when oth€n:wise d.irected. 
Bowbing en~ coastal objectives when specifie~ directed. 

F. TF 37 Conduct air strikes against enell\v objectives as specified in movement 
and attack schedule PJrrnex A this OpPlan or as later directed. 

G. TF 38 Conduct air strikes against enemy objectives as specified in movement 
and attack schedule Aru1exA this OpPlan or as later directed. Furnish cam-
bat air patrol for TG ,31, .• 8 and spotters when directed. 
1 . Sub para ' s JO.., 3 and 4 my OpPlan 3-45 apply .• 
2. This OpPlan effective on receipt . 
,3. All ships be prepared for tovfing and to be towed. 

Logistics and re-oair facilities available in ENTI~'ETOK MARIA.l'JAS LEYTZ and 
OKINAWA. Logistics at sea for TF 38 in accordance ServPlan 1. CINCBPF pro-
vides logistics for TF 37. ._ 

Cormnunieations in accordance vdth USF 70A and PAC 70B (effective 1 Ju~y). 
Use zone ·Z (GCT) time in DTG of all cor.nnnmications. Us e I(-9) time for all 
operations at sea..., Annexes A B and C by serJarate dis}A~tch. Com3rdFlt in 
MISSOURI . . -

26 2310 CINCPOA ADV TO COliGZNPOA INFO CINCAFPAC,CINCPOA ?EARL, COIIGEN TEN. 

UrDis 250256 is partially' answered as , regards ETO liTO units by nwdis · 
250156. Troop requiremerrt s OKINAWA and IE tiHil\iA established by follot.ATing. 
Original phases 1 and 2 your ser ial 00432. ADJUTANT diversions by CINOPOA PEARL 
040106 of May. FRICTION diversions by CINCPOA PEARL 090322 June . FEAF troops 
by Para 2D CINCPAC ADV ser 00056SO. Redeployed special units by para 2C latter 
serial. Round out and balancing troops by para l latter serial. Gen. Feldna'fl 
of CINCPAC AIJV now at OKI NAVJ..t\. 66iff'erring with CG 10 regarding possible ad-
ditional requirement s of whi ch vdl l keep you advised when reporting same to 
CI NCAF?AC. I 

27 0751 COM3Rj)FLT .. rr9 CI].QPP;;.Q..ADV IJ\lFO CTF 3.h..Jb ... CTG .29•11 29.2, CG lO,CTF 39,.CTG3Q.Q 
CTG :30t.2• 

Recommend 0000 GCT l J uly as time date f or withdrawal CTF 31 f rom OIC[NAWA 
Ar ea. If ap})roved f ollo111ring should be pl aced i n ef f -ect at t hat time date: 
A. CG 10 assume responsibi lit y for the defense of OKINAWA including responsi-

bi lity f or the air defense of the forces & shipping pr esent in OKINAl~A 
Area. 
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27 0751 COM3RDFLT TO C!NCPAC ADV INFO CTF' )12 CTF 22, ETC_. (CON'I''D) 

B. Air sea rescue responsibility assumed by CTG 30.5 as prescribed by 
my 190135. 

c. CG 10 (arnploying naval and air forces at his disposal) assuq1e responsibilitl 
for all AS'V1T within area ·bounded by circle of 100 rrdle radius from Point 
BO~O, calling on CTG 30.5 for such additional air assistance as may be 
required. · · 
If this recomxnendation .approved I vYill direct CTF 32 and CTG 30.9 assu.me 

responsibility for tasks now assigned CTF 31 by my OpPlan 6-45. 

2$ 1347 CINCPAC ADV T.O GOJ,1,2RDFLT. 

Yot~ OpPlans 3-45, 6-45 and 9-L~-5 are so i:Yorded that in absence of CTF 31 
the following 3rd.Flt organi~ations ·will remain in the RYUKYUS-EAST CHINA SEA 
Area vd thout any overall command arrangement except through Com3rd.Flt Tvho ·will 
be far afield and often under radio silence. TF 32 VAdn Oldendorf. TF 39 RJ\dm 
Sharp, TG 30.5 Pt..tt'dm Price, TU 30.9.5 CC~,wt. Rhoades. 

While Com3rd.Flt is operating under restnic-Gions of radio silence, all of 
these contrn.a.nders as well as ComBen 10 and CINC PAC will be uncertain as to what 
individual if ~v has the overall authority and responsibility for the coordi-
nation of these varied commands. 

Request you designate a commander to exercise authority over the activities 
mentioned during the period that your ovm attention is concerrtra;tied elsewhere. 

Since all 3 of OpPlans mentioned with their-various changes and modifica-
tions are •Jartially effective, a clarifying order would be helpful. 

Order conforming to your 270751 subpara A and C being issued by CINCPOA 
in separ~0e dispatch. ' 

- Request early reply by OP dispatch. 

28 1348 CINCPOA JJJV TO CG 10 INFO COM3RDFLT ,CTF3l,CTQ99.l,CTU 30.9.5,CTF32,CTG 99.2, 
CTF 32, CTG 30.5. 

Pursuant to my OpPla.n. 4-45 effective 010000 GCT July assume full responsi- · 
bility for defense of captured positions fun the RYUKYUS . This task includes 
responsibility for the air defense of forces ·and \shipping in the OKINA'i'IJA Area 
and responsibility for all ASW operations within 100 miles of Point BOLO. 
In execution of this taSk you a.re authorized t.o call on CTG 30.5 direct for 
additional air assistance when required a11d latter is hereby directed to so 
assist when possible . 

28 1355 CINCAFPAC TO COM?THFLT . TNFO CINCPAC ADV • 

CX 21986 . A number of radiogre ... rns have been passed through the Pacific 
between the War Dept, the CPJ:NA Theater, CTIJCPAC and AFPAC relating to estab-
lishing a su.pply line to the CHINA Coast in the vicinity of FORT BAYJh-qD. The 
latest War Dept radiogram, VJX 22283 dated 25 Jnne, proposes the follo-vring 
general scheme: Load 3 Liberty ships in the u.s. for discharge at FORT BAYARD 
about 15 August. This shipment to be followed aoprox:imately 20 days later by 
2 additional Liberty ships .• War Dept requests our corrunents concerning feasi-
bilitir of nrotection across CHINA SEA and during unloading . Your immediate 
comn1e~ts are requested relative to naval surface proteetionq For your infor-
ma;cion, air cover can be furnished from the PHII.J:PPIUES to the ~t. of range 
if required. Inquiry is being rn.ade of CHINA Theater as to what a~r cover 
can be furnished from that end. 

3191 



29 fJ72.5 COMG:EN TEN 110 CINCBAC ADV INFO CINCPAC PEARL,COMGENPOA,CINCAFPAC,CGAAFPO.A, 
CO::GEN 20 .BOfKCOM, em FEAF 1 ISCOlJI OKIIJAWA,CG T~f) .. F, CO:MAIRPAC. 

, !.- . -

study of aviation ammo and bomb problem this area reveals necessity for 
clarification and adjustment of :.requirements submitted by various agencies. 
Torma.ges indicated appea1# prohibitive from point of vi~r of storage areas 
and beach capacity. Aviation ammo companies and handling equipment needed 
require further analysis. Consider essential ?. single agency responsible for 
coordination a.mmo supply problems among FEAF, Naval ASR and 20 BomCom. Reconr 
mend conference at ear~ date to include all interested agencies. Problem 
acute and requires ir.runediate clarifica.~ion. See also our 270428. 

29 0754 COM7TH!t,LT TO CINCSWPA INFO CINCPAC PJ)V. 

Your 281355 cite .ex 21986. The feasibility of the proposal will naturally 
depend on the grotmd and air situation in CHINA at the time. To obtain .ma.x:iJjlUm 
protection from enemy air and a.lso facilita.te entry it vvill be necessary to 
make final ru.n in d1u•ing d~lmess to at"ri ve and enter at daylight. The size 
and draft o! ships employed should l.,ermit nassage over the bar and traversing 
channel during any stage of the tide.. Adequate surface and A/S orotection 
can be provided. Escort should not remain FOR B1YARD Area during tmloading. 

Would require fighter cover as follows! 
1 . Dawn to dusk on aporo.x:imate direct route from LING.l\YEN between limit s of 

250 and 120 miles from ISLE NAOCHOW. 
2. From dawn following day. off !Sill NAOCHOW. 
3. Cover for retiring escort on reverse track until darl, about 200 miles . 
4. Dawn to dusk during unloading and until .departure. 
5. As in 1 above for return trip . 
Considering enemy air and suicide boat capabilities in the area (even though 
h1UCHOVv is captured and reestablished as an Allied ai-rfield) the operation 
would be hazardous9 Further information desired from the CHINA Theater; 
1 .. Probable Unloading time as nw intelligence indicates this operation would 

be unduly prolonged due agsence docks and adf!quate port nnloading facilitieE 
2. Confirmation no enenzy- or allied nrinefields exist in area. 

29 OS38 CINCPOA JJJV TO COEINCH 1 CNO INFO CINCPAC 1EAR.L,SECNAV, BUSHIPS. 

This su.rnmarizes CINCPAC ser ?005696 of 21 June1 for your pre]j.minary considera-
tion: 
(A) Essential OPI services ·will involve facilities for OLYMPIC capable of trans-
mitting press material from. mobile stations in objective area. to GU .. ,\M for re-
lay ~lest Coast including facilities for radio teletype radio photo and voice 
broadcast,. Transmiss:Lons required from at least 5 points near objective back 
to GUAM. 
(B) Operational communications facilities can in part also meet pres.s require-
ment s if material rJyDis 08'0131 supplied. Necessary ·to provide te:rmi:na.l equip-
ment and operating oersonnel for both voice boradcast and radio photo trans-
rrLi .. ssion in 5 flagships~ " 
(C) Essential you provide at least 1 and preferably .2 or 3 ships as mobile 
radio press relaying and ordtgination ships~ Recommend seaplane tenders BARNEGAT 
(AVP . lO) class be outfitted as described~ ser. 
(D) Limiting dates for program 15 Sept for )ress ships on West Coast and l · 
Sept for radio-photo. Voice broadcast and :radio teletype material and personnel 
End of letter. 

Comment~ r:reneral conditions on OKINAWA then vdll ~oroba.bly be such that 
relaying of press material from that poi nt instead of GUM1I is not :reconunended. 
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30 0513 CINGPAC MJV TO COMGEN 'fEN INFO COl,IGENPOA,CINCPAC Pf~ARL,CG TAF 2CG11£IFPAC COM-
SERVPAC,COMAIRPAC,CGAJ1~fESPAC,ClliCAFPAC,CTU 22•3.8,GTG99.;3,COMSOPAC 2 CGAAFPOA, 
COl~:GEN 20 BOMC01vi, COr~iGEN FEAF ~ IS COM QKI!'{Avv·A. 

Com RYUKYU~ hereby disignated single agency responsible for coordination 
ammo supply all ].<-'1.11d based for,ces operating from RYUKYtlS. Submit recot£unenm-
tion as to date and place for conferffi1Ce suggested your 290725. Concur in 
delegation of. routine logistic_ support to IsCom OKINAWA as in your 2S0S33 • . 

30 0601 CINCPAC JillV TO COH3RDFLT, CUM5THFLT, COM7'rl1FLT, COMJ'::HIBSPAC, GGMIIRPAC, COMSE'HVPAC, 
COiviGEN1:i1~fFPAC INFO COONCH & CNO,lv1ARCORPS.,,CIN9l\FPAC,CG£'r!I &~IY,CIN.QEQ.fLJ:>J$.~, 
COMSOPAC,COMNORPAC,CGFOA 1 GOM~RDPHIBFO.JbCOM5THPHIBFOR,CO!A.7THPHIBFOR,COMGENAAFP01i 
CTF · 96, CG5THPHIBCORPS, CG,\.Illi""lfFPAC, GGSFRVCO:MDFMFPAC, CTF 99 fl 

WARNING. ORDER~ Initiate preparations for operation OLYin:>IC vrith target 
date 1 November E. Long. in accordance concept CINCPOA Joint Staff Study 
serial 00050Sl dated 18 June 194-5. Am.phibious phase of operation 'tdll be 
commanded by Adm. R. A. Spruance USN with Adm R. K. Turner USN commanding 
amnhibious forces and Gen. Walter Krueger, US ~ e·ommanding General 6th 
Army commanding all expedi tiona.ry troops. 

CINCPAC unit.s to be emploj-ed in operation vvill be as outlined in Appendix 
E of referenced CINCPOA Joint staff Study. Type Commanders conc erned submit 
to CINCPAC Adv by 15 July to the fullest extent practicable specific designa-
tions of units to be arnployed. Unit designations not available by 15 Jul;)r 
will be submitted earliest practicable . In designating units indicate person-
nel and both measurement tons and long tons of all cargo involved and mounting 
points. Copies of unit designations should be provided CINCAFPAC,COUGJ~N6r_fH,~RMY 
COM5THJt'LT, COMFHIBSPAC; CINCP 1\.C PEARL, COWilffiiJ1J\JAS, COMJ!A.RGILS, COHGENPOA ~ CTF 99 o 

30 0617 CINCPAC .tillV TO GOMPHIBSPAC CGFMFPAC INFO COM THFHIBFOR ADCO:firiPHIBSPAC ADCOM-
PHIBSPACSUBOriDCOM, C?MPHIBC~P 4, C THARMY, CG2THPHIBCORPS, ClNCPAC PEA.RJ:. 

CGFiv1FPAC 240220. ComPhibsPac 29CJ700 . Hdqtrs 5thPhibCorps will remain 1I..t\UI . 

30 0735 CINCBFF TO ClNCPAC ~~V. 

1. It is expected that a force consisting of IND0}1I'r.A.BLE 3 CVLs 2 Battleships 
2 or 3 CLs and 9 DDs will be available at IL\1\TUS for operations in mid- August . 
2. The scale or operations of which this force is capable is governed by! 

A. The time available. It would be necesse .. ry for them to return to MiL\TUS 
by !<lid September in order to be incorporated in TF 37 in preparation 
for OLYl·IPIC • 

B. LoW.stic SLlpport 'larlicularly with regard to tankers. 
3. Apart from its actual composition the_ 2 considerations referred to in para 
2 above would appear to nreclude the use of this force as a group of TF 38 
in operations against the Japanese rnainlan~d at this time •. 
4. 1 wortmvhile operation within the capability of this force is an attack · 
on the M ,\LAY PENINSULA.. Du.e t-o the considti!rations outlined in :)ara 2 above 
such an oneration could not be sustained but its military effect would be much 
enhanced by its being in phase with SACSEAS impending assault on 1vL4.1AYA. 
5o I have not of course mentioned this to SACSEA but I am sure that anything 
we can do there at that t ,ime would help hirrio 
6. Other alternatives might be the eapture of TRUK which might prove useful 
as a base or o;f l~AlfrlU which seems to be important in assisting food production 
both in AUSTRALIA and NEW ZEALAND. For either operation Australian or Nett'l · 
Zealand trooos would have to be available and this might not ·0rove practicable, 
7. If you a~ee I would like to send a staff officer to your hdqtrs as soon a~ 
convenient, to you with any further details that may be helpful ·to you in de-
ciding on the employment of this fol:'ce. 319 3 -' 
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30 OSll CINCPOA ADV TO CINCSWPA INFO CQli .1 '"1RDFLT, COMA.AF 1JiNILA, COHAF 2• 

Here is brief of Com3rd.Flt current operation orders J-.45,6-45 and 9-l~5 
all of which remain effective during per.iod of current operations. 

JrdFlt 'Will attack Japanese nava~ and air forces, shipping, shipyards 
and coastal objectives, cover and support RYDKYUS Forces and protect air and 
sea camnunications along Central Pacific Axis. 

TF 3S Fast Carrier and TF 37 British Carrier forces conduct air strikes 
and bombardment accordance following schedule. · 
(A) TF 38 departs LEYTE l July proceeds to fueling rendezvous g July and on 

10 July conducts air SVfeeps and strikes against enemy air and air instal-
lations in TO:KYO PLAINS .Area. 

(B) Force retires ru1d about 13 July strikes in northern HONSHU, HOK¥..AIDO ~\rea. 
(C) 14 July force strikes HOKK£\IDO again and bombards KUSHIRO Area.. 
(D) Force retires to rendezvous with TF 37 which will have left 1L1.NUS about 

6 July.'it!iMmcmlmmam 16 July both forces strike in TOKYO PLAINS Area. Re-
peat strikes 17 Ju~ if ordered. Bombard HONSHU Coast between 36-20 N 
and 37-00 N if ordered. 

(E) Both forces retire to E for replenishment at sea. Time and place of sub-
sequent strikes denends on tactical situation. Foregoil1g schedule subject 
to change due weather and tactical developments. Para. 
TGs 30.2, 30.6 and 30.7, 30.8 and 30.9 respectively conduct deception 

missions, carry out ASH operations, and provide logistic support at sea and 
at advanced bases. 

, As TG 30.5 FairWing 1 conducts search and shipping strikes in EAST CHINA 
and YELLOTJT SEAS, around KOREA and off JAP.tU'IT west of 135 E. 

TF 39 conducts minesweeping operations in area 11JillJEAun bounded as 
follows: 26-04 N 124-09 E, 26-l5 N 124-31E, 27-3SN 126-0l E~ 28-20 N 125- 20 E, 
27-00 N 123-50 E,. sw·eeping scheduled to start 5 July at north end of area. 
Ships retire each night to SE. Estin~ted compl etion l August. Suspension of 
operations for logistics replenishment of ships plarmed from 15 to 18 Jul.¥ .. 

TF 32 provides naval cover for RYUI\.rUS and TF 39• CTF 32 is in overall 
command of 3rdFlt forces operating in RYUKYUS, namely TF 32, TF 39, TG 3Q.5 
and units of TG 30.9. 

27 Jl,35 COMPHIBSPAC TO .CINCPAC ADV INFO COM5THFL'r 2 CINCPAO. 

Tentative agreement among FEAF, 5th AF and ComPhibsPa,c on use of Marine 
Air Warning Squadrons for OLYUF.fC has been reached and is now being recommended 
in detail to CG 6th Army. Plan includes following major features. 3 radar 
and fighter director units and 1 eontrol center to gp into western islands 
with 40th Divisiono 4 radar and fighter direction outpost nnits to go on 
small islands to south and southwest.~ of objective" 4 radar and fighter direc-
tion outpost units and 1 control center to go in with 5thPhibCorps. This 
control cerrt.er to cooperate with An.For ASCU to eventually form a · unified con-
trol center similar to the army tactical control center which wil.Jko in vvith 
the 3rd and 7th Attack Forces. Details of equipment recommended are being 
given to 6th Arrrry who will forvward to CI NCAFPAC in accord vvith previous dis-
patches. Total of all M~u"'ine Air vrarning and fighter director units will be 
equivalent of approximately I+ .stand.ard Marine Air Warning Sqdns with perpon-
derance of SPl M and AN/TPS-lB radar plus o~dditional r adio equipment and person-
nel which experience has· shown to be essential to successful oneration. rrhis 
info f or your consider ation and possi ble advance pl anning since believe CINC- · 
AFPAC will · approve and f orv1ard s imi lar r eco.mmenda:b ions a s soon as practicable. 
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CTG 77.2 Dispatches (VAdm _dendorf) 

JANUARY (GCT) 

06 0614 

06 1210 

CTG 77.2 to COM7TH FLEET, ALL INTERESTED IN CURRENT OPEHATIONS SOWESPAC Info CTF 77. ALL TFC's & TGC's 7TH FLEET. 

During operations this forenoon ships received damage from suicide attacks as follows: (A) New Mexico (BB-40) bridge destroyed all communications are out. ComBatDiv 4 in vVES'r VIRGINIA in charge SAN IPABI.A.N Task Groups. No info Admiral Weyler. (B) WALKE (DD-723) plane crashed in after part of bridge into CIC. 10 Killed 25 burned. All guns in local control~ Captain critically injured. (C) A.M. SuMNER (DD-692) hit aft. After magazine flooded. 2 Killed 3 injured. (D) LONG (DMS-12) hit by suicide plane. (E) BROOKS (APD-10) hit by suicide plane. Latter 2 no amplifying reports received as yet as still under attack. (F) R.P. LEAHY (DD-664) hit by plane on both forward guns damage slight. 1 Man superficially injured. New subject: Minesweepers report no mines found as yet in entrance mine fields location but several floating mines. New subject: Suicide Dive Bomber attacks made in determined fashion. Pilots seem to be of high quality and difficult to stop. Group lt,ighter Director Officer states no radar contacts this forenoon all interception being done by visual lookouts with Fighter Director. New Subject: We require considerably more air support. Vfhat we have does not seem adequate at all. We have had 12 ships hit by suicide bombers since 1630 yesterday of which 1 sank and 9 were damaged severly. 

CTG 77.2 to COM THFLT Info CTF ALL TF AND TGC's 7 H FLEET. COM?THFLT PASSED TO COM3RDFLT, COM51W\IHFORC·E, GHQ SOWESPACAREA, CINCPOA, FAR EASTAIRSERVCOM, COMINCH. 
This afternoon following ships hit by suicide bombers. CALIFORNIA (BB-44), AUSTRALIA, ~OUISVILLE (CA-28), LOWRY (DD-770), O'BRIEN (.DD-725), ORCA (AVP-49). This makes 12 ships hit today and a total of 17 since ·1630 yesterday afternoon. LOUISVILLE and AUsrrRALIA have now been hit twice Rear Admiral Chandler painfully and seriously burned. Command CruDiv 4 now temporarily in PORTLAND. RAdm Weyler safe. Consider need of additional air power urgent and vital. Our CVE's entirely inadequate providing air cover. fapanese suicide dive bombers seem able attack without much interference owing radar difficulties affecting all ships in LYNGAYEN GULF area. Airborne radar rarely makes contact with planes. Believe in addition that all fields small as well as large near LYNGAYEN area must be continuously bombed and maintained neutralized. Enemy 
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06 1210 

06 1911 

07 1242 

Continued: 

attacks heaviest morning and evening especially 
around 1700. Additional damage my seriously and 
adversely affect this as well as important subsequent 
operations. More damage may invite action with the 
Japanese Fleet with which this Command is becoming 
progressively less prepared. Should suicide bombers 

. attack transports results might be disasterous. 
Recommend 5th Air Force be informed seriousness 
situation and need more air support. Recommend 
Jrd Fleet be ordered this area immediately provide 
additional air and surface cover urgently needed. 
Consider this matter of such serious import as to 
warrant immediate reconsideration present plans. 

CTG 77.2 to COM7THFLT 
COI~ND~S TH FLEET. 

OMFAREAST PIR FORCES 

TOP SECRET. My 061210 add 2 ships not previously 
reported. (A) COLill~BIA hit twice. 1st plane struck 
antenna damage negligible. 2nd Hit main deck penetrated 
to sea. Turret 4 out permanently, turret 3 out due 
PON I TCPRTAGET . .1.ND oil flooding. Steering engine out 
of commission. Now steering with engines casualties 
about 20 dead and 20 were critically wounded. (B) 
NEWCOMB damaged by straffing near miss ZEKE crashed. 
Mark 4 radar damaged beyond repair. Many minor holes 
in bridge structure and after deck house. Casualties 
1 dead, 1 missing, !critically wounded, 10 slightly 
wounded. New subject: CTU 77.4.1 reports one Lilly 
DES O:MBMEBDXD no tail gunner and quantity of hits 
absorbed. DNOICJPEEK self sealing tanks and 
substantial armor. Believed to be a suicider. 

CTG 77.2 to COM7THFLT, ALL COMAIR NOR SOLS Info 
CTF 77, .ALL TF AND TG COMl/u~NDERS 7TH FLET AND 3RDFLT, 
CINCPAC, CINCSWPAC, COIVliNCH, COIJIAAF, CO.AAF 5. COM 30 
BOMTNING. 

TOP SECRET - Todays operations went off on schedule with very sl1ght air opposition. No attacks were made on 
this Force until 1840 when P~ffiR (DMS-5) Was bombed 
and sunk. Reason no attacks obscure but most probably 
stepped up counter air activity by Blue Forces. 
Comments on todays operations report in separate dispatch. 



07 1257 

07 1536 

08 0104 

CTG 77.2 to COM7THFLT Info CTF 77, ALL TF AND TG 
COMDRS 3RD AND 7TH FLEETS, CINCPAC, CINCSWPA, COMINCH, COMFEAF, COivlAF 5, COM 310 BOMBWING, COMAAF. 
Since my last report additional info has been received concerning damage to ships. (A) SOUTHARD (DMS-10) hit by suicide bomber. Is operative but requires repairs. (B) BROOKS (APD-10) hit by suicide bomber. Taken under tow and now in hands of slavage party and anchored 
off SANTAAGG ISL.t"ND. (C) APACHE (ATF-67) hit by 
suicide dive bomber and suffered failure of number 4 propulsion armature and some small damage incident thereto. (D) MI~illEAPOLIS (CA-36) superficially damaged suicide bomber near miss. SK radar and some antennae out. (E) PALMER (DMS-6) hit by bomber and 
sunk today. This brings the total of all ships 
sunk or damaged since arrival at LINGAYEN to 20 ships. The O~KANEY BAY (CVE-79} sunk, the MANILA BAY (CVE-61} slightly damaged. The SAVO ISLAND (CVE-78) superficially damaged. The HELM (DD-388} superficially damaged 
and the STAFFORD (DE-411} heavily damaged before arrival LINGAYEN GULF. Bring the grand total of 25 ships sunk or damaged in present operations up to 1900 I (-9) January 7th. 

CTG 77.2 to COM7THFLT, ALL COlv.LA.IHSUNDER CONLAIR NOH 
SO SOLS Info CTF 77, ALL TF AND 'rG COMDRS 3RD AND tTH FLTS, CINSV~A, CINCPAC, COMINCH, COMFAR EASTERN A R FORCE, COMAF 5 AND 13, COM 310 BOMBWllqG, COM ALLIED AIR FORCE. 

Strong evidently suicide planes equipped to stand pheonomenal punishment. In 1 of yesterdays attacks 
a Frances advanced 2000 yards at 25 foot altitude 
against a most concentrated and accurate fire from 
all calibers of AA before crashing. A current practice is for Fast planes to come in flying so low as to leave wake from propeller wash, then, by 
banking climb to collide with ships superstructure. 
They generally come on from the sun or from a land 
background suitable to their camouflage. Few high altitude attacks were noted. New subject: Could 
these planes which attacked Task Group 77.2 so 
effectively FS 6 January have been carrier based 
.AIHCRAFT theCOLUMBIA reported roughly tracking 1 of these pilots from out latitude 15 degrees longitude 118 degrees. 

CTG 77.2 to COM7THFLT, Info CINCPAC, CINCSWPA, COMINCH, COl'llFEAF, GOMAAF, CTF 77, COI\!UiF 5, 310 BONJB~VING, ALL 
TF & TG COMDRS 3RD AND 7TH FLEETS. 
TOP SECRET. 2 Suicide attacks made on damaged AUSTRALIA 
about 0720 I(-9) today. 1st Plane shot down close aboard, 2nd A Dinah hit port side. Ship holed near line, steering from aft, AA Battery now reduced to 
~arrying out bombardment mission. Attacks were conventional high altitude 45 degree glide. 



07 2046 
);.--

CTG 77. 2 to COJ\( 7THFLT, _ALL COE/\IRS U:NDER COI IAIR NOR 30L3 
Info CTF 77, /1-LL TF & TG CQ}t])RS 3RD & 7TH 1i'L'I13, CIEC_p ii._C 
CINC3 '. JPA 2 CO MINCH, COJ JF ARElillT_.\IRFORCS, COT~AI:RFORCE 5, 
310 BOI·~:H,;I:NG, COJ.~ALLI~D AIR FORCE. 

Conducted bombardment of landing areas this afternoon, 
continued mine sweeping, made inspection of beach ap-
proach areas with underwater teams and continued air 
strikes with carrier based aircraft. No air opposition 
was encountered until a bout late afternoon vvhen PALL'2!::R 
(DivT 5) was sunk. Slight enemy opposition to blue 
bombardment was noted, slight opposition was encountered 
by underwater teams this opposition being mostly from 
snipers. Direct air support furnished smoothly with-
out opposition. Report follows: (A) Bombardment. As 
a general thing suitable targets were conspicious by 
their absence. Enemy guns were engaged on ridge in 
1173, and in areas 1468, 1366. 1~~ fire was noted from 

·vicinity church in 9731 B. Direct hits noted on road 
in area 1451, several buildings damaged or bu'rned. 
Also destroyed medium calibre guns in area 0646 N, 
damaged AA battery in 1249 N near ridge, a single 
Howitzer or mortar not definitely located but believed 
northeast of RABFA opened fire. Shortage of spotting 
planes from AUSTRALIA and 3HROPS3IRE prevented com-
pletion scheduled FGRBJ. Above is brief surrrrnary of 
firing ships reports which indicate very few important 
targets have as yet been located. (B) Kinesweeping 
area :I:SXOLTA , BOULEVJffiD, F'~ ND10TT, .AFCIIOR, SHACKLE, 
THI3TLE (may be THINBL~) and PIG were completed. 
All others well ahead of schedule and will be com-
pleted early tomorrow morning ( 8 Jan). iu~LEE only 2 
mines repo~ted. No controlled mines of any type dis-
covered anywhere. (C) Direct air support. Tug hit 
by 4 rockets and strafed, J~:3 o Dm,::1.8 A33 heavy guns 
in target areas 0820 OICH:IV·3 certain results. 20 
trucks destroyed in vicinity target area 0500; nil 
AA in SJJ.}J FERN.A .. NTIO; ammo dumps and gun emplacements 
in target area 0000 hit ~;v i th excellent results; ammo 
truck destroyed target area 2563; 4 hits on barraclcs 
in 3 A.N PYRU03; 2 direct hits on boat in te;,r get area 
6783; fires started in buildings in target area 0875/T 
and 0975 F and rocket and bomb hits on railroad in 
same areas; fired several buildings in target area 2075 
'il. Enemy troop movements southward vicinity RCS_illiO. 
Boats in vicinity of damaged submarine hit JU11Q~O fire 
started. Totals for day planes used 61 VF, 68 VT. 
20 in direct support and 4 special missions. 19 tons 
100 pound bombs 30 tons 500 pound bombs 178 rockets 
expended. Lost 1 VT. Results today much better than 
yesterday. (D) Underwater team reports forwarded by 
separate despatches. New subject. Read Admiral 
Theodore Eds on Chandler ComCruDiv 4 passed away at 
1750/1 7 J anua ry as a result of injuries and burns 
suf fered during suicide bomber attack preceding day. 
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08 0956 

07 0837 

CTG 77.2 to cor.~:?THFLT, Info TF & r:rG COivTIRS 3 AliD 7 
FLTS, GI NCS /.fPJl. , CII CPAC, C01 ~IFCH , COrtP.T~_AFPCOMAF 5, 
COI,'l 310 BOI.:B lll\TG _COr/IAAF . 

This is Top Secret. Both planes which made suicide 
attacks on AU3TR!\ .. LI /\.. this morning were Dinahs. New 
subject: My 071536 statement COLUJIBIA tracked one of 
these pilots in error. Val which crashed COLUEBIA 
at 1730/06 cont a ined Japanese pencil diagram entitled 
"Diagram for route of a ircraft carrier attack and 
_2ns i ~n (or §econd Lieutenant) I T/IllX.''. Plane take off 
indicated a t unknown tine and place on course 060 
speed 200 knots then at 1900 ~ha nge course to 150 
degrees speed 110 knots ~TA at target 1925. Course 
of targe t shov1n as 090 degrees speed 13 Rnots. Comrr;.ent 
assumine diarram drawn to scale and plane carrier 
borne su.arest launch vias made forward 2 hours. Bomb 
was 800 kilopr am type 9911 080 mad e from 16 inch shell 
and understood to be strictly navy type. Rew subject: 
-·,'eather conditions 1515 \1 and 340 degrees true 11 
knots. Barometer 29.90 s teady. Cunulus J/lOths the 
base 2000. ~]ea smooth. Location s outhern end LI I'TGAYJ:N 
GULF. 

CTG 77. 2 to COT :?TITFl sT , CTF 77, .tiLL TF & TG COl fiRS 
3RD & 7TH FLTS, CINSP_ C, ClFCS;.'•JPA, CCl'riJ'~CH, COT'CFlL-q 
E_'\.::;T "_I 3. FORC--:s, SO~: A"D'5, COli 310 ROI~B'liNG, cor~ 
ALLI~~ ~IR FORC~. 

Report of operations for LING_·~Y~lJ GULF Groups for 
6 January follows: Bombardments of S.~NTI.AGO I3L.\ND 
FORO POINT completed. During afternoon Task Group 
penetrated distance of 20 miles into Gulf to support 
Minesweepers under .attack and to conduct any bomb-
ardment feasible. A bombardment of about 1/2 hours 
duration of AHINGAY-BAPA.JYG Area was effected. During 
bombardment and. upon retireEent from the Gulf the 
Group was subjected to an intense and prolonged 
suicide bombing attack in which C..L'~LIFORNIA, AU3TRALIA, 
LOUISVILLE, COLtn.:BIA were heavily damaged as reported 
my 061210. Para. Specific discussion of eacn operation 
follows: C'\. ) SANTIAGO I 3L~U:JD . Few important or 
worthwhile targets were observed in this area. Firing 
was therefore limited to those targets only and 
to a considerable amount of small shipping in 
passage between J fJ:IT IAGO ISL1 ND and 1~.:ainland. (B) 
FORO POll~. All targets were well covered. Some 
counter battery fire necessary and enemy ceased 
firing. Heavily da1aaged storages, heavy Ack j\.._ck, 
and reported 155 rom gun position. (C) ARINGAY-BJ1..P.t'iNG 
Area. Fire in t h i s area was d irected largely at enemy 
forces which were moving east on road in areas 0783, 
0883, and 0483 towards the mountains. Troops were 
also noted moving north in areas 0781 and 0782. 



07 0837 CTG 77.2 to C01£7THFLT Info CTF 77 etc.(Continued) 
These troops included many veh icles and horse 
drawn heavy field pieces. The heavy suicide attacks made on our ships coincided 'Ni t h t h is movement. 
Results achieved indicate l::X:OYNELPLI OIILEH 
OOF _LJRFXT\TY~K (D) Uinesweeping conducted in all areas. 
~4ll results ne gative to date except 1 mine found in area. Severa l floatinf, mines were d iscovered. Operations CO_ 3 ','J:I TBAYXHLCNP D '}li JI-1. HOVEY ( DHS-11) , LONG ( DHS-12) , SOUTHA."RD ( DI:~S-10) and BROOKS (APD-10) were hit by 
suicide bombers. HOVEY and LO NG have since sunk. 
{E) support aircraft. Expended 45 tons bombs, 492 Rockets with no losses. Results: Fired or damaged 
several FDT, ALINGAY~N BEY Railroad Bridge knocked 
out for 3b hours. Destroyed 1 Railway locomotive this area. Destroyed 1 aircraft on ground, 1 in air. 
Destroyed ammo dump 8624 B, 4 buildings probably 
barracks in 9239 and 9240. ~xtensive reconnaissance failed reveal any targets as provided by . advnaced 
intelligence. No coastal guns located. (IP) Fighter 
direction. Destroyed 15 enemy aircraft airborne at 
least 9 of which were by visual fi &~ter direction. 
Para. New subject: Correction my 060614. Last paragraph changed O BUCI\~ . "SLCBAVE had 11 ships IL by suicide 
bombers since 1630 yesterday, of whic~9 were damaged severely". Para. Correct my 060557. 1st paragraph, 
4th sentence change to read "L1inesweeping Group CAP 
about dawn destroyed 1 plane". Para. New subject: 
~ ~ather conditions 1400/1 ~ind 120 degrees true 
8 knbts. Barometer 29.86 falling slowly barometer 
change 6 hours 1/10 inch. Alto Stratus clouds 8/10 
Base 9000 feet. Sea smooth moderate IE 1.10RI\ I NGS 
ATXNO 01\ffi • 
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10 06hO NINC FDA to COHINCH. 

NIEITZ to KING. Para One. Inunediately upon receipt of JCS 032140 and 
032141 I sent my 050228 to General MacArthur. His 090526 passed to you 

. stated his inability to absent himself from his canpai.gn at this time and 
proposed conference here 1vith General Sutherland and other key staff 
officers. My 09ll55 concurred and conference vdll commence GUAM: thirteenth.· 
The coordination of planning and preparations directed by the Joint Chiefs 
o~ Staff will be arranged with General MacArthur as expeditiously as pos-
s~b1e. Para Two. Desire defer reply to paragraphs your 091921 concerning 
flag assignments until me.jor concepts have been clarified in the exploratory 
conference here follovred by a nersonal conference vd th General MacArthur 
for which I will proceed to MANILA; rather than forego the advantages of 
a personal conference. 

12 1215 CINC P A.C TO COMINCH INFO COBFIFTHFLEET. 

:r; ILITZ TO KING INFO snRUANCE. Sherman has just returned from brief confer-
ences at OiriNA'VYA vdth S')ruance and later with Turner and Buckner. The fol-
lowing is his estimate based on their opinions and his own observations and 
inroressions. Para. There are· 62,500 enemy tr'oo,.,s in southern OKINN1A 1000 
in northern OKINI\YTA and 2500 on IE SHDtl\. This does not include the large 
numbers able bodied civilians who have been drafted as laborers. Troops in 
south include J a9anese 24th Di v at "1ra.ctically full strength and 62nd at 
about 7500 due to casualties inflicted.by uso 1~so 4l~h and 15th Indeuendent 
Mixed Brigades. Enemy is strong in artillery and his artillery fire is said 
to be most effective eXDerienced by us in the Pacific. Buckner is nroceeding 
methodically and effectively to nenetrate and pinch off the extreme~ strong 
and cleverly pre-,)ared J ananese defenses and is using all the field artillery 
naval gunfire and air supnort available. Lowest responsible estimate for 
overcoming organized resistance is 30 days from now· and this is probably -· 
optimistic. 77th will capture Ll SHIL1:A this week and then move into OKIN.M~rA 
to join Hodge. Prior to landing of the 27th Div the Japanese had more troo~ 
in the line than did the 24th Cor's. Para. Thru 10 April unloading over 
the HAGUCHI beaches though hamnered by bad weather totalled 593,499 measured 
ton~ nlus 206,136 short tons which is twice the corresponding SAIPA:t-.r figures 
Some airfield sites are disapnointing but-the overall development can exceed 
initial plans. Thorough reconnaissance being initiated. Para. Morale is 
high and Buckner, Hodge and Geiger all wish to rehabilitate troops on OKI 
NAWA. THis will be ordered. Turner rates Buclmer very high and wishes to 
work with him in the invasion. Para. 2 Marine Air Groups are ashore but 
KADENA will be inoperative in wet weather until Marston mat is laid. Air 
evacuation inaugurated and functioning well. :?ara. s·')ruance and Turner both 
point out need to move int9 Pacific all. available destroyer and escort ty')es 
because of losses being exnerienced and exnected to continue from suiciders 
who '1ick off the screen and pickers. The feeling is that our ships can out-
last Jan sui ciders but we will need all the screen we can get in the next 
.few months. Para. iVe are in <:t fight which will be hard until the Jananese 
run out of the means for continuing mass suicide attacks but there is no 
doubt that our shirys can take it. Our defensive organization and teamwork 
between shins and aircraft and our antiaircraft gunnery is imnroving. The 
enemy skill is deteriorating ra~idly. nara. There is general agreement that 
we c1nnot seize any nosition northeast of OKINA:UA. tmtil. the su0uly of sui-
ciders is greatly reduced. 



11 0002 CIJJCP C .WV to CO ~+B.Qli. 

NI HITZ TO KI.rG. Following message received over Telecon conference cir-
cuit by !n:ajor Gen Leavey my s ta.ff in GU;~'" from r,1ajor Gen Lutes I T..~ ASF in 
rlashington" 11Gen '.ac1rthur has rer._uest. ed 150 LSTs for use in M.oving sun-
lies fon'\Tard from rear area s t o PHI T_J ?PIN-:£8 . LSTs e.re needed because norts 

are so da.TTta.ged t.hat Liberty shi·1s carmot be discharged now and are not 
ava.ilable. I t is understood that 133 LSTs under Navy control· are novr pro-
ceeding North on ''Jest Coast United States. General Somervell requests that 
you -1ersonally urge Admiral Nimitz to divert 150 LSTs to s:VPA or as many 
as now practicable. In addition to LSTs Hacil.rthu.r has asked for 150 LCTs. 
R."ld 11 • This question v;it s 'Jreviously raised in ~ -TacLrthur' s 281614 to which 
I re lied in my 300243. Request following reoly be delivered to ~Jar Dept 
f'or Gen Som'e'PV'ell from Cinc_0ac/Cinc·'Joa • . rrAll LSTs and LCTs now assigned 
to roA are required for o?erations -vrhich have been ordered b~r the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff. No nort ion of this number can be made available to CINCS:'JPJ 
without curtailing necessary assault llft for these operations or J.::,he move-
ment of garrison t.mits and equ:i:ryment essential for the early implementatton 
of the functions for which these new bases are acquired11 • Suggest that Wa:r 
Dept agencies be requested to make future reuresent~.tions of this nature to 
Cominch or to Cincpoa rather than to members of ~V staff. 

ll 2045 COMIMCH to __ CINCP "1C. 

IITNG TO NTIJITZ EYES ONI.Y. I consider it important that you be told that 
Joint Chiefs of staff will soon discuss with the President the general 
strategy for the ultimate defeat of JAPAN along f.ollowing lines. There 
are two general alternatives first encirclement (siege or blockade) second· 
invasion (assault). It is apparent that both alternatives have their merits 
and demerits. fl_ third method is to proceed ¥lith "encirclement" while ryre-
ryaring fully for "invasion" in which case encirclement can be expected to 
facilitate invasion. 
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13 2346 CIFCPAC .~illV to COHINCH. 

NnfiTZ TO IGNG ONLY. Lieut Gen Sutherland and uarty including C:renera~ 
Kenney arrived afternoon 13th and I held an initial conference in the eve- · 
ning vdth only Sutherland, Chamberlain, McMorris and Shennan present. Para.. 
General MacJ'..rthur 1 s idea as ex·?ressed· by Sutherland is as soon as possible 
to take command (operational control as~well as administrative and logistic) 
of all Ar.my forces throughout the Pacific including the garrisons of the 
shore oositions in the Pacific Ocean L~eas. Sutherland advanced the view 
that all our nrevious coroJ118Xld arrangements had been nunsatisfactoryn and 
that unity of comroand was an un-vvorkable 11shibboleth". He further stated 
that in future (_post ICEBERG) no Army troops would be allowed to serve 
under an Admiral. He was infor.rned that unity of co111111and in the ?acific Ocean 
Areas had gotten us through our neriod of adversity had moved us to the 
inner anproaches of JAP.AN and was the only feasible arrangement for onera.ting 
and defending an area ~nd coordinating area raatters. Para. I expect to re-
linquish to IEacP..rthur the ooerational control of the disnosable assault t 
troops and other ~~ units as they are released from onerations to be ryre-
1;ared for further onerations and it is clear that he vdll assume admini-
strative and logistic control and responsibility. However the essential 
garrisons of all nositions in the Pacific Ocean Areas must remain under my 
oDer2.tional control as long ·as I am responsible for those areas. Abolition 
of unity of command in the subareas and outlying islands would produce 
chaos and would retard the ,rosecution.of the war. I shall not therefore 
accede now to his assuming operational control of Army forces ground air or 
service which are essential to .the defense and fmctioning of the Pacific 
Ocean Areas. This is in accordance v1ith my understand:ing of oaragraph 6 o! 
JCS 032140. Para. It ap~1ears that MacArthur expects to take over the RYVKYUS 
and Kefl..ney ex::>ects to take over air onerations in the RYUKYUS. Para. Suther-
land indicated that HacArthur exnects to be able with difficulty to mount 
and su1ryort an assau~t on KYUSHU in November. The Fleet will of course be 
ready if the enemy air force is overcome by that time. Para. The foregoing 
is to kee:p you nersonally informed. Discussions vrill continue t9day on the 
Chief of Staff level and I will inform you daily of orogress made. 

11.~ 1633 GOMINCH 1\.ND CNO TO CINCPOA ADV. 

KING 'TO NllliTZ. · I am in com:.Jlete agreement with your views expressed 
in your 132346. 

Jl,. 2242 CIFCPAC/JJINCPO)~ lUJV H: TO 

NI:ITT~ TO KING ONLY~ Nfy 132346" Conferences continued on staff level~ De-
tcdled Droposals were nk:'.de by I~enny for moving 5th Air F'orce into O'F'IKi\VlA 
to operate under his directj on and by ~'iutherland for rtinCS:fP_; to take com-
mDnd of RYUKYUS because of his uparamount interest 11 in the RYUKYUS as the 
a..e"d.s of C:LdV2vnce into J_~P/U\T .. Our needs for naval and air bases and for co-
ordination of naval and e~ir bases ~~nd for coordination of naval anct air 
at tc:tcks on J . ~: .';...; in con.?_;ested a ""'8.~1.8 during naval end arrnhibious phi.:.ses of 
invasion were stress0~L~ .?ara . The pro''~Osal to ::na1\e the ex--:>erienced a.'Yld ef-
fective 5th Jdr Force ave.ilc:tble to ex.ploit fully the poterltial airbase 
capP.city o.f the RYU!~IUS is sotmd. T::'le ;tuestion of Ar.rrJY e.ir contrr.and is a 
comDlex one w.d· I sh:<L1 m~ce no comnri.tt:rnents for the ''~resent ., ·.v-ould ap-
pre~iate yottr a_p~ra~s~,.l o.f this r'j_uestion ,=ts I do not knovr the '.1·ar DeDart-
nent r s i :1t entions -::.s to 'JJles status under the ne1:f directive ~ ?ara. ':::enta-
tive .--,19•11 is for CinC.S' r?.'\ to send over his draft of strate2~ic , lan fo13 2 Q l 
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OIJY~"IC after vrhich rrw Jlanners 1·rill rodr'lft and revise ,:rith resnect to 
naval and a.rrnhibious rnatters and then Jroceed ··.lrrJ _t·-.. for ne:xt nlc:mnin6 
conference. Tl:ere is general agreement as to conce )t of invasion operations 
although idee.s '?..S to C01Iilllal1d relatio:1shins vall need to be resolved. Para • 
.. .m i.l'"!teresting sideli,3ht is that Suthorl2nd says :1aci rthur will lc .. nd in 
r~1JSHU about D _Jlus 3 stay a, short time and then return to ~-t-IILA until 
tin.e for the HC!ISHU lr::nding. 

The 2~.?~. conferees todc.y ore'Jared and submitted J. 2:·)er y;h.:lch in effect 
pro_.,osed that q_uote locc;}j_ties be tr2nsferred \·rithout delay unquote ap-
·Jarently referring to RYlEITUS and other shore l"Jositions r·rhere J\.r:tny troops 
predominate, th~t after O~IT~~A-'JA and I~ SHD-1·~ have been captured the Arm.y 
Air Forces in J.YUYYUS ~ass to comrna.nd of CITJCAii'"').~~c c;•.nd that CIHCP.' .. C asst.une 
o~erational control and resryonsibility for naval o~erations in ST~A. Since 
these ide0.s vrere cons1.1I'1ing valuable time <:l.nd dele.ying constructive ·Jlanning 
I authorized ?':c: .. orris to inform Sutherland in Kriting as follmvs quote Para 
1. It is higlily im901~ant that the conferees ~roceed as soon as Dossible to 
arrange the method, ti..rne, and ~lace for coordination of the invasion 'Jlan- · 
nin2: and ryreDarations directed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. This is neces-
sary in order that the naval comrw.nd organization for plan..11ing and conduct.;. 
ing the· naval and arrnhibious stages uay be established and conunence to 
function. Para 2. The follo:iJin3: info5'1.ation is furnj shed concerning the in-
tentions of the Co~ lLL?.nder in Chief, Pacific Oce:m ~ reas, in order that our 
conferences rnay be ex-..,edited: (:l.) Ee V·'ill not at this t:iJ'le transfer any i..'ll-
')Ort1.nt shore c"lositions from the ?acific Oce0n .\reas to the Southvwst 
nacifj c u-ea. (3) Fe 1Till not c.t this time r~linquish O"'Jerational control 
of any .:ITmy forces, ~round, [' ir or service, now m:.der his control, which he· 
considers essential to the functioning, develonmcmt or defense of the nci-
fic Ocean :-:.reas or to the success of oDera:tions 1·rhich the Joint Chiefs of 
('ltaff have or· 1"1.."\Y direct him to conduct. (C) H? vrill exercise o·1erationc.l 
control over the mR.jor forces assi~ed to O')erate frorn shore )Osittons in 
the P&.cific Ocean ~\reas imle·ss otherwise directed b;y- the Joint Chiefs of 
str..ff. (D) L.e \".-ill retain the coordinating authority over logistic matters 
c;iven him by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and recognized by the menor':l.ndum of 
the Chief of Staff. US Amy, dated 26 ~:arch 1945 (JCS 1259). (J:) He viill 
not assLune direct control of naval forces involved li1 the amphibious phases 
of operations directed to be conducted by the CINCS~fPA . He will provide 
naval cover for such operations and will allocate naval forces for direct 
!artici ,..,at ion under c:-~TCS I;> A. Dara 3. The "'Josition taken in ara 2 is in 
com lete accord with the directive of ."!CS 032140. Unquo:~e. Later after 
further discussion during 1·rhich it vras urged by _:cHorris and Sherman that 
the conferees exr edite consideration of ·ways q_nd means for, planning £~nd pre-
arations for inve .. sions I authorized ~·lcHorris to submit another mer:rtorCJndum 

as foll01irs.t1Quote.''In C1111'Jlification of subnaragraph 2(C) of my earli~r 
mernorandt.oo of 15 ~~pril, the Com.m'1nder in Chief, Pacific Ocean Areas will be 
~'":lre'Jared to reconsider th<?.t sub?.~ragraph after the completion of the IC3BS1.C 
Operation or vrl en a ·firm directive is received for the OLYI ~rc OY')erati on. '1 
U~quote.'l The Si;[? 11

: conferees were assured th?.t the 6 -l.my Divisions in POA 
Dlus other ,!J~ssau.lt g~rrison and service units vrould be nassed t.o CINC~~;")_'\.C' S 
o 1erational control as ranidly as they. co~c,.._be disengq,ged from )res~~2n 
e;n•)loy.r.n.ent. )ar~ co It. nm1 a:ry)e':lrs that -che u,~PA a.rt\r '~:rJ.ll.leav~ at lb0800i'1 Very little use:ul dJ.scu.ssl.on 11ns tt1k~n olr,ce conc8'f'nlnp J.nvasJ.on ~l-1-ns -
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and nre'Jarations and the .s:·n)A pnrty was apDarently not )repared for such 
discussion. 

:.-'0'1 KII'TG ~:·cn·~HUR,,SP:_rJ~'\JITC.~,_.B\LSEL_KIJ.'"Kfi~ID _\l'ill__'r_G'En,E. CP~UANC-2. JJ:J··OR1f 
nuCKF 0

• ''}ill ~L'liil ~l 'S \P ·aopqrr_r(~. In order to ex Jedite "Jlans and )re-)ara-
tions for OLY'·T-IC it. is rrW-res-ent· intention as soon as the ca ture of 
0 ITF Vv \ and I~ SHI'~..:\ is com·)leted to have s- ruance ~d Turner and necessary 
staff establish Jlanninu he.;;,dquarters ::!.t GU!lJ: inifdally and lan for OLYlPIC, 
I· alsey to take over the fleet in the conbat 1.rea. 

17 1504 CfJJ:r·TdH n. CNO ~ro CT 7C,_,Q~fl- IJV .. - Your 16025h is hereby ap roved. 
16 Cf134 cr1 CP~iC .11DV TO co~. 

1~1~1ITZ TO KIIJG ONLY. ltfter arrival in :>acific Gener a l Vandergrift req_uested 
my Jerm.issiollto vlsit OKGJ11 ! • His desire as head of the H::;.rine Corns is 
to disnlay his deen interest in the 'ersonnel engaged in active combat and 
to encourage cmd cheer them by his ... resence. He e.lso Hished to talk vith 
Geiger on general :-arine Cor''JS matters. Had a s:Uular reouest occurred in 
the r:o Jr~ \ car:l.")aign ·r:here the tro01)S en~cged TJere 11 !'.!arine I should 
l•9ve g-.canted it. In this instcnce I have considered it advisable to deny 
it. Vandergrift is of o. :·1i ~her ·rade than Lt. GBn. Buckner vrho is conducti.'flg 
the land cam 'aign ~nd the ·majority of the troo s engP,ged are Army. If 
Vandererjft is ryer:,itted to ~o to the front during active o·'Jerations it vrill 
be rl_ifficult if not irrnossible to refuse a similar re'luest thCJ.t is sure to 
be fortl co111i.n-· from Ricnardson ?nc~. doubtless otbers. Ey experience has 
sho''m tnat visits o:.: t1..,is character v.rhile immeri.i")tely 11el Y)ful to the no~ale 
o" sorr1e of.' the forces involved fren_uen ·ly lead to subsequent criticj_sms 
and invidious comp~isons of the organizations artici !atin~ · :L'rl the cr.:-!.ffi"~aign. 
The net rem.1lt has been harmful rather th :tn hel --ful. This information is 
fu.rnished .. "OU in order tl at you may be inforro .. ecl if thi,s or sixnilar action 
f11'1V later be brou,...J1t to your attention. V<:lllder~rift ".rill re::'1C.in here for 
severJ. d .,:rs ~nd i:~ ·there a.re co .. siderat ions ~ r d_c}"' I 11a;:r not ha."'re tal-c en 
into L.ccount th0.t co, use :rou to believe th:'.t m:r decision should be chane;ed 
:9lec-se n.dvise. 

; ... r 1icho: dson has r.·equested rny concurrence in 
his -,roceeding to - '-,.IJ, . for :?. cofl.i'erence re•:_uested b:r 'TOtl. I consider it 
'referable that vour conferences vrith the J.rmy conrn.anders now a.ssi ' ... 1ed to 
the .Jacific · Oce~.n ~ rcas and uy conferences rrith t e n...,val corruw.nders nm·: 
assi r;ped t·o the Couth :est Pacif: c _Lrea be deferred until you otr d I he. re 
con.i'err~d c?.s ·)ro·)osed in my 050228 3l1d have discussed thr-:: - rocedures for 
transfer of com.r:v1nd ·m.rsuant to Joint Chiefs of Staff 03211J-0 (.:J.'TIC 6'2773) 
.:md the schedule cor.tte.rn·-,lated by Cominch 062116. 
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1rr J:TZ ~C ~~Tr~, I~ PO ~--LS -.:;y SPl.UiiTCE_ '::'0~~1§. 'J:he ---ri.t--nary ryurnose of the 
1rrr;.r:o oJera.tion is to get more airfield ca:)1acity as soon as .,ossible. I 
am nsJdng fuD_ nrenarations to conduct it 1Iith tc,re:et dt.te 16 June. Hean-
'lhile thorou$ ground reconnaissance of OEIJTA. ;:~ e_nd I:I: SFI:~.~ is beL'1g con-
ducted to deterr11ine airfield notentialities of those islands •. After all 
date. is available as to c.irfield sites construction forces and c ombat air 
for~~es firm decision C'l.l1 be :"1ade bet""een canture of I'':IY.\KC and concent r a-
tion of all resources on development of OKI3\ ~ \ and I3 ::.Ire 'J\. The latter 
course if feasible v,1ill conserve combatant shi')s and aircraft as ~rell as 
froo')S '"tnd shi)'IJin~ for use later in y ear r-tnd ·p·ill deuloy additional air 
forces sooner th01 .. 1,'7h in sorne1.Yhat sn1:lller ntunbers. ?repar.s.tions being Jnade 
·for ~n~'~\0 i'jill facilit8..te acceler~_ted development OI~nr:-.:~ if sites c.nd 
unloCJ.ding ca';acity '1ermits . ~'ill keep ''OU advised. The KIKAI O")eration is 
a sm~ler one and need not take nlace until ai::. forces fron OKI rA~JA control 
t he air in its vtcinity. 

Your 162023. (A) I favor retention of the organizations of the Navy and 
:'far Department s s-treamlined inter nally a s necessar y to -Jrocure and adl11inister 
the mater i al and ')e r sonnel needs neculia.r to each service. (B) I recomrnend a 
super;Josed commander of the armed for ce s of the United St ates in ';,Ihom is 
vested O"Jerat i onal control of .s.ll armed f orces and 1Hhose office incl udes 
coordinating agencies to eff ect all 'lossible econoxnies in rnatters com.mon 
to services. In view of the f act t hat luner:\c an s have a dee" rooted conviction 
t hat no eneTI\V nust set foot on our shores it must be accepted t hat the 
luneri'C'an conce ·)t of ·war involves overseas invasion, t herefore the sunrem.e 
conm1ander of the anued f orces should be a naval officer in order to ensure 
"lrODer conduct of overseas movement leading to deployment of troops in 
enemy territory. (C) I f nvor a ci vilian secretary of the. a rmed forces -;·Jith 
under secretarie s f or Nav-J', Army and (if necessary) A1"1TW Air. (D) I oppose 
strongly a sec)arate subdepartment having cognizance over all aviation or 
seeking equality vrith 1'1.rmy and Navy (ea ch witb. o·wn aviation components) 
on the cabinet l evel. (';::) I r ecommend immediate selecti on and t raining 
of appropri at e off icers t o exerci se cormnand and staff f'lmctions in com-
posite f or ces comprisi ng all ar ms . (F) I rec~§uend retention of a ~~rine 
Corps vrithin the· f r amevrork of the Navy. i\lnerican l nstincti ve aver sion to 
l ar e;e standi ng Armies and t o imperi alism rrill continue to T event overseas 
use of Ar my troo:Js in t ime of 1Jea.ce whereas IJ.arines may be legal }Jr so em-
;Jloyed TJith ap_ arent sanction of •:Jublic opinion. During rJeace amphibious 
ski lls v.rill also be be st mai ntained by a Harine Corps integr,~,ted ·Hi t h t he 
NaViJ • Para . See ~! serial 344 of 10 Dec t o AdEdr al llichardson f or discus-
sion and SUT.~::L;rrr:sG arguments c opies bei ng airmailed to both adees • . Con-
cept outlined in referenced pa)er ;)revents impr01)er dominati on of the 
nation' s strong : eacetime Navy by an Army and Army .Ai r Force which YriJ~ 
s1...1rely be s <eletonized or greatly reduc ed after host ilities end. 
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18 0228 Cii:ICHJ ~ ADV to conrrcn. 
}~I! 1ITZ TO ;aNG. Your 171512. In!~ent of sub•Jara.gra}1h F nw 160250 is to 
":>ave the rifay for installing a flag officer of the Navy as IsCom S~'LI'?}J\I 
and a captain as IsCom }C:;AJ.tlli ~TI·J if such action beco:nes necessary. On 
the 1st '1roject it v1ou~d be necessary to reolace a colored Infantry Regi-
Elent by a ~rine HP and a Harine Guard Battalion. These could be limited 
service 1ersormel and Vanders:;rift says he c.m. do it. Some shifting of 
AA Battalions \'lou.ld be involved also. It is not yet tin:ely to move in 
this :.Jl.atter but I have it in mind if the Arw_y insists on using Ja .. r.man as 
HacArlhur' s admin:istra~cive representative in this region. Hill keep you 
fully advised and r;ill comply with intent your 171512. 

18 1S22 CI11 TCPOi ~illV 'T'O CO~I_5TH.!.7LT ,COJGEN TZH, COJ'. PliiBSF.t\0. 

NI~.::ITZ TO SPRU'1-TC~., TU'1JT2R_ llND BUCI~:lf!:!;R. Originator accom~1a.nied by General 
Vandergrift, Adrriral Sherman, General Thom . .'3.s US~~C., General M:Ondell and 4 
others exl"ject arrive YONT.\.N :in R5D Cauldwell pilot about 1200 I(-9) 2.0 
April. Do not 1Iish any con1111.mders to leave their combat duties and being 
:~net by aides -rrlll suffice4) Desire to see Spruance, Tur-11er, Buckner, Hodge, 
Geiger and t~rulcahey ureferably at their o-vm headquarters T:ith minimmn ' 
interference 01Jerations. Para. Request Spruance or Tu.rner arrange accoao-
dations Nimitz, Sherman., Anderson, Lwnc:u·. Buclmer arrange for General 
Handell. Geiger arrange for Vandergrift and Thomas. Hulcahey arrange 
for Colonels OFeill and Ferris. Para. Request CTF 51 arrC?J1ge for fighter 
escort last 200 miles of approach. Para. E'Jc:9ect de·0a.rt early 22ndo 

Have sent a r cmoranduro. to ~ ~P.:·shall reo_uesting n:!..s vie-r.rs 
on aiT' co=ni·tand _·set-up a..nd status of Giles yolu:· JA22J+2• 1ill a,dvise you 
furt t1er on recieving his re·;ly. :?ara. 2. .As ~ .. solution for this very com-
plicated )roblem I ha.ve in nind the foD_mring on 1:-hich I desire your com-
ment. ( ~) During ;regress of ICEB :~~lG operations, ·~rhich \Till continue 
for some tim.e, all shore based air in your for·ward area, except 20th .. 1\F > 
to continue w1der ~"our command as at ··)resent. Bet1~·een completion of 
ICEB::RG and such other encirclement o 1:::rations a.s nay be directed by JCS 
and the beginning of am 1hibious ·1hase of invasion (if undertaken) Lave 
2 shore based air CO:dLland in the Pacific: (1) rrhe Strategic Air Force 
under ICenney com'Josecl of 20th .. 7 units and additional .. J"r~v air units 
assi,sned solel;r to the objective of bo2~1bing J ~P;~l'J; this force to be under 
Tta.cArt.hur. (2) A Ta.cticc,,l ·\ir Force -w1der Giles coL.r"Josed of all s~1ore 
based Army ( i;.xce ;t Strategic ldr 2orce) ~:~rine and Navy air units in GHQ 
forr.vard area;. t:~is force to be under you. (J) ,-it ·1 the m1dertald.n;; of 
am r lbious Jhase oi' i .. ~V ..:.Sion both .Str.:J.tegic ·.nd Tactical Air Comnend s to 
be under Cine )oa. (C) ·.:ith t~1e initiation of the la11.d cai111ai,:;n )hase of 
i·1vasion co1nrua.nd of Stra-tegic "1.ir alld essential ele 1ents of Tc,ctical . .\.ir 
to ~c.ss to =~acA:rthu.:r. 

19 0730 riR. USNID, JPF to CINCPJA..l.illjl. 

CIHC "?"'l.ST INDIE:.-:: re )Orts as of U. Anril that :1e considers U-boat ··)otential 
broken on -~ ·~sT I~'DI -J~ station. 
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19 0314 co;· rJRDFIJT TD CII·iC?AC .rnv. 
II 'J.LS8Y TO . HL.~IT.Z~ Referring Cincpac and FDA top secret seria~ 0005034 
of 31 Earch 194.5. Priority of staff Study of a.Dd plans for North 2acific 
onera-tions has been reduced from 1 to 4 in vi EJ.N of your desDatch 160406 
Aoril concernin~· tar.=~et dates . Para. Se:)arate o0erations of "Eastern 
Forces 11 during LONGTOE may not be advisable but if undertaken can best 
be determined by then current estimates of enemy strength, disposition, 
reactions, and the aval lability of targets. No long r&"lge study of these 
operations apryears urofitable and any lonz range )lan v~ould only be 
cry-stal gazinc. Therefore 6om.3rdFlt l'dll unless otherrrise direc·ced defer 
further study and pla..nnin,~ for these operations until a later date when 
and if execution of LONGTOI is ordered. Para . Preliminary drafts of other 
~'taff studies now completed and 1Iill be forv·iarded -vdth additional com-
ments and reconm1endations for future o~erations not later thP...n 27 ~\ryril. 
?ara. Though §HANTUl~G o~Jeration a lYJears to be quite hazardous to ship·")ing 
estii:mted bnefits from air o~Jerations against J a ·)a.nese industrial instal-
lations in southern r 'J,JCH(.,;lliA and in I~OR"E1 may justify certain calculated 
risks . Destruction of Ja)anese ')le,nts and installations in those areas 
will to a large extend reduce their efforts to continue the ~ ·rar on the 
continent . I ·vrill continue to • ,ork on SIL4 . .NTUIIG 1lans ( ~)riority 2) until 
and unless OTJerations called off and will asswn.e target date of 20 Nov. 
:Jara . KOR~ .. STR!JT o ;eration involvi:::1g occu·1ation of T~mG.~ :JJl~u~ SHI.IUNO 
K ~ :liTO is feasible and recommended with tare;et date of 1st Phase , seizure 
of T .. Ur~:GA 15 June, modifyin~ or cancellineother 1)lans as necessary . 
Initiation of Phase seizure of ?U1:U ~ SIII'.~ONC K ·\l.iiNO 1 month later unless 
initiation of o Jerations in southern !:YUSHU take ')riority for strategic 
reasons . I nill-· ')roceed 1~ith Yvork on XQR--y.~_ STR:1.IT- plans ')riority 1 . Para. 
I an studyine; ) roblem of early direct assault on 1riU~1-!U follovinc TAl'I.crGA. 
seizlure as best ansvver to overall strat es ic )roclem end ·.Jill co1::1ment on l 

com)letion of study. Para. The lanning implications for this corlli:J.and in-
volved in your 160254 to Cominch are being studies althou,;h )Ositive in-
for."lation is lacl:ing as to nteaninr; of 110LYUPIC" and as to its target date. 

19 0507 CIFCPAC 1\.DV '1,0 co:_:I r CII. 

:Nr'ITZ TO KIIJG. I have no notes on my conversation 'rith the Richardson 
Board but assume t hat c.lleir re:)ort records my views of ·,,hich the .::;ist is 
as foliou s: ( ' .. ) Unif ied comuand is essential to t he efficient condt.lCt of 
n ar. (B) The POA excluding continental land masses such as J :~P.\N and the 
?HI JJI PPi liSS should be ::eld and controlled for 'the u. s. under unified 
conli laJld novr and i..n t he f oreseeable future. Since the resnonsibilities are 
pril:tari:cy- naval and air the conr.1ander should be 1artic ._llarly n ell qualified 
in t~1ose as ''.)ects .of Har... (C) Ot her vite,l: outlying stratecic are~s C?hould 
lik Er':i s e be controlled and l1eld f or the u.s. under unified con ··and. rl he 
ex ;er i ence of thi s -.rar and t he develo'Jment o __ · new· \Vea';ons and wet hods of 
attack _ .. ai.::e it necessai"'J that t here be increased pr e Jaration and increased 
vigilance in out lyi ng a reas in t he ')OSt war ye ;:..trs. (D) For pl anning and 
-)re "'arati on and J.Or c oor dination of ;eace t i me defense and f or t he conduct of ·Lar vrhen Yra:r occurs (,{_ere should be est ablished i n _ashingGon a single 
corrr11~nder of the -'Tned Forces of the u.s. He should be r es onsible only 
t o the President and sl1ould :-:ave an adequate st aff co: ·)osed of officers 
fr om all services viho have been relieved of E.ll res )onsibility in or t o 
thei r- r es ; ecti ve services . C~) ·\ ll of'J. icer s o:x.ercisin2 UJ!i.L'i~d 901~nd 
should ~1ave joint staffs . (F) rrhe 1rofessional heads of lihe lndlVH.:tua l 
services should hc.ve the ri uht t.o ap·)eal to the :·Tesident concerning 
the decisions of the Con. nder of the \r~ned lor ces ~nd ~.o advise t he 
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latter u llo should, ~1ouever, be free to make his cun decisions vd thout delay 
al1d 1~ithout any :L.lore debate end ar:._~r.1ent t han ~1e chooses -t~o hear. (G) 
The adlninistrati ve Ol"ganization of t he de )art111enc s Hhich adnri.nister and 
su:; )ort the ..... ·i~:hti:n;-,; services is less ill ·.ortant than i:.he unified command 
outlined above. I strongly reco!luencl 2._r2.inst t:1e consolidation of tl~e 
Jar and Navy DeDartments because the problttms of the titvo services are dif-
ferent, because consolidation would increase civil control of military 
·Jre aredness and because de/centralization of administration is· less 1Jonderous 
and 1:1ore efficient. Se-Jarate and even com-Jetitive ex-'Jerimentation and de-
velo Jment are desirable. ~.'::oreover the consolid~tion of the -:ar and Navy 

Departments uould ·;roduce a single de Jartnent of such large size as to 
~lace under one civilian secret~J too large a proportion of the amrrini-
stration of our zovernuent and would inevitably ~-ive his office ~Jolitical 
_?ower and im:Jortance incora·Je..tible rrith our form of government. (H) Naval 
aviation and the 1Iarine Corys must continue as essential coln-Jonents of 
the navc-.1 service. Likew·ise the i\rrw should continue to have its o-vm air 
component. The foregoing views are based on the ex1erience of over 3 years 
of \Tar in the Pacific during 1rhich successes have been achieved, often 
ui th extremely slender means, whic;h could not have been achieved without 
unity of connnand as .,ell as ·unity of ·Jurpose. They are concurr·ed in generally 
by :.:c1forris and Sherrn.an and are I believe renresentative of those held ·by 
many of the senior officers who have been responsible for combat op~rations 
in the Pacific. ~Je have develo)ed a sin;:le fit;hting tean1 7rhich should not 
be disru 1ted nor! or in the future. 

CO!IINCH & CNO TO CINCPA.C PJJV H., . 

In re)ly to CinC'Jac 170601. Basic policy is to an-
nounce of each sni_~J by name as soon as security .Jerl'lits ~~rovided next 
of kin have been notified. I!Jcce'Jtions nay be nade in case of major actions 
or s·Jecial circu.:r~stances 1rhen ;relir:rinar:T a.nnou.nce-:tent should be r.Qade in 
general terms such for example as rtr!.odera.te lossfl or a s--Jecific num.ber of 
major shi1Js or li:_:ht craft. 1void ~nention of specific catersories 1vhere 
names of shi'Js are not r;iven. :;ith reference to last sentence your despatch 
I desire th q,t you annolmce the sinkings by name. 

Para 1. Hy cormnents on >ara 2 your 131951 are c;,S follous: (A) Ex1erience 
throu~hout th~ 1Ya.r has shor.m that it is necessacy to assign ·the Fleet 
Air ~lings (search, ~atrol and rescue) to fleet and to nav~l area comnanders. 
Fleet Air _;in;::; units in n·~~tsi-IALl,S are now under Harrill. Those in RYU.h.'YUS 
are VJ1der s-)ruance. Tl,ose in r .~rr '1\IAS nre under .S<Jru.ance but nill soon 
~ass to Hoover. The :trrny in the Pacific has · not asked for any control over 
our Fleet ~~r :rings and naval control of search is essential. Accordingly 
it · .. ould be r•1ost unfortunate if Fleet Air ' .. ines were bJ."OU :ht into the 
~Jroblem of control over strategic and tactical air forces. Like·wise cer-
tain I1arine mecliu.111 s qDfl.drons used for ni e-,ht attack on shippins should be 
attached to ileet '~ ir .. ings rather than to .\:rr:zy- co:mnanded units .. (B) I 
s·ee no military reason fo r civing General :.iac: ... rthur o:'lerational control 
over Army air .r· orces uhich a r e en;~a~ed in b o,11bing J . ".:? 1N from bc.ses in the 
POA until encirclement is com'Jletod .and OLY -~:'Ic is next on our program. 
At that time or dur i n2: OLYJ.:?IC ·1laru1in[; I believe sui table arrarv~ement s 
can be rrJ.ade r~ith G-eneral : -ac.\r thur under 1v-hic h l enney \Jould control aJ.l 
Arrny- ai r f or ces i n t he _!.YUKYt.JS ( Jlus such _._arine nnits as I allocate to 
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him) and ·1·muld durin; ::-.~"' )ropriate ''1hases be resoonsible to ~rae \rthur for 
softening up land ob.j ectives or to me for su Joortin~~; my naval anq'amphibious 
operations . Kenney and his headquarters are better ·)reyared for this as.2. 
siE:;nment and the bulle of the forces 'Hill be those he novr has . (C) All 
B-29s and _\rrny fighters in th~ :t:3.I)JJLS I 0 Axis are now· engaged :Jrimarily 
in attack on J.~~U'J. In ey opinion it v.Jould be better for Giles to command 
the Army '..ir Forces based in the :.IARIAl>LiS and r.JO plus at appropriate times 
the B-29s in the TYLJKYUS. I mn 9repa.red to relinquish operational control 
of the fighter r:;rou0s (..!lrmy) at IWO to ·:Giles if he is given corrnnand of the 
B-29s vrhich they escort. (D) In m>r oninion the detailed remote control 
of tl\e 20th t\F from ~Jashington is extremely undesirable . The force should 
be tu1der Cine )Oa but in any case its local commander should have greater 
freedom of acti on . I hone that Giles Yrill have it. In this cormection ' 

'see ComGen..\AF?OAs 180720 and my 182354. I have since learned that Hales 
orders ·were from Norstadt by telecon rather tb.an from a source Lavinz 
authority over both 7th and 20th AFs. Para 2 . l..(y vieus on unity of corrrr.1and 
do not need reryetition. I recorrunend that there be obtained for me as much 
control as ->ossible over the air forces in the POA viithout ~rhich the naval 
a11d a.nnhibious forces cannot be fully effective. 
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Top Secret . ·.:ar 67098 A ?a.ra .!ithin the next few days it .. ,tay be 
necessary for 1 .e to discuss vrith ti1e other Chiefs of Staff, the 
.:Juestion of our basic ·strateg:r in the uestern Pacific . There is 
an honest difference of 01Jinion on this problem. :~lara l school of 
thou,:>ht is that uucll 1!1ore )reparation is necessar:r than is 
possible with target dates of 1 Dece1"1ber and 1 ::arch for the main 
o.oerations. Hence e. car:1paign of air-sea blockade and bombardment 
sh.ould be ado·yted T:hich involves a CB:US.~.i.E operation, Emd )erhaps 
others such as a lod0nent on SI-LtNTUNG or EOR.Elt or the islands in the 
Tsushirna. Strait area. The :?oints r.1ac e for this scheme ::..nclude the 
hi~h casualties incident to landings on JX? .. 'JJ pro)er, the necessity 
for further beatinE~ dovm Ja) air power, the cutting off of J_'PAN 
reinf'orcenents movine; fror11 ·[:,he mainland of ~\SIA and the possibility 
of brineine about surrender 11ithout a m.a.jor landing on JA?AN proper. 
There is a ~')oint 2.''Jout the Ja.')anese reaction to a landin£:t on the 
sacred soil of J_fl :AN. Also there is the ':_uestion of our ability to 
get ~F "~'J:KDG,?V OVYIF IO:i:J against J.'J,? .. \3~ pro;Jer soon enough so that 
our ""resent ;_)res sure nill be .. :aintained Til thout let-up. Para The 
other sci1ool of t.1ou,~ht believes in drivia2; strair;ht into J .. \}-' N 
pro)er e,s soon as the forces can be :·lolmted fro1 L the PI-II~JI::?:.r'IN.~ and 
land-based air established in the H.YUKl'lJS . This school of thought 
considers that J ;\? air and sea ·)ovv-er Hill be ·weakened sufficiently 
by the end of this :-rear to 'le:nnit invasion. Our Haval o·Jerations, 
plus air o 1er~tion fro_.l the :lYUICYU.S, plus the lir:d. ted capabilities 
of J ~ P shi >J"Jin,.., and insland. trans ·Jort, Td.ll ~;revent material rein-
force_1ent of J.iL-,JIT. l1USSIA 1 s entr'T into the uar T/ould be a nre-
reouisite to a .l.anding in the Jap~ese horl1eland in Dec~mber .- The' 
B-29' s and carrier strikes v.:ill lmve devastated large areas (4 grou};s 
ll!issing) ened the Je.:·) homeland. As to lanclinc ODerations involv-ine; 
hic;h casualties, e:;c;er~cnce in the PHI:SIP --<I_·~~b and' even in OKIN~ 1 fA 
shovrs that ·1:herever the US has been able to e>ll)loy alJ_ the su_J "\Orting 
arras and services on a battlefield, suitable for ~·laneuver either on 
land or arnphibiously, t.L1e Ja_J has been defeated -. .-ith acceptable losses. 
On the other hand, a series of island and lin.ited objective operations 
results in hi[Si1 _Losses per unit engaged, Lay result in commitment of 
laree nw::bers of troops, anc does not assure the early ter2~lination 
of the irar . Further{ilOre, there is always the chance of being sucked 
into the co~JEri.tment of large forces in a non-decisive operation, such 
as on the co2st of CHINL. As to Heather, any month is suitable, 
althou.:sh winter 11ton-chs 2.re less desirable ..Lor sea operc.tions and more 
desirable for air c;,na :round o-,Jeration. :-=-ara In surnm.c:.ry, 1 school 
of thousht )laces emrJha.sis on t,he 1st paraB;raph of the over-all obj ec-
ti ve in Ap -)endi.x B of CCS 776/3 and C{uestions the need for invading 
J i~Pi\.J\T; uhereas the other school of thougrt considers that by the end 
of the year the 1st ~art of the over-all objective ·r.rill be adequately 
accor:._plished ')nd an iunecLi.ate invasion is the ~uickest and cheapest 
way to assure the end of the war. ~\:n"a -.-ill you let ue l1c"lVe your 
thou'jlts on thi s ''I·oblH 1 for use rd. thin the ne:xt fe~'r days i31 possible 
discussions. 
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To,., .Secret. C u..if: l~'sis of strategy in vrestern - acific 
indicates t1::-:.t til ere a::..".e three ~enei·a:. courses of e.ct::..on o·1en to us: 
Course 1. 3ncircle JA?/f' by furtLer ex:)ansion to ·the 1:estvrard, 
de )loyin ; . .-:G:i::.v..;.t air .forces )l"e 1arator~r to attac~:s on KYUSHU e.nd 
HL:r~·IIU in successio:1 or directly a_::>~ainst HONSHU. Course 2. =:ncircle 
J ~-·.;J by further ex)ansion to the rrestvrard -:rith a view to its com-
plete isolation C:!.l1CL endeavor to bonb J§J).'J'J into submission ·Hithout 
effecting landinr::s i:c1 homel.s.nd. Course 3. ~· ttack :'" USHU and 
install air forces to cover a decisive assault, on HOF.~;r-ru. 2. Course l 
1tould provide .:;reater air ?OT.-er for fin.:1.l assault and would attain 
a 1i"~h degree of neutralization •1rior to .at taclc; vrould isolate the 
Ja)anese islands fro __ -t access to outside reinforcement or resources; 
rni,<jlt ?enrrit the byl;assin.: of KYUSHU and a direct attack on HONSHU. 
It rrould deploy our resources ofi' the stcin axis of a-dvance; irould not 
increase short ran ~e 2-ir coverae;e of vit0l areas of the JaT)e.nese ~ 

islands; 1.:-ould require a larce. )art, of the available sources in the 
~?acific; uould _;revent an attacl: on the 1 ain J a:Je.nese isL'3nds lmtil 
after rede-:;loynent from 1.:.1UROF~; mi~t commit ~ United States to 
heavy involvement on the ' ainland 'of CHIHA; unless 1\YUuHU can be 
bypassed, aight require a postponement of the HONSHU operation 
1-mtil l9L.,.7; involves a definite loss of tine by inserting compre-
hensive o~;erations prior to delivery of the main attack; vrould 
result in great loss of life. 3. Course 2 if successful rrould 
betivck minirrn.lin cost of life rJut would =-'rolonp; the v.rar indefinitely; 

rrould fail to utilize our resources ior anphibious offensive movenent; 
assumes success of air povrer alone to conr:uer a people in spite of 
its demonstrated failure in ~'UROP. ... ~, ~·;here G~~('.\JiJY was su1)j ected to 
more intensive bor1bardment th?J:1 can be brou:;ht to bear against JAPAN, 
and uhere all the available resources in -::;roun6_ troo.9s of the ill~ITi:D 

STAT-~S, the United Finc;dom and HU,.:SIA had to be co.Llmitted in order 
to force a decision. 4. Course 3 would -attain neutralization by 
establishin~ 2.ir ··)o::er at the closes Dracticable distc.nce froJ.J the final 
objective in the J:. 'anese Islands; l,~ould permit application of full 
no~.rer of our co~·lbined resources, r;round, naval and air, on the 

. decisive objective; v:ould )lace our forces in the nost favorable 
location for the final e.ssault; -r:ould deliver an attac~: against an 
area vrhicn J->robably ·uill be I!lore li~;htly defended this year than next; 
llOU.ld continue the offensive methods 1.hich have proven so successful 
in ~-acific canpaisns; -..rould place maximum pressure of our combined 
forces upon Jche enemy, Hhich ~·Uf:ht vrell force his ·Surrender earlier 
anticipated, e.nct 1:ould place us in the most favorable position for 
delivery of tl-:.e decisive assault early in 1946. Our attac~- ,~.oulci 

have to be launched ',;ith a lesser dee;ree of neutralization 2.:nd ·~..ith a 
shorter period of ti. ;e for preparation. 5. Analysis of the advan~ 
tages and disadvantages of the oossible courses of action clearly 
indicates that course .3 is tde preferable plE.n. It should be 
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adopted unless: A. It is considered that -;Je have insufficient air 
~'Jo-.rer to su '')Ort the o~;eration, or B. The resources in the ?acific 
are insuff ... _cient or cannot be gathered in tiJ,Je for its lau~1ching 
t:2is :y-ear and therefore anotner course of action shoulc~ be pursued 
in the interiH in order to ltlaintain unrelentin2· ~:ressure uoon the 
enemy, !lccej)tin:~ the delays incident to the conduct of such operations 
concurrently -.;ith concentl--ation for the ~lain attack. 6. I arn of 

the opinion that the ground, naval, air and logistic resources in 
the ?acific are adec:uate to carry out course 3. The J2.'Janese fleet 
has beer reduced to practical i.rnpotency. The Ja)anese air force 
has been reduced to a line of action Trhich involves uncoordinated, 
suicidal attacks against our forces, ej lploying e,ll types of planes, 
includin~ trainers. IG HUJ (1 G.?.OU_r~ GUT) .flli is heavy and its power 
for sustained 2,ction is oiminishint; rC~,pidly. These conditions 
_-rill be accentuated afteJ."' the establishment of· our air forces in 
the RYUKYUS. ~."ith the increa~~1 the te~J.po of v.Ll~ attacks the enemy's 
a bill ty to provide re"Jlacem~ ~JLJ.nes vdll iliLLi.nish, anc~ the ,J a~Janese 
potentiality VJill decline at an increasing rate. It is believed that 
the develop1.1ent of air bases in the RYUKYUS vrlll, in conjunction 
17ith carrier based ~Jlanes, give us sufficient air porrer to su )_)Ort 
landin[~ on KY1JSHU anc that the establishment of our c.t.:..r forces there 
1':ill ensure complete air su~)remacy over IIONSIIU. Logistic considera-
tions present the most difficult "Jroblem. Provision of necessary 
service troops to activate and o-Jerate bases and at the sa.L•e time 
to :8rovide a service garrison for KYU0HU re ·trires prompt supply 
of trans_1ortation for concentration and a ruthless COFlbing out of 
rear areas. ·:rith 1 exce~Jtion it is believed that ·rrith a vigorous 
?oolin ~ of our .'u:: .. ry and Navy interests throu,3:hout the Pacific the 
necessary service troo )S can be .found to ]erfor::t the minirrum required 
fun.ctions bv t~1e excention of hospital beds. It is est:L tated th3.t 
S01:l8 36,000" additionai beds not now available in the ~acific V·rill be 
re~uired; not 2-ll of them, however, _)rior to D Da;r. Vigorous 
dis ,JlaceTient of ~-P.nd based air into the R~ruf.Yl.JS o,d . ..ll be necessary and 
potential airfield sites are oelieved to be available. Concentration 
of enr:;ineer effort .ith tile corres~)onding reduction of projects in 
rear areas '\.~ill be essential. By poolin.:; resources of Army ann Navy 
it is believed the.t encineer effort can be o!Jtained. 7. Fro1~1 the 
standpoint of Feather it a.ppears that f·~ove ber -.. -ould be the best month 
to initiate the o,)eration.. 8. Initial studies have been based on 
an attack to be launched on 1st December, but it is believed that this 
date might be moved f'oraard to lst November, providinu: 1. That every 
non-essential be ellininated. 2. That this headquarters exercise a 
hi.::::h degree of control over flrmy resources in the ?acific. 3. That the 
Navy assist nl.ateriallJ in r:.1ovin:_; foruard service troops, eqm:t:Jment <:md 
sun'Jlies fro1..1. lr~:.r GUIF.u.:\ and so:'ac bases. Jr,. That the ~ ar De")artuent 
aliocate adcJitionP..l si1i ')lin· iuuedin:tely to assist in the n overn.ent for-

.TJard of su_)';lies , and Drovide sufficient shi·) Jin.?: for c'irect resu~)ply 
to J.~SHU. 9.., If t~1is cc:.tP.lpai '!11 is to 1Je initiated durin.~ 194-5 e>nd .. ar-
ticularlY if -:;e n,re to tal:e advantar:;e of the most favorable ueather in 
November: it is e~senti2.l that the ueci~ion be ~w.deJ :)~o~p~l~ in. ord:r 
ths,t lo,..istic )l:Jns ta;j· be 1erfected anc procure ... enc ll1..ltlC:'~.:ued ln tn.e 
United Gtates . 3 21 j 
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21 2240 Cm.IINCH & CliO to CINCPAC ADV HQ ~ 

Top Secret. Kin:? to JTimitz. T'fith reference to r~ ll2045 
CinCSiV"?A C-llt-1~2 of 20 April an d ~-; ar Dept. :1ar 67098 of 12 April 
have been passed to you. Desire your cor:1rnents and recornmendations 
onmatter as presented in General Marshall's message in light of 
General Uacax·thur' s comrnent as soon as you can give a considered 
opinion. 1\iake your reply info to Macarthur. 

22 0129 JOINT CHI2~J?S OF ST .. i\.FF to :,LI\.C.tlRTHUR Tnfo NTin::Tz 

To·;J Secret. ::Jill.X 7l54S NjJTiitz . onJ.;r. Para A. Base development 
in the PHILIPPII\JE;s should proceed under the follmv-ing assu.mptions 
and concept v,rhich are revisions of those contaj_ned in Sections II 
and III inclusive of base development plan submitted to the ~/ar 
Department by CinCSLL'PA. A copy of the Joint Chiefs of Staff study 
explaining these revisions is being forwarded to CinCS!I,TPA and CinCPOA. 
Para II. Assu.r~Dtions: Para 2. Ov·m Troops. 

Para A. That it is necessary to give consideration to.the probable 
expansion of base facilities to ~:>rovid~ logistic sup )Ort. for the large 
scale redei)loyi11ent of forces prior to and, during the initiation of 
large .scale operations against JAPAN. 

Para B. That the bulle of United States __ rmy forces in the Pacific 
will be concentrated in the PHILIPPINES. 

Para C ~ That the RYmrm and BONIN ISI~Al\IDS ~tvill be occupied or 
neutralized by friendly forces. 

Para D. That minimum. garrison forces ~;-rill hold the .SOL(!)MONS-l\1EJl 
GUTI,TEA Area; 2..nd that except in lt l\.IJUS no United States Forces V!ill 
be used in this area. 

Para E. Such operations as are c.onducted in BORJ.\1130 and the 
Nh"'TH2~l1AI·IDS EAST I NDIE.S Trill employ Australian troops, utilizing 
bases in I\!I!JJ GUTI\JEP .. and AUSTBJl.LL'\. 

Para F. That United States Forces -\~"ill seize, occupy and consolidate 
the PHILIP?INES. 

Para G. That t he sta:ging and garrisoning of United States Forces in 
the Facific v-rill follon Eenerally a pattern siJnilar to that inm_cated 
in t he study being forwarded (Appendix rrB 11 of JCS 1253/1). 
Para H. That forces conducti ng operations i n the VISAY!li~ S~~ 
islands wi l l ·be based on LEY1"~'B. 

Para I. That any :30R1J'~O-NETR.~;~1:_,~:J~DS EAST I NDIES operations will be 
lor;istically su_9ported so f ar a s pr acticable from bases other than 
the PHILI? PIJ:TES . 
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22 0129 JOINT CIIL~i?f) CF STAF'F_ to ~r.ACARTHUH Info ~rr~ITTZ (Continued). 

Para J. That t!1e bull-: of the United States _;ii· Forces ::.llocated 
to S PA 1;ilJ. be de 1loyed initiall3r in ITorth LUZ N 8-Tid the Centra]. 
Luzon Plains. 

Para K. That 4 United states Vel .... J Heavy DOEJ.ber (VHB) Air Groups 
of the 20th Air Force 1v-ill be deDloyed in the Central Luzon Plains 
area. by the end of November 1945, buildin3 UlJ to J2 in ?ebrua!"J 19h6. 

Para L. That lnon the cessation of hostilities in -~DROP.£ some 
aircraft anc~ combat crews aild S01ile ground echelons of redeployed 
air Groups 1:ill be staged in the PHILII-·~-'IN~S . 

Para M. That Naval installations for the SU'J1Jort of the 7th Fleet, 
and l-3rd of the rest o.f the ~~acific Fleet is the initial target 
for Naval developments in the PIIIJ..JIP:-JrN__;s . 

Para N. That facilities for the simultaneous uounting, of 11 assault 
eli visions of 20-2000 mom1tin:; strength by February 1946 vvill be the 
maximum demc'Uld l'or future large scale o~Jerations. 

Para 0. That only the minimum civilian utili ties and industries 
essentie.l to the immediate prosecution of the war vdll be rehabili-
tated by the mill tary forces. 

Para P. That cor~1p0nents of the .:\rued Forces of the PHILI:.?:?THE 
CO :.~Uf'f3AL1,~1 1dJJ. be garrisoned and trained in ante-bellum facilities 
not initially used by United States Forces, facilities constructed 
for the United States Forces and subsec1uently vacated, or constructed 
in priorities junior to the essential needs of the United States 
Forces. 

Para (} . That the United States bases in the South Pacific .l\J. ... ea, 
AUSTR'ILIA, SOLG ONS. and :nE.J GUINEA, except , ~.'JJU.S, 1:ill be liquidated 
as soon as the hostile situation, service effort, and ship2)ing 
means v·r:L ll pe:rmi t. 

Para R. That to :=:rovide for necessar-y possible expansion, facilities 
nill be pla1med to ;)en'lit expansion nithout interference in opera-
tions of the initic:'.l installations. 

Para s. That PHILIFPIN ~ imports will be the rfllrum.wn required to 
prevent HEYF-~TJIHUJ..:lPTGl5ST, · anc~ those required to exploit· fully 
loc2.l resources Hhich 1:ill effectively contribute to the Har effort. 
Any additional i.·;.ports v;ill be in a nriority belovr requirements for 
the prosecution of the war against JA:)_:\N. 

Para T. That ·~he r.rudmum direct shipments froD the UNITED ST:.T...:;s 
to the objective areas of corrJbat O')era.tions l. i11 be em··Jloyed in 
SUJ)'IJOrt Of or,er;~:t,ions. 
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t6l' SEC±&! 

PARA m. qoncept: Para 1. The concept; envisages establishments in the 
PHILIPPINES TO: 

PARA A. When basic future opera ions of the maiD. effort against JAPAN. 

PARA B. Support future operations to complete the liberation of the 
PHILIPPINES, including subsequent provisions for the necessary prrisons 
therein. 

PARA c. Receive, stace and garrison a total of 20-2 (22?) u. s. divisions 
plus support~ troops and replacement~ by November 1945. Detailed opera-
tional plans must progress before a firm. determination can be made of the 
exact requirements. 

PARA D. Provide facilities for the r~ept;ion and operation of 20-S u.s. 
air groups of approx.i.mate strenct;h of 140-9000. This is exclusive or 12 
VHB groups of the 20th AF (strength 60100<?)~ 

PARA E. Provide facilities for total u.s. forces in the PHILIPPINES, as 
indicated in subparagraph C and D, above, exclusive of Navy subject to such 
modification;J as ma.y be indicated as detailed theater planninc progresses. 

PARA F. P.rovide port receivinc, transshippitli and clearance capacity 
with fixed harbor installations and lighterage to handle required tonnaces. 

PARA G. ProVide naval base facilities fOr the support of the 7th Fleet 
and l-.3rd or the rest of the Pacific Fleet. 

Para B. The planning basis set forth above is subject to chances which 
may be indicated by develo;tnent of detailed plans for future operations. 

2S 02.35 CINCPOA ADV TO COMINCH INFO CINCSWPA COM3RDFLT C<ll5THFLT COO~L'l'. 

NIMITZ to . KING, MACARTHUR, HAI.SE:Y, SPRUANCE, and KINKAID onlY. 

Para 1. 1(y views on the subjects covered by WAR 67098 of l2 April and 
CINC&WPA C 14442 of 20 April -not to all are as follOW's. 

Para 2. Until we are able to invade JAPAN with assurance of success 
we should continue to encircle and isolate by occupyin.c positions. which 
will cut off JAPAN from CHINA and KOREA and from which banbing of JAPAN · 
can be intensified. Movement to the CHINA Coast will have the additional 
effect of ensuring RUSSIA's entry into the war. Movement to positions 
which control the KOREA STRAIT will have the additional effect of openinc 
an all season sea route to RUSSIA. · 

Para 3. However I am. in agreement with the invasion of KYUSHU at the 
earliest date as the wa:y to achieve decisive victory- if the requisite con.-
ditions are met on which rrry ~omments follow: 

(A) Control of the sea. This has been virt~ accomplished by the 
destruction of the greater part of the Japanese Fleet. 
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2S 02.35 CINCPOA TO COONCH INFO CINC~PA, COM3RDFLT. COM5Tff.FLT, COll7THFLT. {CONT'D) 

(B) Control of the air. The fleet and the shore based air forces 
are rapid:cy- deatroyinc the enEIQ" air force in being and 2oth · AF is at-
teet~ destroying the eneti\V ability to replace his losses. The mass 
suicide tactics are dama.gin: IDalV" ships but we can better af'tord our 
ship losses and daJn&e than the enenv can afford his air losses. By 
concentrating resources on the develop.aent of OKINAVIA as a naval and 
air base, we can improve our naval and air position and accelerate the 
deterioration of the enerq air force. 

(C) Canbat troops. This is primari4r an Army question. An amphibi-
ous Corps of .3 Marine Divisions can be ready • 

(D) Shippinc. This is the most critical problem. We should not 
commence an inyasion of JAPAN without adequate reserves of personnel 
and supplies in the FHILIPPINES MARIANAS and RYUKIUS. It these reserves 
are to be available procurement and movement must be commenced without 
delay. The shipping now and prospectively available in the Pacific 
must be increased rapi~. Control should be entrusted to an . aiency 
in the Pacific. · 

(E) Lo&istic orcanization. Readiness for invasion this Fall will 
necessitate making full use ot existinc logistic organizations and pro-
cedures. Drastic reorcanizations will consume time which cannot be 
spared. 

(F) SUpplies. I ·assume that the Navy Department can furnish all 
the naval supplies needed includin.t winter clothinc tor sailors and 
Jlarines. 

(G) Weather. The risk ot typhoons · has been accepted in other opera-
tions and is not eontroll.inc. HCMever the assault must take place ear:Q-
enough to leave time for unloadinc troops and supplies over the beaches 
before the heavy winter surf canmences. November 1st is the last tar-
cat date recommended. 

(H) Intervening operations. At least l position should be taken be-
tween OKINAWA and KYUSHU. KIKAI JIMA (ICEBERG ni D) is the best. At-
tacks on JAPAN by the Fleet and shore based air forces and the sea and 
air blockade should be intensified throuch the summer. 

Para 4. Ma.:x:imum acceleration of developnents in the RYUKYUS requires 
that additional Army air forces be made available together with construction 
and service troops to support them. If' decision is made to invade KYUSHU . 
this Fall it would appear adVisable to replace VLR wings planned for the 
RYUKYUS with types better adapted for attack on enemy air forces and air 
installations and for close support of troops. 

Para 5. I have designated the principal naval commanders for the naval 
and amphibious phases of OLYMPIC and have earmarked an amphibious corps. 
The MIYAKO Operation has. been deferred in the interest of rapid development 
of OKINAWA. Assault shipping is beinc made available to CINC6WPA as rapic:Lcy-
as revision of plans permits. 

- Continued -
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29 0147 CD1CPOA ADV TO OOKGENF.MFPAC INFO COlAINCH,CINCSWPA,MARCORPS,CINCFOA PEARL. 

NIMITZ TO SMITH, INFO KING, VANDEGRIFI', MACARTHUR, TalERS. Please 
conduct the rehabilitation tra:i n:i ng and equi}Dent of the 5th Amphibious 
Corps in such a manner as to have it ready for operation LONGTOM with a 
target date of 20 Aucust or operation OUMPIC with a tarpt date aDT1;i.me 
·attar 1 October. Your attention is invited to the necessity for c1othinc 
and equipment; suitable to the climatic eonditions involved. 

3) 0233 DINCPOA ADV TO CINCSWPA INFO COMFIFTHFLEET. 

For the exes of General MacArthur and Admiral Spruance onlY. 

I am concerned over the penetration of aircraft o! Kenney's force into the 
combat area in the RYUKYUS and in the vicinity of KYUSHU • 1 incident has 
taken place in which British carrier aircraft e:mhailged gunfire with a 
Southwest Pacific search plane near SAKISHIMA Group. Jq' 26CY71/l is designed 
to prevent recurrence of this difficulty • Para. 

My' 291415 to ~hich no repl;r has been received concerns 5th Air Force 
operations as far north as KYUSHU. General Mulcahey reports that Marine 
fighters from OKINAWA avoided snooting down a SWPA Liberator only by with-
holding f'ire at the last minute. 5th Air Force 291705 just received reports 
a contact at 31-20 north 131-20 east. Para. 

I am desirous of seeing used against JAPAN f!l'tery available element 
of force but in the present strateiic situation I must request that available 
SWPA air effort. eo:neentrate on FORMOSA and that the line proposed by my 
26C17 46 also be the l.imi t for all air operations unless special arrangements 
are previous]3 made by' Cincpoa.. As we converge on JAPAN and the sea and 
air forces operating in a progressivelr smaller area continue to increase, 
positive and effective coordination will become increasingly necessary. 
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APRIL (GCT) 
NmTZ ONLY 

.30 .1202 MACARTHUR TO NIMITZ INFO COMFIFTHFLEET • 

MACARTHUR TO NDAITZ AND SPRUANCEo CX 15205·. Ref'erence your .300233. Your 
26f1746 was received garbled and service was canpleted onll' today. In-
structions have been issued to curtail reconnaissance Southwest Pacific 
Area as suggested. 5th Air Force operations in the vicinity of KYUSHU, 
your 281415 and 5th .Air Foree 291705, are under investigation. In the 
meantime, instruction have been issued to All:ied Air Forces to restrict 
operations of their planes -northeast or FORMOSA, as requested by you~ ex-
cept shipping strikes . in YANat'ZE RIVER VALlEY, see our ex 12998, whieh had 
been cleared with CHINA Theater 1 1st investigation of 5th Air Force report 
291705 indicated .that the position reported as 31-20 N 131-20 E, mq have 
been 31-20 N 121-20 E instead • . 

011005 WEDEMEYER 'fO MARSHALL FOR JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF INFO .NDUTZ, MACARrHUR, 
WEART, SULTAN • 

ND.{ITZ ONLY. CFBX :366o;. En~ situation in CHINA Theater present indi-
cations are that Japanese are detemined to broaden corridor running genera.Jr.. 
:cy- south fran HANKCJV to FRENCH INDO-CHINA. Advance in YELIDW RIVER Area 
is )'robab:cy- designed to den;y airfields fran which our planes have been 
operating effective~ against eneiqy' lines of communications and installa-
tions. Advance west of PAOCHING is f'or purpose of capturing CHIHKIANG; 
again to deny us effective airfield. If our eo11tner-measures are not ef-
fective in this area enemy may push on to KIEIYANG, an important focal 
point of camnunications leading toward CHUNGKING or KUNJ[[NG. Para. , 

JI.Y camnent: While deeying c<'lllplete liberty of action to the Japanese, ''·". 
we are preparing for RASHNESS (Offensive operations to be undertaken by 
China Theater during 1945) Plan. Analysis or campaign in CHINA the past 4 ·· 
years indicates that both Chinese and American efforts have been dissipated 
over vast areas and throughout unwiel~ ineffective large number of Chinese 
divisions. We are attempting to restrict enEIJJ1' advances with mi.n:i.mum 
forces, air and ground, and concurrentzy to concentrate American equip:nent 
and training on selected small number of' Chinese divisions. I have pointed 
out danger or dispersal of effort to the Generalissimo and the Jlinister 
of War. They ful.l;y recognize and are cooperating in program that envisages 
drastic and early reduction of the number or divisions. At present there 
are 3Z7 Chinese divisions and an attempt by this impoverished countey to 
maintain a modicum or strength both in personnel and equipment in so large 
a number of units has resulted in deplorab~ ineffective ground forces. 
Implementation of my proposal to cannibalize and to deactivate m.a.ny div-
isions is difficult. Numerous influential warlords and officers will be 
out of jobs. I ·am lU'ging Generalissimo to use best per~onnel of deactivated 
divisions as replacements in those we have selected for build up to CAI 
standard. Also I reconnnended that addi tiona.l persormel be made available 
by deactivation be organized into labor ·battalions for work on road main-
tenance and in the fields. All of these ideas have been accepted and a.re 
in process, however, execution is diseouraging]3' slow and laboriol1s. Para. 

We are moving the new 6th Army fran the CHANYI area to vicinity of 
CHIHKIANG {should be canpleted by May loth) in order to stop Japanese ad-
·vance on KWEIYANG. Such movement entails air lift which in turn impinges 
strongly on hump tonnage, thus delaying scheduled preparations for RASHNESS. 
We are resorting to every expedient in 9rder to minimize air lift re~red 
for this movement. At present our air force is great4" restricted in 
operations as ~esult of tonnage allocations made necessary by this move. 
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Ol 1005 WEDEMEYE~ TO MARSHALL FOR JCS ErC. - CONTINUED. 

Para. Mac.Arlhur' s air force is operating effectively along the 
coast of CHINA and FRENCH INDO CHINA. I am stuqying possibilities . 
WZO~ air force striking. interior targets in CHDTA in the hope that we 
might furlher alleviate our current local situation. While I strongly 
deplol,'e diversions from Pacific forces that might militate against overall 
strategic plans against the Jap citadel, there ma;r be resources air, naval . 
and/or ground available at this time in Pacific that could be effectivel;r 
employed along coast of CHINA. It is rq eonvietion that such emplo;yment 
would contribute to our overalJ. position against the enemy much more strongq 
than vwould operations against objectives south of the PHILIPPINES. Ther.e 
m~ be resources available to secure a lodgement on the East Coast o:r CHDTA 
and establish air bases with sea communications. From such bases eneliJ1' 
lines of communication within CHINA and between Japanese occupied areas 
and the Japanese Archipelago could be increasingl1' and more effectively 
severed. Favorable conditions for assault on Japanese homeland would be 
created and concurrently our policy of implementing CHmA in the war effort; 
would be accomplished. Para. 

I have tried to be objective and to avoid placing disproportions. te 
amount of importance relative to CHINA Theater role in assessing advantages 
and disadvantages ot allied lodgement on CHINA Coast. I do not have infor-
mation relative to availability df resources or the timing and other details 
of projected pacific operations~ however, it ~be well within time sched-
ule or resource availability to assist CHINA the nm few ~tical months. 
In your considerations pertaining to CHINA I offer the following observa-
tions. The eme.Jey" has accumulated forces in northern FRENCH INDO crrliNA. 
These forces are composed ot personnel en.cuated from. BURMA and the NETHERL.ANI 
EAST INDIES. Such evacuees probab4'" have on]$ limited equi}Dent. H~ever, 
it is reported that the enenw bas stockpiles of equipnent in HANOI and 
HAIHIONG. The Japanese High Command has probab4r written off these units, 
however, they might be profitab~ employed in a. drive north from FRENCH 
INDO CHINA against KUNMING, the loss or neu.tralization of which would to 
all intents and purposes put CHINA out of the war, at a time when we might 
reasonabq expect to realize dividends from. tremendous effort to support 
CHIN A. This remains an ene~Jij7 capability, however, I am not immediately 
concerned for I believe we can cope suceessfu.l.l1' with such enenv move. Para. 

When in Washington I did not urge operations to gain lodgement on CHINA. 
Coast because I recognized such operations would entail diversion from 
operatio~ and strategically sound Pacific advance against the heart; of 
the enell\V'. The establishment of a lodgement on the coast would of course 
electrify the Chinese and cause them to redouble their efforls to gain land 
contact and thus open communications. Also inflation remains rampant. Our 
present land and air communications do not permit introdud.tion of materials 
in quantities sufficient to alleviate the situation. Until sea cormnunica-
tions are established and textiles as well as war materials flow into this 
country in quantity there will be de~cate balance maintained between 
dangerous inflationary condi tiona and a limited war effort.. 
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ND.crTZ ONLY 
MAY (GCT) 

el 2140 COMINCH & · CNO TO CINCPAC/CINCPOA ADV HQ INFO COMNORPAC. 

Joint Chiefs of sta.tt desire your views at an early date on the most 
desirable and practical course of action to secure a northern line of e~ 
munications by' sea to Eastern SIBERIA. Desired parlieularly is camnent 
on practicability of maintidning a ' convoy rout.;e without occupying positions 
in KAMCHATKA or the KURIIES. 

Para. 2. As there mq be a possible requirement for an operation in 
KAMCHATKA or the KURILES to opea and maintain a sea· route to Eastern SIBERIA 
in 1945, it is desirable that plans be C(&pleted at. an early date. 

Para 3o The foregoing does not take into account the possibilities of 
a southern route via TSUSHIMA STRAITS and the SEA OF JAPAN which will be 
treated as a separate subject. 

02 1702 CINCPAC ADV TO CO:MINCH. 

If not already in your hands saggest you obtain copy of Wedemeyer t s 
011005 to Yarshall for JCS. Also his 301.150 to MacArthur info Marshall. 

04 1922 COMINCH TO CINCFOA ADV HQ. 

"Without occupying positions in KAMCHATKA n your 030017 does not bar use 
of PETROPAV.lli'JVSK as an advanced anchorage._ 

05 0015 COMNORPAC TO CINCPAC ADV 

Refer your 032117 •· Believe northern lines of comrmmication by .§.!! to 
Western SIBERIA can be maintained with fair· degree of security without 
occupying positions in KURILES or K.AMCHATKI. Such ~ line can only be 
maintained from Mid-June thru November. Assuming Soviets provide port 
facilities for unJ.oading a.nd make expeditious tum a.rotmd it is considered 
the following U S forces will be required to protect convoys: 

(A) A minimum of 4 CVEs with destroyers for escorts. 
(B) Destroyers in sufficient numbers to escort convoys. Number DDs 

will depend on size and frequency convoy sailings. DEs not recommended 
in vievt AIS menace. 

(C) Additional logistic shipping and base facilities such as repair 
ship and replacement squadrons with CASU must be supplied for forces as-
signed. , 

(D) Increase TF 90 by 1 group heavy bombers in order to neutralize 
KURILE bases. Para. 

In view of my l ack of information on various important factors bearing 
on this plan I recommend an officer my staff proceed PEARL for conference. 
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NIMITZ ONLY 
MAY (GCT) 

05 1249 CINCPOA JIDV TO COM5THFLT • 

NIMITZ TO SPRUANCE ONLYX Your 041159 in response to D\Y 040144 reveals 
an unsatisfactory situation and inadequate compliance ll\1 130229 161245 
and 170557 • It may indicate an inadequate appreciation by ComGen 10 o:t 
the necessity for using construction troops in manner which will most 
quickly release for offensive empl~ent the carriers and also the 2oth 
Air Force. If this is the case take corrective action. 

05 1250 COM7THFLT TO CINCPAC MJV. 

FOR FLEET ADMIRAL NIMITZ ONLY. Your 040243. Concur with your proposal. 
In addition I should control shorebased Navy or Marine fighter group to 
provide local fighter cover and to cover convoys. Present plan to arrive 
GUAM 1400 Tuesday' 8 May enroute w~AsHINCJI'ON. Depart GUAM ear]¥ Wednesday. 

04 0243 CINCPAC ADV TO COM7THFLT. 

NIMITZ TO KINKAID. Connection pur conversation as to your part in OLYMPIC 
and CORONEl' desire your views on proposal that you comm.and naval forces 
based in JAPAN and naval shore activities located there. This would in ef-
fect continue your present relations with CINCAFPAC but I would expect 
yin to exercise operational control over naval search and patrol planes 
based in JAPAN the alternative being to retain them under 3rd or 5th Fleet. 
In this connection I intend to secure the transfer of' control of' .lir7thFlt 
to to you or to Kauffman if at all possible during discussions of giving 
Arrq' operational control of Arrq' Air Forces in RYOKYUS. I envisage your 
status in JAPAN in connection with transports, escorts, et cetera as being 
similar to that of' H. B. Wilson at Brest in 1918. I would expect Kauf:tman 
to continue in present capacity but with increased scope when you move for-
ward. This has not been discussed with Caninch. Will discuss with you 
whenever you cane to GUAM next but desire your views by dispatch. 

02 22117 JCS to MACARTHUR, WEDEMEYER,SULTAN,NIMITZ. 
03 0240 ROO WASHINGTON TO NIMITZ. 

"Number WZ WARX 76206 (02~ll7). stories on atrocities may be released 
in theaters in accordance with following policy. 

1. Theater may clear atrocity stories submitted for censorship within 
existing security requirements. 

2. Theater Commanders ~ make such official releases on atrocities as 
the.y de~ desirable. 

3. In those cases where it is intended to request that an official pro-
test be made by the U. s. Government protest must be made prior to an of-
ficial release concerning the atrocityn. 

03 0117 CINCPOA ADV TO COMINCH. 
NIMITZ TO KI:NG. To facilitate progress on additional KEELBLOCKS Plan under 
directive your 012140 request decision as to whether nwithout occupying · 
positions in K.AMCFIATKA 11 bars use of PETROPAVLOVSK as an advanced anchorage. 
KEELBLOCKS III practic~ completed with general concept of occupation of 
KAMCHATKA and escorting through KURILES. 
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NDITTZ 01TLY 
MAY (GCT) 

03 0219 CINCPOA ADV TO COM5THFLT o 

NniTTZ TO SPRUANCE EYES ONLY • My serial 000347 of 21 November 191.,4 requires 
Buelmer becan.e responsible direct to you when amphibious phase is completed. 
Activation of adequate shore based air is possib~ a prerequisite to his 
assuming responsibility for unefenseu. It is obvious that delay in formal 
release of Buckner from Turner's command will be cited in connection OLYMPIC 
planning and his release Should not be deferred aqy longer than necessar,y. 
If Buckner does not feel ready to assume reaponsibility ·for defense and 
development that fact should be made a matter of record. I intend to take 
action accordance para 5 prior to your turn over to Halse,y after which as / 
CTF 99 Buckner will be responsible t~ as is Hoover. . 

04 1308 MAC~t:tTHUR TO CHIEF OF STAFF ARMY INFO COMAF 201 CINCPOA ADV. 

CX 15479. Reference sub-para 2K of Assu.rilptions, WX 71548, 22nd, in 
which the basic assumption is , "That 4 u.s. very heavy bomber (VHB) Air 
Groups of the 20th AF will be deployed in the Central WZON Plains Area 
by the end of November 1945, building up to 12 in February 1946 n. Present 
information available indicates that this plan has not been definite~ 
approved by the Joint Chiefs of starr. Paucity of engineer effort avail-
able for the accomplishment of existing missions in the PHILIPPINES makes 
it hi~ desirable that available resources be not diverted to preparation 
of facilities for VHB units until the requirement is definite. Further 
information relative to the probability of the deployment of 4 groups by 
November and 12 Groups by February will be helpf'ul in the arrangement of 
the program of use of our engineer resources. 

05 0549 MACARI'HUR TO NIMITZ. 

Personal for Admiral Nimitz from General MacArthur. C 15505. In view 
of your old intima.cy with the miLIPPINES it would probab~ be of great 
interest to you to see at first hand their present situation. 

It is needless :.eor me to tell you how wam would be your welcane 
from all ranks here if your operational duties ever permit you to get 
away. 

06 0822 CINCPAC ADV TO COMINCH. 

NDfiTZ TO KING. CINCBPF has made inquiry as to the possible availability 
of a 2nd airstrip at MANUS for a 2nd :MONAB in connection with expansion 
of his force to 2 carrier task groups. Before asldng CINC.st'VPA for a 2nd 
strip which would have to be one released by the ~ I would like to 
have your estimate as to future employment of British Fleet forces. If 
they are to be used to Southwest of BRUNEI ·BAY the 2nd MONAB would be 
better placed at BR~TEI BAY. 

o6 1125 COM5THFLT TO CINCPAC AJJV. 

SPRUANCE TO NIMITZ. Your 051249. Investigation ashore yesterday does 
indicate WlSatisfactory conditions exist. See l'I\V 060129 which was sent as 
a matter of record and to confirm what I said in person. Trouble seems to 
have been that IsCom OKINAWA has insisted on strict compliance with letter 
of base development plans and has been more concerned with trying to get 
fields ready on time for~ heavy bomba:rdment aircraft than with needs . 
of current tactical situation. Have heard rumors of this attitude before but 
yesterday was let time I have been able to bring it out in the open. Believe . 322 l 
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06 1125 COM5THFLT TO CINCPAC ADV. (CONT'D) 

base development plans should have a foreword to the effect that they are 
a guide made under conditions of inadequate and inaccurate knowledge of 
terrain and of· no knort1ledge as to h~v the tactieal situation will develop 
during capture. That they should be modified as necessary best to meet 
requirements of tactical situation and to attain results indicated in the plans. 

06 1142 COM5THFLT TO CINCPAC ADV HQ. 

SPRUANCE 'IO NIMI'IZ. 

Spent yesterda.Y ashore seeing Buckner Hodge DelValle Bruce Ready 
Arnold Mule~ Wallace. Your 030219. BuCkner and Hodge were loath to 
make any prediction as to when end of organized resistance would came 
but when pressed said they hoped for it tavard end of May. Both DelValle 
and Bruce emphasized very tough character of fighting in which their 
divisions are now engaged. I do not believe accurate prediction possible 
at present. Until end of organized resistance continuance of amphibious phase with its gunfire and air support appears essential. Even after all 
troop air support can come from local fields protection from Jap air at-
tacks given our ships by CAP must remain function of Amphibious Cormnander. 
Believe only end of organized resistance will , cause ene~ to cease his 
large seale air attacks including suicide planes which are major threat 
to our ships. At that time witQ. elimination or gunfire support; ships fran 
area and with establishment of outlying radar and fighter director units 
Area Commander should be able to assume full responsibility \Ulder you for 
defense and development. ·See Turner's 050325 for arrangements in hand 
to turn over to Buckner's subordinates certain i'u.nctions nO\v ax:ercised 
by Amphibious Force. Our troops ashore have much hard· fighting ahead. 
I feel that our fleet must continue with its support until the job is done. 

08 0506 COM5THFLT TO CINCPAC ADV. (SPRUANCE TO ND.ITTZ) 

Your 042305. Recommend Buckner be not designated for LONGTOM. 
Consider ICEBERG is too important a.nd will last too long to warrant 
his leaving here in time to plan LONGTOM. As Troop Commander for 
latter suggest first Geiger; second Harr.y Schmidt. This on assumption 
Holland Smith not available. Have just discussed corrunand for LONGTOM 
with Wilkinson whose ideas coincide with mine. Ear~ designation of Area, 
Naval Base and other subordinate commanders very desirable. For LONGTOM our Troop Commander must be man who will move rapidly to seize area on 

.mainland within perimeter selected before enemy has time to build up 
strength against us. 

(1'/ . 0607 CINCPAC ADV TO CINCAFPAC • . (NDAITZ 'TO MACARTHUR). 
The gracious invitation of your C 15505 is greatl;r appreciated and I will 
hope to take advantage of it at some future time. Para. 

By about 15 May I will have a tentative draft of my plan for the naval and amphibious phases of OLYlVIPIC and wish to confer vvith you about it since it must interlock with your plans. I would be delighted to have you visit 
GUAM at that time with such members of your staff as you desire but ·if you 
are unable to come I can arrange to come to MANILA for that purpose. 

32211 
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08 1119 GHQ Sf/liP~ TO CINCPAC ADV (PERSONAL FOR ADMI~ NIMITZ). 

c-15755. Thanks for your cordial invitation. In the absence of President . 
Osmena and due to civil affairs demands am unable to leave here at present. 
Would be delighted if you and staff could come here. Will send you- by 
courier officer toward the end of the week a copy of our plan for emplo,y-
ment of A~ forces. Signed MacArthur. 

10 0430 JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF TO MACARTHUR INFO NIMITZ • 
- -

GH WARX 79828. Para. 
Directive to CINCAFPAC (War 6'Z774 3 April 1945 WAR 6Z773 3 April 1945) 

to make plans and preparations for campaign in JAPAN is reference. Para. 
Following responsibilities have been fixed by Joint Chiefs of staff. 

A. CINCAFPAC ISNS @KRAM (is charged) with military government of 
JAPAN (including the 4 main islands. About 1,000 of!shore islands 
and KARIFUTO and TSUSHIMA ISLANDS but excluding the outlying islands 
as defined in JCS 1231). 

B. Chie! of staff US Arr.ny is designated as executive agency for 
Joint Chiefs of staff on all matters pertaining to mill. tary government, 
of JAPAN. 

c. Procurement and training of personnel for military government 
of JAPAN are War Dept responsibilities subject to such administrative 
arrangements or operational expediencies as are agreed between the 
services or between the services and other agencies of the US Gover.n-
ment. · · 

D. War Dept is responsible for procurement shipment and distribution 
of supplies necessary_ to accomplish objectives of the Military Govern-
ment of JAPAN as established by the Joint Chiefs of staff. 
Foregoing is subject to such administrative arrangements or operational 

expediencies as are agreed between the services or between the services and 
other agencies of the US Government. Para. 

As basis for planning you will be infonned separately in near future 
as to current status of JCS plans and preparations for Military Govemment 
of JAPAN. 

08 2347 MARSHALL TO MACA..~THUR INFO DEPCOMAF 20, CINCPOA. 

WARX 79224. Cite your CX 15479, 4 May • Recent incomplete information 
from CINCPOA indicates that possible VHB air base sites are more numerous 
in ICEBERG Area than original:cy- estimated when assumption 2K was included 
!?z the Joint Chiefs of Staff i!,! WARX 71548. Pending more complete infol\-
mation and fi:rm decision of Joint Chiefs of Staff on deployment of rema:in-
ing scheduled VHB Groups, you are authorized to suspend action on assumption 
2K relating to ureparations for VHB tmits in LUZON and concentrate engineer 
effort on other projects of higher priority. 
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11 0031 MARSHALL T? M.ACARTHUR, RICHARDSON- RICHARDSON PASSED TO CINCPOA ADV. 

WARX 00205. Personal to :MacArthur and Richardson from :Marshall, Richardson 
please pass to Nimitz and send me his comments. 

I wish to send General stillwell to the Pacific to see if the training 
of our replacements here and in the redeployment training in EQROPE is 
what it should be for the particular employment in view~ and to check up 
on the special weapon and technl:que requirements of Infantry and Artillery 
in operations against the Japanese. stil:l.Yfell canma.nds the army ground 
forces and as such is in charge of the tra.in:ing of replacements and a.ll 
combat units, and 'I wish to send him to EU1-tOPE to bring their training into 
line. To accomplish this purpose he should spend considerable time with 
troops actually in combat in the PHILIPPINES and on OKmAWA. 

Please let me have your approval. stillwell would leave here between 
the 15th and 20th of this month. 

11 CY7 46 CINCPAC ADV HQ TO C~NC BRI~ISH EAST INDIES FLEEr • 

Personal for Admiral Sir A. J. Power, Royal Nayy from Fl~t Admiral Nimitz. 

I wish you all success in eliminating the NACHI Class cruiser and 
destroyer reported as atte~uting to reach the ANDAMAN ISLANDS on evening 
of 12 May although I had hoped to have them as targets in this area. 

ll 0630 VJEDEMEYER TO CINCPAC ADV INFO MISPO .. -lli ~~ACARTHUR, MIS X S!NPA, CHEVES (FOR AGAS) 
CFBX-3716S. 

1 agent was dispatched last October into FOru~OSA. Contacted prisoner of 
war camps at TAIHOKU AN TO. He has returned. Agent brings back proposal 
for escape and evasion work. We are sending 2 agents into FORMOSA, 1 to 
go to HEI'ID and 1 to TAIHOKU. We are fu.rn.i.shing ILAION and a half Chinese 
money, they will operate junk communications between FOOCHOW, AMOY and 
TAIHOKU. These agents claim they are connected with approXimately 15,000 
active guerillas and that the group intends to carry out sabotage, intel-
ligence-activities and general 5th column work in addition to escape and 
evasion. Ue are interested only in escape and evasion. Request your con-
currence in our carrying out this work. If you wish to control all activities 
we will turn over to you the ground work and contacts that we are now estab-
lishing. Funds are authorized only for escape and evasion, but feel that 
once the agents are in FOFtl!OSA we will be unable to urevent these other 
activities. 

11 1810 COMINCH AND CNO TO CINCPAC ADV. (IITNG TO NIMITZ) 

British Chiefs of staff have been informed that object of operations 
against BORNEO are primarily to secure a naval base at ·BRUNEI for British 
Pacific Fleet and secondarily to secure souxces of oil. British consider 
BRUNEI undesirable from standpoint of distance from main theater of opera-
tions against JAPAN, tardiness of base development and distance from Austra-
lian IJN base. Preference was expressed for PriTLIPPI~~ Area base or · 
alternatively the continued use of facilities at MJ\NUS. Para. 

British are in process of being informed by JCS that there are no sites 
available in ffiiLIPPINES, that !vL!\.NUS -is too far from scene of onerations 
and that they should reconsider BRUNEI BAY as a base the cauture of which 
we regard as a desirable operation regardless of its use. Para. 

- continued -
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11 1810 KING TO NIMITZ ( CONr t D) 

Your 060822. The following is a quotation from a draft memo to British 
"The United states Chiefs ·Of staff consider that the main theater of naval 
operations against J .r'\.P1\N extends in the Western Pacific from the KURILES 
to the :MALAY BARRIER. Both United States and British naval· forces may be 
employed in any part of this area. ·There will be naval operations required 
ih the SOUTH CHINA SEA1 in support of operations in the NEI'HERLANDS EAST 
INDIES and the MALAY PENINSULA. It is considered that such operations can 
best be supported from an advanced base at BRUNEI BAY. The establishment . 
of an advanced base at BRill\JEI BAY is not intended to preclude the employ-
ment of the British Pacific Fleet in any part of the theater of operations 
or to. influence necessarily the localities in wb;ich it · may be employed. 
The question is rather one of utilizing to the best advantage the base 
facilities which the British Admiralty is providing for the Pacific". Para. 

Do not consider that a 2nd air strip at :MANUS should be provided for 
British Fleet. For your information only assurance in general terms is 
being gi. ven British that airfield constructional resources vlill be supplied 
Australian forces to be left in m¥PA supported logistically with resources 
they cannot themselves provide. 

12 0220 CINCPAC ADV TO COMINCH. 

FOR JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF. The offer of JCS 101844 to make additional 
fighter bomber groups available for use in QIITNAWA is greatly anpreciated. 
The 31Sth Fighter Group (P-47-N) will fly to IE SHIMA 1 squadron a day com-
mencing today. The ground echelons of the 413th and 507th Fighter Groups 
(Both P-47N) can not reach OKINA1YA until about 20 May and 10 June respect-
ive~. These are the earliest dates which were permitted by their readiness 
for departure from r~_mnJ.and. Marine Corsair Groups available in the Pacific 
Ocean Areas were deployed earlier and have been extremely effective. The 
effectiveness of fighter bombers in close support of troops has been demon-
strated throughout the Central Pacific Campaign and the F6F F4U and P47 
have all been so used with a high degree of success. Ver,y intensive use 
of carrier type aircraft for direct support of troops as well as naval 
gunfire beyond all precedent has characterized the OKINAWA and preceding 
Pacific operations. The P47 was used and proved very effective in the 
capture of SAIP!JI and TINI.AN. 

Para 2. J\fter P47-N Groups are established in OKINAWA and IE. SIID~L4. it 
is intended to use them for counter air force action against KYUSriD and to 
continue the Marine Fighter Groups ih local air de~ense as well as the direct 
support of troops for which they are outstandingly well qualified. 

Para 3. It has been necessary recently to divert all the strild.ng pmrer 
of the fast carrier task forces and also to a limited degree the striking 
pcwler of the 20th Air Force from offensive operations against strategic 
targets to operations to cover and supporl the troops and shins engaged at 
OKINAWA. However, the 2oth Air Force has now been relea.sed and the carrier 
striking forces vrill likewise be released as soon as possible. 

Para 4. The rapid development of OKIN~NA for the deployment of an air 
force of maximum effectiveness will be discussed with CINGAFPAC within a 
few d~s. The uressing need at the present time is for Army construction 
and service troops to nrenare fields and support Army Air Forces. 

Para 5. As indicated in Para. 4 of rrw 2802.35 a. decision to execute OLYMPIC 
this year may make it desirable teiDrryorarlly to replace some nart of the VLR 
wings 1Jlanned for OKINAWA by types better ada ted for attack on er;emy.air 
forces and air installations and for close support of troous. Th~s will 
be discussed with CINCAF?AC. 3 2 2 7 
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12 0220 CINCPAC ADV TO COMINCH. 

Para ?• Request information a.s to dates when additional Arrrw construc-
tion troops, service troops and P47 Fighter Groups could be ma.de available 
for deploJnUent in RYUKYUS to sup~)lement oresent planned denloyment of Army 
air forces or additionally to replace 11th and 494th heavy bomber groups 
or to replace any or all of the 1st S very heavy bomber groups. 

14 0256 CINCPOA lillV TO COM5THFLT INFO COMINCH. 

Top Secret. Nimitz to Spruance onzy. Info King on:cy. trty 030219. 
Prior to or coincident with Turner's relief accordance your 130406 
desire arrangement paragraph 4 rrry serial 000147 of 21 Nov. as modified 
by rrry 131239 placed in effect. I do not desire to have Buckner placed. 
under Hill's command. Support of loth A:rnzy- by 5th Fleet Vtrill continue. 

16 1355 COHINCH AND CNO TO CINCPOA AJJV HQ. 

KING TO NThHTZ. Issuance of directive for OLYMJ?IC has been under discussion 
for some time. My latest proposal to the Army is as follows "Further to WA.r.L?. 
62773 and 62774 to GINCAFPAC and 032140 April and 0321.41, April to CINCPAC: 
Pursuant to Paragraphs A(6) and B(4) and C of WAR 6Z774 and Navy 03214.1 April 
the Joint Chiefs of staff direct the invasion of KYUSHU target date 1 Novem-
ber 1945 11 • CINCPOA ADVANCE forward to Admiral Nimitz if cormnunication 
arrangements provide. 

17 OS41 CINCPOA PJJV TO COMJ]JCH. (NIMITZ TO KING) 

During our conference just completed at MANILA there was general agreement 
as to tactical and strategic -concepts and the preliminary draft of nw OLYMPIC 
plan will require no important changes in that regard. The principal point 
in which 1~acArthur' s tactical scheme differs from our assumptions is that he 
plans to land an Army Corps at AREAKE VJ.AN and at MIYAZAKI and lands the 5th 
PhibCorps at KUSHIKINO to drive east to secure the city of KAGOSHllt4.. 

Pa~a. The only plan shown us was an incomplete overall campaign plan 
called "DONNFALL" which he expected to issue to cover operations of both 
services in both OLYMPIC and COHONET and to which I was to contribute only 
the sections concerning naval matters. Included therein were certain basic 
ideas of command to which I could not agree including transferring to him 
complete control of the RYlfrffi.JS and complete control of aJ.l "land based air 
forces" except those engaged in "naval sea.mh" this principle apparently 
to extend throughout the Pacific. Photostat of promulgating letter for \ 
DOWNFALL being airmailed to you. 

Para. P~ter considerable very frank discussion it was agreed that I 
vd.ll prepare and issue my plans as directed by Joint Chiefs of staff clear-
ing with him the narts which affect his forces and that he will do likewise. 
I have left my draft ·with hi.m and expect his detailed connnents by letter. He 
~Jill send me his draft when it is ready. 

Para. The drafting of an overall campaign plan by MacArthur as outlined 
above would prove tedious in the extreme and be mechanically difficult to 
keep up to date. It would further carry with it the implication of unity of 
command being axercised by the Army for the entire campaign for the defeat 
of JAPAN. A "I'.Toint Plan" to signed by MacArthur and me would be equally dif-
ficult to draft and keen up to date and would involve protracted and conten-
tious co:nferences. For these_ reasons I iNill issue my o1:~m nla.n for the naval 
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17 0841 CINCPOA ADV TO CO ITNCH (CONT 1 D). 

and anmhibious operations consulting with MacArthur as necessary on matters 
which affect his onera.tions. ActuaD.y the Joint Chiefs of staff now ex:ercise 
overall co.mm.:md and their directives novv constitute the campaign plan. 

Para. I agreed to ·the establishnllint of Kenney's Air Force in the RYUKYUS 
as soon as possible under arrangements approximating those existing for the 
20th Air Force with CIJJCAF?AC controlling all Army air forces except the 20th. 
I retain area control and responsibility for development and defense. An 
important point in this regard is that it was clearly indicated that CINCAFPAC 
would like to 11pool Engineer troops" and thereby get control of our SeaBees 
to use on .Army nroj ects for which adequate Ar'JIW resources are not being made 
available. I retain control of naval aviation exce"Jt for Marine units with 
the Anny. 

Para. To conserve naval construction troons for naval projedts es-
sential to fleet support I can not too strongly urge early provision of Arrrry 
engineers needed to expedite Army construction projects in preparation for 
OLYMPIC. 

I 

Para. Text of extracts from Memorandum Record of ottr agreement follows 
separately. s~ ~,:.~4, /'1 /#Jt:J 6' ' 4p~(/t.,M.J.V 

15 04ll C01!51'H!?L't, TO CINCPAC ~.pV. (SPRU.ANCE TO NIMITZ) 

MW 150309 gives airfield status as obtained ashore yesterday and contains 
certain recommendations. Believe your 130631 should be modified to permit 
~1um use of Kadena for fighters until such tune as additional fields are 
ready for half or all VF which we have planned to operate from Kadena. . Com-
Gen TEN 140002 being passed to you gives status of buLl{ AvGas storage OIITNAWA 
and IE SHllt!Li. I do not knmY" how fast additiona~ tanks on OKIN.AWA l'ti]~ came 
into use but note that completion date is end of May and there has been no 
improvement in bulk storage situation since 5th when I emphasized to Gen. 
Wallace necessity for more buTh: storage.- ·whatever the reasons record of 
6 1,000 barrel tanks available for use on OKINAHA 6 weeks after our landing 
is not impressive. 

17 0133 JCS TO HEDEHEYER INFO }.rfAClillTHUR SULT.A .. N CINCPAC CINC ·:)oA ADV. 
VTARX S342 • 

We are apnreciative of the situation confronting you in the China Theater 
as outlined in your CFBX 36605. It now aonears that nreuarations which have 
·been directed for ma.jor onerations planned to take :pla.ce late this year, 
together with the demands on rede lojmerrt , vvi.ll absorb all available means 
and resources, na1~icular~ shipping. Unless it is found impracticable to 
conduct onerations against JAPAN proner this yea:r, ·it does not now appear 
that operations to secure a lodgement on the CHINA Coast will be uvithin our 
capabilities. 

Para. Current operations in BORNEO are on a nruch ·smaller scale than would 
be required for 0:9erations on the CIUNA Coast, and are employing Australian 
forces not available for operations to the North. 

Para. Such assistance to your campaign by air operations from adjacent 
theaters and areas as can be arranged directly 1rith appropriate commanders 
without prejudice to directed operations is favored. 

lS 0235 CINCPAC JJJV TO CO~~HNCH. (NI~TZ TO KING ONLY) 

In coP.nection w:i th my 100005 to NiacArthur note that unless the 5thPhibCorps 
is wi thdravm from K'1US1ill as I have requested we vr.i.ll be unable to conduct 
even minor anmhibious operations vd thout .. tr-rrry troops and consequently divided 
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18 0235 CINCPAC ADV TO C01ffiJCH (CONTINUZD) 

corrrr~d. I visualize considerable mopping up and several minor amphibious 
operations on the Asiatic mainla.nd to secure ports and restore sea communi-
cations which can best be accomplished by the Fleet using only the Fleet Marine Force. It was indicated at M.l\NTLt\ that the SWPA planners contemplated 
leaving the 5thPhibCorps in KYUSHU but General UacArthur personally requested 
that I keep a HarDiv in OKINAHA to release A:rmy Divisions for CORONET. This 
can be done just as 2nd HarDiv kept SAIPILW secure while nreuaring for future 
ouerations. 

21 0119 CINCPAC ADV TO COHINCII INFO COBNOR?AC,COJ.~3RDFLT. 

21 2313 

Para 1. Iry KESLBLOCKS III and KEELBLOCKS IV are being com-oleted and ·trill 
be airmailed within a fe1'f d$s. KEELBLOCKS IV con:tem1Jlates: 

A. Augmenting North Pacific Force by 3 CA 7 CVE 26 DD or DE and 
appro':lriate auXiliaries 1 Army heavy bo!il.ber group and 1 or 2 naval heavy 
landpla11e search squadrons. 

B. Basing escort forces at ADAK 'Nhe~e a carrier aircraft ,)()ol vrill 
also be installed. 

c. Passing convoys from AD.t K north of AI.E:UTIAHS to vicinity of ATTU. 
thence through the KURILES Via OIJN2KOT .. l1.N, SH:i.SUKO'L\N or M:U~HIRU STRAITS. 
Russians to assume responsibility west of 147th }teridian or north of 57th 
Parallel in SEA OF OKHOT SIL1: 

D. Naval air search from ALEUTIANS to be extended to cover convoys 
while.under u.s. escort. 

E. Fast carrier, strikes on HOKKAIOO and southern KU:ULES as necessary 
to support Russian operations in &UIT1ALIN or to cover convoy movements. 
Para 2. The operations required in foregoing concept are considered 

feasible in the strategic situation anticipated to exist and constitute 
the only method of accomplishing the desired result Yrithout unacceptably 
adverse effects on OLYJ!PIC or LONGT01~. 

Para 3. ~fuenever the situatio:q. at OKIN,A:;: permits I plan to withdrav; 
the entire fast carrier force and after a period of replenishment if then 
practicable send it to attack northern objectives accordance my 0.30121. 

-rARX 85707. Book message from the Joint Chiefs of Staff to JlA:acArthur, 
Nimitz, and Arnold for action. 

Responsibility for map•Jing, charting, and nhotography of J APAtiT and ar 
roaches incident to invasion and campaign therein is considered integral 

part of planning and Jrep.:u<2ations directed in messages Navy· 032140 (WAR 
62773) April and Havy 032141 (~TAR 62774) April. 1 ddressees should therefore 
confer and mutualJ.y agree on necessa!'iJ action, including recommendations as 
to changes in JCS 756/2 consider®d appropriate. :.tessage C 15100 dated 29 
April from CG, GH'"\ S1;.'PA not to CINC:?AC-CINCPOA nor to ComGen 20th Air Force 
is reference. 
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23 0315 CINCPO~ 1E~·~a.T.J TO c-:- NC?O .. ~ ADV • . (rrq.~nS TO ITILITTZ O~fLY) 

Refers to your 210llS Re SoPac Navy rollup. ComServPac records show 
405,000 HT of all types of excess Navy materials and equipment re"")orted 
for movement and est:Unate that this is approxiJ11atezy 50% of total to be 
reported. Excess components reported total 181,000 1IT. Of the amounts 
reported 33,000 MT are novf moving and instruction'S issued to move llO,OOO 
additional 1IT. JtL'l"le and subsequent maintenance ton.11.age allocat·ion -rvill 
nrovide movement for 155,000 MT of CB and NSD stocks reducing continental 
requirements in like amount. This does not include Sk1P movements of Navy 
tonnages. Included in the unre::?Orted 50~~ is 156,000 MT of impedimenta of 
57 organized activities for which readiness dates are as yet undeterm:Lned. 
Destination of these units is dependent on availabi]j_ty dates. 'l}rpes of 
assault shipping heretofore available have not been suitable for lifting 
large amounts of hea~J construction equi:Jment. Auprox:imately 7 5>~ of assault 
shipping novf sbheduled for SoPac rollup is moving Navy cargo. Present cargo 
operation corrnnitments for GUAM already exceed estim.a:ted port capabilities 
by approxi.mately 20/G 'thru August. Records at this headquarters indicate 
ability to receive cargo at OKINA":TA is averaging 16,000 HT per day con-
trc.sted to 20,000 :MT 9er day already on ship·oing schedules. In addition 
to availability of suitable t~T.Pe shipping the factors of trans-shipping 
FRICTION cargoes from merchant shi1)S to LSTs and LSHs, reception of rede-
ployment shipping from the ATLANTIC and build-up of reserve supplies for 
LONGTOH and OLYH.PIC must be evaluated and priority established. Repeated 
acceleration of VLR requirements is an imposing demand on shipping and 
te~ninal nort reception capacities. ComSerifPac records of SoPac rollup 
are current and vre are exploitine; every oppor'cunity to fullest extent 
to move SoPac cargo. A study is being made as to the ~JOssibility of bring-
ing a limited amount of SoPac Navy stocks to PEliliL in order to make them 
more readily available for issue and expedite closeout of ESPIRITU and 
lTOU ~i1. at an earlier date than could be accomplished by movi_ng the sup1)lies 
to the MARI.AN ... ts. 

24. 0035 CI};CPAC ADV TO CO?f3RDFLT DJFO C0~ 15THFLT. 

ND~ITZ TO H~'.LS~ TlTFO c._,PRU.A.NCE. Rec1_uest you cancel such ~)art of your 
230934 as refers to Buclmer and 1.1ulcahey. They are both engaged in important 
combat onerations and should not be called on board your flagship. If con-
ference is needed it can take place ashore before you assume comwand re-
sponsibilities. 

24 0;343 CINCPAC PEARL TO CINCPAC lillV • 

TO" .ERS TO NTIUTZ ONLY. 
Para 1. In acc0r"ck1.11ce your instructions have carefully ex...~.tnined executive 

order No. 9l,B9 and all available documents relating thereto. Have also dis-
cussed it 1-Jith Rachardson and Bagley. 

Para 2. Richardson strongly opposed to any consideration towards its 
cancellation or modification. He states that he does not consider there is 
any method vihich is legal suitable and feasible by ·which matters covered by 
9489 can be handled. He states further that cancellation vrould nmt relieve 
him of any resDonsibilit.ies to you because he does not recognize any responsi-
bility on your ··art f or any of the functions he ·;erforn.s nnder the terms of 
9489. I disputed that ,.)oint . Hy suggestion that Para 1 of order might be 
mmdified to ~Jerr.rlt some officer other than ComGenPOA to be assigned as 11ltl.li-
tary Comrn.anderll vras countered by Brig. Gen. ;.rorrison lrith the statement that 
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24 0343 CINC PAC PR'lliL TO CIHC JJAC UJV - COI:f.CllJU:::ID. 

Solicitor General had insisted that officer (by title) v.rho had exercised authority of I~ilitary Governor must exercise authority under ~ecutive 
Order. · Morrison cla:Uned Solicitor General because of certain legal :Linpli-cations "Frould not recede from that -,osition. 

Para 3. Bagley is opposed to cancellation because he considers essential the control :)resently exercised and sees no suits.ble substitute method unless sufficient authority is vested in you. I am confident such authority does not e;dst. 
Para 4. I recomn end ae;ainst any ste-Js at this tine towards obtaining cancellation. Lust in concurs. Further details Hill follow by letter. 

25 0517 CINCPAC ADV TO C01·illJCH. 

NDHTZ TO KING. 

Para 1. The further exryerience in fighting against Japanese forces since receipt of the Joint Chiefs of Staff directive 032141 April and submission of my 280235 April prompt me to point out that: 
A. It has been further demonstrated that where Japanese troO'')S oc-cupy pre. ared defenses and have adequate supolies they constitute a competent fighting force against Y.rhich the best of our troops even vrith air . sunport and naval gunfire su'_)port beyond all precedent as well as strong artillery sup-

~ ort can advance on.J..,y · slov;ly. Ja~anese forces have not so far surrendered in ap~Jreciable nUJ.-nbers a..nd cannot be destroyed Yii thuut our incurring numerous casualties. It would be l.lllrealistic to eJOect that such obvious objectives as southern KYUSHU and the TOKYO "'>LAIN 1'iill not be as uell defended as 
OKINA~1A. Althou.;;h our troons for the invasion of J t\PAN should be in the best of condition Jaany of the divisions planned to be employed in OLYMPIC are still fighting on OKINA~L\. and in the PHil.liPPI!Tt~So . 

B. It is a 'Jpar nt that ·the enemy air force is :~re?ared to continue its large scale suicide attacks. 235 ships have been sunk or damaged during the 
ICEB~G Operation. The 27 ships sunk have been destroyers or ships of less valuable characteristics. lly belief that ue ca.n better afford our ship losses than the enemy can afford his air losses is unchanged but damaged ships must be rettl.rne.d· promptly and all' ship repair facilities must be kept fu.JJ.y manned with skilled personnel even ·if such men must be drafted. 

Para 2. The 20th Air Force is now operating against JAPAN with great effect. As its operations accelerate and rrhen the fast carrier forces can be freed from their present defensive role in sup· ort of troops and becrnne available in July for attack on suitable targets in J.APA.N our naval and air forces can in ti..rn.e accomplish the complete destruction of Ja anese industry and shipping. Japanese navai and air forces can be virtually destroyed with mi:nimum losses DO ourselves but time vr.ill be required. The blockade of JAPAN is now being ext.ended by air forces operating from OKTIJA~JA and submarine_s tdll connnence operations in the SEA OF J :l.PAN in early June. JAPAN can in time be reduced to the point where her will to resist vdll be lovr but tiJne will be 
required. 

- Para 3. In my 280235 I e:x;_Jressed my belief that until we are able to in-vade JAPA.N with assurance of success we should continue to encircle and iso-late by occupying positions vhich will cut off J APA.N from CHIN:A and KO~~. and from v.Jhich bombing of J \P.'.N can be intensified. ,. ,edemeyers CFBX 36605 DTG 
011005 bears on thls situation also. 3 2 3 2 

during l9L~-5 to 

Para 49 Unless s·)eed is considered so im?Jorlant that we are 1''dlling to ac cent l ess than the best 1reparation and more than rrLinira.um casualties, I believ tha-'- tbe lQ.l-vy ran,.,e ;interests of the u.s uill be better se~ed if tre continue isol.<?.i'e J 1 .... ).u.~ -& -co dem~roy JR,r forces 8: reaourees oy i'-JavaJ. Ell1Cl alr at·vaCKe 
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Jlill.JIT l TO IITNG ONLY. Para 1. In vievr of recent exchanges of r"1essages 
it appears necessary to li1form you as a rfu~tter of record t~~t: 

A. The text. of the agreements contained in my serial 0005057 was 
drafted by the staff of General MacArthur. 

B. The text of Sub Para (K) which covers the transfer of comrnand 
was inserted at the instance of Maj. Gen. Chruilberlain. 

Cf) The entire draft was taken by 11aj. Gen. Chamberlain to General 
MacArthur who gave it to me personally in his mvn house and it was thereupon 
agreed to by us. 

D. I consider that the draft-constituted a firm and binding agree-
ment uithin the meaning of JCS 032140. 

Para 2. It \"las im.1J1ici t in all our discussions that CTI,JCP C uould 
control the am~)hibious Jhetse and Bub Para lCl is a firm agreem~nt rvhich 
gives Cil'ICPAC control of land based air in the objective area during the 
amphibious 'Jhase. 

26 0552 CINCPOA fillV TO CIIJCAF?.!~C IrL"O CO:.IIHCH. 

, 1. I reg:r·et that my conce:;Jt of coumand relationshi JS in connection rrith 
the OLYM:?IC Operation 11as been misnnderstood to the e:xtent revealed in your 
25ll02 and -.-Jill at tem )t to restate it briefly in terms vrhich will I hope 
remove the misapDrehension Tvhich apnarently ~~Jrevails. 

2. Our o:perations up to and including the capture occupation and develop-
ment of the illi!JIPPiliGS end RYUKYUS have been conducted under the principle 
of nnified coEJnand Fithin our respective areas. In addition the forces of 
the 2 cornrna.'Yld areas ' have su "Jorted each other under arrangements made betvveen 
CI~JCS:JPA 211d Cil'JC~.DA. However the comn.and directives of JCS 032140 and 03W;.l 
made it clear that for the invasion of JiiPAN a nevi co.rrrrnand organization v'.rould 
be employed in 1Yhich CIHCAFPAC vmuld command the land cam:.aign in JAPAN Tvhich 
would be carried on primarily vri th Army forces while CINCPAC would conwand the 
paval phases and also the a_rnphibious phases in nhich nayal forces embark, 
transport and land ~r.my forces at the beaches selected by the An~. Concur-
rently CINCPAC -:rould of course continue to ,corru11and the overall naval cam-xri.ga 
in the Pacific in strategic supryort of OLYMPIC and other o-;erations ordered 
by the JCS and for ·the general purpose of accomplishing the overall strategic 
objectives of the war. 

3,o Under _~Jresent Jlnns and agreements, well in advance of OLTI.fl:PI(! the 
P..:r:n:ry .Air Forces operating against JAPA-.1\J from the 11.1\..RI./~.NAS-I~JO axis nill be 
corrun.anded by General Arnold and the Army Air Forces operating against J~'.Pl\.N 
from the RYlmYUS 1.1ill be comraanded so1ne by General Arnold and some by CINCAF-
PAC.. Under the concept of my Joint Staff Study of OLYlJ.PIC and the concepts 
which I advanced in our conference at :W1ILA, the only cases in \Ihich Arnry 
forces engaged in 6LYMPIC would come under naval control vrould be: 

A. Troops uould neces~arily be under naval c9ntrol from the time they 
embark in naval vessels at l')()in.ts designated by the Arn:w nntil they are 
disembarked on beaches designated by the Army. Thereafter as is customary 
in am;_')hibious operations they would rem_ain nnder the control of naval 
amPhibious co~JEnnders until the appropriate Army Commanders are vr.i.lling 

, to assume their emmJn,wmtJ normal corn:mand responsibilities. .A..ny . rocedure 
vrhich you ca11 ;>ro:?ose to shorten this -)eriod uill be uelcomed. The )roced-
ure agreed u_::)on at ~:!U\JILA for passing to the :\l"'DY Command of recently 
lC1...nded troops vras drafted by your staff and acce,;._ ted by me vri.thout clues-
tion. 

- Corrt-o,inued - 323 ~ 
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26 0552 CT ~CPOA ADV 'J.10 CII·~·Q . .J\RPAC INFO C018:NCH ( CONTll'JUED) 

Bo I li <evrise agreed in :.t;NILA to the arrangement by vrhich the aircraft 
of both services, Trhile ·within the am:->hibious objective area, would be 
controlled initially by the Atnphibious Comna.nder and later by the Arnw 
air comm.a.nder on shore, 

4. I have no desire to exercise any conunand or control over Army forces 
-in the CI .. YIIIPIC Ooeration except as necessitated by their being ernbarked in 
naval vessels or in the case of air forces as necessitated by the realities 
of the tactical situation at the beachhead. In the conference at EANILA it 
was pointed out on the staff level that the .A.nrw was disturbed at the possible 
implications of the customary naval .term "Co:nunandel" Joint llic:?editionary Force 1~ 
It was agreed to substitute in revision the aclministrati ve title ncom.ma.nder 
A.tilphibious Forces, Pacific Fleetrr and likeDise to uae the title ncomrn.anding 
General, 6th Army 11 in place of a functional title. · 

5. The character of future operations against JAPAN as exemnlified by 
the fighting now going on in the vicinity of the HYtJKYUS end elsevrhere in the 
Pacif=-.c makes it essential that the operations of large naval forces be co-
ordinated by a naval commander in a well equipped com:mand position on shore. 
All our. ex:7erience in this war has proved tf1is to be necessaxw. Com.plete 
flexibility rrmst exist ~,Jith respect to the transfer of ships between task 
fleets and naval task forces to meet a constantly changing strategic and 
tactical situation. Accordingly it is necessary that, except for naval air-
craft engaged in direct su:Jport of troops, the naval forces engaged in OLYMPIC 
'remain under my conul18~nd. I had understood that you advocated that I command 
the naval forces just as I advoc~ted that an A~~ officer be responsible 
direct to the Joint Chiefs of staff for the conduct of operations ashore li1 
JAPAN. . ~ 

6. I trust that the foregoing vvill serve to allay any a-oprehensions Yrhich 
ma.y exis·C. and to permit the ex)editious prosecution of OLYHPIC planning on a 
satisfactory basis in accordance uith the current directive of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff and the agreements which vre :made in 1."\NILA., 

28 0921 co:.QJ.DFLT. TO CINCFO.~ ADV. (H~\LSEY TO IJIEITZ) 

Having evaluated the situation at Ot:Ir lt·;:.\ and capabilities of ovrn and enemy 
forces after discussion 't'Jith all principal Navy, Army and Marine Commanders my 
estiElate is as foill.lows: 

A. ~'fithdravral of r.IF 3(} Yvill entail increased risks to OKIHXJA shipping l.Ul-

less shore based fighter strength is 2.ugmented. 
B. 1 addi.t.ional shore based fighter group VIould about counterbalance the 

loss .of TF 38 support. CTithdraVIal of ·British carriers and neutralization of 
SAI(ISHI~l.~ GUHTO by T.AF or CVEs important factors in this estimate) . 

C. Imrn.ediate offensive potentialities of TF 38 seriously reduced by 
shortage of carriers, shortage of specially equipped DD, poor naterial con-
dition -uhich is reported to be general. . 

D. Further attacks against KYUSHU at this tiEle not 'lrofitable due la.ck 
of strength in TF 38 and further due to juggling and concealing of planes by 
Nips, their a11parent intent to avoid aerial coHbat and virtual irnpossibility 
of-effecting surprise now. 

E. ~ .~ore vigorous ,-n~osecution of installation of shore air warninG and re-
lated colllintmications is necessary for rel ief of pickets and installation of JCC 
and the internal communication systeras required by shore based activities should 
be ex;')edi ted. 

- Continued - 3 23 ~1 



28 0921 CQ13JDFLT ~0 

F. Gunfire sup ort c:nd air support of grotrnd operations by T .. ~ and CVEs 
may continue into July but CTF 31 rotation -Jlcn should ·insure adequate support 
for Phase 3D and subsequent operations. 

G. Continued use of ninecra..ft oy CTF 31 for screeninc; pu:cposes nay u•rilpmmooM 
adversely ai'fect ~"reparations for future minesvreeping ~rojects . 

H. TF 31 and TAF can cope rri th any enemy Slli'"'fa.ce threat. I strongly 
recommend (1) grou_n.d and fli3;ht echelons MAG ll1- be ordered OKTIT ~L;.t. immediately. 

J • Grou.nd echelon ~-lst t1ediwn Bomber Group 'Jroceed OIITHA~·1fA as scheduled 
but that ~)lanes be uithheld Jendi.ng readiness of A.J.1SE about 1 July. 

Para. Pending being inforned as to yov~" action on these recomrHendations 
I JI'O}Jose: 

K. To continue defensive and int.erd_i_ction suoport by TF 38. 
If recomrnendations a)_,)roved I :pro")ose: ~-

L. ~iithdr<.).wal 7F 3r-5 to bases 1ihen 1st squadron of additional fighter 
group is activated or on latest date that Fill l;el'"init 14 days availability 
prior depro ... ture for next apJroved a::_Jeration. If recomuend.ation not approved 
I then recoliLlend: 

M. Acceptance of added risks to OKINR .. -A forces and ui thdre.vral of 'l1F 38 
not later than JI,riX June to ~)en1d t 14 days availa.bili ty prior striking 
HOKK :UDO area about 1 July. 

Para.. Plan for support. of KEELBLOCKS and Phase 3D by se}Jarate des:_Jatch. 

28 0929 COJ:.QRDFLT TO CI1WPOA ADV (HALS0Y TO NJlllTZ) 

~Jy 280921. I recorm.1end TF 38 strike Northern HONSI-ID-HOKK JDO-KUHII.6S 
a.bout l July. TOKYO Jo rea about 7 July. Kl'USEU i\.rea )rior to and during Phase 
3D. Request early OIXEPIC minesvveeping directive in order adequate shi})S may 
be transferred from TF 31 to CrrF 39 for ·)reparation training and initiation 
of projects. Suggest for consideration the team ~Jossibilities of coordin2.ting 
the timing and objectives for VIR, T.A.F c:.nd TF 38. Detailed SU8;gestions uiJJ. 
be subrni t ted later. 

28 0910 CINCPOA .. \DV TO COH5THPHIBFOR. (NTIJUTZ TO HILL ONJ_JY) 

The follmdng message is to be delivered at once in a sealed envelope 
to Lieut Gen Buckner marked for his eyes only • ttThe base and airfield 
develo:?ment at OKINA~!A and IE SHI:fA must be develo1:;ed to the ma.ximtun extent 
and VJith the utmost s:peed to support the invasion of JAPAN. Official dis-
patches and reports of several competent observers give me the definite ~n
nression that one or more changes nmy be necessary in the senior officers 
responsible for base development and airfield construction ill ·)articular. 
The last is disturbingJ:-y- slow. Request your frankest comr11ents. 11 

29 0859 CINC:?AC AJJV TO COM3F.DFLT. (NTI ITTZ TO H/JLS~:::Y) 

Your 280921 and 200929. I.iainta:in at least 2 carrier tC'.sk groups in po-
si tion to cover and support OKINJLYA. Inform me vrhen you consider vdthdrmval 
to base advisable. 

Plan on 2 full \Veeks at anchor for Task Force 38 followed by attack on 
Northern HONSHU HOK} ·-~IDO-southern KuH.IWS using TF 38 ond also British carrier 
task force. ~Jhen dates are firm CTI~C->OA Trill arrange coordinated action by 
other forces. 

IJominate novr a u.s. carrier task frou-o to base ELI".wTOK after mid-July. 
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29 0900 CINCPAC i'JJV TO COl=5THFL1\ COE3RDFLT, COt :PHIBSP ~C, COi._PHIBGROUP ,3, CTF Jl. 
l'ITI/liTZ TO SPRU!UJCE 2 TUHI~T~ilR, HILL, COI;JOLLY and HliLS..iiY ONLY~ 

The ::>Ur"')ose of the capture and development of FRICTION is to establish 
fighter bo111bers in a oosi tion intermediate bebreen LSGillLilJOU.S and DIABOLIC 
vrhich lifill facilitate defense and development of L--=:GilliTIJOUS and w-ill imnrove 
the air support in the OLYMPIC O:peration. Occupation of FRICTION vdll also 
of course deny use of that position to the eneriW. 

·Jara. The advantages of having such a position to st1.p ·1ort OLTIIPIC vd.ll 
be somffi1hat offset by the reduction in the state of preparation of fleet 
forces for OLYliPIC and in the diversion of offensive effort to cover the 
development of the position 1Jhich nill be d.ifficu~t and protracted. 

Para. Request by dispatch direct to me your brief estimate and recom-
mendation as to 1Yhether or not Phase· 3D IC:SB:..Pt.G should be executed in Ju..1y 
to prepare for OLYMPIC on 1 November. 

Para. Com3rd.Flt comnent uhen feasible. 

29 1725 COMPHIBGRP 3 to. CIECPAC ADV. (CONNOLLY TO NDllTZ) 

Your 290900. Assuming that no substantial reenforcement or augment~tion 
of defenses of the objective ~ occurs and that enenw air capabilities are ap-
proximately equal to present believe Phase 3D ICEBERG is .an essential and profitable operational interlude between fall of LEGm~NOUS and OLYMPIC 
attack :in order to maintain offensive pressure and to bring about reduction 
in air strength rather than allovv respite in which enemy vdll recuperate. 
All air power that can be brought to bear for direct neutralization and air 
defense should be employed in early stages 3D -:;hich ·will minimize reduction 
fleet readiness for OLY..PIC. Recommend execute. 

29 1Ql2 COI:GG'.JIJ 10 to CINCP AC ADV. 

Re~:>ly your 200910 passed Buckner by Hill. THIS FOR .. DMIIlAL NIHITZ ~YES .. ;r.orr.s. 
Airfield development OK INA. ;A Iii; .SHIMA originally was on limited scale com-
pared to greatly increased :>resent plan. Commander construction troops staff 
and organization geared for the ~nailer job and has'not yet expanded to 
meet enlarged progr-<¥!1• Certain directives your Hq. (CincDoa Adv 062209), 
(Cincpoa Pearl 17U.l8, Cincpoa Pearl 210305 all ~J.ay) in some instances sub-
ject to misinterpretation by local operators caused initial delay. I have 
interceded (intervened) assw1ung full responsibility for inter~retations. 
Additional corrective action has been initiated 1Ihich should remeqy faults 
and :>ermit development: to proceed in a manner calculated to meet your de-
sires, that is CCT has requested staff augmentation through his caa.nels 
and Army has additionc>l ~)ersonnel already enroute. Am convinced any change 
at this time in se11..ior officers charged vrith responsibil.i ty for base develop-
ment 1;rhile ')Ossibly iffi;;roving the 0verall ·}rejects r;rill o-Jerate further to 
delay fighter field complet~on dates. This sit1.:ration is so important as 
·)ertains to vital fut.u~ce plans that should you elect to ')refer a change am 
[Jrepared to make available my Engineer Brig Gen Nold an officer of valuable 
ex•1erience in whom I have utmost confidence, or I shall be h~ppy to accept 
any officer or officers of your selection vrhom you consider better qualified 
then the ":>resent incwnberrts. ../)..m-·)lifying ltr follov;rs • 
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. 30 1337 COH3RDFLT TO CIIJCPAC ~IDV.. (HALSEY TO NIMITZ) 

Your 290900. Consider LEGUMINOUS development can be accomplished vrith-
out talcing liRICTION and further believe that _ti?t.JC'TIO!J rrill soon be inter-
dicted to enemy by OYINr .rA air. FRICTION would not be uorth the effort if 
only its contribution to L ~GliTYJINOUS development were concerned. However 
its im··)ortance to OLYUPIC ap·)ears great. Continuous CAP over naval assault 
forces will be an essential to success and concurrent widesDread blanketing 
of enemy airfields lldll be a vital factor in restricting and reducing ene.rrw 
air offensiveo Distance (and weather at t~nes) ~rohibits continuous use of 
OKINA:fA FIGHTERS for either of above tasks thereby forcing sole dependence 
on carrier aircraft for the job until shore based air is effectively estab-
lished in DI).BQLIC unless some nearby shore based cir support is available. 
In view of the foregoing I consider taldng Fl-?.ICTION vitally important to 
the success of OLTI:PIC. 

Para. By midsummer enemy air ·)otential should be so reduced that the 
diversion of effort incident to Phase 3D and the resulting FRICTION combat 
losses should be a reasonable nrice to pay for the saving in OLYl\WIC life 
shipping and material resulting from availability of FRICTION air support. 

Para. I recomnend executing Phase 3D as ~lanned. Development to be 
limited to installations needed for maximum fighter air effort with temporary 
construction w·herever practicable but speed of development and plenty of 
SeaBees emphasized. 

29 2253 CI1JCPOA ADV TO CU:GEN TEN (NDIITZ TO BUCKNER ONLY) 

Your 291012 vr.i..ll make no changes unless you so recommend. If additional 
officers are desired please inform me by dis~atch. It is of utmost importance 
that nothing except urgent tactical requirements be permitted to del~ the 
.establishment of air forces. 

30 W.-5 CTF 31 to CI1TCPAC ADV. 

Principal advantages :"RICTIJi\! 0 )eration are as outlined your 290900 pl:-us 
desirability keei_)tng enemy off balance by constant attack and also providing 
opnortunity for i:n~licting further serious air losses which are ·)robably 
becoming irreplacable. Follol.Ting principal disadvantages: 

A.· Lack of suitable harbors or beaches together with advent of typhoon 
season ·vrill render unloading slow· and uncertain thereby retarding base develop--
ment. 

B. E.x·)erience OKIYA.IA indicates thc.t oTrn damage .articula.rly in light 
vessels V·rill be a lpreciable and may seriously restrict availability full 
strength for OLYJf.::JIC. 

c. Pro:L\J.Jluty of F-ICTION to DL'BOLIC renders it s:Jecialzy susceptible· to 
air attack and hit and run surface raids. For its ]rotection naval covering 
force will be re(luired until . a.ctiv·:ttion of OLY:fPIC. 

D. Pro,osed schedule coupled vdth prospects another rn~nth fighting at 
OKIIJA.JA vrill Jreclude much needed upkeep and relaxation for IIJany of smaller 
craft causing resultant in efficiencye 

E. FRIGriON has no permanent value. 
Para. Hy studies of FTIICTION lead me to believe that altho suitable land-

ing beaches are non-existent, it can be taken ~:.rithout too much difficulty. 
However consider advantages gained as outlined above far outvreigh disadvantage 
In vievr prospective ability to Inaintain fighter CAP from I.EGU1ITNOUS over a:n:y , 
portion DI.illOLIC for su 1JOrt of OLYTiiiPIC, do not believe FRICTION is vrorth the 
0ossible losses o.nd consequent effect on OLYifPIC. Recommend cancellation. · 
Hill. 
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31 2010 1)EAH.L TO CTIJCPAC ADV. (TO .J3RS 70 NTI.1:TZ) 

~ .'bile realizing definite advantages dtu·ing early stages of OLYMPIC of 
nossession of an air base to northtYard of OKII'TA~J.A I believe OLY1A:?IC as a 
whole vro~.1ld be furtnered J"'lore by elimination of Phase 3D ICEBEriG. Iliy 
rea sons are as follows: 

A. Poor beach conditions vdll delay development to such e~xtent only 
barest essentials can be accomnlished by ULY1E")IC target date and in 
m~at;~~ne FRICTION 1'd.ll be a military liability on account its e:x:posed 
posJ.t.lon and required naval support. 
B. Shi;>s, construc-,~ion and other service units involved can be used to 
better advantage in 

(1) Com '1leting and stock piling ~I~t:rr.1rL~S bases 
(2) South B.nd Southwest Pacific rollup 
(3) Accelerating OKTI,TA.J!L development -

I recommend Phase 3D be cane elled. 

31 0455 COJ·IPHTBSPAC TO CTHCPAC ,\DV INFO 60M5THFLT. 

~lell developed fig.hter bomber bases at FRICTION ~Jrior to OLLI\i!J?IC would •I 
be worth considerable effort and cost if they could be activated in time and 
vrl.thout undu+y weakening forces required for OLYMPIC. However, in view of 
present target dates for Phase 3D and OLYMPIC, combined with losses and da..rna .. ge 
to fleet units already received and probab~ additional losses prior OLYMTIC, 
consider probable value of FRICTION is offset / by follovr.ing: 

A. FRI CTIOH rd.ll be a difficult campaign, poor beaches, rough terrain 
and stubborn enemy resistance m~ retard early activation of FRICTION 
airfields. Target date and development period n~f scheduled occur during 
time of year v.rhen most tm.favorable weather is to be expected. Lack of 
shelter at 'target and at OKTIJA:JA during the adverse vreather may well 
cause unacceptable operational losses and prolong operations ur~duly. 
enemy air attacks on our forces nill probably be severe. It is doubtful 
th2.t FRICTION can be completed in time to be of much value to OLYJEPIC 
v,rithout great cost in men and ships. 
B. Forces required for Phase 3D could well be em}Jloyed to eXJeclite de-
velo)ment OIITIJA.JA area and in direct reduction of enemy air strength;_ 
Droductive capacity and shi~j'Jing, the time factor in corrt.inued attrition 
of the enemy is in.1~oortant if OLYHPIC is to be successful and enemy at-
trition must be ke·Jt greater then our ovm attrition. 
c. Hany of the shi ;s to be employed in Phase 3D have already ap·)roached 
limits of enduran.ce of machinery. Unless an interurn Deriod with adequate 
u~Jkeep and preparation is available it is considered doubtful 1vh'ether 
ne can dlevelo~ full strength for OLYM?IC even if futm ... e losses can be 
reduced. _ 
It is therefore recon1r11ended that Phase 3D be omitted w~ess OLYrf?IC is to 

be post1oned. In the latter case, it might be "?Ossible to execute Phase 3D 
:tn October. 

31 0517 .Q.QI!I3RDFLT ~1'0 CIH8PJ.C ADV r=·J.!:'O GrF ~38 

Nominate 1'G 3B.L~. Your 290859. This grou9 contains largest nw11ber heavy 
shi's Hhich \'Till best test facilities and allow Con3rdli'lt .-::nd CTF 33 to :in-
spect. This early selection req_uires ele1. . .1ent of crystal gazing as later 
tactical develo _Jments l!13.Y require change. 
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01 0112 COH5THFLT 10 Cil'JCP.:~C DV. 

Your 290900. Believe value of position in question will not be comrnen-
sura-be 1'vith its cost for occupat/ on and develo;.ment. Recommend operation 
be cancelled. 

31 2100 C .. 0 TO CIIJC~A !illV. (FOR FLEET ADEIRAL NlliTT?:) 

Colonel ~.m P Fj_sher 1\C USA will arrive GUAH about Sunday 3 June bearing 
Cominch and CNO top secret serial 00040805 dated 29 .. .Jay. It is considered 
appropriate that you discuss cont.ents thereof and ~r evious information on 
subject uith Lieut. Gen. Giles and Major Gen. Lamy to facilitate arrange-
ments for initial delivery of vreapon. 

01 0223 COli3RDFLT TO CIIJCPAC ADV INFO CTF :28 (I-Li~LSEY TO I,ITIUTZ) 

Your 290859 not to info adee. For planning purposes when may I expect 
British carrier task force to be reaqy to sortie from advance base for of-
fensive operations. 

01 1201 CINCPOA ADV TO CO]'ITNCH TI·~FO CINCAF?AC ,COH5THFLT ,C0]'13ADFLT ,COHFHIBSPAC,COM5TH-
?HIBFOR 

Para 1. The ;mrpose of the c;;v:rcure of FRICTION (Phase 3D ICEBERG) is 
to establish fighter bor!lbers in a position intermediate betvfeen LEGUMINOUS 
and DIA.BOLIC ·which would facilitate defense and development of IEGUliTNOUS and 
improve air support in OLYMPIC. It Yfould also maintain pressure and tempo 
of combat. · ) 

Para 2. However, it has become increasingly apparent that the beaches and 
terrain are unfavorable to e.xo_)editious capture and development and that wi..Tch 
an OLYH'?IC target date of 1 Nov. it vfill not be possible to activate sufficieni 
air forces in FRICTICH in time to justify the cost :in combat and logistic 
effo1~. 

Para 3. The CIHC~\FPAC-CINCPAC staff planning conferences now in progress 
at GUAl_ have made it clear that the resources involved 'liri.ll be more produc-
tively em..uloyed if concentrated in early development of OKINA~~JA. The shortage 
of both personnel and cargo lift is an in1portant factor. Of greater import-
ance is freeing the carrier task forces for offens~:~e strikes at the sources 
of the suic~_de attacks ·which as long as they continue vvill be a serious .mili-
ta~J threat to the success of OLYL~C. 

Para 4. Hy 29]900 Halsey's 301337 Spruance 's 010112 Turner's 310l~55 
Hill r s 301445 and Touer s' 312010 [X1Ssed separatelY' for infor.rrt?.tion of Coroinch 
only. 

Para 5. I run deferring ICEBERG Phase 3D indefinite+.y and propose until 
OLYHPIC to concentrate available logistic resources on full develo?ment of 
OKIIJA ,}'\. and to devo-te fleet effort to offensive naval operations. 

01 1351 cn~TCPOI'.. - DV TO COUI!JCH. 

:ryDis Oll201. CINCJ.FFAC has also concu.rred in indefinite deferment of 
Phase 3D ICEB~~G • 
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01 2204 COU3RDFLT TO CTF 1 INFO CTITCPAC ADV. (H1\LSEY TO }[[LL INFO riiHITZ) 

! view with concern any })Ossibility· of failure to take IF.EYA at this 
time. .Jeath8r 1rotection and Task Force 38 operations 'tTill never be bettero 

01 2306 JOINT C TEFS OF ::5'dl.F~·' TO NIIfuTZ, .t·i:ACARBI'itiUR. 

~TARX 10463. lmnex 11D" to the Ap'Jend.ix to JCS 742/6 is the reference. 
The Commanding G-eneral, Army Air Forces has pro;->osed (to 1Nl:1ich the JCS have 
agreed) the transfer of the Headquarters, 20th .A.F, nmr o1;eratin.g in '. ·ashington 
to the ?acific as of 1 July 1945, and its establishment initially in GU.A.:~. 
The 20th A.F uill simultaneously be redesignated the United states 1\rmy 
stratet_;ic ~'\.ir Force (USASTAF) and will be commanded by General Carl Spaatz. 
Also on 1 July the XY Bomber Command, scheduled for denloyment in the RYUKYUS 
·will be redesi£11<?.:ced the Jth A.F 2..nd the :XXI Bomber Com.mand, now O'Jerating 
in the ~.::: :1-1 :Uy.:l.S, 1;ill be redmsignated the 20th Air Force. 

Pa..ra. This arrangeElent will enable the Gen. USASTAF to ~Jresent to 
CINC_.'\F··) C and cr=·~c-;_·l,c his requirements so that adjustments necessary to 
meet changing conditions Hill v·lhenever JOssible be made in the Pacific. 

Para. Should a stJ:•ategical or tactical emergency arise demanding such 
action, ComGenUSASTP..F upon request Hill make available for utilization by 
CINCAFPAC or CI~TC 71~"'-C US.!\.STAF aircraft vrhich are based within their res.,ective 
areas for pu.rcJoses other than their "Jrimary strategic mission, il.n.nediateJ.y 
informing the Joint. Chiefs of Staff, through the Commanding General, Arrey-
Air Forces, of the action t?Jcen. Should there be any conflict in requests 
for such emergency use the issue will be decided by the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff. 

?ara. All commitments, agreements and directives relating to the 20th 
Air Force will be a))licable to USAST.t1.F. 

Para. Your comment is requested. 

02 1202 CIECPAC ADV TO CV J]{CH IrTFO CTI'JC.c\FP. \C. 

The organization agreed to by the Joint Chiefs of starr as noted in the 
lst Jaragraph of "ULRX 10463 (JCS 012306) is concu~red in. The location of 
the Headquarters of the Ar.m.y .S"trategic Air Force at GUJJ.I -v~·ill facilitate the 
prosecution of the vrar against JAl-=>;UJ. 

02 1203 CillCPAC ADV .rro C0~ :2TILJE (JY It' .. PD) 

C~m3rdFlt 0204ll. Renuest your early COl!llllent () 

If Com5thFlt co.mra.m1ds OI.~O I'J}:C E.~ST CHI I ·1. S3.\ carrier operations I feel 
that areas to be swe~Jt in EAST CHIT.: b J'l. [?houitl be ')rescribed by CI~·-c ... ~.C. In 
order to ensure t :L 1ely _;r e·)aration and j_pj_tiD.tion of any Bajor S\'J"eeping pro-
ject you n ay ap1Jrove I i.nt end to issue my di.sne:tch 0 1?lan 5-45 about 4 June 
directing co.:11letion •')assa r~e t hrough north hG.lf of Z by 5 July ~nd coin~letion 
by 10 October of an operatin.r:; area (and a ppr oaches thereto) in 1 A3~ CHI1:x s·zl' .. 
totalling a oout 26,000 s quare nile s of ex )l oro:bion c:md c..n est:inated 15_,000 
souare· miles o i sr.'fee )ing. 3 2 4 Q 
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03 0514 GHO s:~JPA to WAR COS INFO CINCPAC ADV. 

CX 1763$ Reference your ~IX 10463 lst. I assume that the only changes 
in the existing and previously proposed air cornmand structure in the Pacific 
are: 

(1) TI1at the actual corrm~nd of the VLR bomber organization is transferred 
from CGi ~ to General Spaatz with the headquarters at C-DAM. 

(2) The 20th and 21st Bomber Commands are redesignated the 20th Air Fo~ce 
and the 8th Air Force respectively and these 2 air forces are combined into 
the Strategic Air Force. 

(3) That except for the fighter units now set up to support the strategic 
Air Force all other c:dr units to be rede~loyed from the El10 and the lii:TO li'rill 
in general be assigned to FEAF. 

Para. Airdrome space now· built and possible of construction this year 
will accommodate the 20th Air Force on the :,ItL"'l.Il\FAS HONSHU Axi.s. In the 
RYUKYUS there can be based the B-29 grou~s as l resently sched·uled for this 
year uith their sunporting fighters 'llus the FEA.F and naval land based air 
units for the defense of the base and search rnissions for the u.s. Fleet. 
~\ny furt.her deployment must await the acquisition of airdromes in J~\P AN 
itself. 

Para. Conditions here are radically different from those in EUROPE. 
~ie are lind ted to the employment of much smaller numbers of planes. .~e 
have. extremeJ¥ limited areas in which to de1Jloy them. -;.re have a serious 
shortage of engineer troops for the pre)aration of airdromes. And we have 
projedted a time schedule that requires most int~nate coordination in the 
establishment of priorities and in the employment of mea~s. Our objective 
is geographically small and our te.rgets comprise only a small fraction of 
the area. Under the proposed set up v.re v.rould have norldng from restricted 
areas c:tgainst concentrated targets the 1• ar East Air Force, the Strategic 
Air Force, Navy land based air forces and carrier ba.sed eir forces. It is 
my firm conviction that coordination of these efforts vrill be extremely 
difficult unless the land based air forces are set up to operate m1der the 
general coordinating control. of a single Caruillll1der. 

Para . The supply and logistics problems involved are e:h.rtremely difficult 
of solution under either the eYisting or .:.Jroposed c?.rrangement. I believe 
that there is grave danger that air operations vr.i.ll not only be ~;rejudiced 
but such confusion may result that at some critical sta,:;e of an operation 
its very success 1:Jill be endangered unless the sup)ly and logistic organiza-
tion for the Army Air Forces in the Pacific Be placed under a single control • 
.Signed l.~acArthur. 
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Parao I offer for your consideration my oun opinion that this 1roject 
vrill entail effort 2.nd losses )robably not justified if OKllTA1fA shore based 
air can cover CEIN/i. and KOREA targets 1rhich vrould be normal:cy- taken under 
carrier attacko I(¥0SriD targets can be effectively struck from deep water 
S6tith and Southeast of J::YUSHU. 

03 1206 CINCPOA ADV TO Cq_LJRDF~T INFO CC .G~N 10, ItJFO C?~HlrCJI. 

IJI?~T2 TO I·D\ .. l.S'jY iND BUCKI12R OFLY I~JFC KilJG. Iiy 2908'59 to Halsey· 
only. Desire movement of flight echelons IJI&G 14 to OKillA.J.A expedited. 
It i.s my _)resent intention that Task Force 38 shall strike KYUSEU when last 
s ·uad.ron ::~G 11~ is ready to o 1erate at Ol~llJA" ,"A B11d then retire to h,":Cr~ for 
2 w·eeks at anchor. 

04 Oll8 CINCPOA ADV TO MARCORPS INFO CDIINCH. (NIMITZ TO VAillEGRIFT INFO KING ~) 

Since Mulcahey has been in combat under strenuous conditions for over 
2 months I intend to return him to the Mainland for leave md assign Woods 
as his relief as Camnander Tactical Air Force RYOKYUS. Request your ccm-
currence. Woods can be released for other duty in Ju:cy- or August atter 
Tactical Air Force is dissolved and Kenney takes over A.rsq elements. It 
Jlitchell1s return is urgent suggest a more junior relief than .Woods since 
Marine A1r Wing 1 will be relativeq inactive for some months. 

04 0200 COM5THFLT TO CINCPAC ADV. 

Your 03120.3. In view deferment or IDNGTOM and predicated on assumptiCD 
that shorebased air will be able neutralize air bases in EAST CHINA and 
KOREA concur Can.3rdF1t 0204ll that sweeping Northern EAST CHDTA SEA areas 
neither profitable nor necessary at this time. Sufficient deep water exists 
for Amphibious Force approach to DIABOLIC fran southwest and for fast car-
rier operations fran sO\lth to southeast. In view of approaching typhoon 
season and to afford ample sea room to ships in OKINAWA vicinity in event 
of typhoon and because of valne in connection with cover plans recommend 
entire area ZEBRA be swept earliest practicable and in addition area bounded 
by 2lv-04 N 121¥-09 E., 26-15 N :J.2lt,-,31 E., Zl-38 N 126-ol E., 28-Z> N 125-20 E 
Zl-00 N 12.3-50 E. 
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04 0719 COMGF.JJAAFPOA TO CmCPOA ADV • (PERSONAL FROU GILEs TO NIMITZ) 

1. Reference your top secret operational priority radio 020034 June 
which defers Phase 3D ICEBERG indetinitel.l". It is desired to acquaint TOll 
with the :imminence of the positioning ot a very long range fighter group 
and its supporting unit. 

2. The 414th Fighter Group and 555th Air SerVice Group were committed 
for this operation with west eoast mounting point. The following is the 
movement status of these units: 

A. Ground echelon or 414th Fighter Group has a tentative loading date 
at leattle of 6 June. 

B. 555th Air Service. Group is in staging area at Fort Lawton preparing 
to load. 

c. 2 CVEs have been allocated, each to pick up 48 P-47N aircraft with 
flight detachment at Alam.eda6 m1 14 and 27 June respectiveq. 

:3. It is desired to position the above units on IWO JIMA for the purpose 
ot augmenting the strike and escort capacity of the 3 very long range fighter 
groups now located at IWO JIMA. I believe the ultimate requirement for IWO 
based very long range fighter aircraft will be ; groups and therefore the 
sudden availability- of the 4:U..th Fighter Group am its supporting sel-r.i.ce 
group is particularq acceptable to nv augmerd;ation plan for very lon.g range 
rwo based fighter aircraft. 

4. In view of the short time tha.t exists before these units are to be 
loadedJ recommend this matter be expedited so that instructions IlJ1Jf3" be im-
plemented rq administrative headquarters with appropriate theater and main-

A land agencies. 

OS 06')7 CINCPAC ADV TO COMINCH. (NIMITZ TO KING) 

In view of the extent to which CmCBPF 040107 has implications which bear 
on the subject of paragraph 3 ot JCS 261610 and departs from the principle or the British being logistic~ self' supporting request your cOJDllents. 

New subject. Will the British carrier force be available to me for · 
attacks on Northern HONSHU-HOKKAI00-30UTHERN KURILES with 3rdFlt in JW.,. • 

06 OS29 COIQRDFLT TO CINCPAC ADV • (HALSEY TO NIMITZ) 

Your 060S20. TF 3S ready to strike KANOYA fields with 2 groups 
June 8th as per lif3' o60653. BENNINGTON operable but am detaching her to 
LEYTE a.tter strike for repairs to flight deck damaged by storm. HORNEr has 
storm. damage to flight deck but is operable and unless othendse directed 
will be retained with TF .3S until normal~ due to return for overhaul. 
All forces rea<tr to execute assigned tasks despite damage which is being 
summed up for earl;y despatch report. 

06 0820 CINCPAC ADV TO COM3RDFL'l'. (NIMITZ TO HALSEY) 
Request immediate reporf; of condition of readiness TF 3S. Have received 

no reP?rt sinee your 05l1Xf/. 

06 l244 CINCPAC ADV TO COM3RDFLT (HANDLE AS NDJtiTZ ONLY) 

Your 000829 (To me olicy-) approved. Unless othenvise direc:ted by later 
dispatch withdraw TF 38 to LEITE attar strike on KYUSHU Fields about S June. 
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(J7 0814 CINCPAC ADV TO COMINCH DlFO CINCPOA PEARL (NIMITZ TO KING INFO TOWERS ONU') 

I consider it necessar.r to strengthen the organization of the naval shore 
facilities at OKINAWA by placing them in a single command. At present the 
air bases are planned to be under Commodore Dillon.. The small eo-called 
Operating Base under Commodore Kirtland and there are other smaller bases in 
prospect. Complex. relationships with the Arrtry' are involved. Request authori-
zation to consolidate all naval shore facilities at OKINAWA into a single 
Naval. Operating Base. Recommend that R.Adm. Richard E. Byrd be ordered to 
command the Naval Operating Base OKINAWA with Commodore Kirtland as his 
deputy. As such he would report to Major General Wallace, the Island CaD-
mander, OKmAYlA for local operational control and to me for administrative 
and general naval matter$. 

fY/ 0815 CINCPAC ADV TO COM3RDFLT INFO CTF 38, CNO. (Nm.ITZ TO HALSEY INFO KING AND 
MCCAIN) 

Press releases fran flagship TF .38 transmitted by IrJNA indicate inter-
view in which Captain ,Thach released information not reported to me and of 
a. nature to give aid and comfort to the ene.my. 'Direct CTF 38 make full re-
port technical. details concerned see CNO 062025. Take steps to prevent fur-
ther release of such iDtormation by units in the combat area. Article 
by Erliie Hobereeht quoting Captain Thach as advocating use of poison gas 
against Ja}mlese being censored here and forwarded to Cominch. 

00 0221 CINCPAC TO COMINCH (NIMI~ TO KINCrOIEI) 

At present Buclmer as CTF 99 is eespcmsible to me for the RYUKYUS forces 
Wallace as CTG 99.1 is Island Commander and Cobb as CTG 99.3 is afloat to 
command local naval forces RYUKYUS and will eventual:cy- function as a permanent 
administrative SOPA. See .Annexes A and F .nw- OpPlan J..4,..44. 

Within the Island Command there are now 2 separate naval shore commands. 
The former Lion 8 now the Naval Oj>erating Base under Kirtland and the Naval 
Air Bases under Dillon. Additiona~ contemplated are a small mine base 
and a motor torpedo boat base. Amphibious base facilities will be necessar,y 
also to support OLYMPIC. My proposal is to consolidate all naval shore 
facilities under 1 rear admiral ~th the title of Comdt Naval Operating Base 
OKINAWA and assign Kirtland as his deputy with no other duties. This wou1d. 
parallel aetion alreadJt taken at SAIPAN. The changes recommended are all 
internal to the Island Conunand OKINAWA and will not affect Cobb. 

So long as we were organized for unity of command the establishment ot 
several separate naval entities ilnder an Atoll Commander or Island Commander 
conformed to an effeetiw concept developed by experience in the Pacific. 
The change made at S.UPAN and recommended for OKINAWA BNIWETOK and 1!3NAJALEIN 
is necessary to ensure effective functichning under the new concept of JCS 
032140 of April which contemplates an eventual separation of the services. 

08 05ll COM3RDFLT TO CTF 38 INFO CINC PAC ADV. (HALSEY TO MCCAIN INFO NIMITZ) 

CINCPAC 070815. Ma.ke required report. Apparent:cy- written background 
material prepared to cover Thach' s interview was mininterpreted or Thach 
verbally went beyond written brief. Take immediate appropriate steps to 
prevent personnel your command from divulging to pressmen confidential in-
formation except as is proper for off the record background brief'ing. CINCPAC 
censors in ICJNA will be separately instructed by originator. 

0$ 0754 CINCPAC ADV TO Ca!INCH. 
Concur ComSubPac 261245. (R3: 10 British subs to SoWesPac) 
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09 2008 COMINCH & CNO (092000) TO COMNAVEU INFO (092008} CINCPAC ADV'• 

PERSONAL FROM ADMIRAL KING TO THE FIRST SEA LORD. 

I have carefu.ll;r reviewed the series of memoranda interchanged between 
the United states and British Chiefs of staff relative to elltablishm.ent of 
British intermediate base facilities at a poiht sufficient]3" far tonard 
to be useful to support operations in the main theater against the Japanese. 

I have also reviewed the despatches which have been exchanged between Admiral 
Fraser and Admiral Nimitz on this subject. It is my opinion that the utili-
zation of the materials provided by the British for the establishment of 
shore facilities in Western Pacific would contribute best to the overall 
needs in that theater if they were established in BRUNEI BAY • Such opera-,. 
tions as are required by the British Pacific Fleet in areas to the north 
will be supported by fleet anchorages and shore facilities DOW established 
or being established by the United states Fleet and such operations as ma.v 
be conducted in the SOUTH CHINA SEA in support of operations in the NETHBKLA.ND: 
EAST lliDI ES and :MALAYA can best be supported from the base which I PI'Opoae~:.:m 
BRUNEI BAY • Obj action to the establishment of facilities at BRUNEI has been 
presented by' the British Chiefs of staff in that they would not become 
available until the end of the current calendar yea:r and therefore at a time 
when SINGAPORE itself might be available. · The same consideration would appl;r 
to the establishment of similar facilities in the PHILIPPINE Area even if 
sites therefor could be made available. It appears even more objectionable 
to crowd in additional facilities at MANUS which will be even farther awa:r · 
fran the scene of operations on 1 January 1946 than is now the case. If in 
the light of the foregoing the British Chiefs of staff do not desire to 
meet our wishes for the establishment of shore facilities to support a fl.eet 
anchorage at BRUNEI BAY I have no further suggestions to offer as to the 
emp~oym.ent of the resources involved. 

09 2213 JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF TO NIMTI'Z INFO MACARTHUR. 

WARX 14514. In the indefinite deferment ·of Phase 3D ICEBERG reference . 
your Oll201 the Joint Chiefs of staff concur. 

10 0250 CINCPAC MJV TO COM5THFLT INFO COMPHIBSPAC. (NnUTZ TO SPRUANCE INFO TURNER) 

CamPhibsPae 090225 requires clarification. Desire your command organiza-
tion for OLYMPIC employ Com.BatRon 1 (V.Adm. Oldendorf) in a suitable cammand 
eapaeit7 relative to BatRon 1 and other units of the gunfire and covering 
forces. BatRon 1 as whole will not be placed under the command o£ a Rea:r 
Admiral. 

13 2255.CINCPAC ADV to COM3RDFLT INFO CIDMINCH (NDA:ITZ 'ID HALSEY INFO KING) 

Request your comment on proposal that Cru.Div 17 plus 1 DesRon leave LEITE 
as soon as practicable refuel at KERAMA RETTO proeeed a.t high speed to · 
vicinity WENCHCl'v 4uring 1 or 2 daylight sweep WENCHOVl BAY CHINA Coast north 
toward HANGCHON BAY with air cover as practicable from OKIN.AWA then return 
via OKTIJ'AWA to SAIPAN for replenishment and rejoin TF 38 at sea enroute 

July operation~ Purposes would include destruction small craft being used 
by enemy for coastal transportation, cover and deception, diversion and dis-
ruption of enemy plans and keeping up the pressure. 
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1.4 0616 COMAF TWENTY TO WAR C OF S PERSONAL FOR MARSHALL. 

(NOTE: This dispatch delivered by hand and is not available in CINCPOA 
corrm1unication files) 

Again referring to your WARX 15054 and supplementing my 3Bll DTG 130140 
I discussed. in detail with Nimitz the proposed plan of moving the Twentieth 
Air Force Headquarters to GUAll and activating the Bighth Air Force in the 
RYUKYUS. . I also e;xplained to him the necessity of setting up a strategic 
Air Force Headquarters to control and operate these two air forces. Further 
that I propose to set up a strategic Air Force Headquarters on GUAM with 
Spaatz commanding. To all of this Nimitz fully concurred, stating that he 
had given his concurrence to this plan as proposed. in JCS message and that 
he had not changed his mind. In accordance with above headquarters 2oth AF 
should be moved to GUAM and redesignated Headquarters USAST..l\.F on one August 
1945 and on same date Headquarters XXI BonCom. be elevated to AF status and 
designated 2oth AF. Likewise, on 1 August 1945 hdqtrs XX Bom.Com be redesig-
nated Hdqtrs 8th liF. 

New subject: I discussed with Nimitz the subject of inactivating A.AFPOA 
Hdqtrs. Nimitz stated that in his opinion there should be some kind of an 
organization set up to control and operate the small static group of ~ 
Air Forces airplanes that would remain in HAWAII and the MARI.li.NAS and other 
islands under his control primari~ for defensive purposes. It is therefore 
recommended that AAFPOA be continued on .a greatl;y reduced scale for the opera-
tion of Arrrry Air Forces units which are assigned to Nimitz. Further, that the 
commander of AAFFDA be named by the ComGen USASTAF and that the ComGen USASTAF 
outline the policies and directives and -operations functions for AAFPOA in 
conference with Nimitz. 

15 0558 CINCPAC ADV TO COMINCH (NIMITZ TO KING ONIX) 

General Arnold conferred with me at length on 14 June with Giles, MCMOrris 
and Sherman.present. 

He discussed 1st the establishment of· the Army strategic Air Force. I 
confirmed the concurrence of IIzy' 021202 in the organization already agreed to 
by the Joint Chiefs of staff as announced by JCS 012306. He then discussed. 
in general tenn.s a list of 12 items that Spaatz has requested to be included 
in his directive. I commented informally. Today I have been shown an exact 
statement of these items and have addressed to General Arnold a forinal memo-
randum giving my formal comment. Copy ainnailed to you. 

I could not agree to 2 i terns namely nThat USASTAF have organically assigne: 
to it and under its control all the means required for the defense of airdrome 
and USASTAF "Have conunand of the base areas I.E. command of the islands or 
other areas on which USASTAF units are the predominant force" • 

He told me that British have· only 1 Lancaster ready and proposed that · 
"nothing definite be done for the presentn. 

He read me a dispatch from Marshall informing him that you were now pro-
posing a change from JCS 012306 and expressed strong~ his opinion that he 
should organize his air forces without interference by the Navy. Being unin-
formed as to this development I made no comment. I did, inform him that I 
continued to believe in unity of cormnand ·within each area.. 

During our conference and later by telephone he discussed a proposal that 
MacArthur establish tempora:cy headquarters here at GUAM prior to OLYMPIC. I 
told him that while I did not consider it necessary I had no obj actions, that 
I had repeatedly invited 11:acArthur to Visit my headquarters and that he had 
never accepted, that on 1 occasion Col. Knox and I offered to come t~ ~1 ~and 
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15 0558 CINCPAC ADV TO COMINCH (ND,{ITZ rro KING) (CONT'D). 

he discouraged it, that I had been to MacArthur's headquarters on 3 occasions · 
and that I doubted MacArthur's wi llingness to come to GUAM. What the impli-
cations of Arnold's proposals about MacArthur's headquarters are I do not 
know. 

It is logistically infeasible to create e:a:&ensi ve additional command 
facilities for Spaa.tz or MacArthur at any early date. Spattz will have to 
take Giles and Giles take Lemay's. I could care for :MacArthur only on the 
same basis of 11double up and sharett as is now used for Spruanee. 

15 ff/53 COM3RDFLT W CINCPAC ADV. (HAlSEY TO NIMI'IZ) 

Subject to your approval TF 38 will sortie 1 July launching lst attack 
northern area. about 10 Ju:cy. Will you wish to see me at GUAM during this 
in port period. 

12 2202 JOINT CHI~S OF STAFF TO IIA'ACARTHUR, NIMITZ, VVED:Et\!EYER. 

WARX 15811. Recent changes in enenw dispositions in EAST CHINA indicate trend 
of withdrawal to the north and evacuation of certain coasial positions. While 
it is unlikely that the Japanese will withdraw from positions suitable for 
our use in direct support of the invasion of JAPAN, under suit.a.ble circum-
stances it mey be possible without detraction from the main effort to exploit 
such withdrawal to accomplish: diversion and deception, increased effective-
ness of blockade, and possibly the eventual establishment of a limited supp~ 
line to support Chinese forces. It may be that the support of the campaign 
in JAPAN vdll absorb all available resources, particularly shipping, thus 
making it impossible to provide major tonnages to aid Chinese forces prior to 
the completion of planned invasion operations. However, the changll1g situati 
in CHTIIA requires cont~uing review and reconnaissance with a view to capital-
izing a~ sm.a.ll cost . on Japanese military deterioration and withdratvals. Your 
views and recommendations are desired from time to time as the situation de-
velops. 

13 0232 Cll.J'CPAC ADV TO COM3RDELT, CTG 38,3. (FOR HALSEY AND SHERMAN ONLY) 

CINCPAC considers the action indicated in CO:MAAFSWPA 101750 will stop 
further attacks on ships by fN'lPA aircraft. Desire CTG 38.3 novf withdralv 
his threat to shoot dovm our Army aircraft. 

1.3 0855 CINCPAC ADV TO CO:MINCH (NIMITZ TO KING ONLY) 

With the initiation of submarine operations :in the SEA OF JAPAN it is 
possible that 1 or more submarines ma;r be so damaged as to have to reture on 
the surface. Request aqy information you can obtain as to Russian action in 
case a damaged submarine · 
{A) Requests voyage repairs at VLADIVOSTOK or SOVETSKAYA GAVAN (SOVIET HARBOR). 
(B) Requests pilotage through TARTARY STRAIT. 

Is there any preference between VLADIVOSTOK SOVTET HAHBOR or possible 
C.ASTRIES BAY as a point at which to apply for repairs to make a submarine 
seaworthy or for internment. 

I wish to brie,f submarine commanders as to action to take in case they 
are too severely damaged to e.:xit through KOREA STRAIT or LA PEROUSE STRAIT. 
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13 2201 COMINCH & CNO TO CINCPAC ADV. (HANDLE AS NIMITZ ONLY) 

Your 130855. Question as to probable Russian reaction and attitude has 
been referred to MOSCC1/Il • Pending receipt of guidance from MOSCOW· it is con-
sidered that SOVETSKAYA GAVAN should be preferred to VLADIVOSTOCK. 

• I 

14 2397 JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF TO MACARrHUR, ND.fiTZ INFO A...llliOLD. 

Book m.essa.e:e to Macarthur and Nimitz for action, to Arnold for informa-
~. ~-·~70~4. Further to WAitt $938 dated 25 M.ay 1945. Although t~ 
is at preseiit-no evidence that sudden collapse or surrender of JAPAN is l:ikezy 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff direct that plans E>e made to take inunediate advant-
age of favorable circumstances, such as a sudden collapse or surrender, to 
effect an entry into JAPAN proper for occupational: purposes. 

14 2330 COMAF 20 to DEPCOMAF 20 (TO GILES FOR ARNOLD FROM P..NDERSON). 
Note: Not in CINCPOA Communication files. 

Telecon 15-5. 
President has indicated desire to meet with Joint Chiefs of Staff 

afternoon 18 June to discuss details of Campaign against JAPAN. He ex-
pects at this meeting to be thoroughly informed of our intentions and pros-
pects. Information requested by hila is: · 

Number of ~ personnel and Nav,r vessels necessar.y to defeat JAPAN. 
Estimate of time required and casualtie~ resulting from ~ 

1Bitt::~~lfxj!QO~:d:fdd"cxx invasion of JAPAN proper. 
Estimate of time required and casualties resulting from effort to de-

feat JAPAN by isolation, blockade and bombardment. 
Useful contribution, if any that can be made by ather United Nations. 
President intends to make decisions on campaign with purpose of econo-

mizing to maximum extent possible in loss of American lives. Economy in 
time and money is comparativezy unimportant. 

Joint staff Planners have been directed to submit draft of suitable 
memorandum that can be submitted by Joint Chief's W President at meeting. 

---- COMGENAffi (ARNOLD) TO WARCOS FOR JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF (Not in Cormn. files) 
16 June 
1945 3974. Paren for Marshall for JCS ffom Arnold at Iwo Jima paren. :Major 

General Curtis L~ and his intelligence. officer Colonel Garcia have pre-
pared able factual and dramatic nresentation of the effectiveness of strategic 
air to date upon the war mclking capacity of JAPAN. They have also a reasonabl 
projection of the further results to be reasonab~ expected from our continued 
air offensive against JAPAN. The expected results of the air offensive 
against GERMANY can now be specifical.ly compared 'tri. th the actual damage to 
German systems of objectives thru the data in the hands of the Dolier Group. 
Item am of the opinion that the JCS will find it most helpful for these pre-
sent~tions be presented to the President. 

]:6- -- C01v1GEN AIR (ARNOLD) TO WARCOS (PERSONAL FOJi MARSRA.LL FRO! A.lW'OLD AT IWO JIMA) 
16 June Not in Communication files. 
1945 Eaker personally with Lemay should represent me at the conference to 

present the President with factual data available in the Marianas. Lemay is 
enroute to Washington nOV'l and in view of his intimate knowledge of the local 
situation he should personally present the picture of 2oth AF capabilities. It 
is ·of utmost importance that USASTAF Hdqtrs be established at once and that 
full support by ever.yone be given to. that Headquarters for administrative, 
operations, supp~ and top priorities in shipping. 1'ven though the President 
indicated that economy of time is comparatively unimportant, I am conyi~cJd 

- Continued - 3 2 t'f f" 
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